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PREFACE
"Remove not the ancient landmarks which thy fathers have set."

This work is offered to demonstrate that the restoration of

the Civil Law of Rome has come to the Western Hemisphere,

and is now prevailing in American States. That the equity of

the renaissance was but a nest egg, and that its good name has

constantly conjured and finally attracted to it the cosmopolitan,

immutable maxims, despite the guidance of Coke and Black-

stone, neither of whom understood them, but who were permitted

to define equity and to hobble it with provincial and fragmentary

maxims restricting its jurisdiction.^ But feudal authors and

their followers have npt succeeded in restraining it, for, like a

mighty deluge, it has come at last and has broken down the

barriers of tribes and provinces, sweeping them away there and

eroding them here until today the last vestiges of obstruction

set up by the reverence of tribal lawyers for "our written con-

stitution," "our statute," "our code," "our practice act,"

"our decisions," are disappearing. The provincial lawyer has

always been prejudiced against cosmopolitan law. The experi-

ence of Saint Paul justifies this conclusion. Now, the demands
of a great nation are calling for lawyers who can guide its

destinies in the greatest theatre of all ages.

There but remains the removal of the wreckage. The fruit-

age of the reformation, the contests of Coke and Bacon, the

English revolutions, Mansfield's decisions, the Anglo-American

wars, our experiences with negro slavery, the introduction of

the Codes, and our experiments with the "Case System" are

all behind us. After all these experiences, those acknowledged

leaders who assure us that they are foremost in advancing the

cause of jurisprudence inform us that our books are wrong, that

our schools are wrong, that our decisions are a "legal jungle,"

that the condition is "deplorable," "appalling," "foreboding,"

and that the "future is calling" to those who can see and act.^

1. story's Eq., § 59; § 31, post.

2. Corpus Juris, Green Bag, February, 1910. See articles of Edward D 'Arcy, 70

Central Law Journal, 294-296, 311-313, 402-407, 455-460; 34 Am. Bar Assn.

Eeport, 1909, pp. 787, 832, 836 ("England has the best bench, the best bar

and the best law books. ' '—James Barr Ames)

.
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iv PEEFACE

Their letters in the Green Bag should be carefully read" by everj^

student. Many of them are written by the most prominent

authors, teachers, lawyers and jurists, some of whom have beea

famed orators for more than a generation; some of them also

spoke at the Universal Congress of Lawyers and Jurists (1904,

St. Louis) ; what they said there, when contrasted with their

letters above referred to, will show a great change of mind.

Of these, appropriate mention will be made on many pages,,

attended with ample demonstration.

"What was a wonderful development and priceless boon ia

1904 is graphically described as a "legal jungle" in 1910. The

letters of these lawyers show that, like Justinian, Bacon and

Napoleon, they have come to perceive the due administration

of the laws as necessary bulwarks for the perpetuity of empires.

In other words, that a knowledge of fundamental law is indis-

pensable for good government; that the chaotic condition

throughout American jurisdictions is a menace to a more perfect

union of the states, business interests, and to the attainment of

justice, of public tranquillity, and of the blessings of Providence.

The noblest profession is shown to be a laggard submerged with

empiricism and inundated with vast unwieldy outputs of cupidi-

ous commercialism whose hands are ignorant and incompetent.

The dean of one great school is able to name but one topic that

was acceptably exploited; another dean has written upon that

topic, and he informs us upon the fly leaf (Wigmore's Code on
Evidence, 1910), that the law must be restated. In this, his

seventh volume upon that topic, is indicated that more must be
expected. It is because of such a condition that famous teachers
are at last instructing us that our two hundred years' growth
of American law is like the house founded upon the sand, when
the rains descended and the floods came and the winds blew.

That the condition is " appalling, "» "foreboding," "deplor-
able" and "bewildering," is stated in general terms, in con-
clusions of fact, if you please. These general statements leave
the student in the dark as to how and why he is in the "jungle."
Therefore, it seems well to illustrate, and to do so let us take a
question of leading importance, namely: How is a statute con-

3. 34 Am. Bar Assn. (A. D. 1909), p. 787; 832-838 id. (Address of Franklin M
Danaher of Albany, N. Y.).
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strued in reference to the common law? Eelating to this, from
the title "Common Law," as an index topic head, in Sedgwick,

Dwarris, Sutherland and Endlich on Statutes, one is led to the

old rule, which reads as follows

:

'^Statutes i)i derogation of the common laiv are strictly

construed."

To support this rule is Reydon's case, from Coke's reports,

which is widely cited and is reprinted in Vol. 14, English Euling

Cases, 816. Herein the rule is emphasized and is made most
impressive. It is well cited and stated in Endlich on Statutes;

it is not so clearly stated in Sutherland nor in Dwarris ; Sedg-

wick omits it, but instead, he gives to the rule pages 267 to 280,

wherein the rule is both upheld and denounced in alternating

paragraphs; it is denied by the New York Code, we are told;*

the old law is likewise dealt with; also the maxims; these are

both denounced and upheld, just as you want them. The author

appears like a revolving electric fan throughout these pages.^

Herefrom the student can judge of difficulties which have gath-

ered and cast cloud and bewilderment over the way. Is it mat-

ter of wonder that, with text books like this, the profession has

gone astray ?

"We read that "maxims belong to another age," p. 274; that

"Codes of procedure shall be liberally construed and in dero-

gation of the Common Law," p. 274. Yet we are also told:

"The wisdom of judges and sages of the law has always

suppressed new and subtle inventions in derogation of

the Common Law." I Coke Inst. 282.

Cooley's Constitutional Limitations, Dillon's Municipal Cor-

porations, the great cyclopedia-digests, will greatly add to the

illustrations and can be cited pro and con. Such discussions

settle nothing, except that the law as writteh and taught exceeds

human capacity^

The condition in Illinois, Missouri and other "theory of the

case" states chiefly arises from statutes and their construction.

And the pages in Sedgwick's Constitution above referred to will

show how they are construed. Now let each look for himself

4. See Clark v. Dillon, 97 N. T. 370; Mallinckrodt, L. C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud; An-

drews V. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167; § 283 post.

5. Preface vol. 3 Gr. & Eud.
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and then come to a conclusion, as did the dean of Harvard

College.^

The author believes that the dominating principles can now
be picked from the overtoppling bulk of legal literature, and so

arranged and set that they can be found and mastered. The
dean of a great school now informs us that the English bench,

bar and law books are the best. Among these none are better

than Broom's Maxims, Smith's, and White & Tudor's Leading
Equity Cases. The volume now presented shall faithfully reflect

the best English works and cases.

The following questions have long been mooted among
American lawyers

:

1. What is
'

' due process of law '
' ?

2. What are the distinctions between the mandatory and the

statutory records?

3. Are the general demurrer and its correlatives—namely, the

motion in arrest, non obstante veredicto, the order of
repleader, the objections upon collateral attack, the

tests of res adjudicata, and "due process of law"

—

governed by the same and invariable rules of con-
struction?

4. Are pleadings indispensable to confer jurisdiction, where
pleadings are required?

5. Can jurisdiction in a constitutionalism be made to appear
from these two facts only, (1) jurisdiction of the person,
and (2) a judgment in sufficient form which the court

' could or might make if duly authorized by its record?
6. What is the "theory of the case"?
7. Can adjective law and substantive law be comprehensively

defined and classified? Why is not the substance re-
quired by the state for the coram judice proceeding-
substantive law also the higher law?

8. Is procedure merely a. local and provincial subject?
9. Can the law be well written and taught in individualized

branches ?

10. Is there a prescriptive constitution?
11. Have the principles of the old organic law been changed?

6. 34 Am. Bar Assn. 836 (A. D. 1910) ; see also Prefaces 1 Gr. & Rud., also 3 Id.
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12. Can these principles be named, enamerated and taught by;

this generation?

13. What are these principles ?

14. Where are they found comprehensively explicated?

15. What is the case system?

16. What is the best elementary work for both student and
practitioner ?

These questions will be in mind throughout the discussions in

this work, and it will be sought to lay before the annual five thou-

sand beginners the data from which the right answer to them can

be made. The information afforded on pages 787, 832-838, 34

American Bar Association Beport (A. D. 1909) greatly inspires

this effort. We are there told that the English Bench, Bar and
books are the best ; also that the English lawyer learns in a law

office; and thus it appears that the English lawyer learns his

law from books that lawyers appreciate and use.*** The best of

the English books will be introduced and often cited in this work.

In connection with the mandatory (or constitutional record)

and the statutory record discussions, we shall seek to disclose

respective philosophies relating to each of these records. In-

deed, we have burdened the argument with this attempt. For

this purpose we have gathered and present what we call the

trilogy of procedure or of strict construction, also the trilogy of

liberal construction. The former applies to the mandatory

record; the latter to the statutory record. Impressing these

simple facts will greatly aid in the solution of most of the above

questions.

The philosophies referred to when clearly understood and

properly applied are a key and a guide. Such is their impor-

tance that if properly taught they will uplift the legal profes-

sion from the ruts of a blind and stupid conservatism. For this

end the fact will be disclosed and it will be made prominent that

these philosophies referred to arise from the principles of the

prescriptive constitution, and must he comprehended therefrom.

The philosophy of law is inseparable from its utility. For

its application it must be reckoned and viewed from fixed moor-

ings or datum posts. The viewpoints we now offer are from

6a. See Preface Vol. 1, Gr. & Rud.
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the two records described in the introductory chapters, and their

respective trilogies, in the light of the conserving principles of

procedure^

As a ship has its keel, and ribs springing therefrom, to sup-

port the superstructure, so has the law its keel, ribs and super-

structure. The mandatory record is the keel; its trilogy and

the conserving principles of procedure are the ribs. Upon these

may be reared variant types of marine architecture, but what-

ever be the variety and type of the superstructure, the keel and

the supports must always be in substance the same, regardless

of the shape and design of the superstructure. The argument

proceeds upon the theory that the design of the keel and of the

ribs of the law are from antiquity, and that as of old, the base

line must be viewed, and that all estimates and reckonings must

be made therefrom. In other words, the mandatory record and

its tests, the general demurrer, the motion in arrest, non obstante

veredicto, order of repleader, including also objections upon
collateral attack and discussions of res adjudicata, are always

the same. Eelating to these fundamental matters the rules of

construction are invariable.

It will be sought to pick from Chitty, Stephen and Gould's
Pleadings substantiation of this last statement. Probably none
have stated it more clearly than Stephen.® Here it seems well

to add that the best knowledge of the ship will necessarily include

the keel and ribs as well as the superstructure. As the ship
is an entirety, so is the law. The law cannot be partitioned
and taught in individualized branches. Therefore it follows that
the attempted distinction of this generation between substan-
tive and adjective law is illusory. It is from viewpoints in
procedure that the true principle in Lawrence v. Vox (N. T.),
HendricJc v. Lindsay (pj. S.), and Cumber v. Wane (Eng.) is

disclosed. Eights and, .remedies are interactions; they are
reciprocals. This fact will clearly appear in the discussion of
equity and its principles in procedure. These principles will be
chosen for the central idea of the discussions, instead of promi-
nent and bewildering classifications of what is substantive and

7. §§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.

8. Stephen Pleading, pp. 146-150. (Aider by pleading over, citing Jackson v.
Fesked)

; § 111-119, post.
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what is adjective law. It seems that maximum discussion of

this last named classification is attended with minimum under-

standing of the records and their trilogies referred to. That
in the latter lies the philosophy of the law, is the burden of

our argument.

We have referred to the disheartening announcements of a

hundred great leaders in the Green Bag. From it popular

journals caught up the question and discussed it, but in no
complimentary way to the lawyer and his profession, and cer-

tainly not to his literature." One of these observed "that the

layman no longer had a monopoly in calling the law a gathering

of ignorance and stupidity." From the American Bar Asso-

ciation Eeports the last proposition has footing enough; but if

more is needed, enough can be picked from Supreme Court

Reports of several States to satisfy the most skeptical. One
of these disordered States is presented in several leading articles

lately current in a popular magazine.^"

From among the States it seems well to select a common-law
and a code-practice State; therefore we take two adjoining

empires, Illinois and ^Missouri, with which to illustrate and to

demonstrate that the letters in the Green Bag correctly state

the condition, which is that the student is led into a "legal

jungle" and is there left to find his way out as best he can.

The credulity of the lawyer is pointed to, by reason of

which commercialism by cheap and ignorant hands manu-

factures supposed legal literature for the noblest profession.

Herefrom we are told the result is both "deplorable" and

"appalling." And so it is in states where the Supreme Court

Eeports present cases conducted by supposed eminent professors

in famous law schools, who have persuaded their courts to hold

that pleadings are not essential to a coram judice proceeding,

though pleadings are provided for ; and who are filling the lay

press with representations that a good indictment may be

constituted of five words, namely, "John Jones murdered

William Smith." These writers hold that in contract the word

owes may be substituted for the word murdered, etc. They

insist this is the "modern and enlightened law," and according

9. See Literary Digest, Feb. 26, 1910.

10. See, also, Lange, L. C. 159, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Hume v. Robinson, 2 id.
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to them, those who insist that the material, jurisdictional,

descriptive facts must be stated are guilty of "record worship."

The discussions over these questions in supreme courts are

found in the late cases in almost all of the states, and especially

in Illinois and Missouri, the former a common law practice state

and the latter the first code state in the valley of the Mississippi,

having the first American code case.^*

Practitioners find that the legal profession is no longer a

gentleman's calling, affording time to write, to teach and to

lead in public affairs, but that they have become drudges in

treadmills; that they are spending their lives hurrying from
tier upon tier, and shelf upon shelf of unending and ever-length-

ening rows of Digests, Cyclopedic and annotated cases, hunting

for the late case. The result of the strenuous hunt often
leaves them in more doubt than when they started.^^ They may
find that the court in 8. v. Fasse (1905) held that irrelevant dec-

larations of counsel in argument in a court of errors, in the
presence of a respondent attending a hearing therein, who failed

to arise and orally protest, are part of the record, while in Wilson
V. Darrow (1909) such declarations are held unavailing; or that
defenses not pleaded are waived, Hudson v. Wabash R. R.;^^

but if irrelevant evidence gets before the court, then from it

the court can carve out and set up a defense.^*

The power of a court to proceed to hear and determine when
no "cause of action" is stated is an unsettled question. This
power is often solemnly asserted. For observe : Failure to file

a motion in arrest foreclosed all questions involved in a general
demurrer, also the motion non obstante veredicto; thus the coram
non judice record becomes coram judice by acquiescence. Con-
sensus tollit errorem.^^

11. Biddle v. Eoyce (1850).

12. See Preface, Vol. 3 Gr. & Rud.
13. 101 Mo. 30 ("Code requires this").

14. Cape G. E. E. (1909), 222 Mo. 461, 486-487.
Bury V. St. Louis, 12 Mo. 298 (a statute before adoption of code)- Griffin
(1839), 6 Mo. 50, citing and following, Dajidson v. Peck (1836) 4 Mo 438
446 ("It is very true that the issue is not expressly found, and the verdict is
bad unless the matter is cured by the statute. The statute says no exception
shall be taken to anything unless expressly decided by the court below ' '—

4

Mo. 446.) S. P., Davis v. Colt, 31 Mo. 530. See, also, Bateson, 37 Mo. 31
32, 34 (pnumeratmg the statute next mentioned).

'

15,
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The statute in Davidson case above cited is an existing one.

But it has constantly been a bone of contention. It was flatly-

denied in Hannibal R. R. v. Mahoney}'^ But it is taught that

a statute regulating procedure must have reverence and respect,

whether it be reasonable or unreasonable, and its paramount,
high and stern command still makes decisions a haze of con-

fusion, a bar to the progress of the student, and a treadmill of

drudgery and anxiety to the practitioner."

The functions of pleadings are not understood.^*

Herefrom may be judged the condition in Missouri. This

condition relating to statutes and pleadings likewise exists in

Illinois and its adjacent states, except in Wisconsin and Ken-
tucky. But even in the latter states, the "statute" and "our
code" are dangerously emj.hasized.

Why the jurisprudent leaves his profession behind him when
he crosses his state line, while at home it is a jungle of contra-

dictions, will appear from cases cited in the note.^* Already

the states are as widely separated as warring tribes. This fact

as demonstrated none can deny.

It has long been said that evidence, pleading and practice,

procedure in short, is the graveyard of the lawyer. Why this

is so will appear from a consideration of the matters above

referred to; also from the discussions of the mandatory and
statutory records; also from the conserving principles of pro-

From Davidson we also quote, p. 442: "Legal proceedings are known to be

carried on much more loosely and in a different manner in Kentucky from what

they are here. But if the proceeding against Davidson in Kentucky was not

according to our practice or strict notions of regularity, it will not be sufficient

to induce a court in Missouri to screen an absconding debtor on that account. '

'

Missouri and Mississippi are also widely apart. See Poreword, p. v, 4 Gr. &
Bud., in relation to Fauntleroy v. Lum.

16. 42 Mo. 467.

17. Hope V. Blair, 105 Mo. 85, 93, 24 Am. St. 336; Eush v. Brown, 101 Mo. 586,

592; Davis v. Jacksonville Line (1894) 126 Mo. 69, 75, 78 (on p. 75, Story's

Eq. PI., § 10, reaffirmed); Lilly v. Menke, 126 Mo. 190, 211-212; Mallinckrodt,

169 Mo. 388, 398 (ground of the general demurrer can not be waived) ; Me-

Quitty, 218 Mo. 586, 591, 131 Am. St. 561; Wilson v. Darrow (1909): cases.

Contra: 2 Thomp. Tri. 2310, 2311, quoted sub Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.; And.

Steph. PL 230: cases, 2nd ed.; 70 Cent. L. J. 294-296, 311-314.

18. 67 Cent. L. J. 393-394.

19. Barrow v. Grogan, 219 111. 288, 2 Gr. & Eud. (presumptions of regularity).

BaUewicz v. B. B., 240 111. 238, 70 Cent. L. J. 5 (S. P. as Harrow).

Devine v. B. B. Co., 237 111. 278 (issues appearing from conduct).
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cedure.^" "Where these are not understood we are now informed

that the condition is " appalling. "^^

The condition in Illinois is similar to that in Missouri.

Indeed Illinois has a quasi code, by Illinois, of Illinois and for

Illinois. It is a Practice Act state. The attempt has there

been made to establish a practice built up on waiver and excep-

tions, or, in other words, on the statutory record and its matter,

and the stern commands of a statute of amendments and jeofails.

In this it may be likened to the practice in the Supreme Court

of the United States in cases going up from the highest court

of a state."^ It is sought to impress in this work that the practice

in this court is founded on statutes and their construction, and

that it is devoid of that philosophy that must be a key and a

guide.

The Municipal Court Act of Chicago is a proposed plan of

excluding the operation of the general demurrer, motion in

arrest, non obstante veredicto, orders of repleader, objections on
collateral attack, and of those defects of substance which a court

of errors will sua sponte notice without regard to objections,

exceptions, motion for a new trial, assignment of errors,

abstracts of the record, and necessity for argument of each
error relied upon. There are matters of substance which are
necessary for the coram judice proceeding, which the state com-
mands for reasons of public policy, these matters can not be
waived. It is in connection with these jurisdictional matters
that we recognize the functions of the general demurrer and
likewise of its allies, which challenge the proceedings at the
different stages above mentioned.

But formal matter concerns only the parties named on the

Becklenberg, 232 III. 120 (pleadings essential).

O'Brien v. P., 216 lU. 354, 108 Am. St. 219 (pleadings are not jurisdictional).
FranUin Union No. 4 v. P., 220 111. 355, 110 Am. St. 248 (S. P. O'Brien v. P )
Rice V. Travis, 216 lU. 249, reversing s. c. 117 111. Ap. 644, 4 Gr. & Eud. (pre-

sumptions of regularity apply to courts of inferior Jurisdiction).
lilden V. P., 242 lU. 536, criticised 111. Law Eeview, Marcli, 1910; 70 Cent. L. J.

284.

p. V. Artesian Co., — 111. App. — (Pleading and proving res adjudicata),
20. §§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.
21. 34 Am. Bar. Assn. Eep. 787.

22. See Preface, Vol. 3, Gr. & Eud.; also Windsor v. McVeigh, L. C. 1, id. See
observations, Consensus tollit errorem. Chap. XII, post.
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record. It may be well to classify this matter as adjective law.

They may waive it if they see tit; and it is the policy of the

law to enforce a waiver of it. This is sometimes done in a

remote, refined and technical way, as where one waives formal

error by not arguing it after it has been demonstrated, and

assigned for error. Coiisoisus tollit errorem. In formal error

waiver is favored and there are refined rules to declare dilatory

and abatement matters waived. Statutes relating to these mat-

ters have not been helpful; indeed they have either been vain

and fruitless or vicious, when interpreted by incompetent courts.

It is the purpose here to make plain the above facts. In this

demonstration we will name and point out a higher law than

"our constitution," "our statute," "our code," "our revised

code," "our practice act," and our "late" case. Local law can

apply only to formal matter; it has not and it can not change

substance or the substantive rights of the state. Attempts to

change the necessities of substance have only broken the law,

and each breach but adds to the drift and to the formidable

wreckage that is clogging the channels of legal philosophy.

"When its philosophy is lost, the law is lost.

And the philosophy is lost in the "theory of the case"

states, such as Xew York and Missouri, and states that have

attempted to follow these, the pioneer code states. All of the

code states, and particularly Missouri, have tried to follow New
York. Thus the Missouri decisions illustrate those of New York.

But its decisions are erratic and singular, and are not uniformly

molded by fundamental law. Notable exceptions to the con-

trary will be mentioned.-'' Jurisdiction in those states is a

variant and fluctuating thing, and is not uniformly viewed as it

is in England and the Xew England states. New Jersey and

Florida. There is no "due process of law" in the "theory of

the case" states. What this is appears greatly to puzzle the

federal Supreme Court. According to some of its decisions,

there may be for each state—each tribe—or indeed for each

individual, a distinct due process of law, tests of this being the

grade of intellect of the accused.^*

23. See Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.

24. Paraiso v. V. 8., 4 Gr. & Eud. (indictment sufficient if the accused under-

stands it).
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Scientifically stated, the trouble in Missouri and the theory-

of-the-case states is that they have attempted to enlarge the

operation of Consensus tollit errorem and its cognate maxims

beyond the boundaries fixed for it by the Eoman, Norman, Eng-

lish and federal and best state cases. To attain this result

many statutes have been enacted, and numberless cases can

be cited. But, after all, the law has not been changed. The

necessities of procedure constitute a law derived from immu-

table principles. This law can be broken, but it can not be

changed. It has been broken in many states, and in most of

the American jurisdictions, but it has not been changed in a

single state. The ablest judges of New York and Missouri

sustain this view.

The constitutional law of procedure is neither clearly written

nor taught, as the school books and great cyclopedia - digests

and legal opinions show. It is not plainly impressed that a

court is created by, and has its footing in, the unwritten consti-

tution ; also that it is limited in its power to set up and declare

causes of action and grounds of defence f^ also that it can not

choose its cases or arbitrarily make or declare matters and
issues before it and then pass on them, for one of the maxims
above constitutions, statutes and decisions is, Nemo debet esse

judex in propria sua causa. A court must have a record, and
the common, yet deep, constitutional rule is, "A court is bound
by its record" ; which rule springs from the organic law, De non
apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio, which is made
hereafter a chapter discussion. Accordingly, the rule is, a cause
of action or a ground of defence must appear from the record
with certainty. It follows that "What ought to be of record
must be proved by record and by the right record," which is

likewise the subject of a following chapter. From these con-
siderations arises the necessity for pleadings, also that a cause
of action must be described or a ground of defence pleaded, as
organic law commands. This organic law is merely reaffirmed
in codes and practice acts. Hence the rule is that stating matter

25. Wabula non judicium; Cohens v. Virginia, L. C. 244, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Debile
fundamentum falUt opus.
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of substance is essential for the coram judice proceeding.^"

Next above are illustrations of the interactions of essential

pleadings with constitutional law; this is a needed lesson, and
the attempt is made to give it. Coke, Blackstone, Chitty, Stephen

and Gould have failed to teach it, as we shall show.

To challenge the proceeding, the general demurrer and its

allies stand ready at all stages. To explain these matters arising

out of organic law, a special effort is made in this volume.

In the "theory of the case" states the uses of the mandatory
and of the statutory records are jumbled and confused. In one

case the court will hold that what belongs to one of these records

must not appear in the other ;-^ while in the next, irrelevant

evidence in the statutory record is held to supply allegata, not-

withstanding the rule that a recovery must be secundum allegata

et probata.-^

The law is an entirety. It is possible to correlate important

matters, such as constitutional law, with objections upon col-

lateral attack, and all the matters of substance and the tests

thereof above mentioned, which should be connectedly consid-

ered. The attempt to write and to teach them irrelatively has

paved the way for the "theory of the case" as advocated by

Judge Seymour D. Thompson.^® This theory is that essential

pleadings are not jurisdictional; that they are formal matter

and as such can be waived; in other words, that jurisdiction

of the person, with a sufficient judgment entry, will constitute a

coram judice proceeding without more; that this judgment

entry will be presumed to be entered upon sufficient authority,

upon the principle of Omnia prcesumuntur rite.

We will point out, in relation to Illinois and Missouri, great

conflict of opinion as to the uses and functions of the statutory

26. Sto. Eq. PI. 10; title Story, 4 Gr. & Eud.; U. S. v. Cruikshank, L. C. 232, 3

id.; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 75 (an able paraphrase of Story; a most instructive

case); cited and followed in McQuitty, 218 Mo.. 586, 131 Am. St. 561; §§ 47,

68, 119, 490, et seq., post.

27. Pennowfsky, 205 Mo. 135; Gramp v. Dunnivant, §463, post; Planing Mill,

L. C. 2d, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Milling Co. v. St. Louis, 222 Mo. 306; Consensus tollit

errorem. On the other hand courts flagrantly violate the rule. Cape G. E. E.,

222 Mo. 461, 486, 487; §§444-447, post. See Theory of the Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.

28. Cape G. E. B., 222 Mo. 461, 486 (irrelevant probata supplied allegata. See

Quod ab initio, Chapter VIII, post).

29. 2 Thomp. Tri. §§ 2310, 2311. 70 Cent. L. J. 311-314; 455-460.
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records, and that the first and greatest rule of evidence is not

comprehended, which is

:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

Chap. X, post.

Also that the functions of pleadings are not understood

agreeably to this definition

:

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a sub-

ject-matter to adjudicate it." (See Illinois, also ilissouri, post.)

Nor are the canons of procedure in the prescriptive consti-

tution understood whence these rules are deduced. These canons

we gather, state, translate, and seek to impress from every angle

and viewpoint that suggests itself. We call them the trilogy of

procedure or strict construction.

From the viewpoint of a prescriptive constitution, the heart

and vitals of the six leading subjects of the law—procedure,

equity, contract, crime, tort, and construction—are gathered

and set in trilogies or three-maxim groups, by which the entire

body of the law is articulated. From and to these trilogies, cen-

tripetally and centrifugally, the argument proceeds; around
them, as a center, the entire body of the law is brought into

review as a periphery. But the greatest attention is given
procedure, codes and practice acts, for reasons already indi-

cated. Consequently the work will be supplementary and com-
plementary to the six leading subjects of the law, and particu-

larly procedure (evidence, pleading and practice). At the base
of this leading subject, important rules and definitions will be
found. Important rules of constitutional and statutory con-
struction will appear throughout the work, and these will be
discussed in the light of the higher law ; hereby will appear a
distinctive work on construction. In this way a new light is
thrown over codes of civil procedure. This will appear from
the discussions of the statutes of Amendment and Jeofails,
whether in codes or in practice acts. In substance and in spirit
these are always the same. It is not that a new dispensation
is advocated, but only that the restoration of the old law is
awaiting intelligent recognition and a hospitable acceptance of
its beneficence to all of humanity.
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As to writing and teaching the law, there have come to be
various sects and isms. One dean sees in the law at least thirty

thousand rules; while an author condenses the elements of the

law in a small volimie.^'' A great lawyer we shall quote sees no
addition to the law from constitutions and statutes; while, on
the other hand, a widely known and much respected author and
teacher takes the view that the law has undergone, is under-

going, and is to undergo a great change; but what this change

is to be is in no way stated or indicated. He leaves the field

free and open to all comers. His words may be construed to

coimtenance either the abdication or the restoration of organic

law, or, in other words, the immutable elements of jurisprudence.

At the threshold of the restatement of the law, its elements

should be known and stated; as to whether or not there is old

and unchangeable law, there are conflicting views.

These opposing views are important ; therefore we will quote

them. The first reads

:

"It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that nearly the whole body of that law

which really prescribes rules of civil conduct, which is stamped with the moral

quality of justice, and which governs the private transactions of men with

each other, is substantially untouched by the statute book."—James G. Carter

(Lester v. Foxcroft, L. C. 341, 3 Gr. & Kud.).

The second quotation is from a response made to the calls for

a restatement of the law, in the Green Bag (February, A. D.

1910). From this response we quote

:

"It is untimely because our law is passing through a period of radical change both

in substance and in form, all along the line. A generation must elapse before

it can be stated accurately as a body of fixed and coherent principles.

"It is unsound because there are to-day fifty distinct bodies of independent sov-

ereign law within this nation varying at countless points and in infinite de-

tails."—Dean Wigmore, 22 Green Bag, 428 (A. D. 1910).

It will be conceded that a great change of the law has come

and that the elements of this change have made erosion here

and accretion there, with all the natural consequences of such

changes. But it is not conceded that these changes are without

origin, designs or models, and that the source and end of these

changes are unknown and can not be defined. We shall demon-

strate that the spirit of these changes is from the principles

30. Eobinson 's Elements of Law.
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of the Civil Law, and that this is illustrated by the amelioration

that has flowed from the introduction and restoration of equity

and its constantly developing principles. We shall call attention

to the introductory chapters of Story's Equity, also of Pome-

roy's and Bispham's, as to the origin and progress of equity,

and its influence upon the leading branches of the, law, and

especially procedure. The concluding chapter of this work

will also support these conclusions. Herefrom will appear prin-

ciples that are parts of the law referred to by Mr. Carter.

The argument will be offered, that there is a philosophy in

procedure, which can be traced from the uses and functions of

two juridical records, and that these records can be defined

and their uses demonstrated within a small compass. The uses

of these records will be, figuratively speaking, indicated by a

line drawn from orient peaks of the civil law, and that herefrom

the dominating rules and principles can be perceived and aligned.

Thus will appear the difference between teaching from Alpine

mountains on one hand, and molehills on the other hand. The
Mount Everests of jurisprudence can be briefly stated, while

the trivialities of the law can be gathered for the matter of

long rows of books. He who understands the trilogy of equity

will perceive endless repetitions; to him several of Coke's
maxims of equity will appear as repetitions. And so tne cognate
maxims of the trilogy of procedure will appear. This is well

illustrated by Chapter V and its succeeding chapters. "The
manner of the Romans," as used by Festus, when unfolded,
contains more than some volumes. Brief, terse statements of
great principles cannot be comprehended by all intellects. Such
teaching may be likened to feeding an animal concentrated food
without bran or hay for a digestive menstruum. Metaphorically
speaking, the jurisprudent has to deal with both "food tablets"
and "baled hay," and even "chaff pads." The truth of this
statement will appear to him who masters the trilogies of the
six leading subjects (§§ 1-26 of this volume).

The conflict of theories has too long prevailed; now it is
demonstration that is needed. Therefore we offer and keep
prominent on the following pages the trilogy of procedure and
its cognate principles. There is a loud and imperative call
for a change, and particularly for the stating of fundamental
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principles so they can be comprehended and be uniformly
respected. To support these views, we now offer the trilogy of
procedure, Chapters V, VI and VII. Further demonstration
will be found in succeeding chapters.

"Why is jurisprudence an abracadabra among the states?
Why is each a tribe, a law unto itself, with warring chiefs
within? Why is so much claimed for native sons, their decisions
and compilations for students, in the face of irrefragable and
humiliating facts? Where and by whom are the cardinal prin-
ciples catalogued and made accessible and clear? Are not the
orient peaks obscured and shrouded in a menacing cloud of
haze and confusion which hangs over and darkens the way,
deluging the plains below with a conglomeration of parrotings,
of clamor and din, of paraphrases and pastings, if not manifest
reprint and repetitions—^the output of commercialism? Of such
matter, rows of books as long as clothes-lines are shown the
beginner as necessities for his progress. Herefrom naught is

seen but a foreboding and repulsive career of drudgery, of doubt,
and, too often, disappointment.

See how the soldier, the sailor, the surgeon, the engineer, and
the scientist have advanced! But how is it with the lawyer?
His ignorance is said to be appalling.^"^

When the philosophy of the law is lost, the law is lost.

Where are the cardinal principles? Learn the condition by
going from school to school; look over most of the literature

that is used, and note how little of this a lawyer values for any
purpose or will have on his shelves. Who will claim that the

fundamentals of the law can be found and picked out by any
two lawyers alike from the literature in general use? And can

any one, with ease and facility, turn to any truly great principle

and find it best stated in that literature, also in connection there-

with the most widely found and cited cases in all English-

speaking countries? For example, take Verba fortius accipiuntur

contra proferentem (Every presumption is against a pleader).

Get at the facts and see why the graduate has a narrow vision

;

why his situation may be likened to one digging a well—the

deeper he "digs," the more limited his horizon; why it is that

SOa. 34 Am. Bar. Assn. Rep. 787, 832, 836; 70 Cent. L. J. 294-296, 311-314, 402-407,

455-460.
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if he goes from one state to another he leaves his hard-earned

local and provincial "late-case" matter behind. Should the

main stream or the rivulets be explored? Should the water at

the fountain be sipped, or the flow therefrom sought in the

marshes below?

Who will deny that in some schools nothing is taught beyond

nibbling at the buds—the "late case" ; that the acorns, the roots,

and the heartwood are unknown ; that the lawyer as a botanist

is not a thinker nor does he know all parts of the plant of whick

he makes a specialty?

There is reason for saying that the time has come when the

condition should be realized and therefrom hard and pointed

questions asked. Society needs lawyers ; these must come from

beginners, and these must be protected. The greatest of the

professions should not be allowed to become the graft of cupidity,

of selfishness, of stupidity, and of ignorance. Now, what do the

facts show?

To arouse intellectual interest, it seems well to call attention,

to the inadequacy of old definitions properly to impress, as is.

indicated by an editorial in the 67 Central Law Journal, 393-394.

Herein is indited an answer to a Chicago paper, which discloses.

a wide diversity of views as to the functions of pleadings;

here we have journals of great cities, studded with law schools,

engaged in a duel which shows that some one is floundering in

the marshy silt of judicial opinion as to the ends and purposes

of essential records. Illinois and Missouri altogether have a
thousand books, any one of which might well have a true defini-

tion of pleadings. But have they? Which is that book, and
who can find it; will any two lawyers agree upon the precise

import of the lines when found ?^^

Each of these states has a statute of jeofails that is upheld
and nullified in alternation. Relating to Practice Act provisions
and codes is illimitable jargon. This statute was nullified in.

C. & A. R. R. V. Clausen?^

31. See Illinois, Vol. II, Gr. & -Bud. ; also Vovaston : 217, Vol. Ill, id. ; also Mis-
souri, Vol. IV, id.

32. 173 111. 100. See also McAndrews, 222 111. 232 (same point as Eushton u.
Aspinall: 5, Vol. Ill, Gr. & End.); Stillo, 140 111. Ap. 428; Malliiickro.lt, 16»
Mo. 338 (Vol. Ill, Gr. & Eud.) ; Dovaston; 217, Vol. Ill; also Missouri and
Variance, Vol. IV, id. (See Carter 's Origin and Growth of Law.)
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An illustration is aiforded from plain, practical questions,

e.g.: What facts and exemplifications are necessary to prove an
estoppel of record or title to property, whether real or personal,

that depends on an execution or a judicial sale! Is this a local

or provincial question ? Or of evidence, or pleading, or practice,

or real estate, or personal property, or "adjective" or "sub-

stantive" law, or of constitutional law, or of government! Is

the following rule of evidence involved, namely, "What ought to

be of record must be proved by record and by the right record"?

Is this a major or a minor rule of evidence? Does it inseparably

involve pleading, and the record upon which a judgment or

decree depends? Can a constitutionalism be operated without

respect for this rule of evidence? Upon what record does the

validity of a judg-ment or a decree depend? Is the study of

procedure a study of government ?*^

Ask for the definitions of the two juridical records, the

mandatory and the statutory; what are their respective origins,

and their exclusive functions throughout the law? What have

the statutes of jeofails to do with these records ; do they affect

both alike ? What is the construction of these statutes in Illinois,

Missouri, Indiana, Ohio, and New York? Are these statutes con-

gruously construed in any of these states? Look from C. S A.

R. R. V. Clausen, also from the Eoman and the common law, and

see if the statute is not a reductio ad ahsurdum. If it is, why
should not the courts tersely say so and stop? When they are

viewed as merely affirmative statutes, why should reports of

supreme courts be made a bewilderment of discussions relating

to the construction thereof?^*

To support these conclusions, the matter presented in sec-

tions 342-360, 362-505 is submitted. Herefrom will appear

whether or not each state has distinctive laws relating to funda-

mental principles. Applying these principles in one case and

denying them in the next is opposed to the view that each state

has a distinct body of law. Many of the cases we shall present

will show that several states have nothing more than gatherings

alike of antinomies, devoid of all congruity, philosophy, or

usefulness.
33. §§ 317, 473 et seq.

34. See Illinois, Vol. II, Gr. & Rud.; Missouri, Variance, Vol. IV, id. Carter's

Origin, Growth and Function of Law.
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It is now plainly demonstrated that the wreck of the pre-

scriptive constitution is not perceived nor understood; that a

distortion of principles is parroted and taught instead of funda-

mental law; that students are not taught that the study of

procedure is a study of government; that disturbances of govern-

ment react upon procedure ; that there can not be named a dozea

fundamental principles in concise and teachable form, that can

be found and defined in a score of the most widely used student's

books. To illustrate: Let us offer this as a cardinal rule of

evidence, namely, "What ought to be of record must be proved

by record and by the right record." Where can this be found

and where is it taught; where is it expressed and explained?

Where is it shown that the operations of a constitutionalism

depend upon this rulef^®

This work is exploited to meet the commends of the American
Bar Association (1879), which express a high appreciation of

American Law Schools because they teach the familiar maxims,
general principles, and leading cases. Statutes in some states

have enumerated and reaflBrmed many of these maxims, as in

North Dakota. But, on the other hand, prominent authors and
professors have denounced these maxims.^" And there are late

cases deploring the employment of the maxim; one judge of a
court will so express himself, while another of the same court

will cite them. We have already referred to Sedgwick on
Damages.

If the familiar maxims are to be taught and used, then they
ought to be cited, explained, tabulated, and indexed. For these
ends, this work and its companion, The Grounds and Eudiments
of Law, are designed. There are principles of the law that have
not been and cannot be changed; breaking and ignoring them
is not changing them. The immutable principles of jurispru-
dence are unchangeable. To support this conclusion. Chapter I,

The Datum Posts of Jurisprudence, of this work is offered.
The view is submitted that there is more of equity and of

the civil law in procedure than American courts have recognized.
We may discoyer both Bacons and Cokes in each generation, the

35. See Literature, Procedure, Variance, Vol. IV, Gr. & Eud.
36. Earn, Judgtg., §49; see Maxims, Theory of the Case, also Variance 4 Gr &

Eud. '
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former asking for recognition of universal principles, while the

latter insist that procedure is local and provincial, and that its

principles may be created and abolished by statute, and that

each state may have a distinct procedure of its own. It will

be shown that the legal profession is submerged by discussions

of ' * our constitutions '
' and '

' our statute '

' and '
' our code, " " our

decisions" and our "late case," and that from these discussions

is gathered the matter for "chaff pads" and "space fillers,"

which are thrown together, bound, and labeled as "elementary

law„" or under other catchy titles, by the incompetent hands of

commercialism; its clamor and quackery deserve the rebuke of

every lawyer, and a few have spoken.

Equity principles govern procedure quite as much as they do

other branches of the law; and often the rules of equity

absolutely govern, as in cases of the equitable exceptions to the

statute of frauds. In tliis class of cases, statutes and local law

do not govern. So to speak, the entire controversy is translated

into equity; and its principles override statutes.

In prcBsentia majoris cessat potentia minoris.

Thus it is well for the conserving principles of procedure,

when they are known and vindicated. It can be demonstrated

that the heart and vitals of procedure are the maxims of the

civil law ; also that the code reaffirms them ; also that construc-

tion necessarily and always imports fundamental principles.

Benedicta est expositio quando res redimitur a destructione.

In conclusion it is due to say that the author has to thank an

accomplished lawyer of St. Louis, Edward D'Arcy, for much
aid in the preparation of this work ; also Helen Eccles Douglass,

of Chicago, for her assistance in preparing many of the maxims

and discussions, as well as the Text Index.

It is sincerely hoped that the profession will extend its

usual kind indulgence to the performance, which is now respect-

fully submitted.

W. T Hughes.

Jan uary 1, 1911.
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allegata, no probata; proof without allegations is unavailing;

it is presumed that the court disregarded irrelevant evidence.

A judgment depends upon its record. A judgment not

attended with its authority is coram non judice. Citing

Thompson v. Hememvay, 218 111. 46; Baldwin, 204 111. 281;

Riverside Co., 120 111. 9 ; Wright v. Griffey, 147 111. 496, 37

Am. St. 228, L.C. 28, 3 Gr. & Eud. (estoppel by verdict).

§ 342.

11. Baldwin v. Hanecy, 204 111. 281-290.

Estoppel by verdict; this depends on issues; pleadings are

essential for res adjudicata; res adjudicata depends upon its

"four identities," and these must be gathered from the man-
datory record. What the record does not show does not exist

and that which is shown is conclusive. Citing Cromwell r.

County of Sac, 94 U. S. 351, L.C. 26, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Riverside
Co., 120 111. 9; Harmon, 123 111. 122, 75 Am. St. 503;
Wright V. Griffey, L.C. 28, 3 Gr. & Eud. § 343.

III. Wright V. Griffey, 147 111. 496, 37 Am. St. 228, L. C. 28, 3 Gr
& Eud.

Only matter presented by the pleadings and within the scope
of the allegations is barred by res adjudicata; nominal
parties to a record may be viewed as surplusage; the law
looks at substance, not form in res adjudicata questions.
Thomas, 24 How. 33; Follanshee, 74 Pa. St. 306, 13 Am.
Eep. 671 (attorney a competent witness) ; Lawrence, 2 Sum.
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20; Eitchen, 2 Wm. Bl. 779; Big. Estop., 2nd ed. 46 et

seq. Res adjudicata matter must be gathered from the

mandatory record; but the statutory record may be com-
petent to identify the issues, where these are general, but
the mandatory record can not be contradicted; identify-

ing and explaining is not contradicting. What ought to

be of record must be proved by record and by the right

record. § 344.

TV. Riverside Co. v. Townshend, 120 111. 1-21.

The "cause of action" must appear from the right record,

also the purpose of the suit must be the same. The judg-

ment in a forcible entry suit can not be pleaded in eject-

ment: cases cited. Estoppels are odious, or, in other words.

Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem (Every pre-

sumption is against a pleader). § 345.

V. Balsewicz i\ C, B. & Q. R. R., 240 111. 238, 70 Cent. L. J. 5.

A Probate Court is a Court of superior jurisdiction; from
its order granting letters of administration, regularity is con-

clusively presumed. Ex dolo malo non oritur actio (Fraud

vitiates aU into which it enters) yields to the presumption

of regularity. Omnia prcesumuntur rite. P. v. Artesian Stone

Co. stated and discussed. § 346.

VI. Thomas v. P., 107 111. 517, 47 Am. Eep. 458.

A statute can not authorize an administration of a living man's

estate; Fabula non judicium; one is presumed dead after

an absence of seven years; jurisdictional facts must affirm-

atively appear in the right record, and also be true in fact.

One is never estopped by proceedings to which he was not

a party. Pleadings are indispensable to confer jurisdiction;

jurisdictional facts will not be presumed. De non apparen-

tilus et non existentihus eadem est ratio. Facts must exist,

must be real. Thompson v. Whitman, 18 Wall. 457; Wheel-

right V. Depeyster, 1 Johns. 471, 3 Am. Dec. 345; Rose v.

Himely, 4 Cranch, 269 (Marshall, C. J.), quoted and fol-

lowed. (S. P., Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522, 526-527)

;

Wight, 39 111. 563 (the facts were real) ; Dodge, 97 111. 338,

37 Am. Eep. Ill (the facts were real).

Pleadings must exist, and describe a real existing matter which

the court, according to its organization and purposes, may
take jurisdiction of. Ignorantia legis neminem excusat.
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applied. § 355.

YIII. Franklin Union No. ^ v. P., 220 111. 355, 110 Am. St. 248:

S. P. as O'Brien, supra. § 356.

IX. Rice V. Travis, 216 111. 249, reversing, 117 111. Ap. 644.

Omnia prasumuntur rite applies to inferior courts. § 357.

X. Taylor v. Sprinlcle, 1 111. 1.

Conclusions of law are nullities. Legislatures can not pre-

scribe conclusions of law as a juridical means. There are limi-

tations of legislative authority; it may regulate formal mat-

ters, but not prescribe the matter of substance. §§ 315, 341,

356, 358.

XL Tilden v. P. (1909), 242 111. 536; criticised. 111. Law Eev.,

March, 1910; 70 Cent. L. J. 284-285.

Eepugnant pleadings are void. Technical construction of indict-

ment. § 359.

XII. Bisliop V. Biisse, 69 111. 403, Chipman's Cases Contracts, 227.

A singular and erratic decision on contract. Deductions there-
from. §§ 360-361.

CHAPTER XVII

Construction of Practice Acts, Illustrated by English, Federal, Illinois

and Code Cases.

Codes reaffirm principles of the prescriptive constitution.

New York and Missouri the first Code states.

Codes reaffirm the trilogy of procedure.
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sions ; illustrations of these.
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The study of procedure is the study of government.
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I. Biddle v. Boyce (1850), 13 Mo. 532.
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444.

lY. Cape G. R. B. v. R. R., 222 Mo. 461-487.

The statute of frauds and registry acts yield to the opera-
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a defense can be carved out and set up from irrelevant evi-

dence. §§ 445-447.

V. Hope V. Blair (1891), 105 Mo. 85, 24 Am. St. 366.

Pleadings are essential to invest a court with jurisdiction of a

matter, to hear and to determine it; a judgment without

the requisite allegata is void, eiting Cooper v. Reynolds
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(r. S.) ; Munday v. Vail. Interest reipublicm requiring

pleadings. Notes from 24 Am. St., p. 366 : cases. §§ 448-

452.

VI. BulMey v. Big Muddy Co. (1887)-, 77 Mo. 105.
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allegations are interactions.

Elucidations by the author. §§ 480-482.
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EQUITY IN PEOCEDUEE
CHAPTER I

(§§1-26)

THE DATUM POSTS OF JUEISPEUDENCE .

"The law schools teach the familiar maxims."—Am. Bar Assn. (1879) : 4 III. Law
Bev. 84-96.

**The law has its roots and heartwood like the sturdy tree."
"The number of cases is legion, but the principles they established are comparatively

few, capable of being thoroughly mastered and capable also of direct and intelligent
Etatement. • • * who shall digest the digests?"—Judge John F. Dillon.

"The number of our precedents when generalized and reduced to a system, is not
nnmanageably large. They present themselves as a finite body of dogma, which may be
mastered in a reasonable time."—Justice O. W. Holmes.

§ 1. The Fundamental Principles of Six Leading Subjects.—

Six leading subjects of the law are the Toots and the, trunk of

all its branches. The leading subjects we shall introduce and

refer to are Procedure, Equity, Contract, Crime, Tort and

Construction. These subjects are developed around certain

fundamental principles which are vital to those branches. The

best presentation of these principles is to gather them and

translate them, and, as far as practical, name the leading cases

that illustrate the application of them.

The maxims that are the heart and vitals of the subjects above

referred to are stated and defined in this chapter.

Procedure has a trilogy constituted of these maxims, namely

:

J. De non apparentibus et non existentihus eadem est ratio: What is not jurid-

ically presented cannot be judicially decided. A court must have a record; a

conrt is bound by its record. 2 Gr. & Eud.; Sto. Eq., PI., § 10.

2. Frustra prohatur quod prohatum non relevat: It is vain to prove what is not

alleged. The evidence must eorrespond with the allegations and be confined to

the point in issue. 1 Gt. Ev. 51. A recovery must be secundum allegata et

probata.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: Every presumption is against

the composer (or the pleader). This is a universal rule of construction, and

applies to all documents and parts of the law. See 4 Gr. & Eud. See §§ 333,

381 post.

A trilogy of cognate maxims of the foregoing:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

Chap. X post. See Mandatory Eecord, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Bill of Exceptions (Stat-

utory Eecord), 2 id.; §§ 8.3-123, 1 id.; Sto. Eq. PI., § 10; title Story, 4 Gr. & Eud.

3
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Bxpressio unius est exclusio alterius: The express mention of one thing is the exclu-

sion of all others. 2 Gr. & Bud.
. . ,.,..,

Quod db initio non valet intractu temporis non convalescit : A thing invalia 1° tne

beginning cannot be made valid by lapse of time. 4 Gr. & Eud. Chap. Till

post. -

Illustrative cases:

:Bushton V. Aspinall, Smith's L.C., 8th ed., L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Omission of a

material allegation fatal on general demurrer, or on motion m arrest of judg-

ment, or on collateral attacis.) Bushton was coram non judice. The court

acquired jurisdiction of no particular subject-matter because none was described.

So it is that the Code requires the statement of "a cause of action" or of a

ground of defence. If these fail, then the general demurrer at all stages, under

some name, searches the entire record and attaches to the first fault. This may
be done on collateral attack. S.P., Jackson v. Fesked (1813), 1 M. & S. 234,

105 English Eeprint, 88, also stated and discussed in note 1 Wms. Saunders,

228, 85 Eng. Eeprint, 244-248; also stated and quoted in Stephens' Pleadings,

reviewed and discussed in 70 Cent. L.J. 455-460, wherein the importance of

these cases, also Dovaston v. Payne and Windsor v. McVeigh, is pointed out in

a much needed and very instructive discussion. See also Munday v. Vail, §§ 47,

119 post, also in the Text-index post.

V. S. V. CruHeshank, 92 IT. S. 542, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud. (A criminal case, same
point as MusMon, supra, also K. v. Wheatley, L.C. 19, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.;

Quod ab initio.)

Campbell v. Farter, 162 IT. S. 478, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Eud. (One may demur to his

own pleadings, for the first time in the appellate court. S.P., Bushton; U. S.

V. Cruikshank.)
Green v. Falmer, 15 Calif. 411, 76 Am. Dec. 492, n., L.C. 90, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Code).

S.P., Bushton; V. S. v. Cruikshank; Mdllinckrodi (Mo.), L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & End.;
Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 {Quod ah initio) ; S. v. Muench (1909), 217 Mo.
124, 129 Am. St. 536-547 (pleadings essential to confer jurisdiction) ; Swing,
178 Ark. 246, 115 Am. St. 38; Jones v. Monson, 137 "Wis. 478, 129 Am. St.

1082-1129 (assumes the Code made a new rule) ; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 78, § 45-8

post. Johnson v. Vickers, 139 Wis. 149, 131 Am. St. 1046.

The trilogy of procedure, its cognate maxims and illustrative

cases may be called the trilogies and cases of strict construction,

for the reason that they illustrate the fact that they originate

from conceptions of protection in the operation of judicial power.
They are maxims of the prescriptive constitution; they are the

beacon lights of antiquity, and are protected by the divine

injunction, "Remove not the ancient landmarks which thy
fathers have set." They illustrate that the study of procedure
is the study of government; that the peremptory mandates of
the state—the government—as a silent third party must be
respected to secure the coram judice proceeding; that the judg-
ment—the contract of record—established in disregard of the
requirements of this silent third party, will be overwhelmed
whenever it is called in question, upon the principle that two
cannot contract nor consent away the interests and rights of a
third. The substantive rights of all parties must be respected-
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Mes ittter alios acta alteri nocere non debet (A transaction

between two ought not to affect a third) ; Non hcec in fcedera veni

(I did not come into this compact). The state stands upon and
applies the latter maxim. The rights of the state as a silent

third party are vindicated upon the principle expressed in

Quod ab initio, supra. The procedure of the parties must not

impinge upon the rights of the state. The substantive rights

of the state must be respected. Alterum non Icedere. The
substantive rights of the state cannot be waived.

§ 2. From the Above Trilogy Issue and Radiate Numberless
Rules of EviDEisrcE, Pleading and Practice.—A mastery of these

rules depends upon a comprehensive view of the orient peaks

of jurisprudence. It is from these peaks that the state reckons

its equities—its rights. It is the right of the state—government

—that requires that the record, the pleadings upon which a judg-

ment is founded, be good in substance. It is this substance

shown from the right record that is necessary to resist objec-

tions upon collateral attack. It is this substance that is discussed

in arguments of the general demurrer, the motion in arrest,

non obstante veredicto, orders of repleader and collateral attack,

and in pleas of res adjudicata. All of these matters are cognates.

§ 3. "De Non Apparentibus" Is Well Illustrated by Rushton

AND Its Cognates.—This maxim enters into all branches of pro-

cedure, and particularly the leading rule of evidence, "What
ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right

record." See Oral Evidence, 4 Gr. & Eud. The rules and

maxims of Res adjudicata and other conserving principles of

procedure involve this maxtm.^

§4. "Fnistra Probatur" Is a Leading Rule of Evidence.

Allegata et probata must correspond. Bristoiv v. Wright.'''

§ 5. "Verba Fortius" Is a Universal Rule of Construction.

—It is also classed as a rule of pleading in all systems. And so,

indeed, are all the maxims and cognates of the trilogy of proce-

dure. This maxim is well illustrated in Dovaston v. Payne.^

It is extendedly discussed in Hughes' Grounds and Rudiments

of Law.*

1—§§83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.; see Collateral Attack, 2 id.

2—Smith's L.C., 8th ed., L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Bud., et seq.

3—Smith's L.C., 8th ed., L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Eud.; U. S. v. Linn, 1 How. 104.

4—Vol. 4.
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§ 6. Universality of the Trilogy of Procedure.—They can be

picked from Paul's trial in the Acts of the Apostles; also from

a truly great and instructive passage, namely, §10, Story's

Equity Pleading (§ 47, post). In varied expressions the maxims

of this trilogy are discoverable in the Eoman, Norman, English,

federal and best state decisions. All systems incorporate them.

They are strictly respected in criminal and in equity procedure

;

federal cases almost uniformly sustain them with great strict-

ness; codes reafiSrm them in varied language.*^ This trilogy

is discoverable throughout evidence, pleading, practice, appellate

procedure, res adjudicata and other conserving principles, also

in the canons of construction.

§ 7. Necessity Calls for a Record.—From the necessity of

operating the judicial department with certainty, and of respect-

ing the division of state power, the requirements of '

' due process

of law, '

' constructive notice, res adjudicata, appellate procedure
and other conserving principles, there must be a record and it

must be certain. Herefrom arises the necessity for stating a
"cause of action" or of a defence.^

§ 8. Protection Requires Pleadings.—From necessity, essen-

tial facts must be stated. From the above views this definition

of pleadings is offered

:

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a
subject-matter to adjudicate it." §§ 169, 273, 1 Gr. & Eud.

; § 10, Sto. Eq. PI.;
see title Story, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Becklenberg, 232 111. 120; Thomas v. P 107 111

517, 47 Am. Bep. 458; Doddridge, 222 Mo. 146; Mallinckrodt, 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.

"Pleadings are to limit issues and to narrow proofs.''

§ 9. A Constitutionalism Requires a Record.—The philoso-
phy of pleadings must be perceived from the basic lines of the
trilogy of procedure and its conserving principles. From these
orient peaks all must be surveyed, arranged and mastered. The
mandatory record must be comprehended and perceived to be
the separating line between a constitutionalism and an abso-
lutism.'^

4a—See Codes, 2 Gr. & Eud., and cases there cited.
5—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.
6—§138, Bliss Code PI.; Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 59o. See Admissions-

Vail L.C. 79 xd.; Sachev Wallace, 4 td.; Kenealy v. Glos, 241 111. 15, 22-23.

VpiaW ^^^T^^l^^f^',^^^ ^^- ^.2*' ^29 Am. St. 5.S5; cases; Windso; v. Mc-

l\7lm^si'56'lfW^srn"'(19l9ri"MTl3^'
''°- '"' ^'^^""^y- '^' ^^ '''' --'
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§ 10. The Prescriptive Constitution Is the Bulwark of All

Opb Eights and Liberties.—The trilogies of the six leading

subjects of the law are the chief principles of the unwritten

constitution. Greater principles than these cannot be pointed

out in written charters and constitutions. These trilogies are

the higher law ; they are the substantive law. These datum posts

are beacon lights which show and light the way. This will be

well impressed from a consideration of the trilogy of equity,

which next follows.

§ 11. The Trilogy of Equity Is :

1. Juris prcBcepta sunt hcec: Soneste vivere, alterum non Xcedere, suum cuique
tribuere: These are the precepts of the law: To live honestly, to injure no one,
and to render to every man his due.

2. Z76t jus ihi remedium : Tliere is no vrrong without a remedy.
3. Begula pro lege si deficit lex : Where the law is deficient the maxim rules.

The equity of the twentieth century must be placed on a
broader foundation than was the equity of the Renaissance.

The heart and vitals of the law today are the principles of

equity. These principles have come to pervade all the leading

subjects of the law. The equity of the twentieth century is

the restoration of the Civil Law of Eome. This was long

delayed by the Eeformation, Coke's opposition to Bacon, the

English revolutions, the opposition to Mansfield, the Anglo-

American wars, states' rights discussions, the disturbances over

negro slavery, the introduction of codes of procedure and the

experiments with the case system. The foregoing causes have

tended to obscure the real position of equity in Anglo-American

law. It has not been made clear that equity is related to all

branches of the law; that from Juris prcecepta can be picked

Alterum non Icedere (We should injure no one) ; that if parties

proceed in disregard of the rights—the equities—the interests

of the state—in the establishment of a judgment, to this judg-

ment the statemay afterward say, Non hcBc in fcedera veni (I did

not come into this compact). The substantive rights of the

state must be respected. The province of In pari delicto potior

est conditio defendentis, and of Quod ah initio non valet intractu

temporis non convalescit should be considered in this connection.

By the application of these maxims the interests of the state

are safeguarded. In pari delicto is widely discussed both in

contract and in equity. From these views appears how the
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trilogy of procedure and its cognate rules enter into the dis-

cussions of equity ; the relation of procedure and equity is also'

suggested by the maxim Ubi jus ibi remedium, also Regula pro

lege si deficit lex. This maxim is also inseparable from canons

of construction, and particularly Expressio eorum quce tacite

insunt nihil operatur (The expression of those things which are

tacitly imphed is of no effect), also Lex non exacte definite sed

arbitrio honi viri permittit (The law does not define exactly, but

trusts in the judgment of a good man).

Alterum non Icedere is widely cited in the law of crime and

in tort. It is allied to Sic utere tuo ut alienum non Icedas (So

use your own as not to injure another's). Juris prcecepta, etc.,

is a principle widely applied in contract, especially in relation

to the consideration and liability therefor by implication—by
implied or quasi contract. Herefrom will appear the relationship

of equity to procedure, contract, crime, tort and construction.

Agreeably to these views it is not too much to say that the

equity of the twentieth century pervades all branches of the law.

It is the basis of the estoppels.^ From Alterum non Icedere,

Allegans contraria non est audiendus (He who alleges contra-

dictory things is not to be heard), clearly appears as a cognate.

It has long been said that from Juris prcecepta the law could be

unfolded.®^ Confirming this view from of old, we offer the

trilogy of equity and its relation to the subjects mentioned. And
thus we introduce to the student the greatest maxim of juris-

prudence. Juris prcEcepta is to the Law what the Golden Eule
is to Eeligion.

In this relation it seems well to introduce also Idem agens et

patiens esse non potest (One cannot at the same time be the
actor and the one acted upon). This maxim and its cognates
have a wide application in various branches of the law. 2 Gr. &
Eud. That no one shall be judge of his own dispute is a part
of Idem agens. This is a principle above written constitutions
and acts of Parliament.^

There are cognate principles of the maxims of equity which
overtopple written constitutions and acts of Parliaments. To
illustrate

: To prevent fraud and usurpation, constitutions and
S—Horn v. Cole, 2 Gr. & Eud.
Pa—1 Bl. Com. 40.

9—Dimes, L.C. 176, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Oakley, L.C. 222, id.
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statutes yield." For the repression of fraud there are principles

of the prescriptive constitution, which overrides written consti-

tutions.^^ From these views appears the paramount importance
of equity, which in the Roman law constituted the heart and
vitals of the prescriptive constitution.'^

§ 12. Equity's Trilogy Has Many Cognates.—Among these

may be included the auxiliary maxims which Coke named for

the operation of the jurisdiction of equity.^^ The maxims
accepted for the equity of the Renaissance period are but parts

of the great broad principles of the Roman law, which constitute

the prescriptive constitution. Among these are the maxims
already cited; also Nullus commodum capere potest de injuria

sua propria (No one can take advantage of his own wrong)

;

Volenti nan fit injuria (One who invites or consents to his own
injury cannot complain of it) ; Allegans contraria non est audien-

dus (He who alleges contradictory things shall not be heard) . This

last maxim is closely allied to Consensus tollit errorem (He who
consents to or invites error shall not complain of it). But it is

important to bear in mind that the operation of this maxim,

Consensus tollit errorem, is confined to those matters which

concern only the two parties named upon the record; it does

not extend to or affect the state or third persons ; for two cannot

waive or contract so as to affect a third. Res inter alios acta,

or, in other words. Res inter alios judicatcB nullum aliis prceju-

dicium (Matters adjudged in a cause do not prejudice those who
were not parties to it). Empiricists have attempted to substitute

these last maxims and their cognates for the trilogy of proce-

dure. In the consequent confusion of ideas can be found the

basis of the theory of the case, as advocated by extremists in

many quarters."

§ 12a. Ex Doto Malo Non Oritur Actio (A right of action

cannot arise out of fraud) may be said to be a maxim of equity.

Coke conceded that equity had jurisdiction of fraud, accident

and mistake. Consequently the maxims of these subjects are

10—8. ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Mx dolo malo non oritur actio

(A right of action cannot arise out of fraud). Cape G. E. E., 222 Mo. 461, 485, 487,

§§ 444-447, post.

11—See Chapter 3, 1 Gr. & Eud.
12—See Chaps. 3 and 5, 1 Gr. & Eud.
13—159, 1 Sto. Eq.; title Equity, 2 Gr. & Eud.
14—See Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.
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involved throughout equity jurisprudence. See these titles in

Grounds and Eudiments. From these facts will appear how

equity has grown, and has come to pervade all branches of the

law. From this standpoint is invited the view that the trilogies

of the six leading subjects of the law are but parts of the trilogy

of equity. From this viewpoint it may be asked if the equity

of the twentieth century is not the restoration of the Eoman
Civil Law in the western hemisphere.

Examine Story's, Pomeroy's and Bispham's works on equity,

and it will be apparent that the maxims of trust and confidence

are most widely and thoroughly discussed. One of these is

Idem agens et patiens esse non potest. It is truly a great

maxim of equity, as we shall demonstrate in the concluding

chapter of this work; and likewise Ignorantia legis neminem
ecccusat, ignorantia facti excusat, can be shown to lie at the base

of the extended discussions of mistake. Ex dolo mala, supra, lies

at the base of fraud. Now, is it not apparent that equity is a

broader subject than Coke perceived?

§ 13. The Trilogy of Contract:

1. Non JiCBC in foedera veni: I did not come into this compact. In other words,
assent, mutuality, is essential for a contract. Lampleigh v. Brathwait, Smith's
Leading Cases, L.C. 301, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Bartholomew v. Jackson, L.C. 302 id.;
Cutter, L.C. 308 id.; Boston Ice Co., L.C. 320 id.; Smout v. Ilberry, 4 id.; Cook v.
Oxley, L.C. 321, 3 id., et seq. Expressio unius est exclusio alterius is a part of
this maxim. These maxims can be picked out of Walker, 28 111. 378, 81 Am.
Dee. 287; also Compton, 69 111. 354. A contract of two whereby a third gets
benefits does not make the latter liable. Walker, Compton, supra; Ses inter
alios.

2. Ex nudo pacta non oritur actio: No cause of action arises from a mere or bare
promise. L.C. 301-333, 3 Gr. & Bud. See authorities supra. Cumber v. Wane
Smith's Leading Cases, L.C. 311, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Eann v. Hughes, L.C. 312 id.

'

3. In pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis : Where both parties are equally
in fault, the position of the defendant is preferred. Holman v. Johnson L C
363, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Trist v. Child, 21 Wall. (TJ. S.) 441, L. C. 214, 3 Gr. & Bud!

Secondary Maxims of Contract:

Caveat emptor: Let the purchaser beware. 2 Gr. & Bud. B. v. Wheatlev L C 19
3 Gr. & Bud.; Chandelor v. Lopus, L.C. 374 id., et seq.; Schuchardt v 'Allen
1 Wall. 359, cited 212 XJ. S. 449; Laidlaw v. Organ, 2 Wheat. 178 Barnard v
Kellogg, 10 Wall. 388; Judd, 215 Mo. 312, cases; Schwartz, 25 Mo '675

Simplex aimmendatio non ohligat : Simple commendation creates no obliffation
Chandelor, L.C. 374, Fasley v. Freeman, L.C. 375, 3 Gr & Bud

""g-^i^io"-

Vigilantibus et non dormientibus jura subveniunt : The laws serve the vigilant andnot those who sleep over their rights. 4 Gr. & Bud. Phases of this maxim foundapplications of estoppel. § 6674 Code X. D.; Williams v. Stall, 4 Gr& Bud

""'':^rto:T^:.:fi:$?:^^::^^
of Ms own injury shoma not eSain
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Smout V. Ilberry, 4 id.; Boston Ice Co. v. Potter, L.C. 320, 3 id.

ISx turpi causa non oritur actio: No cause of action arises from illegality.

When one of two equally innocent persons must suffer from the wrong of a third, he
who first trusted must first suffer. Lickbarrow v. Mason, L.C. 394, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Crimen omnia ex se nata vitiat: Crime vitiates everything that springs from it; or
no right springs from a felony. A thief can give no title. Ex dolo mala non
oritur actio (2 Gr. & Eud.).

Nemo dat quod non habet: One cannot give what he does not own.
2d quod nostrum est sine facto nostra ad alium transferri non potest: What belongs

to us cannot be transferred to another without our consent. 2 Gr. & Eud.
Ses inter alios acta alteri nocere non debet: A transaction between two cannot

operate to the disadvantage of a third. Two cannot contract to bind a third.
"Walker, 28 111. 378 ; Compton, 69 111. 354 ; 4 Gr. & Eud.

Jus publicum privatorum pactis mutari non potest: A public right cannot be
changed by agreement of private parties. 2 Gr. & Eud. Pacta privata juri
publico derogare non possunt (Private contracts cannot derogate from the public
law) ; Pactis privatorum juri publico non derogatur.

. L.C. 358, 373, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Definition of Contract.—A contract is a mutual agreement,

between competent parties, upon a sufficient consideration, relat-

ing to a lawful subject matter expressed with certainty and
satisfying the requirements of the statute of frauds.^^

§ 13a. Immutable Elements of Contract.—When it appears

from a transaction that there is assent, a consideration and

legality of subject-matter, then such transaction is an obligation

in natural law, and as such passes within the protection of the

prescriptive constitution. Within this, it is protected by such

rules as this, namely, "Statutes in derogation of the common
law are strictly construed." The right from such an obligation

is a substantive right, and as such is above the arbitrary edicts

of government and its agencies. However, it is conceded that

statutes may provide how a contract shall be proved in case it is

denied. Thus the operation of the Statute of Frauds is conceded.

But the cases show that these statutes are set aside and dis-

regarded if they are used to harbor fraud. This is well illus-

trated in the equitable exceptions to the Statute of Frauds.

Agreeable to these views is the construction of contracts not to

be performed in a year, as discussed and applied in a widely

cited case, Peter v. Compton; likewise, when a foreign corpora-

tion has failed to file preliminary papers before making a con-

tract ; in such case, if the papers are filed before suit is brought

this is on principle sufficient, however peremptory the legislative

command that such a contract is void. The policy of the law

is to protect every right having a standing within the prescrip-

tive constitution (§24 post). This view is consistent with the

15—§ 380, 1 Gr. & Bud.; § L.C. 301-417, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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maxim, Vt res magis valeat quam pereat, of which extended

mention is made hereafter (§ 293).

§ 14. Agency Has Its Trilogy:

1. Qui per alium facit per seipsum facere videtur: He who does anything through

another is considered as doing it himself.

2. Bespondcat superior: Let the superior respond, or, let the principal answer.

This maxim is widely .ipplied in tort {McManus v. Crichett, i Gr. & Kud.) ;
also

in equity.

3. Qui xentit commodum sentire delet et oniis: He who derives the benefit ought.

also to stand the bur<len. This maxim is widely cited in contract, tort and

equity. It is allied to the maxim, He who seeks equity must do equity.

§ 14a. Definition of Agency.—An agent is one empowered

by contract to act for another. This contract may be either

express or implied. According to the act to be performed, it

may be either oral or in writing, and if to make a deed, then by

power of attorney, which means a formal authority under seal.

The agent is one who can act for another ; the latter is called

the principal.

Government is an agency in a general sense; and those

operating the various divisions of state power are governmental

agencies. Consequently executives, legislators and judges and
their courts are agencies.^" Presidents can act only where
authorized ;" likewise congress ;^* likewise courts.^*.

§ 15. Procedure Involves Many Phases of Agency.2°—Attor-
neys are agents.

Nemo debet esse judex in propria sua causa (No one should

be judge of his own dispute ; Ye cannot serve God and mammon

;

Lead us not into temptation).^!

Omnis ratihabitio retrotrahitur et mandate cequiparatur

:

A subsequent ratification has a retrospective effect and is

equivalent to a prior command.^^

§ 16. Equity Has Great Discussions Relating to Agency.—
See Idem agens et patiens esse non potest (No one can be the
actor and the one acted upon at the same time).^^ Trustees are
often viewed as aarents.^s*-

16—See Division of State Power. 2 Gr. & Bud.
17—ililligan's Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.
18—Marbnry v. Madison, L.C. 142, 3 Gr. & Eud.
19—Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.
20—See Divisions of State Power, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Jurisdiction id21—Dimes, L.C. 176, 3 Gr. & Bud.

'

22

—

i Gr. & Eud. See Allegans contraria

" id

^^~^^^"' "• S«"«'f'"-'l' 2 Gr. & Bud.; Michoud v. Girod, 4 id.; Burton v. U. S.,
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§ 17. Contract; Agency Is a Part of Contract Law.—It arises

from the original compact of society, or from the express or

implied contract of the parties. It involves officials, attorneys

at law, trustees, business agents, partners, brokers, factors, com-

mission men, master and servant, parent and child ( see Infants,

2 Gr. & Eud.), husband and wife, guardian and ward, cashiers,

directors of corporations, auctioneers, clerks, consignees, ship's

husband, carriers, supercargo, and commercial paper. "Where
one of two equally innocent persons must suffer from the fraud

of a third, he who first trusted must first suffer. "^^ One must

take notice of the powers of an agent.^°

§ llSL Crime,—Actus non facit, etc., has no application in

agency law. Agency is contract ; an authority to commit a tort

or a crime is no contract. It is illegal. In pari delicto; Alterum

non Icedere.-^ There are principals and accessories and accom-

plices in crime, but not partners in crime."^

§ 18. Tort.—Qui sentit commodum sentire debet et onus;

Respondeat superior.^^

§ 19. Constmction, Canons of, Pervade the Law of Agency. '*>

—Notice to the agent is notice to the principal.^" Authority

inferred from acts and conduct.^^

Government as an agency often involves discussions of public

policy, a part of which is embraced in the maxims: Rex non

potest peccare (The king—state—can do no wrong), and Nullum

tempus occurrit regi (Lapse of time will not run against the

crown). The maxims are found in Volume Four, Grounds and

Eudiments of Law, in relation to cases illustrating their appli-

cation.

§ 20. The Trilogy of Crime Is:

1. Ignorantia legis neminem cxcusat; ignorantia fo.cti excusat : Ignorance of law

excuses no one; ignorance of fact will excuse. Levett's Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.;

B. V. Esop, id.; case 195, 3 Gr. & Eud.

24 Qui sentit, etc., supra; McManus v. Crictett; Squib Case; Swift v. Tyson;

Yonng V. Grote, all in 4 Gr. & Eud.; Lickbarrow v. Mason, L.C. 394, 3 Gr. & Eud.

25 Caveat emptor, 2 Gr. & Eud.

26 Joint Trespassers, 2 Gr. & Eud.

27 B. V. Almon, 4 Gr. & Eud.

28 See cases under title Tort, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Joint Trespassers, 2 id.; Vos-

bnrsh v. Moak, 4 id.; also Tort, post.

29—Sturdivant v. Hull, L.C. 410, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Angle v. E. E. (right to fill

blanks in commercial paper).

30 Koss V. Houston, 4 Gr. & Eud.

3j See AUegans eontraria non est audiendus (He who alleges contrary things

shall not be heard), 2 Gr. & Eud. General and special agents. Batty v. Carswell, 2

Gr. & Bud.
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2. Actus non facit reum, nisi mens sit tea: Act and intent must concur to constitute

crime. See Intent, 2 Gr. & Bud.; McNaughten's case: 195, 3 Gr. & Bud., U. S.

V. Drew, 4 id.

3. Qui primum peecat ille facit rixam: He who is guilty of the first offense is

liable for the whole strife. C. u. Selfridge, 2 Gr. & Bud.; Squib case, 4 id.

Cognate Maxims:

1. Solus populi suprema lex: That regard be had for the public welfare is the
highest law ; or, in other words, crimes and their punishment are prescribed by
the state in its scheme of education, protection and the advancement of morals.

The crown or state as to many matters disregards the gambler 's motto

:

"Never mind what happens as long as it doesn't happen to you."
The great truth involved was well expressed by the poet:

"He is true to God who's true to man;
Whatever wrong is done

To the humblest and the wealtest
'Neath the all-beholding sun,

That wrong is also done to us :

And they are slaves most base
Whose love of risht is for themselves
And not for all the race."

2. Alterum non Icedere: We should injure no one. This is a part of the greatest
maxim of the law, which belongs to the trilogy of equity jurisprudence, and
which is. Juris prwcepta sunt hcec: Honeste vivere, alterum non Iwdere, suum
cuique tribuere.

3. Necessitas inducit privilegium quoad jura privata: Necessity excuses one acting
under its influence. See Necessity, 4 Gr. & Bud.; Self-Defense, id.; TJ. S. v.
Holmes, id.; see Coercion, 2 Gr. & Eud.

4. Summa ratio est qua: pro religione facit: "Where the laws of God and of man
come in conflict the former is preferred. In prcesentia majoris cessat potentia
minoris: In the presence of the major the power of the minor ceases Church
of the Holy Trinity v. U. S., 2 Gr. & Bud.; ;Sf. ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard fMo )
4 Gr. & Bud.; Eeech v. Sandford, 2 id.; S. v. Bolden, L.C. 916 3 id

5. Actus dei nemini facit injuriam: An act of God shall be so construed as to
injure no one. See Actus dei, etc., also Accidents, 2 Gr. & Bud. An accident is
no ground for civil or criminal liability; but it must be unmixed vpith negUeenee
fraud or intent. See Negligence, 4 Gr. & Bud.

e s ^ >

6. Injure non remote causa sed proxima spectator: In law the immediate and notthe remote cause of any event is regarded. This maxim involves discussions oftacking and collateral intent. C. v. Moore, 2 Gr. & Bud • Selfridnp's rnZ tC
the '-Squil'' Case, 4 Gr. & Bud.; see In jure, etc., 2 Gr ABud^rS'. P '4^

?. Inpar^del^cto potior est conditio defendentis: In equal fault the position of thedefendant IS preferred This maxim is related to Alterum non IwTerT llprocedure It is also related to Quod ah initio non valet intractu temporis nolconvalesat (That which was void in the beginning cannot become vaM by lapse

^nd Tf t°T T"'^- /" ^r '' " "''^™ "* ^'l^^y- °f Procedurerof contect

4n-:tr;^oyrLrete^^^^^^
points of the transactions of men from varrina P,wrlJ= 7 wrong)—are view-

populi suprema lex.
.
Qui primum recc7 illTfa^Ht S' .l^r^

'"' "'"" ^"'"*

8. One ts presumed to mtend the natural dirert nn^ t,r^^i'Ai
act is another form of expressing Q^iSL 1^ •?^^%''°r^««''«^^

°^ '"'*

of these maxims are illustrated by the Sa^TcateVj ^""'t/f°™- Phases
^Gr. & Bud. See also C. v. MooreJni^C.V Se^fZa^% %'"' "^^^ therewith, 4

9. Ses tpsa loquitur: The thing speaks for itself Ti,;, i«", . ^
last above quoted See System, 4 Gr & Bud a^so P « °^'7*' "^ ^^^ "^^^
maxim is applicable in many relations and annlipff^

^ohneux, %d. This
is extendedly applied in equ^, and es^eL^^r ttSmToX" proofs r'e^
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quired in the equitable exceptions to the statute of frauds. Lester v. Foxcroft,
L.C. 341, 3 Gr. & Kud.

10. Nemo tenetur seipsum accusare: Iv'o man can be compelled to incriminate him-
self. 4 Gr. & Bud.; Counselman v. Hitchcock, L.C. 178, 3 id., cases cited.

11. Nemo debet its vexari pro una et eadem causa: No one ought to be vexed twice
for one and the same cause. U. S. v. Perez, L.C. 69, 3 Gr. & Eud.

12. Quod lex non vetat permittit: What the law does not forbid it permits. Colder
V. Bull, L.C. 237, 3 Gr. & Eud.; § 163, 1 id.

13. Volenti non fit injuria: He who consents to his injury cannot complain of it.

See S. V. Beck, 4 Or. & Eud. This maxim is widely applied in tort. See 4 Gr.
& Eud. It is also applied in procedure as to those matters which do not concern
a third party or the state. See Consensus tollit errorem.

14. Nemo prcesumitur malus: No one is presumed evil. One is presumed innocent
until he is (1) alleged guilty and (2) proven guilty. Coffin v. tj. S., 2 Gr. &
Eud. This maxim involves phases of the trilogy of procedure. No one is

presumed a trespasser, is applied in equity. Lester v. Foxcroft, L.C. 341, 3 Gr.
& Bud.

§ 21. Definition of Crime.—"A crime is defined to be an act

of omission or commission in violation of a public law com-

manding or forbidding it."^- This is the definition of a tort

if only the word "public" is omitted.

The above maxims underlie the criminal law quite as much
as the maxims of equity underlie the development of this sub-

ject. Accordingly, crime may be introduced and discussed from

its maxims as well as may equity.

The above maxims will be found in the Grounds and Eudi-

ments of Law.*^ The maxims will be found in their alliterated

places in volumes two and four, and in relation to them illustra-

tive cases are cited. Many of these cases are found under C.

(Commonwealth cases) ; P. (People cases) ; E. (Eegina and

Eex—Queen and King—cases) ; S. (State cases) ; U. S. (United

States cases). Cases with other titles will be cited in connection

with the above cases.

§ 22. The Trilogy of Tort:

1. Alterum non Icedere: We should injure no one. See Juris prwcepta, etc., 2 Gr. &
Eud.

2. Volenti non fit injuria : He who assents to his own injury should not complain of

it. Vavies v. Mann, 2 Gr. & Eud.; see Volenti, 4 Gr. & Eud. The negligence or

deliction of one cannot be charged to another.

3. In jure non remota causa sed proximo spectatur: In law the immediate and not

the remote cause of any event is regarded. Squil) Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Gilson v.

Delaware Canal Co., 36 Am. St. 802-861, ext. n.; 2 Gr. & Eud.

Cognates of this trilogy are:

1. Sic utere tuo ut alienum non Icedas: So use you own as not to injure another.

See Nuisance, Trespass, Torts, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Fletcher v. Bylands, 2 id.; Vbi jus

32—§ 291, 1 Gr. & Eud.

33—See §§ 291-293, 1 id.
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ibi remedium, 4 id.; St. Helen's Smelting Co. v. Tipping, 4 id.; Squib Case;

Vosburgh v. Moak, id.
. „ i. n _ aj. \,„

£ Niillus commodum capere potest de injuria sua propria: ?«o one should pToit by

his own «rong. 4 Gr. & Bud. One cannot be the author of his own injury and

eharae this to another. "One is not bis brother's keeper" m all relations.

3. In pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis: In equal fault the position ot the-

defendant is preferred. 2 Gr. & Eud.
_ ^ » » i o r.

4. Ex dolo malo non oritur actio : No cause of action can arise out o± traud. Z Lrr.

& Kud.
, ^, .:,..,

5. One is presumed to intend the natural, direct and probable consequences of Ms act.

Squib Case; Qui sentit commodum; Vosburgh v. Moalc, 4 Gr. & Eud. Intent

is no element in tort as it is in crime. Pasley v. Freeman, L.C. 375, 8 Gi. &
Eud.; see Joint Trespassers, Defamation, Conspiracy, 2 id. An infant is liable

for his torts; likewise an insane person.

6. Actio personalis moritur cum, persona: A personal right of action dies with the

person. 2 Gr. & Eud.; see Negligence, 4 id.

§ 23. Definition of Tort: A tort is an act of omission or

commission in violation of a law commanding or forbidding it.^*

If we add the word "public" before the word "law," supra,

then we have the definition of a crime.^^

§ 24. Construction a Universal Subject.—Construction is

closely related to all subjects of the law, and all its branches

depend upon construction. The trilogies of procedure and equity

will often appear as principles of construction. This fact, arises

from the inherent nature of a subject and the principles which

govern it. To illustrate : The plain language used by the parties

will be given effect if possible. But if a grantor in a deed bor-

rowed money and to secure this loan gave an absolute deed of

conveyance, and conveyed the equity of redemption expressly,

nevertheless, the transaction would be declared a mortgage, upon
the principle, "Once a mortgage, always a mortgage"; to prove
this, oral evidence would be admissible, notwithstanding the rule

that oral contemporaneous evidence is inadmissible to alter or
vary a writing.'** The unwritten law overrides the statutes.

Further, an oral contract to purchase will be enforced against
the plain language of the statute of frauds, where the grantee
took and entered upon possession of the land under and in

pursuance of an oral agreement, and so held possession noto-
riously, exclusively and unequivocally, and made lasting and
valuable improvements thereon. Such possession, together with
such acts, speaks for itself. Res ipsa loquitur. Upon proof of

Eud^*"^''^''
' ^™™^''^'" '^^*«'" ^°''^^' 2 Gr. & Bud.; see Negligence, 4 Gr. &

IIzL'^t' r %-^n'^fr'- TJ'f'' T'^^A^^'' ^ ^"^- *°^ ""^^^ -"^ cases.36—See L.C. 51-60, 3 Gr. & Eud.; also Oral Evidence, 4 id.; § 13 ante.
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these, then, a court will inquire after the contract made by the

parties, in the face of the statute of frauds, and by this means
will vindicate two principles of the prescriptive constitution,

(1) Nullus commodum capere potest de injuria sua propria
(No man shall take advantage of his own wrong)

; (2) Ex dolo

mala nan oritur actio (Fraud vitiates all into which it enters).

These maxims are enforced as constitutional principles ; statutes

as well as written constitutions must give way before them.^'^

Herefrom appear the trilogy of equity and many of its

cognates; also the influence of equity upon contract, evidence

and construction; also the fact that construction is a mesh of

principles which appear as correlatives, reciprocals, interactions

and in parallel. In equity or in the maxims of the civil law lie

the dominating principles of the six leading subjects of the law.

These principles are above constitutions and statutes. The able

constructionist must know the trilogies of these subjects, and
always speak from them and their policies. Judicial records

must be read and construed in the light of the trilogies of proce-

dure. All documents must be read and construed in the light

of the canons of the prescriptive constitution; in them lie em-

bedded the principles of construction. This fact can be indicated

only by the principles here introduced. Upon construction

depend the harmony and symmetry of the law. This is well

illustrated in the result of pernicious construction of the codes

and practice acts in American states. See Theory of the Case,

also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.

§ 25. A Trilogy of Rules of Certainty in Construction:

1. In prcBsentia majoris cessat potentia minoris: In the presence of the major the

power of the minor ceases. See Salvs populi suprema lex; Necessitas inducit

privilegium quoad jura privata; ISIecessity, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Summa ratio est qum
pro rehgione facit (Where the laws of God and of man come in eoniliot, the

former shall be preferred) ; Cessante ratione legis cessat ipsa lex (When the

reason for the rule ceases, so does the rule itself. Eeason is the soul of the

law; Verha intentione debent inservire (Words must yield to the intention);

Concordare leges legihus est optimus interpretandi modus (To make laws agree

with laws is the best method of interpreting them).

2. Contra scriptum testimonium non scriptum testimonium non fertur (Against

written testimony unwritten testimony shall not be brought; or in other words,

Oral contemporaneous testimony is inadmissible to alter or vary a writing). § 53,

1 Gr. & Eud.; 1 Gr. Ev. 275; L.C. 51-60, 3 Gr. & Eud.
"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right

record." Chap. V, 1 Gr. & Eud.; Chap. X post. See Trilogy of Procedure, ante.

37—Oakley v. Aspinwall, L.C. 222, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Lester v. Foxcroft, L.C. 341,

id. (Equitable exceptions to the statute of frauds).
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Expressio unius est exdusio alterius (The express mention of one thing implies the
exclusion of all others). 2 Gr. & End.

3. Segula pro lege si deficit lex (Where the law or the compact is deficient the
maxim rules; or, in other words, where the contract is silent as to provisions the
/aw will supply them as incidents or implications).

§ 26. A Trilogy of Liberal Construction:

1. Lex non exacte definit sed arbitrio ioni viri permittit (There is always something-
left for the judgment of a good and wise man).

2. Expressio eornm qum tacite insunt nihil operatur (Things implied need not be
mentioned). M'Culloch v. Maryland, L.C. 147, 3 Gr. & Eud.

3. XJt res magis valeat quam pereat (It is better to conserve than to destroy. Chap.
XIY post). See Trilogy of Procedure.

Cognate Maxims:

Contemporanea expositio est optima et fortissima in lege: The best and surest
mode of expounding an instrument is by referring it to the time and the
circumstances under which it was made. To illustrate, if an absolute deed is
given to secure the payment of money, such deed will be construed a mortgage
agreeably to the rule, "Once a mortgage always a mortgage." See Oral Evi-
dence; also Equitable Exceptions to the Statute of Fiauds; Lester v. Foxcroft,
L.C. 341, 3 Gr. & End.; also Bauerman v. Radenius, L.C. 58, id.; § 668' Code
N. Dak. ; Patterson, 25 Mo. 13 ; 2 Gr. & Eud. ; Gorder, 83 Neb. 204, 131 Am St
629, n. (Practical Construction.)

Verha intentione dehent inservire: Words are limited by the manifest intention 4
Gr. & Eud. ; Church of the Holy Trinity v. TJ. S., 2 Gr. & Eud.



CHAPTER n
(§§ 27-40)

EQUITY AND ITS PAEAMOUNT PRINCIPLES
Juris prwccpta sunt h(BC : honeste vivere; alteruni non Iwdere; suum cuique tribuere.

OUTLINE CONSIDERATION; DEFINITION; MAXIMS

§27. Equity Defined.—Equity, in Anglo-American law, is

that part of the Civil Law of Rome that was imported during

the Renaissance to supply the defects of the Feudal law.

Equity was not an individualized branch of the law in Rome,
whence it was transplanted. In its home, it rested upon the

trilogy of maxims, and their cognates. The first maxim of this

trilogy was

:

1. Juris prtEcepta sunt Juec: Honeste vivere; alterum non Icedere; suum cuique tri-

huere: These are the precepts of the law: we shoulcl live honestly; injure no
one, and render unto every one his due.ss This maxim may justly be called the
lawyer's Golden Bnle.

The two remaining maxims of the trilogy are

:

2. TJii jus ibi remedium: There is no wrong without a remedy.39
3. Begula pro lege si deficit lex: Where the law is deficient, the maxim rules.*o

As we shall see, this trilogy has many parts, or cognate

maxims; these maxims, also, are the roots of jurisprudence,

giving life, force and usefulness to the trunk, limbs, branches,

twigs, stems, leaves and buds of the entire plant. Marshall

informs us, in Marbury v. Madison: 142,*' that Ubi jus is the

cornerstone of government. Glints of these maxims are per-

ceivable in the preambles to constitutions, and ramifying bills

of rights ; extending here and limiting there the words of Great

.Guarantees. To illustrate: Every agency of government is

38—This maxim is from Justinian. It is on the title page of Broom 's Maxims

;

it is commended by Blackstone, who had heard that all of the law could be developed

from it.

39—Bro. Max. Sth ed., 191-212: Ashby v. White, L.C. 273, 3 Gr. & Bud.;
1 Smith I>.C. 474-535, 8th ed.; 1 Laws N. D., Par. 6670; Laws of Eng. 7-10; Marbury
V. Madison, 142, 3 Gr. & End.; 1 Story Eq., 684a; 1 Fonb. Eq., B. 1 eh. 3 | 3; Bisph.

Eq. 37; 1 Pom. Eq. 423-424.

40—Vol. 4, Gr. & Eud. 967.

41—Cases cited thus are found in vol. 3, Gr. & Eud (Datum Posts).

19
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obligated to extend to every one "due process of law" in the

spirit and in the light of these maxims.

We can see the prescriptive constitution in another axiom,

namely

:

Idem agens et patiens esse non potest : jSTo one can at the same time be the actor

and the thing acted on; or, in other words: No one can act where his integrity

and interests are in conflict ;42 or as expressed for judicial oflScers:

Nemo deiet esse judex in propria sna causa: No one should he judge of his own
cause. *3

As thus expressed, it is protected as an essential principle

of the prescriptive constitution. "Parliament is omnipotent,"

but it cannot make one a judge of his own cause.*^

Alterum non Icedere is a part of the lawyer's Golden Kule,

already introduced. This commands that we injure no one, and
that we render to every one his due. That "No one shall act

where his integrity and his interest are in conflict" harmonizes

w^ith the maxim in the Sermon on the Mount, "Ye cannot serve

Ood and Mammon"; also with the supplication in the Lord's

Prayer, "Lead us not into temptation."*^

It is well to note that great principles of the law interweave

with all its branches. To impress this fact, it must be demon-
strated that there are' immutable principles of jurisprudence

that are common to all its parts. This will be illustrated from
observations relating to Salus populi suprema lex.

§ 28. Equity in Anglo-American Law Came from the Roman
Civil Law.—Like language and religion, it comes from antiquity

and the beyond. The contentions over it during the Eenaissance
and ever since make the subject a wilderness of contradictions,

which may well be likened to variant views relating to many
important subjects of law. From these wrangles we hasten to
turn, first observing that such discussions may be compared to
the jargons about Shelley's case, the Duchess of Kingston's case,
Crepps V. Burden, Cutter v. Powell, Cumber .v. Wane, Hen-
drick V. TAndsay, Lawrence v. Fox, the paramountcy of the King
at one time and the next of Parliament, and in America the

Gr. i"^:^:t^i^i^fz'' '
^'- ^ ^"'•'

' ^^"*' '''' ^^=^°"^ - «"-^' '

43—Dimes v. Proprietors Grand Junction Canal: 176 vol. 3 Gr. & End.- vol. 4
iCiif p. y J. /

.

"oo 1f7.^T'^lt!^*'°SLl" ^""T^^
y'sl^ to tl>« ""axim. Oakley v. Ast)inwall, L.C.

222, 3 Gr. & Eud.; State ex rel. Fpn'^^n v. Sheppard (Mo V vol 4 Or *• Pud
45-State ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard (Mo.)fvol. 4^ & Bud
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supremacy of written constitutions, and next of statutes, "if
only they are constitutional," the inquiries after the prescriptive
constitution and the true functions of pleadings, also of the
mandatory and of the statutory records, of the meaning of "due
process of law," of Res adjudicata, collateral attack and cognate
subjects, of the immunity of judicial officers for corrupt, mali-

cious and abusive exercise of power, of what is "adjective" and
what is "substantive law," and of the "theory of the case," and
associated matters as these have come to be viewed in several

states. The establishment and exercise of equity jurisdiction

have been among the most difficult questions through three

hundred years.

From the fogs, mists and mirages of a long and dreary desert

march, the student should now be led. It is time to direct his

attention to the mischiefs that have been wrought by mystifying

errorists and enterprising publishers. Their loud and persistent

clamors have too long led away from true history, from reason

and the broad fundamental maxims upon which equity is

founded ; indeed, equity rests upon the prescriptive constitution,

which has been silted over and hidden in America.

Eelating to this, what has happened is not a theory, but a

condition that confronts the jurisprudent. Eelating to the mat-

ters mentioned can easily be picked supposed legal literature that

would fill long rows of cyclopedias, digests and annotated cases.

Looking at this matter as it appears, we seek to turn from it as

rubbish, but first submitting that this supposed legal literature

is an overtoppling bulk that is a menace to juridical studies, and

is plainly beyond human capacity.

Eome was a great empire and had many provinces, also

cycles of time. From these provinces and cycles, no doubt almost

anything can be found, exactly as may be from the states of the

American Union. For these can be written local and provincial

views of "due process of law," also of Res adjudicata, and, let

us also add, of equity.

From the wilderness referred to, the great trees of the grove

can be picked and arranged without regard to the impenetrable

undergrowth jungles.

§ 29. Equity Arises from the Prescriptive Constitution.—

It emanates from Solus populi suprema lex: That regard be
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had for the public welfare is the highest law ; from Necessitas

inducit privilegium quoad jura privata: Necessity privileges

whatever is done under its influence ; and Summa ratio est quce

pro religione facit: Where the laws of God and of man come in

conflict, the former shall be preferred.*®

These maxims are fundamental principles ;*^ they are chiefest

among the Grounds and Eudiments of Law. They are consistent

with the trilogy of equity already mentioned; indeed, all these

maxims and their cognates constantly interweave. Alterum non

Icedere: That we should injure no one, not even third persons

—

the public—is a command of public policy ; the public—the state

—must be respected in all dealings and transactions among men.

The public must not be injured. Salus' populi suprema lex.

"That no one shall act where his integrity and his interest

are in conflict" is a rule of public policy, and is a part of Idem
agens et patiens esse non potest, as already observed.

"Where one of two equally innocent persons must suffer

from the fraud of a third, he who first trusted must first suf-

fer,"*^ is a part of Res inter alios acta alteri nocere non debet:

A transaction between two cannot operate to the disadvantage

of a third.

Qui sentit commodum sentire debet et onus: "The hand that

receives the benefit must stand the burthen^"*" is a useful maxim
and is often applied in agency and partnership. It well illus-

trates that equity respects substance and not form.

This equity is perceivable in the applications of Respondeat
superior. It includes also the maxim, In fictione juris semper
cequitas existit: A legal fiction is always consistent with equity.

It is also perceivable in the discussions of the conserving
principles of procedure.^" Those cases holding that if the claim-

ant under a written document permits it to be materially altered,

he can claim nothing under such altered document, are vindicated
by this equity.^ ^

§ 30. The Mission of Equity.-The Englishman had to be
taught that there was a higher law than his King, before his

46—Bro. Max. 1-20.

47—Chap. 3, vol. 1 Gr. & Eud.
48—Lickbarrow v. Mason: 394, vol. 3 Gr. & Bucl.; Swift v. Tyson 4 id
49—Vol. 4 Gr. & Hud.; Bro. Max. 705-712.
50—§§ 83-124, vol. 1 Gr. & Bud.
51—Master v. Miller: Cases vol. 4 Gr. & Eud.
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revolution could materialize; and afterward, that Parliament
was not omnipotent.'^^ This was a hated and most unwelcome
lesson, still it had to be learned. Then the Englishman in Amer-
ica resolved that his "written constitution" was the supreme
law of the land; and that "a statute, however immoral, blas-

phemous and unchristian it might be, was the law, unless it was
imconstitutional." And the test of this constitutionality was
"putting the finger on and thereunder pointing out the exact

word or words in the constitution violated." The American
has been taught that there is no prescriptive constitution under
his form of government, as there is in England. Still he has

constantly accepted as exactly proper the treatment of the six

leading subjects already mentioned, from the prescriptive con-

stitution in England. What was molded from the prescriptive

constitution for contract in England, the American has adopted,

but nevertheless, as he contends, without the organic base—the

prescriptive constitution. And so it is with other branches.

He thinks he stands on written constitutions, notwithstanding

that his own decisions show that those constitutions rest upon

principles lying still deeper.

What has resulted in America from erroneous views of con-

struction may be judged from the condition of procedure in the

various states.^^ Ignorance of the trilogy of procedure has

perverted and distorted the Codes of Civil Procedure into a mass

of wrangles and absurdities.^* However, in many cases the

higher law is recognized and fundamental principles vindi-

cated.^' In prcEsentia majoris cessat potentia minoris: In the

presence of the major, the power of the minor ceases.

§ 31. Feudal Conceptions of Equity.—They are well ex-

pressed in Coke's and Blackstone's definitions of equity. Bacon

was elated at the introduction of equity. Coke opposed it and

suffered his greatest humiliation in Bacon's triumph. But Coke

soon got control of the British government and was allowed to

define the thing he hated most, also to set the boundaries of

52 Dimes: 176, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Stoekdale v. Hansard: 277 id.; Lester v. Fox-

croft: 341 id.

53 See Chap. 5, 1 Gr. & Eud.; 34 Am. Bar Assn. Eep. 787.

54 See Codes: vol. 2 Gr. & Bud; Davis, 125 Mo. 69.

55 Church of the Holy Trinity v. U. S., vol. 2, Gr. & Bud.; Oakley v. Aspin-

wall- 222 3 Gr. & Eud.; State ex rel. Hanson v. Sheppard (Mo.), 4 Gr. & Bud.;

Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167; Nowack, 133 Mo. 24, 42.
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its jurisdiction. Of course, these were tortuous, stilted and

technical. His definition was not conceived from the orient

peaks of jurisprudence—from the great maxims that it rested

upon with the Romans, but from a despised and dwarfed inci-

dent and mere remedial accessory, limited to "Covin, accident

and breach of confidence.""^ How could the transplanted branch

develop and grow vigorous and beneficient under such a

gardener?

For three hundred years, equity has been rocked around on
the little and unsubstantial foundation that Coke accorded it;

its jurisdiction has rested upon frail, fickle and changeful

grounds. These grounds were best expressed in a decalogue

of maxims upon which the authors were not agreed.^^ It was
not perceived and told that the so>-called "Maxims of equity"
were but parts of the great fundamental principles of

jurisprudence.

Neither Story nor Pomeroy can be said to have acquiesced
in the views of Coke or Blackstone as to the province and func-
tions of equity. All through the writings of both Story and
Pomeroy there are references to maxims and fundamental prin-
ciples that govern in the administration of the laws, but they
nowhere gather and discuss these fundamentals, except those
countenanced by Coke and Blackstone. Story's views are indi-
cated by the words next quoted

:

"Lord Coke has in his summary manner stated that three things are to Ibe iudeed
of in the court of conscience or Equity, Covin, Accident and Breach of Confidence
or, as we should now say, matters of fraud, accident and trust. Mr Justice
Blackstone has also said that courts of equity are established 'to detect latent
frauds and concealments, which the process of courts of law is not adapted to
reach; to enforce the execution of such matters of trust and confidence as are
binding m conscience, though not cognizable in a court of law; to deUver from
such dangers as are owing to misfortune, or oversight; and to give a more
specific relief and more adapted to the circumstances of the case thai can always
be obtained by the generality of the rules of the positive or common law.'—
S oy, foto. Jijq.

"These as general descriptions are well enough, but they are far too loose and in-exact to subserve the purposes of those who seek an accurate knowledge of theactual and supposed boundaries of equity jurisdiction,^ etc., etc."—§60, id/

§ 32. Renaissance of the Civil Law.-Open acceptance of the
Civil Law began with the Earl of Oxford's case (A. D. 1616)
but its progress was greatly hampered by the rise to power of

56—1 Story Eq. 59.

57-1 Story Eq. §§ 59-74; Bisph. Eq. 37-48; 1 Pom. Eq. 363-377.
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Coke, and his eclipsing Lord Bacon with the King, Parliament
and the Judiciary.^^ Coke saw equity as an accessory to the
English law, as to the things he enumerated, namely, "Covin,
Accident and Breach of Confidence," wherein equity had juris-

diction of "Fraud, Accident and Trust." In A. D. 1769, Black-
stone, applauded for his definitions, saw and defined equity as
a remedial incident that had been grafted upon English law.^**

Mansfield's decisions (A. D. 1756-1792) made the principles of
the civil law a graft upon all its parts, and notably in commer-
cial law and in procedure. He introduced the Civil Law into

Procedure when he decided Rushton v. AspinalP^ and Bris-

tow V. Wright, '^^ and these cases naturally called for Dovaston v.

Payne.^^ Following this growth came Kent's contributions, also

Story's. His § 10, Story's Pleading, includes the decisions in

Rushton, Bristow and Dovaston, already cited. Kent quoted and
followed Rushton in Bartlett v. Crosier.^^ The principles in

these cases have long been correctly stated and they can now be
correctly stated.

*

These cases and that section were reaffirmed by the New
York Code (A. D. 1848), and in Missouri (A. D. 1849), by requir-

ing a record, necessary allegations, and corresponding proofs,

all with certainty and free of ambiguity. But the courts of

America, like the Coke of earlier generations, could not compre-

hend and apply the Code. They could not see the fundamental

law from which it was conceived and expressed. This is well

illustrated in the first Code case;''*^ also in the second.®*

§ 32a. Bla^kstone's Definition of Equity Necessitated a Code

TO Simplify, Unify and Expedite."^—And this Code came in

A. D. 1848. But the Cokes in America were not prepared to

receive and expound it, as their cases show. The interpreters

of Codes have rarely understood the fundamentals of juris-

prudence. They have not understood that there are books

labeled "Elementary Law" that have omitted all elements, and

58—Chapter 1, Gr. & Eud.
59—1 Story Eq. 59.

60—L.C. 5, vol. 3 Gr. & Eud.
61—L.C. 135 vol. 3 Gr. & Eud.
62—L. C. 217 vol. 3 Gr. & Eud.
63—L.C. 6, 3 Gr. & Eud.
63a—Biddle v. Boyce (1850), 13 Mo. 532.

64—Eno v. Woodworth (1850), 4 N. Y. 252, 53 Am. Dee. 370.

65—1 Story Eq. 59.
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that many teachers essay to teach from these; nor that in the

maxims of antiquity are embedded the elements of equity, and

of Codes of Civil Procedure. When the Code provided for one

juridical document, one statement, one forum and ofie relief, this

was the reincarnation of equity,"" and that, too, in a way agree-

able to Blackstone's definition. Codes of Civil Procedure, when

rightly interpreted, re-enthrone equity. This trilogy of equity

procedure is also the trilogy of the Codes. But judges have

not understood this. In Missouri they are as widely apart as

Judge Seymour D. Thompson, on one hand,""^ and Judge Sher-

wood, on the other.

§ 33. The Twentieth Century Equity Differs from That of

THE Renaissance.—The equity of today is the heart and vitals

of jurisprudence; its inflow for three hundred years is beyond

calculation. It was introduced as a feeble taper to a people

emerging from feudal darkness, fanaticism, bigotry, supersti-

tion, and in the shadows of impending revolutions; and it has

brightened into tlie beacon lights of the great empires of the

twentieth century. It has been passing from its swaddlings

of commendation and conscience into an all-swaying arbiter and

an invincible dictator of right and wrong. Indeed, it has ad-

vanced far beyond this, for it is the basis of our codes of civil

procedure, which form a great and a leading factor in the admin-

istration of the laws in thirty-five states of the Union. And the

end of the career of conquest of the Code of Procedure is not

yet, for its principles are from antiquity, and they are for eter-

nity. From necessity, in one form or another, in one expression

or another, these principles are irresistible. Their simplicity,

their morality and their usefulness must move them forward
and higher in the lawyer's estimation. They are essential to

progress, education and protection. Such are the principles

constituting the trilogy of procedure ; they underlie all systems
when rightly interpreted, as we shall seek to demonstrate. Here
it seems well to state that, if equity has given the codes of civil

procedure, due and significant mention of this fact should be
impressed and kept in view.

Indeed, how can equity be rightly appreciated when viewed

R6—Bliss code PI. 141.

66a—See Variance: vol. 4 Gr. & Eud.
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from the principles that Coke prescribed for it as fundamental,
when once it is perceived as the inflow of the morals and wisdom
of the mother of dead empires? How can equity be rightly
appreciated if it be taught separate and away from its greatest
gifts and splendid benefactions to the twentieth century?
Among these benefactions are the codes of civil procedure.

§ 33a. The Codes of Civil Procedure Must Be Comprehended
WITH Theie Cognate Principles, and Viewed feom Their Point
OF Origin.—The codes of civil procedure arise from fundamental
principles."' These principles tend toward unification, simpli-
fication and expedition. The genius of the Code is one juridical

document, one statement, one forum and one relief. This genius
includes the leading ideas of convenience, economy and sim-
plicity. To attain these ends, the material, certain allegation

is required."® Also the certain admission or certain denial ; also

the certain issue.""*

These ideas dominate

:

1. Pleadings are the .iuridical means of investing a Court with jurisdiction of ' a sub-
ject matter to adjudicate it.

2. Pleadings are to limit issues and to narrow proofs. Convenience, reason, economy
and necessity found these rules.

3. One is entitled to a conscientious, positive, certain denial of every specific certain
material allegation. E.g., if one avers the execution and delivery of a certain
document, these allegations should be either positively admitted or denied.
Courts should enforce this rule.

4. Every material allegation admitted is for the purposes of the action, therefore
conclusive; it is uncontrovertible. Generally, Codes so provide.

5. Pleadings should be made servitors of justice and not instruments of covin and
chicane.

6. The general pleading, and especially the general issue, the false and the sham
pleading whether allegation or denial, are inimical to equity procedure, and
also to the Code.

7. Equivocal and uncertain pleadings permit contention for an ebb and flow of
jurisdiction dependent upon external changes, that are productive of innumer-
able and incalculable mischiefs.

8. A loose and shifting or intermittent basis of acquiring and exercising jurisdiction

emasculates the due administration of the laws, and undermines the conserving
principles of procedure.'^o

§ 34. The Modem Equity Is the Roman Civil Law.—This
law in all its height, breadth and depth has come to Continental

Europe, to England and all her provinces. It is the basis of the

jurisprudence of all Latin-speaking races. Bacon's rules for

67_§§ 56-61, vol. 1 Gr. & Eud.
68—Green v. Palmer: 90, vol. 3 Gr. & Eud.; Dickson t. Cole: 34; Munday v.

Vail: 79, vol. 3 Gr. & Eud.; Cases.

69—Campbell v. Porter: 2, vol. 3 Gr. & Eud.
70_§§ 83-123, vol. 1, Gr. & Eud.
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practice in the High Court of Chancery were nothing more than

one hundred maximized rules. They have governed that Court

from the time of their promulgation ; this practice is the proce-

dure in the Federal Courts in the United States. Mansfield

injected the civil law into all of his decisions, and especially into

procedure and commercial law.

The Code of civil procedure (A. D. 1848), commencing in

New York and Missouri, is founded upon the Eoman civil law,

or, in a narrower sense, upon equity procedure. Three maxims

from the civil law form the trilogy of procedure, and this is

the basis of equity procedure. The Codes of civil procedure

reafiSrm these maxims. The ablest judges soon recognized this

fact. In Andreios v. Lynch, A. D. 1858,''i Napton, J., decided

that the requirement for the statement of the cause of action

was a mere reaffirmation of the old law. In effect, he decided

that the maxim De non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem
est ratio (Where the court cannot take judicial notice of a fact,

it is the same as if the fact had not existed) was the old law,

and is also the Code, and also the prescriptive constitution. And
with vigor and clearness. Justice Field, while a Supreme Judge
in California, spoke in Green v. Palmer, A. D. 1860.''^

From these decisions will appear the fact that the American
Courts did not understand the fundamental principles, which,

from necessity, must support the Code. An able Code author
was fully justified in saying that the Code came from older

systems, and that the attempt to learn the Code without knowing
the earlier law was '

' a grope in the dark. '
"^

§ 34a. The Law Is an Entirety, and Cannot Be Written and
Taught in Individualized Branches.'^*—Therefore, should it be
longer attempted to learn the Eoman law in fragments? If

this law was founded upon the maxims written upon the XII
tables, why should not that law be presented upon the matter
of those tables today? If the matter of these tables is to be
found in Broom's maxims and Mansfield's cases, why should
not these fountain sources be ever kept in view and familiarized?
And why can they not now be stated?

71—27 Mo. 167.

72—15 Calif. 411, 76 Am. Dee. 492, L.C. 90, vol. 3, Gr & Ru.l
73—Bliss Code PI. 141.

74—Preface 1 Bish. New Crim. Law, p. VI.
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Melius est petere fontes quam sectari rivulos: It is better to

seek the fountains tlian to wander down the rivulets.

The six leading subjects of the law, namely, Procedure,
Equity, Contract, Crime, Tort and Construction, are founded
upon fundamental maxims of the Roman law. And it may be
well to add that governments exercise their authority and
ground their immunities, and limit their rights upon maxims
from the civil law.

§ 34b. Procedure, Codes, Equity, Contracts and Construction

Ake Inteeactions
; Illustrations.—It seems well to illustrate

how a few fundamental principles give development and force

to leading branches of the law.

To demonstrate these principles, we will select cases from
Missouri, which, shortly after New York, adopted a code,'^' and
gave the first code decision.'^''

The cases selected will illustrate fundamental pi'inciples of

procedure, of contract, of Codes, of construction, and of equity

—

if only it is borne in mind that the assent to a contract is its

mutuality, of which we read so much in equity. Indeed, one of

equity's early maxims is "Mutuality is equity." There are

phases of this maxim that interlace with Non hcec in foedera

vent: 1 did not come into this compact.

Another leading element in contract is the consideration for

the promise. The maxim of the Roman best expresses it in

tliis way: Ex nudo pacto non oritur actio: From a bare agree-

ment, no cause of action arises. The indivisibility of the "sub-

stantive right" and of "adjective law" may be perceived from

this maxim. In form the maxim belongs to what some term

''adjective" law; but in substance, it defines and limits, and

therefore in effect creates, the '

' substantive
'

' right. The two can

no more be separated in practice than the shores of a river can

be separated from the river without destroying the river. The

shore makes the river possible; and so procedure makes sub-

stantive rights possible, and is the channel in and through

which they manifest themselves. In equity cases, the essen-

tiality of a consideration is most acutely and learnedly dis-

cussed. In many relations, the consideration is a leading equitj^.

To illustrate:

75—Feb. 24, 1849; act went into operation July 4, 1849.

76—Biddle v. Boyee, 1850, 13 Mo. 532.
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If one makes a voluntaiy conveyance, i. e., one witliout a con-

sideration paid by the grantee, and the next day becomes

heavily indebted, then that conveyance would be declared fraud-

ulent as to subsequent creditors. But otherwise, if a considera-

tion was bona fide paid by the grantee. Here is applied the

maxim: "when there are equal equities, the law will prevail";

or, in its broader expression: In cequali jure melior est conditio

possidentis: When the parties have equal rights, the condition

of the possessor is the better. There is also involved: Qui

prior est tempore potior est jure: He who is first or before, is

stronger in right. Also Vigilantihus et non dormientibus jura

suhveniunt (The laws serve the vigilant, not those who sleep

over their rights) interlaces in many of the discussions. Eelat-

ing to the consideration, the bona fide purchaser in all relations

of claim must defend upon allegations of payment, and if this is

denied, then upon proofs as well, that an adequate consideration

was paid.'^^ Phases of this discussion involve the maxim that

"he who seeks equity must do equity." That "Equity follows

the law '

' is one of the middle age maxims ; but it is often mis-

leading, for "Equity looks at substance and not form." This

is well illustrated in the fact that a deed is conclusive evidence

of a consideration at law, but not in equity, where the grantee

Tinder a deed must allege and prove a consideration as in cases

of a simple oral contract. In the face of examples like this, the

student may well doubt the utility of the maxim '
' Equity follows

the law." But if we state it this way, it will be more accept-

able: Equity follows the law, unless some fundamental prin-

ciple or basic right would be violated. It is nearer the truth

today to say that the law follows equity. Wherever there is

conflict between the two systems upon a fundamental position,

the law finally yields, though not always without a struggle.

In connection with the last mentioned maxim, there may well

be considered this most important one : Lex non exacts definit,

sed arbitrio boni viri permittit : The law does not define exactly,

but trusts in the judgment of a good man; Precedents must
yield.

77—Bassett v. Nosworthy : Le Neve, 2 White & Tudor 's Lead Ea Cas T, C
395, 396, vol. 3 Gr. & Eud. ' "^-

' '
'

^'-
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§ 35. Equitable Conceptions UnderUe Civil Codes of Proce-
DUKE.—Codes of civil procedure originated in and were con-

ceived from fundamental principles of equity. Much can be
adduced to support this view, and in this connection it seems
well to state that in equity the practice was, one juridical docu-

ment, one statement, one forum and one relief. For unification,

simplification and expedition, the Code adopts the theory and
the features of equitable procedure. In the face of this fact, it

may be asked why equity should not be studied as the basis of

Code procedure. In Bliss on Code Pleading,'^* we are informed

that the Code is the outgrowth of earlier systems, and that the

attempt to learn the Code as a late and individualized branch

without regard to earlier systems " is a grope in the dark. '

'

At this time we may well pause and consider equitable

procedure as the chief and dominating contributor to the Codes

of civil procedure. The next sections will relate to this question.

§ 36. The Trilogy of Procedure:

The leading principles of every protecting jurisprudence

are:

1. De non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio: Where the court cannot
take judicial notice of a fact, it is the same as if the fact had not existed.

2. Frustra probatur quod probatum non relevat : It is vain to prove what is not 'in

question or what is not alleged and denied.

S. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem : The words of an instrument are

to be taken most strongly against the composer.

These maxims are from the civil law of Kome, of which the

equity of the Eenaissance is but a fragment. In its original

home, equitable procedure was developed from that trilogy.

These principles are discoverable in the instructions Festus

gave the Scribes and Pharisees in Paul's trial.'^^ They under-

lie all systems of Procedure, the equity, Ecclesiastical, the

Common Law Civil and the Common Law Criminal, as well as

the Codes.

Lord Mansfield reaffirmed these principles in RusMon v.

Aspinall;^'^ and Bristow v. Wright;^'- Verba fortius was re-

affirmed in Dovaston v. Payne.^^

In RusMon it was held that the omission of a material allega-

78—§ 141.
79—Chaps. 23-25, Acts of the Apostles.

80—L.C. 5, vol. 3 Gr. & Eud.; Smith Lead. Cas., 8th ed.

81—L.C. 135, vol. 3, Gr. & Eud.

82—L.C. 217, vol. 3, Gr. & Eud.
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tion was a fatal defect in a declaration ; exactly as that omission,

affects a pleading in equity.**

In Bristow it was held that Allegata et probata must corre-

spond, exactly as they must in equity.

In Dovaston it was held that liberal construction could not

supply the omission of a material allegation and that it was pre-

sumed one could not claim the benefit of a fact which he did not

allege.**

To what extent liberal construction can supply the omission

of a material allegation is often a nice question which must be

determined from the entire pleading.*'

A careful examination of this question will show that the

tests are the same in all systems.

The importance of equitable jurisdiction and how it is vested

and exercised comprises by far the larger part of the discus-

sions of equity. This fact will indicate the importance of right

and clear conceptions of its procedure. If this in substance is

the same in other systems, it seems well to comprehend that

fact ; and if the Code is founded on the same principles, nothing

can be of more consequence, to the Code practitioner than clearly

to perceive that fact.

§ 37. "One Is Presumed to Intend the Natural, Direct and
Probable Consequences of His Act" is a maxim from the

Roman expressed thus : In jure non remota causa sed proxima
spectatur: In law the immediate (proximate) and not the remote
cause of any event is regarded. Lord Bacon made this the

first maxim in his gathering.

This maxim is a most useful one in all branches of the law.

In criminal law the rule is, one is presumed to intend to kill by
the use of a deadly weapon ; in this relation, it is most plainly a
rule of evidence; and consequently it is a rule of procedure.
In the discussions of Hadley v. Baxendale and its cognate cases,

it appears as a rule of contract ; herein the question whether or
not counsel fees are recoverable in cases of warranty or of
deceit will remind the reader of other endless discussions
already referred to. Some of the decisions reaffirm the maxim,

83—§ 10 Story PI.

84—§ 10 Story PI.

85—Dobson v. Campbell: 232a, vol. 3, Gr. & Bud.; Busliton- 5, vol 3 Gr &
Hufl.; R. V. Solomons: 20, vol. .•!, Gr. & Bud.; Boper v. Clay, 18 Mo 383 59 4m
Dec. 314: Cases. (Code.) '

' ' "
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Avlnle others do iiot.^« If to a proper state of facts, the maxim
Tvas applied, then juridical intellects could reason and think and
<-ome to right conclusions. But instead of this, what has come
-to pass under a cumbrous case system, where the judges of a
later generation insist on following decisions of preceding gen-
<!rations, which show they were written in changeful and tem-
pestuous times by judges who were hostile to or did not
understand the civil law? This maxim annexes implications to

contracts, e. g., to warranties. Thus it is a rule of construction.

This maxim is equitable in its character ; and this phase of it

was applied in the "Squib" Case;^' also in its cognate cases.

As thus applied, it is agreeable to the maxims, "He who has
done iniquity shall not have equity"; or, "He who seeks equity
must do equity"; or, "He who has no respect for the law can
have no protection under the law."

In a Court of Conscience one's warranty should be con-

strued in the light of Iii jure non remota. But it has not been in

£l[1 courts.

The disregard of this maxim has brought about the conflict-

ing cases with the "Squib" Case, also Vicars v. Wilcocks, Smith
Lead. Cases ; also cases cited with Hadley v. Baxendale.^^

In these discussions the student will be ever reminded of the

truth in Ubi jus incertum ibi jus nullum.

§ 38. The Trilogy of Equity Are Cognate Principles of All

Branches.—Written constitutions and statutes express no

greater principles, nor do they express principles that have

•contributed more for the development of the law. This trilogy

•consists of canons that profoundly affect the due administra-

tion of the laws, and all that relates to the interpretation

thereof. These principles are parts of the prescriptive consti-

tution, than which there are none greater to be discussed or

considered.

§ 39. There Are Substantive Rights in Procedure.—In the

operations of the judicial department both the parties named

on the record and the state have rights which, if disregarded,

render the proceedings coram non judice. These suggestions

will introduce due process of law, which will be the subject of

the next chapter.

86—See Malicious Acts, vol. 4, Gr. & Eucl.

87_Vol. 4, Gr. & Eud. 88—Vol. 2, Gr. & Eud.





CHAPTER III

(§§40-59)

DUE PEOCESS OF LAW
Audi alteram partem.—Windsor v. McVeigh, L. C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.

§ 40. Due Process of Law and Its Essentials in Procedure.—
In a government of protection, the due administration of the
laws is a matter of leading importance. "Due Process of
Law" well defined, understood and enforced is government
itself, for there cannot be good government without a juridical

establishment operated upon certain and fixed principles. Lack
of adequate and certain protection has caused most of the wars
and commotions in society; it was specified as a ground for

revolt in the Declaration of American Independence.

§ 41. Due Process of Law Defined.—Due Process of Law is

the exercise of administrative power according to certain fixed

and fundamental principles.*^ Due process of law in judicial

procedure is the establishment of judgments and orders in pro-

ceedings conducted upon fundamental principles of procedure,

these proceedings being properly evidenced by the right record.""

The fundamental principles by which due process of law

is tested are those principles of the prescriptive constitution,

among which may be enumerated

:

1. Audi alteram partem: No one shall he eondemneil unheard. Vol. 2 Gr. & Eud.
2. De non apparentihus et non existentibus eadem est ratio: What is not juridically

presented cannot be judicially considered. Vol. 2, Gr. & Eud.
3. Frustra probatvr quod probatnm non relevat: It is vain to prove that which is

not alleged. Vol. 2, Or. & Eud.
4. Veria fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem : Every presumption is against a

pleader. Vol. 4, Gr. & Eud.
5. '

' What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record. ' '8i

Many elements enter into discussions of "Due process of

law." From varying standpoints the conserving principles of

procedure arise for discussion."^

89_Murray v. Hoboken Land Co., L.C. 219, vol. 3, Gr. & Bud. See Collateral

Attack, 2 Gr. & Bud.
90_WJndsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, vol. 3 Gr. & End.; §§ 92, 93, 214, 241, vol. 1

Gr. & End.
91_Vol. 4, Gr. & End.
9o_§§ 83-123, vol. 1, Gr. & Eud.

3.5
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In every instance the discussion of the coram judice pro-

ceeding involves "Due process of law." Also what defects in a

record subjects it to objections upon collateral attack.

Also the tests of Res adjudicata. The rules of this subject

involve considerations of "Due process of law."

The first maxim su2)ra is ably and perhaps best illustrated

in Windsor v. McVeigh.^"

The second, third and fourth maxims, supra, in order to

impress them, and for brevity, may well be called the trilogy of

procedure. From them emanate numberless rules of evidence,

pleading and practice.

The second is well illustrated in Rushton v. Aspinall?*

The third is a cognate of the rule that allegata et probata

must correspond. This is well illustrated in Bristoio v.

WrightP
The fourth is a rule of pleading, also a rule of construction,

and is very general in its application.^'^

The fifth is but a corollary of the trilogy of procedure. A
careful reading of this will show that a record is a necessity in

the administration of justice.

There are various records, but in judicial procedure there

are two of leading importance, namely: 1. The mandatory
record; 2. The statutory record. The former is the record of

substance; the latter is the record of adjective law.

The trilogj^ of procedure may well be likened to the North
Star and its "pointers."

The mandatory record and its dependent rules should be as

firmly fixed in jurisprudence as is the North Star.

§ 42. Definition cf the Mandatory Record.—The mandatory
record is what is sometunes called the "common law" record, or
the record that the general demurrer searches, and in which
the general demurrer attaches to the first fault; it is the record
that determines the constitution or foundation of the judgment,
or sequestrating order; it is the record that resists objections

93—L.C. 1, vol. 3, Gr. & Eucl.

94—Smith's Lead. Cas.; L.C. 5, vol. 3, Gr. & Euil.; also U. S. v. Cruiksliank.
L.C. 232, vol. 3, Or. & Eud.

P5—L.C. 13.5, vol. 3, Gr. & Eud.
96—See vol. 4, Or. & Eud.
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upcn collateral attack; it is the record tliat supports the con-

serving principles of in-ocedure.-'^

Herefrom arises a leading idea, which should be well im-

pressed and which must be comprehended in connection with

a very important I'ule of evidence, and namely

:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and
by the right record."

Throughout procedure the right record must be sought and

considered. From the various records and juridical instru-

ments arise many rules to be familiarized and thoroughly

impressed.

Among these rules are those next stated

:

Error shown from the mandatory record "will keep"; it

saves itself. This is substantive law. A court will review

error shown on this record without regard to the wishes or the

relation of the parties named on the record, and without regard

to the statutory record, or the motion for a new trial therein, or

the assignment of errors thereon.^*

In a genera] way it may be said that the mandatory record

is the prima facie test for the coram juclice proceeding. If this

record is defective, then there applies the maxim Debile funda-

mentuni fallit opus: Where the foundation fails all goes to the

ground.

The state is a silent party to every official proceeding, and

this proceeding must be tested l)y the mandatory record—which

is the State's record—without regard to the wishes, consent or

compacts of the parties named on the record. If this record is

defective, then the state as a third party in effect says Res inter

alios acta, or Non Iicec in feedera veni: I did not come into this

compact.

If the mandates of the state are disregarded, then the posi-

tion of the state is vindicated by an application of Quod ah initio

mon valet intractu temporis 11011 convalescet: What was void in

the beginning cannot be waived nor made valid by lapse of

time.

§ 43. Befinition of the Statutory Record.—The statutory

record (bill of exceptions) originated by an act of parliament

97—§§ 83-1 Sn, vol. 4, Gr. & Eud.

98_Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1 rt seq., vol. 3, Gr. & End.; Slacum v. Pomery,

4 Gr. & End. : Cases cited.
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in 1286. It has been reenaeted by the states of the Union. It

was provided for the use of an appellant, in a court of errors

only. It has no other use. Its usefulness in a court of errors

depends upon an assignment of errors; without an assignment

of errors the statutory record is surplusage ; the statutory rec-

ord will only be opened as may be required by an assignment

of errors.

And this assignment of errors is limited by the motion for a

new trial ; without the latter every error of the trial court shown-

upon the statutory record is waived; accordingly appears the

importance of the motion for a new trial in order to have formal

or ivaivahle error reviewed.

Defects of substance render the proceedings coram non

judice if shown by the mandatory ; these need not be mentioned

in a motion for a new trial, or be assigned for error.

With defects of form it is different. Here the policy of the

law is to speed the cause on its merits. Therefore formal defects

are waived unless properly made and preserved in the statutory

record. The liberal rule applies here : Consensus tollit errorem
(Error not objected to is waived).

It is difficult to find where these records have been so

defined as to impress the American courts and several promi-
nent authors with the distinctions that exist between them.
They are as unlike as the sun and moon; still in the theory- of-

the-ease states the statutory record is viewed as the principal

or controlling record, instead of as the subordinate, and what-
ever it shows even in contradiction of the mandatory record is

held to control the latter.^

The consequences of jumbling these records may be likened
to the consequences of constructing a ship canal from the Lakes
to the Gulf, in alternating divisions, first by one engineer, who
estimates from the sun, and next by another engineer, who
reckons from the moon. The consequences of such engineering
must be apparent, and analogously this is exactly what has.

'happened to jurisprudence in the "theory of the case" states.

Thus it will appear that there are five very important docu-
ments in appellate procedure

:

1—2 Thomp. Tri., §§ 2310, 2311; see Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.
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1. The mandatory record;

2. The statutory record;

3. The assignmerit of errors ; Tvliich belongs to the statutory

record.

4. The motion for a new trial; which belongs to the
statutory record.

5. The argument of the matters assigned for error, as it is

generally held that formal or waivable matter is waived unless

it is argued.

Therefore upon the principle of waiver the assignment of
error is limited to the grounds upon ivJiich it is argued. All

others are waived.

Expressio unius est exclusio alterius: The express mention
of one thing excludes all others, is an important maxim to be
considered in relation to the foregoing matters. It should be
strictly applied to the statutory record, to making objections,

to taking exceptions, to making the motion for a new trial, to

assigning error and to arguing formal or waivable error. It is

well to observe that all of these matters involve that leading

rule of evidence already introduced, namely

:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and
b'y the right record. '

'

Consensus tollit errorem (Acquiesence in formal error

waives or obviates its effect) governs the consideration of the

statutory record.

The foregoing matters have extensive applications in appel-

late procedure, also in all considerations of the conserving prin-

ciples of procedure.^

§ 44. The Statutory Record Can Be Waived.—It is the record

that presents the matter founded on objections and exceptions

;

therefore it is called the exceptions record. If no exceptions

were made at the trial, then there is applied Consensus tollit

errorem. Consequently there must be exceptions and they

must be apt, certain, precise, and specific. General exceptions

of error in motions for new trials, general assignments of error,

and general arguments, are, on principle, unavailing.

There is a conserving principle of procedure, which may be-

stated thus : The court will disregard dilatory, abatement, or

2—§§ R3-123, vol. ], Or. & Tfiid.
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formal matters and speed the cause to a liearing on the merits.

Interest reijmhlicce nt sit finis litium: It is the welfare of the

public that there be an end of litigation.-

In the absence of objection and exceptions courts will not

stop or dwell on formal matters. To illustrate : If one enters

a general appearance, then it is too late to object to matters

relating to the issuance and service of a summons, or other

process. Matters of abatement must be well comprehended and

be properly presented in order to secure a review of them.*

The matter of the statutory record is waived in the absence

of exception, motion for a new trial, assignment of errors, and of

proper argument of the assignments of errors. To all of these

matters there is a strict application of Expressio unius est ex-

clusio alteriiis: The express mention of one thing excludes all

others. The maxim is applied agreeably to the conserving prin-

ciples of procedure last .referred to, also Interest reipuhlicce ut

sit finis litium.

"What ought to be of record must be proved by the record
and the right record," is a leading rule of evidence widely
applied to the statutory record. This record must be tech-

nically constituted as well as have error assigned thereon, and
must be properly argued in consonance with the maxims last

cited.

§ 45. The Statutory Record Can Not Rest Upon or Be
Founded Upon the Consent of the Pahties Alone.—This rec-

ord must be technically constituted and be signed by the judge.
Its creation is a judicial act, and the judge must approve and
sign it ; this judicial function cannot be delegated.^

The record must be rightly constituted and be free of uncer-
tainty and ambiguity

; if ambiguous or uncertain there is applied
to it, Yciha fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: Every pre-
sumption is against a pleader."

The statutory record is not favored. There are no presump-
tions in favor of it; facts showing error must affirmatively
appear; they will not be presumed; every presumption is in

?,—§ 103, vol. 1, Gr. & Euil.

4—See Abatement, 2 Gr. & End.; also Appellate Proceduro M
r,— .Mailers, 170 111. 4S4.
G—Wright V. Griffy, 4 Gr. & End.; Bates v. Bulkier, L.G. 22.1, 3 Gr. iz Eud
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favor of the judgment of the lower court, if only its proceed-

ings were coram judice, as tested by the mandatory recordJ

The statutory record being for an appellant in "a court of

errors only," it is more largely within the control and wishes

of the parties named upon the record, than is the mandatory
record, for this record is later required by the state for reasons

of public policy. Therefore this record is controlled by con-

siderations very unlike those governing the statutory record.

The mandatory record arises from principles of the prescrip-

tive constitution. Upon it depend the conserving principles of

procedure.*

§ 46. The Mandatory Record Arises from the Prescriptive

Constitution.—The statutory record arises from a statute, but

the mandatory record exists from the necessity of a government

of protection ; it arises from the grounds and rudiments of law.

Public policy demands it. Salus populi suprema lex. Conven-

ience demands it. Eeason demands it. Necessity demands it.

The due administration of the laws demands it. Due process

of law demands it ; and this involves the means of evidencing a

coram judice proceeding, which is the kind of proceeding essen-

tial to resist objections upon collateral attack, and to stand the

tests of the requirements of Res adjudicata; also to serve the

requirements for constructive notice and other conserving prin-

ciples of procedure.®

The mandatory record involves the maxims of the trilogy of

procedure, De non apparentibus, etc.; Frustra probatur quod

prohatum non relevat; and Verba fortius accipiuntur contra

proferentem, already introduced, and the corollary of these

maxims, which is the leading rule of evidence, and which is:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and

by the right record.
'

'

The mandatory record is on the division line between an

absolutism and a constitutionalism. Where there is no manda-

tory record as already defined, and where it is not safeguarded

and respected, there are usurping and oppressive forms of judi-

cial proceedings, as in Morocco, Turkey, and Persia.

Where there is no mandatory record, the rule that "a court

7—aem, 2c, 3 Gr. & Rud., et seq.

8 §§ 83 123, vol. 1, fir. & Bud.

9 §§ 83-123, fol. 1, Gr. & Rud.
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is bound by its record" fails; and where this rule has no safe,

certain and well defined operation, a court can do as it pleases,

and as caprice and whim may dictate.

§ 47. The Functions of the Mandatory Record are to describe

a matter for a court's adjudication; to determine what is admit-

ted of record, also what is denied relating thereto, and to show

what issues are raised upon this record authorizing the court to

proceed. All of these various matters must be familiarized by

the practitioner. Whatever is admitted in the pleadings is con-

clusive and the court has no right or authority to admit contrary

evidence or to consider it. Frustra prohatur quod probatum non

relevat: It is vain to prove what is not alleged, applies here: A
court has no power or authority to admit evidence to prove any-

thing not alleged, nor to prove anything in opposition to the

record.

The above views apply to all kinds of cases, whether civil or

criminal, under the code or in equity. To assume that the above

views are not universal in their application is very misleading

and confusing. This is observed for the reason that in many
passages and cases it is emphasized that the strict rules apply
only in a criminal case, or in an equity case, as the case may
he. This view is inimical to the philosophy of law.

It seems well to conclude these observations by quoting a
truly great and instructive section from a widely cited and re-

spected work, which reads as follows:

"But whatever may be the object of the bill, the first and fundamental rule which
is always indispensable to be observed is, that it must state a case within the
appropriate .iurisdietion of a court of equity. If it fails in this respect the
error is fatal in every stage of the cause, and can never be cured by any waiver
or course of proceeding by the parties; for consent cannot confer a jurisdiction
not vested by law. And, although many errors and irregularities may be waived
by the parties, or be cured, by not being objected to, the court itself cannot
act except on its own intrinsic authority in matters of jurisdiction; and every
excess will amount to a usurpation, which will make its decretal orders a nullity
or infect them with a ruinous infirmity. But of this more will be said in another
place, "lo

From the above section the trilogy of procedure can be
picked, together with its attending philosophy, which gives form
and structure to judicial procedure, and to all kinds alike,

^,
„l*'-flO> ^tory PI- vol. 4, Gr. & Eud., Story; Slacum ^. Pomery, 4 Gr. & Eud.-

IJ S v. Linn 4 How. 104; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 78, § 458 post. § 119 1 Gr. & Eud§119 post, wherein are cited Sache %. Wallace, Munday v. Vail Lf 79 ^ Gr *
Eud., and other cases.

'
>

"* ^^- *
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whether civil or criminal. Herefrom arise the substantive rights

of the state, which can never be waived ; these are the higher law.

§ 48. Illustrative Cases of the Above Section.—This very
profound and instructive section from Story's pleading applies

alike in all systems; from it can be picked the trilogy of pro-

cedure already quoted and explained. And it applies equally

and alike in equity, criminal cases, civil cases, and particularly

to Codes, as will appear from the following:

liqvity: Shelton v. Piatt, 139 IT. S. 596 ("irreparable injury " is a conclusion of
law and is insuflScienl ) ; Alien v. Pullman Car Co., 139 tf. S. 658; S. v. Wood,
155 ilo. 447; Hanford v. Davies, 163 U. S. 273, L.C. S6, 3 Gr. & Eud. See
Campbell v. Porter, 162 TJ. S. 478, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Eud. et. seq.

Indictments: U. S. r. Cruilslmnlc. 92 IT. S. 542, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Bud.; C. v. Moore,
L.C. 20, 3 Gr. & Eud.; B. r. Wheatley, L.C. 19, 3 Gr. & Eud. ct seq. (Mansfield).

Common Lair Civil: SusTiton i. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud. et seq.; Andrews v.

Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 (Code) ; Fish v. Cleland, 33 111. 238, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud.
et seq.; Bartlett v. Crozier, 17 Johns. 448, 8 Am. Dec. 428, L.C. 6, 3 Gr. & Eud.;
Slaciim V. Pomery, 6 Cranch, 221 (Marshall, C.J.) ; Van Leuven v. Lyke, 1
X. Y. 515.

Code: Green v. Palmer, 15 Calif. 411, 76 Am. Dec. 492, n. L.C. 90, 3 Gr. & Eud.;
Andrews v. Lynch, supra; Hush v. Brown, 98 Mo. 486 (Barclay, J.) ; MalUncTcrodt,
169 Mo. 388, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Sherwood, J.) ; Charles v. White, 214 Mo.
187,. 21 L. E. A. (N. S.) 481; S. v. Muenrh, 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 536:
Cases; Sache v. Wallace, 101 Minn. 169, 118 Am. St. 612, 11 L. E. A. (N. S.)

803, 11 Am. & Eng. Ann. Cases: 348, 4 Gr. & Eud.
Contra: See Theory of the Case: cases, 4 Gr. & Eud.; 2 Thomp. Tri., §§ 2310, 2311.

§ 49. Definition of Pleadings Should Be Broad and Compre-

HENsivE.—It should include the meaning of Story's section above

quoted. Therefore we offer this definition

:

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a
subject-matter to adjudicate it."

The definitions of feudal authors followed by Chitty, Stephen

Gould and their prototypes have been very misleading. War-
rant for these conclusions is found in the notorious disorders

that have befallen many states, wherein the functions of plead-

ings and of the mandatory and of the statutory records are

jumbled and confused. These authors have caused the confusion

and misconception that may be gathered from the annotated

case authors and compilers of the cyclopedias.^^ Their little

and partial definition of pleadings has greatly contributed to

the endless discussions involving the functions of the records

and of the different parts thereof and of all that relates thereto.

11—See 31 Cyc. 1-778.
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These discussions will remind the reader of those relating:

to Shelley's case, and those to the Duchess of Kingston's case,

Crepps V. Burden, and the Earl of Oxford's case. Frona the

cases discussing the "theory of the case" enough can be picked

for long rows of cyclopedias and digests.^-

§ 50. The Feudal Definition of Pleadings Misleading.—All

texts and decisions which define pleadings for trial purposes

only are vicious and bewildering. They usually limit the use

of pleading "to give the adverse side notice"; or "to apprise

the defendant. '

' Those who construe the statute of Jeofails and

Amendents "in furtherance of justice between the parties" only

have no true and broad view of pleadings. Nor have those who
see no more than this: "There must be an allegation of each

fact, so an issue can be formed." They do not see pleadings as

a part of the scheme of government for protection limiting and

restraining courts, process and the rights of all claimants under
judgments and their process; they do not see all of these mat-

ters on the separating line between an absolutism and a consti-

tutionalism ; they do not see that these matters are the bulwarks

of liberty and of protection ; they do not see that the study of

procedure is the study of government ; they do not see the state

as a silent yet ever present party in all the dealings of men and
in all official proceedings ; they do not see the function of defend-

ing the state's mandates in the general demurrer, the motion in

arrest of judgment, and in objections upon collateral attack.

They do not see that the ground of the general demurrer is never
waived; that "it will keep," without objection, exception or
statutory record, or any of its attendants, such as the motion
for a new trial, or its sequela, the assignment of errors.

They do not see that if "no cause of action" or "no defence"
is stated at the right time, in the right place, in the right way,,

there ever attends the principle Quod ah initio non valet intractu

temporis non convalescit: What was void in the beginning can-
not be cured by lapse of time. Unless the rights of the state

—

of the third person—are properly respected in any compact or
proceeding, the state or third person may ever defend under
the shield of Res inter alios acta alteri nocere non debet: A
transaction between two ought not operate to the disadvantage

12—See Theory of the Case; also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.
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of a third; or Non hccc in foedera veni: I did not come into this

compact. Accordingly are perceived limitations of waiver, of the

operation of Consensus tollit errorem: Acquiescence in error

obviates its etfect. AYliat relates to the state, to the public wel-

fare, cannot be waived. There are limitations of waiver. Salus

popiili suprema lex: That regard be had for the public welfare

is the highest law. The interests of the state cannot be con-

tracted, or consented away ; they cannot be waived ; two cannot

contract for a third ; two cannot waive and bind a third ; a fortiori

one cannot waive and bind a third. Here is an immutable prin-

ciple of contract from the Roman law, illustrated in the law of

procedure.

Accordingly, the universal rule relating to the general de-

murrer, the motion in arrest, and collateral attack is as above

stated. Consequently the statutes of jeofails and amendments

cannot apply to anything but formal defects, and this is the law

of the Eoman, Norman, English, federal and best state. Con-

sensus tollit errorem has limitations that "our statute," "our

Code," our "new practice act," "our revised Code" cannot

change without dismembering the necessities for the due ad-

ministration of the laws, and all that depends thereon. From
such viewpoints the immutable elements of jurisprudence should

be viewed; these elements are from the prescriptive constitution.

"The Eoman still holds dominion over this world by the silent empire of his law."

§ 51. The Mandatory Record and an Important Part Thereof,

THE Pleadings, Aee Peesckibed by the State, Foe the State.—
For reasons of public policy, government—the state—prescribes

a fixed permanent, record to support the conserving principles

of procedure.^*

It is the record Eome prescribed and kept, and opened and

looked for and on account of Rome. This record Avas Rome's

mandate and Rome's affair, and by this record Rome looked

and judged for herself; by this record the proceedings must

appear to be coram judice. From Paul's trial, in the Acts of

the Apostles, this fact may be deduced. Now, exactly as Rome

prescribed and viewed this record, so does the state in America.**

13 55 83-12.^, 1 Or. & Rnd.

]4_Camnben v. Porter, 3 62 U. S. 478; Windsor v. :\rcVeigh, 93 TJ. S. 274,

L.C. 2, 1, 3 Gr. & End.
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These views, and familiarity with that leading rule of evi-

dence, namely,

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record,"

will lend great aid in comprehending the theory of procedure.

Herefrom may be judged the importance of the general de-

murrer, the motion in arrest of judgment, and of collateral

attack, also of the conserving principles of procedure.*^

Herein lies substantive law, the substantive law of the state,

which is paramount law.

§ 52. The Division of State Power Is Involved in All Govem-
MENTAL Functions.—It is the first great principle of a constitu-

tionalism.^^

It is often involved in the leading rule of evidence, "What
ought $0 be of record must be proved by record and by the right

record." This is the rule that demands the mandatory and the

statutory records ; and to these assigns exclusive functions. To
these records there is chiefly applied Expressio unius est exclusio

alterius. One of these records cannot be made a substitute for

the other. The division of state power is a conserving principle

of procedure.^''

The rule excluding oral evidence where the "right record"
is prescribed should be well comprehended.^®

The division of state power is involved in those cases where
the judge attempts to delegate the judicial function, which is for-

bidden."

In Mailer v. Whittier Machine Co., 170 111. 434, the Judge
attempted to authorize the clerk to assist in the judicial function
in perfecting the statutory record (bill of exceptions) ; herein
the clerk's participation for the Judge vitiated the record; and
herein the rule, "What ought to be of record," etc., was most
instructively applied; it was also held in that case that the
parties named upon the record could not create a bill of excep-
tions by stipulation nor any substantial link of that record. The
clerk cannot discharge judicial functions nor can the judge per-

A TT ^'^"Tn! ^l"-^*^',
^ ?n rt, ^l^'^' '

^^^'="" ^^ ^""""y- ^ ^S''- ^ S"-!'
5
U. S. V. Linn,

4 How. 104; Smalley, ]9 111. 207.
'

16—Marbury v. JIadison, L.C. 142, 3 Gr. & Eud
17—§ 96, 1 Gr. & Bud.
18—See L.C. 46-60, 3 Gr. & Eud. Cases cited.
19—Van Slrke v. Trempealeau, 177, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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form the clerk's duties. The advocates of The Theory of the

Case,-^' and cases there cited, are confronted with the funda-

mental principle of a constitutionalism, as well as the trilogy of

procedure and the section above quoted.

Procedure written from little conceptions, narrow vision,

from erroneous and misleading definitions is one thing, while

procedure written from the philosophy of the law is quite

another.

The division of the state power is of the first and highest con-

cern ; it is the mandate of the state for the welfare of the state

that there may be a government of laws and not of men. Viola-

tion of this principle the state will not permit.

§ 53. Presumptions of Regularity Are Limited and Defined

AS TO What Coxcekns the Paeties Named Upon the Record.—
"What concerns the third party, the Crown—the state—the gov-

ernment must afftrmatively appear according to the require-

ments, "What ought to be of record," etc. The public, the third

person, is concerned in the enforcement of this rule.

Omnia prasumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All things

are presumed to have been rightly, regularly and validly done.

This maxim is closely akin to Consensus tollit errorem: Acqui-

escence in error obviates its effect. Each of these maxims

relates to formal matters, to matters that are waivable in char-

acter. They do not relate to matters required by the state for

reasons of public policy as already explained. Formal matters

are not peremptorily required by the state for the public wel-

fare, therefore they can be waived. Therefore, if error waivable

in character is committed and there is no objection or exception

taken and preserved in the right record, then such error is

waived as has already been explained. At this juncture is the

place to introduce Omnia prcesumuntur rite, etc., and in connec-

tion with it the rule that relating to all those matters

which concern the parties named upon the record, and not con-

cerning third persons, the presumption of regularity obtains ; but

of matters that concern the state or third persons there can be

no waiver, no footing for the application of the presumption

of regularity. This maxim has no application where this lead-

ing rule of evidence should apply, namely

:

•"AVhat onglit to be of record must be proved by record and by the riglit record."

20—See Variance, 4 Gr. & End.
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To illustrate : A cause of action or a ground of defence must

appear from tlie right record, or the right pleading. This was

the old rule, also the requirement of the Code f^ the language of

the Code is inter alia that the complaint or petition shall contain

the facts necessary to constitute 'a cause of action; also that filing

an answer will not waive the foregoing requirement ; also that

all relief must be within the facts stated.

Now, if a statement omitted an essential allegation, as in

Rushtou V. Aspinall,-- this would be a fatal defect and

incurable. Quod ah initio non valet in tractu temporis non-

com alescit.

If a material allegation is omitted, filing a subsequent plead-

ing will not cure nor aid the defect.-" Therefore the state inter-

dicts the application of Ohinia prcesumuntur rite, etc., at least as

to those matters that must appear in the mandatory record.

And here it seems well to observe that the Code respects sub-

stance or essential matter as is required in other systems. In
equity a cause of action must appear in the bill.-*

What is formal, waivable, abatement or dilatory matter can-

not be stated within hard, sharp lines."^ But generally it may
be said that whatever is necessary to support the conserving
principles of procedure is matter of substance and substance
cannot be waived; in other words, whatever should or must
appear from the mandatory record is matter of substance. ^^

In a general way it may be said that presumptions of regu-
larity will not supply that matter which should appear from the
mandatory record to support the conserving principles of pro-
cedure. Substance must appear, it is not implied.

Extended discussion of Omnia pra'Siimuntur rite, etc., can be
traced from Crepps v. Burden."' These discussions are vast
and unending. They involve the Theory of the Case.

§ 54. Limitations of the Application of the Maxim of Regu-
LAKiTY.—The application of Omnia prcesumuntur rite, etc., may

21—§10, story's PI., above quoted.

. 'r-jr^-*^'- ^' ^ ^''- ^ ^"'^- (common law\ or Andrews v. Lynch CMo Codpl m-

27—L.C. 113, et seq., 3 Gr. & Eud.; Hahn >. Kelly, 2 Gr. & Hud.
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"be said to be coextensive with the maxim Consensus toll-it

crrorem. As to the statutory record, there is much presumed to

be right and regular imtil tlie contrary affirmatively appears ;^s
to this record, all can be waived. But as to the mandatory rec-

ord, it is an irreducible minimum ; as to this record, there must
be enough to resist objections upon collateral attack, for pur-

poses of appellate procedure, res adjudicata, constructive notice,

due process of law, to satisfy requirements of the division of

state power, and other conserving principles of procedure.

The statutes of jeofails and amendments have been directed

at the destruction of the necessary record for the support of the

foregoing matters. The effect of these statutes is indicated by
the decisions in Missouri and Illinois.-^

§ 55. Philosophy of the Law Emasculated by Statutes.—In

Missouri a statute was enacted that the motion in arrest of judg-

ment was indispensable in order to have a review of any error

shown from the mandatory record. There are many decisions in

that state upholding that statute, and as many rejecting it;

according to the statute the motion in arrest of judgment governs

the mandatory record exactly as the motion for a new trial, and

its consequent, the assignment of errors, limits the uses of the

statutory record. Under this statute all errors and defects were

presumed right and regular except such as were saved by a

motion in arrest of judgment. Consequently a record or a plead-

ing fatally defective as to substance was presumed good and

suiificient by waiver, by an application of the principle expressed

in Consensus tollit errorem.^°

Giving to the above maxims an operation beyond that given

by the Eoman, Norman, English, Federal and best state deci-

sions has caused great derangement.^"

The results in the states mentioned show that any dis-

turbance of ancient landmarks profoundly disturbs the opera-

tions of the judicial department, and consequently of the

administration of the laws.

§ 56. Limitations of Liberal Construction.—Where the man-

datory record shows upon its face that a judgment is void,

28—See Missouri ; also Tllinoi?.

29 gee Harrow v. Grogan (111.) ; also Illinois, vol. 2, Gr. & End.

30 See Theory of the Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Slacum v. Pomery, 4 Gr. & Rud.

;

Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & End. et seq.
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curative matter will not be imported nor like proceedings pre-

sumed in order to validate the judgment. Crepps v. Burden, L.C.

113, Cases cited. If the mandatory record shows that there was

no service of process this fact will be conclusive in the absence

of matter showing there was. But in some courts a more liberal

rule is found, e. g., in Harrow v. Grogan (111.) the record showed

that the service of process was void. However, judgment was

subsequently entered, and to sustain this judgment, it was pre-

sumed that before it was entered an alias summons issued and

was duly served, although the record was silent as to this fact,

and although this fact should have affirmatively appeared upon

the record in accordance with '

' what ought to be of record must

be proved by record and by the right record."'^

§ 57. Substantive Rights of Government Must Affirmatively

Appeak.—The mandatory record should have showed all that was
done in reference to acquiring jurisdiction either of the person

or of the subject matter. And to make and keep this record a

clerk is chosen and obligated and fills his office.

Naturally it should be presumed that lie did his duty; and
therefore all that was done properly appeared in the right record.

Presumptions rest on regularity, nature, reason, and probability;

But these views did not prevail in Harrow. Had this record

been offered to prove title to property or an estoppel of record
it would not have been sufficient under the rul.es of res adjudicata,

wherein the leading rule is "What ought to be of record must
be proved by record and by the right record. '

' But this leading
rule of evidence was denied in Harroiu. The views in this case
would make it futile to make objections upon collateral attack,

for whatever link in the chain was absent could be supplied by-

unbridled presumption, or, in other words, caprice or whim.
To illustrate: If a judgment were entered the authority to
enter it would be presumed; or, if letters of administration
issued, then the jurisdictional facts would be presumed. Probatis
extremis prcBSumunter media: From the extremes the inter-
mediates are presumed. In other words, if the deed of an agent
were shown, then his power of attorney would be presumed. But,

31—DodcMdge, 222 Mo. 146, 154-155.
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nevertheless, tlie universal rule wliere jurisdiction is involved is

in all courts "an authority must be pleaded."^-

§ 58. Substantive Rights of the State Constnied Away; Con-
sequences.—In BoLscwicz r. R. R. (1909), 240 111. 238, B., eight-

een years old was killed by a railroad train. B. lived with his

parent in Kewanee, in Bureau County. He did not live in

Chicago, in Cook County ; nor did he have property in the latter

county. Letters of administration could only be taken out in

the decedent's residence, which was Bureau County. However,
an unauthorized person applied for letters in Chicago, Cook
County, but upon what means or showing did not appear. With
nothing but the letters, this straw or puppet administrator set-

tled with the railroad for $100.00 and gave it a release. This

release was not pleaded in defence, but was admitted under the

general issue. But this release was held unavailing in the trial

court, also in the court of appeals. However, the Supreme Court

was divided in opinion and reversed the judgment upon the

ground that regularity was presumed ; that it was conclusively

presumed from the mere issuance and production of the letters

that a sufficient showing was made to justify the issuing of the

letters. Thus an estoppel of record was proved by one docu-

ment alone, namely, the letters of administration. Here the

presumption of regularity overrode the rules of res adjudicata,

which is one of the conserving principles of procedure. Hereof

the first rule is that the proceedings must be coravi judice; of

course, letters issued in a wrong county could not be coram

judice. The application therefor involved both suppressio veri

and suggest io falsi, and necessarily perjury. Crimen omnia ex

se nata vitiat: Crime vitiates everything that springs from it.

And, besides, before an estoppel can be applied to one, he must

be shown to have been negligent, ignorant, or at fault in some

way; but none of these elements were shown in this case. The

letters were issued in a wrong county, and also to a person

without right, authority or an interest to apply for or receive

them. There could be no privity here, and this is always required

before an estoppel can apply. The letters were applied for in

fraud were received in fraud, and were fraudulently used. But

go Clem : '2e, 3 Or. & EikI. ; see Prasiunatur pro justitice sententics, 4 Gr.

& Eud.
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the fundamental maxim Ex dolo malo non oritur actio: Fi'au.l

vitiates all into which it enters, was made to yield to covinous

machinations of the sham administrator who was plainly a tool

to cheat and defraud.

It may be well to observe that in Missouri and Illinois, also

in other Theorj-of-the-C'ase states, the statute of jeofails

is often upheld to extirpate the prescriptive constitution, and

for the immolation of the conserving principles of procedure.

From the rules of res adjudicata the objections to the Balse-

ivicz Case may be readily perceived. This case can find no

shelter whatever under Fabula non judicium (No adjudication

can arise where there is no real party in interest ; it cannot arise

from a myth and a sham proceeding) f^ courts were not created

to manufacture records for conspirators to use, to cheat bona fide

litigants by denying one his day of grace before its dawn had

broken. And one should never be stopped nor barred by the

fraudulent proceedings of third persons. Res inter alios judi-

catcB nidlum aliis pnxjudiciiim faciuut. No one should be con-

demned unheard: Audi alteram partem.^* There is no greater

equity in law than this principle.

§ 59. Omnia Praesumuntur Rite, etc., and Consensus tollit

errorem are often given a range in evidence and in construction

that is destructive of a protecting procedure. To illustrate this

fact reference is made to the Harroiv and the Balsewicz cases.

These maxims and cases cannot be substituted for the trilogy

of procedure already e;xplained; the mandatory record cannot
be reckoned from them; from them no base line can be extended
that will support the conserving principles of procedure.^' In
these principles are imbedded the greatest equities of the Eoman
law

;
and these principles cannot be separated from equity juris-

prudence. The law is an entirety.

23—Scott V. McNeal, 4 Gr. & Eud.
34— § es, 1 Gr. & Eud.
33—?§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.



CHxVPTEE IV

(§§60-100)

i:\rMUTABLE ELEMENTS COMMON TO ALL BRANCHES
OF THE LAW

•From tlio roots of the plant arises tlie sap that flows through all its parts."

—

V VI
rreface Bishop's Xew Criminal Law.

'Of the laws of England I have commondpd thorn before for the matter, but surely
they ask mueh amendment for the form, which to i-edu(e and perfect, I held to be one of
the greatest dowries that can be conferred upon this Kingdom."— Sir Francis Bacon.

§ 60. The Law Is an Entirety; Equity Is Procedure. Gen-
EEALizATioNS.—TliB tillogy of equity is

:

1. Juris prcecepta sunt hcec: Honeste vivcre, altervm non Icedere, suum cuique
tribuere: These are the precepts of the law: "We should live honestly; injure no
oce, and render unto every man his due.

2. Thi jus ibi remedium : There is no wrong vi'ithout a remedy.
3. Eegula pro lege si deficit lex: Where the law is deficient the maxim rules.

These have already been introduced and explained.

§61. The Trilogy of Procedure is

:

1. Ve non apparentibus et non existcntihus eadem est ratio: What is not juridically

presented cannot be judicially decided, or in other words, a court is bound by
its record, and can consider and decide nothing not presented by its record
properly made and presented to judicatory power by the court.

2. Frustra probatur quod proiatum non relevat : It is vain to prove what is not
alleged.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: Every presumption is against a
pleader.

Of Be non apparentibus, etc., the first of the trilogy of pro-

cedure, supra, it may be observed that it is the leading idea in

constituting and construing the Mandatory and Statutory rec-

ords already defined and explained. Any proper exposition of

this maxim must include an explanation of the two records,

namely, the Mandatory and the Statutory records. And, as we
have seen, the latter has consequents, or auxiliary records,

namely, the assignment of errors, which is founded on the motion

for a new trial, and also the argument of the errors assigned.

§62. The Same (continued).—Now, the trilogy of equity

includes Alteriim non Icedere (We must injure no one) ; also

Suum cuique trihuere (We should render unto every one his

due) ; also Uhi jus ihi remeditim (There is no wrong without a

remedy). From these maxims, look at the first maxim of the

trilo^w of procedure, De non apparentibus, etc., and determine
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if we can proceed without the tight record, made at the right-

time, at the right place, in the right luay, by the right hand—the

hand or participant required by the division of state poiver.

Looking from these viewpoints may be perceived a fundamental

maxim of human justice, and always at the base of equity and

of procedure, which is

:

AKdi alteram partem: The laiY hears before it decides; or, in other words, no one

should be condemned unheard.

In the light of the foregoing, is not this maxim a fundamental

principle both of equity and of procedure? Out of necessity

came the restoration of the civil law, commencing with the Earl

of Oxford's Case, A. D. 1616; this and the latest cases illustrate

the jurisdiction of equity to control the oppressions and the

arbitrariness of the common law courts, and show that funda-

mental principles of procedure are equities, that are immutable

elements.

To illustrate: It is observed that the use of the covinous

letters of administration issued in Balseivicz v. R. R. (1909, 111.)

might have been enjoined in a state where sham and mythical

cases are not upheld and enforced. From this case the viola-

tions of many maxims from the civil law are perceived, and
especially Ex dolo malo noii oritur actio; also Crimen omnia ex

se nata vitiat (No right can arise from crime) ; also the maxims
supporting the doctrines of res adjudicata. Consequently in the

Balseioicz case there are alike violated the fundamentals of

equity and of procedure.

From such cases Audi alteram partem appears as an equity.

Against the fraud practiced in Balseivicz stands the trilogy of
equity, also basic principles of procedure. The release given
by the puppet, sham administrator in Balseivicz should on first

principles have been affirmatively pleaded in defence, agreeably
to De non apparentihus, etc., also Frustra probatur quod pro-
batum non relevat (It is vain to prove what is not alleged).

Coke defined equity as a jurisdiction taking cognizance of
Fraud, Accident and Mistake. From this definition it is mani-
fest that in the Balsewicz case there was ample room for equi-
table interference. Equity has always interposed to vindicate
the principle expressed in Audi alteram partem. This maxim
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was masterfully and most extendedly discussed in Windsor r

McVeigh.^'-'

§63. The Same (continued).—From the discussions of the
jurisdiction of equity to restrain the enforcement of judgments
at law and to control common law courts is found ample author-
ity for the foregoing observations. And these are consistent
with Coke's definition of equity. Blackstone saw more in equity
than did Coke, as will appear from his definition quoted in

S 59, Vol. I, Story's Equit if.

If any of the maxims of the trilogy of procedure are violated

in a judicial proceeding, there is ground for equitable inter-

ference. Consequently it may be said that the remedies of equity

depend upon the trilogy of procedure ; also that equity will vindi-

cate the latter as necessary for its operation. As already ob-

served, the trilogy of Procedure can be picked from a great

juridical passage, namely, § 10, Story's Pleading. This section

is but another expression of the trilogy of procedure, exactly as

the codes of civil procedure reaffirm the maxims of this trilogy

in a varied language.

Here it may be well to submit whether the heart and vitals

of equity can be separated by hard, sharp lines from the heart

and vitals of a protecting juridical establishment.

From many aspects these trilogies will appear as the roots

and heartwood of our entire juridical establishment ; they cannot

be separated, they are an indivisible, nonpartitionable whole.

Every right depends upon its remedy. Ashby v. White; Ubi

jus, etc. The remedy is a necessity for the right; the remedy is

an implication, an inseparable incident to every right or equity.

Expressio eorum quw tacite insunt nihil operatur: Things implied need not be
mentioned. M'CuUoch u. Maryland (Marshall, C. J.)-

§ 64. The Trilogy of Equity and of Procedure Are Cognates.

—These maxims are from the prescriptive constitution of Rome

;

they never can be individualized nor be widely separated. They

interlace. Every right and its remedy must be traced, viewed

and tested by these principles. If it be the judgment—a species

of contract—this contract must be sufficiently evinced by the

rio'ht record, and this record must be sufficient to resist objec-

tions upon collateral attack, and to withstand res adjudicata

36_93 V. S. 274, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & End.
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tests, also those of "Due Process of Law," constructive notice,

the removal of causes, and other conserving principles of proce-

dure. A right not sufficiently evinced is no right at all. The

rule next quoted is from the Eoman and applies in all systems,

namely, "What ought to be of record must be proved by record

and by the right record." Upon this rule depends much that

relates to estoppel of record or res adjudicata. This branch of

the law has been developed since the Duchess of Kingston's Case.

Its development has been upon the maxims of the civil law, of

which equity as at present understood is a fragment. Through-

out the estoppels equitable considerations prevail.^^ Conse-

quently the estoppels may be viewed from either the Procedure

or the Equity viewpoint. The estoppels, along with equity, now
pervade every part of the law. Such is the development from

the roots, the maxims of antiquity, which constitute the pre-

scriptive constitution and which have become the organic law

of the continental powers and of England and, of course, Ameri-

can states. It is time that the actual fact be clearly expressed.

§ 65. The Codes Expressly Provide for Estoppel of Record.

—One of the provisions is that material allegations made on one

side and not denied upon the other are for the purpose of the

action to be taken as conclusively true. This admission in the

2)leadings cannot be contradicted or overcome by other evidence.^**

The plaintiff and the defendant are bound by their respective

allegations, denials and admissions. These bind the court and
limit the claims of recovery. From these views appears the

operation of estoppel, also of the trilogy of procedure. If one's

allegations are repugnant he can recover nothing .^o Or if denials
are inconsistent, then they admit.*"

Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem is a maxim of
the trilogy of procedure. Verba fortius is a maxim of universal
application in the construction of all documents. It applies to
all contracts, to all compacts ; to the judgment and to its founda-
tion, to the deed, to the simple contract, whether written or oral.
It applies with great force to commercial paper. Ut res magis
mleat quam pereat (It is better to conserve than to destroy) is

37—1 Gr. & Eud., §§ 171-200.
38—Bradbury V. Cronise, L.C. 35, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Bliss Code PL, § 138.39—Pam, ex Parte. L.C. 107, 3 Gr. & Eud
40-Dickson Y. Cole, L.C. 34, vol. 3, Gr. & Eud. : Cases.
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a liberal phase of Verba fortius in construing commercial paper.
If one signs and delivers a document it is presumed that he
intended it to operate effectively and for a rational purpose,
vvhich is agreeable to the rule in the Squib Case, that "One is

i^resumed to intend the natural, direct and probable consequences

of his act." But Tvhere the state—the public—or third persons

are involved as they are in the substantial matters—the sub-

stantive law—relating to the due administration of the laws, the

strict rules of construction apply. Consequently the maxims of

the trilogy of procedure are strict rules. But of matters that

are merely personal to the contracting parties, then liberal rules

like Ut res )nagis valeat and its cognates apply. The latter

matters might well be termed adjective law.

What is necessary to resist objections upon collateral attack,

or at an earlier stage, the motion in arrest of judgment, or, still

earlier, the general demurrer, is matter of substance; all other

matter is formal or icaivable matter.*'^ Strict rules of construc-

tion apply to matters of substance, but liberal rules of con-

struction apply to formal or waivable matter.

Upon right definition and classification depends right con-

struction. To illustrate : If the object of pleadings is to notify

the adverse side, then, like any other notice, he may icaive the

pleadings. It was thus a famous author reached this conclusion.

He followed a narrow-^'isioned definition of pleading.*^

The above well illustrates the importance of true and broad

definitions.

"^^Tiether strict or liberal rules of construction will be applied

to a subject-matter depends on the character of that matter.

To illustrate: If it is matter of substance in a judicial record,

such as must affirmatively appear therein to resist objections

upon collateral attack and to support other conserving principles

of procedure, then strict rules of construction attach.*'*

§ 66. Jurisdictional Facts and Elements Must Affirmatively

Appear.—In an inferior court they must appear ujoon the face

41_:\rallinckro(lt, L.C. IZa: Cases; Smalley, 19 111. 207: Cases. The latter is

an excellent code case.

42 2 Thomp. Tri., §§2310, 2311; onoted iin.ler Variance, 4 Gr. & Bud.

43 Story's PL, §10; Rushton, L.C. .5, 3 C.r. & Rud. ; Cases cited: Dovaston,

Lr' 027 3 Gr & Rud.; IT. S. v. Cruikahank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. &- Riid. ; Davis, 126 Mo.

69 Vb- Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373-374; Mallinckrodt, 169 :\ro. 388, 398; C. & A.

B 'b v. Clausen, 173 111. 100, 103.
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of tlie judgment record, and not in files and loose papers. But

in a court of record, i. e., a court for whicli a clerk and his record

are provided by la^, then the jurisdictional facts may be gath-

ered from the files and loose papers. This is a distinction

between superior and inferior courts.** It is a distinction often

misunderstood.

§ 67. Construction Is Intimately Involved with Equity and
Pkogeduee.—This will appear from a consideration of the trilo-

gies of equity and of procedure. Of the former, Regula pro lege

si deficit lex (Where the law is deficient the maxim rules) may
be classed also as a canon of construction. Of the latter, De non
apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio (What is not

juridically presented cannot be judicially decided), also Verba
fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem (Every presumption is

against a composer; or the pleader), are manifestly canons of

construction. This last maxim is one of Bacon's maxims, and
also of Broom's, and is one of the useful and protecting rules of

the prescriptive constitution.

It is these last two maxims that the statutes of jeofails and
amendments, or the so-called liberal Code and Practice Act pro-
visions, attempt to immolate. In order to accomplish this end
the operation of Consensus tolUt errorem (Acquiescence in error
obviates its effect) and of Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter
esse acta (All acts are presumed to be rightly, regularly and
validly done) and of Ut res magis valeat quam pereat (It is

better to conserve than to destroy) is sought to be enlarged.
The attempt to give these maxims of liberal construction a
greater force than was given them by the Eoman, Norman,
English and best federal and best state decisions has introduced
antinomies in the law of the states of the Union. It has resulted
in a Babel. If by liberal construction an omitted allegation
can be supplied, then two omitted allegations can be supplied,
and so on until all of the allegations can be supplied. T\aiere
this can be done, there pleadings can be waived and dispensed
with. But pleadings cannot be waived.*'

44-Crepps V. DurcTen, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Rud. ct seq.; Bersch "7 Mo 101 riustiee'srecord); S V. Metzger, 26 Mo. 6G: Ce.s3s: Dociari Ige o"? jro 14fi
^^

70 Cent. L.J. 293-294, 311-314, r02 407 455-460.
''^- '"' ^'"°- ''""• ^'"'-^'''' ^^1-182;
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;
68. The Trilogy of Strict Construction.—These should be

introduced. They are elsewhere extendedly discussed. See each
of the following titles in the Grounds and Eudiments of Law

:

1. De non apparentihvs et non exisientxbus eadem est ratio: What is not juridienlly
^n-psented cannot be judieially decided, or, -ndicre the court cannot take judicial
notice of a fact it is the same as if the fact had not existed. A court is bound
by its record. Quod ah initio non valet intraciu temporis non convulescit (That
Tvhieh -n-as originally void cannot by lapse of time become valid) ; Eushton, Moore
r. C, Munday, Dovaston, U. S. v. Cruilshanl-, numbered respectively, L.C. 's 5,
21, 79, 217, 232, 3 Gr. & Bud.

2. Eipressio unius est exclusio dlterius: The express mention of one thing excludes
all others ; or, you cannot allege one thing and prove another. A court is bound
by its record. C. v. Sohy, et seq., Bristow, L.C.'s 74, 135, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Mar-
hury V. Madison, L.C. 142, 3 Gr. & Eud. See Ita lex scripia eest ; lies inter alios
acta.

3. Veria fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem : Every presumption is against the
composer (or the pleader). Do-vaston v. Payne, L.C. 217: Cases, 3 Gr. & Eud. See
this case discussed throughout vol. 1, Gr. & Eud.

§ 69. The Trilogy of Liberal Canons of Construction:

1. Consensus follif errorem : The acquiescence of a party in error obviates its effect.

::. Omnia prcesumant ur rite et solemniter esse acta: All acts are presumed to be
rightly, regularly and validly done. See Frohatis extremis prcesumuntur media:
From the extremes the intermediates are presumed; Consensus tollit errorem.

S. Vt res magis valeat quam pereat : It is better to conserve than to destroy. Bene-
dicta est expositio quando res redimitv.r a destructione : Blessed is the exposition

when the thing is saved from destruction. Interest reipuTjlicce ut sit finis litium:

It is the welfare of the public that there be an end of litigation. Utile per
inutile non vitiatur.

§ 70. The Character of Procedure Depends Upon Whether
THE Steict ok Libeeal Exjles Goveen^ in Constetjction.

—"Where

the crown—the state—the government—is recognized as the

third party in procedure, then from necessity the procedure

must be in consonance with the requirements of the strict rules,

so far as regards substance shown from the right record. In

other words, "What ought to be of record must be proved by

record and by the right r-ecord." Under this rule the manda-

tory record must exist, and it must evince those matters neces-

sary to resist objections upon collateral attack, the motion in

arrest, and the general demurrer already explained. This record

tested by these rules and proceedings is absolutely essential in a

•constitutionalism. They are indispensable in a government

accusatory in form; any other is inquisitorial or barbarous.

§ 71. Where the Liberal Rules of Construction Prevail, the

Paeties Named T'pox the Eecoed May Conteact foe Themselves

A Peoceduee.—In some of the states, the parties may by acquies-

cence or consent exclude the state as a silent and third party.

This is the form of procedure in an absolutism. Such a proco-
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dure is liable to abuse, and it is an axiom in government, that

a power which can be abused is certain to be abused. Therefore

it appears that a sufBcient mandatory record is the peremptory

requirement of a government of freedom and protection. It is

this record which the state opens and looks into for itself with-

out regard to the relations of the parties thereto, their waiver,

their acquiescence, their consent or their stipulations.*"

§ 72. Codes Reaffirm the Strict Rules of Construction Again

AN^D Again, But in a Vakied Language.—The code specifically

provides for the mandatory record. To illustrate : It requires

this by prescribing what the statement of the cause of action or

of the defence shall contain and that filing an answer will waive

all formal defects, but not jurisdictional essentials of allegation

and of the authority of the court to consider and adjudge.

By this provision Consensus tollit errorem from the Roman
was reaffirmed, also De non apparentibiis et non existentihus

eadem est ratio (What is not juridically presented cannot be

judicially decided. But the different sphere of each maxim must
be understood. The code reaffirms leading rules of res adju-

dicata, which is also from the Eoman. The first rule of res

adjudicata is, "The proceedings must he coram judice." These
requirements are the law of Illinois, as able decisions from that

state show.*^

§ 73. The Conserving Principles of Procedure Dominate the
CoNSTBucTioN OF THE CoDE.—Codes, rightly interpreted, are not
opposed to fundamental law ; on the contrary, they reaffirm the
maxims of antiquity; these underlie the construction of the
code.*^ They are the prescriptive constitution. The trilogy of
procedure and of strict construction are equity principles and
are reaffirmed and respected by the code.*» And the same rule
applies in a Practice Act state.^"

fri l-a ^^V f^'^.t
"• ^^^'^^"'S (Mi°"- Code, id.); Hamiibal E. E., 42 Mo.

fin to^
^/allmekrodt .,y,™, 12a, 3 Gr & Eud. (Ground of the general'demurrer

P:il'r?lelatf33 m SSsTc l^l f^'^^^ ^
''''^'^'''' '''''" ^^^= <=--

47—Smalley, 19 III. 207.
48—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.

V DuL^qT^'A^^ Y °?-n'^°p
^

!

Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud. (ilo. Code) ; Clark

Tofi \ °
'rq'-^ T-,? •',^!;'no

''• ^''°'''"' 1°1 ^'^°- 5S6; Hanson, 215 Mo. 257: Davis,

(N. S ) 481- C'as^s
^ '

' '

^^^"-^^' ^^""'^'^ ' ™^"^' ^14 Mo. 187, 21 L. E. A.
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The statute of jeofails, however broad and comprehensive
the language employed, is limited to formal defects ; it is gov-
erned by the trilogy of procedure, also by the trilogy of strict

construction.^^

Such statutes are likewise restrained in Illinois.^^

But contra views are expressed : 2 Thomp. Tri., §§ 2310, 2311,
quoted under Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.^''

§ 74. The Restoration of the Civil Law.—In 1848, New York
adopted a code, as did Missouri in 1849. Thus in America and
in the valley of the Mississippi the law advocated by Lord Bacon
and respected by Mansfield, Marshall, Kent and Story was prac-

tically reenthroned. In 1845 appeared Broom's Maxims, which
has ever since held a foremost place with those desiring a scien-

tific knowledge of the law. The decisions of Mansfield had come
to be more respected, and the necessity for unification, simpli-

fication and expedition had become most apparent. Statesmen

saw this fact and accordingly advocated the code. But when
it came, the judiciary were not prepared to administer it agree-

ably to the law whence it was taken. This is evidenced by
the needless attack made upon it in the first code case decided,.

Biddle v. Boyce (Mo., 1850) ; also in the next, Eno v. Wood-
icorth (X. Y.), 53 Am. Dec. 370. With these cases commenced
the silting of the channels of legal reasoning which has finally

clogged them and obscured tlie ancient landmarks of the law.

The accretions of case law are now a vast marsh of bewilder-

ment. Necessity demands a return to first principles, and the

avoidance of a wilderness of cases which now exceeds human
capacity. The well-directed student will avoid it and seek first

principles

:

Melius est petere fantes quam sectari riviilos : It is better to seek the foun-tains than

to -n-ander down the rivulets.

§ 75, The Trilogy of Equity Is Its First Principles.—The first

maxim of this trilogy is. Juris prcecepta sunt hcec: Honeste

vivere; alterum non Icedere; suum cuique tribuere (These are

the precepts of the law: We should live honestly; injure no one,

51—Kittinger v. Traction Co. (1899), 1G0 N. Y. 377; Sidway, 163 Mo. $42,

373- Jiallinekrodt, 169 Mo. 397, L.C. 12a, 3 Or. & Eud. ; Clark v. Dillon, 97 N. Y.

370- Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167; Davis, 126 Mo. 69. 78; Lilly, id., 190',. 211-213.

'.5o_(-', & A. R. E. V. Clansen, 173 111. 100, 103 (apply to formal defects only).

53 See Theory of the Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.
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and render unto every one his due). This maxim is commended

by Blackstone, but in a vague and general way ; it is on the title

page of Broom's Maxims. Since Ulpian it has been viewed as

the first principle of jurisprudence. Accordingly we have set

it first in the trilogy of equity. Herefrom we offer the view that

procedure and construction have trilogies that are germane to

the trilogy of Equity.

The view is invited that the equity of the Twentieth Century

is the Civil Law of Eome. That the leading subjects of the law,

namely, Procedure, Equity, Contract, Crime, Tort and Con-

struction, are all parts of that law. That the relationship of

these subjects will plainly appear if only we view them from

their trilogies. For this purpose we have introduced and sought

to impress the trilogies of Equity, Procedure and Construction.

If from Juris prcecepta sunt hcec: Honeste vivere; alterum

non Icedere; suum cuique tribuere (We should live honestly;

injure no one, and render unto every one his due) a relationship

«an be perceived between the leading subjects of the law, there

is afforded a long-awaited and much-needed demonstration. See
also Chap. X, 1 Gr. & End.

Many famous authorities have asserted the importance of

the Lawyers' Golden Eule, which is the maxim last cited. Cer-

tainly it is equal to the Theologians' Golden Eule. Indeed, they

are identical and originate from the same high fountain. These
rules and their cognate principles are the supreme law, for they
are immutable principles. They include all others, and all others

must conform to them.

7ft 'prmseniia majoris cessat potentia minoris: In the presence of tlie major the power
of the minor ceases.

§ 76. Construction of Statutes of Jeofails and Amendments.
—The language of the statutes of Jeofails and Amendments in
states like Missouri and Illinois, and the so-called liberal provi-
sions of the codes,^* are aimed at freeing courts from any duty
to regard technicalities. These statutes contain high, strong
and clear commands to courts to disregard every error which
does not affect the "substantial interests of the adverse side";
also that to this end construction shall be directed. These-
statutes in Dlinois and Missouri are an extended enumeration

M-See Dovaston, L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Bud.; also Theory of the Case, 4 id.
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of -what eiToi-s are cured "by verdict" or "after judgment,"
also that construction shall be liberal. The decisions show that

many of the judges in these states have attempted literally to

obey these statutes ; one of the statutes in Missouri provides that

the motion in arrest of judgment must be filed in order to save

any question for review in the supreme court. To illustrate

the situation, it may be stated that generally it has been estab-

lished, and therefore conservative practice demands, that a

motion for a new trial be filed in order to save any point upon

the statutory record for review; in other words, that the latter

record is waived or becomes surplusage without the motion for

a new trial, and that this motion must be followed by an assign-

ment of errors and also an argument of each error assigned.

As to the statutory record, these requirements are strictly en-

forced, and any disregard of them deprives the appellant of a

review of the statutory record for error. But as to the manda-

tory record—the record which the state commands for the state,

the entire public, as well as the parties named upon the record—
wholly different views obtain. As to the latter record, two ought

not to be allowed to waive or consent away rights of a third.

Res inter alios acta. As to error shown upon the mandatory

record, courts for and on behalf of the public look and take

notice sua sponte. Salus populi suprema lex.^^ As to error

shown on the Mandatory record, the entire public (which, of

course, includes parties and privies) can appear and raise the

objection at any time and in any way. Herefrom arises the rule,

"that the general demurrer searches the substantial pleadings

and attaches to the first fault"; also the motion in arrest of

judgment, which is nothing but a belated general demurrer, but

which may include all error appearing upon the mandatory

record; and still later and forever the operation of collateral

attack, which is the right of the whole public to object to the

sufficiency of the mandatory record whenever it is offered to

prove an estoppel or title to property.^" The state is a silent

party to all official proceedings, and when its interests are neg-

lected, the state or public may justly say to a record so deficient,

"Non hcec in fcedera veni" (I did not come into this compact).

Anyone may suggest to a court that it is proceeding without

55_CampT5ell v. Porter, L.C. 2. 3 Or. & Bud.

5g See rules of Bes Adjiidicaia (§§ 170-200, 1 Gr. & Hud.; also, 4 id.)
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authority; without a proper power of attorney, so to speak.

And this is the duty of the amicus curia;.

From this idea arises and flows the theory of the general

demurrer, the motion in arrest and collateral attack. Can the

principle last mentioned be changed by statute! Or, in other

words, may assent to illegal proceedings be imposed upon a

silent third person whose rights and interests are supposed to

be protected by the court for the public welfare 1 In other words,

may the assent of a party to a compact be imposed by arbitrary

edict?

The state—the public—is a silent party to all the dealings

and relations of men. Therefore the interactions and the man-
dates of the state must be respected, else the state in effect says,

"Non hcec in fcedera veni" (I did not come into this compact).

The state denounces such dealings and such relations. The
assent of the state is not given in forbidden matters. The maxim
last cited is extendedly discussed in the law of suretyship.^^

To illustrate : If parties contract in forbidden relations and
this fact appears either from the Mandatory or the matter of

the Statutory records, a court will refuse to entertain juris-

diction of such matter ; such a contract cannot be enforced. It

is called an illegal contract, and in the language of procedure
is stated thus: In pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis
(In equal fault the position of the defendant is preferred).

Now, a judgment is a contract. It is a contract of record.
The other classes of contract are by deed and simple contracts.
But the court enters the judgment, that is, the contract of record.
But the court must have authority to enter this judgment—to
make this contract. In other words, the governmental agent,
the official authority, must have a power of attorney exactly as
the attorney in fact must have his power of attorney to make
a deed. No agent can bind his principal without authority
properly evinced.

Making a judgment and thus a contract is the exercise of a
high and dangerous power. If a judgment could be arbitrarilv
entered, therefrom and thereby all of one's property could be
sequestered or confiscated to satisfy a judgment or a contract
that ought never to have been established, or entered, or made.

57—Eees t. Berrington, L.C. 334a, 3 Gr. & Bud.
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Judicial power is a subtle and dangerous power; and it can
'be insidiously applied or exercised. For such wrongs there is

no remedy. Here Ubi jus ibi remedium fails; for remedies
against judges for wrongs, even for malicious and corrupt acts,

are not afforded. There is much discussion about this, but these

discussions are unprofitable if we look at them from the view-

point of the rule, which is the only serious one deducible from
A'olumes of jargon, that "All men are presumed to Jcnotv the law
except superior judges."^^

Looking from this rule, the necessity for some protection

from unrestrained and insidious power will appear. And this

protection is the Mandatory record, which the clerk must have
and keep, conformably to the Division of State Power. Under
this rule, clerks should be chosen and empowered to hold their

offices and discharge their duties absolutely independent of the

judge's wishes or desires. When judges appoint their clerks

this violates the spirit of the division of state power.^^

§ 77. Clerks of Courts Are Important Factors in the Scheme
OF GovEENMENT.—They are required by the division of state

power; their records bind the court; these records are made
"by the clerks at the instance and request of the parties to "a
cause of action"; this "cause of action" when juridically stated

is the authority of a court to proceed and do something relating

to the disposition of this cause in a judicial way; when there is

no "cause of action" there is no wrong; where no one is in

deliction a court cannot act; a court is created to redress the

urongs of wronged men, but the "wronged" man must appear

and describe his wrong and the icrongdoer; for this high and

important function the clerk exists and must aid; the clerk

cannot be ignored or construed out of the scheme.®"

§ 78. Judicial Power Cannot Establish a Contract—a Judg-

3IENT

—

Obligating One Without Authoeity.—From this idea

arises the scheme in government of prescribing the Mandatory

record. It is this record that binds a court. It is this record

that constitutes the court's power of authority to make any

order or decree affecting the rights of the citizen, whether

58—Lange v. Benedict, L.C. 159, 3 Gr. & End. : Cases eitecL
59

—

See Keech v. Sandford, 2 Gr. & Rud. : Cases cited.

eO—See Theory of the Case, 4 Gr. & Eud. ; Jeofail, 2 id.
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from indictment, or bill in equity, or libel, or declaration, or

complaint or petition. As to this all causes are alike.®^

From these considerations arise the rules

:

"What ought to he of record must he proved hy record and by the right record."

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a suhjectr

matter to adjudicate it." Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Eud. et seq.,'

§ § 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.; also 278, 274, id.; Fish v. Cleland, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Bud.

(equity case).

§ 79. Records Must Exist and Be Sufficient.—If a pleading

does not exist, if it is defective in substance, if it omits a material

fact, there ever applies to it the general demurrer, the motion

in arrest and the right to object upon collateral attack to its

sufiSciency to support a judgment as an estoppel or sustain a

title found upon such judgment.®^

Dehile fundamentum fallit opus.

Quod ah initio non valet intractu temporis non convalescit.

§ 80. An Authority Must Be Pleaded.—From the above

premises will be seen the protecting nature of this rule of plead-

jjjg_63
rp]jg authority to enter a judgment is judged by the strict

rules of construction and by the trilogy of procedure, until the

jurisdictional facts are established. After these appear, then

the liberal rules of construction attach. Whoever claims a right

under a judgment has all presumptions against him until he

establishes the judgment and its foundation. But if one com-

plains of formal error only, then it is incumbent upon him to

present the statutory record with all its incidents showing such

error, and also that such error has not been waived or

condoned.®*

§ 81. The Study of Procedure Is the Study of Government.
—This rule arises from the foregoing premises. In connection
with this proposition the Mandatory record and the conserving
principles founded thereon and mortised therein, also the above
definition of pleadings, should be considered.

In the last analysis the trilogy of procedure is the bulwark
of all our rights and liberties, for, as we have said, a power that
can be abused is certain to be abused. The barriers against

.
.61—?• ^•7-,^^"'''f''^"'^'

^•^- ^^2, 3 Gr. & Eud.; §10, Sto. PI.; Eushton v.
Aspmall, L. C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.: Cases cited; Smalley, 19 111. 207- Cases

62—Smalley, 19 111. 207: Cases. •

'

63-Cainpben V. Porter, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Bud.; aem. L.C. 2c, 3 Gr. & Eud. et
"'•

6tl|c"L.S9t29l! 3 Gf&'Euf." ^ ''"'•' ^'^° ^-"-'^ ''''' ' ''' ^'^° ' '''
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dangerous and insidious power and their dependent rules are
not mere technicalities or absurd formalities ; they are rules of

substance, and they cannot be waived. Nor can they be legis-

lated away or excluded from the scheme of government in a
constitutionalism, for reasons deducible from the foregoing

premises."^

S 82. The Old Systems Must Be Understood.— " It is assumed
that the student of the code is familiar with the common law

and equity systems of pleading. If not, he is groping in the dark,

and much that is offered will escape his apprehension. * * *

But, be that as it may, the two systems run into each other, and
both must be understood. This is especially true in regard to

the equity system, from which so many features of the code

are taken.""*'

§ 82a. Codes and Practice Acts Reaffirm the Trilogy of Pro-

CEDUEE.—These principles ought to be construed as they were

whence they came. Equity was a part of the Civil Law, and so

are the basic principles of procedure. Underlying all these are

Ubi jus ibi remedium (There is no wrong without a remedy) and

Regiila pro lege si deficit lex (Where the law is deficient the

maxim rules). These maxims are of the trilogy of equity, also

of construction. Consequently appears the fact that they diffuse

themselves throughout the law, the codes and statutes as well.

These principles call for broad construction, ever lighted by the

great canons of construction."^

Unless properly interpreted. Codes and Practice Acts may-

be likened to quicksands in the moving river. And like this

appears the condition in the code states wherein the code has,

been construed literally and without regard to the trilogy of

procedure and its corollary, "What ought to be of record must

be proved by record and by the right record," or the theor;5>- and

uses of the Mandatory and of the Statutory records in a

constitutionalism. To illustrate

:

Look at Mi.'tsotiri, the first code state except New York.

Herein Judge Napton spoke for the higher law in Andretvs v.

Lynch, and later Judge Barclay, in Rtish v. Brown, construed

statutes conformably to that law; and still later Judge Sherwood

C^^Sef S§ 83-261, 1 Or. & Eufl.

fifi_piiss Code PL, § ]41.

(57—1 Gr. &Eucl., §§134-170.
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denounced the statutes of Jeofails and Amendments with vehe-

mence in Mallinckrodt.'^^ On the other hand, there were judges

like Seymour D. Thompson, who argued and decided that plead-

ings could be waived; that the "cause of action" might first

arise from the evidence. In effect they denied the trilogy of

procedure, also the strict rules of construction. And it seems

that the Thompson theory has prevailed for a time.''®

As the result of empirical writing and decisions, we find

a plea of res adjudicata declared and established from conclu-

sions of law and oral admissions.'^" Also material facts were

adopted and acted upon by the supreme court because parties

to the record were present in that court and did not then and

there arise and contradict counsel who made charges which were

not in the record.'^^ In the face of these decisions it seems well

to ask whether or not the law can be best learned from the "late"

cases. From the thousands of volumes in the code states, it is

easy for young and nimble hands to gather matter for the long

rows of "chaff pads" and "space fillers" which pass nowadays
as legal literature.'^^

§ 83. Construction of Statutes ; Organic Principles of the Pre-

scKiPTivE Constitution Conteol.—The American student has
long been taught that "however blasphemous, unchristian and
immoral a statute may be," still if only it is constitutional it is

valid and must be upheld.''^

It has been thoroughly taught that there is but one law
higher than a statute, and that is the written constitution ; also,

that a statute is constitutional unless the exact word or words
of the constitution are pointed out and the extent of the infra §-

lion shown. Under these general rules the Codes, Practice Acts
and statutes of Amendments and Jeofails must be constitutional,
in the absence of interdicting words in the constitution. Accord:
ingly many courts have respected the literal expressions of the
codes and statutes in question.

68—L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Bud. See Theory of the Case, 4 id.
69—See Jlissouri; Theory of the Case; Variance, vol. 4, Gr & Eud70—Matousek (1905), 192 Mo. 588, 506.

'

R /^^qp M^9ni' ^]^^°V' ^^l-f"- ^,^-' ^^^' H°f' -13 Mo. 445, 469; Devoy v.

26'^lo;'66fD'avis?i4Mo%'9'''°"''
'' ''°- '"' '"'^'^' '' ^'°- '''' ^- ^ ^«*^S"'

72— § 174, 1 Gr. & Eud.
73—Eison, L.C. 253; Blair, L.C. 254, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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But other judges clearly perceived reasons why the broad
and all-embracing language of the statutes in question should
jiot be upheld. These judges looked beyond the parties named
upon the record, and they saw the state—the government—they
saw the conserving principles of procedure; among these they
saw the requirements of appellate procedure, the necessity for

a sufficient record to resist objections upon collateral attack ; also

to protect the policies involved in res adjiidicata (Interest reipiib-

licce ut sit finis litium) ; also the necessity for the Mandatory
record for evincing the requirements of "Due Process of Law";
also the divisions of state power; also constructive notice; also

the justification of officers for executing process ; also the neces-

sity of observing that leading rule of evidence, "What ought to

he of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

For all of these uses the Mandatory record appears as a

constitutional implication to the judicial mind, and accordingly

"the statutes in question are practically nullified.

Every decision that limits the statutes in question to formal

errors nullifies them and makes of them a reductio ad ahsurdum.

In Roman, Norman, English, Federal and the best state decisions

the rule is and always has been that formal error was waived

unless properly excepted to, preserved in the Statutory record,

included in a motion for a new trial and upon this error assigned

and argued. Consensus tollit errorem was strictly applied to

formal error; in other words, waiver of formal error was strictly

favored. Xor were the courts lax about this, as will appear

from the decisions. These views are well sustained in Lane,

11 Mo. 408. Xo statute has or could make the courts more

favorable to waiving formal error than they always have been.

The discussions of Consensus tollit errorem will disclose this

fact. Now when courts decide that the statutes in question

^pply only to formal error, the question naturally arises, what

have these statutes added to the law? Plainly these statutes

are a reductio ad absurdum.

From the foregoing exposition it must be obvious that there

are deeper principles involved in procedure than many American

courts have recognized.'^*

74 Itiflianapnlis R. R. v. Horst, L.C. 223, 3 Gr. & Rnd.: Cagps citerl ; End. Stat.

182' § § 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eiul. (the conserving principles of procedure).
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The trilogy of procedure is from the Civil Law ; it is a cognate

with that of equity. From Procedure and Equity come prin-

ciples that control written constitutions and statutes. Principles

.

that control kings and parliaments in England and written con-

stitutions and statutes in America are the higher law. In prcs-

sentia majoris cessat potentia minoris.

§ 84. The Mandatory Record Is a Constitutional Implication.

—It is a necessity for the operation of official action in a consti-

tutionalism. To indicate its importance we observe that an
assessment for taxation, the levy of the tax, and its collection

could not be oral in a government of protection. A statute so

declaring would be held void. If possible the record is far more
important in judicial procedure. This record cannot be abol-

ished nor impaired without destroying the necessity for the

conserving principles of procedure.^'

Every case that defines the principle Consensus tollit errorent

as did the Romans stands for the vindication of the Mandatory
record. This record is tlie necessary outgrowth of the trilogy of

procedure. Accordingly this trilogy is defended by every deci-

sion that sets a limit upon the legislature to prescribe for the

judiciary the means of its usefulness in a constitutionalism.

Herefrom are seen the rights and duties of the judiciary under
the division of state power.''"

The broad language of statutes will be restrained for the
existence and the operation of the judicial department. The
mandatory record is indispensable for the operation of courts^

and it will be protected as a constitutional implication.'^'^

§ 85. Collateral Attack Is Provided for by the Code.—The re-

quirement that a "cause of action must appear" and that this

essential shall not be waived by filing an answer is the way of
the trilogy of procedure, which is from the prescriptive con-
stitution.'^* Federal cases sustain this view.'^®

75—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud. See also, Estoppel; Collateral Attack, id
76—Marbury v. Madison, L.C. 142, 3 Gr. & Eud. et seq.; Lane v. Dorman, 4

111. 238, 36 Am. Dec. 543; Mailers, 170 111. 434; Dennett, L.C. 146, 3 Gr & Eud
/ir^S^i'"^P°^i' ,?; ^VtT; ^°J^},'

^^- 2-^' 3 ^'•- ^ I^"<:1- (statute of jeofails
quoted); Bates v. Bulkley (111.), L.C. 225, 3 Gr. & Eud.; C. & A. E E v Clausen

Welch 28^Mo^'3o"°'^^°''*
^^^°''^' ^'^' ^^"' ^ ^''' ^ ^"'^•' ^'^^^^' ^^S Mo. 342, 372;'

J^vi~t^^ll^^^'''^\^l'^-n-"' \r^'.-
^ '^"'^5 ^'"^th V. Burrus, 106 Mo. 94, 4 Gr.& Eud. See Theory of the Case ; Variance, 4 Gr. & Bud

9^9 IVr^'fr..''-
Po^'ery 6 t'^'ii'^li 221, 4 Gr. & Eud.; TJ. S. v. Cruikshank, L.C.

Zifi, 6 Or. & Kud. : Cases cited.
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To arouse intellectual interest it might be well to ask the
sect that insist upon the rule, that the finger must be placed
on the word or words in the constitution violated, and "the
infraction thereof be pointed out," to name one principle in
written constitutions that is worth more to constitutional govern-
ment than the trilogy of procedure and the record which it calls

for. This record must ever satisfy the rule, "What ought to be
of record must be proved by record and by the right record.'^
In the philosophy of law this is the leading rule of evidence, and
it should be made prominent and thoroughly impressed.

§ 86. Law Is the Perfection of Reason.—But only to intellects

that understand the two records, and their respective philoso-

])liies; to all others it is a lot of statutes, session acts and con-

flicting cases. The philosophy of law is one thing, while its

absurdities and incongruities are another. The philosophy of
the law is embedded in the prescriptive constitution; this is the
organic and paramount law of all ages.

The intellect that perceives the state in all the relations of
men has the best view of the operation of the maxim In pari

delicto potior est conditio defendentis in the law of contract;

also, of what constitutes the coram non judice proceeding in the

law of procedure.

Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium is a maxim of public

policy. For the operation of this maxim the state prescribes

the mandatory record. This record is indispensable for the

operation of government. This record is a judicial affair; the

necessities of this record for the operations of government are

not subject to legislative control ; this record is a constitutional

implication. Statutes cannot impair nor derogate from it. This

record is the record of substance; it is tested by the general

demurrer and all its correlatives; it is the record that protects

the proceeding founded upon it from the operation of collateral

attack. This is the record that evinces the merits of a cause;

and the law favors a hearing on the merits, but not on formal

matter.

§ 86a. The Statutory Record Is Not Favored.— It is the

record of formal, of dilatory, of abatement matter. This matted

is held waived if possible according to the dictates of Interest
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reipuhlicce ut sit finis litium.^" This record involves the matter

of the objection, the exception, the motion for a new trial, the

exception to the entry of the judgment, the assignment of errors^

the abstract of the record, and the argument of each error

assigned. If the motion for the new trial is waived, this waiver

carries with it all of the statutory record; likewise the failure

to except to overruling of the motion; likewise the failure to

except to the entry of judgment on the verdict;®^ likewise if

there is no assignment of errors; likewise if each error is not

aptly and promptly and precisely assigned f^ and likewise each

error not argued is waived.

All of the matter of the statutory record is governed by a

continuity of reason, emanating from the policy of Interest

reipublicce in its operation to speed a cause to its disposition

upon its merits; and to this end waiver of formal matter is the

policy of the law. Consequently, what is waived is gone forever

;

waived matter cannot be recalled, nor restored for a court's

consideration ; a court will not entertain formal matter that has

been waived. Consequently the assignment of errors is juris-

dictional. Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium.

To the matter of the statutory record, that is, to formal or

waivable matter, the maxim Consensus tollit errorem is one of

leading consequence. As to the matter of the statutory record,

the state as a silent third party takes no interest whatever except
to favor its disposition by waiver, as already indicated. The
presumption is that the judgment of the trial court is correct.

Any disturbance of the foregoing matters tends to a disrup-
tion of the continuity involved, and also to making the practi-
tioner wholly dependent on statutes, decisions and rules of
<;ourt. This disturbance, if serious, induces that condition
found in the "theory of the case" states. In these states law
cannot be said to be the perfection of reason. This is because
the courts have not construed statutes to accord with the spirit
of the law. Concordare leges legibus est optimus interpretandi
modus.

§ 87. Departures From the PhUosophy of the Law; Conse-
QUEA-cEs.—Courts that offend the reason of the law destroy the

80— § 103, 1 Gr. & Eud.
81— In some states the last two exceptions are required
82—L.C. 290a-299, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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law. They make of it a morass of bewilderment ; and tins tliey

do when they ignore fundamental law, and to its exclusion

attempt to follow the letter of the statute and their own benighted

decisions. They do this when they hold that the return of a

sheritf is conclusive; that a record is a verity; that a judgment
cannot be attacked for fraud; that the attorney cannot waive
original process and enter a general appearance (original process

must be served, and rest on the oath of the sheriff ; the oath of the

attorney, it would seem, is not equal to that of the sheriff's)

;

that the old and long established order of presenting abatement,

dilatory or formal matters may be disregarded; that a party

maj^ object to service of process after he has waived process of

its service f^ that waived matter may be first raised by a motion

in arrest; that matter of substance is waived unless presented

in a motion of arrest, or non obstante veredicto; that matters

subject to objections upon collateral attack may be waived;**

that the motion for a new trial is more important in a civil case

than it is in a criminal case;*^ that the assignment of errors

upon formal matter can be broader than the motion for a new
trial as to formal matter; or, in other words, what is not set

forth in a motion for a new trial is not waived and gone forever

;

that the motion for a new trial is not jurisdictional as to all

formal matter; that the assignment of errors is not jurisdic-

tional as to all formal matter ; that the policy of the law is more

favorable to a review of error in the criminal than in the civil

case ; that a court of errors is not bound by the motion for a new

trial and the assignment of errors as to formal or waivable

matter; that the statutory record controls the mandatory record,

in case of contradiction between these two records; and that

error shown by the mandatory record will not be noticed unless

assigned for error, unless presented in a motion for arrest of

judgment, as is provided by statute in Missouri.

§ 88. Contract Has Its Trilogy Which Is Also of Equitable

Origin.—This trio is:

1. Non JuBC in fmdera veni: T difl not pome into this compact.

2. Ex rnido pacta non oritur actio : From a bare agreement arises no '
'
cause of

action."
3. In pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis: In equal fault the position of the

defendant is preferred.

83

—

See Abatement, 2 Gr. & Burl.

R4_Sf.e Paris, 126 Mo. 69, 7.'5; Rto. Eq. PL, § If).

•i^—See S. V. McCray, 74 Mo. 303.
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§ 89. This Trilogy Is the Heart and Vitals of Contract.—

Eelating to its maxims are the large and leading discussions

of contract.*''

§ 90. 1. Non Haec in Foedera Veni.—The law of the assent

or mutuality involves the meeting of the minds. One must

agree to a contract expressly or impliedly before an obligation

exists; contracts cannot be arbitrarily declared and enforced,

hence the rule, "Courts cannot make contracts for parties";

parties must make their own contracts.*' There is no greater

bulwark of protection written in great charters than is to be

found in the maxim, Non hcec in foedera veni. If enforceable

obligations could be arbitrarily imposed and judgments entered

thereon, the executions and warrants therefrom would lead to

the sequestration of property and the deprivation of life and

liberty. Consequently appears the fact that the power to enter

a judgment is a great and dangerous one, which if exercised

without due authority destroys fundamental right and, of course,

equity. Accordingly, the principle of the prescriptive consti-

tution expressed in Non Jicec is safeguarded with scrupulous

strictness. This is well illustrated in suretyship cases, where

the rule is, "The principal debtor and the creditor cannot make
any change of the contract without releasing the surety." Res
inter alios acta. The leading case discussing this point is Rees v.

Berrington.^^

There are refined distinctions in contract which should be
well impressed. To illustrate: One of these, relating to the

element of assent in contract, is, "that a volunteer paying the

debt of a debtor to his creditor cannot recover such payment
from the debtor," i. e., if A. owes B., and C. without the request
of A. pays B., C. is not subrogated to B.'s rights against A.**

If C. sued A., C. must aver the payment was made at A.''s

"instance and request," and this he could not do. Reasons for
this requirement are perceivable in the discussions of Lamp-
leigh v. Brathivait, L.C. 301, 3 Gr. & Eud., and in Bartholomew v.

Jackson, L.C. 302. In these cases are fine illustrations of the

86—Lead. Cas. 301-417, 3 Gr. & Eud.
87—White V. Corlies, L.C. 303, 3 Gr. & Eud. et sea.
88—L.C. 334a, 3 Gr. & Eud.
89—Durnford v. Jlessiter, 5 M. & S.; cited, Ans. Conts. 209.
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law of assent in contract. See, also, Boston Ice Co. v. Potter,
L.C. 320: Cases.

The original contract contemplated that payment of the de-

mand should extinguish it, and such is the etfect of payment by a
volunteer. There is not the required assent on A.'s part to make
a new contract to pay C. But, if the creditor had assigned the
demand to C, then therefrom the required assent would arise.

There is a difference between the creditor receiving payment of
a claim and assigning a claim. The assignment of a demand is

attended with implied warranties which the assignor must have
intended; but otherwise by accepting payment. Different con-

tracts are involved; the assents are different. So it is that the

volunteer paying a debt acquires no rights thereto."" Such are

among the refined discussions of Non hcec in faedera veni; also

of subrogation, which is an equitable doctrine.

§ 91. 2. Ex Nudo Pacto Non Oritur Actio.—The considera-

tion is as important as is the assent. Its payment is a deter-

mining element in many cases, as in the specific performance of

contracts and in the equitable exceptions to the statute of frauds

;

also in considering the rights of bona fide purchaser.®^

The question of consideration is a great and leading equity.

Herefrom are an infinitude of ramifications. Accordingly equity

diffuses itself throughout the law; herefrom a great equity is

shown to pervade all contracts.

§ 92. 3. In Pari Delicto Potior Est Conditio Defendentis.

—This is one of the maxims of equity, as conceded by Story,

Bispham and Pomeroy. Parts of this maxim are, "He who hath

done iniquity shall not have equity" ; also, "He who seeks equity

must do equity. '

'

In pari delicto is a maxim applied in procedure in defence

of the policies of the state indirectly to repress crime and

illegality.®^ From this viewpoint we must judge crime to know

the contract, and of course the validity of equities thereunder.

Authority for classifying this maxim as equitable is readily

found in the treatises on equity last referred to.

90—Bering, 2 Gr. & Bud., 23 L. E. A., 120-134, ext. n.

91 Swift V. Tyson, 4 Gr. & Eiul. ; Le Neve v. Le Neve, L.C. 396, 3 Gr. & Eud.

92 Trist t. Child, L.C. 212, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Holman v. Johnson, L.C. 363, et

seq., 3 Gr. & Bud.
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Equity, in a general sense, includes contract as will appear

from the above premises, and contract involves phases of crime.

Thus is afforded a view that the law is an entirety.

§ 93. Agency and Partnership Are Contract Law.—Principles

of agency and of partnership are rooted in the principles of

contract ; upon a knowledge of the latter depends a comprehen-

sion of its parts. For agency a trilogy can be picked, as follows

:

1. Qui per aUum facit, facit per se: He who does anything through another is con-

sidered as doing it himself.

2. Respondeat superior: Let the principal respond.

3. Qui sentit commodum sentire debet et onus: He who derives the benefit ought to

stand the burthen.

Each of these maxims is from the Roman law and should be

studied in connection with its cognate principles. Each is found

in 4 Grounds and Rudiments of Law.

§ 94. Crime Has Its Leading Principles, and these may be

mentioned as a trilogy, thus:

1. Ignorantia legis neminem excusat : Ignorantia facti excusat : Ignorance of law
is no excuse; ignorance of fact excuses.

2. Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea: Act and intent must concur to constitute
crijne.

3. Qui primum peocat ille facit rixam: He who is guilty of the first offense is

guilty of the whole strife.

§ 95. tJbi Jus Ibi Remedium (There is no wrong without a
remedy) from the trilogy of equity would fail but for the maxim,
Ignorantia legis neminem excusat. Consequently the rule is,

Ignorance of law is no excuse. That every one is presumed to

know the law lies at the base of enforcing every right. To state

this shows that equity is involved.

§ 96. Mistake Is One of the Leading Heads of Equity Juris-
PEUDENCE AND uowhere is the learning of a mistake more interest-
ing and instructive than in the discussions of equity. That one
voluntarily paying money cannot recover it is founded on the
maxim Ignorantia legis. But it is otherwise if the money was
paid under a mistake of fact. To illustrate : If an insurance
company paid a loss not knowing of further insurance in viola-
tion of the policy under which the loss was paid, the under-
writers can recover such payment ; and if the loss was paid to an
undisclosed agent the underwriters may sue and collect from
such agent.a:* And equally instructive are the cases illustrating

— v?^~*^°'"™^"^' ^^ ^^°- --^'' I^isbon Bank, 15 N. D. 299, 10 L B A (N S •)

Ton it?*'
"' ^'^ ^™' ^*' ^^^' " (P^y™™* ^y a drawee bank of a forged check
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tlie application of the maxim in criminal law. But it is -widely-

applied also in equity -

Actus nan facit reum is the leading maxim of the criminal

law.

Qui prhnum peccat ille facit rixam has many interesting dis-

cussions in relation to the maxim of remoteness, or proximate
cause, -which is expressed thus: In jure non remota causa sed
proaima spectaiur (In law the immediate and not the remote
cause of any event is considered). This principle is extendedly

discussed in the "Squib Case."®^

In pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis, a maxim of

contract and of equity, involves discussions of criminal law.

From this viewpoint all of these subjects are related. There are

cases that bring equity, contract and crime into view.

§ 97. Tort Has Its Fundamental Principles.—Its trilogy may
be stated thus

:

1. Alterum non Icedere : We should injure no one.

2. Volenti non fit injuria: That to which a person assents is not in law esteemed an
injury.

3. In jure non remota causa sed proxima spectatur: In law the immediate and not

the remote cause of any event is regarded. ,

Altenun non Iccdere is a part of the lawyers' Golden Eule

already introduced as the first maxim of equity.

§ 98. Volenti Non Fit Injuria Is a Maxim of Natural Equity.

—One man cannot be made his brother's keeper, except under

certain regulations and conditions. In the nature of things one

must take care of himself; each must look out for himself;

Caveat emptor is the rule in contract law, also in other relations.

One may assume risks in the absence of deception and conceal-

ment. But if the latter are present, then the rule is, Alterum non

Icedere (We should injure no one) from the trilogy of equity.

These are matters of endless discussions in the law of negligence,

which is a part of tort.''-^ The misfortune one brings upon him-

self ought not to be imposed on others. Nothing would be more

inequitable and unjust.

§ 99. Construction Has Its Trilogy.—For brevity it may be

said to be

:

1. "Lex non exacte definit, ffd arhitrio honi viri permitiit: The law does not define

exactly, but trusts in the judgment of a good man.

94 Rfott V. Shepherd, and cognate eases, 4 Gr. & Eud.. Cases cited.

c)5

—

See Negligence,. 4 Gr. & Eud.
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2. Concordare leges legibus est optimus interpretandi modus: Laws should be made
to agree with laws.

3. Eegula pro lege si deficit lex: Where the law is deficient the maxim rules.

§ 100. Construction Has Strict and Also Liberal Rules, De-

PENDENT ON THE Subject-Matteb.—Elsewhere the trilogies of

strict and of liberal rules have been introduced.^'' Here the

above trilogy is set forth in relation to other leading subjects to

indicate the relation of construction to equity.

The canons of construction are from the Civil Law of Eome.
They are universal principles. Such is Verba fortius accipiuntur

contra proferentem (Every presumption is against the com-

poser; or, the pleader). A part of this canon is, that he who
claims a title or an estoppel of record must allege and prove it

;

in other words, estoppels are odious and are strictly taken ; this

is a rule of res adjudicata, which was so strictly guarded in

Taylor v. Sprinkle, 1 111. 1 (Breeze) ; also in Bates v. BulMey;^''

also in Vallandingham, 17 111. 25; also in Smalley, 19 111. 207.

A cognate of Verba fortius is a cardinal rule of evidence,

which is, namely, "the burden of proof devolves upon the party

who holds the afiSrmative of the issue." This is well expressed

in the maxim. Semper prcesumitur pro negante (The presump-
tion is in favor of him who denies).

From the above it is perceivable that as res adjudicata is a

bulwark of defence, so are its rules and their cognates. Thus
may be seen a deeper signification of rules of evidence, plead-

ing and practice than is usually assigned them. They involve

the prescriptive constitution ; and this is organic law from which
all branches arise and upon which they depend. From this

organic base the law appears as an entirety. This important
fact is submitted for consideration upon the foregoing premises.

S6—Ante, S§ 47. 68.

97—2 Gilman 359, L.C. 225, 3 Gr. & Eud.



PART II

CONSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURE
(§§ 101-308)

At a meeting of the American Bar Association, Franklin M. Danaher arrayed the
iacts proving that New York City is filled with graduates of the law schools. He
iises these words:

"And the deficiencies in pleading and practice ot those who served no clerkship are
appalling."—34 Am. Bar Assn. Rep., 787 (1909).

To this Sir Frederick Pollock responded as follows:

"This condition does not exist in England. Our lawyers serve clerkships."

—

Id. 832,

James Barr Ames, dean of Harvard Law School, responded, and some of his
"words are next quoted:

"In England, on the other hand, the bulk ot the mpn who fit themselves for the
profession do not talie university courses in law, and, as I am told, those who
do attend them are not the best men of the university. One wonders why that
should be so. It seems to me that the reason why the English are satisfied not
to change their present institutions in the matter of legal education is that
somehow or other, of all Jurisdictions administering the English law, the mother
country does turn out the best Bench, the best Bar and the best law books. Of
course, I think they succeed in spite of the want of legal education at the uni-
versities."—34 Am. Bar Assn. 836, 837.

"James Barr Ames was one of the greatest figures in the legal profession. In legal
education the United States has for a generation led the English speaking world,
as it will for at least a generation to come."—Professor John H. Wigmore, Dean
North Western Law School, 4 III. Law Rev. 509.

MAXIMS THAT ARE NECESSITIES IN A
CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT

The general demurrer, and its correlatives—the motion in arrest»

of non obstante veredicto, the order of repleader, objections

upon collateral attack and requirements of appellate procedure

and for res adjudicata.

THE TRILOGY OF STRICT CONSTRUCTION

This trilogy governs the mandatory record

1. De Non Appaeentibus et Non Existentibus Eadem Est

Eatio: What is not juridically presented can not be judi-

cially considered. Chapter V, §§ 102-138.

2. Feustba Pkobatue Quod Phobatum Non Relevat : It is vain

to prove what is not alleged. Chapter VI, §§ 140-162.

S. Verba Foktixjs Accipiuntuk Contra Proferentem: Every

presumption is against a pleader. Chapter VII, §§ 163-189.

79
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IMPORTANT COGNATES OF THIS TRILOGY

1 Quod ab Initio Non Valet in Thactu Tempokis Non Con-

valescit: That which was void at the beginning can not be

retrospectively made valid and good. Chapter VIII, §§ 190-

205a.
, ^ ^ X-

2. Debile Fundamentum Fallit Opus: Where the foundation

fails all goes to the ground. Chapter IX, §§ 206-217.

3. What Ought to Be of Eecord Must Be Proved by Eecoed

AND BY THE EiGHT Eecoed. Chapter X, §§ 218-231.

4. Interest EEipuBLiCiE Ut Sit Finis Litium : It is the welfare

of the public that there be an end of litigation. Chapter XI,.

§§ 232-244.

THE TRILOGY OF LIBERAL CONSTRUCTION

This trilogy governs the statutory record

1. Consensus Tollit Eeeorem : Acquiescence in error obviates

its effect. Chapter XII, §§ 245-269.

2. Omnia Prjesumuntur Eite et Sol,emniter Esse Acta: All

acts are presumed to be rightly, regularly and validly done.

Chapter XIII, §§ 270-282.

3. Ut Ees Magis Valeat Quam Peeeat : It is better to conserve

than to destroy. Chapter XIV, §§ 283-293.

§ 101. The Trilogy of Procedure, Introductory Observations.

^Lawyership has a place of beginning. The cornerstone of

sound lawyership depends upon these three primal things

:

1. The distinctions between the mandatory ami the statutory records.

2. The philosophy embecWed in three fundamental maxims from antiquity, relating;

to the mandatory record and its matter. (We call this the trilogy of procedure,

and seek to impress it.)

3. The philosophy embedded in three fundamental maxims from the Eoman law,,

relating to the matter of the statutory record. (We call this the trilogy of
liberal construction, and likewise seek to impress it.)

The facts will appear showing that all of these essentials have

been silted over by empiricism and judicial opinion not founded
' on true principle until the guiding philosophy has been lost; the

thread through the labyrinth is unknown, and therefore there has

come an inundation of statutes and decisions and their conse-

quent brood of digest-cyclopedias and abridgments which are

an overtoppling bulk of jargon and contradiction, too unwieldy"

for any use, except to show that history repeats itself and that

there have returned the conditions that were viewed by
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Justinian, Bacon and Napoleon. Upon sweeping this babel

away depends the progress of the lawyer.®^

A leading purpose of this work is to impress and dem-

onstrate the above facts, and also afford the means for reform.

To this end the student should have the means of finding the few

elementary principles from which flows the philosophy to be

mastered. Great writers and teachers have long made vague
references to this '

' dogma, '
' but where have they set it out and

made it tangible and comprehensive?

The reform of the lawyer demands that he know the familiar

maxims, the general principles and the leading cases illustrating

them ; and that when the matters of the mandatory record and
of the statutory record have to be considered, he consider

fhem according to the philosophy involved instead of according

to provincial statutes, decisions and rules. If these oppose the

philosophy involved, they should be disregarded ; and able courts

do disregard them.

Multitudo imperitorum perdit curiam.

The philosophy of law is inseparable from its utility. For its

application it must be reckoned and viewed from fixed moorings

or datum posts. The viewpoints we shall offer are from the two

records mentioned, and their respective trilogies in the light of

the conserving principles of procedure.*®

85

—

See 34 Am. Bar Assn. Bep. 787, 832-838; Corpus Juris, Green Bag (Feb.,

1910); 70 Central L. J., 294-296, 311-314, 403-407, 455-460; 42 Chicago Legal News,
399-402, 419-420.

86—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Kud.; also. Preface, pp. vii, viii, xvii-xix.





CHAPTER V
(§§ 102-139)

DE NON APPAEENTIBUS ET NON EXISTENTIBUS
EADEM EST RATIO : What is not juridically pre-

sented can not be judicially decided.

Where the court cannot take judicial notice of a fact it is the
same as if the fact had not existed. "What ought to he of record
must be proved by record and by the right record." There must be
a record; a court is bound by its record. § 10, Story's Eq. PI.

"Though on the whole record, the right may appear to be with the plaintiff, th»
court will not adjudge in favor of such right, unless the plaintiff have himself
put his action upon that ground." Steph. PI. 144-145, quoted "post; § 115. Story
also states this rule, § 10, Sto. Eq. PI., § 47, ante.

A pleader pleads at his peril ;*'^ and a court is bound by its

record. Id. A court will not carve out and gather and set up a

case for a party.*^* One is presumed to set forth his case in its

best light.""

§ 103. Cognate Maxims and Illustrative Cases:

Frustra prohatur quod probatum non relevat (It is vain to prove what is not
alleged). Debile fundamentum, fallit opus. Bro. Max. 181, 602, 8th ed. Max.
No. VI, post.

Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem (Every presumption is against a
pleader. Dovaston v. Fayne, L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Eud.). Maxim No. VII, post.

Eushton V. Aspinall, Smith's Leading Cases, 8th eil., L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Omis-

sion of material allegation is fatal, and subjects the proceedings to collateral

attack.) Jackson v. FesTced, 1 il. & S. 234, quoted Steph. PI. 148.

V. S. V. Cruikshanlc, 92 IT. S. 542, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud. (S.P., Eushton. Conclu-

sions of law insufficient.)

Bosen v. U. S., 161 V. S. 29, L.C. 92, 3 Gr. & Eud. (S.P., Eushton.)

Campbell v. Forter, 162 XJ. S. 478, L.C. £, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Sufficient pleadings are

jurisdictional; court will sua sponte notice; either party may object to.)

Atten V. Pullman Car Co., 139 U. S. 658 (S.P., Campbell).

Slacum V. Fomery, 6 Cranch, 221, 4 Gr. & Eud. (The ground of the general demurrer

cannot be waived.)

Devine v. Los Angeles (1906), 202 TJ. S. 313-339 ("What ought to be of record

must be proved by reconl and by the right record.").

Houston B. B. v. Texas, 177 TJ. S. 78 (A reply cannot aid a complaint; the right

document in the right record essential). No express aider.

9,7—Clark v. Dillon, 97 N. Y. 370.

87a—James v. Bowman, 190 TJ. S. 127, L.C. 233, 3 Gr. & Eud.

g7l3_190 U. S. 540-546; Atlantic Co. v. Benedict Co. (Fla.), 2 Gr. & Eud.

S3
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Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 (An answer cannot aid tlie statement ot the cause

of action. Haskell, 31 ilo. 437).

Maskel, 54 CaUf. ^62, L.C. 101, 3 Or. & Eud.
MalliJiekrodt, etc. Works v. Aemiiich, 169 ilo. 338, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud. (S.P.,

Slacum, also Campbell; Eushton; conclusions of law insufficient; they are void

and cannot be aided. Davis, 126 Mo. 69; Wilson v. Darroui (1909), -— Mo. —

;

Eope V. Blair, 105 Mo. 85, 93, 24 Am. St. 366, §§ 448-452.

Crockett v. Lee (1822), 7- Wheat. 522-528:

Frvstra proiatur quod probatum nan relevat. Allegata et probata must correspond.
Allegata indispensable; they cannot be waived. 10 Wall. 303.

(P. 526) "The counsel for the appellant says it would be monstrous if, after the
parties have gone to trial on the validity of the entry, and nave directed all

their (p. 527) testimony in the circuit court to that point, their rights should
be made to depend in the appellate court on a mere defect in the pleadings,

which had entirely escaped their observation in the court where it might have
been amended, and the non-existence of which would not have ' varied the case. '

'

'

Allegations essential to confer jurisdiction.

"The hardships of a particular case would not justify this tribunal in prostrating
the fundamental rules of a court of chancery; rules which have been estab-
lished for ages, on the soundest and clearest principles of general utility. If
the pleadings in the cause were to give no notice to the parties or to the court
of the material facts on which the right asserted was to depend, no notice of
the points to which the testimony was to be directed and to which it was to be
limited; if a new case might be mLde out in proof differing from that stated
in the pleadings, all will perceive the confusion and uncertainty which would
attend legal proceedings, and the injustice which must frequently take place.
The rule that the decree must conform to the allegations as well as to the
proofs of the parties, is not only one which justice requires, but one which
necessity imposes on courts. We cannot dispense with this in this case."

—

Marshall, C.J. See also Story's Eq. PI., 10, 28.

Jurisdiction is limited by the pleadings ; what is not alleged

a court cannot consider and pass upon. De non apparentibus et

non existentibus eadem est ratio. It is vain to prove what is not

alleged."'^

Allegations, admissions, denials and issues must appear from
the right record.*''*

Clark V. Dillon, 97 N. Y. 370 (S.P. Institute, 87 N. Y. 250; U. S. v. CruiTcshanTc

;

Bush V. Brown, 101 Mo. 486; Mallinekrodt )

.

Bowen v. Emerson (1869), 3 Oreg. 452, Hinton's Code Cases, 8. Contra: Allen v.
Patterson, 7 N. Y. 476, 57 Am. Dec. 542 (Common counts, how far permissible).

Smalley v. Mdey, 19 111. 207 (reaflErms Be non), likewise, Adams v. Gill 158 111
190-196; Fish v. Cleland, 33 111. 238, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq. Allegations
are jurisdictional; allegata et probata must correspond; variances, departures are
fatal. Kenealy, 241 111. 15.

,

•

Crepps V. Burden, Smith's Leading Cases, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq. (Superior
and inferior courts; presumptions). Doddridge v. Paterson 999 Mo 146-
Cases. Cf. Mice v. Travis, 216 111. 249.

' "~ " '

§ 104. There Are Two Trilogies to Impress Upon the Prac-
titionee; (1) the trilogy of procedure or of strict construction,
which is

:

200 fn^TSn'pl*
Olarshall C.J.); Washington E. E. v. Bradleys (1869), 10 WalL

299, 303, Sto. PI., § 10; see Consensus; S. t. Muench, 217 Mo. 138, 129 Am. St. 536.

87d—Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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1. De non apparentibus ei non existentibus eadem est ratio: What is not jurulically
presented cannot be jiulieially decided. There must be a record, and a court is

bound by its record. Sto. Eq. PI. S 10, 4 Gr. & Eud., title Story; Campbell v. Por-
ter, 162 U. S. 478, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; U. S. v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 542, L.C.
232, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Vallandingham, 17 111. 25; Smalley, 19 III. 207; Fish, 33 III.

238, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Adams, 158 III. 190, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Bushton v. As-
pinall, Smith's Lead. Cas., 8th ed., L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Slacum, 6 Craneh
(U. S.), 221 (Marshall, C.J.) ; Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat., 522, 526-527; Charles
V. White, 214 JIo. 187, 21 L. E. A. (N. S.) 481: Cases.

2. Frustra probatur quod probatum non releiat : It is vain to prove what is not
alleged. See authorities, supra. The evidence must correspond with the
allegations and be confined to the point in issue. 1 Gr. Ev. 51, 63, 65; Bristow
V. Wright, Smith's Lead. Cas., 8th ed., L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq. Crockett
supra.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem : Every presumption is against a

pleader. Dovaston v. Payne, Smith's Lead. Cas., 8th ed., L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Eud.;
Story's Eq. PI. 665; U. S. v. Linn, 1 How. (U. S.) 104; Stephen v. Beall, 22
Wall. 239; V. S. v. Cruikshank, supra; 196 TJ. S. 395; Davenport, 2 111. 315.
L.C. 2f, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Halligan, 15 111. 558; Mailers, 170 111. 434. (Bill of ex-

ceptions. )

Codes reaffirm all these principles. See Codes, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Mallinckrodt, 169 Mo.
388, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Green v. Palmer, L.C. 90, 3 Gr. & Eud.; S. v. Muench.
217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 536-547; Swing, 78 Ark. 246, 115 Am. St. 38; Jones
V. Monson, 137 Wis. 478, 129 Am. St. 1082-1129.

From the above arises the rule

:

"What onght to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."
Chap. X, post; Hope v. Blair, 105 Mo. 85, 93, 24 Am. St; 366.

Also this definition of Pleading

:

''Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a sub-
ject-matter to adjudicate it." §§ 163, 273, 1 Gr. & Eud.; Hope v. Blair, supra.

§ 105. Cognates of This Trilogy Are:

1. Expressio unius est exclusio alterius: The express mention of one thing is to the
exclusion of all others. Marbury v. Madison, L.C. 142, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.

2. Allegata et probata must correspond. Bristow v. Wright, L.C. 135, et seq. A
recovery must be secundum allegata et probata; Fish, 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud.

3. Quod ab initio non valet in tractu temporis non convalescit : That which was
originally void does not by lapse of time or by waiver become valid. Windsor
c. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.; 69 Cent. L.J. 443-447.

4. Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium : It is the welfare of the public that there

be an end of litigation. Mariott v. Hampton, Smith's Lead. Cas., 4 Gr. & Eud.
See Bes Adjudicata and its requirements, §§ 171-200, 1 Gr. & Eud.; also the
rules of this subject gathered, 4 Gr. & Eud. See also. Chap. 1, §§ 83-123, 1
Gr. & Eud.: The conserving principles of procedure.

5. Nemo debet bis vexari pro una et eadem causa: No man shall be twice vexed for

one and the same cause. The maxim is a part of the former one. Vallanding-
ham, 17 111. 25; Kenealy, 241 111. 23; Hope v. Blair, 105 Mo. 85, 93, 24 Am. St.

366. (Able statement of rule). See §§ 448-452 post.

<6. Courts are organized to redress wrongs. Therefore a wronged person, a wrong
described, also a wrongdoer must be juridically presented. See Fabula non judi-

cium, 2 Gr. & Eud. Bulkley, 77 Mo. 105 (Allegations relating to the wronged
person are formal objections under "our Code," and may be waived). See

§§ 454-457 post.

§ 106, The Trilogy of Procedure or of Strict Construction

Applies to the Mandatoey Recokd.—This record is a necessity

dn the due administration of the laws (CrocJcett v. Lee); upon
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this record depend the conserving principles of procedure ; this

is the jurisdictional record that is required from public policy^

and which cannot be dispensed with. Upon it are stated the

jurisdictional facts, the "cause of action," or the "facts consti-

tuting the defence." The substance, which is the authority to

procee.d and adjudicate, must appear from the mandatory rec-

ord. The state—the third party to the judgment contract-

demands this. It cannot be dispensed with. By and upon this

record depends the validity of the proceedings ; these must stand

certain tests to pass as coram judice. Jurisdictional facts are a

public policy concern.

§ 107. The Trilogy of Liberal Construction, the second,

trilogy above mentioned, is

:

1. Consensus tollit errorem: The acquiescence in error obviates its effect. Jj.C.'s

290a-299, 3 Gr. & Eud. The matter this maxim governs is not substance, but
is formal matter, or matter which concerns two only.

2. Omnia prwsumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All acts are presumed rightfully,.

regularly and validly done. Crepps v. Burden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Bud., et seq.

3. JJt res magis valeat quam pereat: It is better to conserve than to destroy. Mc-
Culloch V. Maryland, L.C. 147, 3 Gr. & Eud.

§ 108. The Trilogy of Liberal Construction Also Has Its Cog-
NATES ; Among These Abe :

1. Expressio eorum quce tacite insunt nihil operatnr: Things implied need not be
mentioned. M'CuHoch v. Maryland, L.C. 147, 3 Gr. & Bud.

2. Concordare leges legibus est optimus interpretandi modus: To make laws agree
with laws is the best mode of interpreting them. L.C. 's 215-232, 3 Gr. & Eud.

;

S. ex rel. Eenson v. Sheppard, 4 Gr. & Bud.
3. Lex non exacte definit sed ariitrio boni viri permittit : There is always something-

left to the judgment of a wise and good man. 4 Gr. & Eud.
4. Frobatis extremis prwsumuntur media: The extremes being proved, the inter-

mediates are presumed. Quinian, 205 TJ. S. 504.
5. Verba intentione debent inservire : Words are construed according to the in-

tention. Barron v. Baltimore, L.C. 241, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Howard v. Harris (once-
a mortgage always a mortgage).

§ 109. Coke 's Three Degrees of Certainty Incompatible With.
THE Teilogy of PEOCEDrKE.—These degrees are discussed in

J'Anson v. Stuart.^'^^ The operation of variant and fluctuating
rules of construction simply amounts to this : that at one stage-

the trilogy of procedure (or of strict construction) is applied,,

while at a later the trilogy of liberal construction is applied.
Herein are the fountain-heads of the "theory of the case"**
and of the elimination of the government as a third and silent

217 E:if83-V^4,'lt'"/Gr.l"Eud '
''' ^'- ''' ' "^^ ^ ^^'' ^°^-'-' ^•^'

88—4 Gr. & Eud.
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party in procedure, together with the conserving principles of
procedure (§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.). The absurdity of applying
to the identical words strict rules of construction here, and
liberal rules there, and anything the litigating parties want and
will consent to yonder, is manifest. Such a proceeding is antago-
nistic to the necessities of a constitutionalism.*" To support this

conclusion the trilogy of procedure is offered with its attending

citation and corollaries. Therewith are cited the Rushton, Bris-

tow and Dovaston cases.^"

§ 110. Coke's Rules; Consequences; Tribal Laws; Universal

Bewildeement.—The trilogy of procedure can be picked from
•Story's Equity Pleading.®^ These are a paraphrase of Lord
Eedesdale, and also of Bacon's maximized rules for the govern-

ment of the High Court of Chancery. Thus can be traced the

Eoman principles in our law ; also the fact that these principles-

have been sheltered and fostered in equity. But in law it is far

otherwise. The common-law authors and courts have not under-

stood res adjudicata, its maxims, its necessitous record and de-

pendent rules. They made war on Bacon, Mansfield and Mar-
shall for their recognition of the civil law. They have never

understood Rushton, Bristow or Dovaston ; in other words, the

trilogy of procedure. Neither Blackstone, Chitty, Stephen nor

Gould rightly understood these matters. Both the states of Mis-

souri and Illinois have constantly cited and closely followed these

supposed great authorities, and they are as far apart as hostile

tribes ; indeed in their own states there are warring divisions of

the same court and implacable chiefs of mutual distrust.®^

In one case they patch out with implied aider ; in another by
express aider; and when this can not be done they fall back on

theory of the case.^*

Codes are equity; wherein there is no express waiver.®-*

Nevertheless the common-law absurdity guides in construction.*"*^

89—Crockett r. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522.

90—L.C. 5, 135, 217, 3 Gr. & Eud.

91 §§ 10 "8, 665; see Story, 4 Gr. & Eud.; § 47 ante.

92 See Balsewiez, 240 111. 238; S. v. Fasse, 189 Mo. 532; Pennowfesky, 205

Mo. 135; also Tllinois, 2 Gr. & End.; Missouri, 4 id.; Preface, 3 id.
'

93_!.g]ack, 9 Pick. 62 (express waiver; quoted and followed); Garth, 72 Mo.,

622 630; Hughes, 90 Mo. 399, 402 (express aider); Bliss Code, § 437; Steph. PI.

149 (aider).

94— 8 10, Sto. Eq. PI.

95_Berger-KDOx (1910), — Mo. Ap. —. Cf. pp. 144, 14.5, 147, 150, Steph. PI.;

Chapter X, 1 Chit. Pleading.
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Examine the wabbly and erratic decisions of these states, and

contemplate their near-by overtoppling output of law. The Year

Books ceased in 1536 ; will the illimitable bulk of state decisions

survive 1936? Already the digests and cyclopedias presenting

the jargon from these reports exceed human capacity, and are

referred to in popular journals as a "legal jungle. '

' Throughout

these long and unending lines, and throughout the "legal

jungle," Blackstone, Chitty, Stephen and Gould are constantly

cited, but rarely are Broom's Maxims, Smith's Leading Cases

or Mansfield's decisions referred to ; not even those that brought

order out of chaos in England. Fundamental principles are

constantly referred to, but the maxims are either excluded or

denounced.

To illustrate these facts follow the citations of RusMon,
Bristow and Dovaston through Chitty, Stephen and Gould; in

other words, examine these works for an explication of each

principle of the trilogy of procedure, and see what may be found

therefrom. In the last edition of Gould (1910) the rule in Dovas-

ton is emphasized as the '
'MODEEN EXILE. '

' But is it not also

the ancient, uniform rule in the English and the federal courts?^®

All of these works abound with equivocal, incompatible and mis-

leading statements. The citation matter of these works should

not be commended. The old abridgments, cyclopedias and
digests are practically inaccessible, and, moreover, such works
have always proven ephemeral.

In the light of the maxim, of Bacon, Mansfield, Marshall,

Kent, Story and the language of the Code, it is wrong to impress
old, necessary and uniform rules in all respectable juridical

establishments, as "modern rules.
"^'^

The discussions of the principles above referred to are not
unlike the wrangles of warring expert witnesses, or the endless

discussions of Shelley's Case. In these discussions all things
are written for all men. In all these tremendous discussions the
true definition of pleadings and of the mandatory and the statu-

96—Linn v. TJ. S., 1 How. 104; Stephen v. Beall, 22 Wall. 2"^, 239- 190 TJ S.
540, 546; V. S. v. Crnikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eua., et seq.

97—See also And. Steph. PI., § 230, cases (equivocal quotations of Chitty, etc.) ;Andrews v Lynch, 27 Mo. 167; Bush v. Brown, 101 Mo. 486; Mallinekrodt, L.C.

^II'.^^Ia
*.?"<^1-; ^^"^^ ^- Mlon, 97 N. Y. 370; Jones, 137 Wis. 478, 129 Am. St.

1082-1129 citing Emerson v. Nash, 2 Gr. & Bud. (It is assumed that the code has
introduced new rules.)
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tory records, and of "due process of law," of jurisdiction and of
the conserving principles of procedure cannot be found clearly

defined nor comprehensively taught. To justify these conclu-

sions reference is made to the common-law works above referred

to. From the facts found herein, it is time that the lawyer's

attention be plainly called to the condition of his literature and
its effect upon the noblest profession.^*

The sole test is, "Will the language used permit of a reason-

able construction which will sustain the pleading!" Emerson v.

Nash. Failure to observe the force of this rule and the extent

of the change wrought by the code results in a waste of energy of

counsel, useless expense to clients and to the public. "^'^

It is misleading to discuss old and long established maxims
as the "modern rule," and the old and well known plans of

digests and cyclopedias as recent discoveries and as newly de-

vised and individualistic systems of private monopoly and owner-

ship. Such indefensible claims and the clamorous advertising

founded thereon mislead thousands who have come to hold hope-

less and forboding views as to juridical progress. Popular jour-

nals at last discuss the impediments to a knowledge of the law.

Authorities that wabble around and slough over the prin-

ciples of the prescriptive constitution have irreparably injured

the jurisprudent. Such are the lights of Coke.^

From the above causes, befogging and pernicious litera-

ture is widely published and sold. It is due the young bar to

make plain statements as to those matters and therefore we

quote in the note an excerpt of importance.^''

§ 111. The Integrity of the Philosophy of the Two Records,

THE MAlifDATOEY AND THE StaTTTTOEY EeCOEDS, EeSPECTIVELY, Is

Untouched by Statutes.—The philosophy of the mandatory

98—gee Preface, 1 Gr. & Bud.; also the Green Bag (Feb., 1910); Literary

Digest (Feb. 26, 1910).
" 99—Jones v. :\roiison, 137 Wis. 478, 129 Am. St. 1082-1129. (It is assumed

the code has established a new rule.)

1—See Variance, 4 Gr. & Bud.

la—"Books are widely advertised as the student's guide and counsellor and

proclaimed as the ne plus ultra effort of a multitude of professors in leading colleges,

and yet they never cite nor discuss one fundamental. Frequently, the greater portion

of sneh books consists of matter garbled from an ordinary catalogue and the

remainder is composed of a pad of inferioi' rules, together with a series of attacks

on works that are not developed on the same plan. The ^publishers of such books

seem to pervade their whole output with an air of something new or modern or

American and the buyer is often deceived thereby." I. W. Foltz: Chicago Legal

Kews, also: Chicago Law .Journal.
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record is articulated by the general demurrer and its correla-

tives, the motion in arrest, non obstante veredicto, the order

of repleader, objections upon collateral attack and the require-

ments of the coram judice proceeding to sustain the claim of res

adjudicata. These various matters may be said to be the founda-

tion of the philosophy of the mandatory record.^ The statute

that encroaches upon and disturbs one of these matters as they

were set by the Eoman, encroaches upon and disturbs each of

them. The philosophy of the statutory record is also articu-

lated by its vertebras, which may be called the objection, excep-

tion, motion for a new trial, the assignment of errors, the

abstract of record, and the argument of each error assigned. If

one of these matters is abandoned, then this abandonment oper-

ates as a waiver of what relates to such error at all its antecedent

stages.^ One abandons all matters in the statutory record if he

fails to assign error; likewise if he fails to file a motion for a

new trial. A court will open and look into the statutory record

only as it may be required to do by the assignment of errors. In

other words, the statutory record is waived and abandoned, if no
errors are properly assigned ; likewise unless properly presented

for review to an appellate court of errors, and likewise argued.

'The law favors a waiver of all the matters contained in the

statutory record. Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium.

§ 112. Fundamental Principles Neglected and the Resulting
Appalling Condition.*—Procedure founded on statutes, cases,

digests, cyclopedias and abridgments is one thing, while if it is

-written from the prescriptive constitution, it is another. EuleS
discussed in the light of great principles are matter very unlike
a gathering of excerpts from forensic hustings, and arguments
of counsel presenting the "fine points" of their particular cases.

Whether or not most of our legal classics are constituted of the
matter last referred to, may well be called in question at this

time, for it now concerns the noblest profession and its annual
gains of 5000 members each year. There are various ways of
gathering and citing matter. Coke's way caused Bacon to call

hun the "huddler." But those who have most approved Coke
are legion. Far too many authors are very equivocal and even

2

—

Quod ab initio non valet intractu temporis non convaleacit, Cliap. VIII.
3

—

Consensus toltit errorem.
4—34 Am. Bar Ass'n. Kep. 787, 836.
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doubting wlien they should speak plainly, boldly and pointedly

from principle ; and what the principle is should be cited for note
matter.'' These authors fail to cite and to refer to the principles

they are in fact discussing. Their writings fail to show that

they understood the grounds and rudiments of law. Where this

is not done, there the idea gets a footing that procedure is a
local and provincial subject. No doubt the reader will conclude

that we have in view Chitty, Stephen and Gould. From what we
shall observe of pages 140-153 (5th American ed.), Stephen's

Pleadings, it may be judged whether we are justified in the

above conclusions. By the pages referred to, in the light of the

note matter we have added, we shall submit questions of much
interest to the jurisprudent. To this end we will quote the text

upon the pages referred to, omitting Stephen's note matter and

therefor adding our own, except where otherwise indicated.

Thus will appear how great principles and cases can be cited.

The paragraph headings are also ours. With these exceptions

Ihe pages referred to are as follows:

ExcEKPTs From Stephek's Pleadings

§ 113. Demurrers Are General and Special.—The former

applies to substance and the latter to formal matters.

And herein are involved the matters of the two records, the

mandatory and statutory; herefrom arise two philosophies,

pervaded respectively by the trilogy of strict and of liberal con-

struction. From these it appears that substance is essential

for the coram judice proceeding and cannot be waived. Interest

reipublicce. The rule that the general demurrer searches the

record means what it says. This rule is incompatible with

Chitty 's views of aider. Whether Stephen had clear views of

the two records, of substance and of formal matter, of the two

trilogies of organic procedure, may be judged from the following

quotations

:

"(p. 140) * * * A ilemnrrer, as in its nature, so also in its form, is of two

kinds: it is either general or specials A general demurrer excepts to the suffi-

ciency in general terms, without showing specifically the nature of the objec-

5 ggg obserrations on Coke and Blackstone, Chapter I, Gr. & Eud. ; also on

Judge Seymour D. Thompson and other authors in relation to the titles Variance,

and Theory of the Case and the "puzzles" therein referred to. 4 Gr. & Eud.

fi J 'Anson v. Stuart, Smith Lead. Cas.
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tion;f a special demurrer adds to this a specification of the particular ground
of exception."

"Of both these forms, the reader has already had examples in the first chapter. A
general demurrer is sufScient, where the objection is on matter of substance.'

A special demurrer is necessary where it turns on matter of form only; that is,

where, notwithstanding such objection, enough appears to entitle the opposite

party to (p. 141) judgment as far as relates to the merits of the cause. For,,

by two statutes, 27 Eliz. c. 5, and 4 Ann. c. 16, passed in a view to the discour-

agement of merely formal objections, it is provided, in nearly the same terms,

that the judges 'shall give judgment according as the very right of the cause and
matter in law shall appear unto them, without regarding any imperfection,

omission, defect, or want of form, except those only which the party demurring
shall specially and particularly set down and express, together with this demurrer,
as causes of the same ;

' the latter statute adding this proviso, ' so as sufficient

matter appear in the said pleadings, upon which the Court may give judgment
according to the very right of the cause." Since th^ise statutes, therefore, nO'

mere matter of form can be objected on a general demurrer; but the demurrer-
must be in the special form, and the objection specifically stated. But, on the
other hand, it is to be observed, that, under a special demurrer, the party may
on the argument not only take advantage of the particular faults which his
demurrer specifies, but also of all such objections in (p. 142) substance, or
regarding 'the very right of the cause,' (as the statutes express it,) as do not
require, under those statutes to be particularly set down. It follows, therefore,,
that unless the objection be clearly of this substantial kind, it is the safer course,
in all cases, to demur specially. With respect to the degree of particularity, with
which, under these statutes, the special demurrer must assign the ground of
objection, it may be observed, that it is not sufficient to object, in general terms,,
that the pleading is 'uncertain, defective, informal,' or the like; but it is neces-
sary to show m wliat respect, uncertain, defective, or informal." The concluding
words, therefore, in the example formerly given, 'And also that the said declara-
tion is, in other respects, uncertain, informal, and insufficient,' though (p. 143)
these, or some others of similar import, are usually added, are inoperative and
useless. '

'

§ 114. Admission of Facts by Demurrer.—By demurring, the
facts alleged are admitted, until the demurrer is disposed of.

"With respect to the effect of a demurrer,—it is first, a rule, that a demurrer admits-
all such viatters of fact as are sufficiently pleaded. The meaning of this ru]&
is, that the party having had his option whether to plead or dei)iur, shaU be taken
in adopting the latter alternative, to admit that he has no ground for denial or
traverse ;ii which (as formerly shown) is one of the kinds of pleading. A
demurrer is consequently an admission that the facts alleged are true and there-
fore the only question for the court is, whether, assuming such facts' to be true
they sustain the case of the party by whom they are alleged 12 It will be
observed, however, that the rule is laid down with this qualification that the
matter of fact be sufficiently pleaded. For, if it be not pleaded in a formal and
sufficient manner, it is said that a demurrer in this case is no admission of the-
fact. But this IS to be understood as subject to the alterations that have been
introduced into the law of demurrer by the statutes already mentioned; and.
therefore if_ the demurrer be general, instead of special, it amounts, as it is said
to a confession, though the matter be informally pleaded "

7—A court sua sponte examines its record, and takes notice of its jurisdiction
exactly as the attorney m fact looks at his power of attorney Sto Ea PI S 1 n''
See Dictum. '

"

" H- -^ • « ^"-

8-Substanee may be inquired after at any time and in any way. Slacum vPomery, 4 Gr. & Bud. It cannot be waive.l. Sto. Eq. PI S in- TJ s v T inn 1
How. 104. ^

J-, s J-u, u. to. V. i^mn, 1

S—See Consensus tollit errorem ; Bro. llax. 136, 137, Quoting Stenh PI nl«rv

ia;nd'Eep%2w"'
''"°°* ""' """"'' "^'^^ J^^^^o^ v Peskel)" "i' 'wms!

lO-Same rule under Code, Kroner, L.C. 299, 3 Gr. & Bud. This was the oldlaw ; statutes have merely reaffirmed it. Consensus.
11

—

AUegans contraria non est audiendus.
12—Whether they constitute a '

' cause of action. '

'
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§ 115. The General Demurrer Searches the Whole Record and
[A.TTACHES TO THE FiRST FaTJLT OF SuBSTANCE.

(p. 144) "Again, it is a rule, that on demurrer, the court will consider the whole
record, and give judgment for the party who, on the whole, appears to he
entitled to itM Thus, on demurrer to the replication, if the court think the
replication bad, but perceive a substantial fault in the plea, they will give
judgment, not for the defendant but the plaintiff, provided the declaration be
good; but if the declaration also be bad in substance, then, upon the same prin-
ciple judgment would be given for the defendant.i* This rule belongs to the
general principle stated in the first chapter, that when judgment is to be given,
whether the issue be in law or fact, and whether the cause have proceeded to
issue or not, the court is always bound to examine the whole record, and adjudge
for the plaintiff or defendant according to the legal rights, as it may on the
whole appear. It is, however, subject to the following exceptions: First, if the
plaintiff demur to a plea in abatement, and the court decide against the plea, they
will give judgment of respondeat ouster, without regard to any defect in the dec-
Iaration.i5 Secondly, though on the whole record, the right may appear to be with
the (p. 145) plaintiff, the court will not adjudge in favor of such right, unless

the plaintiff have himself put his action upon that ground.i8 Thus, where, on a

covenant to perform an award, and not to prevent the arbitrators from making
an award, the plaintiff declared in covenant, and assigned as a breach, that the
defendant would not pay the sum awarded.—and the defendant pleaded that, before
the award made, he revoked, by deed, the authority of the arbitrators, to which
the plaintiff demurred—the court held the plea good, as being a sufficient

answer to the breach alleged, and therefore gave judgment for the defendant:
although they also were of the opinion that the matter stated in the plea would
have entitled the plaintiff to maintain his action, if he had alleged, by way of
breach, that the defendant prevented the arbitrators from making their award.isa

Lastly, the court, in examining the whole record, to adjudge according to the

apparent right, will consider only the right in matters of substance; and not in

respect of mere form, such as should have been the subject of special demurrer.
Thus, where the declaration was open to an objection of form, such as should

have been brought forward by special demurrer,—the plea bad in substance,—and
the defendant demurred to the replication, the court gave judgment for the

plaintiff in respect of insuflSciency of the (p. 146) plea, without regard to the

formal defect in the declaration. "1?

§ 116. The Ground of the General Demurrer Is Never

IWaived; It Will Kjeep.—There must be a sufBcient statement

of a cause of action or of defence. Dehile fundamentum fallit

opus.

13—This is destructive of the "theory of the case." See this subject, 4 Gr. &
End.

14—tr. S. V. Linn, 1 How. 104.

15—^Abatement or dilatory matter has nothing to do with a judgment on the

merits.
16—Courts are bound by the record; they will not make cases for parties.

Kraner, L.C. 299, 3 Gr. & End.; Sto. Eq. PI. § 10; Quod db initio. The statement

(complaint or petition), shall state a "cause of action." Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo.

167. The theory of the case advocates have not understood the author's expressions.

Cf. His. p. 147, 150.

16a

—

Be non apparentihus et de non existentibus eadem est ratio: What the

plaintiff did not plead he could not recover on. There is no "theory of the case"

liere.

J7 Jnterent reipubJicm vt sit finis litiuw : See p. 143 ante: also Consensus tollit

crrorem. Any other course would be absurd, and would offend both common sense

and fundamental principles as well. But these were omitted by Blackstone, Chitty,

Gould Stephen and their followers. Their horizons wero not beyond Coke 's, who

viewed the law as provincial.
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"Next is to be consideied, the effect of pleading over without demurrer. It has

been shown that it is the effect of a demurrer to admit the truth of all

matters of fact sufficiently pleaded on the other side; but it cannot be saiil

e converso, that it is the effect of a pleading to admit the sufficiency in law of

the facts adversely alleged. On the contrary, it has been seen that, upon a

demurrer arising at a subsequent stage of the pleading, the coiirt will take into

consideration, retrospectively,, the sufficiency in law of matters to which an

answer, in fact, had been given. And in the first chapter it was shown that

even after an issue in fact, and verdict thereon, the court are bound to give

judgment on the whole record, and therefore to examine the sufficiency in law

of all allegations through the whole series of the pleadings; and accordingly,

that advantage may often be taken by eitlier party of a legal insufficiency in

the pleading on the other side, either by motion in arrest of judgment, or motion

for judgment non obstante veredicto, or writ of error, 'according to the circum-

stance of the case. '
' 'is

§ 117. A Response Pleading May Aid an Antecedent Plead-

ING.— (p. 147.)

"It thus appears, then, that in many cases, a party, though he has pleaded over

without demurring, may, nevertheless, afterwards avail himself of an insuffi-

ciency in the pleading of his adversary. But this is not universally true. For,

first, it is to be observed, that faults in the pleading are, in some cases, aided

iy pleading over. Thus, in an action of trespass, for taking a hook, where the

plaintiff omitted to allege in the declaration that it was his hook, or even that

it was in his possession, and the defendant pleaded a matter in confession and
avoidance, justifying his taking the hook out of the plaintiff's hand,—^the court,

on motion in arrest of judgment, held, that as the plea itself showed that the

hook was in the possession of the plaintiff, the objection, which would otherwise

have been fatal, was cured.is And, with respect to all objections of form, it is

laid down as a general proposition, 'that if a man pleads over, he shall never
take advantage of any slip committed in the pleading of the other side, which
ie could not take advantage of upon a general demurrer.20 Again, it is to be
observed, that faults in the pleading are, in some cases, aided by a (p. 148)
verdict.^''- Thus if the grant of a reversion, a rent charge, and advowson, or

any other hereditament which lies in grant, and can only by conveyed by deed,

he pleaded, such grant ought to have been alleged to have been made by deed;
and if not so alleged, it will be ground of demurrer: but if the opposite party,
instead of demurring, pleads over, and issue be taken upon the grant, and the
jury finds that the grant was made, the verdict aids or cures the imperfection
in the pleading; and it cannot be objected in arrest of judgment or by writ of
error. The extent and principle of this rule of aider by verdict, is thus explained
in a modern decision of the Court of King's Bench:

" 'Where a matter is so essentially necessary to be proved, that had it not been
given in evidence, the jury could not have given such a verdict, there the want
of stating that matter in express terms in a declaration, provided it contains
terms sufficiently general to comprehend it in fair and reasonable intendment,
will be cured by a verdict; and where a general allegation (p. 149) must, in
fair construction, so far require to be restricted, that no judge and no jury
could have properly treated it in an unrestrained sense, it may reasonably be
presumed, after verdict, that it was so restrained at the trial.'

"In entire accordance with this, are the observations of ilr. Sergeant Williams:

18—A writ of error can be waived. But objections that can be raised upon
collateral attack cannot be waived. See Aider, Text-Index.

19—Cf. § 10 Sto. Eq. PI. Quod db initio non valet intractu temporis non eon-
valescet.

20—This is true as to the special but not the general demurrer.
21—"Glasscock v. Morgan, Sid. 184, cited Bac. Ab. Trespass, p! 603. Per Holt,

C. J. Anon, 2 Salk. 519; Bac. Ab. Pleas, etc., 322." Cf. pp. 144-145, 150, ante.
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" 'Vriiere there is any defect, imperfection, or omission in any pleading, wlietlier
in svibstance22 or form, which would have been a fatal objection upon cfemurrer,23
yet if the issue joined be such as necessarily required, on the trial, proof of the
facts so defectively or imperfectly stated or omitted, and without which it is
not to be presumed that either the judge would direct the jury to give, or the
jury would have given the verdict, such defect, imperfection, or omission, is cured
by the verdict. ' 1 Wms. Saund. 228, n. 1.2*

"It is, however, only where such 'fair and reasonable iutendement' can be applied,
that a verdict will cure the objection; and therefore, if a necessary allegation
be altogether omitted in the pleading, or if the pleading contain matter adverse
to the right of the party by whom it is alleged, and so clearly expressed that
no reasonable construction can alter its meaning, a verdict will not aid.25
Therefore, where the plaintiff brought an action (p. 150) of trespass on the
case, as being entitled to the reversion of a certain yard and wall, to which
the declaration stated a certain injury to have been committed,—but omitted to
allege that the reversion was, in fact, prejudiced, or to show any grievance, which
in its nature would necessarily prejudice the reversion,—the court arrested the
judgment, after a verdict had been given in favor of the plaintiff and held
the fault to be one which the verdict could not cure.26 Lastly, it is to be"
observed, that at certain stages of the cause, all oljections of form are cured
iy the different statutes of jeofails and amendments;^'' the cumulative effect

.
'^]^^p^ ^s t° provide that neither after verdict, nor judgment by confession,

nil dicit, or non sum informafus, can the judgment be arrested or reversed by any
objection of that kind. Thus in an action of trespass, where the plaintiff omits
to allege in his declaration on what certain day the trespass was committed
(which is a ground of demurrer), and the defendant instead of demurring,
pleads over to issue, and there is a verdict against him, the fault is cured by
the statutes of jeofails ;28 if not also by the mere fact of pleading over. "29

§ 118. Election to Demur or to Plead; Considerations of.

"It will now be useful to examine the considerations (p. 151) by which, in a view
to the state of the law, as above explained, the pleader ought to be governed, in
making his election to demur or to plead.

"He is first to consider whether the declaration, or other pleading opposed to him,
is suf5cient in substance and in form to put him to his answer.so If suffi-

cient in both, he has no course but to plead. On the other hand, if insufficient

in either, he has ground for demurrer ; but whether he should demur or not, is

a question of expediency, to be determined upon the following views. If the
pleading be insufficient in form, he is to consider whether it is worth while to

take the objection, recollecting the indulgence which the law allows in the way
of amendment,31 but also bearing in mind that the objection, if not taken, will

22—This is where Sergeant "Williams led Qiitty, Stephen, and through them, the

whole profession into error. Defects of substance can never be waived. They may
be raised on appeal for the first time, or on collateral attack. Stephen himself says

this at p. 145 supra, n. 2, and thus contradicts himself. See Deiile fundamentum
fallit opus, herein. Illinois cases dote on this quotation in Stephen.

23—This states the law too broadly, for defects of substance can not be waived.

It is not in accord with Jackson v. Pesked.
24—Dobson, L.C. 232a, 3 Gr. & Eud.
25—Jackson v. Pesked, 1 M. & S. 234. Vt res magis valeat quam pereat. Eush-

ton, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.
26—Jackson v. Pesked ; Verha fortius. (In Jackson, the judgment was arrested

as in Eushton.)
27—See Consensus tollit errorem; the text is very misleading.

28—3 Bl. Com. 394; 1 Saund. 228, n. (1) where Mr. Sergeant Williams cor-

rects a mistake in the passage in Blackstone's Commentaries.
29—This expression is unconfined, is defective; it is in disaccord with the law

of waiver. See Consensus tollit errorem. Cf. 144-145, 147, ante.

30—See Eushton t. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; also Jackson v. Pesked ; also

Coggs V. Bernard.
31 Vide supra, p. 75. Sergeant Williams is quoted, p. 149, supra. He stated

the law too broadly, in this particular; he included substance with matter of form.
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be aided by pleading over, or, after pleading over, by the verdict, or by the

statutes of amendments and jeofails. And if he chooses to demur, he must

take care to demur specially, lest, upon general demurrer, he should be held

excluded from the objection. On the other hand, supposing an insufficiency in

substance, he is to consider whether that insufficiency be in. the case itself, oi-

in the manner of statement; for, on the latter supposition, it might be removed

by an amendment; and it may, therefore, not be worth while to demur. And
whether it be such as (p. 152) an amendment would remove or not, a further

question will arise, whether it be not expedient to pass by the objection for

the present and plead over. Tor a party, by this means, often obtains the

advantage of contesting with his adversary, in the first instance, by an issue in

fact, and of afterwards urging the objection in law by motion in arrest of

judgment or writ of error.32 This double aim, however, is not always advisable

;

for though none but formal objections are cured by the statutes of jeofails and

amendments, there are some defects of substance as well as form, which are-

aided by pleading over, or by a verdict; 33 and therefore, unless the fault be

clearly of a kind not to be so aided, a demurrer is the only mode of objection

that can be relied upon. The additional delay and expense of a trial is also

sometimes a material reason for proceeding in the regular way by demurrer, and
not waiting to move in arrest of judgment, or to bring a writ of error. And a
concurrent motive for adopting that course is, that costs are not allowed (p. 153)

when the judgment is arrested nor where it is reversed upon writ of error ;3*

(each party, in these cases, paying his own;) but on demurrer, the party suc-

ceeding obtains his costs. "35

§ 119. Observations on the Foregoing Excerpts.—Attention

is called to the character of the note matter selected by Stephen.

Judging from that matter it can not be claimed that he wrote

from principle ; nor that he fnlly and correctly stated the law of

the general demurrer and its correlatives ; thus, he failed to show

that he understood the philosophy of the mandatory record ; he

also jumbles the matter of this record with the matter of the

statutory record. The consequences of this are reflected from

the advocacy by later authors of the "theory of the case."^^ At
page 152, the learned author did not take into account that a

respondent may have wanted a good pleading for purposes of

res adjudicata. Nowhere does he reason from the requirements

of the latter. Nor does he recognize the operation of Con-

sensus tollit errorem, which he never cites or explains, but

32—"When the matter in fact will clearly serve for your client, although your
opinion is that the plaintiff hath no cause of action, yet take heed that you do not
liazard the matter upon a demurrer, in which, upon the pleading and otherwise,
more will perhaps arise than you thought of,—but first take advantage of the
matters of fact, and leave matters in law, which always arise upon the matters in
fact, ad uliimum; and never at first demur in law, when, after trial of the matters
in fact, the matters in law will be saved to you. ' '—Lord Cromwell 's Case, 4 Eep. 14a.

33—As in the example, supra, p. 147.
34—2 Tidd, 1243, 8th ed.

35—Hitchcock v. Haight, L.C. 12, 3 Gr. & Eud. This page 152 is contradictory
within itself, also with what Sergeant Williams said, which was also misleading.
This page is an excuse for the condition in Illinois and Missouri, and other theory
of the case states.

36—See Theory of the Case; also Variance, 4 Gr. & Kud.; § 119, 1 Gr. & Bud.
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instead he ascribes the waiver to the operation of the statute

of Amendments and Jeofails, which able judges have always

limited to formal matters and not to substance. These facts

show that Stephen did not understand the trilogies of strict and
of liberal construction. In connection with these observations,

Stephen's preface throws light over his views, and his admira-

tion of Chitty whom he professedly followed. To each of these

authors and their followers, the law was a mass of statutes and
<2ases. In this they must be classed as provincial lawyers. They
did not tmderstand the philosophy of the old maxims, the orient

peaks of the law. It was from such loose and undefined expres-

sions and contradictions as those of Stephen that the author of

Ihe Code had to pick its leading ideas, which are

:

1. The statement of the cause of action or of defence must

contain essential facts, p. 146, above quoted.

2. It is vain to prove what is not alleged, p. 146, supra.

3. A recovery must be within the facts stated, p. 146, supra.

Now can we interpret these cardinal provisions of the Code.

"by Stephen's pleading?

Jackson v. Pesked (A. D. 1813) is a case where the judgment

vas arrested because of the omission of a material allegation;

this case is like Rushton v. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Rud. These

-cases stand for this proposition:

§ 120. There Is No Aider by Verdict of Matter of Substance.

;—These cases oppose the observations of Sergeant Williams,

quoted and approved by Stephen. There is a wide distinction

between what Ellenborough said in Jackson and what Williams

said, and this distinction so important was overlooked by Chitty

and Stephen.

The editors of Stephen's pleadings evidently have no respect

for those maxims that were paraphrased in the Code, for they

expressed their views of Codes in their prefaces.^''

These authors do not make it clear that they understood the

-trilogies of the mandatory and of the statutory records, re-

spectively, nor the conserving principles of procedure.^^

37

—

See Prefaces in editions of Heard, also by Tyler, also of Andrews, § 230

:

Cases 2nd ed.; 1 Chit. PI. chap. .X (Aider by pleading over, by verdict, also by

statute).
38_§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & End.
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§121. Chitty's Pleadings First Appeared in A. D. 1808,

Stephen's in 1824, and Gould's in 1832. Both Stephen and Gould

•were molded in thought and plan by Chitty. All of them cited

digests and abridgments and much that was really trivial and

in-consequential matter for citation. They did not fully under-

stand Mansfield's great cases, nor make them sufficiently promi-

nent. To illustrate, let us turn from their works and consider

the advantages of citing a case like Munday v. Vail?^

§ 121a. Accordingly Appears the Value of Munday v. Vail

(L.C. 79, 3 Gr. & Eud; also in Text-Index, post), and bibli-

ographically it is of more consequence and leads to more sound

instruction than do a score of pages from either Chitty, Stephen

or Gould.

By this illustration we show why most of the citation matter

of those authors is not to be commended. To the student of

today it is almost valueless. This will clearly appear to the-

student who will follow Munday v. Vail, as above indicated, and

then compare this instruction with that found in the works
referred to.

§ 122. Construction for Two Parties Is Different Than foi»

Three.—The trilogy of liberal construction applies to those^

matters wherein neither the state nor third parties have any
interest. Such matters may be waived. This is adjective law, if

this term "adjective" is to have a truly useful meaning.

The trilogy of strict construction applies to the mandatory
record and its essentials; the trilogy of liberal construction

applies to the matter of the statutory record; this matter con-

cerns only the parties named upon the record, and of course they
can waive or insist upon this matter as they see fit. They may
waive it by failing to argue it, or assign error thereon, or tO'

make a motion for a new trial, or to object promptly and except
with precision and certainty, and not too generally or broadly.*^

§123. The Jurisdictional Record Is Strictly Construed.—
As stated in the last section, the statutory record can be waived

;

but other considerations entirely attend the matters of the man-

39—34 N. J. Law 418; quoted and followed in Eeynolds v. Stockton, 140 N. S.
254; also in Sache v. Wallace, 101 Minn. 169, 121 Am. St. 612, n., 11 L. E. A.
,^^" o',^ T^"^ ^} ^/^r t v^"^-

*-°°- ^^^^^' 3*8; ^'so '° Charles v. White, 214 Mo.

«f ;J.,r„ • • i'^-,,^-^
*^^' ^'™ '° ^°Pe " Slair, 105 Mo. 86, 24 Am. St; 366,

§§ 448-452, post; Smalley, 19 111. 207, § 47, ante.
41—L.C.'s 291-299, 3 Gr. & End.; Consensus tolUt errorem.
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datory record. These cannot be waived. The state requires this

record ; the state is a silent third party. Its rights—it equities

—

cannot be waived. Res inter alios acta. Alterum non Icedere.

The state may ever appear and say Non hcec in feedera veni to

any and all claims of waiver, of its interests or mandates for

protection; among these are the means and requirements to

keep the judiciary in certain and legitimate bounds. Hence
the rule is,"A court is hound by its record" ; consequently there

must be a record and a certain record, for an uncertain record

would be useless. For these ends the trilogy of strict construc-

tion applies. These views will find support in § 10, Story's

Equity Pleadings.*^ This section is reaffirmed by codes, but in

a variant language. The law looks at substance and not form;

substance, and not form, rules in equity.

Every practitioner knows that in the establishment of the

statutory record the judge officiates and decides for himself;

also that as to this duty, unwilling and even arbitrary judges

are met. Now, if this record could be substituted for the manda-

tory record and the authority of the court was to be sought and

determined from the statutory instead of the mandatory record,

there would be found the way for usurpation, tyranny and

oppression. Therefore the rule is, "There must be a record

made by the parties and the clerk, and it is this record that binds

the court." A court is bound by the clerk's record. "What
ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right

record."*^

This last rule may well be called the record rule; it is the first

rule of evidence, and is inseparable from the rules of oral evi-

dence. It is a corollary of the trilogy of procedure. This trilogy

and this rule of evidence are indispensable for the operations

of a government of protection, or, in other words, of a constitu-

tionalism. This record rule involves the oral evidence rule.

The trilogy of procedure and its corollary rules are on the

separating line between a constitutionalism and an absolutism.

In these safeguards lie the immutable elements of jurisprudence

that form very important parts of the prescriptive constitution

;

they may well be designated as substantive law.

42 See Story, 4 Gr. & Kud. ; also in Fletcher v. Eoot, 241 111. 429.

43—Planing Mill Co. v. Chicago, L.C. 2d, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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From these premises the rules of the general demurrer may-

well be introduced. Herefrom can be seen the importance of the

rule that the general demurrer searches the substantial pleadings

and attaches to the first fault.-** Herefrom can also be seen the

importance of the rule that the ground of the general demurrer

is never waived. This rule is respected in all protecting systems

;

the code expressly provides for it. "Filing an answer will not

waive the ground of the general demurrer." This objection may
be raised at any time and in any way ; it may be first raised or

renewed in the motion of arrest ; or first made or renewed upon

collateral attack whenever the record is offered to prove title to

property, or for an estoppel. The necessities of res adjudicata

depend upon the foregoing rules ; in fact, they are the rules of

res adjudicata in a varied language. The requirements of res

adjudicata involve the maxim, Interest reipuhliccR ut sit finis

litium (It is the welfare of the public that there be an end of

litigation.)*^ Herefrom is again brought into view the fact that

the state is a silent party in procedure. Here is the third party

whose rights cannot be consented or contracted away by the

parties named upon the record. Here is a party with sub-

stantive rights. Accordingly, this third party may ever appear
and in effect say, Non hcec in fcedera veni (I did not come into

this compact). There are aspects of these rules which allow one

to demur to his own pleadings, and thus first raise the objection

in the appellate court. Substance cannot be waived.

The statute of Amendments and Jeofails in several states,

and the so-called "liberal provisions of the code," have igno-

rantly been aimed at minimizing the operation of the trilogy

of procedure, or its strict rules of construction, and of augment-
ing the operation of the liberal rules of construction above
mentioned. In many cases the attempt has been to make all

presumptions in favor of the judgment or decree. In other
words, if a court enters a judgment or decree, or issues letters

of administration, then from the judgment entry or the letters

it is presumed that the authority upon which the entry was
made or the letters issued was regularly, rightly and validly pre-
sented. Probatis extremis prcesumuntur media. This limits

44—U. S. v. Linn, 1 How. 104; Eushton t. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 6r. & Bud.
et seq. '

45—Vallandingham v. Eyan, 17 IlL 25; Smalley, 19 lU. 207.
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'^^

jurisdiction to two elements ; first, the Jurisdiction of tiie^ijexson,

and second, of the subject-matter.*" According to such dfeeist^Bg,

the statement of a cause of action is imnecessary; consequently

pleadings are unnecessary.

From the issuance of letters of administration the authority

therefor is presumed.* '^ From these cases appears the immola-

tion of the trilogy of strict construction and the substitution

therefor of the trilogy of liberal construction. Herefrom is seen

the importance of construction, and how construction makes or

mars. The substitution referred to would necessitate a recon-

struction of the rules of res adjudicata; it rejects the rule, that

an authority must be pleaded.**

Where the trilogy of liberal construction is substituted for

the trilogy of strict construction, the state is practically excluded

as a silent third party. This is the result of the statute of

Jeofails and Amendments, or the so-called "liberal provisions

of our Code." Cases that emphasize this quotation are to be

guarded against, for they inculcate erroneous notions.

§ 123a. The True Limitation of Liberal Construction Was
Fixed by the Judiciaky.—Declarative statutes have since been

enacted. Sergeant Williams*^ is responsible for the quotation,

in Stephen's Pleadings on page 149.^"

§ 124. Matter of Substance Is Not Supplied by Liberal In-

TENDMENT.—A pleading defective for substance cannot be cured

by aider or waiver.®^ Quod ah initio non valet intractu temporis

nan convalescit; De non apparentihus et non existentibus eadem

est ratio. The state, the silent third party, requires substance.

From the cases last cited it is submitted whether the ground

of the general demurrer is or can be waived, for reasons already

46—Franklin Lodge v. P., 220 111. 355, 110 Am. St. 248, 4 L. E. A. (N. S.)

47—Balsewicz, 240 111. 238. See Illinois. Eice v. Travis, 216 111. 249,

reversing S.C. 117 111. Ap. 644.

48—Hopper, 118 IT. S. 148, L.C. 4, 3 Gr. & Bud.

49_Wnis. Saund., 228 n. 1, 85 Eng. Eeprint 242-248.

50 This quotation is also found in E. v. Goldsmith (1875), L.E., 2 C.C. E. 72,

12 Cox CC 479, 8 Eul. Cas. 115, L.C. 20, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Eoper v. Clay, 18 Mo. 387:

Cases cited! 59 Am. Dec. 314; Chicago E. E. v. Hines, 132 111. 161, 166, quoting

Chitty 712 713; Doyle, 193 111. 501 (ground of the general demurrer waived);

T!rn Max '602- 1 Chit. PI., 705, 714.

51_CaniT,bell t. Porter, supra; C. & A. E. E., 173 111. 100, 103; U. S. v. Cruik-

shank gwora-C E. I. B. E. v. P., 217 III. 1; Eushton, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Bud. et seq.;

Andrews V Lynch, 27 Mo. 67; Mallinckrodt, supra; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 78 q. v.;

Smalley, 19 IH. 207; Foster, 191 111. 94, 97, quoting Bowman v. P.
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stated.®^ The trilogy of liberal construction is as broad as the

reason upon which it rests, and not broader.

Substance as above used is that matter which is necessary

to pass the general demurrer, the motion in arrest, of wore

obstante veredicto, the avoidance of a repleader, of objections

on collateral attack, also to support a plea of res adjudicata.

Statutes of Amendments and Jeofails employ broad and

sweeping language, which is aimed at the extirpation of the

trilogy of strict construction. Such is the character of statutes

in Missouri and in Illinois.^* Courts in these states have con-

strued these statutes variantly. Some have believed that the

common law was changed; others have denied it. In Missouri

the statutes were held as affirmative.^* And likewise the code

was viewed as affirmative.®' Likewise in Illinois.®'^ In these

states it ie held that they apply to formal defects only. This

view disposes of volumes of discussion in these states, which

shows that there has been great waste of words and effort. For

the law always was that formal error was waived unless aptly

excepted to and preserved and presented to an appellate court

for review.-'''^ Chitty was most unfortunate in discussing the

construction of pleadings as he did in his Chapter X.

§ 125. The Fundamental Principles of Procedure Arise

From Okganic Law.—These are principles of necessity, conven-

ience, reason and public policy. They are not created by
constitutions, statutes, decisions and rules of courts.®* These
principles do not originate from legislative fiat. By ignoring

the prescriptive constitution in American courts, the belief has
been spread that the essential rules of procedure are local and
provincial and that there may be a distinctive "due process'' of

law" for each state and province. Federal and state decisions

countenance this view, also acts of Congress, and state legisla-

tion. Erroneous construction of Codes and Practice Acts jus-

tifies these observations. The construction of these in Illinois

and in Missouri has dismembered procedure. In these states,

52—§§83-123, 1 Gr. & Bud. Cases that hold the contrary and Chitty and
Gould are opposed to sound principle, as cited, 132 111. 166.

53—See Bushton, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Dovaston, L.C. 217 id
54—Choteau, 10 Mo. 131, 134. See Amendments.
55—Andrews, 27 Mo. 167.
56-Chicago E E y. Clausen, 173 III. 100; C. B. I. & P. E. E. v. P., 217 III. 164.57—Consensus toUit errorem ; L.C.'s 290a-299, 3 Gr & Eud58—§§ 53-60, 1 Gr. & Eud.; Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522," 526-527.
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construction has proceded upon the theory that the trilogy of

procedure could be restricted in its operation by the trilogy of

liberal construction or by legislative command. This has had
the effect of enlarging the sphere of Consensus and its cognates.

By this construction, a footing for the "theory of the case"

was afforded, the consequences of which can be judged from the

jungle of distortions and perplexities that have followed.^*

The prescriptive constitution is the safeguard of the general

demurrer and its allies at succeeding stages. They test the

coram judice proceeding. Any disturbance of one of these safe-

guards disturbs the entire system. This fact has been little

appreciated by American courts and most authors.®"

Concordare leges legihus est optimus interpretandi modus.

§ 126. Matter of Substance Is Purely a Matter of Judicial

Means.—It is not a matter of legislative concern. Thus it is

that the broad and sweeping language of the statute of Amend-
ments and Jeofails is limited and held to apply to formal mat-

ters only. This was declared by the first case in Illinois {Tay-

lor V. SprinJcle) ; this case was a judicial declaration that the

legislature could not prescribe conclusions of law for the opera-

tion of courts. The conclusion of law is not suflScient in sub-

stance. It is obnoxious to the general demurrer. Thus it

appears that what relates to substance, and the general demur-

rer, and its correlatives, to and including collateral attack, is of

constitutional significance ; also that these matters are a judicial

and not a legislative concern. If they were legislative questions,

then the means of operating judicial power would be at the

mercy of legislative power. On the contrary, the necessities

for the due administration of the laws are constitutional impli-

cations, and are, therefore, inherent powers of the judiciary,

which cannot be delegated to legislatures. When the judicial

department is created, and commissioned with power, this vesting

with jurisdiction carries with it many implications, and among

these the means of its existence, and of carrying forward its

functions in government. Courts cannot interfere with legis-

lative means, and legislatures can only interfere with judicial

59 See Theory of the Case; Variance; Waiver, 4 Gr. & Bud.; 70 Cent. L.J.,

294-296 311-314, 402-407, 455-460; see views of James C. Carter quoted p. xvii,

preface to this volume.

60_See Illinois; Missouri.
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means when courts acquiesce in legislative usurpation and arro-

gance. Courts often set aside statutes, and they have resented

legislative commands as impertinence. The limiting of the

statutes of Amendments and Jeofails to formal matters only,

as has been decided in almost all states, is practically nullifica-

tion of legislative edict. Such construction of the liberal

provisions of "our code" in effect declares such enactments to

be simply afftrmative statutes; for by such construction these

statutes add nothing to the law. In all ages formal matter was

waived as a matter of policy emanating from Interest reipuhlicce

ut sit finis litium. And this policy is plainly reaffirmed by codes

by the provision that filing an answer waives all formal defects.

By pleading over, if not before, all formal defects are waived.

To call this aider by verdict is a loose and confusing expression,

for the policy of waiver {Consensus tollit errorem) is that it

operates instantly. Formal matter can be waived at any tiine,

and in many ways, and if waived for an instant it is waived

forever, for reasons of public policy. It may also be waived

at the stage of filing motion for a new trial; also at the stage

of assigning error in an appellate court. Indeed, the policy of

waiving formal matter is a philosophy. As a means of speeding

a cause to final disposition upon its merits, its substance, the

maxim last quoted and its cognate principles, constitute juridical

reason and means that are necessities for the conduct of judicial

aftairs in a constitutionalism. And those principles are parts

of the prescriptive constitution. If a statute, a decision, or a

rule of court declares formal matter of equal dignity with matter

of substance, it cannot long command respect; such nonsense

tends to hobble and encumber the due administration of the laws,

and so able courts have always decided, and so they will always
decide wherever reason is the soul of the law. Accordingly,
^'the liberal provisions of our code" are perceived as declara-

tory of the prescriptive constitution, adding nothing whatever
to the law, except as the means of making the old law more
conspicuous and accessible and convenient for those who doubt
or hesitate. But matter of substance cannot be waived. This
matter concerns the state, a silent third party, and by the claim
of waiver between two parties, the third is in nowise affected

;

and so it is, what concerns the state—public policy—cannot be
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waived. To such attempts at waiver, in effect the state says,
Non hcec in foedera veni; or. Res inter alios; or, Alterum non
Itedere. "Where the state's interests or commands are neglected
or disregarded, there results, in contract, the In pari objection

;

while if a judgment and its foundation are under consideration,
the proceeding is called coram non judice. And so it is that the
state has interests in the dealings and relations of its citizens.

From the above it may be perceived that procedure (evidence,

pleading and practice) arises from the prescriptive constitution,

and that the fundaniental requirements of all these matters
cannot be changed by statute. It is almost superfluous to add
that statutes are not so important as many judges have supposed.

§ 127. Elements of the Coram Judice Proceeding; the Phi-

LOSOPHY Involved.—In the requirements of a plea of res adju-

dicata are to be found the uses and functions of the mandatory
record, which are so many and varied ; for these uses there are

assigned exclusive functions to that record. For these uses

there is strictly applied to that record, Expressio unius est

exclusio alterius. For the requirements of a plea of res adju-

dicata stand the general demurrer and its correlatives to and

including objections upon collateral attack. For all these the

mandatory record must be seen as a base or foundation into

which all matters of substance are dovetailed and mortised and
find support. As to all of these matters, they are correlatives

here and reciprocals there, and all are but parts of the entire

thing, the due administration of the laws.®' The intellect that

does not understand that necessarily uniform rules of construc-

tion apply to all stages of the general demurrer, by whatever

name known, does not know the philosophy of the mandatory

record; nor is it enlightened so it can see the interactions of

the "cause of action" in the organization and constitutional

powers of the court.®^ There are reasons, too numerous to men-

tion here, why proceedings must be coram judice, and be suffi-

ciently evinced by the right record. In the above lie nestled

all the elements of "due process of law," of the "manner of

the Eomans," of the trilogy of procedure. Coursing through

6l_«§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Bud.

62 See CMtty's three kinds of aider, chapter X, Cliitty's Pleading, vol. 1.
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all these matters is a large strand comprehended in the maxim
Audi alteram partem.^^

The above is offered to demonstrate that "due process of

law '

' may be viewed as an entirety, and consistently, from many
viewpoints and at many stages. The rule that the general demur-

rer is never waived ; that at all stages it may be first raised and

heard, under some name ; that even on collateral attack, and as

a test for res adjudicata, it searches the entire record and

attaches to the first fault, is attended by a philosophy that has

become lost in statutes and decisions in most American courts.

The matter of substance so often referred to in the works on

pleading and evidence has a wide and deep significance when
viewed from the necessity of stating a '

' cause of action. '
' Here-

from it may be perceived that the state has substantive rights

in procedure which cannot be waived, and that the study of

procedure is the study of government.

De non apparentibus is a rule of strict construction applying

to all juridical documents. It yields to liberal canons of con-

struction only as to those matters that concern exclusively the

parties to the judgment, contract or proceeding. As to these

matters the trilogy of liberal procedure applies, e. g., Consensus

tollit errorem; Omnia prcBsumuntur rite, etc., and Tit res magis

valeat quam pereat. These maxims of liberal construction find

their limits in cases like Jackson v. PesTced^^ quoted, stated and
approved in Dobson v. Campbell.^^

Statutes of Amendments and Jeofails simply reaffirm Jackson

and Dobson, supra.^^^ Green v. Palmer, L.C. 90, 3 Gr. & Eud.,

well illustrates the strict rule of De non. Dobson v. Campbell,

supra, and its cognates illustrate the liberal rule.^^

63—Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, et seq., 3 Gr. & Eud.; §§ 83-260, 1 Gr. & Eud.
64—1 M. & S., 237, 85 Eng. Eeprint 248, 105 Eng. Eeprint 88.
65—L.C. 232a, 3 Gr. & Eud. Bro. Max. 944, 8th ed. ; Davis, 27 Mo. 60 (instruc-

tive case); Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 78; Stephen's PI., 146-150 (Aider by pleading over);
Welch, 28 Mo. 30; Eraser, 32 Mo. 461; Eoper, 18 Mo. 383, 59 Am. Dec. 314;
Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 {Be non applied with strictness) ; Speer v.
Skinner (1864), 35 lU. 282 (Z7t res magis liberally applied to nphold a iudement)

;

Hamond v. Dod, Cro. Car. 6, 79 Eng. Eeprint 609.
65a—C. & A. E. E. v. Clausen, 173 111. 100, 103 (Quoting rule in E. v. Goldsmith,

L.C. 20, 3 Gr. & Eud.); C. E. I. & P. v. P., 217 111. 164; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 78
(assumes code has changed old rules); Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373-374; Mallinekrodt,
12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Dovastou v. Payne, L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Eud.; U. S. v. Cruikshank,
232; Mallinekrodt, 12a: Cases.

' u sua
,

66—Omnia prcBSumnntur rite, likewise Bro. Max. 946-954, 8th ed Potter 203
111. 592, 96 Am St. 322; Chicago, 233 111. 634, 66 Cent. L.J. 489. See Cromwell v.
County of Sac, L.C. 26, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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§ 128. The Line That Separates Strict From Liberal Con-
STEUCTioN.—This is the thread of discussion coursing through
the mandatory record, the general demurrer, motion in arrest,

non obstante veredicto, the order for a repleader, objection

upon collateral attack, requirements for res adjudicata, and other
conserving prineiples.^^ But courts see this line dimly; they

at times speak for it; still they wander, wabble around, and
speak at random. They are not as they should be—definite, pre-

cise and certain. They are led by the belief that Coke's three

degrees of certainty must be respected and applied somewhere

;

they believe that procedure, as adjective law, is local and provin-

cial, and does not rest on universal and unchangeable principles

;

they believe that these principles have been changed by written

constitutions, statutes, decisions and rules of court ; they do not

see the state a silent third party in all the dealings and establish-

ments of its citizens, and that the state's demands must first be

looked after and vindicated before the rights of the parties upon
the record can be considered; that the state's mandates are

substantive law. In prcesentia majoris cessat potentia minoris.

§ 129. Fundamental Principles in a Case Should Be Named.
—They should be made prominent. If "Mike" Ohlman is not

the same as Michael Ohlman in a published tax notice,®* then

it would not be in the publication of a summons. Ubi eadem
ratio ibi idem jus. This would be true in all relations where

the reason is the same. Likewise the reason is the same when-

ever the statement is necessary to confer jurisdiction upon a

court; whether school lands or a sale was involved, should make
no difference. To confer jurisdiction, jurisdictional facts are

necessary, agreeably to these rules

:

1. "Pleadings are the juriflical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a
subject matter to adjudicate it.

"

2. "What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

These rules are corollaries of the trilogy of procedure ; they

are deducible from the conserving principles of procedure.®®

The philosophy of the law should be respected. To illustrate

:

If the unauthorized appearance of a lawyer is not conclusive,®^*

67—§§ 83-260, 1 6r. & Bud.

68—Ohlman, 222 Mo. 62.

69_§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Bud.

69a—Ferguson, L.C. 264, 3 Gr. & Bud.
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then neither is a sheriff's return. For in the last analysis, both

the appearance and the return rest alike on the oath of ofiBce

of each court officer respectively. But in some states this

anomaly exists, as it does in Missouri.''" When the philosophy

of the law is disregarded, then the words of the statute and of

the decision, and, naturally, the "late" case, become the only

authorities. This condition is brought about by short-sighted

and mischievous construction.'^^ This has made the lawyer a

drudge in the treadmill, hunting late cases ; it has made law an

unmanageable lot of cases and statutes.

§ 130. Jurisdictional Facts Must AfHrmatively Appear; Old

EuLES IN Late Cases.—This rule necessarily results if pleadings

are to serve any useful purpose. We have defined them as the

juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a subject-

matter to adjudicate it ; and this rule is deducible from the trilogy

of procedure. When pleadings are viewed in the light of that

trilogy and of the conserving principles of procedure, then the

philosophy of the law appears. And wherever pleadings are

provided for, they are the exclusive means of investing the court

with power to act, to hear and to decide, regardless of the grade

of the court, whether it is superior or inferior, or a court of

general jurisdiction or a court of limited and statutory juris-

diction. The expressions in many cases will allow one to think

there is a difference, but in principle and reality there is not.

§ 131. Doddridge v. Paterson Reviewed.—To illustrate the

foregoing views, attention is called to Doddridge v. Paterson,

222 Mo. 146. This case involved the title to school lands at

public sale under these conditions : A statute authorized a sale

of public lands lying in a township whenever a majority of the

householders in such township might petition the county court

to order such sale. A petition with fifteen names on it was filed,

but this petition did not show two jurisdictional facts : 1, That
each signer was a householder; and, 2, The number of house-
holders in the township, so that the court could see from the
record that it was authorized to act, or, in other words, that

jurisdiction was conferred upon it in accordance with the rule,

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by
the right record," which is the first rule of evidence, and which
is also a corollary of the trilogy of procedure.

"0—§ 53, 1 Gr. & Eud. ; Vbi eadem. 71—End. Stat., § 182.
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From the following quotation, and still more clearly from the

case at length, one may infer that the court but dimly perceived

the rule above quoted, for it spoke thus

:

"And where the County Court's records are silent on the subject of the petition,
although they show that it ordered the section to be sold, the jurisdiction of
the court to order the sale is not shown by the testimony of a witness who
testifies that the petition had fifteen names on it, but does not say they were
householders of the township or how many householders resided in the township

;

and the court having to make the order, the sheriff's sale was void, although
the purchaser paid the sheriff for the land and received from him a certificate."

§ 132. A Cause of Action Must Be Stated in the Right Plead-

ruG.—This is indisputably true in equityJ^ The indictment must
present the elements of a crimeJ^ The Code requirements are

equally strictJ* And the same rule can be picked from the rules

in Stephen 's PleadingsJ®

'Debile fundamentum fallit opus. The ground of the general

demurrer is never waived ; it is also a ground for objection on
collateral attack. The court further observed

:

"The County Court is a court of inferior jurisdiction, and in the sale of school

lands it proceeds under special statutory directions, and it will not bo presumed
that it had juriadietion to make the sale unless it be made to affirmatively appear
that it observed those directions."

"The second reason why the County Court did not acquire jurisdiction to make the
pretended order of sale was, the evidence totally fails to show that the fifteen

householders who signed the petition were residents of or lived in the township
in which this land was located."

What difference, let us ask, would it make, what the witnesses

testified, if the allegation was omitted from the petition?

De non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio.

"While said section does not in express terms require the County Court to find that

they were residents of the township, yet it requires that they must be, and in

the very nature of things, no one else could make the findings for the court

in the absence of an express statute to the contrary. '

'

The above quotation makes procedure a local and provincial

question, still the court speaks of "the very nature of things"

exactly as Marshall, C.J., did in Crockett v. Lee.''^ They evi-

dently saw that this statute left something for the court.

Lex non exacte definit sed arbitrio boni viri permittit (The

law always leaves something to the judgment of a wise man).

72—Story's Eq. PL, § 10; Steph. PI. 145, Crockett v. Lee; Washington E. E. v.

Bradleys, post.

73—U. S. v. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & End.

74—Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 75.

75 Pp. 147-150 (Aider by verdict and pleading over).

76—7 Wheat. 522, 526-527.
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Expressio eorum quce tacite insunt nihil operatur (Things

implied need not be mentioned).''''

"We are, therefore, of the opinion that under this statute the County Court had
no jurisdiction to make the order of sale, and, consequently, no title passed,

even though it be conceded the land was sold to Frisbee. McDonald, 61 Mo.
Ap. 1. e. 293; Eaton, 76 Mo. 492, p. 155, 222 Mo. ""a

"The omission of material allegations and of necessary record demonstration of

jurisdictional facts made the proceedings coram non judice. This record would
sustain no judgment or order."* And as was said by this court in the case of

Sutton V. Cole, 155 Mo. 1. c. 213, 'It has long been settled law in Missouri, that

jurisdiction of courts of inferior jurisdiction and of courts that do not proceed

according to the course of the common law, must aflSrmatively appear on the

face of the proceedings.' Citing S. v. Metzger, 26 Mo. 65; Hansberger, 43 Mo.
196; Edmonson, 43 Mo. 176; Scheie, 45 Mo. 289; Iba, 45 Mo. 469. "is

Thus is conflicting law laid down in most of our American

courts, by the same tribunal.

There is really no need, nowadays, of all these jurisdictional

discussions.

The rule last laid down is a universal one. It was early

adopted in English courts.''®

The jurisdictional facts of a statutory power must appear

upon the face of the judgment in all courts, of every grade.

Galpin v. Page, 18 Wall. 350, L.C. 64, 3 Qr. & Eud. ; Sidway, 163

Mo. 373-374.

In superior courts, proceeding according to the course of

the common law, the jurisdictional facts must afftrmatively

appear, in the right record and documents; and generally in

the pleadings. All courts must be empowered by jurisdictional

facts to exercise authority.*** Yet the Missouri court takes pains

to say:

'
' The County Court is not only a court of inferior jurisdiction, nor was it pro-

ceeding according to the course of the common law in the sale of those school
lands, but it was acting under special statutory directions, which must have
been observed before it could acquire jurisdiction of the subject matter."

77—McCulloeh t. Maryland (Marshall, C. J.), L.C. 147, 3 Gr. & Rud.
77a—Compare this strict rule with the protecting rule in Davis, 126 Mo. 69,

78; McQuitty, 218 Mo. 591, 131 Am. St. 586; Wilson v. Darrow (1909), — Mo. —

.

77b—Mallinckrodt, 169 Mo. 388, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342,
373, 374; Davis, supra.

78—See Bice v. Travis, § 347, post.

79—Crogate's Case (1609), Smith's Lead. Case, 8th Ed., 77 Eng. Eeprint 574,
2 Gr. & Hud.; Eice v. Travis, 117 111. Ap. 644. Beversed 216 111. 249, 4 Gr. &
Eud.; Walker v. Turner, 9 Wheat. 340. L.C. 118, 3 Gr. & Eud. Quoted and
approved m S. v. Metzger, supra; P. v. Willis, 14 Johns. 370; Powers v. P., 4 Johns.

80—Eushton, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.; U. S. v. Cruikshank, L.C 232 3 Gr &
Eud.; Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522, 525-527.
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This is the condition all over the country.*'

§ 133, What Doddridge Involved, and What Might Have
Been Said in Disposing of It.—^Again and again we have
decided the principle in Crepps v. Burden and Grogate's case,

hoth in Smith's Leading Cases; Bro. Max. 950-953. This prin-

ciple is also in Walker v. Turner, 9 Wheat. 541, L.C. 118, 3 Gr. &
End., which is cited and followed in 8. v. Metzger, 26 Mo. 65.

This case has since been cited and followed by that court. The
question is, which canon will be followed?—on the one hand, that

"vrhich provides that what is not juridically presented cannot

be judicially decided, or, in other words, a fact not juridically

appearing cannot be assumed to exist {De non apparenUhus et

non existentibus eadeni est ratio) ; or, on the other hand, is the

maxim of regularity, that all acts are presumed to be rightly,

regularly and validly done (Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solem-

niter esse acta), to be followed by us?

As to vesting a court with authority, or with jurisdiction,

the state makes demands; thus the state is a silent third party

to the proceeding, whose interests are never stilled by waiver

or the conduct of the parties named upon the record. The
state has substantive rights that override all other rules.

Res inter alios acta judicata nullum aliis prcejudicium faciunt

(Matters adjudged in a cause do not prejudice those who were

not parties). Audi alteram partem,; 86 Mo. 366.

§ 133a. A Presupposed Opinion (continued).—The petition,

or, in other words, the power of attorney to the court, was bad

in substance, because jurisdictional facts were omitted, as in"

Bloom V. Burdick, 1 Hill .130, 37 Am. Dec. 299; cited 79 Am. St.

82, L.C. 266, 3 Gr. & End. This case has long been cited and

approved in all relations. The principle involved applies to

courts of all grades. It would mislead to emphasize the fact

"that our county court is a court of limited jurisdiction in this

case.

The principle involved is universal in a government of pro-

tection where fraud and usurpation are denounced. Story's

Eq. PI., § 10 ; U. S. V. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.

;

Mallinckrodt, 169 Mo. 388, L. C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud. et seq.; Sidway,

. 81 See the true rules in Galpin v. Page, supra ; Williams v. Hingham Turn-

Uike 4 Pick 341 L.C. 7, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Bloom v. Burdick, 1 Hill, 130, 37 Am.

Dec' 299; cited 79 Am. St. 82; 800; L.C, 266, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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163 Mo. 342, 873-374; Hope v. Blair, 105 Mo. 85, 93, 24 Am. St

366; Charles v. White, 214 Mo. 187, 21 L. R. A. (N.S.) 481.

It matters not what court acts. Every court must acquire

jurisdiction from its record. A court must have and keep a

record, and this record binds the court; therefore this record

must be certain. For these purposes the maxims of strict con-

struction apply; those of liberal construction apply to formal

matters only, and not to matters of substance. A pleading that

will not pass the general demurrer will be held fatally bad on

collateral attack. The coram nan judice proceeding, all must

take notice of. Caveat emptor is the rule to purchasers at

judicial and execution sales; they are charged with notice that

the record is bad in substance. Windsor v. McVeigh, 93 U. S.

274, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.

In this case the fact that a majority of the householders

signed the petition, should have appeared ; also, that the signers

were householders. The evidence of these facts should have-

affirmatively appeared. It might have appeared from facts

stated, also by findings of the court, if these could have found

a real and consistent support from the record. But in this

case, such evidence could not have been supported by the facts

that affirmatively appeared in the record, and therefore findings

of the court would be of no avail. Becklenberg, 232 El. 120^

Ferguson v. Crawford, 70 N. Y. 253, 26 Am. Eep. 580, L.C. 264,

3 Gr. & Eud.

The power of a court to make and state jurisdictional facts

depends on its record, and is necessarily alike in all courts.

Crogate's Case, Smith's Lead. Case, 8th ed. Contra: Rice v,

Travis, 216 111. 249 (reversing same case, 117 111. Ap. 644).
Doddridge involves these principles

:

1. What is not juritlically presented can not be juilieially rteeidecl
2. Every presumption is against a plea.ler. ' (Verba fortius 'accipiuntur contra

proferentem.) Stephen, 122 Wall. 329, 339; 190 U. S 540 546- Mullen 12Mo 307; Biddle 13 Mo 532 (First African Code C.se) DovastorTTpVl
Smith's Lead. Cas., L.C. 217, ^ Gr. & Eud.

3. What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record.
S. V. Metsger, supra. °

^-
\nrMuna^"7^V^l'"

"^""''^- ^"^^ "^ ^"'''' '''P'"' ^^""^^S and follow-

Tested by these principles, the record is coram non judice.
It will not support the order of the court, and upon this

depend the sheriff's deeds. The purchaser gets nothing for Ms
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money tinder a void judicial proceeding. Thomas v. P., 107 111.

517, 47 Am. Eep. 458; Bell, 123 Mo. 270; Windsor v. McVeigh.
Contra: Balsewicz, 240 111. 238.

If the decision in the Doddridge case had been placed on
these grounds, we might not be now so involved in interminable
discussions, proceeding on supposed distinctions between supe-

rior and inferior courts, and about the effects of evidence which
has no business in the case, under the pleadings.

As to the true distinctions between superior and inferior

courts, see Crepps v. Durden.^^^

§ 134. Judicial Records Are Construed According to De Non
Appakentibus.—Therefore if a record does not show service of

process or appearance, it will not be presumed. Jurisdictional

recitals will not conclude inquiry into service of process.®^ The
recital in a record, that now come "the defendants" will not

bind those not served with process and previously appearing.**

Authority of attorney to waive original process and enter

his appearance must affirmatively appear.**

§ 135. Verba Fortius Accipiuntur Contra Proferentem Is a

^Iaxim of the Teilogy or Steict Construction.—Statutes of

Amendments and Jeofails and the "liberal provisions 'of our

code" have been vainly directed at this maxim, for it is a neces-

sary and a universal maxim of construction. To reverse it is

to change the nature of the government from accusatory to

inquisitorial and barbarous. For a cognate of this maxim is,

"that the burden of proof depends upon the party who holds the

affirmative"; this includes the rule, that one is presumed to be

innocent until he is proven guilty. Adore non probante reus

absolvitur. Semper prcesumitur pro negante.

§ 136. From the Trilogy of Procedure a Constitutionalism

Can Be Evolved.—In a government of protection the crown or

state is a silent third party. It is from the trilogy of procedure

only that the requirements of the state are perceivable. The

view that the parties named upon the record may contract a

procedure for themselves has limitations which are discoverable

from the conserving principles of procedure.*** These eonserv-

81a—Crepps t. Burden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Bud. et seq.

82—Cloud V. Inhabitants, 86 Mo. 357, 366-369.

83—MuUins, 169 Mo. 521, 529, 92 Am. St. 651; Bell, 123 Mo. 270: CaSesJ

84—Bradley, 100 Mo. 258; Bell supra.

84a—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Kud.
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ing principles and the trilogy of procedure should be con-

nectedly considered. Herefrom will appear the necessity for

limiting the application of statutes of Amendments and Jeofails,

or the "liberal provisions of our code."

Eeference has been made to Illinois cases which eliminate the

N, pleadings as a jurisdictional element {Franklin Lodge, supra)

^

From other aspects the statement of a cause of action is of much
consequence. To illustrate: If one alleges he was injured by
a "defective" scaffold, he cannot amend by changing this to an

injury received in consequence of "overloading" a scaffold.*^

Alleging that a frog was negligently constructed and kept and
caught and held the plaintiff's foot, is a different cause of action

from alleging that cinders were negligently deposited near a

frog and caused the injurious trapping of the plaintiff's foot

in the frog.*® From these cases will appear the strictness with

which the statement of a cause of action is judged.®*^ From
these cases will appear the fact that slight distinctions of descrip-

tion constitute different causes of action. Expressio unius est

exclusio alterius.

In the law of amendments, slight distinctions are substantial

variance and departure. But in pleadings and proof, variance

can be waived.®'^ This illustrates the indefensible antinomies.

The trilogy of procedure applies to all cases and all systems

alike, except in those cases where the interests of the state as a

silent party are disregarded. Accordingly, the civil case is

as strictly viewed as is the criminal case. The rationale is

the same.®* The tests of res adjudicata and of other conserving

principles are the same in all systems and in all cases. Upon
respect for these depends a stable, congruous, useful adminis-

tration of the laws.

§ 137. The Maxims of the Trilogy of Procedure Are Orient
Peaks of the Law.—^Wherever these are obscured by the silt of

judicial opinion not founded on true Tirincinle, there results the
condition shown from the Illinois and the Missouri cases. These
show that courts ignorant of the beacon lights of jurisprudence

85—C. & A. E.E. V. Scanlan, 170 VI. 106
86—Cent. B. B. v. Campbell, 170 111. 363

?26,L.c774a%''Gr.TBud'
^^ ^^ " ^-^--' "« HI. 543; Guedel v. P., 43 III.

87—Dorn y. Farr, 179 lU. 110, 2 Gr. & Sua
88—1 Gr. Et. 65; Bristow, L.C. 135, cases, 3 Gr. & Bud.
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have given to their states a Babeh^** Their decisions say all

things to all men. Herefrom arises the "jungle" referred to.

These courts have not looked from the charters of their author-
ity, the pleadings, and construed these as a power of attorney
for the making of the deed. They have not construed these

charters in the light of the greatest principles of the prescriptive

constitution that relate to the conduct and operations of the

judiciary, which is De non apparentibus et non existentibus

eadem est ratio (What is not juridically presented cannot be
judicially decided).^"

§ 138. A True Definition of Pleadings Is:

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing d court with jurisdiction of a
subject-matter to adjudicate it."

This definition is deduced from the trilogy of procedure and
the conserving principles of procedure. A right comprehension

of this trilogy and of this definition would have saved to great

states what treasure cannot restore. From the next sections

the mazy confusion that is gathering around the profession may
be judged. It is from this confusion that the matter is picked

by the operatives of book factories for their long rows of

"chaff pads" and "space fillers" which are beyond human
capacity, and which have become a menace to juridical progress.

Lawyers are giving all their energies for a mastery of '
' useless

grists of profuse jargon." When these votaries of the impos-

sible leave their states they leave "their profession" behind.

And "their profession" at home is a tribal jungle of confusion

that is nothing less than an incomprehensible tangle found

throughout more than 500 local books from which the jurispru-

dent wUl be puzzled to pick the one that really instructs. The
"business" lawyers and the members of the profession who
have become notable political "fixers" and leaders of the "sys-

tem" are much better known and are more sought than the best

law books. Few can comprehend what the Dean of the Harvard

Law School meant when he said the English Bench, Bar and

books are the best.

§ 139. Sources and Causes of Error; Elustrations.—In Mis-

souri an early statute long respected and upheld was, that matter

89—See Illinois; Missouri.

90 See Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & End; see pp. vi, vii.

Preface to this volume.
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of substance not specified in a motion in arrest of judgment

"was waived.*^ In Illinois Chitty and Gould are quoted to sup-

port decisions of that state that the ruling of the court on a

general demurrer is conclusive; that matter of substance is

cured by overruling a general demurrer.^ ^* Very incongruous

cases result where the trilogy of procedure is not uniformly

vindicated, as will appear from cases cited.^^

In the cases above cited and the citations found therein will

be disclosed an irreconcilable maze of contradiction.^* The
antinomies of these states are not "distinct bodies of law,"

but, on the contrary, they are a bewildering maze of breaches

of the law. These establishments of confusion are alike, as

will hereafter appear.

MuUitudo imperitorum perdit curiam.

SI—§ 263 post et seq.

91a—Chicago E. E. v. Hines, 132 111. 161, 1G6; Doyle, 193 Til. 501 (ground
of general demurrer may be waived) ; C, E. I. & P. E. E. v. P., 217 111. 164 (objec-
tion to substance may be raised in appellate court).

92—217 111. 172.

93—See Illinois; Missouri. Chaps. 2VI, XVII.



CHAPTEE VI

(§§ 140-162)

FEUSTEA PEOBATUE QUOD PEOBATUM NON EEL-
EVAT : It is vain to prove what is not alleged.

"Tlie manner of the Romans" enforced this maxim. V. 16, Chap. 25, Acts of the
Apostles; §§ 10, 28, Story's Eq. PI. ; § 47, ante.

A recovery must be secundum, allegata et probata. Variances are not allowed. See
Variance, 4 Gr. & Rud. There shall be no departure.

Technicalities are essential for a protecting government. A proceeding disregarding
the state's mandates Is coram, nori judice and this can never pass for substantial justice.

§§ 316, 473, et seq., post.

This basic principle may be thus stated, a case cannot arise from
the evidence. Story's Eq. PI., § 10. The "cause of action" must
be presented by allegations, by sufficient allegations of material facts

constituting the "cause of action"; and these allegations must be
proved as laid.

§ 141. Cognate Maxims and Cases:

A recovery must be Secundum allegata et probata.

The evidence must correspond with the allegations and be confined to the point

in issue. 1 Gr. Ev. 51.

Earrison's Trial (1692), 12 How. St. Tri. 833, 864, 4 Wigm. Cas. Ev. 36. Murder;
the crier called Mr. Bishop, who was sworn for the prosecution. Bishop:
'
' About three years ago the prisoner came to my master 's shop to cheapen

some linen; and when— " Holt L.C.J. : "Hold, hold, what are you doing

now? Are you going to arraign his whole life? How can he defend him-

self from charges of which he has no notice? And how many issues are to be

raised to perplex me and the jury? Away, away! That ought not to be;

that is nothing to the matter." Courts will sua sponte take notice of depart-

ures and variances. The charge as laid must be proved. V. 16, Chap. 25,

Acts of the Apostles.

Bristow V. Wright, Smith's Leading Cases, 8th ed., L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.

(Allegata et proiaia must correspond.)

C. V. Eoly, L.C. 74, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Only the crime charged can be proved.)

Guedel v. P., 43 III. 226, L.C. 74a, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Only the charge laid can be

proved.)
S.P., Fish V. Cleland, 33 111. 238, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Zang v. Metzger, 206 111.

475, 488; Adams v. Gill, 158 lU. 190, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Contra Eansom, 140

111. 626.

Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq. (An issue indispensable for

a trial) Cited and followed Hope, 105 Mo. 93, 24 Am. St. 366; Charles v.

White, 214 Mo. 187, 21 L.E. A. (N.S.) 481: Cases.

BorTcenhagen v. Paschen (Wis., Code). (No allegations, no proofs.)

8.P., Waldheier v. S. B., 71 Mo. 514, 517; Hempstead, 2 Mo. 64. (Variances,

'departures fatal if shown from the mandatory record.) Eddy, 32 Mo. 369;

MaUinckro'dt, L.C. 12o, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Deiekman, 24 Mo. 596; Beck, 19 Mo. 30.

Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Euil. (Allegations essential for jurisdiction.)

S.P. U. S. V. Cruilcshanlc, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.

117
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Dickson v. Cole (Wis.), L.C. 34, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Pleadings are to limit issues and

to narrow proofs.) Adams v. Gill, 158 111. 190; Bliss, Code PI. 138.

Boon n. Chiles, 10 Pet. (U. S.) 177, 209; 43 Mo. 154. {Allegata et probata must
correspond.)

Harrison v. Nixon, 9 Pet. (U. S.) 483, sub Garland v. Davis, L.C. 60, 3 Gr. & Eud.
(Allegata et probata must correspond; the mandatory record must be sufficient

to support a judgment.)
Suntsman v. S. (Tex.), L.C. 213, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Legislature cannot make an

indictment for one thing stand for a different thing; Taylor v. Sprinkle, 1

111.—Breese—1.)
Pier, 52 Mo. 333. (Pleadings are constitutive.) S.P., Sidway, 163 Mo. 375;

S. V. Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 124. 129 Am. St. 536-537; Lanitz, 93 Mo. 517;
Hope, 105 Mo. 93.

DicTcenslieets v. Kaufman, 28 Ind. 251, stated Bliss, Code PI. 215. S.P., Bristoiv

V. Wright, L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Bud.

§ 142. Constitutional Functions of Pleadings; Logical Defini-

TioK OP.—A definition of pleadings is deducible from the trilogy

of procedure

:

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a
subject-matter to adjudicate it."

§ 143. Pleadings Invest a Court With Jurisdiction of a

Stjbject-Mattee, and authorize the court to proceed and hear

and adjudicate that matter. Hence the rule is that there must

be a record, and also,
'

'A court is bound by its record. '
' Eelated

to these rules is this very important one, ''Allegata et probata

must correspond." From Bristow v. Wright^* this last rule is

extendedly and ably discussed.*^

§ 144. Allegata et Probata Must Correspond Is a Logical De-

DtrcTioN PEOM De non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem

est ratio ("What is not juridically presented cannot be judicially

decided). These maxims should be connectedly considered.

Therefrom will appear reasons why there must be allegations

and why these limit the jurisdiction of the court as to what
subject-matter can be considered and adjudicated. A recovery

must be secundum allegata et probata.

§ 145. That There Shall Be No Departure is but another

statement of the maxim, Frustra probatur quod probatum non
relevat. There shall be no departure is a rule of pleading;

there shall be no variance is a rule of evidence. The distinctions

between departure, variance, and failure of proof are often a

jargon of words. They are like Coke's three degrees of cer-

tainty. There is no well-defined distinction between variance

94r—Smith's Lead. Cases, 8th ed., L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Eud., et sea.; Washington
E. E. V. Bradleys, supra.

95—Bristow is cited 1 Gr. Ev., %% 63, 65. See L.C. 135-137, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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and failure of proof, as has been contended by some courts.

Eelating to these matters, useless decisions are found in several
code states.

No questions have more frequently arisen and given courts
more trouble than those which relate to the trilogy of procedure,
which is as follows :

1. De non apparentibus et non existcntibus cadem est ratio (What is not juridically
presented cannot be judicially decided)

;

2. Frustra probatur quod prohalum non relevat (It was vain to prove what is

not alleged)
;

2. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem (Every presumption is against
a pleader).

This trio supports the conserving principles of procedure,

which are mortised in and depend upon that trio.®" Altogether

these constitute a core from which arise three-fourths of the

discussions of procedure (evidence, pleading, and practice).

From that center radiate numberless rules related to those

branches. From that core may be arranged and philosophically

viewed, grasped and mastered, the obscure and subtle principles

of a constitutionalism; these principles are a vast periphery

around the center referred to.®'^ Herefrom may be perceived

immutable elements of jurisprudence, and the supremacy of

the prescriptive constitution.

§ 145a. Public Policy Is Respected.—The state is a third, but

a silent, party in all relations to those it protects, educates

and morally advances. To the unlawful contract it says, Non
hcec in fcedera veni; also In pari, also Res inter alios acta.

As a guardian and protector, it says: "I did not consent to

that contract, and now I cannot affirm it by enforcing it; it is

an illegal contract ; the transaction of two cannot bind or preju-

dice a third." Id quod nostrum est, sine facto nostra, ad alium

transferri non potest: What belongs to us cannot be transferred

to another without our consent.

To the supposed judicial proceeding established in violation

of the above trio it says many things ; but the form of the expres-

sion depends on the angle of viewpoint or the stage whence

arises the objection. For it may be the general demurrer at

one stage ; or at a later stage the motion in arrest of judgment

;

96—11 83-123, 1 Gr. v Eud.

97—See Chap. V, §§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.
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or Non obstante veredicto, or of repleader; and still later, and

tlironghoTit all time, objections upon collateral attack. Quod ah

initio non valet intractu temporis non convalescit. The forbid-

den proceeding is interdicted; it is analogous to the In pari

delicto contract. Indeed, that is exactly what it is, since a judg-

ment is a contract according to the classification of contracts.

The state demands its record, the mandatory record; in other

words, the state's, the public policy or the record of protection

from usurpation.** This, the state's record, is commanded as a

peremptory mandate of the state or government. If this record

or any of its links is absent or defective in substance, then to

this record is applied the maxim, Dehile fundamentum fallit

opus. At the first stage the interests of the state are safe-

guarded by the rule that the general demurrer searches the

entire record and attaches to the first fault.®*

The trilogy of procedure and its interactions with the con-

serving principles of procedure constitute a fountain from which

arises and flows the stream of life of the law. As irrigation is

to the desert through which it flows, so is this stream of the

law to all its fields. From the center and fountains referred to,

all that emanates therefrom may be grasped, surveyed and

mastered. Here begins the philosophy of procedure and its

relations to government ; here may be unshrouded the mystery

of codes and practice acts ; here also may be seen the two ways,

the lower and sunken way, the "grope in the dark" through

briery labyrinths, on the one hand, and the higher way, above

cloud and fog, on the other hand. This trilogy is constituted

of immutable elements of jurisprudence; these are from the

prescriptive constitution. See Chap. X, also §§ 83-123, 1 Gr. &
Eud. These have not been changed and they cannot be changed
in a government of protection. The claim that the codes of

procedure have changed these principles leads to pernicious

consequences.

§ 146. Prustra Probatur Depends Upon the Rule That Plead-
iNGS Are Essential to Confee Jtthisdictign- c? Subject-Mattek.
—It is this rule that is flatly denied by the advocates of the

98—Sto. Eq. PI. lUO, 28; §5 47, 68, 119, ante.
39—Collier, 1 Mo. 1; Taylor, 1 HI. (Breese) 1; See Titln Story, 4 Gr. &

Eud.; Slacum, 4 Id. §§83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.
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'

' theory of t-he case. '
'^ Generally it is conceded that jurisdiction

depends on at least three things, namely

:

(1) Of subject-matter CWinclsor: L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Bud.);
(2) Of the person (Pennoyer: L.C. 58, 3 Gr. & Eud.)

;

(3) Of the pleadings (Campbell: L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Eud.j XI. S. v. CruikshanTc: 233
id.; Munday v. Vail; 79 id.; Mallinckrodt (Mo.): 12a id.; Eushton: 5 id.;
SacJie V. Wallace (ilinn., Code), 4 Gr. & Eud.; Vallandingham, 17 111. 25:
Smalley, 19 111. 207; Fish v. Cleland, 33 111. 238, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud.;
Slaeum, 6 Craneh, 221, 4 Gr. & Bud.). S. v. Mnench, 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am.
St. 537-547; Charles v. IVhite, 214 Mo. 187, 21 L. E. A. (X. S.) 481.

"Late-case" attacks upon the pleadings deny them as essen-

tial for jurisdiction. These late cases limit jurisdiction to two
elements, namely, of the subject-matter and of the person. From
the judgment entry the authority to enter it is conclusively pre-

sumed, unless perchance a statutory record has been filed by an

appellant, for his uses in a court of errors, and irrelevant evi-

dence is found therein, out of which a court, blind to the position

and interests of the state as a silent third party in procedure,

carves and sets up a defence not pleaded, in violation of the

maxim, a recovery must be secundum allegata et probata, de-

claring such defence to exist. In the "theory of the case" states

this last maxim is respected and denied in alternation.^

The holy scriptures record Paul's trial. Therefrom we quote

a most instructive passage, namely

:

"To -whom I answered, it is not the manner of the Fiomana to deliver any man
to die, before that he which is accused have the accusers face to face, and

have license to answer for himself concerning the orime laid against him."

V. 16, eh. 25, Acts of the Apostles.

§ 146a, What Was the Manner of the Romans?—Manifestly

their "manner" included the principle Audi alteram partem

(No man shall be condemned unheard; or, The law hears before

it decides). Herefrom it may be asked what Audi alteram

partem includes. Certainly it includes the principles expressed

in the trilogy of procedure, which are

:

(1) De non apparenttbus et non existentibus eadem est ratio (What is not juri-

dically presented cannot be judicially decided)
;

(2) Frvstra proiatur quod proiatum non relevat (It is vain to prove what is not

alleged)

;

. . • t

(3) Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem (Every presumption is against

a pleader).

2—9 Thomp. Tri., §§2310, 2311; §§230, And. Steph. PI., cases.

3—See Preface, Vol. 3, Gr. & Kud.; Cape U. E. E., 222 Mo. 461, 486-487;

I §444-447, post.
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Audi alteram partem is discussed most extendedly and

instructively in Windsor v. McVeigh.^ Every practitioner

should be familiar with this case and the principles deducible

therefrom. It should be observed that it is a case that may
be cited to the point that a court must not only have jurisdic-

tion of the person and of the subject-matter, but, further, that

the court must acquire jurisdiction of a particular subject-matter

by means of the pleadings and of its record ; and, further, that

if a court abuses its powers, or fails or refuses to proceed judi-

cially, then it divests itself of jurisdiction and can proceed no

further, and if it does, its proceedings are coram non judice.

Thus it will be seen that Windsor is at variance with those cases

which hold that jurisdiction has only two elements, i. e., of the

person and of the subject-matter. To sustain this latter view

may be cited the cases in the note.^

Variances can be waived.®

§ 147. "The Manner of the Romans" is a general expression.

It is like the phrase "due process of law," or the "due adminis-

tration of the laws," or the "due course of law"; also like

'Audi alteram partem. But the expression, "the manner of the

Eomans," was given a significant and pointed meaning by the

words associated therewith. Noscitur a sociis. The word

"laid" in the passage imports pleadings. It is a word that

calls for the trilogy of procedure above mentioned. From the

view thus unfolded there appears a passage not understood by

many American courts. This passage, enlarged by Lord Eedes-

<3ale and restated by Story, contains the germ of a great idea.''

§ 148. Deductions From the Word "Laid" Above Quoted.—

Prom the word "laid" as used in the holy scriptures can be

deduced the trilogy of procedure, which is also the trilogy of

strict construction, also this definition of pleadings

:

**PlearImgs are the juridical means of iivestinsr a court with juTipdietion of a

siib.ieet-matter to ad.iudieate it." §§169, 273, 1 6r. & Bid.; Windsor, Li.C.

1, 3 Gr. & End; Slacum v. Tomery, 6 Crancli, 221, 4 Or. & Bud.

From that word "laid" also may be defined the mandatory

4—93 TT. S. 274, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Und.
5—-T'Tanklin, 220 111. 355, 110 Am. St. 248-274; O'Brien, 216 Til. 354, 108

Am. St. 219; contra S. v. Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 154, 129 Am. St. 537. n.; Smal-
lev, 19 ni. 207; Fish, 33 Til. 238, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Bud; Adams v. Gill, 158 DL
190, 196, 2 Gr. & End.; Lang, 206 111. 475, 488; Story's PL, §10.

6—Dom V. Farr, 179 HI. 110; 2 Gr. & Bud.
7—Sto. PL, SIO; see Story, 4 Or. & Bud.
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record, wliicli must exist from public policy, in the scheme of
protection. There must be a record to bind a court, and the
court is bound by its record.^

§ 149. Courts Cannot Make or Choose Their Cases. Cohens,
L.C. 244, 3 Gb. & EuD.—The statement of the "cause of action"
or of the "grounds of defense," "as laid," binds the court
exactly as the attorney in fact is bound by his power of attorney.
From the above arises the greatest rule of evidence, upon which
depend the operations of a defined and protecting government.
This rule is a corollary of the trilogy of procedure, and is as
follows

:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record "
Windsor, L.C. 1, et seq., 3 Gr. & Eud.

§ 150. Expressio Unius Est Exclusio Alterius (The express
mention of one thing implies the exclusion of all others) strictly

applies to the rule last quoted. This was a part of that law
which Festus called the "manner of the Eomans." From a
fragment the entire edifice can be restored. From the word
"laid" as above used a constitutionalism can be evolved. It

calls for the division of state power, of which the American
student hears so much, of which his courts know so little, and
of which his endless rows of books are jejune.® The use of this

overtoppling bulk is beyond human capacity.

The Englishman resolved to make a Pope of his own ; accord-

ingly he attempted to sanctify and hallow King Henry VIII.

It cost a century of turmoil to accomplish that undertaking. Next
he would make an almighty power, and so for this he declared

that his '
' Parliament was omnipotent '

' and that it could behead

his king, who was no longer above and out of the law. And this

cost a revolution and a century of turbulence.

The Englishman in America is passing through similar

phases. He began by ordaining mighty laws. But he has not

been at all times mindful of the reason expressed in In prcesentia

majoris cessat potentia minoris (In the presence of the major

thfe plower of the minor ceases) ; also in, Summa ratio est quae

pro religione facit (When the laws of God and of man come in

conflict the former are to be preferred). He attempted to sub-

8_S. V. Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 537; Doddridge, 222 Mo.
146, 154-155; Hanford, L.C. 86, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.; Cohens, L.C. 244 id.

9_§§ 56-60, 1 Gr. & Eud.
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stitute his conventions for inexorable and paramount laws,

according to which all written constitutions and charters must

be construed. These constitutions were declared the "supreme
law of the land"; legislatures were declared "omnipotent";

therefore it mattered not how "blasphemous, immoral and un-

christian" a statute might be, if only it was "constitutional" it

would be enforced.^" But with the twentieth century, the pre-

scriptive constitution is coming to be recognized.^^ Both the

Englishman and the American have had to yield to the higher

law; the latter has heard much of this relating to slavery and

its consequence, the Civil War.

§ 151. Errorists and Empiricists Enthroned by the Legal

Peofession.—These have written and decided the silt of that

morass of bewilderment, the "theory of the case." Supposed
great lawyers and judges advocated "American law," which

is in reality the old African and Asian procedure.^^ The theory

of the case is a euphemism which, rightly named, means judicial

despotism. It was barbarity and fanatical inquisition as it

appeared to Festus, who instructed the Scribes and Pharisees

of the "manner of the Eomans," the well-defined due process

of law of antiquity. Some of the mighty courts of America
cannot define due process of law. They called the phrase sense-

less jargon, quoted in constitutions for "rotundity of sound,

which is quite pleasing to the ear, but leaves no .definite impres-
sion upon the understanding."^^

"According to the course of the common law" or "due
process of law" means nothing to one court, while to a great
judge there arise therefrom the fundamental principles of a
constitutional ism.^*

To one intellect a pen is an instrument with which a black
mark can be made, while to another it is the means of writing
the decalogue.

One judge says that from a judgment entry all else is pre-

10—Bison, L.C. 253, 3 Gr. & End.; Blair, L.C. 254 id

«^ ^^~i^^.'^^/\ °V^^ ^°X '?"°'*y 7- ^- ^' 2 ^'- ^ I^"'^-; S. ex rel. Henson v.
Stteppard (Mo.), 4 Gr. & Eud.; Oakley v. Aspinwall (N. Y.), L.C 222 3 Gr &
Eud., et seq.

^ /7 , •

1.1 ^^Z^^-
"• ^"®°* '-^^°^' ^°-^' 2 '^''"'"P- T"-' §§2310, 2311; And. Steph.

PI., s 230 : eases.
' '

13—Hahn y. Kelly (Calif.), 2 Gr. & Eud.

1 td"*^^^^^'"
^' ^^^^ (Stephen J. Field, J.), L.C. 63, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Windsor,
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sumed. Prohatis extremis prcesumuntur media (The extremes
being proved, the intermediate proceedings are presumed. ) " He
says jurisdiction depends on two elements, (1) jurisdiction of

subject-matter and (2) of the person.^^'' Another says, pleadings
also are essentiaL^^" Another says, additional elements also

must appear ;^'^ also that it must appear that the court sat in

the right territory ;^'^ also that the court was properly con-

vened.^*

Herefrom will appear the fact that the mandatory and statu-

tory records have not been comprehensively defined; nor have

pleadings; nor jurisdiction; nor "due process of law," nor

"according to the course of the common law." They have not

been so defined that courts of great states can agree thereon.

The situation justifies the observation that the contributions

of American courts to jurisprudence may be likened to vast

extents of quicksand poured into a moving river. Looking from

the marsh of "American law," it cannot be said that the Ameri-

can knows his Bible, nor the trilogy of procedure, and deducible

therefrom, the greatest rule of evidence, namely : "What ought

to be of record must be proved by record and by the right

record. '

'

In Mansfield's court the unwilling Englishman was taught

the principles in Rushton v. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; also

Bristow V. Wright, L.C. 135 id.; also Dovaston v. Payne, 217 ii.

These cases teach the trilogy of procedure ; in England this has

been well taught and is now uniformly respected. But it is far

otherwise in America. We must needs discover a "new law."

Our resulting condition speaks plainly for itself.

After the Eeformation, Coke and Bacon's dissensions, the

two English revolutions, Mansfield's decisions,, the two wars

with England, and amidst the disturbances of slavery, the Code

came to New York in 1848, and next to Missouri in 1849. The

15—Balsewicz v. E. E., 240 111. 238.

15a—Franklin, 220 111. 355, 110 Am. St. 248, 4 L. E. A. (N. S.) 1001-1020;

2 Thomp. Tri. 2310, 2311. See Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.

151)—Windsor, Ii.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.; Vallandingham, 17 111. 25;

Smalley, 19 lU. 207; Fish, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud.

16 ^Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.; Jurisdiction, 2 Gr. & Eud.

17—Milliean 's Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.

1&—Planing MiU Co. v. Chicago, L.C. 2d, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Blair, L.C. 170 id.;

see Jurisdiction, 2 Gr. & Eud.
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first code case is Biddle v. Boyce;^^ the second code case is

Eno V. Woodworth.^'^

§ 152. The Higher Law in Procedure Has Not Been Under-

STOOD IN Amekica.—Of course it has not been vindicated. The

Code has not always been construed by intellects comprehending

the trilogy of procedure and its conserving principles. The

prescriptive constitution, embedded in the maxims of antiquity,

have not been studied ; they are not comprehended.^^ The legis-

latures of some states are declaring these maxims to be funda-

mental law, as in North Dakota, while prominent professors and

authors in a famous university are denouncing these same

maxims in language more irreverent and forceful than elegant.

In this orgy of confusion the American student is trying to find

his way.2^ The addresses of renowned jurists in pan-American

congresses fail to mention the true condition.

• § 153. An Issue Shown by the Right Record Essential for a

Trial.—It is well taught that in the criminal case, without a

plea of not guilty—an issue—shown by the right record—the

mandatory record—there is nothing to try; and that a trial

•without an issue so shown is a nullity ; also that this issue cannot

lae waived nor dispensed with; nor can matter found in the

statutory record be substituted for it;-^ nor can the record be

amended nunc pro tunc-io show this issue.^*

§ 154. Without an Issue the Court Has No Authority to Try.

^A trial without an issue is a nullity. It is usurpation—abuse

of power—to order a trial without an issue, for a court is bound

by its record. This reason applies alike to all cases.^' But in

Illinois this view is denied.^® In the civil case issues, denials,

pleas, allegations, entire pleadings are waiveid, in the "theory

19— (1850), 13 Mo. 532.

20—4 N. Y. 249, 53 Am. Dec. 370, n. These cases show that the code was
entrusted to local and provincial jurists, who had no comprehension of a pre-

scriptive constitution. The annotations of the latter case show that the vision of

their author was narrow and befogged.
21—See Missouri, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Illinois, 2 id.; also Codes; §§56-60, 1 id.,

83-113, id.; 70 Cent. L.J. 294-296; 311-314; 402-407; 455-460.
22—Cf. Sto. Eq. PI., §10, with 2 Thomp. Tri., §§2310, 2311; also with Earn

on Judgments, §§45-49; see Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.
23—Crain v. U. S., 2 Gr. & Eud.; Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79, 3 Gr. & Bud.,

et seq.

24—S. V. Sanders, 53 Mo. 234.

25—Crain v. TJ. S.; Israel v. Eeynolds, 11 111., 218: cases, et sea.; Aylesworth
T. P., 65 111. 372.

^^ ^

26—Devine v. E. E., 237 111. 278-284.
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of the case" states. Now, why can an issue be waived in one
case and not in another? The broad, philosophical answer to
this is found in the conserving principles of procedure.^^ This
philosophy is embedded in the trilogy of procedure. What this
means is perceived by studying the conserving principles. Look-
ing from these, pleadings are important in both civil and crimi-
nal cases alike. Therefore jurisdiction depends upon essential

pleadings.28 But some of the cases in Illinois and in Missouri
and in other "theory of the case" states show that substantial
pleadings and material matters of record are waived, save and
except in criminal eases. But the rationale is the same in all

cases alike, if the view be taken from the conserving principles

of procedure. The best sections of the classics have not been
understood by this generation.^^ From the above |the student

can look and wend his way through the labyrinth; therefrom
he can judge of the orthodox and of the heterodox ; of the evolu-

tion of the "theory of the case"; of those led by the trilogy

of procedure, on the one hand, and of those led by the errorists

and empiricists, on the other. Herefrom will appear the wisdom
of antiquity, which did nothing in vain, and that the stars it set

are undimmed by age and undisturbed by storm.

"Remove not the ancient landmarks which thy fathers

have set."

§ 155. The Interests of the State Overlooked.—The trouble

has resulted from enlarging the operation of the principle ex-

pressed in Consensus tollit errorem (Acquiescence in error

obviates its effect) beyond that province prescribed for it by
the Eoman, Norman, English, federal and best state cases. This

maxim contemplates but two parties, and they the ones named
upon the record. Whatever concerns only the parties named
upon the record, and they consent to or acquiesce in, becomes the

law of the case imder this maxim. Whatever of one's own right

one waives passes as good law under the operation of this maxim.

But under this new American view of Consensus tollit errorem,

the greater principle. Quod ah initio non valet intractu temporis

non convalescit (Whatever is void in the beginning cannot be

27—See §§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.

28—Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.; see Story, 4 Gr. & Eud.; §§47, 68, 119,

ante.

29—See §§ 63, 65, 1 Gr. Ev., 72 id.; 103 id.; Story Eq. PI., § 10, quoted sub

Story, 4 Gr. & Eud.
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cured by waiver or lapse of time), has no operation whatever.

The lesser is made to override the greater. Under Consensus

tollit errorem, or the law of waiver, all that relates to the general

demurrer, the motion in arrest and collateral attack becomes-

subject to the law of waiver. This enlargment of Consensus

allows its application to matters entirely foreign to it. Con-

sensus is strictly a maxim of the parties themselves. Allegans

contraria non est audiendus (One who alleges contradictory

things shall not be heard) and Volenti non fit injuria (On©

cannot cause his own injury and then complain of it) appear

as cognates of Consensus. It is also allied to the maxim of

regularity. Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta (All

acts are presumed to be rightly, regularly and validly done)

;

also Ut res magis valeat quam pereat (It is better to conserve

than to destroy).

The last three maxims constitute the trilogy of liberal con-

struction, namely

:

1. Consensus lollit errorem: Acquiescence in an error obviates its effect;

". Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All things are presumed.

to have been rightly, regularly and validly done

;

3. Vt res magis valeat' quam pereat: It is better to conserve than to destroy.

By a liberal application of this trilogy and its cognate

maxims, the interests of the state—of public policy—can be

eliminated from the operations of judicatory power. Many
courts construe the statutes of amendments and jeofails and

"the liberal provisions of our code" to that end. This is the

result of giving to Consensus the widened application referred to.

§ 156. Rome Was a Silent Third Party in All Relations.—Of

Home, by Eome, for Rome peremptory mandates were made as

to all relations and dealings of Romans. This principle was

the first line of the twelve tables, namely, Salus populi suprema

lex (The public welfare is the highest law). In contract, relative

to its legality, this maxim was applied: In pari delicto potior

est conditio defendentis (In equal fault the position of the

defendant is preferred). Closely allied to this idea is a maxim
of procedure, Pavoraiiliores rei potius quam adores habentur

(Defendants are rather to be favored than plaintiffs). A part

of this last maxim is, Semper preesumitur pro negante (Pre-

sumptions are always in favor of him who denies), or, in other

words. Adore non prohante reus ahsolvitur (Unless the issue
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is proved the defendant is absolved). In these maxims hes
the philosophy of the burden of proof; and .they plainly con-
-template a record, upon which are to be found an allegation,
a denial and an issue; also this rule, that the evidence must
correspond with the allegations and be confined to the point
in issue. Herefrom will appear that there must be an issue;
the jury is sworn to try the issue; so that there must be an
issue when the jury is sworn; also that there can be nothing
else to try. Expressio unius est exclusio alterius (The express
mention of one thing implies the exclusion of another). Here-
from will appear many reasons why there must be a record and
v?hy this record must be certain.^"

From these viewpoints will appear the trilogy of procedure,
which includes Prustra probatur quod probatum non_ relevat
(It is useless to produce evidence of what is not alleged) ; or
as translated the mandate of Eome is made to read, "And he
shall have license to answer for himself concerning the crime
laid against him." Herefrom will appear the significance of
the word laid.

"And then he said, 'A word is not a little thing and ougnt
not to be despised.' "

§ 157. Effect of Waiving the Pleadings.—In a government
Tyhere pleadings are required for protection from judicial usur-

pation and abuse of power, all is moored to the trilogy of proce-

dure. And this trilogy is deducible, as we have before insisted,

from the word "laid" as used in Paul's trial. Likewise from

§ 10, Sto. Eq. PL ; also §§ 63-65, 1 Gr. Ev., also § 7, 2 id., and 10,

3 id.; also from four cases in Smith's Leading Cases, 8th ed.,

namely, Rushton v. Aspinall, Bristow v. Wright, Dovaston v.

Payne, and J'Anson v. Stuart. These cases are numbered
respectively 5, 135, 217 and 91, 3 Gr. & Eud. of Law, wherein

it is shown that the Eoman, the equity, the code, the federal,

and the common law civil and the common law criminal case,

each alike rests on that trilogy. Green v. Palmer, 15 Calif. 411,

726 Am. Dec. 492, n., by Stephen J. Field, should be compared

"with the first code cases,' namely, Biddle v. Boyce^^ and Eno v.

Woodworth;^^ also the last.^^*

30—See Certainty, 2 Gr. & Eud.
31—13 Mo. 532.

32—4 N. Y. 249, 53 Am. Dec. 370.

32a—Cape G. E. E., 222 Mo. 461, 486-487. See §§ 47, 68, 119, ante.
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Looking from that trilogy and from Mansfield's cases it will

be suggested to tlie reader that Green v. Palmer and logical

deductions therefrom are worth more to the jurisprudent than

the thousands of volumes from tangled and mired code states.

These endless volumes are a "legal jungle." The higher law

of procedure is not taught the American judiciary. They cannot

construe agreeably to the maxim, In preesentia majoris cessat

potentia minoris (In the presence of the major the power of

the minor ceases). They do not perceive and vindicate the

substantive rights of the state.

They have not perceived that all depends upon construction

in the light of fundamental law ; that the proverbs of antiquity

teach more than the outpour of American courts. They do not

understand

:

Cujus est instituere ejus est ahrogare: He who can institute

can also abrogate.

From the facts abroad appears Solon's wisdom in quitting

his country after he had given it a code.

§ 158. Diverse Procedure for Various Courts Inimical to the

Public Welfabe.—The statesmanship that opposes this view is

widely abroad. But when it invoices the facts and views the

consequences, it must conclude that procedure is more than a

local or provincial subject. In several states and in the federal

system there are many intermediate appellate courts. Many
of these present incongruous views, and stumbling-blocks in

the way of the jurisprudent, who has constantly to deal with a

lot of statutes and decisions that are no better and no more
permanent than statutes. The Municipal Court Act of Chicago

will well illustrate how diverse and warring systems of proce-

dure are countenanced in a state. This act rests on a statute

that calls for the trilogy of liberal construction, and is aimed

at the elimination of the trilogy of procedure. It is framed
upon the maxims that are for tivo parties, and not upon the

maxims that apply to three parties, as already explained. Such
acts must in the end be construed according to the public

interests and fundamental law.^**

ray
33—End. Stat., § 182; Indianapolis B. B., L.C. 223, 3 Gr. & Bud. See Mnr-
213 U. S. 151.
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§ 159. Departure, Variance and Failure of Proof; Practically
Synonymous.—In a well-regulated system of procedure, depar-
tures are not allowed, variances cannot be permitted, and failure
of proof is simply no evidence "to prove the charge as laid."
Where the allegations describe one thing and the judgment
shows a different thing, a court should sua sponte take notice
of this kind of error, and set such a judgment aside.^*

Departures and variances are opposed to due process of law,
as they were to

'

' the manner of the Romans. '
' Departures and

variances cannot be reconciled with the rules of res adjudicata,

nor with requirements to resist objections upon collateral attack,

and other conserving principles of procedure.^^

§ 160. The Study of Procedure Is the Study of Govermnent.
—This is the estabUshment of Eome, the Norman, the English,

the federal and best state decisions. We repeat that the state

—

the crown—the government—is the silent third party in pro-

cedure ; the peremptory mandates of this silent third party are

vindicated by the rules of the general demurrer, the motion in

arrest of judgment, and by collateral attack. The interests of

this silent third party are safeguarded by the mandatory record,

which must be substantially sufficient. This is the '

' substance '

'

so often referred to in tests of the general demurrer and its

auxiliaries, the motion in arrest, etc. This record often has

applied to it the maxim, Quod ah initio non valet intractu tem-

poris non convalescit (What is void in the beginning can not be

cured by waiver or lapse of time). This is a very instructive

maxim, and should be considered in relation to the above

matters.

§ 161. The Estoppels Pervade the Entire Law.—Estoppel of

record

—

res adjudicata—former jeopardy—depend upon respect

for the trilogy of procedure, and especially the corollary thereof,

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by

the right record. "^^ The rules of res adjudicata are but rules

of procedure (evidence, pleading and- practice). One of the

most widely cited cases upon the subject is the Duchess of King-

34_Windsor, L.C. 1, Campbell, L.C. 2, Bristow, L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Eud.

35—§ I 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.

36_See §§ 171-200, 1 Gr. & End., also 4 id.
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ston's Case, L.C. 76, 3 Gr. & Eud. Estoppel arises from maxims

of the civil law.*^

Departures, variances and such errors are opposed to the

rules of res adjudicata, which arise from principles of the pre-

scriptive constitution, such as, Interest reipuhlicce ut sit finis

litium (It is for the interest of the public that there be an end

of litigation) ; Nemo debet bis vexari pro una et eadem causa

(No one ought to be twice vexed for the same cause).

§ 162. A Recovery Must Follow Allegations and Proofs, or,

as otherwise expressed from antiquity, "secundum allegata et

probata." Herefrom arises the rule of evidence, of pleading

and of practice, which is thus expressed, "The evidence must

correspond with the allegations and be confined to the point in

issue." It is the allegations that determine the relevancy of

evidence. Incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial evidence,

when viewed from the allegations, means inadmissible evidence

;

such evidence is not admissible with Consensus tollit errorem,

the maxim relating to two parties, as already explained. Ee-

spect for the allegation and the authority—^jurisdiction—^it con-

fers upon a court involves the trilogy of procedure, and this

involves the state as a silent party. Thus we have three parties

involved. Eelating to these, two cannot consent or stipulate

away the rights of the third. The attempt to do so is void from
the beginning. Quod ab initio non valet intractu temporis non
convalescit. Consequently the rule is that evidence not author-

ized by the allegations cannot be juridically considered; there-

fore there need be neither objection nor exception to it.**

But it is due to say that in some courts there are confused and
hazy expressions as to the weight due irrelevant evidence.**

Conceding that allegations are a necessity, then it logically

follows that the recovery must be secundum allegata et probata.
Consequently this maxim is a cognate of the trilogy of proce-

dure, of which another maxim is, Frustra probatur quod pro-

batum non relevat, upon which depends the administration of
the laws in a constitutionalism. These principles are not sec-

37—Horn v. Cole, 2 Gr. & Eud.
38—Shutte V. Thompson, L.C. 291, 3 Gr. & Eud.
39—See Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.: Cape GEE 222

Mo. 461, 486-487; §§ 47, 68, 119, ante.
,

fc «. iJ. «., ^^
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ondary to any expressly mentioned in great charters and

written constitutions. They are primal. Where the trilogy of

procedure is not understood and vindicated there results a

wreck of principles and a climax of absurdities.

Vno absurdo onto infinita sequuntur (If one absurdity is allowed an infinity

follows).





CHAPTEE VII

(§§ 163-189)

VEEBA FOETIUS ACCIPIUNTUE CONTEA PEOFEE-
ENTEM : Every presumptioii is against a pleader ; or,

Every presumptioii is against the composer of a docu-

ment or collocation of words.

This inazim is often abbreviated thus: Verba fortius; Fortius

proferentem, also Contra proferentem. For obvious reasons Verba
fortius is preferred.

Where its philosophy is lost the law is lost.

The study of procedure is a study of government.

Cognate Maxims:

'Ambiguum placitnm interpretari dehet contra proferentem: An ambiguous plea

ought to be interpreted against the party pleading it. Story's Eq. PI. 665;

2 Smith's Lead. Cas. 1450, 8th ed.; notes to Eushton, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.

;

Bro Max. 601; TJ. S. v. Linn, 1 How. (U. S.) 104; 48 L. E. A. 177; 1 Danl.

Chan. PI. 612; Lea, L.C. 303, Gr. & Eud.; Pain, L.C. 107, id.; Dickson v. Cole

(Wis.) L.C. 34 id., cases (Denials must be conscientious, clear, positive and

certain'- if ambiguous or repugnant they stand as admissions of record).

Jmbigua r'esponsio contra proferentem est accipienda: An ambiguous answer

is to be taken against the party who offers it. Contra: Halboner, 32 Colo.

51 (General denial favored over special. See BicTcson v. Cole, L.C. 34, 3

Gr. & Eud.)

tlognate Cases:

Pnglish Cases: Dovaston v. Fayne, Sm. L.C; L.C 217, 3 Gr. & Eud
;
Colhurn v.

Patmore 4 Tvrh. 677, 1 C. M. & E. 73, stated 1 Sm. L.C. 170, 8th ed. notes to

Lampleigh; Bushton v. Aspinall, L.C. 5, id.; Fain, L.C. 107 id. (Eepugnant

allerations are void); Williams v. Flight, 5 Beavan, 41, 49 Eng. Eeprint 442

(Ee°spondent may adopt either statement) ;
Benson, id. 546, 49 Eng. Eeprint

690- Mitf PI 48- 1 Danl. Chan. Prac. 612 (Applies to answers; also in

eaui'tv)- Ellis' V. Colman, 25 Beavan, 662, 53 Eng. Eeprint 790 (Equity);

ZlZin V. Edwards, is'c. B. 399, 84 E. C. ^J--,fea, Steph. PI 378;

Bro Max 601, 602; K. v. Wheatley, 2 Burr, 1125, 97 Eng. Eeprint 746,

T c' 19 3 Gr & Eud • B. v. Mills, 4 Gr. & Eud. (Innocence presumed);

Avery v Eool'e, 2 Cowp. 825, 98 Eng. Eeprint 1383 (Verdict will cure am-

realfc'c^e^'^' "r?.* r'fiS^'fSw. 104; Stephen v. Beall, 22 Wall. 239

(Eaui?v)-' every pleader is presumed to state his case as favorably to him

as he is abllto do); 190 U^ S. 540-546: 192 TJ. S. U9; Barr,sonv. mxon

9 Pet 483. 535, cited 195 U. S. 133 (What is not alleged cannot te proved

a+„ -Pn PI 28- Frustra proiatur) ; Lawrence v. McCalmont, 2 How. (TJ. b.)

I9fi. 7t' S V Biogs, 211 TJ. S. 507, 522, 523 (Indictment must be certain);

^ i ^' rrJishaT-LC. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.: Thomas v. Board, L.C. 10a, 3 Gr.

&-Eud • Warner I. Turner, i.C. US, id.; V. 8. v. Biggs, 211 U. 8. 507, 522-

135
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523; Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522, 526-527; Doremus v. Boot, 94 Fed. 760,

cases.

Liberal construction; limits of. Dobson v. Campbell, 1 Sumner, 319; eases, L.C.

232o, 3 Gr. & Eud.; quoted And. Steph. PI. 230: cases; 1 Gr. Ev. 19; Bro.

Max. 601, 602; Potter, 203 111. 592, 96 Am. St. 322 (a marriage presumed

in favor of a widow claiming an estate in probate) ; Bamond v. Dod, Cro.

Car. 6, 79 Eng. Reprint 609, cited Steph. PI.; Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12o, 3 Gr.

& Eud.; also 4 id.; Theory of the Case id.; B. v. Goldsmith, L.C. 20, 3 id.;

McKown, 77 Mo. 463; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342; Speer v. Skinner, 35 HI. 282

(A bond to the sheriff available to the coroner by intendment) ; Holme v.

Lucas, Hobart, 5, 79 Eng. Eeprint, 610 (Verdict cures omission of allega-

tion; contra, Foster, 2 Cro. Car. 31, 79 Eng. Eeprint 631; no aider by verdict).

Liberal construction bounded by the trilogy of procedure and its policies. C. 4"

A. B. B. V. Clausen, 173 111. 100, 103; C, B. I. # P. B. B. v. P., 217 111. 164;
Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373-374; Boper v. Clay, 18 Mo. 383, 59 Am. Dec. 314;
Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167; Davis, 27 Mo. 600 (instructive case); Welch,

28 Mo. 30; Eraser, 32 Mo. 461; Becklenberg, 232 111. 120 (overruling

Peeples, 19 III. 269; Parker, 61 111. 369); Bush, 101 Mo. 486; Bates v. BulMey
(111.), L.C. 225, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Illinois: Halligan, 15 111. 558; Becklenberg, 232 111. 120 (admission of jurisdic-

tional facts; are strictly construed); McArthur v. Howett, 72 lU. 358, 359,

L.C. 99, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Daeey v. P., 116 111. 555, 6 Am. Crim. Eep. 46; P. v.

Turner, L.C. 252, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Commitment for crime is presumed to bo
for misfortune unless the crime is described); Chicago v. P., 215 lU. 235;
Davenport v. Farrar, L.C. 2c, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Hitchcock v. Haight, L.C. 12,

id. (Motions in arrest, repleaders, distinctions.)

Missouri: Alleging one was treasurer on December 6, 1841, and also on July 2,

1844, does not aver that the incumbent was in ofBce from 1841 to 1844,
and that while so in office he did acts for which his sureties are liable. Mar-
shall V. Platte Co. (1848), 12 j\Io. 93, citing 1 Chit. PI. 707; Biddle, 13 Mo.
532 (first code case). Continuous insolvency is presumed from an allegation

that one was insolvent when a note matured. Mullen, 12 Mo. 307, 309; Dodd-
ridge, 222 Mo. 142, 154-155; Davis v. By., 126 Mo. 69, cited and approved
McQuitty, 218 Mo. 586, 591; see Continuity, 2 Gr. & Eud.

Charging one for services rendered a third person will be aided by the presump-
tion that the third person is defendant's child or servant. Wing, 15 Mo.
174 (code) ; Boper v. Clay, 18 Mo. 382, 59 Am. Dec. 314 (bad on demurrer
but good after verdict).

Claimant of money paid under color of process must negative every presump-
tion in favor of the proceedings. Funkhouser, 17 Mo. 225 (code) ; Mallinck-
rodt, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Eepugnant pleadings are void. Pain, L.C. 107, 3 Gr. & Eud.; McKee, 6 Mo.
Ap. 416; Needinberger, 11 Mo. 359.

Code Cases: Biddle v. Boyce (1850), 13 Mo. 532 (first code case); Eno v. Wood-
worth, 4 N. Y. 249, 53 Am. Dec. 370 (Language of common counts as con-
clusions; query); Allen v. Patterson (1852), 7 N. Y. 472, 57 Am. Dec. 542-

550 (common counts sufficient); cites and quotes Chitty's PI. and its expo-
sition of Verba fortius. Contra: Bowen v. Emerson (1869), 3 Oreg. 452;
Hinton's Code Cases, 8; Van Cleaf, 118 N. Y. 549, L.C. 17, 3 Gr. & Eud.;
Clark V. Dillon, 97 N. Y. 370 (Facts, not conclusions, must be pleaded);
Mallinckrodt, 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud., cases; Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167; Han-
son, 215 Mo. 257, 277: cases; Jaccard, 32 Mo. 188, 190 (Legal conclusions
bad after general demurrer) ; Cantwell, 199 Mo. 42 ; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342,
373-374 ("Our statute requirements"); Hall v. Benderson, 126 Ala. 449, 85
Am. St. 53, n.; De Euiter, 28 Ind. Ap. 9, 91 Am. St. 107; Emerson v. Nash
(Wis.), 2 Gr. & Eud.; Miller v. Bayer, 94 Wis. 123; Ban v.B. B., 95 Wis. 69.

Florida: Berrin v. Brown, 44 Fla. 782, 103 Am St. 182 (code) ; Clem, L.C. 2c, 3
Gr. & Eud., cases; Atlantic Co., 52 Fla., 165.

§ 164. What Is Not Alleged Is Presumed Not to Exist.—
This rule is enforced for reasons of public policy ; it is one of the

state's rules. To illustrate: An indictment for rape must
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charge that it was against the consent of the prosecutrix ; other-
wise her consent is presumed.*'*

If the appellant had all presumptions in his favor, then no
judgment or decree would pass the appellate court; these appel-
late courts would reverse all judgments. But they do not, and
for the reason that no ground for reversal will be presumed to
exist before it is made juridically to appear. De non apparenti-
bus. Accordingly results the rule that the statutory record
must affirmatively show that it contains "all the evidence that
was produced at the trial." The omission of this statement
has proved fatal to numberless appeals.*^

§ 165. Outline Introduction of a Great Principle.—History
has its great empires, characters and events; astronomy its

great stars, suns and planets; geography its great continents,

oceans, mountains and rivers. All agree that the great land-

marks of a science should be introduced at the beginning and
not at the end. As it is with other studies, so it is with the law.

The law has its great, universal, immutable principles, and
these can be found, expressed and taught in any and in all ages.

Each leading subject of the law has its few leading principles

;

and there are principles that lie at the base of these subjects

and pervade every part of the law. Such principles should be

sought, expressed, made tangible for every occasion, and be so

explicated that they will disclose their prominence and utility.

Such a statement and such treatment of principles should be

from the roots, from the grounds and rudiments of law.

What is meant by these observations will be fully disclosed

by the exposition of the principal maxim of this discussion. It

is one of the greatest canons of the law. It and its cognates in-

fluence the entire administration of the laws ; therefore they are

necessities, as will be demonstrated by the following elaboration

and illustration.

§ 166. Verba Fortius Cannot Be Elucidated Irrelatively From
Othbb Geeat Canons.—Great principles interweave and inter-

lace. The law is an entirety; demonstration of this fact is a

needed lesson, and here it will be given. Indeed, this lesson is

40_S. V. Marsh, 134 N.C. 184, 64 L. E. A. 179-195, ext. n. (Morality is

•preBumed, iDut Verba fortius is a stronger presumption.)

41—Bates, L.C. 225, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Hughes, 5 Mo. 110; Foster, 4 Mo. 18-23;

Crane 7 Mo. 285: Cases; Cannon, 13 Mo. 421.
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afforded by a study of tlie trilogy of procedure, of wliicli the

above principal maxim is one. In every way we are seekmg to

impress this trilogy, and therefore it is oft repeated and made

prominent,

§ 167. The Trilogy of Procedure Is:

1. Be non appareniibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio: A fact not made
juridically to appear is presumed not to exist. (See cases cited in relation

to Appellate Procedure, Bes Adjudicata and Kemoval of Causes, post.)

2. Frustra prohatur quod probatum non relevat: Evidence without allegations

is unavailing. (See observations of the General Demurrer, the Motion in

Arrest, Non obstante veredicto, Eepleader and Collateral Attack.

3. Veria fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem, which is the principal maxim of

this discussion.

§ 168. The Trilogy of Liberal Construction Is Involved in the

Discussion-.—This trilogy next follows

:

1. Consensus tollit errorem : Consent to formal error obviates its effect.

2. Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All acts are presumed rightly,

regularly and validly done.

3. Ut res magis valeat quam pereat: It is better to conserve than to destroy.

In this discussion the various canons of these trilogies will

appear from varying standpoints as correlatives, reciprocals

and interactions, not only with each other, but also with the

conserving principles of procedure, which are enumerated and

defined in Chapter V, 1 Gr. & Eud.

All of these matters should be connectedly considered. There

will then appear the necessity for new definitions of the manda-

tory and the statutory records, of pleadings, and a suggestive

expression of the greatest rule of evidence. By this discussion

we seek to introduce and well impress a principle which should

be familiar to every lawyer—a principle that has but one excep-

tion in its operation—and that is the petition and the grant of

the government, which is not construed against it for the reason

that it is presumed that the grantee thereof prepared and pre-

sented the document to which he obtained the signature of the

government.

Sovereignty—the state—is favored by construction. Conse-

quently its grants and petitions are not construed against it.

And the government is safeguarded by other rules of construc-

tion to which reference will be made. The philosophy involved

deserves special attention, for in many states the philosophy
has been lost in haze and confusion. Eelating to this, impor-
tant observations are made in the sections which next follow.
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§ 169. Disregard of the Principal Maxim Leads to the Coram
NoN JuDiCE Pboceeding.—The judgment being a contract—the

contract of record—to which the state is a party, the latter has
its contract rights; for the consummation and establishment

of a judgment contract the state prescribes mandates which
must be evinced according to

:

*'What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

Matters not so evinced are conclusively presumed not to

exist. Where the right record is required and it is absent or

defective, then there applies to the claimant thereunder Verba
fortius. This is well illustrated in pleading and proving the

defence of res adjudicata. This is a plea of former adjudication

arising from the principle, Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium

(It is for the public welfare that there be an end to litigation).

Still, estoppels are odious and are strictly taken; therefore the

rule is what is not good in substance and is furthermore not

properly evinced by the right record is presumed not to exist.

An authority must be pleaded, and with precision and certainty.

"The pleadings must show authority," is the language of the

rule; the officer must set out in hcec verba his process.*^ One
claiming rights under the judgment must additionally set the

judgment out.** When a judgment is relied upon to support

a title founded thereon, or an estoppel, then the judgment and

the record supporting it must be pleaded, for an authority must

be pleaded, or, in other words, "the pleadings must show

authority."**

§ 169a. Every Presumption Is Against the Exercise of Official

AuTHOEiTT Until the Eight fob Its Exekcise Afpiemativbly

Appeabs.—In case of an inferior court, the jurisdictional facts

constitute the authority, and these must aifirmatively appear

upon the face of the judgment record.*^ In case of a judgment

from a superior court, if the judgment is sufficient upon its face,

the record conferring jurisdiction of the person and of the par-

ticular matter will be sought and examined; for which pur-

42—Britton v. Cole, Carth. 443, 5 Mod. 109, Skin, 617, 90 Eng. Eeprint, 856;

1 Salk. 408, 90 Eng. Eeprint, 596, cited Steph. PI. 331; J 'Anson v. Stuart, L.C.

91, 3 Gr. & Eud; Savacool v. Boughten, L.C. 164, id.

43—Steph. PI. 331 ; 90 Eng. Beprint, 596, 856, supra.

44—Eule VI, Steph. PI., pp. 329-333.

45—Crepps v. Durden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud. et seq.
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pose the files, the pleadings and other documents are resorted

to. Throughout this examination the trilogy of procedure

attends, also its corollaries:

1. "Wha't ought to te of record must be proved by record and by the right

record";
2. "Plead,ings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a

subject-matter to adjudicate it."

Herein are requirements of the state, the silent third party,

and for it the trilogy of procedure stands and safeguards the

interests of the state. The document which will not stand the

test of this trilogy is declared bad in substance, and this ren-

ders the proceedings coram non judice; upon such defects there

attach the operations of the general demurrer, the motion in

arrest, the motion non obstante veredicto, or the order of a re-

pleader, and collateral attack. Debile fundamentum fallit

opus.^^

§ 170. The Trilogy of Procedure Is Incompatible With Fluc-

TUATiNG ExjLEs OF CoNSTKucTioK.—This trio of rules is for the

state or government, and depends on a certain and invariable

standard for certainty, in all cases and in all matters alike. The

three degrees of certainty, extendedly discussed in works on

evidence, pleading and practice, are incompatible with the

operation of Verba fortius and its cognates. There are and can

be no such three degrees. A document is either certain or un-

certain. The mind cannot form an intelligent conception of such

confusing terms as these "degrees": First, "certainty to a

common intent '

'
; second, '

' certainty to a certain intent in gen-

eral"; and third, "certainty to a certain intent in every

particular. '

' We must stop trying to build the law upon quick-

sands. These facts will indicate the importance of a right com-

prehension of the principal maxim. It depends upon reasonable

certainty, which is in all cases alike. All records must be

certain.

§ 171. The Trilogy of Procedure Is Composed of Public

Policy Eules.—They are the safeguards of the government's
interests in judicial operations. The auxiliary means of en-

forcing the operation of this trilogy are the general demurrer,
the motion in arrest, the motion non obstante veredicto, the ne-

cessity for a repleader, and finally but forever, objections upon

46—Steph. PI. 96-99. See Collateral Attack, 2 Gr. & Bud.
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collateral attack.*^ In the note are federal cases with which
every practitioner, should be familiar. These cases and cases
cited therewith in the Grounds and Rudiments of Law demon-
strate that the criminal case is not more strict in its requirements
than is the civil case.*^ Chitty, Stephen, Gould and their fol-

lowers quoted much from Coke, and set themselves down as
advocates of his three degrees of certainty. They had to find

some way of applying these fluctuating rules of pleading, of
construction and practice. And they did in two ways. One way
was to view the capital case most strictly, the lesser crime with
less strictness, and the civil case least strictly of all. By their

loose views and expressions they made the way for errorists

and empiricists to apply the trilogy of liberal construction

where that of strict construction should be adopted. Another

way of expressing the error was that there are three degrees of

fluctuating construction, and these are "before trial," "at trial"

and "after trial." Thus the cases show a classification depen-

dent on (1) the nature of the case, and (2) the stage of the

proceedings.*^ This is wrong. The stage of the proceeding

cannot cure fatal defects, and as to formal ones, the verdict

does not have to be reached to cure them. They are waived

forever when not taken advantage of at the proper time.

§ 172. Matter of Substance in the Right Record Essential.

—The coram judice proceeding is required by the government;

if substance is lacking, the record and all founded thereon will

fall. A judgment without the required substance in the right

record may be likened to the house built upon the sands, when

the rains descended and the floods came and the winds blew.

Debile fundamentum fallit opus. The mandatory record is

tested at one stage by the general demurrer, at another by the

defendant's motion in arrest of judgment, or by the plaintiff's

motion won obstante veredicto; or by the order of a repleader;

or by objections upon collateral attack. Here are five matters

of the utmost consequence to the practitioner which he should

47 See CoHateral Attack, 1 Gr. & Bud., also 2 id.; Windsor v. McVeigh, Ii.C.

1 Zid.- Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2, 3 id., et seq.; V. S. v. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3

id.- Slaeum v. Pomery, 4 id.; Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522, 526-527 (Marshall,

C J ) • Eushton V. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & End. (Mansfield).
' 4^1 Gr. Ev. 65; 2 id. 7; 3 id. 10; 196 TJ. S. 375, 395; Sto. Eq. PI. 10, 28,

665. See Story, 4 Gr. & End; Bes Adjudicata, 1 id., also 4 id.
'

49 gge Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & End.
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well comprehend. Herefrom will appear the importance of the

general demurrer, and why it is never waived, but may be raised

or renewed at any time, under one name or another; also the

reason of the rule that the general demurrer attaches to and

searches the substantial pleadings and fastens itself to the first

fault. He who made the first fatal mistake is charged with the

consequences. A response to a pleading lacking substance is

attended with no liability ; a bad pleading may be answered by
one no better. A demurrer to a bad answer is carried back to

a defective statement of the cause of action; here one in effect

demurs to his own pleading. Of course he may directly object

to his own pleading, and for the first time, in an appellate

court.'"

In relation to all of the above matters, the rule of construe-

tion is uniformly the same, and this rule is, Verba fortius accipi-

untur contra proferentem.^^ To these matters the trilogy of

liberal construction has no application ; where it is applied, there

the theory of the case is enthroned, and variances and depart-

ures must be countenanced. The rules forbidding these mat-

ters arise from the trilogy of procedure; and these forbidden

matters can arise and be fostered only from a misapprehension

of the necessities for the due administration of justice.*^

To illustrate: A bona fide purchaser is protected to the

extent he actually pays a consideration.'* Giving a negotiable

instrument is sufficient. Now, if a plea stated that a note was
given, omitting an averment that the note was negotiable, the

presumption would arise that the note was non-negotiable, and

that therefore there was no payment of a consideration, accord-

ing to the rule that it is presumed that a pleader states his cause

of action or his ground of defence in its very best aspect. There

is a difference between "a note" and "a negotiable note." By
averring the former the latter is excluded. Expressio unius est

exclusio alterius; what the pleader does not aver he is presumed
not to have. De non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem
est ratio (What is not juridically presented cannot be judicially

considered) ; and what is not alleged cannot be proved. Frustra

50—CampbeU v. Porter, luC 2, 3 Gr. & Eud.
51—Goldman v. Edwards, 18 C. B. 399, 84 E. C. L. E.; cited with contra cases.

Bro. Max. 601, 602; Steph. PI. 146.

52—Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522, 526-527.

53—Swift, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Bassett, L.C. 395, 3 id.; Le Xeve, L.C. 396 id
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probatur quod prohatum non relevat. Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat.
622; Sto. Eq. PI. 28. Presenting "a note" for tlie considera-

tion is not presenting "a negotiable promissory note"; unless

the pleading presents the material facts, it is bad in substance

and is incurable. Quod ab initio non valet intractu temporis

non convalescit.^* A case cannot be made better by proofs than

it is made by the pleader in his allegations. Jurisdiction of a

subject-matter is conferred by the pleadings and not by con-

sent.^^ A recovery must be secundum allegata et probata.

Frustra probatur.^^

§ 173. The Trilogy of Strict Construction Is the Govem-
ment's Test ; it is a fixed and standard test ; it is the same in all

cases, and at all stages, without "variableness or shadow of

turning."'^ It has numberless interactions with construction,

with collateral attack and its cognates already mentioned.

Upon it depend the conserving principles of procedure. Chapter

V, 1 Gr. & Eud. For all of these matters this trilogy is an irre-

ducible minimum, incapable of augmentation or diminution.

A North Star and its "pointers" shine on from age to age

to guide the traveller in the pathless desert, the mariner, the

astronomer, geographer, surveyor, architect and draftsman of

great dams, canals and edifices, and the jurisprudent has nothing

less to guide him, if he would but look, reason and reflect. The

condition which results when the maxims are abandoned ap-

pears from the inextricable tangle of decisions and texts of a

thousand books for each state and jurisdiction. See Preface,

Vol. 3, Gr. & Eud. In several American jurisdictions, so to

speak, one brick is laid according to a straight edge, and the

next is laid by a dog's hind leg. And so it is where the statu-

tory record is substituted for the mandatory record, and the

trilogy of liberal construction is substituted for the trilogy of

procedure or of strict construction. .Herefrom arises not one

Babel alone, but a Babel in every courthouse, and in every set

of supreme court reports, wherein is to be found the "late case,"

which for a moment, but a moment only, it is assumed will meet

the acceptance of a befogged and erratic profession. From these

54__Crocl£ett v. Lee, supra.

55 sto Eq. PI. 10; §47, ante.

56—Secombe v. Campbell, 18 Blatch. 108, 109, citing Boone v. Chiles, 10 Pet.

177; 2 Pom. Eq. 746-751.

57_Golclman v. Edwards, supra.
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facts the provincial lawyer can see that he has been led into a

jungle of bewilderment.

Attempts to incorporate three degrees of certainty, and fluc-

tuating construction, dependent on the stage of proceedings,

have resulted in substituting the trilogy of liberal construction

for the trilogy of strict construction. Thus the state as a silent

third party is eliminated, with all of the so-called "technicali-

ties." Consequently, the consent of the parties named upon

the record is what is looked after-, and is gathered from any-

where, or nowhere, as best suits the antipathies or affections of

courts. This is manifest from numberless cases.®*

The prescriptive constitution is the fundamental law of all

ages. Disregarding its principles is like directing a ship with-

out star, compass, or sextant. And this is now the attempt in

several American jurisdictions; and as a result American law

has struck upon hidden rocks, whereon its harmony and sym-

metry are distorted and beaten until it presents a shapeless

wreck of perversions and perplexities. Its literature is now an
overtoppling bulk of unwieldy outputs of commercialism. Thus
the philosophy of the law is lost, and when this is lost the law
is lost. The law without its philosophy is hateful and fore-

boding, and when so, it is a menace to the welfare and perpetuity

of government.

§ 174. Jurisdictional Requirements Must Affirmatively Ap-
PEAB IN THE ElGHT DOCUMENT AND EeCOED. Public policy the

government—requires compliance with fundamental law, also

that this compliance be evinced by the right record. This com-
pliance and attestation are essential for the coram judice pro-
ceeding, which the government demands as a third party to the

judgment contract. The consent of the parties named upon
the record, dispensing with fundamental requirements, will not
be respected by the gover.nment. Res inter alios acta alteri

nocere non debet (A transaction between two ought not to oper-
ate to the disadvantage of a third). Consequently the govern-
ment may open the record at any stage from the general de-
murrer to collateral attack inclusive, and pronounce the
proceedings coram non judice. Logically the same rule of con-
struction attends throughout, in judging the general demurrer^

58—See title Illinois, 2 Gr. & Eud. ; also Missouri, 4 id.
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the motion in arrest, non obstante veredicto, repleader and col-
lateral attack; and Verba fortius applies throughout, without
fluctuation, augmentation or diminution, to all of these matters
alike. What the pleader has not alleged he has not. This is

the necessary and universal rule. Illustrations of these conclu-
sions are deducible from Rushfon v. Aspinall, Dovaston v. Payne
and U. S. v. Cruihshanh?^

§ 175. Formal or Waivable Matters Are of Concern to the
Pabties Named on the Eecped.—These must be presented by
the statutory record, which is strictly construed against the
appellant, or against the one who assigns error and seeks a
reversal of the judgment, for matter presented by the statutory
record. The matter hereof depends on proper objection, excep-
tion, motion for new trial, assignment of errors, and argument
of these errors. To all of these the principle expressed in
Consensus tollit errorem is applied. The matter of the statu-

tory record is of no concern to the state ; it concerns only and
personally the appellant, who will be held to have waived formal
error unless he has preserved and presented it with precision.

Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium (It is to the welfare of the

public that there be an end to litigation).^°

Verba fortius applies with strictness to an appellant and his

rights to a reversal for matter shown upon the statutory record

;

he is governed by exact and precise rules. There is ever applied

to him, Expressio unius est exclusio alterius (The express men-

tion of one thing is to the exclusion of all others). Hereto

applies the trilogy of liberal construction in behalf of the

appellee.^ ^

The trilogy of procedure or of strict construction applies to

the mandatory record, for and on behalf of the state; but the

trilogy of liberal construction applies to the statutory record, the

matter whereof concerns two parties only, the plaintiff and de-

fendant in the action. The state may speak to test the sufficiency

of the record ; for the state the amicus curia may speak. What
he may speak of is never waived. Of course either party to the

59—L.C. 5, 217 and 232, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Sto. Eq. PI., § 10; see Story, i
Gr. & Eud.

60—II 53, 103, 1 6r. & Bud.; also L.C. 290a-299, 3 id.

61—II 53, 1 Gr. & End.; Mailers, 170 111. 434; Bates, L.C. 225, 3 Gr. & Bud.;

Lane 11 Mo. 408; Dickey, 6 Mo. 186; Gale, Id. 253; Crane, 7 Mo. 285; iTul-vyeider,

216 Mo. 582, 591; Ins. Co., L.C. 157, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Apache, 177 U. S. 538.
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record may speak; indeed, to the coram non judice proceeding,

anyone—the entire public—the whole world, may speak, and

object to it at all stages, times and places. The coram non

judice proceeding is no estoppel ; for the first rule of res adjudi-

cata is, that the proceedings must be coram judice. In theory it

is the state which may make this objection, without regard to

the relations, wishes or consent of either party named upon

the record. Quod ah initio non valet intractu temporis non con-

valescit. But the appellant in the statutory record is governed

by entirely different rules ; for he must make his objections and

his exceptions to error, and keep his exceptions good by artful

and precise practice. From the strictness with which the state

thus treats the statutory record it may be perceived that the law

does not favor technicalities, but, on the contrary, the law

favors a disposition of causes upon their merits,®^ and there-

fore is desirous of upholding the judgment of the trial court, if

only it appears that the state's requirements have been met in

the mandatory record.

The objections which the state as a third party may make to

a judgment contract, an appellant also may make, and exactly as

the state may. But the appellant faces the liberal rules of con-

struction, when he opens the statutory record to show material

error for a reversal.

In the foregoing matters much may be found for the con-

sideration of the practitioner, who should read in connection

with the above the discussion introducing the conserving prin-

ciples of procedure in Volume 1 of the Grounds and Rudiments

of Law.

§ 176. Codes, Practice Acts and Statutes of Amendments and
Jeofails Vainly Deny Vekba Fortius.—The high, stern and
oft-repeated commands to apply the canons of liberal construc-

tion to the concerns of the state have been useless and unavail-

ing.®^ Courts do not make law ; denying the law is not making
law, but is the reverse. From the library can be picked enough
matter to fill long rows of books, all denying the principle in

Verba fortius. No great principle has been more bitterly

assailed and savagely hewn and scaled than has been that prin-

62^§§ 53, 103, 1 6r. & Eud.
63—See Illinois, 2 Gr. & Bud.; Missouri, 4 id.
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ciple
; and now, after all, has the law been changed? Have legis-

latures and courts changed the law in a single state? And fur-

ther, can the principle in Verba fortius be changed? If it could
be, it would be in both Illinois and Missouri. But in both of

these states more can be found sustaining this principle than can
be found denying it. Technicalities that are the safeguards of

the law are above the popular clamors for "substantial justice."

In the states last mentioned the code and the practice acts, or

the statute of amendments and jeofails are held to apply to

formal matters only. These statutes have not enlarged the,

operation of Consensus tollit errorem beyond its province in:

Eoman, Norman, English and federal law. We have stated the

strictness with which the statutory record is viewed and is dis-

posed of if possible to advance the principle in Interest

reipubliccB ut sit finis litium. To this old law the "new," the

"modern," and the "progressive" law has added nothing. This;

fact disposes of many slanders upon the code which have been

uttered and circulated by both courts and authors.

§ 177. Codes Do Not Abolish Fundamental Law, although

prominent courts and authors have thought otherwise, as will

appear by reference to the preface to Stephen's Pleadings,

Heard's edition, 1867. Therefrom we quote

:

"We shonld not omit to notice, in this connection, the discriminating fidelity with
Tfhich the Supreme Court of the United States have adhered to and admin-
istered the common law of Special Pleading. 'This system,' says Mr. Justice

Grier, in 1857, 'matured by the wisdom of ages, founded on principles of

truth and sound reason, has been ruthlessly abolished in many of our States,

who have rashly substituted in its place the suggestions of sciolists, who invent

new codes and systems of pleading to order. But this attempt to abolish all

species, and establish a single genus, is found to be beyond the power of

leoislative omnipotence. The result of these experiments, so far as they have

come to our knowledge, has been to destroy the certainty and simplicity of

aU pleadings, and introduce on the record an endless wrangle in writing, per-

plexing to the Court, delaying and impeding the administration of justice. "04

"And in 1861 the same learned judge remarked: ,
'It is no wrong or hardship

to suitors who come to the courts for a remedy, to be required to do it in the

mode established by the law. State legislatures' may substitute, by codes, the

whims of sciolists and inventors for the experience and wisdom of ages; but

the success of these experiments is not such as to allure the Court to follow

their example. 's" 'Whoever really understands the important objects of

Pleading,' said Lord Abinger, 'will always appreciate it as a most valuable

mode of furthering the administration of justice, though some cases are cal-

culated to create in the minds of persons unacquainted with the science but a

mean opinioa of its value.' "»•

64—McFanl t. Eamsey, 20 Howard, 525.

65—^Fami v. Tesson, 1 Black, 315.

66—Fraser v. Welch, 8 M. & W., 634.
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Under the titles Theory of the Case and Variance, in Grounds

and Rudiments of Law, Vol. 4, aTe quotations from noted

authors acclaiming the code as a new discovery and as the sup-

posed consummation of the immolation of the trilogy of proce-

dure. It can not be said that any of these authors viewed funda-

mental principles as did Justice Field in Green v. Palmer,^'' or

Judge Sherwood ia Mallinchrodt,'^^ or Judge Barclay in Rush
V. Brown.^^ Construing the code in the light of the trilogy of

procedure and its conserving principles will clearly disclose

the fact that the necessities of the administration of justice are

reafSrmed again and again by the code.

Verba fortius is applied m code cases as it is in the English

and federal courts, notwithstanding the doubts and limitations

expressed in Chitty's, Stephen's and Gould's Pleadings, and

other authors who do not understand immutable principles. It

is a maxim of universal application ; it applies to every colloca-

tion of words ; it is a principle of the prescriptive constitution.

But it is very apparent that organic law has not been compre-

hended by all courts and authors. The code language expressing

fundamental law is not understood by some ; it is not perceived

that a great principle may be clothed in varied expressions ; that

equity looks at substance and not form.

§ 178. Position and Importance of Fundamental Law.—From
opinions of courts, made and published to establish law, it is

opportune to observe that this end now appears a hopeless and

disheartening failure. For the fact is that any intelligent

retrospect forces every jurisprudent to confess that some domi-

nating cause or causes have submerged the, legal profession

with error, confusion and empiricism. To illustrate: Take

the question, Will a default be set aside to permit the pleading

of the statute of limitations? Generally throughout the stales

there will be found a great conflict of opinion upon this ques-

tion. And so it is with hundreds of questions. But attention is

called to the fact that this last question involves a philosophy

arising from Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium, which is not

taught nor understood. The relations of this maxim to the

statute of limitations and all dilatory, abatement, formal and

fi7—L.C. 90, 3 Gr. & Bud.
68—L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.
69—101 Mo. 58G; also in Davis. 126 Mo. G9, 75, 78.
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disfavored pleas are not so elucidated that it is comprelieiided,
that if a matter waivable in character is waived for an instant^
then it is waived forever, and that reasons of public policy
demand that there should be no restoration to a party of formal
or disfavored grounds which he has waived or abandoned. To
allow this would be to oppose the dictates of Interest reipublicce
ut sit finis litium, in furtherance of which the statute of limita-
tions was erected, and therefore it should never be construed to
nullify. the policies of that statute by setting aside defaults,
with all their delaying and ever-attending haggling conse-
quences. The opposing decisions on this point are nearly evenly
divided; so it is that looking to the weight of authority is an
ever-changing test and one which has never been at rest, and
which, if the future may be judged by the past, never will be.

Starting with Story's commendation of the purposes of the

statute in Bell v. Morrison (U. S.), it is frequently held that the

defence is one to be favored, and should be classed as a merito-

rious defence, although by so doing the purpose of the statute

is nullified. The philosophy of the law in this question is, that

the purpose of the statute is to serve Interest reipublicce, etc., by
cutting off litigation, whereas to permit it to be pleaded after

there has been a default, which has already stopped the litiga-

tion, would be to open the whole case to further litigation. This

is not considered in the cases allowing such a use of the statute.

Where the philosophy of the law is lost the law is lost.

So much where a little question is involved.

What have come to be the consequences of substituting the

trilogy of liberal construction for the trilogy of procedure we
choose to leave to the jurisprudent to consider and estimate.

From a glance it is perceivable that if Verba fortius and its

cognate maxims and illustrative cases are denied, then number-

less landmarks of the law are either removed or exposed to be

silted over by judicial opinion not founded on principle. And
this is what has happened where the trilogy of procedure and

its philosophy have been lost in equivocal discussions, in hazy

doubts and the counting of cases, in prevarications and professed

respects for empirical courts and authors. The discussion of

Verba fortius by Chitty, Stephen and Gould will well indicate

some of the causes that contribute to the decadence and even the
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degradation of the leading subject of the law, and the obscuring

of universal principles demanding clear, pronounced and posi-

tive exaltation and explication from every court and author.

And so they should be taught in schools.

Looking from what has happened, it is not only the right

but the duty of every lawyer to offer every possible suggestion

that may be useful for safeguarding the philosophy of proce-

dure, which includes necessities for the due administration of

the laws. The teaching that these necessities are outworn and

obsolete theories should be openly opposed and confuted. De^

nouncement of the familiar maxims which safeguard the stability

and certainty of law should not be overlooked in silence, much
less condoned, by the guardians of the greatest asset of

government.

Let every jurisprudent consider the trilogy of procedure, and

then determine if a legal education is rightly begun, much less

finished, without a right comprehension of those great and im-

mutable principles. In this discussion of Verba fortius we have

sought to present requisite data for the correct answer to the

last question.''"

§ 179. Appellate Procedure,' Presumptions In.—A court of

errors opens the mandatory record removed into it, and for

the state examines for the coram' judice proceeding. If this is

absent then the judgment is reversed without regard to the

wishes, the relations or the conduct of the parties named upon

the record. This review is by the court sua sponte.''^ This

review applies the tests of the general demurrer in all its

stages, and even includes collateral attack. The test of the

coram judice proceeding is always the same without regard to

degrees of certainty, or fluctuating rules of construction. For

the state or government the safeguards, and the rules therefor,

are the same. Appellate courts require records and certainty,

and for these there exist rules of reasonable certainty.

The statutory record presents formal or waivable matter. Its

establishment is governed by strict rules in order to confer

jurisdiction of its matters upon the appellate court. Through-

70—See Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud. ; also the Green Bag,
I'eb., 1910, and the mention of prominent names, also prominent in the Congress
of the Great Lawyers, St. Louis, 1904; the effusions herein are in contrast with
the references to the "jungle" in 1910.

71—Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.
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out all considerations of this record tlie principle in Interest
reipublicce ut sit finis litium attends. As to matters that are
formal and relate to the parties named upon the record only,
they may be waived, condoned or stipulated away as the parties
see fit. Here the state favors waiver, and the principle expressed
in Consensus tollit errorem and its cognate maxims of liberal

construction are constantly applied.

To safeguard against waiving formal rights requires apt and
precise knowledge, of making proper objections, and taking
like exceptions, making a motion for a new trial, assigning error
in the appellate court, and properly arguing the errors assigned.

If the matter of the statutory record is waived for an instant it

is waived forever. After waiver, the consenting party can
never be restored to his formal rights. To do this would be to

oppose Interest reipubliccs. It seems well to observe in this

connection that the above views of waiver apply to all waiv-

able and formal matters; if a party appears generally, then

he cannot limit the appearance, nor ever afterward object to

anything relating to the process or the service of process. If

one waives his right to plead the statute of limitations, he can-

not afterward plead it. This statute was enacted for peace and
repose, and in furtherance of Interest reipublicce, and so it must
be used; and therefore it must be promptly pleaded and relied

upon. Except as a plea of peace and repose it is not favored;

consequently it is only given one opportunity and that the one

the statute contemplates; such pleas ought not to be aided

by judicial grace ; waived and abandoned matters of a personal

nature will not be made harassing by intermittent policies.

Election as to waivable matter when once made is final and

conclusive.

But meritorious defences, such as challenge the "cause of

action," the state is interested in; this involves questions of

jurisdiction and the right to apply to a court for official aid.

All matters relating to these questions, courts are inclined to

favor, and may allow amendments of; also may set aside a

default to allow the presentation of.

Every presumption is against a pleader, if- he waives or

abandons formal or waivable matter ; but otherwise as to matter

essential for the coram judice proceeding, or to the merits of
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the '

' cause of action. '
' A defence to this arising from a statute

must be presented to serve the spirit of that statute, and not

so as to offend that spirit. Abstracts of record are judged by

Verba fortius;''^ and so it is with motions and pleadings involv-

ing formal matter.'^
^°-

§ 180. The Statutory Record May Be Waived, and it may be

waived in many ways. It must be properly constituted and be

filed at the right time, or it and all its matters are waived. The

policy of the law is to dispose of it by waiver if possible. Inter-

est reipublicce ut sit finis litium.''^

Verba fortius is strictly applied to it, and attaches to all mat-

ter not properly objected to, excepted to, properly presented

in a motion for a new trial, and this repeated in the assignment

of errors; each ground not argued is waived.'^* So it appears

that the statutory record depends upon a series of proceedings

and documents, without which that record is waived.

Many cases show that it is presumed that evidence was intro-

duced which does not appear in the record, unless it is stated in

the record that all the evidence introduced in the cause is pre-

sented in the record. The following cases will indicate the

importance of the rule involved.'^^

§ 181. Res Adjudicata Pleas; Presumptions.—Estoppels are

odious, and every presumption is agaiast them, until the right

to apply them affirmatively appears by the right record. For
estoppel of record the mandatory record only is to be considered.

This rule is merely a paraphrase of Verba fortius. Res adjudi-

cata pleas are judged by the same tests as is the mandatory
record in an appellate court of errors. The tests are for the

coram judice proceeding. That the proceeding must be coram
judice is the first rule of res adjudicata.''^

§ 182. Removal of Causes; Facts Must Appear With Cer-

TAiNTY.—There are certain causes that may be .removed from

72—Vandeventer t. GoSs, 4 Gr. & Eud.
72a—Kraner, L.C. 299, 3 Gr. & Eud.
73—§§ 53, 103, 1 Gr. & Bud.; L.C. 290a-299, 3 id.; Mailers, 170 111. 438.
74—Atlantic, 2 Gr. & Eud.
75—Bates, L.C. 225, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Dickey, 6 Mo. 126 (instructive case);

Gale, 6 Mo. 253 (Pacts must 'appear in the right record juridically preserved and
presented). S.P., Crane, 7 Mo. 285; cases, Magellan, 7 Mo. 4; Foster, 4 Mo. 18
(Word "whereupon" only includes the last matter mentioned); Hughes, 5 Mo.
UO; Williams, 5 Mo. 248, 255; Greenia, 14 Mo. 528. See Consensus tollit errorem.

76—See §§ 171a-200, 1 Gr. & Eud.; also 4 id.
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state to federal courts. These courts require certainty of the
facts upon which the removal depends; and these facts must
appear in the right record; the plaintiff's statement of his cause
must present the ground of removal. The applications and the
record showing cause for removal are tested strictly by the
trilogy of procedure.'^

' Every presumption is against a pleader.

If it is merely averred that he was a citizen of another state, it

will not be inferred that he was a citizen of another state when
the cause was commenced.'*

Dovaston v. Payne and the criminal case are not more strict

than are the requirements for certainty in removal of causes.

Grounds for removal, which in almost all cases depend on
diverse citizenship, must be stated with strictness and preci-

sion. Matters of which federal courts will take cognizance are

attended with many disappointments, as will appear from the

decisions. In cases removed from the highest court of a state

to the federal Supreme Court, when and how the character of

the federal question must be made to appear, discloses the fact

that organic guarantees, and grave jurisdictional defects are

sometimes viewed wholly as formal or waivable matters. In this

class of cases the trilogy of liberal construction is applied; all

is viewed as a personal and waivable matter between the parties

named upon the record. The coram non judice proceeding, the

general demurrer and all its cognates at various stages, to and

including collateral attack, are brought within the rule of aa

enlarged operation of Consensus tollit errorem, that practically

eliminates government as the third and silent party, as it is

recognized to be in cases originating in federal courts.''*

The mandatory record in federal courts presents its errors

without regard to objections, exceptions, and assignment of

errors.*"* And yet it is otherwise with the mandatory record from

the highest court of a state to the federal Supreme Court. "Whv

should this be so? Every presumption is against an appellant

in this class of cases, even when the record is coram non judice,

77_t)oremns v. Boot, 94 Fed. 760; Walker v. Collins, 167 U. S. 57, 60; Little

V. Giles, 118 TJ. S. 596; Jackson v. Aahton, 11 Pet. 93 (Allegations in caption

™^"
yg^lxhomas V. Board, 195 TJ. S. 207, L.C. 10a, 3 Gr. & Bud ; Doremus v. Boot,

/p-L-Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Perez v. Fernandez, L.C. 2e id.; see Fed-

eral Ouention, 2 id. „ „ „ ,

80_-Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Bud.
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It may be said that this class of cases is viewed from a theory-

of-the-case standpoint. There is no class of cases surrounded

with more subtlety, technicality and refinement. "When and how

a party shall begin to take his exceptions to the action of the

state court is the burden of many decisions. From them all

it is difficult to state a general rule; the letter of the constitu-

tion, the precise word of the statute, and the particular case and

the "late" case construing the letter and the word, are the

necessary equipment in federal practice,- Broad, maximized

rules are not so much sought or respected; it is rather a case

system practice. The attempt to make way for dual governments

in procedure adds greatly to the responsibilities and anxieties

of practitioners. The day when all will admit that the establish-

ment is beyond human capacity cannot long be deferred.

Eeference is made to the federal cases above cited to sup-

port the trilogy of procedure in the federal courts.

§ 183. Verba Fortius Is Related to Important Rixles.

Among these are

:

Favorabiliores rei potius quam adores habentur: Defend-

ants are rather to be favored than plaintiffs.

Adore non probante reus absolvitur: If the plaintiff does

not prove his case the defendant is absolved ; or, in other words

:

Semper prcesumitur pro negante: The presumption is in

favor of him who denies ; or, in pther words

:

Adori incumbit onus probandi: The burden of proof lies on

the plaintiff ; or, in other words

:

The burden of proof depends on him who holds the

affirmative.

The principal maxim and its cognates are the datum posts of

numberless rules, discussions and cases.^^

The above principles are from the prescriptive constitution,

the organic law of antiquity, and they are the necessities of a
constitutionalism, of governments that are accusatory and not
inquisitorial and confiscatory.®*

Due process of law arises from the trilogy of procedure
and its conserving principles.**

81—Bonnell, L.C. 185, 3'Gr. & Eud.
82—Hale v. Henkel, 201 V. S. 43.

83—§§ 83-124, 1 Gr. & Kud.; see Audi alteram partem, 2 id.: Windsor t
McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 id.
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The consequences of wabbling views and fluctuating con-
struction of a universal canon of interpretation is manifest from
the Supreme Court reports of several states.®*

The discussions of the general demurrer and its cognates, the
motion in arrest, also non obstante veredicto, the repleader,
objections upon collateral attack, and the mandatory record,
already referred to, are inseparably connected with many view-
points from Verba fortius. Herefrom it appears as a Mount
Everest among the orient peaks.

§ 184. Conclusions of Law Not Sufficient Allegations.—Facts
must be pleaded, and when they are not, then every presmnp-
tion is against a pleader. The pleading that is obnoxious to the

general demurrer is not sufficient at later stages of the proceed-

ings ; it will not support a judgment.®^ The facts constituting a

cause of action must appear with certainty. The pleading that

does not satisfy the requirements of the trilogy of procedure is

vulnerable to a general demurrer, with all of the consequences

above indicated. That "he is a pestilent fellow," and "a
preacher of sedition," are conclusions of law, and described no

crime known to the laws of Eome, against Saint Paul. Centuries

later Mansfield decided the same thing in B. v. Wheatley,^'^ and

similarly it was decided in U. 8. v. Cruikshank.^'' The facts con-

stituting a cause of action must affirmatively appear in the right

record; the facts constituting a crime must appear; the facts

showing fraud must appear with certainty. General allegations

are insufficient. No one is held to answer a supposed wrong
until it is sufficiently charged. Evil is not presumed ; no one is

presumed to be a wrongdoer before the allegations are made,

and if these are denied, then until proof of these allegations

is made. These conclusions arise from the trilogy of procedure

;

in the light of this all pleadings and all records should be read

and construed. Many cases can be found and cited in opposi-

tion to that trilogy, but such cases manifestly violate funda-

mental law.

84—See Illinois; Misgonri, 2 & 4 6r. & Eud.

85l_U. S. V. CniikBhank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Mallinckrpdt, L.C. 12a, id.;

Hopper, L.C. 4, id.

86—L.C. 19, 3 Gr. & Eud.

87—L.C. 232, id., Hanford v. Davies, 163 TT. S. 273, L.C. 86, 3 Gr. & Eud.;

Howard v. S., L.C. 166, 3 Gr. & Bud., cases (Conclusions of law void); J 'Anson

V. Stuart, Smith's Lead. Cas., 8tli ed.
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§ 185. The Allegation, the Admission, the Denial and the

Issue Aee All Oovekned by the Tkilogy oe Procedure.—Re-

quirements for the certain allegation have already been suffi-

ciently stated. The pleader may admit an allegation either

expressly or impliedly, and either way is equally effective.

Facts admitted are conclusively presumed to be true in the.

action in which they are made; and between the same parties

they are an estoppel in all collateral suits.** On principle, an

admission in one relation is admissible in other relations. If

one is called upon to deny a fact, but instead admits it as true,

he makes evidence against himself by such admission, upon the

principle, Allegans contraria non.est audiendus (He who alleges

contradictory things shall not be heard). Eelating to the ad-

mission and the denial there is a wilderness of discussion.*^ In

the discussions relating to these matters, fundamental prin-

ciples have been given practically no consideration ; little or no

attention has been given the trilogy of procedure, or necessity,

or public policy, or morality, or convenience or reason. This

conclusion will find support from the pages last cited. Such is

the result of disregarding fundamental law, the principles of

the prescriptive constitution.

§ 186. Conclusions of Law and of Fact Cannot Be Defined by

Hard, Sharp Lines.—^Defining these matters is like defining de-

partures, variances, and failure of proof as distinctive matters

;

or Coke's three degrees of certainty, or Chitty's three species

of aider. A record must have reasonable certainty ; now, what is

reasonable certainty will depend upon the nature of the case,

what are the jurisdictional facts of that case or that "cause of

action," and where these facts must appear. Illustrations of

these conclusions will be found in requirements for pleadings

in cases of equitable exceptions to the statute of frauds f° also in

res adjudicata, and in justification pleas; also in indictments

for perjury, bribery and forgery. In all these cases reasonable

certainty is required, and in all of them certainty is indispen-

sable. If a document or contract is sued on directly, greater

certainty would be required than where its contents arose in a

88—Outram v. Morewood, L.C. 25, 3 Gr. & Hud. ; Cromwell v. County of Sac,
L.C. 26, id.

J .

89—Seattle Bank v. Jones, 48 L. E. A. 177-210, L. C. 36, 3 Gr. & Eud.
90—Lester v. Foxeroft, L.C. 341, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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CGll'ateral ^vay. If an ex -parte iujunction is asked, then the
evidence may be pleaded.

§ 187. Prolixity Is to Be Avoided.— Consequently one may
plead a document in a general way and according to its legal
effect, and not in hcec verba. But pleading by legal effect is a
conclusion of law, or of fact, this distinction depending on the
way the question arises. Phases of these questions show that

they interweave or interlace, so that they resist precise and
accurate definition. Questions involving the conclusion of law
and of fact are individualistic. This is illustrated in cases like

Moore v. C.^^ They must be viewed from the nature of the case,

the trilogy of procedure, and its conserving principles.

Conclusions, when so employed as to make a pleading am-
biguous or uncertain, subject it to the operation of the general

demurrer and all of its consequences. This brings it within

the operation of the maxim Verba fortius. General expressions

are uncertain expressions. Jurisdictional facts should be cer-

tain, direct, positive, and so stated as to exclude the operation

of Verba fortius; but more general expressions may be employed

in alleging collateral and res gestce matters. Concordare leges

legibus est optimus interpretandi modus.

§ 188. Contracts Are Construed by Verba Fortius.—Deeds

and simple contracts are subject to the application of Verba

fortius. Sometimes the maxim is applied under varying expres-

sions, as is next illustrated

:

Qucelibet concessio fortissima contra donatorem interpre-

tanda est: Every grant is to be taken most strongly against the

grantor. See Ut res magis valeat quam pereat and its cognate

maxims and illustrative cases.®^

In stipulationibus cum quceritur quid actum sit verba contra

stipulatorem interpretanda sunt: In contracts, when the ques-

tion is what was agreed upon, the contract is to be interpreted

against the party offering it.®*

In contrahenda venditione, ambiguum pactum contra vendi-

torem interpretandum est: In negotiating a sale, an ambiguous

agreement is to be interpreted against the seller.®*

01—L.C. 21, 3 Gr. & Piifl.

92 4 Gr. & Bud.; also Eoe v. Tranmarr, id.; also Ways of Necessity.

9.3—Dig. 41, 1, 38, 18.

94_Dig. 50, 17, 172; 18, 1, 21.
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Quando aliquis aliquid concedit, concedere videtur et id sine

quo res uti non potest: When a person grants a thing, he is sup-

posed to grant that also without which the thing cannot be used.

The maxims and other expressions of the idea in Verba

fortius are but parts of Expressio eorum quce tacite insunt nihil

operatur (Things implied need not be mentioned) ; also of Ut res

magis valeat quam pereat (It is better to conserve than to

destroy). In relation to these maxims, in the second and fourth

volume^. Grounds and Rudiments of Laiv, will be found many
illustrations of the policy of upholding contracts. The undoing

of contracts, or making them ineffectual, would be attended with

grave consequences ; therefore the rule is Caveat emptor in the

absence of fraud.

Accordingly, the granting words of a deed override a reserva-

tion or restriction as broad as the grant.^^ So it is that a

repugnant clause is void, and the instrument operates in favor

of the grantee ; the repugnant deed operates against the grantor,

and the repugnant pleading operates against the pleader.^** In a

deed a reservation as broad as the grant is surplusage.^'^

In commercial paper there are many illustrations of the

operation of Verba fortius?^ The presumption is so strong

that if possible the court will construe against an absurdity, or

the writings and the acts of the parties would be vain and foolish.

If a note reads thus : I promise to pay A ten dollars, this note

will be construed by intendment to read, On demand I promise,

etc. The omitted element of time will be imported by con-

struction.^* This is agreeable to the rule. Quod pure debetur

presenti die debetur: That which is due unconditionally is

due now.

Every presumption is against a carrier's ticket.""

§ 189. Concluding Observations of a Great Universal Rule.
'—Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: The words of

95—Carl Lee v. Ellsberry, 82 Ark. 209, 118 Am. St. 60, casea; Wilkina v. Nor-
man, 139 N. C. 40, 111 Am. St. 767-777, ext. n.; Biddle, 26 Jto. 582 (deed).

96—Pain, L.C. 107, 3 Gr. & Eud.
97—See Barnard v. Cushing, L.C. 108, 3 Gr. & Eud.
98—Barnard, L.C. 108, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Sturdivant, L.C. 410, id.; Crooker v.

Holmes, s«6 Sturdivant; Green County, Ky., 211 TJ. S. 87 (Municipal bonds).
99—Kelly, L.C. 304, 3 Gr. & Eud.

o, \1"~]'?^ ^*- ^y-' ^^^ ^'"^- 153' 100 Am. St. 261-287; Cherry v. C. & A. B. B.,

i«\i o n^^\ \h ^- ^- (^- ^-^ ^^3-^08' ''•' 109 Am. St. 830, n., 102 Am. St.
€8-71, 2 Gr. & Eud.
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an instrument are to be taken most strongly against the com-
poser; or, every presumption is against the pleader.

This maxim, like a Gibraltar, holds mad storms at bay. The
«loud may pass, but not this rock away. It is one of those
maxims from which a constitutionalism can be evolved. These
are: De non apparentibus, Frustra probatur, and Verba fortius.
It is a maxim of necessity, of stability, and of protection.

The importance of this maxim is indicated from the fact,

that it is an inseparable companion of De non apparentibus,
etc., and Frustra probatur quod probatum non relevat. We call

these the trilogy of procedure and classify them among the

immutable principles of procedure.

Demosthenes well understood the protecting shield of Verba
fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem, also of Expressio unius,

also of the record, and of the stability of maxims of construction,

as may be gathered from his Oration on the Crown in Ctesi-

phon's trial. It seems well to make some general observations

of the social and political conditions of the times that brought
forth the greatest orator of all ages, also his greatest effort

—

^'The Oration on the Crown." To mention that trial is to intro-

duce causes that led to the downfall of a resplendent civilization.

The time lies between Marathon, B. C. 492, and Arbela, B. C.

336, the period of the rise, the dawn, the glory, and the fall of

Oreece, all within five generations.

The ambitions of Philip of Macedon and Alexander the Great

are in the perspective of that trial ; it shows they were politicians

as well as warriors. They collected and directed the Macedonian

party in Athens; this party had for its head ^Eschines, the

second orator of Athens, who hated Demosthenes as Brutus

iated Caesar, as Coke hated Bacon, as Burr hated Hamilton.

History has high niches in its pantheon for the vanquished

as for the victors. The trial of Ctesiphon was the last great

effort of Demosthenes for a "lost cause." His own words in

this last great effort should ever be his epitaph. Eeferring to

Chaeronea, that unspeakable disaster to the Greeks, he sai-d:

"I say that if the event harl been manifest to the whole world beforehand, not

even then ought Athens to have forsaken this cause, if Athens had any regard

for her glory, or for her. past, or for the ages to come."

Soon thereafter' he was a fugitive, hounded and hated, with a

price upon his head.
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The defects and failure of Greek Jurisprudence greatly con-,

tributed to the fall of Greece; and as jurisprudence failed in

Greece, so it did in Eome. The historian has yet to record what
has happened in America. All alike have had to await the

inevitable.

'
' There is the moral of all human tales

—

'Tis but the same rehearsal of the past

;

First Freedom and then Glory—when that fails,

Wealth, vice corruption—Barbarism at last.

And history, with all her volumes vast,

Hath but one page."

Chaeronea folded and forever silenced the hopes of the Greeks^

It cast a heavy and a lasting gloom over Athens and its one great

animating soul, who from the pall of a great dissolving empire

spoke forth great principles like the Apostle Paul when his day
had come. Demosthenes like a wounded lion at bay roared

defiance at the invaders and at their satraps in Athens. He was
entrusted with the means of rearing and keeping the fortifica-

tions in repair. To these he gave his watchful care and tireless

attention and all of his private fortune besides.

Leonidas left an example and it was followed by both Soc-

rates and Demosthenes. They well understood that basic rule

—

8alus populi suprema lex. It is comprehended in the eloquent

epitaph above referred to. Ctesiphon, in a transport of admira-

tion for Demosthenes, proposed that the council proclaim him a
golden crown in the theater for his devotion, his patriotism and
sacrifice of all his estate.

Now, a penal law forbade an edict founded on falsehood;

also, that no magistrate could receive a crown of honor before
he had fully accounted for all public funds coming into his

hands ; also, that such an honor could not be proclaimed in the

theater. However, to this an exception existed when all of the

people were consulted. Upon the law referred to, JEschines
became the prosecutor and presented Ctesiphon in a criminal
information; really he was actuated by Wtred of Demos-
thenes, but ostensibly he was calling Ctesiphon to account for
attempting to get a public decree founded on false and sham
allegations. (Ex dolo malo non oritur actio.)

The defense counted on the stability of law and the limited
and fixed words of the criminal allegations, and fully compre-
hended how these would be construed. But they were fearful
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•of the first charge only, for it involved a question of fact, which
was whether or not the allegations that Demosthenes deserved
the crown were true or false. This question had to be settled
practically in the political arena. As to the second charge, an
application of Verba fortius disposed of it, for when it appeared
ihat Demosthenes had given all of his time and estate, these facts

were grounds sufficient in themselves to justify the avowals of

Ctesiphon. Viewing the facts as he did there was no crime
intended. Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea.

As to the third charge, the exception when brought forward
would also vindicate the measure proposed by Ctesiphon.

Thus the real issue was a political question vitally affecting

Demosthenes. Therefore he was the real party in interest, it

was thus his own case; but from necessity he must personally

appear and defend it. There was no other who could.

The second charge would have proven very serious but for

the fact that under the general allegations in the information

the facts of the case would permit the application of Verba

fortius. Accordingly, every presumption was against jEschines,

who had not taken into account the facts that the intrepid con-

duct and rare munificence of Demosthenes of themselves would

appear as ample cause for the honor, without regard to his

possible squandering or wasting of the public funds entrusted

"to him. In prcesentia majoris cessat potentia minoris.





CHAPTEE VIII

(§§ 190-205a)

QUOD AB INITIO NON VALET INTRACTU TEMPOEIS
NON CONVALESCIT: That which was void in the
beginning cannot be validated by waiver, condonement
or lapse of time.

8 Eul. Cas. 191; Suth. Stat. 484; Cool. Const. Lim. 449; Bro Max
178-184; Maxim No. 4, §§ 104-109, Hughes' Proc.; § 6686, Code N.
Dak., 32 Cyc. 1400.

"Deep the oak
Must sink in stubborn earth its roots obscure
That hopes to lift its branches to the sky."

Cognate Maxims:
Quce ab initio non valent ex post facto convalescere non possunt: Things invalid

from the beginning cannot be made valid by a subsequent act.
Quod nullum est, nullum producit effectum: That which is null produces no effect

Hayes v. U. S., 170 U. S. 65:i.

Quw ah initio inutilis fuit institutio, ex post facto convalescere non potest: An
institution void in the beginning cannot acquire validity from after matter;
Jurisdiction cannot be retrospectively organized.

Quod initio vitiosum est non potest tractu temporis convalescere: Time cannot
render valid an act void in its origin. Dig. 50, 17, 20.

Behile fundamentum fallit opus: Where the foundation fails all falls to the
ground. Windsor; Doddridge (Mo.); Davis, 126 JIo. 69, 78; Lilly, Id. 190,
211-213.

De non apparentihus et non existentibus eadeni est ratio: What is not juridically

presented cannot be judicially decided or considered. See Collateral Attack, 2
Gr. & Eud.

Frustra probatur quod probatum non relevat : It is vain to prove what is not alleged.

The evidence must correspond with the allegations and be confined to the point
in issue; or, in other words, a court has no authority to admit incompetent,
irrelevant, and immaterial evidence. A court is bound by its record; this record

is the charter of the court 's authority, exactly as the power of attorney must
exist to authorize the agent to make a deed. Indeed, the state, a third party,

peremptorily requires that a record exist to authorize a court to proceed to

do any lawful act. Without such authority the proceedings of a court are

coram non judice, and therefore subject to collateral attack. Windsor, L.C. 1,

3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.; Crockett, 7 Wheat. 522, 526-527; Sawyer, Ex Parte, 124

V. S. 200.

Illustrative Cases:

Windsor v. McVeigh, 93 U. S. 274, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Bud., cases. (A record essential

for the exercise of judicatory power; a court is bound by its record; a record

restrains and limits the exercise of power or authority. Usurpation or abuse

of power shown from the mandatory record divests a court of jurisdiction, with-

out regard to consent or waiver, or objection or exception. A court will sua

sponte take notice of such error shown by the mandatory record, wherever this

163
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record is offered in evidence to prove title to property or estoppel of record.

Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 78. A record made by abuse of power, or in fraud, or from
crime, confers no rights upon one claiming under such a record. (See Mes Ad-
judicaia, vols. 1 and 4, Gr. & Eud.) From Windsoj- may be deduced this defini-

tion of pleadings: Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with

jurisdiction of a subject-matter to adjudicate it. §§ 53, 169, 273, 1 Gr. & Eud.
Jurisdiction depends on more elements than jurisdiction of the person (Pen-

noyer, L.C. 58, 3 Gr. & Eud.) and of subject-matter {Campbell v. Porter, L.C.

2, 3 Gr. & End.). Sope v. Blair (Mo.); Charles v. White, 214 Mo. 187, 21

L. E. A. (N. S.) 481.

A record evincing abuse of power can be given no respect by state power; from
public policy—for the state—a court will denounce such a record and refuse it

respect; it cannot be given any force or effect; it is coram non judice to the

whole world and therefore to each party litigant. The court of a party litigant

will not make such a record available for any purpose. Bes inter alios acta

alteri nocere non debet (A transaction between two ought not to operate to the

disadvantage of a third). The state, and therefore each party named upon the

record, may ever object to that record upon the idea expressed in Non haic in

fxdera veni (I did not come into this compact); also In pari delicto potior est

conditio defendentis (In equal fuult the condition of the defendant is pre-

ferred). Wherever the state or the amicus curiw can object, either party named
upon the record can. Debile fundamentum fallit opus; Bro. Max. 180, 181,

602, 8th ed.

De non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio (What is not juridically

presented cannot be judicially decided; or, in other words, what is not juri-

dically treated cannot be judicially respected) ; Crimen omnia ex se nata vitiat

(Crime vitiates everj^thing that springs from it, or, no right is founded on a

felony). 2 Gr. & Eud. Audi alteram partem is ably discussed in Windsor,

also the necessity of the mandatory record to evince the facts of "due process

of law."
Campbell v. Porter, 162 TJ. S. 478, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Jurisdictional defects

cannot be waived; defects of substance may be raised for the first time in an
appellate court, also upon collateral attack. Pleadings must exist and be
sufficient to satisfy the peremptory mandates of the state.) Crockett, 7 Wheat.
522, 526-527.

Allen V. Pullman Car Co., 139 TJ. S. 658. (Defects of substance a court will sua
sponte notice without regard to the wishes, relations or conduct of the parties

named on the record. S.P., Campbell v. Porter, supra.) Ex Parte, Sawyer, 124
U. S. 200. (Injunction void.)

Slacum V. Pomery, 6 Cranch, 221, 4 Gr. & Eud. (Defects of substance cannot be
waived; they may be raised by general demurrer, or may be first raised or

renewed by motion in arrest of judgment; or they may be first raised or

renewed by objections upon collateral attack. The test of a pleading is that

it be sufficient to resist objections upon collateral attack. To resist these objeq-

, tions is the ultimate and leading purpose of the mandatory record and all of its

parts. If any of these is defective, Debile fundamentum fallit opus applies.)

HasTcell, 31 Mo. 437; Smalley, 19 111. 207; Vallandinnham, 17 111. 25; Mallinc-
Tcrodt, 169 Mo. 388, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; S. v. Muench, 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am.
St. 536-547, n.

v. S. V. CruilcshanTc, 93 IT. S. 274, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Jurisdiction of one thing
conferred by the pleadings is not jurisdiction of another thing.) Huntsman v.

S. (Tex.), L.C. 231, 3 Gr. & Eud! S.P. as U. S. v. CruilcshanTc. Legislatures
cannot change this rule. There are lirritations of legislative power to interfere
with the means of the operation of judicial power. Taylor v. SprinJcle (Breese)

,

Chicago
<f- A. R. H. v. Clausen, 173 111. 100, 103. (Statutes of Amendments and

Jeofails pnd curative statutes relate to formal defects only; they do not apply
to substance. These statutes are merely declaratory of the old law; they do
not enlarge the operation of Consensus iollit errorem, as defined in tbe Soman,
Norman, English, federal and best state cases. These statutes are affirmative
statutes. Indeed, they add nothing to the law. They do not affect the opera-
tion of the trilogy of procedure and its cognate and auxiliary rules; these
statutes are superfluous; they are a reduetio ad adsurdum.)

Mallinclcrodt v. Neninich, 169 Mo. 388, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud. S.P. as C. * A. P. B.
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I'. Clausen, supra.
its conserving

370; Institute.

262, L.C. 101, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167, Napton, J • K
V. Brown, 101 Mo. 486, Davis, 126 JJo. 69, 7.3, Barclay, J.- Soper v ClavMo. 382, 59 Am. Dec. 314 (Bad on demurrer, but good" after verdict") • Sidu

Mush
ly, 18

163 Mo. 374 (statement of" jurisdictional facts Ts'VssentiaT'tJ^sustain a'iud^-
ment. S.P V S v Cruilcshanlc) S. v. Wood, 155 Mo. 447, quoting Bows v.
Chicago, 11 Wall. 108, also Shelton r. Piatt, ]39 U. S. 596; Sumphreys 98Mo. 543, 551, cases (General demurrer is not waived; it will keep) Mallinckrodt
supra; McKown, 77 Mo. 463, 467 (Limits of liberal construction. S.P., Eushton
V. Asptnall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Bud.); B. v. Goldsmith, L.C. 20, 3 Gr. & Bud. (Code
reaffirms the old law. Andrews v. Lynch, supra.)

£anhorn v. Sanborn, 7 Gray (Mass.) 142, L.C. 61, 3 Gr. & Bud. (The right plead-
ing—the right record—must confer upon a court jurisdiction. A court cannot
:start without jurisdiction and then pick its authority to hear and decide from
ex post facto acts and conduct, and what may be evinced by the statutory record.
.Suclc, 16 Gray, 555. A plaintiff must show his right in his own pleadings, that
a federal question is involved. Spencer v. Duplan Sillc Co., 191 U. S. 526. A
•cause of action cannot be brought forward by a reply. 177 U. S. 78. An answer
cannot aid the statement of a cause of action. Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 157
(Code). That the complaint (or petition) shall contain the facts constituting
a cause of action in ordinary and concise language, is the requirement of the
Code, which is declarative of the old law. Andrews v. Lynch, Sto. Eq. PI.,

§10; §47, ante; see Story, 4 Gr. & Bud.; McQuitty v. Wilhite, 218 Mo. 586,
131 Am. St. 561, citing and following Davis, §458, post; Johnson v. Vickers,
139 Wis. 149, 131 Am. St. 1046. The jurisdictional statement cannot be first

filed in the appellate court nunc pro tunc; if the justice omitted the proper
record, the circuit court cannot cure nor aid such omission. Odle v. Clarlc,

2 JIo. 12. Any other rule would violate the trilogy of procedure and its

auxiliary and cognate rules.)

2V'. Y. C. S. S. V. V. S., 212 U. S. 481. (The defective statement of a "cause of
action '

' cannot be cured by waiver, acquiescence nor consent. S.P., B. v. Wheat-
ley, L.C. 19, 3 Gr. & End. ; U. S. v. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, id.; Sto. Eq. PI., §10;
Eushton V. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Bud., cases et seq. The indictment must
present essential facts (f7. S. v. Cruikshank) ; also the bill in equity (Sto. Eq.
PI., § 10). Codes specifically reafBrm the old law. Green v. Palmer, L.C. 90,

3 Gr. & Bud.; Baskel, L.C. 101, 3 Gr. & Bud.; 70 Cent. L.J. 455-460.

Crain v. V. S., 102 U. S. 625, 2 Gr. & Bud. (An issue must appear from the right

record; it cannot be supplied by conduct. S.P., Munday v. Fail, L.C. 79, 3 Gr. &
Bud., cases et seq.; Sache v. Wallace (Minn. Code), 4 Gr. & Eud.).

Dohson V. Campbell, 1 Sum. 319, L.C. 232a, 3 Gr. & Bud. (Limitations of Uberal
construction. Jackson v. Pesked, 1 Maule & S. 237, which is quoted by
Chitty, 705, 714 ; S.P., E. v. Goldsmith. L.C. 20, 3 Gr. & Bud. ; Chicago B. B. v.

Bines, 132 lU. 161, 166, 1 Gr. Ev. 19; Speer v. Skinner, 35 111. 282; Eoper v.

Clay, 18 Mo. 383, 59 Am. Dec. 314; C. # A. E. B. v. Clausen, 173 111. 100, 103;
Chicago B. B. v. P., 217 111. 164; Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167; Davis, 27

:\Io. 608 ; Welch, 28 Mo. 30 ; Fraser, 32 Mo. 461 ; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373. See
Eushton V. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Bud., cases; Dovaston, L.C. 217 id.; lim-

itations of Omnia prcesumuntur rite, etc. The maxims of liberal construction are

restrained by the trilogy of procedure and its conserving principles. §§ 56-61,

83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.)
Lawrence v. Fast, 20 111. 338, 71 Am. Dec. 274, n., L.C;. 132, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Eequi-

sites of assessment rolls in taxation, also of judgments. S.P., Tilton v. B. E.,

3 Sawyer, 22; Marx v. Hanthorn, 148 U. S. 172, L.C. 126, 3 Gr. & Bud., et seq.

See Taxation, 4 Gr. & Bud.)

§ 191. Quod Ab Initio May Be Viewed As a Cognate of the

Above Trilogy, along with sucli maxims as Expressio unius est

exclusio alterius (The express mention of one tiling excludes all

others), as well as the greatest rule of evidence, which is

:
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"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and

by the right record."^ Pennowfesky v. Coerver, 205 Mo. 135^

wherein are found the drastic observations of Judge Lamm
relating to the stupidity of the legal profession as evidenced

by its inability to distinguish between the mandatory and the

statutory records (bill of exceptions).*

§ 192. A Maxim of Public Policy.—^moc? ah initio non valet,

etc., may be viewed as a part of Salus populi suprema lex. It is

also an auxiliary of the trilogy of procedure, which is

:

1. De non apparentihus et non existentfbus eadem est ratio: What is not juridically

presented cannot be judicially considered or decided.

2. Frustra probatur quad proTiatum non relevat: It is vain to prove what is not
alleged, or, in other words, a cause of action or ground of defense depends on
allegations; they cannot arise out of the evidence; probata will not supply
allegata,

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: Every presumption is against the
pleader or the composer. Eepugnant pleadings are void. Pain, L.C. 103, 3
Gr. & Eud. See Verba fortius, 4 id.

§ 193. Collateral Attack Operates Upon the Principle Ex-

pressed IN THE Principal Maxim; and this principle is, that

when a judgment is offered to prove an estoppel or title to

property, the entire record upon which the judgment is founded

must also attend the offer. Against this record, all the grounds

of the general demurrer and of the motion in arrest of judgment

may be first raised, or may be renewed. The particulars in

which the pleading or the record is defective in substance may
now be pointed out; herefrom it may be shown that the pro-

ceedings are coram non judice*

From this viewpoint the significance of the requirement that

the statement shall contain the facts constituting the "cause of

action" or the "ground of defense" will appear. This is the

requirement of the Code; this is declaratory of the old law.*^

Herein is involved the rule that the general demurrer searches

the substantial pleadings and attaches to the first fault—the

first defect of substance. This defect may be nothing more than
the omission of a material allegation.^ To this defect there ever
attaches the rule, Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem
(Every presumption is against a pleader).*

2—Planing Mill v. Chicago, L.C. 2d, 3 Gr. & Bud., et seq.
3—See Preface, Datum Posts.; Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud
4—Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Clem, L.C. 2c, 3 Gr. & Eud" et seq.
4a—Sto. Eq. PI., § 10; 70 Cent. L. J., 455-460.
5—Eushton v. Asninall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud
6—XL S. V. Cruikphank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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From the foregoing will appear why the general demurrer,
the motion in arrest, the motion non obstante veredicto, the order
of a repleader, collateral attack, requirements of res adjudicata,
the trilogy of procedure, also its corollary, "What ought to be
of record must be proved by record and by the right record,"
and the principal maxim must all be connectedly considered.
Herefrom the jurisprudent can perceive that the names are
changed, but that the leading idea is the same ; he will see that
the same idea is clothed with an extensive and diversified termi-
nology, but that the one central idea is, protection from judicial

usurpation.''

To illustrate : If the judgment was obtained upon a simple

contract (if not commercial paper), it must be alleged that at the

defendant's "instance and request" the consideration moved.*
What relates to the assent and the consideration are facts con-

stituting a '

' cause of action. '
' These must be alleged ; for unless

it is alleged that the consideration moved at the defendant's

"instance and request" it will be presumed that the plaintiff

was a volunteer. Every presumption is against a pleader.'*

The omission of a material allegation is a fatal defect.^ ^ Like-

wise the consideration must be alleged to constitute a "cause of

action.'"^ The legality of the contract will be presumed, as it is

implied that there is no crime or fraud before it is alleged and
proved. Accordingly, we test the pleading from three leading^

ideas

:

1. Non Jueo in faedera veni: I did not come into this compact.
2. Ex nudo pacta non oritur actio: No cause of action arises from a bare agree-

ment.
3. In pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis : In equal fault the position of thfr

defendant is preferred.

This trilogy of contract involves the assent, the consideration

and the legality of the contract. From this trilogy a view of the

pleading must be taken. If from this view there is absent any

material element, then the contract fails ; if from the face of the

statement of the "cause of action" no wrong, no deliction

appears, then no "cause of action" is stated, and there applies-

7—Sto. Eq. PI, 1 10; §i 200-260, 1 Gr. & Eud.; 70 Cent. L. X 455-460.

9—See L.C. 301, 302, et seq., 3 Gr. & Eud.
10—Dovaston, L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Durnford v. Messiter, 5 M. & S. 446;

Ans. Conts. 209 ; Bartholomew, L.C. 302, 3 Gr. & Eud.

ll_Eushton, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.

12—Eann v. Hughes, L.C. 312, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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Debile fundamentum fallit opus (Where the foundation fails

all goes to the ground).^' Accordingly is seen how collateral

attack applies, and that its operation involves an application of

Quod ah initio.

§194. "No Cause of Action" Stated, No Authority for a

CouET TO Act.—Upon first principles of the social compact, one

not in deliction is no wrongdoer. Therefore a statement must

be made stating with certainty a wrong, a wrongdoer and a

wronged party. Such a statement is essential to authorize a

court to enter a judgment with all of its consequences. There-

fore a cause of action must be stated to attract jurisdiction.

Hence it is that pleadings may be defined thus

:

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a
subject-matter to adjudicate it. "J*

§ 195. The Scope of Quod Ab Initio.—The province of this

maxim is that ground upon which the public—the state—^may at

any time appear and object to the proceedings as coram non

judice. If the "cause of action" is ex contractu, and the state-

ment of this cause is defective, this defect is incurable. It is

not aided by consent nor waiver nor lapse of time. And so it

is in equity, tort and crime. The reason is the same in all cases

alike. Thus it will appear that the principal maxim stands as

one of strict construction, and as a safeguard to insure and
protect the rights of the state—the public—as a silent third

3)arty to the proceedings. The theory of the effect and opera-

tion of Quod ah initio is that it may appear as a rule of strict

construction, and as such be classed with the trilogy of procedure

and its cognate maxims. Accordingly it appears in opposition

to the maxims of liberal construction, which relate only to the

parties named upon the record. These maxims of liberal con-

struction are very important, and they have often given practi-

tioners and courts much trouble. "When these are given a too

enlarged operation they support the establishment of the "theory
of the case."

The trilogy of liberal construction is applicable to the txvo

parties named upon the record, and is as follows

:

13—See also § 163, 1 Gr. & Bud.
14—Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.; Green v. Palmer, L.C. 90, id.; TJ. S.

V. Crmkshank, L.C. 232, id.; Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12n, id., et seq.; Sto. Eq. PI. §10:
70 Cent. L. J. 455-460.

M
,

s
,
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1. Consensus toUit errorem : Acquiescence in error obviates its effect. L C '^91-''99

3 Gr. & Bud. ' " " '

2. Omnia prwsumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All acts are presumed to have'
been rightly, regularly and validly done. Crepps v. Burden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr.
& Eud.

c: XJt res magis valeat quam pereat: It is better to conserve than to destroy. 4
Gr. & Eud.

•'

§ 196. The Trilogy of Liberal Construction Applies to the

Matter of the Statutory Eecokd, the record presenting adjec-

tive law.—This record arose by statute in A. D. 1286, and may be
defined as the exceptions record made by an appellant for a
review of formal or waivable matter in a court of errors. It is

not the foundation of the judgment, nor is it essential for the

validity of the judgment. It is not referred to nor involved in

collateral attack; it is not the state's record demanded by the

state for the public welfare.

The matter of the statutory record is waivable, and it is

waived by lapse of time, or for want of proper objection or

exception or motion for new trial, or assignment of error, or

argument of each error assigned. But wholly different rules

govern the matter of the mandatory record, the record of sub-

stantive law.^°

§ 197. Consensus Tollit Errorem Is the Maxim Applicable to

THE Statutory Eecord.—Quod ah initio is applicable to the

matter of the mandatory record. The state is not required to

make any objection nor to take exception nor make a motion

for new trial, nor need it assign error. Error shown upon the

mandatory record the court will sua sponte notice without regard

to the relations of the parties, their compacts, consent, acquies-

cence or waiver. The mandates of the state for the establish-

ment of a contract of record—the judgment—must be respected,

or the foundation falls. Debile fundamentum fallit opus. If the

peremptory requirements of the state are disregarded, then the

state or any one of the public may apply the principle, Non h(SG

in fcedera veni (I did not come into this compact). From these

views will appear the usefulness and the dignity of Quod ah

initio.

§ 198. Quod Ab Initio.—The assumption that fundamental

law is subject to change by decisions or by legislation is rapidly

tending to impress the view that there is no fixed and organic

15—Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.
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law from antiquity which can never be departed from. To indi-

cate the fallacy of this view, a consideration of the following

matters is invited from a comprehensive discussion of a maxim

:

"Eemove not the ancient landmarks which thy fathers

have set."

One of these landmarks is the maxim

:

Quod db initio non valet intractu temporis nan convalescet (That which was void in

the beginning cannot be made valid by lapse of time).

In North Dakota this maxim is reaffirmed by providing that

void acts or things cannot be validated by subsequent acts,

matters or proceedings. "Time does not confirm a void act."

Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, New York and other states have,

with dreadful results, attempted to enlarge the operation of

Consensus tollit errorem beyond the boundaries fixed for it by
the Eoman, Norman, English and best federal and state cases.*®

In these states pleadings are waived or they are supplied after

the case is tried; void pleadings, and also void process, are

amended, and the foimdation of judgments are supplied nunc

pro tunc. The latter is the maxim where there are only two

parties.

But Quod ab initio has an operation in procedure where in

theory there are three parties, namely, the parties named upon

the record and by implication the state.

In procedure there are mandatory requirements by the state

for the state in its scheme of protection. These matters cannot

be waived, for two cannot contract nor waive so as to bind a

third party.*'' Where there are only two in interest, then one

may waive or ratify, and by this be bound, but not where there

is a tKird party, and especially where this third is the public;

here we have public policy, and the requirements of public policy

cannot be contracted nor consented away. That the statement

must "contain facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action,"

or "a ground of defense," is a mandatory requirement
of procedure. Codes reaffirm this fundamental. These are

foundation matters to support the operation of judicial action.

§ 199. Judicial Consideration Must Be Founded Upon Such
Facts.—^Without proper facts there can be no judicial considera-

16—See Theory of the Case; Variance, vol. 4, Gr. & Bud.
17

—

Bes inter alios acta, etc.
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tion; without required facts there may be the form of judicial
action, but there is nothing in substance ; without required facts
the proceedings are coram non jiidice. "A court is bound by
its record," and this record must lawfully exist at the begin-
ning. A court cannot order judgment, and afterward lawfully
make the record to support such a judgment.

§ 200. Public Policy Is the Higher Law.—Man living in so-

ciety never acts independently and wholly apart from what
relates to that society. Its interests and its commands are
necessarily paramount law. What these commands are is above
Ms compacts, his wishes and his conditions. The interests and
the welfare of society are above those of the individual. Public

policy, as it is called, is the higher law. To express this prin-

ciple we have the first line of the twelve tables of Eome : Salus

populi suprema lex. This is the motto of one state of the Ameri-

can Union, and is conspicuous over statehouse doors and in

palaces of justice. State legislatures reaffirm this maxim, while

prominent authors and professors in conspicuous schools impugn
the maxims with vehemence.

Wherever public policy dictates a particular way or manner,

or element, or contribution, or consideration for safeguarding

its interests, and these commands are violated or disregarded,

then the principle expressed in the maxim, "Quod ah initio,"

etc., applies, and the third party—the state—in effect says:

Non hcec in foedera veni (I did not come into this compact), and

the result is that the matter is adjudged void ah initio. This is

illustrated in procedure where the required initial pleading is

laad in substance and is vulnerable to the general demurrer.

Such defects cannot be cured by waiver, nor consent, nor acquies-

cence.^* This principle is reaffirmed by codes in this provision

"that filing an answer waives all defects except that the state-

ment does not contain facts sufficient to constitute a cause of

action, and that the court has not jurisdiction of the subject-

matter. '"»

This provision was discussed in the first code case ;^ also in

18—Sto. PI., 110; N. Y. C. B. E. v. IT. S., 212 U. S. 481; E. v. Wheatley,

li.C. 19, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Campbell y. Porter, 2, cases cited ; Smalley, 19 111. 207 ; Fish,

x!c! 12c, 3 Gr. & Bud.
19_MalHnckrodt, L.C. 12a, L.C. 2 id., 3 Gr. & Bud.

20—Biddle v. Boyce (1850), 13 Mo. 532.
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the second code ease f^ also throughout the impenetrable swamp
of silt (for they did not reach the height of nebulous discussions)

to the latest eases. These discussions show that the immutable

elements of jurisprudence are not clearly understood by

American courts.^^

In taxation proceedings the principle of the maxim, Quod ah

initio, etc., is applied as a safeguard. Here the requirements of

the division of state power are strictly enforced. Each officer

must participate, and in obedience to Magna Charta do the right

act at the right place, at the right time and in the right way,,

and make all of this of record, thus evincing with certainty the

strict compliance with law. The division of the state power

—

this fundamental requirement for government—requires cer-

tainty. Here the rule is strictly enforced, namely, '

'What ought

to be of record must be proved by record and by the right

record." To illustrate: The right constitutional officer must
assess, and for this, if the owner of property is known, there

must be: (1) The name, of the taxpayer; (2) a description of"

his property, and (3) its valuation, and all of these facts must
appear with certainty from the right record. If any of these

essentials are omitted, then the proceedings pass as coram non
judice. Such defects cannot be cured by other officers.^* Nor
are they aided by waiver, acquiescence, and consent of any party

or parties. Estoppel in pais will not supply the absence of

essential record matter in such relations.^*

If such views are disregarded, then it follows that there

may be an oral assessment, levy and collection of a tax. Argu-
mentum ah inconvenienti. Consequently appears the necessity

of the record as a safeguard from insidious, tyrannical and
oppressive sequestration of property, and all history shows what
has happened to freedom and protection when the technical

requirements of a record for security have been legislated or
construed away. Wherever this is done, then there is revealed
the fact that a power that can be abused is certain to be abused.
Sooner or later this abuse results. Courts that construe away

21—Eno V. Woodworth CISSO), 4 N. Y. 249. 53 Am. Dep. 370
22—Green v. Palmer (1860), 15 Calif. 411, 76 Am. Dee. 492, L.C 90 3 Gr

& Bud. '

23

—

Expressio unhts est cxdusio alterins. (The express mention of one thinff
pxclndes all others.)

24—See Taxation, ami cases there cited, in 4 Gr. & Bud., p. 1043; also L.C.
J—^"J-Ot:, O id.
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the essential record pave the way for corruption and oppres-
sion. It is very regrettable that "late cases" can be cited to
uphold astonishing and dangerous departures from old and
well-settled law."^

§ 201. What Ought to Be of Record Ought Not to Be Depend-
EXT ON Oral, Evideisce and Matters "Aliunde."—Tax titles
ought not to be patched out by pieces of estoppel in pais, nor
by manifestly unconstitutional statutes. Decisions that can be
cited to destroy the estoppels and to uphold such incongruities
as are just referred to are not harmonious with fundamental law.
Statutes in disregard of this should be nullified, as is illustrated

in quotations in the Ontario Land Company case.^°

§ 202. How Jurisdiction Shall Be Acquired and Executed Is
A ]\Iattee of Public Policy.—The state, the public, is concerned.
Eelating to a matter of such grave concern, there are safeguards
of protection which cannot be waived nor dispensed with ; these

protective regulations are scrupulously required and enforced.

A discharge of these safeguards subjects the proceedings to

collateral attack whenever they are offered to affect anyone or

to conclude one's rights. There may be some variation of these

rules as to jurisdiction of the person, but there is no compromise
of these rules where the jurisdiction of the subject-matter is

involved. As to this there must be a strict compliance; there

must be stated a cause of action or a defense before a judgTuent

is entered, and, indeed, before jurisdiction attaches to the par-

ticular subject-matter, whatever it may be. As to these matters

there must be a record, and this record is for the state, and this

record may be opened at any time and by any person, and by
him the interests of the state vindicated. Thus it is that a void

proceeding concludes no one, not even those named upon the

record. The state—government—is the third party whose inter-

ests cannot be consented nor contracted away. These interests

of the state are matters of substance, and defects relating to this

constitute the coram non judice proceeding, or the void pro-

ceeding luhich hinds no person and no thing. Herefrom appears

why Consensus tollit errorem is the maxim of two parties, while

Quod ab initio is the maxim of three parties.

Co—See Ontario Land Co. v. Yorby (1909), 212 U. S. 152; also, Breeze v. Haley,

2 Hughes' Proc.
26

—

Supra.
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Some courts have made very serious attacks upon matters

that are safeguarded by the principle expressed in the maxim,

Quod ah initio, etc. This is perceivable in the "theory of the

case" states.^' Broadly speaking, intellects that do not under-

stand that in the familiar maxims from Justinian lies embedded
the scientific study of the law, have not uniformly decided that

the interests of the government (dual governments in the United

States) must first be looked after and vigilantly maintained.

This very serious charge will be irrefragably proved by looking

at numberless cases holding that essential records can be waived

and dispensed with;^* also, that omitted matter from the man-

datory record may,be supplied from matter found in the statu-

tory record, and even from estoppel in pais.

In Missouri, the decisions of the greatest judges of a genera-

tion, namely, Napton, Scott and Leonard, can be cited to uphold

the first tenet of the theory of the case, which tenet is that

the ground of the general demurrer can he ivaived. And they

decided that if no general demurrer was filed, then this was an

ad interim or conditional or interlocutory waiver. Still they

held that it was conclusive only for the time being, but that the

defect of substance might be first raised or renewed in the

motion in arrest of judgment; consequently that court recog-

nized intermittent waiver, while at the same time it was quoting

Consensus tollit errorem, and defining it with great ability, and
likewise strictly applying it by declaring that if a matter was
waivable or formal matter and was waived for an instant, it was
waived forever; or, in other words, the Supreme Court would
take no cognizance of waivable or formal matter, if it was once

waived, but that defects of substance were not finally waived
until the waiver was evinced by failure to file a motion in arrest

of judgment; also, that when waiver of matter of substance

was so evinced, then the court of errors would not sua sponte

take notice of such defects or of coram non judice proceedings.
Accordingly the state's interests were sloughed over by the con-

sent of the parties upon the record. Res inter alios acta alteri

nocere non debet (A transaction between two ought not to

operate to the disadvantage of a third) was denied. The state

27—The Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. &' Eud.
28—2 Thomp. Tri., §§ 2310-2311.
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Tvould not open a record, as did Eome, to see that the interests
of Eome were satisfied without regard to the wishes and rela-
tions of the parties named upon the record. The state was in
and out of procedure intermittently, this fluctuation being wholly
dependent upon the technical observance of narrow-visioned
legislation, which was countenanced in violation of fundamental
law.29 Like anomalies exist in Illinois.^o Uno absurdo dato
infinita sequuntur.

§ 202a. Due Process of Law Is Guaranteed by the Federal
Constitution.—Therefore that guarantee is a federal concern—
a high guarantee and a command; it is a part of the supreme
law of the land, and thus it obligates all judges of every grade
and position, whether state or federal. However, the decisions

show that under the authority of the federal government its

supreme judiciary will not open a record and see for itself that

matters of the greatest guarantee have been judicially treated

agreeably to fundamental law. Federal decisions show that

able and experienced practitioners are bewildered at the require-

ments upon which the federal government can be induced to

consider itself a party, so as to take cognizance of a record and
review the federal question it may present.

There are many records involving "due process of law"
which the Federal Supreme Court refuses to consider, for

exceedingly technical and refined reasons. Under these decisions

neither defects of substance nor usurpation or abuse of power
constitute a coram non judice proceeding ; under these decisions

a void proceeding may be waived or aided by matter subsequent.

And so it is when estoppel in pais will aid a defective assessment

roll wherein is omitted a sufficient description of property listed

for valuation.

Courts hold that the statement of a cause before a justice

cannot be supplied by amendment, nor first be filed in the appel-

late court.^^ The statement must confer jurisdiction.^^ A void

judgment cannot be validated retrospectively.^'

29—End. Stat., § 182; Indianapolis E. B. v. Horst, 223, 3 Gr. & Eud.

30—Chicago E. K. v. Hines, 132 111. 161, 166; C. B. I. E. E. v. P., 217 111. 164.

31—Odie V. aark, 2 Mo. 12; B. & O. E. E., 215 U. 8. 216; Horan v. Wahren-
terger, L.C. 85, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Beeklenberg, 232 111. 120.

32—Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Bush, 101 Mo. 586-596; Humphreys,
98 Mo. 542-552.

33—Cloud V. Inhabitants, 86 Mo. 357.
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§203. Coram Non Judice Proceedings Can Support No
Valid Claim.—Proceedings in contravention of public policy are

not respected by the state, and its official agencies will not

recognize such proceedings. Debile fundamentum fallit opus

(When the foundation fails all goes to the ground).

§ 204. Contracts Violating Public Policy Are Void Ab Initio.

—^If parties contract in violation of the state's interdictions, such

contract is void from the beginning for the same reason that the

coram non judice proceeding is void. Overlooking or disregard-

ing the requirements of the state—of public policy—creates an

incurable infirmity, and taints the contract with a ruinous infec-

tion. Where the interests of three persons must be consulted or

respected in establishing any proceeding, contract, right or

claim, and the interests of one of these parties are overlooked

or violated, the remainder of the institution is absolutely void

and is incapable of ratification ; for there can be no waiver nor

ratification between two to affect or bind the third. Res inter-

alios acta alteri nocere non debet. To illustrate : If two parties-

contract to do some act in violation of the law of the land, such

contract is void ab initio and is incapable of ratification. Rati-

fication will give life and force to many contracts of the parties,

but not to such as are above described. Cases can be found

where forgeries of documents are ratified, but this seems to

be in violation of the rule that no right can arise from a crime.

Crimen omnia ex se nata vitiat (Crime vitiates all into which it

enters) .^* Cases can also be found where the statutory record is

substituted for the mandatory record ; or, in other words, where
it is held that the record required by the state for reasons of

public policy—for protection—may be supplied by matter found
elsewhere ; also where the mandatory record is patched out and
aided or substituted by other evidence or matter. But these

proceedings are in violation of the rule, "What ought to be of
• record must be proved by record and by the right record."

Thus appears the fact that cases obnoxious to the trilogy of

procedure can be found. These cases and those countenancing"
an unlimited scope for ratification are inharmonious with first

principles. Omnis ratihaUtio retrotrahitur et mandate cequi-

34—Hclman y. Jolmson, L.C. 363, 3 Gr. & Bud., et seq.
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paratur (A subsequent ratification has a retrospective effect,
iind IS equivalent to a prior command) should be given a province
consistent with that of Quod ah initio, which has been shown to
be the monitor or auxiliary of collateral attack. This doctrine
•depends upon the trilogy of procedure and not upon the maxims
of liberal construction already defined. Eatification is allied in
nature and in its operation to the maxims of liberal construction,
such as Consensus tollit errorem and its cognates, which apply
only to the two parties named upon the record.

§ 205. A Contract Void for Want of Assent Is Incurable.—
To illustrate: If the consideration moved without the request

or assent of the promisor, as in Bartholomew v. Jackson^^" a sub-

sequent promise will not give force to such a contract ; and like-

wise of a married woman or one of a status incapacitated by law
to give the required assent. At common law husband and wife

are one, and the husband is that one. Accordingly his assent

mtust be given and must enter into the formation of the wife's

contract. A contract without this assent is void, and is incapable

of ratification or subsequent affirmance. In this class of cases

there is lacking an essential element, namely, the assent. Where
this is totally lacking there applies the principle expressed in

Non hcec in foedera veni and its illustrative cases, such as

Bartholomeiv, already cited.

What are void and what are voidable contracts is extendedly

discussed in relation to infants.^''

Generally the third party—the silent party—the party by

implication—is protected by the application of Quod ah initio.

§ 205a. Immutable Principles Cannot Be Changed.—In sev-

eral states legislatures have vied with each other in enacting

statutes of Jeofails and Amendments, and curative statutes in

taxation, aimed at the extirpation of "technicalities" and the

advancement of "substantial justice" without regard to the

immutable elements of procedure. These acts in Missouri and

Illinois are supposed high, clear and inexorable commands.

Attempts to obey these by superficial and empirical courts have

made of Supreme Court decisions a Babel. The testimony of

35—L.C. 302, 3 Gr. & Eud.

30 Craig v. Van Bebber, 18 Am. St. 569-724, reviewing English and American

cases.
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warring expert witnesses is not a more useless jargon of

tmprofitable wrangles.

Where its philosophy is lost the law is lost. And the law is

lost where its channels are clogged hy the silt of judicial opinion

not respectful of fundamental law, which cannot be changed by

any power of state without a wreck of principles and a crash of

jurisprudence.



CHAPTER IX

(§§206-217)

DEBILE FUNDAMENTUil FALLIT OPUS: Where the

foundation fails all goes to the ground.

The general demurrer searches the substantial pleadings and attaches to the first fault.

In other words, every official act affecting the rights of those

"whom the state protects must have a sufficient foundation. This

foundation is the mandatory or the state's or the public policy

record, which must exist to evince compliance with fundamental

law. The government peremptorily requires this record; it

must exist in a constitutionalism for purposes of protection.

Herein is involved the greatest rule of evidence, which is

:

""What ought to be of record must be proved by record and

by the right record. '

'

Cognate Maxims:
See the trilogy of Procedure

—

Be non apparentitus ; Frusira; Verba fortius; Audi
alteram partem (The law hears before it decides. This maxim is discussed in

Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.) ; Ex dolo malo non oritur actio (Fraud

vitiates all into which it enters. See Graver v. Fauro, L.C. 103, Wonderly, L.C.

102 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq. ; Fdbula non judicium (Jurisdiction attaches tt>

facts, not fiction. S. v. Baughman, L.C. 268; Weltmer u. Bishop, L.C. 268a,

3 Gr. & Eud.).
Jurisdictio est potestas de publico introducta, cum necessitate juris dieendi: Juris-

diction is a power introduced for the public good, on account of the necessity

of dispensing justice.

Quod nullum est, nullum producit efectum : From a null or void thing nothing can

come. Hayes v. U. S., 170 XJ. S. 652.

Illustrative Cases:

'Rushton V. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Omission of a material allegation.)

Jackson v. Pesked, 1 M. & S. 234, 85 Eng. Eeprint 248, stated Steph. PI. 150,

S.P. as Mushton.

J'Anson v. Stuart, L.C. 91, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Conclusions of law are not and cannot

become of any legal significance whatever; they are without any weight or

effect.) Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Windsor v. McVeigh, 93 U. S. 274, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Any fact apparent from

the mandatory record, showing that fundamental law was disregarded in the

establishment of the judgment, will render it null and Toid for all purposes;

and, too, without any regard whatever to the making of objections or the

taking of exceptions. Such error saves itself; "it will keep"; it is the func-

tion of the mandatory record to show such error for the well-being of the

179
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j:;r)vernment, which need not make objections nor take exceptions nor make nor
file a bill of exceptions. Courts will sua sponte notice such error, and will act
upon it without regard to the wishes or the relations of the parties named upon
the record. The government is a third though a silent party, and its equities

must be safeguarded without regard to condonement or waiver by the parties

named upon the record. The state's rights cannot be waived nor contracted
^way by the parties named upon the record. To claims of waiver against the

state, it replies. Quod ah initio non valet intractu temporis non eonvalescit

•(What was void in the beginning cannot become valid by lapse of time). In
iJ^'tndsor a defendant appeared and filed an answer, and the court struck this

:answer from the files without giving an opportunity for an application to

3imend. This conduct of the court rendered its decretal orders null and void

-and subject to collateral attack, the operation of which is indicated by Deiile
,fundameiitum, etc. The marshal's deed in this case fell with the judgment.
Purchasers at judicial and execution sales buy Caveat emptor.

If no cause of action is stated, the proceedings are coram non judice and are subject

to collateral attack. Davis, 126 Mo. 69, § 458 infra. The liberal provisions

of the code do not affect the results of the coram non judice proceeding, which
cannot be waived. Courts will sua sponte take notice of it, and will set it aside

without regard to the wishes of the parties to the record. Hannibal E. R.,

42 Mo. 467, 470; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 78; Lilly, id. 190, 211-213.

Doddridge v. Faterson (1909), 222 JIo. 146. (Inferior and statutory tribunals

must gather and state jurisdictional facts. Omitted jurisdictional facts not
supplied by presumptions; they must affirmatively appear in the right record.)

De non, also Ferha fortius illustrated. This case is a cognate of Bloom v. Bur-
dick, L.C. 266, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Crepps v. Burden, L.C. 113, id.; Walker v. Turner,
L.C: 118, id.; it cites and follows S. v. Metzger, 26 Mo. 66, which quoted and
followed Walker v. Turner. These cases place limitations upon the operation of
Omnia prcEsumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta.

A petition if defective in substance will not support an order of court, and if this

fails, a sheriff's deed thereon fails, although the grantee in such deed paid a
valuable consideration and supposed he got title. Caveat emptor applies to

purchases at judicial and execution sales. Deiile fundamentum fallit opus.

§ 207. The Principal Maxim Is From the Prescriptive Con-

sTiTUTioN.—It expresses the idea that attends discussions of the

general demurrer, the motion in arrest, and objections upon
collateral attack. The operation of all these is to give oppor-

tunity to test the requirements of the state as to the sufficiency

of the record which the state peremptorily requires in its scheme
of protection. Thus it is seen that the study of procedure is the

study of government.

A judgment being a contract, and the state being a party to

this contract, the state commands a procedure and consequent
proceedings that will not injure the state. The government is

guardful of its interests, and these its agencies jealously con-
serve. If public policy—the welfare of the state—is disregarded,
then to the unlawful contract the state answers, this contract is

In pari delicto; Ex turpi causa non oritur actio.^'' And, anal-
ogously, if an official act or proceeding has been established in

37—Holman v. Johnson, L.C. 363, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Salus popuU suprema lex.
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disregard of public policy, the government appears and in effect
says, Altenim non Icedere (We should injure no one. This is a
part of Juris pnecepta) ; or, in other words, Non hcec in feedera
reui (I did not come into this compact). Herefrom will appear
fundamental principles of equity and of contract, and these are
associated with the original compacts of society, chief among
which is the principle, Audi alteram partem. Consequently
appears the reason why the coram non judice proceeding is dis-

regarded by the government for reasons of public policy; this

proceeding is always vulnerable to objections upon collateral

attack. Quod ab initio non valet intractu temporis non con-
valescit.

§ 208. The Substantive Rights of the State Are Peremptory.
—The state prescribes that certain contracts shall be in writing

;

this prescription is called the statute of frauds and perjuries.

Wain V. Warlters, L.C. 335, 3 Gr. & Rud., well illustrates the

matter in hand. From time immemorial the contract of record

—

the judgment—has been required to be in writing. It stands to

reason that if a writing is required, something must be expressed

therein with certainty. The contract of record—the judgment

—

is the establishment of an obligation evinced by a record. What
this record must evince to satisfy all requirements is a question

of the general demurrer here, of the motion in arrest there,

and of objections upon collateral attack still further on and

forever. The written contract must satisfy the statute of frauds

;

and analogously the judgment contract—record—^must satisfy

certain requirements for the ends and purposes of protection.

The contract under the statute of frauds, if lacking or defective,

may be voidable, and sometimes it is void; while the judgment

contract, if lacking or defective, is tirst, last and all the time

coram non judice. Being such, it is forever void; it is incur-

able; it is always subject to objections upon collateral attack.

At this juncture the significance of the trilogy of procedure

appears, and especially the corollary therefrom, "What ought

to be of record must be proved by record and by the right

record." Defects or omissions apparent in the mandatory

record leave the way open for the application of Debile funda-

mentum fallit opus.
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§ 209. The Principal Maxim of Constitutional Utility;—Its

utility attends the operation of the jurisdictional probe by what-

ever name it may be known—demurrer, motion in arrest, or

collateral attack. The organization and authority of courts

are always constitutional questions. From this viewpoint the

dignity of the general demurrer and its rules appears. This

probe and its allies call for a demonstration of the authority

or jurisdiction of the court; thej also call for the right record,

a sufficient record, agreeable to the corollaries of the trilogy of

procedure, which are

:

1. "What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."'

2. "Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a
subject-matter to adjudicate it.

'

'

§ 210. Superior and Inferior Courts; Distinctions.—The rules

last quoted apply to superior courts of general jurisdiction.

The inferior court of limited or statutory jurisdiction must have

a record, and further upon the record, upon the same page,

between the same covers that the judgment is entered, there

must also appear the jurisdictional facts authorizing the court

to enter the judgment.^*

But the judgment of the superior court rests, in addition to-

recitals of the clerk's record, upon the pleadings and various

other documents and records. For the superior court there is

a somewhat more liberal rule of construction, but only to this

extent, however: The authority for the entry of the judgment

need not affirmatively appear upon the face of the judgment
record, but may be found in the files. Still, this authority must
exist and remain of record, and contain every essential fact

necessary to sustain the judgment-—as a species of contract, a

contract of record. And the writings constituting these judg-

ments, whether of Superior or Inferior courts, must satisfy

the requirements of the trilogy of procedure, otherwise they

will fail under the tests of the jurisdictional probes, the demur-
rer, motion in arrest, or collateral attack. If their authority

does not affirmatively appear in the right record, then they are

coram non judice, and to this there is ever applied Debile funda-
mentum fallif opus?^

38—Crepps v. Burden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud., et sea.
39—Story's Eq. PI., §§10, 28; II. S. v. Cruitshank, L.C. 2.^", 3 Gr. & Rud.-

Porter v. Campbell, L.C. 2 id.; Eushton v. Aspinall, L.C. .5 id.; Slacum v. Pomery',,
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§211. Jurisdictional Elements Must Afiirmatively Appear
Upon the Eight Kecokd.—In a state where jurisdiction depends
on only two elements—first, jurisdiction of the person; and sec-
ond, of the subject-matter,*" there the principal maxim has the
least operation

;
and there yfraiver—Consensus tollit errorem—

has the largest operation.

In a state where pleadings are uniformly required to invest
the court with jurisdiction, the principal maxim has a larger
operation, and waiver

—

Consensus tollit errorem—is more re-

stricted. At a forum where other and further elements of juris-

diction are required and noticed, as in Windsor v. McVeigh, the
principal maxim has a still larger operation, and waiver

—

Consensus tollit errorem—is still more restricted. Accordingly,
the principal maxim and its cognates appear as reciprocals

with Consensus tollit errorem and its cognates. Here it seems
well to observe that the trilogy of procedure or of strict con-

struction appears as a reciprocal of the trilogy of liberal con-

struction, which is Consensus and its cognates.

§ 212. The Principal Maxim Is a Fundamental Principle in a
GovEENMENT OF Peotection.—It applies equally to all systems

of procedure—the equity, the common law civil cases, also its

criminal case, the federal and the code, also the Superior Court

and the inferior tribunal. In this maxim is presented an

immutable element of jurisprudence. This fact is perceivable

from the presentation of the trilogy of procedure.

§ 213. The Mandatory Record Arises From the Prescriptive

Constitution.—It is the government's, the state's, the public

policy record which must exist and evince necessary facts to

constitute the coram judice proceeding. It is of the state, by

the state and for the state. From first to last, the government

opens and reads and construes for itself, without regard to the

conduct, relation or compacts of the parties named on the record.

The wishes or personal interests of these parties do not affect

the construction of this record. The construction of this record

6 Cranch, 221, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522; Eose v. Himely, 4

Craneh, 269; quoted, approved and followed, Thomas v. P., 107 111. 517, 47 Am.
Eep. 458; Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Sawyer, in re, 124 U. S. 200 (In-

junction without authority void db initio); Doddridge (Mo.) supra; % 119, ante.

40—See Illinois, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Theory of the Case, 4 id.
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as to substance is not fluctuating, as some decisions hold, "before

trial," "at the trial" and "after the trial."

§ 214. Certainty As to the Essentials Is Required, and This

Is Measured and Tested by a Fixed Gauge; and this gauge is

the trilogy of procedure, or the rules of strict construction.

These are the state's—the third party's—rules, and they cannot

be consented away nor waived. Res inter alios acta. The

state—the third party—says, Non hcec in foedera veni, or Al-

terum non Icedere. The equity of the third party cannot be

waived by the tivo. The tests of the state's interests are from

this trilogy; the state's interests are measured from the con-

serving principles of procedure.* ^ Certainty is measured from

orient peaks of the law, and not from arbitrary and fluctuating

estimates. Coke's three degrees of certainty are a bewildering

jargon. They are not practical and they are not capable of

general comprehension.*^ Too much respect is still paid the

stumbling-blocks that the feudal authors have placed in the way
of the restoration of the civil law of Eome.*^

It seems well to repeat an important view, that the state con-

strues a record and therefrom establishes the jurisdictional data

according to fixed and invariable rules ; that if by these rules

the record is defective in substance, then there applies at all

times and at all stages Debile fundamentum fallit opus.

§ 215. A Judgment Depends Upon a Wrong Stated in the

Eight Eecord.—Therefore the rule is that the statement must
contain the facts constituting a "cause of action." A pleading
that does not set forth the facts constituting a cause of action

or the grounds of a defence is subject to objections upon col-

lateral attack, and of course to a general demurrer, also a
motion in arrest.

To illustrate
: If the statement is of a simple contract (other

than commercial paper), then the assent and the consideration
must be alleged.** A pleading omitting these matters of sub-
stance is insufficient to sustain a judgment, or, in other words,
to resist objections upon collateral attack. Jurisdictional facts

41—55 83-123. 1 Gr. & Bud.
42—Windsor. L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Burl.: see Certaintv, 2 id
43_See Will 's Gould 's PI. 234-239; also Chap. I, 1 Gr. He Bud

LC 3^2^^ ^^"P'^'g'^ " Brathwait, L. C. 301, 3 Gr. & End.; Eann v. Hughes,
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are not supplied by intendment. Verba fortius accipiuntur con-

tra proferentem.'^'^ Therefore the statement must describe the
wrong done, also the wronged person, also the wrongdoer. These
facts are necessary to give the court jurisdiction of a particu-

lar subject matter. The pleading that fails in this confers no
jurisdiction upon the court. The question of a real, existing,

legal and bona fide "cause of action" is never a question that is

foreclosed to the state.^** This requirement of a "cause of

action" has a profound significance. A judgment founded upon
a statement defective in substance may be likened to the house

"founded upon the sands, when the rains descended and th&

floods came and the winds blew." Such a judgment is subject

to collateral attack and the operation of Debile fundamentmn-

fallit opus.

§ 216. The Principal Maxim Is Applied in Taxation.—Taxa-

tion depends on an assessment roll whereon appear the name
of the taxpayer, a description of his property and its valuation.

This document is the foundation of a tax, and its constitution

must be by the right officials; the division of state power is

involved. The assessor only can assess.*^ If this document is

lacking in matters of substance, it will not support a tax. De-

hile fundamentum.^^

Defects of substance in assessment rolls cannot be aided by-

curative statutes. Quod ab initio non valet intractu temporis

non convalescit.

§ 217. The Principal Maxim Applies to Contracts.—Alreadjr

we have mentioned the judgment—the contract of record. Next

comes the deed, or formal contract. If its sealing or other fea-

tures of certainty and conclusiveness are absent, there applies

to the deed Debile fundamentum. And the simple contract is

governed by the same principle. The negotiable instrument

must have certainty of time, of amount, payer and payee.*"

And other simple contracts must be certain, else they fail.^"

45-U. S. V. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Stephen y.
Beall, 22 Wall

329 339 • 190 TJ. S. 540, 546 ;
Quod lex non vetat perrmttit (What the law does not

forbid it' permits) ; § 163, 1 Gr. & Bud.

46—S V. Baughman, L.C. 268, 3 Gr. & Bud., et seq.

47—P. ,-. Hastir<js, L. C. 144, 3 Gr. & Bud.

48—Lawrence v. Fast, L.C. 132, 3 Gr. & End., et seq.

49—Kelly v. HemingwHy, L.C. 304, 3 Gr. & Bud.

50—Sherman v. Kitsmiller, L.C. 305, 3 Gr. & Bud.
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The leading elements of a contract may always be inquired

after— (1) the assent, (2) the consideration and (3) the legality

of it. An illegal contract is no " cause of action '

' ;
jurisdiction

will not attach to it. If the statement of a "cause of action"

shows upon its face that it is illegal, then all proceedings founded
thereon are coram non judice. There is lacking the jurisdiction

of subject-matter.®^

Accordingly, from procedure, from taxation and from con-

tract appears the utility of Debile fimdamentum fallit opus.

51—S. V. Baughman, L.C. 268, et seq., 3 Gr. & Eud.; see Fauntleroy v. Lnm,
210 V. S. 230, stated in foreword, 4 Gr. & Eud.



CHAPTER X
(§§ 218-231)

IVHAT OUGHT TO BE OF EECOED MUST BE FEOVED
BY EECOED AND BY THE EIGHT EECOED

Cognate Maxims and Cases:

1. De non apparenfibus et non eoristentihus eadem est ratio: That whieli is notjundieally presented cannot be judicially considered. §§ 10 28 Sto Ea PI
2. Fnstra prolatur quod proiatum non relevat: It is vain to prove What is "not

3.1i6g€CL.

3. Verla fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: Every presumption is aeainst a
pleader. Dovaston v. Fayne, L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Bud.

4. Quod ab initio non valet intractu temporis non convalescit: Tliat whieli is void
in the beginning cannot become valid by lapse of time.

5. Dehile fundamentuvi falUt opus: When the foundation falls all goes to the
ground. § 10, Sto. Eq. PI.; Collateral Attack, 1 Gr. & Eud., 200-260; also 2 id

«. Salus popuh suprema lex: The vrelfare of the public is the highest law.A court is bound by its record and can do no act without its record. What is said
beyond the record is a dictum; what is done without a sufficient record is a,
coram non judice proceeding, and this binds no person and no thing. Allega-
tions are essential for jurisdiction. Crockett -u. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522; Thomas v
P., 107 ru. 517, 47 Am. Eep. 458; Mce v. Travis, 216 111. 249; Kenealy v. Glos
241 lU. 15, 23-26; S. v. Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 536-547;
Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12o, 3 Gr. & Eud.; ClarTc v. Billon, 97 N. Y. 370.

7. Interest reipullicce ut sit finis litium: It is to the interest of the public that
there be an end to litigation. See Ses adjudicata, 4 Gr. & Eud.

8. Nemo debet esse judex in propria sua causa: No one should be judge of his own
dispute. 4 Gr. & Eud.

9. Expressio unius est exclusio alterius: The express mention of one thing excludes
aU others. What a record expresses is conclusive and nothing else can be
considered. See Iverslie v. Spaulding, L.C. 46, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.; Oral Evi-
dence, 4 id.

10. Ita lex scripta est: So the law is written. Mailers v. Whittier Co., 170 111. 434;
see Statutory Eecord (Bill of Exceptions).

11. Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All things are presumed to have
been rightly, regularly and validly done. Crepps v. Burden, L.C. 213, 3 Gr. &
Eud., et seq. Superior and inferior courts; distinctions. Every jurisdictional

fact must affirmatively appear upon the face of the judgment record of the

inferior court. What does not appear therein is presumed against. Verba
fortius. But the files support the judgment of a superior court ; the jurisdictional

jfacts need not affirmatively appear on the face of the judgment record in the

case of the latter. In other words, the presumption of regularity does not aid

the judgment of the inferior court. Crepps v. Burden. But for this distinction

there would be no difference between a superior and an inferior court. See
Rice V. Travis, 216 111. 249 (Presumptions aid a justice's record).

12. Quod per recordum probatum non debet esse negatum : What is proved by the

right record ought not to be denied. It is conclusive.

Campbell v. Porter, 162 IT. S. 478, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Eud. [Pleadings are essential

to invest a court with jurisdiction. Public policy requires pleadings and they

cannot be waived. Consent will not confer jurisdiction of subject-matter. Sto.

Eq. PI., §§10,28; Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522; Davis, 126 Mo. 69 (Barclay

reaffirms Story).]

BusJiton V. Aspinall, Smith's Lead. Cases, 8th ed., L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Omission

of a material allegation subjects the proceedings to a motion in arrest of

judgment, or to objections upon collateral attack.)

187
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7;. S. r. CruilslmitV, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud. (S.P. as Eushton.) Moore v. C, L.C.

21, 3 Gr. & Eud.
Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 (S.P. as Eushton); Gates, 13 Mo. 511; Mobleij v.

Nave, L.C. 46a, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Wynne, 23 Mo. 30 ; Milan, 12 Mo. 598 ; S. v. Metz-
ger, 26 Mo. 66; Doddridge, 222 Mo. 146: Cases; Bates, 17 Mo. 550; Gramp v,

Dunnivant, 23 Mo. 254; S. v. Muench, 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 537-547, n.
(Pleadings indispensable to confer jurisdiction); Davis, 126 Mo. 69; McQuitty,.
218 Mo. 69; Wilson v. Barrow (1909).

S. V. McCray (1881), 74 Jlo. 303. The motion for a new trial is jurisdictional, in
order to secure a review of the matter of the statutory record. Without this,

motion all conduct and happenings at the trial are waived. All formal matter
not presented in a motion for a new trial is waived, and is gone forever. This is

true in all cases; the criminal case is no exception. S. v. Dunn, 73 Mo. 586.
This rule is imperative in both civil and criminal eases. Without the motion in
the right record only error shown by the mandatory record can be noticed.

The statutory record is surplusage without the motion for a new trial, and its C9r-
relative, the assignment of errors. The latter is the same as the motion for a
new trial with an exception to the overriding of the motion and that the court
erred in entering judgment. The la.st two points are not required in all courts.
§ 53, 1 Gr. & Bud. ; Assignment of Errors, 2 id.

Vovaston v. Payne, Smith's Lead. Cases, 8th ed. (Every presumption is against
a pleader—Fer6a fortius.) Stephen v. BeaU, 22 Wall. 229, 239; XJ. S. v. Linn,
1 How. 104.

Crepps V. Burden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Superior and inferior courts; distinc-
tions.) Berseh, 27 JIo. 101; Eice v. Travis, 216 HI. 249; Doddridge, 222 Mo.
146; Walker, L.C. 118, 3 Gr. & Eud.; cf. Eice v. Travis, 216 111. 249.

§219. General Views and Observations.—Not for the
mariner, surveyor, architect, geographer and astronomer only
are there a North Star and its "pointers." Statesmen and
jurists also have guiding stars. Theology has principles which
all must admit and respect; and so has philosophy. The histo-
rian who would teach well and profitably must at least impress
the names of a few of the great actors upon the world's stage,
also a few of the truly great events. He must at least teach the-

divisions of ancient, medieval and modern history, and the
events which separate these epochs. Thus he will impress the
downfall of the Koman Empire and the discovery of America.
Historically speaking, what can he compared with these great
events? Theology, philosophy and history all have leading and
salient matters which must be expressed and explicated for a
right comprehension of them. And this is equally true of the
philosophy of the law, which must be perceived and compre-
hended from its orient peaks. These tower above statutes and
decisions. Now it seems well to observe:

That every government of justice, freedom and protection
must be operated upon fixed and certain data and attending
prmciples. Herefrom arise the reason and the necessity for a
record; consequently a record arises from grounds and rudi-
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ments of law, among wliieh are reason, necessity and public

policy. Salus populi suprema lex.^-

The division of state power, the first great principle of a
constitutionalism, depends upon departments of state and the

existence of various officials, judicial, legislative and executive,.

exercising their respective functions within their prescribed

spheres, out of which they cannot lawfully proceed or act.

For these ends and purposes the judiciary must have its neces-

sities, its constitutional implications, its record and other means

of usefulness and of its existence.

The legislature must likewise have its records and neces-

sities, by which its acts are tested, are declared void or consti-

tutional, as the case may be. Likewise the executive must have

a record, by which his acts are tested.®^

Looking from reason, necessity, convenience, certainty, "due

process of law" and public policy, all officials must have and

keep a record. The official who has no respect for his record

and who acts without and beyond it is guilty of usurpation of

power ; he acts without the law ; in other words, he is an outlaw.^*

The due administration of the laws involves "due process of

law," also the conserving principles of procedure, which are

gathered, enumerated and explained in §§83-123, 1 Gr. &

Eud. Herein is discussed the necessity for the mandatory, or

the state's, or the public policy record, in which record those

principles are dovetailed and mortised. This discussion is in-

troduced by the trilogy of procedure and its corollaries

:

1 "What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

2. "Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction o± a

subject-matter to adjudicate it."

Pleadings as there discussed include the mandatory and the

statutory records, and the incidents of the latter, namely, the

motion for a new trial, the assignment of errors, and the argu-

ment of counsel.^*^

A discussion of the records referred to involves the con-

serving principles of procedure and other necessities of the

"due administration of the law." These include pleadings.-

52—See §§ 45-71, 83-123, 1 Gr. & Bud.

53—Bunkle v. U. S.. L.C. 120, 3 Gr. & Eud.

54—Lange, L.C. 159, 3 Gr. & Eud.

ItTcl'Llt":: Left meat. 522 (Marshall, C. J.); Story's Eq. PI., §10;

V. S. V. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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The principles of these authorities are reaffirmed by codes.

These principles arise from the maxims of antiquity, which some

states have reaffirmed by chapters in their statutes, while at

the same time authors and professors in famous and conspicu-

ous schools are denouncing them as well as all the premises we

have introduced. Because of this teaching we have made the

above resume. This should be well impressed.

§ 220. Principles of the Prescriptive Constitution.—These

arise from the grounds and rudiments of law, or from reason,

necessity, convenience and public policy. Eelated to all of these

are the canons constituting the trilogy of procedure or of strict

construction, elsewhere introduced and explained. Hereof are

the corollaries above stated, which include the greatest rule

of evidence, of pleading and of construction, which is

:

'
' What ought to be of record must he proved by record and by the right record. '

'

If there must be records for the operation of a constitutional-

ism, then we correctly introduce the last rule quoted as the

greatest rule of evidence, also of pleading, practice and con-

struction. These conclusions are founded upon data picked

from the Eoman, Norman, English, federal and best state deci-

sions. At this juncture it is well to ask if these canons and
necessary deductions therefrom are "outworn and obsolete

theories" of Mansfield, Marshall, Story, Bishop, Field, Shaw,
Waite {U. S. v. Cruikshank). In view of the contention pre-

vailing in some quarters that respect for the trilogy of proce-

dure and its corollaries is "stickling for technicalities," and is

"record worship," it seems well to ask, if it has been, or if

it can be, demonstrated that argument for the trilogy referred

to is an "outworn and obsolete theory." What statesman or

jurist has erected an establishment in disregard of that trilogy?

Whence comes the demonstration that relating to that trilogy

the theories of Story or Greenleaf are outworn and obsolete?

§221. Substituting Liberal Canons of Construction for

Steict; Consequences.—The "theory of the case," as advocated
by Judge Seymour D. Thompson, depends upon eliminating the
trilogy of strict construction and substituting therefor the
trilogy of liberal construction, elsewhere introduced and ex-

plained. This substitution allows departures, variances and the
elimination of the clerk and his record, or, in other words, of the
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state's or the public policy record, and the substitution therefor
of the statutory record. See Theory of the Case, also Variance,
4 Gr. & Eud. Accordingly it appears that a denial of the rule,
''What ought to be of record must be proved by record and
by the right record," is the parent of the euphemism called the
"'theory of the case." This theory is inimical to the theories of
Mansfield, Marshall, Story, Shaw, Bishop, Field and Waite.
Crockett v. Lee, by Marshall, expresses the views for which we
contend. Beyond the writings and decisions of the "theory of
the case" advocates, what can be pointed to, to demonstrate that
ihere are outworn theories of "Story and Greenleaf," or of
Marshall, Shaw, Field and Bishop? Those who will answer this

should be given great and welcome attention, for instruction as

to these matters is much needed.

The theory of the case depends upon disregarding the man-
datory record and departing therefrom by maintaining the view
that variances can be waived. In other words, the parties

named upon the record can contract for a procedure of their

own, and the state as a silent third party can be eliminated.®*"

§ 222. Superior and Inferior Courts; Distinctions.—The lead-

ing distinction between a superior and an inferior court depends

upon an application of the rule, "What ought to be of record

must be proved by record and by the right record. '

' For some

uses there are presumptions of regularity attending the judg-

ment of a superior court ; but not so with an inferior or statu-

tory court. The record of the latter must bear upon its face the

jurisdictional facts; in other words, the record of the inferior

court must show between the four corners thereof the jurisdic-

tional facts ; these must affirmatively appear thereon. But in a

superior court the jurisdictional facts may be shown from the

files, the pleadings filed and other documents. Now, if we give

to an inferior court the same presumptions that are given the

judgment entry of the superior court, then we obliterate the

distinctions between the superior and the inferior court. Ubi

eadem ratio ibi idem jus. The court that gives to an inferior

court the presumptions of regularity in effect denies that there

are inferior courts. Uno absurdo dato infinita sequuntur.

5(3—See Quod db initio; Deiile fundamentum falUt opus.
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The rule in Crepps v. Burden^'' is that unless the justice's-

record bore upon its face the jurisdictional facts, then the pro-

ceedings of the justice were coram non judice. Debile funda-

mentum fallit opus. This case well illustrates the rule, "What
ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the

right record."

The distinction between superior and inferior courts has

been a prolific source of discussion in Indiana, Missouri, and

other states. In Illinois there are alternating decisions relating-

to the same. The bewilderment is well illustrated in Rice v.

Travis?^ And closely allied to the sources of this confusion is

the question that arose in Balseivicz v. R. R.^^

In the light of these facts it seems well to observe in this con-

nection that a disregard of the trilogy of procedure introduces

tribal laws and antinomies that befog and mislead the

jurisprudent.

§ 223. The Best Evidence of Which a Case in Its Nature Is

Susceptible Shall Be Produced.—This has long been classed

as a cardinal rule of evidence. However, it is only a part of

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by
the right record." This rule includes the oral evidence rule and
its twenty-five exceptions.^ When the claimant of a contract

asserts his rights thereto, if a judgment he must produce it,

also the record which supports it ; if a deed he must produce a
formal document with its seal ; if commercial paper the writing
evincing it; if a contract required by the statute of frauds to

be in writing, then this evidence of his contract."^ In all of these
matters the burden of proof depends upon him who holds the
affirmative.®^

§ 224. The Mandatory Record Arises From the Prescriptive
Constitution-.—This fact must be well comprehended and im-
pressed. It arises from reason, necessity, convenience and
public policy. The equities of the state depend upon it; there-
fore the two parties named upon the record cannot consent or
contract it away. It is protected by the trilogy of strict con-

57—L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & End.
58—117 111. Ap. 644, reversed, 216 111, 249 (4 Gr & Bud 1

fi^:|'° n"-,'l''-/° ^'°;-n^-/-
' Contra:DoddrfdgJ^ 2k Mo. 146.60—See Oral Evideiice, 4 Gr. & End.

61—Wain v. Warlters, L.C. 335, 3 Gr. & Bud
62-Bai,n v. Hughes, L.C. 312, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Bonnell, L.C. 185, id.
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stmction, and not by the trilogy of liberal construction ; the lat-

ter applies only to those matters which concern two parties, and
not to those matters which concern the state, the silent third
party. Res inter alios acta. The state's, the government's,
the public policy record, cannot be waived or dispensed with;
upon it depends the coram judice proceeding."^

The mandatory record presents matter that concerns the

state—matter of substance or substantive law. The statutory

record presents formal or waivable matter, or adjective law; in

other words, matter that may be waived unless it is objected

and excepted to, and properly made of record.

§ 225. The Mandatory Record Is Exclusive for Its Ends and
PuEPOS^s.—It is the sole evidence to evince compliance with

the government's mandates. The state has rights or equities

in procedure, and these must be respected without regard to

the relations or the wishes of the litigating parties named upon

the record. Res inter alios. To attempt compliance with the

peremptory requirements of the state, the mandatory record is

•designed; what it does not affirmatively show is conclusively

presumed not to exist. Expressio unius est exclusio alterius.

No other record or document or evidence can be substituted

for the mandatory record. To illustrate : If this record shows

that there was no issue made upon the record, this omission is

decisive of the case. Acts and conduct will not supply such

omission. The court was bound by its record, and without an

issue it could proceed no farther ; the court had no jurisdiction

;

it could not swear a jury to try an issue that did not exist.«*

§ 226. Admissions Upon a Record Are Conclusive and Cannot

Be Contradicted.—Evidence in opposition to such admissions

is inadmissible, is coram non judice.°^ One cannot make an

admission in the right record and next deny it by matter in the

statutory record. Allegans contraria non est audiendus. Ad-

missions in the pleadings being in the mandatory record, which

63_WiiicIsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Quod db initio non valet intractv,

temporis non convalescit. -,, ., t ^ rro o j t i

64—Crain v. U. S., 2 Gr. & Bud.; Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79, 3 id.; Israel v.

Reynolds, U'lll. 218, L.C. 83, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Borkenhagen t. Paschen 72 Wis. L,L,

X,C 81, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Irwin, 28 Mo. 576; Winston, id. 82; Cowden, id 471.

65-Bradbury v. Cronise, 46 Calif. 287, 9 Mor. Min. Bep. 306, L C. 35 3 Gr. &

Bud.; Dare, 31 Mo. 483; Boatmen's, 38 Mo. 49 (Dispense with proof); Bliss, Code

PI. 138 (Pleadings are to limit issues and to narrow proofs); 2 Danl. Lban. iJ9b;

f 53, 1 Gr. & Eud.
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is the right record, are conclusive and cannot be contradicted^

They are an estoppel of record and from the right record. The

state opens the mandatory record, and what it shows is con-

clusive. This record is a verity for its purposes ; it safeguards

the equities of the state; and the state opens, looks and con-

strues the record, according to the trilogy of procedure, or of

strict construction.*" The presumptions are against the man-
datory record except as it will stand the tests of the state's

safeguarding rules.

§ 227. The Statutory Record Is for an Appellant in a Court

OF Ereoes.—The only interest the state has in this record is its

establishment as a record in conformity to the statute.*^ That
is, the signing, sealing and making of record must appear by
the right record. To this extent it is governed by the trilogy

of strict construction. If the proceedings are then passed by
the state as coram judice, then all presumptions are in favor

of the judgment, unless matter afftrmatively appears in the statu-

tory record that is material error, providing this error is

objected to, excepted to, and incorporated in the motion for a.

new trial, and error assigned upon this motion, and finally each,

error assigned is argued by counsel. So we see that all error

shown upon the statutory record is waived unless it is argued^
assigned for error, made a ground for a motion for a new trial,,

and unless also excepted to, and unless this exception be founded
on sufficient and precise grounds.®^

As to all of these matters the record must affirmatively show^
and what it shows is conclusive, according to the greatest rule
of evidence, "What ought to be of record must be proved by
record and by the right record." Consensus tollit errorem.

Looking from supreme court decisions, the importance of the
matters mentioned in the last two sections will be apparent.
Most cases are affected by them. A glance at a few reports.

' will show that "What ought to be of record must be proved by
record and by the right record" is a basic rule, and arises from,
fundamental principles of the prescriptive constitution and
the conserving principles of procedure.®*

66—Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.
67—Mailers t. Whittier Co., 170 111. 434
68—L.C. 290O-299, 3 Gr. & Bud.
69—§§83-123, 1 Gr. & Bud.
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§ 228. Res Adjudicata—Estoppel of Record—Former Jeop-
AEDY Depends on the Mandatory Recokd.—Res adjudicata has
nothmg to do with the statutory record.'" It is the former record
that is a necessity for the support of the conserving principles of
procedure^"*

Looking from the matters referred to in the above sections

will justify the conclusion that the greatest rule of evidence is

:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record aud by the right record";

also that a part of this rule is, "The best evidence of which a
case in its nature is susceptible must be produced. '

'

§ 229. Allegations Must Be in the Right Document.—What
ought to be in the "statement of the cause of action" will not

be sought nor looked after elsewhere. An answer will not aid

in the statement, much less the reply aid antecedent pleadings.^^

Allegations in the caption of a pleading are insufficient; they

must be in the body of the pleading. The grounds for removing

a cause from a state court to the federal court must appear

from plaintiff's statement of his cause. Matter for the support

of the removal will not be noticed if stated elsewhere or hy
the defendant. The right to the removal depends upon what

the plaintiff alleges in his statement of the cause of action, also

in the right pleading. Federal courts view the matter tech-

nically and with great strictness. From the pleadings the public

is charged with vigilance, as in matters of constructive notice.

One charged with constructive notice, from pleadings, is not

required to look in odd and unusual places or documents. To

give and to support a claim of constructive notice the rule,.

"What ought to be of record," etc., ig applied with strictness.

The cases which hold that a reply will aid a complaint, or

that an answer will so operate, are not in accord with the

requirements of the conserving principles of procedure. Relat-

ing to these principles Verba fortius accipiuntur contra pro-

ferentem is applied with strictness from beginning to end, and

also upon objections upon collateral attack. The construction

70—S. V. Muench, 217 Mo. 124, 137, 138, 129 Am. St. 536; §§171-200, 1 Gr. &
Bud. : see title Ees Adjudicata, 4 id.

70a—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud. ^ . , ^ -r, i

71—Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167; see Conserving Principles of Procedure,

§§83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.; Constructive Notice, id.; Eemoval of Causes, id.
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required by the state for itself and for the whole public is

tested by the trilogy of procedure, or of strict construction, and

not by lax and fluctuating views of aider or waiver. Neces-

sarily substance is ever tested by the same criterion. It is

absurd to contend that the state's rules of construction fluc-

tuate, or that there are three degrees of certainty, as stated

by Coke, and as has been parroted by Chitty, Stephen, Gould

and others who have not introduced and explained the trilogy

of procedure and the conserving principles. From these is

deducible the philosophy of procedure.

§ 230. What Is a Federal Question and How It Shall Be
Eaised Is a Leading Question.—The latest cases show that

practitioners meet many failures in securing a review of causes,

for the reason that the right record, the right document, does

not present the question. It seems that the question cannot be

first brought forward in a motion for a new trial, nor in the

petition for a rehearing, nor in the assignment of errors, nor

in the argument of counsel. Herefrom it may be said that the

guaranty of due process of law is viewed as formal or waivable

matter ; that the trilogy of strict construction does not protect,

but, on the contrary, the trilogy of liberal construction applies,

and especially if the cause arose in the state courts.'^^ The
coram non judice proceeding from a state court may be aided by
waiver, when presented to the Supreme Court of the United
States for a review. In this class of cases, violation of funda-
mental law passes as coram judice, unless the sufferer at an
early stage anticipated an astonishing departure in the state
court, and properly forefended therein by stating that he de-
manded an observance of fundamental law—of "due process of
law," as this is generally applied and construed in the federal
system. Accordingly we conclude that "What ought to be of
record must be proved by the record and by the right record."

§ 231. Judicial Recitals in a Judgment or Decree Are Sur-
PLUSAGE.—Jurisdictional facts of an inferior court must afftrma-
tively appear upon the face of the judgment record. But
these facts may be gathered from the files and other paper in
a superior court." Judicial recitals of juridical facts in a

72—Windsor t. JleVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud
73—Crepps v. Durden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & End.," et seq.
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judgment or decree are surplusage. These facts must appear

elsewhere and in the right document and records* Jurisdic-

tional facts must arise from the pleadings ;'^^ or, in an inferior

court, upon the face of the judgment record^''

74—Ferguson, L.C. 264, 3 Gr. & End.; BecMenberg, 232 ]11. 120-123 (Statutory

jrecord may present jurisdictional facts in Illinois. See also Wright v. Griffey, 147

111. 496).
73—Becklenberg, supra.
76—Crepps, supra; Doddridge, 222 Mo. 146; S.P. as in Crepps.





CHAPTEE XI

(W2S2-'2i4)

INTEREST EEIPUBLICAE UT SIT FINIS LITIUM: It is

to the welfare of the pubUc that there be an end of hti-

gation. This maxim is a part of Salus populi suprema
lex. 4 Gr. & End. ; Sto. Eq. PI. 782.

Cognate Maxims:
Nemo debet his vexari pro una et eadem causa: No one ought to be twice vexed

for the same cause.

Bes judicata facit ex alio nigrum, ex nigro album, ex curvo rectum, ex recto curvmn r

A thing adjudged makes black white, white black, the crooked straight, the
straight crooked. Britain, L.C. 50, 3 Gr. & Bud., 218 111. 46.

AUegans contraria non est audiendus: He who alleges contradictory things shall
not be heard. 2 Gr. & Eud. ; Earn v Cole, id.

Fosito uno oppositorum negatur alterum : One of two opposite positions being^

affirmed, the other is denied. 4 Gr. & Eud.
Estoppels are odious and are strictly taken. This maxim is a paraphrase of Verba

fortius.

Ees inter alios judicatw nullum aliis prcejudicium faciunt: Matters adjudged in a
cause do not prejudice those who are not parties to it. Alterum non Icedere;

Audi alteram partem; Dig. 44, 2, 1.

Illustrative and Cognate Cases:

Kingston's Case, Smith's Lead. Cns., ext. v.. L.C. 76, 3 Gr. k Eud. (Eules of res^

adjudicate.) See Ees Adjudicata, §§ 171a-l'0O, 1 Gr. & Eud., also 4 id.

Outram v. Morewood. L.C. 25, 3 Gr. & Eud.; S.P. Cromwell v. County of Sac, L.C.

26, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; (Estoppel by verdict. A fact decided in one case, when con-

clusive in another. See Ses Adjudicata, 4 Gr. & Bud.)
Harriot v. Hampton, Smith's Lead. Gas., 4 Gr. & Eud. (Eecovery at law ends liti-

gation.)

Ferez v. Fernandez, 202 TJ. S. 80, L.C. 2e, 3 Gr. & Eud. (What might or should

have been decided is presumed to have been. See Fes Adjudicata, 4 Gr. & Bud.)

Bauerman v. Eadenius, L.C. 48, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Parties directing and controlling

litigation are bound thereby, whether named on the record or not. Substance,

not form, is looked to. Oral evidence is admissible to show who the parties

were. See Mondel v. Steel, L.C. 77, 3 Gr. & Eud.)

§233. Public Policy Influences Procedure.—In all dealing

and relations among men the state's interests—the public wel-

fare—has to be respected. Salus populi suprema lex. The

mandatory record is required by the state for purposes of pro-

tection. The validity of official action is tested by this record.

The proceedings must be coram judice, is the iirst rule of res

adjudicata; the validity of the proceedings must be evinced

199
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by the mandatory record. The test of this proceeding is the

trilogy of procedure; this test is for required substance to

sustain the proceedings; and thus become involved the general

demurrer, the motion in arrest, non obstante veredicto, the order

for repleader, the requirements to resist objections upon col-

lateral attack, and to sustain a plea of res adjudicata and other

conserving principles of procedure.'^^

§ 234. A Judgment Is a Contract and the State Is a Party to

It.—The establishment of a contract requires the assent of

all contracting parties. The establishment of a judgment must

satisfy the requirements of the public, else the proceedings

will be set aside as coram non judice. If a contract is tainted

with illegality it is subject to the operation of In pari delicto

potior est conditio defendentis; if a judgment and its record

will not stand the test referred to, it is coram non judice; this

is but another expression of In pari. The coram non judice

proceeding, so to speak, lacks the assent of the state; to this

proceeding the state in effect says, Non hcec in fcedera veni

(I did not come into this compact). Alterum non Icedere; suum
cuique tribuere. Such a proceeding is vulnerable to collateral

attack, and of course to the cognates or allies of this proceeding.

The litigation that will satisfy the requirements of Interest

'reipublicce must be in accordance with fundamental law, and

all of this be properly evinced by the right record.

§ 235. The Coram Judice Proceeding Essential to Sustain

Estoppel of Eecobd.—^Whenever a judgment and the record

-which the government commands to evince the authority of that

record are offered to prove res adjudicata, estoppel of record,

former adjudication or former jeopardy, this record is tested

by the state's trilogy of construction, by De non apparentibus,

etc., Frustra probatur, etc., and Verba fortius; these require

substance to withstand the general demurrer, motion in arrest,

non obstante veredicto, objections upon collateral attack, and
the tests of res adjudicata.''^

§ 236. The Mandatory Record Is the State's Record, and Is

Tested by the Trilogy of Peocedtjke ok the State's Trilogy op

77—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Bud.
78—See §§83-123, 171a-260, 1 Gr. & Bud.; Ties Adjudicata, 4 id.; S. v. Muench,

217 Mo. 138, 129 Am. St. 536; Hope, 105 Mo. 93, 24 Am. St. 366, citing Munday v.
Vail, L.C. 79, 3 Gr. & Bud. ; see Jurisdiction, 'lid.
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Construction.—This record is for the state in a government of
protection. For the lawful exercise of authority, the state—the
public—any and all parties, even the parties named upon the
record—^may open the mandatory record and test it forever by
the general demurrer and all its allies, to and including col-

lateral attack. This record is for protection ; it is for the state,

by the state and of the state. It is to evince the substantive

rights of the state. It cannot be waived nor dispensed with;

public policy forbids. Salus populi suprema lex.''^

§ 237. An Adjudication Depends Upon a Sufficient Record.

—It depends upon a coram judice proceeding. The record must
present substance and show compliance with fundamental law.

The requirements of "due process of law" must be satisfied.*"

When the right record evinces a hearing of a certain matter,

of a "cause of action," in a competent court, before a qualified

judge, sitting at the right time and place, thereafter it is the

policy of the law to apply the principle expressed in Interest

reipuhlicce ut sit finis litium. Upon such a demonstration of

fact by the right record there may then be properly applied the

maxim. Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta (All

acts are presumed to have been rightly, regularly and validly

done).*^

Before Interest reipuhliccB applies there must be considered

the state's trilogy of construction and all that this calls for,

namely, the general demurrer and its cognates at all stages to

and inclusive of collateral attack. Quod ah initio non valet

intractu temporis non convalescit.

§238. The Statutory Record Also Involves the Principal

Maxim.—This record, if established according to the statute

providing for it, by proper signing, sealing, attestation, and

proper filing and making of record, is thereafter limited in its

effect and operation by Interest reipubliccs. In this connection

we repeat to impress that this record presents formal or waiv-

able matter, which it is the policy of the law to waive in the

79—1510, 28, Story's Equity Pleadinfr; title Story, 4 Gr & ^"'1-; ^i^'^fT,^-
MeVeiffh Lc. 1, 3 id.; Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2, 3 id.; E. v. ^.e^tley (Mansfiel(l),

L.C. 19, 3 i^.; Crockeit v. Lee (Marshall),. 7 Wheat. 522, 526, 5^7
;

IT. S t Cruik-

shank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud. See authorities eited m connection with the trilogy ot

procedure^
^^_ aZferam partem, 2 Gr. & End.; Windsor v. McVeigh. L.C. 1, 3 id.

81—Clem T. Meserole, L.C. 2c, 3 Gr. & End.
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absence of proper objection, exception, motion for new trial,

assignment of error and argument of each error relied upon.

It is the policy of the law to overlook formal or waivable matter

and to speed causes to a final hearing on the merits. Consensus

tollit errorem.^^

The matter of the statutory record is governed by the trilogy

of liberal construction, which may also be called the parties*

rules of construction, in contradistinction to the strict or the

state's trilogy of construction.

The matter of the statutory record is matter that concerns

the parties named upon the record only. This matter is viewed

as dilatory or abatement or waivable matter. It is the policy

of the law to have it passed as waived if waiver of it expressly

or impliedly appears.** On principle the procedure relating to

the statutory record is disfavored; it is established and judged

hy many strict rules, by a policy issuing from Interest reipublicc^.

Justitia non est neganda non differenda (Justice is not to be

denied nor delayed).

Lex dilationes semper exhorret (The law always abhors
delay).

Lex reprohat morain (The law disapproves of delay).

§ 239. The Statute of Limita,tions Is a Statute of Repose.
Bell V. Morrison.—As such it is favored, but that it may be such
it must be promptly pleaded. Interest reipuhlicce. Therefore
the plea is not so favored that defaults will be set aside so it

can be pleaded ; nor will amendments be allowed to include dis-

favored pleas. Vigilantibiis et non dormientibus jura subveniunt
(The laws serve the vigilant and not those who sleep over their
rights).**

§ 240. Exceptions to General Rule.-Successive actions may
be brought on a judgment.*^ Judgment of trover will not divest
owner of his property.*" Successive suits may be brought
against joint trespassersf also in ejectment.**

82—L.C. 2903-209, 3 Gr. & Bud.
83— § 53, 1 Gr. & Eud.; L.C. 290a-299, 3 id.
84—See Amendments, 2 Gr. & Eud. ; Limitations, 4 id
85—Hummer v. Lamphear, 2 Gr & Eud
86—Miller v. Hyde, 4 Gr. & Eud.
87—Kirkwood v. Miller, 4 Gr. & Eud.
88—See Aalin v. Parkin, 2 Gr. & Eud.
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§241. Equitable Principles in Procedure.—Counterclaim,
set-off, reconvention, recoupment, remitter and retainer arise
from the principle of equity that a ^multiplicity of suits is to
be avoided, and that vain and fruitle'ss things are not required.
The debtor in possession of money of his creditor may retain it

if the creditor owes him. This is called remitter or retainer.

To illustrate: The factor, with money of his principal, may
apply this money on a debt the principal owes the factor.**'^

And a factor buying goods for an undisclosed principal may
set off the purchase price due the vendor against his obligation

to the factor. Potior est conditio defendentis.^^

§ 242. The (Jenius of Codes of Procedure Is Unification, Sim-
PLiFiCATiON AND EXPEDITION.—The principles that direct to these

ends are from the Eoman civil law. Reaffirming these principles

is not creating new law ; and it is vicious and misleading error

to hold out and emphasize such action as new law. Equitable

principles influence procedure.^"

§ 243. The Maxims of the Civil Law Lead the Way.—This
is illustrated by the growth of equity, of the estoppels,®^ of

counterclaim, set-off, recoupment, and codes of civil procedure;

the latter appears so when viewed from the trilogy of procedure

and the cognate matters thereof. But relating to all these mat-

ters there have been and still are the Bacons on one side and

the Cokes on the other. Prominent professors and authors in

famous schools are shouting, "Away with the maxims," while

legislatures are enacting chapters reaffirming them. By such

writing and such teaching the student is led into a jungle and

is left to pick his way the best he can. Generally his first

step is a wise one, and this is to throw away the school

books and look for something the lawyer can use. Eminent

lawyers now at last inform us as to the true condition of legal

literature.®^

88a Bro. Max. 215, 8th erl. ;
Quod remedio desUtuitur ipsa re valet si culpa

dbsit (What is without a remedy is by that very fact valid if there be no fault).

89—George v. Clagett ; Thomson v. Davenport, L.C. 342, S Gr. & Eud.

90_See Construction, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Lester, L.C. 341, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Howard v.

Harris (Once a mortgage always a mortgage) ; Oral Evidence, 4 Gr. & Eud.

91—Horn v. Cole, 2 Gr. & Eud.
99—See Green Bag, Feb., 1910, also preface, Bishop's New Criminal Law,

p. vi; 34 Am. Bar Assn. Bep. 787, 832, 836; 70 Cent. Law Jour. 294-296; fly leaf,

Wigmore's Code Evidence, 1910.
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§ 244. Introductory Observations of the Trilogy of Liberal

CoNSTEUCTioN.—A perplexing and ever-recurring question to

the practitioner is, What constitutes a coram judice proceeding?

This question is involved in all considerations of the general

demurrer, in all its forms and by whatever name known, whether

a mere motion or a formal demurrer, or motion in arrest of

judgment, or motion non obstante veredicto, order of repleader,

errors for review in appellate procedure, objections upon col-

lateral attack, and the sufficiency of the record for purposes of

res adjudicata, wherein the first rule is, the proceedings must

be coram judice, also in determining the validity of the pro-

ceedings to support execution and judicial sales. In relation

to all these matters the inquiry is, Does the record present

required substance to support it?—which is the question on

general demurrer. Herefrom is perceivable why the ground

of the general demurrer is never waived, why it cannot be

waived. However, there is cited 3 Bl. 394, 395 to the contrary.

Where the philosophy of the mandatory record is not under-

stood or respected, it is held that the ground of the general

demurrer may be waived or cured by the statute of Jeofails.

To this point, Blackstone, Chitty, Stephen and Gould are often

cited. The confusion is indicated in 1 Saunders Report, 228,

note 1, 85 Eng. Eeprint 242-248. Here is cited Rushton v.

Aspinall,^^ Jackson v. Peslced, Spieres v. Parker, and many other

cases. In these cases the chief question was. Can the omission

of a material allegation be cured by waiver?®* and it was held

that it could not be. The limits of liberal construction are well

stated by Story, in Dohson v. Campbell, L.C. 232o, 3 Gr. & End.*'

Of course, the omission of a material allegation would give no
concern to advocates of the "theory of the case."^® The jargon
and contradiction over the question of aider is unending and is

most confusing. It is a jargon of statutes and cases. From
these discussions we invite the view that Substance can never
be waived nor cured by aider. Substance generally relates to

the wronged person, the wrong done him, and the wrongdoer.
Discussions of these matters involve the organization, purpose

93—L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.
94—See U. S. v. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.
95—Bro. Max. 136-137, 181-182, Sth ed.
96—See "Theory of the Case," also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.
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and jurisdiction of courts. What relates to these questions is

practically untouched by statutes. Statutes cannot abolish sub-

stance, nor the essential means of operating the judicial depart-

ment. Statutes, however, can unify, simplify and expedite, but
only as to formal or adjective matter or matter that can be
waived. Matter of substance which cannot be waived is not a
matter of legislative gift or control. Substance arises from the

principles of the prescriptive constitution, which in turn arise

from the perceptions of justice by the human mind ; substance

is within constitutional protection. In other words, the "cause

of action" arises from constitutional principles, and it is safe-

guarded by those principles. "Causes of action" arising there-

from are not given by statute, nor can they be taken away by
statute. From these views will appear the functions of the

general demurrer at all its various stages by whatever name
it may be called. The general demurrer is a jurisdictional

monitor; it is a probe to test the sufficiency of a pleading for

substance. Attending this test is the trilogy of procedure or

of strict construction. The trilogy of liberal construction

relates to formal matter or matter that can be waived. Accord-

ingly is indicated what cannot be waived, and what can be

waived. Thus will appear- the importance of the next maxim

and its cognates.





CHAPTER XII

(§§245-269)

CONSENSUS TOLLIT EEEOREM: Acquiescence in error
obviates its effect. In other words, He who does not
speak when he ought shall not be heard when he desires

to speak.

Bro. Max. 135-139; §§ 53-60, 103, 1 Gr. & End.; L. C. 290T3-299, 3
Gr. & Eud.; § 6660, Code N. D.; 8 Cyc. 331-333, 584. See Waiver,
4 Gr. & Bud.

"Let us consider the reason of the case, for nothing is law that is not reason." •

•Coggs V. Bernard.
"With respect to objections of mere form, it is laid down that, if a man pleads over,

lie shall never take advantage of any slip committed in the pleading of the other side "

Holt, C. J. .\non, 2 Salk. 519, 91 English Reprint, 442 : Bro. Max. 136-137, 181-182, 8th ed.
"Nothing can be taken advantage of on a plea which could not pass a general

demurrer."—2 Salk. 210, supra; Interest reipu1ilic(B.

When its philosophy is lost the law is lost. And the law is lost when it can be found
-only in endless statutes, cases and discussions. The law cannot be learned from these,
but only from its orient peaks.

Cognate Maxims:
Omnia prcesumvntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All acts are presumed to be rightly,

regularly and validly done. Crepps v. Burden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Omnia,
4 id.

Vt res magis valeat quam pereat: It is better to conserve than to destroy.

•Quilibet potest rennnciare juri pro se introducto: Anyone may renounce a law
introduced for his own benefit. IngersoU v. Coram, 211 IT. S. 335; Quinn v. P.;
Thomas v. S. S.; Chcquette, 23 Mo. 337; Pacific, id. 359. One may waive
process and its service. Quinn v. P. In Abatement, 2 Gr. & Eud.

Yolenti non fit injuria: He who consents to his own injury cannot complain of it.

4 Gr. & Eud.
Modus et eonventio vincunt legem: The form of agreement and the convention of the

parties override the law; or, in other words, the parties may stipulate a law
for themselves relating to matters that are personal to themselves.

Consensus facit legem : Consent makes law.

^'What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

L.C. 46-60, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, id.; Cf. Cooper v.

Beynolds, 10 Wall. 308; PennowfesTcy v. Coerver, 205 Mo. 135; Preface, vol. 3,

Gr. & Eud.
Consent cannot confer jurisdiction of subject-matter. § 10, Sto. Eq. PI. ; Becklen-

berg, 232 111. 120; Fletcher v. Boot, 240 111. 429; Thomas v. Board, L.C. 10a,

3 Gr. & Eud.; People's Bank, L.C. 12d, id.; Minnesota, 194 IT. S. 48-78.

Illustrative Cases:

Windsor v. McVeigJi, 93 U. S. 274, Hughes' Proc.,_§§ 54-70, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Essentials of due process of law cannot be waived; these must be evinced by

the mandatory record, and are tested by the trilogy of procedure, or the state's

rules of construction

—

Be non apparentibws, Frustra prtibatur and Verba fortius.

Relating to these matters courts will sjro sponte open a record, and take notice

of defects of substance without regard to the vrishes of either party named
on the record. Steph. PI. 145. The mandatory record speaks for itself and need

207
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not be attended with the statutory record. Matters of substance cannot be
waived; these need neither objection, exception, motion for new trial, assign-

ments of error nor argument. The government—the whole public—demands thee

coram judice proceeding. Defects of substance will keep. Mallinckrodt, 12a,

3 Gr. & Bud. (Miller, J., dissents in Windsor.) See De non apparentibus and
cases cited therewith.

Windsor v. McVeigh, supra. Objections upon collateral attack are the last stage
of objection; hereat the ground of the general demurrer, motion in arrest, noTi-

obstante veredicto, or repleader may be raised and vindicated. These are
defects of substance and are never waived. They are viewed from the con-

serving principles of procedure. §§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.; see also §§ 170a-

260, id.

Munday v. Vail, 34 N. J. Law, 418, L.C. 79, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.; stated 140 11. S.

254; Sache v. Wallace, 101 Minn. 169, 118 Am. St. 612, 11 L. E. A. (N. S.)

803, 11 Am. & Eng. Ann. Cas., 348, 4 Gr. & Bud., cases (Pleadings limit issues).

Allegations are essential to invest a court with jurisdiction of a subject-matter
to adjudicate it. V. S. v. Cruikshank. supra; Bushton v. Aspinall, supra; Val-
landingham, 17 111. 25; Smalley, 19 Til. 207; Becklenberg, 232 111. 120;
Fletcher, 240 111. 429; S. v. Muench, 217 Mo. 124, 138, 129 Am. St. 536; Hope,,
105 Mo. 85, 93, 24 Am. St. 366; Charles v. White, 214 Mo. 187, 21 L. E. A.
(N. S.) 481.

Denials are essential for an issue; if there is no issue there is no authority to try.
Munday, L.C. 79, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq. The allegation, the denial and the issue
cannot be waived. Borkenhagen, 72 Wis. 272, L.C. 81, 3 Gr. & Bud., et seq.;
Irwin, 28 Mo. 576; Winston, id. 82; Cowden, id. 471. A reply cannot be waived.
Israel, 11 111. 218. A plea of not guilty must appear from the right record..
Grain v. V. S., 2 Gr. & Bud.; Eoskins v. P., 84 111. 87, 25 Am. Eep. 433, L.C.
80, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Cooper '0. Beynolds, 10 Wall. 308, stated § 70, Hughes' Proc. Defects in the man-
datory record must be aptly excepted to, and will not be noticed without th&
statutory record. (Field dissents.)

Bushton V. Aspinall (Mansfield), L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud. The record mus"t stand the
tests of the general demurrer; the pleajjing that will not pass the general
demurrer will not support a coram judice proceeding. Campbell v. Porter, 162
ir. S. 478, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Bud., et seq.; U. S. v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 542,
L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud. (reprinted in full) ; Mallinckrodt, 169 Mo. 388, L.C.
12a, 3 Gr. & Bud., also in 4 Gr. & End.; see Theory of the Case, id.; S. r.
Muench, 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 536-547, n. ; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 78; Lilly,
td. 211-213; Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522, 526-527 (Marshall, C. J.); Fish v.
Cleland, 33 111. 237, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Fletcher v. Boot, 240 111 429-
Kenealy, 241 111. 22-24, title Story, 4 Gr. & Bud.

; § 47 ante.
V. S. V. Cruikshank, supra. Motion in arrest of judgment renews or first raises the-

grounds of the general demurrer in behalf of the defendant. Bitchcock v.
Baxght, 7 111. 604, L.C. 12, 3 Gr. & Bud., et seq.; Steph. PI. 142-150. (Aider br
verdict.) ^ '

Thornas v. S., 121 Tenn. 83, 130 Am. St. 756-770, ext. n. Waiver of obiections to
incompetent evidence; rules.

Harkness v Hyde, 98 TJ. S. 476, L.C. 152, 3 Gr. & Eud. Service of process in a
wrong territory is not waived by going to trial, if excepted to. This is formal
error and IS not governed by the philosophy of the matter of the statutory
record. This philosophy of the law has been held secondary to the intent of
Congress. And- accordingly one may limit his appearance and remove a cause
and still be free to object to defects in serving process. Wabash, 164 TJ. S.m: Cases. Fundamental law does not always control; waiver of formal

ft^J ^^V^ ""l^f^^'f
favored. See §103, 1 Gr. & Bud.; Interest reipub-

licm; Abatement, 2 Gr. & Bud.
Generally a full appearance waives issuance and service of process. Beason, necessityand convenience control statutes. See Abatement, 2 Gr. & ^uA.; Quinn L

P., 4 id.

^''^
i?tl?*l!f °if

Congress as it is discovered from day to day or case to case is.otten set above the philosophy of the law. Wabash, s«pra; IngersoU, 211 U. S.
235; Mechanics' Appliance Co., 215 U S 437

'
i-

>
e. ,

^^'''%Lntf^,erV;if!f°^- ^ ^\ ^^^'
h^- ^^' '^ «'• ^ «"d- «* *«3- The motion nor.obstante veredicto is a staee where a nlnintiw »;n,o^ ,„„„„„ „- fi-„4. .„:„„=
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grounds of the general demurrer to the defendant's pleadings. This motion is
the same as the motion in arrest except that the latter is made by the defendant
while the former is made by the plaintife. Hereat the rule of construction is the
same as on general demurrer. Stephen's PI. 148, 149 (Aider by pleading over).

Carland v. Davis, 4 How. 131, L.C. 60, 3 Gr. & Bud. Bepleader; when a court will
s-ua sponte take notice of departures and immaterial issues and order a repleader,
that the cause may be disposed of upon the merits. Interest reipublicw. Noble
V. K. C, 222 Mo. 121 ; see Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Kud.

§ 246. Consensus Tollit Errorem a Fundamental Principle of

Okganic' Law.—So it will appear when considered in connection

-with the trilogy of procedure (which is, De non apparentibus et

'non existentibus eadem est ratio, Frustra probatur quod proba-

ium non relevat, and Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferen-

tem). To illustrate: If a constitution or a statute provided

that a summons must issue, must be served and returned, never-

theless if a party personally appeared and waived the issuance

and service of summons, and pleaded to the merits of the case,

or otherwise appeared generally, then the requirements of such

constitution or statute would be waived."*^

Adjective law can be waived, but substance cannot be waived.

The general demurrer, at all its stages and by whatever

name called, whether motion, demurrer, motion in arrest of

judgment, or non obstante veredicto, order of repleader, review

in appellate procedure, or requirements to resist objections on

collateral attack, or requirements for res adjudicata, attaches

to substance or the state's substantive law, which cannot be

waived. 70 Cent. L. J. 455-460 (reviewing Chitty, Stephen and

Gould).

Codes provide that filing an answer will waive formal or

adjective law, but not substance.

"The necessary operation and therefore the function of law thus defined we found

to be the marking out of the largest area within which each individual could freely

move and act without invading the like freedom of every other—that is, to

secure the largest possible liberty."—Carter, Origin of Law, 173.

The state enters into and takes a place in all the relations

of its citizens. These are given all possible freedom consistently

with the welfare of the state ; but they cannot waive or contract

away what concerns the state. The substantive rights of the'

state are never foreclosed by the compacts or the conduct of the

parties named on the record.

96a—Ingersoll v. Coram, 211 U. S. 335; § 53, 1 Gr. & Eud.; Quinn v. P., 4 Gr.

& Eud..; Indianapolis B. E. v. Horst, L.C. 223, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Thomas v. B. E., 4

Gr. & Bud.
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§ 247. Reason Is the Soul of the Law, and When the Reason

FOR A EuLE Ceases, So Does the Law Itself.—{Cessante ratione

legis.) That one shall have an opportunity to be heard is a

matter of public policy.®^ If this opportunity has been afforded,

then the spirit of the law is satisfied. Jurisdiction of the person

is an essential element of a coram judice proceeding, but the

means of acquiring jurisdiction are not confined to the .ceremo-

nies of process, unless the defendant is an infant or an insane

person, in which cases process must be actually served, and the

record must show it. But as to all other persons, the law looks at

substance, not form, and ceremonial forms prescribed by written

laws will give way to the law of convenience, necessity, reason,

and the public welfare. Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium.^^

§ 248. The Question What Can and What Caamot Be Waived
Involves the Conserving Principles of Procedure.®^—These

principles implicate the unwritten constitution and the manda-
tory requirements of a constitutionalism, which is enumerated

as the ninth ground and rudiment of law.^

The discussion of what is harmless and what is prejudicial

error would fill volumes in the books of each generation for

centuries. All claims that it is new or modern law are mis-

leading.* The following is a popular statement of a rule which

does not involve error appearing upon the mandatory record;

this rule is repeated again and again by the courts. These
repetitions are matter for the latest and unending rows of books.

From these we quote

:

"The general doctrine. Generally speaking, a judgment -will not be reversed or st

verdict be set aside, or other proceeding be overthrown because of error of which
it can be said that no harm resulted to the complaining party even though he
has properly saved his objection and excepted to the ruling and has regularly
paved it in the record." 8 Current Law, pp. 1-35, §§ 1-3.

The principle—the philosophy—of this rule should be well

comprehended.^ The above rule may be stated thus : No error

assigned will be a ground of reversal unless it has prejudiced
the appellant.

97—Audi alteram partem; Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.
98—§§ 53, 103, 1 Gr. & Eud.
99—§§ 83-124, 1 Gr. & Eud.
1—§ 56, id.

2—See 8 Current Law, 1-35.

3—See Abatement, Assignment of Error, Appellate Procedure, 2 Gr. & Eud,
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It seems well to add that this rule applies only to error

shown in the statutory record.*

Whatever relates to the mandatory record and the conserving
principles of procedure is generally unaffected by waiver and
the operation of Consensus?

When its philosophy is lost the law is lost. This is well illus-

trated in discussions of Consensus. To illustrate: There is one
class of lawyers and authors that takes the view of pleading

and of the mandatory record indicated in Story's Equity Plead-

ings, § 10.^ This school may be cited to sustain this proposition^

that the mandatory requirements of a constitutionalism cannot

be waived.'' With this school technicalities are the safeguards

of the law, and are indispensable in the establishment and
vindication of the first great principle in a government of limited

and defined powers, namely, the division of state power, also of

the mandatory record.

There is another school which overlooks the requirements

of a protecting government in a judicial procedure, and for that

purpose the uses and functions of the mandatory record. This

school looks and construes wholly from the standpoint of the

parties named upon the record.*

The contentions of these two schools will illustrate that the

study of procedure is a study of government, also that when

its philosophy is lost the law is lost.

The Supreme Court of the United States has fluctuating

views of the foregoing theories. All of its decisions are not

as clear and forceful as TJ. S. v. Cruikshank.^ Many of its

decisions are loose, equivocal and susceptible of almost any

construction. All are not as authentic as the ones we shall

next cite.

§ 249. Limits of Waiver.—Amendment of a bill without leave

after the cause is at issue .is a nullity which is not waived by

receiving evidence thereunder. Frustra probatur quod prohaturn

nan relevat.

4—Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Camptell, L.C. 2 id.

5—Shutte, L.C. 291, 3 Gr. & Eud.

6 XS S V Cniikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Eushton, L.C. 5, id.; Washington

B. B. V. Bradle'ys (1869), 10 Wall. 209, 303.

7_§§ 56-60, 1 Gr. & Bud.
8 2 Thomp. Trials, §§ 2310, 2311 (pleadings can be waived) ; 70 Cent. Law

Jonr., 311-314, 455-460.

9—L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & End.
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"It is hardly necessary to repeat the axioms in equity law of procedure, that the
allegations and the proofs must agree; that the court can consider only what
is put in issue by the pleadings, that averments without proofs, and proofs
without averments, are alike unavailing, and that the decree must conform to

the scope and object of the prayer and cannot go beyond them. Certainly with-

out the aid of a cross bill the court was not authorized to decree against the com-
plainants Ihe opposite of the relief which they sought by their bills. That is

what was done by the decree under consideration." Washington B. B. v. Brad-
leys (1869), 10 Wall. 299, 303. See Story, Eq. PI., § 10; De non apparenUbus;
Croclcett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 525. 526, 527.

"There is a large class of cases in which it has been held that objections not taken
in the court below will not be allowed to be taken in this court. We do not
intend to impugn this doctrine or to narrow the limits of its just operation.

But when there is such a combination of errors, and errors of so grave a char-

acter as those which mark the record in the case before us, this principle can
have no application." 10 Wall. 303.

Stripped of equivocal verbiage, the court held that a matter

not juridically presented could not be judicially considered;^"

that pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with

jurisdiction of a matter to adjudicate it."

A reply is essential; where there is no issue there can be

no trial. '^

An adjudication cannot go beyond the pleadings, the state-

ment oi the case. (Aprayer may be waived.) A decree without

a proper foundation must fall. Debile fundamentum fallit opus.

The practice of the court is the law of the court.

There are limitations of Consensus tollit errorem.^^

A reply may be waived.^*

§ 250. Federal Cases; Further Illustrations,—The federal

Supreme Court has decided that the ground of the general

demurrer can be waived. It has also decided that waivable

matter if reserved by exception may be assigned for error after

general appearance and a trial on the merits.'^ If one is sued

in a wrong district this may be reserved by exception, and after

trial on the merits, such exception may be assigned for error;

it is not waived.^® These decisions oppose the general rule and
the policy dictated by Interest reipublica:. The general rule is

10

—

De non apparentibns.

11—tJ. S. V. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & End.; Campbell, L.C. 2, id.; Story,
Eq. PI., §10; Allen v. Pullman Car Co., 139 U. S. 558; Hope, 105 Mo. 85, 93, 24
Am. St. 366 (able statement of rule). Frustra prohatur quod proiatum non relevat.
Charles v. White, 214 Mo. 187, 21 L. E. A. (N. S.) 481; §§ 47, 68, 119, ante.

12—Crain v. U. S., 2 ,Gr. & Eud.; Borkenhagen, !,.<:. 81, 3 M.
13—See Story; De non; Debile.
14—Labor v. Cooper (1868), 7 Wall. 565 (Swayne, J.), cases. See 10 WaU.

303 (Reply cannot be waived).
15—Harkuess v. Hyde, L.C. 152, 3 Gr. & End.; Mechanics' Appliance Co., 215

U. S. 437.
^^

16—Harkness v. Hyde; Ingersoll v. Coram, 211 U. S. 335.
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that "whatever relates to process and its service is waived after

general appearance.^^

,
The cases show that the practice relating to cases from

the highest court of a state are a class unto themselves; these

are often barred by a strict technical practice to which it seems
well to refer. These are judged by rules at variance with

general principles. In many cases the appeal fails for reasons

which the appellant could not have anticipated. In some cases

it seems necessary to recite the fact that guarantees of organic

law are relied upon ; that a statement of this is not timely after

the state court has astonishingly denied such rights. Indeed,

it seems that the pleader must anticipate any and all proceedings

of the state court ; otherwise he waives his rights under organic

law. Therefore one must at the beginning recite this law in

his pleadings and thereby give notice that he will seek a review

if fundamental right is denied by the state court.

But in other cases the court is not overtechnical in with-

drawing cases from scrutiny, for it treats the substance of the

allegations as determining the character of the case. If the

state court has passed upon the substance of a federal right,

though not in express terms, the court will look at substance

and not form.^*

§ 251. Feature of Federal Practice.—So it results that mat-

ters of substance are waivable, and matters of form are not

waivable under the condition above stated. The result is that

the philosophy of the law is no safe guide. And thus it is that

in federal practice it is the letter of the constitution, the word

oi the statute and the latest decision thereon which are the

flickering torches of the federal practitioner. To him the law

is a wilderness of conflicting cases and long rows of opposing

statutes. In cases removed from the highest court of a state

into the federal supreme court, the principle in Consensus is

given an all-pervading operation. It overrides the trilogy of

procedure and its cognates, the general demurrer and its allies

already mentioned. In this class of cases the state's interests

are disregarded; the cases support the statement that every-

thing is waivable; the review of these cases is a question of

l7_Urewcomb, 182 Mo. 707; see Abatement, 2 Gr. & Bud.

18—Grand Eapids E. E., 193 U. S. 27-28; Kaukauna Co., 142 U. S. 269. See

Xeigh V. Green, 193 U. S. 85; Diseonto, 208 V. S. 750.
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matter shown from the statutory record. The functions of this

record are enlarged at the expense of the safeguards of pro-

tection. Consent will establish almost all abuses as '

' due process

of law."

§ 252. In Some Cases the Assignment of Errors Is Jurisdic-

TiONAL,;^^ elsewhere it is not in the criminal case; and in the

latest case it is said that the assignment of errors is not juris-

dictional, that the court may sua sponte notice error.^" In the

high tide or in the low tide of such fluctuation every case is a

law unto itself. And in any event the philosophy of the statu-

tory record matter is jumbled ; where this is applied on the onfr

hand and denied on the other, there the practice is a hard and

wasting struggle over long gatherings of cases, which are no

better guides than so many session acts. Any disturbance of

the philosophies of the mandatory and the statutory records-

destroys the continuity of reason, removes practice from the

realm of the perfection of reason, and plunges it into an abra-

cadabra of conflicting statutes and decisions, an anxious look

for the "latest case," and a fevered fear that some new and

unexpected turn will be taken, or some astonishing word spoken.

In American courts stability and dependability are not required..

§ 253. Cooper v. Reynolds Conflicts With Windsor v. Mo-
Veigh.—Of the former observe that, in 1863, Knoxville and sur-

rounding region was the theatre of stirring military activities,

of battles and of sieges by large opposing armies. The battle

of Chickamauga was fought on the 19th and 20th of September,

and immediately afterward Longstreet with a powerful corps

invested Knoxville. This was a part of gigantic warfare con-

ducted around Chattanooga. These facts are general history,

of which all may take notice.^i On September 26th, about the

day that Longstreet invested Knoxville, Parson Brownlow, a

noted Unionist, instituted an attachment suit against one Eey-
nolds for assault and battery and false imprisonment, and
attached his farm near Knoxville. Service of process was made
by publication in the Knoxville "Whig" immediately after the

commencement of the suit, and, of course, during the siege,

which was not raised until December 5th, after the battles of"

19—Waters Pierce Oil Co., 212 XJ. S. 159, 182.
20—Old Nick WilHams Co., 215 XJ. S. 541, 545.
21—See Judicial Notice, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Lanfear v. Mestier, L.C. 181, 3 id.
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Missionary Eidge and Chattanooga, November 23-25. Thus
we gather the facts that a plaintiff was busy within a besieged

city making service of process by publication, and Reynolds was
assumed to be without and possibly aiding Longstreet's artillery

to open a way into the city. On this state of facts the judgment
might well have been: The service of process in this case will

not answer the requirements of '
' due process of law '

'
; therefore

the record is coram non judice.

Inter arma leges silent: In the midst of arms the law is

silent.

§ 254. Cooper v. Reynolds; Observations Upon.—The statute

—Code of Tennessee—specifically enumerated the steps for

service by publication, and, as is usual, provided for an affidavit,

an order founded on that affidavit,- and the affidavit of the pub-

lisher of the paper in which the notice was published—all of

these to be made of record.^^ Of course, this became a statu-

tory addition to the mandatory record, and all of this was to

be done and made manifest by the clerk, a ministerial officer.

Herefrom we may proceed upon the rationale of the mandatory

record; and let us note that the clerk had failed to perfect this

record, as provided by the Tennessee statute, for he had failed

to make the required record memorial. He omitted a copy of the

published notice. This was admitted to be essential. This state

of fact called for an application of the first rule of evidence,

namely, ''What ought to be of record must be proved by record

and by the right record." But this rule was rejected; and not-

withstanding the manifest irregularity, regularity was pre-

sumed, and the omission was supplied from judicial recitals

made by the judge in his decree.

After the war Reynolds brought suit to recover his farm,

and the judgment and record of the proceedings in the Brownlow

Case were admitted in evidence, with all of the omissions. Un-

questionably, upon principle, he had a right to proceed upon

the theory of constructive notice in any jurisdiction having a

definite theory and firmly upholding the essentials of collateral

attack. Quod ah initio non valet intractu temporis non

convalescit.

22—Bicketson v. Eiehardson, L.C. 59, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Galpin v. Page, 3 Sawyer,

93, L.C. 63, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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In the judgment it was recited that, service by publication

having been had, the court proceeded, etc.^^ This recital was

made by a judicial officer in his judgment, which would have

been just as good without this superfluity, and that, too, of a

matter that should have been evinced by the ministerial officer.^*

This the statute required. Such statutes are strictly construed.^^

At most the recital was a conclusion of law, which is always a

nullity, at least where an enumeration of facts can and ought

to be made.-** From the recitals found in the judgments, the

court construed the requisite matter that should have been made
to appear of record at the beginning to authorize the proceed-

ings,^^ which should have been made, by the clerk. So it is

apparent there was not only a bad beginning for a foundation,

but it did not come from the right source—it did not have the

right origin. Quod nullum est, nullum producit effectum. It

involved the division of state power.^^ There are limits of

liberal construction, and these are perceivable from the trilogy

of procedure.

§ 255. Cooper v. Reynolds (continued) : Nor Did the Juris-

DiCTioNAL Fact Appear in the Right Place.—Interested parties

should not be required to look in strange and unusual places

for what the law declares shall be made at the commencement
by the clerk and not at the conclusion by the judge. What
relates to a strict statutory power contrary to the course of the

common law is strictly construed.^* Judges take judicial notice

of their records, and give judgment upon the whole record.^"

And this is presumed in this case; therefore it seems fair to

say that the judge knew of the essential record omission when
he recited in his judgment the effective and much respected

conclusion of law in this case. Justice Miller spoke for the

majority of the court and sustained the Brownlow judgment;

23—Ferguson v. Crawford, L.C. 264, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Becklenbere, 232 111. 120;
Cloud, 86 Mo. 366-368.

24—See Division of State Power, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Ilournoy v. Jeffersonville,
L.C. 146, 3 id., cases.

25—Galpin v. Page, 18 Wall., also 3 Sawyer, 93 ; Eicketson v. Eichardson, L.C.
59, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Bloom v. Burdick, L.C. 266, id.

26—Howard v. S., L.C. 166, 3 Gr. & Eud.
27—McArthur v. Howett, L.C. 99, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Bro. Max. 946, 8th ed. ; WiU-

iams V. Peyton, L.C. 116, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Constructive Notice; Quod ab initio, ete.
28—Plournoy v. Jeffersonville, supra.
29—Crepps v. Durden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud.
30—Steph. PI. 144, 9tli Am. Ed., § 116, ante.
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Justice Field dissented, for the reason that the state court did
not acquire jurisdiction by the publication proceedings.

It should be observed that Cooper v. Reynolds is a most
important case and deserves careful attention. It is widely
cited in works on -procedure, attachment, replevin and juris-

diction, but without the discrimination that it deserves; for it

is not pointed out in these works that it is in conflict with
Galpin v. Page^'^'' and all the decisions which hold that a statu-

tory power contrary to the course of the common law should

be strictly construed. Against this rule, inter alia, Cooper v.

Reynolds can be cited. It is an extreme case for liberal con-

struction, and inconsistent with the view that a statutory record

is strictly construed. Ad ea quae frequentius, etc. It is opposed

to that certainty indispensable for a definite theory, and for

certainty and stability of titles and collateral attack. The
rationale of all these subjects must find support from opposite

cases.

§256. Windsor v. McVeigh; Cooper v. Reynolds.—Justice

Field, in all of his decisions, had a clear, congruous and well-

conceived opinion of the mandatory record and^its.functions,.^

and nowhere did he more ably disclose this knowledge than in

Windsor v. McVeigh, in which case Justice Miller dissented.

These judges throughout their service had widely variant

opinions of the uses of that record, as a close investigation

of the above cases will show. The Supreme Court of the United

States affords many illustrations of rapidly changing views

of fundamental rules relating to the notice imparted by a record,

one of the most important elements of "due process of law"

which has long awaited a definition from that court. A strict

but defensible rule was applied in Ransom v. Williams (1864),

2 Wall. (U. S.) 313, and a very liberal but dangerously variant

rule was applied in Harvey v. Tyler, Id. 328. In one case De non

apparentibus et non existentihus eadem est ratio is strictly

applied, while in the next Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter

esse acta is applied for the establishment of jurisdictional facts.

Here are contradictions in the same book and at the same term,,

and in almost succeeding cases.

30a—18 Wall. (U. S.) 350, L.C. 64, 3 Gr. & Bud.
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Lex est misera ubi jus vagum aut incertum est.

VM jus incertum, ibi jus nullum.

The above eases well illustrate the necessity of a right under-

standing of the prescriptive constitution and of its parts else-

where discussed as the trilogy of strict construction and the

trilogy of liberal construction. The leading canon of the latter is

Consensus tollit errorem.

It will be instructive to note that the construction of statutes

in Cooper is not supported by reason ; for when it was so obvious

that the publication of notice in an invested city was vain and

fruitless, it should have been disregarded. Verba intentione

debent inservire; Cessante ratione legis, cessat ipsa lex.

§ 257. Abatement, Dilatory, Formal Matter Is Waivable; and

it is the policy of the law to waive it. This policy has been

enumerated and defined as the thirteenth conserving principle

of procedure.*^ It is the policy of the law to speed causes to a

final determination upon their merits, and not to delay this

determination by technical matters not relating to nor affecting

the merits. Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium. However, the

forms of the law are a part of the law, and these forms will be

enforced upon apt and precise objection and exception, when

they are properly evinced by the right record (the statutory

record) in accordance with the rules of appellate procedure.^^

§ 258. Distinctions Between Matter of Substance and Formal

Mattek.—A comprehension of these distinctions involves accu-

rate and technical knowledge of the mandatory and the statu-

tory records. The former may be called the government's

record, existing for protection, and tested by the state's trilogy

of construction, also by the requirements of the coram judice

proceeding, when viewed from the general demurrer, motion in

arrest, non obstante veredicto, repleader, objections upon col-

lateral attack, and the essentials of res adjudicata, or "due

process of law." Essentials of these matters are matters of

substance. Formal matters are those concerns in which the

government or state has or takes no interest. Formal matters

concern two parties only, while matters of substance concern

the state as a silent third party, whose interests are vindicated

iy the operation of the general demurrer.

31—§S 53-103, 238, 1 Gr. & Eud.
32—§ 53, 1 Gr. & Kud.; L.C. 290a-299, 3 id.
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§ 259. Aider by Pleading Over, by the Statute of Jeofails
AND BY Vebdict Is A Branch OF " CONSENSUS."—The discussioHs
of aider by verdict involve considerations as to what is matter
of substance and what is formal error. Rules relating to this

are found in R. v. Goldsmith.^^ Chitty, Stephen and Gould did
not cite nor explain Consensus.^*

On principle, formal defects are waived the instant they are
passed, and this waiver cannot be recalled nor restored without
infraction of first principles.^' That at the stage of verdict

there should be a waiver of matters already passed without apt
objection, is imreasonable ; for what is waived is gone forever

the moment it is waived. Interest reipuhlicce. And this waiver
does not depend on the Statute of Amendments and Jeofails,

as is stated in Stephens ' P^eaf^iw^,*" but it results from the appli-

cation of Consensus tollit errorem. This maxim does not origi-

nate from nor depend upon a statute, for it arises from the

prescriptive constitution. Its operation is to advance the policy

involved in Interest- reipublicce ut sit finis litium. The Statute

of Amendments and Jeofails and code provisions may reaffirm

it, but they cannot do more. Organic law can be broken, but it

cannot be changed. Statutes have not and cannot change it.

Chitty, Gould and Stephen are mistaken. 70 Cent. L. J. 455-460.

§ 260. Discussions Involving Matter of Substance and Formal

Matter Aee a Jungle of Confusion.—The courts of many juris-

dictions have no clear or settled views of these matters, nor of

the origins, histories, ends and purposes of the two records, the

mandatory and the statutory records, nor of the first great rule

of evidence relating to these records, which rule is

:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and

by the right record."

Confused and warring courts have discussed these matters

until their decisions are nothing less than "useless grists of

profuse jargon"; and so it is with the institutional writers

upon these matters. Courts have decided first one way and then

another, as in Illinois and Missouri, and in courts of other states

33—L.C. 20, Gr. & Eud.; Stephen's PI., pp. 148-150, citing Jacison v. Pesked;

see also 1 Gr. Ev. 19; Bro. Max. 601, 602, 8th ed.; Dobson v. Campbell, L.C. 232a,

3 Gr. & Bud..
34—See Chap. X, Chitty 's PI.

35—§§ 53, 103. 1 Gr. & End.

36—Pp. 149-150, aiHe, § 116.
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that have followed the decisions of New York, Illinois and

Missouri. The condition in the federal courts is not hopeful,,

but is threatening.*"* The courts to which we refer are not

dependable as to the uses of the two records, and as to the

philosophy of the trilogy of procedure.

§ 261. Federal Cases to BliistraAe.—Windsor v. McVeighP'-

This was an ejectment suit, and plaintiff therein offered from
the records of a federal circuit court a judgment, its record,,

and a marshal's deed to support his claim. This record was

regular and perfect throughout, from summons to the deed

inclusive, to support the plaintiff's title, save and except one

entry in the mandatory record, and this entry showed that the

court a quo struck the defendant's answer from the files, without

giving him the right to amend. This answer was responsive to

the allegations, but it was wholly insufficient to constitute a
defence, and for this reason the court peremptorily struck it

from the files. To this action no objection was made, no excep-

tion was taken, no statutory record was filed. When this record

was introduced to suppQrt the grantee's title to the land, then

and not before it was objected that the proceedings were coram

non judice for the reason that the answer had been improperly

stricken from the files. This objection was sustained, and as a

result the grantee in the marshal's deed failed to show authority

for the judgment and the deed thereon. Accordingly the deed

was held void. This case is opposed to Cooper v. Reynolds.

§ 262. Erroneous and Conflicting Views of Courts.—The
statute of jeofails in several states has been supposed to enlarge

the operation of Consensus by making the principle of waiver

applicable to the matter of the mandatory record as well as to

the matter of the statutory record. This legislation has been

long and furiously discussed, as in New York, Illinois, Missouri

and Indiana.*®

§ 263. Legislation in Disaccord With Fundamental Law.
—In plain language the object of these statutes is to exclude the

state—the public—as a party in procedure. This is indicated

by the fact that the matters relating to the general demurrer,

the motion in arrest of judgment, of non obstante veredicto^

38—See Qnod ai initio non valet intractu iemporis non convalescit.
38a—L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.
39—See Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.; also Preface, herein.
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order of repleader and grounds for collateral attack, are some-
times held within the scope and meaning of these statutes. In
other words, the trilogy of procedure, namely, De non apparen-

tibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio, Frustra probatur quod
probatum non relevat, and Verba fortius accipiuntur contra pro-

ferentem, is often attacked and impaired by these statutes.

Cujus est instituere ejus est abrogare.

§ 264. Limitations of Legislative Authority.—Some cases in

these states hold that these statutes apply to formal defects

only, and not to matters of substance. These cases hold the

statute to be declaratory or affirmative of the common law, and

that it adds nothing to the law that Consensus did not already

afford. For the law is and always has been that formal error

must be excepted to and properly presented by the statutory

record, else such error would be waived by an application of

Consensus.*^

"The objection comes too late; not having been made in the court below it cannot
be made here. It is within the thirty-second section of the judiciary act of
1789, which forbids a judgment to be reversed for any want of form in the pro-
ceediiigs except such as shaU have been specially pointed out by demurrer."
7 Wall. 570. Coan v. Whitmore, 12 Johns. 353.

"The defendant cannot take advantage of his own mispleading, to defeat the
plaintiff 's suit, when the jury have found a verdict for the plaintiff. '

' Harvey v,

Bichards, 1 H. Bl. 644, cited 12 Johns. 353. See Allegans.

On the other hand, it has been held that a pleading is suffi-

cient if it apprise the respondent of what he is summoned to

meet.*^ Such decisions ignore the higher law, the substantive

rights of government in procedure.

Orders of court cannot invest or give or confer a jurisdic-

tion withheld by the constitution.*^ There are many matters

that cannot be waived.*^ See also views from estoppel and

collateral attack.**

§265. Exceptions to Waivable Matter Must Be Promptly

Taken, and Stood Upon and Not Condoned ob Aftebwaed Aban-

doned, Even fob a Moment.—To this point this maxim was cited

and applied in a most instructive way, thus

:

40—C. & A. E. E. V. Clausen, 173 III. 100, 103; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373-374.

, 41—SuUivan v. Dollins, 13 111. 88 (This ease can be cited to sustain the view that

pleadings can be waived). Contra, Israel, L.C. 93, 3 Or. & Eud. See also Paraiso

V. IT. S., 4 id.

42—The Alica (1868), 7 Wall. 571.

43—Shutte, L. C. 291, 3 Gr. & Eud. See §§ 83-123, 1 id.

44—51171-261, id.; 47, 68, 119, ante.
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•"It has been asserted here and will be maintained, that a party wishing to avail
himself of any error of the court, in any opinion delivered during the progress
of a trial, must except to such an opinion when it is giveij. He will not be
permitted to acquiesce in an opinion when it is given and trust to its favorable
operation, and afterward when a trial results against him, be allowed to go
back and take an exception. This is a kind of a speculation in which no court
indulges its suitors. By not excepting to an opinion when first given, as it is

his right to do if he believes it erroneous, a party is presumed to acquiesce in
its correctness; and even though that opinion be incorrect, yet Consensus tollit

errorem. '
' Lane, 11 Mo. 408. Nor will he be allowed the benefit of exceptions

"to abatement or dilatory matter if he afterward waives these. Newcomb, 182
Mo. 707. See Earlcness v. Hyde, L.C. 152, 3 Gr. & Eud.

American courts respect statutes which provide that by not

demurring one waives this right until the time of the motion

in arrest is reached. Then, it appears, the lost right returns.*^

§ 266. The Policy of Waiver and Its Disregard.—If one fails

to make a motion for a new trial, stating the error complained of,

ihen he waives it; and some courts assume against continuity

of purpose and intent so strongly as to hold that if one does not

except to the overruling of a motion for a new trial, this in effect

waives all matter of the statutory record ; and still further and

with like effect, unless one "saves an exception" in the right

record, to the entry of judgment ; or if he does not properly

assign error, he waives it;*® or if he does not argue it, he

waives it. But it has been held that if one does not demur, then

he only waives that right until he can move in arrest of judg-

ment. This is intermittent waiver.*'' This is opposed to the

philosophy of Consensus. Statutes that provide for such a rule

should be disregarded.*^

§ 267. Consensus, Etc., Is a Branch of the Law of Election.

—This is a distinctively equitable doctrine, which proceeds upon
the theory that when one may choose between inconsistent things

he is bound by the choice he makes. Hence arises the rule that

an election once made is final and conclusive. If one has a

choice of remedies, he is bound by the choice he makes ; or if

one may proceed in either one of two courts, he is bound by

45—Bury, 12 Mo. 298 (This is a loose and dangerous rule and stands for a
denial of the right to question a court's authority at every moment; also of funda-
mental rules relating to the general demurrer) ; Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.

;

Clark V. Dillon, 97 N. Y. 370.

46—Paraiso v. U. S., 4 Gr. & Eud.
47—Bury, 12 Mo. 298.

48—Indianapolis E, E. v. Horst, L.C. 223, 3 Gr. & Eud. The Municipal Court
Act of Chicago provides that there shall be no review of questions of procedure; in
other words, the substantive rights of the state may be legislated away. Chitty,
Stephen and Gould can be cited to sustain such statutes, also our institutional works
on construction. See Preface, ante.
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his election. The election of remedies involves important rules

-with which the practitioner should be familiar.^" One is estopped
from saying or doing inconsistent things. Allegans contraria

non est audiendus.

In procedure all matters in which the state—the public—has
no interest may be classed as formal matters, relating to which
the parties may freely stipulate or agree to, directly or indi-

rectly, as the case may be. In other words, they can ratify

matters not involving public policy; that is, in procedure they,

can ratify as they can in contract. But in matters of substance

it must be kept in view that the state has an interest, and these

matters cannot be waived or stipulated away. The attempt

to do so is void. For at all times afterward the state—the whole

public—any person—^may say for and on behalf of the state,

Non hcec in fcedera veni (I did not come into this compact) ; Res
inter alios acta alteri nocere non debet (A transaction between

two ought not to operate to the disadvantage of a third). For
this reason the proceedings are declared coram non judice; and
quite analogously the illegal contract is subject to what is called

a defence of illegality. In pari delicto potior est conditio

defendentis.

§ 268. Enlarging the Province of Consensus, Etc., Attacks

Fundamental Principles.—^And among these the trilogy of

procedure, also Interest reipublicce. These principles encroached

upon are a network of interactions, correlatives and recipro-

cals involving numberless rules of evidence, pleading and

practice. In disregard of fundamental law, various states have

experimented with attacks upon the trilogy of procedure, and

with results discoverable in the theory-of-the-case states, where

pleadings are waived and departures and variances are upheld.

Even in these states, also in federal courts, more can be picked

out supporting the trilogy of procedure as it is conceived by

the Roman, Norman, English and best states cases than can be

found against it. The canons of that trilogy cannot be said to

be outworn or obsolete in a single jurisdiction. The statutes

of "Amendments and Jeofails," "the liberal provisions of our

code," "our practice act," and "our statute" have not dero-

gated from the canons supporting the functions and operations

5ft—Smith V. Hodson, L.C. 156, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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of the general demurrer, and its allies at later and various

stages in a single jurisdiction. Statutes have caused profound

disturbances with judges who did not understand the funda-

mental principles of procedure, and that these arose from a

prescriptive constitution which can be broken but which can-

not be changed in a government of protection. "Our code" and
"our statute" have not changed organic law, the law of Mans-
field, Marshall, Kent, Story, Shaw and Field.

§ 269. The Fundamentals of Procedure Are Necessities That
Aee Immutable.—They are a bulwark of protection for all our

rights and liberties; they are the beacon lights that illumine

the way; they are the line that separates a constitutionalism

from an absolutism ; they are the landmarks that were set by the.

wisdom of antiquity for posterity, and they cannot be changed

nor reset. They are divine, for they are unchangeable. They
must ever be vindicated by governments that would rule wisely.



CHAPTEE XIII

(§§ 270-282)

'OMNIA PEAESUMUNTUE EITE ET SOLEMNITEE ESSE
ACTA: All acts are presumed to have been rightly,

regularly and validly done.

The maxim of regularity; presumptions that arise from it. § 53,
1 Gr. & End.; 4 id.; C. v. Kane, L.C. 183, 3 id.

Cognate Maxims:
Consensus tollit errorem : Acquiescence in error obviates its effect. L.C. 290o-299,

3 Gr. & Eud., chapter XII, ante.

Ut res magis valeat quam pereat: It is better to conserve than to destroy. 4 Gr. &
Bud.; Ddbson v. Campbell, L.C. 232a, 8 Gr. & Kud.

The above maxims we have classified as the trilogy of liberal

construction, in contradistinction to the trilogy of procedure or

of strict construction. In these trilogies lie the philosophies of

the mandatory and of the statutory records. These philoso-

phies, when weU impressed, are a key and a guide for the

practitioner.

Leading Cases:

Crepps V. Burden, Smith 's Leading Cases, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Superior and
inferior courts; distinctions.) Stated and approved, S. v. James, 81 S.C. 197,
128 Am. St. 902, 905 (Construction of Sunday Laws); Snow, 120 U. S. 274;
Hahn V. Kelly, 34 Calif. 391, 94 Am. Dec. 742-770 ext. n., 2 Gr. & Eud.

Crogate's Case, Smith's Leading Cases, 8th ed. (Jurisdictional facts must affirma-

tively appear in the right record. The maxim Omnia prwsumuntur rite has no
operation here.) This case was cited and approved in Mice v. Travis, 117 111.

App. 644, 4 Gr. & Eud. It was reversed, 216 111. 249 (Jurisdictional fact in
affidavit of replevin is sufficient to support a justice's judgment).

Walker v. Turner, 9 Wheat. 541, L.C. 118, 3 Gr. & Eud. S.P. as Crepps and Crogate 's

Case, ated and followed, S. v. Metsger, 26 Mo. 66; P. v. Willis, 14 Johns. 370;
Powers V. P., 4 Johns, 292; Doddridge v. Peterson, 222 Mo. 146, 155; Falle v.

Fleming, 19 Mo. 454, 461, 61 Am. Dec. 566.

§ 271. Evidence Is One of the Law's Most Important

Branched.—Its rules and their cognates include ^many of the

most important elements. Among these are the trilogy of proce-

dure, and the trilogy of liberal construction, which includes

Omnia preesumuntur rite, etc. This is not only a presumption

225
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of much consequence and utility, but it is also closely related

to pleadings, practice and construction. As a rule of construc-

tion it is a part of Ut res magis valeat quam pereat (It is better

to conserve than to destroy). Benedicta est expositio quando
res redimitur a destructione. But Omnia prcesumuntur rite is

not the greatest rule of evidence; what that rule is, is next

stated.

§ 272. "What Ought to Be of Record Must Be Proved by
Eecokd and by the Eight Eecord."—This is the greatest rule

of evidence.^^ This rule is a corollary of the trilogy of proce-

dure. This trilogy, as we have shown, safeguards the state's

—

the public—interests in procedure. Eelating to those matters

of which the state is a silent third party, there attend strict

rules of construction for reasons of public policy. For the

conservation of this policy the mandatory record is conceived.

§ 273. Limits of Liberal Construction to Sustain a Judgment.

—Substance is protected by the prescriptive constitution. What
relates to the wronged person, the wrong done him and the

wrongdoer is substance which can be neither waived, abolished

nor changed. The importance of questions arising from these

views may be judged from the following quotations:

"It is a general rule of pleading established by the common law because it is a
dictate of common sense, that after verdict it will be intended that everything-
was proved, without proving which, there could not have been a verdict for the
party: Provided, the declaration contains a general allegation of a cause of
action, defective only in some circumstance of fact, which may be embraced by
it, and inferred from it." Holland, 4 J. J. Marshall 20. In the same opinion
the judge says, the "omission to aver possession in a declaration for trespass
by the owner would be cured by verdict. '

'

"If the plaintiff shows a good title, however defectively he may have set it out,
the verdict cures it. There might be vices in the declaration, fatal defects on
special demurrer, but there is a healing virtue in a verdict, which cures every-
thing but mortal diseases—all but radical, constitutional defects." 11 Ser. &
K. 30.

"The plaintiff in her petition averred that, at the special instance and request of
defendant, she had promised to marry him (without averring that defendant
had promised to marry her), and the defendant, not regarding his said promise,,
etc., but contriving to injure and deceive the plaintiff, had married another
person. Held, sufficient after verdict, although it would have been bad on
demurrer." Boper v. Clay, 18 Mo. 383, 59 Am. Dec. 314-320 n. . Cases, Hurst,.
96 Mo. 172 ; Johnson, 96 Mo. 346.

"So of an omission to state the amount of damages in the declaration." 59 Am.
Dec. 320. "An omission of the amount of damages, in a declaration, is merely
technical, and' can be taken advantage of only in the court below." Hargrave,
Breese 401, 12 Am. Dec. 201; omission of amount of damages will not vitiatft
it, Mattingly, 123 111. 618; it is sufficient if the statement of the cause diselosea
a sufficient claim for damages. Hurst, 13 111. 599; 12 Am. Dec. 204.

51—See Chap. X.
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The above quotations are in accord with Jackson v. Pesked.^^

Stephen's views of this leading question are quoted, § 116 ante;

Story's, in § 47 ante.

§ 274. Jurisdictional Facts Must AflBrmatively Appear; They
Wnjj Not Be Peesumed.—This is the rule safeguarding the

state's interests. In the scheme of protection a court from
necessity must keep a record, and likewise this record must
evince certain facts. That the proceedings must be coram judice

is the first rule of res adjudicata. For this the rule is peremp-

tory that what ought to be of record must be proved by record

and by the right record. This rule cannot be satisfied by pre-

sumptions nor by liberal rules of construction. Relating to

matters that concern the state, the silent third party on the

record. Omnia prcesumuntur rite, etc., is not applied. At least,

primary matters must affirmatively appear; implied or inci-

dental facts may be supplied by liberal intendment.^^

§ 275. Matter of the Statutory Record Caji Be Waived.—
To the statutory record, the maxim Omnia prcesumuntur rite

and its cognates

—

Consensus tollit errorem and Ut res magis

valeat quam pereat—apply. The policy of the law favors a

waiver of formal or adjective matter, agreeably to Interest

reipubliccB ut sit finis litium.^* And so it is that, if no motion,

for a new trial is filed, this operates as a waiver of all errors in

the statutory record; likewise if there is no exception to over-

ruling this motion ; likewise if no exception is taken to the entry

of judgment ; likewise if no assignment of errors is filed ; like-

wise if no proper abstract of the record is filed ; likewise if each

error assigned is not argued. Herefrom the philosophy of the

statutory record may be perceived.

§276. The Presumption of Regidarity Is Applied to the

Philosophy of the Statutory Eecoed.—The matters which do

not concern the state can be waived; whatever concerns only the

parties named on the record, they can condone or waive or

abandon as they see fit. As to all of these matters, everything

52—1 M. & S. 234, 85 Eng. Eeprint, 246; 105 id. 88, sni L.C. 232a, 3 Gr. &
End.; quoted Steph. PI. 149; also in Dobson, L.C. 232o, 3 Gr. & Bud.; 1 Gr. Ev.

tS; Bro. Max. 136, 137 (quoting Steph. PI.); 181-182 (quoting Jackson t. Pesked),

602, 8tli ed.

53—Dobson v. Campbell, L.C, 232a, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Stepb. PI. 146-150 (Aider by

pleading over) ; Jackson v. Pesked, supra; 1 Gr. Ev. 19.

54—§ 103, 1 Gr. & Bud. ; L.C. 290a-299, 3 id.
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is presumed to have been rightly, regularly and vaUdly done,

unless the statutory record affirmatively shows to the contrary.

As to this record, error is not presumed. This record the

court will not sua sponte open and look into, except as may be

required by the assignment of errors, and its consequents above

mentioned. But it is otherwise as to matters of the mandatory

record."^"

§ 277. Omnia Praesumiutur Rite and Its Cognates Express

THE Old Law.—Statutes of Amendments and Jeofails reaflSna

this old law. These are affirmative or declaratory statutes.

Notwithstanding the broad language of these statutes, still they

are declared as merely affirmative ; they really add nothing to

the law that did not formerly exist.

The liberal provisions of the codes are nothing more than

the statute of Amendments and Jeofails. They are construed

in the same way. They apply to formal matters only; they do

not affect the substance.®** The substance or substantive mat-

ters of the state's rights cannot be waived nor legislated away.

Enlargement of the province of the maxims above referred

to encroaches upon the trilogy of procedure. Hereby the phi-

losophies referred to would be so distorted and perverted that

they would not be a key and a guide. Where such enlargement

has been recognized, there procedure becomes simply a mass
of statutes and. decisions ; these and their incidental accumula-

tion constantly tend to long and ever lengthening rows of books

that are too vast and unwieldy for human capacity.

Where its philosophy is lost the law is lost.®'^

§ 278. Effacement of the Distinctions Between the Two Rec-

OEDs Dismembers the Philosophy of the Law.—This is well

illustrated in the "theory of the case" states; also in the dis-

cussions of Crepps V. Durden;^^ also in Hahn v. Kelly.^^

The cases last mentioned involve the distinctions between

55

—

Quod ab initio, etc., Chap. VIII, ante: Windsor y. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3
Gr. & Eud.

^

56—Clari v. Dillon, 97 N. Y. 370; MaUinekrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Bud.;
Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167.

57—See Preface, 3 Gr. & End.; Green Bag, Feb., 1910: 34 Am. Bar Assn.
Eep. 787.

58—Smith's Lead. Cas.; L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud., et sea.
59—2 Gr. & Eud.
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superior and inferior courts, also the presumptions that attend

their respective proceedings.®"

§ 279. Implications Unavailing to Impeach Proper Matter in

THE Eight Eecobd.—In disregard of the exclusive functions of

the mandatory record, some courts indulge in implications to

supply omitted matter from the right record in order to sustain

judgments agreeably to Ut res magis valeat quam pereat. The
record somewhere should present every essential, every sub-

stantive fact upon which a judgment depends. And as to this

the inexorable rule should be that what is not shown by the

record is conclusively presumed not to exist. This conclusion is

dictated by the maxim De non apparentibus et non existentibus

eadem est ratio. But it must be admitted that the cases are

abundant that hold that unless the record is positively contra-

dicted the omitted matter of substance may be imported by
implication; or by what is of less significance, by superfluous

judicial recitals. To illustrate: In Harrow v. Grogan^^ the

record showed that the service of process was null and void.

But after the record entries showing such facts, enough time

elapsed for the issuing of an alias summons and its service

before the judgment was entered. No record matter showed

that a summons issued and was properly served ; although it was

the clerk's duty to make and keep a record showing such facts,

if these facts properly existed.

Nevertheless, in order to sustain the judgment, it was pre-

sumed that the clerk issued a summons and that it was prop-

erly served and that none of these matters were made of record.

Still it was assumed that jurisdiction of the person was obtained,

and thus the judgment was sustained. Omnia prcesumuntur

rite. In Harrow, this maxim of liberal construction was erro-

neously given more weight and effect than the maxim of strict

construction, namely. Be non apparentibus et non existentibus

eadem est ratio. The substantive rights of the state are safe-

guarded by this maxim.

Cooper V. Reynolds is discussed in relation to Consensus

tollit errorem. It is far more objectionable even than Harrow.

In Cooper, superfluous judicial recitals were made available to

eO—Borden v. Fitch, Bloom v. Burdick, L.C. 266, 267, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Eice t.

Travis, 216 111. 249 ; Doddridge, 222 Mo. 146.

61—2 Gr. & Bnd.
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supply a palpable omission of a matter of substance that ought

to have been of record. Cooper is incompatible with Windsor

V. McVeigh. Justice Field dissented in the former, and Justice

Miller dissented in the latter. From cases like Harrow and

Cooper has come the condition which is now characterized as

"deplorable" and "appalling."

§ 280. Superior and Inferior Courts; Distinctions.—The
authority of a superior court to enter a judgment depends

upon its record and the files or documents attending; but the

authority of an inferior court to enter a judgment must appear

from the judgment entry itself. In other words, the jurisdic-

tional facts to sustain the judgment of an inferior court must

appear upon the face of the judgment itself.®^ But in a superior

court of record, while these facts must affirmatively appear,

the files as well as the record entries may show them. To illus-

trate, if res adjudicata is pleaded by the record of an inferior

court, then the exemplification of the judgment record is suffi-

cient ; but if the judgment of a superior court of record is relied

upon then the various required documents must be presented.^*

Accordingly, it appears that jurisdictional facts must appear

upon the record of the inferior court, but in the superior court

the jurisdictional facts may be gathered from various docu-

ments or the files, which include the pleadings. In the "theory

of the case" states, it seems that jurisdiction has but two ele-

ments—1, jurisdiction of the person; and 2, a sufficient record

entry which the court could or might have entered had there

been required authority from the pleadings and other documents.

Wherever jurisdictional facts are presumed for the inferior

court, there the distinctions between superior and inferior courts

are obliterated.®*

From the above observations it is clear that if Omnia
prcBsumuntur rite is applied to the record of an inferior court,

then the chief distinction between superior and inferior courts

ceases. Even as to the superior court, this maxim cannot aid,

where neither entries nor files show the jurisdictional facts ; as

to the inferior courts, the files cannot be looked to at all. When

62—Crepps v. Burden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud., et sp.q.; Crogate's Case, Smith's
Lead. Cases, 8th ed.

63—See Res Adjudicata, 4 Gr. & Bud.
64—Bice v. Travis, 216 111. 249.
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properly understood, this is the true and only distinction be-

tween the two courts. Overlooking it has wrought great

confusion.

Taxation and other statutory and inferior tribunals are gov-

erned by the same principles as all other tribunals not governed

by the course of the common law.®'

§ 281. The Principal Maxim Is One of Great Utility .—It often

appears as a ground and rudiment of law, and as such it is a

rule of necessity and of convenience. It is presumed that one

acts morally and with good intent in all his dealings. Honesty
and good faith are presumed; crime is not presumed {Malum
non prcesumitur) .^^ The occupant of land is presumed to have

a right thereto;®'^ a license is presumed from long use; the

validity of long enjoyment of a right is presumed (Probatis

extremis prcesumuntur media) ; the regularity of official action

is presumed; also that officers have acted bona fide if prima

facie authority for their actions appears;*® likewise as to the

regularity of judgments, and that to sustain them necessary

facts were proved;*^ Prcesumatur pro justitia sententicef° an

appellant must present a record showing that a judgment is

wrong.'' ^ Marriage and legitimacy are presumed.''^

But jurisdictional facts are not presumed when a judgment

is offered to prove res adjudicata or title to property. A record

offered to prove the judgment of an inferior tribunal, or of a

tax, must afflrmatively present every fact upon the face of the

record. But a more liberal rule applies to the judgments of

superior courts, as already explained.''^ Prcesumatur pro

justitia sententice.

§ 282. In Contract all Acts Are Presumed Right and Regular.

—This rule is liberally applied to uphold contracts, and espe-

cially commercial paper.'^^

65—Tilton v. E. B., L.C. 133, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.

66—Coffin V. U. S., 2 Gr. & Eud.
67—Lester v. Foxcroft, L.C. 341, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Williamson v. Brown, 4 id.;

McNair, 5 Mo. 300; Niles, 98 Minn. 39, 13 L. E. A. (N. S.) 49-150 ext. n.

68—C. v. Kane, L.C. 183, 3 Gr. & End.; McNair, 5 Mo. 300.

69—Dobson v. Campbell, L.C. 232a, 3 Gr. & Eud.

70—CTem, L. C. 2c, 3 Gr. & Eud.
71—MeArthur v. Howett, L.C. 99, 3 Gr. & Eud.
72—Broom's Max. 948-953, 8th ed.

73—Bro. Max. 950-953, 8th ed. ; cf. pp. 180-182, 601-602, id.

74—Swift V. Tyson, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Green County, 211 XJ. S. 582; Vt res magis
valeat quam pereat.
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The rule imposing the burden of proof upon the plaintiff

and requiring him to show error or a wrong is agreeable to the

principal maxim. For no one is presumed a wrongdoer until

he is alleged to be so, and then proven to be so, either by his

admission upon the record, or if he denies the substantive facts

constituting the wrong, then by affirmative evidence.



CHAPTEE XIV

(§§ 283-293)

UT EES MAGIS VALEAT QUAM PEEEAT: It is better to

conserve than to destroy.

In other -words, Benigne faciendee sunt interpretationes propter
simplificatem laicorum, ut res magis valeat quam pereat et verba
intentione non e contra detent inservire (A liberal construction, should
be put upon written instruments, so as to uphold them if possible,
and carry into effect the intention of the parties). 4 Gr. & Eud.;
Harper v. Ins. Co., L. C. 218, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Cognate Maxims:
Expressio eorum qua tacite insunt nihil operaiur: Things implied need not be men-

tioned, or, in other words, What is implied is surplusage if it is expressed; or
the express mention of what is implied is inoperative. 2 Gr. & Eud.

Lex non exacte definit, sed arbitrio boni viri permittit : The law does not define
exactly, but trusts to the judgment of a good and wise man. See 4 Gr. & Eud.

;

Equity and its maxims. Superior equity controls constitutions. Oakley v.

Aspinall, L.C. 222, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.; S. ex rel. Henson v. SheppaYd (Mo.)
4 Gr. & Eud. ; In prwsentia majoris cessat potentia minoris.

Ita lex scripta est: So the law is written. This is a maxim of the strict con-
shructionist, who attempts to follow the letter of the statute. See Lex non
exacte, supra.

Discerne per legem quid sit justum: To see what would be just according to the laws
in the premises. Faber, 13 Mo. 543.

Quod per recordum probatum non debet esse negatum : What is proved by the right
record ought not to be denied. § 210, ante. What the state prescribes for the
right record is conclusive. See Qiaps. IX and X, ante. What the parties agree
shall attest what relates to them personally is also conclusive. § 53, 1 Gr. & Eud.
See Oral Evidence; Fym v. Campbell, L.C. 52, 3 Gr. & Eud., stated in Ware v.

Allen, 128 U. S. 590, also in Beach v. Nevin, 162 Fed. 129, 18 L. E. A. (N. S.)

288, n.

Contemporanea expositio est optima et fortissima in lege: The best and surest mode
of expounding is by referring it to the time and the circumstances under which
it was made. 2 Gr. & Eud. ; see Fym v. Campbell, supra; Oral Evidence, 4 id.

To uphold contracts, courts will inquire into surrounding facts and circumstances
and from these determine what the contract was, and what the parties intended.

Statutes cannot shield fraud and imposition. Lester v. Foxcroft, L.C. 341, 3
6r. & Bud. See "Once a mortgage, always a mortgage."

Verba intentione debent inservire: Words are to be governed by the intention. 4 Gr.

& Eud.; Sarper v. City Ins. Co., L.C. 218, 3 id., et seq.; Boardman v. Florez,

37 Mo. 559, 560, 561 (Intent limits and expands words) ; Kemhle v. Farren,

L.C. 391, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Contract to pay fixed damages, construed to mean
actual damages.)

Vno absurdo dato infinita sequuntur: One absurdity being allowed an infinity follow.

4 Gr. & Eud.
Quod pure debetur prcesenti die debetur: That which is due unconditionally is due

now. If a note or other contract expresses no time of payment, it is due on
demand. Commercial paper and other contracts are upheld if possible. See

233
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Commercial Paper, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Sturdivant v. Bull, L.C. 410, 3 id. All am-
biguities are resolved against the promisor or obligor. Verba fortius. It is

presumed sense not nonsense was intended. Allegans contraria.

Qui dat finem media ad finem necessaria: He who gives an end gives the means to

that end. C. v. Andrews, 3 Mass. 129.

Leading Cases:

Boe V. Tranmarr, Smith's Leading Cases, 4 Gr. & Eud. Deeds will be upheld if

possible.

Green County, Kentucky, v. Quinlan (1909), 211 U. S. 582; Quinlan, 157 Fed. 33,

19 L. E. A. (N. S.) 849 (Lurton, J., dissents), 205 V. S. 410, 51 L. ed. 860, n.

Municipal bonds; every presumption is in favor of. Omnia prcssumuntur rite;

Probatis extremis prcesiimuntur media; "Where one of two equally innocent

persons must suffer from the fraud of a third, he who first trusted must first

suffer.". Eeversing, S.P., 116 Ky., 108-135: contra cases. Eegularity of official

acts presumed.
Ontario Land Co. v. Yorby (1909), 212 XT. S. 152, 159. Assessment roll for taxation

aided by estoppel in pais. See Quod ab initio, also "What ought to be of

record," etc.; Quinlan v. Green Co., 205 TJ. S. 210 (Omnia prwsumuntur rite;

performance of official entry presumed).

§284. Constitutions Will Be Upheld.—The ends and pur-

poses for which, great charters were declared will be considered,

and will guide in construction. Accordingly John Marshall con-

strued in M'CuUoch v. Maryland.''^ A principal thing carries

with it its incidents.^® Lex non exacte.

Neither constitutions nor statutes are construed against

fundamental law. The principles of the prescriptive constitu-

tion are always respected. To illustrate : The trilogies of pro-

cedure and of liberal construction are not derogated from, but

guide construction.^^ Codes should be construed to aid the

due administration of the laws. In prcesbntia majoris cessat

potentia minoris.

§ 285. Statutes Should Be Construed to Conserve, Not to De-

STKOY.—Statutes in derogation of the common law are strictly

construed.^® The application of this rule depends upon know-

ing what the common law is. If the principle involved is the

prescriptive constitution, then the statute yields to this organic

law. To illustrate : If a statute provided for judicial determina-

tion, then it is implied that notice of the proceedings must be

given ;^^ also if a court is provided with a clerk and a sheriff,

75—Leading Case 147, 3 Gr. & Bud.
76

—

Expressio eorum, 2 Gr. & Eud.; TJ. S. v. South Carolina, 4 id.; Keller, 213
TJ. S. 145; 8. v. Townley, L.C. 225o, 3 Gr. & Eud.

77—Bliss, Code PI. 138-141 (Important sections to be familiarized) ; Indianap-
oKs E. E., L.C. 223, 3 Gr. & Eud.

78—Heydon 's Case ; Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 107. i

79

—

Audi alteram partem.
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then a record of proceedings is implied. From sucli express
powers conferred many implied or incidental powers annex
-themselves by implication. Thus the rule is that the ends and
purposes of any express power are looked after, and construc-

tion is made in accordance with the end to be obtained, and the

necessities of the case.

§ 286. Codes and Practice Acts; Construction Of.—Eeform
of procedure has been attempted by statutes in American states

with destructive effects instead of reformatory benefits. Only
in Wisconsin and one or two other states has the code been con-

strued in the light of the prescriptive constitution—the trilogy

of procedure—the dictates of Interest reipubliccB ut sit finis

litium. Looking from the philosophy of the mandatory record

and of the statutory record, the code and practice acts have been

construed without regard to fundamental law and the necessi-

ties for operating the judicial department, and in profound

ignorance of the fact that statutes can affect only formal matter

and not matter of substance.^^^ Statutes can unify, simplify and

expedite; but they cannot abolish nor impair necessities or

fundamental requirements for constitutional procedure. But

this view has seldom been taken. In the preface to Volume 3,

Grounds and Rudiments of Law, also of this volume, reference

is made to the true condition. Coke's three degrees of certainty,

Chitty's three kinds of aider, and the adoption of Chitty's views

in Stephen's and Gould's Pleadings have proved a frail and

flickering light. To be connectedly considered with these authors

are the "puzzles" quoted under the title Variance, 4 Grounds

and Rudiments; also §§ 138-141, Bliss, Code Pleading; also Sedg-

wick's Construction of Constitutional and Statutory Law, on

pages 269-280. Of all these, Bliss is most respectable, but he is

equivocal, and lacks matter, force and clearness. He does not

express himself as well as Story, § 10, Story's Equity Pleading.

The justness of these observations will appear from a considera-

tion of the trilogy of procedure.

§ 287. Courts Will Uphold a Judgment—A Contract of Rec-

OBD IF Possible.—This is done in obedience to public policy,

as will appear from the discussion of Interest reipublicce ut sit

finis litium. Agreeably to this, if essential matter—' ' substance
'

'

79a—See Jeofails.
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'—appears from the mandatory record in accordance with the

rule, "What ought to be of record must appear by record and by

the right record," then the proceeding will be sustained; Ut-res

magis valeat applies. And for the operation of this maxim
Consensus tollit erroreni is applied to all formal or abatement,

dilatory or waivable matter. It is the policy of the law to waive

or to pass by formal or adjective matter.*"

Formal matter is waived if passed for a moment only ; waiver

of formal matters awaits no pleading over, no verdict, nor action

of statutes of amendments and of jeofails, if the waiver thereof

could be found or was in any way evinced before pleading over

or the verdict or the reference to the statute, the "liberal pro-

visions of our code. '
' To illustrate : If the party said, I waive

process, and its service, and will appear and plead issuably to

the merits (the substance), all formal matter would be waived

at that instant. Consensus tollit errorem. Thus begins the

construction of the record according to its substance; and this

beginning is from the philosophy of the trilogies of procedure

and of liberal construction, without regard to Coke's three de-

grees of certainty, or Chitty's Chapter X, Volume 1, wherein he

discusses his aider by pleading over, aider by verdict, and aider

under the statute of Jeofails. Looking from the philosophy of

the law as comprehended in Consensus tollit errorem and in

Interest reipuhliccB, judging from Coke's three degrees of cer-

tainty and Chitty's Chapter X, and from Stephen and Gould,

it cannot be said that they understood and wrote from the

standpoint of that philosophy; nor did they make clear the dis-

tinctions between the mandatory and the statutory records, nor
the respective philosophies relating thereto; in other words,

they did not name, make clear and keep the fundamental prin-

ciples in view.*^

§ 288. By Answering, AU Formal Defects Are Waived.—This
is a usual provision of the code, which provides that formal or

adjective matter may be waived, but not matter of substance.

Thus it may be said that the code provides for aider by pleading

over. Thus it appears that the code provision is in strict accord
with fundamental law, of which are Consensus tollit errorem
and Interest reipuhlicce. In the light of fundamental law the

80—§i 53, 103, 1 Gr. & Bud.
81—70 Cent. L. J. 455-460.
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code should be construed.^^ The trilogy of procedure is the best

guide.®* It is the North Star and its pointers.

§ 289. Substance Is Sought, Looked After and Upheld.—To
illustrate: If a pleading has several counts, and all of them
are bad except one, a general demurrer to the pleading en

masse will be overruled. A pleading will not be too broad. As
to substance the court will sua sponte look and will seek to con-

serve. This is favoring the disposition of a cause upon its

merits.®* Herefrom arises the rule that a general demurrer

wiU be overruled if there be one good count or statement in the

pleading.

§ 290. Formal—Dilatory—Abatement Matter Is Not Fa-

voBED.—The favor shown substance is not extended to formal

matter. Formal matter is governed by a policy of its own, and

this policy is to waive or pass it by if possible. It is the policy

to speed a cause to its determination upon the merits, and for

this reason, therefore, formal or dilatory matter is held waived

if possible, agreeably to Consensus tollit errorem. To formal

matter an objection en masse will be overruled unless every

matter objected to is defective.®^ Thus appears the fact that

the philosophy of law does not favor technicalities except when

they are the safeguards of substantial rights.®^

§ 291. Deeds Are Upheld If Possible.—In Shelley's Case the

policy was to defeat a deed if possible. The feudal law was

not respectful of the maxims of the Eoman law which favored

alienation. The history of assignments and the reluctance of

feudal law to protect an assignee indicate the feudal spirit; it

could not apply the rule, "An assignee stands in the shoes of

his principal."®^ To this day in many courts the assignee of a

chose in action is hampered with feudal conceptions of proce-

dure.®® With equity came the mkxims and the spirit that sees

and protects the assignee and the bona fide purchaser,®^ The

82—Bliss, Code PI., § 141.

83—Chaps. V-VII, ante.

S4_§§ 53, 103, 1 Gr. & End.

85—Kraner, L.C. 299, 3 Gr. & End.

86

—

Consensus tolUt errorem; Interest reipwhcw.

g7

—

Assignatus utitur in jure auctoris.

88—Grain v. Aldrich, 2 Gr. & End.
. , ^ ,,

gg ^Bassett v. Nosworthy, L.C. 395, 3 Gr. & Bud. (choses m action) ; Le Neve,

L.C. 396, id. (real estate) ; Swift v. Tyson, 4 Gr. & Eud. (commercial paper) ; Horn

V. Cole, 2 Gr. & Eud. (personal property).
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rights of the bona fide purchaser rest upon a truly great equi-

table principle, which is, "Where one of two equally innocent

persons must suffer from the fraud of a third, he who first

trusted must suffer.
'

' This principle is fully discussed in Lick-

barrow V. Mason, Smith's Leading Cases, Leading Case 394,

3 Or. & Eud.

The above principles imderlie the assignee of all things, and

together with Ubi jus ibi remedium guide the remedies, which

modern courts have restored to an awaiting and a commercial

world, that favors alienation and protects the purchaser in good

faith. For him has been developed the law of estoppel. The

above matters relate to all branches of law, whether classified

as "substantive" or as "adjective" law. For remedies the

law construes and directs, and this it is that characterizes the

development of equity or the Eoman law.

If parties come together and assume to contract, and from

their conduct appear the assent, the consideration and the le-

gality of the subject-matter, then from all these elements the

court will, if possible, declare a contract. And so it is that if

it is also agreed that a certain writing shall evince the contract,

then oral contemporaneous evidence is inadmissible to alter or

vary the writing or the contract admitted or established.

Therefore, if a deed contains a restrictive clause, as broad

as the granting words, then the latter will prevail over the

former.^" Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem. Ee-

pugnant words yield to these maxims. A repugnant pleading

is void. Pain, L.C. 107, 3 Gr. & Eud. But this is because a

pleading involves third persons, the state—^the whole public.

This will appear from a consideration of the trilogy of proce-

dure.®^ But the rule is otherwise as to a deed, as is above noted.

Thus construction differs whe'teithe state is involved and where
it is not. The provision in a note that it never be sued leaves

the note without a remedy, it has been held.®^ Accordingly we
see that a right depends upon its remedy.

§ 292. Courts Are Bound by the Contracts the Parties Have
Made.—Cutter v. Powell; Hoare v. Rennie. But courts guided
by equitable principles will construe liberally for a contract, if

90—Wilkins v. Normaii, 4 Gr. & Eud.
91—Chaps. V-VII, ante.

92—Barnard v. Gushing, L.C. 108, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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its elements appear as already noted. The assent and the con-

sideration are always leading equities.®^

If a grantor conveys a parcel of land entirely surrounded by
his own, then the law will infer a means of ingress and egress

to this parcel sold. This is called a way of necessity.^* Accord-

ingly, it is seen how necessity, as a ground and rudiment of law,

adds to a deed.

So, also, if one conveys by warranty deed, and at the time

Jias no title thereto, but afterward acquires title, then this title

passes to his grantee.®' Verba fortius.

The requirement that a grantor shall sign a deed is satisfied

if he write the deed in his own handwriting. Eeason is the

soul of the law.

§ 293. Simple Contracts Are Upheld If Possible.—Commer-

cial paper calls for the application of Ut res magis valeat quam

pereat in its most liberal aspects. To illustrate : An I. 0. U.

if in the handwriting of a party or if signed by him would be

liberally construed against the maker. Verba fortius?'^ Com-

mercial paper is upheld if possible.®'' Generally oral evidence

is inadmissible to affect the note or bill.®^ A simple contract, if

-within the statute of frauds, must meet its requirements.^"

Wherever there are present the elements of a contract, i. e.,

the assent, the consideration and the legality of subject matter,

a contract will be declared to exist and enforced if possible.

Statutes that derogate from such contracts are strictly taken,

according to the rule that statutes in derogation of the common

law are strictly construed. This rule is well illustrated in Peter

V. Compton} In this case the promisor orally agreed to pay

the promisees 1000 guineas whenever the latter should marry.

In an action brought upon this promise it was pleaded in

defence that the promise was within the statute of frauds, which

provided that a contract not to be performed within a year was

QZ—Non JiCBC in fccdera veni; Lampleigh, L.C. 301, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Bartholomew

^'
"^^g^See^Ways o/ Necessity, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Pinnington y

Galland, id.

95—Christmas v. Oliver, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Bro. Max. 542-544.

96—See Commercial Paper, 2 Gr. & Eud.

97—Sturdivant v. HuD, L.C. 410. 3 Gr. & Eud.

98—See Oral Evidence, 4 Gr. & Eud.

fl.™40 iGrTi^d.. mite^v! Iittsfl02 Me. 240, 15 L. E. A. (N. S.)

^n 'T^o'- Lawrence rbooke, 56 Me. 187, 96 Am. Dec. 443; Lewis v. Tapman, 90

Md. 294, 47 LB A (N. S.) 385: cases;' 70 Cent. L.J. 420-425: cases.
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unenforcible unless in writing. But it was held that the eon-

tract was one which could or might be performed within a year,

and therefore it was not within the statute of frauds. So, also,

an oral promise to support one during his life is valid, for the

reason that the beneficiary might die within a year. Therefore

if a contract from its nature could or might be performed within

a year it is held to be without the statute. And so it is that

contracts will be upheld if possible. Vt res magis valeat quam
pereat. Accordingly the contracts of foreign corporations are

upheld in some states, where they have contracted before having

filed preliminary papers.^^

In all contracts the assent (Non hcec in foedera veni: I did

not come into this compact) is strictly safeguarded. This prin-

ciple is one of the most sacred in the law. It is an axiom that

courts will not make contracts for parties—that parties must
make their own contracts. Over this question there is inter-

minable discussion, as may be gathered from Cutter v. Powell,^

Hoare v. Rennie,^ Norrington v. Wright.* These notable cases

in contract law show how scrupulously principles of the pre-

scriptive constitution are respected. For the vindication of

these principles the able constructionist ever applies Ut res

'magis valeat quam pereat.

la—Kirven, 2 Gr. & Eud., note 131 Am. St. 1079, citing contra cases; Fritts v.

Palmer, 132 TJ. S. 283; National, 196 Mass. 458, 14 L. E. A. (N. S.) 561, n. (may
qualify and then sue) ; § 13, ante; § 52, 1 Gr. & Eud.

2—L.C. 308, 3 Gr. & Eud.
3—5 H. & N. 19, 2 Willst. Conts. 84.

4^115 U. S. 188. 2 Willst. Conts. 107, and cases cited ; 4 Gr. & Eud.



CHAPTEE XV
(§§ 294-308)

ALLEGANS CONTEAEIA NON EST AUDIENDUS: One
who alleges contradictory things is not to be heard.

Cognate Maxims:
Expressio unius est exclusio alterius: The express mention of one thing is to the

exclusion of all others.

Nihil possurrms contra veriiatem: We can do nothing against truth.

Posito uno oppositorum negatur alterum: One of two opposites being aflBrmed, the
other is denied.

Falsus in uno, falsus in omniius: False in one thing, false in all.

N'Mus commodnm capere potest de injuria sua propria: No one can take advan-
tage of his own wrong.

Ex dolo malo non oritur actio: No cause of action arises out of fraud.
Alterum non Iwdere: We should injure no one.

Volenti non fit injuria: One who invites or consents to his injury shall not be heard
to complain of it. 4 Gr. & End.

Consensris tollit errorem: He who acquiesces in an error shall not be heard to com-
plain of it. 2 Gr. & Eud. ; L.C. 290a-299, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Leading Cases Illustrating Applications of Allegans:

Estoppel of Eecord: Kingston's Case, L.C. 76, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Outram, L.C. 25, id.;

Cromwell, L. C. 26, id.

Forensic Estoppel: Baily v. Baily, L.C. 44, 3 Gr. & Eud.
Estoppel by Deed: Christmas v. Oliver, 2 Gr. & Eud.
Equitable Estoppel: Horn v. Cole, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Freeman v. Cooke, id.; FicTcard v.

Sears, 4 id.; Lindsay v. Cooper, 4 id.; Bright v. Boyd, 2 id.; Valle's, 29 Mo.
152-166; Savage v. Foster (1723), 9 Mod. 35, 2 White & Tudor, Lead. Eq. Cas.

679-693, 88 Eng. Eeprint, 299.

An election once made is final and conclusive. Smith v. Hodson, L.C. 156, 8 Gr. &
Eud. See Consensus.

Eepugnant Pleadings: Pain, ex parte, L.C. 107, 3 Gr. & Eud.
False and Sham Pleadings: Wonderly v. Lafayette Co., L.C. 102, 3 Gr. & Eud.,

et seq.

Sham allegations confer no jurisdiction: Wonderly, supra; Scott v. McNeal, 4 Gr.

& Eud.; Thomas v. P., 107 111. 517, 47 Am. Eep. 458; Fabula non judicium;
Graver v. Faurot, L.C. 103, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.

A denial and an aflSrmative plea if inconsistent are ineffectual. Bowlus v. Phasnix
Co., 133 Ind. 106, L.C. 100, 3 Gr. & Eud. Generally an affirmative plea overrides

a denial. Dickson, L.C. 34, 3 Gr. & Eud.
One cannot demur and answer to the same count at the same time; this would

be not only inconsistent but absurd. Allegans contraria.

§ 295. Renaissance of the Civil Law.—Equity, the law of

estoppel, and other parts of the civil law have been imported

into the feudal common law for four hundred years, notwith-

standing the Cokes and Blackstones of each generation. This

fact is well taught by the introduction and development of the

law of estoppel, which was well inaugurated by the Duchess of

241
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Kingston's Case, in A. D. 1774.^ The discussion of this case in

Smith's Leading Cases shows that it depended upon principles

of the civil law not comprehensively introduced nor discussed by-

Coke, Blackstone, Chitty, Stephen and Gould. Nor have works

on evidence introduced and explained those principles so that

they have been understood by bench and bar. Among the

great cases of estoppel of record are Kingston's Case, Outram

V. Morewood and Cromwell v. County of Sac. How ineffectively

the authors referred to cite and impress these cases explains

their being so misunderstood in each generation."

Bearing in mind that res adjudicata depends wholly upon
the mandatory record and its philosophy, reflected in the gen-

eral demurrer in all its phases and stages, well opens the way
to show that the law of estoppel is in a chaotic condition in all

the "theory of the case" states.'' In these states the functions

of the mandatory and the statutory record are jumbled and
confused. The consequences of this confusion upon the prog-

ress of the profession are not only pitiable but demoralizing.®

Estoppel cannot be understood without a knowledge of the two
records, and their respective philosophies.

Estoppel of record is inseparable from "due process of

law," the coram judice proceeding, the mandatory record, its

philosophy and the trilogy of procedure. Res adjudicata is

elsewhere enumerated and discussed as a conserving principle

of procedure.^ It would exceed the province of any chapter to

attempt to do more than indicate the importance of this large

and most important branch of the law, which arises from the

principles of the prescriptive constitution; from Interest

reipublicce ut sit finis litium, and its cognate maxims.
Nihil possumus contra veritatem: We can do nothing

against truth (or without truth). The facts of a case are of
the greatest consequence ; the maxim is. Ex facto oritur jus (Out
of the facts arises the law). Looking from these maxims it is

manifest that true pleadings, and plain, direct statements of
facts in all judicial documents and proceedings, are great aids

5—L.C. 76, 3 6r. &Eud.
6—i§ 170O-200, 1 Gr. & Bud.
7—See Theory of the Case, 4 6r. & Eud.
8—34 Am. Bar Assn. Eep. 787 (A. D. 1909) ; Res Adjudicata, 4 Gr. & End.9—§§ 83-123, 170a-200, 1 Gr. & Eud. One of these principles is Allegans eon-

trdria non est audiendus.
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to certainty and expedition. The above maxims dictate that

pleadings be direct, certain and true, and that the essential

facts of a cause be made clear, positive, direct and conscientious.

Truth and consistency are necessities in judicial proceedings.

In the face of these facts one wonders why it is that the common
counts at common law—the general allegation, the general denial

and the general issue—could ever receive the countenance they

have. The cases show that the functions of pleadings are often

lost sight of; that they are not viewed by many courts as a

means of limiting issues and narrowing proofs. The uses of

pleadings are well comprehended by Lord Mansfield, who ob-

served of them, in Robinson v. Raley:^^

"The substantial pleadings are founded iu a strong sense, and in the soundest and
closest logic, and so appear wben well understood and explained; though Toy

being misunderstood and misapplied they are often made use of as instruments
of chicane. '

'

False and sham pleadings encumber the due administration

of the laws ; and so do general, ambiguous and repugnant plead-

ings. Consequently appears a reason why the conclusion of law

is void; likewise the repugnant pleading.

§ 296. It Is the Policy of the Law to Repress Falsehood and
Deceit.—Accordingly the rule is, Falsus in uno, falsus in omni-

bus. "Thou shalt not bear false witness" does not mean that

one may deal with falsehood in all relations except that of

witness. In all relations where one by his conduct or declara-

tions is inconsistent, this fact may be shown to discredit or to

impeach him. One cannot lead another to his injury and not be

liable therefor." One can not induce a state of belief, or even

contribute to it, and not be bound by the consequences. To
illustrate: An infant may estop himself from pleading his

infancy where he has misrepresented his age in order to con-

tract. To this situation the lawyer's golden rule applies, which

is, Juris prcpcepta sunt Jicec: honeste vivere, alterum non loedere,

suum cuique tribuere. This principle, from the trilogy of

equity, is equally applicable in procedure, at least so far as

the credibility of witnesses is concerned, or formal or waivable

matter is involved; also in contract, crime, tort and construc-

tion. To illustrate : If one holds another out as his agent, or

lO—L.C. 45, 3 Gr. & Bud. Bliss Code PI. 138.

ll_Pasley, L.C. 375, 3 Gr. & End.
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partner, or wife, or child, he is bound by the contractual lia-

bilities which may arise therefrom; or, if one makes another

believe he is a burglar, and is treated as such, he cannot com-

plain. One misleading or deceiving another to his prejudice

has every presumption made against him, and in many rela-

tions he is absolutely estopped from contradicting the truth;

e. g., if one signs commercial paper, and allows it to get into

circulation, he cannot defeat the claims of a Toona fide

purchaser.^^

§ 297. Pleadings As Evidence.^*—Affidavit of replevin as to

value in one case is evidence in another, as is also an attach-

ment affidavit. Pleading to an indictment admits its genuine-

ness.'*

§ 298. Forensic Estoppel Consists of Inconsistent Acts, Dec-

LAKATIONS AND CONDXTOT IN OFFICIAL PeOCEEDINGS. If OUO ap-

pears before a governmental agency and holds out a fact or a

transaction in a certain light or way, he will be bound by his

declarations and conduct, and they may be pleaded and proved

to bind him in subsequent proceedings.'^ Forensic estoppel

differs from estoppel in pais, in that it is unnecessary to show

reliance upon the act. An assertion of a fact in court is suffi-

cient to bind the party making it. ;

§ 299. Repugnant Pleadings Are VoicL"—A court should not

think better of one's case than he pleads it. Every presump-

tion is against a pleader. Courts will not make and declare

cases nor defenses for parties; parties must plead their own
causes and defenses. What they do not plead is presumed not

to exist. De non apparentibus.

§ 300. The '

'Theory of the Case '

' Is Applied Upon False No-

tions OF Allegans and Its Cognates.'®—In some cases it is

12—Swift V. Tyson, 4 Gr. & Eud.
la—Boileau v. Eutlin, L.C. 43, 3 Gr. & Eud.
14—rrisbie v. U. S., 157 U. S. 160. See Consensus tolUt errorem.
15—Baily, L.C. 44, 3 Gr. & Eud., 2 Smith's Lead. Cas. 951, 8th ed., cases, quoted

1 Herm. Estop. 285, 337; Queea, 10 Q. B. 563, 571;. Phil. E. E., 13 How. 307;
Thompson, 218 111. 46.

17—Pain, ex parte, L.C. 107, 3 Gr. & Eud.; S. v. Jones, 20 Mo. 58; Neville v.

Soper, 1 Salk, 213, Eng. Eeprint, cited Steph. PI. 227, 377; Tilden v. P., 242 111.

636 (extremely technical case); Fulkerson, 14 Mo. 49 ; Moss, 216 Mo. 641, 657; Thorn-
ton, 43 Mo. 153, 168; S. v. Hardwick, 2 Mo. 226; Caldwell, 60 Mo. 60; Camden, 6 Mo.
S87; S. V. Shoemaker, 7 Mo. 177; Steamboat, 9 Mo. 642; Neidenberger, 11 Mo. 361.

18—S. V. O'Neill, 151 Mo. 67, 81 ("One is not allowed to tread back and trip

up the heels of his adversary"); Cape G. E. E., 222 Mo. 461, 486-487 (hereafter
quoted) ; Hof, 213 Mo. 445, 469.
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held that if irrelevant evidence is admitted, a cause of action
or a defense can be carved out and declared to exist from this

evidence without regard to the allegata}^

§ 301. Taxpayers Are Estopped If They Appear to Protest

Against Levying a Tax.— (English, 214 U. S. 359.) Or by fail-

ing to appear and see that a proper assessment was made.
Ontario, 211 U. S. 159. These cases offend the principle ex-

pressed in Quod db initio non valet intractu temporis non
convalescit.

% 302. One Cannot Impeach His Own Witness.—One calling

a witness of his own choosing cannot afterward impeach his

general reputation f'^ but he can contradict his statements. Ec-

lating to this rule there is much contention, to which only a

reference can here be made.^^

§ 303. The Judgment, the Deed, and the Simple Contract Are
Aiii Affected by the Operation of Allegans.—Thus it appears

that this maxim is of utility throughout contract law. The

judgment and its foundation, the deed by its exclusiveness as

to parties and its conclusiveness as to the question of a con-

sideration, and the simple contract as to the facts upon which

its integrity depends, are all greatly supported by the opera-

tion of Allegans. The maxim Ut res magis valeat quam pereat

supports contracts by construction, while Allegans, etc., sup-

ports the facts upon which contracts depend by aiding the

proof of these facts.

Payment of a forged check by the drawee's bank estops it

from disputing the genuineness of the signature.^^ A stock-

holder participating in a meeting with all other stockholders is

estopped from disputing the validity of the meeting, although

a statute declares such meeting is void. Statutes yield to funda-

19—Cape G. E. B., supra; 2 Thomp. Trials, 2310, 2311; And. Steph. PI., § 230,

cases 9d ed. Contra, Hudson, 101 Mo. 13, 30 ; Northrup, 47 Mo. 444 (Defenses not

pleaded are waived). See Theory of the Case, 4 Gr. & Bud.

20—See Falsus in uno, 2 Gr. & Bud.

21—Burkhalter, 16 Ga. 593, 60 Am. Dec. 744-752, ext. n.; Becker, 104 N. Y.

394 58 Am Bep 515 (One is not bound by the statements of his witness)

;

Cross 108 n' Y. 628; TT. S. v. Brewing Co., 203 111. 306; 2 Wigm. Ev. 896-918; Allen

V. 8.,' 28 Ga. 395, 73 Am. Dec. 760-777 (general resume).
, ,„ .r t, .

22—Price v Neal, 3 Burr. 135, 97 Eng. Beprmt, 871; stated 10 L. E. A.

fN S ) 50- Cooke v. TT. S., 91 XJ. S. 389-405. Contra, Bank of Lisbon, 15 N. Dak.

299, 125 Ai. St. 588, 10 L. B. A. (N. 8.) 49-73, ext. n.
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mental law; from equity arise principles that are superior to

statutes.^^

§ 304. Estoppel by Deed.^*—The grantor is estopped to deny

a sufficient consideration, also other recitals. Estoppels being

mutual, the grantee by accepting the deed is also bound by

estoppel. A tenant cannot deny the landlord's title. A subse-

quently acquired title feeds the estoppel, which rule means this,

that if a grantor had no title when he conveyed, by deed of seizin

and warranty, and afterward he acquired the title to the prop-

erty, then the title thereto passes to the grantee in the deed

already given. But it should be noted that this is not so under

what is called a quitclaim deed. This kind of a deed does not

convey the property retrospectively. There is nothing in a

quitclaim deed to raise an estoppel.

The sealed instrument conclusively imports a consideration

;

but ever since the notable case of Collins v. Blantern^° illegality

may be pleaded to an action on a deed. This illustrates the

maxim Res inter alios acta, etc., for the state—the third party

—

not assenting to the contract evidenced by the deed, may at

any time inquire into the legality of the consideration. If this

is illegal the state in effect says, Nan hcec in feedera veni (I did

not come into this compact) ; or in effect the state says, Alterum
non Icedere (We should injure no one). This well illustrates

the attitude of the state in procedure, when the proceeding has

been conducted without regard to the welfare of the state. Here
the proceedings are in effect declared coram non judice.

§ 305. The Rights of the Bona Fide Purchaser Are Supported
BY AN AppLiCATioisr OF Allegans.—The discussions of the bona

fide purchaser of chattels, of real estate and of commercial

paper will disclose many phases of Allegans.^^ Inseparably

connected with,these discussions is a great rule of equity, which
is expressed thus, "Where one of two equally innocent persons

must suffer from the fraud of a third, he who first trusted must
first suffer.^^ In the law of Agency and Partnership there are

many applications of the above maxim.

23—Thomas v. B. E., 4 Gr. & Eud.
24^Christmas v. Oliver, 2 Gr. & Bud.
25—2 Gr. & Bud.
26—Le Neve, L.C. 396, 3 Gr. & Bud. (real estate); Swift v. Tyson, 4 Gr. &

Eud. (commercial paper).
27—Lickbarrow v. Mason, L.C. 394. 3 Or. & Bud.
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§ 306. "He Who Does Not Speak When He Ought ShaU Not
Be Heahd When He Desibes to Speak."—This maxim is

altogether one of the most useful rules to the practitioner, and
especially in viewing the matter of the statutory record, in-

cluding the objection, the exception, the motion for a new trial,

the assignment of errors, the abstract of the record, and the
argument of each error assigned. The philosophy of the statu-
tory record is promptness, precision and accuracy. When this

philosophy is respected it is a key and a guide; its disregard
leaves the practice of the law an increasing tangle of statutes,

decisions and "late" cases. Every practitioner should under-
stand that as to formal error one cannot acquiesce in it and
afterwards complain of it. One who delays the disposition of
a cause upon its merits must see clearly and speak precisely,

truly and not too broadly.^^ Cases prosecuted for the correc-

tion of formal error meet many vicissitudes, from the time of
taking of the exception, expressing it in a motion for a new
trial, and repeating this in the assignment of errors, and even
up to the argument of the case.

§ 307. One Acting on Appearances Held Out to Him Is Pro-

TECTED.—Thus if one bears relations to a woman as a spouse,

and the latter is trusted on these appearances, the man is bound
as a husband; likewise an agency is created by appearances,

or a partnership.

If a vendee takes possession of land under and in pursuance

of an oral agreement and makes lasting and valuable improve-

ments thereon, such possession and such acts raise the presump-
tion of a contract, and then what this contract was will be

inquired after, notwithstanding the statute of frauds and regis-

try acts ; there are equitable exceptions to the statute of frauds,

and such possession and such acts constitute one of those excep-

tions.^" The statute is disregarded by equity.

§ 308. Title to Real Estate Passes Upon Estoppel in Pais or

Equitable Estoppel.—If the owner of land acquiesces in the

assertion that the possessor of land owns it, who accordingly

in a mistaken belief occupies and improves the land as owner,

he will be protected in equity. There are equities to which

28—§ 53, 1 Gr. & Eud.; L.C. 290a-299, 3 id.

29_Lester v. Foxcroft, L.C. 341, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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both constitutions and statutes yield. To the claims of one who
has acquired rights as a grantee as above presupposed statutes

yield.^" Fraud vitiates all into which it enters.^' Neither con-

stitutions nor statutes can protect fraud nor override funda-

mental law. Principles arise from equity that control consti-

tutions and statutes.*^

In prcBsentia majoris cessat potentia minoris.

30—Horn t. Cole, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Pickard v. Sears, 4 id.; Savage v. Foster; Bright
V. Boyd, 2 id.

31

—

Ex dolo malo non oritur actio.

32—Oakley v. Aspinwall, L.C, 222, 3 Gr. & Eud.



PART III

§§ 309-509)

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES ILLUSTRATED IN
THEIR APPLICATION BY COMMON LAW

AND CODE CASES

Chap. XVI. CASES FROM ILLINOIS, ENGLAND, FED-
ERAL AND CODE CASES. § § 310-361.

(I) KeneaJy v. Glos § 342

(II) Baldwin v. Hanecy § 343

(III) Wright V. Griffey § 344

(IV) Riverside Co. v. Town-

shend § 345

(V) Balsewicz v. R. R § 346

(VI) Thomas v. P §§ 347-354

(VII) O'Brien v. P § 355

(VIII) Franklin Union No. 4 § 356

(IX) Rice V. Travis § 357

(X) Taylor v. Sprinkle § 358

(XI) Tilden v. P § 359

(XII) Bishop V. Busse §§ 360-361

Chap. XVII. CASES FROM MISSOURI, NEW YORK AND
OTHER CODE STATES. § § 362-509.

(I) Biddle v. Boyce §§ 406-427

(II) Eno v. Woodworth §§ 428-434

(III) S. ex rel. Pemiscot Co. v.

Scott §§ 435-444

(rV) Cape Girardeau R. R. v.

R. R §§ 445-447

(V) Hope v. Blair §§ 448-452

(VI) Bulkley v. Big Muddy Co. . . §§ 453-457

(VII) Davis V. Jacksonville Line. § 458

(VIII) Lilly V. Menke §§ 459-461

249
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(IX) Bateson v. Clark § 462

(X) Gramp v. Dunnivant §§ 463-479

(XI) Carson v. Ely §§ 480-482

(XII) Andrews v. Lynch §§ 483-496

(XIII) Mallinckrodt v. Nemnich..§§ 497-504

(XIV) Hannibal R.R.v.Mahoney.§§ 505-508

(XV) Rector v. Price § 509

There are limits of legislative authority. Taylor v. Sprinkle (X.), §§ 315, 341, 356,

473.

Beality of facts must exist and these must be pleaded. Thomas v. P. (VI), §§ 347-

354.

Statutes of Amendments and Jeofails apply to formal matter only. C. # A. B. B.

V. Clausen, 173 111. 100, 103.

A recovery must he secundum allegata et probata. Fish v. Cleland, 33 111. 238, L.C.

12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Guedel v. P., 74a, 3 Gr. & Eud.

Pleadings are essential for the coram judice proceeding. Thomas v. P., supra.

Interest reipublicce ut sit finis litium. Kenealy v. Glos, (I.), § 342.

Fundamental principles. §§ 333-334; 381 et seq.

"In other words, matters of substance, which fall to appear in the mandatory, or record
proper—the state's record—are and must be treated in a constitutional government as

though they do not exist. The consequence is that such defects may be taken
advantage of at any stage of the proceeding. At one stage the objection is called a
motion or general demurrer ; at another, motion in arrest, or non obstante veredicto,
or repleader ; or, after the direct proceeding is over, the objection may be raised by
collateral attack on the fatally defective judgment, or may be urged in questions
concerning its elTect as res adjudicata. At whatever stage these objections to the
record are raised, they are the same in essence—they amount in all cases to showing
the court that the whole proceeding is affected with a fatal weakness through failure

of the record to show those Jurisdictional facts which the state requires It must show
to constitute the coram judice proceeding. Underlying all these various modes of
attacking a proceeding which is fatally defective, is the principle expressed in the
maxim, De non apparentihus, et de non existentibus, eadem est ratio: What is not
made to appear is to be treated as though it does not exist. This maxim is the great
maxim of procedure—a maxim, unfortunately, which is not taught to our stndpnts,
and not always enforced from the bench. It is, as W. T. Hughes expresses it, a
'constitut'onal implication'—that is to say, a constitutional government must neces-
sarily respect it. Legislatures may pass laws 'abolishing' pleadings, but the courts
govern and protect and must rule, otherwise legislatures may pass statutes of jeofails,
providing that when a verdict shall have been rendered, the Judgment shall not be
affected or impaired 'for the want of any allegation or averment on account of which
omission a demurrer could have been maintained.' But the courts invariably annul
such enactments, in so far as they attempt to cure errors of substance ; that is, all

errors reviewable upon general demurrer, or what amounts to the same thing, upon
motion in arrest, and the other methods above pointed out, of calling the court's
attention to the fact that there is nothing before it upon which to act. The courts,
it is true, seldom ,by name quote the maxim De non apparentibus. There is a per-
ceptible effort to ignore maxims, and to discover and set up 'new' fundamental
principles of law. But the human mind has perceptions of justice which will not be
denied. It works, under its own laws, in obedience to these perceptions, and asserts
them in the most unexpected ways. Even the Judge who is most deferential to 'our
statute' (providing it violate no type on paper provision of a written constitution)
will here and there turn upon it and denounce it as unjust, and void, without refer-
ence to any authority other than his own judicial perceptions of morality, convenience,
necessity, reason—in short, of justice."—70 Cent. L. J. 404, 22 Green Bag 475, Edw.
D'Arcy.

Chitty, Stephen and Gould have not shown that they understood the philosophy of the
two records. When its philosophy is lost the law is lost. 70 Cent. L. J. 455-460

;

42 Chic. Legal News, 399-402; 419, 420 ("The way out of the Jungle").



CHAPTER XVI

(§§ 310-361)

CONSTEUCTION OF PRACTICE ACTS, ILLUSTRATED
BY ENGLISH, FEDERAL, ILLINOIS AND CODE

CASES

The Cases

(§§ 342-3G0)

r. Kenedly v. Glos, § 342. Pleadings are necessities to support public policy. Plead-
ings and rules of res adjudicata are interactions. A recovery must be secundum
allegata et proiata. Sto. Eq., § 28; Frustra probatur quod probatum non
relevat. S.P., Hope v. Blair (Mo.), wherein is cited Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79, 3
Gr. & Eud.; §§ 47, 68, 119, et seq.

Important rules of res adjudicata. Por res adjudicata the mandatory record
is a necessity; Hope; S. v. Muench, 217 Mo. 124, 135, 129 Am. St. 536: Cases;
§ 473, et seq.

Be non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio (What is not juri-
dically presented cannot be judicially decided). § 333.

Interest reipubUcce ut sit finis litium.

II. Baldwin v. Hanecy, § 343. Eequirements of res adjudicata depend on the plead-
ings. Public policy demands pleadings. Interest reipubUcce ut sit finis litium.
Cromwell v. County of Sac, L.C. 26, 3 Gr. & Eud., cited and followed. Outram
V. Morewood was cited and followed in Vallandingham, 17 111. 25 ; Outram was
quoted and followed in Cromwell. Ties adjudicata depends on the mandatory
record. Wright v. Griffey, L.C. 28, 3 Gr. & Eud., § 344, post.

III. Wright v. Griffey, § 344. Pleadings are to define the subject-matter that was
presented to a court for its consideration. For res adjudicata that matter must
be described. This description of the subject matter is exclusive; nothing else

can be added. Evidence aliunde admissible to identify and explain but not to

contradict or add to. Mondel v. Steel, L.C. 77, 3 Gr. and Eud.
lY. Hiverside Co. v. Townshend, § 345. That the proceedings must be coram judice

is the first rule of res adjudicata. Eule I, Bes Adjudicata, 4 Gr. & Eud. A
judgment entered in a cause for one purpose does not conclude a cause brought
for a different purpose, i. e. a judgment from a justice's court for possession

of land does not conclude a cause in ejectment. These suits were not prose-

cuted for the same purpose.

V. Balsemcz v. R. B., § 346. A record made upon false allegations by a stranger

having no interests before a court without territorial jurisdiction nevertheless

is conclusive in a collateral action. Criticisms of this ease. Omnia prwsumuntur
rite enlarged at the expense of the trilogy of procedure.

VI. Thomas v. P., §§ 347-354. Essentials of coram judice proceedings. A cause of

action arises from the principles of the prescriptive Constitution; a cause of

action must be presented to a court by the right record. "What ought to be

of record must be proved by record and by the right record. '

' The functions

of pleading. Elements of "Due process of law." Hope, §§ 438-442. Jurisdic-

tional facts must exist in reality, and also properly appear. Base v. Himely,

•4 Cranch, 269 (Marshall, C. J.), quoted and followed, 107 111. 527. Fabula non

judicium.
VII. O'Brien v. P., §355. From two facts a coram judice proceeding is presumed:

(1) Jurisdiction of the person; (2) A judgment entry which the court could

or might make under the general law. Pleadings not essential to confer juris-

diction. See Thomas v. P., §§ 347-354; Hope, §§ 448-452. Omnia prwsumuntur

rite enlarged in its operations, as in Balsewicz, § 346.

251
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VIII. FranJclin Union No. 4, § 356. S.P. as 'Brien v. P., ante.

IX. ijtoe V. Travis, § 357. Presumptions of regularity attend the judgments of a

justice of tiie peace as they do superior courts proceeding according to the course

of the common law. Omnia prcEsumuntur rite enlarged in its operation.

X. Taylor v. Sprinkle, § 358. Conclusions of law are not suflScient pleading nor

can they be made sufficient by legislative fiat. See §§ 315, 341, 356. S.P.,

Mallinckrodt (Mo.), §§ 497-504j Bliss Code PI. 437-442.

There are necessities of procedure that cannot be abolished. Crockett v. Lee,

7 Wheat. 552, 526-527 (Marshall, C. J.). There are limitations of the Statute

of Jeofails. Taylor; Mallinckrodt; Clark v. Dillon, 97 N. Y. 370; 1 Wm. Saun-
ders, 228 N. 1, 85 English Eeprint, 244-253 ; Jackson v. Pesked, 1 M. & S. 234,

105 English Eeprint, 88, quoted Stephen's PI. 149, also 85 English Eeprint, 248
and supra, along with Bushton v. Aspinall (Mansfield), L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.

There are immutable principles of procedure. Codes and Practice\ Acts
reaffirm these principles.

Omission of a material fact is the occasion of the rule that the general

demurrer searches the whole record and attaches to the first fault. Collier, 1 Mo.
1; Sto. Eq. PI., §§ 10-28.

XI. Tilden v. P., § 359. Eepugnant pleadings are void. This case criticised. Verba
fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem estremely applied.

XII. Bishop V. Busse, §§ 360-361. Singular and erratic decisions in Illinois, and like

views of authors, digesters and compilers of books for that state.

§ 310. Illinois Is a Practice Act State.—In tlie first case of

this state, Taylor v. Sprinkle,^ the construction of a statute

arose, and the court decided that the legislature could not make
general allegations—conclusions of law—a sufficient pleading.

The necessities of procedure are the substantive rights of the

state, which can neither be waived nor legislated away.

At the beginning it was decided that there are limitations of

legislative authority interfering with the necessities of courts.

The statute in question provided that a plea of a note having

been given for no consideration might be interposed. A defend-

ant filed a plea in the language of the statute, but the court held

this was insufiicient—that the facts must be pleaded. This

strict rule is also followed in the criminal law.^ Accordingly, the

court commenced to set bounds to the limits of legislative inter-

ference.* In late cases more power has been conceded the

legislature than formerly. This is evidenced by the manifest

determination to uphold the Municipal Court Act. The most
liberal views are expressed in the Illinois Law Review.* In these

pages is advocated a breaking down of all barriers of the pre-

scriptive constitution, a parting from all moorings of the past,

1—(1819) Breese (Beecher's Ed. 1877) 1, note; see also Cornelius, Pool, Brad-
shaw and Sims, id., Swain, 2 Scam. 505; Vallandingham, 17 111. 25; Parks, 22 111.

522 (general allegations insufficient).

2—C. V. Bean, L.C. 226, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; U. S. v. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud.
3—See also Bates v. Bulkley, L.C. 225, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Vallandingham, 17 111.

25; Smalley, 19 111. 207; Huntsman v. S., L.C. 231, 3 Gr. & Eud.
4—4 111. Law Eev. 174-194; 284-289, Oct., Nov., 1909, cases cited.
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and an approval of experimenting upon new and untrodden
ways. The authorities upon which the author relies are Illinois

cases, statutes, Ames' Code Cases and the Encyclopwdia of
Pleading and Practice.

§ 311. General Observations on Illinois.—From 500 books
no settled definition of pleadings has been agreed upon ; no two
lawyers will pick from these books the same definition of plead-

ings, nor of the mandatory (common law) and statutory (bill

of exceptions) records. Among these books Puterbaugh's Com-
mon Law Pleading and Practice and his work on Chancery may
be cited as altogether the most practical and instructive. But
even in Puterbaugh pleadings are defined agreeably to the defini-

tions of Chitty, of Stephen and Gould, which latter works are

widely cited and used. Because of the little, narrow visioned

and insufiScient definitions of pleadings and a jumbled use of the

mandatory and statutory records from Illinois books, this defini-

tion of pleadings cannot easily be picked, namely

:

^'Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a'

subject-matter to adjudicate it."

After the above observations it is needless to say that the

trilogy of procedure is not taught nor understood. This trilogy

is from of old and lies at the base of a protecting and useful

administration of the laws. This trilogy is

:

1. De noa apparentibus et nan existentibus eadem est ratio : What is not juridically

presented cannot be judicially considered.

2. Frustra probatur quod probatum non relevat: It is vain to prove what is not
alleged.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: Every presumption is against a
pleader.

From this trilogy arises the leading rule of evidence, which,

as we have often said, is

:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

Upon this trilogy also depend the conserving principles of

procedure, which ought ever to be kept in view and be vindicated

by construction. Among these principles are: The necessities

for appellate procedure; juridical matter necessary to resist

objections upon collateral attack; also for res adjudicata pur-

poses; also for due process of law; also to evince and satisfy

the requirements of the division of state power; also for con-

structive notice; also for the removal of causes from one court
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to another and from state to federal courts; also for the justi-

fication of officers exercising authority which can be conferred by

records only.

Any philosophical comprehension of procedure necessarily

includes right notions of the pleadings, of the two records, the

trilogy mentioned, the conserving principles of procedure and

the interactions of all these matters one upon the other. These

matters are so important that it seems well to indicate again

where they are gathered, enumerated and defined. Therefore

reference is made to §§ 83-123, Vol. 1, Hughes' Grounds and

Rudiments of Law. Herein Illinois and other "Theory of the

Case" states are mentioned.^

From the Illinois decisions, texts and reviews the general

idea arises that there may be legislation in disregard of the

trilogy of procedure. That whether or not a matter must be

juridically presented in order to be judicially decided is purely

a matter of legislative prescription ; this question is viewed as

one of local or provincial law and in this way: That every

tribe may have its own regulations and may employ a record or

not, just as it pleases; and that the leading rule of evidence

above quoted, namely, "What ought to he of record must he

proved by record and by the right record," may be departed

from at any time and on any occasion. Of course such views of

fundamental requirements make every case a law unto itself.

§ 312. Neither the Maxims of Procedure Nor the Greatest

Cases Eeaffikming These Ahe Cited or Discussed.—To illus-

trate: The above trilogy is discussed in RusMon v. Aspinall,

Bristow V. Wright and Dovaston v. Payne; and while these are

rarely if ever cited in Illinois, still the principles they stand for

have been applied to numberless cases. But it is equally true that

of late years they have come to be frequently denied. Plainly

speaking, the Illinois cases are not congruous ; they do not uni-

formly respect fundamental law, nor cosmopolitan law.'^ As a

class, her judges do not see beyond the Illinois reports.

A decided tendency is manifest to cite local and provincial

5—See also, Theory of the Case; Variance and Bes Adjudicata, titles in the
fourth volume of that work.

6—All in Smith's Leading Cases, 8th edition. These cases are numbered
respectively 5, 135 and 217, in Vol. 3, Grounds and Eudiments of Lav7, and they are
there discussed, together with many other cases.

7—See § 361, post.
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matter and cases. This tends to make the law local and pro-

vincial. This fact is well illustrated in Chicago R. R. v. Hines.^

In this case it was held that if the demurrer to the statement of

the cause of action was overruled, this interlocutory order

operated as res adjudicata upon the demurrant; in other words,

that he could not renew the grounds of the general demurrer
in a motion in arrest of judgment. Such is a specimen of many
cases relating to the mandatory record—that record required by
the state for reasons of public policy. This decision breaches

the first maxim of the trilogy above set out, and also the rule

"^yhat ought to he of record must he proved hy record and hy

the right record." This rule is a peremptory mandate of the

state, by the state and for the state in its search for the state-

ment of "a cause of action."®

§ 313. Nevertheless, the Conserving Principles of Procedure

"VYeee Vindicated and Reasoned From at the Beginning of the
Illinois Eepoets.—The mandatory record was required, and

also that it must show facts constituting a "cause of action" or

a defence. Res adjudicata was expressly named and provided

for by construction of statute and by construction of plead-

ings and records. Interest reipuhlicce ut sit finis litium (It is the

welfare of the public that there be an end to litigation) ; also

Nemo debet his vexari pro una et eadem causa (No one shall be

twice vexed for the same cause) were quoted and instructively

applied in Vallandingham v. Ryan.^° In this case there was also

cited and approved Outram v. Morewood;^^ also Cromwell}^ It

was also held that if no "cause of action" was presented by

the pleadings then there was nothing before the court. In

this case the trilogy of procedure was involved and was well

comprehended ; so also in Fish v. Cleland}^ In Wahash R. R. v.

8—132 ni. 161, 166, 23 N.E. 1021.

9—Bushton v. Aspinwall, supra; Sto. Eq. PI. § 10; Fish v. Cleland, 33 111. 238,

L.C. 12c, 3 Or. & Eud. (allegations essential to confer jurisdiction to hear and con-

sider a cause; allegata et probata must correspond; Smalley, 19 111. 207; Waugh v.

Bobbins, id. 182; Bush v. Connelly, id. 447; Lang v. Metzger, 206 111. 475, 478;

Israel v. Eeynolds, 11 111. 218, L.C. 83, 3 Gr. & Eud. (a reply cannot be waived; an

issue must appear in the right record to invest the court vpith jurisdiction to order

or direct a trial thereof; without an issue there is nothing to try; it is abuse of

authority to assume an issue when none is shown upon the right record) ; Kenealy,

241 111. 23-25.

10—17 111. 25; Kenealy, 241 111. 23.

11—L.C. 25, 3 Gr. & Bud.

12—L.C. 26, 3 Gr. & Bud.

13 33 I]]. 238, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Bud. (pleadings are jurisdictional; there must

be allegations, and 'allegata et probata must correspond).
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Friedman^* the court reasoned the uses of the pleadings in the

mandatory record for purposes of res adjudicata exactly as

Mansfield did in Bristow v. WrigM}^
In the above cases it is a striking fact that the court defended

the trilogy of procedure with great force and strictness, as it

did also the rule "What ought to be of record must be proved by
record and by the right record."^®

§ 314. Procedure Has Its Philosophy.—A system of proce-

dure well reasoned from the division of state power, due process

of law and res adjudicata is very different from a system,

reasoned from the wishes, relations, conduct and consent of the

parties only. In the former all of the conserving principles are

respected. The requirements of res adjudicata are reasoned to

and from. Res adjudicata has fourteen rules,^^ and the first one

of these rules is "that the proceedings must he coram judice."

For this reason the proceedings must be evinced by the manda-

tory record and in accordance with the rule "What ought to be

of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

Eespect for these rules is respect for the trilogy of procedure

and this trilogy is the north star and the "pointers" in every

protecting system. Wherever the state—the public—third per-

sons—are interested or are silent parties the trilogy of proce-

dure must be respected. It may be said this trilogy is that of

strict construction.

But relating to matters that affect the litigating parties only,

there the trilogy of canons of liberal construction applies. This

trilogy is:

1. Consensus tollit errorem : Acquiescence in error obviates its effect.

2. Omnia prwsumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All acts are presumed to be
rightly, regularly and validly done.

3. Zft res magis valeat quam pereat: It is better to conserve than to destroy.

14^L.C. 136, 3 Gr. & Eud.
15—L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Eud. Same point in Bristow and in Gridley v. Blooming-

ton, 68 111. 49. In Guedel v. P., 43 111. 226, L.C. 74a, 3 Gr. & Eud., the court was as
strict as in the Wabash and Gridley cases, supra (indictment for '

' clubbing to death
with a gun" is a different crime from "shooting with a gun.") See eases: Guedel,
74o, 3 Gr. & Eud.

16—Planing Mill Co. v. Chicago, 56 lU. 304, L.C. 2d, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Mailers v.

Whittier Machine Co., 170 lU. 434 (mandatory and statutory records are different
records for different purposes and one cannot be used for the other; the mandatory
record cannot be aided or patched out by the statutory record) ; Hitchcock v. Haight,
7 111. 604, L.C. 12, 3 Gr. & Eud. (a verdict will not aid an immaterial issue; this
is substance and not formal error; a motion in arrest will lie to omission of sub-
stance; this cannot be waived); Smalley, 19 111. 207: Cases.

17—4 Gr. & Bud. of Law.
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From the above it may be seen that two cannot by compact
or conduct bind a third. The third party may forever appear
and say Res inter alios acta, or Non hcec in foedera veni (I did

not come into this compact) ; or Quod ah initio non valet intractu

temporis non convalescit (That which was void in the beginning

•cannot be cured by waiver, nor lapse of time)/*

The public—the third party—the state^the crown—includes

all the people ; for the silent third party the amicus curice may
•ever speak. A fortiori either party named upon the record may
forever speak or object to substantial defects."

Looking at the Chicago Municipal Court Act, and at many of

the late cases, it is manifest that the notion is abroad that the

irilogy of liberal construction, supra, can be given a much larger

range and operation than was accorded it by the Eoman, Nor-

man, English, Federal and best state decisions. To do that is to

remove the landmarks of the mandatory record which is on the

dividing line between a constitutionalism and an absolutism.

Enlargement of the province of the trilogy of liberal construc-

tion is necessarily an encroachment upon the trilogy of proce-

dure. And such change is a grave attach upon the prescriptive

constitution. This constitution was defended by the first case

decided in Illinois, Taylor v. 8prinkle.^° In this connection

•every Illinois student should read § 182, Endlich on Statutes.

Herein are indicated limitations of legislative power to inter-

fere with procedure.^'^
'

§ 315. Taylor v. Sprinkle, Observations On.—At this junc-

ture it seems well to repeat that in Taylor v. Sprinhle"^^ the

court commenced limiting the legislature. And yet, at the pres-

•ent time, legislators and professors in famous universities seem

imbued with the belief that an individualized system of proce-

dure can be established for Illinois ; a system that will stand on

a little narrow visioned definition of pleadings, which is, to

give "the adverse side notice"; a definition which never looks

"beyond the parties themselves and the court of original juris-

18_StorT's Eq. PI., § 10; Vallandingham, supra; Mailers, supra.

19—Cf. Chicago E. E. v. Hioes, 132 111. 161, 166; 4 111. Law Eev. 174-194; 284-

289; Smalley, 19 111. 207: Cases.

20—Also in Langabier v. E. E., 64 111. 343; also m P. v. Turner, 55 111. 280,

cases numbered 174a and 252, 3 Gr. & Eud. and cases cited therewith.

2l_See also, Indianapolis E. E. v. Horst, 93 U.S. 291, L.C. 223, 3 Gr. & Eud.,

and cases cited.

22—See §§ 341, also 47, 68, 119, et seq.
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diction.^^ Certainly the discussions thereof do not include the

conserving principles of procedure, which, as we have seen,,

were earlier looked upon as beacon lights by the same court, and

indeed have been followed by it in many cases since. Here it

seems well to ask whether these beacon lights can be changed,

and what has been the effect of the attempted change.

Whether or not the state shall be a party in procedure de-

pends upon respect for the trilogy of procedure. Upon this

depends what the court has quoted and construed for.^*

§ 316. Record Is a Constitutional Implication.—The means
of reviewing a judgment of the highest court of a state in the

Supreme Court of the United States depends upon a sufficient

record. Accordingly this record is an implication of the supreme

law of the land; or, in other words, it is a constitutional

implication.^^

The removal of a cause from one court to another, and from

the state courts into the federal courts depends upon a sufficient

record, so that again this necessary record appears as an impli-

cation of the supreme law of the land.^^

§ 317. The Operation of the Supreme Law of the Land
Depends Upon a Eecokd and, or Couese, Upon a Certain

Eecoed.—Herefrom arise rules of certainty which cannot be

dispensed with and which state power cannot abolish. There

is a record of certainty that in the nature of the thing must be an
irreducible minimum. The 'federal requirements for this may
be gathered from Campbell v. Porter (one may demur to his own
pleading and make the first objection thereto in the appellate

court).

§ 318. Essential Facts Must Be Stated to Constitute a Cause
OF AcTiON.^^—This is expressly required by the code. The right

to remove a cause depends upon the facts presented in the

statement of the cause of action in the right record. A reply

will not aid a complaint,^* nor will an answer.'^*

23—As to this see 4 111. Law Eev., supra.
24—Vallandingham, 17 111. 25; Bates, L.C. 225, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Kenealy, 241 TU.

23, 25, § 342.
> J.

25—§§ 87-88, 1 Gr. & Eud.
26—§§ 96-97, 1 Gr. & Eud.
27—TJ. S. V. Cruikshank; Slacum v. Pomery, 6 Cranch 221 (the ground of the-

general demurrer cannot be waived;) Smalley, 19 111. 207: Cases. These are excel-
lent code cases. § 47, ante; Muuday.

28—177 U. S. 78.
29—Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167.
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Accordingly appears the fact that not only is the state a
party in procedure but the federal government also is a silent

party. So in America we not only have one Rome but we have
two Eomes.

In the light of these facts the Illinois jurisprudent should

carefully read 4 Illinois Law Review, pp. 174-194, also 284-289,

and consider the faulty definition of pleadings and the code of

provisions commended.

§ 319. Codes Can Only Reform Old Systems; Old Principles

Can Not Be Changed.—The student is duped if he can be led to

think that his local establishment can disregard fundamental

requirements, and the requirements of the supreme law of the

land. By higher laws than these the Municipal Court Act of

Chicago must yet be judged. The success of this act has been

acclaimed all over the land, when at the same time the greatest

opposition to it is found in Chicago. It is enough to say that

any establishment that practically excludes the state as a party

and denies a sufficient record to support the conserving prin-

ciples of procedure must meet condemnation in able courts of

errors. The student is misled if he is lulled into the belief that

the code has brought beneficent results, where it is denied by

incompetent courts that the trilogy of procedure is reaffirmed in

codes; such courts have emasculated the code by ignorant

construction.

§ 320. Missouri Cases Violate Fundamental Law.—The
judicial history of lULaois should not be doomed to parallel that

of Missouri. The cases show that the condition in the latter

state is a bar to the progress of the student. To illustrate : It

is held in Missouri that the use of a motion for a new trial is to

befog the court and mislead adverse counsel. This is the lan-

guage: "We permit it—a motion for a new trial—to be as

nnspecific as the ingenuity of a defeated lawyer can find lan-

guage in which to conceal what he really means." Chapman v.

Eneberg.^° Now the motion for a new trial being the basis of

the assignment of errors, what can we think of the Chapman

case?

30—95 Mo. Ap. 127.
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Further look at this case: "It is demurrable to plead an in-

strument sued on in hcec verha."^'^

Again consider this case : At a hearing in the supreme court

(a court of errors) counsel asserted facts to exist not found iu

the record. A respondent being present in court did not arise

and interrupt the hearing by denying the irrelevant assertions.

His having failed to make such unseemly and indecorous inter-

ference was construed by the supreme court into an admission

of the facts charged by opposing counsel and the facts so alleged

were thereupon treated as record facts against the respondent.**

It was a judge from Missouri who became a famous author

and then wrote in a popular work '
' that pleadings like any other

notice to the adverse side could be waived"; that a case arose

from the evidence and not from the pleadings ; that these could

be dispensed with.^* Illinois has Puterbaugh to tie to. We know
of no like work for Missouri. Yet all must admit that the

administration of the laws is in a demoralized condition in both

states, and indeed in a number of others. In Illinois the condi-

tion may be judged from Harrow v. Grogan,^* Devine v. R. i?./^

Balsewicz v. R. R.,^^ and Rice v. Travis.^"'

The learned professor above referred to seems to think the

code states have made progress. This is true in Wisconsin, pos-

sibly true in Indiana and Iowa, but Missouri is no better off than

Illinois, except that the late decisions in Missouri trend to the

trilogy of procedure, while Illinois is the reverse.** Dreadful

confusion exists in every state where that trilogy is not under-

stood and intelligently applied. Ignorance thereof leads to a

Babel. In Missouri it is a marsh of bewilderment, except for

those who have followed Napton in Andrews v. Lynch^^ Bar-

31—Estes, 155 Mo. 577, 583 (theory of the case must be pleaded; conclusions).
Contra, Bliss PI. 158.

32—S. V. Passe, 189 Mo. 532, 537.
33—2 Thomp. Trials, i§ 2310, 2311; And. Steph. PI., 2nd ed., § 230: cases. See

Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud., Contra cases cited; Mallinckrodt, 169 Mo. 388, L.(\ 12a, 3
Gr. & Eud.; S. v. Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 124, 137, 139; SmaUey;
Hope V. Blair, 105 Mo. 85, 93, 24 Am. St. 366.

34—219 111. 288, 2 Gr. & Eud.
gg- 23? jjj 278
36—240 111! 238^ 70 Cent. L. J. 5.

37—117 111. Ap. 644, reverses 216 111. 249 (Presumptions of regularity attach
to inferior courts as they do to superior).

38—See S. v. Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 536; Devine v. B. B.
(1908, 111.).

39—27 Mo. 167.
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clay in Rush v. Brown*" and in Davis v. Jacksonville,*^ and Sher-
wood in Mallinchrodt, supra. It may be said that in the decisions

of these three judges must be found the salt that will save the

jurisprudence of a great state, if this can be done. So much for

the code administered by intellects ignorant of earlier systems.

Verily it has been "a grope in the dark."*^

§ 321. Codes Must Be Construed by Fundamental Law.—
It is due the Illinois jurisprudent plainly to tell him that any
system he may establish must reSpect the trilogy last men-
tioned and that he must distinguish between the matters that

this trilogy relates to and those matters which the trilogy of

liberal construction governs. The attempt to give Consensus

tollit errorem a greater range in its operation than was assigned

to it by the Eoman will wreck any system of jurisprudence. The
Roman gave the code to the Caucasian of Europe, and Eome as

a silent third party prescribed peremptory mandates. These

cannot be disregarded in a government of laws. They are

founded on reason, necessity and convenience. It is otherwise

in Asian, African and supposed codes of some American states.

§ 322. Codes Not Understood, Nor Properly Construed.—In

the discussions referred to by the learned professors it is

assumed that code states have made certain progress. But this

is quite debatable if New York, Indiana, Missouri, Colorado and

Iowa be meant.*^ No doubt substantial progress has been made

in California and Wisconsin and some other code states. David

Dudley Field, a statesman and jurist, drafted the code of New
York, A. D. 1848, a copy of which was borrowed by Missouri in

1849. Soon thereafter California adopted it. This state was

fortunate in having Stephen J. Field to expound its code from

1856 to 1863, when he was appointed to the federal bench. Like

his brother, who drafted the code, he understood it. A half dozen

of his decisions are worth more than New York's 1000 volumes

and Missouri's 400 of confusion. To sustain this view compare

the first code case, Biddle v. Boyce, (Mo.) with Green v. Palmer**

40—101 Mo. 486.

41—126 Mo. 69, 75, 78.

42—Bliss Code PI. 141.

43—34 Am. Bar Assn. Hep. 787, 832-838; Cent. L. J. 294-296; 311-314; 402-407;

44—15 Cal. 411, 79 Am. Dec. 492, L.C. 90, 3 Gr. & End.
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The latter sustains the trilogy of procedure, the former is all

confusion.

§ 323. Unification, Simplification and Expedition Is the

Genius of a Code.—Its system is, one juridical document, one

statement, one forum and one relief. But all of these are

reasoned from the trilogy of procedure and its conserving prin-

ciples. No good code work omits these matters; a pad of

jargon or of repetition cannot hest instruct.

§ 324. The General Issue Is Inimical to a Code.—Pleadings,
inter alia, are to limit issues and to narrow proofs.*° Upon this

point the California and the Wisconsin cases should be con-

sulted; these are from the best code states. This will appear

from eases like Dickson v. Cole*^

§ 325. Codes Adopt Equity Principles.—The general allega-

tion, the general denial and the general issue are inimical to code

procedure, which is governed by the rationale of equity proce-

dure."*^ The views expressed to the contrary are not justified.

Such views are calculated to excite prejudice against any system

that harbors the general issue ; to this cause can be laid the re-

sults in Balsetvicz v. R. R.*^ The observations of the general

issue in the 4 III. Law Rev. 87-94 are well justified.

In the "theory of the case" code states as countenanced and

advocated by Judge Seymour D. Thompson and Judge Elliot

(Elliot's Appellate Procedure), enough decisions can be picked

to make long rows of books, all of them disregarding the heart

and vitals of procedure, namely, its trilogy, also the conserving

principles referred to and the interactions of all these matters

upon the due administration of the laws.*®

§ 325a, Constitutional Procedure, Principles Of.—Any work

on evidence, pleading and practice, or any kind of procedure,

Eoman, English, the common law, civil or criminal, equity, the

code, the federal or the practice act, or the English Judicature

Act, should at least introduce and illustrate the essentials

referred to, which constitute the core of that procedure indis-

45—Bliss PI., § 138.

46—34 Wis. 621, L.C. 34, 3 Gr. & Euil., and ten following cases, id. See also

Doll V. Good; Higgins v. Wortell (Cal.) and titles Admissions and Denials, 2 Gr. &
Bud.

47_See Codes, 2 Gr. & Bud. ; Bliss, Code PI. 138, 141.

48—240 111- 238.

49—1 Gr. & End., §§ 83-123.
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pensable for a constitutionalism. In other words, the procedure
of a constitutionalism should be introduced and explained, and
then the jurisprudent can mark out his own career. But it

ought to be dinned until he looks and understands that the
study of procedure is a study of government. There should
be introduced to him the trilogy of procedure, the familiar
maxim and its translation, and the prominent cases illustrating
the application of the maxim or the general principle. This
is easily done for any species of procedure or for any state.

It was this kind of teaching that the American Bar Association
accredited to the schools in 1879.^° This trilogy can be picked
out of § 10, Story's Equity Pleadingf^ also from Paul's Trial

in the Acts of the Apostles; also Broom's Maxims; also Smith's
Leading Cases; also in the Field Code; also in Illinois, as we
shall hereafter show. This instruction will involve the true

definition of. pleadings, which is

:

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a
subject-matter to adjudicate it.

'

'

With no more instruction than the above, no student can be

"swamped" in the quicksands of the long and unending rows of

"chaff pads" that are prepared by young and nimble hands for

the book factories. From the "theory of the case" states the

conflicting cases can be picked, stacked and counted in multi-

tudes ; and these decisions have passed beyond human capacity.

As to this condition, lawyers should look and at last speak.

§ 326. Universal, Not Local Principles Govern Procedure.—
From the foregoing it may be perceived there are orient peaks

of procedure, which are its datum posts; that they are cosmo-

politan; that they are universal. Teaching procedure without

reference to these peaks is like teaching theology without regard

to the Ten Commandments and the Golden Eule.

§ 327. Procedure Is a Judicial Question, Not a Legislative.—

The decisions of the "theory of the case" states show that the

universal principles of procedure are kept in haze and mysti-

fication. This largely results from overemphasizing the power

of legislatures to regulate procedure, which is purely a judicial

affair. The English Judicature Act invested the supreme court

50 See 4 111. Law Review, 87-94 (June, 1909).

ei—Quoted title Story, 4 Gr. & Eud.
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of judicature with power to enact ordinances of practice. Con-

necticut alone has followed the English plan. If the supreme

court of Illinois prescribed rules of procedure for all the courts,

manifestly beneficent results would follow. The dreadful con-

dition in the "theory of the case" states should be avoided;

e. g., look at Missouri.^^

§ 328. "Theory of the Case," Observations On.—The
"trouble in Missouri began with early statutes providing that no

error should be reviewed by the supreme court which was not

specified in a motion in arrest of judgment. Thus the range of

Consensus tollit errorem was enlarged, and this impaired the

trilogy of procedure, because it has been held that under this

statute all errors of substance could be waived or consented

away. Consequently the errorist and empiricist was given full

swing, and there followed such texts as 2 Thompson's Trials,

§§ 2310, 2311, already referred to.^*

Many Missouri decisions can be found to sustain this text.

On the other hand, the ablest judges denounced it, as in Andrews
V. Lynch, Rush v. Brown, and the Mallinckrodt cases already

cited.

Missouri has lacked true definitions of the mandatory and

of the statutory records, and of pleadings. The result is Babel.

And so it is in Illinois and some other states.^* Such are the

consequences of disregarding the rule, "What ought to he of

record must he proved by record and by the right record."

In Missouri the fundamental principles of the code, which

are but the trilogy of procedure, have been argued up and down
and all around, again and again, as was Shelley's Case and the

Sunday laws. These principles have been silted over by judicial

decisions not founded on true principles, until they are almost

wholly obscured. They have been covered by "useless grists

of profuse jargon," as have been the Duchess of Kingston's

Case, Crepps v. Burden, Cumber v. Wane, Cutter v. Powell, and
"the Earl of Oxford's Case, Coke's three degrees of certainty,

and Chitty's three kinds of aider. "Whether or not organic law
is better understood in Illinois is easily determined from an.

examination of a few cases.

52—See title Missouri, 4 Gr. & Bud.; Bliss, Code PI., § 141.

53—And. Staph. PI. 230: Cases, 2d ed.
54—See Theory of the Case, 4 Gr. & Eud., also Variance, id.
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§ 328a. Statute of Jeofails Has Caused .Confusion.—It is due
to note that disturbances in Illinois often arise from construction
of the statute of amendments and jeofails (in Missouri these
are generally called "the liberal provisions of our code"). Many
judges have not comprehended the necessity for limitations of
legislative authority to interfere with the necessities of the
judiciary, or the constitutional implications of judicial power.
It has not been clearly recognized that procedure arises from
principles of the prescriptive constitution ; that from this source
arise those principles that limit and control written constitu-

tions and statutes. The Englishman understands this, but the

American does not.

§ 329. Limitations of Statute of Jeofails.—After hundreds
of fluctuating eases it was held in C. S A. R. R. v. Clausen^^

that the statutes of amendments and jeofails applied to formal
matters only. Thus Consensus tollit errorem, (Acquiescence in

error obviates its effect) was given the exact place that it had
in Eome, England, the federal law and the best decisions of

the states. Consequently it was held that the statutes in question

added nothing whatever to the former law; that these were

aflRrmative statutes. Of course this decision may be cited as a

vindication of the trilogy of procedure in Illinois. For it always

was the law that formal error was waived unless excepted to

and properly presented to a court of errors for a review of the

record.

In Missouri the code was construed exactly to the same end.^"

Accordingly, statutes affecting procedure are construed alike, in

some cases, in both states. In other words, the principle ex-

pressed from of old is upheld alike in both Illinois and in

Missouri. In the Preface these matters are outlined. Here is

a very important fact to be comprehended. From it will appear

rules of substance which are universal rules in governments of

protection. All congruous systems respect the matters of sub-

stance alike. It is matter of substance that cannot be waived.

Herefrom arises the rule that the ground of the general demurrer

is never waived; that it may be first raised or renewed in the

motion of arrest, and likewise and forever on collateral attack.

V. Dillon

55—173 HI. 100, 103.

5g Andrews v. Lynch; Mallinckrodt, supra; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373; Clark

i'llon, 97 N. Y. 370.
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From these viewpoints may be perceived the reason why the

study of procedure is the study of government. This fact is

disclosed from a clear exposition of collateral attack. ^'^ From
these cases the mandatory record will appear as a bulwark of

all our rights and a shelter from judicial arbitrariness. Conse-

quently there must be a record to bind the court ; herefrom arises

the rule, A court is bound by its record; also, "What ought to be

of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

§ 330. Immutable Principles of Jurisprudence.—There are

three guiding stars of the first magnitude in the juridical

heavens. These are general principles which may appear from

varying standpoints—as evidence here, as pleading there, as

practice yonder, and as construction over and beyond, wherein

they appear as constitutional law. These principles are immu-

table elements of jurisprudence ; they are embedded in the pre-

scriptive constitution, the greatest gift of antiquity to posterity.

They are necessary and universal principles, however variantly

expressed; they are the substance; how they are expressed is

mere form. As the law depends upon substance and not form,

these principles have always held a first place with the juris-

prudent throughout all ages. They are essential for judicial

operation in a constitutionalism; they are on the separating

line between a constitutionalism and an absolutism.

§ 331. A Protecting Judiciary Must Have a Record, and

Must Eespect That Eecoed.—Hence the rule is that a court

is bound by its record. But for this rule everybody might be

condemned unheard, and everything might be sequestered. A
record is a bulwark against tyranny. Audi alteram partem.

would not stand as a barrier of protection and as a shielding

principle but for a record. This fact is clearly illustrated in

Windsor v. McVeigh (U. S.). Herein are discussed the elements

of '

' due process of law, '
' and therefor the mandatory record as a

necessity.

To understand many of the highest flights of oratory and

of poetry, one must be familiar with Greek and Roman mythol-

ogy ; and similarly it is in law : one must know the prescriptive

constitution in order to understand cases like Windsor v. Mc-

57—Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Bud; IT. S. v. Cruikshank (criminal);
Slacum V. Pomery, 6 Cranch 221 (civil); Haskell, 31 Mo. 437 (code).
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Yeigh, and what great judges mean by the phrase "due process
of la-n-."

One sees in a pen that with which he can make only a mark

;

another sees in it an instrument with which he can write the
declaration of the rights of man.

§ 332. The Prescriptive Constitution Is Organic Law.—The
lawyer who knows the principles of the prescriptive consti-

tution reads written constitutions, statutes and decisions dif-

ferently than the lawyer ignorant of that ancient organic law.
This law cost the Englishman his battles in the reformations,
his two revolutions, his misfortunes from Coke's triumphs over
Bacon, his disagreements with Mansfield ; in all, three centuries

of delay and trouble. The Englishman in America has had
additionally his Anglo-American wars, his dreadful experiences

with negro slavery, the demands for codes, his experiments with

the case system, and the teaching that each jurisdiction has

created a body of law unto itself. Now the Englishman sees

the leading subjects of the law arising from the prescriptive

constitution, while the American essays to believe that these

subjects are foimded on his written constitutions and his '
' consti-

tutional statutes"; that the former is paramount law, and that

the latter, if constitutional, is valid, however "immoral, blas-

phemous, unchristian and unreasonable" they may be. Neces-

sarily such teaching has befogged and delayed. The dean of

Harvard Law School now informs us that the English bench,

bar and books are the best ; if so, why are not these regarded as

standard ? Why are not they cited more widely ?

The foregoing facts ought to be clearly illustrated ; a demon-

stration of these facts would do much to clear the haze that

surrounds the American jurisprudent. Such a demonstration

can be made equally effective from almost any state. It might

well be made from Missouri, the first code state in the Missis-

sippi valley, which gave the first American code decision.^*

But illustration from a code state leaves open the view that

the code is responsible for the condition. Consequently it seems

better to select illustrations from a so-called common-law state,

and for this perhaps the illustration should be made from

IHinois, which, like Mississippi, may well be called a practice

58—Biddle v. Boyce (1850).
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act state. However, Illinois citations justify the conclusion

that it is a Coke, Blackstone, Chitty, Stephen's and Gould's

Pleadings state. But this is equally true in Missouri and Indi-

ana ; the fact is, Chitty and Stephen are widely cited in all states

;

and it is equally true that diverse conclusions are drawn there-

from. These supposed great works are better understood than

the instructions Festus gave the Scribes and Pharisees in Paul's

trial (wherein these words, "concerning the crime laid against

him," involve the trilogy of procedure), or § 10, Story's Equity

Pleading, or Rushton v. Aspinall, or Bristow v. Wright, or

Dovaston v. Payne, all in Smith's Leading Cases, 8th edition.

Not one case in thousands cites Broom's Maxims. And, after

all, the spectacle is presented of great states following the same
authors, and these states widely apart.

The fact is, the laws are tribal, and if a lawyer crosses his

state line he leaves his profession behind; and at home his

profession is drudgery in a treadmill, looking through unending

lines of constantly changing statutes, digests and cyclopedias

and the endless inpour of annotated cases. To put it in the

popular vernacular, the lawyer is
'

' swamped. '
' From the mani-

fest condition it should be plainly stated that the philosophy of

the law cannot be learned from long lines of "Space fillers" and

"chaff pads," the output of hundreds of hands in book factories.

The leading subjects of the law have orient peaks which

can be named, brought into view, and so impressed as to leave

a definite impression upon the intellect. After this all reckon-

ings can be from these peaks, these ancient landmarks that have

bounded and defined the law in all countries and in all ages.

There are great principles that are cosmopolitan law, and that

are above and beyond the power of governments to change.

These principles can be named in any generation for all genera-

tions to come. They should be named for this generation. The
possibility of naming some of these principles will be demon-
strated.

To illustrate, we shall tabulate the three great principles

referred to and set therewith enough matter to indicate the

universality and paramount importance of those principles ; also

those principles which are secondary in importance and which
are not the safeguards of the state's interests.
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§ 333. Accordingly There Are Two Trilogies to Impress
Upon the Phactitionee.—I. The trilogy of procedure or of strict

construction, which is

:

1. Ve non apparentiius et non existentibus eadem est ratio : What is not juridically
presented cannot be judicially decided. There must be a record and a court is
bound by its record. Sto. Eq. PI., § 10, 4 Gr. & Eud., title Story; Camphell v.
Porter, 162 U. S. 478, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Kud. ; U. S. u. CruikshanJc, 92 U. S. 542,
L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & End.; Vallandingham , 17 111. 25; Smalley, 19 111. 207; Fish,
33 111. 238, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Adams, 158 111. 190, 2 Gr. & Eud. ; Bushton
V. Aspinall, Smith's Lead. Cas., 8th ed., L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Slacum, 6 Cranch
(IT. S.) 221, (MarshaU, C. J.) ; Fletcher v. Root, 240 111. 429; BecUenherg, 232
lU. 120 (overruling earlier cases) ; Hice v. Travis, 117 111. Ap. 644, reverses 216
111. 249. (The latter denied Crogate's Case, also Crepps v. Burden, Smith's
Lead. Cases, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud.). Cf. Doddridge, 222 Mo. 146; S.P., Crepps
V. Vurden.

". Fmstra prohatur quod protatum non relevat: It is vain to prove what is not
alleged. See authorities, supra. The evidence must correspond vpith the allega-

tions and be confined to the point in issue. 1 Gr. Ev. Si, 63, 65 ; Bristow v.

Wright, Smith 's Lead. Cas., 8th ed., L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Eud. et seq.

3 Veria fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem : Every presumption is against a
pleader. Dovaston v. Payne, Smith 's Lead. Cas. 8th ed., L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Eud.

;

Story's Eq. PI. 665; U. S. v. Linn, 1 How. (U. S.) 104; U. S. v. CruilcshanTc,

supra; 196 U. S. 395; Davenport, 2 HI. 315, L.C. 2f, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Mailers, 170
111. 434 (biU of exceptions).

Codes reaffirm all these principles. See Codes, 2 Gr. & Eud. ; Malli-nclcrodt,

169 Mo. 388, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Green v. Palmer, 15 Cal. 411, 76 Am. Dec.
492, L.C. 90, 3 Gr. & Eud.; S. v. Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 536-

546: Cases.

From the above arises the rule,
'

' What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record. '

'

Also, this definition of pleadings

:

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a
subject-matter to adjudicate it." §§ 163, 273, 1 Gr. & Eud.; Fletcher, 240, 111.

429.

CJognates of this trilogy axe:

1. Expressio unius est exclusio alterius: The express mention of one thing is to th©
exclusion of all others. Marbury v. Madison, L.C. 142, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.

2. Allegata et probata must correspond. Bristow v. Wright, L.C. 135, et seq. A.

recovery must be secundum allegata et probata. Fish, 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud. See
Dorn V. Farr, 2 Gr. & Eud. ; Hansom, 140 lU. 626, citing Mo. cases (Variances can.

be waived).
3. Quod ab initio non valet in tractu temporis non convalescit: That which was

originally void does not by lapse of time or by waiver become valid. Windsor v.

McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Bud. ; 69 Cent. L. J. 443-447 ; BecUenberg, 232 111. 120.

4. Interest reipublicw ut sit finis litium: It is the welfare of the public that there

be an end of litigation. Mariott v. Hampton, Smith's Lead. Cas., 4 Gr. & Eud.

See Ees Adjudicata and its requirements, §§ 171-200, 1 Gr. & Eud.; also the rules

of this subject gathered, 4 Gr. & Eud. See also Chap. 1, §§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.:

The Conserving Principles of Procedure.

5. Nemo debet bis vexari pro una et eadem causa : No man shall be twice vexed for

one and the same cause. This maxim is a part of the former one. Vallanding-

ham, 17 m. 25; Kenealy, 241 111. 23.

6. All that could or might be determined is presumed to have been in order to sustaiu

an estoppel by judgment. Vt res magis valeat quam pereat.

7 The facts must have been necessary and properly pleaded, and necessarily passed

on or settled in order to sustain estoppel by verdict. "Estoppels are odiou"!";

Verba fortius. A fact admitted by the pleadings should conclude one who failed
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to deny. AXlegans contraria non est audiendus. Accordingly appears the im-

portance of the allegation, the admission, the denial, the issue and the proper

disposition of all these matters to constitute the coram judice proceeding to sus-

tain the estoppel "by verdict, as it is called. Outram v. Morewood and Cromwell
V. County of Sac are the leading expositions of estoppel by verdict. Vallanding-

ham, 17 111. 25; Kenealy, 241 111. 23, 24.

8. Conclusions of law, or conclusions of fact, will not sustain estoppels hy judgment,
nor estoppel by verdict. Hence it is that conclusions of law or of fact are insuf-

ficient pleadings and are held void and of no effect whatever. They cannot be
aided by waiver. U. S. v. CruilcshanTc, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; J 'Anson v.

Stuart, Smith 's Lead. Cas., L.C. 91, 3 Gr. & Bud.
9. Consent will not confer jurisdiction of subject-matter. Sto. Eq. PI., Sec. 10;

Thomas v. Board, L.C. 10a, 3 Gr. & Eud.; People's Bank v. Calhoun, 102 U. S.

260-261, L.C. 12d, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Thomas v. P., 107 lU. 517, 47 Am. Eep. 458;
Fletcher v. Boot, 241 111. 429.

§ 334. The Trilogy of Procedure or of Strict Construction

Applies to the Mandatory Recokd.—This record is a necessity

in the due administration of the laws ; upon this record depend

the conserving principles of procedure ; this is the jurisdictional

record that is required from public policy, and which cannot be

dispensed with. Upon it are stated the jurisdictional facts, the

"cause of action," or the "facts constituting the defence"—the

substance upon which authority to proceed and adjudicate must

appear from the mandatory record. The state, the third party

to the judgment contract, demands this. It cannot be dispensed

with. By and upon this record depends the validity of the pro-

ceedings ; these must stand certain tests to pass as coram judice.

Jurisdictional facts are a public policy concern.

§ 335. II. The Trilogy of Liberal Construction:

1. Consensus tollit errorem: The acquiescence in error obviates its effect. L.C.'s
290a-299, 3 Gr. & Eud. The matter this maxim governs is not substance but
is formal matter, or rather which concerns two only.

2. Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All acts are presumed right-

fully, regularly and validly done. Crepps v. Burden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud.,
et seq.

3. lit res magis valeat quam pereat: It is better to conserve than to destroy. M'Cul-
loch V. Maryland, L.C. 147, 3 Gr. & Eud. Chap. XIV, ante.

The distinctions between superior and inferior courts depend upon the presumption
of regularity. In Illinois,' this presumption applies to inferior courts exactly
as it does to superior. Bice v. Travis, 216 111. 249, reversing S. C. 117 lU. Ap.
664, 4 Gr. & Eud., which cited and followed Crogate's Case. In Eice the juris-
dictional fact of value was suflScient, it being stated in the affidavit of replevin.
But this was not the right record. Crepps v. Burden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud.,
ct seq., §§ 131-133, ante.

§ 335a. The Trilogy of Liberal Construction Also Has Its

Cognates ; Among These Are :

1. Expressio eorum quce tacite insunt nihil operatur: Things implied need not be
mentioned. M'Culloch v. Maryland, L.C. 147, 3 Gr. & Eud.

2. Concordare leges legibus est optimus interpretandi modus: To make laws agree
with laws is the best mode of interpreting them. L.C. 'a 215-232, 3 Gr. & Eud •

S. ex rel. Benson v. Sheppard, 4 Gr. & Eud.
'

'
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3. Lex non exacte definit, sed arbitrio ioni viri permittit : There is always something
left to the judgment of a wise and good man. 4 Gr. & Eud.

4. Probatis extremis prcesumuntur media: The extremes being proved, the inter-
mediates are presumed. Quinlan, 205 TJ. S. 504.

5. Verba inteniione dehent inservire: "Words are construed according to the inten-
tion. Barron v. Baltimore, L.C. 241, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Soward v. Harris (once a
mortga'ge always a mortgage.)

§ 336. "Interest Reipublicae Ut Sit Finis Litium' ' Is a Rule
OF Public Policy.—And this dictates that a pleading as well as

all of the record be sufficient to sustain the estoppels referred to.

A record that will not sustain the estoppels is coram non judice.

"The first rule of res adjudicata is,
'

' that the proceedings shall be

coram judice?^

% 337. Pleadings and All of the Record That Is Necessary

TO Eesist Objections Upon Collateral Attack Must Be Cee-

TAiN.—Herefrom appears the significance of the general demur-

rer and the motion in arrest of judgment. Those who view a

record from these requirements see that record in an entirely

different light from him who is untutored in the philosophy of

Interest reipublicce, etc. A record viewed from the conserving

principles of procedure®" is from a wide and broadened vision,

Trhile a record viewed from the letter of statutes and constitu-

tions and the "late case" only is quite another.

A record satisfying the requirements of the trilogy of pro-

cedure and of its conserving principles is necessary to constitute

ihe coram judice proceeding in a government of protection-^^

Herefrom it may be stated as a postulate, that the study of

procedure is the study of government. Why this proposition

is true will appear from the attitude of the government or state

as an implied and silent party in judicial proceedings. Herein

lies a fact of the greatest significance, for the philosophy in-

volved includes that matter which is substance, which is that

matter required by public policy

—

Interest reipublicce ut sit finis

litium, on the one hand, and that matter which is formal and of

no concern to the state, but concerns only the parties named

upon the record. One of the leading questions in procedure is,

what is matter of substance and what is formal or waivable

:matter; what are the state's substantive rights? The trilogy

of procedure applies to matter of substance, while the trilogy

59—Kingston's Case, Smith's Lead. Gas.; 69 Cent. L.J. 443-447.

60—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Rud.

61—69 Cent. L.J. 443-447.
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of liberal construction applies to formal or waivable matter^

whicli may be defined as adjective law. Substance is what the

state demands ; formal matter is that matter which the parties

named upon the record may waive, or about which they may
contract.

§338. Construction for Two Parties Is Different than for

Three.— The trUogy of liberal construction applies to those mat-

ters whereof neither the state nor third parties have any inter-

est. Such matters may be waived. Here the substantial rights

of the state are not involved.

The trilogy of strict construction applies to the mandatory
record and its essentials; the trilogy of liberal construction

applies to the matter of the statutory record; this matter con-

cerns only the parties named upon the record, and of course

they can waive or insist upon this matter, as they see fit. They
may waive it by failing to argue it or assign error thereon, or

to make a motion for a new trial, or promptly to object and

except with precision and certainty, and not too generally and

broadly.®^

§ 339. The Jurisdictional Record Is Strictly Construed.—As
stated above, the statutory record can be waived, but other

considerations entirely attend the matters of the mandatory

record. These cannot be waived. The state requires this

record ; the state is a silent third party. Its rights—its equities

—cannot be waived.^* The state may ever appear and say, Non
hcec in foedera veni, to any and all claims of waiver of its interests

or mandates for protection; among these are the means and

requirements to keep the judiciary within certain and legitimate

bounds. Hence the rule is, "A court is bound by its record";

consequently there must be a record and a certain record, for

an uncertain record would be useless. The latter would be a

useless shield against tyranny. To secure essential certainty

the trilogy of strict construction applies. These views will find

support in § 10, Story's Equity Pleading.®* Story's section is

reaffirmed by codes, but in a variant language. The law looks

62—L.C. 291-299, 3 Gr. & Bud. ; Consensus tollit errorem. '

63

—

Res inter alios acta; Alterum non Icedere.

64—See Story, 4 Gr. & Bud., also Fletcher v. Boot, 241 111. 429.
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at substance and not form; substance and not form rules in
equity, and wherever equitable rules are respected.

§ 340. Substance Essential to Satisfy the State's Require-
MENTS.—It seems well to present a view from the angle of
collateral attack before referring more minutely to res adjudi-
cata and its requirements. Therefore we observe that a judg-
ment is a contract, as contracts are classified. Into a judgment
the original cause of action merges. In a judgment contract

the state is a silent third party. In this form of contract the

state has rights or equities ; and if in the formation of the judg-

ment the rights and equities of the state are disregarded, then
the state—the public—anyone—may appear, and for and on
behalf of the state say in effect, Non Jicec in feedera veni (I did

not come into this compact), or. Res inter alios acta alteri nocere

non debet (A transaction between two ought not to affect a

third), or Alterum non Icedere (You should not injure another).

This is what is called collateral attack, wherever the judgment is

offered to prove title to property or an estoppel. To raise objec-

tions upon collateral attack the record upon which the judgment

or proceeding is founded must have the required substance. It is

this that the general demurrer tests ; also, the motion in arrest

of judgment searches the entire record and attaches to the first

fault. For these tests the trilogy of procedure attends and

ever affords a constant and fixed measure. There is no fluc-

tuating construction of the record referred to, before judgment,

at the trial and after judgment, as has been decided in Missouri,

Illinois and other states. The welfare of the state is safeguarded

at all times by the same fixed and uniform rules. There are

many important rules that will naturally suggest themselves in

views from the trilogy of procedure.

From the foregoing this definition of pleadings is deducible

:

"Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with

jurisdiction of a subject-matter to adjudicate it."®^

Pleadings also arise from convenience, certainty, necessity,

and economies in the administration of justice. Pleadings are

to limit issues and to narrow proofs."® This involves a con-

sideration of the allegation, the admission, the denial, the issue,

fi5 1 Gr. & Eud., §§ 83-123, 169, 273; see Illinois eases post.

66_Bliss Code PL 138.
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and whence these shall appear, agreeably to the first rule of

evidence, pleading and practice, which is, "What ought to be

of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

Missouri attempted to substitute the trilogy of liberal con-

struction for the trilogy of procedure. This was done by an

early statute, which provided that all errors of substance not

presented in a motion in arrest of judgment could not after-

ward be raised nor assigned for error in the Supreme Court,

The effect of this was to enlarge the operation of Consensus

tollit errorem, and this enlargement impinged upon the trilogy

of procedure. And for results the philosophy of the manda-

tory record no longer enlightened or guided.

Illinois by various decisions also enlarged the operation of

the last named maxim. One of these is Chicago R. R. v. Eines,^''

which held that if a general demurrer to the declaration was
overruled, then no further objection could be made to any fatal

defect in the declaration.^®

The effect of such statutes and decisions is to destroy the

congruity of general rules, and to make practitioners local and

provincial, with their progress dependent on a lot of changeful

statutes and like decisions. All of this unwise statesmanship

is making the responsibilities of the lawyer beyond human
capacity; it imposes untold labor upon him, makes his vocation

unprofitable, and unfits him as a scholar, teacher and leader.

Under such a condition fundamental principles are dwarfed or

disrupted by statutes and by singular and erratic decisions

which amount to nothing less than a Babel. The causes of this

condition are justly laid to supreme courts.®^* Supreme courts

owe the noblest profession something else than a bewilderment.

It is due to say that very able decisions are found in both

Missouri and Illinois, restraining the statutes of amendments

and jeofails and the "liberal provisions of our code," as in

C. & A. R. R. V. Clausen^^ and Andrews v. Lynch.'"' But in

opposition to these can be cited numberless cases in each state.

67—132 III. 161, 166.

68—Stephens PI. 146-150 (Aider by pleading over § 116, ante).
68a—End. Stat., § 182.

69—173 111. 100, 103.

70—27 Mo. 167; Eush v. Brown, 101 Mo. 486; Davis v. JaekBonville, 126 Mo.
69, 78; Mallinckrodt, 169 Mo. 388, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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§ 341. Ptindamental Principles; Important Cases.—Illinois

may be cited to the point that there must be a record for the
conservation of the principles already mentioned. Among these
principles is Interest reipuhlicce ut sit finis litium. For this

principle the court spoke in Taylor v. Sprinkle;'''^ also in Bates v.

BulUeyJ- A very clear and able decision is found in Valland-
ingham v. Ryan."'^ Smalley''* is a truly instructive case. We
have cited other notable cases, also made excerpts from cases,

to illustrate how the immutable principles above referred to

are upheld and vindicated in Illinois, notwithstanding its statutes

of Amendments and Jeofails ; also many conflicting cases, such

as Chicago R. R. v. Hines.

From the cases quoted it can clearly be deduced that pleadings

are to limit issues and to narrow proofs ; also that jurisdiction

is conferred thereby.''^ Still the very air is pervaded with the

belief that pleadings can be dispensed with ; that the necessities

of a record are a question of legislative fiat. To sustain this

view attention is directed to the operation of the Municipal

Court Act for Chicago. But notwithstanding the clamor and

acclaim of success, the fact remains that the representative

lawyers of Chicago do not concede that the Municipal Court Act

is harmonious with fundamental law. They know that the deci-

sions above referred to stand for necessities in operating a useful

and protecting judiciary. They are opposed to the establish-

ment of courts that will introduce hostile and warring systems

of procedure. Lawyers know that this is unwise statesmanship.

The substitution of the trilogy of liberal construction for

the trilogy of procedure cannot meet with the favor of a court

that has so often vindicated first principles.

Attention is next called to Illinois cases which may be cited

to illustrate the application of the forfegoing principles, and to

support the conclusions expressed ; these are as follows

:

§ 342. (I.) Kenealy v. Glos, 241 111. 15, 26.

"The general rule is, that (n. 23) a .iudgment or decree of a court of competent

iurisflietion is conclusive between the parties and their privies, not only as to all

matters that were, in fact, determined, but as to all matters which might have

71—1 HI. (Breeze) 1; |§ 315, 356, 473, poat

72—2 Gilm. 359, L.C. 225, 3 Gr. & Bud.

73—17 HI. 25.

74—19 HI. 207.

75_Thomas v. P., 107 111. 517; 47 Am. Eep. 458.
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been determined in the proceeding as well. (^Thompson v. Bemenway, 218 III.

46.) This rule ig founded upon two maxims of the common law, one of which
is that a man should not be twice vexed for the same cause, and the other is

that it is for the public good that litigation should be terminated. There are
two well defined branches of this rule : (a) Where the rule is invoked in respect
to a cause of action which has been once finally determined on its merits by a
court of competent jurisdiction. To sustain a plea under this branch of the
rule it is necessary that there should be an identity of parties, of subject mat-
ter and cause of^ action. (Baldwin v. Manecy, 204 111. 281.) Cb) "Where the rule

3s invoked in respect to some fact once in issue and authoritatively determined
l)etween the same parties. The latter branch of the rule is generally designated
as estoppel by a verdict. {Riverside Co. v. Townshend, 120 111. 9 ; Wright v. Grif-

fey, 147 id. 496.) It is not essential to the application of the doctrine of estoppel
by a verdict that there should be identity of cause of action or subject matter.
The whole philosophy of the doctrine of res judicata may be summed up in the
statement that a matter once decided, whether right or wrong, must remaip
decided unless reversed in a direct proceeding for that purpose

(p. 25) There was, therefore, no issue of fact before the court to which the

evidence was pertinent. This evidence being incompetent it must be assumed
that the court disregarded it." Kenealy v. Glos, 241 lU. 15-26. See Hope v.

Blair, 105 Mo. 85, 93, 24 Am. St. 366, quoted post.

§ 343. (II.) Baldwin v. Hanecy, 204 HI. 281-290.

,(p. 288) "But where the second action between the same parties is upon a different

claim or demand, the judgment in a prior action operates as an estoppel only as

to those matters in issue or points controverted upon the determination of which
the finding or verdict was rendered. (Cromwell v. County of Sac, 94 TJ. S. 351;
Riverside Co. v. Townshend, 120 111. 9.) It is conceded that both parties to this

bill were parties defendant to the former action. That they were made joint de-

fendants in that action makes no difference in the application of the doctrine

of res judicata, if the decree in that case settled the adverse interests of the

parties here in controversy. Harmon v. Auditor of Public Accounts, 123 111. 122."

5 Am. St. 502.

"In our view of this case it is of little importance whether this action should be
considered as being for the same claim or demand as that litigated in the case

of Heile, receiver, against the defendant and others, or not. It is perfectly

clear that the matters there in issue and finally adjudicated, involved the entire

subject matter of the present action. "Where one action is pleaded in bar of

another, as res judicata, there must generally be 'identity of parties, of sub-

ject matter and of cause of action to constitute the first a bar to the second.

"Where, however, some controlling fact or question material to the determination

of both of the causes has been adjudicated in the former suit by a court of

competent jurisdiction, the same fact or question is again at issue between
the same parties, its adjudication in the first will, if properly presented, be
conclusive of the same question in the latter suit, irrespective of whether the

cause of action is the same in both suits or not. The latter is in some of the
cases designated as estoppel by verdict.' (Wright v. Griffey, 147 111. 496, and
•cases cited.) Certainly, the subject matter,—that is, the property conveyed
and transferred to defendant by James Cash and his daughter—was in con-

troversy in the former action. The receiver there claimed that property for the
satisfaction of the worthy judgment. The defendant, Hanecy, by his answer,
denied that claim, setting up his right thereto for the payment of an indebted-
ness due the parties therein mentioned as well as himself, and attempted to
protect the same claim now set up by the complainant under his agreement with
her husband,

—

i. e., his liability to pay over to her the balance, if any, remain-
ing in his hands after the satisfaction of the liabilities alleged to be due himself
and the other attorneys mentioned. The plea shows that she also answered that
bill, though it does not appear what she then claimed. Upon the issues formed
in that case by the Heile bill and the defendant's (Hanecy 's) answer, the con-
trolling fact or question to be determined by the court was who should have
the property, and it did, as shown by the decree set up in the plea, fully and
completely dispose of that question. The solemn adjudication and decree of the
court in that case was, that of the property conveyed and transferred to the
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defendant nothing whatever remained in his hands to be turned over or paid
to this complainant. She being a party to that proceeding, must be held con-
cluded and bound thereby." Baldwin v. Eanecy, 204 111. 281-290.

§ 344. (III.) Wright v. Griffey, 147 111. 496, 37 Am. St.

228,3Gr.&Eud. 28: Cases.

(p. 499) "It is also insisted that the judgment in the common law actionals not
conclusive, in this suit, of the matter there determined, because the parties
are not identical. The point made is, that the Silver Islet Mining and Milling
Company, being a party to this and not to the former proceeding, the judgment
therein is not admissible to conclude the complainant. The contention is with-
out merit. The company, by its answer, disclaimed any interest in the subject
matter of the litigation, and stands indifferently between the parties, ready to
conform to any decree the court may enter between the parties to the contro-
versy. The only relief asked against it is to preserve the right of complainant
in statu quo as against the defendant, Griffey, or by way of execution of the
decree to be obtained against him. The company is, at best, but a nominal
party. The entire litigation is between Wright and Griffey, and if they have
litigated the same question or matters in another suit, in a court of competent
jurisdiction, where they have (p. 500) been adjudicated, there is neither reason
nor authority for holding that they are not concluded by such adjudication be-
cause the complainant sees proper or deems it necessary to join a mere nominal
party, having no interest in the subject matter of the litigation. Thomas v.

Eoberts, 24 How. 33 ; Follanshee v. Wallcer, 74 Pa. St. 306, 13 Am. Eep. 671

;

Eitchen v. Camplell, 2 W. Blk. 779; Lawrence v. Vernon, 2 Sum. 20; Manna
V. Eead, supra; Bigelow on Estoppel, (2d ed.) 46 et seq."

"It remains, therefore, to be seen whether any matter material to the issue in the
common law suit was necessarily determined in that action, which, as evidence,
is conclusive of the right to the relief sought by the complainant in his original
bill."

"Ordinarily the pleadings in the former suit, when introduced, will show what was
within the issue tried and determined therein. A fact or question is no less at

issue, or within the conclusive effect of the verdict and judgment, because the
averments of the declaration and traverse are general. The difference between
cases where the issue is thus general, and those where it is limited, by the plead-
ing, to a single point, is, that the matter which appears by the mere inspection
of the record in the latter, must in the former be established by evidence. Parol
evidence of what occurred upon the former trial and what was actually decided
is always admissible in such cases. It appears from the transcript of the pro-

ceedings in the common law suit, that the declaration consisted of the common
counts, with which was filed an account of various items, aggregating $4,317.67.
Defendant filed the general issue, with notice of set-off, and asking for judgment
over. The matters of set-off consisted of $5,000 received by the plaintiff from
one Lamson for the use of the defendant, arising from the sale of 6,000 shares

of Silver Islet Mining and Milling Company stock by plaiutiff and defendant,
jointly, to Lamson; that plaintiff had received, in cash, $10,000 from Lamson,
one-half of which,—that is, said sum (p. 501) of $5,000,—was due and owing
by plaintiff to defendant, and the further sum of one-half of $8,333.33, being

the balance of the purchase money for said capital stock received by plaintiff

from Lamson, etc. It also appeared that the cause was submitted to a jury,

who, after hearing the evidence, etc., returned a verdict finding the issues for

the defendant, and assessing his damages at $418.70; that motion for new trial

by plaintiff was overruled, and judgment rendered npon the verdict in favor

of the defendanl; for $418.70 and costs."

"Upon looking into the stenographic report of the evidence introduced, and admitted

here without objection, it appears that it was conceded by both parties that upon
the organization of the Silver Islet Mining and Milling Company certain prop-

erties were transferred to it, standing in the name of the plaintiff, Wright, in

payment for its stock. A one-half interest had been bargained to what was
known as the 'Iowa Syndicate' and John Cudahy, and that certain other

shares had been disposed of to other parties, and the residue of the stock of the

company belonged, as claimed by Wright, to him, Wright, and as claimed by
defendant, Griffey, to Wright and himself, jointly and equally. Six thousand
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shares of the stock thus owned by one or both were sold to Lamson for $18,333.33,

of which $10,000 was paid in cash to Wright, the plaintiff, and the_ residue was
to be paid out of profits, etc. There is no controversy as to the residue, and no
evidence was offered tending to show liability of Wright to account for it, and
that item, in the notice of set-off, dropped out of the ease. The items of plain-

tiff 's account filed with his declaration were practically undisputed, the only

contention of the defendant being, that instead of being credits in favor of
plaintiff, a part of them were payments made to him by Wright out of and
on account of the one-half of the cash received from Lamson. The only contest

was as to the ownership of the stock of said mining company remaining after

the admitted sales to others. '
' Wright v. Griffey,_ 147 111. 496-504.

(In Illinois the statutory record has an enlarged function in some cases. See Wright
V. Griffey; Becklenberg, 232 111. 120).

§ 345. (lY.) Riverside Co. v. Townshend, 120 111. 1-21.

(p. IG) "The proceedings in the action before the justice, cannot be set up, as

a bar to the present suit, for the reason that appellant was not s> party to

that action. Kampan was the defendant therein, and made no defence, suffer-

ing judgment to be recovered against himself. There is no evidence that appel-

lant ever had any notice of the suit against Kampan, and its rights here can
not be barred by the judgment in that suit, no matter what questions may have
been adjudicated thereby."

"The second action of forcible entry and detainer was begun, on August 23, ISSl,

in the circuit court of Gallatin county, by appellant against William A. Howell
and John E. Hall, who are shown by the evidence, to have been tenants of ap-

pellees. The ease was tried before a jury, who returned a verdict of 'not
guilty,' and, in September, 1881, judgment was rendered against appellant.

This judgment is pleaded here, as a bar to the present action of ejectment;
Appellees insist, that the validity of their tax deed was or might have been
adjudicated upon and determined, in the action of forcible entry and detainer

in the circuit court, and that app Jlant is estopped by the judgment of that
court therein, from assailing the validity of the tax title in this case. '

'

"But a judgment in an action of forcible entry and detainer cannot be pleaded
as a bar to an action of ejectment, for the reason that the questions involved
in the two proceedings are different. The object of the action of ejectment
is to try the title to property, while, in an action of forcible entry and de-
tainer, 'the immediate right of possession is all that is involved, and the title

cannot be inquired into for any purpose.' Kepley v. Lulce, 106 111. 395; McGuirk
•w; Burry, 93 id. 118 ; Smith v. Hoag, 45 id. 250 ; McCartney v. McMuUen, 38 id.

237; Shoudy v. School Directors, 32 id. 290." Riverside Co. v. Townshend, 120
111. 1-21. See Bes Adjudicata, 1 Gr. & Eud. 171-200; also 4 id.

The trilogy of procedure is perceivable in the above cases.

Estoppels are odious, or, in other words, Verba fortius accip-

iuntur contra proferentem.

From the foregoing cases it is very clear that pleadings are

a jurisdictional record, and that courts are bound thereby.''"

§ 346. (V.) Balsewicz v. C, B. & Q. R. R. (1909), 240 111.

238, 70 Cent. L. J. 5. From the latter we quote

:

"B., 18 years old, was killed at the residence of his parents at Kewaunee, in Burean
County, a county remote from Chicago, which city is in the County of Cook. B.
had no residence in Cook County, nor did he have any property therein. How-
ever, one W. fraudulently and without any right whatever, by some chicanery,
got letters of administration from the Probate Court in Chicago, and upon these
made a purported settlement with the E. E. and gave it a release. The father
in the meantime properly received letters where only they could lawfully be

76—Story's Eq. PI., § 10; Fletcher v. Boot, 241 111. 429; Thomas v. P., 107 111.

517, 47' Am. Sep. 458.
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issued, namely, in Bureau County, and thereafter sued in that County and re-
covered a judgment for the death. This judgment was affirmed by the Court of
Appeals and was then carried to the Supreme Court, which was composed of
both Cokes and Bacons. There, by a divided court, the judgment was reversed,
upon these grounds:

"Tte B. E. pleaded the general iss-ue (thus it seems. they denied all the facts).
Under that issue, a release was offered in evidence; this release was given
under the assumed authority of one W., who, by some means, received pretended
letters of administration from the Probate Court in Chicago. This court had
no territorial jurisdiction as the decedent did not live in Cook County, but in a
remote county. Bureau County, through which the E. E. ran, and wherein the
death was_ caused ; decedent lived therein with his parent. Beside this, W. had
no authority whatever to apply for letters anywhere. All that was known of
W. was that it appeared that he called on the E. E. and settled the damages,
and gave a release and then vanished. This release was admitted in evidence
under the general issue, and was decisive in the Supreme Court. In other words,
this release operated as an estoppel of record, although estoppels are odious
and must he pleaded, agreeably to the rule that an authority must be pleaded.
But in this case the mere letters of administration were held conclusive upon
the appellee. This appellee and all in privity with him were free of all fault,
free of fraud, free of negligence, free of ignorance.

"Estoppel is from the Eoman Civil law, and is a part of that law along with equity.

Now one of the maxims of equity is that 'Equity looks at substance and not
form'; and so this maxim is expressed and vindicated in the rules of pleading
and proving all the estoppels, and especially estoppel of record.

'
' Many cases in Illinois hold that where the judgment or order of a court is relied

upon to prove an estoppel or title to property, then the authority to enter

the judgment or order must be pleaded, and if the allegations are denied, they
must be proved.

'
' From a statement of the facts of the case it is an inevitable inference that the

plaintiff was extremely astonished to learn in a trial in Bureau County what
the Probate Court in Chicago had done. And all of this iniquity was concealed

and masked under the 'general issue.' Nothing could be more at variance with

fundamental law—the principles of equity and its cognate principles in res

adjudicata or estoppel of record.

"There are many decisions in Illinois emphasizing the importance of notice to the

adverse side to prevent surprise.

"The Municipal Court Act for Chicago also emphasizes the requirement of notice

for 'trial purposes.'

"It must be conceded that there are liberal intendments to uphold a judgment for

some purposes and at certain stages, e. g., when a judgment is sued upon in debt.

"But it is not conceded that when a judicial proceeding is desired to operate as an
estoppel, and close one's mouth from speaking the truth, then such liberal in-

tendment can be invoked. Estoppels are odious when they are not pleaded, and
when they are odious, the presumption of regularity can not apply.

'
' Where a litigant sues on a judgment, he necessarily pleads it, so that his opponent

has notice of what he is expected to meet, and ample opportunity to plead and

prove the invalidity of the judgment, if he can. There, intendments in favor of

the judgment may well be indulged.

"But the case is very different, where the pleadings, as in the Balsewicz case, do

not apprise the opposite party, that a judgment is being relied on as having

settled any of the issues in the case. The father of the deceased went into the

trial of his case, not knowing of the existence even, of the alleged order of the

Chicago Probate Court, much less having had an opportunity to examine the

record on which it was based, and thus ascertain whether it was valid. In such

a case it is a manifest call of justice, that if the railroad is allowed to intro-

duce its release at all, it be compelled to introduce the entire record of the

Chicago Probate Court, on which the validity of the release rested.

"To hold that this release could be sprung on plaintiff without notice, and that it

thereupon devolved upon him to prove its invalidity, is the acme of injustice.

It is to require the impossible. It is to put the unfortunate litigant in a hope-

less trap.
, , .

"'Liberal intendments' should not attach to
_
make pleadings an instrument of

chicane and covine, instead of servitors of justice. Liberal intendments are for
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convenience, and to advance the due administration of the laws, but they should
never be employed to reverse the maxim: ' Fraud vitiates all into vphich it

enters.

'

"Ex dolo malo non oritur actio is also from the Eoman Civil law, and in judicial

proceedings it has no exceptions, unless the case under consideration constitutes,

one. •

"The Eoman Civil law—^its equity—its maxims—its principles—is the law through-

out America. Another of these maxima is De non apparentiius et non existenti-

6«« eadem est ratio: What is not juridically presented can not be judicially con-

sidered. This maxim relates to the mandatory, the common law record. The
force and effect of this record depend upon the facts expressed and set forth

in it. There are no intendments in favor of the establishment of jurisdictional

facts ; where a court must proceed upon facts, they must be shown to exist before

any court can sequester or destroy one's rights.

"And there is another maxim from the Eoman Civil law, which the Illinois Court is

quite familiar with, judging from cases like Harrow v. Grogan (1906), and this

maxim is: Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta: All things are

presumed to be rightly, regularly and validly done.

"But this maxim is of secondary importance, and is one of convenience, rather
that of protection. It rightly applies to the acts of a court, after jurisdiction

has been shown to exist. All subsequent steps in the case are presumed to be
'solemniter et rite esse acta.'

"The maxim: 'Estoppels are odious and are strictly taken,' on the other hand,
is one of protection, and should not be frittered away on light grounds.

"Were the maxims of the Soman Civil law better understood, and more frequently
applied, there would be fewer failures of justice."

In a case where questions of res adjudicata arose, the court

disposed of these questions in the following language

:

"The appellee contends that this decree was improperly admitted in evidence and
can not now be considered, 1st, because of the failure to offer in evidence the
pleadings on which it is based; 2nd, because in decretal part the property is

described as being in range 12 instead of range 13. The property, however,
is not only correctly described in the findings of the court, but, moreover, it is

shown that no piece of land would fully answer the complete description con-

tained in the decretal part. The mistake is evidently purely clerical, and may
under the circumstances, be disregarded.

"Whatever be the correct rule, as to the necessity of introducing the entire record
in a suit on a foreign judgment (See McMillan v. Lovejoy, 115 111. 498), or in
support of the defense of res adjudicata (3 Wigmore, Verdicts, § 2110, n. 2),
this objection, if valid, may be specifically made at the trial. Chamierlain v.

Britten, 136 111. Ap. 290, aflirmed in 234 111. 246. The admissibility of the
decree was objected to by the appellee on other grounds which were properly
overruled."—P. v. Artesian Stone Co., 111. App. (A. D. 1910).

In view of the above language, it cannot be assumed that a
defense of res adjudicata was pleaded according to the rules of

setting forth that plea ; if it was, and these facts were admitted,

then proofs were unnecessary ; on the other hand, if these facts

were denied, then the decree proved only one link in the chain

of proof, namely, the decree. Introducing a decree alone and
without more will not show a coram judice proceeding. The
pleadings are essential for a plea of res adjudicata; if they are

omitted, then there is the omission of a material allegation which
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cannot be cured by waiver or consent." From the opinion it is
fair to conclude no facts were pleaded to sbow a former adjudi-
cation; and the rule is that defenses not pleaded are waived.
The omission of material allegations, and the presence of a
repugnancy in the decree, cannot be cured by the findings of
the court.'^® Res adjudicata is an odious defense and is strictly
taken; it is not aided or patched out by liberal intendments.
If the plea was defective in substance, then the plaintiff could
have moved for judgment non obstante veredicto. And of course
he could object to it on appeal. When a pleading is bad in
substance it is useless to discuss evidence offered to support it.'^^

In conclusion, it seems that a very lax view was taken of the
requirements of res adjudicata and its protective rules. See
these rules and requirements, 4 Gr. & End.

§ 347. (VI.) Thomas v. P. (1883), 107 111. 517, 47 Am. Eep.
458, cited and approved, 216 111. 249, 256-258 (Inferior and
Superior Courts are governed by the same rules)

:

John Joiner was a tenant in common with other heirs; he
left for parts unknown, and was not heard of for more than

seven years. Upon the supposition that he was dead, his brother

Daniel obtained letters of administration and caused John's

estate to be administered on. In the course of this, a master

in chancery, Thomas, was employed, and he collected and dis-

bursed the assets in the course of administration. Upon demand
he paid to Daniel the proceeds of a partition sale, which was
derived from John's interests. John afterward returned and

then sued Thomas and recovered a judgment. The proceedings

may be cited to sustain several important propositions, among
them the following:

§ 348. Administration of a Living Man's Estate Is Coram
NoN JuDiCB.—A court given jurisdiction of a decedent's estate

cannot acquire jurisdiction of a living man's estate. Expressio

unius est exclusio alterius (The express mention of one thing is

to the exclusion of all others). One is presumed dead after an

absence of seven years if unheard of.*" But this presumption

77 Jackson v. Pesked, 1 M. & S. 234, note, 1 Wms. Saund. 228, 85 Eng. Ee-

print 244-248; 105 Eng. Keprint, 88; Eushton v. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.

78—Hitchcock v. HaigM, L.C. 12, 3 Gr. & Eud.

79 Fish V. aeland, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Kenealy v. Glos, § 342, infra.

80—Nepean v. Doe.
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is not conclusive; it is disputable. It will not support pro-

ceedings that sequester a living man's estate.®^

The jurisdictional facts, the matter of substance constituting

the grounds of authority upon which a court acquires juris-

diction, must not only affirmatively appear in the right record,

but, further, they must he true in fact.^^ If such facts do not

exist, and cannot exist, then there can be no exercise of authority

that binds anyone or anything. To attempt to bind what does

not exist, or to conclude a fact which affects third persons,

whether the state or the citizen within the state's protection, is

usurpation, and is without binding effect. Fabula non judicium.

If such facts fail, then all founded thereon falls. Debile funda-

mentum fallit opus (When the foundation falls all goes to the

ground).

The "central," the jurisdictional, facts, upon which authority

depends and must be exercised, must affirmatively appear in the

right record. Quod ah initio non valet intractu temporis non

convalescit (That which was void in the beginning cannot be-

come valid by lapse of time).*^

§ 349. One Is Never Estopped by Proceedings to Which He
Was Not a Paety.—Audi alteram partem. Nor where he has

been deprived of an opportunity to be heard.^*

From Thomas we quote

:

*
' Regarding then the administration of a dead man 's estate as a proceeding in rem,

and looking to the constitutional limitations of the court 's power in such cases,

what is the first essential condition to the exercise of this power? Manifestly
thS existence of a dead person's estate, for the court has no power to grant
administration on any other kind of an estate, and any attempt to do so will

necessarily be inoperative and void. In every proceeding in rem, and in every
case in the nature (p. 527) of a proceeding in rem, there is some great central

controlling fact upon which the jurisdiction or power in the court to act at all

depends, and such fact must have an actual existence, otherwise the jurisdic-

tion will fail. Thompson v. Whitman, IS Wall. 457; WheelrigM v. Depeyster,
1 Johns. 471, 3 Am. Dec. 345; Bose v. Himely, 4 Cranch, 269.

"In the case last cited it is said by Chief Justice Marshall, speaking for the court:

'Upon principle it would seem that the operation of every judgment must de-

pend upon the power of the court to render that judgment,—or, in other words,
on its jurisdiction over the subject-matter which it has determined. In some
cases that jurisdiction unquestionably depends as well on the state of the thing
as the constitution of the court. If by any means whatever a prize court should
be induced to condemn, as priza of war, a vessel which was never captured, it

could not be contended that this condemnation operated a change of property.'

81—Scott V. Neal.
82—Wonderly, L.C. 103, 3 Gr. & Bud.
83—Story's Eq. PI., § 10; title Story, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Becklenberg, 232 111. 120-

123.

84r—Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud. See Balsewicz, 240 111. 238.
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"With equal propriety it may be said, if by any means a probate court should
grant tetters of administration upon the estate of one still living, the title of
tlie owner of such estate could not thereby be affected. The great central fact
in tms class of cases, as we have already seen, is the existence of a decedent's
estate subject to administration and distribution by the probate court of the
proper county. It is confessed, upon the record before us, that in the present
case the owner of the estate in question at the time of the grant of the letters
was, and still is, alive. It follows, therefore, the grant was unauthorized and
void.'

"The cases of TTight v. Welliaum, 39 111. 563; Dodge v. Cole, 97 id. 338, 37 Am.
Eep. HI, and other cases cited by appellant, are supposed to be inconsistent
with the view here taken. "We do not think so. In the Wight Case there was no
defect of jurisdiction. There was present the estate of a dead man to be ad-
minstered. This actual fact authorized the court to proceed, and a mere irregu-
larity in the proceeding could not, as (p. 528) was held in that case, be taken
advantage of in a collateral proceeding. So in the Bodge Case, there was an
insane person to be cared for and protected by a court of chancery. That was
the great central fact in that case upon which the jurisdiction of the court
depended. If in that case there had been no insane person, and such fact had

. been admitted upon the record, as is here, then that and the present case would
be in principle alike. But such is not the fact. Take the common case of a
proceeding in admiralty to enforce maritime liens against a ship or water craft.

Unquestionably before the court could lawfully proceed, there would have to

exist, as a fact, a ship, or other maritime vessel, subject to the order and ad-
judication of the court, otherwise it would have no power to act at all. Suppose,
in a case of that kind, the liens sought to be enforced were, in point of fact,

upon a private residence upon dry land, and the court should, nevertheless, after

hearing the case, go on and order a sale of the premises, would the owner's
title to the property be thereby divested? Surely not. And why so? Simply
because tho court had no power or jurisdiction to act at all in that kind of a

case." See Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1. 3 Gr. & End., et seq.

" All persons are presumed to know the law, and hence, in theory at least, there can

be no great hardship in holding that every one acts at his peril in dealing with

an administrator who has been appointed upon a mere presumption that his

supposed intestate is dead. Everyone dealing with an administrator thus ap-

pointed is conclusively presumed to know, if the supposed intestate should sub-

sequently turn up alive, the grant of the administration, and all acts done under
it, would be absolutely void."

Pleadings are essential to invest a court with jurisdiction. Crockett v. Lea, 7 Wheat.
E22, 526-527 (Marshall, C. J.) ; Eice v. Travis, 216 111. 249, 256-254, citing Thomas
V. P.; BecMenierg, 232 lU. 120-123 (overruling earlier cases).

§ 350. "Due Process of Law" Depends Upon Jurisdiction

OF THE Person;*^ also of the subject-matter, which must be a

reality and exist in fact.^®

Jurisdictional facts must exist in reality. One obtaining a

divorce under false allegations cannot vindicate it.*''

A court has a right to proceed after acquiring jurisdiction of

the person and of the subject-matter, if sitting at the right time

and place.®*

85 ^Pennoyer V. NefF: 58; Audi alteram partem.

86 Fabula, nan judicium; S. v. Baughman: 268; Weltmer v. Bishop: 268o.

87—107 111 520; Sewall, 122 Mass. 156, 23 Am. Eep. 299; P. v. Dawell, 25

Mich "47 12 Am. Eep. 260; Hoffman, 46 N. Y. 30, 17 Am. Eep. 299; Hood v. S.,

56 Ind" 963. 26 Am. Sep. 21 ; Gettys, ci Lea, 260, 31 Am. Eep. 637.

g8_Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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Jurisdiction of administration; rigJit to proceed. See Wight and Dodge eases, supra;
Mohr V. Manierre, L.C. 68, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Astor v. Grignon's Seirs, 2 How. 319;
Fjeem. Judg. 319a, 3rd ed. ; BaXsewicz, 241 111. 238 ; 70 Cent. L. Jr. 5.

Jurisdiction cannot attach to a living man's estate. Scott v. McNeal; Springer v.

SJiavender, L.C. 24, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Thomas v. P., supra. Contra, Boderigas, 63
N. Y. 460, 20 Am. Eep. 555.

§ 351. The Death, the Residence and an Estate in the Right

Teeritoey Aeb Essential foe the G-eant of Letters or Adminis-

TEATioN.—These facts are necessary for the vesting of juris-

diction.®^ The mere issuance of letters of administration will

not supply the omission of material facts. These facts must

affirmatively appear in the right record, and those assuming to

carry on the administration must take notice of what the appli-

cation for letters shows. To this requirement the maxims of

strict construction apply; the state and those within its pro-

tection are involved, and for these, jurisdictional facts must

affirmatively appear.^" The maxims of liberal construction do

not apply where the state and its grantees are involved. The

maxim last cited applies for the parties last mentioned. These

parties are safeguarded by the principle in Quod ah initio non

valet intractu temporis non convalescit.^^ Consensus tollit erro-

rem and its cognates apply where there are two parties only

concerned.

§ 352. Pleadings Are Essential and Cannot Be Waived.—

A court looks to the pleadings as the charter of its authority,

exactly as the attorney in fact looks to his power of attorney

to see what he can convey or act upon. From the pleadings the

court determines the "cause of action"; this must be stated;

each necessary fact must affirmatively appear. There must be

allegations to invest a court with jurisdiction of a particular and

certain subject-matter.^^ From the court's power of attorney

it determines what "cause of action," what- subject-matter, is

described. If no subject-matter is described, then the court

cannot proceed, for reasons indicated in Thomas; nor can it pro-

ceed if a subject-matter is described of which the court cannot

take cognizance. There must be a matter described " with cer-

89—Thomas, supra.
90—Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Eushton v. Aspinall, L.C. 5, id.;

Sto. Eq. PI., § 10; see Story, 4 Gr. & Eud.; De non apparentibus et non existentibus
eadem est ratio.

91—Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C, 1, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.
92—Vallandingham, 17 III. 25; Smalley, 19 111. 207; Fletcher v. Eoot, 241 111.

15, 23 (Consent will not confer jurisdiction).
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tainty which the court in its organization can act upon.ss In this
description the trilogy of procedure and its corollaries strictly
apply for the protection of third parties. Herefrom is perceiv-
able the importance of De non apparentibus et non existentibus
eadem est ratio and its corollaries, which are

:

1. What onght to he of record must he proved iy record and hy the right record.
Planing Mill Co. v. Chicago, L.C. 2d, 3 Gr. & Bud.

2. Pleadings are the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a sub-
ject-matter to adjudicate it. §§ 56-61, 169, 273, 1 Gr. & End.

3. Consent will not confer jurisdiction of subject-matter. Fletcher, 241 111. 15, 23.,

These conclusions will find conclusive support in the trilogy

of procedure, the English and the federal cases; also in the

provisions of the Codes, which specifically provide for each

pleading, and specify what each shall contain. All of these

conclusions are reflected from the following quotation:

"Jurisdiction, in the general and most appropriate sense of that term, as applied tcr

the subject-matter of a suit at law or in equity, is always conferred by law, and
it is a fatal error to suppose the power to decide in any ease rests solely upon
the averments in the pleading. It is true that a court is not permitted, on its

own motion, to institute a suit between the parties to a controversy. As claimed
by appellant, there must be a properly framed complaint or other pleading show-
ing a cause of action within the jurisdiction of the court before it can lawfully

proceed to adjudicate. But behind all this there must be power in the court,

conferred by law, to act in a real case of the character of the one supposed by
the pleadings or complaint, and if there is not, the whole proceeding, and all

acts done under it, will be inoperative and void." (Pp. 524-525, 107 111.)

Next following we paraphrase the above quotation to present

its meaning in varied forms, as follows

:

§ 352a. 1. Jurisdiction Is the Power to Hear and Decide.—
It depends on jurisdiction of the person, of subject-matter, and

the statement of a "cause of action" in the right record. There

must be a record, and the court is bound by this record. The

pleadings limit the application of the court's powers; what it

says or does beyond and without the pleadings and the accessory

record matter is ultra vires and void; what it says without

authority is a dictum. A court cannot act without its record,

and if it does its acts are coram non jvdice.^*

§ 353. 2. Courts Cannot Choose Their Cases; They Can

Only Decide the Cases Which the Parties Have Peesbnted by

Theik Statements of the Cause op Action and of the Ground

OF Defense.®'—Any other view would tolerate variances and

93_Story's Eq. PL, § 10; U. S. v. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Slaoum

V. Pomery, 4 Gr. & Eud.
94_Wind3or, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.

95—Cohens v. Virginia, L.C. 244, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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departures, wHch are inimical to a certain definite procedure.

A recovery must be secundum allegata et probata.^^

§ 354. 3. A Coram Non Judice Proceeding Will Not Sup-

POET A Plea of Ees Adjxjdicata.—Such a record is not in accord

"with due process of law. A defect in jurisdictional facts vitiates

judicial proceedings and subjects them to collateral attack. From
the dissenting opinion we quote a rule well stated, which is

:

"When a court, not Laving jurisdiction to appoint an administrator of the deceased,
is induced by fraud to make the appointment, -we tliink it is subject to attack
collaterail.y in the interests of justice, and this view finds support in Sidens-
parlcer, 52 lie. 481. Fisano (N. J.), 48 At. 681; BrougMon, 34 Ala. 694, and
Sarwood, 70 Tex. 538. '

' Balsewicz, 241 111. 238, 249.

It is a fraud to condemn one or to sequester his estate, unheard.

Audi alteram partem. Fraud vitiates all into which it enters.

Ex dolo malo non oritur actio.

§ 355. (VII.) O'Brien v. P., 215 111. 354-376, 108 Am. St.

219. Franklin Union No. 4 v. P., 220 111. 355, 110 Am. St. 248.

Cf. Rice V. Travis, 216 111. 249, citing Thomas v. P. and reversing

Rice, 117 111. Ap. 644, 4 Gr. & End. ; Becklenherg, 232 111. 120.

Pleadings Are Not Essential for Jurisdiction.

"1. Jurisdiction does not depend on sufficiency of bill. Jurisdiction of a court of

equity does not depend upon the sufficiency of the bill, and if the court has

jurisdiction of the parties and of the subject-matter, the fact that the cause of

action is defectively stated does not oust the court of jurisdiction.

"2. Same—Jurisdiction of subject-matter does not mean jurisdiction of particular

case. Jurisdiction of the subject-matter does not mean jurisdiction of the par-

ticular case, but of the class of cases to which the particular case belongs and
does not depend upon the sufficiency of the pleadings nor the rightfulness of

the decision.
^'3. Effect wTien hill for injunction states conclusions. A bill for injunction may

state conclusions of the pleader, but if not demurred to and the evidence sup-

ports a decree conforming to the general allegations of the bill and the decree

is within the power of the court, the court has jurisdiction, and jurisdiction is

not lost because of errors in the decision.

"4. What allegations sufficient to give court jurisdiction. Allegations of a bill for

injunction charging defendants with intimidating complainant 's employees,
assuming a 'menacing and threatening' attitude and inducing complainant's
employees to leave their employment by 'threats and unlawful persuasion,'
sufficiently charges such acts of the defendants as give the court jurisdiction

to pass upon the bill." (Pp. 354, 863, 110 111.)

"5. Duty to obey injunction does not depend upon correctness of decision. If the
court has jurisdiction of the parties, and the bill alleges acts of the defendants
sufficient to give the court jurisdiction to determine the sufficiency of the bill,

the fact that it may have erred in sustaining the bill and issuing the temporary
injunction does not affect the duty of all persons having notice, to obey the
injunction until the order is reversed.

"6. Same—What not a defense to contempt proceeding for violating injunction.

96—Bristow v. Wright, L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Eud.; see Theory of the Case, also
yariance, 4 id.; Fish v. Cleland, 33 111. 238, L.C. 12c, 3 Gr. & Kud.
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L^1efense"raloTe.Sf°° '''^•^

^r"*^"
*'^"" t'^^ allegations of the bill is

Snce the order LaS ^thl P'^'"^\.^<"' contempt in violating the injunction,

Slowing it voiU
^'^°*'°S *^^ injunction can be collaterally attacked only by

"^"
fotTctfAh? t^l\T:7^'"""r'"' *° ^»^»«*^°»- A person having actual

comDLinant 's emrfnvpi. ?=
'"J^i^ehorL restraining all undue interference with

a part; to theTu^t
'^''' '' ""'°'^^^ *° '''' injunction, even thongh he was not

O'Brien v. P. should be connectedly considered with
Thomas v. P.; Rice;"" also Windsor v. McVeigh?^

O'Brien may be cited to the point that jurisdiction depends
on two elements only: first, jurisdiction of the person; and
second, of the subject-matter. Of the latter, the sole question is.

Could or might the court have acted upon the matter for which
judgment was entered, without regard to the state of the plead-
ings? In other words, the trilogy of procedure is denounced,
and therefor the trilogy of liberal construction is substituted.
Under O'Brien consent can give jurisdiction of subject-matter.9»

§ 356. (VIII.) Franklin Union No. 4 v. P., 220 111. 355,

110 Am. St. 248, follows O'Brien v. P.

§ 357. . (IX.) Rice v. Travis, 216 El. 249, reverses same
case, 117 111. Ap. 644, 4 Gr. & Eud.

Omnia prcesumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta applies alike

to superior and inferior courts. The distinction between these

classes of courts is obliterated by the decision of the supreme
court. The appellate court decided that the value of the property
should appear upon the face of the judgment record itself (the

justice did not have jurisdiction where the property exceeded

$200 in value, in cases of replevin). The latter court cited and
followed Crogate's Case} No other case was cited to the juris-

dictional point involved.

Another very important rule was involved, and to present it

we quote (117 HI. Ap. 646)

:

"One other than an officer, claiming a justification under the proceeding or process

of a justice of the peace, must show affirmatively the existence of the material

facts upon which the jurisdiction of the justice depends. Barnes v. Barber,

1 Gil. 401 ; Whitney v. SMfelt, 1 Denio, 593 ; Savacool -u. Boughten, 5 Wend.
170 (L.C. 164, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.). The jurisdiction of a justice of the peace

in replevin is confined to cases in which the value of the goods taken on the

writ is two hundred dollars more or less. Appellants are not officers (justifying

97—216 m. 249.

98—L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.
99—g.p.^ Buck. Stove & Eange Co. v. Am. Pederation. o'f Lab'or, 37 Nat. Corp.

Eep. 710.
1—8 Hep. 66o, 67J, 77 Eng. Eeprint, 574, Smith 's Lead. Cas., 8th ed., also 5th,

6tli, 7th eds., omitted in all others.
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under regular proceos, Savacool, supra), but persons by whom the jurisdictioa

of the justice was invoked. In order to justify or claim under the judgment
of the justice it was incumbent on appellants to show by evidence, other than
the transcript of the judgment, the existence of facts which gave the justice

jurisdiction over the subject-matter."

This case should be studied witli Crepps v. Burden.^

The justice failed to find and state the jurisdictional fact of

value. The appellate court held this was necessary; but the

Supreme court reversed the case and held that it was sufficient

if the affidavit in replevin stated the value. In other words, that

jurisdictional facts might be gathered from the file papers,

exactly as they are in a superior court proceeding under common
law powers.

In Missouri a similar question is discussed in Doddridge,

already mentioned.^

,
§ 358. (X.) In Taylor v. Sprinkle,* it was held that conclu-

sions of law were insufficient to invest a court with jurisdiction.

These are vulnerable to the general demurrer, and the ground

of the general demurrer is never waived. 'Brien may be cited

to the contra.

Thomas v. P. quotes and adopts the federal cases, and in

these the trilogy of procedure. These require more than two

things for the vesting of jurisdiction.

O'Brien v. P. fixes jurisdiction on two elements only. This

is the irreducible minimum. The addition or the subtraction of

an element of jurisdiction has far-reaching effects; it disturbs

the entire juridical fabric. Besides, O'Brien may be cited to the

point that the mandatory record may be aided or reinforced by

matter found in the statutory record ; that probata may supply

allegata.^ This view is opposed to the rules of the trilogy of

procedure, also of the conserving principles of procedure.^

If jurisdiction does not depend on essential pleadings, then

the discussion of these in O'Brien was altogether superfluous.''

Fluctuating views as to the functions of the mandatory and

statutory records, and as to the essentials of jurisdiction and

2—L.C. 113, et seq., 3 Gr. & Bud.
3— § 131, ante; Crepps v. Durden, L.C. 113, 3 Gr. & Eud., et seq.
4—1 111. 1; §§ 315, 341, ante.
5—See Fish v. Cleland, L.C, 12c, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Kenealy v. Glos, 241 111. 15,

23-26; Wright v. Griffey, L.C. 27, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Issues may be identified by evi-
dence aliunde).

6—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.
7—See also Eiee, 216 111. 249.
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of the coram judice proceeding, profoundly disturb settled and
uniform law. In other words, adherence to and vindication of
the trilogy of procedure as in Thomas v. P., on the one hand, and
the substitution of the trilogy of liberal construction on the other
hand, as was done in O'Brien v. P., make the basis of the law
like moving and ever-changing quicksands. These conclusions
will find support in a careful comparison of Thomas v. P. and
O'Brien v. P. A misuse of the records and of the trilogies

referred to introduces a veritable Babel.

The pole star and its pointers—the trilogy of procedure, the
record for which this calls—the mandatory record, and the cog-

nate rules, namely, "What ought to be of record must be proved
by record and by the right record," and "Pleadings are the

juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of a

subject-matter to adjudicate it," must ever be kept in view.

Disregard of these matters introduces the departures and vari-

ances, upon which depends the "theory of the case," which has

misled prominent authors and several courts.®

When the philosophy of the law is lost the law is lost. By
TQeans of such changes the law is made to speak all things to

slU men.

Ubi jus incertutn ibi jus nullum.

§ 359. (XI.) TUden v. P. (1909), 242 111. 536; criticised,

m. Law Eeview, March, 1910 ; also 70 Cent. L. J. 284-285.—The

pleadings (indictment) was faulty because it was repugnant.

Indictment for forgery; words of manifestly false description

constitute a fatal repugnancy.—In an indictment for forging a

note, the charge was: ""Wliich said note was in words and

figures, in substance, as follows, to-wit:" (Then follows a copy

of the note ; in other words, it was set forth in hcec verba.) Held,

upon motion in arrest of the judgment, that the indictment was

fatally bad. That the words "in substance" vitiated the indict-

ment. That they were not surplusage ; that when a particular

description is followed by a general description, the latter does

Bot control the former.

It may be observed that it ought not to be said that this

pleading was repugnant. Giving effect to each word, it was not

«ven ambiguous, much less repugnant. There was no room for

8 gee Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Bud.
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an application of Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem

(Every presumption is against a pleader). To the above words
Vt res magis valeat quam pereat (It is better to conserve than,

to destroy) should have been applied."* Viewed from funda-

mental law, it cannot be conceded that the charge was formally

defective, much less bad in substance. The words "in sub-

stance" followed by a copy were not misleading; this indict-

ment would have been void under tests of res adjudicata—former
jeopardy. The instrument in question was present. Res ipsor

loquitur. Altogether the charge was certain. Cerium est quod
certum reddi potest: That is sufficiently certain which can be
made certain.

Suppose that the pleader after the words "in substance"'

had set the note out according to its legal effect, and then have
followed this with the literal copy of the note, would not the

description of it "in substance" be mere surplusage? Cer-

tainly it could not have been anything more than surplusage,

or general description followed by particular. The pleading

was not repugnant. Therefore let us ask, what was the matter

with it?

In relation to the above question, the following maxims should!

be considered

:

1. Prwsentia corporis tollit errorem nominis, et Veritas nominis tollit errorem demon-
strationis : The presence of the body cures the error of the name.

2. Noscitur a sociis: A word is known by its companions.
3. Falsa demonstratio nan nocet: A false description does not vitiate.

4. Surplusagium nan nocet: Surplusages do not vitiate.

5. Utile per inutile nan vitiatur: What is useful is not vitiated by the useless.

6. Veria generalia restringuntur ad liabilitatem rei vel personce: General words may
be restrained and confined by a particular description or person or thing plainly
appearing.

It is instructive to observe that in Estes v. Desnoyer's Co}''

it was held demurrable to set out an instrument in hoec verba.

Cases like this destroy the philosophy of procedure and drift

it into a morass of statutes and decisions which may well be
characterized as "wise saws and modern instances. "^^

The feudal governments viewed law as local and provincial.

This influenced their authors and their followers. But there

is another way for the jurisprudent, and that is to learn the

9—1 Chit. PI. 237. See also Guedel v. P., L.C. 74a, 3 Gr. & Eud.
10—155 Mo. 577, 583.
11—See Preface, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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orient peaks of the law; those principles that are old and well
worn, but those which have worn best.

Dovaston v. Payne^- is a very strict case illustrating "Every
presumption is against a pleader"; and equally strict is U. 8. v.
LinnJ^ But Tilden v. P. surpasses the maxim, also the English
and the federal cases."

§ 360. (XII.) • Bishop V. Busse, 69 111. 403, involved this
principle: "It is no consideration for one to do what in law he
is already bound to do."" In Bishop a builder contracted with
the owner to build a tenement at a certain price. During the
tune of completion, material advanced in price, and then the
builder threatened to abandon his undertaking unless he was
paid more than was already agreed upon. It was alleged that
the owner, to induce the builder to go ahead and finish his con-

tract, agreed to pay the builder. This the owner denied. Upon
this "cause of action" evidence was introduced and the jury
found against the owner. The verdict was upheld. This was
disposed of without any reference whatever to Cumber, or 8tilk,

or the well-established rule, that it is no consideration for one

to do what he is already bound to do. This decision of "native

sons" is reprinted and is taught students, unattended with any
reference whatever to the old and long-discussed cognate cases,

Cumber and Stilk, and cases cited therewith.^" Obviously, too

much is left for the teacher to explain to the class. Such reprints

are likely to mislead the student, who should be plainly told that

Bishop V. Busse is not the law.

§ 361. Concluding Reflections on the Foregoing Ca^es.—
To illustrate the mischiefs of wabbly, blurred and hazy decisions

of courts, reference is made to the discussions of great prin-

ciples, not in procedure only, but in contract as well. ' Selections

are made showing that Non hcec in foedera veni (I did not come

into this compact) and Res inter alios are leading principles

—

also Ex nudo pacto non oritur actio (No cause of action arises

from a bare agreement)—and are much obscured. For this end

12—L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Rud.
13—1 How. 104; Stephen v. Beall, 22 Wall 239.

li—Cf. O'Brien v. P., 216 111. 354, 108 Am. St. 219; Tranklin Union v. P., 220

111. 355, 110 Am. St. 248 (Pleadings are not jurisdictional) ; Moynahan v. P., 3

Colo 367, 4 Gr. & End. ; Balsewicz, § 336, ante.

],5 Cumber v. Wane, L.C. 311, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Stilk v. Myrick, 313 id.

]6_L.r. 311-313, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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attention is called to tlie principle that two cannot contract so

as to affect or prejudice a third; also, that merely accepting

benefits does not make one liable to pay therefor." A contract

between two wherefrom a third person derives benefits consti-

tutes no obligation upon the latter to pay for these benefits.^*

Fundamental principles expressed in Non licec and in Res
inter alios acta were all that was before the court in the Illinois

cases last cited. Looking from these principles, a half dozen

lines were enough to dispose of each case. The fact that, the

contracts were specialties between the two contracting parties

made no difference whatever. It was not necessary to empha-
size that fact. Cutter, supra, which was quoted and followed,

was not under seal. But the seal to the contracts was made so

impressive, was so magnified and accentuated, that the cases

cannot well be cited to sustain the maxims involved. These were

not clearly perceived and impressed; they can only be picked

and argued out. A brief, terse statement might have been made,

for instance: In the absence of a request, express or implied,

and a promise to pay for benefits, there was no contract of the

third person to pay for the gratuities received.^" Where there

is an express contract there can never be an implied one. Ex-

pressio unius est exclusio alterius.

And here it is asked if Bishop, Walker and Compton cases

are good cases for the teaching of leading principles. Also

why it is that when the Illinois lawyer crosses his state line he

leaves his profession behind, while at home it is an inextri-

cable tangle throughout a thousand books, and variant to all

other states."*

It seems well to cite the great cases and write in the light of

them ; and to avoid bungling citation of them ; to correct works
relating to them. This kind of work should be followed by
digests gathering the maxims and great cases where cited, and

17—Bartholomew, L.C. 302, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Boston, L.C. 320 id.
18

—

Non Time; Expressio unius est exclusio alterius (The existence of a special
contract excludes an implied one) ; Cutter, L.C. 308, 3 Gr. & Eud., quoted and fol-
lowed in Walker v. Brown, 28 111. 378, 81 Am. Dec. 287 ; Compton v. Payne, 69 111.

354. See these principles, L.C. 301-302, 3 Gr. & Eud.
19—Bartholomew, L.C. 302, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Boston, L.C. 320 id.: Cases. Non

hmc in fvedera veni; Ees inter alios acta, etc.

19a—Cumber v. Wane, or "Ware," is cited, 116 111. 423; 56 111. 101; 125 IlL
€39; Cutter t. PoweU is cited, 27 HI. 494; 28 lU. 384; StUk is not cited. See
S 312, ante.

'
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these corrected by competent authors, and digesters. Such.

work would add much in value to many reports. Eeasons for

these observations will appear from an investigation of the

Illinois reports, and also those of Missouri. Whether or not it

is best to attempt to found a jurisprudence exclusively on the

efforts of local and "native sons" may be judged; also the

wisdom of Justinian's edict requiring that juridical writings

.should cite the fundamentals.

"By their fruits ye shall know them."^"

Had that all-swaying trio of the nineteenth century—namely,

Chitty, Stephen and Gould—cited and discussed the fundamen-

ials, instead of digests, abridgments and incomprehensible deci-

sions and quotations, the condition of many states would be

different.

The provincial lawyer is not trained to view his state agen-

cies as a mere expositor of the law, but rather as a creator of

the law. Such is the result of teaching that every province may

have a separate and distinct body of law unto itself. Accord-

ingly, the provincial lawyer is ever befogged with the idea that

he must always speak from the words of his statute and what

his court said in its latest decisions.^i

90—See Observations in preface to this volume.

ilZ§ 332, ante; see lUinois cases referred to in the preface to this volume.





CHAPTER XVII

(§§ 362-509)

COXSTEUCTION OF PRACTICE ACTS, ILLUSTRATED
BY ENGLISH, FEDERAL, MISSOURI AND NEW

YORK CASES

'"^*'^if«rt?rpnt*nV'?o^*^ -"^ *''® possibilities for good which may be realized through theenartment of law is, m my opinion, greatly exaggeratea.'"—Origin of Law, Carter,

'

°"'i'Hei"*post'^''**
*^® *<"'<^'i »°d J<^a3s the judiciary through the darkness. Rector „.

Courts have inherent powers to safeguard the due administration of our laws. 8. ex rcl.Benson i\ Sheppard, 4 Gr. Rud.
Statutes must yield to fundamental law. Mallinckrodt L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Rud. ; Biddle v.
Tt. ..?i'i5'''' f^ 406-437, post; 8. ex rel. Pemiscot Co. v. Scott, \.% 435-443.
Xhe liberal provisions of our code" were copied from the statute of Amendments and

Jeolalls In England ; and accordingly we construe them as they are construed in
England. Andrews v. Lynch, 483-496 ; Bliss, Code Pi., 437-442.

This court has ceaselessly tried to teach the bar the distinctions between the statutory and
the mandatory records ; but the task appears hopeless. Pennowfsky v. Coerver, 205
Mo. 135.

"Attempts to master the code without knowing the older systems is a grope In the dark."
—Bliss Codi; PI., § 141 ; see 70 C.L.J. 294 ; 311-314 ; 402-407 ; 455-460.

Fundamental principles. %% 333-344, 381. et seq.
Can a constitutionalism be conducted In disregard of the trilogy of procedure? §§473, 494.

The Cases

(§§ 406-509)

T. Biddle v. Boyce, |§ 406-427, first American code case. The code provisions not
apprehended. A discussion of the first great principle of all protecting systems
rf procedure, De non apparentiins et non existentibus eadem est ratio.

IT. Eno V. Woodworth, §§ 428-434. A discussion of the common counts; applicability

to codes.

m. State ex rel. Pemiscot County v. Scott, || 435-443. The mandatory record is.

opened by the court without regard to a motion to arrest the judgment. Our
statute does not enlarge the operation of Consensus tollit errorem. Matter of
substance cannot be waived. Apply to formal matters only.

Dissenting opinion discussing the statutes providing that the mandatory record'

is surplusage without a motion in arrest filed.

IV. Cape Girardeau E. B. v. B. B., §§ 444-447. Statutes yield to fundamental law.
Yet they say defenses may arise from the evidence unless it is objected to.

V. Hope V. Blair, §| 448-452. What constitutes a coram judice proceeding. Ele-
ments of jurisdiction; pleadings essential for. Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79, 3 Gr.

& Rud. Also Cooper v. Beynolds, 2 Gr. & Bud., cited and followed. S.P.,

Keneahj, § 342; Thomas v. P., 347-354.

VI. Bulkley v. Big Muddy Co., |§ 453-457. A statute may dispense with allegations

showing who is the wronged party. Elements of a coram judice proceeding
erroneously considered.

TH. Davis V. Jacksonville Line, § 458. A cause of action must be stated ; the statute

of Jeofails applies to formal defects only.

VIII. Lilly V. MenTce, §| 459-461. The statement must contain a "cause of action."

This cannot be waived; statutes apply to formal defects; necessary parties are

jurisdictional.

IX. Bateson v. ClarTc, % 462. Error appearing upon the mandatory record will

"keep"; it needs neither objection nor exception.

295
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X. Cramp v. Dunnivant, §| 463-479. Criticisms of; was a "cause of action" stated

in contract? Can statute-code or practice act dispense with material facts and
material allegations? The heartwood of contract discussed:

1. Non hcBc in fwdera veni;

2. Ex nudo pacta;

3. In pari delicto.

These principles and pleading of contract are interactions. And oo it is with
so-called adjective and substantive law.

Fundamental principles discussed. Cf. Carson, holding the opposite, infra.

XI. Carson v. Ely, |§ 480-482. The elements of contract and of pleading are inter-

actions. Illustrations. Cf. Gramp, supra.

XII. Andrews v. Lynch, §§ 483-496—elucidated and approved. There is no express

waiver of pleadings. An important and instructive case.

XIII. MallincTcrodt, §§ 497-504. Pleadings a necessity. Statutes apply to formal
matters only. Legal conclusions insufficient. Important observations. S.P.,

§§ 315, 325, 341, ante.

Xrv. Hannibal B. S. v. Mahoney, §§ 505-508. Jurisdiction of subject-matter is never
waived; the coram judice proceeding is always inquired after. Vehile funda-
mentum fallit opus.

Wherever the coram judice proceeding is required, the court will open the
record and examine it, and will sua sponte take notice of defects in the record
offered to evince such proceeding, without regard to the relations of the parties
named on the record, or their conduct or wishes. Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2,

3 Gr. & Eud.
XV. Rector v. Price, § 509. Statutes yield to fundamental law. Principles of the

prescriptive constitution control.

§ 362. Missouri; Historical; Introductory Considerations of.—

The Field Code was adopted in New York in 1848; this was
re-enacted by Missouri, February 24, 1849, to go into effect

July 4tli next ensuing. This act was but thirty-six pages, includ-

ing forms, law session size. These facts will indicate the brev-

ity and general appearance of the original act, which has grown
into vast and numberless volumes, beyond human capacity.

The first Code case decided is Biddle v. Boyce,^ which related

to what the statement of the cause of action must contain. . The
second case is Eno v. Woodworth^ (is the language of the com-
mon counts for money had and received sufficient?). These first

decisions show that each court overlooked fundamental prin-

ciples, and looked at verbal expression, or looked to form more
than substance. Indeed the Missouri court needlessly expressed
its hostility to the Code. As Coke embraced and construed for

equity, so the Missouri court accepted and construed for the
€ode.

It is the purpose to indicate in the following pages that the
Code was erroneously construed; that also the immutable ele-

ments of procedure were not understood; that they were not

1—(1850), 13 Mo. 532.
2— (1850), 4 N. Y. 249, 53 Am. Dec. 370-374, n.
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perceived as the higher law, and that in their light beneficent
construction must proceed agreeably to the maxim

:

In prcBsentia majoris cessat potentia minoris: In the pres-
ence of the major the power of the minor ceases.

The cases will show that the courts assumed that a new and
revolutionary act had been enacted, and that this must have a
new and a radical development, according to the letter of the
statute without regard to fundamental law. The constructionists
of the nineteenth century did not understand the trilogy of
procedure hereafter quoted and explained ; the meaning of these
maxims was not comprehended in the Code language ; the courts
were led by verbal form, they did not know the substance.

Xot knowing the spirit of the law and its fundamental prin-

ciples, the court construed variantly, also differently from day
to day. The exposition of the Code will constantly remind the

reader of the truth expressed in the maxim : Cujus est instituere

ejus est ahrogare (He who can institute can also abrogate).

§ 363. From Great Events Came Great Laws Before Incom-

PETENT CoTJETS.—The reformation, the strife of Bacon and

Coke, England's two revolutions and wars with America, Mans-

field's decisions, and the claims for the invulnerability of legis-

lative acts, and the issues relating thereto and discussed in

Marhury v. Madison (A. D. 1801), and other conflicts over the

division of state power, and over slavery, wherein the dominant

party insisted that construction must be literal, and that all

legislative acts were valid unless "the finger could be put upon

the word or words of the constitution restraining the legis-

lature," the coming of the Code, and experiments with legions

of eases and their overtoppling digests have borne their fruit-

age.3 In the eve of great events the American government was

organized, and in the dawn of these, great and overshadowing

questions arose, and in the midst of these, the Code was con-

ceived and put in operation. Naturally it met great

opposition, and had laid to it the mischiefs arising from the

ignorance of the legal profession, and the prejudice of the courts.

It seems well to illustrate these facts and to keep them in mind.

For these facts will plainly indicate that the Code came too

3_Green Bag, Feb., 1910; 34 Am. Bar Assn. 787, 832, 836; 70 Cent. L. J.,

294-296, 311-314, 402-407.
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«arly, and that the American government found no adequate

juristic force prepared to expound and to enforce the new act.

One leading mischief in the way was the too great respect

paid to legislative power. Generally the bar was educated to

place statutory above all other law, if only it was constitutional.*

§ 364. Early Attacks Upon the Philosophy of the Law;
Consequences.—Prior to the adoption of the Code, very impor-

tant and innovating statutes had been enacted and continued

in force by construction. One of these provided that no error

should be entertained nor considered in the supreme court

unless such error had been presented in a motion for arrest,

in the trial court. As early as 1835, statutes aimed at the

impairment of the necessities for res adjudicata, collateral

attack, appellate procedure, due process of law, constructive

notice, and other conserving principles of procedure had been

enacted and constantly applied. This provision was incompat-

ible with the Code provision, which provided that filing an

answer would waive all formal defects; for hereby the Code

recognized that grave jurisdictional defects could not be waived

nor cured.

§ 365. A Statutory Stumbling-Block and Its Consequences.—

To illustrate the effect of this act it is well to observe that the

m,otion in arrest was made to operate on the mandatory record,

exactly as the motion for a new trial and its consequent record,

the assignment of errors, operates upon the statutory record. It

must be borne in mind that whether or not, and also to what

extent the statutory record will be opened, depends upon the

assignment of errors and its specifications. The Legislature

provided that all errors shown by the mandatory record should

be waived unless such errors had been specified and presented

to the trial court in a motion in arrest of the judgment.

Accordingly, the coram non judice proceeding must, by the

waiver prescribed, be waived and condoned. In other words, the

fatally defective statement of a cause of action or of a defence

might be cured by waiver ; and so it was held to be waived unless

such error was described in a motion in arrest of judgment.

The operation of this act was to declare a waivable matter, hung

4—Eison, L.C. 253; Blair, L.C. 254, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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up for an indefinite time, and until the stage of the motion in
arrest was passed.

§366. Judicial Means Surrendered to the Legislature;
Jl.xcEPTioNs.-Generally, the judges were inclined to respect this
act and to concede its validity. But at times opposition to the
act manifested itself, as in Andreivs v. Lynchf also in those
cases holding that the statute applies to formal matters only, and
not such as would constitute a ground for collateral attack. If
this statute applied to formal matters onhj, then matters waiv-
alle in character were not definitely disposed of until they were
omitted in the motion of arrest. Many cases show that formal
error, if waived for an instant, luas waived forever. In other
words, formal error was governed by the old law, and the usual
rule. Consensus tollit errorem: The acquiescence in formal
error obviates its effect.

§ 366a. Statutes and the Necessities of Courts Conflict.—

The attempt to give the maxim Consensus tollit errorem an
operation beyond that boundary fixed for it by the Eoman and
the English law has had the effect of presenting a humiliating

and even a destructive establishment of irrational confusion.

The attempt to enforce the commands of the statute on the

one hand and to deny them on the other introduced warring
systems of procedure, which, for results, thoroughly deranged

the due administration of the laws."

§ 367. Fundamental Law Denied; Local and Provincial

YiEws.—It seems that the view generally prevailed that pro-

cedure was a local and provincial affair, and that its principles

were not protected by constitutions for the reason "that the

finger could not be placed on the word or words violated, also

the extent of the infraction"; that legislatures had all power

except as restrained by a "written" constitution. The English-

man's leading maxim was first "the King is the State," but

after two revolutions he changed it to "Parliament is omni-

potent"; but in the nineteenth century he abandoned this, and

found a higher law in the fundamental principles of the Civil

law of Eome, the importation and restoration of which he began

during the Eenaissance.

5—27 Mo. 167. (Xapton, J.)

6—Dovaston v. Payne, L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Bushton, L.C. 5 id.
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§368. "Parliament Is Omnipotent" No Longer.—Now it

cannot make a man judge of his own cause ]' and at this tim&
Missouri would so hold.® But during slavery days narrow and
even perverted views of construction were abroad. Whenever
possible each paragraph commenced, "Our Constitution," "Our
State," "Our New Code," "Our New Practice Act," or "Our
Revised Statutes" regulate the sufficiency of our records and of
the necessary means of the judiciary. In other words, there was
no prescriptive constitution. If "Our Statute" abolished rec-

ords altogether, and made the functions of clerks of courts vain

and fruitless, nothing remained but for courts to obey. Plainly

it was recognized that the mandatory record could be abolished;

that fatal defects therein could be waived, consented or con-

tracted away; that the means of Res adjudicata, constructive

notice, of a review in appellate procedure, removal of causes,

and other conserving principles of procedure^ could be abolished

;

also that the rules of the general demurrer could be changed,

and the rule that the general demurrer searches the entire record

and attaches to the first fault^" could be changed. Indeed the

view prevailed that the state—government—had no means of

vindicating its position as a third party in the exercise of official

action, and that where the mandates of this silent yet dominating

party to proceedings were disregarded, it could not enforce

respect for its position by an application of Quod db initio non

valet intractu temporis non convalescet (That which was void

in the beginning cannot be made valid by lapse of time) here, or

Res inter alios acta alteri nocere non debet (A transaction be-

tween two cannot operate to the disadvantage of a third) there,

or Non hcec in fosdera veni (I have not come into this compact)

yonder. Still, public policy in contract and in procedure was
expressly recognized in Basye}^ But the court did not uniformly
see the interdictions of public policy against the coram non
judice proceeding. By force of "Our Statute" or "Our Code,"

7—Dimes, L.C. 176, 3 Gr. & Bud.
8—State ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard, 4 Gr. & Bud.; Nowaek, 133 Mo. 24, 42

(Statutes yield to fundamental law) ; Cloud, 86 Mo. 366 (Audi alteram partem is
"due process of law"). Cf. Haskell, 31 Mo. -435, 437.

9—§§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.
10—ColHer, 1 Mo. 1 ; Haskell, 31 Mo. 435, 437.

lJ-~28 Mo. 41. (Requirement for one answer cannot be satisfied by stipulation
that the original and an amendment thereto shall stand for one. Convenience forbids
Bueh compacts.)
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a loid judgment or proceeding could be aided or cured by the
failure to file a motion in arrest. Consequently a void judgment
could not be assailed upon collateral attack, anyway, unless a
motion in arrest has been filed after the manner of a motion for
a new trial already referred to. Consequently the rule that the
ground of the general demurrer could be waived; "but in later
cases the court held it would keep.''^^

§369. Fundamental Principles Reaffirmed by the Code
Nullified.—The provision of the Code that filing the answer
would waive certain formal matters but not jurisdictional

defects, was not uniformly viewed and enforced; fatal defects
in statements of causes and defences were aided or waived and
cured if no motion in arrest was filed, and exceptions saved to

the court's rulings upon such motions. Therefore the statutory

record (the bill of exceptions) became a necessity in every cause

reviewed by the supreme court ; there were no errors nor defects

in the mandatory record that the court would sua sponte notice,

and act upon. So the coram non judice proceeding would pass

as coram judice if only an injured party named on the record

acquiesced by failing to object in a motion in arrest. It is need-

less to discuss how this singular and illogical procedure affected

questions of res adjuJicata and collateral attack. The decisions

of the court show many incongruities relating to the conserving

principles of procedure.

§ 370. Division of State Power Nullified.—From many deci-

sions it appears that the functions of clerks of courts of record

could be abolished by statute, if only it so read. Thus the divi-

sion of state power could be abolished, or disregarded, if only

"our statute" so provided.

To illustrate: If the parties agreed to make of a superior

court a justice's court they could do so; if the parties named

upon the record chose to eliminate the state as a silent party they

could do so ; and this they do when the record and the pleadings

are waived.

This view of waiver is an enlargement of tbe operation of

Consensus tollit errorem, which enlargement immolates the

trilogy of procedure, and brings upon governments the condi-

tion in Missouri and Illinois.^*

12—llallinckTodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Hud.

13—See Theory of the Case, -1 Gr. & Bud.
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§371. The Court Held That Pleadings Are Essential for

Ees Adjudicata Pukposes."—They are for more purposes thaa

to "apprise the adverse party" ; consequently, to state this alone

and emphasize it alone is misleading, as appears in the first

Code case, namely, Biddle v. Boyce}^

Pleadings defined and held essential to raise an issue.^®

Facts must he pleaded ; conclusions will not do."

Fraud—facts showing must he pleaded.^*

The facts constituting the protest of commercial paper must

he pleaded, and not conclusions of law.^"

Appellate procedure depends upon its necessary means, else

it would fail. For appellate purposes, facts must be juridically

presented, else they cannot he judicially considered.^"

"But a motion for a new trial may be as unspeeific as the ingenuity of a defeated

lawyer cin find language in which to conceal what he really means." Fage v.

Mneberg (1902), 95 Mo. Ap. 127.

Still, the court required a motion for a new trial, and an

assignment of errors thereon. Uno absurdo dato infinita

sequuntur.

§ 372. The Right Record Must Present the Facts, Which.

Must Appeab Thebefkom.—The necessary facts must appear

from the right record, else the court is not invested with juris-

diction of a suhject matter. A court is bound by its record.

The forms of the law are a part of the law.*^

§ 373. Constructive Notice Is a Conserving Principle of

Peoceduee and Depends Upoh Certain- and Supeicient Eecokd

Mattees.^2

The statutory record is essential for its purposes.^^ Lack

of exception to error is fatal. The court will not open a record

14_0ffut, 8 Mo. 120, 128; Brown, 10 Mo. 56; Toriley v. S., 13 Mo. 453; S. v.

Mueneh (1909).
15—(1850), 13 Mo. 532; K. C, 34 Mo. Ap. 439.

16—Pier, 52 Mo. 333; S. v. Mueneh (1909); Lanitz, 93 Mo. 513.

17—Barry, 3 Mo. 372 (To set aside a default in the evidence must be pleaded).
18—Nichols (1894), 123 Mo. 96, 45 Am. St. 514. Contra: Pemberton, 6 Mo.

59; Edgell, 20 Mo. 494.

19—Pier, 52 Mo. 33; Lanitz, 93 Mo. 513.

20—Crane, 7 Mo. 285 (with note citing a score of cases).

21—Milling Co., 222 Mo. 306 ; 70 Cent. L. J. 402-407.

22—Clark v. Sires, 193 Mo. 502, L.C. 26, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Benton County v. Mor-
gan, 163 Mo. 661.

23—Gale, 6 Mo. 253; Dickey, id. 186; Dobson, id. 599; Crane, 7 Mo. 285 (citing

cases); Fulweider, 216 Mo. 582, 591 ("What ousht to be of record must be proved

by record and by the right record") ; Eoussin, 15 Mo. 158.
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further than to see that appellant submitted to a nonsuit and
did not move to set it aside.-*

Consent to error obviates its effect. Consensus tollit errorem
quoted and forcibly applied.^^

By failing to demur one waives the right to demur, until the
stage is reached for filing a motion in arrest.^"

§ 374. Frustra Probatur Quod Probatum Non Relevat.—See
trilogy of procedure, supra. Its maxims interlace.^^

"The theory of our Code is that the facts in a pleading are constitutive and in order
to be proved, must be alleged." Pier, 52 JIo. 333; Hudson, 101 Mo. 13, 30:
Sush, 101 Mo. 5S6 (Barclay, J.); Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 375; J)avis, 126 Mo.
69, 75.

"Every substantial fact which the plaintiff, in order to recover, must prove, he must
also allege so that an issue can be made thereon." Lanite, 93 Mo. 513: Sidwav.
163 Mo. 375.

' ^

§ 375. Statutes of Jeofails Are Affirmative Statutes.—

C & A. R. R. V. Clausen.^^ Codes reaffirm the old law, Andrews v.

Lynch.^^ '

' Omission of material allegation not cured by statute

in cases of default in Revision of 1845, p. 827."^''

§ 376. Limits of Liberal Construction Are Found in Rushr

TON v. AspiNAixL.^'^—What is not properly denied is admitted,

and this admission of record is conclusive.^- The discussions

over the admission in pleadings and the denial in pleadings in-

clude a wide and variant range.**

Certain and specific denials are the genius of a Code. Plead-

ings are to limit issues and to narrow proofs, inter alia}*'

However, the general issue is much countenanced in Missouri.*'

§ 377. Verba Fortius Accipiuntur Contra Proferentem:

Every Presumption Is Against a Pleader.*"—This rule has not

24—Crane v. Daggett (1846), 10 Mo. 408.
25—Lane, 11 Mo. 408; County v. Corlew, 3 Mo. 12 (irregularities of appeal

•waived) ; Cane, 5 Mo. 59 (pleading over waives notice) ; Fulweider, 216 Mo. 582, 591

;

"Warner, 13 Mo. 455 (waiver extends to matters of substance).
26—Bury, 12 Mo. 298. See Lane, 11 Mo. 408, supra.

27—McCarty, 144 Mo. 397, 402; Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12o, 3 Gr. & Eud.; also

Theory of the Case, 4 id.

28—173 111. 100.
29—27 Mo. 167 (Napton, J.).

30—Neidenberger, 11 Mo. 361 (Napton, J.).

31—Smith Lead, Cas., supra, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Bud. S.P., Eoper v. Clay, 18 Mo.

382, 59 Am. Dee. 314, n.; Bush v. Brown, 101 Mo. 586 (Barclay, J.); Stennell v.

Hogg, 1 Wms. Saund. 226-228, 85 Eng. Beprint, 244-248, n.

32—Wells V. Pike, 31 Mo. 590; Dare, 31 Mo. 480.

33—See Dickson, L.C. 34, et seq., 3 Gr. & Bud.; 48 L. B. A. 177, 217.

34—Bliss PI. 138.

35—See Illinois, 2 Gr. & Bud.
36—Dovaston v. Payne, L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & Bud.; also 4 id.
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been and cannot be cbanged.^^ Alleging a treasurer in office in

1841, also in 1844, does not allege a continuous tenure through-

out and in 1842 and 1843. In other words, alleging one in office

on two dates does not allege he was in office at all intervening

dates.^^ Averring one was insolvent when a note matured avers

that condition at all subsequent dates.^® One is presumed to

state his case as favorably for himself as he can and as the

facts will permit.*"

§ 378. If a Pleading Is Silent or Ambiguous, Every Pre-

suMPTioN Is Against the Pleader.*^—Verba fortius applies to

affidavits,*^ also to objections made at trials as to the admissi-

bility of evidence. Wherefore the rule, general objections are

insufficient.** In Missouri this rule is applied with strictness and
so far as to include irrelevant evidence.** This maxim has been

applied in a wilderness of cases to the statutory record.*^

Where the trilogy of procedure is respected on the one hand
and is denied on the other, there the conserving principles of

procedure and their interactions upon the rules of evidence,

pleading and practice are greatly disturbed.

Ubi jus incertum ibi jus nullum.

§ 379. Pleadings and the Conserving Principles of Procedure
Not Comprehended.—From Missouri decisions it is difficult to

pick out this definition of pleadings, namely

:

"Pleadings are the Juridical means of investing a Court with Jurisdiction of a sul)-

jeet-matter to adjudicate it." Bushton v. Aspinall; U. S. v. Cruikshank, L.C.
332, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Bush v. Brown (Barclay, J.), supra; MaUinckrodt, L.C. 12o,
3 Gr. & Eud., also in 4 id.; S. v. Muench, 217 Mo. 135, 129 Am. St. 536 (A
judgment not supported by allegations is void) ; Campbell v. Greer, L.C. 2a,
3 Gr. & Eud. See Theory of the Case, 4 id.

Nor can it be said that the conserving principles of procedure
were comprehended and were made a nucleus from which pro-

37—See Theory of the Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.; TJ. S. v. Linn, 1 How. 104; 48 L. E.
A. 177; Page v. Eneberg, 95 Mo. Ap. 127 (Contra as to motion for a new trial).

38—Marshall, 12 Mo. 93, citing 1 Chit. PI. 707; Dickey, 6 Mo. 186 (What i»
not alleged is presumed not to exist. He non apparentibus)

39—Mullen, 12 Mo. 307; Biddle, 13 Mo. 532. See Continuitv, 2 Gr. & Eud.
40—Loehr, 45 Mo. Ap. 579; Wing, 15 Mo. 174.

^. ^}~^^l^^^' ^^ *^°- ^3; Dickey, supra; BlanTce, 35 Mo. Ap. 519: Clarke, »
Mo. Ap. 436; Doddridge, 222 Mo. 146.

r ,
, -

42—Lane, 1 Mo. 353; Lecompte, 4 Mo. 557.
43—Dickey, 6 Mo. 177, 186.

^trS^V'^'P ^°- ^^^' barber, 139 Mo. 284 (Theory of the ease doctrine will
pennit this). See Shutte, L.C. 291, 3 Gr. & End.

45—Magellan, 7 Mo. 42 (Napton, J.); Hughes, 5 Mo. 110; Crane, 7 Mo. 285 r
cases; Greenia, 14 Mo. 528; Wing, 15 Mo. 174.
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cedure must be unfolded.*" Nor was it perceived that no
log-ical^ nor philosopliical system of procedure could be estab-
lished in disregard of the conserving principles of procedure and
of the trilogy of procedure, nor was it perceived that all of these
matters were interactions with the due administration of the
laws. Nor were the functions of the mandatory record in a
government of protection clearly perceived. This fact will

appear from loose and, indeed, degenerate views of this record.
Thereby the statutory record was often made a substitute for
the mandatory record. The way for this was paved when the

mandatory record was only available in appellate prgcedure,

collateral attack and for other conserving principles, to the ex-

tent a motion in arrest was filed.

In view of these observations, and as a logical consequence
thereof, it is defensible to say that the mandatory record became
surplusage if no motion in arrest was filed, exactly as the statu-

tory record becomes surplusage, except to the extent there is

a motion for a new trial, and an assignment of errors founded

thereon.

§ 380. Mandatory and Statutory Records Confused.—From
these deductions it should be added that no higher view of the

mandatory record was taken than this, that its function was to

assemble the suitors and witnesses and that these would dis-

cover something and start it going, and that therefrom some-

thing could be caught, and from this almost anything could be

carved out and set up, this to stand as an adjudication unless

restrained or modified by the filing of a motion in arrest.*''

The enlargement of the functions of a motion in arrest, and

of the statutory record, became as stumbling blocks and pitfalls

throughout all the depths and intricacies of procedure. Conse-

quently this leading branch of the law passed beyond human

capacity in Missouri, also in other states that departed from the

fundamental principles of jurisprudence.*^

§381. Origin of Fundamental Law Not Perceived.—The

decisions can be cited to the effect that the fundamental prin-

ciples of procedure are not deeper than statutory laws, and that

46—§i 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.

47 See 2 Thomp. Tri., §§ 2310, 2311 ; Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.

48 See Preface, Datum Posts, vol. 3 Gr. & Eud.; Pennowfsky, 205 Mo. 135';'

S. V. Jlueneh (]909), 217 Mo. 135, 129 Am. St. 536; Doddridge (1909), 222 Mo. 146.'
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the fundamental requirements of procedure can be altered or

abolished by statute; that the trilogy of procedure could be

varied or changed or disregarded. This trilogy may be stated

to be:

1. Ve noil apparentihus et non existentibus eadem est ratio: Where the court can-

not take judicial notice of a fact, it is the same as if the fact had not existed,,

or in other words, what is not juridically presented cannot he judicially con-

sidered, much less decided and disposed of.

2. Frustra probatur quod probatum non relevat: It is vain to prove what is not in

question or what is not alleged and denied, or in other words, allegata et probata-

must correspond.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: The words of an instrument are
to be taken most strongly against the composer, or every presumption is against
the pleader.

From these fundamental rules from antiquity, the next may
be viewed as a cognate, namely

:

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by the right record."

§ 382. The Same (continued) .—Had the simplicity, morality,^

the usefulness and convenience of the above rules been rightly

imderstood, the statutes we next quote would never have been

construed as they were. Relating to these statutes, we quote

from an opinion, as follows:

"Fifth—On this point it is sufScient to say that the point was not made before the
Circuit Court. In the Supreme Court, it is provided that no exception shall be
taken in an appeal or writ of error, except such as shall have been expressly
decided in such court." Cornelius (1843), 8 Mo. 59; Taylor, 8 JIo. 701 (applied
to a general demurrer and motion in arrest) ; Livengood v. Shaw (1847), 10
Mo. 275 (cited Eev. Code, 1845, p. 906) ; Long, 13 Mo. 4, 6 (Birch, J.).

"1. When a party has been summoned as a witness, in accordance with the revised
statutes, 1855, p. 1577, and fails to attend, it is no error to strike out his plead-
ing and to enter judgment against him." Haskell v. Sullivan (1862), 31 Mo.
435. Cf. Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud.

'
' 2. The supreme court will not entertain a motion in arrest of the judgment of the-

inferior court. '
' SasTcell, supra.

" (p. 437) After the judgment of the supreme court, the appellant's counsel
filed a motion in arrest of the judgment, for the reason that the petition did
not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action, and cited Eev Stat.
1855, pp. 1231, 1232.

"The court refused to entertain the motion, no precedents being shown to
authorize such practice."

(Note p. 437) "But for error apparent on the face of the record a court of
error will reverse the judgment of an inferior court, although no exception be
taken therein (See West v. Molloy, 9 Mo. 167 ; McGee v. S., 8 Mo. 495 ; Carr v.
Edwards, 1 Mo. 137; Slacum v. Fomery, 6 Cranch, 221, 4 Gr. & End.'). Eep!
Haskell, supra."

§ 383. The Mandatory Record Will Be Opened Only to the
Extent Ebquieed by a Motion in Akrest.*'—Other cases reduced
the all sweeping provisions of the statute of Jeofails to a

49—Warren, 13 Mo. 455; Davis v. Colt, 31 Mo. 531; Jaecard, 32 Mo. 188
(motion in arrest was made) ; Griffin, 6 Mo. 50 (matter of motion in arrest can bo
waived); Rogers, 186 Mo. 248 (General demurrer can be waived).
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reductio ad ahsurduin, by holding that these statutes applied to
formal defects oii]y.«» In later cases the tendency was to restrict
the statute within fundamental law.^^ The court has rarely cited
the maxims of the above trilogy ; indeed, where they have cited
them, the writer is unable to find. Counsel cited Rushton in
Billingsf^ Napton in Andrews v. Ujnclv"' reaffirmed Rushton,
as did also Campbell v. Greerr^ But the trend of the decisions
justifies the conclusion that the fundamental principles of the
law imbedded in the maxims, and the notable old cases illus-

trating these maxims, do not appear to have been understood-
The origin of principles was thought to be statutes and the
decisions of the court.

Stephen's Pleadings, so often cited in Illinois and Missouri,
is a misleading work. To illustrate: If a formal defect is

waived, it is waived instantly and forever.^" This policy of
waiver in aider by verdict is ascribed to statutes.^^ Plainly

Consensus tollit errorem was not understood.

Bristoiv V. Wright was correctly cited and applied in

Dunlap.^^ Bristow is a case Judge Seymour D. Thompson did

not understand.^*

Dovaston v. Payne, while not cited by name, yet its rule,

"Every presumption is against a pleader," was followed. Mar-
shall, 12 Mo. gs.^o

The theory of the case as advocated by Judge Seymour D.

Thompson*^ might well find a footing where the statute above

quoted was upheld; and also in cases where an answer could

arise from the evidenee.*^-

50—Siflway, 163 Mo. 342, 373; Saxton, 98 Mo. Ap. 494; and this was the view
in C. & A. B. E. v. Clausen, 173 111. 100; 1 Mo. 137; Daris, 126 Mo. 69, 78.

51—Bush V. Brown, 101 Mo. 586 (Barclay, J.). Cf. Pemiscot County, 104 Mo.
26, 32-34 (dissenting views); Humphreys, 98 Mo. 542; Boden v. Helm, 192 Mo. 71
(Barclay, J.) ; Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12o, 3 Gr. & Bud. See also Eoper v. Clay, 18 Mo.
382, 59 Am. Dec. 314, n; Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 (Napton, J.).

53—32 Mo. 265.
54—27 Mo. 167.

55—197 Mo. 463.

56—§§ 53, 103, 1 Gr. & Bud.
57—Steph. PI. 150.

58—105 Mo. Ap. 1, 5, 7.

59—See Jlissouri, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Bud.
60—Mullen, 12 Mo. 307; Biddle, 13 Mo. 532. See Verba fortius, post; Dodd-

ridge, 222 Mo. 146.

61—2 Thorap. Tri., §§ 2310, 2311.

62—Dozier, 30 Mo. 216. Matousek, 192 Mo. 588, 596 (plea of Ees adjudicata

established from conclusions of law and forensic oral admissions). Contra, Wilson

v. Darrow (1909) ; Hof, 213 Mo. 445, 469; S. v. Fasse, 189 Mo. 532, 537 (Conduct in

supreme court supplied essential record facts). See Missouri, Vol. 4, Gr. & Bud.;

also Theory of the Case and Variance, id.
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Again the court defends with great force the rule "What
<ougM to he of record."^^

§ 384. Defences Not Pleaded. Are Waived.®*—Eeplies may be

-waived, also answers."^

Attempts to conform to the statutes referred to and the

consequent decisions have thoroughly shattered the distinctions

of the two records, namely, the mandatory record and the statu-

tory record. Wherever this is done necessarily, the utmost

demoralization in procedure follows, as it has in the theory of

the case states."®

§ 385. The Trilogy of Procedure in Missouri Cases.—Agree-

ably to the trilogy of procedure already mentioned are notable

cases, and among these are

:

1. Sushton V. Aspinall (Mansfield), Smith Lead. Cas., 8th ed., L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Bud.

(Omission of a material allegation is fatal). § 10, Story's Plead.; M'Kown,
77 Mo. 466 (Assumes that the rule in Bushton arose in the Code).

2. Bristow v. Wright (Mansfield), Smith's Lead. Cas. (^Allegata et probata must
correspond).

3. Dovaston v. Fayne, Smith Lead. Cas. {Verba fortius accipiuntur contra profer-

entem: Every presumption is against a pleader).

4. J'Anson v. Stuart, Smith Lead. Cas. (Conclusions of law are insufficient).

These cases are in Vol. 3, Grounds and Rudiments of Law,
and are numbered respectively 5, 135, 217 and 91. Therewith

are cited many cases ; and therefrom it will appear that they are

excellent Code cases.

To illustrate and to support the foregoing conclusions, and

therefore to more exactly define the condition in several states,

the following is added

:

§ 386. De Non Apparentibus, etc., supra; Rushton, supra;

Conclusions or Law Are iNstrrnciENT/^ but constitute a plea

of res adjudicata.^^

6Z—Supra. Hudson v. Wabash E. E., 101 Mo. 30; Northiup v. Ins. Co., 47 Mo.
444; Pier, 52 Mo. 383; Lanitz, 93 Mo. 513; Sidway, 163 Mo. 375; Fulweider, 216
Mo. 582, 591; Pennowfsky, 205 Mo. 135 (Ignorance of the bar' deplored by Lamm,
J.); Hanson, 215 Mo. 257, 277: cases (No exception necessary to matters of the
general demurrer) ; S.P., Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud. (Sherwood, J.) ; Cant-
well, 199 Mo. 42; Hudson, 193 Mo. 547; Ivory, 30 Mo. 142; Andrews, 27 Mo. 167;
Verdin, 131 Mo. 105, 109, 150, 151: cases; S. v. Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 124, 129
Am. St. 536 (applies Verba fortius, etc.) ; Eoden y. Helm, supra.

64—Hudson, supra. Contra, Cape Girardeau E. E., 222 Mo. 461, 486, 487.
65—Jd. 486, 487.

66—See Theory of the Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.
GT—Mallinclcrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373; Jaccard,

32 Mo. 188; S. v. Wood, 155 Mo. 447, citing Dows v. Chicago, 11 Wall. 108; Shelton
T. Piatt, 139 U. S. 596 ("Irreparable injury" is a conclusion of law, and is insuffi-
cient m an injunction suit).

68—Matousek, 192 Mo. 588, 596.
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§ 387. The Function of Pleading Is To Confer Jurisdiction.—
Allegations of certain facts are a necessity; they are juris-

dictional.'^*'

§ 388. One Is Presumed to State His Case as High, as Sure
AND AS Safe Fbom the Operation of the General Demurrer as

He Can.'^"—To illustrate : The delivery of a contract must be

averred if it is a deed or a simple contract.'^ ^ A statement is

vulnerable to a motion in arrest, if an essential fact is omitted.''^

§ 389. Pleadings Are Jurisdictional; They Are Safeguards

OF Peotection.^^—They are indispensable to restrain the opera-

tion of judicial power.

§ 390. "It Is Vain to Prove What Is Not Alleged" Is From
THE EoMAN, Fexjstra Peobatxje, Which Is Eeaffirmed by

CoDES.'^*—Defences not pleaded are waived.^' Allegata et pro-

bata must correspond.'^" There must be allegations and no

departure or variance from these.'^^

Expressio unius est exclusio alterius is strictly applied and

exactly as it was in Bristow?^

If a contract has been modified, then this modification must

be alleged, not the original contract."

If a special contract is alleged, then no other can be proved.

The special contract excludes all others.*"

Allegata est probata must correspond. Defences not pleaded

69—S. V. Wood, supra, 155 Mo. 447; Jaecard; Sidway; Bush v. Brown, 101 Mo.

586-592 (Barclay, J.); Humphreys, 98 Mo. 52, 55; Odle v. Clark (1828), 2 Mo. 12

(Quod db initio nan valet, etc.); Bartlett, 3 Mo. 55.

70—Loehr, 45 Mo. Ap. 519 (Jerha fortius); Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. &
End.; also 4 id.; also Theory of the Case, 4 id.

71—8 Mo. 467; McKown, 77 Mo. 467.

72—Bushton, supra. Eeaffirmed: Jaecard, 32 Mo. 188; Fraser, 32 Mo. 457;

Andrews 27 Mo. 167; Davis, 126 Mo. 69; Lilly, id. 190, 211-213 (Cause of action

must appear) ; McQuitty v. Wilhite, 218 Mo. 586, 131 Am. St. 561.

73l:S V Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 124. See Verba fortius accipiuntur contra

proferentem,'i Gr. & Eud.; Sto. PI. 10; Fish v. Cleland, 33 111. 238 (old law yindi-

74_Borkenhagen v. Paschen, 72 Wis. 272, L.C. 81, 3 Gr. & Eud.: cases cited;

Irwin, 28 Mo. 576 ; Winston, id. 82 ; Cowden, id. 471.

75—Hudson, 101 Mo. 30 (the old law reaflSrmed).

77ll|idwa?i63 Mo. 373; Link, 17 Mo. 585; Pier, 52 Mo. 335; Chitty v E E.,

148 Mo 64 2 Gr & Eud. 419; Eoden v. Helm, 192 Mo. 71 (Barclay, J.), Cf. Cape

''""71-Li ^sK'fef&luLffS-Gr. Ev.; Pier, 52 Mo. 333; Lanitz, 93 Mo. 513.

80l^Cutter'v."pWelI, L.C. 308, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Hempler, 17 Mo. 258 ;
Deickman,

24 Mo 596 (S.P., Bristow v. Wright) ; M-Nair, 2 Mo. 65; Beck, 19 Mo. 30; Lanitz,

83 Mo.' 513; Sidway, 163 Mo. 375.
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are waived. A court 's authority to hear and decide arises front

allegata et probata. Pleadings are jurisdictional.®^

There must be allegations.®^ Expressio unius est exclusio

alterius strictly applies to pleadings.®*

Defences not pleaded are waived. A defence cannot arise

out of evidence;®* and what is admitted by the pleadings is

conclusive.®^

§391. A Court Is Bound by Its Record, What Is Not
JUEIDICALLY PeESENTED CaNNOT Be JUDICIALLY CoNSIDEEED.—
Hence the importance of the allegation, the admission in the

pleadings, the denial, and the issue.®" The statutes of Jeofails-

and Amendments are quoted and discussed, in relation to these

matters, in 105 Mo. 469.®^

§ 392. The Statutes of Jeofails Apply to Formal Matters

Only.—In other words, they reaffirm the Roman and the old

law, as will appear from discussions of Consensus tollit errorem,

already quoted, supra.^^

Defences not pleaded are waived.^^

§ 393. Frustra Probatur Quod Probatum Non Rerlevatr

Matter not pleaded cannot be proved.*"

Error shown from the mandatory record saves itself with-

out regard to the statutory record; "it will keep.'"*

The general demurrer searches for and attaches to the first

fault found in the substantial pleadings."^

But it was held that a pleading obnoxious to the general

81—Pier, 52 Mo. 335.

82—Sidway, 163 Mo. 378; Link, 17 Mo. 585; Charles v. White, 214 Mo. 187;
21 L. E. A. (N. S.) 481.

83—Pier; Lanitz, 93 Mo. 513; Bristow v. Wright (Mansfield), supra, L.C. 135,
3 Gr. & End.

84—Eddy, 32 Mo. 369; Mullen, 12 Mo. 307; Biddle, 13 Mo. 532.
85—Dare, 31 Mo. 483; 77 Mo. 468.. See 222 Mo. 486-487 (Defence may arise

from the evidence).

86—See Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79, 3 Gr. & Eud. and cases cited therewith.
87—Munday v. Vail, quoted and followed in Hope v. Blair, §§ 448-452, post.
88—MaUinckrodt, L. C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373 ; Pratt 5

Mo. 51, 53; Welch, 28 Mo. 30; Saxton, 98 Mo. Ap. 494; Doddridge, 222 Mo. 146.
See Theory of the Case, 4 Gr. & Eud.; McKown, 77 Mo. 463, 467 ("But under the
Code" cases, it is to be inferred the old law was changed and so stands Biddle 13
Mo. 532).

'

89—Hudson v. E. E., 101 Mo. 30 ("our code so provides"); Saunders, 158 Mo.
361: cases.

90—Hudson v. E. E., 101 Mo. 13, 30; Eush v. Brown, id. 586 (Barelav, J.) See
222 Mo. 486-487.

'^ 3^ I

91—Carr, 1 Mo. 137; Hemstead, 2 Mo. 65; Johnson, 170 Mo. 57, 58 (abseat
parties).

92—Collier, 1 Mo. 1; Clark, 1 Mo. 114.
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demurrer might nevertheless be sufficient for res adjudicata.^^
This view is wrong.

^fatter for motion in arrest can be waived in Missouri; or, in
other words, the general demurrer can be waived ; or essential
elements for "due process of law" can be waived; or the pro-
tection afforded by objections upon collateral attack can be
waived.^*

§ 394. "What Ought to Be of Record Must Be Proved by
Eecoed and by the Eight Recoed" Is a Cokollaey op the
Tbilogy of Peoceduke.*^

§ 395. Tests of the Coram Judice Proceeding.—We have
mentioned the trilogy of procedure; also Consensus tollit er-

rorem; also Res Adjudicata, which is founded on the maxim
Interest reipiiblicce ut sit finis litium,^''' also collateral attack,

which involves phases illustrating the maxim Debile funda-
mentum fallit opus (When the foundation fails all goes to

the ground).®' Accordingly, when the jurisdictional matters
which cannot be waived by filing an answer are fatally de-

fective, such defects are not and can not be cured by waiver,

nor by the statutes of Jeofails, nor curative statutes.

To such defects there ever applies Quod ah initio non valet in-

tractu temporis non convalescit: That which was originally

void cannot be cured by waiver, nor statutes, nor lapse of time.

To such defects collateral attack will attach at all stages and
times. This is important and therefore we repeat that when-

ever there is a fatal defect in the proceedings, and wherever this

defect appears, either in the foundation of the judgment or in

the judgment entry itself, therefrom will appear a ground for

collateral attack. The fatally defective record is subject to objec-

tions upon collateral attack, whenever that record is offered to

prove an estoppel of record or title to property.

93—Taylor, 12 Mo. 103 (Scott, J.).

94—GrifBn, 6 Mo. 50, 52; Cornelius, 8 Mo. 59, 64; Davis v. Colt, 31 Mo. 520

(true rule stated in brief of counsel) ; contra cases id.; MeGee v. S., 8 Mo. 495 (true

rule stated). See Eush v. Brown, 101 Mo. 586, 591, 592; Mallinekrodt, supra;

Boden, supra.

9g_Bersch, 28 Mo. 101; Collier, 1 Mo. 1; Gates, 13 Mo. 511; Mobley, 67 Mo.

546; L.C. 46o, 3 Gr. & Kud.; S. v. Metzger, 26 Mo. 66; Werne, 23 Mo. 30; Milan, 12

Mo.' 598. See De non apparentibus, etc., supra. Doddridge, 222 Mo. 146 (not clear

and' decisive). See Chap. XI, ante.

96—See §§ 171-200, vol., 1 Gr. & Eud.

97—Campbell v. Greer (1896), 197 Mo. 463; Clark v. Sires, 393 Mo. 502; 3 Gr.

& Bud., L.C. 2a; Benton Co. v. Morgan, 163 Mo. 661; 2 Gr. & Eud.
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§ 396. "What Ought to Be of Record Must Be Proved by

Eecoed and by the Right Eecoed" is a rule that is strictly en-

forced in behalf of objections upon collateral attack, which is

the last stage of raising matters of the general demurrer, and at

another stage by motion in arrest of judgment.

The theory of the case states have jumbled and commingled

decisions relating to the foregoing matters."*

§ 397. The Above Maxims and Cognate Principles Are From
THE Civil Law of Eome.—From these the Code was conceived.

By these principles it ought to be construed ; its draftsman in-

tended it should be, but it was not. The augmentation or the

diminution of one of these principles affects all; these prin-

ciples interlace, and to affect one affects the entire fabric. From
these principles all rational and protecting systems must be

developed. These principles are datum posts from and around,

which the law has been developed. For their respect and pro-

tection the divine injunction "remove not the ancient land-

marks which thy fathers have set" is perpetual, and must ever

be respected "without variableness or shadow of turning." To
what extent these views have prevailed in Missouri may well be,

judged from the decisions of the courts of that state.

In conclusion it seems well to say that as it was in Missouri

so it was in all the Code states, with the exception of Wisconsin.

Herefrom have come very able Code decisions until lately more
deference has been paid "our statute" than formerly. But the

Code states have not alone suffered from loose and fluctuating

construction, unmixed with knowledge of fundamental law. To
illustrate it is sufficient to refer to Illinois. The . decisions in

this state are as far removed from organic law as are those in

Missouri and some other western states. The judges cannot
get away from the idea of importance of a statute. If a statute

reaffirms old law, they prefer to cite the statute and not the old

law. They learn to do this from works on pleading like

Stephen's, where he discusses aider by verdict, p. 148-150. He
cites the Statute of Amendments and Jeofails as the authority
for waiver. He does not indicate the philosophy of the law.

In Illinois the discussions relating to waiving the pleadings,
and administering justice without regard to the state as a

98—See Theory of the case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.
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silent party upon the record, may well be classed with Missouri
decisions, being no better and no worse. Illinois, like Missis-
sippi, is a Practice Act state ; its courts construe the statute as
do the courts in Missouri; Illinois is a "theory of the case"
state, as may be judged from many decisions."*

Construction is often in disregard of fundamental law.^ The
trilogy of procedure is as often denied as upheld. The opera-
tion of the maxim Consensus tollit errorem. has been enlarged
as it has been in Missouri, and with the same results. The func-
tions of pleadings are not well settled, nor are there well defined
distinctions between the mandatory and the statutory records.^

Consequently it is a state that can be cited to uphold the theory
of the case views. For reasons already explained, American
courts have not uniformly construed their "written constitu-

tions," and "our statutes" in harmony with fundamental law.

They must yet learn:

Concordare leges legibus est optimus interpretandi modus: Laws should be construed
to agree with laws.

Benedicta est expositio quando res redimitur a destructione : Blessed is the exposi-

tion that saves from destruction.

§ 398. Introductory Observations of the Following Cases.—

The judicial power is vested by constitution, along with the

legislative and executive. Consequently the origin of courts

is in constitutions.

"Due process of law" is guaranteed and courts are created

and invested with jurisdiction to redress wrongs according to

fixed, certain and uniform law. Having jurisdiction under the

constitution creating them, for a high and principal purpose of

government, this principal power attracts to it many implied or

incidental powers. Many of these relate to the manner of

authorizing the court, of summoning ivrongdoers and interested

parties before it, and of requiring them to make answer, and

show to the court why judgment should not be entered against

them, affecting their persons, their property or other interests

and rights.

§399. Procedure Before Courts Involves Two Kinds of

Matter, (1) Matter of Substance and (2) Formal Matter.—
99_Devine, 237 111. 278-284: cases.

1—Balsewiez, 240 111. 238. See llUnois, 2 Gr. & Kud.

2—Pennowfsky, 205 Mo. 135.
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Matter of substance is the jurisdiction of the court over a

matter properly described before the court according to some

certain and reasonable regulation. The substance of jurisdic-

tion is viewed from the statement of the "cause of action";

if the matter stated before the court is not such a matter as

the court can act upon according to its organization and pur-

poses, the court cannot proceed, for the reason that its judgment

would be subject to collateral attack; in other words, that its

adjudication would be called coram non judice, and for this

reason would not pass for an adjudication. The first rule of

res adjudicata is, that the proceedings shall be coram judice}

§ 400. Matter of Substance in Judicial Procedure Involves

THE Matter of the Mandatoky Becokd.—The probes for this

matter are known by various names, and commonly are the

general demurrer, the motion in arrest, non obstante veredicto,

orders for repleader, ojsjections upon collateral attack, and the

tests of res adjudicata. The mandatory record and these mat-

ters involve the substance referred to. Public policy in all these

matters is perceivable from various angles and viewpoints.

Salus populi suprema lex. A part of this maxim is. Interest

reipubliccB ut sit finis litium. A part of the latter is. Nemo debet

bis vexari pro una et eadem causa (No one shall be twice vexed

for one and the same cause).* Thus is disclosed the fact that

the "cause of action" is of constitutional significance.

Matter of substance, as above defined, calls for the manda-
tory record. What this record should show, and the conse-

quences of omissions from it of matters of substance, have had
the attention of the courts in thousands of cases. In the dis-

cussions of these matters, in some cases a constitutional view

was taken. This is reflected from Andrews v. Lynch;^ also

Mallinckrodt;^ also in Davis v. Jacksonville Line.''

It cannot be said that judicial operations have been gen-

erally viewed in accordance with the above observations and
cases. For the cases are not abundant showing that a coram

3—Kingston's case, Smith's Lead. Cas., L.C. 76, 3 Gr. & Bud. See Sex Adjudi-
cata, 4 id.

4—Hope V. Biair, 105 Mo. 85, 93, 24 Am. St. 366-374, n. This ease is quoted
hereafter, as a very important decision.

5—27 Mo. ]67, hereafter quoted, §5 483-496.
6—169 Mo. 388, hereafter quoted, §§ 497-504.

7—126 Mo. 69, 75, 78, hereafter quoted, § 458 ; Hope v. Blair, supra.
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^011 judice proceeding could not be validated by statute or code
provisions. However, it was denied that a statute could author-
ize an administration of a living man's estate.*

§ 401. The Mandatory Record Must Present Jurisdictional
Elements.—But it was decided that an indispensable party
plaintiff, a wronged person, need not be shown to have an inter-

est by allegation.9 The logical effect of this decision may be
cited to show that the material elements of a "cause of action"
may be of statutory prescription. In relation to that case, its

objectionable features are referred to. Then the constitu-

tional character of the case is indicated. In BulUey, the state-

ment did not show a ivronged party had applied for official aid,

and this was treated as a formal defect, or one of form and
not of substance, and therefore a defect that could be waived,

wMch is one that a statute can regulate. Now, suppose the

statement had failed to disclose a tvrongdoer, would this be

-waived? Could it be waived! Of course, in the light of

Bulkley, the answer is likely to be this, because the statute does

not so provide.

It is well to observe that if the statute can dispense with.

a statement showing a ivronged party—an injured person

—

then the statute can dispense with the necessity for presenting

in the right record a wrongdoer, or the party in deliction; also

likewise dispense with any allegation describing the wrong, or

the deliction.

And further, if a statute can dispense with any one of the

above matters, then it can with all of those matters, and for re-

sults, we have the "theory of the cape" as advocated by Judge

Seymour D. Thompson." But it must be borne in mind that

"due process of law" is involved ; and that any judicial meaning

of this phrase includes the material allegations shown from the

^ight record.^^ It is denied that legislatures can dispense with

allegations.^^

Cooper V. Reynolds^^ is cited and followed in Hope v. Blair ;^*

8—Johnson, 65 Mo. 250, 27 Am Kep. 276. Scott v. McNeal, 4 Gr. & Eud.

9—Bulkley, 77 Wo. 105, quoted, §§ 453-457, post.

JO—See Theory of the Case; Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud.

ll_iVIurray v. Hoboken Land Co., L.C. 219, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Oceanic, 214 U. S. 339.

12—Huntsman v. S., 12 Tex. Ap. 619, L.C. 231, 3 Gr. & Bud.

13_10 Wall. 316.

a4r-§i 448-452, post.
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this case requires pleadings; of course, these pleadings must

disclose indispensable parties.

Shields v. Barrow^^ holds that interested parties must be

before a court. This case is cited and followed in Lilly v.

Menke}^

§ 402. Only a Wronged Person Can Apply to a Court.—

Courts are not organized and invested with jurisdiction to be-

employed with shams, or moot, or mythical cases. Fabula non

judicium." What could be more vulnerable to collateral attack

than the absence of a wronged party ?'^ From cases like'

Bulkley the rule must be that pleadings are not interactions

with constitutional law. Such cases deny this definition of

pleadings

:

"Pleadings are the Juridical means of investing a Court with jurisdiction of a.

subject-matter to adjudicate it. "i»

Also this principle of the prescriptive constitution, the first

maxim of the trilogy of procedure

:

J)e non afparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio: What is not juridically-

presented caflnot be judicially decided or considered.

§ 403. What Is a Coram Judice Proceeding Is a Judicial

Question.—It is not a legislative question.^" Statutes can not _

declare what is a "cause of action. "^^ The elements, of a

"cause of action" arise from the principles of the commou
law, from the prescriptive constitution. To illustrate : A con-

tract consists of certain elements, the assent, the consideration,

and the legality of subject matter. Statutes can not arbitrarily

declare the assent nor the consideration without destroying the

right of freedom to contract.

§ 403a. "Due Process of Law"; The Coram Judice Pro-

CEEDiNG Is A JUDICIAL QUESTION.—The mcaus of "due process

of law" are necessities arising from the prescriptive constitu-

tion. Statutes have greatly encroached upon the above prin-

ciples in Missouri, and likewise in other "theory of the

case" states. An illustration is the statute which provided that

15—17 How. 130.

16—I § 459-461, post.

17—Williams v. Bankhead, 19 Wall. 563 ; L.C. 93, 3 Gr. & Bud. ; Johnson, 170
Mo. 57, 58; Barney, 6 Wall. 285.

18—Sto. Eq. PI. § 10; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 75 (Ablest statement of the rule).

; 19—§§ 53, 169, 273, 1 Gr. & Rud.; Hope v. Blair, supra; Thomas v. P., sub
Illinois. See Trilogy of Procedure, its cognate maxims, cases and corollaries

20—Huntsman v. S., L.C. 231, 3 Gr. & Bud.
21—Scott V. McNeal, 4 Gr. & Bud. ; Springer v. Shavender, L.C. 24, 3 id.
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"where no motion in arrest was made all errors relating

to the general demurrer were waived. By this the principle of

Consensus tollit errorem was greatly enlarged; thus it en-

croached upon the trilogy of procedure; by this the uses and
influence of the statutory record were greatly augmented. Im-
pairing the mandatory record, disregarding the trilogy of

procedure and denying the functions of the general demurrer,,

emasculate the philosophy of procedure.

§ 404. Interest reipublicae Ut Sit Finis Litium.—Another
principle of the prescriptive constitution is denied by Bulkley.^^

Thus the state as a silent third party upon the record is

eliminated.

Statutes and their construction is the trouble in the "theory

of the ease '
' states. Therein the condition is simply a bewilder-

ment. The courts of those states have tried to deny the rule

that statutes in derogation of the common law are strictly con-

strued.^^ Provisions of "Our Code" command that this ven-

erable and necessitous rule be reversed. This was provided for

by the New York Code. It is the view of prominent authors

and of many courts. Judges and authors' not comprehending

the prescriptive constitution as the cornerstone of their educa-

tions have substituted therefor the words of the new dispensa-

tion—"the theory of the case"—and for results we have cases

like Bulkley. And for text books we have such pages as 267-

280, Sedgivick's Statutory and Constitutional Law. Herein all

things are said to all men; that "maxims belong to another

age," notwithstanding the author constantly cites them with

approval.

The decisions in New York, Indiana, Missouri, Illinois and

states that have tried to follow the decisions in those states

are a reflex of such glosses as we refer to. And thus arises

the "legal jungle" now discussed in lay journal s.^* Also that

condition at last confessed in the American Bar Association.^^

Whoever sees in Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem

22—Childa, 16 Mo. 336; Hope v. Blair, supra; S. v. Muench, 217 Mo. 124, 129

Am. St. 536: cases; Vallandingham, 17 111. 25; Smalley, 19 111. 207; Clark v. Dillon,

97 N. Y. 370. „ ,

23—Heydon's Case, 14 Eul. Cases, 816, 2 Gr. & Bud., p. v Preface.

24—Literary Digest, Feb. 26, 1910, quoting the Corpus Juris Green Bag.

25—34 Am. Bar Assn. Eep. 787 (The condition is "appalling")- It is not so

in England, p. 832 ; England has a better Bench, Bar and Books, 836 (James Barr

Ames).
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a great universal principle of procedure—evidence, pleading,

practice—and construction will have to search far and wide

to find a clear and comprehensive explication of it. Generally

the works on these topics practically omit, or, worse yet, de-

nounce it. As to these topics, this fact goes far to support

the conclusions of the dean of a great law school who wrote

that no topic of the law was well presented except evidence. It

is well to say that any work that demonstrates Verba fortius

and such principles should be treasured.

§ 405. Fundamental Principles Not Uniformly Perceived.—

Where the interactions of pleading and of the mandatory

record with constitutional law are not perceived, and all is con-

ceded to what "Our Statute," "Our Code," our "Practice

Act," and "Our Decisions," and the "Late Case" says, there

the way is paved for the "theory of the case." And there, also,

follows a jumbling of the uses of the mandatory and of the

statutory records, the distinctions between which the court says

the bar will not learn, and cannot be taught.^® The importance

of the distinctions between these records is indicated in Gramp
V. Dunnivant.^'' The essential foundation of a practitioner is

primarily a right comprehension of these two records and
their respective philosophies.^** In Missouri, as in other juris-

dictions, equitable principles are set above constitutions and
statutes."® But the trilogy of procedure has been upheld and
denied in alternation.^"

Missouri and New Yoek Cases

§ 406. (I) Biddle v. Boyce (1850), 13 Mo. 532-534.

"A petition under the act to reform pleadings and practice must substantially set
fortli facts which, under the rules and principles of law, would entitle the plalntlfE to a
judgment."

"EESOE to St. Louis Circuit Court.
'

' Gantt, for plaintiff in error.

"The plaintiff had a right of action, either of assumpsit or trespass, under the old
system. It matters not which of these forms of action be judged most appro-
priate. It is submitted that either of them could be sustained by the [533
evidence, but if either one of them be so, the petition is good. If the facts
stated in the petition be such as would support a petition, drawn so as to con-
form to the views entertained by the counsel for the defendant, then the petition
demurred to is good, and the judgment of the court below is erroneous and

26—Pennowfsky, 205 Mo. 135; see Preface, 3 Gr. & Bud
27—Hereafter quoted, §§ 463-479.
28—See Chapter 1, Datum Posts of Jurisprudence, ante.
29—S. ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard, 4 Gr. & Eud. ; Cape G. E. E., post.
30—See Preface, 3 Gr. & Eud.; also 34 Am. Bar Assn. Eep. 787, 832-838 (A D.

1909). ^ '
^
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slioukl be reversed.
_
Form of action is entirely out of the question. Everything

of that kind is entirely done away with by the recent practice act under which
this suit was brought. It was unnecessary therefore, that it should appear from,
the petition whether the action should have been assumpsit or trespass under the
old system. Yet this is precisely the objection taken by the demurrant.

"Eyland, Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.
"This is a proceeding under the new law reforming the pleadings and practice in

courts of justice in Missouri.
*

' The plaintiff filed his petition in the circuit court of St. Louis county as follows

:

*
' The plaintiff states that he is the owner and proprietor of a lot of ground in the

city of St. Louis and State of Missouri, described as lot number six (6) in block
one hundred and forty-five, situated on the west side of Sixth street, between
Carr street and Biddle street, having thirty-two feet seven inches in front, by
one hundred and twenty-five feet in depth, to an alley twenty feet wide, on which
lot of ground is a wooden building.

"That said lot of ground and premises were until the fifth day of September,
Eighteen hundred and forty-eight, in the possession of a certain Dennis Delaney,
to whom they had been demised by a lease, then expiring, and that from the
said 5th day of September, eighteen hundred and forty-nine said defendant has
received and converted to his own use, the rents and profits of said premises
monthly, amounting in all, as plaintiff is informed and believes, to the sum of
two hundred and fifty dollars, which sum of money so received by said defendant,
and of right belonging to said plaintiff, he, the said defendant, refuses to pay
over to said plaintiff, although so to do the said defendant was specially
requested, on the 24th day of September, in the year eighteen hundred and
forty-nine, at St. Louis, in the State of Missouri, wherefore plaintiff prays
judgment for the sum of two hundred and forty dollars and interest, being
the amount due him.

*
' To this petition the defendant filed his demurrer, setting forth the following causes,

viz. :

'

' 1. That it does not state that the lease to Delaney in said petition mentioned
has expired and ended.

"2. There appears on the face of the petition no relation or privity between
the plaintiff and the defendant, from which the duty of the defendant to [534
account for the rents and profits in said lease, reserving to plaintiff, can be
deduced; on the contrary, it does not appear but that the said defendant holds
the premises in question under and by virtue of a title adverse to plaintiff 's title.

'
' The demurrer was sustained, and judgment given thereon for defendant.

'
' The plaintiff now brings the ease before this court by writ of error.

"The single point before us then is on the sufficiency of the petition.

"The petition is required to contain 'a statement of the facts constituting the cause
of action or causes of action in ordinary and concise language without repetition,

and in such manner as to enable a person of common understanding to know
what is intended. ' If the recovery of money be demanded, the amount thereof
shall be stated, or such facts as will enable the defendant and the court to ascer-

tain the amount demanded.
'

' The hand of innovation has done its work upon our former system of practice and
pleading. But stiU we must think in the language of the law. We cannot forget
what is meant by its terms.

"The plaintiff's petition may be taken as true, and yet the facts set forth therein

are not sufficient in our estimation to warrant a judgment for him.
'

' We think the exceptions taken by the defendant are good and substantial, and fully

justify the judgment below.
'

' The plantiff must show that he has a good cause of action against the defendant,
and he must show it in such a way that the court can understand it, and see that

under the rules and principles of the law his statement, if true, entitles him to

judgment. The above statement made by the plaintiff, admitting it to be true,

does not sufficiently show us his cause of action.

"The judgment is therefore affirmed."

§ 407. Importance of Biddle Indicated.—In this first code

case the court would have done wisely to inform the bar and
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other courts of the character and importance of a code of proce-

dure, also how it would be construed; and that it would not

be assumed, much less conceded, that anything new and revo-

lutionary had arisen.^^ This was not well done in Biddle, for

reasons which will be indicated. To show how it might have

been done, extended observations will be made in the manner of

three presupposed opinions, wherein it is assumed that the

court might have spoken as is next suggested:

§ 408. (a) Biddle v. Boyce (continued) :

Every presumption is against a pleader in all systems, and this rule is consistent with
our code. The code reaflSrms this old principle from the Eomans, who expressed
it thus: Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem.

This is the first case that has been presented under our code^

passed February 24, 1849, which went into operation July 4,

1849. This code's thirty-six pages, together with forms, have
no more important provision than the one we shall next quote.

We are well aware of the importance of this provision and the

principle discoverable in it, which is a paraphrase from the

Eoman, as we shall carefully point out and discuss, for the

reason that if we fail to make its meaning clear the bar of this

state will find itself mired in conflicting discussions over the

theory of the case, and such jargon as Coke's three degrees of

certainty, and Chitty's and Stephen's three kinds of aider,

namely, aider by leading over, by verdict and by the statute of

Jeofails. The character of these interminable discussions is

indicated in Stennell v. Hogg, 1 Wms. Saund. 226-228, 85 Eng.
Eeprint, 244; Skinner v. Gunton, 1 Wms. Saund. 228-230, 85
Eng. Eeprint, 249-253; Jackson v. Pesked, 1 M. & S. 234, 105
Eng. Eeprint, 88, quoted by Chitty and by Stephen, also in

Note 1 Saunders, 228 ; also in 85 Eng. Eeprint, 248, n.

To misconstrue the code would make it a curse instead of a
blessing. Therefore we shall lead directly to the principles

upon which it must operate, and not away from them. To avert
the deplorable condition suggested we shall quote the old law,
as it was expressed by antiquity, and state its meaning in the
English language. We therefore observe that the maxim De
non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio (What is

not juridically presented cannot be judicially decided) is ex-

31—Bliss, Code PI., §§ 138141.
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pressed in our code in language chosen by our legislature.
This leading principle of procedure is for us expressed thus:

"'The petition must contain a statement of the facts, constituting the cause of
action, in ordinary and concise language without repetition and in such manner
as to enable a person of common understanding to know what is intended. If
the recovery of money be demanded, the amount thereof shall be stated, or such
facts as will enable the defendant and the court to ascertain the amount
demanded. '

'

§ 409. Fundamental Law Requires Pleadings.—Under
no rational system of pleading can the defendant Boyce be
called upon to answer for a tort or fraud before he is charged
therewith by certain allegations. The theory of our govern-
ment is accusatory, not inquisitorial. From antiquity the rule

has been that fraud is not presumed. Nemo prcesumitur mains)
Malum non prcesumitur. Deliction depends (1) upon allega-

tions, and if these are denied, then (2) upon the proof.

§ 410. Pleadings Are Necessities for Protection.—Under our
form of government there must be allegations that call for an
answer. De non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est

ratio. If the allegations are denied, then those denied must be
proved. Semper prcesumitur pro negante. Acta re non pro-

bante reus absolvitur. These maxims are immutable principles

of jurisprudence; they are parts of the prescriptive constitu-

tion, which can not be departed from in a government of pro-

tection. The Roman formulated the principles that constituted

the trilogy of procedure, which are De non apparentibus, etc.;

Frustra probatur quod probatum non relevat and Verba fortius

accipiuntur contra proferentem. Around these principles a

constitutionalism can be unfolded. Constitutional courts can-

not depart from them. If they do, then there results an
absolutism, as in Morocco and in Persia.

These principles may have varied expressions, but these

expressions can have, at bottom, but one meaning. These max-
ims from antiquity are the language of the law by which con-

stitutions, statutes, codes and practice acts must be construed.

§ 411. De Non Apparentibus et Non Existentibus is the

Homan expression for this idea, which is basic in the juridical

procedure in constitutionalisms, namely: The pleader cannot

l)y courts be given facts he has not alleged ; or a pleader is pre-

sumed to have stated his case in its strongest possible light.

Therefore, what he has not alleged he has not got. This court
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decided this point in Marshall v. Platte County, 12 Mo. 86-93;

also contra; Mullen v. Pryor, 12 Mo. 307.

Since 1821 we have decided this principle at every term of

the court, relating to the necessity for essential matter in bills

of exception. In Crane v. Taylor (1842), 7 Mo. 285-286, we
commenced digesting the then existing score of cases upon the

point that the applicant cannot claim what he does not show.

In other words, we hold, "What ought to be of record must be

proved by record and by the right record."

To the same effect will appear in this volume McMillen v. S.,

13 Mo.; also Isbell v. S., id. 221; Cannon v. 8., 13 Mo. 421;

Hensley v. Peck, id. 587; also Steinman v. Tolivar, id. 590.

From the start this court has been operated upon that prin-

ciple, and we repeat, this principle De non apparentibus, etc.,.

is from the prescriptive constitution; it is the language of the

law. Our first decision commenced its vindication : Collier v^

Wheldon (1821), 1 Mo. 1 (the general demurrer searches the

entire record and attaches to the first fault) ; also in Marshall

V. Platte County (1848), 12 Mo. 88, 93. The rules of the gen-

eral demurrer are parts of that principle. In a late work^

Smith's Leading Cases, these principles are discoverable in

Rushton V. Aspinall (omission of a material allegation is a.

fatal defect) ; Bristow v. Wright (allegata et probata must
correspond), cited 1 Gr. Ev. 63; Dovaston v. Payne (every

presumption is against a pleader). All of these principles can
be picked out of § 10, Story's Pleadings, which is as follows:

"But whatever may be the object of the bill, the first and fundamental rule, whieb
is always indispensable, to be observed is, that it must state a case within th&
appropriate jurisdiction of a court of equity. If it fails in this respect, the error
is fatal in every stage of the cause, and can never be cured by any waiver or
course of proceeding by the parties; for consent cannot confer a jurisdiction not
vested by law. And, although many errors and irregularities may be waived by
the parties, or be cured, by not being objected to, the court itself cannot act on
its own intrinsic authority in matters of jurisdiction; and every excess will
amount to a usurpation, which will make its decretal orders a nullity; or infect

' them with a ruinous infirmity. But of this more will be said in another place "'

Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 75 (Barclay, J.).

When this principle ceases to guide us then we may dispense

with our records, but while there are records we must have a

clerk and he must keep them, and we cannot construe him out

of the scheme of government. And this clerk's record must
express something, for unless it does it is no record; therefore^
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this record must contain words describing, defining, limiting,

and to these words is applied the maxim Exprcssio unius est

exclusio alterius: The express mention of one thing implies

the exclusion of another. Accordingly, we deduce the rule, a
court is bound by its record. And this is exactly what we have
decided more frequently than any other question since this

court was organized. Above we have referred to some of these

cases.

§ 412. From Necessity a Certain Record Must nxist for the

Operation of Judicial, Powek in a Constitutionalism.—The
conserving principles of procedure require that record. One
of these, namely. Res adjudicata, was discussed in Offut v. John,

8 Mo. 120; see also Thompson, 11 Mo. 243.

§ 413. A Plea of "Res Adjudicata" Depends Upon a Record

AND A Cebtain Eecord.—If ono would show he has been placed

in former jeopardy it is incumbent on him to present the facts

;

these depend upon a certain record—a certain indictment.

Torney v. S. (1850), 13 Mo. 456.

Necessarily this principle applies alike in both civil and

criminal cases, 1 Gr. Ev. 63-65; 2 id. 1 ; ^ id. 10; Uhi eadem
ratio ibi idem jus.

From these considerations and authorities, ancient and mod-

ern, we commend the wisdom of our legislature in reaffirming

a fundamental principle substantially in this language: "The
statement viust contain facts sufficient to constitute a cause of

action." In effect our code declares that the omission of a

material allegation is fatal, for it provides that filing an answer

will not waive such a defect. Consequently we see that such a

defect needs neither objection nor exception to make it avail-

able for a review in a court of errors. Such an error is one that

will keep and is one that courts will sua sponte notice without

regard to the consent or waiver or wish of either party named

upon the record.

§ 414. The State Is a Party in Juridical Procedure, Whether

It Is Named oe Not.—Matters relating to the state cannot be

waived by either party, upon the principle that two parties can-

not so contract as to bind a third. Res inter alios acta. We
have quoted and applied Consensus tollit errorem, Lane, 11

Mo. 408. This principle is from the Koman. This principle
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cannot be given an operation beyond that fixed by the Roman,
the Norman, the English, and the well considered Federal and

best State cases. To concede this is to concede that rules can be

prescribed that would emasculate a constitutionalism as already

indicated.

"The Koman still holds clominion over this world by the silent empire of his law."

Under no law is the statement of the cause of action sufficient

in this case. It would not resist objections upon collateral

attack.

Consistently with these principles we shall construe our

code, which is nothing more than an affirmative statute, except

as it may unify, simplify and expedite, and it seems well to ob-

serve that all of these matters could have been accomplished by
a few rules of court, emanating from the highest court of

judicature. Bliss Code PL, § 141.

§ 415. The Failure to Describe a "Wrongdoer" Is the Omis-

sion OF A Mateeial Allegation and Is a Fatal Defect.—Rush-
ton V. Aspinall, Smith's Leading Cases. It is not alleged how
Boyce comes to be liable for what Delaney did. Under the

necessary rule that every presumption is against the pleader,

we cannot infer that Delaney was a trespasser or had commit-

ted a wrong. Upon the authority of Dovaston v. Payne, Smith's

Leading Cases, also § 10, Story's Pleadings, it cannot be said

that Delaney is charged with sufficient certainty. Under the

allegations he may have held possession under the lease de-

scribed, or indeed under some other lease. As to these matters

the code requires specific allegations, also certain allegations,

in order to avoid the consequences of an immutable principle

of procedure, namely. Verba fortius, etc. The maxim last cited

is a dominating principle and to it all other laws must yield.

In prcEsentia majoris cessat potentia minoris: In the pres-

ence of the major the power of the minor ceases.

In Hempstead, 2 Mo. 64, Offut, 8 Mo. 120, Marshall v. Platte

Co., 12 Mo. 86-93, Mullen, 12 Mo. 307, Torney v. S., 13 Mo. 455,

we have indicated some of the functions of pleadings and conse-

quently of a record. In view of these decisions, we shall define

pleadings as the juridical means of investing a court with juris-

diction of a subject matter to adjudicate it. To this extent we
add to the code that

:
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*
' The petition must contain a statement of the facts, constituting the cause of

action, in ordinary and concise language, without repetition and in such manner
as to enable a person of common understanding to know what is intended. '

'

§ 416. Function of Pleadings.—Over and beyond the uses of

pleadings "to apprise the adverse party of what he must meet
at the trial," and to limit issues and narrow proofs, are re-

quirements of public policy. To illustrate: Pleadings are

essential to inform an appellate court what was tried below, to

resist objections on collateral attack; to meet the requirements

•of res adjudicata {Interest reipuhlicce ut sit finis litium. Tor-

Mey V. S., 13 Mo. 455) ; to satisfy requirements of due process

of law {Merrick, 10 Mo. 106—stability of judicial proceedings

•depend upon pleadings; also the rights of third persons, like

sureties) ; to satisfy requirements for the division of state

power; also removal of causes from one court to another; also

the requirements for the comity of courts ; also for justification

defences; also the election of remedies; also of constructive

notice, inter alia. §§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.

§ 417. "What Ought to Be of Record Must Be Proved by
Eecoed and by the Eight Eecoed" Is a Eule of Necessity

That Must Always Be Eespected.—Milan, 12 Mo. 598, Mobley

V. Nave, L.C. 46a, 3 Gr. & Eud. The allegation, the denial and the

issue are jurisdictional and must affirmatively appear, with cer-

tainty, at the right place, in the right record and at the right

time. S. V. Saunders, 53 Mo. 234; Sidway, 163 Mo. 373 ; Collier,

1 Mo. 1.

§ 418. The Code Will Not Be Construed to Introduce Hostile

AND Wakeing Systems of Pboceduee (End. Stat. 182) ; nor to

defeat the beneficent ends of government. Indianapolis R. R.

V. Eorst, 93 U. S. 291, 149 U. S. 207, 190 U. S. 215, L.C. 223,

3 Gr. & Eud. : cases.

There is no distinction between the certainty required in

civil and in criminal cases. 1 Gr. Ev. 65, Biddle v. Boyce, Offut,

8 Mo. 120, Pier, 52 Mo. 333, Hudson, 101 Mo. 1. c. 30, Rush. 101-

Mo. 586.

§ 419. Concordare Leges Legibus Est Optimus Interpretandi

Modus: To make laws agree with laws is the best mode of

interpreting them.

Codes, practice acts, like the statute of Jeofails, cannot affect

matters of substance—they can only unify, simplify and ex-
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pedite as to those matters. Such statutes must be confined in.

their operation to formal defects. Neidenberger, 11 Mo. 361.

Consequently the statutes of Jeofails in the last analysis are

nothing more than affirmative statutes. The principle

expressed in Consensus tollit erroreni is all that those statutes

can affect.

§ 420. The Code Will Not Be Construed Into a Mystery.—

Were we to vindicate any other views relating to our code we
would permit it to be construed into a mystery, also open the

way for empirical effusions; these would be inventions of

euphemisms that would distort and pervert our entire juridical

fabric. Indeed the records referred to would be construed from
our system with all the dreadful consequences that must inev-

itably follow.

We shall countenance no construction that would convert

the code into a babel. But this we would do if we conceded

that it emasculated the necessities for operating the judicial

department and for carrying forward the due administration,

of the laws.

§ 421. (b) Biddle (continued),—Do we dispose of this case

in the following form?

1. Every presumption is against a pleader.

2. The statement of a cause is fatally defective if it fails

to describe with certainty a wrongdoer.

3. A statement must be sufficient to shelter the parties

under a plea of res adjudicata if a second suit were instituted.

Counsel for appellant contends the statement of the cause

is sufficient under the code enacted February 24, 1849, which
went into operation July 4, 1849. It is our first case under that

act.

Therefore it seems well to state our views somewhat at

length, as we are dealing with a new act of great significance..

• Plaintiff first alleges he is owner of a certain lot and tene-

ment thereon.

Next he alleges and complains as follows

:

"That said lot of ground and premises were until the 5th day of September, eighteen
hundred and forty-eight, in the possession of a certain Dennis Delaney, to whom
they had been demised by a lease, then expiring, and that from the said 5tU day
of September, 1848, up to the 5th day of September, eighteen hundred and
forty-nine, said defendant has received and converted to his own use, the rents
and profits of said premises monthly, amounting in all, as plaintiff is informed
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and believes, to the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars, ivhich sum of money
so received by said defendant, and of right belonging to said plaintiff, he, the
said defendant, refuses to pay over to said plaintiff, although so to do the said
defendant was specially requested, on the 24th day of September, in the year
eighteen hundred and forty-nine, at St. Louis, in the State of Missouri, where-
fore plaintiff prays judgment for the sum of two hundred and forty dollars ani
interest, being the amount due him. '

'

A demurrer was filed to this statement assigning:

1. It is not averred that the lease had expired.

2. No privity is alleged between plaintiff Biddle and de-

fendant Boyce, and the occupant of the lot, Delaney.

This demurrer was sustained and plaintiff asks for a review

of the cause upon error.

§ 422. Is a Cause of Action Shown?—The question sub-

mitted is, does the statement show a cause of action? As ta

this the demurrer was well taken as to both points stated therein..

Beyond the points assigned there is this further one, that it is

not shown that Delaney was Biddle 's lessee. What a pleader

does not allege is presumed not to exist. The code has not and
cannot change this rule. There is a trilogy of maxims from

antiquity that cannot be departed from, and these are:

1. Be non apparentihus et non existentibus eadem est ratio: A court cannot take
notice of any fact not judicially made to appear.

2. Frnstra probatur quod prohatum non, relevat : It is vain to prove what is not
alleged.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem : Every presumption is against a
composer.

§ 423. Limitations of Legislative Power.—These are prin-

ciples of the prescriptive constitution and they cannpt be legis-

lated or decided or consented away. The code reaffirms that

trilogy, when it requires that the statement present the facts

constituting a cause of action ; that all relief shall be within the

facts stated; and that if ambiguous every presumption is

against a pleader. Under these maxims the omission of a

material allegation is a fatal defect, as held in Rushton v.

Aspinall, Smith's Leading Cases. The allegata et probata

must correspond. Bristow v. Wright, Smith's Leading Cases.

Under this rule Biddle could not prove that he leased the prem-

ises to Delaney, for he did not allege it. Sto. Eq. PI., § 28

;

Frustra probatur. Under the principle in Dovaston v. Payne,

Smith's Leading Cases, every presumption is against a pleader.

All of these principles are discoverable in § 10, Story's Plead-

ings. Andreics v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167. They are reaffirmed hy
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our code, and tliey are entirely consistent therewith. In the

light of these principles the code must be construed and

operated. End. Stat. 182, Bliss Code PL, § 141. To construe

the code otherwise would make it a curse instead of a blessing.

The judgment is affirmed.

§ 424. (c) Biddle (continued) :

"^

Plaintiff complains and alleges:

1. That he is owner of a certain lot, describing it. (He does

not aver he was owner during Delaney's occupancy. Therefore

it must be presumed that he was not.)

2. That one Delaney (not Boyce, the defendant) occupied

this lot prior to September 5, 1848, to September 5, 1849,

under a lease then expiring, which lease was given by someone

(a stranger it is law to presume) and expiring at a time not

stated with certainty. (Continuity is presumed, Mullen v.

Pryor, 12 Mo. 307. How could Delaney attorn to Boyce, and

thus make Boyce liable? Under these allegations, how can

Boyce be viewed as a wrongdoer? If he can be so viewed, then

pleadings and records would better be dispensed with

altogether.)

3. That the annual rental is $240 per year.

4. That defendant Boyce has collected and converted "the

Tent to his own use.

5. Plaintiff has demanded said rent of Boyce, which he re-

fused to pay (this is surplusage).

Wheeefohe plaiutiff asks for judgment.

Defendant, Boyce, filed a general demurrer, stating that it

does not appear who gave the lease; also that it is not alleged

that privity existed between Boyce and Delaney. These vulner-

able points were perceived. But a demurrer is superfluous if

in any way, at any time, even on collateral attack, the court's

attention was called to the fact that it is Boyce, not Delaney, that

is sued. If any one is in deliction it is Delaney, but as to this

the statement is also defective. Upon such a statement no court

has authority to enter a judgment against any one; for no one

is charged with wrong. There being no allegation, no evidence

could be received. Mullen, supra.

§ 425. Omitted Allegations Cannot Be Supplied by Liberal

CoNSTEtrcTTON AND INTENDMENTS.—In uo case, either cvn\ or
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criminal, can +his be done; the rationale is the same in alL

cases. Contention for a suflSeient code statement is slandering-

that wise and progressive enactment. Multitudo imperitorum
perdit curiam. Green v. Palmer, 15 Cal. 411, 76 Am. Dec. 492
(Stephen J. Field, J.).

§ 426. Codes Cannot Change Essential Rules.—The trilogy

of procedure is immutable. This trilogy is : De non apparenti-

bus et lion existentibus eadem est ratio; Frustra probatur quod
probatum non relevat; Verba fortius accipiuntur contra pro-

ferentem. Legislatures cannot prescribe rules of construction

for the judiciary.

These principles can be picked out of § 10, Story's Plead-

ings; also Rushton v. Aspinall; Bristow v. Wright; and
Dovaston v. Payne, all in Smith's Leading Cases. Jackson v.

Pesked, 1 M. & S. 234, quoted by Chitty and by Stephen; also

85 Eng. Beprint, 248; also §§ 63, 65, 1 Gr. Ev.; § 7, 2 id.; § 10,

3 id.; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 75.

§ 427. The Principles Involved Are Susceptible of a Varied
Expression, But the Ideas Must Ever Be the Same.—Our
statute—the code—is declaratory of these principles, which are

profoundly constitutional in character. Statutes of Jeofails,

Codes and Practice Acts, can only apply to formal defects.

Pratt, 5 Mo. 51-53; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342-373; Saxton, 98 Mo.
Ap. 494 (but claims liberal rules after verdict) ; C. S A. R. R. v.

Clausen, 173 111. 100 : Cases. They cannot affect the fundamen-

tal requirements of juridical procedure; upon these require-

ments depends the character of government. Herefrom it seems

well to observe that the study of procedure is the study of

government. The judgment is affirmed.

§ 428. (II) Eno v. Woodworth (1850), 4 N. Y. 249, 53 Am.
pec. 370, closely followed the first code case, which is Riddle v.

Boyce (Mo.).^^ Each of these pioneer cases involved the same

provision of the code which merely reaffirmed a fundamental

from antiquity, namely, De non apparentibus et non existentibus

eadem est ratio (A fact not juridically presented cannot be

judicially considered). But neither the Missouri nor the New
York case comprehended the philosophy, the utility and the

simplicity of the great basic principle involved. Neither court

32— § 396, ante.
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was able to construe the statute reaffirming the old law con-

sistently with a law of public policy and of necessity. Neither

€ourt understood the conserving principles of procedure, and

the uses of a record. Neither court comprehended the state as a

party, and the means that the state peremptorily requires for

safeguarding and defending its necessities for protection. The
struggle in Missouri has raged from Biddle to 8. v. Muench
(1909). And for New York there is no better history. Each
state was blind as to what was over and beyond "our statute,"

"our code," "the theory of our code," "our decisions" and

"our late case."

§ 429. The Prescriptive Constitution Not Understood.—

In 1850 American courts were still too near the American revo-

lution and the nearby crisis of slavery to have views broader

and higher than the "letter," "the word" of the "constitu-

tion" and of "the statute." They never had broad views of

the prescriptive constitution. Consequently each court imagined

something fearful and destructive was given out by a statute

which they resolved must be construed according to the letter,

even if the usefulness and the respectability of the judicial

department was destroyed. In Biddle the court said

:

"The hand of innovation has done its work upon our former system of practice and
pleading. But still one must think in the language of the law. We cannot forget
what is meant by its terms."

§ 430. What Are Sufficient Allegations of Fact?—In Eno
"our" former system of pleading and practice was condemned
for being founded upon "conclusions of law"; and in this way,

that the common count for money had and received, in the lan-

guage just quoted, was a conclusion of law.** If so, then the

former system ought to have been swept away. But let us ask

and presuppose: In Eno might not this have been sufficient?

The allegation of "money had and received" charges two
specific facts ; to avoid prolixity and the pleading of evidence an
allegation in the language of the law is sufficient. If the de-

fendant at his instance and request got money of the plaintiff

under a promise to repay it, this is a good contract.** And like-

wise it might be observed of the charge that the defendant

33—The language of the common counts is sufScient under the code. Allen, 7
N. Y. 476, 57 Am. Dec. 542-550, n.

34—Lampleigh v. Brathwait, Smith's Lead. Cases, L.C. 301, 3 Gr. & Eud. et seq.
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"received." No doubt other language might be employed for

the matter, for the same statement might be set in varied ways,
and still all be sufficient for purposes of appellate procedure,

to resist objection on collateral attack, for res adjudicata and
other conserving principles of procedure. All of these prin-

ciples would be adequately served by allegations in the language

of the common law.

§ 431. Pleadings Are Also to Limit Issues and to Narrow
Peoofs.—These trial purposes will be subserved by specific

denials or admissions of the charges that the money was had,

and that the money was received, and that the consideration

moved at the defendant's instance and request, and that the

defendant promised to pay.

§ 432. Pleadings Are the Juridical Means of Investing a

OOTJET WITH JUEISDICTIOlSr OF A SUBJECT MaTTEE TO ADJUDICATE

It.—For this high purpose conclusions of law will not do.

Therefore, this court will not at this time declare that the lan-

guage of the common count is a conclusion of law, and con-

sequently of no effect. Therefore we think the pleading is suffi-

cient under the code.

§ 433. Observations on Code Authors and Annotators.—

Mr. Freeman in his note to Eno, 53 Am. Dec. 374, uses lan-

guage permissive of the view that the "New York Code" might

be singular. Therefrom it is not perceivable that the promi-

nent annotator fully appreciated the importance of Eno. He did

not mention nor discuss the underlying principles. These he

left for the reader to discover and to name.

Code authors generally have been content to cite masses of

conflicting cases, and leave the tangle for the student to unravel

and classify. They have not shown what the fundamental prin-

ciples of procedure are, and that the code merely reaffirms these

principles.

In the nature of things, from necessity statutes must be

made to harmonize with fundamental law.^^

Concordare leges legihus est optimus interpretandi modus.

§ 434. The Liberal Provisions of the Statute Apply to

FoEMAL Defects Only.—The provision of the statute making

the mandatory record surplusage except as to points stated in

35—See Preface to this volume.
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a motion to arrest the judgment is restrained and is held appli-

cable to formal defects only. Consensus tollit errorem is not

enlarged by statute. To illustrate these facts and able state-

ments of statutory construction excerpts are taken from the

opinion that next follows

:

§ 435. (Ill) State Ex Rel. Pemiscot County v. Scott (1890),

104 Mo. 26-32.

Debile fundamentum fallit opus.

"The petition for a review utterly fails to disclose a case entitling the petitioners to

the relief awarded. Indeed, the facts stated show affirmatively that the peti-

tioners were not entitled to have any relief under the section of the statutes^

before mentioned. And this we are able to say from the record proper. Defects-

of a fatal character appearing upon the face of the record proper will be
reviewed by this court even in the absence of a motion for a new trial, or in

arrest. Sweet v. Maupin, 65 Mo. 65; Weil v. Greene County, 69 Mo. 286;
Mclntyre, 80 Mo. 470, 105 Mo. 31."

§ 436. Construction of Code Provisions.—In the above case

is an able argument for De nan apparentibus et non existentibus

eadem est ratio.

§437. Statutes Provide for the "Theory of the Case."—
The footing of the "theory of the case" upon the statutes is

most ably and learnedly argued in a dissenting opinion, which,

showed the great respect paid statutes. These opposing views

next follow:

§ 438. Argument for Theory of the Case:

(p. 32) "The opinion of the majority of this division reviews the record proper
and reverses the last judgment (p. 33) because the so-called 'bill in review'
(upon which the first judgment was vacated) is considered insufficient. It is

held that it does not state facts sufficient to warrant the trial court in setting

aside the original judgment for plaintiff.

"The 'bill in review' was filed in a subsequent term to that at which the first judg-
ment was entered. It was essentially a new proceeding, the object of which was
to get rid of the prior adjudication. It was not by an 'answer' on the part of
the county. A hearing followed, and the relief asked in the bill was granted.
No motion to set aside that result was made or exception taken.

"After the first judgment was thus opened, the original cause proceeded. The defend-
ants answered the petition, and, on issues so made, a trial was had and the last
judgment in the case reached. That conclusion is to be reversed, for the reasons
assigned by my learned associate. Without adverting to any other questions
that may suggest themselves, it seems to me that the ruling announced is a mis-
interpretation of the law in regard to the proper functions of this court. '

'

§439. "Our Statute" Provides That Substance Can Be
Waived.

"In a case like this, our jurisdiction is strictly appellate, under the constitution. If
the trial court had jurisdiction to render the judgment it assumed to pronounce
this court should not, in a civil case, reverse its action upon any point not brought
to the attention of that court. This seems to me the plain meaning and, certainly
the spirit of the code of civil practice. E. S. 1889, §§ 2302, 2114." "

''
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§ 440. The Philosophy of the Law Is Different in Civil and
in Criminal Cases:

"In criminal cases the range of review may be somewhat wider. E. S. 1889, § 4:297.
We need not digress to state the reasons for this difference, as we are concerned
now with the practice in civil cases only. '

'

§ 441. . The Mandatory Record Is Surplusage Without a
Motion in Arrest:

"That a pleading does not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action or
defense should not, in my opinion, be regarded as a ground for reversal (p. 34),
unless the point was made in the trial court and erroneously ruled there."

§ 442. A Cause Arises From Probata Non Allegata :

"It may be that the facts, omitted in the pleading, were supplied by evidence,

admitted without objection at the trial. If so, the failure to allege them coulcl

not possiblv constitute an error to the prejudice of the substantial rights of the
adverse party. E. S. 1889, §§ 2100, 2303."

§ 443. Allegans Contraria Non Est Audiendus:

"If facts, not at first alleged, were thus proven, it would be entirely proper for the
trial court to allow them to be added to the pleading by amendment at the hear-

ing under our statute of jeofails. E. S. 1889, §§ 2098, 2014. But if the adverse
party, expressly, or by a course of conduct at the trial, waived the necessity of

such an amendment, would it be just to hear him, on appeal, to urge that, without

the amendment, the pleading is radically defective ?"3a

§ 444. Paramount Equities Control Statutes.—The statute of

frauds and registry acts yield to the possession of property

taken and held under an oral agreement. Fundamental law

expands or contracts statutes as justice may require. To illus-

trate this fact we quote from the following case:

§ 445. (IV) Cape Girardeau R. R. v. R. R., 222 Mo. 461,

485-487.—Oral license to enter on land and to improve it, if

acted on, is irrevocable, notwithstanding the statute of frauds

and registry acts.^'^

A peremptory demand for possession followed by notifica-

tion that if the occupancy continued it must be paid for is

limited by the latter, which operates as a modification of the

demand. This ambiguous condition gave the occupant the right

to elect which alternative he would accept. Of this and another

important matter relating to pleading defences the court

observed

:

36 Delaney v. Brett, 71 X. Y. 78, was cited to support these views. Cf. Davis,

126 Mo. 75, 78.

37 Baker v. R. E., 57 Mo. 271 ; Eerick v. Kern, 14 S. £ E. 2G7, sub Frauds and

Perjuries, 2 Gr. & Eud.; Fuhr v. Dean, 26 Mo. 116, 69 Am. Dec. 484.
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(p. 485) "If this statement refers to the notice given by Mr. Crowder, it is a
modification of the peremptory order to get off the strip to a conditional demand
for $3,000 a year rental if defendant remained on the land, but at all eveiita

this rental was not to be paid save as (p. 486) the price of the occupation of this

strip by a railroad tracls laid down by the defendant company, a con<lition not

to be performed until after the roadbed was graded, the ties and rails laid down;
in a word, until after the expenditure had been.made by defendant, and thus the

, facts bring the case directly within the principles of the well-considered case of

Baker v. Railroad, 57 Mo. 265, and the cases therein mentioned and approved,

and Fuhr v. Dean, 26 Mo. 116. '

'

§446. A Defence May Arise From Probata; "Theory of

THE Case '
' Upheld.

"But while this is unquestionably the law of this state, plaintiff invokes the rule of
pleading that this defense of equitable estoppel is not open to defendant, for the

reason that it is not pleaded. That an estoppel in pais should be pleaded in

order to be available is true. (Bray v. Marshall, 75 Mo. 327; Noble v. Blount,

77 Mo. 235.) But in Price v. Eailett, 138 Mo. I.e. 574, this court said: 'It

seems to us this doctrine has peculiar weight when invoked against the admissi-

bility of evidence when no issue of estoppel has been tendered in the pleadings
or when an estoppel in pais is urged for the first time in this court, but where
parties have permitted an issue of the kind to be raised by the evidence without
objection and have had full opportunity to try the issue we are unable to draw
a distinction between such a case and those cases in this State in which parties

have neglected to file replies, and this court has held that it was too late after

trying the case, as if a reply had been filed to claim that the answer was
admitted.' "

§ 447. Pleadings Can Be Waived:

"An examination of the record will disclose that much of the testimony in regard
to this license came from the plaintiff in the first instance, and that no such
objection as this was urged when the telegrams between Mr. Yoakum and Mr.
L. B. Houck were offered in evidence; indeed, we find no objection of any kind
in the abstract before us. With these telegrams in evidence and the proof that
by the permission therein granted defendant entered and constructed its tracks,

(p. 487) we think the facts were before the court whether formally pleaded or
not, and it is too late now to raise the question of pleading for the first time;
and following the rule announced in Provolt v. Bailroad, 57 Mo. 256, and Baker
V. Bailroad, 57 Mo. 265, we think the plaintiff could not maintain ejectment
against defendant, as it had entered upon the strip by the consent and permis-
sion of plaintiff and constructed its track upon the assurance that later it would
be granted a perfectly satisfactory arrangement. Having expended its mon^y
on the faith of that license, it could not be ousted of its privilege by an action
of ejectment." Cape Girardeau S. B. v. B. B., 222 Mo. 461, 485-487.

§ 448. (V) Hope v. Blair (1891), 105 Mo. 85-97, 24 Am. St.

366-374, n.

—

Coram judice proceedings; essentials.

(p. 85) " JnrisdicUon^-Void Judgment: Where it appears from the entire record
that the court had no jurisdiction over the person or subject-matter, the judg-
ment is void, and will be so regarded in a collateral proceeding.

"Circuit Courts—Jurisdiction: The circuit courts of this state have all general
common-law jurisdiction, which is not conferred upon another court or tribunal."

. Eights of Married Women: They have jurisdiction to hear ard
determine all questions which affect the rights and liabilities of married women
with respect to charging their separate estate with their contracts." Their decrees in such cases, where jurisdiction of
the parties has been acquired, are not collaterally assailable, whether error waa
committed as to the law or the facts.
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Courts—Jurisdiction: A court is deemed to have jurisdiction of tiie subject-matter
of a suit when it has the right to proceed to determine the controversy or ques-
tion at issue between the parties, or to grant the relief prayed."

§ 449. Essentials of Jurisdiction ; Elements of ; Munday v. Vail

:

•<p. 93) "The subject-matter of a suit, when reference is made to questions of
jurisdiction, is defined to mean 'the nature of the cause of action and of the
relief sought.' Cooper v. Eeynolds, 10 Wall. 316, 2 Gr. & Rud. Jurisdiction may
be defined to be the right to adjudicate concerning the subject-matter in a given
case. To constitute this there are three essentials: First. The court must have
cognizance of the class of cases to which the one adjudged belongs. Second.
The proper parties must be present, and, third, the point <leeided must be, in sub-
stance and effect, within the issue. Munday v. Vail, 34 N. J. Law, 422, L.C. 79,

3 Gr. & Bud. '

' Charles v. White, 214 Mo. 187, 21 L. B. A. (N. S.) 481.

§ 450. Coram Judice Proceedings; Elements of:

"A court may be said to have jurisdiction of the subject-matter of a suit when it

has the right to proceed to determine the controversy or question in issue between
the parties, or grant the relief prayed. What the controversy or issue, in any case,

is, can only be determined from the pleadings. When the court has cognizance
of the controversy, as it appears from the pleadings, and has the parties before
it, then the judgment or order, which is authorized by the pleadings, however
erroneous, irregular or informal it may be, is valid until set aside or reversed

upon appeal or writ of error. This doctrine is founded upon reason and the

'soundest principles of public policy.' 'It is one,' says the court of Virginia,

'which has been adopted in the interest of the peace of society, and the per-

manent security of titles. If, after the rendition of a judgment by a court of

competent jurisdiction, and after the period has elapsed when it becomes irre-

versible for error, another court may in another suit inquire into the irregular-

ities or errors in such judgment, there would be no end to litigation and no fixed

established rights. Interest reipublicw ut sit finis litium is a principle that

depends on pleadings. Lancaster v. Wilson, 27 Gratt. 624; see also Adams v,

Cowles, 95 JIo. 506, 6 Am. St. 674; Sosenheim v. Hartsock (p. 94), 90 Mo. 365;
Morris v. Gentry, 89 N. C. 248 ; Porter v. Gile, 47 Vt. 620 ; Paul v. Smith, 82 Ky.
451; 1 Black on Judg., § 245.

*'As is said in Adams v. Cowles, supra, 'the question of jurisdiction must be tried

by the whole record.' An examination of this record shows that Mrs. Wilson
held the land as her separate estate when she executed the note. Such was also

the finding of the court. The decree was in accordance with the pleadings. The
court unquestionably had jurisdiction of the subject-matter. Inquiry cannot be
made in this collateral proceeding whether the court committed error, either in

law or fact; the judgment is conclusive. There is not a suggestion found in the

record that raises a suspicion that the property to be affected was other than the

separate estate of Mrs. Wilson."
24 Am. St. (p. 366) "Judgment, When Void: When it appears from the whole

record that a court has no jurisdiction over the person or subject-matter, the

judgment is voiil, and will be so treated in collateral proceedings.

"Judgment—Jurisdiction: The Subject-Matter of a Suit, when reference is made
to matters of jurisdiction, means the nature of the cause of action and the relief

sought.

§ 451. "Jurisdiction May Be Defined to Be the Right to

Adjudicate Concerning a Subject-Matter in a Given Cause.

"To constitute this, there are three essentials: 1. The court must have cognizance

of the class of cases to which the one adjudged belongs; 2. The proper parties

must be present; and 3. The point decided must be in substance and effect within

the issues.

•"Jurisdiction of the Subject-Matter of a Suit Exists when the court has the right

to proceed and determine the controversy or question in issue between the parties.
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and to grant the relief prayed, and what that controversy or issue is must be
determined by the pleadings.

§ 452. "Judgment Void for Want of Jurisdiction:

"A judgment is void, and will be so treated in a collateral proceeding, when from
an inspection of the record it appears that the court had no jurisdiction over the

person or of the subject-matter. Arthur v. Israel, 15 Col. 147, 22 Am. St. Bep.

381, and note; Freeman on Judgments, §§ 117, 120; Wilkerson v. Schoonmaker^
77 Tex. 615, 19 Am. St. Bep. 803; Williams v. Baynes, 77 Tex. 283, 19 Am. St.

Bep. 752; Lyons v. Roach, 84 Cal. 28; Paxton v. Daniell, 1 Wash. 19.

"Jurisdiction—Definition: Jurisdiction 'is authority or power which a man hath to-

do justice in causes of complaint brought before him.' Borden v. State, 11
Ark. 519, 54 Am. Dec. 218. '

'

§ 453. (VI) Bulkley v. Big Muddy Co., 77 Mo. 105-109.—

A wronged party need not be described in a pleading: "Our
Code" provides that this requirement can be waived.

"Pleading: 'Legal Capacity to Sue.' The rule that the question of the plaintiff's

legal capacity to sue must be raised either by demurrer or by answer, and' if not
so raised is to be deemed waived, does not apply alone to cases of infancy,
coverture, lunacy and the like. It applies to all cases where the plaintifE, though
having an interest in the subject of the suit and the relief demanded, does not
show a right to appear in court and demand such relief in his own name. '

'

§ 454. Fabula Non Judicium Expresses a Principle of the

Peesckiptive Constitution Which Coxjets Vindicate Above
Statutes and Decisions.—To illustrate: "The Cause of

Action" cannot be declared by statute from fiction and arbitrary-

edict. A statute cannot authorize the administration of a liv-

ing man's estate.*^

§455. A "Cause of Action" Must Arise From Reality.—

It can not arise from fiction ; it must be more than a myth ; it

is a contempt of court to present shams and myths and dead
issues.^^ The attempt to establish a "cause of action" from
a sham and myth profoundly involves "due process of law."
Examples of such arbitrary establishment are found in Breese
V. Haley, 2 Hughes, Procedure ; also Rensberger v. Britton, id.

§456. "Due Process of Law" Requires at Least Three
things, namely:

1. A wronged person described with certainty.

2. A wrongdoer likewise described.

3. A description of the injury, so that if a second suit is

brought then the record, the right record, the pleadings in the

38—Scott V. McNeal, 4 Gr. & Bud.; Springer v. Shavender, L.C. 24 3 id.r
Thomas v. P., sub Illinois; Nelson, 197 Mass. 279, 125 Am. St. 364; Johnson, 65
Mo. 250, 27 Am. Bep. 276.

'

39—Seabury, L.C. 281, 3 Gr. & Bud.; Weltmer, L.C. 268a, id.
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record will show the state and all who will look what was previ-
ously litigated. To this point, Hope, supra, is a very instruct-
ive case.*"

§457. Statutes Cannot Dispense With Essentials of "Due
Pbocess of Law."—The construction of "our practice act," of
"our statute," in Bulkley, supra, is offensive to fundamental
law. It offends De non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem
est ratio (What is not juridically presented can not be judicially
decided). Still against this organic law courts decide and add
to the jungle of confusion that befogs and bewilders. This
results where it is held that an indispensable party need not
appear and complain.^^

From the above will appear why the two records, the man-
datory and the statutory should be understood, also their re-
spective trilogies. See Preface to this volume.

Cujus est instituere ejus est abrogare.
A wrangle to which there is no wronged party can not be

a "cause of action," and where there is no "cause of action"
there can be no coram judice proceedings. When statutes pre-
scribe such a proceeding for courts to entertain they should
disregard such statutes. Courts were not designed to be mere
legislative puppets.

Uno absurdo dato infinita sequuntur.

§ 458. (VII) Davis v. Jacksonville, 126 Mo. 69:

"The question whether the court had jurisdiction to render the judgment it assumed
to give, is one which may be raised for the first time upon writ of error. If
the trial court was without the lawful power to act upon the defendant's rights,
because defendant had not been brought before the court in the mode required
by law, the want of power would infect the proceedings with fatal weakness,
which might be pointed out, even in a collateral action. For stronger reason,
could such a vital blemish be used to get rid of the apparent judgment under
appropriate reviewing process; for the judgment itself would be a mere form,
and simply null, wherever and whenever called in question in a court of law.

.Bannibal, etc. B. E. Co. v. Mahoney (1868), 42 Mo. 467." McQuitty, 218 Mo.
586, 131 Am. St. 561 (cites and follows Davis).

(p. 76.) "It is next urged that the petition does not state a cause of action.

"In the judgment of the writer of this opinion, that point involves an issue of law,
which should have been submitted first to the trial court to warrant the exercise
of appellate jurisdiction by this court by way of review. It is not, however,
necessary to repeat the reasons for that view. They have been given already.

State ex rel. v. Scott (1891), 104 Mo. 32; ante § 425-433. Lilly v. Menke (1894),
126 Mo. 190."

40—See also S. v. Muench, 217 Mo. 124, 137-139, 129 Am. St. 536; Black, 208
Mo. 281, 313.

41—Cooper v. Eeynolds (U. S.) cited in Hope, also in S. v. Muench, supra.
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(p. 78.) "At the present stage of the action, plaintiffs are entitled to the benefit

of every reasonable inference that may be drawn from the facts they have ex-

pressly alleged.
" 'In the construction of a pleading, for the purpose of determining its effect, it»

allegations shall be liberally construed, with a view to substantial justice be-

tween the parties. ' E.S. 1889, § 2074.

"If the petition is in any respects vague or uncertain, it was the duty of the de-

fendant to have had it corrected by timely motion (E.S. 1889, § 2057) ; other-

wise it must now be held good, as against any objection of that order, pro-

viding it states a substantial cause of action."

§ 459. (VIII) Lilly v. Menke, 126 Mo. 190, 211-212.-The

statement must contain a cause of action

:

"Prior to the adoption of the present code of civil procedure in 1849, it had been
held by this court in (p. 212) McGee v. State, 8 Mo. 495, that whatever might
be taken advantage of by a motion in arrest of judgment could be corrected

on writ of error. After the adoption of the code, this provision remained therein

:

' Xo exception shall be taken, in an appeal or writ of error, to any proceedings
in the Circuit Court, except such as shall have been expressly decided by such

court.' E.S. 1855, § 33, p. 1300. And the same provision remained in all the^

revisions up to and including the last. 2 Wagner's Statutes, p. 1067, § 32;
E.S. 1879, I 3774; E.S. 1889, p. 590, § 2302. But, as was pointed out by this,

court in Bateson v. Clark, 37 Mo. 31, the Eevised Statutes of 1855, page 1301,
contained this other provision, in the same chapter and known as § 35 :

' The
supreme court, in appeals or writs of error, shall examine the record and award
a new trial, reverse or afSrm the judgment or decision of the Circuit Court, or

give such judgment as such court ought to have given, as to them shall seem:
agreeable to law. '

' And this latter provision has also remained in all the re-

visions down to and including the present. 2 Wagner's Statutes, p. 1068, § 34j
E.S. 1879, § 3776; E.S. 1889, § 2304."

§ 460. Courts Will Sua Sponte Notice Defects of Substance:

"In Bateson v. Clark, 37 Mo. 31, thi? court held itself bound to look into the petition,

to see if it stated a cause of action, although it had not been challenged by a
demurrer or motion in arrest in the Circuit Court. Wagner, J., said : ' The-
record proper, by law, is the petition, summons, and all subsequent pleadings,
including the verdict and judgment, and these the law has made it our duty
to examine and revise, and if any error is apparent on the face of these plead-
ings which constitute the record, we will reverse the cause, whether any excep-
tions were taken or not.

'

'Prior to this decision this court, in Fox v. TooTce (p. 213), 34 Mo. 509, reversed
the cause because a married woman appeared and answered only by attorney
in a suit against her to charge her separate estate. It was objected that the
point had not been made in the Circuit Court, but the Court said: 'As it
appeared upon the record that she was a married woman, we think that it was
the duty of the court below to see that she appeared by a proper person. * * ».

Tor the manifest error, the judgment must be reversed and the cause remanded.

'

Citing Claflin v. Van Wagoner, 32 Mo. 252.
"In State to use v. Matson, 38 Mo. 489, Bateson v. Clark, supra, was discussed and

the decision therein expressly adhered to, and a petition which failed to state
a cause of action was held reversible error, although not challenged by demurrer
or motion in arrest. Jones v. Tuller, 38 Mo. 365, is to the same effect.

"In Nordmanser v. Hitchcock, 40 Mo. 178, the error apparent on the record was in
allowing defendant to recover on his counterclaim when plaintiff had failed to
appear instead of dismissing plaintiff's suit.

"In Sweet v. Maupin, 65 Mo. 72, all the cases are reviewed and the principle re-
afSrmed that this court may reverse for error apparent on the record, although
not raised in the lower court; but this important qualification was added, that
even though the error was patent of record, this court would not reverse unless
the error materially affected the merits of the action, and this is the -statute
now as then. § 2303, E.S. 1889.
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"This principle has more recently been reiterated by different members of this court
until it would seem it ought now to be recognized as the settled practice. Mcln-
tire V. Mclntire, 80 Mo. 470; State ex rel. v. Scott (p. 214), 104 Mo. loo. cit. 31

j
Smith V. Burrus, 106 Mo. 94; Eailroad v. Lewright, 113 Mo. 660."

§ 461. Necessary Parties Are Jurisdictional:

Shields v. Barrow (U. S.) cited and followed. See Williams v. Bankhead, L.C. 98,
3 Gr. & Eud.

BulUey, 77 SIo. 85, 93. (Wronged party not indispensable; he may be waived.)

§ 462. (IX) Bateson v. Clark, 37 Mo. 31.—Error appearing

npon the face of the mandatory record will keep; it needs neither

objection nor exception.

(p. 31.) "Practice—Error and Exception—^Distinction between error appearing of
record and error appearing by exceptions.

(p. 34.) "But it is further objected that the petition is defective and does not
state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action. This objection was not
raised in the court below, and no exceptions were taken, and it is insisted on
here for the first time. Our statute has unquestionably made a distinction be-
tween what is properly matter of error and exception. By the Eevised Code of
1855, p. 1300, par. 33, 'no exception shall be taken in an appeal or writ of
error to any proceeding in the Circuit Court, except such as shall have been
expressly decided by such court ; but § 35 of same chapter requires this court
to examine the record and award a new trial to reverse or afBrm the judgment,
or to give the proper judgment as may seem agreeable to law.' The record
proper, by law, is the petition, summons, and all subsequent pleadings, includ-

ing the verdict and judgment; and these the law has made it our duty to ex-

amine and revise; and if any error is apparent on the face of these pleadings
which constitute the record, we will reverse the cause, whether any exceptions
were taken or not. Exception is matter which arises wholly from the action

of the court in the progress of the trial, as the admission or rejection of evi-

dence, the sustaining or overruling some motion, the giving or refusing of
instructions, etc. This is strictly no part of the record unless made so by being
incorporated in a bill of exceptions, and to entitle it to any notice or be made
available here the action of the court must have been excepted to at the time
the alleged error was committed. '

'

See citation of many cases in Bateson, supporting the view

that statutes of Jeofails apply to formal matters, and that

error appearing on the face of the record saves itself without

objection or exception, or statutory record.*^

A court will take notice of all matter and omissions relating

to the mandatory record.*^ A court will look and take notice

of coram nan judice proceeding or one that is vulnerable to

collateral attack.**

§ 463. (X) Gramp v. Dumiivant (1856), 23 Mo. 254-256:

"1. A petition conforming to the statutory forms, accompanying the practice act

of 1849, is sufficient.

"2. Where, after the overruling of a demurrer to a petition, final judgment is ren-

dered for the plaintiff, and it appears from the entry of the judgment that the

'

42—Slaeum v. Pomery, 6 Cranc-h, 221, 4 Gr. & Bud., cited and approved.

43—L.C. 1, 3 Gr. & Eud. et seq.

44—Davis, 126 Mo., 75.
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inquisition of damages was taken 'without any proof of the amount of the
damages sustained; held, that this fact should be preserved by bill of excep-

tions; there being nothing to the contrary except this statement in the entry

of judgment, it will be presumed that the inquisition of damages was properly
taken. '

'

"APPEAL FEOM ST. LOUIS LAW COMMISSIONEK 'S COUET.
"C. C. CAEEOLL, for appellant.

"M. L. GEAY, for respondent.
•

' RYLAND, Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.

"The plaintiff brought his action in the Law Commissioner's Court, against the
defendant, as follows :

' Plaintiff states that defendant owes him one hundred
and ten dollars for work done and materials found for the defendant, the par-

ticulars of which appear by the following account hereto annexed, and made
part of the petition :

'
' 1854. Joseph Dunnivant to George Gramp, Dr. To

digging a well in the rock by blasting twenty feet, the first ten feet at $5 per
foot, and the next ten feet at $6 per foot, $110." Plaintiff asks judgment for
one hundred and ten dollars, with interest, being the amount due him.

'

" (255) To the petition the defendant demurred, because, 1st. It is not averred in

the petition that the work was done or the materials furnished by the plaintiff

at the request of defendant; 2nd. The particulars of the demand are not set

forth according to law, in such case made and provided. The court overruled
the demurrer, and the defendant relying on it, the court gave judgment on the
demurrer against defendant, considering the plaintiff's petition as confessed,
and an inquiry of said defendant's indebtedness to the plaintiff was awarded
forthwith. The plaintiff waiving a jury, submitted the cause to the court, and
the court, 'without any proof, being fully advised of and concerning the prem-
ises, doth find that said defendant is indebted to plaintiff in the amount of
one hundred and ten dollars,' and rendered judgment accordingly for that
amount against the defendant. The defendant afterwards filed his bond, and
prayed for and obtained an appeal to this court.

"There is no bill of exceptions; no motion to set aside the inquisition of damages.
The case comes here upon the judgment of the court on the demurrer. This
involves the sufficiency of the plaintiff's petition. The petition is in the form
given by the statute, and whether this be framed strictly according to the
requisitions' of the act, is immaterial; it is sufScient that it is in the form pre-
scribed. There is no error, then, in overruling the demurrer, or in giving judg-
ment thereon for the plaintiff. The question, then, is, whether it appears from
the record that the inquisition of damages was taken without proof of the actual
damages sustained. It is so stated in the entry on the record ; but whether it is
competent to preserve the fact in the record in this manner, is the question. A
majority of this court is of the opinion that it is not competent to preserve such
a fact by an assertion of the court of its existence on its records. The evidence
is no part of the record in aiiy case; it must be placed on record by bill of
exceptions. A motion during the trial is no part of the record, unless it be
made such by a bill of exceptions. The fact that there was or was not proof
of any matter in controversy before the court, (256) must be placed on its
record m proper manner. The court cannot say that there was no proof by
simply stating that fact in its judgment. If this be allowed, then any other fact
stated by the court may become equally as well a part of the record The judg-
ment below will, therefore, with the concurrence of Judge Leonard be affirmed
there being nothing properly on the record to contradict the presumption that
the inquisition of damages was lawfully and properly taken.

"

§ 463a. Illustrations; Presupposed Opinions.—To illustrate,
we shall dwell upon this case, thereby seeking to impress impor-
tant views. Therefore we shall here offer a presupposed opin-
ion, as follows:
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§464. "Gramp" Formally Stated:

The Plaintiff Complains and Alleges:

1. That defendant is indebted to plaintiff in the sum of one

hundred and ten dollars for work and labor done by plain-

tiff in digging a well during the year A. D. 1854.

2. That no part of said sum has been paid, but now remains

wholly due, owing and unpaid.

WHEEEFORE : Plaintiff asks for judgment for said sum
with costs. By M. L. Gray,

Attorney for Plaintiff.

§ 465. Is the Above Statement Demurrable, Is the Question.—

If it is, then it is subject to a motion in arrest of judgment, and
a judgment founded on this statement is open to collateral

attack, if offered to prove either an estoppel or title to prop-

erty if this is sold upon an execution. For a judgment founded

upon a fatally defective statement is coram non judice. To this,

ever applies Debile fundamentum fallit opus.*^

The contract sued on is not a judgment, nor a deed, nor

commercial paper. It is a simple oral contract; this kind of a

contract is not aided by presumptions as are the other classes

of contracts. To simple oral contracts the widest range of

defences is given.

§ 466. All Contracts Are Founded Upon Certain Essential

Facts and These Facts Must Be Alleged, so that issue can

be joined thereon, also to give the court jurisdiction. The

judgment contract calls for its own certain allegations ; so does

the deed, and so does the simple contract.

§ 467. For the Simple Oral Contract, at Least Two Things

Must Be Aveebed :

1. The assent, or the mutual agreement.

2. The consideration.

In this relation it may be well to observe that there is a

third element, the legality, which is extensively discussed in

relation to the maxim In pari delicto potior est conditio de-

fendentis. A part of this maxim is, "He who hath done iniquity

shall not have equity," or, "He who seeks equity must do

equity.
'

'

45—Bro. Max. 180; Slacum v. Pomery (1810), 6 Cranch, 221 (Marshall, C.J.)

;

Bushton V. Aspinall, Smith Lead. Gas. (Mansfield) ; Jackson v. Pesked, 1 M. & 8.

234; 85 Eng. Beprint, 248, n.
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§ 468. Relating to This Trilogy of Elements Are Most of the

Discussions of Conteact Law.—These elements constitute great

equities, and are most fully discussed and closely looked after

in equity cases. These elements are leading equities from many
viewpoints.

Of these elements, it seems well to state

:

§ 469. 1. The Assent, Expressed or Implied, Is a Funda-

MENTAL Eequieement.—The defence from the Eoman maxim
Non hcec in foedera veni has ever been the same, and must ever

be in a government of protection. That maxim is from the

prescriptive constitution and states a principle that is as broad

and as deep as any principle expressed in any great charter

or in any written constitution. We quoted and applied this

maxim in Pacific, 22 Mo. 306. It is also involved in the Carson

Case, p. 265, post. It arises in the discussion of Lampleigh v.

Brathwait}^ In this case is indicated the importance of the

"request"; also in Bartholomew v. Jackson (N. Y.), L.C. 302,

3 Gr. & Eud. The principle in this last case is involved in the-

Carson Case next to be decided.

From these authorities will appear the significance of the

words, namely, "at his instance and request," in a pleading.

Consequently, from a pleading, are perceivable the elements of
a contract, and from a contract, what a pleading should con-

tain. At this juncture let us ask if these words were put in a
statement of a simple oral contract, should they be stricken as

surplusage? Are these words surplusage in such a contract
?*'^

§ 470. 2. The Consideration Is the Second Important Ele-

MENT OP A Simple Oral Conteact.—Ex nudo pacto non oritur

actio (Bro. Max. 745-768) is also from the Eoman law. Ever
since Rann v. Hughes, L.C. 312, 3 Gr. & End., cited and ap-

proved in Mullanphy, 8 Mo. 676, the last maxim, namely, Ea^
nudo pacto, etc., correctly expresses the law. It involves the

heart and vitals of a contract. Consequently a consideration

must be alleged in all simple oral contracts.** The statement
of a cause of action which omits this allegation is fatally-

defective.

46—Smith's Leading Cases, L.C. 301, 3 Gr. & Eud. cited and followed, Duval.
21 Mo. 397.

'

47—See Carson Case, §§ 480-482, post.
48—Kann v. Hughes.
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§ 471. Necessities in Judicial Procedure; Outline Obser\ra^

TioNs.—If legislatures can prescribe a form of pleading that

dispenses with essential facts, then they can dispense with plead-

ings altogether; then statutes may dispense with clerks of

courts, also with the records that clerks should keep; then

statutes may provide for oral judgments, oral process, oral

attachments, oral levies, oral sales, and thus remove every safe-

guard of certainty and of its consequent protection. Then we
may have an oral assessment of property, and oral levy of

taxes and oral tax sales. Wherever this is done, there is an
absolutism; there is a Morocco, a Persia and a Turkey. There
is no constitutional government where there is no division of

state power, and a record to evince the exercise of authority

by the right officials at the right time, at the right place, and in

the right way. For all this there must be a record, and a

court is bound by its record. This record is an implication ; it

is a constitutional implication. Legislatures cannot impair nor

destroy this implication. This record is a necessity for the

operation of the judicial department; it springs from neces-

sity, convenience, reason and the public welfare. It rests on

grounds and rudiments of law. A court cannot make for a

claimant a better right than a claimant sets forth. If a court

can assume one fact for a claimant, then it can assume all ; then

of what use is a pleading? of what use is the Code provision

that prescribes what a statement of a cause of action shall con-

tain? But over and beyond this provision of the Code, must

not courts construe in the language of the law?*^

§ 472. If the Statute Were Silent, Would Not the Court Be
Compelled to Apply Thkee Fundamental Maxims in Pboce-

DUBE, Namely:

1. Ve non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio: Where the court can-

not take judicial notice of a fact, it is the same as if the fact had not existed.

2. Frustra probatur quod probatum non relevat: It is vain to prove what is not

in question or what is not alleged and denied.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: The words of an instrument are

to be taken most strongly against the composer; or, every presumption is

against a pleader.

§ 473. Can a Constitutionalism Be Conducted in Disregard

OF This Trilogy of Proceduee?—If it cannot be, then it will

appear absurd to assume for an instant only that all power is

49_Biddle v. Boyce (1850), 13 Mo. 532, §§ 406-427, ante.
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vested in legislatures. These cannot make a man judge of his

own disputes. To assume they can is calculated to mislead ; and

this is done when we emphasize a statute that merely reaffirms

old principles.^"

It is not always what is said but the way it is said that does

mischief. Fundamental principles can be hidden and silted

over, by unduly accentuating written constitutions and statutes.

To avoid this, those principles that are parts of the pre-

scriptive constitution should be fully perceived and clearly

classified.

In the light of the above, let us ask if the prescription of a

form of pleadings can be any authority for immolating prin-

ciples of the prescriptive constitution that mark the separating

line between a constitutionalism and an absolutism.

§ 474. The Code Is the Subgrowth of a Branch of Anglo-

Amekican Law We Call Equity.—This branch of law is given

a foundation in America upon maxims from the Eoman law.

These maxims are reaffirmed in our Code in a varied language,

but, nevertheless, the meaning has not been changed. Indeed, it

cannot be changed. The trilogy of procedure can be picked from

§ 10, Story's Pleading. By this trilogy and by this section we
shall construe our Code. Without or with a Code, the law
would be the same. This law is not the gift of legislatures nor
of conventions. It comes from the beyond, and as it is per-

ceived in the prescriptive constitution, we shall ever construe

it. Concordare leges legibus est optimus interpretandi modus.

§ 475. The Statement in "Gramp" Is Bad in Substance.—
In the light of these views, the statement above set out is

fatally defective, and a pleading must be construed against the

pleader at all stages. There can be no ebb and flow of con-

struction dependent upon the changes of the parties' relations.^^

§ 476. To Such a Statement, No Objection Is Due. It Would
Not Sustain a Judgment.—To appear and demur was simply
a plenary discharge of duty by the attorney.

That the statement of the cause of action or of the defence
shall contain facts sufficient is the reaffirmation of the old and
necessary law, from which we cannot depart.

50—See Hallowell, 24 Mo. 590.

51

—

Verla fortius acdpiuntvr contra proferentem. Dovaston v. Payne Smith '9
Lead. Cas.; Biddle, 13 Mo. 532; Dickey, 6 Mo. 186; Marshall, 12 Mo. 93- Carson
Case, post.

'
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§ 477. Limitations of Judicial Power; A Court Is Bound by
Its Recokd.—The statement of the cause of action being fatally

defective, all reference to proofs became immaterial. Still, we
will observe that a failure to deny material facts admits them ;.

the admission of material facts upon the mandatory record is

conclusive. Evidently the trial court took this view ; manifestly,

it thought so when it wrote in the record "without any proof,

being fully advised of and concerning the premises, doth find

that the said defendant is indebted to plaintitf in the amount of

one hundred and ten dollars." By this, the court intended to

express its views and to state how it was judicially determined

to act. Therefore these words are not surplusage. Naturally,

the attorney for the defendant heeded them, and has brought

the case here on appeal and prays for a review. Had the

statement of the cause been sufficient and the court had evinced

an intention peremptorily to reject or to consider proper evi-

dence without more, upon first principles, the judgment should

be reversed. By abuse of power, a court may divest itself of

jurisdiction.^^

From the view last expressed, we ought to view with grave

concern the words last quoted. These words show an unwilling

court further to hear or consider.

If the statement had been sufficient, and the court had not

been practically closed to a hearing, then it might be in order to

consider the consequences of the absence of a bill of exceptions

and of no assignment of errors. There may be cases where the

last mentioned documents become essential, but only in cases

where the mandatory record is sufficient to serve the purposes of

res adjudicata, and to resist objections upon collateral attack.

For these and other conserving principles of procedure there

must be certain and sufficient records. Upon these depend the

gravest concerns of government and of the usefulness of courts.

§ 478. The First and Greatest Rule of Evidence Is, ' 'What

Ought to Be of Eecoed Must Be Proved by Eecoed and by the

Eight Eecoed."^*

But in this ease, at the threshold, the court was not invested

52 Windsor v. McVeigh (U. S.). See Hope >'. Blair, supra. (Collateral at-

tack.)
53_Collier, 1 Mo. 1 ; Gates, -13 Mo. 511; Wynne, 23 Mo. 30; Milan, 12 Mo.

598; Jones,- 20 Mo. 87; Bersch, 27 Mo. 101.
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with jurisdiction of a subject matter, and certainly not of a

simple oral contract, for reasons already stated.

§ 479. Pleadings Are the Juridical Means of Investing a
•Court with Jtjeisdiction of a Subject Matter to Adjudicate

It.—Therefore, jurisdiction or power to proceed depended on a

pleading; it stands to reason this pleading must state some-

thing, must describe something to which jurisdiction might or

could attach.^*

§ 480. (XI) Carson v. Ely (1856), 23 Mo. 265-268:

'
' 1. The voluntary expenditure of work and labor upon the property of another, is

not 'of its?lf sufficient to create a cause of action against the owner.

"APPEAL FEOM ST. LOUIS COUET OF COMJIOX PLEAS.
"KEUM & HAEDING, for aopellant.
"CtANTT, for respondent.
^'(266) LEONAED, Judge, delivered the opinion of the Court.

"We have been a good deal perplexed in this case on account of the imperfect man-
ner in whifih the plaintiff has stated in the petition what we suppose he intended
to rely upon as the ground of his action. The goods were to be transported
from New Orleans to Chicago, and the Georgia, upon which they were shipped
at New Orleans, had the privilege of delivering them at St. Louis, at which
place the plaintiff, who was a forwarding and commission merchant there, as

well as the agent of the St. Louis and Chicago Transportation Company, was
designated in the bills of lading as the consignee. The plaintiff sought to
recover for money advanced and the commission for advances and forwarding,
on the alleged ground that he had sent the goods forward and paid out money
to put them in order for that purpose. The defendants insisted that their
contract was exclusively with the St. Louis and Chicago Transportation Com-
pany; that the plaintiff was not the consignee of the goods, and had no author-
ity whatever to meddle with them, except as the company's agent; and that if

he bestowed any labor or expense on them, it was a voluntary act on his part,
for which they were not liable.

"'The plaintiff contented himself with stating in his petition that he did the work
and expended the money on the goods which he seeks to recover; but he does
not state that it was done at the defendant's request, or that they promised
to pay him for it; nor does he state even in general terms a legal liability on
the part of the defendant to pay; or that the plaintiff was the consignee of
the goods, and had them in his possession as such; or any other fact or circum-
stance from which we would be authorized to raise, as a matter of law an
•implied promise or a legal liability on the part of the defendants to pay. 'The
petition, we think, is clearly insufficient. It is impossible to say, as a matter
of law, that one who voluntarily does work or expends money about the property
or business of another, can recover on that ground only. Undoubtedly when
(267) property is about to perish, one who voluntarily takes such care of it as
may be necessary for its preservation, ought to be allowed to recover to the
extent, at least, to which the absent owners are benefited by the voluntary ex-
penditure of labor or money; but that is not the ground on which the plaintiff
seeks to recover here, nor, indeed, would that principle be sufficient to support
the recovery actually had.

54—Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 (instructive ease); Eushton v Aspinall
Smith, Lead. Cas. L.C. 5, 3 Gr. & Eud.; § 10, Story's PI.; Davis 126 Mo 75'

supra; Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Eud.; also 4 id.; also stated 'in "relation to
Theory of the Case, zd. (Herein it is presented in full; it quotes Clark v Dillon
a notable New York case)

;
Jackson v. Pesked, 1 jr. & S. 234, quoted 1 Wms Saund'

228, n., 85 Eng. Eeprint, 248 n.; 105 Eng. Reprint, 88. See §§ 47 68 II9"
£t seq., ante. ' ' '
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•"It is to be observed that the defect we have pointed out is not a mere variance,

within the meaning of the code, which does not prejudice the party who is

guilty of the fault, unless the objection be taken advantage of at the time, but
is the entire omission of a material fact necessary to be alleged and proved in

order to entitle the party to relief. If, however, it were found that it was
the duty of the plaintiff, as the original consignee, according to the course and
custom of the trade, to secure ami forward the goods, notwithstanding the

subsequent arrangement of the owners with the Transportation Company, on
the company's refusing to do it under their contract, and that he did, in fact,

so receive and forward them, acting for himself and not as the agent of the
company, then it might be argued that what was omitted in the proof was suf-

ficiently put upon the record by the finding, and that a reversal, under such
circumstances, would be a reversal for a formal and not a substantial defect.

There is no ground here, however, for such an argument, even if it could be
allowed to prevail. The finding does not supply the omission in the petition,

even if we suppose they could be supplied in this way. The court, it is true,

found that the plaintiff was the original consignee of the goods, and that the
Hillman declined taking them on account of the condition they were in; but
it is not expressly found that the company declined receiving the goods, nor is

it distinctly found that the plaintiff received them in his individual capacity
on account of the company 's declining to do so, and that he forwarded them,
acting for himself and not as the agent of the company. We shall, therefore,
reverse the judgment, in order that the cause may be retried. The plaintiff

can then (268) ask leave to amend his petition, and, upon the trial, the ques-
tion, we suppose, will be, whether it was the duty of the plaintiff, under the

, circumstances of the ease, as the original consignee, to receive and forward
the goods upon the Transportation Company's declining to do so; and whether,
in fact, he did so receive and forward them, acting for himself, or whether
what he did, in that respect, was done as the agent of the company, under their

contract with the owner.
*

' The judgment is reversed, and the cause remanded. '

'

§ 481. Voluntary Acts—Gratuities—Never Constitute a Oon-

TEACT.-'^—Therefore the necessity for the allegation that the

consideration moved at his "instance and request." Non Jicec

in foedera veni (I did not come into this compact).

§ 482. A Cause of Action Must Be Stated.—This statement

is fatally defective: "On or about February 18, 1868, plain-

tiffs sold and delivered to the defendant 4000 pounds of flour,

and that the same was worth $212." Boiven v. Emerson.^'^

Dovaston, L.C. 217, 3 Gr. & End., is surpassed in strictness in

Boiven, a code case.^'^ In Boiven, the court dwelt on the fact that

the time of payment was not stated. See TJt res magis valeat,

C!hap. XIV, supra. It cites Allen v. Peterson?^

§ 483. (XII) Andrews v. Lynch (1858), 27 Mo. 167-170:

^'1. The objection that a petition does not state facts suflScient to constitute a

cause of action is not waived by a failure to take same by demurrer or answer. '

'

"A statute copied from another state carries with it the construction there given

to it. •

55—Bartholomew, L.C. 302, 3 Gr. & Bud.
56— (1869), 3 Oreg. 452, Hinton's Code Cases, 8.

57—C/. Dobson, L. C. 232a, 3 Gr. & Bud. ; Steph. PI. 146-150 (aider by pleading

over, citing Jackson v. Pesked, the widely cited English case, quoted sub Dobson).

58 7 X. Y. 476, 57 Am. Dec. 542, ext. n. (common counts, how far available

under the code).
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"2. A petition alleging that the plaintiff delivered a slave belonging to him to the
defendant for safe keeping, he agreeing to pay defendant a certain sum per
day ; that said slave had never been delivered by defendant to plaintiff, al-

though plaintiff had demanded said slave from him, is defective; it alleges no
contract to re-ileliver, no conversion of the slave by defendant, no loss through
the negligence of defendant. '

'

"The petition in this case is as foUovi'S: 'Plaintiff states that he was the owner
of a slave named David, aged about twenty-three years, a slave for life and
dark copper color; that heretofore, to-wit, on the 31st day of October, 1854,
the plaintiff delivered said slave to the defendant for safe keeping, and for
which the plaintiff agreed to pay the defendant thirty cents per day, including
the board of said slave; that said slave has never been delivered by said de-

fendant to the plaintiff, although the plaintiff in November, 1854, demanded
said slave from the defendant, and the defendant refused and neglected to
tomply with said demand ; and said defendant has ever since and does yet refuse
and neglect to deliver said slave to the plaintiff; that said slave was worth.
$1,200 in cash, and his hire per month $25, making in all the sum of $1,500,
in which sum the plaintiff says the defendant is indebted to him, and for
which,' &c.

(168) "The following are the only instructions given to the jury, given at the
instance of the defendant: '1. If the defendant used in keeping the plain-
tiff's negro that amount of care which persons of ordinary prudence in their
business ordinarily take of their own property, and, notwithstanding, the slave
escaped, the defendant is not liable, and the burden is on the plaintiff to show
that defendant did not use such care. 2. If the jury find from the evidence
that the plaintiff's slave escaped from defendant's premises, he can not recover
unless the escape was through the negligence of the defendant or his servants,
and the burden of proof is on the plaintiff to show that said slave escaped
by means of such negligence, and in the absence of such showing the jury ought
to -find for the defendant.' The following instruction asked by defendant was
refused: '3. If the plaintiff's agent who caused the negro mentioned in the
petition to be placed in the defendant's possession knew before the 31st of
October, 1854, that a negro boy belonging to the defendant watched at the
outer door, and opened the same to admit persons, he cannot in this place
complain that the defendant was guilty of any negligence in permitting said
negro boy to watch at the front door and to manage the key thereof. ' Instruc-
tions asked by plaintiff were refused.

"The jury found for plaintiff.

"S. T. & A. D. GLOVEB AND HANNEGAN, for appellant.

"1. There was a total want of proof on the question of negligence. 2. The court
erred in refusing the third instruction. (Sto. on Bail., § 74; 13 Ala. 588- 38
Maine 55; 10 Mo. 568.) 3. There is no averment of negligence in the petition.
The law of bailments was construed throughout on the same rules that apply
to inanimate property. This was incorrect. (See 2 Pet. 150- 3 Johns 170-
4 Mart. 55; 2 Wheat. 100; 10 Mo. 568.) The petition was defective

"SHEEVE, for respondent.

(169) "NAPTON, Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.

"This case was submitted to the jury upon instructions asked by the defendant
.and the verdict being against him he has certainly no right to complain of the
instructions given. The third instruction he asked was properly refused as the
circumstance alluded to in that instruction was in evidence before the jury and
it was not the province of the court to say what inference they should draw
from it. There was evidence of negligence before the jury which justified the
verdict rendered; and we should have no disposition to disturb it on the ground
of any supposed preponderance of testimony one way or the other But we
do not see how this judgment can be sustained upon such a petition There
was no averment of negligence in the petition. It is true, the defendant did
not demur, but put m an answer averring due diligence on his part and a loss
of the negro without his fault, and the case was tried upon the question of
negligence or no negligence, upon the basis of the defendant's answer Therewas no issue in the case; indeed, no cause of action whatever, so far as T can
discover, is stated m the petition. It states a bailment of a slave to defendant
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for safe keeping, and a refusal of defendant to deliver him up when requested.
It is nowhere averred that it was the duty of the defendant to deliver up the
slave on request, or that any contract was made, express or implied, to this

effect, or that any contract was broken. No conversion is alleged to make it

an action of trover (at common law), or any contract stated by which it could
be construed as an assumpsit, or any misfeasance or negligence to bring it

within the class of actions on the case. The gist of the action, as the facts de-

veloped ou the trial show, was negligence, but there was no averment on this

subject. The old rule of the English judges that a verdict would supply what-
ever of necessity must have been proved to the jury has never been held to

extend to cases where the gist of the action is omitted. Nor have the various

statutes of (170) amendments and jeofails enacted in several of our states and
embodying this principle, ever been construed to embrace a case where no cause

of action is stated. (1 Bac. Abr. p. 16; 1 Petersdorf Ab. 871; Winston's Exec'r
V. Francisco, 2 Wash. 189; Chichester v. Vass, 1 Call 71; 1 Am. Dec. 509.) Our
statute upon this subject contains nothing new or additional to the old rule.

(2 E.C. 1855, p. 1256, clauses 8 and 9.) Indeed, the 10th section of the 6tk
article of the practice act (B.C. 1855, p. 1232) declares that the objection,

that the petition does not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action,

is- not waived by a failure to demur or to suggest the objection in the answer.
"The defendant in this case, under the instructions given by the court, was held

to that degree of diligence 'which persons of ordinary care in their business
ordinarily take of their own property.' The instruction was the defendant's,
and it was certainly not for him to complain of it; but, as the case goes back,,

we may with propriety suggest whether such a rule of diligence as this is ap-
plicable to bailees of this character. If by 'ordinary care in their business' is;

meant such care as was reasonably to be expected of persons engaged in the-

business which defendant followed, there can be no objection probably to it;

but if it was meant merely to require that care or watchfulness which a master
usually exercises over his slaves on his farm, or, in his work-shop, or about his

house, that is not the diligence which he is expected to exercise who is employed
in the business defendant undertook.

"Judge Scott concurring, the judgment is reversed. Eichardson, judge, not sitting,

having been of counsel. '

'

Note.—Citing for authority Bacon's and Petersdorff 's Abridgments (the cyclo-

pedias of their days) should have given way for Story's Equity Pleading, § 10,

Kushton V. Aspinall and Jackson v. Pesked (supra) for obvious reasons. Ephemeral
literature is not the best.

§ 484. Andrews v. Lynch Elucidated and Approved.—To
illustrate and best impress Biddle and Gramp (ante), we offered

presupposed opinions. For reasons relating thereto we now
offer another

:

Plaintiff Complains and Alleges:

1. That defendant, on October 31, 1854, hired plaintiff's slave

for life, one David, aged about twenty-three years.

2. That defendant agreed to board and safely keep, and upon

demand, redeliver said slave to plaintiff, also to pay plain-

tiff thirty cents per day as wages for the services of said

slave, to be given to defendant.

3. That in November, 1854, plaintiff demanded said slave of

defendant.

4. That defendant has wholly failed and neglected to deliver

said slave to plaintiff.
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5. That plaintiff has been unable to regain possession of said

slave, who has become lost to plaintiff.

6. That said slave was worth $1200, and was worth, in wages,

$300 per year.

WHEEEFOEE : Plaintiff prays judgment for $1500 and for

costs of suit.

By— .

§485. Important Resolutions in "Andrews."—Defendant
did not object to the above statement, but answered thereto, and

by this answer admitted all of plaintiff's allegations, and

thereby waived all formal defects and all omissions except that

the statement did not contain facts sufficient to constitute a

cause of action and that the court did not have jurisdiction of

the subject matter.

Defendant also affirmatively pleaded and tendered an issue

on his diligence. No reply or response pleading to this answer

was filed. Or, in other words, the defendant did not make an

issue on the defendant's allegations of diligence on the defend-

ant's part. Now, if this was material, it was decisive of the

case. Both parties and the court assumed there were issues to

try, and, accordingly, a jury was called and evidence was intro-

duced, and the jury was instructed, and the case was argued and

tried upon the assumptions of a material issue presented upon
the right record, namely, the mandatory record, wherefrom an

issue must appear agreeably to the first rule of evidence,

namely

:

§ 486. "What Ought to Be of Record Must Be Proved by
Eecoed and by the Eight Ebcoed."—A court is bound by its

record in a constitutionalism. The statutory record (bill of ex-

ceptions), filed in the case, has nothing to do with material

allegations, admissions in the pleadings, with denials and conse-

quent issues. This record is for the uses of an appellant in a

court of errors, and is for no other use. This record originates

from a statute, and it is limited to the purposes for which it is

created. Expressio unius est exclusio alterius. The statutory

record is for an appellant, in a court of errors only. Pen-
nowfsky, 205 Mo. 135 (Judge Lamm reflects upon the stupidity

of the bar). This record depends upon an assignment of errors

;
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the statutory record will only be opened to the extent required

by the assignment of errors ; for what is not assigned for error

is waived. Welch, 28 Mo. 30. But as to the mandatory record,

other considerations obtain. If there is no motion for a new
trial and thereon an assignment of errors, then the statutory

record is waived. Consensus tollit errorem. This record will

not be opened except as required by the assignment of errors.

An.d if there is no mandatory record, or if it is fatally defective

because of a missing link, then the statutory record and its

assignment of errors is of no consequence. Debile fundamentum

fallit opus: AVTiere the foundation fails all goes to the

ground. Bersch, 28 Mo. 101; Steamboat, 9 Mo. 642; Welch,

28 Mo. 30. In this case, it is the mandatory record that is at

fault ; and herein the statement of the cause of action is fatally

defective because of the omission of a material allegation.

Rushton V. Aspinall, Smith's Lead. Cas. (Mansfield), 3 Gr. &
Eud.; McCandless, 211 U. S. 437; Roper v. Clay, 18 Mo. 383, 59

Am. Dec. 314; Carson, 23 Mo. 265, §480, ante (S. P. as

RusMon).

§ 487. Principles in Bailments; Coggs v. Bemaxd.—In this

case a bailment is involved, and according to Lord Holt's classi-

fication, from the Eoman law, in Coggs v. Bernard. L.C. 350,

3 Gr. & Eud. ; Smith, Lead. Cas. ; Locatio rei (where the hirer

gets a temporary use of the thing). As to this class, the hirer

is not charged in the absence of negligence alleged and proved.

In this class of cases, negligence is not presumed, as in case

of innkeepers (Calye's Case, L.C. 356, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Smith,

Lead. Cas.) ; nor as in case of Common Carriers. See Coggs v.

Bernard, L.C. 350, 3 Gr. & Eud., for the ablest discussion of

these principles. In Reg, 24 Mo. 600, we held an agister was

not liable for a horse in the absesnce of proof of negligence.

In the case at bar there is no allegation of negligence. Now,

Allegata et probata must correspond. Bristow v. Wright, Smith,

Lead. Cas. (Mansfield); L.C. 135, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Winston, 28

Mo. 82.

§ 488. Allegata et Probata Must Correspond.—Where there

are no allegata there can be no probata. A defense not pleaded

is waived, and if waived, it cannot be proved. Hudson, 101

Mo. 30 ; Sanders, 158 Mo. 361 : cases ; Rush v. Brown, 101 Mo.
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586 (What is not alleged cannot be proved). A court is bound

by its record. Lynch, 28 Mo. 357; Irwin, 28 Mo. 576 (S.P. as

Borhenhagen); Cowden, 28 Mo. 471; Frustra probatur quod

probatum non relevat; Winston, 28 Mo. 82; Borkenhagen, L.C.

81, 3 Gr. & Eud.; see Cape G. E. E., 222 Mo. 461, 486-487; Sto.

Eq. PI. 28.

§ 489. Where There Is No Allegation, There Can Be No
Peoof.—If the statement is fatally defective, we do not look for

aider; we do not look into subsequent pleadings for what the

initial pleading should contain. For if the statement of the

cause is defective, then a demurrer to a subsequent pleading-

is carried back to the first defect. This was decided in Collier,.

1 Mo. 1. This view agrees with this definition of pleadings

:

§ 490. "Pleadings Are the Juridical Means of Investing a
Court With Jurisdiction of a Subject-Matteb to Adjudi-

cate It.''—Hope V. Blair, 105 Mo. 85, 93; Crockett v. Lee, 7

Wheat. 522, 526-527, quoted sub Frustra, Chap. VI, ante. §§ 47,

68, 119, et seq. McQuitty v. Wilhite, 218 Mo. 586, 131 Am. St.

561 ; Johnson v. VicJcers, 139 Wis. 149, 131 Am. St. 1046.

§ 491. Pleadings Are to Limit Issues and to Narrow Proofs,

AND TO Define and Bound the Jurisdiction op the Court.—
A court is bound by its record in a government of protection.

For this purpose there must be a record. Consequently appears

the importance of the allegation, the admission, the denial, the

issue, and the juridical treatment of all these matters. And
all of these matters are more of a juridical question than of

legislative concern. This view is also supported by § 10, Story's

Pleading, which is a great and instructive section in a great

work. See Story, 4 Gr. & Eud. ; Davis, 126 Mo. 75. From this

section the trilogy of procedure can be picked out. This

trilogy is:

1. De 71071 apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio: Where the court cannot
take juridical notice of a fact, it is the same as if the fact had not existed.

2. Frustra probatur quod probatum non relevat: It is vain to prove what is not in
question or what is not alleged and denied.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem: The words of an instrument are
to be taken most strongly against the composer.

This trilogy and the section last quoted are reaffirmed in our

Code, but in a varied language. This trilogy is from the pre-

scriptive constitution ; it cannot be changed in a government of
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protection. Around this trilogy a constitutionalism can be

evolved.

§ 492. The Due Administration of the Laws Depends Upon
Oeetain Conserving Peinciples of Peoceduee.—And for the

maintenance and vindication of these principles, the state makes
certain mandatory requirements, which, for and on account of

the state, must be looked after and respected for reasons of

public policy. Salus populi supremalex. §§ 83-123, 1 Gr. & Eud.

§ 493. The Public Is a Silent and an Implied Party in Pro-

ceduee.—Basye, 28 Mo. 41; Hope v. Blair; Interest reipuhlicce,

etc. It is the general demurrer that tests the sufficiency of a

record to satisfy the public policy interests ; these are protected

at one stage by the general demurrer, at another stage by the

motion in arrest, and, at a further and a last stage, by collateral

attack. At this last stage every matter obnoxious to the general

demurrer may be renewed or first raised; there can be no waiver

Bor contracting away by the parties named upon the record of

what concerns the silent party upon the record, namely, the

pubhc—the state. Res inter alios acta.

§ 494. For the Conserving Principles of Procedure, for the

Due Administeation of the Laws, Theee Are Necessities That
Must Evee Be Eespected.—These arise from the grounds and

rudiments of law. One of these is convenience. These neces-

sities courts sua sponte look after and enforce regardless of

statutes. Eeaffirming this old law in statutes simply empha-

sizes it. Andrews v. Lynch; Basye, 28 Mo. 39. The compacts

of parties will not control these matters of public policy. Id.

Non hoec in focdera veni.

If the parties named upon a record proceed in disregard of

the mandatory requirements of the state, then the state will

declare the proceedings coram non judice. And so it does when

the statement of a cause of action is fatally defective. To a

fatal defect in the statement of a cause of action there ever

applies the maxim. Quod ah initio non valet intractu temporis

non convalescet: That which is void in the beginning cannot be

aided by lapse of time. Ivory, 30 Mo. 142.

The foregoing views find support in Rush v. Brown (Bar-

clay, J.), 101 Mo. 586-592; Davis, 126 Mo. 75; Humphrey, 98

Mo. 543, 551; Jaccard, 32 Mo. 188, 190; Hanson, 215 Mo. 257,
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277 : cases ; Pier, 52 Mo. 333 (Pleadings defined) ; Hope v. Blair

,

infra; Lanitz, 93 Mo. 513; Sidway, 163 Mo. 375; Mallinckrodt

(1902), 169 Mo. 388 (Sherwood, J.—Equity), L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. &
End.; 8. V. Muench (1909), 217 Mo. 124, 138-139, 129 Am. St.

536, n.: cases {Verba fortius).

§ 495. Codes ReaflBrm the Prescriptive Constitution.—From
Missouri, the first Code state of the Mississippi valley, imme-

diately following New York, can be picked the principles of

Ulpian, Bacon, Mansfield, Story and David Dudley Field, as well

as Justice Field.

But it can also as easily be shown that Missouri has departed

from the prescriptive constitution, and especially an important

part thereof, the trilogy of procedure. The disregard of this

resulted in an utterly confused and irreconcilable condition^

which is a menace to juridical studies and to the due adminis-

tration of the laws. Much has come to be written, decided and
taught in opposition to the foregoing views.^^

§ 496. Andrews v. Lynch Denied; Express Aider Upheld.—
The answer may aid and supply an omitted allegation in the

statement of the cause.""

§497. (XIII) Mallinckrodt Chemical Works v. Nemnich,

169 Mo. 388, L.C. 12a; 3 Gr. & Eud.

"(p. 388.) Appellate Practice: Demurrer: Judgment: Bill of Exception:
"Where a demurrer to a petition is sustained and judgment entered thereon, a bill

of exceptions for the purpose of preserving the demurrer is unnecessary. '

'

§ 498. Contract; Violation; Pleading; Legal Conclusions;

Insufficient:

"In a suit to restrain the violation of a contract by a former employee of plaintiff
that for six years after leaving its employ he would not, within the United
States, engage in selling, dealing in, or manufacturing, any of the articles
manufactured, dealt in, or sold, by it, a petition alleging that defendant within
such time 'entered upon, and is engaged in, the manufacture and sale of chemi-
cals, drugs and other articles of the same kind and character as those manu-
factured, sold and dealt in by the plaintiff,' and 'that such acts on defendant's
part are a breach of the obligation imposed by his agreement aforesaid,' and
'that in so doing he utilizes the information as to processes and customers ac-
quired while in the plaintiff's employ,' states merely the legal conclusions of
the pleader, and is demurrable. Defendant was entitled to a statement of the
constitutive facts which (p. 389) compose plaintiff's cause of action, if it had

59—See Theory of the Case, also Variance, 4 Gr. & Eud., quoting 2 Thomp..
Tri. 2310, 2311; Dozier (1860), 30 Mo. 220; Davis v. Colt (1862), 31 Mo. 530r
Cape G. E. E. v. E. E., infra.

60—Hughes, 90 Mo. 399, 402; Garth, 72 Mo. 622, 630, quoting Slack, 9 Pick.
62 (instructive); Beyer-Knox (1910), — Mo. Ap. — ; Bliss, Code PI., § 437;
Steph. PI. 149 (aider).
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aii\
. ,

tor tms IS the rule of our code. And equally as surely, such facts plaintife
did not set forth. The allegation quoted is simpjy the averment of a legal con-
clusion; not the statement of issuable facts; not, therefore, either traversable
or demurrable, and is to be treated as'no statement at all, and consequently ob-
noxious to attack by general demurrer. The allegation of a conclusion of law
raises no issue, need not be denied, and its truth is not admitted by a demurrer
to the complaint containing it. Under the authorities cited in the opinion the
clause aforesaid, being a mere legal conclusion and therefore wholly worthless
IS to be treated as entirely eliminated from further consideration, and as thoueh
it had not been pleaded." °

§499. Practice; Making Pleading Definite and Certain;
Duty of Party Drawing Pleading:

"Defendant was not required to move to have the pleading made more definite and
certain. He might, indeed, have done this, but was not compelled to do so.
The primary duty of making the pleading definite and certain is on the party
drawing the pleading, and he cannot, by his remissness, east on his opponent
the onus of doing what his own duty demands; a duty which consists in express-
ing his meaning clearly and unmistakably. This view is the one taken in New
York, whence our code is derived. '

'

"(p. 397.) Of these allegations of the petition it is observable that the last clause
of it as above quoted charges that: 'Defendant in the manufacture and sale
of chemicals and drugs (as aforesaid) is utilizing and applying for his own use,
the said knowledge and information so acquired and obtained by him while in
plaintiff 's employ.

'

"In what way is defendant utilizing and applying for his own use, the knowledge,
etc? What are the facts? Surely defendant was entitled to a statement of
the constitutive facts which compose plaintiff's cause of action, if it had any,
for this is the rule of our code. (Pier v. Heinrichoffen, 52 Mo. 333.) And
equally as surely, such facts plaintiff did not set forth. The allegation quoted
is simply the averment of a legal conclusion; not the statement of issuable
facts; not, therefore, either traversable or demurrable, and is to be treated as
no statement at all, and consequently obnoxious to attack bv general demurrer.

,
(Bliss Code Plead. (3 Ed.), §413, and note; ib. §§210, 21i; 212, 213; Craft v.

'

Thompson, 51 N. H. loc. eit. 540; McKineie v. Mathews, 59 Mo. loc. cit. 102;
Cooper v. French, 52 Iowa 531.)

§500. " 'The allegation of a conclusion of law raises no

issue, need not be denied, and its truth is not admitted by a

demurrer to the complaint containing it.'

"Kittinger v. Buffalo Traction Co., 54 N. E. 1081; see also 12 Enc. PI. and Prao.
1022, et seq.; Institute v. Bitter, 87 N. Y. 250; Eoester v. Sammelmann, 101 Mo.
loc. cit. 624. Under these authorities, the clause teing discussed being a mere
legal conclusion and therefore wiolly worthless, is entirely eliminated from
further consideration, and it is as though it had not been pleaded.

"Nor will it do to say that defendant should have moved to have made the pleading
more definite and certain. He (p. 398) might, indeed, have done this, but was
not compelled to do so. The primary duty of making the pleading definite and
certain is on the party drawing the pleading, and he can not, by his remiss-

ness, east on his opponent the onus of doing what his own duty demands ; a duty
which consists in expressing his meaning clearly and unmistakably."

This view is the one taken in New York, whence our code is derived. (Snyder v.

Free, 114 Jlo. 360, citing Clarlc v. Dillon, 97 N. Y. 370).

§ 501. Statutes of Jeofails Apply to Formal Matter Only:

"And in New York it has been ruled that §519 of this code in relation to a liberal

construction of pleadings with the view to substantial justice between the

parties, extends only to ' matters of form ' and does not ' apply to the funda-
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mental requirements' of a good pleading.oi (Clark v. Dillon, supra, and cas.

cit. To the like effect see Young v. Schofield, 132 Mo. 650; Boles v. Benning-
ton, 136 Mo. 522.)

"With the clause aforesaid eliminated, nothing remains for consideration of the

last quoted portion, except the residue or the first paragraph of such quotation,

which relates to ilefendant 's engaging in the manufacture and sale of chemicals,

drugs, etc., of the same kind and character, etc., etc. But this also is but the

conclusion of the pleader, a hare legal conclusion, unsupported by the allegation

of a single fact. It would be impossible for defendant to traverse such an
allegation, except in terms equally vague and vexatiously general to deny that

he 'is now engaged in the manufacture and sale of chemicals, drugs, etc., of the
same kind and character, etc., etc. ' But this sort of answer would raise no issue

for a jury to try, or to base a verdict upon. Facts should have been stated
which would have enabled the courts to have seen from reading the allegations

of the petition that defendant was brought within the terms of the contract and
consequently within the breaches thereof. In other words, what particular

drug, chemicals, etc., were being manufactured by defendant should have been
set forth in the petition, in order for defendant to have had notice and oppor-
tunity to traverse the (p. 399) allegations of the petition, by alleging that the
drugs, chemicals, etc., he was engaged in manufacturing were not those em-
braced within the terms of the contract, or the allegations of the petition. In
no other way could the facts be presented, so as to raise an issue for a .iuiy

to try, or for a court of equity to grant relief upon. (See above cited authori-
ties and Cooper v. French, 52 Iowa 531 ; Seeley v. Engell, 17 Barb. 530.)

§ 501a. There Must Be Pleadings, and These Must Bel

Sufficient to Resist the General Demurrer:

Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 75; S. v. Muench, 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St. 536: Cases. The
general demurrer cannot be waived; it will keep. Hanson, 215 Mo. 257, 277;
cases; Cantwell, 199 Mo. 42; Hudson, 193 Mo. 547; Bush v. Brown, 101 Mo.
586, 592; Humphreys, 98 Mo. 543, 557; Verdin v. St. Louis, 131 Mo. 105, 109.

Codes require pleadings. Green v. Palmer (Calif.), L.C. 90, 3 Gr. & Kud. : cases.

§ 502. Defective Petition Is Cause for Collateral Attack.—
When fifteen resident householders are necessary to petition

for a sale of school lands, the petition must on its face present

these facts; witness testifying that there were fifteen house-

holders on the petition does not sustain it, because it is not
stated that they were resident householders, also a majority
thereof. An order founded on a petition bad in substance must
for this reason fail, although the order is regular and sufficient

on its face. Such an order will not support a sheriff's deed,

although the purchaser paid the sheriff for the land and received

from him a certificate. A county court made the order, and it is

held to be an inferior tribunal. But on principle this would
make no difference ; the reasoning is equally applicable to any
court.®^

The petition should afflrmatively present every essential fact.

61—Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167. §§ 483-496, ante.
62

—

Be non apparentiius ; Verba fortius; Doddridge, 222 Mo. 146, 154-155:
cases; Crepps, L.C. 113, et seq., 3 Gr. & Eud.
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It should be judged between its own four corners. Evidence

aliunde is inadmissible to supply omissions. Wbat ought to be

of record must be proved by record and by the right record.

§ 503. Limits of Liberal Construction.—The case next quoted

well expresses the rule in Rushton v. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 Gr. &
End. ; also in R. v. Goldsmith, L.C. 20, id. The statute referred

to is merely affirmative of the common law.''^ These criminal

cases are no more strict than are civil cases, as will appear from

these words, which well express the law, although the importance

of a statute {Andrews v. Lynch) may be overemphasized:

"It is also insisted that the petition is insuiEeient because of the averment that

'the said defendant, wholly neglecting and disregarding its duty to this defend-
ant, in that behalf, did furnish him a large hammer,' etc. It is quite apparent
that the second use of the word defendant in the above quoted paragraph,
in the connection in which it appears, was a clerical mistake, and inasmuch as

it sufBciently appears from other averments in the petition that the hammer
in question was negligently furnished plaintiff by defendant, the defect or

clerical error in the petition would, under Eevised Statutes, § 3582, be cured

by verdict. And if so, under the ruling made in the case of Hurst v. City of
Ash Grove, ante, p. 168, the defect in the petition could not be taken advantage
of by an objection made on the trial to the introduction to any evidence. It is

held in the above case that where a defendant pleads to the merits, he waives

objections to mere formal defects and will not be heard on the trial to object

that the petition does not state a cause of action. Such an objection can only be
interposed at the trial when the petition fails altogether to state any cause of

action, and not to a petition when a cause of action is defectively stated. '

' John-

son V. B. E. (1888), 96 Mo. 340, 346, 9 Am. St. 351 (Norton, J.).

"If a material matter be not expressly averred in a pleading, but is necessarily

implied from what is expressly stated therein, the defect is cured by verdict in

favor of the party so pleading, on the presumption that he has proved on the

trial the facts insufficiently averred."
"By pleading to the merits in such eases, objection to mere formal defects is

waived, and complainant wiU not be heard on the trial that the petition does

not state a cause of action. '
' Hurst, 96 Mo. 168, 172.

"If, however, the objection is such that a motion in arrest of judgment would
reach it, then it can be reached, on an objection to the introduction of any evi-

dence at the trial, otherwise not." Hurst, supra; Johnson, supra.

§ 504. Objections That Would Be Available on Collateral

Attack Wotjli) Stand Exactly Like the Motion in Aeeest

Above Eefeeeed to.®*—Omitted allegations, if merely incidental,

will be presumed.®^ The foregoing rules are universally recog-

nized. They are better stated in Johnson, supra, than can be

found in Chitty, Stephen and Gould. The rule is the same in

all cases, whether civil or criminal. A formal matter is waived

forever, if passed without a prompt and precise objection.

63 JJt res magis valeat quam pereat; E. v. Waters, L.C. 71, 3 Gr. & Eud.

64r—Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 75; Sto. Eq. PL, §10.

65—Dobson v. Campbell, L.C. 232a, 3 Gr. & Eud.; Steph. PI. 148-150 (aider by

•nleadine over) ; 1 Gr. Ev. 19; Hall v. E. E., 74 Mo. 298; Crane, 87 Mo. 588, 594;

Eushton L C 5 3 Gr. & Eud.; Jackson v. Pesked, 1 M. & S. 234, 105 Eng. Eeprint 88.
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§ 505. (XIV) Hannibal R. R. v. Mahoney, 42 Mo. 467:

(p. 467.) "Practice—Circuit Court—Appeal—Errors on the Face of the Becord, how
Revised. Where the error complained of in an appeal from the Circuit Court is

apparent on the face of the record, it may be retised without the saving of ex-

ceptions or the filing of a motion for new trial.

§ 506. "Practice—Circuit Court—Jurisdiction of, When In-

quired Into:

'
' The question whether the Circuit Court has jurisdiction of the cause may always

be inquired into."

(p. 470.) "In the District Court the judgment was aflSrmed without any discussion

of the merits of the question raised, simply on the ground that the plaintiff hadi

failed to file any motion for a new (p. 471) trial or in arrest of judgment in

the Circuit Court. The error complained of is apparent on the face of the record;

refers exclusively to the jurisdiction of the court, and may be revised without
the saving of exceptions or the filing of a motion for a new trial.

'
' The only question raised by the record is whether the Circuit Court had jurisdic-

tion of the cause; and that may always be inquired into." See §§ 317, 473, ante.

§ 507. The Statutes of Amendments and Jeofails Were Para-

PHKASED IN Codes.—These were copied from England, and as

construed there, so they are wherever borrowed.**® Many cases

can be cited to show that courts have limited the language of

statutes to accord with organic law. See Consensus tollit erro-

rem. This maxim is the law wherever the liberal provisions of

our code apply to formal matters only. There the law is not

changed by statute.®''

From the cases above cited this rule is deduced

:

§ 508. Constitutions Create Courts to Redress the Wrongs
OF Wkonged Paeties.—To describe the wronged party, the

wrong done, and the wrongdoer are the functions of the record.

This record is a constitutional implication. And from necessity

it must present a "cause of action." Without this the court

is misemployed, and while so it can establish no coram judice

proceeding. All of the above requirements arise from public

policy, from the dictates of the trilogy of procedure. Statutes,

decisions and rules of court must be made to harmonize with
fundamental law.**

In prcEsentia majoris cessat potentia minoris.

§509. (XV) Rector v. Price (1822), 1 Mo. 198.-Funda-

66—Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 (a very able and instructive case).
67—Clark v. Dillon, 97 N. Y. 370; Mallinckrodt, supra, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr. & Bud.;

Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373, 374; Andrews v. Lynch, supra; Johnson v. E. E., 96 Mo.
346, 9 Am. St. 341: cases; Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 75, 78.

68—Sector v. Price; Andrews v. Lynch.
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mental justice is interpreted into statutes and constitutions.

Nemo debet esse judex in propria sua causa is a principle of
the prescriptive constitution which will control a written con-

stitution. To illustrate : The constitution vested judicial power,
and created the Supreme Court a court of errors, or, in other

words, "a court of appellate jurisdiction only." This supreme
court was not vested with original jurisdiction. Expressio unius
est exclusio alterius.^^

But the sitting chancellor in the court of chancery in Rector v.

Price was interested in the cause, having been of counsel

therein before he became judge. So under fundamental law he
could not hear the cause as a trial judge of the first instance.'''*

Therefore the cause had to be certified elsewhere, and there

was no place to send it except to the supreme court, and this

the chancellor refused to do, because the Supreme Court was
"a court of appellate jurisdiction only." But a statute was
enacted which provided that the cause should be certified to the

Supreme Court, there to be first heard and then finally disposed

of, all in one hearing. Of course, this statute was void and
really deserved no consideration, although the Supreme Court

assumed it was of consequence ; but as to that statute, the chan-

cellor was manifestly right. However, upon this void statute,

and the usual provision in constitutions which says

:

'
' The Supreme Court shall have a general superintending control over all inferior

courts of law. It shall have power to issue writes of habeas corpus, mandamus,
quo warranto, certiorari and other remedial writs, to hear and to determine the
same, '

'

the court assumed jurisdiction and disposed of the case.

Upon a void statute and implications, the Supreme Court, a

court "of appellate jurisdiction only," issued a writ of certio-

rari, and by this got original jurisdiction of the cause, and

heard and determined it. It seems well to observe that as the

chancellor had no jurisdiction, the Supreme Court could have

issued a writ of prohibition, had that been preferred. But

instead it chose a writ of certiorari. The grounds for this were

expressly stated, and these were the words of the constitution

and of a statute which the court "could put its fingers on."

69—Marbury v. Madison, L.C. 142, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Lane v. Dorman, 2 Gr. & Eud.
70—Dimes, L. C. 176, 3 Gr. & Eud.
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It could not perceive and act on fundamental law; it had to

have a supposed statute.

Of course, it is conceded that in an ordinary case this rule

would apply, namely: Appellate jurisdiction implies the deter-

mination of the case by an inferior court, and the transfer of

the case to the appellate court without such determination

amounts to giving the appellate court original jurisdiction^^

However, it is perceivable in a general way that the court in

Rector rested its action on the grounds of necessity. Necessitas

inducit privilegium quoad jura privata: With respect to private

right necessity excuses one acting under its influence. Public

policy forbids that one decide his own dispute. Salus populi

suprema lex. Summa ratio est quce pro religione facit: Where
the laws of God and of man come in conflict, the former shall

he preferred. It is manifest from reading the decision of the

court, that all the principles of the prescriptive constitution

were in the court's mind, and, further, that they directed the

court to its very just and most defensible conclusion. And it

ought to have expressly recognized these grounds and likewise

said so, and as it did in a later case, namely, State ex rel. Hen-
son V. Sheppard. Lex non exacte definit sed arhitrio boni viri

permittit.

Like the other states, Missouri courts constantly give coun-
tenance to the view that they can do nothing whatever without
the express words of a constitution or of a statute. Where
these courts act upon and recognize the prescriptive constitution,

-they cover themselves with words and rambles for a word or
echo, in a constitution or a statute.

Rector v. Price is ample justification for these observations.

These courts will stretch and even tear sense and reason
"before they will expressly set out and vindicate fundamental
principles from the prescriptive constitution, such as are above
mentioned.

In England the maxim is that "the power of parliament
is omnipotent," but it cannot make a man judge of his own
cause. This was decided thirty years after Missouri had come
io the same conclusion in a wabbling way. Dimes v. Grand
Junction Canal (A. D. 1852). In A. D. 1850, New York decided

71—B. & 0. B. E., 215 U. S. 216; Horan v. Wahrenberger, L.C. 85, 3 Gr. & mi.
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that fundamental law overrode the constitution and statutes,
and that the constitution could not make a man judge of his
own dispute. OaUey v. Aspimvall (1850), 3 N. Y. 547, L.C. 222,

3 Gr. & Rud. The Dimes and Oakley cases were cited and fol-

lowed in Newcomhe v. Light (1882), 58 Tex. 141.'-

Missouri really led the van of these great and instructive

decisions. But for want of clearness of view and essential

expression, a case of constitutional and statutory law appeared.
Had the maxim been cited and its dignity been clearly vindi-

cated, then digesters and annotators could not stumble over and
around it. But the court fully redeemed itself later in State

ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard.

In this connection it seems well to observe that there is a

trilogy of maxims of the prescriptive constitution that should

be expressed and vindicated in all constitutional courts, and this

trilogy is:

1. Be non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio;

2. Frustra probatur quod proiatum non relevat;

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem.
*

A corollary of this trilogy is: What ought to be of record

must be proved by record and by the right record.

In A. D. 1819, Illinois by its first case denied that statutes

could prescribe conclusions of law as a sufficient pleading of

the facts.

In A. D. 1821, Missouri by its first case decided that a general

demurrer attaches to the first fault ; and also that the mandatory

record must affirmatively show that leave was given to file an

amended pleading before it could be considered. In other words,

"What ought to be of record must be proved by record and by

the right record.
"'^^

Such were the first cases in two great states. They com-

menced discussing statutes, conclusions of law, demurrers and

records, and from the first to the last cases they have been dis-

cussing these matters, and the "theory of the case," in haze

and fog, but not all the time as happily as the decisions in

Rector v. Price, for first principles.

These principles the courts vindicate and apply as funda-

72 i4 Am. Eep. 604; see Dimes, 176; Oakley, 222; 3 Hughes Grounds and Eudi-

ments' also Nemo debet esse judex in propria sua catisa, 4 id.

73—Mobley, L.C. 46a; 3 Gr. & Eud.; Milan, 12 Mo. 598.
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mentals were applied by the Missouri courts in Rector and

State ex rel. Benson, abbve cited. These courts can never recog-

nize an orient peak of jurisprudence, except from some precise

expression in a constitution or statute. They are unable to see

that every modern constitutionalism depends upon a right and

clear understanding of the prescriptive constitution ; that if the

courts in Morocco and Persia understood and rightly applied

the trilogy of procedure, they would do more for constitutional

government than do the American courts that violate those

maxims. Departing from these maxims is the way of an abso-

lutism. But the decisions of American courts and the texts

of American authors are never clearer and more explicit than

was the court in Rector v. Price; this court in Stephenson v.

Smith, 7 Mo. 610, had another similar ramble in giving effect to

TJhi jus ibi remedium.

The courts of many states have failed to comprehend that

the trilogy of procedure are the great trees of the grove, which

overtopple the impenetrable undergrowth of native sons and of

senseless, indeed vicious, constitutions and statutes. That
trilogy is on the separating line between a constitutionalism

and an absolutism.

Another phase of that trilogy is, that a court is bound by its

pleadings. Courts reaflSrm this rule, by providing that all relief

shall be within the facts stated ; a court is limited in the exercise

of its powers by the pleadings. What on? does not allege he has

not got; what one does not demand he cannot get, or the ad
damnum limits the recovery, is the rule ; but it is not uniformly

respected in Illinois as it is in Missouri.'^*

Looking from the statutes of jeofails and amendments in

these states there are many illustrations of the lack of knowledge
of fundamentals. The language in these acts is very broad and
sweeping, and especially in Missouri.'^ Literally viewed and
interpreted, the trilogy of procedure is extirpated. And for

this conclusion many cases can be cited.''®

74—Cox, n Mo. 431.
75—Dovaston, 217.
76—See Consensus; Be non apparentihus.



PART IV

CHAPTER XVIII

(§§ 510-522)

THE PRESCRIPTIVE CONSTITUTION
"All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Whose body Nature is, and God the soul."—Origin of Law, Carter, p. 338.

Magna Charta, the petition of right and the bill of rights, reaffirmed the rights of the
nation as contained in their ancient laws.

* » * "And as to extraordinary instances of faction and turbulence, and the corruption
and violence which they necessarily engender, no parchment checks can be relied on
as affording, under such circumstances, any effectual protection to public liberty.
When the spirit of liberty has fled, and truth and justice are disregarded, private
rights can easily be sacrificed under the forms of law. On the other hand, there is
weight due to the consideration that a bill of rights is of real efficacy in controlling
the excesses of party spirit. It serves to guide and enlighten public opinion, and
to render it more quick to detect, and more resolute to resist, attempts to disturb
private right. It requires more than ordinary hardiness and audacity of character
to trample down principles which our ancestors cultivated with reverence; which we
imbibed in our early education; which recommend themselves to the judgment of
the world by their truth and simplicity; and which are constantly placed before the
eyes of the people, accompanied with the imposing force and solemnity of a consti-
tutional sanction. Bills of rights are part of the muniments of freemen, showing
their title to protection, and they become of increased value when placed under the
protection of an independent judiciary. Instituted as the appropriate guardian of
private right. Care, however, is to be taken, in the digest of these declaratory
provisions, to (9) confine the manual to a few plain and unexceptional principles.
We weaken greatly the force of them if we Incumber the constitution, and perhaps
embarrass the future operations and more enlarged experience of the legislature,
with a catalogue of ethical and political aphorisms, which, in. some instances, may
reasonably be questioned, and in others justly condemned." 2 Kent, pp. 8-9.

"1. Of the Right of Personal Security.—The right of personal security is guarded by
provisions which have been transcribed into the constitutions in this country from
Magna Charta, and other fundamental acts of the English Parliament, and it is
enforced by additional and more precise injunction.s." 2 Kent, 12.

The rights guaranteed in the Constitution of the United States and of every state are
declaratory of ancient laws.

"And where express constitutional provisions on this sublect appear to be wanting, the
same principles are probably asserted by declaratory legislative acts ; and they must
be regarded as fundamental doctrines in every state, for the colonies were parties
to the national declaration of rights in 1774, in which the trial by jury, and the
other rights and liberties of English subjects, were peremptorily claimed as their
undoubted inheritance and birthright." 2 Kent, 12. See p. xvii. Preface.

Leu non exacte deflnit, sed arbitrio boni viri permittit.

Fundamental principles that control constitutions and statutes illustrated. See

§§ 317, 473, et seq.

Married women are not liable for their torts, under our constitution and statutes.

Graham v. TueTcer (1908), 56 Fla. 307, 131 Am. St. 124-159, ext. n.

That there is a body of organic law from antiquity is recognized in the

Federalist, also by Bacon, Mansfield, Marshall, Kent (2 Kent, 8, 12),

Story, Shaw, Stephen J. Field, Broom, Bishop and James C. Carter. See

Preface, p. xvii, et seq.

It cannot be said that these authorities countenanced organic law as

363
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tribal or provincial. Nor did they, like the Moslems before Mohammed
came, worship distinct stars, but on the contrary, the above authorities were

agreed upon the North star and its "pointers." These authorities recognized

the maxims of antiquity as beacon lights for after ages and as the condensed

good sense of all nations—as cosmopolitan law—as necessities for the

guidance of individuals, also of governmental agencies.

Feudalism, that strange, weird hysteria of militarism, religion and

government, had too long and too strenuously impressed the literal meaning

of Rex non potest peccare, which received limitations of its operation from

the English and the French revolutions. Following these holocausts of

terror and of crime was the enthronement of "Parliament is omnipotent,"

and next, Vox populi, vox Dei. The progress of the Eenaissance was through

wars and revolutions. It brought with it art, literature and the spirit of

empires, once glorious and resplendent givers to the stream of civilization,

which entered a long night in A. D. 476, and then flowed on adown only as

an arctic river until the discovery of America, which brought a new spring-

time and genesis to mankind. After a repose of a thousand years, that

river again broke forth and watered all the earth for the dawning of modern

sovereignties. These were soon to. be ravaged and blackened by dreadful

wars that convulsed the world and spread hatred and prejudice against all

the providential offerings of antiquity. These were too great for the com-

prehension of little provincial bigots and politicians, who aroused and

arrayed all they could command to resist the progress of the new world.

These were prejudiced against all that came from Eome—law, language and

religion. Bacon met this prejudice and so did Mansfield. And embers

of the fires of hatred and ignorance are found in the wrecks of local and

provincial juridical establishments of each succeeding age, and in this, our

present age, also. Art and literature could not be restrained; these over-

flowed and passed all barriers. But jurisprudence has been impeded and

obstructed by bad government and empiricism.

Now it is taught that the maxims of antiquity are generalities and ought

not to be studied. The books prepared for students bespeak the facts. But
the generalities in the Declaration of American Independence, or of the

Constitution of the United States, or the resolves of the Continental Con-

gress, while chiefly sweeping expressions, are nevertheless the things to be

studied. And so are the Ten Commandmeilts generalities. As to cases,

they are nothing more than illustrations of a maxim, as is demonstrated by

Michoud V. Girod, Davoue v. Fanning and cognate cases. The citation of

Michoud in the various states is led to from Ash's Federal Citations.

Herefrom will appear the ramifications of a principle that is part of the

Prescriptive Constitution. But please observe these decisions and note the

page after page of mere repetitions of "Ye can not serve God and Mammon."
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In Missouri the rule was, the Constitution of the United States is the

supreme law of the land, and next, if consistent therewith, the state con-

sitution, and next, a statute, if only constitutional, was law, however "im-

moral, blasphemous and unchristian" it might be. Such were the views

when Recior v. Price arose (§ 509, ante). Blair, L. C. 354, 3 Gr. & Eud.

;

Brown v. Tharpe.

The trial judge in Rector v. Price, in obedience to the higher law, refused

to sit where he was related to one of the parties. Now did he not do right ?

But observe, neither constitution nor statute disqualified him. The statute

under which the case was disposed of verifies what James C. Carter said.

See Preface.

In State ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard (4 Gr. & Eud.) the court was again

confronted with a state of fact which called for an application of the

higher law.

Now in Missouri the constitution and statutes are nullified to respect

the prescriptive constitution wherever the facts call for it. And so they are

in New York. Oakleij v. Aspinall, L. C. 222, 3 Gr. & Eud. Likewise are

federal cases. Church of the Hohj Trinity v. U. S.

In Lester v. Foxcroft, L. C. 341, 3 Gr. & Eud., is a further illustration

of how the higher law overrides statutes (§§ 48-54, 1 Gr. & Eud.), agreeably

to fundamental maxims:

Lex non exacte definit sed arbitrio honi viri permittit, and
Eegula pro lege si deficit lex.

Colorado, in a brief history from necessity, we are informed, by her

tribunals, both military and civil, set aside and vehemently denounced

written constitutions, when citizens asked for constitutional rights when they

were being entrained for deportation into deserts and there turned loose.

See Pettibone, 4 Gr. & Eud. And likewise, editors of papers were heavily

fined for publishing the truth relating to the courts, and likewise it was

made a contempt of court to ask for a change of venue upon a specification

of the facts upon which the application must be considered. It was held a

contempt to employ conclusions of law in such applications on one hand,

and a contempt to detail the facts on the other hand. The condition in

that state has been a theme in Everylody's Magazine, October, 1909-

June, 1910.

The decisions in Colorado immolate the triology of procedure extremely,

and these decisions generally meet the favor of the Federal supreme court,

which will on one day follow the rule in Mississippi, holding that allegata,

et probata must correspond, and on the next the theory-of-the-case rule in

Colorado. Incompatible decisions from these states pass as the "due process

of law" of the Federal supreme court.
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In New York and states that follow it, legions of cases can be cited to

the point that the code must be strictly construed. Ita lex scripta est. Now^

let us demonstrate a fact

:

The trilogy of procedure is reaffirmed in the codes and practice acts.

The leading canon is expressed thus:

"The statement of the cause of action shall be in ordinary and concise language,

without unnecessary repetition. '

'

This provision is a necessity for the operation of the judicial function.

In the states referred to, and wherever the theory of the case prevails, the

trilogy of procedure is abolished. Its principles, essential in a government

of protection, are reaflfirmed by codes, only to be construed away by courts

whose shibboleth is Ita lex scripta est.

But on the other hand, the courts in these states also decide that the

statutes of Amendments and Jeofails apply to formal matters only; that

these statutes do not enlarge the operation of waiver, or of the maxim.

Consensus tollit errorem. C. & A. B. B. v. Clausen, 173 lU. 100, 103;

Clarh V. Dillorh 97 N. Y. 370 ; Mallinclcrodt, §§ 497-504, supra. The law

of the allegation and of the denial, the requirements for certain hona fide

pleadings, are a jungle of contradictions. Prom the above facts it appears

that the quotation of Mr. Carter is needed instruction. P. xvii. Preface.

Now, has the old law been changed; or can it be changed? Have the

attempts to change the law done more than to break it? We have pre-

sented the trilogies of the six leading subjects of the law. Can the funda-

mental maxims of these subjects be abolished?

Fundamental' principles underlie the law and support its structure.

Prom these principles the law should be developed; upon them depends the

philosophy of the law, which the judiciary should safeguard as a sacred

trust and ever vindicate as paramount law. These principles constitute the

Prescriptive Constitution, which cannot be changed by constitutions and

statutes without destroying the harmony and symmetrj' of the law. This

fact is well illustrated in states where tlie trilogy of procedure has not been

comprehended.

To illustrate, look from the Missouri eases which allow us to observe:

''Our statute" makes a review dependent upon a motion in arrest. Without

a motion in arrest, all errors appearing upon the face of the mandatory

record are waived. This record is surplusage in an appellate court without

a motion in arrest filed in the trial court. Without such motion, the supreme

court has no jurisdiction to review. Thus matter of substance can be waived

and is waived. The principle. Consensus tollit errorem, is by statute made
applicable to the mandatory record, and as that principle always was
applied to the statutory record, both the statutory and the mandatory record

were alike at the mercy of legislative action in Missouri.
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Such is the result of enlarging the operation of Consensus tollit errorem

beyond its boundaries in the Eoman and English law. P. xiv. Preface.

Our observations relating to Missouri (§§ 406-509, ante) will present many
glimpses of facts demonstrating the existence of a prescriptive constitution,

which is not recognized as the organic base of "American" law. The conse-

<juences of ignoring and silting over that law may be seen in the conditions

referred to in the preface and throughout this work. Therefrom is disclosed

a babel which may well be called "American" law.

Idem Agens et Patiens Esse Non Potest: One cannot at the

same time be the actor and the thing acted upon.

No one can act where his interests and his integrity are in

conflict. This principle pervades the six leading subjects of the

law, namely, Procedure, Equity, Contract, Crime, Tort and

Construction.

Cases Illustrating the Application of This Maxim:

1. MicHouD V. GiEOD. § § 515-519.

2. Davoue V. Fanning. §§520-522.

3. Dimes v. Grand Junction Canal, L.C. 176, 3 Gr. & End.

4. Keech v. Sandfoed, 2 Gr. & End.

5. Oakley v. Aspinall, L.C. 222, 3 Gr. & End.

6. S. EX EEL. Henson V. Sheppakd, 4 Gr. & End.

§ 511. Idem Agens et Patiens Esse Non Potest:—To be at

once the person acting and the person acted upon is impossible.

4 Kent, 368 ; Keech v. Sandford, 2 Gr. & End. ; Dimes v. Pro-

prietors of Grand Junction Canal, L.C. 176, 3 Gr. & Eud. (No

man can be judge of his own dispute) ; Newcombe v. Light, 58

Tex. 141, 44 Am. Eep. 604 (former attorney of party cannot sit

as judge) ; U. S. Banh v. Bank, 5 Okla. 163, citing Dimes (A

judge being a debtor cannot appoint a receiver for his creditor)

;

Oakley v. Aspinall, 3 N. Y. 547, L.C. 222, 3 Gr. & Eud. (A con-

stitution cannot authorize an interested judge to hear and decide

a cause) ; Rector v. Price, 1 Mo. 198 (This is a paramount equity

to which constitutions yield) ; ^S*. ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard,

192 Mo. 497-517, 64 Cent. L. J. 125, 4 Gr. & Eud., pp. 1026-1027

(The clerk of a court cannot be authorized by constitutions and

statutes to officiate at a trial wherein he is indicted for murder)

;

Noivack V. Berger, 133 Mo. 24, 42, 54 Am. St. 663 (Statutes yield

to equity, reason and justice) ; Lester v. Poxcroft, L.C. 341,
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3 Gr. & Eud. (The statute of frauds yields to equity) ; Church

of the Holy Trinity v. U. S., 143 U. S. 457, 2 Gr. & Eud., p. 420

:

cases; Fanny v. S., 6 Mo. 122 (Both convenience and reason

expand or limit statutes) ; McNair v. Hunt, 5 Mo. 300 (From
necessity a judge may bid at his own judicial sale, where after

repeated offers there are no bidders, and this fact is made to

appear. Interest reipublicce) ; Rector v. Price, 1 Mo. 198 (From
necessity the Supreme Court, a court of error, may take original

jurisdiction of a cause) Lex non exacte definit sed arhitrio boni

viri permittit; Cape Girardeau R. R. v. R. R., 222 Mo. 461^

486-487 (Statute of frauds and registry acts yield to equitable

rights) ; Indianapolis R. R. v. Horst, 93 U. S. 291, L.C. 223,.

3 Gr. & Eud. (Statutes which tend unwisely to encumber the

administration of the law or tend to defeat the ends of justice

in their tribunals will be nullified) ; C. S A. R. R. v. Clausen,.

173 111. 100, 103 (Statutes of Amendments and Jeofails apply

to formal matters only) ; Andrews v. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 (S.P. as

C. (£ A. R. R. V. Clausen; also Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 Gr.

&Eud.).

§ 512. Cognate Maxims:
Nemo debet esse judex in propria sua causa: No one can be

judge of his own cause. Dimes, L.C. 176, 3 Gr. & Eud. ; Meyer,

121 Calif. 102, 65 Am. St. 22, 41 L. E. A. 762; S. v. Board, 19

Wash. 8, 67 Am. St. 706-722, 43 L. E. A. 317 (Prohibition to

restrain violation of the principle) ; Harrington, 81 Neb. 31, 129^

Am. St. 680-684 (Judgment of interested judge is void; coram
non judice) ; S. v. Call, 41 Fla. 442, 79 Am. St. 189 (liberal rule)

;

S. ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard, 4 Gr. & Eud.; Rector v. Price,.

IMo. 198;Offut, 8Mo. 124.

No one can act when his integrity and his interests are in

conflict. Michoud v. Giro'd; Davoue v. Fanning; Keech v. Sand-

ford, 2 Gr. & Eud. No one can serve his own process; Single-

tary v. Carter, Bailey's Law 467, 21 Am. Dec. 480; nor contract

with himself, nor sit as judge in his own cause. The agent and
trustee cannot operate in their trusts. Keech v. Sandford,.

2 Gr. & Eud.

§ 513. Coggs V. Bernard (1704), 2 Lord Eaym. 909, 92 Eng.
Eeprint 107, 1 Salk. 26, 91 Eng. Eeprint 25, Holt 905, 90
Eng. Eeprint 905, 971; 1 Smith L.C. 360-471, 8th ed.; Great
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Opinions by Great Judges 40, 1 Am. Neg. Cas. 948, Goddard
Cas. Carriers 1. Cited in most Contract, Bailment and Tort
works, L.C. 350, 3 Gr. & End.

This ease is founded on the Eoman law and most ably dis-

cusses public policy and reason as grounds and rudiments of

law. And it shows that the laws of all nations have arisen from
the civil law of Eome.

Coggs is truly one of the greatest cases of Anglo-American

law, and should be familiar to every student. The principles

in Coggs are from the civil law. But this fact is not clearly

expressed in many cases. In Inman v. 8. C. R. JR., 129 U. S. 128,

these principles are vindicated and are said to come from the
*

' common law. '

'

§ 514. Bright v, Boyd (1841) , 1 Story 478 ; 2 id. 605, Federal

cases, 1875, 1876 ; 81 Am. St. 169.—Practically reprinted in

Valle's Heirs v. Fleming's Heirs (1859), 29 Mo. 152, 77 Am.
Dee. 557.

How the Civil Law Has Been Incorporated:

Bright is a case of first impression. It is an extension of

the grounds of estoppel. It holds that one buying land at a

judicial sale is entitled to compensation for betterments put

upon the land by such purchaser. Before this case the rule

Caveat emptor was strictly applied to such purchasers, and if

they got no title by their purchase, they were viewed as tres-

passers, and they took nothing by their trespass. If they claimed

compensation for betterments, the owner was permitted to say

:

"You are a trespasser; I owe you nothing for your improve-

ments. '
' In other words, Non hcec in feedera veni. Story viewed

the case from maxims of the civil law, and from these he camo

to conclusions expressed in Bright, which has come to be recog-

nized as an authentic case in all jurisdictions. And thus it is

that great cases have come.

The origin of the law may be traced from cases that have

been molded by fundamental law, and this fundamental law is

found in the maxims of the prescriptive constitution. These

conclusions are deducible from cases like Coggs v. Bernard,

Davoue v. Fanning, Michoud v. Girod and Bright v. Boyd.

From the three cases last mentioned the student may derive

important instruction as to the origin of law, and the respective
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value of maxims and eases ; also that the spirit of the latter are

the maxims.

§ 515. Michoud v. Girod ( 1846 ) , 4 How. 503-566 ; 4 Gr. & Rud.

See citations of this case in Ash's Fed. Citations.

In Michoud it was claimed that the complainants were^

estopped by their conduct in accepting dividends from the estate

and by silence and acquiescence, as will appear from the fol-

lowing quotations

:

(p. 543.) "The law never permits a person to mislead another by his silence, where,

by the relations between them, he is bound to speak. This property had been
sold, the executors were the agents of complainants, the accounts were before
them, the price which the property brought was laid before them, and if they
thought proper to receive their proportion, they certainly ratified the sales. Their
claim for a further portion of the price remains to be considered. (Story on.

Agency, sec. 255, and cases cited.) "
(p. 547.) "That, under the evidence and allegations of the bill, the complainanta

have no claim in a court of equity, by reason of their long silence, laches, and
acquiescence in the acts complained of since 1814. '

'

(p. 552.) "Mr. Justice Wayne delivered the opinion of the court:
'
' The conclusions to which we have come in this cause do not require from us any

comments upon its facts.

"We concur with the learned Judge in the Circuit Court in setting aside the pur-
chases by which Nicholas Girod and Jean Francois Girod became possessors of"

their testator's entire estate. (553) But the morality and policy of the law,
as it is administered in courts of equity, induce us to add, that those purchases
were fraudulent and void, and may be declared to be so, without any further in-

quiry, upon the ground that they were made by the intervention of persons who
were nominal buyers of the property for the purpose of conveying it to the-

executors. Such a transaction carries fraud upon the face of it. (Lord Hard-
wicke V. Vernon, 4 Ves. Jun., 411; 14 Ves. Jun., 504; 2 Bro. C. C, 410, note.)
It matters not in such a case, whether the sales are made with or without the
sanction of judicial authority or with ministerial exactness. The rule of equity
is in every code of jurisprudence, with which we are acquainted, that a pur-
chase by a trustee or agent of the particular property of which he has the sale.,

or in which he represents another, whether he has an interest in it or not, per
interposUam personam [through the interposition of a third person], carries-

fraud on the face of it. In this instance, Laignel and St. Felix were the instru-
ments of the executors. They bid off the property, paid nothing, received titles

and conveyed what they nominally bought to the executors. In this way Nicholas
Girod became the purchaser of all the testator's property in New Orleans, and
himself and his brother, Jean Francois, the other executor, were joint purchasers
of the lands and slaves in the parish of Assumption, and of the testator 's lands
elsewhere. Jean Francois, some years afterwards, sold out his half of their
joint purchase to Nicholas, for seventy thousand dollars. Thus the latter became
the possessor of the entire estate, and held it until he died, to the exclusion of all
the other testamentary heirs. Some of those heirs, and the representatives of
others of them, now sue the representatives of Nicholas Girod, and seek to set
aside the purchases of the executors. They allege that they were fraudulently
made, ask that they may have assigned to them their respective portions of the
estate, with an account of rents and profits, excepting from their claim for the
latter the moiety which had been received by Jean Francois Girod. The de-
fendants reply, and deny fraud in fact or in intention on the part of the execu-
tors. They declare that the sales were judicially ordered and conducted, that
the purchases were rightfully made, for a fair price, at public auction, that
the complainants have no standing in a court of equity by reason of their long
Silence, laches, and acquiescence in the acts of which they complain, and that
their rights are barred by lanse of time, under the laws of Louisiana. They
also say that receipts or acquittances were given to the executors by two of
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the complainants, which are valid and obligatory upon them. The bill, and
answers and the arguments of the learned counsel for the appellants, then involve
the question of the right of executors to purchase any part of the estate which
they administer, for a fair price, at a public sale judicially ordered and con-
ducted. Remarking, first, that an executor or administrator (554) is in equity
a trustee for heirs, legatees, and creditors, we proceed to give our opinion of the
law in respect to purchases of the estate represented by them, and of purchases
made by other trustees and agents, and all persons qui negotia aliena gerunt.

"The rule as to persons incapable of purchasing particular property except under
particular, restraints, on account of the rules of equity, is compendiously given
by Sir Edward Sugden, in his second section of purchases by trustees, agents,
&c. It has been adopted by almost every subsequent writer, and we cite the
passage with confidence, having verified its correctness by an examination of all

the eases cited by him; by an examination, also, of other cases in the English
courts, and of cases in the courts of chancery of several of the states in our
Union, sustaining the doctrine, to the fullest extent, of the incapability of trus-
tees and agents to purchase particular property, for the sale of which they act
representatively, or in whom the title may be for another. He says, ' It may be
laid down as a general proposition, that trustees (unless they are nominally
such to preserve continr;ent remainders), agents, commissioners of bankrupts,
assignees of bankrupts, solicitors to the commission, auctioneers, creditors who
have been consulted as to the mode of sale, or any person who, by their con-
nection with any other person, or by being employed or concerned in his affairs,

have acquired a knowledge of his property, are incapable of purchasing such
property themselves, except under the restraints which will shortly be mentioned^
For if persons having a confidential character were permitted to avail them-
selves of any knowledge acquired in that capacity, they might be induced to-

conceal their information, and not to exercise it for the benefit of the persons:

relying upon their integrity. The characters are inconsistent. Emptor emit quami
minima potest, venditor vendit quam maximo potest (the buyer buys for as little as

possible, the sellers sell for as much as possible.) (2 Sugd. Vendors and Purchasers,
109 London Ed. 1824.) The principle has been extended to a purchase by an
(555) attorney from his client, whilst the relation subsists. (Bellew v. Russell,

1 Ball & Beatty, 96; 9 Ves. Jun. 296; 32 English Eeprint 617; 13 Ves. Jun.
133; as gifts. Lord Selsey v. Ehoades, 2 Sim & Stu. 41; 57 English Eeprint 260;
William v. Llewellyn, 2 You. & Jer. 68; Champion v. Eigby, 1 Buss. & Myl., 539,
39 English Eeprint 221.) Nor can an arbitrator buy up the unascertained claims
of any of the parties to the reference. (Blennerhasset v. Day, 2 Ball & Beatty
116; Cane v. Lord Allen, 2 Dow. 289.) "Where a person cannot purchase the

estate himself, he cannot buy it as agent for another. (9 Ves. Jun. 248; Ex
parte Bennett, 10 Ves. Jun. 381; 32.Eng. Eeprint 893.)"

§ 516. No One Can Act Where His Integrity and His Interests

Are in Conflict:

"The general rule stands upon our great moral obligation to refrain from placing

ourselves in relations which ordinarily excite a conflict between self-interest and
integrity. It restrains' all agents, public and private; but the value of the pro-

hibition is most felt, and its application is more frequent, in the private relations

in which the vendor and purchaser may stand towards each other. The disability

to purchase is a consequence of that relation between them which imposes on the

one a duty to protect the interest of the other, from the faithful discharge of

which duty, his own personal interest may withdraw him. In this conflict of
interest the law wisely interposes. It acts not on the possibility that, in some
cases, the sense of that duty may prevail over the motives of self-interest, but it

provides against the probability in many cases, and the danger in all cases, that

the dictates of self-interest will exercise a predominant influence, and supersede

that of duty. It therefore prohibits a party from purchasing on his own account

that which his duty or trust requires him to sell on account of another, and from
purchasing on account of another that which he sells on his own account. In
effect, he is not allowed to unit the two opposite characters of buyer and seller,

because his interests, when he is the seller or buyer on his own account, are

directly conflicting with those of the person on whose account he buys or seUa.
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(2 Burge's Com., 459.) Cases have been frequently decided in the courts of
Louisiana which maintain the rule in all its integrity. In Pennsylvania it is en-

forced, though on looking over its reports, we find a case, but unsustained by any
reference to adjudged cases, in which it is said that an executor might buy
at a sale of the testator's effects, if he did so for a fair price, at public auction.

In Maryland the courts of chancery carry out the rule to the fullest extent of
the principles upon which it is founded, and as they have just been stated by
us. In the ease of Wormley v. Wormley (8 Wheat. 421) this court declared that
no rule is better settlfed than that a trustee cannot become the purchaser of the
trust estate. He cannot be, at the same time, vendor and vendee. It had been
previously ruled, in the case of Prevost v. Gratz (6 Wheat. 481) and this court
afterwards, in Mingo et al. v. Binns et al., re-aflBrmed the rule, by its application

to an agent who had bought land to which his principal was in (556) equity en-

titled. It said, 'The proposition laid down by this court is, that if an agent
discovers a defect in the title of his principal to land, he cannot misuse it to

acquire a title for himself; and if he does, that he will be held as a trustee holdi
ing for his principal.' (10 Pet., 269-281; see also the case of Oliver v. Piatt, 3
How. 333, Federal Cases.) It is also afSrmed in Church v. Marine Insurance
Company (1 Mason 341), that an agent or trustee cannot directly or indirectly
become the purchaser of the trust property which is confided to his care. We
scarcely need add, that a purchase by a trustee of his cestui que trust, sui juris,

provided it is deliberately agreed or understood between them that the relation
shall be considered as dissolved, 'and there is a clear contract, ascertained to be
such, after a jealous and scrupulous examination of all the circumstances, and
it is clear that the cestui que trust intended that the trustee should buy, and there
is no fraud, no concealment, and no advantage taken by the trustee of information
acquired by him as trustee, ' will be sustained in a court of equity. But it is difficult

to make out such a case, where the exception is taken, especially when there is any
inadequacy of price, or any inequality in the bargain. (Coles v. TrecothicTc, 9 Ves.
246 ; 32 English Eeprint, 592 ; Fox v. Maclcreth, 2 Bro. Ch. E. 400, 29 Eng. Eeprint
224; Gibson v. Jeyes, 6 Ves. 277; 31 English Eeprint, 1044; Whichcote v. Law-
rence, 3 Ves. 740; 30 English Eeprint, 1248; Campiell v. Walker, 5 Ves. 678;
31 English Eeprint, 801; Ayliffe v. Mu/rray, 2 Ath. 59; 26 English Eeprint, 433.
And therefore if a trustee, though strictly honest, should buy for himself an
estate from his cestui que trust, and then should sell it for more, according to
the rules of a court of equity, from general policy, and not from any peculiar
imputation of fraud, he would be held still to remain a trustee to all intents and
purposes, and not be permitted to sell to or for himself. (1 Story's Com. on
:Equity, 2d ed. 317; Fox v. Maclcr'eth, 2 Bro. Ch. E. 400; S.C. 2 Cox, 320, 327-
29 English Eeprint, 224; White & Tudor, Lead, Eq. Cases.

Davoue v. Fanning stated and approved.

"In New York there has been no relaxation of it, since the decision in the case of
Davoue v. Fanning (2 Johns. Ch. 252). It is a critical and able review of the
doctrine, as it has been applied by the English courts of chancery from an early
day, and has been received, with very few exceptions, by our state chancery
courts, as altogether putting the rule upon its proper, footing. Indeed, it is not
too much to say that it has secured the triumph of the rule over all qualifications
and relaxations of it in the United States, to the same extent that had been
achieved for it in England by that great chancellor. Lord Eldon. Davoue v.
Fanning was the case of an executor for whose wife a purchase had been made
fcy one Hedden, at public auction, bona -fide, for a fair price, of a part of the
estate which Fanning administered, and the prayer of the bill was, that the
purchase might be set aside, and the premises resold. The case was examined
with a special reference to the right of an executor to buy any part of the
estate of his testator. And it was affirmed, and we think rightly, that if a
trustee, or person acting for others, sells the trust estate, and becomes himself
interested in the purchase, the cestui quo trust are entitled, as of course, to have
the purchase set aside, and the property reexposed to sale, under the direction of
the court. And it makes no difference in the application of the rule, that a sale
-was at public auction, bona fide, and for a fair price, and that the executor did
not purchase for himself, but that a third person, by previous arrangement with
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the executor, became the purchaser, to hold in trust for the separate use and
benefit of the wife of the executor, who was one of the cestui que trust, and who
had an interest in the land under the will of the testator. The inquiry, in such
a case, is not whether there was or was not fraud in fact. The purchase is void,
and will be set aside at the instance of the cestui que trust, and a resale ordered,
on the ground of the temptation to abuse, and of the danger of imposition
inaccessible to the eye of the court. We are aware that cases may be found,
in the reports of some of the chancery courts in the United States, in which it

has been held that an executor may purchase, if it be without fraud, any prop-
erty of his testator, at open and public sale, for a fair price, and that such
purchase is only voidable, and not void, as we hold it to be. But with all due
respect for the learned judges who have so decided, we say that an executor or
administrator, is, in equity, a trustee for the next of kin, legatees and creditors,
and that we have been unable to find any one well considered decision, with
other cases, or any one case in the books, to sustain the right of an executor to
become the purchaser of the property which he represents, or any portion of it,

though he has done so for a fair price, without fraud, at a public sale. Why
should the rule be relaxed in the case of persons most frequently exposed to the
temptations of self-interest, who may yield to it more readily than any others,

with a larger impunity, if the day of equitable retribution shall ever come for
those who have been defrauded? Is it not better that the cause of the evil shall

be prohibited, than that courts of equity shall be relied upon to apply the remedy
in particular caseSj by inquiring into all the circumstances of a case, whether
there has or has not been fraud in fact? Is the rule to be relaxed, in the case of
executors, in respect to all persons interested in the estate, or only to such of
them as are sui jurist And if only to those who are sui juris, why in ease of
an executor as to such persons, when the rule has never been relaxed by any
court of equity to permit purchases by any other trustee or agent of one who is

sui jurisi Shall it be relaxed in cases of those who are interested in the estate,

and who are not sui juris or minors? Then other remedies must be devised to

protect their interests than that which experience has shown to be alone effica-

cious. It is, that when a trustee for one not sui juris sees that it is absolutely

necessary that the estate must be sold, and he is ready to give more for it than
any one else, that a bill should be filed, and he (558) should apply to the court

by motion, to let him be a purchaser. This is the only way he can protect him-

self. There are cases in which the court will permit it. (Campiell v. Walker,

5 Ves., Jun. 601, 31 English Eeprint 801 ; 1 Ball & Beatty, 418.)

"Such is the proceeding adopted in Louisiana, when property in which a minor is

interested is offered for sale, as may be seen by the case in 6 Louisiana E., 16

McCarty v. Steam Cotton Press Co. et al.). The property was sold at auction,

and the mother of the minor became the purchaser. It was contended that this

purchase was nuU and void, because the property had descended to the children

immediately after the death of the father, and the mother, who, by the effect

of the law, was their natural tutor, could not buy it. The court said it was a

general rule. But it having been shown that the mother and purchaser had
petitioned the court of probates for a ratification of the sale, and that the court

had ratified it upon the advice of a family meeting, the sale was confirmed. And
the court held, that under the Spanish law (20) a tutor could purchase the prop-

erty of his ward, with the permission of the judge.

"We have said more upon the relaxation of the rule in the case of executors than

we would have done, if the learned counsel for the appellants had not pressed,

as an exemption from the rule, purchases made by executors without fraud at

open sale, especially when by the will they were empowered to sell the estate of

their testator for the benefit of heirs and legatees, and were heirs and legatees

themselves. And if it had not been urged that the decisions of the supreme

court of Louisiana were unsafe guides in interpreting the Spanish laws in respect

to the incapacity of persons to purchase at judicial sales particular property,

on account of the official or financiering relation in which they stood to the per-

son who owned the property. It was supposed that the qualifications of the rule

by the civil law embraced executors, or might do so by the reason upon which

those qualifications were sustained. It imposes upon us the task of showing that

the relaxations of the rule of the civil law were never permitted by the Spanish

law which prevailed in Louisiana, and were never extended under the civil law,

to permit the executor testamentarius or executor dativus to buy the property
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which he was appointed to administer. It is a subject of curious and instructive

examination to trace the rule of prohibition, in the course of its application under
the jurisprudence of different nations. In all of them there were limited and
occasional relaxations of the rule in particular cases, but in no one nation have
purchases by executors been permitted, as a relaxation of the civil law rule. For
a general historical examination of the subject we have not time; we wish we
had. A brief examination, however, of the qualifications of the rule by the civil

law will not be inappropriate upon an appeal from a court held in Louisiana,
where the civil law (559) exists in a modified form, and is still often the rule

of decision by its enlightened jurists. The prohibition of the civil law is thus
expressed: 'Tutor rem pupilli emere non potest; idemque porrigendum est ad
similia, id est, ad euratores, procuratores, et qui negotia aliena geruwt.' Dig.
lib. 18, tit. 1, 1. 34; Inst. lib. 1, tit. 21-23.) (A guardian cannot buy anything
of his ward (pupil) ; and the same (rule) is to be extended to (persons occupy-
ing) similar (position), such as curators, procurators, and all those who are
carrying on the business of others (administering the property of others.)

"The rule as expressed embraces every relation in which there may arise a conflict

between the duty which the vendor or purchaser owes to the person with whom
he is dealing, or on whose account he is acting,, and his own individual interest.

Nor was it ever relaxed or qualified by the civil law, further than to allow the
guardian to purchase the property of the ward, palam et iona fide (fiona fide
with the open hand), at public auction. 'Cum ipse tutor nihil ex bonis pupilli,

quw distrahi possunt comparare palam et bona fide prohihetur ; multo magis uxor
ejus hoc facere potest.' (Cod. lib. 4 tit. 38, 1. 5.) (The guardian himself is not
forbidden to purchase openly (at public auction) and in good faith such property
of his ward as can be separated (sold) in parcels; and so may the guardian's
wife.) But foreseeing the mischief which might grow out of the relaxation, it

required that the purchase must be made by the guardian himself, palam et bona
fide, and not per interpesitam personam.

" ' 8ed si per interpositam personam rem pupilli emerit, in ea causa ut emptio nullius
momenti sit, quia non bona fide videtur rem gessisse. Et ita est rescriptum a
D. Severo et Antonino.' (Dig. lib. 26, tit. 5, 1. 5, § 3.) (But if he (the guardian)
buys the goods of his ward through the agency of a third person, in that case
the sale is void, because such a sale and purchase is obviously not in good faith,
etc. But if he shall buy anything of his ward through a person interposed (not
directly), in that case the purchase is of no moment (consequence) because it

would appear that the affair (business sale) was not conducted in good faith.)
"A purchase by a guardian from his co-guardian was permitted, if it took place in-

public, and bona fide. 'Item ipse tutor et emptoris et venditoris officio fungi
non potest. Sed enim si contutorem habeat, cujus auctoritas sufflcit, proculdubio
emere potest. Sed si mala fide emptio intercesserit, nullius erit momenti, idenque
nee usucapere potest. Sane, si suw (statis factus comprobaverii emptionem,
contractus valet.' (Dig. lib. 26, tit. 8, 1. 5, § 2. (And so the guardian cannot
occupy the position of buyer and seller. But if there is a joint guardian (with
himself), whose authority is sufScient (i.e., who is fully qualified), doubtless
he can buy. But if the sale is conducted in bad faith, it will be void and the
guardian will acquire nothing by it. If with fuU knowledge, after arriving at
full age (the ward) shall approve the sale, the sale becomes valid.)

"The guardian might purchase at a sale made at the suit of a creditor. 'Si creditor
pupilli distrahat. acque emere bona fide poterit.' (Dig. lib. 26, 1. 5, § 5.) (If
the creditor of the ward seizes and sells his goods, the guardian may, if he acts
In good faith, buy.) Such is the extent of the qualification of the rule of the
civil law. And, its limitation not being well understood, persons have often
been misled to apply it to what they supposed to be analogous agencies, such as
executors, when there was no authority either in the text of the civil law, or in the
practice under it, for doing so. But, further, those qualifications of the rule
mentioned were confined m practice to those territories in Europe in which the
civil law prevailed without modification. And it is remarkable, considering what
were the influences upon Christendom of the civil law, after its discovery in the
twelfth century, and when not until some time after it began to be used as a
rule of law by which public and private rights were determined, when in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries it was the study of the wisest men it is remark-
able that the qualifications of the rule, as they have been stated, were considered
imperfections, and were rejected by every nation in Europe whose codes are
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generally admitted to have been compiled from the civil law, with an intimate
(560) knowledge of human nature, as it has always shown itself in the business
of life. Here, appropriate to what has been just said, is the language of Pothier:
'Nous ne pouvons acheter, ni par nonsmemes ni par personnes interposees, les
chores que font partie des hiens dont nous avons I 'administration; ainsi un
tuteuT ne pent acheter les choses qui appartiennent u son mineur ; un administra-
teor ne peut acheter auciine chose de Men dont il a I 'administration.' (Tr. du
Contrat de Vente, part 1, u. 13.) (We cannot buy either through ourselves or an
interposed person the properties which form a part of the goods we are admin-
istering; nor can a guardian buy any goods which belong to the minor, nor can
an administrator buy any of the goods he is engaged in" administering.)

'
' The rule of the civil law, without qualification, is adopted in the codes of Holland.

' QucB vero de tutorihus cauta ea quoque in curatoribus, procuratorihus, testamen-
torum executoribv^, aliisque similibus, qui aliena gerunt negotia probanda sunt.'
(Voet., lib. 18, tit. 1, u. 9; 2 Burge's Com. 463.) (Those things which are for-
bidden to guardians, curators, procurators, executors of wills, and other like per-
sons carrying on the business of others (or in charge of other persons' affairs)
are approved.)

"In Spain, the rule was enforced without relaxation, and with stern uniformity.
Judge MeCaleb cites in his opinion, from the Novissima Recopilacion, the rule
in the following words: "No man, who is testamentary executor or guardian
of minors, nor any other man or woman, can purchase the property which they
administer, and whether they purchase publicly or privately, the act is invalid,

and on proof being made of the fact, the sale must be set aside. '
' This was the

law of Louisiana when the executors in this instance made their purchases, and
it is conclusive of the invalidity.

"We have thus shown that those purchases are fraudulent and void, from having
been made per interpositam personam, and if they were not so on that account,
that they are void by the rule in equity in the courts of England, and as it

prevails in the courts of equity in the United States. It has also been shown that
they are void by the law of Louisiana, as it was when they were made by the
executors, and that such purchases never were countenanced in that state by any
qualification of the civil law rule prohibiting purchases by those who stood in

such fiduciary relations to others; that the act could not be generally done, with-

out creating a conflict between self-interest and integrity. In every respect in

which we have viewed this case, we are called upon to direct that the purchase
made by Nicolas and Jean Francois Girod of their testator's estate should be set

aside. We shall order it to be done. Nor do we think that the complainants
have lost their rights by negligence, or by the lapse of time. We can only see in

their conduct the fears and forbearance of dependent relatives, far distant from
the scene of the transactions of which they complain ; desirous of having what was
due to them, and suspecting it had been withheld, but unwilling to believe that

they had been wronged by brothers, with whom they had been associated in a
common interest by another brother who was dead. In a case of actual fraud,

courts of equity give relief after a long lapse of time, much longer than has

passed since the executors, in this instance, purchased their testator's estate.

§ 517. Laches Will Bar the Right to Equitable Relief:

"In general (561), length of time is no bar to a trust clearly established to have

once existed; and where fraud is imputed and proved, length of time ought not

to exclude relief. (Prevost v. Grate, 6 Wheat. 481.) Generally speaking, when a
party has been guilty of such laches in prosecuting his equitable title as would

bar him if his title were solely at law, he will be barred in equity, from a wise

consideration of the paramount importance of quieting men 's titles, and upon the

principle that expedit reipubliccB ut sit finis litium; although the statutes of

limitations do not apply to any equitable demand, courts of equity adopt them;

or at least generally take the same limitations for their guide, in cases analogous

to those in which the statutes apply at law. (10 Ves. 467; 1 Cox, 149.) Still,

within what time a constructive trust will be barred must depend upon the cir-

cumstances of the case. {Boone v. Chiles, 10 Peters, 177.) There is no rule of

equity which excludes the consideration of circumstances, and in a case of actual

fraud, we believe no case can be found in the books in which a court of equity

has refused to give relief within the lifetime of either of the parties upon whom
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the fraud is proved, or within thirty years after it has been discovered or becomes
known to the party whose rights are affected by it. In this case that time has
not elapsed since the executors made their purchases, and it is not pretended that

they were known to any of the complainants, until the year 1817, and not then
except by the exhibition of an account by the executors to some of the com-
plainants, with declarations that everything had been fairly done with a view
to save the honor of the testator, and the interests of those who were the objects

of his bounty. In this view of the case, it is not necessary for us to consider

the time within which remedies are barred, or property acquired by prescription,

under the laws of Louisiana. We would willingly otherwise do so, for the result

would show the same harmony in the application of the rules of the civil law
and those of Louisiana upon prescription with the rules prevailing in courts of
equity in England and the United States, as we trust has been shown to exist

between them in the prohibition of an executor to buy the estate of his testator. '

'

§ 518. Receipts and Releases Are Not Conclusive:
"The receipts or acquittances given by two of the complainants to the executors do

not affect their rights. ThCT were obviously given without full knowledge of all

the circumstances connected with the disposal and management of the estate.

Indeed, it is plain that such information had been withheld by the executors.

It is true that an account was presented to them, with official signatures to it,

but without vouchers of any kind to verify its correctness, and it was accom-
panied by a letter from Nicolas Girod, in which menaces of displeasure are
mingled with intimations of future kindness.

"We shall also direct the official proceedings which were had upon the account of
(562) Nicolas Girod, against the estate of Claude, to be set aside and annulled.
But there will be allowed to the representatives of Nicolas, in the settlement of
the estate, the sum of $6,574.20, with interest at five per cent. The proofs in

the cause show that a few months before the death of the testator there had been
a settlement of accounts between him and Nicolas, and we allow that amount,
as it is charged in the general account, disallowing all the other items. We sup-
pose it to be an inadvertency in drawing up the decree, that the sum just men-
tioned was not allowed, as the learned judge, in his opinion, states that a settle-

ment had taken place with that result."

§ 519. Emptor Emit Quam Minimo Potest; Venditor Vendit

QuAM Maximo Potest : The buyer buys for as little as possible,

the vendor sells for as much as possible; or, a purchaser buys
as low as he can, a vendor sells for as much as he is able. All

states cite this maxim. 15 Cyc. 1043. And Keech v. Sandford,
also Michoud, are widely cited and followed. See the latter in

Ash's Federal Citations.

The law of Missouri involves a rule of public policy, that

familiar rule, the first one on the XII Tables, which now is

cut in stone over the main entrance of the Capitol at Jefferson

City, namely. Solus populi suprema lex. This rule is trite and
commonplace in Missouri. It is on the souvenir spoons of a

great and proud city, whence comes this appeal from those
weary and heavy laden. This principle is paraphrased in "Ye
cannot serve God and Mammon"; also in "Lead us not into

temptation." Led by these principles, chancellors have made
great decisions, and one of these is the Eumfoed Market Case
Keech v. Sandford, 3 Hughes' Gr. & Rud. 578. Chancellor Kent
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looked from the old roots of the law, from the great trees of the
grove, and guided by these he spoke for the court in

:

§ 520. Davoue v. Fanning, 2 Johns. Ch. 252, as follows

:

"The next and principal point in the case is, whether the plaintiff is not entitled
to set the sale aside, because the executor, by a previous arrangement, suffered
the property (256) to be purchased in for his wife, and executed a deed in pur-
suance of the sale in trust for her.

"It is contended, on the part of the defendants, that this sale is not open to objec-
tion, inasiQueh as it was at public auction, and iona fide, and for a fair price,
and the purchase was not made for the benefit of the executor himself, but for
the benefit of his wife, who was one of the cestui que trusts, having an interest
in the land. But I am of opinion that these circumstances do not vary the applica-
tion of the general rule.

'
' The executor, in selling a part of the estate to raise a particular legacy, was acting

as a trustee for all those who were interested in the estate under the. will, and
not exclusively for the benefit of his wife, whose particular legacy he was raising.
The plaintiff, and all the other children, had an equal interest with the defend-
ant 's wife that the property should be sold to the best advantage, because the
greater the price, the greater would be the dividend of the residuary estate. They
were all equally cestui que trusts of the executor; for he was charged with the
duty of applying the proceeds of the estate to their use, and of eventually selling

the whole real estate for distribution among them. If, in selling a part of the
estate, in the meantime, for a legacy to his wife, he could become the purchaser
on her account, or constitute an agent for that purpose, the temptation to abuse
of trust would be great and dangerous. Whether a trustee buys in for himself
or his wife, the temptation to abuse is nearly the same. Though the money he
was raising was to go to the wife, it was no reason why he should be permitted
to buy in for her the estate itself, when the plaintiff and others had also legacies

to be raised out of the estate, and were equally entitled to their share of what
should be remaining. His interest here interfered with his duty. Emptor emit
quam minima potest; venditor vendit quam maxima potest. Indeed, the very
fact that the executor was, in that instance, exercising the general (257) powers
of his trust for the benefit of his wife, was peculiarly calculated to touch and
awaken the suggestions of self-interest. The case, therefore, falls clearly within

the spirit of the principle, that if a trustee, acting for others, sells an estate, and
becomes himself interested in the purchase, the cestui que trust is entitled to come
here, as of course, and set aside that purchase, and have the property reexposed
for sale.

'
' I consider this to be a sound and settled doctrine of the court. But as the point is

extremely important, and has been long and greatly agitated, it will be safer,

and certainly more satisfactory to the parties, that I should not only lay down
the rule, but look into the authorities on which it is supported. '

'

§ 521. Idem Agens et Patiens Esse Non Potest Is From the

Civil Law. Keech v. Sandford, 2 Gr. & Rud.:

'
' The earliest case I have met with, containing any full recognition of the principle,

that a trustee cannot act for his own benefit on a subject connected with the

trust, is that of Holt v. Molt, in the 22 Car. 11. (A. D. 1670), (I. Ch. Gas. 190,

92 English Eeprint, 756), where it was held, by the Lord Keeper Bridgman,

assisted by the judges, that if an executor in trust renewed a lease, it should be

for the benefit of the cestui que trust. The next case that occurs was that of

Keech v. Sandford, before Lord Chancellor King, in 1726. (2 Eq. Cas. Abr. 741,

22 English Eeprint, 629, White & Tudor 's Lead. Eq. Cases.) A lease of the profits

of a market was devised to a trustee, in trust for an infant; before the expira-

tion of the term, the trustee applied to the lessor for a renewal for the infant's

benefit which he refused, because he could not distrain, but must rest singly on

covenant which the infant could not make. The trustee then took a lease to

himself and the chancellor decreed, that the lease should be assigned to the

infant and that the trustee should be indemnified from the covenants in the
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lease, and the trustee account for the profits since the renewal. He said he must
consider it a trust for the infant, 'for if the trustee, on refusal to renew, might
have a lease to himself, few trust estates would be renewed to (258) cestvd que
trusts; and though it might seem hard that the trustee was the only person of all

mankind who might not have the lease, yet it was very proper that the rule

should be strictly pursued, and not in the least relaxed, for it was very obvious
what would be the consequence of letting trustees have the lease on refusal to

renew to cestui que trusts,'

"It we go through all the cases, I doubt whether we shall find the rule and the
policy of it laid down with more clearness, strictness, an;l good sense. The
decision has never been questioned; and that a trust results on the renewal of an
infant's lease, has since been regarded as a familiar point. (1 Bos. & Pull. 376.)

*
' The general principle was first brought before Lord Hardwicke, in Davison v. Gard-

ner, in 1743, and the rule was admitted with rather more relaxation than is

tolerated at this day, if we can rely on the account of this MS. Case, as it is

variously stated in some of the elementary compilers. (1 Cruise's Digl 551;
Sugden's Law of Vendors, 436.) The case was a purchase of a feme covert of
her interest in a brew-house. She acted at the time as a feme sole in respect to

her separate estate, and the defendant, who purchased of her, was her trustee.

The chancellor would not set aside the sale, because she received the full value,

and the purchase was fair. I do not know that this case differs, in this respect,

from the later decisions, for they all allow a trustee to purchase from the cestui

que trust, under very special and guarded circumstances, amounting to a fair

and distinct dissolution of the trust connection between them, at the time of the
purchase. Lord Hardwicke observed, that the court always looks with a jealous
eye at a trustee purchasing of his cestui que trust; and he would not permit any
purchase, by a trustee, during the minority of the cestui que trust; but he said,

that where there was a decree for the sale of the trust estate, and an open
auction by the master, or a (259) public sale, by proclamation, in the country,
there the court had permitted a trustee to purchase, by refusing to set aside the
sale, when all other circumstances were fair. I apprehend these latter dicta are
clearly overruled, and that whether the cestui que trust be an infant or an adult,
and whether the sale be public or private, the trustee is equally disabled from
becoming a purchaser of the trust estate. The next ease before .Lord Hardwicke
was that of Whelpdale v. CooTcson, in 1747. (1 Vesey, 9, 27 English Eeprint, 856;
5 Vesey, 682, S.C.) That was a bill by a creditor against the defendants, as
executors and trustees. The answer admitted a purchase at auction of part of
the estate, and the chancellor would not suffer it to stand, as he said he knew
the dangerous consequences, and that it .was not enough for the trustee to say
you cannot prove any fraud, for it is in his own power to conceal it. He, there-
fore, ordered the creditors to elect, whether they would abide by the purchase;
and declared, that if a majority elected not to abide by it, he would order a
resale by the master.

*
' This case corrects the inaccurate dictum in the preceding one, that a sale at auction

took away the objection, and it lays down the rule, and the remedy, in clear and
precise terms. The only thing to be objected to in the report of the case is,

that the remedy should be made to depend upon the will of a majority of the
cestui que trusts'; for this is not only questioned in the later eases, but seems con-
trary to the settled rights if parties, for one cestui que trust has no power to
control or give away the right of another.

§ 522. A Trustee Cannot Speculate With the Trust Estate:

"The case of Fox v. MacTcreth, which arose before Lord Thurlow, in 1788 (2 Bro.
400; 6 Vesey, 627; 9 Vesey 247), and underwent long and great discussion, is
important only to show the solidity and value of the principle, tha*.-a trustee
cannot be permitted to purchase, even of his adult cestui que trust, unless he has
first fairly discharged himself from his oflice of trustee, and placed himself (260)
in circumstances to make a fair contract. This is the same doctrine which has
been intimated by Lord Hardwicke in Ayliffe v. Murray (2 Atk. 59). But in
Whichcote v. Lawrence (3 Vesey, 740), Lord Eosslyn seems to have spoken with
a carelessness and latitude of expression which has given occasion to much criti-
cism in the subsequent cases. An estate was conveyed to trustees, to sell for the
benefit of creditors; the estate was put up at auction, and the defendant (one
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of the trustees) purchased two lots, for which he received deeds from the other
trustees, and he afterward sold his lots at a profit. The bill was by three only
of the numerous creditors, praying that this trustee might accou?;t for the profit
he had so made, and it was so decreed with costs. It is to be observed, that relief
was here granted to a minority of the creditors, and it is not the decree, but the
observations of the chancellor, that are deemed inaccurate. He said that the
trustee had here made a profit, and he did not recollect a case, in which the mere
abstract rule came distinctly to be tried, abstracted from the consideration of
advantage made by the "purchaser. That the proposition was not true, that where
the trustee to sell was the purchaser, the sale was ipso jure, null. That the real
sense of the proposition was, that the trustee to sell should not gain any advan-
tage by being himself the person to buy. That he is not to be permitted to
gain profit by the execution of the trust; that unless the advantage be made, the'
purchase will never be questioned, and that it was not true as a naked proposi-
tion, that a trustee cannot buy of his cestui que trust.

'
' The objection to most of these observations is, that they do not place the question

on the true principle. However innocent! the purchase may be in the given case,
it is poisonous in its consequences. The cestui que trust is not bound to prove,
nor is the court bound to judge, that the trustee has made a bargain advantageous
to himself. The fact (261) may be so, and yet the party not have it in his power,
distinctly and clearly, to show it. There may be fraud, as Lord Hardwicke
observed, and the party not able to prove it. It is to guard against this uncer-
tainty and hazard of abuse, and to remove the trustee from temptation, that the
rule does and will permit the cestui que trust to come, at his own option, and
without showing actual injury, and insist upon having the experiment of another
sale. This is a remedy which goes deep, and touches the very root of the evil.

It is one which appears to me, from the cases which have been already cited, and
from those which are to follow, to be most conclusively established.

" In Campbell v. Walker (5 Vesey, 678; 13 Vesey, 600), Lord Alvanley, then master
of the rolls, declared, that the rule necessarily existed to this extent. That was a
devise of real estate to the trustee to sell. They sold at auction, and bought
in a part for themselves, at a fair price. There was no proof that the purchase
was at an undervalue, or that the sale was not bona fide and regular. The bill

was in behalf of residuary legatees, then infants, to have the sale set aside, and
the lands resold. It was accordingly so decreed ; and the master of the rolls

said that the rule did go to the extent, that the cestui que trust had a right to

set aside the purchase, and have the estate resold, if he chose to say, in any
reasonable time, that he was not satisfied with it. The trustee purchases sub-
ject to that equity. He buys with that clog. The only way for a trustee to

purchase safely, if he is willing to give as much as any one else, is by filing

a bill, and saying, so much is bid, and I will bid more, and the court will then
examine into the case, and judge whether it be advisable to let the trustee bid.

In that way the court will divest him of his character of trustee, and prevent all

the consequences of his acting both for himself and for the cestui que trust.

In no other way, as he observed, could the trustee become the purchaser, without
being liable to be (262) called upon to give up the purchase. It is impossible

to know whether any advantage has been gained by the purchase, of whether the

trustee did all he ought to have done. In that very case, he still retained the

land, the defendants were still trustees, and if the plaintiff elected to have the

premises resold, they must be resold.

"V^ten this cause was, afterwards, brought before Lord Eldon, on the master's
report of the sale, the infants recovered their costs; and he observed, that a,

trustee for sale could not contract with the cestui que trust, until he had dis-

tinctly and honestly removed himself from the relation of trustee, which could

not have been done, in that case, as the cestui que trusts were infants. He said

that a sale by auction made no solid difference, as the auctioneer was an agent
employed by the vendor.

"It appears to me, that the observations of Lord Alvanley in the above case, illus-

trate the true rule and the reason of it, in a forcible and perspicuous manner;
yet it would seem that he acted in direct contradiction to his own opinion, for he

first directci'l an inquiry, by a master, whether a resale would be for the benefit

of the infanis. This was shaking the principle itself. There was hazard in the

inquiry, and it was far from checking such sales. Lord Eldon expressed his
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disapprobation of the inquiry; and it was certainly an instance of surprising

inconsistency between the reasoning and the conclusion.

"Lord Eossiyn, in the case ex parte Reynolds (5 Vesey, 707, 31 English Eeprint, 816),
seemed to adopt the true 'rule, that a trustee cannot purchase without being

exposed to a resale. In that case, the assignee of a bankrupt purchased at auction

the estate of the bankrupt, under the commission, and the' chancellor ordered the
. estate to be set up again, and that if it did not sell for more than he gave, the

purchase was to stand.
'

' I proceed next to the decisions of Lord Eldon, which lare uniform in support and
vindication of the rule. They leave (263) no possible doubt on the subject.

Thus, in the ease ex parte Lacey (6 Vesey, 625), the assignee of a bankrupt was
purchaser of part of his estate, and the chancellor declared, that when a trustee

undertakes to manage for others, he undertakes not to manage for his own
benefit; that he cannot buy until, by a new contract with his cestui que trust,

he has stripped himself of his character of trustee; but even this new contract

is watched with infinite and the most guarded jealousy, because he may have
acquired information, as trustee, which the court cannot be certain he has com-
municated to the cestui que trust. He disavows the interpretation of Lord
Kosslyn, that the trustee must make advantage. Whether he makes advantage
or not, if the connection does not satisfactorily appear to be dissolved, it is in

the choice of the cestui que trust, whether or not he will take back the property.

The ground of the rule is, that though you may see, in a particular case, that

he has not made advantage, it is impossible to examine sufficiently, in ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred, whether he has made advantage or not.

"In this case, another sale was ordered, and the premises were directed to be put
up at the price the assignee gave, and if no more was bid, the purchase was to
stand.

"In another case (ex parte EupTies, 6 Vesey, 617, 31 English Eeprint, 1233), Lord
Eldon thought, that a creditor of the bankrupt, or any agent of the sale, was
within the reason of the rule, and could not be permitted to bid; and in this

ease he ordered the property to be set up for resale, at the price the creditor,

together with the amount of his hona fide and substantial improvements, which
were to be allowed him, and that if the property sold for more, he should be
paid for his improvements out of the purchase money, and if not, that he should
be held to his purchase. This rule of setting aside the purchase by the trustee,

at the option of the cestui que trust, and of directing a resale, upon the condi-
tion that the property produces a better price (264) was aflerwards adopted by
Sir William Grant, in Lester v. Lester (6 Vesey, 631), and he said the rule was
so established in Lord Thurlow's time.

"The ease ex parte James (8 Vesey, 337), contains a stiU further illustration and
confirmation of the rule. It was there applied to a purchase, at auction, by a
solicitor to the bankrupt commission, who was considered as well as the assignees,
to come within the mischief to be prevented; and he explicitly declared, that he
did not proceed upon the ground of undervalue or want of fairness in the pur-
chase, but upon the general principle. This case is deserving of notice, in
another respect, for it may be considered as overruling the dictum or decision
of Lord Hardwicke, that a majority of the cestui que trusts was sufficient to
ratify the purchase of the trustee; for Lord Eldon declared, that the solicitor
was not entitled to hold the land against the consent of any of these persons
entitled to the surplus of the estate. He had said, also, in another place (6
Vesey, 625), that he held that opinion of Lord Hardwicke to be erroneous.

"In the case ex parte Bennett (10 Vesey, 385), Lord Eldon went again, and at
large, into the policy, the necessity, and the authority of the principle which
we are considering. I need not repeat the argument, though I think that, in
that ease, he dwelt upon the subject with uncommon interest and vigor of
decision. He applied the rule once more to the solicitor to a commission of
bankruptcy, and to the commissioner purchasing for himself or for another. To
permit either Jo bid, would be applying the information acquired by their trust
to their own benefit. He said it was settled, that it was not requisite to show
that the trustee had made any advantage by the purchase. If a trustee can buy
in an honest case, he may in a ease having that appearance, but which, from the
infirmity of human testimony, may be grossly otherwise; and yet the power of
the court would not be equal to detect the deception. (265) Human infirmity will
rarely permit a man to exert against himself that providence which a vendor
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ought to exert, in order to sell the estate most advantageously for the cestui que
trusts, and which a purchaser is at liberty to exert for himself, in order to
purchase at the lowest price. If the trustee cannot bid for himself, he cannot
on the same principle, bid for another. The distinction of its being a weaker
temptation is too thin to form a safe rule of justice. The decree there was,
also, that the expense of the lasting repairs and substantial improvements, made
subsequent to the purchase, should be added to the purchase money, and the
estate put up again at the accumulated sum.

"In Bandall v. Erington (10 Vesey, 423), the sale was fair, and the purcli:iso by
the trustee, at auction, for a full price; but he had subsequently sold a part, at
some profit, and the court opened the sale at the request of the cestui que trust,

as to the parts not sold, and held the trustee to account for the profit on the
part he sold.

'It remains only to observe, that during the time that Lord Erskine presided in

the court of chancery, he gave the most unequivocal sanction to these doctrines,
and declared that they were founded on the clearest principles of equity, and
the general security of contracts. {Morse v. Eoyal, 13 Vesey, 355 ; Lowther v.

Loicther, 12 Vesey, 95.) He \ ent so far as to say, that there was so much
difficulty in supporting a purchase by a trustee, even from his cestui que trust,

and it required to be guarded with so much jealousy, that it would have been
better to have interdicted it altogether. Indeed, no person could have expressed
himself in stronger language, as to the delicacy and danger of such purchases,
than Lord Eldon himself did on repeated occasions. (Coles v. Trecothick, 9
Vesey, 234. Ex parte Bennett, 10 Vesey, 3^5.)

"It is proper to observe here, that this whole chancery doctrine has received the
entire approbation and sanction of (266) the supreme court of Pennsylvania.
(3 Binney, 54, 4 Binney, 43). Those decisions come with the more force, and
are the more applicable as authority, when we consider that the court is obliged
from necessity of the case (as they have no chancery tribunal), to study, adopt,
and apply, equity principles more freely, and more liberally, than is usual in

courts of law.
'

' The same doctrine has, also, been recognized in our town courts. The supreme
court, in Jackson v. Van Dalfsen (5 Johns. Eep. 43), admit it to be a well-

settled rule in equity, that a trustee, or agent to sell, shall not, himself, become
the purchaser; and they very properly refer the remedy of the cestui que trust

in such cases to the cognizance of chancery. The doctrine underwent much dis-

cussion in this court, and finally in the court of appeals, in Munro and others

V. Allaire. (2 Caines's Cases in Error, 183.) Allaire was one of the executors

of Benjamin Palmer, deceased, with power to sell the real estate, and he pur-

chased of Mary Palmer, the widow and devisee, and, also, one of the executors,

her right in the whole estate. She, subsequently to this purchase, conveyed her

right to Munro and SnifBn, and a bill was filed by Allairs for a specific per-

formance of his agreement with Mary Palmer, and for a more perfect assurance

and conveyance of»her "right. The ipurchase was charged to have been fairly

made, after long consultation, in which she was assisted by a friend ; and that

Allaire gave a fuU price, and more than had been previously offered by another.

To this bill Mary Palmer filed a demurrer, which was overruled in this court, and
she was ordered to answer. From this decretal order an appeal was brought, and
the decree, overruling the demurrer, was reversed in the court of appeals, in 1796.

"This decree of the court, in the last resort, assumed the doctrine of the general

disability of the trustee to purchase from the cestui que trust. It was not

intended to be understood, I presume, of an absolute, unqualified disability (267),

such as Lord Erskine was willing to adopt; for there were circumstances relied

upon, in this ease, to show that neither Mary Palmer, or her friends, were

acquainted with the nature or extent of the rights she undertook to convey. The
case may, therefore, be considered as establishing only the general doctrine in

Fox V. Maclcreth, and in the other cases which I have noticed. But I allude to

the ease as containing a full recognition of the genera] rule, that a trustee to sell

cannot, hunself, purchase. The only opinion given in the court of errors (at

least the only published) is that of Mr. Justice Benson, in which the rule is

laid down in these broad and general terms: 'It is a principle,' he says, 'that

a trustee can never be a purchaser; and I assume it as not requiring proof, that

this principle must be admitted, not only as estabjished by adjudication, but also

as founded in indispensable necessity, to prevent 'that great inlet of fraud, and
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those dangerous consequences which would ensue, if trustees might themselves
become purchasers, or if they were not, in every respect, kept within compass.
Although it may, however, seem hard that the trustee should be the only person

of all mankind who may not purchase, yet, for very obvious consequences, it is

proper the rule should be strictly pursued, and not in the least relaxed.'

"We cannot but notice the precision and accuracy with which the rule, and the

reason of it, are here stated; but the rule appears to be much weakened in the
subsequent part of the opinion.

"He makes a distinction to show that the rule, thus laid down, is not to be under-

stood in an absolute, unqualified sense. A trustee, it is said, is never to be
assisted in this court, by giving effect to such a purchase; but it does not follow

that chancery is bound, in every case, and of course, to annul such a purchase,

on the application of the cestui que trust. His words are, 'that it is not, in

every instance, indispensable that all the cestui que trusts should (268) agree to

waive the implied fraud; it may be sufficient for a majority, or such other num-
ber, or proportion of them, to agree, as that, according to the circumstances of

the case, it may be presumed there was no fraud in fact.

"It appears to me, with grfeat submission, that the learned judge has, in these

observations, wounded the true principle which he had before so clearly declared.

I presume he was misled by the case of Welpdale v. CooTcson, in which Lord
Hardwicke held that a majority of the cestui g»e trusts were sufficient to estab-

lish the purchase, whether the minority were consenting or not, and which ease

has been repeatedly questioned, and, in practice, overruled. But this is not all.

He seems to think the court are only to be satisfied that there was no fraud in

fact, whereas it has been, again and again, decided, and the principle pervades

the whole body of the cases, that the inquiry is not whether there was, or was
not, fraud in fact. The purchase is to be set aside, at the instance of the cestui

que trust, and a resale ordered, without weighing the presumption of fraud, on
the ground of the temptation to abuse, and of the danger of imposition inaccessi-

ble to the eye of the court.

^'In addition to these cases in our own courts, I may refer to the statute which pro-

hibits a sheriff, or other oflScer to whom an execution is directed, from pur-
chasing at the sale under it. This is an affirmance of the same general rule;

and the other statute, which allows a mortgagee, selling under a power, to pur-

chase in the land, provided the sale be in every other respect, regular and fair,

does, by that very exception, recognize the existence of the rule in all other
cases.

'
' There is one case more on this subject too important to be omitted ; that of The

York Buildings Company v. Mackenzie, which was decided in the English house
of lords in 1795, on appeal from the court of sessions in Scotland. (8 Bro. P.C.

by Tomlins. App.)
(269) "That case is a complete vindication for the doctrine I am now to apply;

and, considering the eminent character of the counsel who were concerned, and
who have since filled the highest judicial stations, and the ability and learning
which they displayed in the discussion, it is, perhaps, one of the most interest-

ing cases, on a mere technical rule of law, that is to be met with in the annals
of our jurisprudence.

^'The appellants were an insolvent company, and their estates were sold by order of
the court of sessions, at a public judicial sale, to satisfy creditors. The course
at such sales is to set up the property at a value fixed upon by the court, which
is called the upset price, and which is founded on the information procured by the
common agent of the court, who has the management of all the outdoor business
of a cause. The respondent here was the common agent in that cause, and he
purchased for himself, at the upset price, no person appearing, to bid more,
and the sale was confirmed by the court; and in the course of eleven years'
possession he had expended large sums for building and improvements. There
was no question as to fairness and integrity of the purchase. But the object of
the appellant was to set aside the sale, and have the estate sold anew, on the
ground that the respondent, being the common agent in court, in behalf of all

parties, to procure information and attend the sale, was in the nature of a
trustee, and so disabled to purchase.

"The reason of the house of lords for setting aside the sale are not given, and we
are not left to infer them from the argument upon which the appeal was founded.

"The appellants contended, that the common agent was under a disability to pur-
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chase, arising from his ofiSce; that the rule was founded in reason and nature,

and prevailed wherever any well-regulated administration of justice was known;
that the disability rested on the principle which dictated that a person cannot
be both judge and party, and serve two masters; (270) that he who is

intrusted with the interests of others, cannot be allowed to make the business an
object to himself, because, from the frailty of nature, one who has power will be
too readily seized with the inclination to serve his own interests at the expense of
those for whom he is intrusted; that the danger of temptation does, out of the
mere necessity of the case, work a disqualification; nothing less than incapacity
being able to shut the door against temptation, where the danger is imminent,
and the security against discovery great; that the wise policy of the law had,
therefore, put the sting of disability into the temptation, as a defensive weapon
against the strength of the danger which lies in the situation; that the parts
which the buyer and seller have to act, stand in direct opposition to each other
in point of interest ; and this conflict of interest is the rock, for shunning which
the disability has obtained its force, by making that person, who has the one
part intrusted to him, incapable of acting on the other side.

"Several cases were referred to in the civil law, showing clearly, that the same
principle had a deep and firm foundation in that system, and was most exten-

sively applied, as for instance, to guardians, tutors, curators, procurators, judicial

officers, and all other persons, who in any respect, as agents, had a concern in

the disposition and sale of property of others, whether the sale was pubUc or

private, judicial or otherwise. The passages to this purpose are to be found
in the Digest, lib. 18, tit. 1 Ch, 34 s. 7, and Ub. 18, tit. 1 Ch. 46, and in lib. 26,

tit. 8 Ch. 5, §2.

"The counsel for the respondent admitted the general principle, and contented them-
selves with denying its application, holding that the common agent was not to be
considered, in that case, and in respect of that sale, in the character of seller or

trustee.

''But the house of lords thought otherwise, and set aside the sale, ordering the pur-

chaser to account for the (271) rents and occupation in the meantime, with a
liberal allowance to him for his permanent improvements. This decision cer-

tainly carried the doctrine to its full extent, and it may be considered as a high
and authoritative sanction given to the reasoning which accompanied the appeal.

"I shall, accordingly, set aside this sale, upon the usual terms."
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The following pages will be found to be a condensed revision of Vol-

umes 2, 3 and 4 of the Grounds and Rudiments of Law, which are so often

cited herein, and to which these pages are complementary and supple-

mentary. Late cases and discussions of the last three years are presented

herein. Accordingly are presented the old and the late cases.

These pages present all of Broom's Maxims and the leading cases of

Smith, White & Tudor's Equity, Bennett & Heard's Leading Criminal

Cases, the American Leading Cases and many of the annotated cases of

the "Trinity" and of the L. E. A. By means of these there is afforded an
excellent cyclopedia and digest to all libraries.

Maxims and cases relating to the following are made most prominent:

1. Procedure—evidence, pleading, practice.

2. Equity, its maxims, principles and leading cases.

3. Contract (agency, partnership, commercial paper, insurance,

suretyship, guaranty and bailments).

4. Crime, its elements, maxims and cases.

5. Tort, its maxims and cases.

6. Construction, its maxims and cases.

These subjects interweave with constitutional law, which is herein ex-

tendedly discussed as the "Prescriptive Constitution." The latter is.

viewed as the old immutable organic law of the land. See p. xvii, ei seq.,

Preface, also §§ 1-26, ante.

Besides the maxims and leading cases referred to there are introduced

a thousand federal cases, and nearly as many from Missouri, Illinois and

New England ; cases from all states, and more than a thousand from Eng-

land will be found. The work is complementary and supplementary to

any and to all books, whether local or general.

Particular attention is given Code procedure. The greatest cases of

the Code have been assembled, aligned and made accessible for all uses,

and particularly for every hurried and pressing occasion ; e. g., see Aider.

From the last viewpoint alone there is much for the practitioner. For all

are gathered the general principles, the familiar maxims and the leading

cases. And these are directly led to from topic heads. These followed

by means of tables of cases cited afford the best digest and cyclopedia. To
illustrate: See Actus nan facit renin nisi mens sit rea, under title,

"Maxims," in 25 L. R. A. (N. S.) and how Brown v. S. is led to and there-

with R. V. Prince and cognate eases. Such cases are needed instruction.

ts'oTE.—C. stands for Commonwealth; Cf. for confrare (compare); P. for People;
«v lor quod vide (which see); R.R. for Railroad Company; R. for Rex (King) or
Regina (Queen); S.P. for Same Point; S. for State; U.S. for United States; G&R
for OroundH and Rudiments of Law; L.C. for Leading Case, referring to cases as num-
bered In Vol. 3, G&R.
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TEXT-INDEX

ASANDONMENT: Of property. See Pos-
session and equities tliat arise therefrom.
Williamson, 15 N.Y. 354-3U3, 4 G&R

;

Niles, 98 Minn. 39, 13 L.E.A.iX.S.) 49-
liO, ext.n ; Le Neve, L.C. 396, 3 G&E.

^yaiver of rights; theory.—One who
yields or abandons possession or do-
minion of a thing or of a right to
another opens the way for the effect
of equitable estoppel against his rec-

lamation of such thing or right.

Herefrom arises the footing for
many equities to be urged against
such abandonment. These equities
often override the statute of frauds
and registry acts for recording of
deeds.

f!cc Adverse Possession : Jasperson, 150
Fed. 511. 15 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1178-1262,
ext.n. (Adverse possession ; Color of ti-

tle) ; Limitations, 4 G&R (Laches; Ad-
verse possession; Color of title).

Contract; atiandonment of. Cutter, L.C.

308, 3 G&R et seg.

Procedure involves discussions of. See Con-
sensus tollit errorem; Waiver ; Appellate
I'rocedure.

Generally: See 2 G&R; 1 Cyc. 3-8.

Matter of the statutory record may he
vniicd. See Appellate Procedure ; Con-
sensus; Interest reipuhlicw.

All matter omitted from, the motion for a
new trial is loaived. See Motion.

All matter not assigned for error is waived.
See Assignment of Errors.

All matter omitted from the right record is

waived. Gramp, § 463 ; Harris v. S. ;

I'erey.

ABATEMENT: See this title, 2 G&R; Ad-
.iectlve Law.

Matter of abatement is classified with
formal or dilatory matter. These
are the matters of the Statutory Rec-
ord in appellate procedure. It is the
policy of the law to avoid delays of

a hearing on the merits by consid-

ering formal or abatement matter.

§ 103, 1 G&E, L.C. 290O-299, 3 G&E.
See Consensus tollit errorem; Interest rct-

puhllcw; § 44. Equity.

Equities of the state in procedure at-

tach to substance, not form. And the

policy is to speed the state's inter-

ests. Statutes—codes—should be

Abatement.

—

construed accordingly. To Illustrate

:

A general appearance waives all ob-
jection involving process and its serv-
ice.

Qulnn V. P., 4 G&R; Corbett, 135 Wis.
535, 16 L.R.A.(N.S.) 177, ext.n. (what
is a general appearance)

; § 53, 1 G&R;
Newcomb, 182 Mo. 707 ; see Harkness.
L.C. 152, 3 G&R; IngersoU v. Coram.

A plea to the merits ivaives abatement
defenses. To illustrate: Denials of
an abatement affidavit are waived by
any step or proceeding beyond.

Cannon, 17 Mo. 345, 347 ; 216 Mo. 582,
591. See §S 103, 227, 1 G&R ; Appearance.

The trilogy of liberal construction gov-
erns adjective laic or formal, dilatory
and abatement matters.
See Appellate Procedure. Substantive

law is within the protection of the Pre-
scriptive Constitution.

Abatement matters must be presented-
iritli promptness, precision and cer-

tainty.

§ 53, 1 G&R ; L.C. 290a-299, 3 G&R. See
Abatement, 2 G&E ; Interest reipublicw.

True definitions needed.—Aider, Juris-
diction, Pleadings, Adjective and
Substantive Law, Slandatory and
Statutory records. Procedure and
Substance are among the many mat-
ters of which the up-to-date diction-

ary might well give new and true
definitions. 8ee p. v-vli, Preface

; §
246.

ABBREVIATIONS: In pleading sufficient.

2 G&E. Tables of: Bouv. Die. ; Lawyer's
Eef. Manual ; 1 Am. & Eng. Encyc, 1st

ed., 102-161.

ABEL T. ALEXANDER, 45 Ind. 523, 15 Am.
Rep. 270 277. S.l'. Rees v. Berrlngton, L.C.

334a, 3 G&R. Nan hwc in foedera vent Is

the defense of the surety If the contract Is

changed without his assent.

AB INITIO: Trespasser; officer is. who fails

to return his process. Six Carpenters*
Case, L.C. IG.^, 3 G&R. Or who abuses
process. Malcolm ; Barrett ; Dunlap, L.C.
164, 170. Or to make a record. Six Car-
penters' Case.

ABSOLUTISM: See Constitutional Proce-
dure, § iOl, et seq.; Constitutionalism.
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ABSTRACT OF TITLE: 1 Cyc. 213-218;
Warvelle on.

Abstracter ; liaiility of. Kunst, — S.D. —

,

26 L.E.A.(N.S.) 1207-1217.
ABSTEACTS OF RECORD : See Appellate

Procedure
; § 53, G&R.

ABSURDITIES: Uno absurdo data. The
rule that the general demurrer attaches
to the first fault is incompatible with the
three kinds of aider. See Aider.

Absurdities and inconvenience are excluded
by Construction. Talis interpretatto.

ABUSE OF POWER: See Usurpation.
ABUTTING PROPERTY OWNERS: Story

V. R.R.
ACCEPTANCE: See Sales; Delivery. Bal-

dey V. Parker ; White v. Corlles, L-C. 303,
3 G&R.

Of chattels sold. Tarling; Barber, 26 L.R.
A.(N.S.) 1-72.

With full knowledge is conclusive. See
Caveat emptor; Taylor, 12 Mo. 313.

ACCESSORIUM NON DUCIT, SED SE-
quitur suum principale : The incident
shall pass by the grant of the principal.

M'Cnlloch ; Expreasio eorum.
ACCIDENTS: See Actus Dei; Equity.
Equitable relief from. Bostwick v. Stiles, 2
G&R ; Lansdown.

ACCIFERE QUID UT JUSTITIAM FACIAS,
non est tam accipere quam extorquere

:

To accept anything as a reward for doing
justice, is rather extorting than accept-

ing.

ACCORD AND SATISFACTION: Cumber v.

Wane, L.C. 311, 3 G&R.
ACCOUNT STATED: 2 G&R; Lockwood t.

Thome, 11 N.Y. 170, 62 Am. Dec. 81-94,

extn.
/Ire presumed correct. Cavall, 16 Mo. 226.

ACCRETION: Goddard.
ACKEOYD V. SMITHSON, 1 Brown C.C.

503, 1 Lead. Eq. Gas. (W.&T.) 1171-1205,
extn., 28 Eng. Reprint, 1262 : cases, sub
Equitabl-e Conversion, 2 G&R.

A COMMUNI OBSERVANTIA NON EST
recedendum : There should be no depar-
ture from common observance or usage.
See Forms.

ACQUIESCENCE: See Consensus tollit er-

rorent.

ACQUITTAL: The crown is barred by an
acquittal. C. V. Cummings ; P. v. Corn-
ing.

ACRAMAN V. MORRICE, 8 C.B. 449 (65
E.C.L.R.), L.C. 406, 3 G&R. Sales ; when
title passes. 35 Cyc. 274-371.

ACTA EXTEBIORA INDICANT INTERIORA
secreta : Acts indicate the intention,
or, external acts indicate undisclosed
thoughts. Six Carpenters' case, L.C. 165,
3 G&R ; Weber.

ACT AND OPERATION OF LAW: Presump-
tions from. § 288, 1 G&R. See L.C. 341,
3 G&R. Acta exteriora, etc.

ACTIO NON DATUR NON DAMNIFICA-
to : An action is not given to one who
is not injured. A wronged party must
sue. Bulkley, §§453 457; Fabula; Mun-
day, L.C. 79, 3 G&R : cases.

ACTIONS AND REMEDIES: Vbi jus ibi

remedium; Ashby, L.C. 273, 3 G&R.
ACTIONS ON CONTRACTS: Pleadings must

Actions on Contracts.

—

disclose elements of. Gramp, §§ 463-479;
Carson, §§ 480-482; Bowen. See Breacb
of Contract ; Sales.

ACTIO PERSONALIS MOBITUR CUM PES-
sona : A personal right of action dies
with the person. 2 G&R ; McDermott, 17
Mo. 366; Gilkerson, 222 Mo. 191. Cited,

§ 22. The Harrisburg, 119 U.S. 199;
Whitlow : Cases.

Loss of time and funeral expenses recover-
able for killing wife. Stevenson, 108 Va.
575, 18 L.R.A. (N.S.) 316 (Statutes chang-
ing rule; child's death, right to sue for).

Abatement of action before final judgment.
Miller, 216 Mo. 99.

ACTIO QU.ffiLIBET IT SUA VIA: Every
action proceeds in its own course. This
is consistent with equity and code pro-
cedure.

ACTORE NON PROBANTE REUS ABSOL-
vitur : If the plaintiff does not prove his
case the defendant is absolved. See Bur-
den of Proof; Verba fortius; I Danl.
Chan. 850. Cited, §§ 135, 156, 183, 410.

ACTOEI INCUMBIT ONUS PROBANDI:
The burden of proof lies upon the plain-

tiSE. Cited, § 183.

ACTOR QUI CONTRA REGULAM QUID
adduxit, non est audiendus : A pleader
ought not to be heard who advances a
proposition contrary to the rules of law.

§ 10, Sto. Eq. PI., quoted § 47. Equity.
ACTS INDICATE THE INTENTION: Acta

exteriora; L.C. 165, 3 G&R; 2 G&R.
ACTUS CURIJG NEMINEM GRAVABIT:
An act of the court shall prejudice no
man. 2 G&R ; 1 Am. & Eng. L. & P.
1127; Borer, 119 U. S. 587.

ACTUS DEI NBMINI FACIT INOURIAM:
The act of God is so treated by the law
as to affect no one injuriously. Cited,

§ 21. See Accidents.
No man is responsible for what no man

can control. § 6673, Code, N.D. ; I Am.
& Eng. Bncyc. L. & Pr. 1093-1128.

When a defense by a bailee. Coggs, L.C.
350, 3 G&R.

Setting out fire. Miller, 16 Mo. 510.
ACTUS LEGIS NEMINI EST DAMNOSUS

(or facit injuriam) : An act in law shall
prejudice no man. Rex non potest pec-
care.

ACTUS ]VIE INVITO FACTUS NON EST
meus actus : An act done by me against
my will is not my act. See Duress ; In-
tent.

ACTUS NON FACIT REUM NISI MENS
sit rea : Act and intent must concur to
constitute crime. McNaghten's Case, L.C.
195, 3 G&R; 1 Am. & Eng. Encyc. L. &
Pr. 1128. Cited, §§ 17a, 20, 94, 96, 189.
Brown v. S., Del., 25 L.R.A. (N.S.) 661,
cites B. V. Tolson, R. v. Prince and R. v.

Bishop.
It is a maxim older than the law of

England, "that no man is guilty unless
his mind is guilty." R. v. AUday, 6 C.
& P. 136; 25 L.R.A. (N.S.) 664.

ADAMS V. COWLES, 95 Mo. 506, 6 Am. St.

674. Cited, % 450. S.P., Hope T. Blair

;

Interest reipublica.
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ADAMS v. GILL, 158 111. 190-196, 2 G&R,
§ oT. 1 G&R. S.P., Fish V. Cleland ; Ke-
nealy, § 342.

No allegata, no probata: Fulkerson, 14 Mo.
49: Monday. Cited, §§ 103, 104, 141,
146a, 333.

ADAMS V. LINDSELL, 1 Barn. & Aid. 681,
lOG Eng. Reprint, 250, L.C. 326, 3 G&R.

Contracts hy letter. Burton ; Eiiasou

;

Household
; Maclay ; Mactier ; Patrick

;

Byrne.
ADAIfS V. NEW YORK, 192 U. S. 585, 98

Am. St. 675, 201 U.S. 72, 2 G&R. Evi
dence illegally obtained is admissible.
Accused persons may be abducted illegally
and tried. I'ettibone. See Dunlap, L.C.
16S. 3 G&R ; Ex dole malo.

AD DAMNUM: 2 G&R; 2 Gr. Ev. 260; Bout.
Die, title "Damages" ; 3 Sedgk. Dam.
1258 : Carr, 1 Mo. 137 ; Hayton, 3 Mo.
53 ; Maupin, 5 Mo. 422 ; Cox, 11 Mo. 431.
Conflicting cases. See Illinois

; § 273
(omission of not fatal).

Pleadings limit jurisdiction. See Pleading;
Verba fortius; McDermott ; §483, et seq.

ADDISON V. GANDASEQUI, 4 Taunt. 573,
Smith's L.C, L.C. 343, 3 G&R. Agency;
undisclosed principal. Thomson. L.C. 342,
3 G&K (rules stated).

AD EA QU.a; FSEQUENTIUS ACCIDUNT
jura adaptantur : The laws are adapted
to those cases which most frequently oc-

cur. Cited. % 255. Construction ; this
maxim is applied in.

ADEMPTION OF LEGACIES: See Equity.
ADEQUACY: Of consideration. See Equity.
Et nudo; Bainbridge, L.C. 332, 3 G&R.

ADEQUATE REMEDY AT LAW: Defeats
equitable jurisdiction. Dinehart, L.C. 279,

3 G&R ; Oelricbs, 15 Wall. 211 ; Dows, 11
Wall. 108 ; 1 Am. St. Rep. 378 ; S. v.

Wood, 155 Mo. 425 ; Shelton, 139 U.S.

596; Humphrey, 98 Mo. 543 (cannot be

waived); Verdin, 131 Mo. 105 109; 150-

151.

May be tcaived. Lough, L.C. 293, 3 G&R;
Reavis, 215 U. S. 16, 25.

Election of remedy conclusive. Smith, L.C.

156, 3 G&R.
Equity attaches to the same state of fact,

if different parties are involved, against

whom equitable relief is sought. Thorn,

158 Mo. 272 (a case of refined distinc-

tions).
Multiplicity of suits. See Bills of Peace.

Equitable jurisdiction to prevent. South-

ern Steel Co. V. Hopkins, 15 Ala. 170,

131 Am. St. 20-51, ext.n., 20 L.B.A.(N.S.)

849, n. ; 1 Street's Federal Equity, 396-

446 ; King t. Chicago R.R.

Defined: Stalcup, 26 Mo. 72.

ADJECTIVE LAW: See Appellate

Procedure.
Adjective law has come to he defined

in some quarters as the law of reme-

dies, while substantive law is often

referred to as the law of substantial

right.—A reference to the diction-

aries will not instruct or satisfy.

Even Bouvier, Anderson's and Law-

rence and Rapaljes dictionaries fall

Adjective Law.

—

to impress one with the importance
of the distinctions of adjective law
so called from "substantive" law, as
it has come to be viewed in the last
generation. There is room for dis-
trusting the attempt to treat and to
comprehend adjective law and sub-
stantive law as individualized
branches. If there be a strict divid-
ing line between these branches of
the law the advocates of this dis-

tinction do not appear to have made
the distinction clearly comprehensi-
ble. See Preface, Bishop's New Crim-
inal Law, p. vi ; Texas & Pac. R.R. 4
G&R.
There Is reason to believe that

whatever relates to the substance in

procedure Is substantive law, and
whether it relates to the mandates
of the state as a silent party on the
record, or the contending parties,

plaintiff or defendant, v/hatever is

necessary for the coram judice pro-

ceeding is on principle substantive
or substantive law. See Non hwo in

fcBdera veni. In other words the
substance of the mandatory record is

substantive law, while the matter of
the statutory record might well be
called adjective ' law, or abatement
matter that can be waived. See
Modus et conventio. § 246, et seq.

Relating to the two records men-
tioned and their respective matters
there has long been great contusion,

which seems to have greatly in-

creased along with the supposed de-

velopment of the distinctions be-

tween adjective and substantive law.

In some works offered as elementary
works the reader will be greatly im-

pressed with the importance of "ad-

jective" and "substantive" law as

viewed and discussed.

The restatement of the law should
start from accurate and true defini-

tions of the mandatory and the stat-

utory records, of pleadings, of what
is substantive and what is formal
matter, of substantive and of adjec-

tive law.
True definition demanded. Preface, vl, xli

;

§ 246.

Cannot be taught in an individualized way.
Preface, viii.

A term of confusion. Preface, Ix.

Evidence rules if changed destroy the con-

tract. Reigart, 217 Mo. 165 (overrules

earlier cases, and follows Wain, L.C. 336,

3 G&R. Stare decisis denied).

Stare decisis binds the court, although
the precedents are unjust. Jones v.
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Adjective Law.

—

Bank (1910), — Mo. Ap. —, 71. Cent.
L.J. 137 (Payee bank paying forged
check conclusively bound by pay-
ment; contract depends upon pre-

sumptions. See Price v. Neal.
"We cannot give our sanction to sucli

a rule, and should not hesitate to repudi-

ate it, as many other courts have done,
but for the fact that this rule has come
to be settled law of this state in a way
that win control our action until a dif-

ferent rule shall be adopted by a power
that is superior to us.") See 2 G&R. p.

455 : Construction.
ADJTJVARI QUIPPE NOS, NON DECIPI,

beneflcio opportet : For we ought to be
helped by a benefit, not destroyed by it.

Codes and practice acts should advance
the administration of the laws, not defeat
it. Maledicta interpretatio.

ADMINISTRATION: 2 G&R. See Equity.
Living man's estate not a subject-matter
of. Thomas v. P., §§ 347-354.

Statement of claims against decedent; what
sutHcient. Wise, 139 la. 192, 130 Am. St.

301-324, ext.n.

Compromise of claims; power to make. 01-

ston, 52 Or. 342, 20 L.E.A.(N.S.) 915.
Next of kin may sue to collect dehts, when.

Buchanan, — N.J. —, 22 L.K.A.(N.S.)
454.

ADMISSIONS: 2 G&B. See Denial.

Among other uses, .pleadings are to
limit issues and to riarrow proofs.
Hence the importance to all con-
cerned of the allegation, the admis-
sion of the allegation or its denial
and the consequences of the denial

—

the issue. Israel, L.C. 83, 3 G&R.
The equity practice relating to these
matters is the spirit of the code.
Bliss Code PI. 138, 141; 2 Danl.
Chan. 396.

The condition of "American" law relat-
ing to the above matters may well be
characterized as a "jungle." This
will appear from a review of Seat-
tle Bk. V. Jones, L.C. 36, 3 G&R, et
seq., 48 L.R.A. 177-216; Munday:
Cases.

A material allegation not denied is for
the purpose of the action presumed
to be true. A court will not presume
one has a better case than he states,
nor a better defense than he alleges.
These conclusions necessarily flow
from the trilogy of procedure. In the
light of the Mount Bverests of ju-
risprudence secondary and subjective
rules should be classified and ac-
cordingly viewed. P. xviii. Preface.

Reason, convenience, necessity, protec-
tion and public policy require the
record, and hereby the court is

Admissions.

—

bound. §§48-60, 1 G&R; §219, et
seq. 333, et seq.; 376; Wells; Dare.

A pleader pleads at his peril. Clark v.

Dillon (N.Y.). He must know how
to allege, admit and to deny. Ignor-
antia legis neminem excusat.

The general issue is not recognized in eqnit]/

and Mider codes. Dinehart, L.C. 279, 3
G&E ; Bliss PI. 138, 141.

Pleadings—Records—are the servitors of a
Court. Interest reipubliccB. Otherwise
they are useless, and, besides, are made
iustruments of chicane and covin. Rob-
inson V. Ealey, L.C. 45, 3 G&R; Graver,
L.C. 103, 3 G&R.

The denial and the admission are recipro-
cals. Dickson v. Cole, L.C. 34, 3 G&R.

Admissions on the record, whether express
or implied, are high, controlling and con-
clusive. They operate as res adjudicata,
which they are, after final judgment. Ad-
mitted facts are not Issues, which only
can be tried. Munday. The jury is sworn
to try issues joined, not the admissions
made upon the record. § 219, et seq.

Admissions dispense with proofs. The court
has no power or authority to hear evi-
dence to prove what is already admitted
upon the record. Admissions upon the
right record are conclusive. Bradbury v.
Cronise, L.C. 35, 3 G&R ; Dare, 31 Mo.
480 ; School District v. Macomb ; Wells,
id. 590 ; Boatman's, 38 Mo. 49 (narrow
construction of the code ; admissions in
one case not admissible in another. See
Allegans; Crater) ; Will's Gould. PI. 303 ;

cases
; California ; 31 Cyc. 87 ; Tomlin-

Bon, 32 Mo. 169 ; 31 Cyc. 87 ; § 225, et
seq., ante. 376.

Admissions in pleadings admissible in col-
lateral actions. See Boileau, L.C. 43, 3
G&R

; Res Adjudicata; Allegans.
Affirmative pleas, if consistent with denials,

override the latter. Verba fortius; Dick-
son V. Cole, L.C. 34, et seq., 3 G&R.

I'ailure to deny allegations in a bill is not
an admission. Ingraham, 16 Mo. 407.
This is not true on principle.

ADOPTION: 2 G&R. Of adults. Sheffield,
151 Ala. 492, 125 Am. St. 37. n 12
L.R.S.(N.S.) 884, n.

AD PEOXIMUM ANTECEDENTEM FIAT
relatio, nisi impediatur sententia : A rel-
ative is to be referred to the next ante-
cedent, unless the sense would be im-
paired.

AD QU.a:STIONEM FACTI NON EBSPOND-
ent judices, ad quiestionem legis non re-
spondent juratores : It is the office of
the judge to instruct the jury in points
of law, of the jury to decide on matters
of fact. 2 G&R ; S. v. Croteau, L.C. 271

;

Sparf V. U. S., 156 U. S. 51-183
; Capital

Co. V. Hof, 174 U. S. 146, 2 G&E.
Judge cannot invade province of jury

Scroggins, 13 Mo. 80.
Facts admitted; duty of court. McAfee;

Merchants Bank.
ADULTEET: See Divorce, 2 G&R. A uni-

versal ground of divorce, except In Ken-
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Aider.

—

V. Lynch, §473; Sto. Eq. PI. 10. See
title Story, 4 G&R. Defects of sub-
stance are fatal ; it is only formal de-

fects that can be waived. Bro. Max.
182; 1 Saund. Report, 228, n. 1, 85
Eng. Reprint, 248. This rule is often
stated too broadly. 3 Bl. Com. 394,

395. By filing a general demurrer
all formal defects are also waived.
Consensus tollit errorem, Chap. XII,
Equity. The foregoing observations
are dictated from the trilogy of pro-

cedure and also the trilogy of liberal

construction. De non apparentibus,
etc. § 101, e*. seq.

Statutes cannot aholish substance. C. & A.

R.R. V. Clausen, 173 111. 100, 103 ; Roper,

18 Mo. 387, 59 Am. Dec. 314 ; Mallinck-

rodt, supra; Sidway, 163 Mo. 342, 373-

374. In the last analysis statutes have
added nothing to the substance of the law.

The rule that the general demurrer attaches

to the first fault is opposed to the doc-

trine of aider. This rule and § 10, Story's

Equity Pleading, are in accord. § 47,

anje. See Andrews v. Lynch, §§ 483-496;
also Demurrer.

The "theory of the case" depends on the

statutory record, not on the mandatory.
Baily v. Hornthal (N.T.) ; Cape G. R.R.,

§§ 445-447; § 101, et seq.

Federal courts impugn doctrine. Devine, 2
G&R. § 254, et seq. See Steph. PI. 147-

150, § 117, ante; Slack, 9 Pick. 62 [a re-

sponse pleading may supply an omitted
allegation. S.P., Hughes, 90 Mo. 399,

402 ; Garth, 72 Mo. 622, 630 (this is called

express aider)] 3 Bl. Com. 394, 395;
Welch, 28 Mo. 30.

Express aider. Slack ; Hughes, supra.

Doctrines of, opposed to certainty. § 110,

et seq.; Andrews, supra; § 10, Sto. Eq.

PI. ; § 47, ante.

By irrelevant evidence. See Theory of the

Case ; Coram judice.

General allegations aided hy evidence. Far-
nam v. Brooks.

Default will not aid lack of substance. Mc-
Allister, L.C. 3, 3 G&R.

Legislative limitations relating to aider. See
Jeofaile, also citations to the following

:

Consensus; Davis v. Jacksonville Line
(reaffirming, § 10, Sto. Eq. PI., quoted §

47. Equity) ; Andrews v. Lynph ; Clark v.

Dillon ; Mallinckrodt ; Chicago & A. R.R.

V. Clausen ; Dobson v. Campbell ; Cause of

Action ; Jurisdiction ; Coram Judice ; §

101, et seq.; 333, et seq.; 362, et seq.

Vt res magis; limitations of. §§ 283-293.

By answering all formal defects are waived.

§ 288. Interest reipuMicce.

Substantive defects not aided by intend-

ment. § 290.

Substantive law is aided; substance is looked

after and upheld, if from the entire docu-

ment it can be saved. § 289.

express aider recognized. Slack. Denied.
Devine ; Houston.

Hatter of substance can not be supplied by

Aider.

—

aider or waiver. §§ 120. 124, 125, 489.
See Allegations ; Quis, quid, coram quo.

AIDING AND ABETTING. Bouv. Die. ; And.
Die. ; P., 4 G&R ; See Joint Trespassers.

A JTISTITIO (QUASI A QUODAM FONTE)
omnia jura emanant : From justice as a
fountain all rights flow.

AIiABAMA: Procedure of is statutory, es-

tablished peculiarly to that state.

The Trilogy of Procedure is generally re-

spected.
Departures not allowed. Ala. Co., 158 Ala.

143, 132 Am. St. 18 ; Sunflower Co., 158
Ala. 191, 132 Am. St. 20.

A cause of action must exist when it ia

commenced. Supplemental facts will not
aid. Harper, 158 Ala. 329, 132 Am. St
32. See Becklenberg (HI..). A cause of
action cannot be retrospectively created.

Howard v. S. (Mandatory Record es-

sential )

.

AIiDOUS T. COBNWEU. (OB CORNWALL),
9 B.&S. 608, — Eng. Reprint —, sub
Master v. Miller, 4 G&R. Alterations

;

law of. 2 Encyc. L. & P. 531-829.

ALDBIOH V. COOPER, 8 Vesey, 382, 32 Enf.
Reprint, 402, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 228-353,
sub Marshalling of Assets, 4 G&R. See
Equity.

ALDEIOH V. WRIGHT, 53 N. H. 398, 16 Am.
Rep. 339-371, 2 G&R. Animals, right to

kill in self-defense. Camfex, 24 Mo. 201.
ALIBI: S. V. Thornton, 10 S.D. 349, 41

L.R.A. 530, ext.n. ; S. v. Crowell, 149 Mo.
391, 73 Am. St. 402; 2 Cyc. 79.

ALICA (THE), 7 Wall. 571. Cited, §264.
Statute of Jeofails applies to formal de-

fects only. S.P., Andrews v. Lynch. Con-
sensus. Federal statute. § 264.

ALIENATION: Opposed by feudal law;
favored by civil law. See Assignatus,
etc. This maxim has come to pervade all

sales, transfers and gifts. See Shelley's

ALIENATION OF AFFECTION: Lynch v.

Knight, 2 G&R.
ALIENS: 2 Encyc. L. & Pr. 6-9. The feudal

law gave way to the Roman law of na-
tions which respected the rights of aliens,

and protected ambassadors.
ALIMONY: See Equity; 2 Encyc. L. & Pr.

50-215.
ALIUD EST CELARE, ALITJD TACEBE:
To conceal is one thing, to be silent an-
other. See Caveat emptor; Chandelor v.

Lopus, L.C. et seq.

ALLEGANS CONTRABIA NON EST ATTDI-
endus : He is not to be beard who al-

leges things contradictory to each other.
Chap. XV, Equity. Cited, §§ 11, 12, 15,

19, 101, 114, 155. 185, 226, 232, 264,
267, 283; Chap, xv, §§ 294-308 (general
resume) ; 333.

'Nihil possumus contra veritatem: Truth
is indispensable. One alleging contrary
things is not to be heard. Contra-
dictory statements of a cause of ac-
tion constitute a fatal repugnancy.
Pain^ ex parte, L.C. 107, 3 G&R.
This is well illustrated where an af-
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Allegans.

—

fidavit for attachment describes one
cause of action and a different cause
IS stated in the essential pleading.
Reasons for this apparently techni-
cal rule must be traced from require-
ments for constructive notice, a part
of which is Caveat emptor. Title
to property founded upon an exe-
cution sale depends upon congruity
and consistency; to support it there
must be no substantial variance or
departure shown from the manda-
tory record, which is designed and
conceived to spealj to all, and to all
alike. All must take notice of it,

regardless of the matter which be-
longs to and must appear from the
statutory record. Expressio unius
est exclusio alterius.

Estoppel from the civil law is found-
ed on this maxim of morals and pro-
tection.—Its origin and develop-
ment in English law are indicated
in cases like Horn v. Cole and Pick-
ard v. Sears. See Estoppels. It is

a cognate of Alterum non Iwdere;
also of Vigilantibus. The discussions
of these maxims will remind the
reader of the discussions of "Ye can-
not serve God and Mammon," in
cases like Keech v. Sandford, Mich-
oud and Davoue, §§512-522, Equity.
And so almost all great principles are
discussed by jurisprudents. Great
principles are lost in a maze of words.

Taxpayers ty appearing to protest are
estopped from objecting to the tax. % 301.

Demurrer and ansicer to same matter are
inconsistent and are not permitted at the
same time.—Auburn, L.C. 9, 3 G&E. It

is often said that the Statute of Ann
will not permit this ; but this statute is

nothing more than confirmatory of the
old law. Statute has nothing to do with
it as is assumed in Baldwin, 26 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 117-120.

Admissions:. Qui tacit consentire videtur.

Waiver of stipulations in policy by si-

lence. Phoenix Ins. Co., 215 111. 299, 25
L.R.A. (N.S.) 1-24, ext.n.

One cannot induce a state of ieUef upon
which one acts and then dispute it. Ir-

win, — N. Mex. —, 71 Cent. L.J. 265-

267, n. ; Horn v. Cole ; 16 Cyc. 786 (rule

stated); Alterum non lasdere; §296;
Bentley ; Liclibarrow.

Deceit is repressed. § § 295, 296.

Applies to the judgment and its record.

§303.
The deed. Wilkins ; §§ 303, 304.

The simple contract. % 303.

The drawee paying forged check admits its

genuineness.—Price v. Neal : Contra cases.

5 303.

Title to real estate may tie founded on.

% 304, et aeq.

Allegans.

—

Bona flue purchaser. % 305.
One cannot impeach his own witnesses i

302.

ALLEGANS SUAM TUEPITUDINEM NON
est audiendus ; One alleging his own in-
famy is not to be heard. Walton v.
Shelley.

ALLEGABI NON DEBET, QUOD PEOBA-
tum non relevat : That ought not to be
alleged which, if proved, would not be
relevant. See Surplusage.

ALLEGATA ET PROBATA MUST COB-
respond

: See Frustra prohatur. A re-
covery must be secundum allegata et pro-
bata. Bristow, L.C. 135, 3 G&R, et sea.;
§§ 10, 28, Sto. Eq. PI.

; § 47, ante; Croc-
kett ; Munday ; §§ 144, 488. Southern Ry.,
217 U.S. 528 ("This is the law of Missis-
sippi"). Cited, §§4, 36, 41, 103, 105,
141, 143, 144, 312, 313, 381, 385, 390,
411, 423, 487, 488, 510.

ALLEGATIO CONTRA FACTUM NON EST
admittenda : An allegation contrary to a
deed is not admissible. See Deeds.

ALLEGATIONS: 2 G&R, De non apparenti-
ius; Munday, post. See Trilogy of Pro-
cedure, §§101-189; 219, et seq.

Omission of material allegation is fatal;
such as, failing to show a wronged party.
McCandless, 211 U.S. 437

; § 10. Sto. Eq.
PI.; §§47, 68, 119, 174; 352, 411, ante.
Contra, Bulkley, § § 453-457, ante.

Cannot he waived. §§ 96, 97, 1 G&R. See
Trilogy of Procedure; §§1, 103, ante;
274; 489.

Aider, doctrines of. See Aider ; § 259.
A cause of action must exist. See Id.;
Munday: Cases; §§194; 219, et seq.;
274, 489 ; Fabula.

Must ie in the right document. § 229, et
seq. See Aider ; Cross Bill ; Andrews v.

Lynch and citations thereto
; § 438, et

seq.

A "Cause of action" must be stated. See
Manner of The Romans ; § 47 (quotation
from Story's Eq. PI.), also In Davis v.

Jacksonville Line, § 458 ; Thomas v. P.,

§ 352 ; Hope v. Blair, § 448.

Quis, quid, coram quo. This maxim Involves
the Trilogy of Procedure (§ 101, et seq.).

See Trilogy. It has a nomenclature In
text books. See § 10, Sto. Eq. PI. ; this
section is reflected from Davis, § 458

;

Thomas v. P., § 352, also § 411 ; Hope v.

Blair, % 448, et seq.; Crockett v. Lee;
Washington R.R. v. Bradleys; Munday v.

Vail: Cases.

ALLEN V. FLOOD, A. C. 1-81, 36 Am. St.

840, 843, 2 G&R. Enticing one to break
contract, when actionable. Lumley

;

Lynch.
ALLEN V. INHABITANTS OF JAY, 60 Me.

124, 11 Am. Rep. 185-200. 2 G&R. Lim-
itations of legislative authority.

ALLEN V. PATTERSON, 7 N. Y. 476, 57 Am.
Dec. 542. Cited, §§ 103, 163, 430, 482.
Common counts under codes.

ALLEN V. PULLMAN CAR CO., 139 U. 8.

658. Cited, §§ 48, 103, 190, 249. S.P.,

Munday : Cases : De non.
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ALLEN V. S., 28 Ga. 395, 73 Am. Dec. 760-

777, ext.n.. L.C. 203, 3 G&R. Cited, §

302. See Impeachment.

ALTEEATIONS: Master v. Miller: Caiei
(rules stated). 4 G&R, 2 Cyc. ; 2 Bncyc. L.

& P. 551-829. See rresiimptions.

ALTEEIUS CIROITMVENTIO ALII SPON
praebet actionem : A deception practiced
upon one person does not give a cause of

action to another. 2 G&R. The wronged
person must complain. See Allegations.

ALTERNATIVE: Alternative pleadings are
faulty. Stone, 8 Mo. 148, 40 Am. Dec.
131 ; Verba fortius. Repuonant plead-

ings are void. Pain, L.C. 107, 3 G&R.
When, allowed each alternative must be a

perfect defense. Beall, 62 Mo. 434.

Must allege ignorance as to which is true
and his belief that it is one or the other.

Bistol, 69 Mo. Ap. 657.

ALTEEUM NON L.£DERE: Hurt not thy
neighbor. See Juris prwcepta. Sic utere.

Cited, §§ 1, 11, 17o, 21, 22, 27, 29. 62, 75,

97. 98, 123, 126, 207, 214, 232, 234, 294,
296, 304, 339, 340. Bes inter alios.

AMBASSADOR: 2 G&R.
AMBIGUA RESPONSIO (OR PLACITUM)

contra proferentem est accipienda : An
ambiguous answer is to be taken against
the party who offers it. Cited, % 163.
Verba fortius; 1 Danl. Chan. 612; Sto.
Eg. Pi. 665. See Admissions ; Denials.

AMBIGUITY: See Certainty.

AMBIGUUM PLACITUM INTEEPRETAEI
debet contra proferentem : An ambiguous
plea ought to be interpreted against the
party pleading it. Cited, § 163.

AMBULATORY: Pleadings to be aToided.
Kewaunee, L.C. 29, 3 G&R.

AMENDMENTS: 2 G&R 372-373: Walden,
L.C. 139, 3 id.; Owen v. Weston, 4 G&R
(Records) ; 2 Street, Fed. Eq. 1074-1136;
2 Encyc. L. & P. 531-829.

The indulgence of the common law allowed,
liberally. Steph. PI. 149 (Amendments
are, however, always limited by due con-
sideration of the rights of the opposite
party ; and where, by the amendment, he
would be prejudiced, or exposed to un-
reasonable delay, it is not allowed. Steph.
PI. 76.)

Interest reipublicw also limits. Walden, §§
83-123, 1 G&R- Disfavored matter not al-

lowed. 2 G&R. Dilatory matters not
favored. Livengood, 10 Mo. 273 ; Cayce,
17 Mo. 32; Middleton, 21 Mo. 412.

Answers in equity were strictly judged.
Codington, 1 McCarter (N.J.) 430, 82
Am. Dec. 258, n.. 2 G&R. After a hear-
ing, leave is granted only as to formal
matters and what concerns matters of
course ; and this rule is equally applicable
under codes.

Record must show leave granted. Collier,

1 Mo. 1. And then it must be filed.

Adams v. Gill, 2 G&R. See Pulkerson, 14
Mo. 49 ; Washington R.R. v. Bradleys, 10
Wall. 303, stated in relation to Consensus.

Form, matters of, may be amended at anu
time. (Hicliman, 1 Mo. 156) ; even in
Indictments. Bro. Max. 629.

Amendments.

—

New cause of action cannot be introduced
by. Holmes v. P. R.R., 220 Pa. 189, 123
Am. St. 685 (Cannot state a different

cause) ; 31 Cyc. 409, contra cases ; Butch-
er, 15 Mo. 169 ; Neidenberger, 11 Mo. 361.

What is same cause of action. Guedel v.

P., L.C. 74a, 3 G&R, § 136.

Statute of limitations requires strict en-

forcement of above rule. Therefore an
omitted allegation cannot be supplied. 3
G&R 373 ; Doyle, 193 111. 501 ; Boyd, 116
Wis. 155 ; Mo., K. & T. R.R. v. Bagley, 65
Kans. 188, 3 L.R.A.(N.S.) 259-307, ext.n.

Of records. Owen v. Weston, 4 G&R : Cases.
After the term. Wesley Hospital, 232 111.

153, 122 Am. St. 163, n.

Either party may amend. Dedrick, 15 N.D.
515, 125 Am. St. 608.

Nunc pro tunc may be made by the court.

S. V. Clark, 18 Mo. 432.

Hot allowable after close of term. Har-
rison, 10 Mo. 686.

"Court of errors" cannot allow a change of
cause, by. B. & O. R.R., 215 U.S. 216
(This would be equivalent to giving such
appellate court original jurisdiction) ;

Quod ab initio; Horan, L.C. 85. 3 G&R;
Odie V. Clark, 2 Mo. 12 ; Becklenberg,
232 111. 120; Sanborn, L.C. 61, 3 G&R.

New cause cannot be made in. Beck v.

Farrara, 19 Mo. 30, 32 (code ease) ; Link
V. Vaughn (1853), 17 Mo. 585.

Test of material amendment is, will it re-

quire a new bill of particulars; will thr.

amendment discharge bail, or sureties?
Merrick, 10 Mo. 106.

New plaintiffs cannot be added; cause of
action cannot be changed. Choteau. 10
Mo. 131, 134.

Surprise; a usual ground for application.
Stephens, 29 Mo. 263.

Statute of New York and Missouri quoted
and discussed. Thompson. 29 Mo. 479.

After a remand from an appellate court, the
trial court may order a repleader, or an
amendment, or a supplemental pleading.
Rio Grande Dam Co. v. U.S., 215 U.S.
266; Hardin, 113 U.S. 756, 761.

None after affirmance in appellate court.

Todd, 102 Minn. 260, 18 L.R.A.(N.S.)
263. n.

Conserving principles of procedure are to be
considered. §§83-123, 1 G&R; Choteau.
10 Mo. 131-134 (Able statement of poli-

cy) ; Interest rcipuhlicee.

AMERICAN BOOS CO. T. KANSAS, 133
U.S. 49, 2 G&R. Fabula.

AMERICAN LAW: What is it? Preface, pp.
xii, xvii, et seq.; also §§ 151, 259, 262,
264, 268, 269, 285-288. See Carter; Illi-

nois ; Missouri ; Admissions ; Manner of

the Romans.
America has rlo law that can be stated. 71

Cent. L.J. 159. See Illinois ; Missouri

:

Theory of the Case, 4 G&R. See cases

cited sub Batty, Bates, Bateson, Beard,
Bishop, Baily.

Fountains of the law not understood. § 309.
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AM. PRINT WOEKS v. LAWEENCE, 23 N.
J.L. oSio, 57 Am. Dec. 41'0-434, li G&R.
Salus popuU. Eight to destroy property
for the public welfare.

AM. STEAMSHIP CO. v. YOUNG, 89 Pa. St.

186, 33 Am. Rep. 748-753, 2 G&E. Ex-
tortion as a crime.

AMICUS CUEIJE: 2 G&R.
ANCIENT INSTRUMENTS: 2 G&R. Char-

tarum super fitlem.

ANDREWS V. ANDREWS, 188 U. S. 14-43,
2 G&R. Entry of judgment does not fore-
close right to inquire into a judgment, or
the cause of action. Weltmer, L.C. 268,
3 G&R. Beaumont v. Reeve, L.C. 367, 3
G&R. See Fauntleroy ; Haddoclj ; Scott v.

McNeal ; Starbuck.
ANDREWS V. LYNCH, 27 Mo. 167, §§ 483-

496. Cited, p. v, Preface; §§1, 30, 34,

48, 53, 73, 82a, 103. 110, 124, 127, 163,
190, 218, 229, 277, 285, 309, 318, 320,
328, 329. 340, 362, 366, 375, 383, 388,
400, 423, 479, 494, 496, 501, 503, 507,
508, 511.

Limitations of liberal construction. S.P.,

Sto. Eq. PI. § 10 ; quoted in § 47.

Codes reaffirm old principles. Clark v. Dil-
lon (N.Y.) ; Mallluckrodt, §§ 497-504,
ante; Alica ; § 264.

Statutes reaffirming older laics and statutes
of other jurisdictions are construed ac-

cordingly. S. T. Moore, L.C. 222a, 3 G&R.
Aider, limitations of doctrine. Eushton, L.

C. 5, 3 G&R ; Jackson v. Pesked ; Dobson,
L.C. 232, 3 G&R; Munday, L.C. 79, id.;

$ 10, Sto. Eq. PI., § 47, Equity
; Quod ah

initio. See Aider.
Fixed rules must be respected, and will not

be overridden for ''substantial Justice."

Austin V. Cluck ; R. v. Solomons.
Omitted allegation; general denial will not

aid. Brown v. City.

ANGLE V. C, M., ST. P. & O. E. R., 151
U.S. 1-27, 2 G&R. Trustee ex maleflcio.

Sul'ius commodum. Cited, § 19.

ANGLE V. NORTH-WESTERN MUTUAL INS.
Co.. 92 U.S. (2 Otto) 330, 2 G&E. Al-

terations ; holder may fill blanks in com-
mercial paper.

ANIMALS: Liability of owner for. May t.

Burdett, 4 G&R ; Aldrich v. Wright ; 2

Eucyc. L. & Pr. 943 1114.

ANNICULUS TRECBNTESIMO SEXAGESI-
mo quinto die dicltur, incipiente plane non
exacto die, quia annum civiliter non ad

momenta temporum sed ad dies numer-
amur : We call a child a year old on the

three hundred and sixty-fifth day, when
the day is fairly begun, but not ended,

because we calculate the civil year not by

moments but by days.

ANOTHER ACTION PENDING: 2 G&R.
In another state, when a defense. Faber

V. Hovey, 117 Mass. 107, 19 Am. Rep. 398 ;

Merchants, 33 Pa. 45, 75 Am. Dec. 577 ;

23 Cyc. 563.

ANSLEY V. BANK OF PIEDMONT, 113 Ala.

467, 59 Am. St. 122, 2 G&R. AUegans.

Recoupment plea admits the contract.

ANSWERS: 2 G&E; Street's Fed. Eq. 677-

738; 2 Encyc. L. & Pr. 1254-1265 (Code)

1366-1459 (Equity).

ANTICIPATING A DEFENSE: Is improper
and will not avail. See Utile; U.S. v.

Linn ; Bovey's Case, 1 Vern. 217, 23 Bug.
Reprint, 310, 328, 377. Cited, Steph. PI.
350 (Lord Hale said, "It is like leaping
before one gets to the stile").

It is not necessary to state matter which
uould come more properly from the other
side. Steph. PI. 350, citing Stowel, 1
Plow. 333, 73 Eng, Reprint, 536.

ANTICIPATORY BREACH: Frost v. Knight,
L.C. 308a, 3 G&R.

APACHE, 177 U.S. 538. Cited, S 175. Verba
fortius applies to an appellant : McAr-
thur ; Falk, 57 Fla. 70 ; Ins. Co. v. Fol-
som ; § 411 : cases : Crane v. Taylor

;

Steinman v. Tolivar, § 411.
APPEAL BONDS: 2 G&R.
APPEALS: 2 G&R.
APPEARANCE: 2 G&R; Street's Fed. Proo.

640-676. Motion for change of venue is.

Julian, 209 Mo. 35, 96.
What acts constitute. Corbett, 135 Wis.

505, 16 L.R.A.(N.S.) 177, ext.n.

Of attorney, when conclusive. Ferguson, L.
C. 264, 3 G&R.

iraives process and its service. See Id.
Quinn v. P.; IngersoU v. Coram (U.S.).

By attorney is conclusive. Denton v. Noyes,
6 Johns. 296 ; 5 Am. Dee. 237. See Fer-
guson.

Is presumed regular. Osborn v. Bk.
Special appearance may be made to object

to jurisdiction of person or property.
Davis, 217 U.S. 157, 174 (citing Hark-
ness).

On principle a party can appear as an ami-
cus curiw might and thus specially. Any-
one should suggest jurisdictional defects.

APPELLATE PROCEDURE: 2 G&B.
The principles governing practice in

"courts of errors" arise from the
prescriptive constitution. These prin-
ciples may be gatliered from the
trilogy of procedure or of strict

construction and the trilogy oif

liberal construction. Of the former
De non apparcntibus et non exist-

entibus eademest ratio (What is

not made juridically to appear can-

not be judicially considered) and
its cognates are burdened with pri-

mary and secondary rules of appel-

late procedure. These trilogies, their

cognates and the cases illustrating

the application of these maxims lie

at the foundation of appellate proce-

dure; they are its greatest rules. In
them are the real trial tactics. Tar-

ble's Case. Their mastery will con-

stitute the best possible preparation

not only for practice in courts of

original jurisdiction but also in

"courts of appellate jurisdiction

only" ; in other words, the philos-

ophies of the two records, namely,

the mandatory and the statutory

records, must be familiar to every
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practitioner, who must know them
as fundamentals, and as the necessi-

ties in the art of winning cases. Re-
capitulating these matters, we have:

X. The trilogy of strict construction :

1. De non apparentibus et non exiat-

entlhus eadem est ratio: What is

not juridically presented cannot be

judicially considered.

2. Frustra probattir quod proJiatum
non relevat: It is vain to prove
what is not alleged.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra
proferentem: Every presumption
is against a pleader. §§ 179-180.

This trilogy involves the general de-

murrer and its correlatives, to and
including collateral attack. § 175.

Whatever is subject to collateral at-

tack should be reversed on writ of
error. Slacum ; McAllister, § 242, et

seq., 1 G&R. The coram non judice
proceeding will not support a plea
of res adjudicata; therefore, the
coram non judice proceeding will be
set aside in appellate procedure. All

of the foregoing matters are inter-

actions, correlatives here and recip-

rocals there. In the chapters relat-

ing to the above maxims these mat-
ters are discussed and explained.
See Chapters V-X, Equity, its Prin-
ciples in Procedure, Codes and Prac-
tice Acts.

II. The trilogy of liberal construction is

:

1. Consensus tollit errorem: Acqui-
escence in error obviates its effect.

2. Omnia pr(BSumuntur rite et sol-

emniter esse acta: All things are
presumed to have been rightly,

regularly and validly done.

3. Vt res magis valeat guam pereq,t:

It is better to conserve than to

destroy. § 180 ; Apache.

This trilogy is discussed and explained
in Chapters XII-XIII, Equity. §§ 174,
175. It involves the origin and uses
of the statutory record and Its ver-
tebrse, the objection, exception, mo-
tion for new trial, the overruling of
this and exception thereto, the en-
try of judgment on the verdict and
findings and exceptions thereto, the
assignment of errors, with required
certainty, precision, not too broadly,
and conformably to the motion for a

new trial, and the error in overruling

the motion, also in entering judgment,
the proper abstract of the record, and
like argument of each error assigned.

At each of these steps the operation

of waiver and the policy involved in

Appellate Procedure.

—

Interest reipublicw tit sit finis Utium
have to be considered, and therefrom
the appropriate practice demon-
strated. All this must affirmatively,

appear from the right record, and
throughout and at every step. The
practice must be comformable to
"What ought to be of record must
be proved by record and by the right
record." Chap. XI supra; §143-47;

§ 411 ; Apache ; Gramp.
The trilogies referred to and their

cognates are designed to introduce
to the practitioner the fundamental
principles upon which courts in a
constitutionalism are conducted.—
From the Mount Everests of juris-

prudence lines are drawn. To these
all dependent and subjective rules

must be viewed and aligned. P. xviii,

Preface.

The various parts of these trilo-

gies will also be introduced in this

text-index under their respective ti-

tles. To illustrate, see Assignment
of Errors, New Trial, Demurrer, Ex-
ception, coram judice.

The practitioner must Be familiar with
the two records—namely, the manda-
tory and the statutory, their origins,

their histories and the matter of
each; that the matter of the former
Is matter of substance, which the
state mandatorily requires for the
coram judice proceeding, which is es-

sential for tests of res adjudicata,
also to resist objections upon collat-

eral attack. The proceeding which
lacks the required Suhstance is al-

ways subject to reversal ; if a pro-
ceeding is vulnerable to collateral at-

tack a court of errors will reverse it.

Davis, 126 Mo. 69, 75. For reasons
of public policy, the state—a silent

third party to judicial proceedings

—

mandatorily and peremptorily re-

quires the mandatory record, also
that it shall present required sub-
stance, such as jurisdictional ele-

ments. These matters cannot be
waived nor can they be abolished by
statute. This substance is a jurid-

ical question, and not legislative.

That there must 6e a record and that
it must present something with cer-

tainty are requirements that arise

from the necessities of operating the
judicial department.—These neces-

sities arise from the prescriptive

constitution and cannot be im-

paired, much less destroyed, by stat-
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ute.—§ 120-125. See Aider. Nor can
these matters be waived nor con-
sented away by the parties named
upon the record. Tlie rights of the
state—of the third party—cannot be
waived by two of the parties. Res
inter alios acta. These views are
extendedly discussed in relation to
the trilogies referred to. § 1, 103,
ct scq.

The matters of the statutory record
arc those matters which are formal
matters and are of personal concern
only to the parties named upon the
recwd.—These are adjective law.
These can be waived and consented
away : these the legislature may
abolish, or change, or vary, if only
they do not destroy the philosophy
of the law. §§43-47.

Both the mandatory and the statutory
records hare their respective philos-
ophies.—What are these philoso-
phies may be perceived from the
principles of the prescriptive consti-
tution. They are indicated in rela-
tion to the discussion of Interest
reipublicw ut sit finis litium and
Consensus tollit errorem.

The mandatory record cannot be
icaived, dispensed icith nor abol-
ished in a constitutionalism.—.It

must exist and with certainty pre-
sent substance. This involves the
general demurrer and its correla-
tives. These cannot be waived, for
thev are the test of the state's in-

terests. §§ 4.3-47.

The statutory record can be waived,
cither in part or in toto. § 44. And
it is waived if no errors are assigned,
or if no motion for a new trial is

filed. Without an assignment of er-

rors the statutory record is surplus-

age. The philosophy relating to this

record Is a judicial and not a legis-

lative question, for this philosophy
is necessity, reason, public policy

and convenience.

The judicial department is created
and provided for by constitutions.—
It is not dependent on the legislative

department. S. v. Townley, L.C.

225a, 3 G&R. "A court of appellate

jurisdiction only" is the highest

thing of the judicial department, if

not of all governmental creations.

This high, paramount and sovereign

creation is a principal thing, and as

such it attracts to it many implica-

tions. Whatever is a necessity for

Appellate Procedure.

—

its operation attends and is indi-
cated, as are implications. These
may be a clerk, or the essential rec-
ord, or a court room, or a marshal
or sheriff. Without further enu-
meration it is enough to say that be-
yond its organization and investing
It with jurisdiction, the great body
of rules governing the operations of
a court of errors is practically un-
touched by statutes. See p. xvii.
Preface. As to these, the court that
surrenders most to statutes spreads
the greatest confusion and most dis-
members the philosophies of the two
records already referred to. This
fact is well illustrated where re-
spect is shown a statute which pro-
vides that all errors not embraced
in a motion to arrest the judgment
are waived. Sec p. xvi. Preface;
Chaps. VII-XI, Equity.

The mandatory record is a constitu-
tional implication; it is a necessity
for the operation of the judicial de-
partment.—Tlie legislature may unify,
simplify and expedite whatever re-
lates to this record, but it cannot be
abolished ; nor can it be made an in-
strumentality to embarrass, hinder
and delay the judiciary. It is con-
strued agreeably to Consensus tollit

errorem and Interest reipublicw. In
prwsentia majoris cessat potentia
minoris. Indianapolis R.R. v. Horst,
L.C. 223, 3 G&R.

The statutory record was first given
by statute in A. D. 1285. 2 G&R;
Garth, 72 Mo. 630.—It is a creation
of the statute. But while given by
statute and subject to statutory con-
trol, still if given to the judiciary,
then its province of usefulness and
place with fundamental law must be
prescribed by the judiciary. It can-
not be made a perplexity, an absurd-
ity and an incumbrance by statute.

Its harmony, symmetry and philoso-

phy must depend upon judicial con-
struction. And statutes cannot pre-
scribe rules of construction for
courts. Bills of exceptions are con-
strued for their ends and purposes,

as are codes. Reason is the soul of
the law.

Concordare leges legibus est opti-

mus interpretandi modus.
APPLICATION OF PATMBNTS: 2 G&B;

Field, L.C. 387, 3 G&R.
APPKOPEIATION OF PAYMENTS: See Ap-

plication.

APPUETENANCES: 2 G&R.
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AQUA CUERIT ET DEBET CUEEEKE TJT
currere solebat : ^Yater runs and ought
to run as it has used to run, or water
runs naturally and should be permitted
thus to run, so that all through whose
land it runs may enjoy the use of it. 2

G&rt. roUution of water, right to.

AEGTJMENTATIVE PLEADINGS: 2 G&R.
AEGUMENT OF COUNSEL: Brown v.

Swineford, L.C. 161, 3 G&R.
AEGUMENTUM AB INCONVENIENTI EST

validum in lege ; quia lex non permittit
aliquod inconveniens : An argument drawn
from what is inconvenient is good in law,

because the law will not permit any in-

convenience. 2 G&H. Cited, § 200. See
Convenience.

AEIZONA:. Adopted a code in 1864. Its de-

cisions generally recognize the Trilogy of

rrocedure.

AKKA.NSAS: Adopted the code in 1868.
The Trilogy of Procedure is vindicated by
many decisions, but not uniformly. Swing,
178 Ark. 246. 115 Am. St. 38. The
"Theory of The Case" is also counte-
nanced, as in Missouri.

ABMOEYt. DELAMIEE (OB DELAMIEIE),
1 Strange, 505, 93 Bng. Reprint, 664, 1

Smith L.C. 679-713, 11th ed. (reviews
English cases), L.C. 180, 3 G&R. Every
presumption is against a wrongdoer.
Omnia prwsumuntur contra.

ABMOUE PAOKENG CO. V. LACY, 200 U. S.

226-238, 2 G&R. Construction of state

courts by state courts conclusive on fed-

eral courts. Pabst ; Terre Haute (Pa.

R.R.).
AEEAIGNMENT AND FLEA: Grain v. U.

S. ; Hunday; Aylesworth (111.). Eight
record must show issue. Grain.

AEEEST: 2 G&R; Allen v. Wright, L.C.
167, 3 G&R ; Dunlap.

Warrant must be upon oatli. See Okla-
homa ; De non.

Officer must take accused before magistrate
and make return of his process. Wright,
80 Vt. 358, 130 Am. St. 990-992. •

Bight to resist unlan-ful. S. v. Knope, 50
Wash. 229, 21 L.R.A.(N.S.) 66, n.

felony, who may arrest for. Roberts v. S.,

14 Mo. 138.
Regular process cannot be resisted. S. v.

Weed.
Justification of officer, what is. See Justi-

fication ; Savacool.
Parties attending court. Chandler, 162 Fed.

19, 22 L.R.A.(N.S.) 992; Barber, 77 O.
81, 14 L.R.A.(N.S.) 603.

Bailed person in custodia Icgis. Netograph
Co., 197 N.Y. 377, 70 C.L.J. 190, n. : cases.

AEEEST OF JUDGMENT: . Motions of, »
delayed general demurrer. See Demurrer.

AETHUE V. ISEAEL, 15 Colo. 147, 22 Am.
St. 381. Cited, § 452. Audi. Essentials
of jurisdiction must appear.

ASHBY V. WHITE, Ld. Raym. 938, Holt.
524, 91 Eng. Reprint, 19. 665, 1 Smith
L.C. 474-515 (8th ed.). L.C. 273, 3 G&R.
Cited, §§ 27,63. Vbi jus ibi remedium.

ASH T. ABDY, 3 Swanst. 664, 36 Eng. Re-
print, 1014, 2 G&R. Statute of Frauds.

ASLIN V. PAEKIN, 2 Burr. 665, 97 Bng.
Reprint, 501, Sm. Lead. Cas. 826-837, J

G&R. Cited, § 240. Bes adjudioata;
ejectment suits are not.

ASPDEN'S ESTATE, 2 Wall. Jr. 368,
sub Ambiguity, 2 G&R. Ambiguous record
will not sustain a plea of res adjudicata.
Lea V. Lea ; Verba fortius.

ASSAULT AND BATTERY: Stephens, 4
G&R.

ASSENT: 2 G&R. In the laio of sales. 35
Cyc. 50-86. Discussed. Non hwc; § 90.

ASSESSMENTS: See Taxation. Certainty
required. Lawrence, L.C. 133, et seq.; 3
G&R ; McLean v. Jephson ; Thames ; West-
fall ; Woods V. F.

Must appear from the right record, made at
the right place at the right time by the
right authority. See Terms of Court;
Drew ; Gage ;

Quod ab initio.

ASSIGNATUS UTITUE JURE AUCTOBIS:
An assignee is clothed with the rights ot

his principal. 2 G&R ; Equity. Cited,

§291.
Assignee of judgment gets assignor's rights.

Baker v. Wood, 157 U.S. 212 ; Subroga-
tion.

Fraudulent transaction, assignment of, gives
no right of action. Hepburn's Code Cas.
407.

Partial assignments upheld. Grain. Con-
tra: Thiel, 137 Wis. 272, 129, 29 Am. St.

1064-1067, n.

ASSIGNMENTS: See Assignatus utitur.

ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR: 2 G&R 383.

In relation to the statutory record the
assignment of error is very impor-
tant; here they are jurisdietional.—
To preserve the matter of that record
there must be objection, exception,
motion for new trial, assignment of
error, abstract of the record, and ar-
gument of each error relied on, oth-

erwise it is abandoned. For it is the
policj' of the law to abandon formal
dilatory, abatement or waivable mat-
ter for reasons indicated in relation
to Interest reipuhliew. §103, 1 G&R;
Consensus tollit eiTorem.

What is not assigned is waived, and
appellate courts are oljligated to re-

spect this rule, as stated in Windsor
V. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 G&R; Green
County V. Thomas (1909), 211 U.S.
598, 601, 602.

Must present all parties. Jordan v.

Brown.
They are jurisdictional as to formal

matter. §53, 1 G&R; L.C. 290O-299,
3 id.; Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. De
Selms, 212 U.S. 159-182; §§43, 44;
227 ct seq.; 252: Cases.

Contra: Courts can notice error sua
sponte. Old Nick Wiliams Co., 21.'5

U. S. 541, 545. This is wrong in prin-
ciple except as to substance. § 252.

Not essential in criminal cases, as in
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Assignments of Error.—
citil. Crawford v. U.S. (1909) 212
U.S. 1S3-208; S. v. Dame, is' Mo
265; S. V. Marshall. 36 Mo. 400 (are
surplusage; statutes abolished mo-
tion for new trial and its conse-
quents

; also the philosophy of the
statutory record; procedure is made
to consist of statutes and cases).
This also is erroneous.

Exceptions at the trial essential for.
Error if waived at any stage is gone
forever. Consensus. Interest reipub-
licw. Swearengen, 4 Mo. 456 ; S. v.
McCray, 74 Mo. 303 (What ought to
be of record must be proved by rec-
ord and by. the right record). See
Theory of the Case, 4 G&R.

Are founded on the motion for a new
trial, in criminal and civil cases alike.
S. V. McCray, supra. § 218 ; S. v.
Dunn. This is true on principle,

§ 227, et seq. In some courts must fur-
ther include the overruling of the mo-
tion for a new trial and the entry
of judgment or of the decree. No-
wack, 133 Mo. 24. But this is not
defensible in reason. It is a refined
application of Consensus. Reason is

the soul of the law.
Formal matter must he specifically ob-

jected to; it must be pointed out with
refined certainty. Kraner, L.C. 299,
3 G&R ; Steph. PI. 142, 145. It is the
policy of the law to pass formal, tech-
nical matter. Ramsey, 14 Mo. 358.

Formal objections, if too broad, operate
as waiver. Kraner, L.C. 299, 3 G&R ;

§ 53, 1 id.; Ramsey.
Assignment limited by motion for new

trial.—Cases which hold that the for-

mer can be as "general and as un-
specifie as the ingenuity of defeated
counsel could invent" offend the phil-

osophy of the law. See Missouri

;

§227. §218, quoting S. v. McCray;
S. V. Dunn.

ASSUMPTION OF EISK: By employees.
Priestly v. Fowler. See M'Manus : cases,

4 G&R ; Haskell, 170 Ind. 1, 127 Am. St.

352-363, n. ; Cltrone. 188 N.Y. 339, 19
L.R.A. (N.S.) 340-371, ext.n. ; Burnside,
43 Colo. 382, 17 L.R.A.(X.S.) 76-88. ext.n.

ASTLEY V. EEYNOLDS, 2 Strange, 91o, 93
Eng. Reprint, 939. sub Sasportas ; 59 L.R.

A. 301, 4 G&R. See Contract : Duress.

ASTOB T. GEIGNON'S HEXES, 2 How. 319.

Cited, § 350. Having acquired jurisdic-

tion, right of a court to proceed. Com-
stoclc. 134 Wis. 613, 616. Molir.

ATCHISON r. PETEESON, 20 Wall. 507, 2

G&R. Water rights.

ATLANTIC COAST L. E. E. T. BENEDICT
Pineapple Co., 52 Fla. 163, 2 G&R. Verba

fortiua. owed, §5 103, 163, 180.

ATTACHMENT; 2 G&R. Proceedings to
dissolve. Collins, 15 Wyo. 282, 123 Am
St. 1022-10S7, extn.

ATTEMPTS:. 2 G&B
ATTORNEYS: 2 G&B. Appearance.
Enticing business; ambulance chasing In-

gersoll, 117 Tenn. 263, 119 Am. St. 1003-
1041, ext.n. ; Keech v. Sandford.

Competency of, as witness. Foliansbee 72
Pa. 228, 13 Am. Kep. 671. Cited, Wright
L.C. 28, 3 G&R.

Implied powers of. Tobler. 45 Colo. 231,
132 Am. St. 142-181, ext.n.

Deception of court, ground for disbarment.
P. V. Case, 241 III. 279, 25 L.R.A. (N.S )

578.
AUBUEN & O. CANAL CO. v. LEITH, 4

Den. (N.Y.) 65, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 117, L.
C. 9, 3 G&B. General demurrer rules; it
is never waived. It searches the sub-
stantial pleadings and attaches to the
first fault. Baldwin, .— S.D. — . 26 L.R.
A.(N.S.) 116-120 (A confused discussion
of a great rule). Campbell v. Porter;
Kirton, 57 Fla. 79 ; See Aider ; Munday :

Cases. Quis, quid, coram quo.
AUCTION: Sales at. Payne v. Cave, 3

Term. 148, 100 Eng. Reprint, 502. Willst.
Conts. 1 ; Anderson v. Wis. Cent. R.R.,
107 Minn. 296, 131 Am. St. 462-502, cit-
ing and discussing Payne, L.C. 305, 3
G&R.

AUDI ALTERAM PAETEM: The law heari
before it decides, or, no one is condemned
unheard. Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1,
3 G&R; Galpin v. Page, 3 Sawyer, 93,
L.C. 63, 3 G&R ("According to due course
of law" defined) ; 211 U.S. 110; 86 Mo.
366 ; Oakley v. Aspinwall, L.C. 66, 3 G&R.

Cited, §§ 40, 41, 58, 62, 127, 133, 146a,
147, 183, 190, 206, 207, 232, 237, 247,
285, 331, 349, 350, 354, 368.

"II. It seems quite needless to say that
defendant not having been brought into
court by service of any process the judg-
ment rendered against it is coram non
judice, for it is among the fundamentals
of the law that before the rights of a
party can be passed upon, he must have
his day in court. As is forcibly observed
by Livingston, J. : 'A sentence thus ob-
tained in defiance of the maxim Audi al-

teram partem deserves not the name of a
judgment.' Hitchcock v. Aicken, 1 Caines,
473. To hold otherwise would be equiva-
lent to ignoring that great constitutional
principle which forbids that any one be
'deprived of life, liberty, or property with-
out due process of law.' " Cloud v. In-
habitants, 86 Mo. 366 ; Rouse v. Donovan.

Principles of, arc the higher law. Oakley v.

Aspinwall, L.C. 66, 3 G&R.
These principles are interpreted into the

law. Oakley. See Fundamental Law.
Due Process of Law.

AUDITA QUERELA: Bouv, Die. ; And.
Die. ; Freem. Judg. ; 4 Cyc.

AUEIOL V. MILLS (MILLS v. A.), 1 H.
Bl. 433, 4 T.R. (D. & B.) 94, 100 Eng.
Reprint, 912, 1 Sm. L.C. 1227-1253 (7th
ed.), 2 G&R. Bankruptcy no defense to

an action of covenant for rent.
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AUSTIN R. E. T. CLXrCK, 97 Tex. 172, 104
Am. St. 463, n., 64 L.R.A. 494, 2 G&R.
Courts cannot break fixed rules to do "sub-

stantial justice." Andrews T. Lyneb

;

Clarli V. Dillon : R. v. Solomons.

AUSTIN V. TENNESSEE, 101 Tenn. 563,
7 Am. St. 703, n., 179 U.S. 343-388, 2

G&R. Statutes may be valid in part and
void in part. Spraigue.

AUTHENTICATION OF PUBLIC BECOBDS:
2 G&E.

AUTHORITY: An authority must be plead-

ed. §80 et seq., ante; §§ 124-130, 1

G&R. See Bes Adjudicata ; Jobnson v.

Baker ; Buck v. Colbath ; Clem, L.C. 2c,

3 G&R ; I-Ioran ; Tarble's Case, L.C. 247,

3 G&R; Williamson, L.C. 65, 3 G&R.
Assignee must allege an assignment. John-

son, 139 Wis. 145, 131 Am. St. 1046.

Jurisdictional facts must a/firmatively ap-
pear. Rushton ; Munday

; § 66.

To issue letters of administration should be
shown. See Balsewicz, § 346.

Is not presumed. 1 G&E, 124-128; §§ 169a,
281, ante. See P. v. Artesian Co.

AUTOMOBILES: 2 G&R. Stetfen, — Wis.
26 L.R.A. (N.S.) 382 n.

AUTREFOIS ACQUIT AND CONVICT: Set
Former Jeopardy.

AVERMENT: See Allegation.

AVERY V. HOOLE, 2 Cowp. 825, 98 Eng.
Reprint, 1383. Cited, § 163. S.P., Jack-
son V. Pesked ; Rushton. Limits of liberal

construction. § 264.

AYLESWORTH V. P., 65 111. 372, 2 G4E.
Cited, % 154.

A plea of not guilty must appear from the
right record. Crain v. U.S. ; Munday, L.C.

79, 3 G&R, also post; Johnson v. P. ;

Parkinson.
BACKHOUSE T. BONOMI, 9 H. L. Cas. 503,

El. Bl. & EI. 622 (96 B.C.L.R.), 11 Eng.
Reprint, 825, 2 G&R. Easements ; sub-
terranean support of land ; statute of lim-
itations.

BACON: Observations on. Chap. I, 1 G&R.
BAGGAGE: Carrier liable for. N.Y.R.R.

V. Fraioff, L.C. 355, 3 G&R; Godd. Cas.
Pass. '616.

Carrier cannot limit value. Kensington, 183
U.S. 263.

BAIL: 2 G&R.
BAILEY V. BAILEY, 44 Pa. 274, notes to

Kingston's Case, 2 Smith Lead Cas. 951,
8th ed., L.C. 44, 3 G&R. Cited, §§294,
298. See Estoppel ; Wilmore, 42 Colo.
328, 20 L.R.A.(N.S.) 259; Thompson, 218
111. 46. Allegans; Forensic Estoppel.
Queen. Cited, § 298.

BAILEY V. DE CRESPIGNY, L. E. 4 Q. B.
180, 1 Willst. Conts. 286. 2 G&R. Im-
possibility, when a defense.

Accident a defense for failing to appear.
Hargis, 129 Ky. 477, 23 L.R.A.(N.S.)
136, n.

BAILEY T. HOENTHAL, 154 N. Y. 648, 61
Am. St. 643, 2 G&R. "Cause of action"
may arise from the evidence. Contra,
Beardsley ; Munday : Cases ; Quis, quid.
§ 435, et seq., 447.

BAILEY V. MAYOR OP NEW YORK, 8
Hill, 531, 2 Den. (1845), 433. 38 Am.
Dec. 669, n., 2 G&R. Corporations, their
liability for negligence. Barry, 17 Mo.
26 ; Hill V. Boston.

BAILEY V. PHILADELPHIA, 167 Pa. 569,
46 Am. St. 691 : cases, 2 G&R. Compro-
mise as a consideration. Stapilton ; Com-
promise. See Equity.

BAILMENTS: Coggs v. Bernard, L.O. 350,
3 G&R. Principles of. § 487 ; Andrews
V. Lynch.

BAINBEIDGB v. FIRMSTONE, 8 Adol. &
Bl. 743 (35 E.C.L.E.), L.C. 332, 3 G&E.
What constitutes a consideration. Eai

nudo.
BAKER V. R. R., 57 Mo. 271 Cited, ii 445,

447. Oral license to occupy land irre-

vocable. See Statute of Frauds ; Berick

;

Fuhr.
BALDEY V. PARKER, 2 Barn. & Cress. 37

(9 E.C.L.R.), 3 D. & E. 520, 1 Willst
Conts. 603, L.C. 337, 3 G&E. Statute of
Frauds ; acceptance and receipt. Kirby,
22 Mo. 356.

B. & O. E. E., 215 U.S. 216. Cited, §5
202a, 509.

Jurisdiction cannot be retrospectively ac-
quired. Horan. Quod ab initio.

BALDWIN T. HANECY, 204 111. 281-290,
§343. Equity. Cited, §§ 309, 342. Bea
adjudicata; elements. Cromwell v. Coun-
ty of Sac. Bes adjudicata requirements
respected.

BALSEWICZ V. E. E., 240 111. 238, 70 Cent.
L.J. 5. §346. Cited, p. xi, Preface; %i
58, 59, 62, 110, 123, 133a, 151, 222, 309,
320, 325, 349, 350, 354, 359, 397. A
coram non judice proceeding may operate
as an estoppel. See Thomas v. P. ; Fabula.

A case at variance with fundamental prin-
ciples. § 346.

BANK NOTE: Cash and bank notes pass on
delivery. Miller v. Eace.

BANK OF U. S. V. BANK OF WASHINO-
ton, 6 Pet. 8. See Money Had and Ee-
ceived, 4 G&E.

BANKRUPTCY: Not a defence in an actios
of covenant. Auriol.

BANKS AND BANKING: Zane on.
BANNEE, EX PARTE (Blythe, In re), L.B-

17 Ch. Div. 480, 2 G&E. Eeallty of a
cause of action is never foreclosed. An-
drews ; Fabula.

BANTA V. SAVAGE, 12 Nev. 151, 2 G4B-
Denials ; California rule. Dickson.

BAB: Pleas of. See Abatement; Bouv. Die.
BARRIER V. CONNOLLY, 113 U.S. 27-32,

2 G&E. Police power of the states. Edu-
cation, morals, comfort and well-being.
Keller, 213 U.S. 145 ; Beer Co.

BARKER V. BRAHAM, 2 Wm. Bl. 866, 96
Eng. Eeprint, 510, 512, 2 G&E. Attor-
neys ; their liability to third persons.

BARNARD v. CUSHING, 4 Met. 230, 38 Am.
Dec. 364, L.C. 108, 3 G&E. Cited, §§ 188,
201. Every word on an instrument will
be sought and given effect to if possible.
Vt res.

A contract may be gathered from several
documents. Boydell. See Contracts.

BARNARD V. KELLOGG, 10 Wall. 388.
Cited, § 13. Caveat emptor; strict rule.
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3ARNES V. BAEBEB, 1 Gil. (111.) 401.
Cited, § 357. Regular process will pro-
tect an officer ; it is his plea but none
others. See Justification ; Savaccol

;

Whitney.
BABNET, 6 Wall. 285. Cited, §402. Only

a wronged person can sue. Williams v.
Eggleston.

BABB V. POST, 59 Neb. 361, 80 Am. St.
680, L.C. 265, 3 G&R. Perjury; judg-
ment may be set aside for. South Haven,— Mich. —, 23 L.R.A.(N,S.) 346, n.

BABRATEY: See Champerty; Maintenance.
BABBON v. BALTIMOEE, 7 Pet. (U.S.) 243

(S L. ed. 673), L.C. 241, 3 G&R. Cited,

|§ 108, 335a. States not bound by federal
constitution, unless they are named to be
bound. Roy n'est. Twining, 211 U.S. 79,
00. First ten Amendments do not apply
to the states. Ugbanks, 208 U.S. 481

;

Jack V. Kansas.
BAEEOW V. HIUi, 13 How. (U.S.) 54, 14

L. ed. 54, n., L.C. 298, 3 G&R. Discre-
tion ; matters of, not reyiewable.

BAEBT, 3 Mo. 372. Cited, § 371. Pacts, not
conclusions, must be pleaded.

BAETEMETEE v. IOWA, 18 Wall. (U.S.)
129, 2 G&R. Constitutional law ; rights,

privileges and immunities.
BAETHOLOMEW v. JACKSON, 20 Johns. 28,

11 Am. Dec. 237, L.C. 302, 3 G&R. Cited,

S§ 13, 90, 193, 205. 292, 361, 469, 481.

Contracts ;
gratuities create no obligation.

'Non h(Fc.

BAETLETT, 3 Mo. 55. Cited, § 387. Allega-

tions essential. De non apparentibus. S.

P.. Munday : Cases.
BAETLETT v. CBOZIEB, 17 Johns. 448, 8

Am. Dec. 428-442, n., L.C. 6, 3 G&R.
Cited, §§ 32, 48. Omission of a material
allegation a fatal defect of substance.

S.P., Rushton ; Munday. jSee Baily v.

Hornthai.

BAETLETT V. VINOE (OB VINEE), Carth.

252, 90 Eng. Reprint, 759, 2 G&R. In
part; Holman, L.C. 363. 3 G&R.

BASSETT T. JOHNSON, 2 N.J.Eq. 154, 2

G&R. S.P., Munday. Bill of exceptions
should be concise. R.R. v. Stewart.

BASSET V. NOSWOETHT, Rep. Temp. Pinch,

102, 23 Eng. Reprint, 55, 2 Lead. Eq.

Cas. (W. & T.) 1-228, extn., L.C. 395, 3

G&R. Cited, §§ 34&, 172, 291. Bona
flile purchasers ; Le Neve.

BASTAED: See Infants.

BASTABDUS NON POTEST EABEBE
haeredum nisi de corpore suo legitime

procreatum : A bastard can have no heir

unless it be one lawfully begotten of his

one body.' See Actio personalis, 2 G&R.
BASTE, 28 Mo. 41. Cited, §§ 368, 493, 494.

The state as a party, Alterum non

Iwdere; See Public Policy; Salus popuH.

BATES, 17 Mo. 550. Cited, §218. "What
ought to be of record must be proved by

record and by the right record." Clarlt

V. Sires ; S. v. Metzer ; Bateson.

BATES V BULKLEY, 2 Gilman (111.) 359,

LC 2^5, 3 G&R. Cited, §§45, 84, 100,

163, 164, 175, 180, 310, 315, 341. Prac

tice acts construed according to funda-

mental law. Lex non exacte. Taylor v.

Sprinkle.

BATESON V. CLAEK, 37 Mo. 31, § 462. Cited,
p. X, Preface; §§309, 362, 459, 460.
S.P., Bates, supra. Error shown from
the Mandatory Record will keep. Wind-
sor ; Hannibal ; Carr v. Edwards ; Claflln

;

Fox V. Tooke ; Hall ; Weil ; Sweet v.
Maupin ; R.R. v. Lewright ; Jones v. Tul-
ler ; McGee v. S. ; Noble v. Kansas City

;

Nordmanser; Lilly. Contra: Griffln, 6 Mo.
50. The question involved in Bateson has
altogether done more to disrupt procedure
in Missouri, than any other. It la a
theory-of-the-case proposition.

BATTERY: Stephens, 4 G&K.
BATTY v. CAESWELL, 2 Johns, 48, 1 Am.

L.C. 653-699, ext.n., 2 G&R. Cited, § 19.
Agents

; general and special. Green
County, 211 U.S. 582; Quinlan, 205 U.S.
504. (Contra, 116 Ky. 108-135: Cases;
Bloom); 157 Fed. 33, 19 L.R.A.(N.S.)
489 (Lurton dissented). Omnia prwsum-
untur rite. See Bona Fide Purchaser.

A special power or authority must be strict-

ly pursued. Williams v. Peyton.
BAUERMAN v. EADENIUS, 7 Term Rep.

(D. & E.) 663, 101 Eng. Reprint, 1186, 2
Sm. L.C. 1001-1026, 8th ed., L.C. 48, 3
G&R. Cited, §§ 26, 232. One directing
and controlling litigation Is bound by it.

whether named on the record or not.
SoutEront, 217 U.S. 475 ; Lovejoy v. Mur-
ray, L.C. 289, 3 G&R. Oral evidence Is

admissible to show the real party.
BAWDY HOUSE: 2 Bish. Cr. Proe. 104-123;

Bouv. Die.
BAXTER V. PORTSMOUTH, 7 Dowl. & Ry-

land, 614 (16 E.C.L.R.), 2 C. & P. 178
(12 E.C.L.R.), 5 Barn. & Cress. 170 (11
E.C.L.B.), L.C. 414, 3 G&R. Lunatics
may sometimes contract. Smith, 191 N.
Y. 452, 123 Am. St. 609-616.

BEACH V. NEVIN, 162 Fed. 129, 18 L.B.A.
(N.S.) 288, n. Cited, § 283. Records;
conclusiveness of ; best evidence. Quod
per recordum.

BEAED V. HOPKINSVILIE, 95 Ky. 239, 44
Am. St. 222-243, ext.n., 23 L.R.A. 402, n.,

29 Cent. L.J. 344-352, 2 G&R. Constitu-
tional limitations of public indebtedness.
Essential functions may be carried on.

Hull, 26 Wash. 272, 90 Am. St. 743, n.

Contra: Cases. Lex non exacte.

BEARDSLEY v. DOLGE, 143 N.Y. 160, 42
Am. St. 707, n., L.C. 13, 3 G&R. Consent
will not confer jurisdiction of subject-

matter. Munday. See Baily v. Hornthal,
240 111. 429 ; Bloom ; Borden ; Consent

;

Auburn ; Campbell v. Porter.

BEAUMONT V. REEVE, 8 Q.B. 483 (55
E.C.L.R.), L.C. 367, 3 G&R. In pari;

Fabula. A "cause of action" always
open to Inquiry. Andrews.

BECKER, 104 N.Y. 394, 58 Am. Rep. 515.

Cited, § 302. Impeachment ; one may
contradict his own witness. See Burk-

BECKLENBEEG, 232 111. 120. Cited, p. xii,

I'reface; §§8, 133o, 163, 202a, 231, 245,

254, 333, 344, 348, 349, 355. See Illi-

nois, De non apparentibus.
BEER CO. V, MASSACHUSETTS, 97 U.S -T5,

24 L. ed. 989, 2 G&R. Police powei <*

the states. Barbier,
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BEES:. Liability for. Bee Animals, 2 O&B.
BEHN V. BUENESS, 3 B.&S. 715 (113 E.C.

L.R.), 2 G&R. . Warranty of representa-
tions. See Pasley ; Carter t. Boehm.

BELCHER V. CHAMBERS, S3 Cal. 63, 3
G&R. Due process of law of federal
prescription. Needham.

BELKNAP V. SCHILD, 161 U.S. 10, L.C.
260, 3 G&R. Sovereignty can only be
sued witb its consent. Hunsaker ; Reid
V. U.S., 211 U.S. 529; Rex non potest
peccare.

BELL T. BROWN, 22 Cal, 671-678, 48 L.R.
A. 177, 2 G&R. See California. Causes
of action must be separately stated.

\ Mooney, 19 Mo. 55 ; Kinney, 25 Mo. 675.

BELL, 123 Mo. 270. Cited, § 134. Service
of process must appear from tbe right
record. Right of attorney to appear. See
Harrow ; Brittain.

BELL T. MORRISON, 1 Pet. 351-375, 15
L.R.A. 657, sub Limitations, 4 G&R.
Cited, §§ 178, 239. Statute of limita-

tions are favored; Elliot, 5 Mo. 208

;

Craig, 12 Mo. 95 ; Campbell, 165 U.S.
610, stated Wheeler, 61 L.R.A. 755.

BELL V. TWILIGHT, 18 N.H. 159, 45 Am.
Dec. 367, 2 G&R. Possession is notice
of occupant's rights at the time he tools

possession, but not of a changed or al-

tered estate.

BENDERNAGLE V. COCKS, 19 Wend. 207,
32 Am. Dee. 448-455, n., eub Res Adjudi-
cata, 4 G&R. Splitting causes of action
offends Interest reipuhlicos.

BENEDICTA EST EXFOSITIO QUANSO
res redimitur a destructione : Blessed is

the exposition when the thing is saved
from destruction. 2 G&R ; p. xxiii. Pref-
ace ; §§ 69, 271, 397, 408.

BENIGNE FACIEND.a: SUNT INTERPRE-
tationes propter simplicitatem laicorum,
ut res magis valeat guam pereat ; et verba
Intentione non e contra debent inservire

;

A liberal construction should be put upon
written instruments, so as to uphold
them if possible and carry into effect the
Intention of the parties. 2 G&R. See
Ut res. Cited, § 283.

BENNETT v. LOCKWOOD, 20 Wend. (N.
Y.) 223, 32 Am. Dec. 532, n., sub Had-
ley v. Baxendale, 2 G&R. One causing
damage is liable therefor. Alterum non
ladere; Shoemaker.

BENSON, 5 Beavan, 546, 49 Eng. Bepiint,
690. Cited, I 163. Verba fortius.

BENTLBY v. VILMONT (OR VILMONT T.

Bentley), 12 App. Cas. 471, 2 G&R. A
thief can give no title. Davis, 6 Ind.
Terr. 124, 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 760-796, ext.n.
Nemo dat. Stolen negotiable instruments.
Swift ; 25 Am. St. 802-818.

BENTON COUNTY T. MORGAN, 163 Mo.
661-679, 2 G&R. Cited, §§ 373, 395.
Regular process essential for a judicial
sale. Blair, L.C. 170: "What ought to
be of record," etc.

BERGER-KNOX, Mo. App. (1910). Cited,
SS 110. 496. Express aider. See Alder.

BERSCR, 27 Mo. 101. Cited. §§ 66, 218,
394. 478, 486. S.P., Crepps ; Den non.

BEST EVIDENCE: 2 G&R. "What ought
to be of record." Blair ; Benton Co.

;

Coram judice; Debile; § 223.

BEVERLEY'S CASE, 2 Coke, 568, — Eng.
Reprint, —, 4 Coke, 123ft, L.C. 416, 3 G
&R. Drunkards; Criminal intent of; Con-
tracts of.

BICKERDIKE V. BOLLMAN, 1 T.E. (D.&
E.) 405, 99 Eng. Reprint, 1164, Smith
Lead. Cas., 2 G&R. Notice is not re-

quired where it would be of no aval!.
Lex neminem cogit.

BICYCLE: 2 G&R. Olemenson on; Fielder,
149 Ala. 608, 123 Am. St. 69-72.

BIDDLE V. BOYCB, 13 Mo. 582-534, §§ 406-
427. Cited, p. x, Preface; §§ 32, 34B, 74.

133a, 151. 157, 163, 188, 200, 309, 322,
332, 362, 371, 377, 383, 390, 392, 428,
429, 471, 475, 484. First code case ; an
erratic, querulous decision. De non not
understood. § 362.

BIGAMY: Intent no element in crime of.

C. V. Mash. See Ignorantia faoti; Actus
non.

BILBIE T. LUMLEY, 2 East, 469, 102 Eng.
Reprint, 448, Mews' Eng. Case Law, &
Jac. Fish. Dig. 9175.

Mistake; voluntary payment; no recovery
allowed. Scott v. Ford. See Mistake.

BILLS AND NOTES: See Commercial Pa-
per ; Negotiable Instruments ; Miller v.

Race ; Swift.
BILLS IN EQUITY: Sto. Eq. PI.; 1

Street's Eq. Pr. 135-217. Fundamental
principles of. See Trilogy of Procedure.

BILLS OP DISCOVERY:. 2 G&R.
BILLS OF LADINiG: 2 G&H. Are negotia-

able. St. Louis R.R., 87 Ark. 26, 128 Am.
St. 17-19 ; Shaw, 101 U.S. 557 ; Ark. R.K.,
207 U.S. 270.

Are a symbol of ownership, and pass the
title of the consignee. Lickbarrow, L.C
394, 3 G&R.

BILLS OF PARTICULARS: Cryps v. B«yn-
ton ; McDonald v. P.

BILLS OF PEACE: See Equity; Adequata
Remedy ; Multiplicity of Suits.

BILLS OF REVIEW:. 2 G&R.
BILLARD V. S., 30 Tex. 367, 94 Am. Dec.

317, n., L.C. 189, 3 G&R. Reasonable
doubt ; what is.

BILLINGS V. ACCIDENT INS. CO., 69 Vt.
78, 33 Am. St 913, n., 17 L.R.A. 89, n.,

2 G&R. Suicide, when a defense for the
underwriters. Cady, 134 Wis. 322, 17 L.
R.A.(N.S.) 260.

BILLINGS, 32 Mo. 265. Cited. §383. S.P.,
Rushton, which is cited.

BILL OF EXCEPTIONS: Sed Statutorr
Record. The statutory is the. record ot
liberal construction. % 101, et seq. See
Consensus.

Provided for by statute in 1286. Garth, 72
Mo. 630, 2 G&R.

Depends on the assignment of errors, the
motion for a new trial and proper olijeu-
tions.

Emceptions must tie aptly taken. Consensus.
After the trial all the exceptions are em-

bodied in one bill, and then formally maaj
of record. Lane, 11 Mo. 408.

"What ought to be of record must be proved
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Bill of Exceptions.

—

yy record and hy the right record." Rous-
sin, 15 Mo. 158 ; Mailers, 170 III. 434

;

Wright V. Grififey, 4 G&R ; Batchelder, 15
Mo. -'08 : Cases.

Arc construed against appellant. Veria
fortius; Bates, L.C. 225, 3 G&R; Crane.

BIRD V. HOLBROOK, 4 Bing. 629 (IS
E.C.L.R.) 2 G&R. Self defense; no right
to kill a mere trespasser. U.S. v. Holmes ;

Hooker ; Loomis.
BIRKMYR (BOUBKMIBB) v. DABNEU.,

1 & 2 Salk. 27, 2 Ld. Raym. 1085, 91
Eng. Reprint, 663, 1 Smith Lead. Cas.
516-562. ext.n.. Id., 11th ed., L.C. 339, 3
G&R. Statute of Fraud ; "Debt, default or
miscarriage of another.'*

BISHOP V. BTISSE, 69 111. 403, §§ 360-361.
Cited, §309. Contract; Ex nudo. De-
nies Stilk V. Myrick. See Illinois.

BISSELL V. SPRING VAIiET TOWNSHIP,
124 U.S. 225, L.C. 42, 3 G&R. Judgment
on demurrer conclusive. Res adjudicata
rules.

BLACK, 208 Mo. 281, 313. Cited, 5 456.
S.I'.. Hope V. Blair.

BI.ACKETT V. BOYAI. EXCHANGE As-
surance Co., 2 Cromp. & Jer. 244 L.C.
400, 3 G&R. See Oral Evidence, 4 G&R.
Custom to alter or vary a writing.

BltACEMAIL: B. v. Redman.
BIiACKSTONE: Observations on. !S 15-21,

1 G&R.
BI.AIB V. BEADING, 99 111. 600, L.C. 170,

3 G&R. Cited, § 151. Courts are bound
by their records, and the general law.
See Benton Co.

BLAIR V. ETDGIET, 41 Mo. 68, 97 Am.
Dee. 248-258, n., L.C. 254. 3 G&R. Cited,

§§ 50. 510. "Blasphemous, immoral and
unchristian" statute valid if constitution-
al. See Brown v. Tharpe.

BLAITK: In commercial paper may be filled

by holder ; in deeds also. Hibblewhite ;

contra cases.

BLANKE: 35 Mo. App. 419. Cited, I 378.
Veria fortiug.

BLISS, PLEADINGS: See Codes. Im-
portant observations on. §§ 138, 141, 286.

BLITZ v. U.S., 153 U.S. 308, 38 Led. 725,

2 G&R. Motion for new trial of limited

use in federal courts.

BLOOM V. BUEDICK, 1 Hill (N.Y.) 130-

143. 37 Am. Dec. 299, 79 Am. St Rep.
82, L.C. 266, 3 G&R. CiUd, $$ 132, 133a,

206, 254, 278. S.P., Doddridge. A stat-

utory power is like a special agency
(Batty) which must be strictly pursued.

BLOOM V. RICHARDS, 2 Ohio St. 287, 2
G&R. Sunday contracts valid ; they de-

pend on statutes. Dies non applies to

judicial matters only.

BLOW HOT AND COLD: SeeAUegans, etc.

BLTTH T. BIRMINGHAM WATEB-WOBKS
Co., 11 Exch. 781, 2 G&R. Toit defined.

Cited, § 23.

BOABDMAN . FLOEEZ, 37 Mo. 559-561.

Cited, § 288. Verba intentione.

BOATMEN'S, 38 Mo. 49. Cited, § 226. Ad-

missions in pleading dispense with proof.

SOBEL v. P., 173 111. 19, 64 Am. St. 64-107,

ext.n., L.C. 250, 3 G&R. Statute; Pre-

ambles; Title to act; Nigrum.

BOCK V. PERKINS, 139 U.S. 628-648, 2
G&R. S.P.. Buck.

BOERING V. STREET RY., 193 U.S. 442,
2 G&R. Free pass ; conditions bind ; as-
sent of the husband is also of wife.

BOGGS V. MERCED MINING CO., 15 C»L
270. 2 G&R. Mining rights.

BOILEAU V. EUTLIN, 2 Exch. (Eng.) 664,
L.C. 43, 3 G&R. Pleadings as evidence.
See Admissions

; Keane ; Warfleld. Cited,
§297.

BOLES V. BENNINGTON, 136 Mo. 522.
Cited, § 501. S.P., Clark v. Dillon.

BONA FIDE POSSESSOR FACIT FEUCTUS
consumptos sues : By good faith a pos-
sessor makes the fruits consumed his own.
See Boston Ice Co., L.C. 320, 3 G&R.

BONA FIDE PURCHASERS: 2 G&R. See
Equity ; Lickbarrow, L.C. 394, 3 G&R, et
sell.; Bassett ; Le Neve; Swift; Bentley

;

Assignatus; 3.j Cyc. 345-365.
Where one of two equally innocent persons
must suffer from the fraud of a third, he
who first trusted must first suffer. Lick-
barrow ; Green Co. v. Quinlan, 211 U.S.
582 ; See Batty

; Qui prior tempore; § 305.
Purchase of chattels from one in possession

with the oicner's consent, and giving in-

dicia of title. Bentley ; Davis, 6 Ind. Terr.
124, 25 L.B.A.(N.S.) 760-796. ext.n.

Must not only pay a consideration but a
valuable one. Basset, L.C. 395. How
pleaded. Boon v. Chiles (in answer).

Equities of, override statutes. Union Trust
Co. V. Preston ; Lester, § 291.

BONAPARTE v. CAMDEN & AMBOY B.E.,
1 Bald. 205-233, L.C. 278, 3 G&R. In-

junctions to restrain trespass.
BONDS: 2 G&R. Interest beyond penalty,.

when allowable. 19 L.R.A.(N.S.) 83, n.

Principal must sign to bind surety. School,
100 Minn. 139, 12 L.B.A.(N.S.) 1105-
1125, n.

Accident caused by obligee or the law a de-

fense upon a bond. Olive.
BONESTEEL v. OEVIS, 23 Wis 506, 99
Am. Dec. 201, 203, n., L.C. 151, 3 G&R.
Interlocutory Issues are not res adjudica-
ta.

BONI JUDICnS EST AMFLIAEE JUBIS-
dlctlonem : It is the duty of a judge
when requisite to amplify the limits of
his jurisdiction. Lex non exacte; McNair,
5 Mo. 300, 307 ; Expressio eorum ; Crowns.

BONNELL V. WILDER, 67 111. 327, L.C. 185,
3 G&R. Cited, §§ 183, 223. Presumption
of payment from possession of note. Pre-
eumptions In general. 3 G&R.

BONUM NECESSAEIUM EXTRA TEEMI-
nos necessitatis non est bonum : A thing
good from necessity is not good beyond
the limits of the necessity. Campbell v.

Race. If one causes the necessity, then his

plea of it is not perfect. This is a very
important principle. Necessitas.

BONUS JUDEX SECUNDUM .ffiQUM ET
lionum judical, et sequitatcm stricto jurl

prffifert ; A good judge decides accord-
ing to justice and right, and prefers
equity to strict law. Lex non exacte;
Boni judicis. But the rights of all must
be considered. Non hwc; Austin t. Cluck.
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BOOKS: Of account as evidence. Price v.

Torrington, L.C. 2136, 3 G&E : Cases;
Hessrick, 20 Mo. 311 ; Eureka, 32 Utah,
236, 125 Am. St. 835-859, ext.n. (Other
than books of account.

BOONE V. CHILES, 10 Pet. (U.S.) 177,
209. Cited, § § 141,172. Allegata et pro-
bata must correspond.

BOBDEN V. FITCH, 15 Johns. (N.Y.) 121,
8 Am. Dec. 225, L.C. 267, 3 G&E. Cited,

§ 278. Jurisdictional facts must aflarma-

tlvely appear. S.P., Pennoyer, L.C. 58,

3 G&R ; Doddridge ; Crepps, L.C. 113, Id.

False and sham -pleadings confer no juris-

diction. Fabula.
BOEDEN T. S., 11 Ark. 519, 54 Am. Dec.

218. Cited, § 452. Jurisdiction defined.

BOBEENHAGEN v. PASCHEN, 72 Wis. 273,
L.C. 81, 3 G&E. Issues must appear
from the right record. Munday ; Saun-
derson. Cited, §§ 141, 225, 245, 249, 390,
488.

BOSTON ICE CO. V. POTTEE, 123 Mass.
28, 25 Am. Eep. 9, L.C. 320, 3 G&E.
Cited, §§ 13, 90, 361. Non hwc.

BOSTON B.E. V. BABTIiETT, 3 Gush. 224,
L.C. 331, 3 G&E.

BOSTWICK T. STILES, 35 Conn. 195, 2
G&E. Accident ; forfeiture. Jurisdiction
of equity. See Equity.

BOUNDABIES: 5 Cyc. 867-9'74. Bee Equity.
Hays, 147 Ala. 212, 119 Am. St. 64-77,

ext.n. Locating. Matheny, 63 W. Va.
443, 129 Am. St. 984-1013, ext.n

BOWEN V. BMEBSON, 3 Or. 452, Hinton,
Code Cases. 8. Cited, %% 103, 163, 482.

Contracts
;
pleading of ; essentials.

"On (date stated) plaintiff sold and de-

livered to the defendant 4,000 pounds of
flour and that the same was worth $212,"
states no cause of action on motion in

arrest. Held no time was fixed for pay-
ment. See TJt res. After waiver (by
pleading over) the word "sold" ought to

supply the words "instance and request."

Gramp, § 463 ; Carson, § 480 ; Vt res
mayis; Wing., 15 Mo.

Conclusions of law cannot Se cured. Mal-
linckrodt, L.C. 12o, 3 G&E, § 497, Equity.
"PlaintifC sold and delivered" meant
nothing in Bowen. Noscitur a sociis was
denied ; S.P., Johnson v. Min. Co., L.C.

16, 3 G&E.
BOWLUS V. PHOENIX INS. CO., 133 Ind.

106, 20 L.E.A. 400, L.C. 100, 3 G&E
Cited, § 294. Afiirmative pleas override
denials. S. P., Dickson, L.C. 34, 3 G&E.
Pleading must not be too broad, nor too

narrow, nor be double. See Munday, L.

C. 79, 3 G&E.
BOWMAN T. P., 114 111. 474, 2 G&E. Cited,

% 124. Aider by verdict, etc., cures omis-
sion to state a material allegation. See
Hitchcock, L.C. 12, 3 G&E ; C. & A. E.E.
V. Clausen. Bowman sustains the theory
of the case ; it is not In accord with the
Trilogy of Procedure. Brown v. City.

BOYCOTT: 2 G&E.
BOYD V. BLANKMAN, 29 Cal. 19', 87 Am.

Dee. 146, n., L.C. 62, 3 G&E. Aider by
pleading over ; trustees ; S.P., Keeeh, §

522.

BOYDELL T. SBUmiOND, 11 East, 184
103 Eng. Reprint, 958, 2 G&E. A con-
tract may be gathered from several docu-
ments. Barnard, L.C. 108, 3 G&E. Le
Blanche ; Sanders. Ut res.

BEADBUEY V. CEONISE, 46 Cal. 287, Ii.C.

35, 3 G&R. Cited, § § 65, 226. See Ad-
missions (are conclusive).

BEADLEY V. FISHEB, 13 Wall. 351, 2
G&E. Superior judges have absolute im-
munity

BEADSHAW, Breese (HI.). Cited, §310.
Conclusions of law insufficient.

BEAY V. ADAMS, 114 Mo. 486-493. Omnia
prasumuntur rite. Exception to error es-

sential. See Assignment.
BEAY V. MAESHALL, 75 Mo. 327. dited,

§ 446. Equitable estoppel must be plead-

ed. Noble.

BEEACH OF CONTEACT:. 3 G&E. Cutter,

L.C. 308, 3 Id., et seq.

Equity will enjoin, when. H. W. Gossard
Co. 132 la. 155, 6 L.E.A. (N.S.) 1115-
1146, ext.n. Lumley v. Wagner.

To arbitrate. See Merest ; 8 Am. St. 158

;

Scott V. Avery.
BEEACH OF PEOMISE: 2 G&E.
BEEAEING AND ENTEEING DOOBS: Se-

mayne's Case.
BEEEZE V. HALEY, 10 Colo. 5-13, 11 Colo.

351. sub nom Haley v. Elliott, 20 Colo.

379, 2 G&E. Cited, §§ 200, 455. Bes
adjudicata in Colorado. See Hume.

BREWEE CO. V. BODDIE, 162 111. 346,
L.C. 296, 3 G&E. Motion for a new trial

essential. General assignments insuf-

ficient. See Missouri.
EEIBEEY; 2 G&E.
BillCE V. BANNISTEE, 3 L.E., Q.B. 569,

L.C. 398, 3 G&R. Assignments enforce
able. See Equity ; Row v. Dawson ; Eyall
V. Eowles.

BRIGHT V. BOYD, 1 Story. 478, 2 Sto. 605,
Fed. Cases, 1875, 1876, 81 Am. St. 169,
2 G&E, § 510, Equity. Cited, §§ 294, 308,
514. Equitable estoppel ; occupant's
rights to improvements, jure naturw;
Valle's Heirs.

BRISTOW V. WEIGHT, Doug. (Eng.) 665,
1 Term Rep. (D. & B.) 238, 99 Eng. Re-
print 421, 1 Sm. L.C. 1417-1444, ext.n.

(8th ed.), omitted in 9th, 10th and 11th
eds., L.C. 135, 3 G&E. Cited, §§4, 32,

36, 41, 68, 104, 105, 109, 110, 136, 141,
143. 151, 157, 159, 312, 313, 332, 333,
353, 383, 385, 390, 411, 423, 426, 487.
Frustra probatur; Allegata et probata
must correspond.

Friustra probatur quod prohatum non
relevat (It Is vain to prove what is

not alleged, Chap. VI) is the second
maxim in the Trilogy of Procedure.

§§ 36, 101.

Outline ohservations.—This trilogy is

offered and impressed as paramount
and dominating rules of procedure
(evidence, pleading and practice) and
construction to which all other rules
must be flexible. In this trilogy are
the state's substantive rights, which
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Bristow V. Wright.

—

constitute the higher law, the pre-
scriptive constitution, which codes
and practice acts reaffirm in a va-
ried language. §§ 32a-33a. Equity.

In prmsentia majoris cessat potentia
minoris.

Allegata et probata must correspond;
a recovery must be secundum alle-
gata et probata.

There shall he no departure is a rule
that necessarily forbids variances.—
The discussions of distinctions be-
tween departures, variances and fail-
ure of proof are confusing and im-
practicable. From these discussions
arises the footing for the theory of
the case. See this title, also Variance,
4 G&R.

Frustra probatiir finds but a case ex-
pression and illustration in Bristow.
For the case system no better selec-
tion could be made. For this Mans-
field's great cases are often over-
looked for the wabbly and erratic
cases of "native" sons. Some of
these are not familiar with Bris-
tow nor its important rule throughout
procedure. It was supposed to be and
was cited as a Michigan case, 2
Thomp. Trials, 2256 ; also denied. Id.
2310, 2311; 1 Bates, PI., Prac. &
Forms, 511, 512. These sections are
quoted under Variance, 4 G&R.

Bristoic icell expresses the English rule
which follows the Roman.

Federal cases also follow Bristow:
Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat, 522, 528;
Wilson V. Codman, 3 Cranch, 193;
Washington R.R. v. Bradleys.

Frustra probatur is supported by num-
berless cases in all states. L.C. 135-

137, 3 G&R; Fish v. Cleland (111.),

L.C. 12c, 3 G&R. See Munday.
Variance must be excepted to unless it

is shown from the mandatory record.
Hempstead, 2 Mo. 65. See §§43, 44;
Washington R.R.

Codes reaffirm the trilogy of procedure
and thus Bristow. §§ 1, 36, 101 ; Dick-
man, 24 Mo. 596 ; McNair, 2 Mo. 65

;

Beck, 19 Mo. 30 (attempts to dis-

tinguish between variance and fail-

ure of proof) ; 24 Mo. 598 ; Lanltz,

93 Mo. 513; Sidway, 163 Mo. 375
(code requirements are strict) ; Link,

17 Mo. 585.

A different cause of action cannot arise

from the evidence to that alleged.—
A test of this is, would the proposed
change make necessary a new or dif-

ferent bill of particulars? Neither

Bristow V. Wright.

—

sureties nor bail can complain of a
change that did not prejudice them.
Merrick. 10 Mo. lOG; Lord, 14 Pick
224; Ball, 5 Pick. 303, 16 Am. Dec'
407. n. ; Butcher, 15 Mo. 169; SS 140-
162.

****

-4. fact not alleged cannot be proved.
Sto. Eq. PI. 10, 28; 1 Gr. Ev. 63; 2
Id. 7 ; 3 /(/. 10 ; Dc non apparentibus.
Chap. V. Equity; Crockett; Munday:
Cases. See § 446.

Res adjudicata requirements demand
that descriptive averments be proved
as laid. Bristow ; 1 Gr. Ev. 61 ; /n-
tcrest reipublicw; Kenealy, §342.

A special contract, if alleged, excludes
an implied one. Crole. 19 Mo. 70:
Robertson, 18 Johns. 459, 9 Am. Dec.
227. See Cutter v. Powell, L.C. 308,
3 G&R; Contract.
See L.C. 135-137, 3 G&R and cases

there cited. These should be consid-
ered in the light of the trilogy of pro-
cedure. Herefrom will be perceived
the mischiefs arising from the chaos
caused by the Theory of the Case and
Variances. See these titles, 4 G&R.
Works on trials, trial tactics and

the art of winning cases which omit
the trilogy of procedure as a funda-
mental basis should be supplemented
by an explication of that trilogy and
its best representative cases.

BEITTAIN V. KINNAIED, 1 Brod. & Binj.
432 (5 E.C.L.H. 725), L.C. 50, 3 G&E.
Cited, § 232. Conclusiveness of judicial
records. Res adjudicata. Bell, 123 Mo.

;

Starbuck.

BEITTON V. COIiE, Carth. 443, 90 Eng. Re-
print, 856. Cited, §.169. Justification;
officer must set out his process m hwc
verba.

BEITTON V. TUENEE, 6 N.H. 481, 26 Am.
Dec. 713, sub Cutter v. Powell, L.C. 308,
3 G&R. Cutter denied.

BE0MA6E v. PEOSSER, 4 Barn. & Cress.
247 (10 B.C.L.R.), 2 G&R. Defamation;
implied and express malice. Harrison v.

Bush ; Eum qui nocentem.
BEONSON V. KINZIE, 1 How. 311 (11

L.ed.) 143, L.C. 238, 3 G&E. Ew post
facto and retroactive laws.

BEOOKS V. MAETIN, 2 Wall. 70, 17 L.ed.
732, L.C. 370, 3 G&R. In pari. When a
recovery is allowed. Campbell, 7 CI. & F.

181 ; note to Lampleigh, Smith, L.C. 8th
ed., 170 ; Skinner, 10 Mo. 297.

BBOOESHIEE v. BEOOKSHIEE, 8 Ired.

Law (N.C.) 74, 47 Am. Dec. 341-348. suh
Hibblewhite v. M'Morine, 2 G&R. Exe-
cution of a deed must be authorized by
deed.

BEOUGHTON, 34 Ala. 694. Cited, i 354.
Coram non judice proceedings void. Con-
tra: Balsewicz.
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BROWN, 10 Mo. 56. Cited, § 371. Plead-
ings essential for jurisdiction and res ad-
judicata.

BEOWN, EX PAETB, 'l How. (Miss.) 303,
L.C. 105, 3 G&E. Sham pleadings. Grav-
er, L.C. 102, 3 G&R.

BROWN T. BUTCHERS' BANK, 6 Hill. 443,
41 Am. Dec. 755, L.C. 346, 3 G&R. One
may adopt any name he pleases ;

"1.2.8."

may be adopted as a name. General ob-

servations.

BROWN V. CHAPMAN, 6 C.B. 365, sub West
V. Smallwood, 4 G&R. False imprison-
ment ; immunity of judicial officers.

BEOWN V. CHICAGO R.R., 54 Wis. 342, 41
Am. Rep. 41, 36 Am. St. 820, 829, 851,
2 G&R. Negligence. In jure non remota.

BEOWN V. CITY, 90 Mo. 377, 383, 2 G&R.
Aider ; general denial will not aid ab-

sence 0f allegation. Andrews v. Lynch

;

Bowmah v. P. See § 446.
BEOWN V. COLLINS, 53 N.H. 442, 16 Am.

Rep. 372, 2 G&R. Dangerous things es-

caping control. Denies Fletcher v. Ry-
lands.

BEOWN V. KENDALL, 6 Cush. 293, 15 W«I1.
538 (Nitroglycerine Case). 2 G&R. Aotus
Uei, when an excuse.

BEOWN V. LAMPHEAE, 35 Vt. 252, L.C.
347, 3 G&R. Mistake, relief from. See
Equity ; Butler v. Barnes ; Hunt.

BEOWN V. MARYLAND, 12 Wheat. 419 (6
L.ed. 678, n.), 2 G&R. Commerce; Con-
gress regulates.

BROWN T. P., 29 Mich. 232, 2 6&E. Indict-

ment must charge a crime. Munday. Er-
ror must be assigned.

BROWN T. SPOPFORD, 95 U.S. 474 (24
L.ed. 508), L.C. 54, 3 G&E. Oral evi-

dence. Pym.
BROWN V. SULLIVAN, 22 Ind. 359, 85 Am.

Dec. 421-427. Trespass ab initio.

BROWN T. SWINEFOED, 44 Wis. 282, 26
Am. Rep. 580, 7 Cent. L.J. 268, L.C. 161,

3 G&R. Argument of counsel, when ma-
terial error.

BEOWN V. THARPE, 74 S.C. 207, 209, 6S
Cent. L.J. 403, n., 2 G&R. Cited, § 510.
"Blasphemous, immoral and unchristian"
statutes are valid if only constitutional.
Rison, L.C. 253, 3 G&R; Blair, L.C. 254,
id. Contra, S.C. v. U.S.

BROWN V. WALKEE, 161 U.S. 591-638,
40 L. ed. 819, 75 Am. St. 325, 346-347.

Nemo tenetur.
BEUGGEB T. STATE INVESTMENT CO.,

5 Sawyer (U.S.) 304, L.C. 162, 3 G&R.
Joinder of causes in equity and under
codes.

BUCK, 16 Gray, 555. Cited, §190. Quodab
initio.

BUCK v. COLBATH, 7 Minn. 310, 82 Am.
Dec. 91, 3 Wall. 341, 2 G&R. An author-
ity must be pleaded. Verba fortius; U.S.
V. Linn.

BUCK STOVE & EANGE CO. T. AM. FED.
Labor, 37 Nat. Corp. Rep. 710. Cited, |

355, S.P., O'Brien v. P. Consent can con-
fer jurisdiction of subject-matter. Con-
tra: Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2. 3 G&R.

BTTLKLET T. BIG MUDDY Ci>., 77 Mo. 105-
109, 8§ 453-457, Equity. Cited, §§ 105,
309, 362, 401, 402, 404, 461. Capacity

Bulkley.—
to sue need not appear. Contra: McCand-
less, 211 U.S. 437; Johnson; Quis, quid,
coram quo; Williamson v. Eggleston, L.C.
94, 3 G&R. Essential elements of a cause
of action mthin legislative control. See
Scott V. McNeal ; § 362 ; Lilly ; Johnson.
Necessary parties are jurisdictional. Wil-
liamson V. Eggleston ; Shields v. Barrow.

BULKLEY T. LANDON, 2 Conn., 404, L.C.
315, 3 G&R. Ex nudo. S.P., Mills v.

Wyman.
BULL V. GEISWOLD, 19 111. 631, 2 G&E.

Trespasser cannot plead the benefits of
his trespass. Nullus commodum. Ellis

V. Wire, 33 Ind. 127 ; Everson, 105 Ind.
266, 271 ; Jewett v. Dringer.

BUNN V. EIKEE, 4 Johns. 426, 4 Am. Dec.
292-300, n., L.C. 362, 3 G&R. Wager con-
tracts. In pari; Good v. Elliot.

BURDEN OF PROOF: Actore non probante;
Verba fortius. Regularity founds the rule
of. § 282.

BURKHALTEE, 16 Ga. 593, 60 Am. Dee.
744-752, ext.n. Cited, § 302. Impeach-
ment of witness ; one calling a witness
cannot impeach him. Allegans; Cross.
See Becker.

BUEKS V. BOSSO, 180 N.Y. 341, 105 Am.
St. 762, L.C. 217a, 3 G&E. Statutes ; con-
struction. Noscitur.

BUELEY T. 6EEMAN AM. BANK, 111 U.S.
216 (28 L.ed. 406), 2 G&R. Alder of
general denial.

BUEEOWS V. MAECH GAS CO., L.E., S
Exch. 67, 7 Exch. 96, 36 Am. St. Eep.
822, 2 G&R. Concurrent negligence

;

Davies.
BUETON T. TJ.S., 202 U.S. 344-400, 2 G&R.

Contracts by letter, when complete. Byrne
V. Van T. ; Adams.

BUEY T. ST. LOUIS, 12 Mo. 298. Cited,
p. X, Preface; §§265, 266, 373. Erratic
views of waiver.

BUSH V. CONNELLY, 19 111. 447. Cited,

§ 312. Public policy requires pleading

;

"What ought to be of record," etc. S.P.,

Munday : Cases.
BUSTEED T. PABSONS, 54 Ala. 303, 25
Am. Rep. 688, n., 2 G&R. Judicial im-
munity. Lange, L.C. 159, 3 G&R.

BUTLEE T. BAENES, 60 Conn. 170, 12 L.R
A. 273-279, 2 G&R. Mistake. Brown v.

Lamphear.
BUTTERFIELD T. FOEEESTES, 11 East,

60, 103 Eng. Reprint, 926, 2 G&R. Con-
tributory negligence.. Volenti; Douglas,
,78 Mo. 365 ; Slndlinger. 126 Mo. 325.

BYEKMIR T. DABNEUi: See Birkmyr r
Darnell. Statute of frauds.

BYBNE T. BOADLE, 2 Hurl. & C. 722, L.C.
209, 3 G&R. Res ipsa loquitur. Contra:
Carl, 103 Me. 100, 14 L.R.A.(N.S.) 425.

BYENB . VAN TIEN HOVEN, 5 C.P.D. 348,
sub Adams v. Lindsell, L.C. 326, 3 G&R.
Contracts by letter ; Burton ; Adams.

CADAVAL T. COLLINS, 4 Adol. & Bl. 856,
858 (31 E.C.L.R.), — Eng. Reprint, —

,

2 G&R ; Duress ; Contracts ; Sasportas.
CAHILL v. EASTMAN, 18 Minn. 324, 10
Am. Rep. 184-200, 36 Am. St. 840, 2 G&R

;

In jure; Causation ; Gilson v. Delaware.
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CALDEE V. BULL, 2 Dall (Pa.) 386, L.C.
-o7, o G&R ; Ex post facto and retroactive
laws, radleford, 14 Mo. 520.

CALDEB V. HALKET, 3 Moore, P.O. (Eng.)
2S. 13 Kng. Reprint, 12, 2 Lead. Crim.
Cas. (B. & H.) 308-332, ext.n., sub Piper
v. Pearson, L.C. 114, 3 G&R; Crepps.
Cited, § 21. Inferior tribunals.

CALDWELL, 60 Mo. 60. Cited, §209. Re-
pugnant pleadings void ; S.P., Pain ; Cam-
den.

CALIFOENIA: Adopted a code in 1850.
Stephen J. Field was supreme judge from
1856 to 1863, when he was called to the
Federal Supreme Bench, where he spoke
for the Court in Windsor v. McVeigh, h.
C. 1, 3 G&R ; Pennoyer v. Neff, L.C. 58,
Id.; Cromicell v. County of Sac, L.C. 26,
Id.; Oalpin v. Page, 3 Sawyer, 93-128
("According to due course of law," mean-
ing of). These cases were written from
the principles of the prescriptive consti-
tution.

"Cause of action" must be stated. Green v.
Palmer, L.C. 90, 3 G&R ; McLaughlin v.
Kelly, L.C. 31, 3 G&R. See Munday, L.C.
79, Id. Cf. Baily v. Hornthal (N.Y.).
Quis, quid.

Denials must be certain, precise and con-
scientious. Doll V. Good ; Higgins v.
Wortell, 18 Calif. 331 ; Blood v. Light,
31 Calif. 115 ; Bliss, Code PI. 128, 131.
Duty of courts as to issues. Gay v. Win-
ter ; Delano, 96 Calif. 275, 31 Am. St.

201 ; 2 G&R (denials). See Denials. Hens-
ley, 14 Calif. 508. Cf. Bell v. Brown, 22
Calif. 671 (Repugnant and inconsistent
defenses permissible. Sanderson, J.).

Verba fortius denied. McConoughey (in-

formation and belief) ; San Francisco.
False pleadings if verified are perjury. Bell

v. Brown; Hahn v. Kelly, 2 G&R. (An-
other incomprehensible discussion. This
case may be cited to sustain the abdica-

tion of the trilogy of procedure for the
trilogy of liberal construction). Bella.n&
Hahn are opposed to the prescriptive con-

stitution.

"Due process of iaw." Belcher. 53 Calif. 63,

2 G&R. Means nothing. Hahn.
Denials; defective waived by offering proof

of, without objection. Tynan v. Walker,
35 Cal. 634, 95 Am. Dec. 152.

Sham and irrelevant denials may be stricken

on motion. Tynan ; P. v. McCumber, L.C.

110, 3 G&R.
Valuable decisions of Stephen J. Field. I

322.

CALIFOENIA V. SAN PABLO E.E., 149 U.S.

308, 37 L.ed. 747: Cases,. L.C. 270, 3

G&R. Dead issues, no appeal from. Cas-

sell, 11 Mo. 207. Fabula.

CAILISHEE V. BISCHOFFSHEIM, L.R., 5

Q.B. 449, 452, 2 G&R. Forbearance as a

consideration. Ex nudo; Edwards v.

Baugh ; Longridge.

CALYE'S CASE, 8 Coke, 32, 77 Eng Reprint,

520, 1 Smith, L.C. 248-257, ext.n., 8th ed.,

11th ed.. L.C. 356, 3 G&R. Cited, § 487.

Bailments ; timekeepers.

OAMDEN, 6 Mo. 387. Cited, J 299. S. P.,

Caldwell (Mo.). I

CAMPBELL V. GEEER, 197 Mo. 463, 466
L.C. 2a, 3 G&R. See Munday, L.C. 79',

Id. Pleadings indispensable. Cited, §§
379, 383, 395. S.P., Campbell v. Porter,
L.C. 2, 3 G&R.

CAMPBELL v. P., 16 111. 16, 1 Crim. Def.
282, 61 Am. Dee. 49-58, 2 G&R. Threats,
when actionable ; when a juridical ele-
ment.

CAMPBELL V. POETEE, 163 U.S. 478 (40
L.ed. 1U441, L.C. 2, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 1,
33o, 48, 51, 67, 71, 76, 78, 80, 103, 104,
124, 146, 159, 171, 172, 179, 190, 200,
210, 21R, 236, 245, 248, 249, 317, 333,
351, 362.

Pleadings indispensable. See Munday, L.C.
79, 3 G&R ; Campbell v. Greer, supra;
Garland v. D., L.C. 60. 3 G&R.

Error in substance saves itself; "it will
keep." Garland v. D., L.C. 60, 3 G&R;
Clark V. Dillon ; Mallinckrodt, L.C, 12o,
Id.; Munday, L.C. 79, Id.: Cases; Wind-
sor, L.C. 1, et seq.. Id.

Coram judice proceedings only meet judicial
acceptance. The coram non judice pro-
ceeding may be objected to at any time
and by any one. It concludes no one, not
even the parties to the cause.

Cam.pbell v. Porter m,ay be cited to the point
that pleadings are a necessity to invest
the court with jurisdiction and to protect
the proceedings from, objections upon col-

lateral attack. § 101, et seq.; Slacum v.

Pomery ; Crockett v. Lee ; Rose v. Hime-
ly; §10, Sto. Eg. PI.; § 47, et seq.;
Munday : Cases ; Allen v. Pullman Car
Co. ; Sache v. Wallace (Code) ; S. v.

Muench (Code) ; Charles v. White (Code) ;

Andrews v. Lynch (Code) ; Doddridge
(Code) ; Davis v. Jacksonville Line
(Code) ; Clark v. Dillon (Code) ; Hanni-
bal E.R. V. Mahoney (Code) ; McQuitty v.

Wilhite (Code) ; Thomas v. P. (111.), §§
347-354, Equity; Smalley v. Edey (111.).

See Missouri ; Illinois ; Trilogy of Proce-
dure.

The general demurrer searches the substan-
tial pleadings and attaches to the first

fault. See Demurrer ; Kirton, 57 Pla. 79.

(Thus one demurs to his own pleadings.)

§ 475 ; Auburn.
CAMPBELL v. EACE, 7 Cush. (Mass.) 408.

54 Am. Dec. 728-734, n., 2 G&R. Neces-
sity an excuse for a trespass. Ploof, 81
Vt. 471, 130 Am. St. 1072-1076, 20 L.E.

A.(N.S.) 152, n.

CANCELLATION OF INSTEUMENTS: See
equity, 2 G&R.

CANE, 5 Mo. 59. Cited, § 373. Consensus
quoted and applied.

CANNAN T. BETCE, 3 Barn. £ Aid. 179,

106 Eng. Reprint, 628. In pari. S.P.,

Pearce v. Brooks, L.C. 368, 3 G&R.
CANNON V. S., 13 Mo. 421. Cited, §§ 164,

411. S.P., Crane v. Taylor.

CANTWELL, 199 Mo. 42. Cited, ii 163,

383, 501O. Verba fortius; De non appar-

entibus.

CAPE GIEAEDEAU E.E. T. E.E., 222 Mo.
461, §§ 445-447. Cited, p. x. Preface xv,

id., §§ 11, 146, 157, 162, 300, 309. 362,

384, 390, 405, 488, 495, 511. From Ir-
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Cape Girardeau.

—

relevant evidence a defense may arise

;

also a cause of action. Bailey v. Horn-
thai (N.Y.). See Theory of The Case;
Munday, L.C. 79, 3 G&R. Statutes yield

to fundamental law, also to theory of the

case.

CAPTIONS: 2G&B.
CABL LEE T. EUiSBERBY, 82 Ark. 209,

118 Am. St. 60 : Cases. Cited, § 188. S.

P., Wilkins v. Norman. Repugnant clause

in a deed is void.

CABOTTI T. S., 42 Miss. 344, 97 Am. Dec.
465-472. n., L.C. 179, 3 G&R. Continuity ;

presumption of. See Presumptions.
CABPENTEE v. SHEEFET, 71 111. 427, 2

G&R. A Judgment entry must be certain.

CAEE T. EDWAEDS, 1 Mo. 137. Cited.

§§ 382, 393. Error in the Mandatory Rec-

ord saves itself. Bateson ; West v. Mol-
loy.

CAEEIEBS; COMMON CABBIEBS: Bee
Coggs, L.C. 350, 3 G&R.

CAESON V. ELY, 23 Mo. 265-268, §§ 480-483.
Cited, §§309, 362, 469, 475, 486.

Contract; action on; it must be alleged, "at
the defendant's instance and request,"
Contra, Gramp ; Wing, 15 Mo. ; Non hwc.

Technical allegations essential. Verba for-

tius.

Elements of contract. § 467.

CABTEB V. BOEHM, 1 Wm. Bl. 593, 3 Burr.
1905-1919, 96 Eng. Reprint, 342, Sm. L.C,
2 G&R. A material fact, if misrepresent-
ed, avoids a policy of marine insurance.

Boggs, 30 Mo. 68 ; Murgatroyd, 3 Dall.

491. Denied ; Smith v. Bankers' Assn.,
123 111. Ap. 392.

CABTEB V. TOWNE, 98 Mass. 567, 96 Am.
Dec. 682, 2 G&R. Tort, sale of noxious
article. Akin, 48 Wash. 97, 14 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 586; Thomas v. Winchester.

CABTEB, JAMES C. Quotations from, p. zvii,

Preface.

Organic law not affected T>y new estaWish-
ments. See §§ 41, 46, 47, 50, 55. 64, 73,

74, 76, 81, 83, 85, 86, 87, 110, 111, 123,

124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 132, 220, 221,

244, 245, 246, 259, 262, 268, 269, 285-

288, 315, 381-383, 385, 392, 397, 401,
403. 405, 408, 410, 414, 422, 423, 426-

427, 453-457, 462, 471-476, 492, 495, 497,

501, 507, 508, 509.

Construction of fundamental law is invari-

able. Pp. viii, xiii. Preface. See Coram
judice; §§179, 332, 362.

In prmsentia. §§ 83, 128. Lex non exacte.

8 332.

Codes and practice acts vainly assail. Verba
fortius. §§ 176, et seq.; 332.

Orient peaks of the laic. P. xvili. Preface ;

§8 330, 333, et seg.

Demonstration; illustration. 5 333 ; 5 111.

Law Rev. 178-182.

Quoted, p. xvii. Preface ; 5 362.

CASE: 2 G&B.
CASE SYSTEM: 2 G&R.

Cases selected and published by
professors for the use of pupils have
come to be called the "case system."
It seems these cases are assumed to

Case System.

—

be the origin of the rule or principle.

At least Joel P. Bishop so under-
stood that fact in an address deliv-

ered by him to the Bar Association
of South Carolina in A.D. 1888. See
also the Preface to his New Criminal
Law, p. vi. As to cases being the
origin of the law, see §§1-26; also

§§510-523, Equity.

Caveat emptor is a principle. A case
re-expressing it is not the origin of
the principle. This principle can be
taught in Chandelor v. Lopus or
Pasley v. Freeman, Smith's Lead.
Cas., L.C. 374-375, 3 G&R. or in

R. V. Wheatley (1 B. & H. Lead.
Crlm. Cas., L.C. 19, 3 G&R), or it can
be taught by federal cases, like Laid-
law V. Organ, 2 Wheat. 178, or Bar-
nard V. Kellogg, 10 Wall. 383;
Schuohardt v. Aliens, 1 Wall. 359
(cited, 212 U.S. 449), or state cases,

Shackett v. Bickford, 74 N.H. 57, 124
Am. St. 933-937; Cottrill v. Krum,
100 Mo. 397, 18 Am. St. 549, n.;

Swartz, 20 Mo. 675; Judd, 215 Mo.
312 : Cases ; Peers, 29 Mo. 189 ; dor-
don V. Parmlee, 2 Allen, 214;
M'Guire, 28 Mo. 197; Oil Well, 68
Ind. 603, 15 L.R.A. (N.S.) 468, n.

From the notes to Chandelor, Pas-
ley, Cottrill and other annotated
cases, legions of cases can be picked
and arrayed. Now, conceding that the
principle can be taught from a case,

still, may it not be taught from the
maxim equally well? If taught from
the maxim, then the principle is most
easily turned to in all works that
use the maxim for a topic head. And
thus the commendations of the Amer-
ican Bar Association are met. Pref-
ace, xxli. Thus the familiar maxim,
the general principle and the lead-
ing case are introduced, familiarized
and taught.

The claim that only the English
case, or the federal case, or the state
case, or the case of some particular
school or particular professor will

best present the principle is unfound-
ed. The principle can be found in

books that lawyers want and will
use, in books that are an investment
and not worthless after the term of
school. These are the most expensive
of books ; consequently it may be
said, and it ought to be said, that the
most expensive books in the end are
often imposed on the student, upon
the idea that the best books are too
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Case System.

—

expensive for students. The facts
will show that students are loaded
down with worthless books, at least
as the lawyer views them. See Pref-
ace, Vol. I, G&R ; also Literature,
Vol. 4 Id.; Adjective Law. ante. Why
cannot accord and satisfaction be
taught from Cumier v. Wane, as
well as from FoaJces v. Beer?

'

Cases for illustration have been
gathered. §§ 309-509 ; 510-523, Equity.
And there are legions of others. If
it is desired to teach familiar max-
ims and general principles, such as
the trilogy of procedure or of liberal
construction (§§1, 103) why not
choose the cases cited therewith?
Which are better than Mtinday v.

Vail and its cognate cases, post?
But cannot the trilogies of the six
leading subjects (§§1-26) be taught
without cases? Now what case-sys-

tem books prepared for schools teach
these principles? There is reason for

believing that the value of the case
system has been over-emphasized in

American schools. See § 101, et seq.

CASTIONI, IN EE, 1 Q.B. 149, 17 Cox C.C.
225, 2 G&R. Extradition.

CASUS OMISSUS: 2 G&R. Harrison, 13
Mo. 449 ; Fisher v. McGirr.

CASUS OMISSUS ET OBLIVIONI DATUS
dlspositioni communis juris relinquitur ; A
case omitted and forgotten is left to tlie

disposal of the common law. Regula.
CATCHING BARGAINS; Chesterfield. 2

G&R.
CAUSA paOXIMA : See In jure non remota.

36 Am. St. 802-861.
CAUSATION: See In jure non remota ; Squib

Case. 4 G&R ; 36 Am. St. 802 861 : Cases

;

Cahill.

CAUSE OF ACTION: 2 G&R. Quls, quid,

coram quo.

Must affirmatively appear. P. xv, Preface.

Munday, L.C. 79, 3 G&R. §§47, et seq.,

68, 119-123. 129, 133; 215; 415, 422.

"Cause of action" attracts jurisdiction. §

194. See Demurrer.
Authority to make a contract, or a judg-

ment, must appear. See Authority.

Codes require statement of. § 198.

De non apparentihus ; 2 Suth. Dam. 413 ; 13

Cyc. 173 ; MeXair, 5 Mo. 300. 301 ; Smal-

ley : Andrews v. Lynch ; Davis, § 458 ; llc-

Qultty, 222 Mo. 581. See Certainty ;
Quis,

quid, coram quo.

Hay te inquired after. Andrews v. Andrews ;

Wisconsin v. Pelican Ins. Co., 127 U.S.

265; Beaumont, L.C. 367, 3 G&R; S. v.

Baughman, L.C. 268, et seq., Id. Contra,

Fauntleroy : Foreword, 4 G&R ; Inman ;

White v. Bluett, L.C. 317, 3 G&R.
Reality of, must exist. Fabula; Thomas v.

P. §1347-354; Weltmer, L.C. 2680. And
6e described with certainty. See Certain-

ty ; Bowen v. Emerson ; § 406, et seq.

Cause of Action.

—

Contract, elements of. See Non hcec; En)
nudo, and In pari.

Must exist irlien cause is instituted. Os-
born ; Beclileuberg. Quod ab initio. See
Alabama.

CAVEAT EMPTOR: Let a purcliaser beware.
Cited, §§ 13, 17. 98, 133o, 188, 206, 514.
See cases cited sub Case System, ante.
See 2 G&R ; Sto. Eq. ; Chandelor, Pasley,
Jones, Slorley, Hopliins, Hogins, Harris,
Dutton, Smith, Cleves, L.C. 374-383, 3
G&R : Laidlaw v. Organ. Vendee is pre-
sumed to hare inspected if he could or
might hare done so. Barnard v. Kellogg,
10 Wall. 383 ; R. v. Wheatley, L.C. 19, 3
G&R ; Swartz, 24 Mo. 675 ; Judd, 215 Mo.
312 ; R. v. Bryan.

Public record imports notice. Williamson v.

Berry, L.C. 65, 3 G&R ; Webb v. John
Hancock.

Simplex commendatio. Laidlaw v. Organ

;

Peers, 29 Mo. 189.
Judicial sales. Windsor v. McVeigh ; Ma-

guire, 28 Mo. 197 ; Doddridge ; William-
son v. Berry, L.C. 65, 3 G&R. Benton;
Clark V. Sires.

CAVENDUM EST: See In pari materia.
CENTRAL R.R. V. CAMPBELL, 170 111. 163.

Cited, § 136. Amendments ; what is the
same cause of action.

CERTAINTY: 2 6&B. Essential certainty
Is perceivable from the trilogy of proce-
dure. §§1, 103, et seq., Equity.

Juridically presented, a cause of action must
be. De non. Conclusions of law will not
juridically present a question. § 500.

Conclusions of law are void for uncertainty.

Clark V. Dillon ; So. Ry. v. King, 217 U.

S. 524 ; McAllister, L.C. 3, 3 G&R. §§ 184,

500.
Conserving principles of procedure depend

upon. §§ 83-123, 1 G&R.
"Cause of action" must affirmatively appear.

De non; Verba fortius; Clark v. Dillon;
Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 G&R; §§497-
504; Carson; Devine ; Quis, quid. §§215,
406, et seq.; 422.

Limitations of legislative potcer. Taylor v.

Sprinkle ; Huntsman v. U.S., L.C. 231, 3
G&R ; C. & A. li.R. v. Clausen ; Mallinck-

rodt, L.C. 12a, 3 G&R; Clark v. Dillon

(Statute of jeofails applies to formal mat-
ters only; Consensus).

A judgment entry must be certain. Carpen-
ter T. Sherfy.

A reasonable certainty to sustain the plead-

ing. Jones, 137 Wis. 478. 129 Am. St.

1029 ; Emerson v. Nash.
Essential for judicial proceedings. See

Trilogy of Procedure.
"^\^hat ought to be of record." Munday:

Cases.
Citizenship; alleqations must afftrmativelv

show. Craswell. L.C. 10, 3 G&R. § 182 :

Cases.
Federal Procedure. Records from the high

court of a state are construed more
strictly than records from federal courts

for review Howard v. Fleming. See p.

xii, Preface. § 182.

Removal of causes; certainty of the trilogy

required. § 182.
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Certainty.

—

Coke's three degrees. §§ 109, et seq., 171;
Will. Gould's PI. 234-239.

Names, initials for. Proctor, 220 Mo. 104,
132 Am. St. 555-580, ext.n. ; Wiebold,
L.C. 9S, 3 G&R.

Certainty is required hy atl systems alike.

%% 418, 425. 471, et seq.

CEETIFICATE: 2 G&R. 0£ officers can in-

clude no fact not expressly provided for.

1 Or. Ev. 498.
CERTIFICATE OF DOUBT; 2 G&R. Prac-

tice relating to. Waco, L.C. 300, 3 G&R.
CEBTIOBABI: 2 G&R. Wulzen, 101 Cal. 15,

40 Am. St. 17-46, ext. n. ; 18 Am. Dee.
232-241, ext. n.

Federal courts may protect their jurisdic-

tion by. Whitney t. Dick.
M'ho may prosecute. 103 Am. St. 102-117,

ext. n. ; 1 Bish. Crim. Proc. 1375-1381.
CERTUM EST QUOD CEETUM BEDDI PO-

test : That is sufiBciently certain which
can be made certain. 2 G&R ; 212 U.S.
157; Hannibal, 14 Mo. 408 (Where one
lot is located all can be) ; Rector, 17 Mo.
14 ; Heaton.

Contracts; several documents may he con-
sulted. Boydell v. Drummond ; Sanders,
144 N.Y. 209, 43 Am. St. 757, Willst.

Conts. 14, n. ; White t. Corlies, L.C.
303, 3 G&R. § 6685, Code, N.D. Cited,

§ 359.
CESSANTE EATIONE LEGIS CESSAT IPSA

lex : Reason is the soul of the law, and
when the reason of any particular law
ceases, so does the law itself. 2 G&R.
Cited, §§ 25, 247, 256.
Rocks and shallows of the ocean can

be charted and thereby be known ; but no
chart can be made of the Missouri river.

Accordingly a different rule is applied to
the carrier on this river. Collier, 11
Mo. 299.

CHAMBERLAIN V. BEITTON, 136 III. Ap.
290. Cited, % 346.

CHAMPERTY: 2 G&E. See Maintenance.
Who may complain of; who is the ivrongcd

party. Buneau, 105 Mo. 659, 682 : Cases.
Attorneys' contracts. See Keech v. Sand-

ford ; Ingersoll, 117 Tenn. 263, 119 Am.
St. 1003-1041, ext.n. (Soliciting busi-

ness; ambulance chasing).
CHANDELOE v. LOPUS, 2 Coke, 4, 79 Eng.

Reprint, 3, 1 Smith L.C. 290-368, n., 8tu
ed., 54-65, 11th ed., L.C. 374, 3 G&R.
Cited, § 13.

Caveat emptor; Deceit ; Jenkins v. Long

;

Schiichardt v. Aliens.

CHANGE AND TERMINATION: Beach
Conts. 771-788.

CHANGE OF VENUE: 2 G&R.
CHAPMAN V. ENEBEEG, 95 Mo. Ap. 127.

Cited, § 320. See Motion for New Trial.

An erratic decision.

CHABACTEB: 2 G&E, citing E. v. Eowton.
Evil is not presumed. See Presumption.

Right to prove, in a erim-inal case. McQuig-
gan, 79 Vt. 90; 14 L.R.A. (N.S.) 689-775,
22 L.R.A. (N.S.) 650-673; 3 Gr. Ev. 25-27.

CHARITY: 3 Mews' E.C.L. 213-433. Be-
quests for ; enforcement of. Iladley, 203
Mo. 418. 14 L.R.A. (N.S.) 49-155, ext.n.

CHARLES BIVER BRIDGE CO. T. WAE-
ren Bridge, 7 Pick. 344, 11 Pet. 420, 2

G&R. Monopoly disfavored.
CHAELES V. WHITE, 214 Mo. 187, 21 L.E.

A.(N.S.) 481. Cited, |§ 48, 73, 104, 121,

133a, 141, 146. 190, 245, 249, 390, 449.

S.P., Munday : Cases.

CHAETA DE NON ENTE NON VAIET: A
grant or deed of a thing not in being
is not valid.

CHARTABUM SUPER FIDEM, MOETUIS
testibus, ad patriam de necessitudine re-

currendum est : The witness being dead,

the truth of charters must, of necessity,

be referred to the country. See Ancient
Instruments.

CHASE V. HATHAWAY, 14 Mass. 222-224,

2 G&E. Audi: Notice is implied. S.P.,

Oakley, L.C. 66, 3 G&R.
CHASEMOBE V. BICHAEDS, 7 H.L. Cas.

349, 11 Eng. Reprint, 140, 2 G&R. Hee
Ashby V. White ; Vbi Jus.

CHATTEL MORTGAGES: 2 G&E.
CHEATING AND FALSE PRETENSES:

Caveat emptor, 2 G&R.
CHECKS: See Commercial Paper. Drawing

without funds, when an indictable cheat.

S. V. Pilling, 52 Wash. 464, 132 Am. St.

1080, n. ; R. v. Hazelton, 4 G&E.
CHEERY V. CHICAGO &; ALTON B.B., 191

Mo. 489, 2 L.R.A.(N.S.) 695-708, n., 109
Am. St. 830 n., 2 G&E. Cited, § 188.

Verba fortius. Carrier's tickets strictly

construed. Indianapolis R.R., 161 Ind.

153.

CHESTERFIELD v. JANSSEN, 1 Atk. 361,
26 Eng. Reprint, 191 28 id. 82. 81 Am.
St. 664, 2 G&R. Contracts; Catching
bargains ; Constructive fraud.

CHICAGO & A. E. B. v. CLAUSEN, 173 111.

100, 103. Cited, p. ixi. Preface; §S O.l,

73, 84, 124, 127. 163, 190, 264, 309, 329,
340, 375, 383, 427, 510, 511. Statutes
of amendments and jeofails apply to

formal matters only. Consensus; C.R.I.
&P. 217 111. 164; Roper v. Clay (Mo.) ;

§ 427 ; Chicago R.R. v. P., supra.
The substance required is as deep as the

question of subject matter. Statutes can-
not authorize courts to act without re-

gard to fundamental law. Clark v. Dil-

lon ; Andrews v. Lynch ; Mallinckrodt.
See Cause of Action ; also next three
cases.

The trilogies and their philosophies. §§ 101,
et seq.; 406, et seq.

CHICAGO & A. E.E. v. SCANLAN, 170 111.

106. Cited, § 136. Amendments ; limita-
tions of.

CHICAGO V. P., 215 111. 236. Cited, § 163.
Statute of Jeofails ; limits of liberal con-
struction. See next three cases.

CHICAGO, 233 111. 634. Cited, § 127. See
Chicago V. P. Omnia prwsumuntur rite
liberally viewed.

CHICAGO MUNICIPAL COUET, ACT OF:
Observations. Preface xli ; §§156, 268,
269, 285-288. See Municipal Court Act.

CHICAGO E.E. V. HINES, 132 111. 161, 166.
Cited. §§ 123o, 139, 190, 202, 312
(Stated), 314, 340. 341. See Illinois;
Doyle. Denies the trilogy of procedure.
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CHICAGO, EOCK ISLAND & PAC. E.E. v.
1'., 217 111. 1. Cited, S§ 124, 127, 139,
163, 190. 202. See Chicago v. I". ; Chi-
cago & Alton R.R. T. Clausen.

CHICAKE AND MALA FIDE CONDtrCT:
Vitiates procedure. See Sham Pleading;
Ciiaver. L.C. 102, 3 G&R.

OHICHESTER V. VASS, 1 Call (Va) 71, 1
Am. Dec. 509. Cited, §483. S.P,. An-
drews V. Lynch.

CHILDREN: " See Infants.
CHILDS, 16 Mo. 336. Cited, § 40. A cause

of action must be stated.
CHISHOLM V. GEOEGIA, 2 Ball. 419, 2

ti&R. Sovereignty, when it may be sued.
Belknap.

CHITTY: Observations on. See Aider; Illi-

nois. May be cited either way. U.S. v.
Linn. See Stephen; %% 186, 309. 408.

Did not umlerstand the trilogy of procedure.
See Verba fortius; §§ 309, 408, 409.

CHITTY V. IRON MT. E.E., 148 Mo. 64-82,
2 G&R. Cited, § 390. Allegations limit
and control proof ; construction of plead-
ings.

CHOQUETTE, 23 Mo. 337. Cited, § 245. S.
P., Choteau.

CHOTEAU, 10 Mo. 131, 134. Cited, § 124.
Quilibet potest renunciare.

CHRISTIANITY: 2 G&R. Part of the law of
the land. Church of Holy Trinity v. U.S.
See Morality.

CHRISTMAS V. OLIVER, 5 M.&R. (Bng.)
202, 10 B.&C. 181 (21 E.C.L.R.), Sm.
L.C, 2 G&E. Cited, §§292, 294, 304.
Heeds ; estoppel by.

CHEISTY V. BAENHAET, 14 Pa. St. 260,
53 Am. Dec. 538 547. ext.n., 2 G&R.
Equitable exceptions to the statute of
frauds. Lester, L.C. 341, 3 G&R.

CHURCH: 2 G&E. Judicatory; validity of

acts of. Boyles, 222 Mo. 613-786. See
Religious Associations.

CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY V. U.S.,
143 U.S. 457-472, 70 L.R.A. 4.-36, 932, 2
G&E. Cited, §§ 21, 26. 30, 150, 510, 511.

Statutes are limited by reason and the in-

tention. Lex non exacte ; Expressio eorum.
CINQUE'S CASE. See U.S. v. Amistad;

Solf Defense.
CIECUITUS EST EVITANDUS: Circuity is

to be avoided. Grand Lodge, 20 Mo. 436.

See Multiplicity.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE: 2 G&R.
See Presumptions ; Prwsentia corporis

;

Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. De Selms, 212
U.S. 159, 172 ; Res ipsa loquitur; Twyne's
Case ; Presumptions.

CITATIO EST DE JUEI NATUEALI: A
summons is by natural right. 2 G&R.

CITATIONES NON CONCEDANTUE, PEIUS-
quam exprimatur super qua re fieri debet

citatio : Citations should not be granted

before it is stated about what matter the

citation Is to be made. See Cause of Ac-

tion.

CITIZENSHIP; DOMICILE; ALIENS: 2

G&R.
CITIZENS' STREET E.E. V. STOCKDELL,

159 Ind. 25, L.C. 186, 3 G&E. Certainty

of proof required.

CITY NATIONAL EANK T. KUSWOEM, 88

Wis. l^H, 43 Am. St. 880, 26 L.R.A. 48-

City National Bank.—
ext.n., 2 G&R. Duress ; one cannot em-

ploy criminal process to serve private pur-
poses. Sasportas ; Watkins.

CIVIL DAMAGE LAWS: 2 G&R
CIVIL DEATH : 2 G&R.
CIVIL LAW: 2 G&R. Its restoration, §§ 34-

74.

Attempt to chanye it; consequence in Mis-
souri. P. xlv. Preface.

CIVIL LIBERTY: 2 G&R
CIVIL RIGHTS: 2 G&R.
CLAFLIN V. VAN WAGONER, 32 Mo. 252.

Cited. § 460. Error of substance is not
waived. Bateson ; West v. Molloy

CLARK, 23 Mo. 438. Cited, § 378. Verba
fortius.

CLARKE, 9 Mo. Ap. 436. Cited, § 378.
Verba fortius; Marshall v. Platte Co.

CLARK V. DES MOINES, 19 la. 199, 87
Am. Dec. 423-441, n., 2 G&R. See Batty

;

Green County, 211 U.S. 582. General and
special agents.

CLAEK V. DILLON, 97 N.Y. 370. Citei„
p. V, Preface; §§ 73, 102, 110, 163, 190,
218, 265. 277, 309, 329, 404, 479, 500,
501, 507, 510. S.P., Mallinckrodt, L.C.
12a, 3 G&R. De non; Frustra; Verba for-
tius. The necessity for fixed rules is
above individual claims for "substantial
justice." Crockett v. Lee; Austin v.
Cluck ; Andrews v. Lynch ; Munday

:

Cases.
A pleader states his facts at his peril. See

Admissions ; Verba fortius.
A court toill not carve out and set up and

declare a case for a party. James v. Bow-
man, L.C. 233, 3 G&R. Nor can statutes
empower them to do so. Huntsman v. S.,

L.C. 231, 3 G&R. See Baily v. Horuthal.
A "cause of action" must be stated. Mal-

linckrodt ; Lilly ; Davis v. Jacksonville
Line ; Andrews v. Lynch ; Chicago & Alton
R.R. V. Clausen (111.) ; Campbell v. Por-
ter, L.C. 2, et seq., 3 G&R ; Munday

:

Cases, post. Quis, quid, coram quo.
Conclusions of law are surplusage and are

not aided by waiver. Mallinckrodt ; Sny-
der.

CLARKE V. HOLMES (HOLMES v.

Clarke), 6 Hurl. & Nor. 349, 7 id. 937,
2 Am. Law Reg. (N.S.) 107, sub M'Manus
V. Crickett, 4 G&E.

Master's duty to provide safe appli-

ances and to comply with statute.

CLAEK V. McDADE, 155 U.S. 168, 2 G&R.
Federal question must appear from the
Mandatory Record.

CLARKE V. MAY, 2 Gray (Mass.) 410, 61
Am. Dec. 470, sub Piper v. Pearson, L.C.
114, 3 G&R, S.P., Crepps; Doddridge.

CLARK V. SIRES, 193 Mo. 502-517, L.C.
2b, 3 G&R. Cited, §§373. 395. "What
ought to be of record must be proved by
record and by the right record." William-
son V. Berry, L.C. 65, et seq., 3 G&R. See
Missouri : Cases, § 404, et seq.

CLARK V. VAN REIMSDYK, 9 Cranch, 153,
2 G&R. Denials must be certain.

CLAYTON V. ELAKEY, 8 T.R. (D.&E.) 3,

101 Eng. Reprint, 1234, 2 Sm. L.C. 108-

117, 2 G&R. Renewal of leases; Statute
of Frauds.
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CLEM V. MSSEBOLE, 44 Fla. 234, 103 Am.
St. 145, n.. L.C. 2a, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 45,

57, 80, 163, 193, 237, 281.

An authority must be pleaded. See Au-
thority; Munday : Cases -j Campbell v.

Porter, L.C. 2, et seq., 3 G&R.
The judgment and its record must be intro-

duced. Randall, 214 Mo. 23, 27 ; Wind-
sor ; Chamberlain, 136 111. Ap. 290 ; §

126, 1 G&R. See Authority; P. v. Arte-
sian Co.

An authority must he pleaded; it is a jus-

tification. See id.; Buck v. Colbath.
CLEEICAL EKROR: Bouv. Die. De minimis

non curat lex.

CLEVES V. WILLOUGHBY, 7 Hill (N.T.) 83,

L.C. 383, 3 G&R. Landlord does not
warrant premises. Caveat emptor.

CLOUD V. INHABITANTS, 86 Mo. 357, 366-

369. Cited, §§ 134. 202a, 254, 368.

CLOUD ON TITLE: Effect of remedy at law
to affect equitable .iurisdiction to remove
cloud on title. Whitehouse, 60 W. Va.
680, 12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 49-82, ext.n.

CLYDE MATTOX v. U.S., 146 U.S. 140, L.C.
153, 3 G&R. Abuse of discretion is mate-
rial error.

CLYDESDALE BANK v. PATTON, Ap. Cas.
(H.L., 1896) 381, L.C. 8, 3 G&R. S.P.,

Rushton : Munday : Cases.
OOAN V. WHITMOEE, 12 Johns. 353. Cited,

S 264. S.P., Alica ; Consensus.

CODES are enacted, to unify, simplify
and expedite. Bliss Code PI. 138-

141. But if courts are organized
and invested with jurisdiction they
can best make their own rules as is

done in England and Connecticut. As
codes are enacted and construed in

America the entire juridical estab-

lishment is disturbed. Nearly every-
thing has been decided every way.
/See Preface, 3 G&K, § 464, et seq. The
condition has come to be appalling. 34
Am. Bar. Assn. Rep; (1910) 787, 832,

836; Green Bag, Feb. 1910; 70 Cent.
L.J. 294, 296, 311-314, 402, 407, §§ 32,

32o, 311. et seq.

Construction has prevented the hless-

iiigs that were hoped of the code. See
Construction ; New York ; Missouri.

Education has been so loose and su-

perficial that the distinctions between
matters of substance and formal mat-
ter has been lost sight of; these im-
portant matters have been submerged
by errorists and empiricists, and as
a result the student has been left

to wander in the fogs of judicial

opinion that was dictated from the
supposed light afforded by a mass of

statutes and decisions, digests and
cyclopedias that have become a men-
ace to juridical progress ; this condi-

tion has made of the code a mystery.

§ 364, et seq. The "words of the stat-

ute," the "intention of the legisla-

Codes.

—

ture"—"of Congress" has been sought
as a guiding star instead of the tril-

ogy of procedure and its philosophy.

§ 101, et seq. It has not been taught
that the substance of a "cause of ac-

tion" has a profoundly constitutional
character, and is not at the mercy of
legislative action [Clark v. Dillon
(N.Y.) ; Fabula] ; and that the only
matter of procedure that can be
changed is formal matter or that
matter which can be waived. In
other words, the philosophies of the
two records have not been explicated
and made comprehensive, namely,
the mandatory and the statutory rec-

ords. 8ee pp. xviii, et seq.. Preface;
§380. It has not been taught that
the mandatory record arises from the
trilogy of procedure or of strict con-

struction, which trilogy is consti-

tuted of maxims from the prescrip-

tive constitution, namely

:

1. De non apparentibus et non existenti-

bus eadem est ratio (What is

not juridically presented cannot be
judicially considered).

2. Frustra probatur quod probatum non
relevat (It is vain to prove what
is not alleged).

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra pro-

ferentem (Every presumption is

against a pleader).

It has not been taught that the
statutory record is a creation of stat-

ute and is governed by the trilogy of

liberal construction, the maxims of
which are

:

1. Consensus tolUt errorem (Acquies-
cence in an error obviates its ef-

fect).

2. Omnia prwsumuntur rite et solem-
niter esse acta (All things are pre-

sumed to have been rightly, regu-
larly and validly done).

3. Vt res magis valeat quam pereat (It

is better to conserve than to de-

stroy).

These trilogies are discussed in

connection with eases illustrating

their application. Equity and its

Principles in Procedure.
A code written from the orient

peaks of the law is one thing, while
a code written from statutes, deci-

sions, digests and cyclopedias is an-
other. To have a line drawn from
basic principles of law, to have this

line kept in view and all lesser and
subordinate rules subjectively viewed
from that base line makes of the Code
a very different thing than when it Is

construed from a mass of conflicting

statutes and decisions. See p. xviil,
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Preface, §§ 33o, 284, et seq.; 364, ct

seq. See these demonstrations. In
the American states it is attempted
to master the code from the output
of jargon and contradictions. When
light is sought the works of Chitty,
Stephen and Gould are studied in

vain. This will appear from a care-
ful review of Stephen's Pleading, pp.
140-153. §§113-123, Equity.

Substance cannot 6e changed.—What
relates to the wronged person, the
wrong done him and the wrongdoer
is substance. Substance arises from
constitutional law and is protected
thereby. Therefore codes, practice
acts and decisions cannot change
substance. Brealiing the law is not
making or changing the law. It is

only formal matters or adjective law
that can be changed. Bro. Max. 181,

182, 8th ed. Stephen's views as to

these matters and his unfortunate
endorsement of what Sergeant Wil-
liams said, 1 Saund. 228, n. 1, Steph-
en's PI. 149 (quoting Jackson v.

Pesked), disentitle him to any fur-

ther consideration as to the really

fundamental principles that attend
pleadings.

Authors who have not understood the
mmidatory and the statutory records,

whence these arise, and their respec-

tive philosophies have not tcritten the
most illumined icorks on procedure
(evidence, pleading and practice).

.See Variance, 4 G&R. Nor can It be
said they have written good works
on pleading. See New Xork. Here
there is room for saying there is no
good work on pleading unless its

principles are set forth as clearly as
Story expressed them. Sto. Eq. PI.,

§§ 10, 28. § 47, Equity ; Clark v. Dil-

lon ; Malllnckrodt. Herefrom the tril-

ogy of procedure can be picked ; still

it has not been generally comprehend-
ed. It is not generally perceived that

the heart of the code is the trilogy

of procedure, above referred to, and
that the maxims of antiquity have
been paraphrased in codes. The
attempt to deny and to break away

I

from this fact has befogged the way
of the student and has almost made
the mastery of the code Impossible.

The trilogy of procedure expresses

necessities for the operation of judi-

cial action, and these necessities have

not been changed in a single state,

for in every state more decisions

Codes.

—

have vindicated those principles than
have denied them.

"Sec. 138. WHY ARE WRITTEN
PLEADINGS REQUIRED. There can be
no legitimate object in requiring that
the 'mutuai altercations between the
plaintiff and defendant' be reduced to
writing, except to bring clearly before
the court the real matter in controversy,
that the grounds of their dispute and
the precise points, both of fact and of law,
involved in it may be known before a
trial shall be entered upon, in order,
first, that it may be seen whether it is

of such a nature that the plalDtiff, If

he succeed in establishing the truth of
his allegations will be entitled to relief

under the law, or whether a defendant
has a legal defence, and second, to con-
fine the investigation to the points of
actual disagreement. These ends are se-

cured by requiring the parties to state
truly the facts upon which they rely,

and by requiring their premise to be
truly made. I say truly, meaning that
neither party shall be permitted to state
any fact he does not believe to be true
or to controvert any known fact, and to
that end, that eacli party shall sustain
his statements or his denial by his oath.
Thus, one who does not dispute the exe-
cution of an instrument in writing sued
on, but who expects to avoid Its obliga-

tion by showing infancy, release, or

other new matter of defence, will not
deny, and thus compel the opposite party
to prove his signature, but will state up-
on oath the facts, which in his view
constitute the defence. If he state them
truly, the opposite party will not deny
them ; but if he sees that they make a
valid defence, and cannot avoid their ef-

fect by new matter, truthfully pleaded,

he will go out of court without a trial.

If, however, he can plead other new mat-
ter, as a subsequent promise or duress,

the trial will be confined to the truth of

the last affirmative statement of facts.

There is no controversy in regard to the
other facts, and it would be a great
wrong and a sorry trifling with public

interests to compel a party to prove, and
to compel the courts to sit and hear evi-

dence in regard to what is not in fact

disputed. It is burdensome enough to

litigants to subject them to the expense

of establishing what is really doubted,

and it is burdensome enough to the state

to support tribunals for the settlement

of real controversies." Bliss Code PI.

% 138.

Pleadings are the juridical means of in-

vesting a court tvith ivrisdiction of a.

suijrrf-mattrr to adjudicate it.—This
subject-matter may be a plaintiff's or

a defendant's "cause of action" or

ground of defence. Pleadings are not

only for trial purposes, but are to

serve principles of public policy as
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well. Interest reipublicce vt sit finis

litium. They have a constitutional
basis, that has been overlooked by
American courts. Clark v. Dillon

;

Mallincl'rodt ; Munday. Pleadings
are tr imit issues and to narrow
proofs -or reasons ot public policy.

For this they are servitors of justice,

but if perverted they become instru-
ments of covin and chicane. Robin-
son V. Raley, L.C. 45, 3 G&R. And
such are false and sham pleadings.
Fabula non judicium; Wonderly, L.C.
102, 3 G&R ; Graver, L.C. 103, Id.

Sham causes confer no jurisdiction. S.

V. Baughman, L.C. 208, 3 G&R, et seq.

It is a necessity that pleadings he true,

or at least hona fide; likewise denials.

Dickson, L.C. 34, 3 G&R. et seq. See
Allegation ; Admission ; Denial ; Is-

sue.

"Sec. 141. THE OLD SYSTEMS MUST
BE UNDEESTOOD. It is assumed that
the student of the code is familiar with
the common law and equity systems ot
pleading. If not he is groping in the
dark, and much that is offered will es-

cape his apprehension. This knowledge
Is deemed essential, not only because all

well educated lawyers must know the
history of our jurisprudence, must live

through, as it were, and measure every
step of its marvelous progress, but be-

cause the foundation idea Qf pleading
has not been changed. The common law
system was always in theory, based upon
sound logic. In practice it had become
greatly corrupted, so that the pleader,
in burdening his memory with mere
forms and mere fictions with the rules
governing the probata in cases where
they had no connection with the allegata,
in seeking familiarity with an artificial

style and in familiarizing himself with
artificial reasoning, would lose sight of

the theory and the system, in many of
its applications, came long before our
day to be anything but logical. Code
pleading, so called, is but a reform, not
a destruction—a radical one, it is true,

and in the view of many more radical
than was called for. It is believed by
some of our best lawyers that if the
changes had been more like those effected

by the Hilary Rules under the Act of 4
William IV, and the English Common
Law Procedure Act of 1852, with the
liberty to make equitable defences, and
the requirement that pleadings be sworn
to. the chief object of the reform would
have been secured, and we should have
been saved many doubts and perplexities.

But, be that as it may, the two systems
run into each other, and both must be
understood. This is especially true in
regard to the equity system, from which
so many features of the code are taken."
Bliss Code PI. § 141.

Codes.

—

This section should he read in connec-
tion irith the trilogy of procedure, or
of strict construction, also with Sec.

10, Story's Equity Pleading. See title

Story, 4 G&R. A careful reading of
Bliss Code Pleading, §§138-141, dis-

poses of the theory of the case and
the incomprehensible sections relat-

ing to it. See Variance : "Puzzles"
1 and 2, 4 G&R; also pp. 208-280,

Sedgk. on Construction ; New York.
It is these matters, Coke's three

degrees of certainty, Stephen's equiv-

ocal and contradictory views, Chitty's

aider by pleading over, by verdict and
by the statute of jeofails that im-
pedes and bewilders

; § 287 ; Andrews
V. Lynch, § 483, Equity. After a care-

ful reading of all these matters the
student may begin to realize the ne-

cessity of getting his eyes on the pole

stars. See Chaps. V-VII, Equity and
Its Principles in Procedure ; also §§
111-121, Id ; §§ 83-123, 1 G&R ; Vt res

magis valeat. Chap. XIV, Id.

Judge Bliss did not present views of

pleadings from requirements of res

adjudicata, collateral attack and re-

quirements for appellate procedure.
Pleadings should be viewed from the
conserving principles of procedure.
His Section JiJi2 can be cited to the
point that pleadings can be waived.

Construction of codes from fundamental
law is required. P. xix ; §§ 101, et

seq.; 283, et seq.; 295, et seq.; 319.

321.

Bewildering condition in several states.

§ 321, et seq.

Xeir York and Missouri cases a Bahel.
§322.

Stephen J. Field's decisions worth more.
§322.

Codes should he construed in the light

. of the trilogy of procedure and of
strict construction.—§§284, et seq.;

314, et seq.; 302. The trilogy of pro-

cedure is reaffirmed by the codes. A
line drawn from these orient peaks
should be viewed as a base line, to
which all other rules are secondary
and subjective ; these lesser rules ar-

ranging themselves accordingly with
reference to the base line referred
to and its dominating initials. In
prwsentia majoris cessat potentia mi-
noris. The trilogy of procedure is the
old law—"Archaic, rock-ribbed and
ancient." The code is a mystery to
one ignorant of the old law. Trying
to "learn a code" without a knowledge
of the older systems is a grope in the
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dark. Bliss Code PI. 141. The old sys-
tems to be learned are those which
have always Incorporated the trilogies
referred to. also §§ 10, 2S, Story's Eq.
PI. : § 61, 1 Gr. Ev. ; 2 itf, 8 7 ; 3 id,

§10.
A case nomenclature of the above

principles and sections are Rushton
V. Aspinall, Bristoic v. Wright, Dov-
ra^ton v. Payne, and J'Anson v.

Stuart, all in Smith Lead. Cas., 8th
ed. ; Munday v. Vail, post. See also
Clark V. Dillon; Jackson v. Pesked;
Munday.
The fundamental law above referred to

are the rules by which codes must be con-
strued. See Legislative Limitations. § 510.
Clark V. Dillon; §§ L>46, 47:;-473, -k'M.

Cases Illustrating the application of code
principles. §§ 313. et seq., 406-509. Clark
V. Dillon and cognate cases ; Andrews v.

Lynch.
Illustrative cases: Green v. Palmer; Clark

V. Dillon ; Mallinckrodt ; Andrews v.

Lynch ; Kewaunee County v. Decker ; Em-
erson V. Xash ; King v. Chi. R.R. ; Sache
V. Wallace (Munday v. Vail) ; Dickson v.

Cole (denial) ; Chitty v. Iron R.R. ; Bor
kenhagen v. I'aschen ; McAllister, L.C. 3,

3 G&R. I 242, 1 G&R. Davis, § 458.
wherein, § 10. Sto. Eq. PI. is most ably
paraphrased.

Lex non exacte definit, etc. Kollock ; Ram-
sey, 28 Mo. 310 (A joint contract must be
sued Jointly). § 406, et seq.

A statute prescribed irhat an affidavit

should contain, also the juridical ef-

fect of it.—The language of the court
permits the view that "Parliament is

omnipotent" ; its statutes are imperial

law; that witnesses need not have
personal knowledge ; that the compe-
tency of the affidavit depends on what
the statute says and not positive

knowledge upon oath ; statutes must
be construed literally. Ita lex seripta

est. Verba fortius can be abolished.

Gratz. 1.37 Wis. 104. This case will

remind the reader of Colorado, Mis-

souri and New York cases. In many
cases -it is parroted, "Parliament is

omnipotent" ; they deny the prescrip-

tive constitution. §406, et seq.

MaleiUcta interpretatio quw corrodit viscera

tcxtum. § iOQ, et seq.

There are many expressions in code

discussions emphasizing the fact that

old things have passed away and that

a new dispensation has come. § 110.

.S'ee Biddle ; Eao, §§ 4(iG-4.34 ; Emerson
V. Nash (Wis.). To Illustrate we
quote

:

"1. In a pleading under the new Code

It Is not necessary to state the facts or

Codes.

—

circumstances by which the ultimate fact
relied on is to be proved."

In this language the law of ages
was reaffirmed, namely : "Matter of
evidence need not be pleaded." Green
V. Palmer, L.C. 90, 3 G&R. It Is also
assumed that the code introduced
something new as to amendments.
Dallam, 16 Mo. 225. See Steph. PI.
149-l.JO

; §§ 117-120, ante. Again :

"Under the new Code multifariousness
is still an objection." Alexander, 17 Mo.
228. Likewise : Allegata et probata must
correspond. Link, 17 Mo. 585 ; Beck, 19
Mo. 30.

Again, the value of property was
omitted in the statement of the
cause. The court sustained the plead-
ing, but observed

:

"These questions arise in this case on
account of the new Code, which has had
the effect at least of bringing causes up
to this court at the heavy expense of par-
ties litigant and in all probability would
never otherwise have found their way
here." Schatfe, 16 Mo. 338.

Of this case let us observe that:
Averment of value was jurisdiction-
al ; it was necessary to sustain a judg-
ment. This averment should have
been in the right record, the record
which the general demurrer searches;
See Alder. Omission of this allega-

tion was not aided by the affidavit.

Andrews v. Lynch.
Allegation that in passing over a

road the sewer gave way is sustained
by proof that a late filling had sunken
down and caused a depression which
occasioned the Injury. Of this it was
said:
"Under our system of practice this is an

immaterial variance." Reeves, 19 Mo.
192.

Now let us ask, where would that
variance be material? But see Chitty
V. R.R.

Aider as applied is incompatible ivith

the rule of the general demurrer. See
Alder ; § 49G.

Liberal rules of construction are from of old.

See Aider ; .lackson v. Pesked ; Dobson,

L.C. 2.32a, 3 G&R. The code gave nothing

new. C.& A. R.R. v. Clausen ; Andrews v.

Lynch ; Clark v. Dillon.

Illimitalile discimsions are found aliout the

allegation, the admission, the denial and
the issue. See Munday, L.C. 79, 3 G&R.
Numberless cases can be grouped on all

sides of these questions, and from every

angle of view. See New York ; Missouri.

The genius of codes . §§ 33a, 242. See Bid-

die,- e* seq., § 406 (general resume).

Is the civil law. §§33, 35, 243, 296. See
Manner of The Romans.
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Codes.

—

Trilogy of Procedure the basis. || 35, 163,
et seg.; 295, 406. et seg.

These immutable principles are fundamental
law. §§ 38, 163-189, 264, 269, 426, et seg.

Fundamental law not abolished. §§ 176, et

seg., 269, 369, et seg., 472, 473.
Slanders of. §§ 176, 177, 417. et seg.

Trilogy of Procedure is reaffirmed. §§ 67-73,

82a, 101, et seg., 125 et seg., 224, et seg.,

319, 495.

Collateral attack is provided for. §§ 85,

120, et seg., 246, 288. 369, 476, et seq.

Mandatory Record a constitutional implica-
tion. See Due Process of Law; §§ 41, 83,

84, 125, et seg., 401, 476, et seg.

CODINGTOK V. MOTT, 1 McCarter (N.J.)

430, 82 Am. Dec. 258, n., 2 G&R.
Amendments not allowed after a hearing in

eguity.

COEBCION: 2 G&B.
corriN T. U.S., i56 u.s.. 432, 2 g&e.

Cited, §§21, 281. Innocence is presumed.
Bro. Max. 947.

COGGS V. BEBNAKD, 2 Ld. Raym. 909, 1
Salt. 26, 3 id. 11, 269, 91 Eng. Reprint,
25, 1 Sm. L.C. 360, 471, 8th ed., ext.n.,

11th ed., L.C. 350, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 118,
245, 487, 513, 514, Bailments.

COHABITATION: Premise for illegal. Beau-
mont.

COHENS V. VIEGINIA, 6 Wheat. 399 (5
L.ed. 257), L.C. 244, 3 G&R. Cited, p. xiv.

Preface ; § § 148, 149, 353. Dictum does
not hind.

COKE: Observations on. §§31, 110, 408.
His three degrees of certainty, in the light

of the trilogies of construction. §§ 109,
110, et seg. These degrees discussed in
J'Anson, also in Dovaston; § 408, et seg.

COLBUBN V. PATMOKE, 4 Tyrh. 677, 1

C.M.&R. 73. Cited, § 163. Verba fortius.

COLES V. TRECOTHIC, 9 Ves. Jr. 234, 32
Bug. Reprint. 592, sub Worrall v. Munn,
L.C. 390, 3 G&R. Agent, how sign for
principal.

COLLATERAL ATTACK: 2 G&B. See
Coram Judice; § 101, et seq., Munday. L.C.
79, 3 G&R : Cases ; Quod ab initio; Debile;
"What ought to be of record."

Disclosed from fundamental principles.

§§ 101-308. Windsor ; Campbell v. Porter,
L.C. 1, 2, et seg., 3 G&R.

The general demurrer, motion in arrest, non
obstante veredicto, order of repleader and
res adjudicata are correlatives. § 101, et
seg., § 233 et seq.

Coram judice proceeding is essential to re-
sist objections upon collateral attack. See
Coram judice; Demurrer

; § 246 ; Rush-
ton ; § 354.

Includes the rules of the Trilogy of Proce-
dure. §§ 101, 233, et seq.

The state, a party in procedure, is never
concluded. Windsor, L.C. 1, et seg., 3
G&R: .ilterum non Imdere and citations
thereto; Bes inter alios; §§ 414, 475, 476.

Codes provide for. §§ 228, 406, et seq.
Implications of constitutional procedure.

§§ 101, et seq., 406. et seq.

The study of procedure is the study of gov-
ernment. §§ 160, 207, 269, 362.

Collateral Attack.

—

General demurrer and collateral attack pro-
tect the substantive law of the state-

51 244, et seg., 414. See Alterum non
laidere, and citations thereto.

COLLATERAL FACTS: Answers to, conclu-
sive. 1 Gr. Ev. 423, 448, 449, 459;
AVhart. Ev. 339 ; R. v. Riley, L.C. 213ft, 3
G&B.

COLLECTOR v. DAY, 11 Wall. (U.S.) 113
(20 L.ed. 122). L.C. 148, 3 G&R. State*
ean not tax federal agencies. M'Culloch.

COLLEGES: 7 Cyc. 284-298.
COLLEN v. WEIGHT, 7 El. & Bl. 301, 8

id., 647 (92 E.C.L.R.), sub Malicious
Acts, 4 G&R. Malicious acts causing in-

jury are actionable.
COLLIER, 1 Mo. 1. Cited, §§ 145a, 368, 393,

394, 411. 417, 478, 489. General demur-
rer searches the substantive record. Au-
burn.

COLLINS v. ELANTERN, 2 Wils. 341, 95
Eng. Reprint, 847, 850, 1 Sm. L.C. 715-
755, ext.n., 2 G&R. Cited, § 304. Illegal-
ity may be pleaded to a deed. "He who
hath done iniquity shall not have equity."

COLORADO: 2 G&R. Adopted the code in
1877. A theory-of-the-case state. Hume:
Cases ; Jansen.

Recognizes the law of necessity above con-
stitutions. § 510, Equity. See Pettibone,
4 G&R.

COLOR OF TITLE : See Adverse Possession.
COLUMBUS, 18 Mo. 229. Cited, § 96.
COMITY OF COURTS: Freeman, L.C. 287

3 G&R.
COMMENCEMENT OF SUIT; WHAT IS: 3

G&R.
COMMERCE; INTERSTATE COMMERCE

Act; 2 G&E, Adams Ex. v. Ky., 214 U.S.,
218.

COMMERCIAL PAPER: 2 G&E. See Con-
tracts; §§ 64a, 293. Is liberally con-
strued. Ut res; Green County.

A brief contract aided by construction. Reg-
ula pro lege si deficit lex. To protect the
bona fide purchaser. Swift ; Union Trust
Co.

;
Brown v. Bank, L.C. 346, 3 G&R

;

Sturdivant, L.C. 410, id.

Endorsements on, at time of execution.
Kurth, 77 Kans. 475, 127 Am. St. 428-
445, ext.n.

Circulation gives validity to. Union Trust
Co. ; Lickbarrow, L.C. 394, 3 G&R, § 291.

Negotiable words, how construed; limita-
tions. 14 Ida. 552, 125 Am. St. 185-214,
ext.n.

Checks, actions on. 15 Ida. 219, 128 Am
St. 81-94, ext.n.

Certified checks; outline discussion. Blake,
79 O. 189, 128 Am. St. 684-705, ext.n.

By accepting check, holder undertakes to
give notice. Start, 81 Vt. 69, 15 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 212, n.

Bank not bound, until it accepts. Bank t.
Millard, 10 Wall. 152. Cited, Ash Fed. Cit.

Drawee by paying forged check admits that
it is genuine, and estops himself from dis-
puting it. Farmers Bk. ; Allegans; Price
V. Neal.

Generally. See Negotiable Instrument Act.
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2 G&E ; Cogga

;

See Mandatory

COMMON CARRIEES:
Inman.

COMMON COXJNTS: Form of, sufficient under
code. Eno ; Allen, 7 N.Y. 476, 57 Am. Dec.
542-550, n. ; Portsmouth Co., 109 Va. 513,
132 Am. St. 924. Contra, Bowen f. Emer-
son ; Eno., § § 362, 428-424.

COMMON LAW; See Prescriptive Constitu-
tion, § 510, et seq.

COMMON LAW PRACTICE: Steplien's views
of. §§113-123.

COMMON LAW RECORD:
Record. §§ 101, et seq.

C. STANDS FOR COMMONWEALTH; P.
for People; S. for State; R. for Rex or
Regina (King or Queen) ; U.S. for United
States.

C. V. ALGER, 7 Cusli. 53, 104, sub Sic utere
iuo, etc.. 4 G&R.

C. V. ANDREWS, 3 Mass. 129. Cited, § 283.
Expressio eorum.

C. V. BEAN, 11 Cusli. 414, 2 Lead. Crim. Cas.
(B.&H.) 172-181, ext.n., L.C. 226, 3 G&R.
Cited, % 310 Indictment on statute ; words
of, sufficient. S. v. Mitchell. 6 Mo. 147 ;

James, L.C. 233, 3 G&R.
C. V. CLAP, 4 Mass. 163, 3 Am. Dec. 212-214,

s«6 C. v. Seifridge, 2 G&R. Criminal
libel.

C. v. CUMMINS, 3 Gush. (Mass.) 212, 1
Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.&H.) 604-612, 50
Am. Dec. 732, sub S. v. Croteau, L.C. 271.
Acquittal bars a second prosecution. For-
mer Jeopardy. S. v, Henry, 2 Mo. 218

;

S. V. Heatherly, 4 Mo. 478 ; P. V. Corn-
ing.

C. V. EASTMAN, 1 Cush. (Mass.) 189, 48 Am.
Dec. 596-610, n., 1 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.&
H.) 1st ed., L.C. 22, 3 G&R. Indictments
must be certain ; conspiracy.

C. V. GAUNETT, 1 Allen (Mass.) 7, 79 Am.
Dec. 702, n., L.C. 213a, 3 G&R. General
reputation ; disorderly house.

C. V. GERARDE, 145 Pa. 289, 27 Am. St. 639,
2 G&R. Insanity ; burden of proof

;

McNaghten, L.C. 195, 3 G&R ; Marler, L.C.
188, Id.

C. T. HART, 11 Cash. 130, 2 Lead. Crim. Cas.
(B.&H.) 1-18, L.C. 227. 3 G&R. Pleading
provisos in statutes.

C. V. HESS, 148 Pa. 198, 33 Am. St. 810, 17
L.R.A. 176, L.C. 215, 3 G&R. Construc-
tion. Lex non exacte; Kidd.

C. V. HITE, 6 Leigh (Va.) 589, 29 Am. Dec.
226-235, n. 2 G&R. Escheats ; real estate.

C. V. HOLDER, 9 Gray, 7, 2 Lead. Crim. Cas.

(B.&H.) 377-392, sub Larceny, 2 G&R.
Property carried from state to state.

C. V. HUNT, 4 Met. Ill, 3 Am. Dec. 346,
n., 2 G&E. See C. v. Eastman ; Con-
spiracy ; Elements ; Indictment.

C. v. EANE, 108 Mass. 423, 11 Am. Rep.
373-375, L.C. 183, 3 G&E. Cited, §§ 270,

281. Prolixity in proof to be avoided.

Edgell, 20 Mo. 494 ; Eads. 27 Mo. 251
(Assumed character of officer).

C V. MACLOON, 101 Mass. 1, 100 Am. Dec.

89-110, n., L.C. 172, 3 G&E. Wounding
In one state and death in another. Juris-

diction.

C. V. MASH, 7 Met. (Mass.) 472, 65 Cent.

L.J. 68, 2 G&R: Spoor v. P., 235 111.

230. Intent no element in bigamy.

61
Reason-

Bill

C. V McKIE, 1 Gray (Mass.), 61, 1 Lead.
Crim. Cas. (B.&H.) 295-310, ext.n
Am. Dec. 410, L.C. 187, 3 G&E.
able doubt. Webster's case.

0. V. MOORE, 28 Ky. Law Rep. 642, 2 L R A
(N.S.) 719-721, n. Cited, §§21. 48. Tack-
ing and collateral Intent. In jure Lue-
ken V. P., 3 111. Ap. 375, n. ; 4 L.R.A. (N.
S.) 649. Fright causing death is too re-
mote. C. V. Couch, 32 Ky. L. Rep. 638;
16 L.E.A.(N.S.) 327, n., Kirkwood (Joint
trespassers).

C. V. NEAL, 10 Mass. 152, 6 Am. Dec. 105
1 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.&H.) 81-94, 19 L.R.
A. 359. 2 G&R. Coercion; law of

C. T. ROSY, 12 Pick. (Mass.) 496, L.C 74
3 G&R. Cited, §§ 68, 141. Former Jeop-
ardy

; identical cause of action. R v
O'Brien.

0. V. ROGERS, 7 Met. (Mass.) 500, 1 Lead.
Crim. Cas. (B.&H.) 94. 145, ext.n., 41 Am
Dec. 458, L.C 199, 3 G&R. Intent pre-
sumed from acts. C. y. York.

C. V. SELFRIDGE, H. & T. S.D. (1 Crim'
Def.) 1-34, 2 G&R. Cited, §§ 20, 21. Self-
defense

; doctrines. Keemle, 12 Mo. 504.
C. V. SNELLING, 15 Pick. 321, 2 G&R.

of particulars ; discretion. Kollock.
C. V. WEBSTER. See Webster's case; 0. v.

McKie.
O. r. YORK, 9 Met. (Mass.) 93, 1 Lead.

Crim. Cas. 322-362, ext.n., 43 Am Dec
373-396, n., L.C. 197, 3 G&R. See C. v.
Rogers. Intent presumed from act. Rea
ipsa loquitur.

COMMUNIS ERROR FACIT JUS: Common
error sometimes passes current as law.
See Consensus ; Riddick, 15 Mo. 538.

COMPLAINTS (AND PETITIONS): See
Codes ; "Cause of Action" ; Allegations ;

Munday, L.C. 79, 3 G&R. ; § 101. et seq.
COMPOSITION WITH CREDITORS: See

Cumber, L.C. 311, 3 G&R.
COMPOUNDING OFFENSES: 2 G&R; Janes

v. Rice ; Keir v. Leeman.
COMPROMISE: 2 G&E. See Equity; Sta-

pilton. Municipal corporation cannot.
Farnsworth, 49 Wash. 416, 19 L.R.A. (N.
S. ) 320. Compromise of doubtful claim,
when a consideration. Armijo—N.M.

—

25 L.R.A. (N.S.) 275, 310, ext.n.

COMPTON T. JONES, 4 Cow. 13, 2 Am. Lead.
Cas. 45, 2 G&R. Assignment, notice of

COMPTON V. PAYNE, 69 111. 354. Cited,

§§ 13, 361
COMPULSION: 2 G&R ; Duress ; Necessitas.

COMPUTATION OF TIME: Warren, L.C.

243, 3 G&E. 2 id. Solar, not standard,
governs. Texas Co., 100 Tex. 126, 123
Am. St. 794.

CONCEALED WEAPONS: 2 G&R. What
constitutes carrying. Sutherland v. C,
109 Va. 834, 23 L.R.A.(N.S.) 172, n.

CONCEALMENT: See Equity; Fraud; Car-

ter V. Boehm ; Pasley, L.C. 375, 3 (i&R.

CONCESSIO PER REGEM FIERI DEBET
de certitudlne : A grant by the king ought
to be a grant of a certainty. The
grantee is supposed to prepare and tender

the words of the concession ; therefore

to him applies Verba fortius. 5 168.
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CONCESSIO VERSUS CONCEDENTEM LAT-
am intei'pretationem habere debet : A
grant ought to have a liberal interpreta-

tion against the grantor. Verba fortius;

at res. Willsins ; See Barnard, L.C. 108.

3 G&R.
CONCLTTSIONS OF LAW: Are insufficient

in a pleading. Clark v. Dillon (N.Y.) ;

Maliincltrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 G&R, § 497,

ante; J'Anson v. Stuart (Justification) ;

Southern Ry. v. King, 217 U.S. 524

;

Jones. 20 Mo. 87; James v. Bowman, §S
184-186, 295, 371, et seq.

Legislatures cannot prescribe for courts.

Taylor v. Sprinkle, § 358, ante; Hunts-
man, L.C. 231, 3 G&K ; § 101, et seq.

Illustration. 2 G&R. Bowen v. Emerson

;

J'Anson v. Stuart; Verdin, 131 Mo. 105
109. 150-151, 31 Cyc. 49 ; § 500.

What is a valuable consideration must ap-

pear from facts alleged. Secomhe v.

Campbell, 18 Blatch. 108, 109; 2 Pom.
Eg. 746-751 : Cases.

One is presumed to plead his cause as strong-

ly as it will permit. Verba fortius

;

Towne's El. Law, 455, §§388, et seq.

500 ; McArthur.
Not aided by waiver. Clark v. Dillon, 97

N.Y. 370. See 2 G&R. Quod ab initio.

Denying of, will not cure. Clark ; Mallinck-
rodt, L.C. 12a, 3 G&R.

Are insufficient allegations. Mallinckrodt

;

U.S. V. Cruikshank, L.C. 12a, 232, 3 G&R.
CONCOBDABE LEGES LEGIBXIS EST OPTI-
mus interpretandi modus : To make laws
agree with laws is the best mode of in-

terpreting them. 2 G&R. Cited, §§ 25,
86a, 99, 108, 125, 187, 335a, 397, 433,
474.

Lex non exacte; Legislative Limitations

;

Andrews v. Lynch ; Biddle v. Boyce.
CONDITIONAL SALES: 2 G&E; 35 Cyc.

651-679.

CONDITIONS: 2 G&R. Precedent, in con-
tract. Cutter, L.C. 308, 3 G&R.

Not to sell liquor on premises valid. Judd,
41 Colo. 222, 124 Am. St. 128-134.

CONDUCTORS' BENEFIT ASS'N V. LEON-
ard, 166 111. 154, L.C. 294, 3 G&R. De
non apparentibus applies to appellants

;

only the cause a quo can be reviewed in

the court ad quern. See Appellate.
CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT: 2 G&R.

Bryan, 28 Mo. 32. By ex parte act of de-
fendant void. Aultman Co., 121 Ky. 241,
123 Am. St. 143. n.

CONFESSIONS: 2 G&R. Ammons v. S
80 Miss. 592, 18 L.R.A.(N.S.) 768-874,
ext.n. (largest resume) ; Brown v. U.S.
168 U.S. 352, 42 L.ed. 568, ext.n. ; 6 Am.
St. 238-252, ext.n. See B.&H. Lead. Cr.
Cas.

Failing to contradict statements in presence
of the prisoner as a confession. O'Hearn
V. S., 79 Neb. 513, 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 542-
574, ext.n. ; Qui tacet consentire; Nemo
tenetur

CONFIRMATION: 2 G&R.
CONFLICT OF LAWS: See Van Voorhis, 4
G&R-

CONFUSION AND ACCESSION: 2 G&E.

CONNECTICUT: Adopted a code in 1869.

Its present code is patterned after the

English Judicature Act. It leaves all

details and minor regulations to be pro-

mulgated as rules of court. The strict

allegation and denial are required. Garland
V. Gaines, L.C. 40, 3 G&R. An issue must
arise from the pleadings filed. Avon, 30
Conn. 476; Munday, L.C. 79, 3 G&R.

CONSENSUS FACIT LEGEM: Consent
makes law. Cited, § 245.

CONSENSU^ NON CONCUBITUS FACIT
matrimonium : Consent, not coition, con-

stitutes marriage. Ollschlager, 50 Or.

55; Kliffel, 41 Colo. 40, 124 Am. St. 96-

122, ext.n. (Common law marriage.)
CONSENSUS TOLLIT EBBOBEM: Acqui-

escence in error obviates its effect. Chap.
XII, §§245-269; Trilogy of Liberal Con-
struction. Cited, p. X, Preface, xii, xiii,

xiv, XV, id.; §§ 12. 21, 43, 44, 50, 53-55;
59, 67, 69, 72, 83, 84, 86o, 101, 103, 107,

111, 113, 115. 117, 119, 122, 124, 125,

126, 127, 155, 162, 168, 175, 176, 179,

180, 182, 190, 195, 197, 198, 202, 204,

211, 227, 238 ; Chap. XII, §§ 245-269 (gen-

eral resume) ; 270, 275, 279, 287, 288,
290, 294. 297, 298, 314, 321, 328, 329,

335, 338, 340, 351, 362, 366, 366o, 370,
373, 383, 392, 395, 397., 403a, 414, 419,
434, 486, 509, 510, 507. L.C. 290a-299,
3 G&R.

Consequences of enlarging this maxim. See
Preface, §§155,156, 198; 268, 269. 370;
397.

Exception to granting a new trial if one
participates in subsequent proceedings.
Martin, 13 Mo. 312. See Appearance.

Variances may be icaived. See Illinois

;

Dorn V. Farr. Variance.
The principle destructively applied. See

Missouri ; S. v. Fasse, 189 Mo. 532 ; S. v.

O'Neill, 151 Mo. 67, 81 (One is not al-

lowed to tread back and trip up the
heels of his adversary).

Pleading over, uiaives notice ipso facto.
Quinn V. P. ; Ingersoll ; Cane, 5 Mo. 59.
Interest reipublieiE; Omnia prwsumuntur
rite; Vt res.

Objectionable evidence must be aptly ex-
cepted to. Shutte, L.C. 291, 3 G&R;
Montgomery v. S., L.C. 290a-299. id.

Specifically also. Dozier, 30 Mo. 220.
Jurisdiction of waivable matter depends on

the exception and its cognates. Inger-
soll V. Coram, 211 U.S. 335-356 (Venue
may be waived). See Assignment of
Errors.

CONSENT: 2 G&E; Chand. on. Jurisdiction
of subject-matter cannot be given by.
Sto. Bq. PI., § 10 ; Fletcher y. Root, 24()

111. (Pleadings indispensable) 429 ; Thom-
as, L.C. lOo, 3 G&R ; People's Bk., L.C.
12d, id.; Minnesota, 194 U.S. 48-78;
Beardsley. Quod ab initio.

CONSERVING PRINCIPLES: 2 G&R; §5
83-123, 1 G&R; §101, et seq., ante. §§
219 ; 229 ; 248 ; 311 ; 492, 494.

Dominate construction of codes. §§ 73, 229,
495. See Trilogy of Procedure.

Not comprehended in Illinois and Missouri.
§§311; 492, 494.
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Conserving Principles.

—

Chitty. Stephen and Ootild did not enumer-
ate an'] explain. § 311.

CONSIDERATION: 2 G&R. See Ex niido :

Contvact ; Lampleigh. L.C. 'Ml, 3 G&R

;

Baintiiiclge. L.C. 33L' : Buiklev v. Landon,
L.r. 31.5: Cook, Iv.C. 314: Mills. L.C.
olG : Rann, L.C. 312 ; Eastwood, L.C.
3:!G-; :; G&R : Inman.

Jiealitu of. leqiiiieil. White v. Bluett, L.C.
317, 3 G&R ; Fnbtila.

Forbeaiance as a eon.'iifteration. Callisher ;

Crowtlier : Hockenberry.
A seal eonehi.'<ive'if iinpoi'ts. See Seal ;

.lackson v. Cleveland.

CONSOLIDATED COAL CO. V. PBEES, 166
111. 361, 3S L.R..\. 0-26. -2 G&K lies ad-
jutlicata must he pleaded. Wright v.

(Jriffey, L.C. 2.S, 3 G&R. S 344.

CONSOLIDATION OF ACTIONS: 2 G&R.
CONSPIKACY: 2 G&R. Indictment for. C.

V. Eastman: t'. v. Hunt: U.S. v. Cassidy
(largest resume): Hunt, 19 Mo. 583;
Wright on (.'riminal Conspiracy (1887).
Spies V. r. : .Ktna Ins. Co., 106 Ky. 864,

4.J L.R.A 3.j0.

CONSTABLE: 2 G&R. May appoint a dep-

uty. Taylor t. Brown.
CONSTITUTIONALISM: 2 G&R. Depends

on constitutional procedure. §S 11)1, et

seq., 123, 24S, 410, 486. Procedure in-

fluenced by. SS 246, et seq.; 269, 362;
4Sfi. Sahis popnli.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: 2 G&R; Prescrip-

tive Constitution; S 101, it seq. Statutes

must he constitutional. South Carolina

V. U.S. : Brown v. Tharpe ; Henrico, 106

Va. 282, 117 Am. St. 1001 : 2 G&R, p.

449. See Construction ; Statutes.

Constitutional procedure. Sec Trilogy ol

I'rocedure; § 311. et seq.

Principles of. not elucidated. §§ 32.ja., 406,

et seq., 476, et seq.

Procedure and Constitutional Law are inter-

actions. Src Trilogy of Procedure ; Divi-

sion of State Power ; Civil Law.

The trilorjies and constitutional law. §§

101. et seq.. 163, et seq., ."62.

CONSTITUTIONAL PEOCEDUEE: §101,

ct seq. Enumeration of elements.

A -cause of action" must be stated. See

Cause of Action; Coram judice; Quis.

quid, coram quo; Munday, L.C. 79, 3

G&R. § 248.

Phases of. U 246-260. 400, et seq.

CONSTEUCTION. — Tilings are con-

strued accordiug to that which was
the cause thereof.

From the nature of the thinp arisen a

philosophy that ever leads in eon-

struction.—To Illustrate : In Chap. I,

are enumerated and e.xplained the

hearts of the six leading sub.iects of

the law Including that of Construc-

tion. In that chapter are gathered

what are called the trilogies of

Equity, Procedure, Contract, Crime,

Tort and Construction. We Icnow of

no other elements of law of more con-

sequence to the constructionist than

Construction.

—

what is enumerated and clas.iified in;

that chapter. Sec also §§4.>123, 1
G&R. The elements of equity are con-
stantly interpreted into the condi-
tions that arise to give them I'g.t
force and expression. As to procedure,
its trilogies of strict and of libera

K

construction are constantly imported
into the matter under consideration.
If that matter is substance then there
applies to it the rules of strict con-
struction to effectuate the require-
ments of the state as to what is nec-
essary for the coram judice proceed-
ing. On the other hand if formal,
matter is involved, then the policies,

of liberal construction attach in re-

si)ect for Interest reipublicce vt sit

finis litium. If contract is involved,
then there is to be considered whether
or not it is a contract of record, or a.

deed or a simple contract. The con-
tract of record—the .iudgment—calls

for the rules that test the proceed-
ing as coram judice or coram non ju-
dice, as the case may be. If the con-
tract is a deed, then the nature ancl
qualities of the sealed contract have-

to be considered. If it is a simple
contract, then its nature and qualities:

will have to be passed upon ; if it be-

comniercial paper, then its distinct-

ive rules apply : or. if an oral con-
tract, its distinctive features. Rann v.
Hughes, L.C. 312. 3 G&R. Crime and
tort also have their distinctive rules
arising from the fundamental princi-

ples that govern those sub,iects.

Terlia accipienda sunt secundum stib-

jeetam materiam: Words are to be
interpreted according to the subject
matter. Contcmporanea.

Verba intentione debent inservirer

Words are to be interpreted according:

to the intention.

I'nius ciijusqiie eontraettis initium spec-

tandum est et causa: The begin-

ning and cause of every contract must
be considered.
M'CuUoeh V. Maryland (L.C. 14T,

3 G&R) was a case of construction.

Therein the nature and purposes of
the federal government was sought
and vindicated ; also in Cohens v. Vir-

ginia, L.C. 244. id. Today all concede-

that Chief .lustice Marshall was a
great constructionist. The great con-
structionist 7)erceives the nature andl

the reason of the thing, and accord-

ingly construes to uphold the reason.

To illustrate: If a statute provided
that after a general appearance and
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hotly contested trial a defendant
might say the judgment must be set

aside because no process Issued, or
was served or was properly served,
then no court could respect such a
statute. Qulnn v. P., 4 G&R ; Indian-
apolis V. Horst, L.C. 223, 3. G&R.
Against such a statute stand the

philosophy of the law and its govern-
ment of'formal matter, as is discover-

able in Interest reipublicw tit sit finis

litiutn. Against this principle the in-

tent of congress and of the legislature

should not be found and declared. In
this principle the judiciary has more
interest than has parliament. To illus-

trate : If the statement of the cause
is filed and the defendant, without
waiting for service of process, ap-
pears and applies for a removal to a
federal court, this on principle should
be held a general appearance, and for

reasons of public policy it should be
so declared. Federal cases that deny
this attack the philosophy of the \&\y :

if its philosophy is destroyed, then
the law becomes long rows of stat-

utes, decisions and digests, which
rapidly become an establishment that
exceeds human capacity ; this makes
of the lawyer a drudge instead of a
philosopher. If parliament, congress
or the legislature overlooks the phil-

osophy of the law, then it should not
be held that they intended to destroy
the greatest asset of a government,
which asset is its jurisprudence. End.
Stat. § 182. Tlie intelligence and pa-

triotism of legislatures should be pre-

sumed.
In the above were questions for the

old Rome, and now they are questions
for the new Rome.
The American jurisprudent is early

and thoroughly taught that his icrit-

ten constitutions are organic law, are
the supreme and uncontrollable laic of

the land, and that next to his consti-

tutions are his statutes, which, if ouli/

constitutional, are paramount and
also uncontrollahle. Brown v. Tharpe,
ante. That whatever constitutions or
statutes express in plain words, then
to these words the maxim Ita l<x

scripta est is strictly applied. These
views and this maxim of construction

have operated to ex'"lude from all

consideration the prescriptive consti-

tution, or in other words, the "higher

law," which is constituted of the fun-

damental maxims which are properly

called the "condensed good sense of

Construction.

—

nations." These maxims are prac-
tically abandoned and are often de-
nounced beside the teaching above
referred to. Ram on Judgts., § 49.

Accordingly appears how the student

can he impressed with erroneous
teaching on every hand. § 110, Equity.
Therefore it seems apropos to ask if

such teaching is not the regular
course in America. From several
sources it may be established that
there is much conflict in American
states as to what is organic law. In
South Carolina v. U.S. reference is

made to popular views of construc-

tion which were rejected in that case.

The rule in M'Culloch v. Maryland
also discloses the prevalence of op-

posing views. From these cases it is

perceivable that the letter of consti-

tutions and statutes must yield to fun-

damental law. (See Codes; §510.)
But what is this fundamental law?
Where is it gathered, set and ar-

ranged so it can be found and learned?
Which x)f our so-called books on ele-

mentary law present and teach the
fundamentals of the unwritten con-
stitution? Are not the maxims of
the civil law the most absolute and
pure elements of law? But where
are they gathered and made accessi-

ble in American law books? The
above are questions that may well in-

terest every student, who should
know good literature and particularly
the work that teaches widely known
and cited principles all around the
world, also the best work of his state

;

also whether or not that is a good
elementary work that presents no
familiar maxims, nor their transla-
tions which are general principles,

nor truly great leading cases, which
are but illustrations of the applica-
tion of familiar maxims. (§8 510-

522.)

Code provisions that merely reaf-
firm old and necessitous law should
not be so emphasized as to impress
the novice that such provisions are of
domestic origin and concern only.
This is a favilt perceivable in the
best code states. Courts that uni-
formly respect the Trilogy of Proce-
dure, as in Florida, will nevertheless
accentuate the fact that ever since
1849 they have uniformly respected a
provision of their code. Rarely do
the courts say : The necessities for
operating the judicial department
were given by organic law, and fur-
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ther, the code expressly reaffirmed
these principles. §§ 474-470. This is a
fact, and the court that recognizes
the Prescriptive Constitution at the
hase, most thoroughly serves Its high
mission. The higher law may well
"be referred to with sufficient breadth
and depth. The failure to do this

has contributed to the condition now
characterized as "appalling." § 101.

There is ample warrant for saying
the court of each state countenances
the view that each capital is a foun-
tain of law ; that each legislature can
make and unmake peremptory laws
•of necessity, which will command
respect and obedience. See p. xvii.

Preface. The provincial lawyer
thinks that a change of verbality is

a change of substance. He does not
understand that the respective su-

preme courts are but expositors of
the law. Misconception as to these
matters has brought about the con-
dition that is demonstrated in 1111-

nois and Missouri. See Preface, 3
<3&R. Antiquity had its Babel and
so has modernity.
The principles of construction arise

from organic law ; these principles

are datum posts of jurisprudence.

(§§1,26, Equity.)
The trilogy of procedure are canons of

construction. They are procedure in

making a record and conducting a

case upon that record. They are

rules of construction where that rec-

ord is tested by the general demurrer
and its cognates. A record is con-

strued when it is objected to upon
collateral attack ; or when it is plead-

ed as a former adjudication. See Res
Adjudicata.

"Parliament is omnipotent," and "our

statute" is valid if only constitution-

al, have long disturbed the law of con-

struction. See Prescriptive Constitu-

tion ; Salus populi suprema lex.

When the Englishman made a Pope
of Henry VIII, then the King could

do no wrong; his custom of behead-

ing wives was condoned. But the ar-

bitrary aggressions of the Stuarts

were met with resentment, and then

an all powerful body formulated for

Itself a maxim for the Englishmen of

the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries, a

maxim which was "Parliament was
omnipotent." Stockdale v. Hansard,

ly.C. 277, 3 G&R. In those times Par-

liament could abolish the trilogy of

procedure by Statutes of Amend-

Construction.

—

ments and Joefails. Mansfield did
not think so, consequently he was
hated. Chitty and Stephen thought
so; the latter quoted Sergeant Wil-
liams to sustain that view, also, but
he erroneously cited Jackson v. Pes-
ked.

Chitty's three kinds of aider
(Chap. X, Chitty's Pleadings) is a
chapter of medieval construction.
Chitty's construction is in conflict
with the rule that "the general
demurrer searches the substantial
pleading and attaches to the first

fault" ; also the rule, that omission
of substance cannot be waived ; also
a notable section, Sec. 10, Story's
Equity Pleading; § 47.

Stephen as a constructionist may
be judged by his pages, 140-150,
quoted in §§ 113-123, 332.

These common law authors did not per-
ceive the state—public policy—in pro-
cedure.—Salus populi suprema le.r.

—They did not perceive constitution-
al procedure above acts of Parlia-
ment, and above courts attempting to

apply the maxim, "Parliament is

omnipotent" ; the state as a third
party on the record defending its

substantive rights by an application

of Quod ab initio non valet intractu
temporis non convalescit (What is

void in the beginning cannot be cured
by waiver or lapse of time). But
Story comprehended this maxim, and
who has proven a better construction-
ist?

Ignorance of the prescriptive constitu-

tion alloiced the respect shoum the
maxim, "Parliament is omnipotent."
^It is palpably absurd to say that
vindicating this maxim as higher law
was compatible with possession of
sound juridical views. To this ab-

surdity alone it is well to apply : Vno
absurdo dato inflnita sequuntur
(From one absurdity an infinity fol-

lows). The truth of this maxim
will appear from a consideration

of the "theory of the case" ; this

euphemism gets a footing from
what Sergeant Williams said as to

waiving defects of substance: Steph-

en's Pleading, 149 ; § 117, Equity.

Accordingly we have such pages of

confusion in works on construction as

SedgcirJck's Construction, pp. 269-

280. See p. v, Preface. And the de-

cisions of New York, Missouri and
States that have respected them are

no better. See Missouri. Authors not
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knowing the trilogy of procedure have
not perceived that codes reaffirm it.

And there are courts blindly nullify-

ing "our code' by construing away
its most important provisions so as to

apply "the theory of the case." The
"theory of the case'' rests on the ap-
plication of the equitable estoppel.

They do not see that they are over-
riding a higher eqaiity with a lesser

one in this way: By failing juridic-

ally to state "a cause of action'.' or
of defence in the right record, the
pleader is himself estopped from
claiming the rights to a recovery,
from no other matter than that of
irrelevant evidence. The code says,

"a complaint must contain the facts
constituting a cause of action," but
the courts construe this fundamental
provision away in order to give effect

to irrelevant evidence in violation of
each maxim of the trilogy of proce-
dure, and especially fiuntra pruhatur
quod probatum non rrlcvut (It is vain
to prove what is not alleged), also

Verba fortius accipiuntur contra pro-

ferentem (Every presumption is

against a pleader). Every court has
recognized these canons, but the courts
of the theory-of-the-case states fla-

grantly deny them, also nullify their

codes and practice acts reaffirming

them. From Alabama to Wyoming
Inclusive these facts will appear. Ac-
cordingly appears the fact that the
theory of the case is a question of con-

struction, and is, too, a very import-
ant one that has long needed an ex-

position from fundamental view-
points, and herefrom the conse-
quences of the theory of the case. See
Theory of the Case.

Relating to the above questions the
decisions of the various states are a
veritable "jungle" of confusion, as is

attested by the letters and expressions
of many prominent jurists and law-
yers. See Green Bag, Feb. 1910. The
gathering of these decisions consti-

tutes the matter for ever lengthening
lines of Digests, Cyclopedias and an-

notated cases. From the letters above
referred to alone, we must conclude
that these gatherings of matter have
already become an overtoppling bullc

of contradictions that are not only
a menace but an actual bar to juridi-

cal progress ; from those letters is

ample authority for saying that the
American plan of writing and teach-
ing the law is radically wrong. Dem-

Constmction.

—

oustrations relating to these ques-
tions are matters of first import.
When the business man says with,
truth that the "greatest business risk
is the legal risk" ; when It is pub-
lished in metropolitan journals, that
no longer has the layman a monop-
oly in calling the law a "legal jungle
of contradictious and absurdities,"
the student has ample reason to
pause and make a proper estimate
of the formidable hydra that con-
fronts him. See Preface.

In Chapter I, §§ i-2(), are found the
tril'i/jics of the six leading subjects^
one of which is Construction. From
the demonstration there afforded it

may be judged whether or not Con-
struction is related to and is a part
of all subjects, and whether or not
its canons arise from the prescrip-
tive constitution.

In §§ J.i. 2.9J, are illustrations hour
fundamental law controls statutes.
Further illustrations are found in
cases like Aller, 40 N.J. Law, 440.
In this case it was urged that a
statute had abolished a seal, and
therefore the sealed stipulation of a
party to waive all defenses as to the-
suflicieucy of a consideration should
be held inoperative. However, the-

court rejected this view, and held
that notwithstanding the statutfr
still it was competent for the par-
ties to waive the defense as to a
consideration if this was formally-
expressed and agreed to.

Accordingly appears the import-
ance of a knowledge of the pre-
scriptive constitution for the con-
structionist; also how fundamental
law limits and expands written con-
stitutions and statutes. § 510, ct
seq. Lex non exactc definit sed ar-
hitrio boni viri permittit. § 362.

The trilogy of liberal construction is-

Lex non exacte defi.nit sed arbitrio
boni viri permittit; Expressio eorum
quce tacite nihil insunt operatur and
It res magis valeat quam pereat.
§§69, 168.

In procedure this is the trilogy: 1.
Consensus toUit errorem ; 2. Omnia
prcesumuntur rite; 3. rt res niagis
valeat quam percat. Chapters XII,
XIII and XIV. The cognates of this
trilogy shpuld also be considered. S5
107, 09.

Fundamental laio is imported. See
Prescriptive Constitution. SS 24-26,
82a, 83; 330-301.
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Mandatory record a constitutional iin-

plication. §§41; 83-84.

Statutes in derogation. Chap. V; §8
t;7, 73, 74.

Limits of Ulteral construction. §§51-
59 ; Rushton ; Jacksou v. Pesked

;

Dovaston ; Dobson. §§ 67-100 ; 47.'),

476.

Codes; Practice acts; Construction of.—Procedure is profoundly constitu-
tional and should be accordingly con-
strued. § 101. et seq. The funda-
mentals of procedure are the two
trilogies, their respective records and
philosophies. These matters should
be viewed as necessities for the oper-
ation of the judicial department.
Against these principles warring sys-

tems should not be countenanced. By
construction procedure should be
made equal and imiform. The proce-
dure of all courts should be made
uniform if possible. Principles and
philosophy should guide rather than
statutes and decisions opposed to

true principle.

Procedure should be uniform and con-
strued so.—To illnstrate : If at-

tachments and garnishments are al-

lowed in one court, then if possible

they should be allowed in all courts
of the state, if consistent with the or-

ganization and purposes of the court
Or if the state consents to be sued in

any particular court, then this waiver
should be construed to apply to all

courts, both state and federal. If the
consent is given by statute, this

should be construed as a remedial
statute. End. Stat. 182. Contra:
Murray, 213 U.S. 151; Chandler v.

Dix, 194 U.S. 590.

The rule that penal statutes are strictly

construed is over-emphasized, so

much so that it is not generally ob-

served that almost all kinds of stat-

utes are strictly construed.—See Ita

lex.

Statutes are disturbers of the public

peace.—To illustrate: If the trilogy

of procedure is merely reaffirmed,

see the contrariety of opinion that

will arise. See New York ; Missouri

;

Theory of the Case ; Munday, L.C. 79,

3 G&R. The requirements of Wain v.

Warlters, L.C. 335, 3 G&R, are mere-
ly affirmative of the common law. 1

Gr. Ev. 80, 87, 275. Still the courts

hold first one way and then the other.

Reigart, 217 Mo. 165 (follows Wane,
overruling other cases). §.362.

The Statutes of Frauds and of Limita-

Construction.

—

tions hare disturbed the late for three
hundred years.—And so will codes and
practice acts until they are construed,
to harmonize with the prescriptive
constitution. See § 101, et scq. Con-
cordurc leges legibus est optimus in-
terprctandi modus. §§ 32, 32a.

The code a reincarnation of equity. §§ 32,
284.

Trilogies of Equity, Procedure and Con-
struction are coynates. §§60-72; 167, et
scq; Debile; 283, 330-361.

Inseparable from equity and procedure. §
67.

Codes not understood. §§ 32, 74, 311, et
scq. ; 362.

Importance of construction. P. vi, Preface ;

§ 1'84, et seq.
,

Of fundamental law is invariable. Pref.
viii. See General Demurrer and its cog-
nates

; §§ 214 ; 474-476.
Wor?;s on, confused. P. v, Preface ; §§163-

189.
Sedj/icick; illustration. P. v, Preface.
Statute of jeofails. §§ 67, 76, 375 ; C. & A>

E.R. V. Clausen
; §§ 501, 503. See Jeofails.

Trilogy of strict. §§68; 100, 284.
Codes reuffinn. §§ 72, 176, 177.
Of liberal. §§ 69 ; 99 ; 503.
Makes or mars procedure. § § 70, 71.
Character of government depends on. § 70.
Limitations of liberal. § 57.
Practice acts, construction of. § 309, et

seq.

Of state latvs by state courts conclusive.
Armour ; Pabst.

Statutes limited by fundamental law^
Cooper V. Reynolds, § 253 ; C. v. Hess,.
L.C. 215, 3 G&R ; S. v. Bolden, L.C. 216,
id.; Oakley, L.C. 222, id.; Union Trust
Co. ; Young v. McLemore.

CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE: 2 G&R. See
Caveat emptor; Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 G&R ;

Williamson v. Berry, L.C. 65, 3 G&R

;

Ransom v. Williams; Doddridge, §§131-
133. Notice.

Certain records essential for. § 373.

CONTEMPOEANEA EXPOSITIO EST OPTIx
ma et fortissima in lege : The best and
surest mode of expounding an instrument
is by referring it to the time when and
circumstances under which It Is made.
2 G&R ; § 6682, Code, N.D. ; Patterson, 25
Mo. 13. Cited, §§26, 283. Vnius cujus-

que contractus, etc. ; Verba accipienda.
Practical construction souf/ht. Gorder, 83

Neb. 629, 131 Am. St. 629, n. ; Maher,
L.C. 255, 3 G&R; Paddell, 211 U.S. 466
(Constitutions yield to custom).

"Once a mortgage, always a mortgage."
Howard v. Harris; Oral Evidence.

Equitable exceptions to the statute of frauds.

Lester, L.C. 341, 3 G&R.
CONTEMPTS: 2 G&R; 3 Street, Fed. Eq.

2444-2504 ; 2 Blsh. C. Law. 261-273 ; Hale
V. S. (Courts have inherent power. Ex-
preaslo eorum ; Necessity) : Farnam v.

Coleman ; Robinson v. S. ; Yates.

Statutes cannot limit federal Supreme Court.
214 U.S. 386; U.S. v. Shlpp, 203 U.S.
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563. And in reason no other court. Ex-
pressio eorum; S, V. Ryan, 182 Mo. 35.5

(Arises from necessity and ends with
necessity) ; S. v. Townley, L.C. 225a, 3

G&R.
•Offensive language. Ctiarles, In re, 29 Nev.

110; 124 Am. St. 915-926; Providence
Journal, 28 R.I. 489, 17 L.R.A.(N.S.) 582 ;

104 Minn. 88, 17 L.R.A.(N.S.) 585. In
papers expressing contempt. Robinson,
48 Wash. 153, 15 L.R.A.(N.S.) 525, n.

Issues in, court decides. Debs.
CONTINENTAI. INS. CO. T. RHODES, 119

U.S. 257, 30 L.ed. 380, 2 G&R. Allega-

tions essential. S.P., Campbell v. Porter.

CONTINUANCE: 2 G&R; Blackburn v. S.,

49 Tex. 286. 122 Am. St. 743-759, ext.n.

(absent witness—diligence).

CONTINUITY: 2 G&B. Omnia prcesumun-
tur rite. Limitations in. Verba fortius.

If one is insolvent, this condition is pre-

sumed to continue. Mullen, 12 Mo. 307,

310.
Xot presumed, if irregularity appears. 28

Am. St. 21 : Omnia prtBsumuntur rite.

CONTBA BONOS MOBES: Contrary to good
morals. 2 G&B.

OONTBACT: 1 G&R, §§280-290; 2 it?.; L.C.

301417. 3 G&R; §§13-19, Equity; 463-

482, id.

Defined: A contract is a mutual agree-

ment between competent parties, for

a valuable consideration, relating to

a lawful subject-matter, expressed
with certainty and satisfying the re-

quirements of the statute of frauds.

§280, 1 G&R.
The substance of contract is the as-

sent, the consideration and the legal-

ity of the subject-matter. These
matters we have elsewhere referred

to as the trilogy of contract and ex-

pressed them in the maxims

:

1. Non Tiicc in fcedera veni: I did
not come Into this compact. See
this maxim, post. Also Lamp-
lelgh, L.C. 301, 3 G&R, et seq. Bee
Assent.

2. Ex nudo pacto non oritur actio:

From a bare promise there arises

no "cause of action." See L.C.

301-333, 3 G&H, also Cumber v.

Wane, infra. See Consideration.

3. In pari delicto potior est conditio

defendentis: In equal fault the
position of the defendant is pre-

ferred. See L.C. 358-373, 3 G&R;
§§ 13-19, 88-93, Equity. See Ille-

gality, § 217.

Beside these matters of substance
there are many formal matters with
which statutes have much to do, such
as how the contract shall be proved.
See Frauds and Perjuries, 2 G&R

;

also L.C. 335-341, 3 G&R; also the

Statute of Limitations. See Limita-
tions, 4 G&R.

There are many technical rules relat-

Contract.

—

ing to contract.—Some of these arise

from the classification of contract,

which is : 1. Contract of record (judg-
ment, etc.) ; 2. By deed; 3. Simple
contracts.

Very nice questions arise from the cer-

tainty required in contracts.—L.C.

304, et seq., 3 G&R ; also as to when
a contract is perfect and operative.

White V. Corlies, 1 Willst. Conts. 134,

L.C. 308, 3 G&R, et seq. Sanders, 144
N.Y. 209, 43 Am. St. 757, 1 Willst.

Conts. 14, n. To make contracts cer-

tain is the object of the statute of

frauds. Wain v. Warlters, L.C. 335,

3 G&R; Relgart, 217 Mo. 165 (over-

rules earlier cases and follows

Wain). See Commercial Paper.
Vt res magis valeat quam pereat (It i»

lietter to conserve than to destroy)
is well illustrated in Sanders, supra;
also in Peter v. Cotnpton, L.C. 403,

3 G&R (A contract is not within the
statute of frauds if by its terms it

could or might have been performed
within a year). Paramount equities

override the statute of frauds. Les-

ter, L.C. 341, 3 G&R. There are many
equities relating to the consideration
which is the heart and vitals of a
contract. Courts of equity will not
enforce a nude pact, and in case of
specific performance, the considera-
tion of a deed must be alleged and
proved. In this class of cases a con-

sideration is not presumed from a
seal, nor where the defence is illegal-

ity. Collins V. Blantern, 2 G&R.
Where the debtor, the first delict

in breaking his, word, is preferred,
statutes favor him and apparently
with commendation of famous teach-
ers and authors. 12 Harvard Law.
Rev. 523 (James Barr Ames). The
equity arising from the consideration
paid and received, and its influence
on contract and procedure alike are
not well taught nor understood.

Other cases are cited : L.C. 311, 3
G&R, pp. 165-168. From these it can
be gathered that the procedure in-

volved in Cumher and in the question
who is the wronged party is in hope-
less confusion. The discussion over
Cutter, L.C. 308, 3 G&R, and Gumher,
may be likened to the jargon over
Shelley's Case, also aider by verdict,
and the Statute of Amendments and
Jeofails and the "liberal provisions
of our code."

Judgments are contracts. §§76; 234.
Authority for a judgment must appear, §

78. See Authority.
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Elements of Roman origin and expression.
§§ 88-93; 217.

Authors and teachers have never tired of
discussing the principle of Ex nudo pacta,
the nudum pactum of the old law. The
pioneer case system author chose Cumber
as the illustrative case, while other teach-
ers and authors never refer to his splen-
did selection and exposition. Therefore
they choose different cases, with various
claims of excellence therefor.

Bome of the new selections follow. Some
question and some deny Cuml>er, which is

the most popularly cited and discussed.
It is followed In Foakes v. Beer, 54 L.J.
Q.B. 130, 9 App. Cases e05, 1 Rul. Cas.
370, Finch Cas. 319, 1 Wlllst. Cas. 203,
2 Gr. Ev. 28 (states rule) ; Colllnson v.

Lister, 20 Beavan 255, 52 Eng. Reprint,
639.

Pinnel's Case, 5 Coke, 117o, 77 Eng. Re-
print, 237. 1 Rul. Cas. 368, Finch Cas.
315 ; Parker v. Mayes, — S.C. — , 70
Cent. L.J. 353 (follows Cumber) ; De-
meules, 103 Minn. 150. 123 Am. St. 315,
n. (acceptance of check not sufficient).

Questioned: Sibree v. Tripp, 15 Mees. &
W. 23, 71 R.R. 545, 1 Wlllst. Cas. 206.

Impugned: Goddard v. O'Brien, L.R., 9
Q.B. Div. 37, Finch Cas. 316, 2 Am. Law
Reg. 637-643, ext.n., 1 Wlllst. Conts. 206 :

Cases ; Clayton v. Clark, 74 Miss. 499, 60
Am. St. 521 (statute unnecessary to
change rule).

Referred to: Bidder v. Bridges, 37 Ch. Div.
413, 1 Wlllst. Conts. 210.

CuMBEB V. Wane, 1 Strange, 426, 93
Eng. Reprint, 613, 1 Smith's Lead.
Cas. 633-679, ext.n. L.C. 311, 3 G&R.

One cannot pay an overdue liquidated
debt by paying a part of it. To illus-

trate: If one owes a debt of $75.00
fixed, settled and overdue, and the
creditor agrees to take $25.00 for

this debt and call It paid and gives a
receipt to this effect, this is no pay-
ment of the remaining $50.00. For
this the creditor may afterward sue
and recover. Ex nudo pacta.

One agreeing to pay $75.00 for a. suf-

ficient consideration is bound to pay
it; if he fails he is the first delict.

If the creditor agrees to take $25.00

for the $75.00 he has paid for and
holds a promise for, then getting

$25.00 of the $75.00 so due him is no
satisfaction for the unpaid $.50.00. If

he promised to forgive the whole debt
for a payment of a part, and after-

wards declines to be bound by liis

promise, for the reason he received

no consideration for it, he certainly

has a legal right to do so. And mor-

ally his standing before a court is as

good as his debtor's, who failed to

pay as he promised. With great

Contract.
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force the creditor insists that hia
promise was merely one to give or to
forgive and was not founded on any
consideration.

A promise must rest -upon a sufficient
consideration. Ex nudo paoto. Get-
ting what one was already entitled
to is no consideration. This is the
principle in Cumber v. Wane. And
this principle stands for one of the
profoundest in procedure, which is,

that courts were organized and in-
Tested with jurisdiction to redress
the wrongs of wronged persons. The
debtor in the above premises was not
the wronged person; but the truly
wronged person was the creditor, who
failed to get his $75.00 as was prom-
ised him. He It is that is the
wronged person. As thus stated it
was a question of procedure in Cum-
ber; and this question of procedure
Is, who is the wronged party? This
Is not a question for legislatures and
decisions not founded on true prin-
ciple, nevertheless a contrary view
is indicated. 1 Williston's Cases Con-
tracts, 210; 2 Harv. Law Rev. 525
(James Barr Ames).

In Cumber are perceivable the interac-
tions of so-called substantive and ad-
jective laiv. Contract and procedure
are interactions, from one is seen the
other. Ttis view may be gained from
a study of Ex nudo pacto.

In some quarters it appears that
defects in legal education are looked
to from statutes and decisions not
founded on true principle; if thla
governed them it would be enacted
that the first promisor should pay ac-
cording to his contract ; also that it

is no consideration for one to receive
what is his own. Parker v. Mayes,
S.C. — , 70 Cent. L.J. 353, n., citing

Pinnel's Case; Demeules, 103 Minn.
150, 123 Am. St. 315, n. (acceptance
of check not payment).

CUTTEB V. Powell, Sm. L.C. 1-53, 8tb
ed., 6 Term, 320, 101 Eng. Reprint,
573, L.C. 308, 3 G&R.

Parties must make their own contracts.

Courts will not make contracts for

them. The principle expressed in

Non h(ec in focdera voii applies in
all cases where the parties have not
agreed. Hoare v. Rcniiie; Norring-
ton; Urlni. 4 Mo. 35; Posey, 7 Mo.
44 (instructive case) ; Hensen, 32 Mo.
408. See Britton v. Turner (IS.'U),

6 N.H. 481, 20 Am. Dec. 713; John-
son, 106 Minn. 202, 20 L.R.A.(N.S.)
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10(i9, n. See Dame v. Wood, L.C.
308c, 3 G&R.

Entire and divisible contracts; impos-
sibility. Ganong, 88 Miss. 53, 117
Am. St. 732 (quoting Bailey v. De-
Crespigny) ; Buckeye, 43 Wash. 49,

117 Am. St. 1032.

Cutter is cited: Denny, 16 Mo. 450;
Sclmerr, 14 Mo. 40; Barcus, 26 Mo.
103; Lee, 14 Mo. 378; Downey, 23
Mo. 228 ; Lowes, 27 Mo. 310 ; Walker,
28 111. 378, 81 Am. Dec. 287.

A party cannot recover on an implied
contract tvlien there is an express
contract in force. Cliambei's, 8 Mo.
517; Crole, 19 Mo. 70. See Bristow,
L.C. 135, 3 G&R.

One must allege, and prove perform-
ance before he can recover. Marsh,
29 Mo. 99; De non apparcntibus

;

Nullus coinmodum capcrc.

Building contract; substantial per-

formance sufficient: Foeller, 137
Wis. 169, 24 L.R.A.(N.S.) 327-354,

ext.n. ; Lee, 14 Mo. 378. Jure naturx,
etc. Bull V. Griswold.

Acceptance of a building not completed
according to contract is a icaiver.

Steltz, 15 Ida. 551, 20 L.R.A.(N.S.)
822, n.

"About," "more or less," meaning of in a
contract. Brawley v. U.S., 96 U.S.
168, 171, 172.

Hoare v. licnnie (1859), 5 Hurl. &
N. 19, 2 Willst. Couts. 84, 2 Sm. L.

C. 39, 51, 8th ed. ; 1 Beach Conts.
122, Bro. Max. 690.

Gutter V. Potccll. L.C. 308. 3 G&R,
is cited and discussed in Hoare, also
in t^orrington v. Wright. 4 G&R, also

in King Philip Mills. 12 R.I. 82, 34
Am. Rep. 603, also cited in Sorring-
ton.

"Where parties have made a contract for
themselves, the court ought not make an-
other for them" Hoare; NonHnfjton ;

Cutter; King Philip Mills. In other
words, where there is a special or an ex-

press contract, then none will he implied.
WalUer v. Brown, 28 III. 378, .'i84, 81 Am.
Dec. 287 (Cutter stated and followed).

"It is an ancient and deep-rooted axiom
of the common law which use has made
familiar and time has rendered sacred,
that the law will not imply a promise
where there was an express promise, so
the law will not imply a promise of any
person against his own express declara-
tion, because such declaration is repug-
nant to any implication of a promise."
Third Natl. Bk. v. Rice. 161 Fed. 822, 23
L.R.A.(N.S.) 1167, 1172; 20 L.R.A.(N.S.)
1069.

Courts loere not organized and ordained
to make contracts for parties, but

Contract.
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only to enforce the contracts which
the parties have made for themselves.

Eeyburn, 8 Mo. 105 ; Webber Ins. Co.,
14 Mo. 3 ; Hempler, 17 Mo. 258 ; Walker,
28 111. 378 ; Compton, 69 111. 358 ; Hoare.
Expressio unius, etc. ; Noti hwc in foedera
rciii; Jurare; § 292.

Benefits conferred are no hasis for a contract
without the assent, express or implied, of
the party receiving them.—There must be
the request and the promise to pay there-
for. Non hvcc; Bartholomew, L.C. 302, 3
G&R ; Boston. L.C. 320 ; 29 Mo. 166.

.-t contract hetween tico giving benefits to a
third does not make him liable for ac-

cepting such benefits.—Compton v. Payne,
69 111. 354.

Entire contract; abandonment; no recovery.
Cutter; Hoare; Norrington; Johnson, 106
Minn. 202, 20 L.R.A.(X.S.) 1069, n. Cit-

ing Britton v. Turner.
Frost V. Knight, 7 L.R. Ex. 11, Willst. Cas.

Conts. 221, L.C. 308o, 3 G&R; Lewis. 4
Md. 294, 47 L.R.A. 391.

Renunciation of a contract before time for
its performance gives immediate right to
sue. Frost is generally cited with :

Hochster v. De La Tour, 2 El. & Bl. 678,
W'illst. Conts. 213. L.C. 308(1, 3 G&R, 47
L.E.A. 391. One bound by a contract who
declares he will not perform it may be
sued at once. The in limine breach of a
contract gives immediate right to sue.

Frost and Hochster are the basis of
Roehm v. Horst, 178 U.S. 1-22.

Dame v. Wood, 73 N.H. 222, 70 L.R.A. 133,
L.C. 308c, 3 G&R. The owner of the
property must bear the loss of its de-
struction.

Hallett v. Wylie, 3 Johns. 44, 3 Am. Dec.
454. L.C. 308d, 3 G&R. The risk lies upon
the owner of the subject. To illustrate : If

the owner of land contracts for the build-
ing of a house and it is destroyed by
accident, then the owner must bear the
loss. Butterfleld, 153 Mass. 517, 26 Am.
St. 664, 12 L.R.A. 571, Willst. Conts. 308.

Contract to rebuild by tenant; premises de-

stroyed by act of God. Kirby, 108 Me.
501, 129 Am. St. 451-458; Ganong, 88
Miss. 53, 117 Am. St. 732.

Abandonment of premises by tenant; land-^

lord's remedy. Higgin, 19 Okla. 45, 13
L.R.A. (N.S.) 378, n.

Robinson v. Davison, L.R., 6 Exch. 269, L.
C. 309, 3 G&R (sickness, when an excuse
for non performance. Actus Dei).

Taylor v. Caldwell, 2 B. & S. 26. L.C. 310,
3 G&R. Impossibility to perform.

Cumber v. Wane, Strange, 426, 93 Eng. Re-
print, 613, 1 Smith's L.C. 633-679, L.C.
311, 3 G&R. (It is no consideration for
one to do what he is already bound to do.
2 Gr. Ev. 28, 31.) See Ex nudo pacta.

Lampleigh v. Brathwait, Hobart, 105, 80
Eng. Reprint, 255 ; Smith's L.C. ; L.C.
.301, 3 G&R. (A precedent request fol-
lowed by a subsequent promise to pay is
a contract.) Duval, 21 Mo. 397.

Lampleigh v. Bratlncait stated: Brath-
wait was convicted for murder and
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was sentenced to death. He request-
ed LampleigU to go to London and
secure a pardon, whicU L. did. Long
after this B. first promised L. to pay
him. Afterward L. sued and recov-
ered, for the reason that a precedent
request is a continuing consideration,
and if followed by a subsequent prom-
ise to pay this promise perfects the
contract.

Essentiality of the request, express
or implied. Gill v. U.S. ; 21 Mo. .397.

Lampleigh indicates the importance
of the words, "instance and request"
in pleading. See \on hcec; Carson,
23 Mo. 265: §480, ante; Bowen, 3
Oreg. 452. Hintons Cas. Plead. 8.

'Volunteers of iclioii no request is made
aet without eoasiderat Ion. and a
promise to them to pay is not suf-
fleient. Bartholomew. L.C. 302, 3 G
&R ; Carson, supra; Powers, 14 Mo.
367.

Tolunteer paying a deM cannot recover it.

Durnford v. Messiter, 5 M. & S. 446, 105
Eng. Reprint, 1114 {Verba, fortius).

Yoiuntary acts are no contract. § 481.
Bartholomew v. JacJcson, 20 Johns. 28, 11

Am. Dec. 237, L.C. 302, 3 G&R. (Gratu-
ities, acts of volunteers can never con-
stitute an obligation.) See Son hcec; §§
463-482.

A third person benefited hy the contract of
tico is not iiahle to either for the hene-

flts of the contract. Compton, 69 111. 354 ;

Walker, 28 111. 378. 81 Am. Dec. 287

;

Gill V. U.S., 2 G&R ; Carson, 23 Mo. 265.

?iOn hwc in foedera vent: I did not
come into this compact. This maxim
comprehends the laic of assent, uliich

is one of the most important ele-

ments of eontract. This maxim we
have classified with the trilogy of

contract, the other two being, £.!

nudo paeto and In pari delieto.

Around these maxims hangs by far

the greater part of contract, and of

the discussions relating thereto. §§
13-17; 88-93; 463-482.

If one stipulates that the contract-

ing party shall perform to the satis-

faction of the proposer, then the ac-

ceptor must so perform. Zaleskie,

L.C. 30.5, 3 G&R; Hollingsworth, 78

Ivans. 4.5.5, 130 Am. St. .382.

}/on hwc is one of the greatest prin-

ciples of laio; it is of the prescriptive

constitution. § 293. It is a barrier

of defense to every attempt to en-

force a contract obligation on one by
force or fraud. Upon this principle

depends freedom of contract. Were
it disregarded contracts could be en-

forced upon unwilling parties.

Contract.
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TSlon hwc involres the elements of the
request and the assent, both of ichich
are so important in the formation of
contract. These elements are well
illustrated in Lampleigh. L.C. 301, 3
G&R

: also Bartholomcn; L.C. 302,
id.; also in Boston Ice Co. v. Potter,
320 id.; also White, 303 id. Davis,
208 111. 375, Chipman, Cases, 111.

Conts.

yon hcec is a part of Expressio vnius,
etc. It is the defense of the surety
when the principal and the creditor
change the contract without the con-
sent of the surety. Rees, L.C. 334a,
3 G&R.

Express and entire contracts depend
upon yon hwc for their force and ef-
fect. Cutter, L.C. 308, 3 G&R.

Volunteer paying a debt is not siib-
ropated.~An instructive application
of the maxim is found in the rule,
that a volunteer paying a debt is
not subrogated to the rights of the
creditor against the surety. But he
would be subrogated had he bought
the demand and had it assigned to
him. Assignatus utitvr jure anetoris
(An as.'^ignee is clothed with the
rights of his principal), or. in other
words, an assignee stands in the
shoes of his principal. By the opera-
*tion of the latter maxim the prayer
is subrogated. Bering v. Winchelsea,
2 G&R. But a volunteer is not sub-
rogated. South, 9 Gray, 420. quoted
23 L.R.A. 125; 1 Pars. Conts. 471,
citing Edsall v. Partridge.

If the payee accepted the money as pay-
ment, then it icas his intention to end
the contract according to the original
intent of the debtor. Therefore the
original obligation is extinguished,
there being no new contract. This
being the intention of the payee, then
to tiie claims of the volunteer the
debtor says Non here. Bartholomew,
L.C. 302, 3 G&R. Herefrom it is per-
ceived that Krm hwc is a vital ele-

ment of contract and is closely safe-
guarded. Boston Ice Co., supra;
Cooke V. Oxiey, L.C. 321, ?, G&R;
Durnford v. Messiter, 5 JI. & S. 44G,
105 Eng. Reprint, 1114, cited An.s.

Conts. 209 (It must be alleged at the
debtor's "instance and request"). If

a man is run over and knocked into
insensibility and carried to a hospital

by a party who requests that he be
treated at the promisor's expense,
then no obligation whatever is im-
posed on the patient. Before he re-
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quests and promises to pay he is

never liable. His promise to pay af-

ter treatment is a nude pact. Bar-
tholomew, L.C. 302, 3 G&R. One tak-

ing the patient to a hospital and re-

questing the treatment, and expressly
or impliedly promising to pay there-

for is alone liable. Here is the only
contract, and to this applies, Expres-
sio unius est exclusio alterius.

Where assent ends the contract ends.
Durnford, supra; Davis, supra. A
third person benefited by a contract
of two is not liable for these bene-
fits; receiving benefits is not the test

of a contract ; a contract depends
upon the request express or Implied,

and the promise to pay express or im-
plied. Lampleigh, L.C. 301, 3 G&R,
et seq.; Compton, 69 HI. 354; Walk-
er, 28 111. 374, 81 Am. Dec. 287.

Eviction of tenant from part of the
leased premises disentitles the land-
lord to any rent. He cannot appor-
tion the rent by his own wrong. See
Eviction.

An express contract excludes an im-
plied one. Non hwc. See Compton,
also Walker, supra.

Res inter alios acta. A contract be-

tween two whence a third person de-

rives a benefit does not obligate the
latter. Merely accepting such bene-
fits is no obligation. One is only li-

able on a contract who assents ex-

pressly or impliedly. Wherever as-

sent is lacking the defense from the
idea of Non hwc is available. Bar-
tholomew, Compton, supra. If two
contract by deed, giving a third bene-

fits thereunder, this will make no dif-

ference. Compton, supra.

Lawyers conferring l)enefits cannot re-

cover in the absence of express can-

tract; rendition of service is not suf-

ficient. Bentley, 75 N.J.L. 828, 127
Am. St. 837-855, ext.n.

Assent may he implied from conduct.

Bright v. Boyd, 2 G&R ; Valle, 29 Mo.
162 (Scott, J., dissenting). See
Estoppel.

Wife converting money left with her on
her sole account xcithout the hus-

tand's authority will not make him
liable therefor. Andrews, 11 Mo. 40;
Res inter alios.

Legislature may declare a moral obli-

gation a legal liability. Wheeler, 190
N.Y. 406, 455.

A trustee must sell as empowered. Gray,
14 Mo. 442.

Contract.
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An agent must act within his authority^

Batty, 2 G&R ; Hall, 14 Mo. 450.

Deceit practiced upon underwriters by
the assured vitiates the policy—ren-

ders it absolutely void. Carter v.

Boehm, 2 G&R.
The offer of contract must be accepted

in its precise terms. White, L.C. 303,

3 G&R ; Jordan, L.C. 324, id.

Negotiation for a contract is insuf-

ficient. White, supra; Cherokee, 143
N.C. 376, 118 Am. St. 806 ; Davis, 208
111. 375 (Non hCBc): But if from the
negotiations, the elements of a con-
tract can be picked out, this is suf-

ficient. Sanders, 144 N.Y. 209, 43 Am.
St. 757, 1 Willst, Conts. 14, note.

The attitude of the state in procedure
has a contract phase when viewed
from standpoint of the first covenants
of society. The state is a party in all

matters and relations of government-
al concern. § 493. But there is a
sphere of freedom to contract or to

waive and to stipulate. Modus ct

conventio vincunt legem; Consensus
tollit errorem. The latter are rules

of liberal construction and are else-

where classed by us as maxims of
liberal construction on the one hand,
while there are maxims of strict con-
struction on the other. Of the latter

we have classed De non apparentibu^
et non existcntibus eadem est ratio

and its cognates. From this stand-
point we will observe that a judgment
is a contract, and that into it merge
the contract obligations of the
parties, upon compliance with the
mandates of the state for such mer-
ger, and the establishment of a judg-
ment. For the establishment of a
judgment the mandates of the state

must be complied with ; unless there
is a compliance with the mandates of

the state and this compliance is

evinced by the right record—the man-
datory record, the state will not en-

force such judgment, but on the
contrary will declare such proceed-
ings coram non judice. To the latter

proceeding, the court in effect says,

Xon hmc in faedera vcni, or. My com-
mands were disregarded in establish-

ing your judgment contract and there-

fore it is In pari delicto, or more
commonly it is said to be coram non
judice (not established by right au-

thority). This is a phase of the ap-

plication of Res inter alios acta. It

involves a phase of Id quod nostrum
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est, sine facto )wsti-o, ad alium trans-
fcrri non potest (What belongs to us
cannot be transferred to another
without our consent). Res inter
alios jiHiicatw nuiium alios prwjudi-
cium (Matters adjudged between two
do not operate to prejudice one not a
party).

Judicial proceedings carried on in vio-

lation of fundamental principles are
not coram iudiec; and therefore theij

are null and void.—There must be
a foundation for a judgment shown
by the right record. If this is want-
ing, then there ai)plies the maxim.
Deiilc fundamentum fallit opus. The
coram non judice proceeding is incur-
able. Quod ah initio. See Alteruni
non Iwdere and the citations thereto.

The principle in. Xon liwc is xcetl presented
in Cutter, L.C. 308. 3 G&R, 2 Smith's L.
C. 1-53, wherein is discussed, Bclin v. Bur-
ness (pp. 11, 20, 211, Hochstcr i\ De La
Tour, L.C. 308a, 3 G&R : Withers v.

Reynolds (pp. 14, 16, 23, 26, Smith L.C.) ;

Mondel v. Steel, L.C. 77, 3 G&R ; Freeth
r. Burr (pp. 26. 53) ; Hoarc (p. 26)
Frost V. Knitjht, L.C. 30Sa, 3 G&R. See
Britton v. Turner (pp. 35, 43. 47, Smith
L.C.) ; Dermott v. Jones, 2 Wall. 1.

Actus dei (p. 36) ; Paradine r. Jayne, i
G&R; yorrington (p. 51, Smith L.C);
King Philip's Mills (p. 52) ; Mersey Steel
Co. (p. 53).

In 2 Smith's L.C. i-53, 8th ed., is a discus-
sion of one phase of Xon hcec in fcedera
vcni. Herefrom all can be picked, num-
berless cases, English and American. The
other works above cited are not so ex-

haustive. Herefrom is seen the jargon
of discussion and endless reprints. See
Cutter, L.C. 308, 3 G&R.

A phase of this maxim is presented in the
discussions of Cutter v. Powell, L.C. 308,
3 G&R. also in Hoare v. Rennie, 5 Hurl.
& N. 19, 18 Rul. Cas. 612, 23, id., 514-
540 ; 2 Willst. Cas. Conts. 84 : Mews' Eng.
Case Law. and in Xorrinqton v. Wright,
115 U.S. 188, 4 G&R, which follows Hoare.
See these and other cases, 2 Willst. Cas.
Conts. 84, etc. King Philip's Mills, 12
E.I. 8, 34 A.R. 603. cited in Xorrim/ton;
it follows Hoare (instructive case).

These cases discuss the entirety of contract,

and vindicate the rule that ichrre tht

parties have made no contract courts uill

declare none to exist. Reference to these

cases will show how a great principle

can be so exhaustively discussed that its

simplicity is lost to rig'it c-mnrehension.
This is also well illustrated in the dis-

cussions of Cumber r. Wane, L.C. 311, 3

G&R. '.ill of an overdue liquidated debt

cannot be satisfied by payment of a part.)

The importance of Non here will clearly

appear when read in connection with

Cutter, Hoare and yorrington. From
these it will be seen that one is only
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bound by the contract he made. Expi e.i-

sio unius est exclusio alterius.
To the last cases may be added Mersey

Steel and Iron Co. v. yaylor, 9 H.L. App.
Cas. 438, 18 Rul. Cas. 612

; 23 id., 504,
2 Willst Conts. 100 ; Withers v. Reynolds,
2 B. & Adol. 882 (E.C.L. Rep.), 36 R.R.
782, 2 Willst. Conts. 43 Boone v. Eyre.
2 XL Bl. 273, n. ; 2 Wm. Bl. 1312, 96
Eng. Reprint, 767. 7G8, n. : Cases ; 2 Rev.
Kep. 768, 18 Rul. Cas. 609-620, ext.n.
(With Pordage r. Cole, 1 Wm. Saund.
319), 85 Eng. Reprint, 449.

E.r nudo pacto non oritur actio: IS'o

cause of action arises from a, hare
promise (or a nude pact); or, in
other words, a promise must he
clothed ivitli a consideration to con-
stitute a "cause of action"; or, a
promi.ice is not injured hij a promis-
or who received no consideration for
his promise. 2 G«&K.

The ivords "cause of action" in the
maxim involves questions of proce-
dure, and ohviouslu ivhat relates to

jurisdiction, which always has a con-
stitutional phase.

The elements of a "cause of action" are
a wronged person, the wrong done
him. and a wrongdoer.—The "cause
of action" only attracts the jurisdic-

tion of a court. Courts are created
to redress u-rongs and for no other
purpose ; therefore a wrong or delic-

tlon must be committed before the
authority of a court can be involved.

Courts cannot act on mere words, or
nothing ; courts can only act on re-

alities, not myths, shams and moot
cases. Fahtila non judicium ; S. v.

Baughman, L.C. 2G8, 3 G&R, ct seg.,-

Bro. Max. 329, n., 8th ed. ; Thomas
V. P. (and the pleadings must de-

scribe this cause). §§ 347-.3."i4 ;
Quis,

quid, coram quo; Fauntleroy v.

Lum, 210 U.S. 230. See Foreword, 4
G&R, stating Andrews v. Andrews,
also Wisconsin v. Pelican Ins. Co.,

127 U.S. 2G7.

The simple contract whether in writ-

ing or oral depends upon an actual
and adequate consideration paid or
given the promisor for his promise
to pag. This consideration and this

promise are essential in order to con-
stitute a irrong—deliction—or "cause

of action." Rami r. Hughes (1778),
2 Eng. Reprint, 18, 101 Eng. Reprint,

1014, 1 Willst. Conts. ICl. Upon
principle this consideration must be
paid or parted with by the wronged
person. However, two may make a
contract for the benefit of a third.

Hendriclc v. Lindsay, L.C. 319, 3 G&R.
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This exception is ever a fruitful

discussion, like Cutter v. Poicell, L.

C. 308, 3 G&R. See Non hcec in fa-
(lera vent.

Lawrence v. Fox, 20 N.Y. 268, 1

AVillst. Cents. 303, Huff. & Woods
Consts. 422, Keener Conts. 771. Har-
riman, 363, 30 Cyc. 69 (title Parties).
One may make a contract for the
benefit of a third, which the latter

may enforce in his own name and
right. See Privity.

A promisor is estopped from deny
ing the rights of such third person

;

nor can he find protection under the
shield of A'on licec in fcedera veni.

To illustrate : If parties contract in

marriage they are mutually obligated,

and to them applies the rule, it is no
consideration for one to do what in

law he is bound to do. Stilk, L.C.

313, 3 G&R. But if a third party
further contracted with each, and
promised each a consideration to car-

ry out their marriage contract, such
third party might sue both or either.

Or if they married, then both or
either of them could sue the third
party, who could not plead that it

was no consideration for one to do
what in law he is already bound to

do. Stilk. Such third person by the
operation of estoppel has an equity,

and this right he can enforce. To
illustrate : One may take out a pol-

icy of insurance for the benefit of a
third, who may directly enforce his

rights thereunder. Equity looks at

substance not form. Inman.
One cannot promise to hcneflt a third

person and therefor accept a consid-

eration and then refuse to perform.—Juris prwcepta sunt hwc: Honestc
vivere, alternm non Iwdere; cuicque
suum, trihuere.—This basic principle

which is the first maxim of the tril-

ogy of equity (§§11. 27, Equity), is

extended in cases like HendricJc and
Laicrence, supra. Consequently the
third person may appear before a

court and clothe it with jurisdiction

as a wronged person, and let us add
only as a rcronpcd person can. Here-
from appear the interactions of con-

tract and procedure, or of substan-
tive and adjective law so called. §§
463-482, Equity.

Allegations and proof of a considera-
tion are indispensable in simple con-
tracts.—Rann, supra. If it is al-

leged and is not denied then it is ad-
mitted upon the record, where it is

Contract.

—

conclusive; thereafter it cannot be>

contradicted. A consideration is

prima facie presumed in cases of
commercial paper, but want of con-
sideration may be pleaded in defense^
Rann, pleading contracts ; elements.

§406, et seq.

needs conclusively import a considera-
tion. The deed or specialty or form-
al contract cannot be impeached for
want of a consideration. Jackson v.

Cleveland, 2 G&R. But equity looks
at substance and not form, and will

not specifically enforce a contract, ex-

cept a consideration be alleged and
proved. Here equity overrides the
law. Equity looks scrupulously after
the xcronged party. FuJ)ula.

Record contracts— judgments — also

conclude the question of considera-
tion.

However, it .^eems well to observe that
illegality is not shielded by a deed.
Collins V. Blantern, 2 G&R. And if a
consideration is vitiated by illegality

and this fact appears upon the face
of the judgment record, as in the
pleadings, then the proceedings are
coram non judice. Here the state
Is interested, and its requirements
are never concluded. These can
never be waived or stilled by the
conduct of the parties. See tion hmc
in fcedera veni.

The consifJerntion and its essentials are
well introduced in Leading Cases, 301-33;'.,

3 G&E ; Ciimher v. Wane, Smith's Lead.
Cas., 93 Eng. Eeprint, 613, L.C. 311, 3
G&R, present a very instructive phase of

the subject (one cannot satisfy an over-
due liquidated deht by paying a part).
Under this case is cited

:

Foakes v. Beer, 1 Willst. Conts. 203 (fol-

lows Cumber).
Bidder v. Bridges, 1 Willst. Conts. 210

(follows Cumber).
Pinnel's Case is followed in Parker v.

Moves, — S.C. -—
, 70 Cent. L.J. 353;

likewise ColUnson v. Lister, 20 Beavaa
355, 52 Eng. Reprint. 639.

Slhree V. Tripp questions Cuwher.
Qoddard v. O'Brien impugns Cumier,

likewise Dreyfus v. Roherts, 75 Ark. 354,
69 L.R.A. 823 (written release is bind-
ing) ; Clayton v. Clark, 74 Miss. 499, 60
Am. St. 521, n. (denies Cumber).

Cases cited pro and con: 1 Willst.
Conts. 212, 12 Harv. Law Rev. 525.

Cuniber v. Wane follows the maxim and
rests on true principle. See Foakes and
Bidder, supra. See these cases cited, 2
Gr. Ev., § 28, et seq.

Pleadings of contract; elements must he
alleged.—Rann v. Hughes; Gramp. §S
463-479 (allegations In form prescribed
sufficient) ; Carson v. Ely, §§ 480-482
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Contract.
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(voluntary acts create no obligation;
I'erbn forthis). Wing, 15 Mo. (Allegations
that benefits were conferred upon a tbird

person sufBcient ; it will be presumed tbat
the third person was a child or servant
of defendant, requiring the benefits as

necessaries. See Carson, supra) ; Cooke
V. Oxle.v (a cause of action must be

stated to protect the judgment from mo-
tion in arrest and collateral attack) ;

Botcrn r. Eitieison (time for payment for

goods sold and delivered must be alleged.

Verba fortitis applied with harshness).
Cf. Gramp, and Wing ; Rushton v. Aspin-
all (S.P., Cooke v. Oxiey). White v. Blu-

ett (reality of a "Cause of Action" must
appear, to support the judgment from
motion in arrest, and from collateral at-

tack) ; Beaumont v. Reeve.

A cause of action must appear or a judg-

ment trill be set aside or declared coram
non judice.

CONTEACTUS EX TUEPI CAUSA, VEL
contra bonos mores nullus est : One can-

not derive a benefit from his own wrong.
2 G&R. In pari.

CONTEA SCEIPTTJM TESTIMONIUM NON
scriptum testimonium non fertur : Against
written testimony unwritten testimony
shall not be brought. Cited, § 25.

CONTEIBUTION: 2 G&R.
CONTEIBUTOET NEGLIGENCE: Volenti,

4 G&R ; Negligence, id. Must be pleaded,

when. Res ipsa loquitur; Hof, 213 Mo.
445; 33 Cyc. 1001.

Defendant must prove. Waters-Pierce Oil

Co. V. De Selms. 212 U.S. 159.

When no defense. Davies ; 33 Cyc. 635-

14(}4.

Crossing railroad. 33 Cyc. 1000. See

Davies.

CONTUMACIA EOEUM QUI JUS DICENTI
non obtemperant, litis damno coercetur

:

He who fails to respond to a summons
and plead Is estopped by the judgment.

CONVENIENCE: 2 G&R. Origin of many
rules. § 53, 1 G&R : Green Co., 211 U.

S. 601, 602 (Assignment of errors re-

quired) ; Coggs V. Bernard, Smith's L.C.,

L.C. 350, 3 G&R; Quod est inconveniens

;

Omnia prwsumuntur rite.

Corporations are created for convenience,

and accordingly they are viewed in con-

struction. Milbraith v. S., 138 Wis. 354,

131 Am. St. 1021.

Muitiplicitjj of suits to le avoided for con-

venience. See Multiplicity.

Custom tends to lines of convenience; cus-

tom makes laio. Contemporanea expo-

sitio; Custom. See L.C. 251, 254, 3

G&U.
CONVENTIO PEIVATOEUM NON POTEST

publico juri derogare r An agreement of

private persons cannot derogate from

public right.

CONVENTIO VINCIT LEGEM: The agree-

ment of the parties overcomes or pre-

vails against the law.

CONVERSION: 2 G&R; 2 Gr. Ev. 636-649.

CONVICTS: 2 G&R.

COOCH V. GOODMAN, 2 G.&B. (2 Adol. & El.

N.S.), 2 Q.B. (42 E.C.L.R. 817) 580. 2
G&R. Signature not needed to deeds.
Only parties to a deed can sue upon it.

One seal may be adopted by many.
COOK V. BRADLEY, 7 Conn. 57, 18 Am. Dae.

70, L.C. :n4, 3 G&R. Ex nudo. S.P.,

Mills V. Wyman.
COOK V. ELLIS, 6 Hill, 466, 41 Am. Dec.

757, 2 G&K. Exemplary damages al-

lowed. Merest.
COOK V. WRIGHT, 1 B.&S. 559 (101 E.C.L.

R.I, Willst. Conts. 283, 2 G&R.
COOKE V. OXLEY, 3 Term Rep. (D.& B.)

653, 100 Eng. Reprint. 785, 1 R.R. 783,
L.C. 321, 3 G&R. Cited, % 13, Contract
mutuality ; both sides must be bound or
neither.

COOKE f. U.S., 91 U.S. 389-405. Cited,

§ 303. S. P., I'rice v. Neal.

COOPER v. CHITTY, 1 W. Bl. 65, 1 Burr.
20. 96 Eng. Reprint, 36, 1 Smith's Lead.
Cas. 810, 8th ed., 2 G&R. Relation ; doc-
trines of.

COOPEE v. PEENCH, 52 Iowa, 531. Cited,

S§ 499, 501, S. P., Mallinckrodt.
COOPER MFG. CO. v. FERGUSON, 113 U.S.

727, 28 L.ed. 1137. 2 G&R. Foreign cor-

porations ; what is doing business.

COOPEE V. KANE, 19 Wend. 386, 32 Am.
Dec. 512, L.C. 403, 3 G&R. Contract

;

Custom ; Usage.
COOPEE V. REYNOLDS, 10 Wall. 308, 19

L.ed. 931, 2 G&R. See Consensus ; Chap.
XIl, Equity. Ci«erf, §§ 245, 253. 254, 255,
256, 261, 279, 362, 401, 449, 4.-37. stated, §

253, et seq. There must be a wronged per-

son, a wrongdoer and a wrong described.

Cooper; S. v. Muench ; Munday
; §§70,

71, Hughes, Proc. Omnia prcesumuntur
rite applied in Cooper.

COPIES; 2 G&R. Carbon copies are viewed
as duplicate original. Int. Harvester, 101
Minn. 263, 12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 343.

Proof of public records by. McClerry, 104
Me. 33, 19 L.R.A.(N.S.) 438, n.

COPULATIO VEEBOEUM INDICAT AC-
ceptatlonem in eodem sensu : Coupling
words together shows that they ought to

lie understood in the same sense.

COPYKIGHTS: 2 G&R. Statutory and com-
mon law copyright. Caliga v. Inter Ocean
Newspaper, 215 U.S. 182 : Cases.

One's work' is protected until he has pub-

lished it. Bong. 214 U.S. 336 ; Bobbs-
Merrill, 147 Fed. 15, 15 L.R.A.(N.S.)

766 n.

COEAM JUDICE; A court with authority.

2 G&R. See Coram non judice; Cause of

Action; Quis, quid, coram quo; §333, et

seq.

Elements of the coram judice proceeding.

§101, et seq.; Constitutional Procedure;

Due Process of Law; Quod ab initio; De-

bile; Crockett v. Lee; Sawyer, 124 U.S.

200; Thomas v. P., §§347-355; Quis,

quid.

"What ought to be of record must be proved

by record and by the right record." Chap.

X. Preface, p. xx. The greatest rule of

evidenre. Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 G&R (wide-

ly cited herein) ; Clem, L.C. 2c, id.; Man-
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Coram Judice.

—

datoiy Record, §§ 39, 51, 101 ante, 172,
174, 175, 181, 182; 474-476.

A proceeding must he. See Res Adjudicata;
Collateral Attack. §§ 234 ; 354 ; 403 ; 508.

An authority must he pleaded. See Author-
ity, §§ 124-128, 1 G&R.

Is presumed from a mere judgment entry.

§ 346 ; Illinois ; P. v. Artesian Co.
The peremptory mandates of the state must

he respected, else the proceeding is suh-
ject to collateral attack. §§1, 101, 175.
See Alterum non Iwdere, and citations
thereunder. § 234.

A cm-am judice proceeding is one
invulnerable to collateral attack,
when offered to prove res adjudicata
or title to property that has passed
at execution or Judicial sale. §§ 124-

132, 1 G&R. Clem, L.C. 2c, 3 G&R;
Windsor, L.C. 1, id.; §§274, 347-355,
403, 482, et seq.

It depends on the greatest rule of
evidence, "What ought to be of rec-

ord must be proved by record and by
the right record." (See this rule and
citations to it). Also De non apparen-
tibus (Rushton; Jackson v. Peslied)

;

Verba fortius (Dovaston)
; Quod ah

initio; Deblle fundamentum. §§ 101,
231, ante; 273.

There are involved the trilogies of pro-
cedure and of liberal construction, their
respective records and philosophies

; § 236.
The roots of the coram, judice proceed-

ing must be gathered from §§ 101-308.
The above matters, and what their cita-

tion introduces, well indicates the coram
judice proceeding.

The suhstantive rights of the state depend
on. See Due process of Law; §§39, 106,
et seq.; 174, 175, 208, 234, et seq.; p. xii,

et seq.. Preface. Quod ah initio. Chap.
XIII. § 273 ; Contract.

Jurisdictional facts must aflSrma-
tively appear.—The substance re-

quired by the state for reasons of
public policy must affirmatively ap-
pear, else the state at all times and
at all stages will declare the proceed-
ings coram non judice. Non Jicec; Res
inter alios acta. The state as a third
party is not affected by the claims,
relations and conduct of the litigating

parties. Therefore, the state opens
a record : so to speak, it is the amicus
curim who speaks. And he may speak
exactly as he'may at the stage of the
general demurrer. §§ 39, 101, et seq.,

174, 181, 182.
Attempts to enlarge the operation of

Consensus tollit errorem or the trilogy

of liberal construction diminish the prov-
ince of the trilogy of procedure or of
strict construction. The latter are the
tests of the coram judice proceeding in a
constitutionalism. See Consensus tollit

errorem, and its various relations as will

Coram Judice.

—

appear by reference to its citations. §S
211, 274.

Curative statutes and the Statutes of
Amendments and Jeofails and the liberal

code provisions have no operation against
the trilogy of procedure, or the safe-
guards of the coram judice proceeding.
The trilogies referred to are the initials

from which authentic construction begins
in constitutional procedure. § 211.

Hou) it must appear. § 175 ; Dehile. See
Thomas v. P.

Hoio tested. §§ 174, 175, Dtbile.
Missouri revieio of. § 364, et seq.

CORAM NON JUDICE: Not a judicial pro-
ceeding. See Substance ; Subject-Matter

;

Trilogy of Procedure, § 101, et seq.; Con-
stitutional Procedure ; Collateral Attack ;

Dehile; %% 210, 246, et seq.

Illustrative cases: Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 G&R;
Clem, L.C. 2c; Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79;
Bloom, L.C. 266; Borden, L.C. 267;
Crepps, L.C. 113; Blair. L.C. 179, id.;

Benton Co. v. Morgan ; Doddridge ; Milli-

gan's Case (Conviction in wrong terri-

tory). See cases suh Batty (Green Coun-
ty V. Quinlan, 116 Ky. 108-135—limita-

tions of Omnia prwsumuntur rite'i.

CORNELIUS, Breese (111.). Cited, % 310. S.
P., Taylor v. Sprinkle.

CORNELIUS, 8 Mo. 59. CitefZ, § § 382, 393.
Motion In arrest necessary for a review

;

statutory provision.
CORNELL V. GREEN, 163 U.S. 75, 2 G&R.
An assignment of errors can not import
a federal question. Furman ; Covington.

CORNFOOT V. FOWKE, 6 M.& W. 358, L.C.
385, 3 G&R. Fitzsimmons, L.C. 324, 3
G&R. Fraud of agent is the fraud of the
principal,

CORONERS: 2 G&R.
CORFORALIS INJURIA tTON RBCIPIT

sestimationem de futuro : A personal in-

jury does not receive satisfaction from
a future course of proceeding.

CORPORATE EXISTENCE : 2 G&B. Federal
courts will take notice of federal corpor-
ations. Matter of Dunn, 212 U.S. 374-
389 ; Los Angeles v. Davis ; Harris, L.C.
229, G&R.

CORPORATIONS: 2 G&R. Sears on. An
excellent Missouri book that is also a gen-
eral one.

Torts, liability for. Singer Mfg. Co. v. Tay-
lor, 150 Ala. 574, 124 Am. St. 90-93.

Crime. P. v. Rochester Co.. 195 N.Y. 102,
21 L.B.A.(N.S.) 998; N.Y.C.B.R. V. U.S.,
212 U.S. 481-499.

State may prescrihe terms upon which for-
eign corporations may do business. Com-
mercial, 213 U.S. 245.

Doing business, what is. 213 U.S. 245.
Are for convenience. See Convenience ; 131
Am. St. 1021.

De facto; cannot deny its existence. Vt res.

Right to question. Board, 62 W. Va. 433,
125 Am. St. 975, n.

Right to sell stock for property if the lat-

ter has fair value. 19 L.R.A. (N.S.) 115,
n. Right to buy its own stock. McGregor,
133 Ga. 332, 25 L.K.A.(N.S.) 50.
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JUai/ qualifu to do hiisiness and then sue.
Natl. Hank, 106 Mass. 43S, 14 L.R..\.
(N.S.) 561, n. ; 131 Am. St. 1099. See
Kirven.

Arise from principles of the six leading suh-
iects. §§ 1-26, Equity. See Sears on Cor-
porations (1910).

Foreiijn, failing to file authority to contract;
consequences. §5 13a, 293.

CORPUS DELICTI: 2 G&R; 69 L.E.A. 33-
Sii. ext.n. Fabula.

COEEOBOEATION: 2 G&R.
COSTS: 2 G&R.
COTHRAN V. ELLIS, 125 III. 496, 2 G&R.

Appellate couit may order judgment when
tlie facts are admitted. McAfee ; Bonnell

;

Cases.
COTTEILL V. KEUM, 100 Mo. 397, 18 Am.

St. 549-563. ext.n., sub Pasley v. Freeman,
L.C. 375, 3 G&R. Misrepresentation

;

Caveat emptor.
COUNSEL: 3 G&R.
COUNSELMAN v. HITCHCOCK, 142 U.S.

547 (35 L.ed. 1110), 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 195,
L.C. ITS, 3 G&R. Cited, § 21. Nemo ten-
et ur; Brown v. Walker.

COUNTBE-CLAIM; SET-OFF; EECOUP-
ment. 2 G&R. 34 Cyc. 629. Reconven-
tion, 34 Cyc. 632.

COUNTERFEITING: 2 G&R.
COUNTS: 2 G&R.
COUNTY: 2 G&R.
COUNTY V. COELEW, 3 Mo. 12. Cited, § 378.

COUNTY COMMISSIONEES: 2 G&R.
COUET MARTIAL: 2 G&R.
COURTS: 2 G&R. Limitations of power.

Munday. Kinds of. See Appellate ; Fed'
eral ; Jurisdiction ; Court Martial.

Secords, essential for. §§ 101, et seq.; 140,
et seq.

Are bound by their records. Munday, L.C.

79, 3 G&R; Windsor, L.C. 1, id., et seq.;

Cohens, L.C. 244, id., et seq. See Dictum ;

Garland t. Davis, L.C. 60, id. §§ 149, 477.
Constitutional procedure, necessities of. §

101, et seq.

Superior and inferior courts; distinctions.

Crepps, L.C. 113, 3 G&R ; Crogate's ; Dod-
dridge ; § § 131-133 ; Rice v. Travis.

Superior courts are courts icith records kept
by clerks. Its judgments are founded on
file papers. §§ 222, 280.

Inferior courts not proceeding according to

the course of the common lato must
gather and present jurisdictional facts on
the face of their records. Crepps, L.C.

113, 3 G&R, et seq.

Jurisdiction of the inferior court must ap-

pear from the facts stated on the face of

its judgment record. Crepps: Cases " Dod-
dridge : § I 131-133 ; 210, 222, 280.

The trilogies, their records and their philo-

sophies are fundamental matters to be

understood. § 101, et seq.; 210.

Inferior courts have no presumptions in

their favor, f § 131-133. Contra: Rice v.

Travis, § 357, Equity.

"Courts of appellate jurisdiction only" must
have a record. See Appellate Procedure.

Are bound by their records. See Trilogy of

Procedure; §§1. 101, 218.

COURTS OF EECOED : See Courts
COVENANT: 2 G&R. (Spencer's Case.)

Sopher, 169 Ind. 177, 14 L.R.A. ( N S )

185, n.

Eviction as a breach. Morgan v. Haley 107
Va. 331, 122 Am. St. 846-860, ext.n.

COVINGTON AND LEXINGTON TUENPIKE
Co. v. Sandford, 164 U. S. 578, 2 G&R.
Federal question must appear from the
right record. Furman ; Martin, L.C. 246,
3 G&R ; Cox v. Texas ; Cornell.

COWDEN, 28 Mo. 471. Cited, §§225 245
390, 488. Frustra.

COX V. HICKMAN, 8 H. Lds. Cas. 268, 11
Eng. Reprint, 431 : Cases, sub Waugh v.
Carver, 4 G&R. Participation in profits
constitutes a partnership.

COX, 11 Mo. 431. Cited, § 509. Verba for-
tius; De non.

COX v. TEXAS, 202 U.S. 446-452; 2 G&R.
Federal questions ; how raised. Hulbert
v. Chicago.

CEAFT V. THOMPSON, 51 N.H. loc. cit. 540.
Cited, § 499. Verba fortius.

CEAIG V. VAN BEBBEE, 100 Mo. r,fii. 18
Am. St. 569-724, ext.n., 2 G&E. Infants;
Contracts of ; Confirmation. Cited, § 205.

CEAIN v. U.S., 102 U.S. 625 (40 L.ed.
1097), 54 Neb. 203, 11 Am. Cr. Rep. 645,
650, n., 2 G&R. Cited, §§ 154, 153, 190,
225, 245, 249.

Issue; plea of not guilty essential. Munday ;

Aylesworth ; Hoskins ; Johnson v. P.

;

Parkinson ; "What ought to be of record,"
etc.

Record cannot show by entry nunc pro tunc.
S. V. Sanders, 153, Mo. 234.

CEAKEE (Or OROAKEE) v. EY., 36 Wis.
537, 17 Am. Rep. 507-515, sub M'Manus,
4 G&E.

CEANE V. DAGGETT, 10 Mo. 408. Cited,
§ ;^73. Statutory record may be waived.

CEANE V. TAYLOE, 7 Mo. 285. Cited, §§
164, 180, 371, 373, 378, 411. Verba
fortius applies to the statutory record.

CEANE, 87 Mo. 588, 594. Cited, § 504.
S. P.. Jackson v. Pesked ; Rushton.

CEASWELL v. BELANGEE, 56 Fed. Rep.
529, 6 CCA. 1, L.C. 10, 3 G&R. Allega-
tions of citizenship must affirmatively ap-
pear with certainty.

CEATEB v. McCOEMICE, 4 Colo. 196, 200,
2 G&R. Record admissions are conclu-
sive. De non apparentibus ; See Admis-
sions ; Boileau, L.C. 43, 3 G&R. Conflict-

ing cases cited.

CREDIBILITY OF EVIDENCE: Falsus

;

L.C. 185. 3 G&R.
CREDITORS' BILLS: 2 G&R. Conditions

precedent to equitable remedies of credit-

ors. Ziska, 20 Okla. 634, 23 L.R.A.iN.S.)
1-123, ext.n.

CREPPS V. DUEDEN, 2 Cowp, 640, 98 Eng.
Reprint, 1283, 1 Smith L.C. 1079-1156,

ext.n., L.C. 113. 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 28, 49,

53, 56, 66, 103, 107, 133, 133b, 169a, 195,

206, 210, 218, 222, 231. 245, 255, 270,

278, 280. 328, 333, 335, 357, 502.

Omnia prwsumuntur rite. Records of su-

perior and of inferior courts. 8re Courts ;

Williams v. Peyton; Ilahn v. Kelly; Cro-

gate's ; Deputron ; Kempe ; Kenney ; Rau-
som ; Harvey.
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Crepps V. Durden.

—

Jurisdictional facts must afflrmatively ap-

pear. §§131-133; Dodflrldge; Walker,

L.C. 117, 3 G&R ; Bersch, 27 Mo. 107

(Construction) ; Piper, L.C. 114, 3 G&E.
See Rice v. Travis.

Sunday laics, how constt-ued. S. v. James
81 S.C. 187, 128 Am. St. 902, n. ; Snow,
120 U.S. 274 ; Malsenfuss v. S.. 55 Tex.

Cr. 299, 131 Am. St. 813-817, n.

Each bet is a crime at the same sitting.

Torney v. S.. 13 Mo. 455.

CEESSY V. PAEKS, 75 Me. 387, 46 Am.
406, 2 G&R. Acta exteiiora; Six Carpen-
ters'.

CEEW V. KIHG, 2 Wm. Bl. 1211, Swell's
Lead. Cas. Inf. Id. & Cov. 488, ext.n., 2

G&R. Estates by tlie entireties ; 123 Am.
St.

CBIMEN OMNIA EX SE NATA VITIAT:
Crime vitiates everything that springs

from it. See Balsewicz ; Pauntleroy ; Ex
maleflcio. Cited, §§13, 58, 62, 190, 204.

CRIMEN TEAHIT PERSONAM: The crime
carries the person : i. c, the commission
of a crime gives the courts of the place
where it is committed jurisdiction over
the person of the offender. C. v. Mac-
loon ; R. V. Keyn, 4 G&R.

CRIMES: Definition, 1 G&K, 291. Max-
ims and cases of. 1 G&R, 291-294. Tril-

ogy of. §§ 20-21, Equity. See C. v. Cases,
2 G&E ; P. V. Cases ; R. v. Cases ; S. v.

Cases; U.S. v. Cases, all in 4 G&R. Al-
terum non Imdere.

Injunctions against. Hamilton, L.C. 280, 3
G&R.

The trilogy of crime:

1. Ignorantia legis neminem excusat; Jg-

norantia facti excusat: Ignorance
of law will not excuse ; ignorance
of fact will excuse. See Levett's
Case ; R. v. Esop ; M'Naghten's
Case.

2. Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit

rea: Act and intent must concur
to constitute crime. M'Naghten's
Case. See Intent. Actus non facit.

3. Qui primMm, peccat ille facit rixam:
lie who is guilty of the first of-

fense is liable for the whole strife.

C. V. Selfridge ; Squib Case.

CRIMINAI. COMPLAINT: 2 G&R.
CRIMINAL CONVERSATION; 2 G&R.
CEIMINAL LAW: See Crimes; C. v. cases,

2 G&R. ; P. V. Cases ; R. v. Cases ; S. v.

Cases ; U.S. v. Cases, all in 4 G&R ; also
titles of various crimes in 2 and 4 G&R.

CRIMINA MORTE EXTINGUUNTUE :

Crimes are extinguished by death. Actio
personalis.

CEOCKETT V. LEE, 7 Wheat, 522. Cited,
S§ 8, 103, 104. 106, 109, 125, 132, 163,
171, 172, 190, 210, 218, 219, 221, 236,
245, 249, 309, 349. 490. Trilogy of Pro-
cedure vindicated. Washington R.R.
Crockett stated, § 103 ; Washington R.R.,
§249 (Trilogy vindicated).

CEOFT V. ALLISON, sub M'Manus v. Crick-
ett, 4 G&R.

CEOGATE'S CASE, 8 Coke, 66, 77 Eng. Re-
print 534, 1 Sm. L.C. 200-216, 8tU ed. ;

also 5th, 6th, 7th editions ; omitted in

other editions. Cited, §§ 132. 133, 133o,

270, 280, 333, 335, 357. S.P., Rice v.

Travis, 117 111. Ap. 644, denied, 216 111.

249. § 357, Equity. Crepps.

CEOMWELL V. COUNTY OF SAC, 94 U.S.
351-371, 24 L.ed. 195, L.C. 26, 3 G&R.
Cited, §§ 80, 127, 185, 232, 294, 295, 309,.

313, 333, 343, 147 111. 498; 120 111. 18.

Estoppel by verdict.

CEOOKEE V. HOLMES, 65 Me. 195, 20 Am.
Rep. 687. suJ) Sturdivant v. Hull. L.C.

410, 3 G&R. Cited, % 188. Commercial
Paper, lit res.

CEOPS: 12 Oyc. 95-987.

OEOSBY V. WADSWORTH, 6 East, 602, 102
Eng. Reprint, 1419 ; 2 Smith Cas. Torts
559, 2 G&R.

Growing crops are personalty. Estate of
Anderson.

CROSS, 108 N.Y. 628. Cited, § 302
Right to impeach one's own witness. See
Burkhalter.

CROSS ACTION: 2 G&B.
CROSS COMPLAINTS OR BILL: 2 G&E.

2 Street Fed. Eq. 1015-1073. (Cross bill.)

New party can not be brought in by.

Patton, 173 Fed. 350, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.)
127-134 n. ; Sto. Eq. PI. 385 ; Shields.

Contra under the code.

Dismissal of bill carries with it the cross
bill. Dows. See McLeod.

CROSS EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES:
2 G&R.

CROWNS V. FOREST LAND CO., 102 Wis.
104-107, 2 G&R. Boni Judicis (Code).
Kollock ; Leas non exacte.

CROWTHER V. FARRER, 15 Q.B. 694 (69
E.C.L.E.), 1 Wilist. Conts., 2 G&R. For-
bearance as a consideration. Callisher.

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS: 2 G&R.
CRYPS V. BAYNTON, 3 Bulst, (Eng.) 31,

81 Eng. Reprint, 26, Gt. Opin. Gt. Judges,
20. 2 G&R. Prolixity ; Bill of Particulars.

CTESIPHON'S TRIAL: Demosthenes knew
the trilogy of procedure. § 189.

CUICQUE SUUM TRIBUERE: We should
render unto every one his due. Cited, § 62.

CUICUNQUE ALIQUIS: See Expressio eor-
um.

CUILIBET IN SUA ARTE PERITO EST
credendum : Credence should be given to
one skilled in his profession. See Ex-
perts.

CUJUS EST DARE EJUS EST DISPONEEE:
He who has a right to dispose of the gift
may regulate its disposal. See Gifts.

CUJUS EST DIVIS'IO ALTEEIUS EST
electio : Whichever of the parties has. the
division the other has the choice.

CUJUS EST INSTITUEEE EJUS EST AB-
rogare ; Whose it is to Institute, his it is

to abrogate ; or, he who can Institute can
abrogate. This maxim indicates the im-
portance of construction. Benediota. Cited,
§§ 157, 263, 362, 457.

By construction a constitutionalism can be
turned into an absolutism. §§ 101, et aeq.,
ante.

Demonstration of this fact. § 406-462.
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CTJJUS EST SOLUM EJUS EST USQUE
ad coelum : He who owns the soil owns
It up to the sky. 132 Am. St. 04.

CUMBEE V. WANE, 1 Strange, 426, 93 Eng.
Reprint, 613. 1 Smith L.C. 733-B79 n..

L.C. 311. 3 G&R. Cited, p. yiii, Prelace

;

§S 13, 28, 328, 360, 361.

One cannot pay all of an overdue liquidated
debt 62/ payiim a part. See Contract,
ante (extended resume).

CUMULATIVE EVIDENCE; 2 G&R.
CUESUS CUKIJE EST LEX CUBIJE: The

practice of the court is the law of the
court. 2 G&R.

CUETESY: 2 6&E. Donovan, 215 Mo. 149,
128 Am. St. 458-491, ext.n.

CUSTODIA LEGIS: 2 G&R. Freeman v.

Howe; Dunlap.
CUSTOM AND USAGE; 2 G&R; Noble, L.C.

2.>1. 3 G&R ; Maher, id.

Constitutional laic yields to. Paddell, 211
I'.S. 466. See Noble; Convenience.

CUSTOM DUTIES: 12 Cyc. 1104-1189.
CUTTER V. POWELL, 6 Term Eep. (D. &

E. » :d20, 101 Eng. Reprint, 373, 3 R.

R. 185, 2 Sm. L.C. l-3:i, 8th ed. L.C. 308,
3 G&R. Cited, §§ 13, 28, 292, 293, 328.

361, 390. See Son hue in fccdera icnl,

where Hoare v. Rennie is cited and dis-

cussed, also Contract, ante (extended re-

sume).
CT PEES: 2 G&B.
DACET V. P., 116 III. 555 6 Am. Grim. Rep.

46. Cited, § 163. Verba fortius.

DA COSTA (DE) V. JONES, 2 Cowp. 729,

98 Eng. Reprint. 1331, 12 Rul. Cas. 376,

L.C. 361, 3 G&R. In pari; Wager Con-
tracts ; Hickerson, 8 Mo. 8.

DALBY v. INDIA & LONDON LIFE INS.
Co.. 15 C.B. 365 (80 E.C.L.R.), 2 Sm.
Lead. Cas. 300, 8th ed., 11th ed., 2 G&K.

Life insurance is not a contract for indem-

nity only. A trespasser must pay for the

damage and the insurance may be col-

lected also.

DAMAGES; 2 G&R: Maxims and cases

cited.

Stipulated; Fixed; Penalties. See Equity;
Kemble v. Farren, L.C. 391, 3 G&R;
I'eachy v. Somerset, L.C. 392, id.; Slo-

man v. Walter. L.C. 393, id.

Cause must be proximate; not too remote.

See In jure ; Causation.
Miscarriage as an element. Big Sandy R.B.,

133 Ky. 438, 23 L.R.A.(N.S.) 345, n.

Physician's fee, must be shown to be rea-

sonable. Moran, 74 N.H. 500, 19 L.B.A.

(N.S.) 920.

Torts cannot be authorized by statute. Han-

son V. Krebiel. See Torts ; Due Process of

Law.
Expenses of litigation. Merest. See In-

junctiop-
Exemplary. Merest ; Wagner, L. C. 290, 3

G&R.
Must exist in reality. Fabula.

Equitable estoppel; damage the vital ele-

ment. See Id. Contra: Price v. Neal.

Cited, sub Tobey. Juris prwceptw; Stilk,

L.C. 313, 3 G&R.
Injured party must appear and complain.

Quia, quid, coram quo. And present facts

Damages.

—

showing damages relating to a lawful sub-
ject-matter. Beaumont ; Hegarty,

DAME V. WOOD, 73 N.H. 222, 70 L.R.A.
133. L.C. 308c, 3 G&R. Entire contract

;

accident preventing performance ;' who
must bear the loss. See Contract ; Res
perit domino suo.

DAMNUM ABSQUE (OR SINE) INJURIA:
A loss without injury. Ashby v. White.

DANS ET BETINENS, NIHIL DAT; One
who gives and yet retains does not give
effectually. Twyne's Case. See Gift

;

Equity.
DANT V. S., 83 Ind. 60, L.C. 212, 3 G&R.

Circumstantial evidence ; when sufficient.

DARE, 31 Mo. 483. Cited, §§ 226, 376,
390. Trilogy of procedure vindicated. Ad-
missions of record are conclusive. Wells.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE V. WOODWARD,
4 Wheat. 518, 4 L.ed. 629, 2 G&R. Im-
pairing the obligation of contract. Bron-
son, L.C. 238, 3 G&R.

DASH V. VAN KLEECK, 7 Johns. (N.Y.)

477, 5 Am. Dec. 291, L.C. 237o, 3 G&E.
Prescriptive Constitution the higher law ;

limitations of legislative power.
DAVENPORT v. FAREAE, 2 111. 315, L.C.

2f, 3 G&R. Cited, %% 104, 163, 333. S.P.,

Munday ; Rushton ; De non apparentibus.

DAVIDSON V. NEW ORLEANS, 96 U.S. 97,

2 G&R. Cited, §§ 104, 163, 333. Due
Process of Law.

DAVIDSON v. PECK, 4 Mo. 438. Cited,

pp. X, xi. Preface. Consensus.
DAVIES V. MANN, 10 Mees. & Wells. (Eng.),

546, 62 R.R. 698, 2 G&R. Cited, § 22. See
Adams, 27 Mo. 99.

Contributory negligence. See id. Sweeny
(crossing railroad track).

Automobiles; pedestrians. Gerhard. 155
Mich. 618, 20 L.R.A. (N.S.) 232, n. ;

Lann
V. R.R., 216 Mo. 563 ; Fulver v. Humani-
tarian Doctrine, 216 Mo. 195.

DAVIS V. COLT, 31 Mo. 531. Cited, p. x,

Preface; §§ 383, 393, 495. S. P., Cape
G. R.R. ; Theory of the Case.

DAVIS V. FISH, 1 G. Greene (la.), 406, 48
Am. Dec. 391, 2 G&R. Dies Dei, the

higher law.
DAVIS V. JACKSONVILLE LINE, 126 Mo.

69, § 458, Equity. Cf. Roden v. Helta, L.C.

12b.. 3 G&R. Cited, pp. vl, xv. Preface ;

§§ 1, 9, 30, 47, 65, 73, 82o, 87, 103, 124,

127, 132, 163. 177, 190, 206, 218, 245, 309,

32o', 340; 362, 374, 383, 388, 400, 402, 411,

443. 462, 479. 494, 501a, 504, 507, "Cause

of action" must be stated. S.P., C. & A.

RR. V. Clausen ; Lilly ; Clark v. Dillon.

Statute of Jeofails applies to formal matters

only. § 362.

DAVIS, 27 Mo. 60. Cited, §§ 127, 190.

Trilogy of Procedure vindicated. See Da-

vis V. Jacksonville Line.

DAVIS V. SAUNDERS, 2 Chit. 639 (18 B.C.

L.E.), 2 G&E. Accidents defined.

DAVIS V. S., 38 Wis. 487, 1 Am. Crim.

Rep. 606, 2 G&R. S.P., Borkenhagcn v.

Paschen. Record essential. S.P., Munday,

L.C. 79, 3 G&R.
DAVIS V. TUENEE. 4 Grat. 422, 2 G&R.

Chesterfield. Burden of proof.
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DAVOUE V. FANNING, 2 Johns. Ch. (N.T.)
253, sub Keech v. Sandford, 2 G&R, |§
520-522. Cited. §§ 510, 512, 514, 516, 520.

Idem agens et patiens esse non potest.

S.P., Michoud V, Girod ; Dimes; Boyd. Re-
printed § § 520-522.

DAY: 2 G&R.
DAYS OF GRACE: 2 G&R; Bouv. Die;

Expressio eorum.
DAYTON T. TRULL, 23 Wend 345, 2 Am.

L.C. 250-309, ext.n., 2 G&R. Bill or note
of third person only conditional payment.
Tobey.

DEAD: 2 G&R.
DEAD BODY: 2 G&B.
DEAD ISSUES: Am. Book Co.; California

V. San Pablo ; S. t. Conkling.
DEADLY WEAPON: 2 G&R. What is a.

Crow V. S., 55 Tex. Cr. Ap. 200, 21 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 497.

DEAF AND DUMB: Bouv. Die. May con-

tract ; Alexier, 151 Mich. 36, 123 Am. St.

255 n.

DEATH: 2 G&R. Actio personalis.

When presumed from absence. Bee Presump-
tions.

Jurisdictional fact in administration. Scott
V. McNeal, 4 G&R; Thomas v. P., §§ 347-

354, Equity.

Ends contract when. Mendenhall, 52 Wash.
169, 21 L.R.A. (N.S.) 914. '

DE BENE ESSE: Conditionally. 2 G&R.
DEBILE FUNDAMENTUM FALLIT OPUS:
When the foundation fails all goes to the
ground ; or, when there is a weals founda-
tion the worl5 falls. 4 G&R, Chap, IX,
§§206-217 (general resume). Cited, p.

xlT, Preface ; §§42, 79, 101, 103, 116, 117.
132, 145a, 169a, 172, 190, 193. 197, 203,
218, 221-222, 249, 348. 362, 395, 435, 465,
486. See Omnia prwsumxintur rite, etc.

A fundamental principle. § 212. Coram Ju-
dice; Collateral Attack.

DEBS, IN EE, 158 U.S. 564-600, 2 G&E.
Injunction to enforce executive power.

DEBT: 2 G&R.
DECEIT: 2 G&R. Chandelor, L.C. 373, 3
G&R ; Pasley L. C. 375, 3 G&R ; Jennings
V. Lang ; Caveat emptor.

DE CHASTELLUX v. FAIKCHILD, 15 Pa.
18, 53 Am. Dec. 570, n., 2 G&R. Division
of state power. Dennett L.C. 145.

DECLARATION: 2 G&R.
DECLARATION OF AM. IND.: Judicinl

abuses enumerated.
DECOYING. 2 G&E. Volenti.

DEDICATION: Dovaston, L.C. 217, 3 G&B;
Benton, 217 Mo. 687, 129 Am. St. 561-
630, ext.n.

DEDUCTIVE TEACHING: §§ 510-522.
DEEDS: 2 G&R. Acceptance of. See As-

sent ; Contract.
Delivery of; what sufficient; generally, re-

cording is. Freyer, 77 Neb. 298, 124 Am.
St. 850-852.

Filling blanks. Hibblewhite ; Friend.
Omission of grantor's name in body. Jason,

174 N.J. Law, 529, 122 Am. St. 402 (sign-
ing sufficient).

Covenant of seizin. Barnes, 146 N.C. 125,
ext.n.

Deeds.

—

Construction. TJt res; § 291 ; Wllklns ; Hea-
lon : Horner.

Escrow: Worrell, L.C. 390, 3 G&R.
Quitclaim; priority. McDougall, — Wash.— , 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 158.
In consideration of, supporting grantor;

validity. Davis, 81 Vt. 259, 130 Am St.
1035-1057, ex:t.n.

Destroying will not revest estate. 1 Gr. Ev
265-268.

Only parties to, can sue on. Cooch ; Hall.
Conclusively import a consideration. Jack-

son v. Cleveland. See Contract.
DEFAMATION: 2, G&R. See Slander:

Libel ; Pollard, 4 G&R : Cases.
Fair comment. Bum qui nocentem. Harri-

son
; Smith v. Burrus (denies Harris) ;

Toogood (privileged communications);
Judicial proceedings cannot be used for

Kemper, 219 Pa. 85, 123 Am. St. 623-653 •

Rosen, L.C. 92, 3 G&R.
Privilege of counsel. Hastings.
DEFAULTS; SETTING ASIDE: 4 G&B

Will not be set aside except for a substan-
tial' right. Interest reipublieos.

Conclude disfavored pleas. Wheeler 11 N
Dak. 347, 61 L.R.A. 746-756, ext'.n. See
Amendments ; Limitations.

Jury must compute damages, when 20 L
R.A.(N.S.) 25.

DEFENCE: 2 G&E. Not pleaded is waived
J'Anson; McKyring v. Bull; Field v'
Mayor of New York; Hudson v RR
Winston, 28 Mo. 82; Ignorantia legis'.
Munday : Cases.

Contra: Marsh, 78 Ohio. 68, 125 Am St
688; Cape G. R.R., §§ 445 447.

May arise from irrelevant evidence. Cape 6.
R.K. Contra: Borkenhagen v. Paschen •

Wisconsin Farm.
'

DEFENDANTS: 2 G&R. Plead at their
peril. Clark v. Dillon.

Must set up their defences. Field. See De-
fence.

DEFINITIONS: 2 G&E. A new and pro-
gressive dictionary needed. See pp. vi-vli
I'reface

; Abatement. Courts of record ; In-
ferior courts. §§ 131-133.

DEFEESE V. S., 3 Heisk. 53, 1 Am. Crim.
Rep. 1, 2 G&R. Intent may be proved by
system. 20 L.R.A. (N.S.) 1165 ; P. v. Moli-
neux. See System. Larceny by trick

DEHM V. HINMAN, 56 Conn. 320, 322 1
L.R.A. 374, 2 G&R. Acta exteriora. Six
Carpenters' Case.

DEICKMAN, 24 Mo. 696. Cited, §§ 141
390. Frustra.

'

DEITSCH V. WIGGINS, 1 Colo. 299, 15
Wall. 547, 2 G&E. Assignments of error
must be precise.

DELANEY v. BEETT, 71 N.Y. 78. Cited,
§ 443. S.P., S. ex rel. Pemiscot Co v.
Scott.

DELAWARE: See New Jersey.
DELAY: 2 G&R. Interest reipublicw, etc.

;

Justitia non est neganda non differentia:
Justice is not to be denied nor delayed.
Waco, L. C. 300, 3 G&R

; § 239.
Lex dilectiones semper exhorret: The law

always abhors delay. See Ita Lex; § 239.
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Delay.

—

Lex reprobat tnoram. The law disapproves
of delay. Inteiest reipublicte. Ezra Ch
7, V. 26. § 239.

DELEGATA POTESTAS NON POTEST DE-
legari

: A delegated authority cannot be
delegated. Bro. Max. 839.

DELEGATUS NON POTEST DELEGAEB:
A delegate or deputy cannot appoint an-
other. Delegata; Robinson v. Davison,
L.C. 309, 3 G&R.

DELIEIUM TREMENS: 2 G&R US v
Drew, 4 G&R.

DELIVEEY: 2 G&R. See Sales; Bill of
Lading. Of deed. L.C. 388, 3 G&R.

Sale of chattels; trhat constitutes. TarllnK-
26, L.R.A.(N.S.) 1-72.

DEMAND: 2 G&R.
DE MINIMIS NON CURAT LEX: The law

does not concern itself about trifles 2
G&R ; § 6680, Code, N.Dak. ; 11 Mo. 549.
See Consensus.

Small suits cannot be refused by courts.
Harris, 6 Mo. 599 ; Whitsett, 17 Mo. 325.

"It may be that some parties regard a
complaint coming from one relatively
more obscure as a joke, not as a matter
to receive serious consideration, and not
of sufiBcient importance to waste th? time
necessary to answer ; but in the courts the
most obscure and lowly person Is entitled
to be received upon the same level as his
opponent, and the claim that his opponent
has trampled upon his rights is entitled
to such time of the court as may be neces-
sary to give it full and careful considera-
tion, however small to others his claim
may appear to be." Wolf. 165 Fed. Eep.
413, 417.

Immaterial error no ground for reversal.
§ 248.
Equity in some jurisdictions will not

take cognizance of a matter involving
$00.00.

DEMUEEERS: 2 G&R; Street's Fed.
Eq. 917-972. Are either general or
special. The general demurrer may be
raised at any time ; any motion or
special demurrer may challenge the
sufficiency of the pleading as to mat-
ter of substance. § 113. By some
name, motion, demurrer or exception
the sufficiency of every pleading as
to substance may be called in ques-
tion. § 113. A pleading bad in sub-
stance Is subject to the general de-

murrer relating to which is the very
important rule, namely : "The gen-

eral demurrer searches the entire rec-

ord and attaches to the first fault."

The operation of this rule requires a
right notion of what record it is the

general demurrer searches.—If the

rule read this way it would be pre-

cise : The general demurrer searches

the sulistantial pleadings and attaches

to the first fault, i. e., the pleadings

necessary to resist objections on col-

lateral a'ttack. § 400.

Demurrers,

—

The three kinds of aider, as dis-
cussed by Chitty and his followers,
namely, aider by pleading over, aider
by verdict and aider by the statute of
Jeofails are inconsistent with the ap-
plication of the rule last stated. To
Illustrate: If the first pleading is
bad, then under the rule to this de-
fective pleading is where the general
demurrer would attach. Now if a
response pleading could cure or heal
the defect in the first pleading, then
the general demurrer would not at-
tach to that first fault. See Aider.

The instruction that is consistent with
the leading rule of the general demur-
rer is, § 10, Story's Equity Pleading,
quoted in § 47.

The maxim that is consistent vnth this
rule is. Quod ah initio non valet in-
tractu temporis non convalescit
(Chap. VIII). Quod nullum est.

Coke's three degrees of certainty
and Chitty's three kinds of aider are
incompatible with the rule : The gen-
eral demurrer searches the whole
record and attaches to the first fault.
Stephen's definitions and views of de-
murrers are quoted in §§ 113-121. In
Jackson v. Pesked, there quoted, the
judgment was arrested by a motion
in arrest, for the reason there was
omitted from the statement of the
"cause of action," a material allega-
tion. In other words, matter of sub-
stance was omitted, as in Rushton v.
Aspinall. Both Jackson and Rtishton
sustain the view that the omission of
matter of substance is a fatal defect,
at all stages and at all times. This
conclusion is reached from view-
points afforded from the trilogy of
procedure, §§ 1, 103, et seq. These
cases, this trilogy and Story's Eq.
PI. §§10 and 28, Indicate the im-
portance of substance which if omit-
ted is incurable. This defect cannot
be waived, nor can it be aided as
claimed by Chitty, Stephen and
Gould. Keeping in view what Steph-
en says of substance and his quoting
Jackson v. Pesked, his further quota-
tion from Sergeant Williams that
matter of substance can be aided or
waived presents a contradiction that
is nothing less than bewildering. To
support this conclusion consider the
trilogy of procedure ( §§ 1, 103, et

seq.), the necessity for substance to
sustain the coram judice proceeding,
likewise the mandatory record, and
the general demurrer and its cognates
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Demurrers.

—

oi\ the one hand, the trilogy of liberal

construction and formal matter, the
statutory record and the policy of

waiving it on the other hand. Here-
from arise the philosophies of the two
records. See pp. xviii-xxii, Preface.

Construction on demurrer. § 289 ; Ut res.

Substance is favored. § § 289 : 400.

If the initial pleading is bad in sub-
stance, then it does not invest the

court with jurisdiction.—And juris-

diction is not acquired retrospectively.

Story and the maxim are right. § 47.

Stephen and Gould and their follow-

ing are wrong. Quod ai initio; Quod
nullum est; Smalley: Cases.

The indictment, bill in equity, declara-

tion, libel, complaint or petition, the
statement of the "cause of action" is

the same in all relations.—The phil-

osophy of procedure enforces this con-

clusion. Without this philosophy we
have a babel ; we have naught but
long rows of statutes and longer rows
of decisions, unmanageable, unwieldly
and irreconcilable. When its philoso-

phy is lost the law is lost.

The general demurrer is raised at all

stages and by the motion to arrest the
judgment, non obstante veredicto, the

order of repleader and by objections

on collateral attack.—Herein lies the
philosophy of the mandatory record,

which is so important in both proce-

dure and in construction. § 400. See
Preface, Chaps, VI-VIII, XII-XIII

;

§ 101, et seq., 234-244, 246, 400.

Importance of the general demurrer.
Chaps. V-XV; §§ 101-308, Equity.
See Trilogy of Procedure.

Is the probe for the cause of action. See
Cause of Action, p. xv. Preface ; Au-
burn. L.C. 9, 3 G&R; Dillon (N.Y.) ;

Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 G&R ; §§ 400,

497-504.
The general demurrer is the monitor of

collateral attack ; it arises from the tril-

ogy of procedure. It is a jurisdictional

question, and in all its stages it is of

grave concern.

De non apparcntibvs, Rushton v. Aspin-
all, and the general demurrer should
be connectedly considered. See Mun-
day : Cases.

Judgment on, is final. See Res Adjudi-
cata; Cain, 123 Ky. 59, 129 Am. St.

313; Vallandingham, 17 111. 25; §209.
What is demurrable; illustrations.—The

statements in Rushton v. Aspinall,

Jackson v. Pesked, Dovaston v. Payne,
J'Anson V. Stuart, U.S. v. Cruikshank,
L.C. 232, 3 G&R ; Campbell v. Porter,
L.C. 2, 3 G&R; also in Taylor v.

Demurrers.

—

Sprinkle, §§315, 341, 358; Tilden v.

P., § 359, the statement of Balsewicz,

§ 346, are that an authority of an ad-
ministrator would be demurrable;
also the statement in O'Brien v. P.,

§355; Bishop v. Busse, §360; Dodd-
ridge, § 131, was subject to general
demurrer and cognate objections ' at
all stages ; also in Biddle, §§ 406, 415,.

421; Bulkley, §453; Davis, §458
(able statement of rule) ; Bateson,
§462; Gramp, §§463, 475; Carson,

§§480, 482; Andrews, §483; Mal-
linckrodt, §497.

Omission of a material allegation is

ground for demurrer.—Bowen v. Em-
erson; MeCandless, 211 U.S. 437
(wronged party must complain).
Jackson v. Pesked ; Rushton.

What the general demurrer searches.—
The rule that the general demurrer
searches the whole record and at-

taches to the first fault, means noth-
ing more than this, that it tests the
substantive pleadings, or those plead-
ings required by the state as the third
party in procedure, for the coram
judice proceeding. Tlie demurrer
does not search process, motions, de-

murrers and the pleadings of adjec-
tive law. The general demurrer
searches the substantial pleadings
which are filed by the litigants. These
substantive pleadings In the manda-
tory record are the record meant by
the rule.

Substantive law of the state protected
by the general demurrer. § 234, et seq.

See Alterum non Icsdere and citations

thereunder, also Coram judice. The
amicus curia, the parties named on
the record and the whole public may
speak for the state at all times.

For the state the rule is, "the general
demurrer searches the substantive
pleadings and attaches to the first

fault."—Auburn ; Baldwin, — S. Dak.
—, 26 Tj.R.A.(N.S.) 117-120: Cases
(a bewildering discussion; it is as-

sumed statutes give the rule above
stated ; it is much like the view in

Chicago R.R. v. Hines). The right of
the state cannot be waived. Res inter
alios. The right to question a sub-
stantive pleading is never waived nor
estopped. § 120, et seq.

By filing a demurrer to the defendant's
substantive plea one demurs to his
own pleading. Campbell, L.C. 2, 3
G&R. A court will enter no judgment
on the merits for the pleader first at
fault. Marshall, 12 Mo. 88, 93; Col-
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Demurrers.

—

lier, 1 Mo. 1 ; Wimer, 7 Mo. 266 ; U.S.
V. Linn, § 113, quoting Steph. PI. 140;
26L.R.A.(N.S.) 117-120.
The code provides that omission of sub-

stance is not waived by filing an answer.
Bee Code. This last rule Is opposed to
theory-of-the-case doctrines, also Aider as
viewed by Chltty, Stephen and Gould.
Generally: Street Fed. Eq. 917-972.

DEKIAI.: 2 G&B. See Issue: Monday.
The allegation must be denied and the denial

ehould be positive, certain and unequivo-
cal. Avon Mfg. Co., 30 Conn. 476, 485
488, 2 G&R ; Dickson v. Cole, L.C. 34, 3

G&H; Nudd; Slter (Cal.).

Jtsue essential for a trial. §5 149, 153, 154.
The negative pregnant, the qualified, the

literal, the limited, the equivocal, the re-

pugnant and the uncertain are insuffi-

cient. Dickson, L.C. 34, 3 G&B, et aeq;
California ; Admissions.

Must he perfect, certain and precise in
equity. Cannon v. Jenkins, Dev. Eq. 429 ;

Clark V. Van Rlemsdyk, 9 Cranch, 150

;

Keighler (Md.) ; Minturn, 4 Johns. Ch.
497, 4 G&R.; Montour (Minn.).

Teat is, could perjury be assigned if the
pleading is verified. Bliss Code PI. 132.

Codes adopt the equity rule. See California.

General denial overcome by affirmative facts
alleged. Dickson, L.C. 34, 3 G&R ; Free-
mont. 18 Cal. 434; Verba fortius; Singer
(Colo.).

Information and belief. Humphrey, L.C. 38,

3 G&R ; McConoughey.
General issue inimical to the genius of the

code, ichich is to limit issues and to nar-

row proofs. Bliss Code PI. 138, 141.

Conclusions of law not aided by a denial.

Sapington, 15 Mo. 402 ; Hopper, L.C. 4,

3 G&R; Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 G&R;
Holdsworth, 113 Mo. 504, 524, 525 ; Utile.

Illinois very strict in Becklenberg.

Colorado abandons the mandatory record and
disregards the Trilogy of Procedure, but

often requires strict pleadings. The philos-

ophy of procedure was respected In Singer

Mfg. Co. V. Converse. S.P., Dickson, L.C.

34, 3 G&B.
Denial essential for proof. Frustra probatur

quod probatum non relevat; School Dis-

trict V. McComb. See Hume; § 153.

Admissions in pleadings conclusive and ad-

missible in evidence. Crater. See Hume.
Ad quwstionem facti: Schuchardt (U.S.) ;

Cothran (111.); McAfee (Ind.) ; Bonnell,

L. C. 185, 3 G&R. See Admissions.

Injunction; denials in. Poor v. Carleton,

L.C. 37, 3 G&B; U.S. v. Parrott : McAlis-

ter, L.C. 271, 3 G&R, T Mor. Min. Rep.

346.

DENNETT, PETITIONEE, 32 Mo. 508, 54

Am. Dec. 602-604, n., L.C. 145. 3 G&R.
Cited, § 84. Division of state power

:

DE NON APPAEENTIBUS ET N9N EXISl-
entlbus eadam est ratio.- Where the court

cannot take judicial notice of a fact. It is

the same as if the fact had not existed.

2 G&R; Chap. V, 58 102-139 (general

De Non Apparentibus.

—

resume). Cited, p. xiv. Preface; 58 1, 34,
36, 41, 46, 61, 62, 67, 68, 72, 101, 144,
145, 146a, 164, 167, 172, 189, 190, 192,
206, 218, 235, 245, 246, 249, 256, 263,
279, 299, 309, 311, 333, 346, 351, 352,
362, 377, 381, 386, 391, 394, 402, 408,
410, 411, 422, 426, 428, 436, 457, 472.
491, 502, 509. 8 6677 Code, N.D. See
Eushton, L.C. 5, 3 G&R ; Munday ; General
Demurrer ; U.S. v. CruiksUank, L.C, 232,
3 G&B; Rosen v. U.S. L.C. 92, 3 G&R.

Codes reaffirm this maxim. Clark v. Dillon
and citations thereof.
The first code case involved a discussion

of it. Blddle v. Boyce, §§ 406 411, q. v.

The Missouri expression of this maxim
was unfortunate, for the reason that the
certainty required was made individual-
istic, instead of satisfying the manifest
requirements of the Trilogy of Procedure.
8 408. And so it is with conceptions of
due process of law. I'araiso.

Great courts see the importance of this max-
im but dimly. The consequences are dem-
onstrated. § 464, et seq.

'nhat is not juridically presented cannot be
judicially decided. See Rushton, L.C. 5,

3 G&R ; Munday. General Demurrer ; U.S.
V. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 G&R ; Bosen v.

U.S., L.C. 92, Id.

De non Is the first maxim of the Trilogy
of Procedure, or of strict construction,^

and is inseparable from primal rule*
of evidence. It is a canon of evidence,
of pleading, of practice, of construc-
tion, of jurisdiction and of govern-
ment. Written constitutions and stat-

utes afford no greater principle, nor
a principle that brings with it so
much sound learning. It has corol-

laries of equal importance, and among
these are Frustra probatur quod pro-

iatmn non relevat (It is vain to prove
what is not alleged), or, in other
words, a recovery must be Secundum
allegata ct probata (A recovery must
be according to allegations and
proofs) ; also Verba fortius accipiun-

tur contra proferentem (Every pre-

sumption is against a pleader). The
latter is also a leading rule of evi-

dence (the greatest of the presump-
tions), of pleading, of practice and of
construction. By construction the last

maxim becomes a part of all branches
of the law.
From the above trio, namely, De

non apparentibus, Fruntra probatur
and Verba fortius, the entire subject

of Procedure may be unfolded, and its

interactions in a constitutionalism

may be perceived. Appreciation of

their Importance led to presenting

them as the trilogy of procedure.

§§ 1, 103, et seq.; Chaps. V. VI, VII,

§411.
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De Non Apparentibus.

—

As will he seen, De non has many cog-

nates and corollary rules. Among
these are those governing the forma-
tion and usefulness of the mandatory
record (the substantive record) and
the leading rule of evidence, namely,
"What ought to be of record must be
proved by record and by the right
record" ; also a definition of plead-
ings deduced from the organic canons
above Introduced and which la, name-
ly:
"Pleadings are the juridical means of

investing a court with jurisdiction of a
subject-matter to adjudicate it." See §!
83 123, 3 G&R ; Munday v. Vail, post.

The trilogy of procedure may well tie

termed the prescriptive constitution
or fundamental law of the subject. It

is the law that controls the construc-
tion of all other laws ; the statutes of
Jeofails is limited by this higher law.
Clark V. Dillon, 97 N.Y. 370; Mal-
linckrodt, L.C. 12o, 3 G&R; C.&A.R.
R. V. Clausen, 178 111. 100, 103; An-
drews V. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167.

Cases supporting the foregoing
views are : Rushton (Mansfield), L.C.
6 G&R; Jackson v. Pesked (Ellen-
boro) ; Bartlett v. Crazier (Kent) ;

U.S. V. Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 G&R

;

Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 G&R ; Crockett v.

Lee, 7 Wheat. 522 (Marshall, C.J.) ;

Slacum V. Pomery, 4 Cranch, 221
(Marshall, C.J.) ; Dovaston, L.C.

217, 3 G&R ; Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79,

3 G&R, post; Story's Eq. PI. §§10,
28; Smalley (111.).

The trilogy of procedure pervades and
governs all protecting systems alike.

It is the substantive law of the
state ; it is peremptorily commanded
by the state for reasons that are
founded in governmental polity.

This polity is a philosophy equally
applicable to the common law, crim-
inal or civil case, equity, federal,

state or code practice. See Chaps. V,
VI, VII, VIII, et seg.; § 120, et seq.

No judgment in any kind of a case, if

entirely icithout authority, can with-
stand objections upon collateral at-

tack.—The authority for a judgment
must attend it ; hence the rule is, an
authority for a judgment must be
pleaded. Clem. A judgment depends
upon its foundation ; without a foun-
dation a judgment must fall. Debile
fundamentum fallit opus. §§ 47, 212,

352, 411. See Thomas v. P.; Davis,

§458; §10. Sto. Eq. PI. Quoted,
§§47,411.

De Non Apparentibus.

—

A statement purporting to describe a
quadrangle and giving only three
sides of it is insufficient. Bogard, 52
Or. 121, 132 Am. St. 676; Expressio
unius.

Defences not pleaded are waived. See
Defences. J'Anson ; Munday : Cases

;

McKyring; §384.
Warrant to arrest must be upon oath. See
Oklahoma; 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1-24.

This maxim can be picked from Sto. Eq.
PI., % 10 ; quoted §§ 47, 411 ; Davis, § 458

;

Thomas v. P., § 352. See Manner of the
Komans ; Triiogy of Procedure.

DENTON V. GREAT NORTHERN R.E., 5
El. & Bl. 860 (85 E.C.L.R.), 34 Bng. Law
& Eq. 154, 2 G&R. Passenger detained;
damages. Le Blanche.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE R.R. V. RYAN,
17 Colo. 98, 104, 2 G&R. In some cases

a review of error depends on exceptions
taken. Erratic cases.

DEPARTURE: 2 G&R. See Alabama.
If shown from the mandatory record a court

will sua sponte notice it. Hempstead, 2
Mo. 64. Frustra probatur. Washington
R.R.

Verdicts and findings must be responsive to

the issues. Parker, 129 Mo. 218. Munday.
There shall be no departure. This old rule

can have no existence in the theory-of the-

case states. Frustra probatur. Chap.
VII. See Trilogy of Procedure ; Variance ;

Failure of proof. Frustra, §§ 140-162.
Variances and departures practically the

same. % 159.
DEPEAU V. WADDINGTON, 6 Whart. 220,

36 Am. Dec. 216, 2 Am. Lead. Cas. 146 245.

ext.n., 2 G&R. Contract ; Pre-existing
debt a good consideration. Swift.

DEPOSITIONS: 2 G&R.
DEPTJTEON T. YOUNG, 134 U.S. 241, 257,

L.C. 121, 3 G&R. S.P., Crepps; Crogate;
Doddridge.

DEPUTY: 2 G&R.
DERING (DEERING) v. EARL OP WIN-

chelsea, 1 Cox. 218, 2 B.&P. 270, 29 Eng.
Reprint, 1184, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 120-188,
n., 2 G&R. Cited, § 90. Subrogation.

Paying debt by mistake; payer not subro-
gated. Charnock, —, S.D. — , 16 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 233, n.

Sureties discharging an officer's liability are
subrogated. National, 156 Fed. 21, 14 L.R.
A. (N.S.) 155. n.

Underwriters paying loss by trespasser are
not subrogated to rights against him.
Gatzweiler, 136 Wis. 34, 18 L.R.A. (N.S.)
211.

Volunteers paying debt are not subrogated.
Non hmc; Contract.

DE RUITER, 28 Ind. Ap. 9, 91 Am. St.

107. Cited, § 163. Trilogy of Procedure
vindicated.

DESCENTS AND DISTRIBUTION: 2 G&R.
DESCRIPTION: 2 G&R. Of a "cause of

action." See Trilogy of Procedure. Hornet
of persons; initials sufficient, tehen. See
Certainty.

Of land. Heaton.
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DESCRIPTIO PEESONjE WOEDS: 2 G&R.
Sturdivant, L.C. 410, 3 G&R.

DETINUE: 2 G&R.
SEVINE T. B.S., 237 111. 278-284. Cited.

1 5 154, 320, 397. Conduct before a court
may aid the record. See Devoy. Contra:
Munda; : Cases.

DEVINI! T. LOS ANGELES, 202 U.S. 31S-
339. 2 G&R. Cited, p. xl. Preface ; 5 103.

Alder not recognized. See Atder. "What
ought to be of record."

BEVOY V. E.R., 192 Mo. 201. Cited, |

82a. Theory of the case In Missouri. See
Devine t. R.R.

DEWEY T. U.S., 178 U.S. 510, 2 Q*R.
Casus omissus.

DICEENSHEETS V. KAUFMAN, 28 Ind. 251.

Cited, § 141. S.P., Brlstow ; Allegata et

probata must correspond.

DICKEY. 6 Mo. 186. Cited, SS 175, 180,

373. 377, 378, 475. Verba fortius.

DICKINSON T. JOHNSON, 110 Ky. 236, 96
Am. St. 434-452, ext.n., 54 L.R.A. 566-576,
2 G&R. Salaries of oflicers cannot be gar-

Disheed. Divine.

DICKSON T. COLE, 34 Wis. 621, 626, 627:
Cases. L.C. 34. 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 8, 33a,

65, 141, 163, 294, 324. 376. Denials un-
der codes must be certain, as In equity.

Verba fortius. See Pain, L.C. 107, 3 G&R.
Dickson accords with fundamental law.

DICTUM: 2 G&R. A court is bound by
its record. See Courts. The findings of

Btate courts depend on their records and
not on mere assertions. American Ex.
Co. V. Mulllns, 212 U.S. 311-315.

Verba fortius applied in construing
records. Martin v. Eyans. See Author^
ity.

DIDSBUEY T. THOMAS, 2 Staith's L.C.

353 364, 11th ed.. L.C. 213, 3 G&R. Heai-

sav. See Res inter alios.

DIES DOISONICUS NON EST JUEIDIC-
us : Sunday Is not a day In law, or,

Sunday is not a day for Judicial or legal

proceedings. Davis v. Fish.

Consent may authorize proceedings on.

S. V. Cook, 78 S.C. 253, 125 Am. St. 788.

Contra Cases. The mandatory record

should show that the court sat at the

right time and place. See Terms of

Court.
DIOGLE T. HIGGS, L.R., 2 Eich. Div. 422,

6 R.C. 477-492, ext.n., L.C. 371, 3 G&R.
Renunciation of Illegal contract while

executory. HIckerman, 8 Mo. 11 ; Au-
berts. 3 Taunt. 284 ; Humphreys, 13 Mo.

435
DLLATOEY ABATEMENT PLEADINGS: 3

G&R. See Adjective Law. I'olicy is to

waive. Interest reipublicw.

DILL T. S. : Defense of third persons.

Sub U. S. v. Holmes, 4 G&R. One may
defend another from the commission of a

felony.

DIMES T. PEOPEIETOES OF THE GRAND
Junction Canal, 3 H.L. Cas. 759, 10 Eng.

Reprint, 301 : Cases, L.C. 176, 3 G&R.

Cited, S§ 11, 15. 27, 30, 368. 509, 510,

511, 512. Nemo debet esse judex, an immu-

table principle of the prescriptive con-

BtltutiOD.

DINEHAET T. LAFAYETTE, 19 Wis. 677,
L.C. 279, 3 G&R. Injunction procedure ;

requisites of allegations and of denials
;

procedure.
DIBECTIKG A VEEDICT: Bonnell, L.C.

185, 3 G&R. Ad quastionem.
DIBECTOBS OF A COEPOEATION: 3 G&R.
DIBECTOEY STATUTES: 2 G&R. See

Adjective Law ; Mandatory Record.
DISAFFIRMANCE OF C0NTEACT3: By

infants. See Craig. Of Illegal contracts.
DIggle.

DISCEBNE PEB LEGEM QUID SIT JUS-
tum : To see what would be just accord-
ing to the laws in the premises. Cited,

§ 283.
DISCHABGE: Of contract. 2 G&R.
DISCLAIMEE: Bouv. Die. ; And. Die.
DISCONTINUANCE: 2 G&B.
DISCONTO, 208 U.S. 750. Cited, i 250.

Technical rules of federal supreme court.

DISCOVEBY: 2 G&R. See Equity.
DISCRETION: Matters of, not reviewable.

L.C. 298, 3 G&B ; 13 Mo. 543 ; Bonnell,
L.C. 185, 3 G&R.

Abuse of, ground for reversal. Smith v. C,— Ky — (denying a prisoner an oppor-
tunity to prepare for trial.

DISJUNCTIVE ALLEGATIONS: Pain, L.O.
107, 3 G&R.

DISMISSAL: 3 G&R.
DISOBDEKLY CONDUCT: 3 G&R.
DISTRESS: 2 G&B.
DISTEICT OF COLUMBIA: 14 Cyc. 53S-

538
DISTUBBING MEETING: S. v. Linkhaw.
DITCHBUBN T. GOLDSMITH, 4 Camp.

(Eng.) 152, L.C. 359, 3 G&R. Wager
Contracts.

DIVINE V. HAEVIE, 7 T.B. Mon. 439, 18
Am. Dec. 194 207. Municipal corpora-

tions not garnishable. Dickinson.

DIVINE LAW: 2 G&R. Church of Holy T.

DIVISION OF STATE POWER: 2 G&B.
Marbury, L.C. 142, et seq., 3 G&R ; Bur-
ton V. U.S. ; Lane v. Dorman.

Respect for essential. §§ 52, 72, 219, et seq.

Interactions of the trilogies of the sin lead-

ing subjects. §§ 60-100.

Clerks of courts have their exclusive func-

tions. § 77.

It is a fundamental. §§52; 219, et seq.

Kullified in Missouri. § 370.

DIVORCE: 2 G&B. Party at fault can-

not have. He who has done iniquity

shall not receive equity.

Wife refusing to quit a brothel is ground
for. Roote, 23 App. D.C. 398, 23 L.E.A.

(N.S.) 240.

Adultery a universal ground for, except in

Ky., N.C., and Tex. See Adultery.

Decree; attacks upon: death of party.

Wood, 136 la. 128, 125 Am. St. 223-249,

ext.n.

Connivance; effect of. Noyes, 194 Mass. 20,.

120 Am. St. 517-527, n.

Accusation of infidelity, ground for. Mc-
Donald, 155 Calif. 665, 25 L.R.A. (N.S.)

45 n.

DIXON T. BELL, 5 Maule & S. 198, 105

Eng. Reprint, 1023, 17 R.R. 308, 2 G&R.
See M'Manus, 4 G&R. Agency ;

principal

liable for negligence of agent.
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JJOBSON V. CAMPBELL, 1 Sumner, 319:
Cases, 7 Fed. Cases, 783, L.C. 232a, 3 «
&R. Cited, §§ 36, 117, 127, 163. 190, 244,
259, 270. 273, 274, 281, 482, 504.

Limits of liberal construction. § 273. See
Jeofails.

DOBSON, 6 Mo. 599. Cited, §373. "What
ought to be of record," etc. See Dickey ;

Crane, 7 Mo.
OJOCUMENTS: 2 G&E. How pleaded. See

Copies ; Exhibits ; Verha relate, 4 G&E.
DODDEIDGE V. PATEESON, 222 Mo. 146.

Cited, §§8, 66, 103, 131-133, 148, 163.
190, 206, 210, 218, 222, 231. 278, 333.
357, 378, 380, 383, 392, 394, 502. S.P.,

Bloom ; Borden ; Crepps ; Thatcher. See
Coram judice.

Jurisdictional facts must affirmatively ap-
pear. Rushton ; Belanger, L.C. 10, 3 G
&R ; De non apparentihns ; Munday, §

219, et seq.; Deputron ; Williams v. Pey-
ton ; Walker v. Turner.

DODGE V. COLE, 97 111. 338, 37 Am. Rep.
111. Cited, §§349, 350. Cited in Thomas
V. P.

DOE D. DIDSBUBY V. THOMAS: See
Didsbury v. Thomas.

DOE V. OLIVER: See Christmas v. Oliver.

DOE D. EIGGE V. BELL: See Clayton v.

Bell.

DOGS: 2 G&R. Larceny of. S. v. Seward,
S3 Ark. 264, 119 Am. St. 136, n.

Wlio keeps or harbors. Holmes, 207 Mo.
413, 17 L.R.A. (N.S.) 431, n. (trespassing

dogs).

-DOLL V. GOOD, 38 Cal. 287. Cited, § 324.

See Denials.
DOLLAR: Bouv. Die; And. Die.

DOLOSUS VEESATUE IN GENEEAIIBTJS

:

A deceiver deals in generals. See Con-
clusions Qf Law ; General Denial ; Issue.

J)OMICILE: 2 G&R.
DOMINANT INITIALS: 2 G&E. Trilogy

of Procedure and of Liberal Construction.

§ 101, 3 G&R.
Conserving principles of Procedure. §§ 83-

123, 1 G&R.
DOMINIUM NON POTEST ESSE IN PEN-

dentl : The right of property cannot be
in abeyance.

DOMUS SUA CUIQUE EST TUTISSIMUM
refugiura ; Every man's house is his cas-

tle, or, as stated elsewhere, every English-
man's house is not his castle.

DOEEMUS V. BOOT, 94 Fed. 760. Cited,

§§163, 182. Verba fortius.

DOEITY v. DORITY, 96 Tex. 211, 30 Tex.
Civ. Ap. 216, 60 L.R.A. 941, 2 G&R.
Spendthrift husband restrained by wife
from wasting her estate. See Equity.

DOEN V. FAEE, 179 III. 110, 2 G&E. Cited,

§§ 136, 146a, 333. Variances waived.
Ransom, 140 111. 626 cites Missouri cases.

Contra: Fish ; Adams v. Gill. See Illi-

nois.

DOUGLAS v. WHITING, 28 111. 362, 2
G&R. Name of defendant in execution
material. Deblle.

XOVASTON V. PAYNE, 2 Hen. Bl. (Eng.)
527, 1 Sm. L.C. 140-190, ext.n., 8th ed,,

11th ed., L.C. 217, 3 G&R. Cited, p. xxl,

Preface; §§1, 5, 32. 36, 65, 68, 76, 103,

Dovaston v. Payne.

—

104, 109, 111, 124, 127, 133o, 151, 157,

174, 182. 190, 193, 218, 312, 332, 338,

359, 366o, 377, 383, 385, 411, 415, 423,

426. 475, 482, 509.

Verba fortius accipiuntur contra prof-
erentem: Every presumption i8

against a pleader. This maxim is

one of tlie trilogy of procedure and
should be considered therewith. It

is a universal rule of construction,

a rule of evidence, burden of proof
and of pleading. It is a cognate of
De non apparentibus. Oolburn v.

Patmore, 4 Tyrwh, 677; 1 M.C.&R.
73, 1 Sm. L.C. 170, 8th ed., notes to

Lampleigh.
It applies in federal cases. U.S. v.

Linn ; Buck v. Colbath, 2 G&R : Cases.
Cited in Text-Index ; Stephen v.

Beall, 22 Wall. 329, 339; 190 U.S.

540, 546 ; §§ 163-189, Equity.

Alleging one in office in 1841, also in

1844 does not allege a continuous
tenure. There may have been other

treasurers in 1842 and in 1843. Mar-
shall, 12 JIo. 93 ; citing 1 Chit. PI. 707.

That one is insolvent on a certain date,

presumption of continuity presumed.
Mullen. 12 Mo. 307; Biddle, 13 Mo.
532, §406; Dickey, 6 Mo. 186.

Forgery; indictment. "Which note was
in substance in the follmcing words

• and figures, to-wit (here follows a

copy quoted)," is repugnant and void.

Tilden v. P., 242 111. 536; §359,
Equity; Halligan, 15 111. 558. Re-
I)ugnant pleadings are void. Pain,

L..C 107, 3 G&R.
Statute of Jeofails is limited by thfi

trilogy of procedure. See Jeofails;

C.&A.R.R. V. Clausen, 173 111. 100,

103. These statutes have added noth-

ing to the law. See Consensus.
Bushton, Jackson v. PesJced and

Dovaston should be connectedly con-

sidered. In each of these cases the
judgment was arrested because of

the omission of a material allega-

tion.

Limits of liberal construction. Dobson,
L.C. 232a, 3 G&R.

DOWEE: Bouv. Die, 14 Cyc. 871-1016.
DOWS V. CHICAGO, 11 Wall. 108. Cited.

§§190.386. S.P., Munday: Cases.
DOYLE, 193 111. 501. Cited, §§ 1230, 139.

S.P., Chicago R.R. v. Hines.
DOZIEE, 30 Mo. 216. Citeif, §§ 383, 495.

See Theory of The Case.
DEAINS: 14 Cyc. 1018-1072.
DEAPEE V. MEDLOCK, 122 Ga. 234, 69

L.R.A. 483-488, 2 G&R- See Georgia.
DEAYTON V. WELLS, 1 N. & M. (S'.O.)

409, 9 Am. Dec. 718, L.C. 213a, 3 G&E.
Dead, absent and disaualilied witnesses.
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DEED SCOTT CASE: See Scott v. Shep-
herd.

DREW V. DAVIS, 10 Vt. 506, 33 Am. Dec.
213, 2 G&R. See Assessments ; they must
be certain, made at the right time and
place.

DKUGGIST: 2 G&R.
DKUNKARDS; DRUNKENNESS: 2 G&K.

Contracts of : Gore v. Gibson, sul Be"
erlej's Case, L.C. 416, 3 G&R.

DUCHESS OF KINGSTON'S CASE, 20 How.
St. Tri. 35o-t)jL'. 2 Sm. L.C. 734-986, ext.n.,
Sth ed., L.C. 7(3. :i G&R. Cited, § § 28,
49, 64, 161, 232. 294, 295, 32S, 336, 399.
Res -\djudicata; rules of.

DUE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: 2
G&R.

DUE PROCESS OF LAW: 2 G&R. Chap.
Ill; §§ 4U-o9 (general resume). Cloud,
86 JIo. 366 ; Audi alteram partem.

2remo tiiittur seiiisum accusare is involved.
Twining v. ^^J., 211 U.S. 78-127 (instruc-
tive easel.

A yoveinor's excuse is authority for disre-
yardiny. Mojer v. I'eabody, 212 U.S. 78-
86 : Cases.

Taxiny ayeiicy viust respect. Londoner v.

Denver, 210 U.S. 373.
But laud need uot be described. Ontario

Land Co. v. I'orby, 212 U.S. 152-157 (es-

toppel in pais will supply a record. Cura-
tive statutes quoted and upheld). See
Quod ab initio.

Railroad cannot be compelled to surrender
its cars to connectiny lines without yuar-
anty. L. & N. R.R. v. Stockyards, 212
U.S. 132 152.

Authority of a court must a0rmatively ap-
pear. Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 G&R. ; Munday :

Cases, Sache ; § 401.
LegisUitire authority ; limitations. See Pre-

scriptive Constitution ; Legislative ; cita-

tions to Carter, James C. ; §§457-510;
Dash.

Statute cannot authorize a tort. Hanson.
Cannot dispense icith pleadiny. Huntsman

v. S., L.C. 231, 3 G&R. See Trilogy of

I'rocedure; §§ 101, et seij.; 403a.
Confused rieus. P. xiii. Preface ; § 403a.
Mandatory tecord a constitutional implica-

tion. See Record; |§ 42, 83, 84, 401.

Essentials of in procedure. §§40; 401.

Defined. § 41.

DUE PROCESS OF LAW RECORD: 2 G
&K. .S'te Mandatory Record.

DUMPOR'S CASE (DUMPOE V. SYMMS),
2 Coke, 119, 76 Eng. Reprint, 896, 1 Sm.
L.C. 05-114 ; 11th ed., 32-54, 2 G&R. Con-
ditions in leases ; technical construction.

DUNLAP v. CODY, 31 Iowa, 260, L.C. 168,

3 G&R. Fraud vitiates service of process.

See Pettibone, 4 G&R ; Ex dolo malo.

DUNLAP, 105 Mo. Ap. 1, 5, 7. Cited, i

383. S.P., Brlstow.
DUPLICITY: 2 G&R. Pain, L.C. 107, 3

G&R.
DURESS: 2 G&R. C'adeval ; Non hwa; Sas-

portas ; Watkins v. Baird ; Williams v.

Bayley ; National Bank v. Kusworm ; Ast

ley.

DURNFORD T. MESSITER, 5 M. & S. 446

105 Eng. Reprint, 1114. Cited, §§ 90, 193^

Also Ans. Conts. 209. Hon hiec.

DUSENBURY V. ELLIS, 3 Johns. Gas. (N.
\.l 70. 1 Am. Lead. Cas. 751, ext.u., L.C.
412. 3 G&K. Agent failing to bind his
principal binds himself.

DUTTON V. GEREISH, 6 Clash. 89, 55 Am.
Dec. 45-49, n., L.C. 381, 3 G&R. Caveat
emntor applies to a tenant. Cleves

DUTTON V. POOLE, 1 Vent. 318, 332 86
Eng. Reprint, 205, 215, 2 G&R. Contract
of one for benefit of a third. Hendrlck.

DUTY: 2 G&R.
DUVAL, 21 Mo. 397. Cited, § 469. Jfon

hwc. S.P., Lampleigh.
DWELLING HOUSE: Bouv. Die; McClain,

C.L. ; 2 G&R.
DYER V. DYER, 2 Cox, 92, 1 Lead. Eq.

Cas. (W.&T.) 314-364, ext.n., 30 Eng. Re-
print 42, 2 G&R. Resulting Trusts. See
Equity.

DYING DECLARATIONS: 2 G&E.
BAN V. R.R., 95 Wis. 69. Cited, § 163.

Verba fortius.
EARNEST: 2 G&K.
EASEMENTS: 2 G&R. Grant by implica-

tion. Hefferman, 232 111. 597, 122 Am
St. 199-220, ext.n.

EASTWOOD V. KENYON, 11 Adol. & El.
438 (11 E.C.L.R.) ; — Eng. Reprint —

,

1 Sm. L.C, nth ed., 1 Willst. Conts., L.
C. 336, 3 G&R. Moral obligation insuf-
ficient. Contra: Lee v. Muggeridge. One
may contract for the benefit of a third.
Non hwc. Vendee must take notice of.
Rolls, 34 Utah, 116, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 315-
316, ext.n.

EATON, 76 Mo. 492, n. 155, 222 Mo.
Cited, § 132. S.P., Doddridge ; McDonald

;

Edmonson.
EAVESDROPPING: 2 G&E; 2 Bish. Cr.

Proc. 112-113 ; And. Die.
EDDY, 32 Mo. 369. Cited, §§ 141, 390.

Departures, variances fatal. Frustra;
Waldhier ; Hempstead ; Washington R.R.

EDDY CO. V. BLACKBUEN, 70 Fed. 949,
17 CCA. 532, 30 U.S. App. 571, L.C. 136,
3 G&R. S.P., Brlstow.

EDGELL, 20 Mo. 494. Cited^ § 371.
Pleading ; facts must appear showing
fraud J'Anson ; Nichols.

EDGEETON V. BEOWNLOW, 4 H.L. Cas. 1,

255 ; 10 Eng. Reprint, 359, 2 G&R. Con-
struction ; conditions in wills contrary to
public policy.

EDMONSON, 43 Mo. 176. Cited, § 132.
S.P., Doddridge ; Crepps ; Crogate ; S. v.

Metzger ; Eaton.
EDUCATION: 2 G&R.
EDWAEDS V. ALLOUEZ MIN. CO., 38

Mich. 46, 31 Am. Rep. 301, L.C. 282, 3
G&R. Injunctive relief denied specula-

tors. Ober, 11 Mo. 427; Sutton, 13 id.

124 ; Lancy, 80 Me. 169, 6 Am. St. 169

;

Volenti.

EDWAEDS V. BAUGH, 11 M. & W. 641, 2

G&R. Callisher ; Longridge. Forbearance
as a consideration.

EDWAEDS V. KEAEZEY, 96 U.S. 595, L.O.

286, 3 G&R. Exemptions ; impairing ob-

ligation ; Ubi jus.

EIGHT-HOUR LAW: 2 G&R.
EI INCUMBIT PBOBATIO QUI DICIT,

non qui negat : The burden of the proof
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Ei Incumbit.

—

lies upon him who affirms, not him who
denies. 2 G&R. See Actore; 1 Danl.

Chan. 850; Colt, 32 Mo. 119.

EISEMAK V. S., 49 Ind. 5, 2 6&R, S.P.,

Orain v. U.S. ; Munday : Cases.

EJECTMENT: 2 G&R. Aslin.

EJTTSDEM GENEEIS: Of the same de-

scription. 2 G&R. U.S. V. Mescall, 21.">

U.S. 26; S V. Prather, 79 Ks. 513, 21

L.R.A.(N.S.) 23, 131 Am. St. 339.

EXACTION: 2 G&R. See Equity. One
must not change his purpose or his posi-

tion to the injury of another. § 6659,
Code, N. Dak. Allegans contraria. See
Equitable Estoppel.

ELECTION OF REMEDIES: 2 G&R. See
Equity ; Smith v. Hodson, L.C. 156, 3 G&
R ; Terry.

ELECTIONS: 2 G&R.
ELECTRICITY: 2 G&R.
ELEVATORS: 2 G&E.
ELIASON T. HENSHAW, 4 Wheat. 225, 4

L.ed. 556, n., L.C. 330, 3 G&K. Contracts
by letter. Adams ; Burton.

ELISORS: 2 G&R.
ELLIS T. COLEMAN, 25 Beavan, 662, 53

Eng. Reprint, 790. Cited, § 163. Terba
fortius applies in equity.

ELLIS V. ESSON, 50 Wis. 138, 36 Am. Rep.
830 840, L.C. 389, 3 G&R. Release of one
trespasser under seal releases all. Tanner,
34 Mont. 121. 115 Am. St. 529; Allen v.

Ruland, 79 Conn. 405, 118 Am. St. 146;
Musolf, 108 Minn. 369, 24 L.R.A.(N.S.)
451 ; Cleveland R.R., 171 Ind. 417, 131
Am. St. 258; Edens, 79 Kans. 139, 19 L.
R.A.(N.S.) 618, 621; McAllister, 27 Mo.
40.

ELLIS T. SHEFFIELD GAS CONSUMER
Co.. 2 EI. & Bl. 767 (35 E.C.L.R.), sub
M'Manus v. Crickett, 4 G&R. Qui sentit

commodum.
ELLIS V. U.S., 206 U.S. 246-267, 2 G&R.

Construction of statutes ; Lex non exacte;
Ita lex scripta est.

Penal statutes are strictly construed. Jen-
nings V. C, 109 Va. 84, 132 Am. St. 946.

Cf. Ellis.

ELMORE V. STONE, 1 Taunt. 458, L.C.
409, 3 G&R. Sales ; sufficient change of
possession. Twynes ; Tempest ; Elmore.

ELWELL V. SHAW, 16 Mass. 42-46, 1 Am.
Lead. Cas. 222-242 ext.n., 8 Am. Dec. 126,
2 G&R. Deeds must be certain ; also com-
mercial paper. Cooch ; Sturdivant v.

Hull, L.C. 410, 3 G&R.
ELWES V. MAW (OR MAWE), 3 East, 38,

102 Eng. Reprint, 510, 2 Sm. Lead. Cas.
191-245 ext.n., 11th ed., 2 G&R. Fix-
tures ; Quicquid plantatur.

EMBEZZLEMENT: 2 G&B.
EMBLEMENTS: 2 G&R. Crosby.
EMBEACEKY: 2 G&R.
EMERGENCY CLAUSE TO STATUTES: 2

G&R.
EMERSON V. NASH, 124 Wis. 369, 109 Am.

St. 944 n., 70 L.R.A. 326, 2 G&R. Cited,

§§ 110, 163. Codes ; reaffirm old principles.
Jones V. Monson, sub Munday (assumes

Emerson v. Nash.

—

code made gieat changes). S.P., Rush-
ton ; Jackson v. Pesked.

Joinder of causes. King v. R.R.

EMINENT DOMAIN: 2 G&R. Judicial

power over the right. 22 L.E.A.(N.S.) 1-

174.

EMPLOYEES: 2 G&R.
EMPLOYEE'S LIABILITY ACT: 2 G&E.
EMPTOE EMIT QUAM MINIMO POTEST;

venditor vendit quam maximo potest : The
buyer buys for as little as possible, the

vendor sells for as much as possible.

Cited, §§519, 520.

ENGLAND; JUDICATUBE ACT OF: 2 G&E.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE: 2 G&K.
ENGEOSSING: 2 G&R.
ENO V. WOODWOETH, 4 N.Y. 249, 53 Am.

Dec. 370, §§ 428-434, Equity. Cited, §§ 32,

74, 151, 157, 163, 200, 309, 362, 433.

First tode case in N.Y. ; discussion of the
common counts ; conclusions of law.

ENTICING AND ALIENATING: 2 G&E.
Lumley v. Gye ; Allen v. Flood.

ENTIEE CONTEACTS: 2 G&R. Cutter t.

Powell, L.C. 308, 3 G&R ; Hoare v. Ren-
nie.

ENTIEE ESTATES: 2 G&E. Crew v. King.
ENTIEETY OF THE LAW: 2 G&R. Gen-

eral discussion ; illustrations : Chap. IV,
§§60-100. Argument, 59; 166.

The trilogy of equity and of procedure are
cognates. § § 60-64.

Estoppel, from the Roman, perceived in
codes. § 65.

Matters common to all subjects are funda-
mental. §§ 34a,- 47-49.

ENTBAFMENT: 2 G&R. S. y. Beck, 4
G&R.

ENTRY: 2 G&R.
ENUMEEATIO UNIUS: 2 G&E. Expressia

unius.
EQUAL AND UNIFORM LAW: 2 G&R.

Municipal ordinances must respect. Mont-
gomery, 149 Ala. 311, 123 Am. St. 33-58,

ext.n.

EQUALITY IS EQUITY: See Equity.

EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE LAWS.
2 G&R.

EQUITABLE CONVERSION: 2 G&R. See
Equity ; Ackroyd v. Smithson.

EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL: 2 G&R. See
Equity ; Estoppel ; Allegans contraria.
Chap. XV, Equity.

Leading Cases: Horn v. Cole; Pickard

;

Swan V. North British Co. ; Savage v.

Day ; Freeman v. Cooke ; Lotfus v. Maw

;

Herrick, 140 la. 590, 132 Am. St. 281 (S.

P., Pickard) ; Cape G. R.R., 215 Mo. 286
(cited and approved Proctor, 220 Mo. 104,
132, Am. St. 562), §445; Michoud, §515.

Must be pleaded. Hall v. Henderson. See
Cape G. R.R. ; Noble v. Blount ; Wiscon-
sin Farm.

Contract founded on. Illustration, Hitchcock
V. Galveston.

Real estate; title to may rest on. Pickard;
Lindsay v. Cooper ; Horn v. Baker ; Wood
V. Leadbetter ; I'ickard.

Wife may estop herself by acquiescing in
husband's statements, that he owned the
property. Mitchell v. Reed.
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Equitable Estoppel.

—

Injured party; actual damage an element.
See Damage. Juris prwcepta; Fabula.
Contra: Price v. Neal.

"Where one of tico equally innocent persons
must suffer from the wrong of a third he
Kho first trusted must first suffer." Lick-
barrow, L.C. 394, 3 G&R ; Swift T. Tyson.

Extreme and questionable application of the
last rule. I'rice v. Neal. See Mistalte

;

Fabula.
EQUITABLE EXCEPTIONS TO THE STAT-

ute of frauds : 2 6&R. Lester v. Foxcroft,
3 G&R., § 307.

EQUITABLE ISSUES: 2 G&R. Are tried
first under codes. Submission of issues to
jury. 2 Street, Fed. Eq. 1520-1550.

.SQUITAS SEQUITUE LEGEM: See Equity,
2 G&R. Equity follows tbe law ; Lex
non exacte. But an absolute deed may be
sbown to be a mortgage. *'t'e Oral Evi-
dence ; "Once a mortgage, always a mort-
gage."

Maxims of Equity: See Equity, 2 G&R ; 1

Sto. Eq. 59-74 ; Bisph. Eq. 37-49 ; 1 Pom.
Eq. 363-377 ; § 6676, Code, N. Dak.

Equity looks to matter rather than to foiin.

The law respects form less than substance.

§ 6675, Code, N. Dak. ; Henerson, 13 S.

Dak. 576. The real party in interest must
sue. A seal is not conclusive of a con-
sideration.

Time, quantity, quality and value are formal
allegations: It is enough if tbe substance
of the issue is proved. S. v. Cooper, 16
Mo. 551 (allegation of one pint is sus-

tained by proof of one-half of a pint). See
Ct res magis.

EQUITY: Definition; history of, Chapter II.

Its trilogy: Juris prwcepta; Vbi jus and
Regula pro lege si deficit lex. See maxims
of, S 40, 1 G&R; Title Equity, 2 id.; title

maxims, 4 id., §§27-39; Story's Eq. Pi.;

Street Fed. Eq.

Defined. §§27,31. Trilogy of. §§27; 296.

Trilogy of, part of all branches. §§ 38, 60,

296.

Entirely of the laic; general discussion.

§§ 60-100; 295, et seq.

Civil law included. §§28,34.
Prescriptive constitution includes. §§29;

510, et seq.

Is the higher laic. §§30; 291; 305; 510,

et seq.

Coke and Blackstone's conceptions. § 31.

Renaissance of. §§32; 295, et seq.; 325.

Code procedure arises from. See Manner of

the Romans. §§ 32a, 35a, 64, 243, 296.

Dominating ideas of a code. § 33a ; 242,

243 ; 323, et seq.

Equity the basis of all law. §§ 34o, 38. See

Equity, 2 G&R. Juris prwcepta.

Trilogy of procedure from equity. §§ 36, 64 ;

296; 325.

Rushton, Bristov:, Dovaston and cognate

cases reaffirm the trilogy of procedure.

5 36.

In jure non remota an important maxim of

all branches. § 37, 36 Am. St. 308-361,

ext.n. See In jure.

Oral evidence rules have been fixed by equity.

Equity.

—

Woollam, Lester ; "Once a mortgage," etc.
Contemporanea.

Bacon's Ordinances, Beame's Orders in
Chancery ; 3 Street, Fed. Eq. 1695-1713

;

Fletcher's Eq. Pi. & Prae.
Story's great work on equity presents

the following subjects, which we next enu-
merate for suggestive convenience:

Nature of, §§1-37; origin and history, §§
38-58; general view, §§59-74; concurrent
jurisdiction—accident, §§ 75-109; mistake,
§§ 110-183.

Actual or positive fraud, definition, §§ 200,
201 ; misrepresentation ; Caveat emptor
(L.C. 376-384, 3 G&R) ; Suppressio veri;
Suggestio falsi; Concealment; sureties

—

insurers (Carter v. Boehm, 2 G&R) ; by
devisee of his title ; family compromises ;

fiduciary relations ; attorney and client
2 G&R ; trustee to the injury of the cestui
que trust ; partners idiots, lunatics ; in-

fants ; married women (4 G&R) ; uncon-
scionable bargains (Chesterfield v. Jans-
sen) ; drunkards (L.C. 416, 3 G&R) ; im-
beciles ; inadequacy of consideration (L.

C. 333, 3 G&R) ; surprise; suppression or
destruction of deeds ; illusory appoint-
ments ; of the prevention of acts tO'

be done for third person ; where a re-

covery is prevented ; prevention of legacies

(see Conspiracy, 2 G&R) ; of withhodng
consent to marriage, §§ 184-257.

Constructive fraud.—Public policy, its range
and influence (L.C. 358 372, 3 G&R);
fiduciary relations (Keech v. Sandford, 2
G&R) ; upon rights of third persons ; equit-

able estoppel (2 G&R) ; notice (L.C. 395,
396, 3 G&R) ; registry of deeds; tacking;
statute of frauds, exceptions to (Lester v.

.Ii"oxcroft, 3 G&R) ; fraudulent convey-

ances. §§ 258-440 (2 G&R) ; account, 441-

529; administration, 530-589 (2 G&R):
legacies, 590-608 ; confusion of boundaries,
609-623 ; dower, 624-632 ; marshalling of

assets, 633-645 (4 G&R) ; partition, 646-

658 ;
partnership, 659-683 ; matters of

rent, 684-687.

VOLL-ME II, Story's Equity, Contains :

Chapters XVII-XLVI. Peculiar remedies in

equity ; discovery ; cancellation and deliv-

ery of instruments, 688-711 ; specific per-

formance of agreements and other duties,

712-793 (4 G&R) ; compensation and dam-
ages, 794-799&; interpleader, 800 824 (2

G&R) ; bills quia timet, 825-851 ;
bills of

peace, 852-860; injunctions, 861-9596 (L.

C. 278-283, 3 G&R. See also 2 id.).-

Exclusive jurisdiction; express trusts, 960-

982 ; marriage settlements, 983-997

;

terms for years, 998-1003 (See Landlord

and Tenant, 2 G&R) ; mortgages, 1004-

1035c (4 G&R) ; assisnments, 1030-1057 (2

G&R) ; wills and testaments, 1058 1074 (4

G&R) ; election and satisfaction, 1075-

1123a; application of purchase money.

1124-1125 ; charities, 1136-1194 ; implied

trusts, 1195-1300; penalties and forfeit-

ures, 1301 1326 (L.C. 391-392, 3 G&R) ;

infants, 1326-1361 (See 2 G&R) ; idiots

and lunatics, 1362-1365a; married women.
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Equity.

—

1366-1429 ; set-off, 1430-1444 (4 G&E) ;

establishing wills, 1445-1449 ; awards,
1450-1463 ; writs of He exeat reijno and
suppHcavit, 1464-14790; bills of discovery
and bills to preserve and perpetuate evi-

dence, 1486-1516 ; peculiar defenses and
proofs in equity, 1517-1532.

Jjost documents, 89-96 ; See Judgments ; Ju-
risdiction : Lien ; Limitations, Statute of :

Marriage ; Marriage Settlements and Ar-
ticles ; Maxims ; Multiplicity of Suits

;

Partnership ; Powers ; Principal and Sure-
ty (Sureties, 3 G&R) ; Bona fide Pur-
chasers (L.C. 294-296, 3 G&E) Swift v.

Tyson, 4 id. ; Purprestures ; Registry Acts

;

Tacking ; Wills ; Words, how construed in

wills.

Leading Cases in White and Thdor's Lead-
ing Equity Cases: Vol. I (Parts I and
II). These cases are adjusted to the 4th
Am. Ed (Hare & Wallace Notes), from the
4th Lond&n Ed., except where otherwise
marked.

Ackroyd v. Smithson, 1 Bro. C.C. 503. 1

Lead. Eq. Cas. 872, 28 Bng. Reprint, 1262
(Resulting trust on failure of the purpose
for which conversion has been directed.
See Equitable Conversion, 2 G&R).

Aleyn v. Belchier, 1 Eden, 132, 1 Lead. Eq.
Cas 573, 28 Eng. Reprint. 634 (Fraud
upon a power).

Ancaster (Duke of) v. Mayer, 1 Bro. C.C.

454, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 881, 28 Eng. Re-
print, 1237 (Primary liability of personal
estate to payment of debts—exoneration).

Chesterfield (Eurl of) v. Janssen, 2 Ves.

125, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 773, 28 Bng. Re-
print, 82 (Post-otit securities—catching
bargains with heirs—expectants and re-

versions—confirmation), 2 G&R.
Cuddee v. Rutter, 5 Vin. Ab. 538, PI. 21,

1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 1063, 24 Eng. Reprint.
521 (Specific performance of agreements
relating to personal property).

Bering v. Winchelsea (Earl of), 1 Cox, 318,
1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 120, 29 Bng. Reprint,
1184 (Contribution between co-sureties

—

subrogation; 2 G&R).
Dyer v. Dyer, 2 Cox, 92, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas.

314, 30 Eng. Reprint, 42, 2 G&R (Pur-
chase in the name of a child—advance-
ment in the name of a stranger—result-

ing trust).

EUbank (Lady) v. MontoUeu, 5 Ves. Jun.
727. 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 623, 31 Bng. Re-
print, 832 (Wife's equity to a settle-

ment).
MlUot V. Merryman, Barnardiston's Chan.

Rep. 78, 1 Lead. Bq. Cas. 74, 27 Bng. Re-
print, 562 (Liability of a purchaser to

see to the application of the purchase
money).

Ellison V. Ellison, 6 Ves. Jun. 656, 1 Lead.
Bq. Cas. 382, 31 Eng. Reprint, 1243
(Voluntary trusts).

Fletcher v. Ashburner, 1 Bro. C.C. 497, 1
Lead. Eq. Cas. 1118, 28 Eng. Reprint,
1259 (Conversion; See Conversion, 2 G
&R).

Fox V. Mackreth, 2 Bro. C.C. 400, 2 Cox,
320, 1 Lead. Bq. Cas. 188, 29 Eng. Re-

Equity.

—

print, 224, 399 (Purchase by trustee for
sale ; See Keech, 2 G&R ; Mlchoud, 4 id.).

Oarth V. Cotton (Sir John Hind), 1 Ves.

Sen. 524, 546, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 955, 27
Eng. Reprint. 1182, 1196 (Equitable
waste). See Waste, 4 G&R.

Olenorchy (Lord) v. Bosville, Cas. Temp.
Talbot, 3, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 1, 25 Bng.
Reprint, 628 (Executed and executory
trusts).

Hulme V. Tenant, 1 Bro. C.C. 16, 1 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 679, 25 Bng. Reprint, 958 (Wife's
separate estate).

Keech v. Sandford, Select Cas. in Chan. 61,
1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 48, 22 Eng. Reprint,
629 (Constructive trusts), 2 G&R. No
one can act where his interests and his
integrity are in conflict. §§ 510 522.
Idem afjeus.

Lake v. Craddock, 3 P. Wms. 158, 1 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 265, 24 Eng. Reprint, 1011
(Joint purchasers).

Lake v. Gibson, 1 Eq. Cas. Ab. 294, PI. 3,

1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 264, 21 Bng. Reprint,
1052. S.P. Lake v. Craddock.

Legg v. Goldtoire, Cas. Temp. Talbot, 20.
1. Lead. Eq. Cas. 13, 25 Eng. Reprint,
637 (Executed and executory trusts

—

rectification of settlement by articles).

Lester (or Lyster) v. Foxcroft, Colics' P.C.
108, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 1027, 1 Eng. Re-
print, 205 (Part performance of oral con-
tract respecting land. Equitable excep-
tions to the Statute of Frauds). L.C.
341, 3 G&R.

Mackreth v. Symmons, 15 Ves. Jun. 329, 1
Lead. Bq. Cas. 447, 33 Eng. Reprint 778
(Vendor's lien for unpaid purchase
money).

Marsh v. Lee, 2 Ventris, 337, 1 Lead. Eq.
Cas. 837, 86 Eng, Reprint, 473 (Tacking
incumbrances). 4 G&R.

Murray v. EUbank (Lord), 10 Ves. Jun. 84,
1 Lead. Bq. Cas. 629, 634, 32 Bng. Re-
print, 775 (Wife's equity to a settlement).

Noys V. Mordaunt, 2 Vern. 581, 1 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 503, 23 Bng. Reprint, 978 (Elec-
tion).

Pitt V. Mackreth, 2 Bro. C.C. 400, 2 Cox,
320, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 188, 29 Bng. Re-
print, 224 (Purchase by a trustee for
sale). See Keech, 2 G&R.

Pusey V. Pusey, 1 Vern. 273, 1 Lead. Eq.
Cas. 1109, 23 Eng. Reprint, 465 (Spe-
cific delivery of chattels). L.C. 276, 3
G&R.

Btissel V. liussel, 1 Bro. C.C. 269. 1 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 931, 28 Bng. Reprint, 1121
(Equitable mortgage by deposit of title

deeds).
Somerset (Duke of) v. Cookson, 1 Vern.

273, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 1110 (Specific de-
livery of chattels).

Strathmore (Countess of) v. Bowes, 1 Ves.
Jun. 22, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 605, 30 Bng.
Reprint, 211 (Fraud on marital rights).
4 G&R.

Streatfleld v. Streatfleld, Cas. Temp. Talb.
176, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 504, 25 Eng. Re-
print, 724 (Election).

Toilet V. Toilet, 2 P. Wms. 489, 1 Lead. Eq.
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Equity.

—

C'as. H65, 24 Eng. Reprint, 828 (Defective
execution of a power aided).

liVaul r. Turner, 2 Ves. Sen. 431, 1 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 1205, 28 Eng. Reprint, 2T5 (Do-
natio mortis causa. See Gift, 2 G&E).

YOL. II (Parts I and II), WHITE AND
Tudor's Leading Equity Cases, 4th Am.,
from 4tli London Ed.

Agar v. Fairfax {or HoUsKorth), 17 Ves.
Jun. 533, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 865, 34 Eng.
Reprint. 206 (Partition). 2 G&R.

Aldrich v. Cooper, 8 Ves. Jun. 382, 2 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 228, 32 Eng. Reprint, 402 (Mar-
shalling assets). 4 G&R.

Ashburner v. Macquire, 2 Bro. CO. 108, 2
Lead. Eq. Cas. 600, 29 Eng. Reprint, 62
(Specific legacy—ademption). 1 G&R.

Basset v. Nosworthy, Rep. Temp. Pinch, 102,
2 Lead. Eq. .Cas. 1, 23 Eng. Reprint, 55
{Bona flde purchaser—what constitutes).
L.C. 395, 3 G&R.

Blandy v. Widmore, 1 P. Wms. 323, 2 Vern.
709. 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 834, 24 Eng. Re-
print. 408 (Performance of covenant to
leave money by partial intestacy).

Brice v. Stokes, 11 Ves. Jun. 319, 2 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 1742, 32 Eng. Reprint, 1111
(Liability of trustee for co-trustee's re-

ceipt).

Casiorne v. Scarfe, 1 Atk. 603, 2 Lead. Eq.
Cas. 1945, 26 Eng. Reprint, 377 (Equity
of redemption). See Mortgage, 4 G&R.

Chancey's Case, 1 P. Wms. 408, 2 Lead. Eq.
Cas. 752. 24 Eng. Reprint. 448 (Satisfac-
tion of a debt by legacy).

Eyre v. Shaftsbury (Countess of), 2 P. Wms.
103, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 1416, 24 Eng. Re-
print, 659 (Infants—guardian and ward).
2 G&R.

Harding v. Glyn, 1 Atk. 469, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas.
1833, 26 Eng. Reprint, 299 (Power in the
nature of a trust. See Trusts, 4 G&R).
2 G&R.

Jlooley V. Batton, 1 Bro. C.C. 390, n., 2
Lead. Eq. Cas. 721. 21 Eng. Reprint, 349
(Cumulative legacies—repetition of lega-

cies).

Bornsby v. Lee, 2 Madd. 16, 2 Lead. Bq.
Cas. 90, 6th Am. Ed. from 6th London
Ed., 56 Eng. Reprint, 240 (Assignment of

wife's choses in action—reduction into

possession).

Howard r. Harris, 1 Vern. 190, 2 Lead. Eq.

Cas. 1949, 23 Eng. Reprint, 288, 406
(Equity of redemption attaches—mort-

gages cannot be made irredeemable. See
Mortgage, 4 G&R).

Houe V. Dartmouth (Earl of), 7 Ves. Jun.

137, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 676. 32 Eng. Re-

print, 56 (Conversion of residue be-

queathed to persons in succession).

Huguenin v.- Bascley. 14 Ves. Jun. 273, 2

Lead. Eq. Cas. 1156, 33 Eng. Reprint, 526

(Undue influence—voluntary settlement.

Chesterfield, 2 G&R).
Huntingdon v. Huntingdon, 2 Bro. P.C. 1.

Toml. Ed., 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 1922, 1 Eng.

Reprint, 753 (Mortgage of wife's estate

of inheritance for the benefit of her hus-

band—wife's estate considered only as a

surety )

.

Equity.—
Leclimere v. Lechmere (Lady), Cas. Temp.

Talb. 26. 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 412, 6th Am.
from 6th London Ed., 25 Eng. Reprint,
673 (Implied performance of a covenant
to purchase and settle an estate).

Le Neve v. Le Neve, Amb. 436, 2 Lead. Eq.
Cas. 109, 27 Eng. Reprint, 291 (Bona fide
purchaser of real estate ; registry acts

;

notice). L.C. 396, 3 G&R.
Oxford's (Earl of) Case, 1 Ch. Rep. 1, 2

Lead. Eq. Cas. 1291, 21 Eng. Reprint, 485
(Jurisdiction of equity to control proceed-
ings at law. Needham v. Thayer, L.C.
264, 3 G&R).

Peachy v. Somerset, 1 Stra. 447, 2 Lead. Eq.
Cas. 2014, 93 Eng. Reprint, 626 (Relief
against penalties and forfeitures). L.C.
392, 3 G&R.

Penn v. Baltimore (Lord), 1 Ves. 444, 2
Lead. Eq. Cas. 1806, 27 Eng. Reprint,
1132 (Jurisdiction of equity over the per-

son relating to lands in foreign jurisdic-

tions). L.C. 275, 3 G&R. Fall v. East-
in, 215 U.S. 1-15.

Pye, Ex parte, 18 Ves. Jun. 140, 2 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 741, 34 Bug. Reprint, 271 (Sat-

isfaction of a legacy by a portion—

•

ademption. 2 G&R).
Rees V. Berrington, 2 Ves. Jun. 540, 2 Lead.

Bq. Cas. 1867, 30 Eng. Reprint, 765
(Surety is discharged by a change of

contract). L.C. 334a, 3 G&R.
Robinson v. Pett, 3 P. Wms. 132, 2 Lead.

Eq. Cas. 512, 24 Eng. Reprint, 1049 (No
allowance to trustees or executors for

care and trouble).

Row V. Dawson, 1 Ves. Sen. 331, 2 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 1531, 27 Eng. Reprint. 1064
(Chose in action assignable in equity).

Assignatus, etc., 2 G&R ; 4 G&R ; 1 Wlllst.

Conts. 424.

Ryall V. Roioles, 1 Ves. 348, 2 Lead. Eq.

Cas. 1533, 27 Eng. Reprint, 1074 (As-

signment of debts without notice to

debtor—order and disposition). See As-

signments, 2 G&R; 4 id.; L.C. 397, 3

G&R.
Savage v. Foster, 9 Mod. Rep. 35, 2 Lead.

Eq. Cas. 678, 6th Am. from 6th London
Ed., 88 Eng. Reprint, 299 (Concealment

of facts; fraud; equitable estoppel). S.

P., Pickard v. Sears, 4 G&R.
Scott V. Tyler, 2 Bro. C.C. 431, 2 Dick. 712,

2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 429, 29 Eng. Reprint,

241, 4 G&R (Conditions in restraint of

marriage—public policy).

Seton V. Slade, 7 Ves. Jun. 265, 2 Lead.

Bq. Cas. 1041, 32 Eng. Reprint, 108, 4

G&R (Specific performance with compen-

sation).

Silk V. Prime, 1 Bro. C.C. 138, n., 2 Lead.

Eq. Cas. 353, 21 Eng. Reprint, 318 (Equit-

able assets).

Slomun V. Walter, 1 Bro. C.C. 218, 2 Lead.

Eq. Cas. 2022, 28 Eng. Reprint, 1218, 4

G&R (Penalty relieved against).

Stapilton v. Btapilton, 1 Atk. 2, 2 Lead. Eq.

Cas. 1675, 26 Eng. Reprint, 1 (Compro-
mise—family agreeable. 2 G&R). See

Compromise.
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Equity.

—

Talbot V. Bhrewsiuty (Duke of), Prec. Ch.
394, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 751, 24 Bng. Re-
print, 177 (Debt satisfied by a legacy).

Thornbrough v. Baker, 1 Ch. Ca. 283, 2

Lead. Eq. Cas. 1941. 22 Eng. Reprint,

802 (Executor of mortgage in fee en-

titled to money secured on mortgage).
Totcnley v. Sherborne, Bridg. Rep. 35, 2

Lead. Eq. Cas. 1738, 79 Eng. Reprint,
955 (Liability for acts of co-trustee).

Wake V. Conyers, 1 Eden, 331, 2 Lead. Eq.
Cas. 850, 28 Eng. Reprint, 712 (Confu-
sion of boundaries).

Warmstcy v. Tanfleld (Lady), 1 Ch. Rep.
29, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 1530, 21 Eng. Re-
print, 498 (Possibility assignable in

equity). 4 G&R ; 2 id., title Assignments.
Woollam V. Hearn, 7 Vea. Jun. 211. 2 Lead.

Eq. Cas. 920, 32 Eng. Reprint, 86 (Oral
evidence—distinctions between seeking
and resisting specific pei^ormance as to

the admission of evidence). See Oral
Evidence, 4 G&R.

Miscellaneous Cases :

Doriiy v. Dority, 2 G&R. Husband may be
enjoined from dissipating wife's separate
estate. First principles call for this

precedent. Statutes must yield to para-
mount equities.

Xowaok V. Berger, 133 Mo. 24, 42. Su-
perior equities override statutes ; for
higher laws statutes must yield. Fraud
will be repressed by equity. Dority,
supra; Lester, L.C. 341, 3 G&R ; S. v.

Sheppard, 4 id.; Dimes, L.C. 176. 3 id.;

Oakley v. Aspinwall, L.C. 222, 3 id.; §5
51, 52, 1 id. Convenience and reason
override statutes. Fanny v. S., 6 Mo.
129

; § 6689, Code, N.D.
Ashby V. White, Smith's Lead. Cas. (i!76i

jus ibi remedium). 2 Q&R.
Born V. Cole (Equitable estoppel

—

Allegans
contraria non est audiendus). 2 G&R;
Savage, White & Tudor, Lead. Eq. Cas.,

supra. §§ 295 308.

Pickard v. Sears (Equitable estoppel), 4
G&R.

Lickbarrow v. Mason (Where one of two
equally innocent persons must suffer from
the fraud of a third, he who first trusted
must first suffer. Rights of the bona
fide purchaser. Bassett, supra; Le Neve,
supra), L.C. 394, 3 G&R; Sto. Eq, Jurlsp.

805 ; Swift v Tyson (Bona fide purchaser,
commercial paper), 4 G&R. §§291, 305.

"For seeing somebody must be a loser

by his deceit, it is more reason that he
tnat employs and puts trust than a
stranger." Hern v. Nichols. 1 Salk.

289. 91 Eng. Reprint, 256, quoted and
approved in Merchants' Bank v. State
Bank, 10 Wall. 604 ; see Squib Case, 4

G&R ; Taylor, 23 Mo. 250 ; Odell, 15 Mo.
208 ; Green Co. Ivy. v. Qulnlan, 211 U.S.

582 ; Sweatman, 9 S.D. 380 ; Reed, 8 S.

D. 596; Carroll, 9 S.D. 497; First Nat.

Bk. of Lisbon v. Bank of Wyndmere, 10
N.D. — , 125 Am. St. 588, 10 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 49-73, ext.n. ; U.S. v. Bk., 214
US. 302.

One entrusted with a document must

Equity.

—

protect it from alteration. Master, *
G&R.

Michoud V. Girod, 4 G&R (No one can act
when his integrity and his interests are
in conflict

—

Idem agens et patiens esse
non potest. Keech. §§ 510-522.)

Davoue v. Fanning, §§ 520-521. S.P., Mich-
oud; also Keech, supra; also 2 G&R;
Dimes, L.C. 176, 3 G&R.

Bright v. Boyd, 2 G&R. Cited, § 510, infra.
Purchaser of real estate at void Judicial
sale may recover for improvements put.
upon the land—equitable estoppel ; A.lle~
gans contraria, 2 G&R.

Merryiceather v. Nixan. No contribution
among wrongdoers. 4 G&R ; See Derlng,
2 id.

Dinehart v. Lafayette. Injunctions. L.C-
278-280, 3 G&R; See alsb title Injunc-
tions. 2 G&R.

PoMERoi's Equity, VoL I, Introductorr
Chapter

:

Origin, growth and functions of equity.
Aequitas of the Roman law; nature
of equity ; the present relation of equity
with the law ; constituent parts of equity

;

the principles of classification ; Nature
and extent of Jurisdiction ; fundamental
principles and divisions ; exclusive juris-
diction ; concurrent jurisdiction ; auxiliary
jurisdiction.

Chapter I: General rules for the govern-
ment of the jurisdiction ; inadequacy of
legal remedies ; discovery as a source or
occasion of jurisdiction ; the doctrine that
jurisdiction existing over some portion or
incident extends to and embraces the
whole subject-matter or controversy ; mul-
tiplicity of suits ; bills of peace

; Jurisdic-
tion in equity because law courts may
exercise authority

; jurisdiction in state
and federal courts ; the jurisdiction as es-
tablished by judicial interpretation

;

the maxims and general principles of
Jurisdiction and the events which are
occasions of equitable, primary or reme-
dial rights.

The maxims of Equity enumerated: S 40.
1 G&R.

Equity regards that as done which ought to
be done.

Equity looks to the intent rather than to
the form.

He who seeks equity must do equity. NuHut
commcdum.

He who comes into equity must come with
clean hands. In pari.

Equality is equity.
Where there are equal equities, the first in

order of time shall prevail.
Where there is equal equity the possessor
must prevail. In wquali.

Equity aids the vigilant and not those who
slumber on their rights.

Equity imputes an intention to fulfill an ob-
ligation.

Equity will not suffer u- wrong without a
remedy.

Equity follows the law.
[Equity acts in personam and not in rem,.
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Hquity.

—

Penalties and forfeiturea; Ejection; Batii-
faction. §§520-577.

POMEROY's Equity, Vol. II

:

Performance. §§ 578-590.
Jiotice. §§591-676; Le Neve, L.C. 396, 3

G&R.
Priorities. §§677-734; Qui prior tempore.

Notice of assignments and transfers. No-
tice of existing equities. Bona fide purchas-
ers. Le Neve, L.C. 396 ; Swift v. Tyson,
4 G&R.

Bona flde purchaser. §§ 735-785. Priori-
ties. "Wliere one of two equally Innocent
persons must suffer from the fraud of a
third, he who first trusted must first

BufTer." Lickbarrow, L.C. 394, 3 G&R.
Mode and form of the defense. §§ 784-
785 ; the pleadings. § 784 ; necessary alle-

gations and proofs, § 785.
Merger. §§ 786 800 ; 4 G&R.
Equitable estoppel. §§801-821; Horn t.

Cole, 2 G&R; Savage v. Day, White &
Tudor's L.C. Applies to married women,
§814; infants, §815. §§295-308.

KJertain facta and events which are the oc-

caaions of equitable^ primary and reme-
dial rights. §§ 822-837. Lost and de-

stroyed records ; lost documents ; acci-

dental forfeitures ; defective execution of
powers ; relief against judgments at law ;

other special Instances.

Uistake. §§838-871.
Actual fraud. §§872 921; Caveat emptor;

Deceit ; Misrepresentation.
Constructive fraud. §§ 922-974; Public Pol-

icy ; In pari; Undue influence.

Trusts and trusteea. §§976-1126.
Hxpresa private trusts. §§ 987-1005.
Express trusta, hoio created. |§ 1006-1017.

Public or charitable trusts. §§ 1018-1029.

Resulting and constructive trusts. §§ 1030-

1058.
Express trustees; powers, duties and liabili-

ties. §§ 1059-1087.
Corporation directors and other quasi trui-

tees. §§ 1088-1097.
Married women's estates and interests. i|

1098-1113: Dority, 2 G&R.
Wife's equity to a settlement. §§ mi-

ll 20.
Married women's contracts. §§ 1121-1126.

POMEHOY's Eqdity, Vol. Ill

:

Legacies; annuities. §§ 1127-1145.

Donatio causa mortis. §§ 1146-1151. Bee

Gifts, 2 G&R.
Adminiatration of eatatea. §§ 1152-1154.

Construction and enforcement of wills. i|

1155-1158.
Equitable estates arising from conversion.

§§ 1159-1168.
Resulting trust from a failure of the pur-

poses of the conversion. §§ 1169-1174.

Reconversion. §§ 1175-1178.

Mortgages of land. §§ 1179-1191.

Mortgages ; various forms and kindt. {!

1192-1203.
Interests, rights and Uabilitiea of the mort-

gagor and of the mortgagee. §§ 1204-

1228. ^ , ^
Mortgages of personal property and pledget,

n 1229-1232.

Equity.

—

Equitable liens. §§ 1223-1224. Arising
from express contract. §§ 1235-1237.

Liens from implied contracts. i% 1238-
1243.

Liens arising from charges by will or by
deed. §§ 1244-1247.

Yendor'a lien. §§ 1249-1259.
Vendor's lien and the vendee'a lien, on con-

tract for sale and purchase. §§ 1260-
1263.

Liens arising from deposit of title deeds.
§§ 1264-1267.

Liens arising by statute. §§ 1268-1269.
Assignments ; Estates and interests arising

from. Assignment of things In action.

§§ 1270-1279.
Equitable assignment of a fund by order or

otherwise. §§ 1280-1284.
Asaignynent of possibilities, expectances and

property to be acquired in future. §§
1285-1291.

Contracts in equity; general doctrine con-
cerning contracts. § § 1292-1297.

Equitable debts. §§ 1298-1302.
Persons not sui juris. §§ 1303-1310; Ches-

terfield, 2 G&R. Molton v. Camroux, L.

C. 413, 3 G&R; Infants, §§1303-1310, 2
G&R.

Persons of unsound mind. §§1311-1314;
Chesterfield, 2 G&R.

Remedies in equity. §§ 1315-1421.
Interpleader. §§ 1319-1329, 2 G&R.
Receivers. §§ 1330-1336 ; 4 G&R.
Injunctions. § § 1337-1374 ; L.C. 278, 3 G&

R, et seq.

Torts; injunctions to restrain. §§1346-
1358; Bonaparte v. R.R., L.C. 278, 3 G
&R.

Mandatory injunctions. § 1359 ; Dlnehart,
L.C. 379 : Cases ; 3 G&R.

Injunctions to restrain actions or judg-
ments at law. §§ 1360-1365; Needham v.

Thayer, L.C. 261, 3 G&R, et seq.

Equitable defences interpreted in legal acr

tions as a substitute for injunctions. §§
1366-1374.

Reformation and cancellation. §§ 1375-

1377.
Assignment of dower; establishment of dis-

puted boundaries; partition of land and
personal property. §§ 1378-1392.

Bills of Peace; Bills Quia Timet; Quieting
title. §§ 1393, 1394.

Statutory suit to quiet title; suit to remove
a cloud on, title. §§ 1395-1399. See
Cloud on Title, 2 G&R.

Specific performance of contracts. §§ 1400-

1410; 4 G&R.
Specific enforcement of obligations arising

from trusts and fiduciary relations. §1

1411, 1412,
Foreclosure suits. § 1413. See Mortgages,

4 G&R.
Marshalling assets. § 1414 ; 4 G&R.
Creditors' suits. § 1415 ; 2 G&R.
Contribution; suits for. § 1416; Dering T.

Wlnchelsea, 2 G&R ; Rees v. BerringtoD

(Sureties), L.C. 334a, 3 G&R.
Exoneration; rights of surety against the

principal. § 1417.

Subrogation. § 1419 ; Dering, 2 G&B.
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Equity.

—

Accounting; suits for. §§ 1420-1421.
BispfiAM's Equity ; Contents of :

Rise and progress of the high court of
chancery. §§ 1-15.

General outline of eguitaWe jurisdiction. SS
16-36.

Maxims of Equity. §§ 37-48.

Trusts; their original history and general
nature. §§ 49-62.

Eivpress Trusts; and herein of voluntary
dispositions in trust, of precatory trusts
and powers in trust, § § 63-77.

Implied trusts. §§ 78-95.

Trusts for married women. §§ 96-115.
Trusts for charities. §§116-134; Jackson

V. Philips, 2 G&R; Thetfoid School Case,
8 Coke, 130&, 77 Eng. Reprint. 671 ;

Thellusson v. Woodfoid, 4 G&R.
Trustees; powers and duties. §§ 135-148.

Mortgages. §§ 149-161.
Assignments. §§ 16:i-173. Of future prop-

erty. Holroyd v. Marshall, 10 H.L. Cas.
209, 11 Eng. Reprint, 999 ; Row v. Daw-
son, 3 Lead. Eq. Cas. ; Ryall v. Rowles,
2 G&R.

Accident and mistake. §§ 174-196. Hunt
y. Rousmanler, 2 G&R.

Fraud; general nature; actual fraud. Fraud
in obtaining a will. Allen v. McPherson,
1 H.L. Cas. 191, 9 Eng. Reprint, 727

;

Chesterfield, 1 2 G&R; Peck v. Ourney, sub
Pasley v. Freeman, L.C. 375, 3 G&R.

Puffing. Mortimer v. Bel!, L.R. 1 Ch. App.
12, 13 ; Oulick v. Ward, L.C. 364, 3 G&R.
Buppressio veri. Pasley v. Freeman, L.C.
375, 3 G&R.

Fraud arising from the intrinsic nature of
the contract. In pari delicto matters and
relations. §§ 219-229. Ex turpi causa
non oritur actio. § 224.

Fraud presumed from the relation of the
parties. Constructive fraud. Chesterfield,
2 G&R; Molton v. Camroux, L.C. 313, 3
G&R ; Huguenin v. Basely, see Chester-
field ; Tate V. Williamson, L.R. 2 Ch. 61.
Fiduciary can make no profit. Keech v.

Sandford, 2 G&R : Cases. Disloyal agent
forfeits his compensation.

Fraud affecting third parties; general rules
as to fraud. See Creditors' Bills. 2
G&R ; Twyne's Case, 4 G&R. Marital
rights, Strathmore v. Bowes, 4 G&R.
W. & Tud. L.C. 573 (4th Am. Ed. from
4th London Ed.).

Appointments must be solely to carry out
the purpose of the power. Topham v.

Duke of Portland, 31 Beavan, 525, 54
Eng. Reprint, 1242.

Admissibility of oral evidence to alter or
vary a written instrument. Woollam v.

Hearn, L.C. 53, 3 G&R; Gillespie, 2
Johns. Ch. 585. 7 Am. Dec. 559.

Hon- the right to impeach a fraudulent
transaction may be lost; confirmation;
release; acquiescence. Delay.

Bona fide purchasers for value. Le Neve v
, Le Neve, L.C. 396, 3 G&R.
''Once a mortgage always a mortgage."

Froidcoaux v. .lordon, 64 W. Va. 388, 131
Am. St. 911-928, ext.n.

Xotice ; hmo it affects purchases. §§ 261-
275 ; Le Neve

; plea of bona fide purchaser.

Equity.

—

Equitable estoppel; election. %% 280 30S.
Congregation v. Williams, 9 Wend. 147

;

Pickard, 4 G&R. Married women and in-

fants. % 293. Election, § 304.
Conversion and reconversion. Fletcher v.

Ashburner, 2 G&R ; Ackroyd v. Smlthson,
1 Bro. C.C. 503, 28 Eng. Reprint, 1262.

Injunctions to protect legal rights. §§ 428-
465 ; Prince Albert v. Strange (Copy-
right) ; breach of negative covenants,
Lumley v. Wagner. 1 De Gex. M. & G.
604, 42 Eng. Reprint, 687, 6 Rul. Cai.
652 (To prevent breach of contract).

Re-execution, reformation, rescission, and
cancellation. §§466-478.

'

Account; partition; dower; boundaries;
Rent. § § 479-504.

Partnership bills. §§ 505-524.
Creditors' bills and administration suitt.

§§ 525-540.
Infants, idiots and lunatics. §§ 541-555.
Discovery. § § 566-567.
Bills of Quia Timet; receivers; writs of ne-

exeat and aupplicavit. §§568-583.
Setoff, 4 G&R ; Adjustment, Contribution, 2
G&R, Exoneration, Subrogation, 4 G&R,
and Marshalling, 4 G&R. Fosdick v.

Schall. 99 U.S. 235, stated, § 344, n.

Specific performance. § § 361-398 ; 1 G&R.
Parol variations of written contract.
Townshend v. Staugroom, 6 Vesey Jun.
328, 31 Eng. Reprint, 1076; Woollam v.
Hearn, L.C. 53, 3 G&R. Purchaser not
compellable to accept a doubtful title.

Pyrke v. Waddingham, § 379.
Injunctions. §§ 399-427. To restrain pro-

ceedings at law. Earl of Oxford's Case,
sub Needham v. Thayer, L.C. 261, 3 G&R.

To restrain vexatious litigation. See Mul-
tiplicity .of Suits.

EQUIVOCAL OBJECTION'S: 2 G&R. See
Consensus.
Are unavailing. L.C. 290O-299, 3 G&R.

Assignment of errors. Interest reipub-
Ucw; McDermott. Verda fortius applies
to quibbling equivocations.

EBBOB: 2 G&R. Wliat is reversible error.
See Consensus. Error of substantive law
cannot be waived. Windsor, L.C. 1, Z
G&R. See Coram judice.

ESCAPE: 2 G&R.
ESCHEAT: 2 G&B.
ESCROW: 2 G&R. Wilkins, 80 Vt. 48,

130 Am. St. 906-914, ext.n.

ESKBIDGE V. GLOVEE, 5 Stew & Port.
(Ala.) 264, 26 Am. Dec. 344, n., 2 G&R.
Cooke V. Oxley, L.C. 321, 3 G&R.

ESTATES: 2 G&B.
ESTES, 155 Mo. 577, 583. Cited, §§ 320,

359. Pleading ; it is demurrable to set
out the instrument sued on in h(ec verba.
Contra: Bliss PI. 158. This decision is
opposed to first principles. It is the re-
sult of teaching the theory of the case.

ESTOPPEL: 2 G&R.
By record. See Res adjudicata; §§ 171-200,

1 G&R; 4 id.; Outram, L.C. 25, 3 G&R,
et seq.; Kingston's Case, L.C. 76, 3 G&R.

Forensic estoppel. Bailey, L.C. 44, 3 G&R.
Allegans contraria. § 298.
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Estoppel.

—

Jiy deed. Christmas v. Oliver, 2 G&R. {

303, et seg.

£quita})ie. Horn v. Cole, 2 G&R; Pickard.
4 id. See Equity ; Allcgans contrciiu.

"He who does not speak tchcii he ought shaU
not he heard ichen he desires to speak."
Bio. Max. 138 ; Bisph. Eq. 282. § 296,
et seg.

Estoppels arise from equity. Horn v. Cole,
2 G&R. §§ 161, 295, et seq.

As a foundation of title, IMcitard v. Sears.
4 G&R ; Horn v. Cole ; Lotfus. See Equit
able Estoppel ; § 308.

Fickard v. Sears. A mortgagee of personalty
acquiescing in the sale o( it under an
execution against the mortgagor is estop-
ped from claiming the property. Vigil-

antibus; cited, Bisph. Eq. ; Horn v. Cole,
2 G&R.

Elements: There must have been. 1.

A representation or a concealment of
a material fact ; 2. The representa-
tion must have been made with a
knowledge of the facts ; 3. The party
to whom it was made must have been
ignorant of the fact or of the truth
of the matter ; 4. It must have been
made with the intention that the
other party would act upon it ; 5.

Tlie other party must have been In-

duced to act upon it ; 6. The party
complaining must have been injured.
Bigl. Estop. 437; Bouv. Die. 695;
Taylor, 14 Mo. 482. Sec Price v. Neal
(party need not be injured).

Originates from conceptions of fraud. Bisph.
Eq. 282; Ex dolo malo; AUegans con-

traria. Or mistake in Price v, Xeal.
Must t>e pleaded as a defense. Sanders v.

Chartrand, 158 Mo. 361 : Cases.

Contra: Cape G. R.R., I 444, Equity.
Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferen-

tem, of the trilogy of procedure founds
tliu rule of estoppel of record, which is,

estoppels are odious.

Estoppels are odious. Verba fortius;

Draper (citing Federal, Minn., Miss, and
N.H. cases) ; Greeley, sub Res adjudicata,

4 G&R. See P. v. Artesian Co. (111.).

Doraston i'. Payne is the case nomen-
clature for Verba fortius.

But lohen the authority, the coram judice

proceeding is properly made to appear,

then the estoppel is favored. Interest

reipublicce. See P. v. Artesian.

Pervades all parts of the law. §§ 161-295,

et seg.

ESTOVEEIA SUNT AKDENDI, ARUNDI
construendi : Estovers are for burning,

ploughing, building and inclosing. 2

G&R.
BUM QUI NOCENTEM INFAMAT, NON EST

ae(|uum et bonum ob eam rem condemnari ;

delicta enim nocentium nota esse oportet

et expedit: It is not jnst and proper

that he who speaks ill of a bad man
should be condemned nn that account

;

for it is fitting and exn"dipnt that the

crimes of bad men should be known. 2

Eum Qui Nocentem.

—

G&R. Fair comment by one in interest
is privileged. Sec Defamation.

EVANS V. JOHNSON, 89 W. Va. 299, 4S
Am. St. 912. 23 L.K.A. 737, 2 G&R.
Fundamental principles annex themselves
in construction ; Lea- non exacte.

EVANS v. JONES, 5 Mees. & Wels. 77, L.
C. 360, 3 G&R. Wager Contracts, In-

pari.

EVANSVILLE V. MILLER, 146 Ind. 613, 3S
L.R.A. 161-174, ext.n., 2 G&R. Nuisance ;

what mnv be declared ; limitations.

EVERY ACT IS PRESUMED TO BE EIGHT-
ly, regularly and validly done : 2 G&R-
Omnia prwsumuntur rite. See Presump-
tions.

EVERY MAN IS PRESUMED INNOCENT
until he is alleged and proven guilty. 2
G&R. CofBn V. U.S. See Presumptions-

EVERY MAN IS PRESUMED TO INTENTS
the natural, direct and probable conse-
quences of his act. 2 G&R. Squib Case.

EVERY MAN IS PRESUMED TO KNOW
the law : 2 G&R. Ignorantia legis.

EVERY MAN'S HOUSE IS HIS CASTLE:
2 G&R. Semayne's Case.

EVERY PRESUMPTION IS AGAINST A
judgment and its foundation record of-

fered to prove an estoppel or title to
property, real or personal. 2 G&R. Clem.
2c, 3 G&R. See Authority.

EVERY PRESUMPTION IS AGAINST A.

pleader. 2 G&R. Verba fortius; Jjovas-

ton.

EVERY PRESUMPTION IS AGAINST A.

wrongdoer. 2 G&R. Armory, L.C. 180,
3 G&R.' Omnia prcesumuntur contra:.

spoliatorem,
EVERY PRESUMPTION IS IN FAVOR OF

the credibility of one speaking in ex-

tremities. 2 G&R. See Dying Declara-
tions.

EVERY WORD MUST BE GIVEN EFFECr
to. if possible, in construction. 2 G&R.

EVICTION; 2 G&R. Excuses tenant. Royce.
EVIDENCE: 2 G&R. See Presumptions.

In Equity; 2 Fed. Eq. 1576-1618; 1859.

Evidence a leading suhject of the law.

It relates to all branches.—Tlie

maxims and leading cases of evi-

dence are the most difficult to as-

semble and handle of any branch
of the law. Evidence is exceed-

ingly protean in its aspects. Dem-
onstration of this fact will ap-

pear from a careful consideration of

the trilogies of the six leading sub-

jects of the law. §§ 1-26. The max-
im discussions of equity will disclose

many fundamental rules. Familiar-

ity with these rules will greatly aid

the student who seeks a mastery of
a subject that is above all volumi-
nous. One of these rules we express
thus :

"What atipht 1o he of record viiixf hr
liraml liy record and hy the right

record." Chap. X.
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Evidence.

—

This is the greatest rule in evi-

dence. Its discussion is inseparably
connected witli the trilogy of pro-
cedure, also the very important rule,

which is, that oral contemporaneous
evidence is inadmissible to alter or
vary a writing. See Oral Evidence,
4 G&R; Pym. v. Campbell; Fiunt
enim; Contra scriptum.

The rule, "what ought to he of record,"
etc., is imbedded in the trilogy of
procedure; it is a rule that has ieen
most safely guarded in equity pro-
cedure. See §§ 10, 28, Story's Eq. PI.

;

§§47, 119-121; also Munday v. Yail,

post; § 271.

The admissibility of oral evidence is

extendedly discussed in works on
Equity. See Woollam, L.C. 53, 3
G&R ; also in Lester v. Foxcroft, L.C.
341, 3 G&R. "Once a mortgage," etc.

It is from equity discussions that many
of the most important rules of pro-
cedure can be best comprehended.
The equitable exceptions to the stat-

ute of frauds (Lester, L.C. 341, 3
G&R) ; applications for injunctions
(Dinehart, L.C. 279, 3 G&R), and for
specific performance are illustrations
of equitable requirements. All of
these strictly accord with the trilogy
of procedure (?§ 1, 108, .et seq.),

which may well be called the trilogy
of evidence.

Evidence can be treated from its foun-
tain heads or from rivulets; p. xxiii.

Preface. Upon the latter plan we
would have to deal with the matter
of long rows of books under one la-

bel and another. But when viewed
and grasped from the trilogy last re-

ferred to, also Chaps. I, V-XV, the
resulting advantage will be apparent.
See also §§209-272, 1 G&R, where

, are gathered maxims and cases
which should be considered. Look-
ing from the trilogy of procedure its

maxims are inseparable from evi-

dence, pleading and practice. From
this fact can be judged the deficien-

cies of works relating to trials, trial

practice, the art of winning cases
and brief making, that omit all ref-

erence to the dominating principles

that govern the conduct of a cause.
Important questions relating to. Preface

xiv. xxli.

BuperHclally taught. Preface xxl.

What ought to Tie of record. Preface xvl

;

§§41, 42.

Trilogy of Procedure; involves leading rules

or. § 2.

Frustra, etc., a leading rule. § 4.

Evidence.

—

One is presumed to intend, etc. | 37.

Due process of law involves rules of. § 41.
The trilogy of procedure is a canon of

pleading from one viewpoint, of evidence
from another, and of construction from
another. § 103, et seq. See Entirety
of the Law.

The prescriptive constitution the hasis of
many rules. See Trilogies.

The trilogies of the six leading suhjecta
are the source of many rules of evidence.

§§ 1-26. From these it may be deduc-
tively taught.

EXALL V. PAETRIDGE, 8 Term Eep. 308.
101 Eng. Reprint, 1405, 4 R.R. 656, 2
G&R.

A volunteer paying a debt cannot recover
it from the debtor.—Non hmc. Other-
wise if the payer is compellable to pay
it. Exall.

EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES: 2 G&R.
EXAMINED COPT: 2 G&B. C. v. Kane,

L.C. ISA, 3 G&K.
EX ANTECEDENTIBXIS ET CONSEQUEN-

tibus fit optima interpretatio : A pas-
sage will be best interpreted by reference
to that which precedes and follows It.

2 G&R. Noscitur a sociis.

EX CAUSA TURPI NON ORITUR ACTIO:
From one's own wrong arises no right.
2 G&R. In pari, etc.

EXCEFTIO FALSI EST OMNIUM ULTIMA:
A false plea is the basest of all things.
2 G&R. See Sham Pleadings ; Graver v.

B'aiirot, L.C. 102. 3 G&R, et seq.

EXCEPTIONS: 2 G&R. See Error; Appel-
late; L.C. 2900-299, 3 G&R; Shelton, T
Mo. 211 ; Consensus.

Repetition of, surplusage; sufficient if once
stated. McKee, 222 Mo. 344.

Nullities need not 6e excepted to. Dossier,

30 Mo. 220; Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 G&R;
Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 G&R, § § 49T-
504, Equity; Garland v. Davis, L.C. 00.
3 G&R.

The exception, the motion for a new trial,

the assignment of errors and the argu-
ment of each error assigned are correla-
tives.—They all depend on the statutory
record, which is the record upon which
operates the trilogy of liberal construc-
tion. § 101, Equity. See Appellate Pro-
cedure ; Interest reipuhlicce.

Must be apt, certain and specific. Grand
Trunk, L.C. 290c, 3 G&R; Miller v. Dill
(Ind.), 3 G&R; McDermott (U.S.). Con-
sensus.

Irrelevant evidence need not be excepted to.
McKlnnon, 57 Fla. 121.

Verba fortius applies to quibbling equivo-
cations. L.C. 2900-299, 3 G&R.

EX CONTRACTU ACTIONS: 2 G&R.
EX DELICTO ACTIONS: 2 G&R. Cannot

be pleaded with ex contractu actions.
Hof, 213 Mo. 445. 448.

EX DOLO MALO NON ORITUR ACTIO: A
right of action cannot arise out of fraud.
2 G&R. Cited, §§ 11, 12a, 13, 22, 24,
58, 62, 189, 206, 294, 308, 346. 354. In
pari; Alterum non Iwdere. See Fraud

:

Perry, 22 Mo. 363.
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Ex Dolo Malo.—
Fraud vitiates all into ichich it enters, ex-

cept legislative operations. Fletcher v.

Peek. As to fraud, "Parliament Is stlU
omnipotent."

Judicial shams, frauds and mockeries are
void. American Express Co. v. MuUins,
212 U.S. 316. See Pettibone.

''Once a mortgage, always a mortgage" is

a rule of equity to avoid fraud. 2 Sto.

Eq. 1018. 1019. See Oral Evidence.
^XECTJTIO JURIS NON HABET INJUBI-

am : The law will not in its executive
capacity work a wrong. 2 G&R.

EXECUTION: 2 G&R. Staying; quashing.

S. V. Clements, 37 Mont. 1001, 127 Am.
St. 705-714, ext.n.

Must conform to the record. Merrifleld,

238 III. 526, 128 Am. St. 148-152, n.

;

Douglas V. Whiting (must contain names
of defendant).

Depend upon a judgment and its record.

Cooper V. Reynolds ; Randall, 214 Mo.
23. 27.

EXECUTION SAIJBS: 2 G&R. Depend on
the mandatory record. Windsor ; Dodd-
ridge ; Williamson v. Berry ; Clark v.

Sires. See Coram judice.

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS: 2 G&R.
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS: 2

G&R. Power of one of several. Aberd-
ing, 170 Ind. 252, 127 Am. St. 363-391,

ext.n.

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES: 2 G&R. Merest.

Actual malice as an element for. An-
derson V. International Harvester Co.,

104 Minn. 49, 16 L.R.A.(N.S.) 440, n.

;

Wagner, L.C. 290, 3 G&R.
EXEMPTIONS: 2 G&R. Tools. Reeves, 76

Kans. 333, 123 Am. St. 137-149, ext.n.

Wearing apparel. Phillips, 151 Ala. 527,

12.'3 Am. St. 40-46 (jewelry).

EX FACTO JUS ORITUR: The law arises

out of the fact. 2 G&R. Cited, § 295.

McAfee ; Merchants' Bk.

Jleallty of fact necessary to attract juris-

diction. Fabula; Scott v. McNeal.

EXHIBITS: 2 G&R. Is no part of bill.

Tesson, 11 Mo. 274.

EX MAIEFICIO NON ORITUR CON-

tractus : A contract cannot arise out of

an act radically wrong and illegal. 2

G&R. In pari; Crimen omnia. See

Fauntleroy.

IX NUDO PACTO NON ORITUR ACTIO:

No cause of action arises from a mere

•or bare promise. 2 G&R. Cited, §§ 13,

361 362, 470. See Consideration ; Con-

tract ; Wesson. 25 Mo. 81; Quod nullum

est nullum producit effectum.

A promise for which one parts loith no

consideration is not a contract. See Cher-

ry ; Inman ; Stilk.

Something that is legal is essential to at-

tract jurisdiction. In pari; Weltmer, L.

C. 268a, 3 G&R.
XX PACTO ILLICITO NON ORITUR ACTIO:

From an illicit contract no action arises.

2 G&R. In pari; Ex causa turpi.

EXPERT EVIDENCE: 2 G&R.

EXPLOSIONS: 2 G&R.
EX POST FACTO; 2 G&R.

EXPOSURE: 2 G&R.
EXPRESSIO EORUM QV.S TACITE IN-

sunt nihil operatur : The expression of
those things which are tacitly implied
operates nothing. 2 G&R. Cited, §§ 11,

26, 63, 132, 188, 283, 284, 335o. § 6669,
Code, N.D. ; M'CuUoch, L.C. 147, 3 G&R ;

Neagle ; Logan.
Expressing a jvarranty the law implies i.?

surplusage. Heath, 193 N.Y. 255, 25
L.R.A.(N.S.) 160.

lundamental pi-inciples annex themselves.

Evans v. Johnson, 2 G&R ; Lex non ex-

acte; Regula pro lege si deficit lex; C.

v. Hess, L.C. 215, 3 G&R, et seq.;

Coonee, 3 Mo. 364 (statute). See Pre-

scriptive Constitution; Vt res magis; Lex
non exacte.

Qui dat flnem dat media ad flnem eces-

saria: He who gives an end a
means to that end. 3 Mass. 129 ; M'Cul-
loch ; Ways of Necessity.

Quoted and applied ; Lane, 11 Mo.
402, 408 (granting a new trial sets the

judgment aside by Implication) ; Field

V. Holland, 6 Cranch, 22.

Consent to error is implied unless one ob-

jects aptly. Lane, 11 Mo. 408. See Con-

sensus ; Exceptions.
Quod pure debetur prmsenti die debetur:

That which is due unconditionally is due
now. If a note or other contract ex-

presses no time for payment, it is due
on demand. Vt res magis; Cf. Bowen v.

Emerson.
Xote for fifty tivo 25-100 is read to mean

J52.25. Murrill, 17 Mo. 406.

Limitation of liberal construction. Lex non
exacte; Trilogy of Strict Construction,

§ 101, et seq.

Basements; conveyance of by implication-

See Easements ; Appurtenances ; Fixtures.

EXPRESSIO UNIUS EST EXCLUSIO Al-
terius : The express mention of one

thing implies the exclusion of another.

2 G&R. Cited, §§1, 13, 25, 43, 44, 52,

68, 105, 127, 136. 150, 156, 172, 175,

191, 200, 218, 225, 294, 333, 348, 361,

390, 411, 486. 509.

See Ita lex scripta est.

Expressio unius is intimately associated

with the Trilogy of Procedure, § 101, et

seq. See Certainty.

Construction. Expressio unius and its cog-

nates are of constant application. 2 G&R.
IngersoU, 211 U.S. 330, 355-356.

Procedure involves: Giving a bill of excep-

tions in the civil case excludes the crim-

inal case. Mitchell, 3 Mo. 283. Higher

laws limit this statute.

Jurisdiction to administer on a dead

man's estate gives no authority to admin-

ister on a living man's estate. Thomas
V. P., §§347-354, Equity; Scott v. Mc-

Neal.

Instructive applications of this maxim
are perceived in applications of the Tril-

ogy of Procedure. § 101, et seq. Rush-

ton V. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 G&R. § 219,

et seq.

If a statute creates a new right and

provides a remedy therefor, generally
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Expressio Unius.

—

this remedy is exclusive. End. Stat. 154,

403-406; Suth. Stat. 391, 392, 2 id. 564,

565, 720 ; Bloom, L.C. 266, 3 G&R ; Bavt
lett, L.C. 6, 3 G&R ; Elddick, 1 Mo. 147 ;

S. V. Cowin, 4 Mo. 609.

Contiacta: 2 G&R. Aok ha-c; Davis, 208
111. 375 ; Boston Ice Co., L.C. 320, 3 G&R ;

Vogt, L.C. 324a, 3 G&R.
Contract to operate on one ear is ,

not

binding if the other ear is operated on.

See iVo» hwc.
Express contract excludes an implied.

Cutter, L.C. 308, 3 G&R; Bristow, L.C.

135, 3 G&R.
AdMhg uhat the law implies is surplusage,

i. e., such as warranty. Heath, 195 N.Y.

255, 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 160.

Pleading applies to. Newlin, 222 Mo. 375 ;

Evans v. R.R., id., 435, 452 ; FrUstra pro-

htttur; Smalley, 19 111. 207. See Res
Adjudicata. § 219, et seq.

Pleadings are to limit issues and to narrow
proofs. See Bill of Particulars.

Mandatory record governed liy. § 225, et

seq.

liXTOBTION: 2 G&R.
tXTEADITION: 2 G&R.
EXTREMIS PROBATIS PE.a;SUMXTNTUE

media : Extremes being proved, interme-

diate things are presumed. 2 G&R.
EX TUBPI CAUSA NON ORITUR ACTIO:

No cause ot action rises from illegality.

2 G&R. Cited, §§ 13, 207.

EX TURPI CONTRACTU NON ORITUR
actio : No action arises on an immoral
contract. 2 G&R.

EX UNO DISCES OMNES: From one thing

you can discern all. 2 G&R.
EYRE V. SHAFTSBURY: See Infants, 2

G&R. Equity.
PABER, 13 Mo. 543. Cited, % 283. Vt res;

Lex non exacte.

TABULA NON JUDICIUM: Fiction will

not confer Jurisdiction. 2 G&R. Cited,

p. xiv, Preface; §§ 58, 105, 206, 294, 309,
348, 350, 402, 454.

Ueality of cause of action must exist; it

cannot te foreclosed. L.C. 267-270, 3
G&R. Banner ; Weltmer. L.C. 268«, 3
G&R ; Inman ; White v. Bluett, L.C. 317,
3 G&R; Thomas v. P., §§347-354, ante;
Scott V. McNeal, 4 G&R. Roderigas. ( No
administration for living man's estate.)

Courts irill not give opinions on moot ques-
linns of ahstract questions of law. Bro.
Max. 329. 8th ed.. Am. Book Co. ; Cali-

fornia V. San Pablo, L.C. 270, 3 G&R.
Impossibility to commit crime. R. v. Col-

lins.

A'o issue shown from the right record, no
perjury.

Sham and false pleadings present nothing.
Graver, L.C. 102, 3 G&R; Wonderly, L.

C. 103, 3 G&R. Crimen omnia.
Agreed stntrment of facts must he upon a

real cause of action. Leges non verbis
sed irhus sunt inipostw. Blair. 8 Mo. 313.

Dead issues will not be revieircd on appeal.
California v. San Pablo, L.C. 270, 3

G&R.

Fabula Non Judicium.

—

"Cause of action," statute cannot dispense
with. Scott V. McNeal, 4 G&R ; See
Bulkley, §§ 453-457, ante. Quis, quid.

On.y interested party can assign error. Gib-
ler ; Williams v. Eggleston, L.C. 94, 3
G&R. Actio non datur.

A mere nullity or absurd thing will never
constitute a consideration. White v.

Bluett, L.C. 317, 3 G&E.
Quod nullum est nullum producit effectum.

Quis, quid, coram quo.

The corpus d.eliGti must be favored.
FACTORS: 2 G&R. George v. Claggett

;

Rights to set-off. Quod remedio.
FACTS, NOT CONCLUSIONS, MUST BR

pleaded : 2 G&R. See Conclusions of
Law.

Conclusions of fact. Witness must swear to-

the facts, not conclusions, such as this

:

"The accused is not guilty." Garrett, &
Mo. 1; Sparr, 110 Mo. 230.

Facts, not the conclusions and beliefs of
the pleader, must be stated. Thomas, ft

Mo. 201.
Facts, not matters of evidence, must be

pleaded. Wills, Gould PI. 301. See Con-
elusion of Law.

FACTUM A JUDICE QUOD AD EJUS OF-
ficium non spectat, non ratum est : An
act of a judge which does not pertain to
his office is of no force. 2 G&R. Lange,
L.C. 159. 3 G&R.

FAILURE OF PROOF: 2 G&R. See Vari-
ance.

FALSA DEMONSTEATIONE LEGATUM
non perimi : A legacy is not destroyed by
an incorrect description. 2 G&R.

FALSA DEMONSTEATIO NON NOCET:
Mere false description does not make an.

instrument inoperative. 2 G&R ; Hartt^
13 Mo. 497 ; Riggs, 20 Mo. 241 ; Picot, 2(>

Mo. 419 ; Balsewicz, § 346 ; Nosaitur a-

sociis.

Falsa demonstratio non nocet cum de cor-

pore constat: If enough appears to show
the truth, then surplusage will be re-

jected. Hartt, 13 Mo. 505. Cited, § 359.

FALSA GEAMMATICA NON VITIAT CHAE-
tam : Bad grammar does not make void,

a deed. 2 G&R.
FALSE IMPRISONMENT; 2 G&R.
FALSE PERSONATION: 2 G&R. Of voter.

R. V. Hague.
FALSE PLEADING: 2 G&R. See Con-

tempts, 2 G&R. Cause dismissed for. La-
gerholm, 133 Mo. Ap. 310. .YiWJ possu-
mus contra veritatem. Graver, L.C. 102^
3 G&R.

FALSE PRETENSES: 2 G&R. R. v. W^heat-
ley. L.C. 19, 3 G&R. Drawing checks with-
out funds. See Checks ; R. v. Ilazelton,
4 G&R; S. T. Pilling, 52 Wash. 462, 132
Am. St. 1080, n. : S. v. Ilammelsy, 52 Or.
ir,(i. 17 L.R.A.(N.S.) 244, n.

FALSE RETURN: 2 G&R See Returns.
FALSUS IN UNO, FALSUS IN OMNIBUS:

False in one thing, false in all. 2 G&R.
Cited, §§ 294, 296, 302. See S. v. Ander-
son, 19 Mo. 246. Contra: Gillette, 23
Mo. 7 ; S. V. Dwyer. 25 Mo. 533. Im-
peachment of witness; general rules. Fat-
sus, 2 G&R.
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rAHNT V. S., 6 Mo. 122. Cited, § 511.
Statutes yield to reason and convenience.
Nowack.

7ABBES, 189 Mo. 284. Cited, § 378. Ir-

relevant evidence made competent by con-
sent. Cape G. R.K. I^ec Misnouti.

FABMEBS AND MSBCHANTS' BANE T.

Banlv of Kutlieford, IID Tenn. 64, 112
Am. St. 817-821, n. : Cases, 2 G&R. AUe-
gans contrana ; Commercial Paper.

FAENAM V. BBOOKS, 9 Pick. 212-250, n.

:

Cases, L.C. 97, 3 G&R. Alder by evidence
of general allegation ; concealment ; effect

on statute of limitations.

FAENAM v. COLEMAN, 19 S. Dak. 342,
117 Am. St. 944-962, ext.n., 2 G&R. In-

ferior courts have no power to punisli for

contempt.
FABNI V. TESSON, 1 Black, 309, 2 G&R.

Cited, § 177, Codes deprecated ; McKaul.
FAEWELL V. BOSTON, ETC., B.B., 4 Met.

49, 38 Am. Dec. 339. n., 2 G&R. Engineer
and section foreman and a section band
are fellow servants. Texas 1'. R.R., 212
U.S. 538. Statutes abolishing distinctions.

Bedford, 168 Ind. 671, 14 L.R.A.(N.S.)
418, n. Priestly v. Fouler, rule; Wbite,
I'ers. Inj. in Mines, 174. Brower, —
Minn. — , 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 354, n.

FAUNTLEEOY v. LUM, 210 U.S. 230.

Cited, p. xi. Preface, § 217. Crimen om-
nia. Exception. See Foreword, 4 G&R.

FAVOEABrLIOBES EEI POTIUS QTJAM
actores habentur : Defendants are rather

to be favored than plaintiffs. 2 G&R.
Cited, §1 156, 183. Verba fortius; Actore.

FATEEWEATHEE V. EITCH, 195 U.S. 276,

«ub Res Adjudicata, 4 G&R. Res adju-
dicata ; elements.

FATS' ESTATE, 145 Cal. 82, 78 Pac. 340,

104 Am. St. 17-34, ext.n.. 2 G&R. Wills;

It res magis.
PEDEEAl OASES: Cooper i. Reynolds;

Windsor v. McVeigh, discussed, |§ 250-

261. Quinlan and citations thereto ; also

Green County ; Ontario Land Co.

FEDEEAL COUETS: 2 G&R.
FSDEEAIi GOVEENMENT: 2 G&R. Polity

of. M'Culloch ; Martin ; Cohens ; Tarble's.

FEiiERALIST: 2 G&R.
FEu^uAIi LAWS: 2 G&R.
FEDakAXi POWEE: 2 G&R.
FESliEAL PEOCEDUEE: 2 G&B. Respects

the trilogy of procedure, §§ 1, 101 ; Street,

Fed. Eq. ; Courts, 1-31 ; .Jurisdiction of,

32-192 ; Practice in, 93-134, id.

FEDEEAL QUESTION: 2 G&R. May be

waived. Bonner, 213 U.S. 46; C.&O. R.B.,

214 U.S. 190; Felts.

How raised. 211 U.S. 144; 212 U.S. 112;

Covington ; Cox ; Cornell ; Furman ; L.&

X. R.R. ; Oxley ; Pariaso ; Rodriguez.

The strictest notice required. Howard V.

Fleming ; Winona. § 230.

Fundamental substantive rights protected.

Howard v. Ky.
Federal courts independent of state courts,

and Htate laws. Kuhn, 215 U.S. 349.

Jurisdictional averments. See Allegations.

1 Street, Fed. Eq. 307-348.

Institution of the suit. 1 Street, Fed. Eq.

563-612.

FELLOW SEEVANT: 2 G&R. Farwell.
FELTHOUSE T. BINDLEY, 11 C.B.(N.S.)

.S(>!1. (103 E.C.L.K.), L.C. 325, 3 G&R.
Contract; proposer may prescribe time,
place and manner of acceptance. 2Vo»
ka c.

FELTS v. MUEPHY, 201 U.S. 123, 2 G&E.
Federal question ; waiver of.

FENCE: 2 G&R.
PENT T. TOLEDO, PEOEIA & WAESAVT

U.R., 59 III. 349, 14 Am. Rep. 13-24. 2
G&R. Benedict, 55 Fla. 92, 20 L.R.A.(N.
S. ) 92, n. Damage from fire; remoteness.

Tenant, when liable for destruction of leased
premises. Mason, 21 Mo. 374.

FEBGUSON V. CEAWFOBD, 70 N.Y. 253, 26-

Am. Rep. 580, 601, L.C. 264, 3 G&R.
Cited, H 129, 133a, 231. 254.

.ittorney's unauthorized appearance is not-
binding. .Judicial recitals in judgments.
Becklenberg. See Illinois ; Cloud, 86 Mo.
366-368.

FEBGUSON V. KINNOUL (AUCHTEEAE-
der Case), 9 C.&F. 251, 311, 8 Eng. Re-
print, 412, 2 G&R. Judicial immunity

;

Lange, L.C. 159, 3 G&E.
FEEEIES: 2 G&R.
FEBTILIZING CO. v. HYDE PARK, 97

I'.S. 659, 2 G&R. Nuisance ; abatement of.
FIELD V. HOLLAND, 6 Cranch (U.S.) 8,

3 L.ed. 136. 1 Am. L.C. 334-363, n., L.C.
387, 3 G&R. Application ; appropriation
of payments.

FIELD V. MAYOE OF NEW YOEK, 6 N.Y.
179, 57 Am. Dec. 435, n., 2 Lead. Eq. Cas.
1629, n., L.C. 84, 3 G&R. Defences not
pleaded are waived. McKyring, L.C. 33, 9
G&R. Partial assignments upheld. Grad-
wohl ; Grain.

FIELD, STEPHEN J., Code cases of. § 322.
Worth more than New York's and Mis-
souri's. § 322.

FIGHTING BY CONSENT: 2 G&E.
FIGTJEES: 2 G&R. Are sufficient pleading.
FILES: 2 G&R.
FILLEY V. DUNCAN, 1 Neb. 134, 93 Am.

Dec. 337-358, ext.n., 2 G&R. Judgment
liens; Franklin Bank.

FINCH V. BROOK (OE BEOCE), 1 Bing.
N.C. 253, 41 L..I.(N.S.) C.P.I. (27 E.C.
L.R.), 2 G&R. Tender; law of.

FINDING LOST GOODS: 2 G&R. When lar-
ceny. R. V. Thurborn.

FINDING THE LAW: 2 G&R.
FIBE: 2 G&R. Mosher, 16 Mo. 508; Pent.

FIEE AEMS: 2 G&R. Negligent use of
Morgan, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 134-137.

FIEST LESSONS: 2 G&E. See Datum
Posts of Jurisprudence, §§27-39,

FISH: 2 G&R.
FISHEEY: Rights of. Hume v. Rogue River,

51 Or. 237, 131 Am. St. 732, ext.n.

FISH v. CLELAND, 33 111. 237-245, L.C.

12c, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 48, 71, 73, 78, 103^
104, 105, 141. 146, 146a, 200, 245, 309,
313, 312, 333, 346, .353, 358, 389. Trilogy
of Procedure vindicatecl.

FISHBUBNE V. FEBGUSON, 84 Va. 87, 2
G&R. Insane persons ; contracts with.
Molton L.C. 413, 3 G&R. *

FISHER v. McGIBE, 1 Gray (Mass ) 1, 61
Am. Dec. 381-410, 2 G&U. Statutes valid
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Fisher v. McGirr.

—

in part and void in part. Pigot's

;

Spralgue, L.C. 236, 3 G&R.
TISHEK V. THIEKELL, 21 Mich. 1, 4 Am.

Rep. 422, 2 G&K. Easements ; negligence.

riTZSIMMONS V. JOSLIN, 21 Vt. 121, 52
Am. Dec. 46. L.C. 384, 3 G&R. Agent's
fraud is principal's.

JFIUNT ENIM DE HIS CONTEACTIBUS
BcripturcB, ut quod actum est, per eas
facilius probari poterit: The ease, .facility

and certainty that one stipulates for in

writing should stand as proof. 2 G&R.
Equity has molded this rule. Woollam,
L.C. 53, 3 G&R ; Pym. L.C. 52, et seq.,

3 G&R. "Once a mortgage." § 53, 1 G&R

;

"What ought to be of record" ; See Oral
Evidence. Expressio unius.

FIXING BAIL: 2 G&R.
riXTUKES: 2 G&R. Blwes. Quicquid

plantatur.
PLAG: 2 G&R. Halter, 205 U.S. 34; 74

Neb. 257, 121 Am. St. 754-707. ext.n. Uses
of the national flag ; statute may regulate.

TLETCHEE v. ASHBURNER, 1 Brown C.C.

497, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 1118-1205, ext.n.,

28 Eng. Reprint, 1259. Equitable conver-
sion, 2 G&R. See Equity.

FLETCHER V. PECK, 6 Cranch, 87 (3 L.ed.
162, n. : Cases), 2 G&R. Legislative acts
invulnerable to fraud ; lilsewise town coun-
cils. Klttinger, 160 N.Y. 217.

FLETCHER T. ROOT, 240 111. 429. Cited.

§§ 123, 245, 333, 334, 345, 352. Pleadings
essential ; consent cannot confer jurisdic-

tion.

FLETCHER V. EYLANDS, L.R., 1 Exeh. 265,
1 Sm. Lead. Cas. 10th and 11th eds., 810-
852, 2 G&R. Cited, % 22, Brennan Co., 29
App. D.C. 554, 15 L.R.A.(N.S.) 533. De-
nied: Brown v. Collins; Losee.

JFletcher is a widely cited and discussed
case in the laiv of torts. 1 Thomp. Cas.
Neg. 1-116. ext.n. It involves Actus Dei;
Negligence ; In jure. Gllson v. Delaware,
36 Am. St. 308-361, ext.n. See Nichols.

Causation; proximate cause.—One setting a
dangerous thing in motion is presumed to

intend the natural, direct and probable
consequences of his acts : Squib Case

;

Guille ; Vandenburgh ; Thomas v. Win-
chester.

One having a noxious agency upon his prem-
ises tnust take care of it at his peril.

Fletcher ; Animals ; Fire ; St. Helen's
Smelting Co. See Nichols.

Altcrum non Iwdere ; Sic utere.

FLETCHER V. TEEWALLA, 60 Miss. 963,

L.C. 18, 3 G&R. An assessor may impeach
his own assessment roll. Quod ab initio.

See Ontario Land Co.

FLIGHT: 2 G&R.
FLORIDA: 2 G&R. Verba fortius applied.

Atlantic. Coram judice essentials required.

Clem, 2c, 3 G&R. Southern. 57 Fla. 199.

[Able discussion.]

Trilogy of procedure well comprehended and
respected. See Verba fortius. Sworn an-

swers are evidence. Ropes.

Equities above statutes. Demps. 57 Fla. GO.

FLOURNOT V. JEFFERSONVILLE, 17 Ind.

169, 79 Am. Dec. 468-477 n., L.C. 146, 3

G&R. Cited, § 254. Division of state pow-
er. Marbury y. Madison, L.C. 142, 3 G&R.

FOLLAKSBEE T. WALKER, 74 Fa. St. 306,

13 Am. Rep. 671. Cited, § 344. S.P.,

Bauerman v. Radenius.
FOLTZ, I. W.: Excerpt from. § 110 (note

lo).

FOOD: 2 G&R.
FORBEARANCE: 2 G&R. Callisher.

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER: 3

G&R. Right to civil action for^ Wilson,
75 Kans. 159, 121 Am. St. 366, 413, ext.n.

FORCIBLE TRESPASS: 2 G&R.
FORECLOSURE OF MOETAGES: 2 G&R,

3 Street's Fed. Eq. 2809-2853.
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS: See Corpora-

tion.

FOREIGN JUDGMENT: 2 G&R.
FOREIGN LAW: 2 G&R.
FORESTALLING: 2 G&R.
FORGERY: 2 G^R.
FOBMEB ACTION PENDING: 2 G&R.
FORMER JEOPARDY: 2 G&R. Protection

against, depends on certain pleadings. C.

V. Roby, L.C. 74, 3 G&R. See Res Adju-
dicata, 4 id., L.C. 69-76, 3 G&R.

State and town may prosecute for -same of-

fense. Hughes V. P.

Habeas corpus to protect guaranty of. Ho-
vey, 16 Wyo. 254, 125 Am. St. 1037:
Oases.

FORMS: Forms of pleading are very in-

structive. In relation to Biddle v. Boyce
and Qramp v. Dunnivant, we have indi-

cated forms for stating a cause of action
or of defense under codes. § 464. The
difference between these and forms under
the common law and' equity systems will
appear upon comparison. In many states
the forms prescribed are not concise, nor
have they tended to convenience in refer-
ring either to the pleading or to its vari-

ous parts.

FORMS OF THE LAW: 2 G&R. See Text-
Index. Sutherland, Code PI. ; 3 Street,
Fed. Eq. ; Danl. Chan. PI. & Pr.

"The forms of the law are a part of the
law." See Forms of the Law. 2 G&R.

Necessity for: § 25, Sto. Eq. PI.
Codes of procedure have suffered from lack

of form. The forms prescribed are often
lacking in brevity, clearness, accuracy,
convenience and suggestiveness, e. g., the
forms prescribed for Missouri. (See
Gramp, 23 Mo. 254.) These do not clearly
indicate how separate causes may be set
forth, and how each material fact may be
so pleaded as to be conveniently referred
to and admitted or denied. For laclt of
accurate marking and indicating various
causes of action and material allegations
and denials of these, much confusion re-
sults, and especially when extended plead-
ings are recopied or are printed, whereby
they come to have a different paging.
For these ends each statement should be
numbered and paragraphed.

Looking from Misso\iri forms, it is evi-
dent that clearness and convenience have
not been sufficiently attained.
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Forms of the Law.

—

By reference to the enactment of A. D.
1849, grounds of objection will appear

;

also, Gramp, § 463.
Under a Code, forms should be clear,

precise and convenient, to illustrate, thus :

STATE OF
COUNTY OP

In the Court.
A. B., Plaintiff,

T.

e. D., Defendant
I.

FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION ;

Flaintift compJahis and alleges:
1. That plaintiff made, executed and

delivered, etc.

2. That, etc.

3. That, etc.

4. That, etc.

II.

FOR A SECOND CAUSE OP ACTION :
•

• Each cause of action must be perfect.
Haskel, L.C. 101, 3 G&R. However, cap-
tions, introductory allegations, conclu-
sions, verifications and signatures need not
be repeated.

III.

FOR A THIRD CAUSE OP ACTION :

* * * *

WHEREFORE plaintiff prays judgment,
etc.

The answer should contain ;

1. Denials.
2. New matter, if any.
3. Counterclaim, if any.

See Caption, Allegation, Denial, Prayer,
Signature, Verification.

All of these should follow the forms and
refer to the parts of the statements of the
causes of action with certainty, other-
wise be rejected. Verba fortius, etc.,

should be applied.

Under a Code, general allegations, gen-
eral denials and general issues are offen-

sive. Pleadings are to limit issues and to

narrow proofs, and this idea should be en-

forced. See Gramp, 23 Mo. 254. § 463.

Where these requirements are disre-

garded, there is no Code.

All in interest are entitled to the cer-

tain allegation, the certain admission, the
certain denial, and the certain issue. Oay
V. Winter, L.C. 138, 3 G&R. A party has
the right to certain admissions, and cer-

tain denials. These rest on convenience,

economy and the necessity for the protec-

tion of the conserving principles of pro-

cedure. §§83-124, 1 G&R. Any other

view allows pleadings to be made Instru-

ments of covin and chicane.

A leading purpose of the Code is unification,

simplification and expedition. For these

there is to be considered one juridical

document, one statement, one forum and

one relief. In view of this, well con-

ceived and clear and convenient forms

should be studied.. Those in Destee's

Pleading and Forms are excellent.

The consequences of disregarding good

and certain forms have been erroneously

Forms of the Law.

—

ascribed to the Code. See Gramp, 23 llo.

254, § 463. This is illustrated in Eiigler
V. Bate, (1854), 19 Mo. 543; this case
also discusses the mischiefs of general de-
nials. It is pardonable to observe that
the Court lost a good and much needed
opportunity more specifically to instruct
the bar. For this, rules of a supreme
court are better designed than statutes,
and especially when courts construe ac-
cording to Ita lex scripta est, rather than
by the trilogy of procedure. §§1, 101, et
seq.

The necessities for operating the judicial
department are not legislative questions.—And in a roundabout way the courts
of New York. Missouri and Illinois and
the Federal have decided. Clark v. Dil-

lon (N.Y.) ; Mallinckrodt (Mo.) ; C. & A.
R.R. V. Clausen (111.) ; Indianapolis R.R.
V. Horst (U.S.). See Jeofails; Legisla-
tive Limitations. Courts should not sur-
render their functions to legislatures.

And they should defend their manner
with clear and forceful expressions, so
that the bar will be properly instructed.

FOENICATION: 2 G&R.
FORSYTH V. WELLS, 41 Pa. St. 291, 80
Am. Dec. 617-620, 2 G&R. Trespasser can-
not plead the benefits of his trespass.

Bull V. Griswold.

FORTHCOMING BOND: 2 G&R.
FOSTER, 4 Mo. 18-23. Cited, §§ 164, 180.

S.P., Crane ; Yerta fortius applies to ap-
pellant. McArthur.

FOSTER, 2 Cro. Car. 31, 79 Eng. Reprint,
631. Cited, § 163. Verba fortius.

FOSTER, 191 111. 94, 97. Cited, § 124. S.

I*., Jackson v. Pesked ; Rushton.
FOUR INDENTITIES: 2 G&R. See Res

adjudicata. 4 G&R.
FOX V. MACEETH, 2 Bro. C.C. 400, 2 Cox,

320, White & Tud. Lead. Eq. Cas. 188, 29
Eng. Reprint, 224, 399, sub Keech v. Sand-
ford, 2 G&R; §§ 510-522.

FOX V. TOOKE, 34 Mo. 504. Cited, § 460.

Trilogy of Procedure vindicated. Bateson.

FRACTIONEM DIEI NON RECIPIT LEX:
The law does not regard a fraction of a
day. 2 G&B. Warren v. Slade, L.C. 243,

3 G&E. Computation of time.

FEAKCHISE: Taxation of. Blaokrock, 34
Utah, 369, 131 Am. St. 850-885, ext.n.

FRANKLIN BANK V. BACHELDEE, 23 Mo.
60, 39 Am. Dec. 601-611, ext.n., 2 G&R.
Attachment liens ; Judgment liens. Filley.

FRANKLIN LODGE V. P., 220 111. 355, 110
Am. St. 248, 4 L.R.A. (N.S.) 1001-1020, 2

G&R, § 356. Equity. Cited, p. xil. Pref-

ace ; §§ 123, 136, 146a, 151, 309, 355, 359.

Corporation liable for contempt ; Pleadings
not jurisdictional. §§ 309, 355. 356. Ju-
risdictional elements. See O'Brien.

FRASEE, 32 Mo. 461. Cited, §§ 127, 163,

190, 388. S.P., Roper ; Dobson v. Camp-
bell,

FRASEE V. WELCH, 8 M, & W, 634. Cited,

§ 177. Lord Abinger, quoted defending
Trilogy of Procedure.
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FRAUD: 2 G&R. Maxims of

:

Ex dolo malo non oritur actio: Out of

fraud and illegality arises no cause of

action. § 308. See Illegality ; In pari

delicto. All of these matters are ex-

tendedly discussed in Story's, Pome-
roy's and Bispham's Equity.

Actual fraud involves discussions of
deceit, false pretences and cheats.—
These are acutely discussed in rela-

tion to Caveat emptor. L.C. 374-384,

3 G&R. Also rights of a 6ona fide

purchaser.
•Constructive fraud involves discussions

of cases like Keech v. Sandford, ii

G&R; §§510-521, infra.

Fraud is discussed in relation to the
trilogies of the six leading subjects

of the law. §§ 1-26 ; ante.

"Where one of two equally innocent
persons must suffer from the fraud
of a third, he who first trusted must
first suffer," is the basis of applying
many rules and tests of liability for

fraud. Lickbarrow v. Mason, L.C.

394, 3 G&R.
The fraud of the agent is the fraud of

the principal. Pitzsimnions ; Merch-
ants' Bank.

5*716 assent of a contracting party pro-

cured by fraud or deceit will avoid
the contract. Boston Ice Co. v. Pot-
ter, L.C. 320, 3 G&R; Carter v.

Boehm, 2 G&R ; Chesterfield v. Jans-
sen, 2 G&R.

The failure of a consideration is viewed
as a fraud.

Illegality of subject-matter. See In pari
delicto.

Estoppel lata is pervaded xoith phases
of fraud. See AUegans contraria,

etc. ; §§ 294-308, Equity.

The coram judice proceeding must be
properly evinced by the right record
in order to exclude the presumption
of usurpation or abuse of poicer. See
Quod ab initio, etc., Chap. VIII,
Equity ; Windsor v. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3
G&R ; T>!on hmc in fcedera veni.

Equity affords many rules for relief

against fraud and oppression. Among
these are, "once a mortgage always a
mortgage," and the equitable excep-
tions to the statute of frauds. See
Oral Evidence, 4 G&R.

As a defence, must be pleaded. Jenkins v.

Long.
General allegations; when sufficient. Far-
nam v. Brooks. See J'Anson.

Constructive. Keech y. Sandlord, § 510

;

cognate cases ; Chesterfield : Cases.
Misrepresentation; deceit, when a fraud.

See Caieat emptor; Chandelor, L.C. 374,
et seq., 3 G&R.

Fraud.

—

Facts pleaded must show fraud. Qulnn, 80
Vt. 434, 14 L.E.A.(N.S.) 962; Nichols,

122 Mo. 96, 45 Am. St. 514 ; Lewis, 9 Mo.
182 ; J'Anson. Contra: Pemberton, 6 Mo.
59 ; Edgell, 20 Mo. 494.

Insolvent vendee, buying bona fide, gets title.

Bidault, 19 Mo. 36.

FRAUDS AND PERJUEIES; STATUTE OF:
2 6&R. Persons to whom statute is avail-

able. First Nat. Bk., 80 Neb. 400, 127
Am. St. 752-778, ext.n.

Part payment, effect. Driggs, 152 Mich. 53,

125 Am. St. 389-405.
Oral license to enter on real estate and im-

prove it is irrevocable. Cape G. E.R., §|
445-447. ante, citing Rerick, also Leadbet-
ter; Baker.

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES: 2 G&R.
Twyne's Case. He who has fraudulently
dispossessed himself of a thing may be
treated as if he still had possession of. it.

§ 6665, Code, N.D.
FRAUDULENT SAIE OF MORTGAGED

property : 2 G&R.
FREEDOM or CONTRACT; 2 G&R. Non

hac.
FREEDOM OF RELIGION: 2 G&R.
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: 2 G&R.
FREEMAN v. COOKE, 2 Exch. Div. 654, 76

R.R. 711, 11 Kill. Cas. 82-104, 2 G&R.
Cited, § 294. See Equitable Estoppel.

FREEMAN V. HOWE, 24 How. (U.S.) 450.
26 L.ed. 749, L.C. 287. 3 G&R. Comity of

courts ; a rule of jurisdiction
; goods cus-

tcdia leqis.

FREEMAN v. KENNEY, 15 Pick. (Mass.)
44, 2 G&R. S.P., Drew. Assessments must
be certain.

FRENCH V. MILLER, 126 111. 611, 9 Am.
St. 651, n., 2 G&R. Procedure ; Contracts
relating to ; Limitations. See Consensus.

FRENCH V. TOWNES, 10 Grat. (Va.) 513, 2

G&R. Mistake will avoid a sale.

FRIEND V. WARD, 126 Wis. 291, 1 L.E.A.
(N.S.) 891, 2 G&R. Filling blanks; im-
plied authority. Hibblewhite.

FRIENDLY SUIT: 2 G&R.
FRIES V. BRUGLER, 7 Halst. (12 N.J.
Law) 79, 21 Am. Dec. 52-62, n., 75 Am.
St. 332, 339, 2 G&R.

FEISBIE v. U.S., 157 U.S. 160. Cited, §5
297, 298. AUegans; Consensus.

FRITTS T. PALMER, 132 U.S. 283. Cited,

% 293. See Kirven.
Foreign corporations may file papers and

then bring suit. §§ 13, 293. National.
Construction of statute. Vt res.

FROST V. KNIGHT, 7 L.R.Ex. 11, 5 Ex.
322, L.C. 308a, 3 G&R. Contract ; Breach
of. See Cutter ; Hochster ; Roehm.

In limine breach of contract gives immedi-
ate right to sue. Anticipatory breach is

actionable.

FEUSTRA FERUNTUE LEGES NISI SUB-
divitis et obedientibus : Laws are made
to no purpose unless for those who are
subject and obedient. 2 G&R.

FEUSTRA LEGIS AUXILIUM QUJEEIT
qui in legem committit : Vainly does he
who ottends against the law seek the help
of the law. 2 G&R.
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TRUSTEA PROBATUE QUOD PROBATUM
non relevat : It is vain to prove what is
not in question, or what is not alleged
and denied. 2 G&E. Citeil. §S 1. 4, 36, 41
46, 47. 61, 62, 101, 103, 104; Chap. VI. SS
140-162 (general resume l ; 163. 167, 172
189, 190, 192, 206. 21S. 2:!.-.. 24.",. 246
248, 249, 263, 309, 311, 333, 374. 381. 3f)()!

392, 410, 422, 423, 426, 472. 488. 490, 491,
509.

2ieed not prove more than is alleged. Sto.
Eq. PI. 28; Mullen. 12 Mo. 307; Biddle.
Crockett, quoted. § 103.

Admissions in pleadings need not he proved.
See Admissions.

Disregard of material error. Wash. R.R..
quoted, § 249. Bristow, L.C. 135, 3 G&K,
§ 309.

This maxim is one of the trilogy of Pro-
cedure. See De non apparentihus;
Verba fortius. Allegata et probata
must correspond. A recovery must
be Secundum allegata et probata.

,

Frustra is the foundation of the rules
that there shall be no departure and
forbidding variances. Crockett,
quoted, § 103 ; Wash. R.R., § 249.

Cases illustrating Frustra are Bristow
V. n'right. Smith L.C, 8th ed., L.C.
135, 3 G&R : Cases : Crockett v. Lee,
7 Cranch, 522. 526-527. See cases
cited. Chap. VI, Equity.

All systems that are respectful of first

principles and protecting, respect the
principle expressed in Frustra.
Story's Eq. PI. §§10, 28; 1 Gr. Ev.
61; 2 Id. 7; 3 Id. 10 ; §§ 297, et seq.,

269.

Codes reatfim it by providing that all

relief must be within the facts stated.

It is a corollary of De non apparenti-
bus. This is opposed to the theory of
the case.

Wherever respect is shown the
principles in § 10, Story's Equity
Pleading; § -}7, ante; in Rushton,
Bristow, Dovaston, Crockett and
Mundaji, there Frustra is vindicated

;

there the state is perceived and re-

spected. Departures from malce the

pleading a snare and a mockery. Vno
nbsurdo dato infinita sequuntur.

The theory-of-the-case states admit
irrelevant evidence and then from
this carve out and set up both "causes

of action" and defences. This ought

to be called aider by immaterial evi-

dence.
In Baily v. Hornthal the cause of action

first appeared from irrelevant evidence.

This is claimed to be sufficient. 2 Thomp.
Trial. §§ 2310, 2311, quoted sub Variance.

4 G&R. Cape Girardeau R.R., §§445-447,

ante. Likewise a defence may appear. De-

cisions in many states sustain this view.

Contra: Field v. Mayor (N.Y.).

Frustra Probatur.—
Replies may be traived. See Replication, 4
G&R ; also Virginia.

Vbi eadem ratio ibi idem jus. Of course if
one pleading can be waived, then so can
another. Cape G. R.R.

The nile that the general demurrer attaches
tu the first fault opposes the above vleios

;

likewise the rule—"What ought to be of
record must be proved by record and by
the right record." See Coram judiee;
Munday, L.C. 79, 3 G&R : Cases, 5 IlL
Law Rev. 178-182 ; Pleadings.
The consequences of departing from the

above ma.xim are demonstrated in the dis-
cussion of Missouri. § 462. ei seq.

Irrelevant evidence will not support a
charge of perjury. Fabula. To sustain
perjury there must appear an issue in the
right record. This issue cannot be as-
sumed nor retrospectively made. Ex post
facto laws are forbidden. Nor can crime
be predicated upon ex post facto acts.

. So it is that courts should not make issues
nunc pro tunc, in order to make irrelevant
evidence available.

FUGITIVES FROM JUSTICE: 2 G&R.
FUHE V. DEAN, 26 Mo. 116, 69 Am. Dec.

484. Cited, § 445. Rerick ; Baker ; Cape
Girardeau.

FULKERSON, 14 Mo. 49. Cited, § 299. Re-
pugnant pleadings void. S.P., Pain ; Tilden
V. P.

FULL FAITH AND CREDIT IS DUE THE
judicial records of each state : 2 G&R.

FULWEIDER, 216 Mo. 582, 591. Cited,

§§ 175, 373, 383. Trilogy of Liberal Con-
struction ; Apache ; Mailers ; Bates ; Lane ;

Dickey ; Gale ; Crane.

FUMES: 2 G&R.
FUNDAMENTAL LAW: Can be picked ana

stated. Pp. vi. xiv, xvii. Preface, § 152.

Lesser laws yield to. §§ 269, 308. In prce-

sentia.

Demand for. P. xix. Preface ; §§ 311, et seg.,

330, et seg.

Is invariable. See Prescriptive Constitution ;

p. xvi. Preface; §§ 100; 163-189; 332, et

seq.; 472, 475.

Provincial laicyers do not understand. Pp.
ill. xii. Preface; §§31-39; 60-100; 330-
361 ; 406-420. et seq^

Immutable principles of the six leading sub-
jects are. §§ 1-26; 60-100.

Principles upon vhicli substantive rights de-
pend are. %% 27, et seq.; 100.

Requirements for the mandatory record is

fundamental laio. §§1, 51, 101, et seq.;
42 48.

Illustration: § 10 Story's PI. are fundamen-
tal. §§ 47, 48, 332, 333, et seq., 352. 458.
See Thomas v. P. ; Goldman v. Edwards.

Verba fortius is a fundamental principle.

§ 100.

Idem agens ("Ye cannot serve God and Mam-
mon"). See §§ 510-522.

Necessities for procedure. §472. Crockett;
Qiiis, quid, coram quo.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES: 2 G&R.
Annex themselves in construction. Evans
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Fundamental Principles.—
T. Johnson. See Prescriptive Constitu-
tion; Expressio eorum; C. v. Hess, L.C.
215, 3 G&R, et seq.; Lex non exacte.

FUNDAMENTAL PEINCIPa.BS OF PRO-
cedure : 2 G&R. See Trilogy of Procedure,

S§1, 101, et seq. Verba fortius, §§100,
163-189.

FUNDAMBNTAI. BIGHTS: 2 6&B. § 408,
et seq.

FUNKHOUSEE, 17 Mo. 225. Cited, § 163.
Verba fortius. S.P., Mallinckrodt.

FURMAN V. FUEMAN, 153 N.Y. 309, 60
Am. St. 629-663, ext.n., L. C. 262. 3 G&E.
Judgments ; setting aside for fraud.

FUEMAN V. NICHOLS, 8 Wall. (U.S.) 44,

(19 L.ed 370), L.C. 147o, 3 G&E. Federal
question ; how it must appear ; mandatory
record must disclose. See Federal Ques-
tion : Covington.

FUTUEE INTEEESTS: 2 G&E.
GAGE V. CUEEIEK, 4 Pick. (Mass.) 399, 2
G&R. Assessments for taxation must he
strictly complied with. Drew ; Terms of
Court.

GALBEAITH v. ILLINOIS STEEL COM-
pany, 133 Fed. 485, 66 CCA. 359, 2 L.E.
A.(N.S.) 799-804, 2 G&R. Fundamental
law annexes itself hy implication. Lex
non exacte; Expressio eorum; § 510.

Privity essential for contract obligation. L.

C. 319, 3 G&R ; In jure. Non hwc.

GALE, 6 Mo. 253. Cited, U 175, 180, 373.

Trilogy of liberal construction respected.

Crane.
GALFIN V. PAGE, 3 Sawyer, 93128, 1

Cent. Law Jour. 491, Fed. Cas. 5206, L.

C 63, 3 G&R. Cited, % 254. "According
to the course of the common law" ; mean-
ing of this phrase.

GALPIN V. PAGE, 18 'Wall. (U.S.) 350, 21
L.ed. 959 (3 Sawyer, 93-128), L.C. 64, 3
G&R. Cited, §§132, 151. 254, 255. Su-
perior and inferior courts : distinctions.

Crepps, L.C. 113, 3 G&R; §§ 131-133.

GAMING: 2 G&R. Wager contracts. L.C.

358 362, 3 G&R ; Good v. Elliott. In pari.

GAKDNEE v. BTJCKBEE, 3 Cow. 120, 15
Am. Dec. 256, 2 G&R. Estoppel by ver-

dict ; Cromwell v. Sac ; Ridgeley, 27 Mo.
132.

GAELANS v. DAVIS, 4 How. 131 (11 L.ed.

907), L.C. 60, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 141,245.
Repleader ; order of ; a court is bound by

its record. Appellate court construes for

itself, and sua sponte takes notice of er-

ror in substance. Campbell v. Porter, L.

C 2, 3 G&R. Noble v. K.C
GARLAND V. GAINES, 73 Conn. 662, 84 Am.

St. 182, L.C. 40, 3 G&R. S.P., Munday.
GAELAND V. WHOLEBAU, 20 ^Qiwa, 271,

L.C 297, 3 G&R. Allegans contraria; Con-

sensus; Ross V. Hawkeye.
GAENISHMENT: 2 G&E.
GAETH, 72 Mo. 622. Cited, §§ 110, 496.

Aider ; Express Aider ; liberal rule.

Hughes, 90 Mo. ; Slack. Contra: Houston.

GAETH V. COTTON, 1 Vesey Sen. 524, 1

Lead. Eq. Cas. 955-1027, 21 Eng. Reprint

239, 26 id. 1231, 27 id. 1182-1196, 2 G&R.
Waste remedies for.

GAS SUPPLY AND USE OF: 2 G&R.
GATES, 13 Mo. 511. Cited, §§ 218, 394,

478. Trilogy of Procedure upheld.

GAY V. WINTEE, 34 Gal. 153, L.C. 138, S
G&R. Duty of court to make issues cer-
tain, and declare them.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS: 2 G&R. Sea
Conclusions of Law ; Aider by evidence.
Farnam ; J'Anson.

GENERAL DEMURRER. See Demurrer. I»
never waived. Auburn ; Munday : Cases ;

Quis, quid. Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2, et

seq., 3 G&R.
GENERAL DENIAL: 2 G&E. Is incom-

patible with the view that pleadings are
to limit issues and to narrow proofs. See
Admissions ; General Issue.

Is made an instrumentality of chicane.
Balsewicz, §346; Montour (Minn.).

GENEEALE DICTUM GENEEALITEB EST
interpretandum. A general expression is

to be construed generally. 2 G&R. Is
limited by particular words. Verba gen-

eralia; Chitty ; Bristow, L.C. 135, 3 G&E ;

Dickson, L.C. 34, id.

GENEEALE NIHIL CERTUM IMPLICAT:
A general expression implies nothing cer-

tain. 2 G&R. See Conclusions of Law.
J'Anson.

GENEEALIA SPECIALIBUS NON DEEO-
gant : Things general do not derogate
{rom things special. 2 G&R. Chatham v.

Mason, sub Illinois.

GENEEALIA SUNT PE.a!PONENDA SING-_
ularibus : General things are to be put
before particular things. 2 G&R. Salus.

GENEEALIS EEGULA GENEEALITEB EST
intelligenda : A general rule is to be un-
derstood generally. 2 G&R. See Maxims.

GENERAL ISSUE: 2 G&R. Not permis-
sible in equity or under codes. Bliss, PI.

138, 141. See Admissions ; General De-
nial. Conclusions of law, the general de-

nial and other generalities are opposed to
this definition of pleadings, namely

:

Pleadings are to limit issues and to nar-
row proofs.

Inimical to a code. § 324.
GENERALITIES: 2 G&R. The conclusion

of law, the general denial and the gen-
eral issue are instruments of chicane.
Montour (denial).

GENERAL WORDS: 2 G&E. See General
Allegations.

GENESEE CHIEF (THE), 12 How. 443, a
G&R. Admiralty Jurisdiction ; develop-
ment of.

GENTRY V. U.S., 41 CCA. 185, 101 Fed.
51, L.C. 88, 3 G&R. S.P., Munday (Plead-
ing essential).

GEORGE V. CLAGETT, 7 T.E.(D.&E.) 359,
101 Eng. Reprint, 1019, 4 R.R. 462, 2 Sm.
Lead. Cas. 118-124, n,, 8th ed., 1358-1371,
9th ed., 138 145, 11th ed., 2 G&R. Cited,

§ 241. Factors ; right to set-off.

GEORGIA. See Alabama. Pleadings essen-
tial for Res adjudicata under the code.
Draper, 2 G&R.

GERARDE v. LA COSTE, 1 Dall. (Pa.) 194,
1 Am. L.C. 369 411, n,, 3 Am. Dec. 226, 4
G&R. S.P., Swift.
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CETTTS, 3 Lea. 260, 31 Am. Eep. 637.
Citcil, §330. Fabula; Sham pleadings;
Graver ; Becklenberg ; Hoffman : Hood v.

S.

GIBBONS V. OGDEN, 9 Wheat. (U.S.) 1
(6 L.ed. 23, n.), 2 G&E. Commerce, is a
federal question.

GIBBS V. BENJAMIN, 45 Vt, 124, 13 Am.
Law Reg. (N.S.) 93 n., L.C. 405, 3 G&E.
Sale, when complete ; acceptance of the
thing.

GIBLEE V. MATTOON, 167 111. 18, L.C. 96,
3 G&R. Assignments of error must be cer-
tain ; lurking errors will not be hunted
and picked out by the court. Interest lei-

puhUcw; § 53. 1 G&R. Only party in In-

terest can assign error.

GIBNET V. S., 137 X.Y. 1, 33 Am. St. 690,
19 L.R.A. 365, 36 Am. St. 848, 849, 2 G&
R. I'roximate Cause : Squib Case.

GIBSON v. WARDEN, 14 Wall. 244, 20 L.
ed. 797, 2 G&R. Seal is surplusage to in-

strument not necessarily a deed. See Seal.
GITT: 2 G&R. Sec Equity; Ward v. Turn-

er : Irons V. Smallpieee.
GILL V. U.S., 160 U.S. 426-438, 40 L.ed.

480, 2 G&R. Patentee must promptly ob-
ject to use of his rights. AUegans; Equit-
able Estoppel.

GILMOBE V. DBISCOLL, 122 Mass. 199, 23
Am. Rep. 312-322, suJ) Smith v. Thackerah,
4 G&R. Easements.

GXLPINS V. CONSEQUA, Pet. C.C. 91, 221,
2 G&R. Impossibility. S.P.. Paradine.
One may contract against accident and
impossibility.

GILSON V. DELAWARE, 65 Vt. 213, 36
Am. St. 802-861, ext.n., 2 G&R. In jure;
Cahill V. Eastman ; Gibney. Cited, §

22 ; Fletcher t. Rylands.
GILSON V. SPEAE, 38 Vt. 311, 88 Am.

Dec. 659, 2 G&R. Infants liable for
torts.

6LASSC0K V. MORGAN, Sid. 184, 82 Eng.
Reprint 45. Cited, § 117. Aider by
pleading over.

GLITTEEING GENEBALITIES: 2 G&R.
See General, etc. ; Conclusions of Law.

GLOSSA VIPEEINA EST QUjE COKEODIT
viscera textus : That is a vlperine gloss
which eats out the vitals of the text.

2 6&R. See Cooper v. Reynolds ; Bene-
dicta; | 32o.

GODDABD V WINCHBLL, 86 Iowa, 71. 41

Am. St. 481, 17 L.R.A. 788, 2 G&R.
Aerolite belongs to land it falls on. Cu-

ius est solum; 132 Am. Rt. 94.

GODFBEY V. S., 31 Ala. 323, 70 Am. Dec.

494, ext.n., 2 G&R. Infants liability for

crime.

GODSALL V. BOLDEEO, 9 East, 72, 103
Eng. Reprint, 500, 2 Sm. L.C. 293-300,
8th ed., 1530-1564, 9th ed.. 263-271,

11th ed., 2 G&R. Life insurance is a
contract of indemnity. Dalby. One may
recover from the one causing damage,
also from the underwriter, as the land-

lord may compel the tenant to rebuild

and also collect the insurance. See In-

man.
GOLDMAN V. EDWAEDS, 18 C.B. 399 (84

E.r.L.R.). Cited, Steph. PI. 378; Bro.

Goldman v. Edwards.

—

Max. 601, 602. The construction of a
pleading for substance is always the
same, whether at the stage of the gen-
eral demurrer, or non obstante vere-
dicto, or upon collateral attack. See
Verba fortius; Slacum.

GOLDSMITH v. JOY, 61 Vt. 488, 15 Am.
St. 923, 4 L.R.A. 251. 2 G&E. Words
may cause an affray.

GOODENOW V. TYLEK, 7 Mass. 36, 5 Am.
Dec. 22, 1 Am. Lead. Cas. 788-806, 2
G&R. Agent ; Powers of, governed by
custom.

GOOD FAITH: 2 G&R. No excuse for
crime.

GOOD MORAL CHARACTER: 2 G&E.
GOODRICH V. MITCHELL, 68 Kans 765,

104 Am. St. 429, 2 G&R.
GOODS, WARES AND MERCHANDISE: 3
G&R.

GOOD V. ELLIOTT, 3 Term Eep. (D.&B.)
693, 100 Eng. Reprint, 808, 1 R.R. 803,
11 Rul. Cas. 389-407, n., L. C. 358, 3
G&R. Wager Contracts ; In pari.

GOOD WILL: 2 G&E. Sale of. Mitchel;
Mallan.

GOODWIN V. TELEPHONE CO., 136 N.C.
258 67 L.R.A. 251, 2 G&R.

GOBDER, 83 Neb. 204, 131 Am. St. 629, n.
Cited, § 26. Practical construction

;

Contemporanca.
GORDON V. GORDON, 3 Swanst. 400, 36

Eng. Reprint, 910, 12 Rul. Cas. 110 138,
2 G&R. Mistake avoids contract, when ;

compromise, when equity will set aslde-
GOEE V. GIBSON, s«6 U. S. V. Drew, 4 G

&R. Drunkenness, when a defence to
contract. Miller, — W. Va. —. 25 L.E.
A.(N.S.) 596, n.

GOSS V. NUGENT, 5 Barn. & Adol. 58 (27
E.C.L.R.), L.C. 55, 3 G&E. Statute of
frauds ; no link in the chain of proof
can be supplied by oral evidence.

GOVERNMENT: 2 G&E.
GRACE V. MITCHELL, 31 Wis. 533, 11 Am.

Uep. 613, 2 G&E. Regular process essen-
tial for an officer, and he must act
bona fide. Savacool ; Blair v. Reading
(Process must issue).

GRADWOHL v. HARRIS, 29 Cal. 150, 2
G&R. Hepburn, Code Cas. 481. There
may be a nartial assignment of a claim.
Field V. Mayor. Free alienation is fa-

vored. Contra: Thiel. 137 Wis. 272, 129
Am. St. 1064-1067. n.

GRAHAM V. FOLSOM, 200 U.S. 248, 2
G&R.

Impniriiig obligation of contracts; limita-

tions of legislative power.—Courts can-
not allow themselves to be deceived. See
Pabst.

GRAHAM V. TUCKER, 56 Fla. 307, 131 Am.
St. 124-150, ext.n.; §510; Henley v.

W. ; Sexton : Lonstorf. Married women ;

Statutes ; Construction.
GRAIN V. ALDEICH, 38 Cal. 514, 99 Am.

Dec. 423-426, 2 G&E. Hepburn. Code
Cas. 43. Cited, § 291. S.P., Gradwohl.

GEAINGEE v. HILL, 4 Bing, (N.S.) 212 (33
E.C.L.E.), 2 G&R. Process; Malicious
abuse of, actionable.
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GEAINGEE V. S., sub V.S. v. Holmes, 4
(i&li ; 2 Crim. Defences. Resistance to

simple assaults must not be excessive.

GBAMMATICA FAI.SA KON VITIAT CHAB-
tam : False grammar does not vitiate a
deed. 2 G&R.

GEAMP V. DUNNIVANT, 23 Mo. 254, 256,

§§ 463-479, Equity. Cited, p. xv. Preface ;

§§218, 309, 362, 405, 484. Matter of
the statutory record is surplusage if put
in the mandatory record.

A "cause of action" arises from fundamen-
tal law.—Elements of contract ; pleading
the same. Adjective and substantive law.
Plannibal.

GRAND JTJEY: 2 G&E. Juror, incompe-
tent to prove deliberations. 1 Gr. Ev.
252.

GRAND RAPIDS R.R., 193 U.S. 27-28.
Cited, § 250. Technical rules as to re-

view in federal supreme court.
GRAND TRlfNK E.E. v. IVES, 144 U.S.

408, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 679, 35 L.ed. 485,
L?C. 290c, 3 G&R. Exceptions must be
apt, certain and specific. See Exceptions.

GRATUITOUS PROMISE: 2 G&R.Exnudo.
GRAVAMEN: 2 G&R.
GRAVER v. FAUROT, 76 P.R. 257: Cases;

22 CCA. 156, 46 U.S. App. 268. L.C.
103, 3 G&R. Cited, §§206, 294. Judg-
ments founded on false and sham plead-
ings may be set aside. Nihil possumus.

GRAVIUS EST DIVINAM QUAM TEMPOE-
alem lasdere majestatem : It is more
serious to hurt divine than temporal ma-
jesty. 2 G&K.

GREELEY v. SMITH, 1 Woodb. & M. 181,
No. 5749 Fed. Cas., vol. 10, p. 1076, sub
Res adjudlcata, 4 G&R.

GREEN COUNTY, KY., 211 U.S. 87. Cited,

§§ 188, 282, 283. I'resumptious of regu-
larity : Omnia pra^sumuntur Hte; Ut res.

Presumptions against records, to uphold
municipal bonds.

GEEENIA, 14 Mo. 528. Cited, §§180, 378.
Consensus. S.P., Crane.

GREENLEAF'S EVIDENCE: 2 G&R. Im-
portant sections, 161-163 ; 2 id., 7 ; 3 id.,

10.

GEEENOUGH V. GASKELL, 1 M. & K. 98,

39 Eng. Reprint, 618, 2 G&R. Privileged
Communication.

GEEEN V. PALMEE, 15 Cal. 411, 76 Am.
Dec. 492, n., L.C. 90, 3 G&E. Cited, §§
1, 33o, 34, 48, 53, 104, 127, 157, 177,

190, 194, 200, 322, 333, 425, 501o. De
non apparentibus. Trilogy of Procedure
vindicated.

GEEGOEY V. PIPEE, 9 Barn. & Cress, 591
(17 E.C.L.R.), sub M'Manus v. Crickett.

4 G&R. Respondeat superior; Qui sentit

commodum.
GEIDLEY V. BLOOMINGTON, 68 111. 47,

sub Bristow v. Wright, L.C. 135, 3 G&R.
Cited, § 313 ; Allegata et probata must
correspond. Fish v. Cleland, L.C. 12c,

3 G&E.
GRIFFIN, 6 Mo. 50. Cited, p. x. Preface;

§§ 383, 39.3. Motion in arrest can be
waived. Warren, 13 Mo. See Bateson

;

Missouri.
GRIGG v. P., 31 Mich. 471, 2 G&R, S.P.,

Grain. Plea of not guilty essential.

GRISWOLD V. WADDINGTON, 16 Johns.
438, 2 G&E. Aliens; contracts of.

GBOTIUS: 2 G&R.
GROUND BENTS: 2 G&R.
GROUNDS AND BUDIMENTS OF LAW: 2

G&E.
GEOVEE V. WAKEMAN, 11 Wend. 187, 25
Am. Dec. 624, 1 Am. Lead. Cas. 68, n.,

sub Fraudulent Conveyances, 2 G&R.
GROWING CROPS: 2 G&R. Crosby.
GUARANTY: 2 G&R. Notice of accept-

ance, when essential. William Deering
Co., 21 S.D. 159, 16 L.E.A.(N.S.) 332
(Notice) ;'Lent v Padleford.

GUARDIAN: 2 G&E.
GUEDEL V. P., 43 111. 226, L.C. 74o, 3
G&R. Cited, §§ 136, 141, 309, 313, 339.
Allegation that one was killed by club-
bing him to death with a gun is different

from a charge that he was shot with a
gun. Expressio unius. Former jeopardy
depends on certain pleadings.

GUILLE V. SWAN, 19 Johns. 381, 10 Am.
Dec. 234-237, 2 G&R. S.P., Squib Case;
Milburn, 14 Mo. 104 ; Miller, 16 Mo. 508.
Fletcher v. Rylands ; 36 Am. St. 308-361.

GUILTY KNOWLEDGE: 2 G&R. See In-
tent.

GUITEAU'S CASE, 1 Mackcy, 498, 47 Am.
Rep. 247, 10 Fed. 161, sub C. v. Macloon,
L.C. 172, 3 G&R. Jurisdiction of crime ;

wound In one state, death in another.
GULICK V. WARD, 10 N.J. Law, 87, 18
Am. Dec. 389-404, n., L.C. 364, 3 G&K.
Auction sales ; I'ufiing bids ; In pari.

HABEAS CORPUS: 2 G&R.
HABITATION: 2 G&R.
HADDOCK V. HADDOCK, 201 U.S. 562-

633, 2 G&R. Fabula non judicium. The
nature of the subject-matter may always
be inquired after. Andrews. See Faunt-
leroy.

HADLEY V. BAXENDALE, 9 Exch. 3-!l,

Sedgk. Lead. Cas. Dam. ; Beale Dam. ; 2
G&R. Cited, § 37.

One causinff loss or damage by his negli-
gent conduct, or acts of omission, is liable
for such loss. 4 G&R 529. In jure;
Griffin v. Colver, 16 N.Y. 489, 69 Am.
Dec. 718-727 ; Sedgk. L.C. Dam. ; Gilson ;

Cl.vde. 226 Pa. 391, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.)
1191.

Minimising damages a duty. Douglas, 18
Mo. 362.

HAGTHORP V. HOOK, 1 Gill & J. (Md.)
270, 2 G&R. Administration upon a de-
cedent's estate is a necessity. Contra:
Taylor, 30 Vt. 238.

HALL V. SUGO, 169 N.Y. 109, 88 Am. St.
539, 25 Am. Bar Ass'n Rep. (1902), p.
546, 2 G&R. Res adjudicata; merger of
causes ; splitting causes not permissible.

HAHN v. KELLY, 34 Cal. 391, 94 Am. Dec.
742-770, 2 G&R. Cited, §§53, 151, 270,
278. Cloud, 86 Mo. 367; Omnia prcesu-
muntur rite; Crepps ; Galpin ; Harrow.

HAKE V. STEUBEL, 121 111. 321, 2 G&R.
Strict rules govern the establishment of
the statutory record.

HALBONEE, 32 Colo. 51. Cited, § 163.
Verba fortius.
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HAIE V. HENKEL, 201 U.S. 43-89, 2 6&E.
Cited, § ISO. Nemo tenetur; Co^unsel-

man.
HAIiE V. S., 55 Ohio, 210, 60 Am. St. 691,

3G L.R.A. 254-l>6U. n., 2 G&E. Con-
tempts ; courts have inherent power to

punish.
HAT.T.TiTT T. WYLIE, 3 Johns. (N.Y.), 44,

3 Am. Dec. 454-459, 165, L.C. 308(;, 3
G&R. Landlord and tenant ; when ten-

ant must rebuild. Loss of premises

;

who must bear. Contract to rebuild.

Klrby, 108 Me. 501, 129 Am. St. 451-
458, n. (Act of God).

Landlord's remedy when tenant abandons
property. Higgins, 19 Oltia. 45, 13 L.E.
A.{^.S.) 378, n. ; Krause v. Board, 162

* Ind. 278, 102 Am. St.' 203-217, n. ; But-
terfleld, 153 Mass. 517. 12 L.R.A. 571, n.,

26 Am. St. 664, Willst. Conts. 308 ; Gan-
ong, 88 Miss. 53, 117 Am. St. 732.

Landlord may compel tenant to rehiiild, also
recover insurance ; an insured person may
recover for injuries done him, and also
recover insurance. Dalby.

Oicner of freight may recover from carrier,

also insurance on it. Inman.
HAILIGAN, 15 III. 558. Cited, §§ 103, 163.

Verba fortius.

BAUiOWELIi, 24 Mo. 590. Cited, § 473.
Statutes do not introduce new law as is

often assumed. This assumption is det-

rimental to young lawyers.

BALL V. COECOEAN, 107 Mass. 251, 9 Am.
Rep. 30-38, L.C. 369, 3 G&E. In pari.

Hiring a horse on Sunday. Sutton v.

Wauwatosa.
HALL V. HENDEESON, 126 Ala. 449, 85

Am. St. 53, n. Cited, § 163. Equitable
estoppel must be pleaded ; facts must be
pleaded.

HALL V. MAESTON, 17 Mass. 575, 2 G&R.
Deed. Only parties to a deed can sue on
it. Cooch ; Hendrick.

HALL V. E.E., 74 Mo. 298. Cited, § 504.

S.P., Bateson ; Davis v. Jacksonville Line.

HAMILTON V. WHITEIDGE, 11 Md. 128,

69 Am. Dec. 184. n.. L.C. 280, 3 G&R.
Injunction to restrain crime.

HAMMACK V. WHITE, 11 Com. B.N.S. 588,

103 E.C.L.E., L.C. 208, 3 G&R. Bes ipsa

loquitur.

HAMMOND V. WOODMAN, 41 Me. 177, 66
Am. Dec. 219-246, ext.n., 2 G&R. Expert
evidence, weight, effect.

HAMOND V. DOD, Cro. Car. 6, 79 Eng. Re-

print, 609. Cited, §§ 127, 16.3. Verba
fortius; S.P., Jackson v. Pesked.

HAND V. WADDELL, 167 111. 405, L.C. 295,

3 G&E. Skeleton bill of exceptions some-

times permitted. One falling to file a
supplementary response is bound by his

act. Volenti.

HANDWEITING: 2 G&E. Hanly.

HANFOED V. DAVIES, 163 U.S. 273 (41

L.ed. 157), L.C. 86, 3 G&E. Cited, |§

48. 148, 184.

Contracts may be impaired by the ju-

diciary but not by the legislature. Con-

clusions of law are void ; Facts must be

pleaded. Hopper.

HANLEY V. GANDT, 28 Tex. 213, 91 Am.
Dec. 315-320, n., L.C. 204, 3 G&E. Hand-
writing ; comparison

; proof of.

HANNA V. BEAD, 102 111. 596. Cited, §

344, Res adjudicata; Estoppel by ver-
dict. Cromwell v. County of Sac ; Ilitchen.

HANNAH V. CHASE, 4 N.D. 351, 50 Am.
St. 656 n.„ L.C. 128, 3 G&R. Presump-
tions of regularity will not supply the
omission of a jurisdictional fact. Crepps.

HANNIBAL E.E. v. MAHONEY, 42 Mo. 467,
§§505-508, Equity. Cited, p. xi, Preface;
§§71. 206, 362, 458. Necessities of pro-

cedure are not controlled by statute.
Gramp. Bateson.

HANNEM (OR HANNEN) v. PENCE, 40
Minn. 127, 12 Am. St. 717, 2 G&E. S.P.,

Dickson, L.C. 34, 3 G&E.
HANSBEEGEE, 43 Mo. 196. Cited, § 132.

S.I'.. Doddridge ; Crepps.
HANSEN, 215 Mo. 257. Cited, §§ 73, 163,

1:h:',. 404, 501a. S.P., Mallinckrodt ; Verba
fortius.

HANSON V. KEEHBIEL, 68 Kan. 670, 104
Am. St. 422, n., 2 G&R. Legislative lim-

itations ; can not give immunity for torts.

HAED CASE: 2 G&E.
HARDEN v. ATCHISON R.E., 4 Neb. 521.

523, 2 G&R. Denials must be certain.
HARDIGAN, IN EE, 57 Vt. 100, 5 Am.

Crim. Rep. 269, 2 G&R. Jleturns may
be contradicted. Hauswirth.

HARDING v. GLYN (OE GLYNN), 1 Atk.
469. 5 Ves. Jr. 501, 26 Eng. Reprint, 299,
2 Lead. Eq. Cas. 1833-1866, ext.n., 2 G
&R. I'recatory trusts.

HAEDSHIP: 2 G&E.
HAEDY v. SUMMERS, 10 Gil! & J (Md.)

316, 32 Am. Dec. 167, 2 G&E. Injunction
practice ; new matter ; Res adjudicata is.

HAEGEAVE, Breese (111.), 401: 12 Am.
Dec. 320. Cited, § 273. Omission of
formal allegation immaterial.

HAEKNESS V. HYDE, 98 U.S. 476 (26 L.
ed., 237). L.C. 152, 3 G&R. ' Cited, §§
245, 250, 265.
One sued in wrong territory may ex-

cept, and still contest the suit. Ingersoll,
211 U.S. 235; Mechanics, 215 U.S. 437.
Contra: Newcomb. 182 Mo. 707.

HAEMON V. AUDITOE OF PUBLIC Ac-
counts, 123 111. 122, 5 Am. St. 502. Cited,

§ 343. Res adjudicata; Estoppel by Ver-
dict. Cromwell.

HAEPEE V. CITY INSUEANCE CO., 17 N.
Y. 194, L.C. 218, 3 G&R. Cited, § 283.

Intention controls the letter in con-
struction. Verba intentione.

HAEEIMAN V. STOWE, 57 Mo. 93, 1 Cent.
L.J. 400, 2 G&E. Servant is liable to

master for his negligence. White, Pers.

Inj. 21.

HARRINGTON, 81 Neb. 31, 129 Am, St.

680-684. Cited, § 512. Vemo debet esse

judex essential for a coram judice pro-

ceeding. This is sound principle. See
Terms of Court.

HAEEISBUEG, THE, 119 U.S. 197, 214, 2
G&E. Actio personalis.

HAEEISON V. BUSH, 5 El. & Bl. 344 (85
E.r.L.R.), 32 Eng. Law & Eq., 2 G&R.
Defamation. Eum qui. Fair comment.
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Harrison v. Bush.

—

Privileged communications. Express
malice must be proved. Bromage ; Mc-
Allister, 15 Am. St. 318-369, ext.n. ; Wa-
bash R.R.. 4 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1091-1126, ext.

n. (defamation of a servant) ; Smith t.

Burrus denies Harrison.
HAEKISON V. NIXON, 9 Pet. (U.S.) 483.

Cited, §§ 141, 163. Terha fortius; Tril-

ogy of Procedure upheld.

HARRIS V. BROOKS, 21 Pick. 195, 32 Am.
Dec. 254, 2 Am. Lead. Cas. 425-482, L.

C. 386, 3 G&R. Sureties ; fraud and de-

ception win discharge a surety.

HARRIS V. MUSKINGUM MFQ. CO., 4
Blackf. (Ind.) 267, 29 Am. Dec. 372-376,
n., L.C. 229, 3 G&R. Corporate existence

must be averred.

Federal courts take judicial notice of ex-

istence of federal corporations. Dunn,
212 U.S. 374, 384 ; Los Angeles v. Da-
vis.

HARRIS r. S., 155 Ind. 15, L.C. 158, 3

U&R. Veria fortius; "What ought to be
of record must be proved by record and
by the right record" ; Planing, L.C. 2d,

3 G&R ; Gramp ; Percy ; Abandonment.
HARRIS V. TYSON, 24 Pa; 347, 64 Am.

Dec. 661, L.C. 380, 3 G&R. Caveat emp-
tor; Vendor, and Vendee.

HARROW V. GROGAN, 219 III. 288, 2 G&R.
Cited, p. xi, Preface; §§55, 56, 57, 59,

279, 320, 346.

Omnia prmsumuntur overrides the Tril-

ogy of Procedure. Hahn v. Kelly. See
Sanford v. Edwards. Contra: Bell, 123
Mo.

HARSHET V. BLACKMARR, 20 la. 161, 89
Am. Dec. 520-535, 2 G&R. S.P., Fergu-
son. Ex dolo malo. Judgment founded
on unauthorized appearance may be set

aside. Bradley, 100 Mo. 269. Contra:
Bell.

HARVEY V. BRYBGES, 14 M. & W. 437-

443, 69 R.R. 718, 2 G&R. Yerla fortius;

Generale dictum.

HARVEY V. RICHARDS, 2 Gall. (U.S.) 216,

11 Fed. Cases No. 6182, L.C. 32, 3 G&R.
Cited, § 264. Res adjudicata; Elements.

HARVEY V. TYLER, 2 Wall. (U.S.) 328
(17 L.ed. 871), L.C. 123, 3 G&R. Cited,

§ 256. Omnia prcesumuntur rite misap-
plied. See Ranson, L.C, 122, 3 G&R

;

Williams v. Peyton ; Doddridge ; Crepps.

HARVEY V. VAN DE MARK, 71 111. 117,

120, sub R.R. v. Stewart, L.C. 290a, 3

G&R. S.P., R.R. V. Stewart. L.C. 290,
I 3 G&R. Stenographic records improper

in bills of exceptions. Snyder.
HARWOOD, 70 Tex. 538. Cited, § 354.

Sham proceedings are not res adjudicata;

, subject to collateral attack. Ex dolo.

HASKEL V. HASKEL, 54 Cal. 262, L.C. 101,

3 G&R. Cited, §§ 103, 190. Bach count

must be perfect. See Andrews v. Lynch ;

One may refer to another to avoid prolix-

ity ; Verba relata.

HASKELL, 31 Mo. 437. Citei, §§ 103, 190,

329, 368, 382.

HASTINGS V. LUSK, 22 Wend. (N.Y.) 410,
34 Am. Dec. 330-340, n., L.C. 160, 3 G
&R. Defamation ; privilege of counsel

;

justification.

HAUPT V. SIMINGTON, 27 Mont. 480, 94
Am. St. 839, 2 G&R. Collateral attack

;

Mandatory Record ; is tried upon the lat-

ter alone. "What ought to be of rec-

ord," etc.

HAUSWIRTH V. SULLIVAN, 6 Mont. 203,
L.C. 51, 3 G&R. Returns may be im-
peached. Harshey ; Montgomery, 133 la.

673, 119 Am. St. 648-650 (may be
quashed by a stranger to the suit) ; Pew,
35 Vt. 173, 119 Am. St. 852-858, n.

;

Thompson, 218 111. 76. Ex dolo malo.
Returns are conclusive. Hallowell, 24 Mo.

570; Newcomb, 182 Mo. 103.

HAWAII V. MANCHIKI, 190 U.S. 197-249.
2 G&R. Verba intentione.

HAWKERS AND PEDDLERS: 2 O&B.
HAWKINS V. C, 14 B. Hon. (Ky.) 394,

61 Am. Dec. 147-164, ext.n., sub Se-
mayne's Case, 4 G&R. Every man's bouse
is his castle ; invasion of, to arrest.

HAYES V. U.S., 170 U.S. 652. Cited, {
206. Quod nullum est, nullum producit
effectum. Debile. See Pauntleroy.

HAY V. COHOES CO, 2 N.Y. 150, 51 Am.
Dec. 279, 2 G&R. Sie utere.

HAZLETON V. SHECKELLS, 202 U.S. 71-
79, 2 G&R. Lobbying contracts ; S.P.,
Trist.

HEALTH: 2 G&R.
HEALTH BOARDS: 2 G&E. Powers of.

Miller V. Horton.
HEARSAY EVIDENCE: 2 G&R. Res inter

alios. Didsbury ; L.C. 213-213cr, 3 G&R.
Is admissible for any purpose. 1 Gr.

Ev. 99 ; Bouv. Die. ; 110 U.S. 581 ; T
Cranch, 295 ; Choteau, 8 Mo. 733.

Necessity makes some exceptions. Bouv.
Die.

HEAT OP BLOOD: 2 G&E. U.S. t.
Holmes, 4 G&R.

HEATON V. HODGES, 14 Me. 66 30 Am.
Dec. 731-742, ext.n., 2 G&R. Description
of lands ; what sufficient ; metes and
bounds control course and distance. Or-
rick, 29 Mo. 210.

HEAVEN V. PENDER, L.E. 11 Q.B Div
503, 46 L.R.A. 33-122, ext.n.. 2 G&E.
Dangerous premises ; liability of owner.

HEGAETY v. SHINE (Ir. Ct. App.), 14 Cox:
C.C. 124, 2 G&R. In pari; volenti. One
consenting to illegality if Injured there-
by is without remedy. Cf. S. v. Beck

HEIR; HEIRSHIP: 2 G&E.
HBMPLEE, 17 Mo. 258. Cited, § 390. Ex.

press contract excludes an implied one.
Expressio unius. Cutter ; Bristow.

HEMPSTEAD, 2 Mo. 64. Cited, §§ 141, 398,
415. Frustra; Eddy ; Waldheler.

HENDERSON'S DISTILLED SPIRITS, SUl>
Bassett v. Nosworthy, L.C. 395, 3 G&E.

HENDRICK V. LINDSAY, 93 U.S. 143, L.O.
319, 3 G&R. Cited, p. vill. Preface ; § 28.
Contract with one for the benefit of a
third ; privity. Lawrence v. Fox (endless
discussion).
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HENLEY T. BIAYOR Or LYME REGIS, S

M. & P. 450, 6 Blng. 195, sub Hill V.

Boston 2 G&R. Municipal corporations

;

when liable for negligence.

HENLEY V. WILSON, 137 Cal. 373, 58 L.

R.A. 941, sub Husband and Wife, 2 G&R.
Torts of wife ; husband liable for. Graham
V. Tucker.

HENNEN V. PENCE. See Hannem v. Pence.

HENSLEY V. PECK, 13 Mo. 587. Cited.

§ 411. See Crane v. Taylor ; Isbell,

HEREIN V. BROWN, 44 Fla. 782, 103 Am.
St. 182. Cited. § 163. Kilton, 57 Fla.

70. Vei-'ba fortius.

HE WHO COMES INTO A COURT OF
equity must come with clean hands. 2
G&R. In pari.

HE WHO HAS COMMITTED INIQUITY
shall not have equity. 2 G&R. Cited, §S
37, 467. In pari.

HE WHO IS SILENT WHEN CONSCIENCE
requires him to speak shall be debarred
from speaking when conscience requires
him to be silent. 2 G&E. Cited, § 306

;

Allegans.

HE WHO SEEKS EQUITY MUST DO
equity. 2 G&R. Cited, § 37 ; Juris prcp-

ccpta. Window, 101 111. 194.

HEYDON'S CASE, Co. Rep. 7a-9(7 76 Eng.
Reprint, 985, 14 Rul. Cas. 816-833, 2 G
&R. Cited, p. V, Preface; §§285, 404.

Statutes in derogation of the common
law are strictly construed. Lex non
cxacte. Andrews v. Lynch, § 483.

HIBBLEWHITE v. M'MORINE, 6 M. & W.
200, 5 id. 753, 8 Rul. Cas. 627, 2 G&R.
Agency ; Implied power, to fill blanks in

deeds. Friend.

Grantee's name may be inserted. Ma-
honey, 83 Neb. 488, 131 Am. St. 647, n.

HICKORY V. U.S., 151 U.S. 303, 317, 38
L.ed. 170, 160 U.S. 408, 40 L.ed. 474,

L.C. 194, 3 G&R. Exceptions must be

prompt. Circumstantial evidence is to be
respected. Self-defense arises from ne-

cessity. Death may be proved by. Spies.

Malice is presumed. Spies ; C. v. York.

HIGGINS V. WOETBIxL, 18 Cal. 331, 2

G&R. Cited, § 324. Denials must be cer-

tain.

HIGHAM V. RIDGWAY, 10 East, 103 Eng,

Reprint, 717, 2 Sm. L.C. 361-365, 8th

ed., 327-352, 11th ed., L.C. 213c, 3 G&R.
Hearsay ; entries and declarations against

Interest.

HIGHER LAW: 2 G&E. See Prescriptive

Const.

HIGH POLICIES OF PROCEDURE: 2 G
&R. See Conserving Principles.

HIGHWAY: 2 G&R. Private Eoads, 32

Cyc. 363-387.

HILBERRY V. HATTON, 2 H. & C. 822, 24
Am. St. 812, s«6 Bentley v. Vilmont, 2

G&R. Trespasser gives no title. Bentley.

HILLIARD T. RICHARDSON, 3 Gray, 349,

63 Am. Dec. 743, ««6 M'Manus T. Crickett,

4 G&R. Agency ; Independent contractor ;

Respondeat superior. Barry, 17 Mo. 124

;

Houghton 152 Cal. 500, 14 L.R.A.(N.S.)

913 n. ; Morgan, 22 Mo. 544.

HILL v. CITY OF BOSTON, 122 Mass. 344,
23 Am. Rep. 332-367, 2 Thomp. Neg.
Cases, 698 806, 2 G&R. Rex non potest
peceare; Municipal corporation ; liability

for negligence. Elam v. Mt. Sterling, —

•

Ky. — , 20 L.R.A.(N.S.) 512, 117 S.W.
270; Jackson, — Ky. —, 25 L.R.A.(N.S.)
180; Columbia Co., — Ky. — , 25 L.E.A.
(X.S.) 88, n.

Street parades. Van Cleaf v. Chicago, 240
111. 314. 23 L.R.A.(N.S.) 636.

Quasi municipal corporations have no com-
mon law Uabilitii. James, 18 Okla. 56,
13 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1219-1279, ext.n.

City liable for defective water-works caus-
ing injury, wJiere city charges water rates.
Piper V. Madison, 140 Wis. 311, 25 L.R.
A.(N.S.) 239, n.

HINES V. ROBINSON, 57 Me. 324, 99 Am.
Dec. 712, 2 G&R. Verba relata. One
document may include another by refer-
ence.

HISTORY OF THE LAW: 2 G&E.
HITCHCOCK V. GALVESTON, 96 U.S. 341,

24 L.ed. 659, 2 G&E. Contract from
equitable estoppel.

HITCHCOCK V. HAIGHT, 7 111. (2 Gilm.)
004, L.C. 12, 3 G&E. Cited, §§ 118, 163,
245, 313, 346.

Aider; verdict irill not cure omission of
material allegation. Munday. Contra:
Holme ; Bowman v. P. See Aider.

KITCHEN V. CAMPBELL, 2 W. Blk. 779,
96 Eng. Reprint, 457, 487. Cited, § 344.
S.P., Hanna v. Read.

HOAEE v. EENNIE, 5 H. & N. 19, 2 Sm.
L.C. 39, 51 (8th ed.), sub Barnard v.

Cushing, L.C. 108, 3 G&E. Cited, §§
292, 293.

Parties must make their own contracts;
Court cannot make contracts for parties.

See Contract; Non hmc; Cutter, L.C.
308, 3 G&E.

HOCHSTER v. DE LA TOUR, 2 El. & Bl.

678 (75 E.C.L.E.), 20 Eng. Law & Equity,
157, L.C. 3086, 3 G&E.

Contract ; in limine breach; renuncia-
tion of a contract gives immediate right
to sue. Frost v. K. ; Roehm.

HOCKENBEERY v. MEYERS, 34 N.J. Law,
346, sub Cumber v. Wane, L.C. 311, 3
G&E. Contract; Ex nudo; forbearance as
a consideration.

HODGES V. KIMBALL, 104 F.E. 745-754,
2 G&R. Ad quastionem facti. Assump-
tion of risk ; Volenti.

HOBSTER V. SAMMELMANN, 101 Mo. loc.

cit. 624. Cited, § 500. Conclusions of

Law are surplusage. S.P., Mallinckrodt

;

Hopper.
HOF, 213 Mo. 445. Cited, §§ 82o, 300, 383.

S.P., Cape G. R.R. Theory of the Case
countenanced ; S. v. O'Neil. § 300.

HOFFMAN, 46 N.Y. 30, 17 Am. Rep. 299.

Cited, § 350. Audi. See Gettys.

HOGINS V. PLYMTON, 11 Pick. (Mass.) 97,

L.C. 379. 3 G&R. Caveat emptor; war-
ranty must be during treaty of sale. Hop-
kins.

HOLDEN V. HARDY, 169 U.S. 366, sub
Millett V. P., 4 G&R. Police power

;

Mlllett.

HOLIDAY: 2 G&E. Dies non, etc.
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BOLLAKD V. BAKTSCH, 120 Ind. 46, 16
Am. St. 307, 2 G&R. Bicycles, law of.

Negligence ; facts showing must be al-

leged.

HOI.I1AND, 4 J. J. Marshall (Ky.), 20.

Cited, § 273. Cited in Roper ; S.P., Jack-

son V. Pesked ; Rushton.
HOUilSTEB V. NOWLEN, 19 Wend. (NY.)

234. 32 Am. Dec. 455, L.C. 354, 3 G&R.
Contract of carrier limiting liability,

strictly construed. R.R. v. Lockwood, L.

C. 352, 3 G&E; Cherry.
EOUtLAN V. JOHNSON, 1 Cowp. 341, 98

Eng. Reprint. 1120, L.C. 363, 3 G&R.
Cited, §§13, 92, 204, 207. Contract; In
pari; Berry, 22 Mo. 363 ; Levison v. Boas,

150 Cal. 185, 12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 575-624,

ext.n.

Contract; may he valid in part and void

in part. Pigot's Case ; St. Louis Beef

Co. Will be rested on a legal ground if

it can be found. Brennan, 73 N.J. Law,
729, 118 Am. St. 727 ; Ut res magis.

HOLME V. LUCAS, Hcbart, 5, 79 Eng. Re-
print, 610. Cited, § 163. Aider by ver-

dict ; liberal rule applied. Bowman v.

P. See Hitchcock.
HOLMES, U.S. V. Self Defence.
HOMESTEAD: 2 G&R.
HOMICIDE: 2 G&R. By inattention or neg-

lect of duty. Westrup, 123 Ky. 95, 124
Am. St. 316-338; R. v. Pym, 4 G&R.

HOOD V. S., 56 Ind. 263, 26 Am. Rep. 21.

Cited, § 350. Audi. See Hoffman ; Get-

tys.

HOOD V. SUDDEETH, 111 N.C. 215, L.C.

141, 3 G&R. Prayer ; requirement for

is adjective law and may be waived.

Northcroft, 28 Mo. 469 ; White v. Lyons

;

AdjDamnum.
HOOKER V. MILLER, 37 Iowa, 613, 18 Am.

Rep. 18-21, 2 G&R. Self Defence; Man-
traps ; Dangerous instruments. Bird

;

Aidrlcb ; S. v. Marfaudille, 48 Wash. 117,

14 L.R.A.(N.S.) 346; Loomls (savage
dogs).

HOOVER V. KING, 43 Or. 281, 65 L.R.A.
790. 2 G&R. Records essential ; "What
ought to be of record must be proved by
record and by the right record" ; Ruck-
man ; Res adjudicata, 4 G&R.

HOPE V. BLAIE, 105 Mo. 85-97, 24 Am. St.

366-374, n., §§448-452, Equity. Cited,

p. xi. Preface; §§103, 104, 105, 121,

133a, 141, 190, 235, 245, 249, 309, 320,

342, 362, 391, 400, 402, 404, 456, 457,

477, 490, 493. 494. Trilogy of proce-

dure vindicated. Pleadings essential for

protection. S.P., Munday ; Thomas v. P.

§§448-452.
HOPKINS v. TANQUEEAY, 18 C.B. 130

(80 E.C.L.R.), L.C. 378, 3 G&R. Caveat
emptor; warranty cannot be added to

principal contract after it was made.
Hogins. After a contract is made ad-

ditional terms cannot he tacked to it by
one of the parties. Sanders.

HOPPEE v. COVINGTON, 118 U.S. 148, 30
L.ed. 190, Sup. Ct. Rep. 1025, L.C. 4,

3 G&R. Cited, §S 123, 184.

Omission of material allegation; conclu-

sion of law. See Munday ; Clark v. Dll-

Hopper V. Coviagton.

—

Ion ; Hanford ; McAllister v. Kuhn ; Hoes-
ter ; Rushton.

Pacts must he pleaded for identification,

J'Anson. See Identiiication.

HOEAN V. WAHEENBEEGEE, 9 Tex. 313,

58 Am. Dec. 145-149, L.C. 85, 3 G&R.
Cited, § § 2020, 509.

An authority must he alleged and proved.

S.P., Clem, L.C. 2c, 3 G&R. When the
court a quo has no jurisdiction, the

court ad quern gets none. Becklenberg

(111.) ; B. & O. R.R., 215 U.S. 216; Quod
ah initio.

Jurisdiction of suhject-matter cannot he
retrospectively acquired. Sanborn, L.C.

61, 3 G&R. Quod ah initio. Becklea-

berg. See Alabama.
HORN V. BAKEE, 9 East, 215, 9 R.R. 541,

103 Eng. Reprint, 555, 2 Sm. Lead. Cas.

246-270, ext.n.. 2 id. 262-280 (122-146),

5th ed., 2 id. 295-307 (side pp. 262-

280), 6th ed., 2 id. 225-243, 7th ed., 3
id. 1467-1494, 9th ed. 232-262, 11th ed.,

2 G&R. Equitable Estoppel ; Fixtures.

HOBN V. COLE, 51 N.H. 287, 12 Am. Rep.

111-127, 2 G&R. Cited, §§ 11, 161, 232,

243, 291, 294, 308. Equitable Estoppel

;

general resume.
One clothed with the indicia of title

may deprive owner of his property.

Davis, 6 Ind. Ter. 124, 25 L.R.A. (N.S.)

760-796, extn.
HOENE V. HIGGINS, 76 Miss. 813, 2 G&B.

S.P., Chesterfield.

HOENEE V. LEEDS, 1 Dutch. (N.J.) 106,

2 G&R. Contemporanea ; Lease ; con-

struction of.

HOSKINS V. P., 84 111. 87, 25 Am. Rep. 433,
L.C. 80, 3 G&R. Cited, § 245. S.P.,

Craln v. U.S. ; Authority to order a trial

depends upon an issue.

HOUGHTON V. GILBAET, 7 0. & P. 701
(37 E.C.L.R.), 2 G&R. Supreme courts

make the law. "When it speaks the
dictionary is not law."

HOURS OF LABOR; BEGULATION: 2 G
&R. Ilolden.

HOUSEHOLD PIEE INSURANCE CO. V.

Grant, 4 Exch. Div. 216, 6 Rul. Cas. 93-

230, L.C. 328, 3 G&R. Contract; by
letter. Adams v. Lindsell.

HOUSTON V. WILLIAMS, 13 Oal. 24, 73
Am. Dec. 565-567, L.C. 245, 3 G&E. Dic-
tum; it does not bind. Cohens.

HOUSTON E.E. V. TEXAS, 177 U.S. 78.
Cited, § 103. Express aider denied. A
reply cannot aid a complaint. Garth.

HOWAED V. FLEMING, 191 U.S. 126, 2
G&R. Federal question ; technical rules.

Verha fortius; Hulbert.
HOWAED V. HAEEIS, 1 Vern. 190, 23 Eng.

Reprint. 288, 406, 2 W. & T. Lead. Eq.
Cas. 1949, suh Mortgage, 4 G&R. Cited,

§§ 108, 242, 335o. See Equity.
"Once a mortgage, always a mort-

gage." 131 Am. St. 911-928, ext.n. See
Once, etc. ; 2 Sto. Eq. 1018, 1919 ; 4 Kent,
459.

HOWARD V. KENTUCKY, 200 U.S. 164-176,
2 G&R. Federal question ; fundamental
right only protected—substantive rights.
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HOWARD V. S., 121 Ala. 21, 11 Am. Crim.
Rep. «(«, L.C. 166, 3 G&K. Cited, §§
184. 254.

Record essential to protect officers is-

Guing and serving process. "What ouglit

to be of record must lie inoved li.v record
and by the right record."

ETTBLEB v. PXTLLEN, 9 Ind. 273, 68 Am.
llec. 620. ««() llunday, L.C. 70. 3 G&R.
I'leadings essential ; a reply cannot be
waived. S.l' . Munday.

HUDSON V. WABASH E.E., 101 Mo. 30.

Cited, p. X. I'reface ; S§ 300, 374, 383,
384. 390, 392, 393, 418. Defences not
pleaded are waived. Saunders, loS JIo.

Wisconsin i'arm. Sec next case.

HUDSON. 193 Mo. 547. Citcl. §§383.
."lOla. Trilogy of Procedure upheld. See
Hudson V. Wabash, supra.

HUGHES T. CORNELIUS, 2 Show. (Eng.)
232, 89 Eng. Reprint, 907, 2 Sm. L.C.
742, 8th ed.. sub Res adjudicata, 4 G&R.
See Kingston's Case.

HUGHES V. GRAEME, 33 L.J., Q.B. 335,
12 W.R. 8.'57, Mews' E.C.L.. 3 Sm. L.C.

1661. 181.J, 9th ed.. 2 id. 394, 565, ««6
Merest v. Ilervey. 4 G&K. Breach of

warranty : measure of damages. Johnson,
34 Mo. 2o.j ; Armstrong, 5 Wend. 535.

HUGHES. .-. Mo. 110. Cited, §§ 164, 180,

378. S.I'., Crane. Consensus.
HUGHES. 90 Mo. 399, 402. Cited, §§ 110,

496. E.xpress aider ; doctrines. Slack.

9 Pick. 62 ; Beyer-Knox. Contra: Hous-
ton. See Aider.

HUGHES V. P., 8 Colo. 536, 5 Am. Cr. Rep.
80-87, n., 2 G&R. Former jeopardy ; both
the state and a municipal corporation may
prosecute for the same offense.

HUGUENIN V. BASELY, 14 Ves. Jr. (Eng.)

273, 33 Eng. Reprint. 526, 2 Lead. Eq.

Cas. (W. & T.) 1156-1290, n., sub Ches-

terfield V. Janssen, 2 G&H. Undue influ-

ence : catching bargains.

HULBEET V. CHICAGO, 202 U.S. 275-281,

2 G&R. Federal question : how raised.

Howard v. Fleming; Louisville & N. R.R.

V. Louisville ; Oxley ; Winona.
HUME V. ROBINSON, 23 Colo. 359, 2 G&R.

Cited, p. ix, 1 leface.

Matters which were not and could not

be heard are disposed of. are nevertheless

things adjudicated in Colorado. Breeze

V. Haley ; Rensberger v. Britton. These
singular and erratic views of Bes ad-

judicata are enforced upon its citizens

by injunction. O'Haire, 43 Colo. 432.

132 Am. St. 191, 25 L.R.A.(X.S.) 267, n.

The troubles in this state arc further

stated under Breeze v. Haley, 2

Hughes' Prof. Al.so under Rensber-

ger V. Britton, id. In these cases

estoppel of record was most oppres-

sively applied in disregard of record

facts and authority. See p. xiv, Pref-

ace. Before court.s respecting funda-

mental law nothing was decided in

these cases ; in these the elements of

due process of law are lacking. The
disinclination of the federal supreme

Hume V. Robinson.

—

court to protect the elements of "dtie

process of law" is pointed out under
Breeze v. Haley. This case and Rens-
berger show that there are no dicta
in Colorado. As to this the state is

submerged with contradictions. Still,

injunctions are issued to restrain par-
ties from questioning what is de-

clared adjudicated in that state.

From all these glimpses will appear
. a ground-work of oppression and
means of confiscation which sooner
or later ought to attract the federal
supreme court. The latter court ex-
cludes Res adjudicata from its. due
process of law. which is incapable of
a definition, the court informs us.

Fisk, 16 Colo. 238 (records compared for
Rea adjudicata).

Haney r. P., 12 Colo. 346. Denials must
follow code formula. Ita lex.

Inconsistent defences. Hays v. Williams,
17 Colo. 464, 471.

Boni judicis est amplificare is extremely
applied. See Mostyn, L.C. 274, 3 G&R.

The trilogy of procedure vindicated with
extreme strictness. Johnson v. Mining
Co., L.C. 10. 3 G&R (no aider by ver-
dict) ; Supply Uitch Co.; Jansen v.

Hyde (a judgment depends on its

foundations) ; Moynahan v. P. (re-

pugnant pleadings are void : "Fitz-
patrick" is not "Fitz Patrick." These
names are not Idem Sonans; they
render an indictment void.)

Adnn.^sions on the record cojiciusive. School
District v. Macomb ; Supply Ditch Co.

Qiiimhy v. Boyd, 8 Colo. 194, 4 G&R. .4.

reply can be waived. I-Iolman, 8 Colo. Ap.
285-288 (pleadings can be waived).

Contra: Jansen v. Hyde. See Hume.
Isxue indisyrnsable for a trial is held- in
some cases, -ilso in the criminal case.
Ray V. 1'.. 6 Colo. 231, 4 G&R. See
Munday. But incongruous cases are
found.

Strict denials are also required, and
the code formula therefor must be fol-

lowed.
The above cases disclose the fact that

procedure consists of nothing more than
statutes and cases, when the philosophy
of the law is not comprehended. Also
that each legislative act, and each deci-
sion, adds to babel.

HUMMER V. LAMPHEAR, 32 Kans. 439, 49
Am. Rep. 491. Cited, § 240. Successive
suits may be brought on a judgment.

HUMPHREYS V. McCALL, 9 Oal. 59, 70 Am.
Dec. 621, ext.n., L.C. 38, 3 G&R. Denials
upon information and belief. JlcConoug-
hey; Millsted; 133 Am. St. 98-125, ext.n.

HUMPHREYS, 98 Mo. 543, 551: Cases.
Cited, §§190, 202o, 383, 387. 494, 501a.
S.P., Davis V. .Jacksonville Line ; Lilly

;

Rush V. Brown ; Hope v. Blair. Trilogy
of Procedure respected. Endless discus-
sion of its principles.
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HUMPHRIES V. BBOGDEN, 12 Q.B. 379, 70
R.R. 402, 1 Eng. Law & Eq. 251, 2 G&B.
Easements ; Fisher ; Smith v. Thaclterah.

HUNSAKEE v. BOBDEIT, 5 Cal, 288, 63 Am.
Dec. 130-132, L.C. 259, 3 G&R. Rex non
potest peccare. Sovereignty cannot lie

sued without its consent. Bell^nap.

HUNT V. EOUSMANIEE, 8 Wheat. 174, 1

Am. Lead. Cas. 706-714, 2 G&R. Agency ;

death of principal revolses. Carriger. 26
Mo. 312.

HUNT V. EOUSMANIEE, 1 Pet. 1, 2 G&R.
Cited, § 13. Itjnorantia legis ; Mistake

;

Reformation. Lietensdorfer, 15 Mo. 166.
HUNTSMAN v. S., 12 Tex. Ap. 619, L.C.

231, 3 G&R. CiteA, §§ 141, 190, 310, 401,
403.

Pieadings are necessary in a constitu-
tionalism ; legislature cannot abolish. Tay-
loy V. Sprinkle. See Trilogy of Procedure.

BUEST, 96 Mo. 172. Cited, §§273, 503.
S.P., Roper ; Jackson v. Pesked ; Rush-
ton. Trilogy of Procedure respected.

HUETADO V. CALIFORNIA, 110 U.S. 516
(28 L.ed. 232), L.C. 220, 3 G&R. "Due
Process of Law" protects substantive
right not form. What we name it makes
no difference. See "Manner of the Ro-
mans."

"HUSBAND AND WIFE: 3 G&R. Husband
liable for wife's torts. Henley v. Wil-
son ; Graham v. Tucker (Construction of
statutes).

Contracts of wife. Manby v. Scott ; Wan-
namaker t. Weaver, 98 Am. St. 621-650.
ext.n.

Evidence; witnesses for and against each
other. S. v. Burt ; West ; Sexton v.

Sexton.

.Spendthrift hustand ; wife's estate; injunc-
tion to protect. Dority.

Deed of infant wife void. Craig.

HUTTON V. WAEEEN, 1 M. & W. 466-479,
15 Eul. Cas. 548, s«6 Wlgglesworth v.

Dallison, L.C. 399, 3 G&R. Contract;
Custom ; effect of.

HYDE V. JOHNSON, 2 Bing. N.C. 776 (29
E.C.L.R.), 2 G&R. Agent cannot sign and
bind principal under statute of frauds, nor
revive a barred debt, by oral authority.

See Worrall, L.C. 390, 3 G&R.
HYPNOTISM: 2 G&R.
HYPOTHETICAL: 2 G&R.
ISA, 45 Mo. 469. Cited, % 132. S'.P., Dodd-

ridge ; Crepps.
IDAHO: Adopted a code in 1864. General-

ly its decisions respect the Trilogy of

Procedure.

ID CEETUM EST QUOD CEETUM EEDDI
potest : That is certain which may be

rendered certain. 2 G&R. Oertum est

quod; Falsa.

IDEM AGENS ET PATIBNS ESSE NON
potest : To be at once the person acting

and the person acted upon is Impossible.

2 G&R. §§510-522 (general resume).
Cited, §§11, 12a, 27. 29. Michoud ; Da-
voue ; Keech ; Oakley ; Dimes ; Burton
V. U.S. ; Jamison, 29 Mo, 131 ; Patrick.

Cognate maxims and cases, §§ 510-522.

IDEM EST FACEEE, ET NOLLE PEOHIB-
ere cum possis : It is the same thing to

do a thing as not to prohibit It when in

your power. 2 G&R. Accessory.

IDEM EST NIHIL DICEEE ET INSUF-
flcienter dicere : It is the same thing to
say nothing and not to say enough. 2
G&R. Omission of a material allegation.

Kushton ; Jackson v. Pesked.
IDEM SONANS: 2 G&R. Wiebold, L.C.

98, 3 G&R; Thorniliy; S. v. Hansley, 21
Mo. 498.

IDENTIFICATION: 2 G&R. Pleadings es-

sential for. Bristow. See Res adjudicata.
VoT pleading another cause of action
pending. The cause of action must be
described ; defined ; identified. See Cer-
tainty ; Conserving Principles ; Bristow

;

Comity of Courts.

IDENTITAS VEEA COLLIGITUE EX MUL-
titudine signorum : True identity is col-

lected from a number of signs. 2 G&R.
IDENTITY: 2 G&E. See Identification.

Material allegations essential for. J'An-
son ; Rushton ; Jackson v. Pesked.

ID QUOD NOSTRUM EST, SINE FACTO
nostro, ad alium transferri non potest

:

What belongs to us cannot be transferred
to another without our consent. 2 G&R.
Cited, §§ 13, 145a. Res inter alios acta;
Res inter alios judicata; Non hwc.

IGNORANCE: 2 G&R. Ignorantia legis;
Hunt.

IGNORANTIA LEGIS NEMINEM EXCUSAT :

Ignorance of the law excuses no one. 2
G&R. Cited, §§ 12a, 13. 20, 76, 94, 95,
96. Hunt V. Rousmanier ; Virginia Cou-
pon Cases ; C. v. Mash ; R. v. Prince

;

R. v. Bsop ; Levett's Case ; P. v. Robey

;

Vogel V. Brown, 201 Mass. 261 ; S. v.

Bolden, L.C. 216, 3 G&R; Townsend, 3
Mo. 388 (one presumed to know a recent
and unpublished statute).

Purchasers at execution and judicial sales
l>uj/ Caveat emptor. Doddridge ; Windsor,
L.C. 1, 3 G&E ; Williams v. StoU (sign-
ing contracts).

IGNORATIS TERMINIS, IGNORATUE ET
ars : Terms being unknown, the art also
is unknown. 2 G&R. See Definitions.

IGNOSCITUE EI QUI SANGUINEM SUUM
qualiter redemptum voluit : The law
holds him excused who chooses that his
blood should be redeemed on any terms.
2 G&R.

ILLEGALITY: 2 G&R. See Salus populi
suprema lex; In pan delicto; Ex turpi
causa.

Procedure: Illegality in results in the cor-
am non judice proceeding. See Non hcec;
Quod ab initio.

Equity: He who has done iniquity shall
not have equity ; one must come into court
with clean hands. Collins v. Blantern.

Contract: See In pari; Ex turpi causa; Ex
pacta ilUcito; Salus populi; L.C. 358-
373, 3 G&R; Trist v. Child, L.C. 213,
3 G&R.

Crime: Crimes are declared and punished
for reasons of public policy. Soi«s pop-
uli.
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Illegality.

—

Toit: Xo contribution among wrongdoers.
Merryweather v. Nixon, 2 G&R ; Joint
Trespassei's ; Hegarty v. Shine.

Tolenti iton fit injuria; Omnia py(^sutnuti-
tur contra spoliatorem.

Construction. See Ut res magis valeat.
Fraud is not presumed. See Fraud.

ILLEGITIMACY: 2 G&K. See Bastard.
ILLINOIS: See Observations, 2 G&E; Pref-

ace, also 3 G&R.
Pleadings not an element of jurisdiction.

O'Brien v. P., § 355.
Jurisdiction depends on tiro elements

only, 1, of the person; 2, A judgment
entry which the court could or might
make under the general law. O'Brien
V. P.

Superior and inferior courts; presump-
tions of regularity apply to the lat-

ter. Rice T. Travis, §357.
Authority to enter a judgment pre-

sumed from a judgment entry. P. v.

Artesian Co. (An authority need not

be pleaded ; estoppels are favored

;

aider by consent ; omission of mate-
rial allegations not fatal.)

A coram judice proceeding presumed
from a judgment only. Supra.

Fundamental law viewed as of local

concern only.—A statute recognized
Tfemo dehet esse jude.r in propria sua
causa (No man should be judge of his

own cause) by providing that a suit

should be brought by the town before

a non-resident justice. This terri-

torial jurisdiction was correctly up-

held, but by a hazy and wabbly deci-

sion. Town of Chatham v. Mason, 53

111. 412.

This case might well read thus:

The judgment of the resident justice

Is coram non judice for two reasons

:

1. He had no territorial jurisdiction ;

2. The statute deemed him as one in

interest. Nemo delet esse judex, etc.

This is a maxim all courts should

Tindicate (Dimes, L.C. 176, 3 G&R).
This recognition of fundamental law

is decisive of this case. For this rea-

son the particular statute prevails

over the general provisions cited.

Oeneralia speclalihus non derogant.

These views dispose of the extended

argument and quotations of various

statutes. In Chatham case, Ita lex

scripta e.H was applied ; also in S. v.

Lusk, 18 Mo. 353; Mason, Mo., 125

S.W.'ll33.
Superior courts; jurisdictional facts

must afflrnwtively appear. §§ 131-

133; Crepps, L.C. 113, 3 G&R. The

case next cited is a very instructive

one, and is in conflict with many Illi-

Illinois.

—

nois eases : Becklcnherg, S.P., Bor-
den V. Fitch.

Residence within the state one
j-ear is jurisdictional and this must
be alleged, and if issue is made
thereon then the fact must be proved.
(Jurisdiction depends on more than
jurisdiction of the person and of the
subject matter.)

Consent will not confer jurisdiction of
subject-matter.—This cannot be waiv-
ed, but may be first raised in an ap-
pellate court. Averment that "com-
plainant and defendant are and have
been actual residents of the state of
Illinois for more than one year last

past" is not admitted by an answer
filed three days later and responding
as follows, that "it is true that the
complainant and the defendant are
and have been actual residents of the
state of Illinois for more than one
year last past." This is no admis-
sion of residence for one whole year
from the date of filing the bill, but
only from the date of filing the an-
swer. This admission does not in-

clude the full time of residence re-

quired before filing the bill.

A cause of action must exist at the time
it is commenced.—Jurisdiction can-
not be retrospectively acquired. Quod
at) initio; Alabama.

Essential allegations indispensable to

invest a court icith jurisdiction of a
subject matter. Bowen v. Emerson,
ante.

Judicial recitals in a decree will not
supply the omission of material facts.

—Such recitals are surplusage in a
decree. See Cooper v. Reynolds.

Decrees depend upon the record from
ivhich they emanate.—Defects in this

record subjects the decree to collat-

eral attack. Waiver will not cure
such defects. Quod ab initio non
valet intractu temporis non convales-

cit.

A decree depends upon jurisdic-

tional facts presented by the plead-

ings, also sustained by matter of the

statutory record. The testimony
thereof may be referred to. Omitting
required testimony leaves the decree

without proper support. See Coram
non judice. Cf. c^lem. L.C. 2c, 3 G&R.

In Illinois the bill of exceptions

record stands for other uses than for

an appellant in an appellate court.

See also, Wright v. Griffey, 147 111.

See Trilogy of Procedure.
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lUinois.

—

Jurisdiction depends on reality of su6-
ject-matter. Thomas v. P., §§ 347-354

:

Cases. Fabula non judicium. And
on fact of residence where that is

required. Becltlenberg (Verfia for-

tius), supra.
Pleadings essential for jurisdiction.

Thomas v. P. See Munday.
Motion for new trial essential. Brewer.

L.C. 206, 3 G&R. See Missouri.

A trial when nothing is juridically pre-
sented decides nothing. Smalley, cit-

ing Stevens, 1 Blackf. 56, which fol-

lowed 1 Modern, 207 ; also Virginia
cases. Quod nullum est.

Allegata et probata must correspond.
Fish V. Cleland, L.C. 12c, 3 G&R.

Irrelevant evidence not considered.
Kenealy, §342. But if judgment
should be entered on it it will be up-
held. O'Brien v. P.

Variances are waived. Dorn v. Farr

;

Ransom, 140 111. 626 (citing Missouri
cases). See Adams v. Gill; Guedel
V. P., L.C. 740, 3 G&R; ' Frustra;
Smalley, 19 111. 207; Vallandingham,
17 111. 25 ; Fish, supra. Omission of
allegation supplied by verdict. See
Hitchcock, L.C. 12, 3 G&R.

Issues essential. Israel v. ReynoldSi L.

C. 83, 3 G&R. Contra cases ; Devine
V. Chi. Ry., 237 111. 278-284 (going to

trial waives Issues). See Munday;
Theory of The Case.

Bishop V. Busse, §§360-361, of-

fends fundamental law. This case
ignored the true principle and to

state what this principle was. Stilk,

L,.C. 313, 3 G&R; Moran, 72 111. Ap.
39. See the conflicting cases hud-
dled with no suggestion of the true
principle or the great cases illustrat-

ing this principle. 3 C.I.R. 920. Here-
from is a glimpse of the condition in

Illinois. And still digesters of its

reports declare the decisions singu-

larly grand for their consistency and
uniformity. These "native" sons de-

clare that the "jungle" is in other
states.

A recovery can he beyond the ad dam-
num. Utter, 114 111. 470; Metropoli-
tan, 161 111. 30. Contra: Toledo R.
R., 71 111. 174. See 2 Hughes Proc.

;

2 Gr. Ev. 260; Suth. Dam. 114-117;

2 G&R. The pleader should In con-

clusion iay damages, and to this

claim Verba fortius applies. And.
Steph. PI. 251 ;

See Bouv. Die. Plead-
ings confer jurisdiction and they lim-

it it. See Ad damnum.
The amount endorsed on a summons

Illinois.

—

limits the recovery to that. Rives, 27
111. 290 (instructive case) ; Thomas
V. P., supra; Brown, 24 111. 197; Ver-
ba fortius.

Judgment on demurrer conclusive; not
reviewable by motion in arrest. Chi-
cago R.R. V. Hines, 132 111. 161. Con-
tra: C. R. I. & P. R.R. V. P., 217 111.

164 (fatal defects cannot be waived).
The ground of the general demurrer
can be waived. Doyle, 193 111. 501.

See § 117; 4 HI. Law Rev. 174-194;
284-289.

Consent cannot confer jurisdiction of
subject-matter. Becklenberg, supra.
See Devine, supra. But variances
can be waived, also other record safe-

guards. See Ad damnum, supra.
Courts are bound by their records.
Blair V. Reading.

The statutory record may be referred
to to support a decree. Beck'enberg

;

also to identify issues. Wright t.

Griffey, §344. This is theory-of-the-
case doctrine.

There are limitations of legislative au-
thority. C. & A. R.R. V. Clausen, 173
111. 100 (statute of Jeofails have
added nothing to the law) ; Taylor v.

Sprinkle, § 358 ; Thomas v. P.
Allegations ; issues; jurisdictional facts ;^

when these must appear. The man-
datory record essential therefor.
Kenealy; Becklenberg (overruling
Peeples, 19 111. 269; Parker, 61 111.

369).
If the court a quo has no jurisdiction,

the court ad quern can give none on
appeal. Becklenberg ; Horan, L.C. 85,
3 G&R: Fisher v. Chicago, 213 111.

268 ; Way, 64 111. 406 ; Somers, 16 111.

Ap. 77; Bennett, 28 Cal. 599. Juris-
diction cannot be retrospectively ac-
quired. Quod ad initio.

Judicial recitals are void. Becklenberg.
See Judicial Recitals.

Jurisdictional facts must appear in the
right document in the right record.
Becklenberg ; Harlem v. R.R., 202 111.

301 ; Quod ab initio. See Cross Bill.

An authority need not be pleaded. E.
g., the authority of a probate court
to issue letters of administration. The
letters alone will prove the authority
by their mere introduction and al-
though they were fraudulently ob-
tained, in a wrong county, by crim-
inal means. §346, Equity.

Likewise a judgment will prove a plea
of res adjudicata. P. v. Artesian Co.,
id. To sustain this view, McMillan,
115 111., is cited (formal defects will
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Illinois.

—

not vitiate a record), also Chamher-
lain, 136 111. Ap. 290 (the entire rec-
ord essential to show a coram judioe
proceeding). These cases will not
support the view that a mere judg-
ment entry is sufficient to show a
coram judice proceeding. The tests
of this are perceived from the trilogy
of strict construction. §§ 1, 103, et
seg. For the latter trilogy the trilogy
of liberal construction is often substi-
tuted in Illinois. See Consensus toUit
erroicm. The theory-of-the-case states
are all alike. Illinois is not unlike New
York. Slissouri, Indiana and Ohio.
See Theory of The Case; Variance,
4 G&R. All states are alike that
consistently vindicate the trilogy of
procedure on the one hand, and those
that deny it are alike on the other
hand. Pp. xvii-xxii. Preface.

In courts thai deny the prescriptive
constitution, they, like Coke, are prej-

ndiced against the higher laic, and
they, like Coke, oppose it.—They think
their state agencies have empowered
them to make the law ; that they are
the creators of the law instead of mere
expositors of the law. Now, what
law have the courts of Illinois, or

Missouri, or New York, created that

they consistently respect? Look at

Bishop V. Busse; O'Brien v. P.; Rice
r. Travis; Dorn v. Farr. §510, post.

See §311, et seq. (observations on
these states and their establish-

ments). See New York; Missouri.

Illustrative cases -from Illinois. %% 342-

Pleadings essential to confer jurisdiction.

Thomas T. P. I§ 347-355.

Certainty of pleadings essential. Tilden v.

P. ; Guedel v. P., L.C. 74a, 3 G&R.
Due process of law depends upon pleadings

and the mandatory record. Thomas v. P.

Limitations of legislative authority. Taylor

V. Sprinkle.

Reason governs the construction of statutes.

Quinn v. P. ; Thomas v. E.R.

yullus commodum capere. Quinn v. P.

Jfecessitas inducit privilegium: Injunction

may Issue on Sunday. Langabier, L.C.

174a, 3 G&R. Dies non.

nsLBY V. NICHOLS, 12 Pick. (Mass.) 270,

274, 22 Am. Dec. 42.5, n., L.C. 169, 3

G&R. Quando aliquld prohibetur.

What cannot Ve done directly cannot 6e done

indirectly. Webb v. John Hancock Co.

XMMOEAUTY: 2 G&R. In pari. Re-

pressed for public morals. R. V. Crunden.

IMMUTABLE ELEMENTS. §§60-100, 330.

IMPAIRING THE OBLIGATION OF CON-

tracts • 2 G&R. Bronson, L.C. 238, 3

G&R; Dab. L.C. 2^7a, id.; Virginia Cou-

pon Cases, L.C. 285o, id.

IMPEACHMENT OF WITNESSES: 2 G&R.
Falsiis in uno; Allen v. S., 73 Am. Dec.
760-777, ext.n., L.C. 203, 3 G&R ; 2
Wigm. 896-918.

One cannot impeach Ms men witness. Burk-
halter, 16 Ga. 593, 60 Am. Dec. 744-
752, ext.n. Contra cases : 2 Wigm. 896.
§ 302. Allegans.

IMPERTINENCE IN PLEADING: 2 G&R.
See Scandal.

IMPLICATIONS: 2 G&R. Bxpressio eor-
um; Lex non exacte; M'Culloch ; S. v.

Townley, L.C. 225o, 3 G&R.
Constitutional implications. See Trilogy of

Procedure ; Mandatory Record.
Implied facts need not 6e pleaded. Omne

majus.
Limitations of, to uphold proceedings. §

283, et seq.; Ut res; Trilogy of Liberal
Construction.

.4. record is implifid. S. v. Townley, § 285.
IMPLIED CONTRACTS: 2 G&R. Bxpres-

sio eorum. Hitchcock v. Galveston
(equitable estoppeU ; Clayton, 2 G&R (re-
newal of lease by holding over).

IMPOSSIBILITY: 2 G&R; 2 Sto. Eq. 763.
Lex non cogit ad impossibilia : There Is

no obligation to perform impossible
things. A thing not in esse cannot be
the subject of sale.

Contract for, enforceable. Gilpin ; also for
accident. Paradine.

Entire contract; impossibility to perform;
loss falls on owner. Hallett, L.C. 308, 3
G&R.

One making performance impossible is liable.

Peck V. U.S.
Impotentia excusat legem: Impossibility is

an excuse in law. Bailey v. De Cres-
pigny.

Reality of cause of action essential for ju-

risdiction of a subject-matter. Fabula non
judicium. Scott v. McNeai.

IMPRISONMENT: 2 G&R. For debt: Carr
V. S., 106 Ala. 35, 34 L.R.A. 634-674,
ext.n.

Beating board bill may be made a crime.
MilecUe, 52 Wash. 312, 21 L.R.A. (N.S.)

259. n.

Courts construe too strictly and con-

cede too much when they grant Immunity
for torts to all impecunious wrongdoers.

IMPROVEMENT: 2 G&R. Compensation
for. Bright.

IN ABQUALI JURE MELIOR EST CON-
ditio possidentis : When the parties have
equal rights, the condition of the pos-

sessor is the better, or, where the right

is equal, the claim of the party in equal
possession shall prevail. 2 G&R. Cited,

§ 341). See In pari; Pacta conventa;
Melior est conditio; Bona Fide Purchaser.

INCEST: 2 G&R.
INCIDENTS: 2 G&R. See Implications;

Expressio eorum.; M'Culloch, L.C. 147, 3

G&R; Vt res magis; Res accessoria.

Time table annexes itself to the carrier's

ticket. Le Blanche.

INCONSISTENCY: 2 G&R. Allegans con-

traria ; Falsus ; Equitable Estoppel ; Re-
pugnancy ; Pain, L.C. 107, 3 G&R.
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INCOITSISTENT DEFENSES: 2 G&B.
Verba fortius; Denials.

IN CONTEAHENDA VENDITIONE, AMBIG-
uum pactum contra yenditorem interpre-

tandum est : In negotiating a sale, an
ambiguous agreement is to be interpreted
against the seller. Sub, Verba fortius.

Cited, § 188.

INDEBITATUS COUNTS: 2 G&E. See
Common Counts.

INDEMAUK V. DAMES, L.R., 2 C. P. Div.

311, 1 H. & E. 243, 2 G&E. Negligence;
keeping dangerous premises and instru-

ments. Turntable Cases.
INDEMNITY: 2 G&E.
INDEPENDENT CONTEACTOES: 2 G&E.

Ililliard': Laning.
INDEPENDENT PEOMISES: 2 G&E.
INDEX ANIMI SEEMO: Speeck is the in-

dex ol the mind. 2 G&E.
INDIANA: 2 G&E. Adopted the code in

1852.
Recof/nizes the general issue, also the

"theory of the case." See Munday.
Blackford's reports are amongst the most
valuable and will rank with those of Mas-
sachusetts.

Certain and bona fide pleadings required.
Bowlus ; Hubler, 9 Ind. 273, 68 Am. Dec.
620. See Munday : Cases. Dickensheets.

Froof must be certain. Citizens' Street E.
E., L.C. 186, 3 G&E. See Cases: Clem,
L.C. 2c, 3 G&E ; Dickensheets.

Motion in arrest belongs to the mandatory
record.—If put in the statutory record
it will not be noticed. "What ought to

be of record must be proved by record and
by the right record." Harris v. S. ; Plan
ing Mill Co. v. Chicago, L.C. 2d, 3 G&E.

A statement vulnerable to the general de-

murrer presents nothing juridically. Quis,

quid, coram quo. Stevens, 1 Blackf. 56,

citing and following Lepping v. Kedge-
win, 1 Modern, 207.

INDIANAPOLIS &; ST. LOUIS R.E. v.

Horst, 93 U.S. 291, 149 U.S. 207, L.C.

223, 3 G&E. Cited, §§ 83, 84. 158, 202,

246, 266, 314, 418, 511. Statutes; Con-
struction. Lex non exacte; Hannibal E.

E. ; Bateson.
INDIANAPOLIS STEEET EY., 161 Ind.

153, 100 Am. St. 261-287. Cited, % 188.

Verba fortius applies to carrier's ticket.

Cherry.
INDIAN TEERITORY: Adopted the code

in 1890. Texas cases generally sought
and respected.

INDICIA: 2 G&E. Of ownership. Bentley.

INDICTMENTS: 2 G&E. Trilogyi of Pro-
cedure. C. v. cases ; R. v. cases ; P. v.

cases: U.S. v. cases; S. v. cases.

R. V. Wheatley; U.S. v. Cruikshanlc, L.C.
232, 3 G&E, et seq.; U.S. v. Perez, L.C.

69, 3 G&E.
Conspiracy. C. V. Eastman, L.C. 22, 3 G&E.
Former jeopardy; pleas of require certainty.

Guedel v. P., L.C. 74a, 3 G&E ; N.Y. Cent.
E.E. V. U.S., 212 U.S. 481-499.

Sufficient if it "apprise the defendant."
Pariaso v. U.S. ; Weir, 14 Mo. 125 ; U.S.
V. Mills, L.C. 235, 3 G&E. See Trilogy
of Procedure.

Indictments.

—

"Contrary to the form of the statute" will

not supply needed allegations. S. v. Helm,
6 Mo. 263 ; Harvey v. Bridges. See Qen-
erale, etc.

Must be brought into open court; record
must show tins. Eeuegar v. U.S., 172
Fed. 646, 26 L.E.A.(N.S.) 683-696.

INDOESEE: 2 G&E.
INDORSEMENT: 2 G&E.
INFANCY: 2 G&E. As a defence to con-

tract. Craig ; Vasse ; Tucker ; Zouch. To
crime. E. v. York ; Godfrey. To tort.

Gilson V. Spear. See Infants.

INFANTICIDE: 2 G&E. Indictments for,

R. V. Waters, L.C. 71, 3 G&E.
INFANTS: 2 G&E. Equitable jurisdiction

over. See Equity ; Eyre v. Shaftsbury.
Service of process on. Galpin v. Page, 3

Sawyer, 95, L.C. 63, 3 G&R.
Insane infants. S. v. Comb, 38 Mont. 166,

129 Am. St. 636-645.
Contracts of. Craig v. Van Bebber (largest

resume) ; Fetrow v. Wiseman, 40 Ind.

448, 2 G&R ; Infants ; Tucker ; Vasse.
Deeds of, void. Craig ; Zouch. Cannot be

ratified. Trueblood, 8 Ind. 195, 65 Am.
Dec. 756.

Torts of; Viable for. Gilson v. Spear ; Vos-
burgh.

Crimes : R. v. York ; Godfrey v. S. ; E. v.

Owen.
Estoppel of infant by misrepresenting his

age to induce contract. Grauman, 142
Wis. 556, 70 Cent. L.J. 461. See Equity.

Next friend; cannot receive payment and
satisfy a judgment. Collins, 148 Ala.

558, 121 Am. St. 81.

Guardian has power to release a debt.

Horine, 11 Mo. 469.

INFEEENCE: 2 G&E. See Presumption.
INFEEIOE TEIBUNALS: 2 G&E. See

Courts ; Crepps, L.C. 113, et seq., 3 G&R.
INFICTIONB JURIS SEMPEE AEQUITAS

existit : A legal fiction is always consis-

tent with equity. 2 G&E. Cited, § 29.

Qui sentit. The philosophy of these max-
ims underlies many rules of agency.

INFORMATION: 2 G&E. See Indictment.

INGALLS v. BILLS, 9 Met. 1, 43 Am. Dec.
346, L.C. 353, 3 G&E. Negligence; car-

riers ; care required of.

IN GENEEALIBUS VEESATUE EREOE:
Error dwells in general expressions. 2
G&E. See Conclusions of Law ; Oenerale.

INGEESOLL v. CORAM, 211 U.S. 335.
Cited, §§245, 246. 250. Jurisdiction of

the person may be waived. Quinn v. P.

;

Harkness ; Consensus; Appearance.
INHEEITANCE TAXATION: English, 120

Tenn. 531, 127 Am. St. 1025-1101, ext.n.

INJUNCTIONS: 2 G&E. See Equity; L.C.
278-283, 3 G&E; 3 Street, Fed. Bq. 2283-
2335, 2443.

Successive suits may be enjoined. See
Hume, ante, where is cited O'Haire, 45
Colo. 432, 132 Am. St. 91.

Jurisdiction must appear from the plead-
ings to support. Sawyer, 124 U.S. 200

;

Dows.
Breach of contract; to restrain. Fowler,
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Injunctions.

—

16S Ind. 1, 120 Am. St. 244 ; St. Louis,
101 Mo. Ap. 370 ; Lumley v. Wagner.

Laches; effect. Bisph. Eq. 462.
Bonds; Uability on. Tiapnall : Cases.
IN JTJBE NON EEMOTA CAUSA SED

proxima spectatur : In law the immediate
(proximate) and not the remote cause

I

of any event is regarded. 2 G&R. Cited,
' H21, 22, 37, 96, 97. Squib Case; Gil-

son. 36 Am. St. 308-361 ; Lord's Bailiffs

;

Salisbury ; Sharp.
Owner of property cannot sue sub-con-

tractor for his negligence. Galbraith

;

Hendrick, L.C. 319, 3 G&R. See Privity.
Leading Cases: Gilson ; Squib Case ; Van-

derburg ; Guille ; Vicars ; Hadley ; Fletch-
er ; Brown v. Collins ; Thomas v. Win-
chester ; Thornilly ; Metallic Compressor
Co.

Respondeat Superior: Limitations ol mas-
ter's liability for torts of servant. Lue-
fcen V. v., 3 111. Ap. 375 (saloon keeper
not liable for bartender aiming at one
and wounding a bystander) ; 4 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 650; Qui sentit ; In fictipne.

Servant acting for himself or under orders
of a stranger does not obJigute the mas-
ter. Wanton acts of servant. Anderson,
77 Ark. 606. 4 L.R.A.(X.S.) 649, n. ;

M'Manus, 4 G&R ; Sherwood, 27 App.
DC. 64, 4 L.R.A. (X.S.) 652, n.

Crime; intent. C. v. Moore.
Homicide ; death must ensue within a pear

and a day. R. v. Pym.
INMAN V. S.C. EY., 129 U.S. 128. Cited,

I 513. A carrier cannot make the ship-

per insure the goods as a condition prece-

dent. This would be contrary to public
policy. But the carrier may validly con-

tract for subrogation to rights of shipper
to his existing insurance. This is a dis-

tinction without a difference, wherever
tlte reality of a cause of action may be

inquired into. White v. Bluett, L.C. 317,

3 G&R. Ex nudo. Contract. A passen-

ger can collect his accident insurance,

also damages from the carrier ; likewise

the landlord can compel the tenant to re-

build and also collect Insurance on the

premises destroyed.

IN PAEI DELICTO POTIOR EST CON-
ditio defendentis (et possidentis) : Where
both parties are equally in fault, the con-

dition of the defendant is preferable. 2

G&R. Cited, §§ 11, 13, 17a, 21, 22, 76,

86, 88, 92. 96, 145a, 156, 190, 193, 207,

234, 267, 362, 467.

We have classed this maxim as one of

the Trilogy of Contract. See Contract.

Its importance is indicated in Holman v.

Johnson, L.C. 363, et seg., 3 G&R. See

Illegality; Salus popuH suprema lex; Jus
publicum; Pacta conienta; Ex causa tur-

pi; Champerty; Barratry; Compounding
Crime, 2 G&R ; Criynen omnia ex se nata

vitiat (Crime vitiates everything that

springs from it), 2 G&R. See Fauntle-

roy V. Lum, 210 U.S. 230 ; Balsewicz

;

§ 340 ; Union Trust Co. v. Preston.

Its importance is disclosed \n the dlscus-
* sions relating to the contracts of foreign

In Pari Delicto.

—

corporations; where they have failed to
flic their documents shoivino authority
§§ 13a, 293; Kirven. 2 G&R; Fritts v.
Palmer, 132 U.S. 283. Statute must be
complied with. United Lead Co. v. Reedy
Elevator Co., 222 111. 199

; § 293.
Courts indirectly suppress illegality. Con-

tinental Wall Paper Co. v. Voight (1909),
22 U.S. 227-274, 53 L.ed. 786. See Con-
nelly, 184, U.S. 540, 46 L.ed. 679, n. ; 68
Cent. L.J. 281, 4 111. Law Rev. 59 ; Harv.
Law Rev. 435 ; Freed v. Am. Ins. Co., 92
Miss. 72, 11 L.R.A.(N.S.) 368, n.

No contribution among wrongdoers. Notes
to Lampleigh, 1 Smith L.C, 8th ed., 170-
172 ; Campbell, 7 Clark & Fin. 181, 7 Eng.
Reprint, 1030. See Brooks, L.C. 370, 3
G&R.

Contract void in part void in toto.
Hazleton. See Plgot's Case.

Constructive fraud. Keech ; Chesterfield.
Contracts with attorneys. See Attornejf>,
2 G&R; Keech.

May be divisible, as where one agrees to
pay twice as much as he owes. Sisk, 8
Mo. 52.

Illustrations: Irwin, 1 Mo. 13 ; Skinner,
10 Mo. 205, 207.

Defence of need not be pleaded. Union Co.,
150 Calif. 159, 119 Am. St. 164 ; Hicker-
son. 8 Mo. 11 ; Ober, 11 Mo. 427 ; Hamil-
ton, 25 Mo. 165. It is the state's de-
fence. Salus populi suprema lex.

Equity icill not give relief to one invoking
iti jurisdiction from, his own fault. Ober,,
11 Mo. 427 ; Edwards, L.C. 282, 3 G&R.

Jurisdiction does not attach to illegal con-
tracts. § 217 ; Quod nullum est, nullum
producit effectum. Fauntleroy ; White v.

Bluett, L.C. 217, 3 G&R.
IN PAEI MATERIA: AH provisions and

enactments must be construed together. 2
G&R. Cavendum est a fragmentis; Con-
cordare; Contemporanea. "Once a mort-
gage always a mortgage."

IN PEAESENTIA MAJOEIS CESSAT PO-
tentia minoris : In the presence of the
major the power of the minor ceases. 2
G&R. Cited, p. xxiii. Preface; §§21, 25,
30, 75, 83. 128, 150, 157, 283, 284, 308,
362, 415, 508. Telefsen. See Prescrip-
tive Constitution ; Codes ; Construction.

Organic provisions of the greatest dignity-
prevail over lesser ones. Dick v. U.S.,
208 U.S. 340. Telefsen.

Constitutions and statutes yield. S. ex rel.

Henson ; Oakley v. Asplnwall ; Rector v.

Price, § 509, Equity ; U.S. v. Kirby ; Union
Trust Co. V. Preston.

IN EEPUBLICA MAXIME CONSEEVANDA
sunt jura belli : In the state, the laws
of war are to be greatly observed. 2
G&R.

INSANE: 2 6&R. Judgments against.

Hains, 101 Tex. 226, 130 Am. St. 839-
858, ext.n.

INSANITY: 2 G&R. See Intent; Actus
non facit; Ignorantla; U.S. v. Drew; C.
v. Gerarde ; M'Naghten ; C. v. Rogers ; R.
V. Oxford.

Burden of proof. S. v. Marler, L.C. 188, 3
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Insanity.

—

G&It. Defense must prove. LoefEner,
L.C. 106, 3 Gc&R.

Contracts of. Molton, L.C. 413, 3 G&R

;

Mitchell ; Baxter. See' Assent.
INSOLVENCY: 2 6&R.
INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS: 2 G&B.

S. V. Grimes, 29 Nev. 50, 124 Am. St.

883-915, ext.n. (public records) ; 34 Cyc.
592-595.

INSTALLMENT CONTRACTS: 2 G&R. Cut-
ter, L.C. 308, 3 G&14. Norrington ; Hoare.

IN STIPULATIONIBTIS CUM QUjESITUE
quid actum sit verba contra stipulatorem
interpretanda a sunt : In contracts, when
the question is, what was agreed upon,
the contract is to be interpreted against
the seller. Sul), Verba fortius, 4 G&R.
Cited. § 188.

INSTITUTE, 87 N.Y. 250. Cited, §§ 91,
300. S.l'., llaliinckrodt ; Clark v. Dillon.
Trilogy of I'rocedure vindicated.

INSTRUCTIONS : 2 G&R.
INSURANCE: 2 G&B. Carter; Behn; God-

sali ; Dalby.
Life; illegality avoids. Haeners' Exors.,

126 Ky. 373, 128 Am. St. 296-326, ext.n.
Notice of injury. Craig, 80 S.C. 131,

128 Am. St. 877-881, ext.n., 18 L.E.A.
(N.S.) 106.

Suicide avoids, ifhen. Billings.

Lien on policy. Bendet, 120 Tenn. 277.
18 L.R.A, (N.S.) 114, n.

What is exposure to danger. See Trav-
elers' Ins. Co.

INSURANCE CO. v. FOLSOM, 18 Wall. 237
(21 L.ed. 827). L.C. 157, 3 G&R. Cited,

§ 175. Appellate Procedure ; duty of ap-
pellant. McArthur ; Apache ; Falk, 57
Fla. 70.

INTELLIGENCE: 2 G&R. See Caveat
emptor; Ignorantia; Verba fortius.

INTENT: 2 G&R. Actus non faoit; Ig-
norantia.

Crime: Actus non facit; S. v. Bolden, L.C.
216. 3 G&R.

Tacking and collateral. Driggles v. U.S., 1
Okla. Cr. 167, 129 Am. St. 823.

Contract: Non heec in foedera veni.'

Tort: Volenti non fit injuria.

Construction: Verba intentione.

Is presumed from act. Probatis; Res ipsa
loquitur.

INTER ALIA. Among other things. 2 G&R.
INTER AEMA LEGES SILENT: In the

midst of arms the law is silent. Cited,
§253.

INTEREST: 2 G&R. On interest when al-

lowed. Sandford, 80 Neb. 414, 18 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 633.

INTEREST REIPUBLICiE UT SIT FINIS
litium : It concerns the public that there
he nn end to litigation. Chap. XI, §S
232-244 (general resume) ; 2 G&R. Cited,

§§ 44, 69, 83, 86. 86a, 101, 105, 111, 115,
123, 126, 161, 169, 175, 176, 178, 179,
180, 189, 218. 245

'

268, 27.-I, 2S6, 287
313. 333, 330. 337
416. 430, 493, 311.

Illustrations: See Vallandingham ; Smalley

247, 249, 257, 259,
288, 290, 295, 309,
341, 393, 400, 404,

Interest Reipubhcae.

—

Kenealy ; OflEut, 8 Mo. 128 ; Collier, 206
Mo. 246.

The thirteenth conserving principle is found-
ed on this maxim. §§ 103, 227, 1 G&K.
See Trilogy of Liberal Construction.

Expedit reipublicw. Michoud, 4 How. 561,
§ 310, Equity.

The fountain of many rules. Draper ; Ruck-
man ; Offut, 8 Mo. 128. See Bes ad}udi~
cata.

Injunctions loill protect this maxim. See
Bills of Peace ; Multiplicity ; Injunction.

Negligence of counsel no excuse for client.

Austin, 11 Mo. 192.

Quod remedio, etc. Bro. Max. 215 ; Potior
est conditio; Multiplicity; Setoff; Coun-
terclaim.

Successive suits against joint trespassers.

Kirkwood.
Judgment in trover does not vest title to

property in irrongdoer. Miller v. Hyde.
Sttccessire actions on a judgment. Hummer.

.1/so in ejectment. Aslin.

INTERNATIONAL LAW: 2 G&E.
INTERPLEADER: 2 G&B; 3 Sftreet, Fed.

Eq. 2285-2236.
INTERPRETATION: 2 G&R. Bee Con-

struction,

INTERSTATE COMMERCE: 2 G&R.
INTERVENTION: 2 G&R; 2 Street, Fed.

Eq. 1349-1388. Walker, 103 Minn. 124,

123 Am. St. 276-314, ext.n.

INTOXICATING LIQUORS: 2 G&R.
IOWA: Adopted the code in 1851. New

York cases much sought. See Munday.
Trilogy of Procedure not uniformly re-

spected with usual resulting consequences.
Tile Prescriptive Constitution not gener-
ally comprehended. See Garland, L.C.
297, 3 G&R. The position of the Pre-

scriptive Constitution is hazy.
Pleadings limit the recovery. Winney, 86

la. 608, 18 L.R.A. 524. Dyment, 26 L.

R.A.(N.S.) 73.

Denials must be certain. Shricker v. Field.

Cooper V. French upholds Trilogy of Proce-
dure. § 499.

IRELAND V. ELLIOTT, 5 la. 478, 63 Am.
Dec. 715-717, n., 2 G&R. Words, when
actionable. 1 G&R. § 313.

IRON CLIFFS CO. V. NEGAUNEE CO., 197
U.S. 463, 2 G&R. Audi alteram partem.

IRONS V. SMALLPIECE, 2 B. & Aid. 551,
106 Eng. Reprint, 467, 12 Rul. Cas. 408-
441. ext.n., 2 G&R. See Gifts.

IRRELEVANT: 2 G&R. Irrelevant evi-

dence is the basis of applying the "theory
of the case." §§442-446. See Munday,
§§220, et seq.; 489. See Issues.

IRREPARABLE INJURY. 2 G&R. See
Injunctions.

IRWIN, 28 Mo. 576. Cited, §§ 225, 245,
390, 488. Issues essential to confer ju-

risdiction to try a case.
ISBELL V. S., 13 Mo. 221. Cited, § 411.

Verba fortius applies to statutory record.
Crane v. Taylor.

ISRAEL V. REYNOLDS, 11 111. 218. L.C.
83, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 154. 225, 245, 312.
A reply cannot be waived ; a court is

bound by its record. See Admissions. A
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Israel v. Eejmolds.

—

court has no authority to order a trial
when there is no issue. See Illinois ; Is-

sues : Munday : Cases.
ISSUES: 2 G&R. Issue essential for a

trial. Munday : Israel : Dare, 31 Mo.
482; §§ l.">3. et acq.; T2o, ft seq. Plead-
ings limit. H -tfll ; -IT, 352: 458.

Contra: Divine. 2:'.7 III. 2T8-284 : Cases;
Cape Girardeau, §§ 445 447.

Philosophij of procedure inroUes. Frustra.
H 140-162; Consensus; 245-260: 219, ft
seq.

Irrelevant evidence supplies. See Theory of
the Case: Munday: Cases. §§220, et

seq.; 442-446. But not in equity. §47,
quoting Story : nor in criminal cases.
Crain v. U.S. § 225.

Identification of. See Res adjudicata. Bris-
tow.

Allegation of fact essential for. See Cer-
tainty.

.^lso a denial. Munday : Cases.
The evidence must correspond ivith the al-

legations and be confined to the issue.

Bristow ; Sto. Eq. PI. 28. See Relevancy
of Evidence : Irrelevant.

ITA liBX SCEIPTA EST: The law is so

written. 2 G&R. Cited, 5§ 68, 218. 283,
510. Qui hwret in Idtera; Cooper v. Reyn-
olds. § 253. See Construction.

If a statute violates no letter of the consti-

tution, then it is supreme law. "Parlia-
ment is omnipotent." See Constitutional
Law, 2 G&R ; Brown v. Tharpe ; Henrico.
106 Va. 282. 117 Am. St. 1001. But a
statute making seduction a crime in gen
eral terms, will be liberally construed, if

the prosecutrix is of full years and dis-

cretion, or is a widow. Jennings v. C,
109 Va. 821, 132 Am. St. 946 (penal
statutes are strictly construed) ; Lex non
exacte.

Code formula for denials must he folloued.

is held in several states. Prayer: Rus-
sell V. ShurtlefE ; Nelson, L.C. 129, 3 G&R :

AVarman : White v. Wager. L.C. 130, 3

G&R ; Qui hwret, etc. § 246.

Intention of congress ahove the philosophy

of procedure. Wabash.
The guarantee of the free administra-

tion of the laws, "these are the words,"

"without sole denial or delay.'' is con-

strued away, where the fee system is pro-

hibitive, where the philosophy of the law
is lost, and where courts are mired in

cumbrous, slothful methods. Waco, L.C.

300, 3 G&R : Cujus est instituere ejus est

abrogare. Turney v. Barr (trial by usurp-

ing judge is a formal error).

Provisions of substantive right should

be vindicated. See Mandatory.
Provisions of adjective right may be

waived or abdicated. See Directory.

ITEMS OF ACCOUNT: 2 G&R. See Bill

of Particulars. 2 G&R.
IVBESLIE V. SPAULDING, 32 Wis. 394,

L.C. 46, 3 G&R. Cited, % 218. Taxation

;

"What ought to be of record must be

proved by record and by the right rec-

ord" ; Rustin, L.C. 134, 3 G&R.

rVOEY, 30 Mo. 142. died, §§ 383, 494.
See Hudson, 101 Mo. ; Andrews v. Lynch ;

Trilogy of I'rocedure.

JACCAED, 32 Mo. 188, 190. Cited, §§
163, 383. 386, 387, 388, 494. S.P., Mal-
linckrodt ; De non.

JACK V. KANSAS, 199 U.S. 372, 2 G&R.
S.P., Barrow. Discretion as a Judicial
element.

JACKSON V. ASHTON, 33 U.S. (11 Pet.)
93-94, 2 G&R. Cited, § 182. Allegations
in caption are surplusage. "What ought
to be of record must be proved by record
and by the right record."

JACKSON V. CLEVELAND, 15 Mich. 94, 90
Am. Dee. 266-277, ext.n., 2 G&R. Deed ;

recitals in, not conclusive as to amount or
of consideration. Whybark, 204 Mo. 241,
12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 240. Shehy, 81 O. 289,
25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1194.

JACKSON V. PESKED, 1 M. & S. 234, 105
Eng. Reprint, 88. Cited, p. viii. Preface

;

§§ 1, 67, 103, 113. 117, 118, 119, 120,
127, 190, 206, 244, 259, 273, 274, 309,
346, 408, 426. 465, 479, 482, 483, 504.

S.P., Rushton; Omission of material allega-

tion fatal. Steph. Pi. 149, quoted, 117.
See Aider ; Jeofaile ; Munday ; Quis, quid,

coram quo.

JACKSON V. PHILLIPS, 14 Allen (Mass.)
571, 19 L.R.A. 428, 2 G&R. Charities;
trusts for ; Cy Pres doctrine.

JACKSON v. EAMSAY, 3 Cow. 75, 15 Am.
Dec. 242-255, ext.n., 2 G&R. Relation
doctrine of. Cooper v. Chitty.

JAMES V. BO'WTaAN, 190 U.S. 127, L.C.
233, 3 G&R. Cited, § 102.

Pleading; Indictment ; facts not conclusions

of law must be pleaded. See Conclusions
of Law. Clark v. Dillon.

JANSEN v. HYDE, 8 Colo. Ap. 38, 40, 3
G&R. Mandatory record essential to pro-

tect a Judgment from collateral attack.

Contra: Holman. 8 Colo. Ap. 285-288
(defence may arise from Irrelevant evi-

dence). See Hume.
J'ANSON V. STUART, 1 Term Rep. (D. &

E.) 748. 99 Eng. Reprint, 1357, 2 Sm.
L.C. 987-1001, 8th ed.. L.C. 91, 3 G&R.
Cited, §§ 109, 113, 157, 169, 184, 206,

333. 385.

Pacts, not conclusions of law, must be
pleaded. Mallinckrodt. Contrary to the
form of the statutes will not supply ma-
terial allegations.

JEFTS V. YORK, 4 Cush. (Mass.) 371, 50
Am. Dec. 793, 794, sub Sturdivant v. Hull,

L.C. 410, 3 G&R. Agent, how sign com-
mercial paper.

JENKINS V. LONG, 19 Ind. 28, 81 Am.
Dec. 374-376, n., 2 G&R. Caveat emptor;
Deceit ; Misrepresentation. S.I'.. Chan-
delor, L.C. 374, 3 G&R. Fraud as a de-

fence must be specifically pleaded under
the code.

JEOFAILS: 2 G&R. The Statute of
Amendments and Jeofails is justly

chargeable with many disorders that
beset the law of procedure. "Parlia-

ment was omnipotent" to the Eng-
lishman, until the middle of the nine-
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Jeofails.

—

teenth century, while the American is

taught that statute law controls un-
less it violates the "letter of the con-
stitution." To the practitioner who
views the law as a mass of written
constitutions, statutes, decisions and
the "late case," without regard to the
prescriptive constitution and the phil-

osophies of the mandatory and the
statutory records, the law is a climax
of absurdities and perplexities. See,

Missouri. But there is a far easier
way for the lawyer if only he is led
to the view that the law is a spirit

and is not the letter, and that this

spirit arises from the higher law, the
prescriirtlve constitution, which con-
trols written constitutions, statutes
and decisions. S. ex rel. Henson v.

Sheppard, 4 G&R ; Oakley v. Aspin-
wall, L.C. 222, 3 G&R.

Limitations of statutes.—There is no
more Instructive lesson for the prac-
titioner than to determine whether or
not the Statutes of Amendments and
Jeofails have added anything to the
law. This is discussed in relation to

the trilogies of procedure and of lib-

eral construction. Chapters V-VIII.
The furious contention over the
Statute of Amendments and Jeo-

fails, or the "liberal provisions of

our codes," is well introduced in

Blackstone's Commentaries, 394-395

;

1 Saund. Reports, 228, n. 1 ; 85 Eng.
Reprint, 248-253 : Rushton v. Aspin-
all, L.C. 5, 3 G&R, et scq.; Jackson
V. Pesked, 1 51. & S. 234, 105 Eng. Re-
print, 88, cited by Chitty, Stephen
and Gould, in relation to Aider by
Verdict, also in Dolison v. Camphell,
L.C. 2320, 3 G&R ; Roper, 18 Mo. 383.

59 Am. Dec. 314, v.; C. d A. R.R. v.

Clausen, 173 111. 100, 103; Andrews
V. Lynch, 27 Mo. 167 ; Mallinckrodt,

L.C. 12o, 3 G&R; Sidway, 1G3 Mo.
242, 273 ; Clark v. Dillon, 97 N.Y. 370

;

Vadakin; Quod ah initio; §§309,
328o, 329, 392.

Every attempt to enlarge the operation

of Consensus tollit errorem, and to

reverse the operation of Verba fortius

accipiuntur contra proferentem has
spread demoralization throughout the

judicial department. Dovaston v.

Payne, L.C. 217, 3 G&R. P. v. Pref-

ace, et seq.; Quod 06 initio. Chap.
VIII ; § .369, et seq., 176.

The "cause of action'' involves a
icronged person, the injury done to

him, and the wrongdoer. Quis, quid,

coram quo.—Considerations of these

Jeofails.

—

matters involve the original compacts,
of society. Herefrom the necessity
for courts arises; also the substance
for which the general demurrer and
its correlatives are an ever-attending
probe and monitor of the govern-
ment's interests. Any disturbance of
the general demurrer and Its correla-
tives disturbs the philosophy of the
mandatory record, and if this philos-
ophy and its record are disturbed,
there results a babel. And this is

the gift . of the Statute of Amend-
ments and Jeofails which was so high
and paramount with Blackstone, Chit-
ty, Stephen, Gould and their follow-
ers. They did not make it clear that
the mandatory record and its neces-
sities were "constitutional implica-
tions," which statutes could not abol-
ish or even derogate from ; and that
no statute could have any operation
except as to formal matters. Clark
V. Dillon, supra; Tarble's Case; §83.

The importance of construction appears from,
the foregoing observations. See also §
362, et seq.; 375. 383.

Construction of the statute. % § 76, 264, 277,
328a, 329, 340 ; C. & A. R.R. v. Clausen,
%% 427, 507.

Statute a retluctio ad adsurdum. Preface
xxi; §§277, 383, 392, 434, 473.

The old law is the same. P. xvii. Preface.
Legislative limitations. §§ 259, et se?.,

362 ; Andrews v. Lynch, § 471, et seq. See
Aider ; Demurrer.

Codes have not changed the law. §| 175,
176, 254, et seq., 274, 309, 340, 362, 364,
et seq., 418, et seq., 507.

Leading Cases. Clarlj v. Dillon ; C. & A.
R.R. V. Clausen ; Andrews v. Lynch ; Mal-
linckrodt ; Sidway ; Taylor v. Sprinkle

;

Indianapolis R.R. v. Horst. See thesfr
cases and citations of them ; also Mis-
souri ; Illinois.

Maxi^ns: Lex non exacte ; In prcBsentia-
majoris and citations of these.

Federal statute. See Alica
; § 264.

JEOPARDY: 2 G&R. See Former Jeopar-
dy. Elements of. U.S. v. Perez, L.C, 69.
et seq., 3 G&R ; Brantley, 217 U.S. 284.

JEWETT V. DBINGEE, 30 N J. Eq. 291, n.,

8 Cent. L.J. 90-93, n., 2 G&R. Bw dolo
malo ; Confusion and Accession ; Bull v.
Griswold.

JOHNSON v. BAILEY, 17 Colo. 69, 2 G&R.
Dicta restrained by the mandatory record.
Cohens, L.C. 244, 3 G&R. But not ir-

relevant evidence. Hume v. Robinson

:

Cases.
JOHNSON v. BAKER, 38 111. 98, 2 G&R.
An authority must be pleaded ; a judg-
ment depends on its foundation. §§ 124-
128, 1 G&R; Clem. See P. v. Artesian.

JOHNSON V. JONES, 44 111. 142, 92 Am.
Dec. 159, 2 G&R. Martial law ; military
authority bound by law. MlUigan's Case

;

Mostyn, L.C. 274, 3 G&R.
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JOHNSON, 65 Mo. 250, 27 Am. Rep. 276.
Cited, §§ 400, 454. g.P.. Scott v. Mc-
Neal ; Thomas v. P. Living man's estate
cannot l>e administered upon.

JOHNSON, 96 Mo. 346. Cited, §§273, 603,
ri04. oUi. Triiogy of Procedure respected.

JOHNSON, 170 Mo. 57-58. Cited, §§393,
402. Necessary parties ; jurisdictional.
"Statute requires necessary parties." See
Bulljley ; Liily ; Wiiliams v. Eggieston.

JOHNSON V. P., 22 lil. 311, 2 G&E. S.P.,
Hoskins ; Munday. Grain v. U.S.. Plea
of not guilty essential.

JOHNSON T. VICKEES, 139 Wis. 149, 131
Am. St. 1046. Cited, §§ 1. 190. 490.
Trilogy of Procedure upheld. Emerson
T. Nash. See Wisconsin.

JOINDER OF CAUSES: 2 G&R. Brugger
V. State Investment Co., L.C. 162, 3 G
&R; King v. R.R.

Creditor may sue debtor and his several
fraudulent grantees. Fellows, 4 Cow.
(N.Y.) 682, 15 Am. Dee. 412.

Contra: Illinois Steel Co., 133 Wis. 561,
14 L.R.A. (N.S.) 239.

JOINT AND SEVERAL UABUJTIES: 2
G&R. >

JOINT CONTRACTS: 2 G&R.
JOINT TENANCY: 2 G&R.
JOINT TRESPASSERS: 2 G&R. No con-

tribution among. See In pari. Several
attaching creditors are. Milburn, 14 Mo.

. 104.

JONES V. JUST, L.R., 3 Q.B.Div. 197, 23
Rul. Cas. 466. L.C. 376, 3 G&R. Caveat
emptor; warranty of quality sometimes
implied. Barnard v. Kellogg, 10 Wall.
383 (vendee must have inspected if he
could or might have done so).

JONES V. MONSON, 137 Wis. 478, 129 Am.
St. 1082-1129. Cited, §§1, 104, 110.

Trilogy of Procedure upheld. Johnson v.

Vickers,
JONES V. PETAXUMA CITT, 36 Gal. 231,

2 G&R. The higher law fixes a cause of
action, not the consent of parties. Im-
material allegations are surplusage ; an-

swering them does not make them ma-
terial. Garland v. Davis, L.C. 60, 3
G&R.

JONES V. RICE, 18 Pick. (Mass.) 440, 2

Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. & H.) 239-247, 29
Am. Dec. 612, 613, sut> Compounding Of-

fenses, 2 G&R.
JONES y. TUT.T.FB, 38 Mo. 465. Cited,

% 460. S.P., Bateson.
JONES, 20 Mo. 87. Cited, §478. "What

ought to be of .record," etc. ; Mobley.
JORDAN V. BROWN, 71 Iowa, 421, 2 G&R.

Pleadings essential for jurisdiction. They
must be properly entitled. See Captions.

Assignment of errors must present all

parties.

JORDAN V. COREY, 2 Ind. 385, 52 Am.
Dee. 516-525, 2 G&R. Acknowledgment
of deeds.

JORDON V. GEEENBORO FURNACE CO.,

126 N.C. 143, 78 Am. St. 644 658, ext.n.,

L.C. 228, 3 G&R. Statute of Frauds;

pleading of.

JORDON V. NORTON, 4 Mees. & Wels. 155,

6 RuJ. Cas, 142-230, n., L.C. 324, 3 G&R.

Jordon v. Norton.

—

Non hoeo; acceptance must be of the pre-
cise offer. Shuey.

Both parties must understand contract in
the same sense. Unconscious person not
liable for operation on one ear when he
had contracted relating to the other.
Smart v. Kansas City, 208 Mo. 162, 123
Am. St. 415-448.

JUDD, 215 Mo. 312. Cited, § 13. Caveat
emptor; liberal to vendee.

JUDGE: 2 G&E. Immunity of. Lange,
L.C. 159, 3 G&R; Spauldlng v. Vilas.
Cannot delegate his functions. Van Slyke.

JUDGE AND JURY. 2 G&R. Ad quws-
iiuncm. When jury must try. S. v.
Croteau, L.C. 271, 3 G&R; Turney v.
Barr.

JUDGE-MADE LAW: 2 G&R. See Carter;
James C. ; Judiciary.

JUDGE'S NOTES: 2 G&R.
JUDGMENT RECORD: 2 G&R. Essential

to support a judgment. Clem. L.C. 2c,
3 G&R. §§ 124-1.32. 1 G&R.

An authority must be pleaded. See Au-
thority ; Res adjudicata.

Pleadings essential for. Jordan v. Brown

;

Munday ; S. v. Muench.
JUDGMENTS: 2 G&R. Are contracts. SeR

Contract. The state a party to. Nott
hwc.

Coram judice proceedings essential for. See
Coram, Judice; § 101, et seq.

Mandatory record supports. Pleadings es-
sential. §§ 124-128, 1 G&R; Sto. Bq. PI.
§§10, 47; Munday; De non apparenti-
bus; S. V. Muench; Charles v. White;
Randall, 214 Mo. 27 ; Thomas v. P. ; Hope
V. Blair ; Trilogy of Procedure.

Setting aside: Needham
; Furman ; Fergu-

son ; Oxford's Case ; Coram judice; Ex-
dolo; Debile fundamentum; Quod ab
initio.

Omission of any material link is fatal.
Debile; Rushton ; Jackson v. Pesked. See
Collateral Attack ; § 101, et seq.

Are an entirety. Smith, 25 Mo. 408.
JUDICIAL ADMISSIONS: 2 G&R. Sea

Admissions.
JUDICIAL FUNCTIONS: 2 G&R. See

Division of State Power.
JUDICIAL NOTICE: 2 G&E. Omnia prm-

sumuntur rite; Lanfear, L.C. 181, 3 G&
R; Olive, L.C. 182, id.; Manifesta pro-
batione non indigent; Lex non cogit ad
peragenda.

Is not taken that New Orleans is in
Louisiana. Riggin, 6 Mo. 568 (Be non
apparentibus)

.

Is taken that a town has no railroad. Green,
150 Ala. 112, 124 Am. St. 17-60. ext.n.

JUDICIAL OFFICERS: 2 G&R. See Judge.
JUDICIAL POWER: 2 G&R. Bee Divi-

sion of State Power.
JUDICIAL RECITALS: 2 G&R. Ferguson;

Becklenberg ; Cloud, 86 Mo. 366-368

;

Cooper V. Reynolds. §§ 254-256.
A buse of, illustrations. § 255.

JUDICIAL SALES. 2 G&R. See Coram
Judice; Windsor ; Doddridge ; William-
son V. Berry, L.C. 65, 3 G&R.

JUDICIARY: 2 G&R. Expresses the sn-
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Judiciary.

—

preme law of the land, to which states
and men have all finally yielded. U.S.
T. Shipp, 214 U.S. 390: Cases; Martin
V. Hunter's Lessee ; In prwaentia ma-
joris.

Is the final arbiter. Hot hound hy sta-
tutes. S. T. TowBley, L.C. 225o, 3 G&R.
Nor constitutions if unreasonable. Lex
non exacte; S. v. Sheppard, §309, etseq.

Heceaatttes of the judiciary protected. §
309.

JUEE NATUBiE .ffiQUUM EST, NEMINEM
cum alterius detrimento et injuria fieri

locupletiorem : According to the laws of
nature, it is just that no one should be
enriched with detriment and injury to
another, (i. e., at another's expense). 2
G&E. Cutter v. Powell. L.C. 308, 3 G
&R : Cases ; Bright v. Boyd ; Juris prw-
cepta sunt hwo.

JUBIES: 2 Gl&B.

JUBISDICTIO EST FOTESTAS DE PUB-
llco introducta, cum necessitate Juris di-

cendi : Jurisdiction is a power intro-

duced for the public good, on account of
the necessity of dispensing justice. See
Jurisdiction, 2 G&E. Cited, % 206.

JURISDICTION: 2 G&R; §§330-361.
The power, the authority to hear and
decide causes is always a constitu-

tional question. This will appear
from the fact that courts are created
and ordained by constitutions to ex-
ercise all the varied powers of the
judicial department. For this end
there are many courts, all of which
must exercise their authority, as is

contemplated by constitutional law.
What is jurisdiction, hpw it shall be
exercised and how it sliall be evinded
is one of the most disturbed ques-
tions in American governments. This
fact will appear from the discussions

of res adjudicata (4 G&R) and of col-

lateral attack, id.

In some states there are cases holding,

that if two facts are shown then
the proceedings are coram judice, and
these facts are:

1. Jurisdiction over the person.

2. A judgment entry which the
court might or could enter un-
der the law creating it and in-

vesting it with jurisdiction.

To support these conclusions we
cite Franklin Union No. 4, § 356. See
Illinois ; Theory of The Case.

It is contended that the element of

pleading a particular subject-matter

is a matter of no concern. See
Theory of The Case, 4 G&R ; Charles
V. White ; Munday ; Clem. L.C. 2c,

3 G&R : Rushton.
ipleadings are the juridical means of in-

vesting a cotirt Kith jurisdiction of a

Jurisdiction.

—

subject-matter to adjudicate it. Wind-
sor V. McVeigh, L.C. 1, 3 G&R, et

seq.; §§83-123, 163, 170-260, 279, 1
G&R. §443. See Munday; S. v.

Muench ; Smalley ; Vallandingham.
The authority to make and enter a judg-
ment must be pleaded and proved in
all questions of res adjudicata and in
proving title to property under an ex-

ecution and judicial sale. §§ 124-128,

1 G&R. Randall, 214 Mo. 23, 27. §
80, e* seq.

An authority must he pleaded and
proved. Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 G&R, et

seq.; Clem. L.C. 2e, 3 G&R. See Au-
thority. §§78, 80.

A judgment includes the record from
which the judgment emanates. 1
Whart. Ev. 824; §§ 124-126, 1 G&R.

Inferior courts.— The jurisdictional
facts upon which an inferior judg-
ment depends must appear from the
face of the judgment record itself.

Crepps V. Durden, L.C. 113, 3 G&R,
et seq.; Doddridge.

Omnia prcesumuntur rite has no appli-

cation as to jurisdictional facts. 'The
latter are required by the state in or-

der to show that the proceedings are
coram judice. Therefore these facts
must affirmatively appear. They will
not be presumed; nor can they be
waived or dispensed with by parties.

See Non hmc in foedera veni; also the
Trilogy of Procedure, Chaps. V, VI
and VII.

Pleadings essential for. Chaps. VI, VII,
XVI. See Munday

; § 103, et seq. ;

Judgments : §§ 103, 330-361.
Courts are hound hy their records. See
Courts

; § 101, et seq.
Jurisdictional facts must affirmatively

appear. Rushton; U.S. v. Cruik-
shank ; Doddridge. § 66. See Trilogy
of Procedure, §§ 132-135, 145o, et seq.

;

174. Quod ah initio; Thomas v. P.
Study of procedure is a study of gov-

ernment. §§ 8, 81, 246.
Judgments are contracts ; authority to

estahlish must appear. §§ 78, 169a.
Consent will not confer jurisdiction of suh-

jeci-matter. Salua popuH; Beardsley

;

Fletcher, 240 111. 429 ; Thomas v. P.,

§ 347 : McQuitty, 222 Mo. 581, 131 Am.
St. 561 ; S. v. Muench. § 47.

The facts conferring jurisdiction must af-
firmatively appear. De non apparenti-
l)us; §§1, 66, 101, 145a, et seq.; 174;
443, et seq.

The wronged person, the wrong done him
and the wrongdoer must affirmatively ap-
pear. Bulkley, §453; Claris v. Dillon;
Mallincicrodt, § 497. Quod ab initio;
Rushton

:
Quis, quid.
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Jurisdiction.

—

ijuis, quid, coram quo, etc. ; Crockett

;

Clark V. Dillon ; Hope ; Munday ; S. v.

Muench ; Thomas v. E. ; McQultty ; Smal-
ley; Vallandlngham, §§443, 473, 474;
Stevens, Blackf., 56.

Entry of final judgment dismisses par-
ties sine die. Freem. Judg., 121 ; S. v.

Muench.
Elements of jurisdiction. See 2 G&R ; Had-

dock ; Illinois ; Audi. Thomas v. P.

;

Fabula.
Assessment for taxation; right to no-

tice. Londoner v. Denver, 210 U.S. 373.
Duty of courts to amplify. Boni judicis;

Expressio eorum; S. ex. rel. Henson v.

Sheppard ; Rector v. Price.

Acquisition of "by fraud vitiates. Dunlap.
See Pettibone, 4 G&R ; Ex dolo.

A cause of action essential for. § 194.
Fundatnental principle of; and tests of.

See Quod ab initio; Debile; "What ought
to be of record." §§190-231; 330-361.

Essentials of jurisdiction. §§ 448-471.
Windsor v. McVeigh.

JTJEIS PE.a:CEPTA SUNT H.a:C: HOKES-
te vivere. alterum non leedere, suum
cuique trlbuere : These are the precepts
of the law : To live honorably, to hurt
nobody, to render to every man his due.
2 G&R. Cited, §§ 11,21, 22, 27, 60, 75,

207, 296.
Jure natures mquum. Bright v. Boyd ; Cut-

ter.

JTJEISPEUDENTIA EST DIVINAEUM AT-
que humanarum rerum notitia ;

justl

atque injusti scientla : Jurisprudence is

the knowledge of things divine and hu-

man. 2 G&R. See Morality.
JTTSOE: 2 G&R. Testimony of, incompe-

tent to impeach verdict. 1 Bish. Crlm.

Proe. 998a; R. v. Almon ; 1 Gr. Ev. 252;
Cook, 9 Cush. (Mass.) 278; Woodward,
107 Mass. 453 ; Rowe, 139 Mass. 47

:

Cases ; 4 Wigm. Ev. 2349.

JUS PUBLICUM PEIVATOEUM PACTIS
mutari non potest : A public right can-

not be changed by agreement of private

parties. 2 G&R. Cited, § 13. Inman ; R.

R. V. Lockwood, L.C. 352, 3 G&R; S. v.

Beck ; Salus populi. Alterum. non ICBdere;

Pacta conventa; Id quod nostrum.
JUSTICE: 2 G&R.
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE: 2 G&R.

Crepps, L.C. 113, et seq., 3 G&R.
JUSTIFICATION: 2 G&R. How pleaded.

J'Anson. Mandatory record essential for.

Howard v. S., L.C. 166, 3 G&R ; Tarble's

Case. L.C. 247, 3 G&R ; Buck v. Colbath ;

Bock.
Return of process essential for. Six Car-

penters' Case, L.C. 165, 3 G&R; Wright,

80 Vt. 358, 130 Am. St. 990-992.

Under regular process. Savacool ; Grace v.

Mitchell ; Price v. Seeley.

Of counsel argument. Hastings v. Lusk.

Must arise from the pleadings, and depends

thereon. Hastings.

Relevancy; to the issues is u limitation.

Hastings.
Irrelevant argument is abuse. Hastings.

The pleadings limit. Hastings.

Justification.

—

Officer must plead his process in hwo verba.
Brltton V. Cole.

JUSTINIAN: 2 G&R.
JUSTITIA NEMINI NEOANDA EST: Jus-

tice is denied to no one. 2 G&R. Cited,
§238.

JUVENILE COURTS: Effect of statutes.
Mill, 31 Utah, 473, 120 Am. St. 935-967,
ext.n.

KANSAS: Adopted code in 1859. Trilogy
of Procedure generally upheld. See Clem,
L.C. 2c, 3 G&R : Cases.

KANSAS CITY, M. & B. E.E. v. EILEY, 68
Miss. 765, 24 Am. St. 309. 13 L.R.A. 39,
L.C. 357, 3 G&R. Carriers; duty of the
passengers. Time tables : Le Blanche.

Mistake of routing of agent; liability for.

St. Louis R.R. V. White, 99 Tex. 359, 122
Am. St. 631-647, ext.n.

Face of ticket is all conductor can look to.

111. Cent. R.R., 90 Miss, 787, 12 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 464.

Objection to ticket on one ground is not ex-

clusive. B. & O. R.R., 169 Ind. 410, 14 L.
R.A.(N.S.) 368.

Getting on and off trains. 22 L.R.A.(N.S.)
741-761.

Carrier liable for cars handled, exactly as if

they were his own. L. & N. E.R., 153
Ala. 329. 130 Am. St. 29-51, ext.n.

KANSAS CITY, 34 Mo. Ap. 439. Cited, §

371. Old principles reaffirmed in Codes
not clearly perceived. See Biddle.

KAUKAUNA CO., 142 U.S. 269. Cited, §

250. Adjective law ; confused views. Con-
sensus enlarged.

KEANE V. CANNOVAN, 21 Cal. 291, 82 Am.
Dec. 738, n., 2 G&R. Pleadings, when ad-
missible in evidence. Boileau. Tax deeds
must be certain

;
grantee must prove each

step.

KEARNEY T. LONDON E.E., L.R., 5 Q.B.
Dlv. 411, 6 Q.B. 759, L.C. 211, 3 G&R.
Res ipsa loquitur; Manifesta.

KEECH (d. WAENE) v. HALL, 1 Doug. 21-

23, 99 Eng. Reprint, 17, 1 Sm. L.C. 904-

927, ext.n., 8th ed.. 11th ed., 18 Rul. Cas.

123, 2 GAR. Qui prior tempore. Tenant
taking after a mortgagee takes subject to

his prior right.

KEECH V. SANDFOED (EUMFOED MAE-
ket Case), Sel. Cas. Ch. 61, 22 Eng. Re-

print, 629, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. (W.&T.) 48-

73, ext.n., 2 G&R. Cited, §116, 27, 76,
510-512, 519, 521.

Idem agens, etc., §§510-522; Keech ; Mlch-
oud ; Davoue ; Dimes ; Oakley v. Aspin-
wal] ; Patrick ; Pitt v. Macreth ; Fox v.

Macreth, 2 Bro. Ch. 400 ; Bouv. Die.

(1897) ed., 117. General review of these

cases, §§ 510-522.

Attorneys cannot contract as to the matter
in litigation. 23 L.R.A. (N.S.) 679; 83
Am. St. 157-180.

KEIGHLEE V. SAVAGE MFG. CO., 12 Md.
383, 71 Am. Dec. 600, n., 2 G&R. Denials
must be certain.

KEIE V. LEEMAN, 6 Q.B. (Adol. & El.)

301 (51 E.C.L.R.), 2 Lead. Crlm. Cas. (B.

&H.) 216, 9 Q.B. (Adol. & El.) 371 (58
E.G.L.R.), sub Compounding Offenses, 2
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Keir v. Leeman.

—

G&K. Jones v. Eice (Compounding of-
fenses).

KELLEE, 213 U.S. 145. Cited, § 284.
Expressio eorum. M'Cullocli.

KELLEY V. HEMMINGWAY, 13 111. 604 56
Am. Dee. 474-476, L.C. 304, 3 G&E. Cited,
§ 217. Contracts ; must be certain.

KELLY V. BEMIS, 4 Gray (Mass.) 83, 64
Am. Dec. 50-55, ext.n., L.C. 285, 3 G&E.
Unconstitutional law is no law. Poindex-
ter (Virginia Coupon Cases).

KEMBLE V. FAREEN, 6 Bing. 141 (19 t.
C.L.E.), 31 R.R. 366, L.C. 391, 3 G&E.
Cited, § 283.

Damages ; stipulated, fixed; when construed
as penalties. Peachy ; Sloman. See
Equity ; Moore, 8 Mo. 469 ; Haurmer, 31
Mo. 52 ; Bayse, 28 Mo. 45.

KEMPE'S LESSEE V. KENNEDY, 5 Crancll
(U.S.) 173 (3 L.ed. 70), L.C. 115, 3 G&E.
Inferior courts ; jurisdictional facts must
affirmatively appear. S.P., Crepps ; Ken-
ney ; Doddridge.

KENEALY v. GLOS, 241 111. 15, 22-23, §

342, Equity. Cited, §§8, 103, 105, 218,
245, 309, 312, 313, 315, 333, 346, 358,
362 ; Res adjudicata requirements re-

spected ; Johnson v. Baker ; Bristow.
KENNEY V. GEEER, 13 111. 432, 2 G&E.

Inferior tribunals
;

Jurisdictional facts
must affirmatively appear. S.P., Kempe

;

Crepps. Contra: Rice v. Travis.

KENT: 2 G&E. The prescriptive constitu-
tion quoted, § 510.

KENTUCKY: Adopted the code in 1851.
Proceedings must be coram judice. 116
Ky. 108-135 : Cases. See Batty.

Trilogy of Procedure generally respected.

KENTUCKY v. POWEES, 201 U.S. 1-40, 2
G&E. Eemoval under § 641 ; Strauder
discussed.

KEPLEY V. LUKE, 106 111. 395. Cited, %
345. Res adjudicata ; Riverside Co.

KEEN V. HUIDEKOPEE, 103 U.S. 485-494,
2 G&E. Eenioval of' causes. Proper ap-
plication is view as substantive right and
is not waived by conduct. Bee Harkness.

KEWAUNEE COUNTY V. DECREE, 30 Wis.
624-637, L.C. 29, 3 G&E. Pleadings must
be certain ; cannot be "fish, flesh or fowl."

KIDD v. BATES, 120 Ala. 79, 74 Am. St.

17, 2 G&R. S.P., C. V. Hess. Construction
imports fundamental law.

KING OE QUEEN: 2 G&R. See Eegina
and Eex cases, 4 G&R.

KING'S EVIDENCE: 2 G&E.
KINGSTON'S CASE: See Duchess of King-

ston's Case, L.C. 76, 3 G&R.
KING V. BALDWIN, 2 Johns. Ch. 534, 17

Johns. 384. 2 Am. Lead. Cas. 364-425,
ext.n,, 8 Am. Dec. 415-428, n., L.C. 3346,
3 G&R. Sureties ; equities of. Rees.

KING V. CHICAGO, M. & ST. PAUL E.E.,
80 Minn. 83, 81 Am. St. 283, 50 L.R.A.
161-168, ext.n., 2 G&R. Injury to both
person and property by the same act may
be joined. Stickford, 75 Mo. 309 ; Brug-
ger. See Multiplicity of Suits.

KING V. MASON, 42 III. 223, 89 Am. Dec.
426-436, ext.n., 2 G&R. Ratification can-

King V. Mason.

—

not be of a part. Ejectment cannot be

tried in assumpsit suit.

KING V. OREGON SHOET LINE E.E., 6

Idaho, 306, 59 L.R.A. 209-277. extn., L.

C. 205, 3 G&R. Negligence ;
pleading of.

Facts must Tie pleaded. Crane, 87 Mo. 594,

595 (general allegations sufficient).

Facts required. Birmingham R.R., 146 Ala.

265, 119 Am. St. 27, n.

Burden is on plaintiff. Be must allege and
prove negligence. McCully.

KINKEAD V. U.S., 150 U.S. 483, 37 L.ed..

1152, sui Bright v. Boyd, 2 G&R. Benefits

not allowed a trespasser. See Bright;
Bull V. Griswold.

KINLOCH'S CASE, E'oster, Crown Law, 16,
1 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. &H.) 440-462, 2
G&R.

KIEKSTALL BEEWEEY CO. v. FUENESS
E.R., L.R., 9 Q.B.Div. 468, 2 G&R. Agent's
admissions ; Res gestw. Johnson v. Mc-
Clain Investment Co., 7 Kans. 423, 131
Am. St. 302-338, ext.n. ; 2 Wigm. Ev.
1078, 1745. See Res Oestce.

KIEKWOOD V. MILLEB, 5 Sneed (Tenn.)
455, 73 Am. Dec. 134-149, ext.n., 2 G&E.
Cited, § 240. Brinsmead v. Harrison, L.E.,

76 C.P.Div. 547 ; stated, notes to Lamp-
leigh. 1 Sm. L.C. 171, 8th ed. (judgment
against one is a bar).

KIEVEN V. VIEGINIA-CAEOLINA CHEM-
ical Co., 145 Fed. Rep. 288-296, 2 G&R.
Cited, § 293.

Foreign corporations must comply with
state law before it can sue. §§ 13, 293
(contra) ; United Lead. Co., 222 III. 19»
(contract void).

KIEVEN V. VIEGINIA-CAEOLINA CHEM-
ical Co., 77 S.C. 498, 2 G&R. Res Adju-
dicata in federal courts is view from a.

federal standpoint.
KITTINGEE V. TRACTION CO., 160 N.Y.

377. Cited, §§73. 500. S.P., Clark v.

Dillon ; Mallinckrodt. De non.
KLEPTOMANIA: 2 G&E.
KNOWLEDGE: 2 G&E. See Intent; Actus

non facit.

KNOX COUNTY v. ASPINWALL, 21 How.
539 546, 98 Am. Dec. 659, suh Hill v. Bos-
ton, 2 G&E. Corporations ; estoppel of.

KOLLOCK V. SCBIBNER, 98 Wis. 104-120,
2 G&R. Code ; Construction ; Lex non ex-

acte. Courts have inherent power to reg-
ulate procedure.

KOETIGHT V. CADY, 21 NY. 343, 78 Am.
Dec. 145-160 ext.n.. 2 G&E. Tender dis-

charges a lieu. Moyer, 82 Neb. 310, 130
Am. St. 682, n.

KEANEE X. HALSEY, 82 Cal. 209, 3 "G&R.
Cited, %% 115, 179. Adjective law gov-
erned by strict rules. § 53, 1 G&R. Con-
sensus.

KEOM V. SCHOONMAKEE, 3 Barb. 647, 2
G&R. Insane persons liable for their torts.
1 Bncyc. Law & Prac. 1129.

KUSWOEM CASE: See Natl. Bank v. Kua-
worm ; Duress.

KYLE V. KAVANAUQH, 103 Mass. 356, 4
Am. Eep. 560-563, L.C. 348, 3 G&E. Con-
tract ; mistake avoids. Columbus, 18 Mo.
229 ; Brown v. Lamphear ; Wheadon.
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XABOEEE: 2 G&K.
XaBOB UNION: 2 G&E.
Z^BOF' V. COOPER, 7 Wall, 565 : Cases.

Cited. § 249. A reply may be waived. Stf
Munday.

liACHES. 2 Gf&E. See Injunction; Limita-
tions.

IiAIDLAW V. ORGAN, 2 Wheat 178, 4 L.
ed. 214, sub Caveat emptor, 2 G&E. Cited,

§13.
Caveat emptor; great American Case on.

IiAMB V. DAT, 8 Vt. 407, 30 Am. Dec. 479,
2 G&E. Acta extcriora; Six Carpenters.

XAMBORN V. COUNTY COMMISSIONERS,
97 U.S. 181, sub Voluntary Payments, 4
G&E ; Bilble ; Scott v. Ford.

XAMFLEIGH V. BEATHWAIT, Hob. 105,
80 Eng. Eeprint, 255. 1 Sm. L.C. 267, 141-

172, nth ed., L.C. 301, 3 G&R. Cited, §§
13. 90, 89, 193, 215, 292, 430, 4G9.

Contract; elements; the request, the consid-

eration and the pi-omise. Stated, § 464,

et seg.

XiANCASTEB v. WILSON, 27 Gratt. 624.

Cited, § 450. Cited in Hope v. Blair.

Pleadings essential.

LAND: 2 G&E. See Eeal Estate; Ease-
ments : Fixtures ; Emblements.

lANDLORD AND TENANT: 2 G&E.
Reneical of leases. Clayton. Rebuilding
destroyed premises. Hallet ; Polack. Evic-

tion. Eoyce. Cannot dispute landlord's

title. Willison.

Expulsion of tenant without process, when.
Taylor v. Cole.

landlord may collect insurance and compel
tenant to rebuild also. Dalby ; Inman

;

Hallett.

Tenant takes Caveat emptor. Cleves.

Surrender of lease; uhat amounts to. Kean,— la. —, 70 C.L.J. 78.

Unlawful use of premises; effect on lease.

Harbison, 139 la. 605, 19 L.E.A.(X.S.)

662, n.

Tenant liable for servant setting out fire.

Mason, 21 Mo. 374.

XANE V. DORMAN, 4 111. 238-245, 36 Am.
Dec. 543, 2 G&E. Cited, §§ 84 509, Divi-

sion of state power : courts bound by their

records. Mailers ; Marbury.
XANE, 11 Mo. 408. Cited, §§83, 175, 265,

373, 378, 414. S.P., Apache ; Fulweider ;

Consensus.
lANTEAE V. MESTIER, 18 La. Ann. 497.

89 Am. Dec. 658-697, ext.n., L.C. 181. 3

G&E. Cited, § 253. Judicial Xotice. Olive.

lANGABIER v. FAIEBUEY R.E., 64 111.

343, 16 Am. Eep. ooO, L.C. 174a, 3 G&R.
Cited, § 314, Dies non. Injunction may
issue on Sunday. Necessitas.

lANGE V. BENEDICT, 73 N.Y. 12, 29 Am.

Rep. 80-97. n., L.C. 159. 3 G&R. Cited,

p. ix. Preface; §§76, 219. Judicial im-

munity.
XANG V. MBTZGEE, 206 111. 475. Cited,

§§ 141, 146a, 312. Trilogy of Procedure

upheld.
XANGMEAD v. MAPLE, 18 C.B. 255 (114

E.C.L.E.), 2 G&R. lies adjudicata; dis-

missal of bill la. when. Martin v. Evans.

XANGEIDGE V. LEVY, 4 M. & W. 337, 2

id.. 519, 46 L.R.A. 33-122. 36 Am. St. 815,

2 G&R. Contract ;
privity ; one may con-

Langridge v. Levy,

—

tract tor the benefit of a third. Hen-
drick ; Thomas v. Winchester ; Winter-
bottom ; 92 Am. St. 497 n. See Contract.

LANGUAGE: 2 G&R. Mala grammatica;
words

; § 312, 3 G&E.
LANING V. N. Y R.R., 49 NY. 521, 10 Am.

Eep. 417, sub Hilliard v. Eichardson, 4 G&
E. Independent contractor.

LANITZ, 93 Mo. 517. Cited, §§ 141, 371,
374, 390, 494. Trilogy of Procedure up-
held,

LANSDOWN V. LANSDOWN, Mos, (Eng,)
364, 37 Eng, Eeprint, 605, 2 G&E. Acci-

dent and mistake, relief from. Hunt

;

Brown v. L.
LARCENY: 2 G&R. See E, v, Thurborn,

4 G&E, and cases there cited ; S, v.

Homes ; P. v. Miller, 169 N.Y. 339, 88 Am.
St. 546-608, ext.n. ; Bish. Stat. Crimes,
462 ; 2 Bish, Proc. 696-780.

Carrying goods into another state. C. v.

Haider ; C. v. TJprlchard.

Dishonest gambling; when larceny. Defrese
v. S. ; E. V. Buckmaster ; S. v. Donaldson,— Utah — , 20 L.E.A,(N.S,) 1164,

LATA CULPA DOLO ,a:QUIPARATUR:
Gross negligence is equal to fraud. 2 G&
E. E. V. Longbottom ; E. v. Lowe.

LATERAL SUPPORT: 2 G&R. See Ease-
ments.

LATHROP V. CLAP, 40 N.Y. 328, 100 Am.
Dec. 493-515, ext.n., 2 G&R. Creditors'
bills ; Supplementary Proceedings.

LAW: 2 G&E. Law is a rule of action

whereby the citizen may observe proper
relations with the state, and a guide for
proper conduct in all his dealings.

Matter of law need not be pleaded. 2 G&E ;

Judicial Notice : Law of the Laud.
LAW OF THE CASE: 2 G&E. Hastings,

34 L.E.A. 321, Coram non judice proceed-

ings are never the law of the case. Mc-
Kinnon, 57 Fla. 120.

LAW OF THE EOAD: 2 G&E. Cotton, 8 O.

B. 568, Thomp. Cas. Neg. 364, n.

LAWRENCE v. COOKE, 56 Me. 187, 96 Am.
Dec. 443. Cited, § 293, S,P., Peter v.

Compton. Contracts not to be performed
in a year.

LAWRENCE V. FAST, 20 111. 338, 71 Am.
Dec. 274 n., L.C. 132, 3 G&E. Cited, §§

190, 216. Assessment roll must be cer-

tain. Tilton.
,

LAWRENCE v. FOX, 20 N. Y. 268, Huffc. &
W. Cases ; Willst. Conts. 303 526 ; Hep-
burn, Code Cas. 233-372, ext.n.. 2 G&E.
Cited, p. viii, Preface, § 28. Cited, Kee-

ner, Conts. 771 ; Harriman, 363 ; 30 Cyc.

69 (parties).

LAWRENCE V. McCALMONT, 2 How. (U.S.)

426. Cited, § 163. Verba fortius.

LAWRENCE v. VEENON, 2 Sum. 20; Cited,

§ 344. Cited in Wright v. GrifEey, 147 111.

Res adjudicata requirements.

LAWS OF THE LAND: 2 G & R. All

.iudges are sworn to uphold the supreme

law of the land, and to know what that

law is. It need not be pleaded ;
judicial

notice is taken of it.

LEA V. LEA, 99 Mass. 493, 96 Am, Deo, 772-

799, ext,n,, L,C, 30, 3 U&E, Cited, § 163.
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Lea V. Lea.

—

Res adjudicata; ambiguous record will
not support ; record must be certain. Van
Cleaf ; Lawrence v. Vernon.

ItEADING CASE: 2 Gr&B. Bee cases 1 to

417, 3 6&B. These cases are numbered
and are led to by referring to the number

;

e. g., see Lawrence v. Fast, supra, which
may be referred to as Lawrence : 132.

LEADING QUESTIONS: Turney v. S., 8

Smedes & Marsh, 104, 47 Am. Dec. 74-85,

n. ; 1 Gr. Ev. 434, 435.
LEAKE V. BENSON, 29 Grattan, 153 4 G&R.

Contracts of married women ; their sepa-
rate estates.

LEASE: 4 G&E. Bee Landlord and Tenant.
Covenants for renewals. Dral^e, 208 Mo.
540, 123 Am. St. 448-467, ext.n.

Re-entry clauses; operation and effect. Howe,
43 Colo. 75, 128 Am. St. 79-99, ext.n.

LE BLANCHE v. LONDON, ETC., E.E.., L.K.,
1 C.P. Div. 286, 4 G&E.

Contracts; time-taile of carrier; duty to
comply with. Boydell.

LECOMPTE, 4 Mo. 557. Cited, § 378. Yeria
fortius.

LEE V. GEIFFIN, 1 Best & S., 272 (101
E.C.L.E.), L.C. 338, 1 Willst. Conts. 591,
4 G&R. Statute of frauds ; thing to be
manufactured.

LEE V. MUGGEEIDGE, 5 Taunt. 36 (1 B.C.
L.B.), 1 Willst. Conts. 336, L.C. 318, 3
G&B. Consideration ; moral obligation
sufficient. This was the former rule.

Eastwood.
LEGAL CONCLUSIONS: 4 G&E. See Gen-

erale; Conclusions of Law.
LEGAL TENDER: . 4 G&E.
LEGAL TENDER CASES: 4 G&E. Tobeyt v.

Barber.
LEGATOS VIOLAEE CONTRA JUS GEN-

tium est : It is contrary to the law of
nations to do violence to ambassadors.
4 G&E. International Law.

LEGES NON VEKBIS SED REBUS SUNT
imposit^ : Laws are imposed on things,
not words. 4 G&E. Fabula.

LEGES FOSTERIORES FRIORES CONTRA-
rias abrogant : When the provisions of

later statutes are opposed to those of an
earlier, the earlier is considered as re-

pealed. 4 G&E. Dash ; Bronson, St.

Louis. 23 Mo. 508.

LEGIS INTEEKtETATIO LEGIS VIM OB-
tinet : The construction of law obtains
the force of law. 4 G&E. Cujus est insti-

tuere.

LEGISLATIVE JOURNALS: 4 G&E. "Wiiat
ought to be of record."

LEGISLATIVE LIMITATIONS: 4 G&
R. The legislative department is one
of the trio of the Division of State
Power, which is the judicial, legisla-

tive and executive departments. Mar-
bury V. Madison, L.C. 142, et seq., 3
G&R.
Each of the departments of state is

bounded in the exercise of its pow-
ers by the prescriptive constitution.

The law is supreme. It can be reaf-

Legislative Limitations.

—

firmed and expounded by goverawents
and their agencies, but they cannot
change it. The law can be broken
but substantive law cannot be
changed. And when, broken, like re-

turning waters, it claims its own.
Thus it is that the construction of
fundamental law should be invari-

able. Preface, Equity, pp. vlii, xili;

Oakley.
Confirmatory of the foregoing views stand

these sections: 41, 46, 47, 50, 55, 64, 73-

76, 81, 83, 85-87, 110-111, 123-128, 133,.

220, 221, 244, 245, 246, 259, 262, 268',

269; 285-288; 381-383; 385, 403, 408,
410, 414, 422-423 ; 426-427 ; 453-457 ; 462,
471, 476, 492, 495, 497, 501, 507-509, 510.
See Legislative Power.

Is there a prescriptive constitution, has
heen a leading question for genera-
tions.—Ignoring its existence has
wrecked American law. § 269 ; 309.

See Jeofails.

"Parliament is omnipotent" was long a
maxim of English law. Stockdale v.

Hansard, L.C. 277, 3 G&R. But this

view no longer obtains in England.
Now fundamental law limits and con-
trols acts of parliament. In prwsen-
tia; Lex non exacte; Oakley ; § 309.

Allen V. Inhabitants of Jay ; P. v. Town
of Salem ; Loan Assn. ; Taylor v. Porter,
L.C. 219, 3 G&E, et seq.; Andrews v.

Lynch ; Hanson v. K.

It was long taught in America that if
a statute was only constitutional then
it mattered not how immoral, blas-
phemous and unchristian it might 6c.

Rison, L.C. 253, 3 G&R; Blair, L.C.
254, 3 G&R ; Brown v. Tharpe.

But in later years, statutes find limita-
tions in fundamental law in Ameri-
can states as in England. S. ex rel.

Henson v. Sheppard, 192 Mo. 497, 4
G&R ; Church of The Holy Trinity v.

U.S., 2 G&R; Oakley v. Aspinwall,
L.C. 222, 3 G&R; Indianapolis R.R.
V. Horst, L.C. 223, 3 G&R; Allen v.

Inhabitants of Jay; P. v. Town of
Salem ; Loan Assn. ; Taylor v. Porter,
L.C. 219, 3 G&R, et seq.; Andrews v.

Lynch ; P. v. Turner ; Scott v. Mc-
Neal ; Sharpless ; Hanson v. K. ; See
Prescriptive Constitution.

The necessities for the operation of the
judicial department are not matters
that legislatures can control. Indian-
apolis R.R. V. Horst, L.C. 223, 3 G&R

;

Taylor v. Sprinkle (111.); Clark v.
Dillon (N.Y.) ; Andrews v. Lynch;
Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 G&R; §§
497-504: Cases. See Jeofails.

The trilogy of procedure is not of legis-
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Legislative Linutations.

—

lative concern. §§ 1, 103, et seq. See
Trilogy, id. §§263, et seq., 309, 423.

In prwsentia. §§ 83, 128.
LEGISLATIVE POWER: 4 G&B. See Po-

lice I*ower. To authorize nuisance. L. &
N. Terminal Co. ; Taylor v. Porter, L.C.

219, 3 G&E; Story v. El. K.U. (Prop-
erty) ; Hanson (Character) ; S. v. Kelly

• (Property) ; Millett v. P. (Contract) S. v.

Brown.
To fix rate of public service corporations.

Traction, 191 N.Y. 123, 12 L.R.A.(N.S.)
713, n.

To grant immunity to carriers from liaMUty
for damage caused ty employees. Walker
T. Transportation, 3 Wall. 150-155, 18 L.

ed. 172 ; Craig v. Ins. Co.. 141 U.S. 638,

38 L.ed. 886; Hill Co. T. R.R., 113 Mass.
495-500, 18 Am. Eep. 527 ; The Colima

;

82 Fed. 679. Cf.. Coggs, L.C. 350, 3 G&R.
The Caledonia, 157 U.S. 124-132. Alterum
non Twdere ; Qui sentit; "Parliament is

omnipotent.'*
Limited only iy Kritten constitution. 118
Am. St. 298 ; Brown v. Tharpe ; Rison,

L.C. 253, 3 G&R.
LEIGH T. GREEN, 193 U.S. 85. Cited, % 250.

Federal Supreme Court technically views
records, removed for due process of law.

LEISEY V. HAEDIN, 135 U.S. 100, 34 L.ed.

128-150 : Cases, 4 G&R. Commerce ; orig-

inal package case.

LE NEVE V. LE NEVE, Ambler, 438, 3 Atk.

646, 1 Ves. 64, Lead. Eq. Cas. (W. & T.)

109-223, 26 Eng. Reprint, 291, L.C. 396, 3

G&R. Cited, §§ 34h, 91, 172, 291, 305.

LENT V. PADLEFOED, 10 Mass. 230, 6 Am.
Dec. 119-123, 2 Am. L.C. 33-141, ext.n.,

«u6 Guaranty, 2 G&R.
LESTER V. FOXCEOFT, 1 Colles 108, 23

Eng Reprint 892, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. (W. &
T.) 1027-1063, ext.n.. 3 L.R.A.(N.S.) 791,

L.C. 341, 3 G&R. Cited, p. xvii. Preface ;

§§ 21, 24, 26, 30, 186, 242, 281, 283, 307.

510, 511. Denied in Miss., Ky. and Tenn.

See Pom. Conts. ; Christy v. Barnhart.

•statute of Frauds; equitable exceptions

to. Lex non exacte.

LETTERS: 4 G&R. Contracts by. Adams;
Byrne ; Burton ; Maelay ; Bliason ; House-
hold ; Mactier ; Patrick.

Reply letters presumed genuine. Lancaster,

103 Me. 187, 7 L.R.A.(N.S.) 229; Omnia
prwsumuntur rite.

LEVEES: 4 G&R.
LEVETT'S CASE, Cro. Car. 538. Cited,

70 Eng. Reprint, 1064. 1 Lead. C.C. (B. &
H.), 4 G&R. Cited, % 20. Actus non faeit;

Intent ; M'Naghten's Case.

LEVY; SEIZURE OF PEOPEETY: 4 G&E.
LEWDNESS; WHEN A CRIME. 4 G&R.
LEWIS V. TAPMAN, 90 Md. 294. 47 L.R.A.

(N.S.) 385: Cases. Cited, §293. S.P.,

Peter v. Compton. Contracts not to be per-

formed in a year.

LEX DILOTIONES SEMPER EXHOEEET:
The law always abhors delay. Cited, §

238.

LEX EST MISEEA UBI JUS EST VAGUM
aut incertum : It is a miserable state of

Lex Est Misera.

—

things when the law is vague and uncer-
tain. 4 G&R. Cited, § 256.

LEX FORI; The law of the forum.
LEX LOCI CONTRACTUS: The place where

the contract Is made. If a contract is

valid where made it is valid everywhere.
Van Voorhls.

LEX NEMINEM COGIT AD VANA SEU
inutilia peragenda : The law forces no
one to do vain and fruitless things. 4
G&E. § 6679, Code, N.D. ; Halyard, 29
Mo. 459; Kirby, 7 S.D. 623; Troy, 10 Id.
475 ; Loftis, 8 S.D. 202 ; Morgan. Id. 9.

Notice to produce is useless where one is

charged with the possession of a docu-
ment. Hart, 5 Mo. 11 ; Quod remedio.

Notice to quit need not be given to tenant
who renounces the right of the landMrd
by denying the tenancy. Poison, — Okla.—, 25 L.R.A. (N.S.) 104, n.

A general appearance waives process and its

service. Quiun v. P. ; Thomas v. Citi-

zens R.R.
Convenience is a ground and rudiment of

law. It is both inconvenient and unrea-
sonable to do vain and fruitless things.

LEX NEMINEM FACIT INJUEIAM: The
law does wrong to no one. 4 G&R. Rex
non potest peccare. Judicial immunity.
Lange, L.C. 159, 3 G&R.

LEX NON COGIT AD IMPOSSIBILIA: The
law will not require an impossibility. 4
G&R. See Impossibility ; Bailey v. D.

;

§ 6678, Code, N.D. ; Woods, 9 S.D. 390, 1

Eneyc. L.&P. 1100 ; Peck v. U.S., 102 U.S.
64, 2 Willst. Conts. 179.

LEX NON EXACTE DEFINIT, SED ARBI-
trio boni viri permittit : The law does not
define exactly, but trusts in the judg-
ment of a good man. 4 G&R. Cited, §

II, 26, 346, 99, 108, 132, 283, 284, 335a,
510, 511. 509. Church of the Holy Trin-
ity V. U.S. ; C. V. Hess, L.C. 215, 3 G&R ;

U.S. V. Kirby ; Union Trust Co. v. Pres-

ton ; S. V. Townley, L.C. 225a, 3 G&R

;

Concordare; Bonus judex.
Legislative limitations. Oakley, L.C. 222,

3 G&R.
Disceme per legem quid sit justum: To see

what would be just according to the laws
in the premises. Faber, 13 Mo. 543 ; C.

& A. R.R. V. Clausen (Jeofail statutes have
added nothing) ; Sidway ; Rainey v. Smi-
zer, 28 Mo. 310 (.loint contracts must be
sued jointly) ; Rector ; Taylor v. Sprinkle.

Ita lex scripta est. S. v. Lusk, 18 Mo. 353

;

Mason, — Mo. —: (1910) ; Chatham, 53
III. 412. See Illinois.

Statutes yield to reason. If one appears gen-

erally he waives all relating to process.

See Abatement.
LEX NON VETAT PERMITTIT: What the

law does not prohibit it permits. 4 G&E.
LEX EEPROBAT MORAM: The law ais-

approves of delay. Cited, § 238.

LEX VIGILANTIBUS NON DORMIBNTI-
bus subvenlt : Law assists the wakeful,

not the sleeping. 4 G&R. See Laches

;

MIchoud ; Equity.

LIBEL AND SLANDER: 4 G&R. See Def-
amation ; Pollard v. Lyon, 4 G&R.
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Libel and Slander.

—

Fai7' comment. Eum qui nocentem; Harri-
son.

LIBERTY: 4 G&H.
IIBEETY OF THE PRESS: 4 G&E. .See

Defamation.
LICENSE: 4 G&R.
I.ICKBAEROW V. MASON (MASON V. LICK-

barrow), 2 Term. Rep. (D.&B.) 63, 5 id.

367, 6 id. 131, 100 Eng. Reprint, 35, 1 R.

R. 25, 1 Sm. L.C. 1159-1254, ext.n., 1 id.

693-766, 11th ed., L.C. 394, 3 G&R. Cited,

§§ 13, 17, 29, 291, 305.

A great equity is stated thus: "Where
one of two equally innocent persons
must suffer from the fraud, of a
third, he who first trusted must first

suffer."
Green Co. Ky. v. Quinlan, 211 U.S. 582

;

Sweatmen, 9 S.D. 380 ; § 6690, Code. N.D.

"For seeing sometodv must te a loser

hy his deceit, it is more reason that

he that employs and puts trust and
confidence in the deceiver should he
a loser than a stranger."
Hern v. Nichols, 1 Salk. 289, quoted and

approved ; Merchants' Bank, 10 Wall. 604
;

Taylor, 23 Mo. 250; Odell, 15 Mo. 208;
U.S. V. Bank, 214 U.S. 302; First Nat.
Bank, 15 N.D. 299, 125 Am. St. 588, 10
UR.A.(N.S.) 33-74, ext.n.

This principle is perceivable in the Squib
Case; also in Allegans. Swift r. Tyson;
Bona Fide Purchaser; Poor on Bills of

Lading. Clothing one with indicia of title

gives him power to sell. Bona Fide Pur-
chaser.

One entrusted with a document must pre-

serve it at his peril. Master v. Miller. He
must not allow it to be altered.

MEN: 4 G&R. See Equity.

LIGHT AND AIR: 4 G&R. See Easements.
LILLY v. MENKE, 126 Mo. 190, 211-213,

S§ 459-461, Equity. Cited, p. xi. Preface;

§§ 73, 190, 206, 245, 309, 362, 388, 401, 458.
The "cause of action" must appear ; cura-

tive statutes apply to formal defects only.

S.P., Clark v. Dillon ; Bateson ; Davis v.

Jacksonville. Parties are Jurisdictional.

See Bulkley.
LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS: 4 G&R. Mu-

tual and current account. Rogers, 103 Me.
405, 19 L.R.A.(N.S.) 126, n.

Contractors; payment by one. Whltcomb,
Craig, 12 Mo. 95.

Hew promise. Elliot, 5 Mo. 208 ; Craig, 12
Mo. 95.

Computation of time; from date of breach
of contract or date when damages arose.

Aachen, 156 Fed. 654, 15 L.R.A.(N.S.)

156, n.

Injunction against pleading. Lagerman, 107
Minn. 491, 131 Am. St. 506.

Demurrer may raise issue. Burrus, 215 Mo.
496 (Must be special). This rule has a
footing in convenience, and it avoids pro-

lixity.

When the statute begins to run it will con-
tinue. See Limitations, 4 G&R. Smith,
13 Mo. 159.

Limitations of Actions.

—

Notice of injury; sufficiency. Spear, 104
Me. 496, 20 L.R.A.(N.S.) 804, n.

Ad-verse possession. Jasperson, 150 Fed.
511, 15 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1178-1262, ext.n.

Color of title; what is. 15 L.R.A.(N.S.)
1178.

Possession of part is of the whole. Horn-
blower, 103 Me. 375, 125 Am. St. 300-
307, ext.n.

LIMITATIONS OF INDEBTEDNESS: 4 G'

&R. Beard.
IJMPUS v. GENERAL OMNIBUS CO., 1

Hurl. & Colt. 526, 17 Rul. Cas. 528, sub
M'Manus v. Crickett, 4 G&E. Agent;
Torts of ; agent liable for.

LINDSAY V. COOPER, 94 Ala. 170, 33 Am.
St. 105, 16 L.R.A. 813, 4 G&R. Cited,

§ 294. Title to land may rest on equit-

able estoppel. Cape G., § 445.
LINK, 17 Mo. 585. Cited, § 390. De non

apparentibus.
LINN V. U. S. See U. S. v. Linn.
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES: 4 G&R. Kemble,

L.C. 391, 3 G&R.
LIQUOR LAWS: 4 G&R. Constitutional

right to prohibit sale. S. v. Durem, —
Ivans. —, 15 L.R.A. (N.S.) 908, ext.n.

LISBON BANK, 15 N.D. 299, 10 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 33-74, ext.n., 125 Am. St. 588, n.

Cited, § § 96, 303. See Lickbarrow ; Price.
LIS PENDENS: 4 G&R.
LITERARY PROPERTY: 4 G&R. See

Copyright.
LITERATURE: Observations on. Pp. ix, xix-

xxiii,- Preface; §§101, 110, 138, 152. See
Admissions ; Construction ; New York

;

Illinois. §§ 286, et seq.; 295, 309, 311,
325a, 360-361, 408, 433.

Construction ; works on. Observations, p.
V, Preface; §110. Modern law; limita-
tions of its innovations. See Statutes.
American law; attempt to establish. Pret-
ace, p. xiv, et seq.; C. &.A. R.R. v. Clausen
(111.). Stephen's Pleadings; quotations
from, reviewed. §§ 113-123.

Coke's three degrees of certainty; attempts
to follow. §§ 109-112; 286, 295, 309, 332,
Codes.

Trilogy of procedure not comprehended.
§§110, 146-157; 174-176, 260, 284, et
seq.; 311, 325a, 330-361.

English law books are the best. § § 101

;

332. Spoilt boards and paper sold to stu-
dents for elementary law. § 110.

In Illinois and Missouri. §§ 311, 360, 361.
See Case System ; Codes ; Construction

;

Contract ; Demurrer.
LITTLE V. GILES, 118 U.S. 596. Cited.

§ 182. Removal of causes tested by the
Trilogy of Procedure. Walker v. Collins.

LIVENGOOD V. SHAW, 10 Mo. 275. Cited,
§ 382. Theory of the case countenanced.
General demurrer waived. Long.

LIVERY STABLE KEEPER: 4 G&E.
LIVINGSTON V. ROOSEVELT, 4 Johns. 251,

4 Am. Dec. 273-283, n., 1 Am. Lead. Cas.
507-562, extn., L.C. 345, 3 G&R.

Partnership ; "scope of the agency"; "range
of the business." Qui sentit; Llckbar-.
row, L.C. 394, 3 G&B.
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XOAN ASS'N V. TOPEKA, 20 Wall. 665, 22
L.ed. 54S. 4 G&R. Taxatioa must be for
a public purpose.

LOBBYING CONTRACTS. 4 G&E. Trist;
Wiilst. Cents. 477 ; Stroemer, 74 Neb.
132, 132 Am. St. 713-740, ext.u.

LOCUS PCENITENTI.a:: 4 G&B. Contract;
Jn pari. -Eight to withdraw from an ille-

gal contract. Diggle.
LOEFFNER T. S., 10 Ohio St. 598, 2 Crim.

Def. 432, L.C. 196, 3 G&E. Insanity ; de-
fence must prove,

LOEHR, 45 Mo. Ap. 579. Cited, §§ 377, 388.
Verba fortius.

LOFFUS V, MAW, 3 Giff. 592, 66 Eng. Ee-
rrint. 544. 4 G&E, Equitable estoppel.

LOGAN V. V. S., 144 U.S. 263 (36 L.ed.
429), 12 Sup. Ct. Eep. 617, L.C. 249, 3
(!&R. Expressio eorum. A principal thing
carries its incidents. M'CuUoch, L.C. 147,
3 G&R ; Neagle's Case.

LOGGING: 4 G&E.
LONG, 13 Mo. 4, 6. Cited, § 382. General

demurrer may be waived. Livengood.
LONGRIDGE v. DORVILLE, 5 B. & Aid. 117,

106 Eng. Reprint, 1136, 1 Willst. Conts.
274, 4 G&R. "Cause of action" ; Com-
promise ; forbearance ; reality of cause

;

Callisher.
LONSTORF v. ID., 118 Wis. 159, 4 G&E.

Married women ; Construction of statutes.

Graham v. Tucker. Expressio unius.
LOOMIS V. TERRY, 17 Wend. 496, 31 Am.

Dec. 306, 4 G&R. Dogs ; defense of pvop-
rrty by them. Hooker ; Bird.

LORD CAMPBELL'S ACT: 4 G&E. Actio
persona Us.

LORDS BAILIFF—JURATS OF ROMNEY
JIarsh T. Corporation of Trinity House,
L.E., 3 Exch. 204, 4 G&E. Proximate and
remote cause. In jure,- Actus Dei; Salis-

1 'iry ; Sharp.
LORD'S DAY: 4 G&E. Dies non.

LOS ANGELES R. E. V. DAVIS, 146 Cal.

179. 106 Am. St. 20-23, n., 4 G&R. Cor-

porate existence presumed. Vt res. See

Harris, L.C. 229, 3 G&R.
LOSEE V. BUCHANAN, 54 N. Y. 476, 10 Am.

Rep. 623, L.C. 210, 4 G&E. Fletcher v.

R.vlands, denied. Actus Dei.

LOUISIANA: Adopted the Civil Law. The
Trilogy of Procedure uniformly respected.

LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE R. R. V.

Louisville, 166 U.S. 709. 41 L.ed. 1173,

4 G&R. Federal question must appear

from the right record. Covington ; Cox ;

Cornell ; Furman, L.C. 147a, 3 G&R

;

Hurlbert v. Chicago.
LOUISVILLE 8s NASHVILLE TERMINAL

Co. V. Lellyet, 114 Tenn. 368, 1 L.R.A.

(X.S.) 49-137, ext.n., 4 G&E. Legislative

LOST DOCUMENTS: 4 G&E. See Records,

30 Cyc. 611-614. Commercial paper; re-

covery allowed on. 2 G&E. See Equity.

LOST PROPERTY: 4 G&R. Finder; rights

of. Weeks, 104 Me. 264, 129 Am. St. 390-

411, ext.n.

LOTTERY: 4 G&R.
LOUGH T. OUTEEBEIDGE, 143 N.T. 271,

42 Am. St. 714-724, 25 L.E.A. 674, L.C.

293, 3 G&E. Consensus. Adequate remedy

at law may be waived. Lutcher, 217 U.

S. 257.

Louisville & Nashville Terminal.

—

authority to legalize a nuisance. Hanson
v. K. ; Taylor v. Porter, L.C. 219, 3 G&E.

;

S. v. Kelly; Story v. EI. R.R.
LOVEJOY V. MURRAY, 3 Wall., 18 Led.

129, L.C. 289, 3 G&R. Res adjudicata ; no-
tice to defend suit ; warrantor bound by.
St. Louis Beef Co.

Refusal to defend suit one is hound to de-

fend binds him. Soutfront, 217 U.S. 47o.
Contracts of indemnitv. when binding.

LOWE V, PEERS (OR PURE), 4 Burr. 2225,
98 Eng. Reprint, 160, 6 Eul. Cas. 347-
492, 4 G&E. Promise not to marry. Con-
tract ; In pari; Scott v. Tyler.

LOWNSDALE V. PORTLAND, 1 Or. 381,
sub Res adjudicata^ 4 G&R. Res adjudi-
cata; one department of state is conclu-
sive on all others.

LOWEY V. MOORE, 16 Wash. 476, 58 Am.
St. 49, 3 G&E. False and sham pleadings

;

judgment as by default.
LUMLEY V. GYE, 2 El. & Bl. 216 (7S E.G.

L.R.), 17 Rul. Cas. 285, 4 G&R. Contract;
enticing to break ; elements of liability.

LUMLEY V. WAGNER, 1 D. Gex., M.&G.
604, 42 Eng. Eeprint, 687 : Cases, 6 Eul.
Cas. 652, 661.

Contract; breach of may be restrained by
injunction. See Breach of Contract.

Burden of proof; best evidence.—Plaintiff

contended he communicated a fact to de-

fendant by letter, but kept no copy ; the
defendant admitted that he received the
letter, but denied that it contained the
statement. He did not produce the letter.

Held: He was bound by plaintifli's state-

ment.
LUNATICS: 4 G&R. See Insane; Molton.

LUTHER V. BORDEN, 7 How. (U.S) 1, 4

G&R. Martial Law.
LYCOMING V. UNION, 15 Pa. St. 566, 53

Am. Dec. 575-581, n., sub Hill v. Boston,

2 G&R. Moral obligation; statute may de-

clare a valid obligation.

LYNCH LAW. 4 G&E.
LYNCH, 28 Mo. 357. Cited, § 488. A court

is bound by its record. Allegata et pro-

bata must correspond.

LYNCH v. KNIGHT, 9 Ho. Lds, Cas. 577, 11

Eng. Eeprint, 574, 4 G&R. In jure;

Defamation ; when too remote ; alienating

affections of spouse.

LYNCH V. NURDIN, 1 Q.B. 29 (41 E.C.L.

E.) sub Scott V. Shepherd, 4 G&E. Negli-

gence ; children ; dangerous instruments.

Carter v. Town.
LYON V. BEIGGS, 14 K.I. 222, 51 Am. Rep.

372, 4 L.R.A. 159, sub Pasley, L.C. 375. 3

G&R. Statute of Frauds. "Act and opera-

tion of law." Surrender of leases.

LYON V. REED, 13 Mees. & Wels. 285, 4

G&R. Caveat emptor; Misrepresentation.

LYONS V. ROACH, 84 Cal. 28. Cited, § 452.

Cited in Hope v. Blair. A proceeding

must be coram judice.

MAC: See M'C,
MACLAY V. HARVEY, 90 111. 525, 32 Am.

Eep. 35-53, ext.n., L.C. 327, 3 G&E. Con-

tract by letter. Adams ; Burton ; Elia-

son ; Household; Mactier.
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MACTIEB . PEITH, 6 Wend. 103, 21 Am.
Dec, 262-305, 4 G&E. Contract by letter.

See JIaelay ; Adams v. Lindaell.

MADDOX V. MADDOX, 11 Gratt. (Va.) 804,
sub Scott V. Tyler, 4 G&R. Contract

;

In pari; in restraint of marriage void.

Lowe.
MADISONVILLE CO. V. TKACTION CO.

(1905), 196 U.S. 239, 4 G&R. Bxpreasio
unius; courts have inherent power to

protect their jurisdiction. § 85, 1 G&R.
Logan V. U.S. ; Whitney v. Dick.

MAGELIAN, 70 Mo. 4. Cited, §§180, 378.

Statutory record ; Certificate, "This is all

the evidence essential." Verba fortius.

Crane ; Bates v. Bulkley.
MAGNA CHABTA: 4 G&R.
MAGNETIC HEALER: 4 G&R.
MAHAN V. BROWN, 18 Wend. 261-265, 4
G&R. Trespass ; intent in, no element.
Declarations of attorney bind the client.

Oscanyan.
MAHASKA v. INGALLS, 16 Iowa, 81 L.C.

21Bd, 3 G&R. See Higham.
MAHEB V. S., 1 Porter (Ala.) 265, 26 Am.

Dec. 379-381, L.C. 255, 3 G&R. Con-
struction. Contemporanea. Custom con-
trary to statute had. Noble, L.C. 251, 3
G&R. Oral Evidence.

MAHONEY v.. S., 33 Ind. Ap. 655, 104 Am.
St. 276, n., 4 G&R. Contempts ; courts
have inherent pover to punish. Yates

;

Robinson v. S. ; Hale v. S.

MAHONING E. E. V. DE FASCAUB, 70 OMo,
179, 65 L.R.A. 860, 4 G&R. Words may
mitigate but not defeat damages.

MAIL: 4 G&R.
MAIMING: 4 G&E.
MAINE: See Massachusetts. C. v, Eastman,

L.C. 22. 3 G&R.
MAINTENANCE: 4 G&R. See Champerty;

Barratry.
MAIACHY V. SOPEB: 3 Bing. N.C. 371

(32 E.C.L.R.), 4 G&R. Slander of title.

MALA TIDES PRACTICE: 4 G&E. See Al-
legans ; Sham.

MALA PEOHIBITA: 4 G&R.
MALCOM V. SPOOB, 12 Met. 279, 46 Am.

Dec. 675, 4 G&K. Acta exteriora; Six
Carpenters*. Trespasser. Ab initio.

MAIEDICTA EXPOSITIO (or INTEBPEE-
tatio corrodit viscera) quae corrumpit
textum : It is a cursed constniction
which corrupts the text. 4 G&R. Cujus
est. See Benedicta. Biddle, § 406, et
seq.; Be non ; Viperina.

MALEDICTA INTEBPBBTATIO QUJE COB-
rodit viscera textum : It is a cursed in-

terpretation that corrupts the text. 4
G&R. § 406, et seq. Benedicta.

MALPEASANCE AND NONFEASANCE. 4
G&R.

XiALICE. 4 G&R. As an element in crime.
See Actus non facit: Cases.

Proof of. C. V. York ; Hickory ; S. v. Hay,
23 Mo. 235.

One is presumed to intend the natural, di-
rect and probable results of his act.
Sguib Case. Manifesta probatione non
indigent.

Sanity is presumed until the contrary is
alleged and proved. S. v. Marler, L.C.
188, et seq.

MALICIOUS ABUSE OF PBOCBSS: 4 G&E.
Grainger; Kirtley, 238 111. 199, 128 Am.
St. 120-123; Trapnall (attachment).

MALICIOUS ACTS CifUSING DAMAGE: 4
G&R. See Notes to Lampleigh, 1 Sm. L.

C, 8th ed. ; CoUen v. Wright, 7 El. & Bl.

301, 110 R.R. 611.

Malicious exercise of legal rights is no
wrong. See Allen v. Flood ; Tuttle v.

Buck, 107 Minn, 145, 131 Am. St. 446-
452, citing Allen v. Flood ; Mogul Steam-
ship Co.

Contract; enticing to break. Allen v.

Flood ; Lumley v. Gye.
Bad Tnotive, when an element. Milwaukee

V. Arms, 91 U.S. 489.
Counsel fees; when recoverable. Merest;

Trapnall (attachment; injunction).
Malicious erection of fence. Clark, 151

N.C. 433, 25 L.R.A. (N.S.) 831-843.
MALICIOUS ATTACHMENTS: 4 G&R. Lia-

bility on bonds. Trapnell.
MALICIOUS MISCHIEF: 4 G&R. S. v. Cor-

dis, 138 la. 104, 128 Am. St. 160-174,
ext.n.

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION: 4 G&E. Ad-
vice of counsel. 18 L.R.A. (N.S.) 49-85.

Elements: Munns ; McCardle.
MALLAN V. MAY, 11 M. & W. 653, IS

id. 511, 6 Rul. Cas. 376-492, ext.n. L.C.
373, 3 G&R. Contract; In pari; in re-
straint of trade. Mitchell ; Ifreudenthal,
45 Colo. 488, 26 L.R.A. (N.S.) 961.

MALLEES V. WHITTIEE MACHINE CO.,
170 111. 434. Cited, §§45, 52, 84, 104,
1T5. 180, 218, 227, 313-314. Division
of state power. Clerks cannot discharge
judicial functions. § 52. Marbury, L.C.
142, et seq., 3 G&R.

MALLINCEBODT CHEMICAL WORKS V.
Nemnich, 169 Mo. 388-399, L.C. 12a, 3 G
&E, §§ 497-504, Equity. Cited, pp. v, xi,
xxi. Preface; §§.1, 8, 48, 53, 65, 67, 71,
73, 82a, 84, 85, 103, 104, 110, 124, 127,
132, 133a, 141, 146, 163, 177, 184, 190,
194, 200, 202a, 206, 210, 218, 245, 265,
277, 309, 320, 328, 329, 333, 340, 362,
368, 374, 379, 383, 386, 388, 392, 393,
400, 479, 494, 507, 510, 511.

Cognate cases: Clark v. Dillon (N.Y.) ; Da-
vis. V. Jacksonville Line. See Long 13 Mo.
(general demurrer waived) ; Rodgers.

Construction; Statute of Jeofails apply to
formal matters only. Andrews V. Lynch

;

C. &A. R.R. V. Clausen (111.). See Con-
sensus.

Trilogy of Procedure vindicated. Error of
substance saves itself ; it will keep. Bate-
son ; Hannibal ; S. eaj rel. Pemiscot Co.
V. Scott ; Lilly, § 362.

Conclusions of law are surplusage and are
not aided by consent or waiver, as plead-
ing over. Bowen v. Emerson; Barry;
Bartlett ; McAllister. See Certainty.

Conclusions of law are offensive to the con-
serving principles of procedure. §§ 83-
123, 1 G&R. Taylor v. Sprinkle (111.) ;

McAllister.
MALPAS V. LONDON B.E., 1 L.R., C.P.Div.

336, H.&R., sub Pym v. Campbell, L.C. 52,
3 G&R. Oral evidence ; inadmissible to
alter or affect a written contract. Black-
ett
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MAliUM NON PE^SUMITTJE: Evil is not
presumed. 4 G&R. See Presumptions.
Cited, §§ 281, 409. Bro. Max. 947; Omnia
prwsumuntur nte.

MANAGING AGENT: 4 G&R.
MANBY v. SCOTT; 1 Sid. 109, 1 Lev. 4,

82 Eng. Reprint, 1000. 2 Sm. L.C. 453, sub
Husband and Wife, 3 G&R. Authority of
the wife to bind the husband is a question
of agency. Wanamaker, 98 Am. St. 621-
650. ext.n.

MANDAMUS: 4 G&B. Ward, 146 N.O. 34,
125 Am. St. 489-522, extn. (what for).

To restore one wrongfully ousted, to oMce.
19 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1-84.

MANDATE: 4 G&R.
MANDATORY EECOKD: 4 G&R. This

is the record of substance. See De-
muiTer. This record arises from the
prescriptive constitution and is al-

ways judged by its principles. Writ-
ten constitutions and statutes do not
create nor vindicate it. But they
generally reaffirm it or again declare
it. This is the record that must stand
the tests of the general demurrer and
its correlatives in all their forms and
at all their stages. This record names
and defines the wronged person, his
injury and the wrongdoer, in accord-
ance with the dictates of the trilogy

of procedure, which is :

1. De non apparcniihus et non existen-
tibus eadem est ratio; Where the
court cannot take judicial notice
of a fact It is the same as If the
fact did not exist.

2, Frustra probatur quod probatum non
relevat: It Is vain to prove what
is not alleged.

' 3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra pro-

ferentem: Every presumption is

against the pleader. See Chaps.
V-VII.

The uses of this record should be
perceived from the conserving prin-

ciples of Procedure. Chap V, 1 G&R,
§§ 83-123 ; 41 ; 83-84. See Coram Ju-

dice; Munday ; Clark v. Dillon. § 101,

et seq.; 246, et seg.

The mandatory record Is the record

of substance. See Pleading. Matter
of substance cannot be waived for the

state demands that matter of sub-

stance appear before its court is au-

thorized to proceed. See Coram Ju-

dice; Non hwc, §§ 14.5a,- 197; DeUle,

§§206-217: 246, 248; 283, et seq.; 476,

et seq., 486. I'pon this record must
appear the facts investing the court

with jurisdiction.

The statutory record is the record

of formal matter or abatement or

dilatory matter, or of that matter

that does not concern the state or

government, but concerns only the
' parties named upon the record. Con-

Mandatory Record.

—

sensus tollit errorem. It is the policy
of the law to have a case disposed of
upon its merits with expedition.
Therefore the waiver of formal mat-
ter is favored. §§53, 103, 1 G&R;
Interest reipuhlicm ut sit finis litium.
The mandatory record is the gov-

ernment's record, and is the record
that is required from dictates of pub-
lic policy to evince the coram judice
proceeding, or, in other words, to at-

test the facts showing that the re-

quirements of due process of law
were judicially respected. Windsor
V. McVeigh, L.C. 1, et seq., 3 G&R.
§§197; 317.

The essentials of the mandatory
record are not and cannot be affected
by statutes in a government of pro-
tection. §§ 246, et seq.; 269. It

arises from the trilogy of procedure
to support the conserving principles
thereof. §10, Sto. Eq. PI.; Clark v.

Dillon; Mallinckrodt, L.C. 12a, 3 G
&R. See Collateral Attack, 2 G&R;
§§ 206-217 ; 246 ; 380, et seq.

Constitutional law lies at the base
of procedure, as will appear from a
connected consideration of Clark v.

Dillon, Mallinckrodt, Munday and
Chicago & Alton R.B. v. Clausen
(III.). See Legislative Limitations.

§ 246, et seq.
DeBned: §S 42-48; its philosophy, §|

101, et seg.; 236, 400, 401.

Is a constitutional implication. §|
84, 101. et seq.; 124, et seq.; 145a.

Arises from the Prescriptive Constitu-
tion. §§ 213, 269, 380.

Error shown upon, saves itself ; it will

keep. § 107 ; Windsor ; Campbell v. Por-

ter ; Bateson ; Mallinckrodt; §§124, et

seq.; 380.
Consensus tollit errorem is involved. §§

246-269. Wherein is stated and discussed
Cooper V. Reynolds and Windsor v. Mc-
Veigh.

Missouri views of. §§ 380, 383, 408.

MANDATORY STATTJTES: 4 G&B. See
Directory ; Ita lex scripta est; Substan-

tive Law.
MANIFESTA PEOBATIONE NON INDl-

gent : Manifest things require no proof.

4 G&E. See Presumptions ; Noscitur a
socils. Presence at a prize fight is proof

of guilt. R. V. Coney ; R. v. Orton ; Vos-

burgh V. Moak ; R. v. Partridge ; Welt-

mer ; Webb v. John Hancock Ins. Co.

Fabula non judicium.—Obviously false

and impossible things confer no ju-

risdiction upon a court. If a plain-

tiff claimed he was the author of

the American Declaration of Inde-

pendence, and that it had been pi-

rated and published, then no court
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Manifesta Probatione.

—

should entertain such a cause. See
Weltmer, L.C. 268o, 3 G&R.

MANNEE OF THE ROMANS: What this

means. §§ 146-157, 397. See Trilogy of

Procedure ; Morality, 332, 390.
The old law is unchangeable. See Car-

ter; P. xvii. Preface; 330-361, 397, 411,
474, 491.

Equitable principles in procedure. § 241,
et seq.

In the first code case. § 406.
MANSLAUGHTEK: 4 G&B. E. v. Latimer;

R. V. Dudley ; R. v. Serne.
MAEBUEY V. MADISON, 1 Cranch (U.S.),

137, 174, 1 Curtis, Dec. 368 (2 L.ed.

61), L.C. 142, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 14o,

27, 52. 68, 84, 105, 333, 363, 509.

Jurisdiction vested hy a constitution is ex-

clusive. Expressio unius. P. v. May-
nard ; P. v. Hastings ; 182 Mo. 349.

The judiciary is supreme. Cujus; Sher-
rill, 188 N.Y. 185, 117 Am. St. 841.

MARINE INSURANCE: 4 G&R.
MARKETABLE TITLE: What is. Cum-

mings, 52 Wash. 496, 132 Am. St. 986-

1044, ext.n. ; Howe, 4 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1170-
1180, ext.n. See Vendor and Vendee.

MARRIAGE: 4 G&B. See Husband and
Wife ; Divorce ; Scott ; Lowe (conditions) ;

Morley (conditions). Common law mar-
riage. 124 Am. St. 96-122, ext.n. ; Oel-

schlager (1909), — Ore. —

.

Accusation of adulterous intercourse is

cruelty. Mathewson, 81 Vt. 173. 18 L.

R.A.(N.S.) 300, n.

Contract not to marry. In pari delicto;

Lowe ; Scott.

MARRIED WOMEN: 4 G&B. See Husband
and Wife.

Contracts of. Manby.
Torts of; husband Uaile for. Graham t.

Tucker.
MARRIOT (or MARRIOTT) v. HAMPTON,

7 Term Rep. (U. & B.) 269, 101 Eng.
Reprint, 969, 4 R.R. 439, 2 Sm. L.C.
436-458, 11th ed. Cited, §§ 105, 232, 233.

MARSHALL; 4 G&R. Decided Slacum,
Crockett and Rose v. Himely (essentials

of pleadings, of substance therein and of

the mandatory record).
MAESHALLING OF ASSETS; 4 G&B. See

Equity. Aldrich v. Cooper. 8 Vcs. 382,
32 Eng. Reprint, 402. 2 Lead. Eq. Cas.
228-353, 7 R.R. 86, 18 Rul. Cas. 198, n. ;

Sill! v. Prime, 1 Brown C.C. 138, n., 1

Dick. 384, 21 Eng. Reprint, 318, 2 Lead.
Eq. Cas. 353-429, 4 G&R: Cases (Mar-
shalling Assets).

MARSHALL v. PLATTE CO., 12 Mo. 93.

Cited, §§ 163, 377, 378, 383, 411, 415,
475. Verba fortius; alleging one was in

office in 1841 and in 1844 does not allege

that he was in office in 1842 and in 1843.
De non apparentibus.

MAESH V. LEE, 2 Vent. 337-339, 86 Eng.
Reprint, 473, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. 337-380,
ext.n., 4 G&K. See Vendor and Vendee.
The doctrine of tacking (generally obso-
lete).

MAESHAXSEA CASE, 10 Coke, 70, 77 Eng.
Reprint, 1027, 25 Am. Rep. 694, 4 G&R.

Marshalsea Case.

—

S.P., Crogate; Crepps ; Doddridge; S. v.

Metzer.
MAETIAL LAW. 4 G&B. Milligan's Case;

Luther v. Borden.
MARTIN V. EVANS, 85 Md. 8, 60 Am. St.

292, 36 L.K.A. 218, 4 G&R. Dicta of
courts ; limited by the mandatory record.
Langmead ; Cohens, L.C. 244, 3 G&R

;

Horan, L.C. 85, id.

Verba fortius; estoppels are odious; the
Trilogy of Strict Construction governs.

MARTIN V. HUNTER'S LESSEE, 1 Wheat.
304 (4 L.ed. 97), L.C. 246, 3 G&R. In
prwsentia majoris. Supremacy of the
federal government. Cohens ; M'Culloch ;

Tarble's Case.
MAETIN V. POETEE, 5 Mees. & Wels, 351,

17 Rul. Cas. 841, L.C. 246, 3 G&R. Nul-
lus commodum. A trespasser takes no
benefits ; measure of damages for mining
and selling output of mines.

MARX V. HANTHOEN, 148 U.S. 172 (87
L.ed. 410), L.C. 126, 3 G&R. Cited, %

190. Taxation ; name of taxpayer should
be certain. See Names ; Wiebold, L.C. 98,
3 G&B ; Lawrence ; Tilton.

MARYLAND: See New Jersey. Denials must
be certain. Keighley ; Poor, L.C. 37, 3
G&R. The Trilogy of Strict Construction
ably vindicated. Martin v. Evans.

MARZETTI V. WILLIAMS, 1 Barn. & Adol.
415 (20 E.C.L.R.), 35 R.R. 329. 4 G&R.
Commercial paper ; bank not liable on
check before acceptance ; dishonoring of,

is no wrong to the drawee. Privity of

contract does not exist. See Hendrick,
L.C. 319, 3 G&R ; Telegrams.

MASSACHUSETTS: Procedure of is a stat-

utory establishment of its own, with com-
mon law features predominating. 'Moore
V. C, L.C. 21, 3 G&R. Verba fortius.

Allegata et probata must correspond. Perry
V. Porter, L.C. 136a, 3 G&R.

Trilogy of Procedure uniformly respected,
as in Neiv Jersey. Munday ; C. v. Hunt,
2 G&R ; Williams v. Hingham, L.C. 7.

3 G&R; Wright v. Boston R.R. (De non).
MASSEY V. GORTON, 12 Minn. 145, 90 Am.

Dec. 287-301, ext.n., sub Creditors' Bills,

2 G&B. Lathrop v. Clapp.
MASTER AND SERVANT: 4 G&B. Sea

M'Manus, 4 G&R.
Servant liable for his negligence. Harriman

T. Stone.
Medical attention due servant. Norton, 138

Ga. 600, 18 L.R.A.(N.S.) 173.
Master must keep servant from danger. An-

derson, 108 Minn. 455, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.)
624-654, n. ; Roberts v. Smith ; Holmes.

Joint liability for tort to third person.
Hagerty, 38 Mont. 69, 25 L.R.A(N.S.) 356.

MASTER (or MASTERS) V. MILLER, 2
II. Bl. 141, 100 Eng. Reprint, 1042, 4 T.
R. (D. & E.) 320, 5 id., 637, 1 Sm. L.C.
1277-1319, 8th ed., 767-809, 11th ed., 4
G&R. Cited, % 29. Alteration of docu-
ments. 2 Encyc. L. & P. 531-829; 2 Cyc.
137-258 ; Pigot's Case, 11 Coke, 26b, 77
Eng. Reprint, 1177. 2 Willst. Conts. 656
Woodworth v. Bank, 10 Am. Dec. 239
273, ext.n.; Aldous; Trigg, 27 Mo. 247
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Master v. Miller.

—

Buiyess, 86 Am. St. 7S. 134 ext.n. (pre-
sumptions from) ; Stromberg, SI Neb.
517, 18 L.R.A.lN.S.) 680, n. ; Prim, 92
Am. St. 52.

By a stranger n-iU not inralidate. U.S. v.

Linn : U.S. v. Spaulding, 2 Mason, 478.
quotod. 1 Gr. Ev. 566, 568 : 4 Wigm. Ev.
2525; Lubbering, 22 Mo.-596.

Filling Hanks. Sec Angle v. Ins. Co.

;

Friend t. Ward : Hibblewhite.
One entrusted icith his contract must pre-

serve it at his peril. Any material alter-

ation of it avoids it. Master. See U.S.

V. Linn.
''When one of ttco equally innocent persons

must suffer from the fraud of a third he
icho first trusted 7nust first suffer.^' Llck-

barrow ; U.S. v. Linn. *ict' Spaulding.
Spaulding is tlie rule in the federal courts

and in many state courts.

Presumptions from; harden of proof. Bur-
gess, supra : Stromberg, 81 Neb. 517, 18
L.E.A. (N.S.) 680, u.

MASTEE IN CHANCEEY: 4 G&E.
MATEELAIITT OF FALSE OATH: 4 G&R.

See Perjury. Pleading must show ma-
teriality. Herefrom is suggested one use

of pleadings. The requirements to prove
perjury depend upon an issue properly ap-

pearing. Munday : Cases. Fabula.
MATOUSEK, 192 Mo. 588, 596. Cited,

§§ 82a, 383, 386. Conclusion of law pre-

sented a plea of res adjudicata, this was
aided by forensic discussion. See P. v.

Artesian Co. (111.) ; Coram judice; Mis-

souri. If a plea of res adjudicata may
appear from a conclusion of law. then the

rule that an authority must be pleaded is

ignored.

MATTHEWS V. S., 55 Ala. 187, 28 Am. Rep.

698-704, L.C. 193, 3 G&R. Corpus delicti

must be proved in felonies. Confessions

will not prove.

MATTINGLY, 123 111. 618. Cited, § 273.

Pleading ; omission of ad damnum is not

fatal. Statement controls. S.P., Har-

grave ; Hurst.

MATTJEIOEA SUNT VOTA MXJBIEEUM
quam virorum : The wishes of women are

of quicker growth than those of men, i. e.,

women arrive at maturity earlier than

men. 4 G&R.
MAXEME ITA DICTA QUIA MAXIMA EST

ejus dignitas et eertissima auctoritas,

atque quod maxime omnibus probetur : A
maxim is so called because its dignity is

chiefest, and its authority the most cer-

tain, and because universally approved by

all. 4 G&R. Regula.

MAXIMS: 4 G&R. Importance of: pp.

xxii-xxlil. Preface ; Scott v. Ford. § §

241, et seq; 309, et seq.

Functions of. §§43-47, 51; 83-85, 106, et

acq., 243.

Equity maxims, ffee Equity, 309

Reaffirmed by Ugislatures. §§6656-6690,

Code N.Dak.

Cuius est solum; Slo utere. 132 Am. St.

94 95 Nullum tempus, id., 291 ; Actus

non; 25 L.R.A. 661.

Maxims.

—

Approved and denounced in alternation. See
Preface.

Consequences. §§137; 311, et seq.; 325a.
We cite Broom's Maxims, 8th ed. Some

of the editions of the work are spurious
;

these cite Coke's reports as if the maxims
originated with them.

MAY V. BUEDETT, 9 Q.B. 101, 16 Q.B. 64,

9 Adol. & El. 100 (58 E.C.L.R.), 4 G&R.
Animals ; liability of owner for. Aldrich ;

Loomis.
MAYHEM: 4 G&R.
MAYOR V. BEENSINGEE, 180 111. 110, 121,

4 G&R. Judgment includes the manda-
tory record. See P. v. Artesian Co.

;

Illinois.

McAFEE v. REYNOLDS, 130 Ind. 33, 18 L.
R.A. 211-215: Cases, 4 G&R. Ad quws-
tionem facti; Schuchardt ; Bonnell, L.C.
185, 3 G&R; Cothran (111.). Ex facto
oritur jus. Where the facts are certaia
the court should apply the law.

MCALLISTER v. KUHN, 96 U.S. 87 (24
L.ed.), 1 G&R, 242, et seq. (code case),

L.C. 3, 3 G&R. Omission of substance is

never waived. Slacum ; Jackson v. Pes-
ked ; Munday.

TVronged person must he described. McCand-
less ; Bulkley (contra). See Great North-
ern R.R. V. S., 208 U.S. 452 (ground of

general demurrer waived ; Rodgers, 186
Mo.) ; Mallinckrodt.

McANDBEWS, 222 111. 232. Cited, p. xxi.

Preface. S.P., Rushton ; De non; Stillo.

McAETHUE V. HOWETT, 72 111. 358, 359,
L.C. 99, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 163, 254, 281.

Verba fortius. An appellant must present

a sufficient record to the appellate court.

D'e non apparentibus ; Vandeventer ; Falk,

57 Fla. 70 ; Apache ; Crane, 87 Mo. 588 ;

Foster, 4 Mo. ; Slemman v. 'Tolivar, § 411 ;

McMillen.
McCANDLESS, 211 U.S. 437. Cited, § 486.

Statement of a cause must show a
wronged party. McAllister ; Williams v.

Eggleston, L.C. 94, 3 G&R ; Bul'kley

;

Quis, quid.

McCAEDLE V. McGINLEY, 86 Ind. 538, 44
Am. Rep. 348, n., 4 G&R. Malicious
prosecution ; interference with person or

property need not appear. Malicious acts

causing damage is actionable.

McCAETNEY v. McMULLBN, 38 111. 237.

Cited, § 345. Bes adjudicata depends on
a certain issue and authority of the

court. Riverside Co. See Dictum.
McCAETY, 144 Mo. 397, 402. Cited, § 374.

Trilogy of Procedure respected ; Frustra;
Mallinckrodt ; Sidway ; Pier.

McCAUGHEY v. SCHUETTE, 117 Cal. 223,

59 Am. St. 176, n., L.C. 184. 3 G&R.
Pleading ; Evidence should not be pleaded.

Green v. Palmer ; Prolixity should be

avoided.

McCONOUGHEY V. JACKSON, 101 Cal. 265,

40 Am. St. 53, 4 G&R. Denials on in-

formation and belief. Humphreys, L.C.

38, 3 G&R.
McCOEMICK, sub Commercial Paper, 2 G&R.
M'CULLOCH V. MARYLAND, 4 Wheat. (U.

S.) 316, 4 Curt. 415 (4 L.ed. 579), 199
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M Culloch V, Maryland.

—

U.S. 469, 201 U.S. 255, L.C. 147, 3 G&R.
Cited, §§26. 63, 107, 108, 132, 284, 335,
335a. Expressio eorum; Lex non exacte.
Keller, 213 U.S. 145.

M'CulIoch, Cohens, Martin t. Hunter's
Lessee and Tarble's Case are among the
greatest expositions of the federal consti-

tution.

McCULLT V. CTLAEK, 40 Pa. 399, 80 Am.
Dec. 584, L.C. 206, 3 G&R. Negligence;
De non; Adore. One claiming negligence
must allege and prove it. Crane, 87 Mo.
588 ; Andrews v. Lynch ; McDermott.

McDEEMOTT v. SEVERIi, 202 U.S. 600-612,
4 G&R. Negligence ; claimant must allege

and prove. McCully.
Children; all must he careful of. Lynch v.

Nurdln ; Indermaur.
Exception must be apecifio. Consensus;

Apache.
Ad damnum limits a recovery.
Mcdonald, ei Mo. Ap. 291. ated, § 132.

S.P., Doddridge ; Eaton. Jurisdictional
facts must afflrmatlvely appear.

Mcdonald v. p., 126 in. 150, 9 Am. st.

547. *(fe Bill of Particulars.
M'ELMOYLE v. COHEN, 13 Pet. (U.S.) 312,

10 L.ed. 177, 2 Am. Lead. Cas. 597-664,
ext.n., L.C. 56, 3 G&R. Full faith and
credit clause. Mills v. Duryee.

McFAUL V. RAMSEY, 20 Howard, 525.
Cited, § 177. Codes deprecated. Farnl.
The supreme court of the United States
has offered few cases worthy of citation

to sustain the code.

Mc6EE y. S., 8 Mo. 485. Cited, §§ 382,

393, 459. S.P., Bateson ; Slacum ; Col-

lateral attacli attaches to errors apparent
on the mandatory record without regard
to exceptions ; Melntyre ; McDonald.

McGTJIEK V. BUERY, 93 111. 118. Oited^

§ 345. S.P., McCartney. Coram judice
proceeding essential for res adjudicata.
Hope V. Blair ; Thomas v. P.

McINTYEE, 80 Mo. 470, 105 Mo. 31. Cited,

§§435, 460. S.P., Bateson; S. ex rel.

Pemiscot ; Weil, 105 Mo. 31. Error ap-
pearing from the mandatory record can-
not be waived. It will keep. Courts will
sua sponte notice It. McGee.

McKEE, 6 Mo Ap. 416. Cited,, § 163. Re-
pugnant pleadings are void. Pain.

Mckenzie v. mathews, 59 Mo. loc cit.

102. Cited, § 499. S.P., Malllnckrodt
(conclusions of law are surplusage).

McKOWN, 77 Mo. 463. Cited, §§ 163, 190,
385, 388, 392. See Missouri; Pleadings;
Construction. Limitation of liberal rules.

R. V. Goldsmith, L.C. 20 3 G&R: Cases;
Jackson v. Pesked ; Munday : Cases. Ver-
ba fortius applies to pleadings. § 388 ;

8 Mo . 467.
McETEING V. BULL, 16 N.Y. 297, 69 Am.

Dec. 696-707, n., L.C. 33, 3 G&R. New
matter must be pleaded. Payment must
be pleaded. Defences not pleaded are
waived. Field ; Saunderson ; Hudson v.
Wabash R.R. ; J'Anson.

Mclaughlin v. kelly, 22 Cai. 211, l.c.
31, 3 G&R. Authority of a court arises
from its record

; probata will not supply
allegata.

McLaughlin t. s., 45 ind. 338, 4 g&r.
Indictment must be certain. Moore v. C.

McLEAN v. JEPHSON, 123 N.Y. 142, 9 L.

R.A. 493, n., 4 G&R. Taxation ; assess-

ments strltitly judged. Verba fortius.

McLEOD V. BBETSCHY, 36 Wis. 176, 14
Am. Rep. 755-759, 4 G&R. Cross claim
cannot be dismissed by plaintiff. This
case is on the true principle. Pflster.

Interest reipuhlicw. Contra: Huffistutler,

154 Ala. 291, 129 Am. St. 57, 59, n. Dis-

missal of bill carries the cross bill. Dows.
M'MANUS V. CRICKETT, 1 Bast, 106, 102

Eng. Reprint, 43 ; Thomp. Cas. Neg., 46
L.R.A. 314, 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 14, 17.

Douglas, 18 Mo. 368; Stratton, 24 Mo.
327.

Agency; liability of the principal for the
acts of the agent. Respondeat superior.

Servant deviating from course of employ-
ment; master not liable. Jones v. Hoge,
47 Wash. 663, 14 L.R.A.(N.S.) 216:
Jones, 123 N.Y. (App. Div.) 236, 69 Cent.

L.J. 360, 70 id., 75 ; Perlstein, 177 Mass.
530. 52 L.R.A. 959; McCarty, 178, id.,

378, 86 Am. St. 490 (departure from mas-
ter's orders absolves him) ; 14 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 219.

Carrier liable for willful acts. Gooch, 202
Mass. 254, 23 L.R.A. (N.S.) 960; Craker.

Assumption of risk. See Priestly, sub Far-,
well ; Butler, 211 Mo. 459.

Statutory requirements for protection are
peremptory. Western Co., 76 Kans. 127,
123 Am. St. 123 ; Holmes.

Respondeat superior. Barry, 17 Mo. 125

;

Morgan, 22 Mo. 548.
Independent contractor. HllUard ; Respon-

deat superior; Gregory v. Piper ; Miller,
16 Mo. 513; Douglas, 18 Mo. 368.

Duty of servant to obey and rely on judg-
ment of master. Development Co., 161
Fed. 191. 24 L.R.A. (N.S.) 812-837.

MCMILLAN V. LOVEJOY, 115 111. 498.
Cited, § 346. A foreign Judgment de-
pends upon its entire record, which must
attend. § 124, et seq., 1 G&R.

McMILLEN V. S., 13 Mo. 30. Cited, % 411.
Trilogy of Procedure respected. Verba
fortius applies to an appellant. McArthur.

McNAIE, 2 Mo. 65. Cited, % 390. Frtistra.
McNAIE, 5 Mo. 300. Cited, §§281, 511.

Necessitas inducit privilegium,
M'NAUGHTEN'S CASE, 10 Clark & Fin.

200, 8 Eng. Reprint, 718, (47 E.C.L.R.)
130, L.C. 195, 3 G&R. Cited, § 20. Actus
non facit.

Insanity a defence to crime. See Intent;
S. V. Hunting, 24 Mo. 464 ; R. v. Oxford

;

U.S. V. Drew.
M'QUITTY V. WILHITE, 218 Mo. 586, 591,

131 Am. St. 561. Cited, pp. xl, xv.
Preface; §§9, 71, 132, 163, 190, 218,
388, 458, 490. Pleadings are jurisdic-
tional. Munday ; S. v. Muench ; Pier

;

Merrick.

MECHANICS' APPLIANCE CO., 215 U.S.
437. Cited, §§245, 250. S.P., Harkness.
Going to trial after exception does not
waive wrong venue. See Appearance;
Newcomb.

MECHANIC'S LIEN: 4 G&E.
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MELIOR EST COMDmO DfiFENDENTIS
(or possidentis) : The cause of the de-

fendant Is the better. 4 G&U. Boone
V. Chiles, 10 Pet. (U.S.) 177. 210. Be-
tween those equally in the right and
equally In the wrong, the law cannot in-

terpose. §6670, Code, N.Dak ; In pari;
In wqu<BU jurCf etc.

MELIUS (EST) FETESE FONTES QUAM
sectari rivulos : It Is better to seels the
fountains than to wander down the rivu-

lets. 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 34o, 74.

UEIXOBS V. SHAW, 1 Best & S. 437 (101
E.C.L.R.), suh M'Manus v. Crickett, 4
G&K. Master must make premises safe.

Must employ reliable persons. White,
Mines, 21.

MEMOBAmJTTM: 4 G&R. Wain, L. 0. 335,
3 G&R.

MENACES: 4 6&R.
MENS BEA: 4 G&R. Actus non.
MERCANTILE AGENCIES: 4 G&R.
MERCHANTS: 4 G&R.
MERCHANTS' BANK v. STATE BANK, 10

Wall. 604-676, 4 G&R. The fraud of the

agent is the fraud of the principal. Cor-

porations liable like other persons. ProT-

ince of court and jury. Ad guiestionem.

MEREST V. HERVEY (or HABVET), 5

Taunt. 442 (1 E.C.L.R). 15 R.R. 548, 4

G&R. Exemplary damages. Corwin, 18

Mo. 72.

MERGER. 4 G &R. See Equity.

Of the civil in criminal remedy. White
V. Fort, 1 Bish. C.L. 267, 271, 970.

MERITO BENEFICrUM LEGIS ADMITTIT,
qui legem ipsam subvertere intendlt : He
justly loses the protection of the law who
attempts to infringe the law. 4 G&R.
He who seeks equity must do equity.

Armory, L.C. 180, 3 G&E ; Omnia prw-

sumvntur contra spoliatorem.

MERITS: 4 G&E. Cause must be tried on,

to constitute res adjudicata.

MEBBICK, 10 Mo. 106. Cited, § 416. Plead-

ing ; function of. Interest reipublicw; S.

V. Muench ; McQuitty.
MEEEYWEATHER v. NIXAN, 8 Term Eep.

(D. & B.) 186, 101 Eng. Reprint, 1337,

16 R.R. 810, 2 Sm. L.C. 542-548, 398-

405, 11th ed.. 4 G&R. No contribution

among wrongdoers. Laughlln, 8 Mo. 371

;

notes to Lampleigh, Smith L.C, citing

Merryweather.
METALLIC COMFEESSOB CO. v. E. E., 109

Mass. 277, 12 Am. Rep. 689, 4 G&R. In

jure Cutting off water supply to save

property. L. & N. E.E., 158 Ala. 509,

23 L.R.A.(N.S.) 184: Cases, 143 Fed.

789, 12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 382.

METWAND: 4 G&E.
METZGER: See S. v. Metzger.

MEYER 121 Cal. 102, 65 Am. St. 22, 41 L.

E.A. 762. Cited, § 512. Idem sonans.

MEYEE V. DELAWAEE E.B., 100 U.S. 457-

482 25 L.ed. 593. n., 4 G&R. Removal

of causes from state to federal courts.

TVrrAMT E. E. v. WETMOEE, 19 0, 110, 2

Am Rep. 373, 32 Am. St. 100, sub

M'Manus v. Crickett, 4 G&E. Agency;

willful acts of agent; liability of princi-

pal. Rahmel ; Craker.

MICHIGAIT. See Ma98a(!htisetts,
MICHOUD V. GIEOD, 4 How. 508, 4 G&R.

Cited, §§27, 510, 512, 514, 515, 519.
Idem agens. Euneau, 105 Mo. 675-678

;

Harvey, 67 Mo. 563 ; Thornton. 43 Mo.
163, citing Fox v. Macreth. See Ash's
Citations (U.S. Reps.) ; Equitable Estop-
pel ; Reprinted, §§515-520.

MILAN, 12 Mo. 598. Cited, §§ 82o, 218.

394, 417, 478, 509. S.P., Mobley ; "What
ought to be of record," etc.

MILITIA: 4 G&R.
MILLER V. BAYER, 94 Wis., 123. Cited.

§ 163. Verba fortius.

MILLEE V. DILL, 149 Ind. 326, 331, 332,
102 Am. St. 158-164, L.C. 290S, 3 G&E.
Interest reipublicw; exceptions must be
specific. McDermott.

MILLEE T. HOBTON, 152 Mass. 540, 32
Cent. L.J. 246, 23 Am. St. 850, 10 L.R.A.
116, 4 G&R. Salus populi suprema lex.

Animals may be killed to avoid disease.

Condemned food may be destroyed with-

out notice. North Am. Co. v. Chicago,
211 U.S. 306.

Health boards; power of. Kirk v. Board
of Health, 83 S.C. 372, 23 L.R.A. (N.S.)

1188, n.

MILLEE V. HYDE, 101 Mass. 472, 42 Am.
St. 424-435, ext.n., 25 L.R.A. 42, n.

Cited, § 240. Judgment in trover does
not pass title to defendant. Solutio pretii.

MILLER V. EACE, 1 Burr. 452, .97 Eng. Re-

print, 398, 1 Sm. Lead. Cas. 838-862,

ext.n., 8th ed., 462-490, 11th ed., 4 G&R.
Cash passes on delivery ; payee must re-

ceive the money bona fide. Perry, 63
W.Va. 566, 129 Am. St. 1020; Bentley

;

Swift.

MILLETT V. P., 117 111. 294, 57 Am. Rep.

869, 4 G&R. Limitations of legislative

authority In contract. See Legislative.

Time of payment. Shortall, 45 Wash. 31,

122 Am. St. 899-914, ext.n. Moral ob-

ligation may be validated. Wheeler, 190

N.Y. 406, 123 Am. St. 555.

MILLIGAN'S CASE (Ex parte), 4 Wall. 2,

18 L.ed. 281. Cited, §§ 14o, 151. Mar-
tial law. Courts must sit In right ter-

ritory. Coram judice proceedings neces-

sary to support a sentence. Venue of

crime is Jurisdictional. See Terms of

Court.

MILLING CO. T. ST. LOUIS, 222 Mo. 306,

cites Pennowfesky. Cited, p. xv, Preface

;

I 372. "What ought to be of record must

be proved by record and by the right

record" ; Planing Mill Co. v. Chicago,

L.C. 2d, 3 G&E. Distinctions between the

mandatory record and the statutory rec-

ord. Expressio unius.

MILLS: 4 G&R.
MILLS V. AURIOL (Auriol v. Mills), 4 T.

R (D. & E.) 98, 100 Eng. Reprint 912,

1 Sm. Lead. Cas. 910-934, pp. 910-935,

7th ed., 4 G&E. Lessee bound by express

covenants after assigning lease, but not

implied ones.

MILLS V. DUEYEE, 7 Oranch, 481 (3

L.ed. 411, n.), 2 Am. L.C. 597-634, L.C.

57, 3 G&E. Full faith and credit clause.

McElmoyle.
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MILLS V. WYMAN, 3 Pick. 207, 1 Willst.

Conts. 341, L.C. 316, 3 G&R. Contract;
ronsideration ; a gratuitous promise is no
contract. Powers, 14 Mo. 367 ; Ex nudo.
See Contract.

MILSTED V. BUTTE, ETC., CO., 18 Mont.
199. 32 L.R.A. 697, n., 4 G&R. Denials
on information and belief. Humphreys,
L.C. 38, 3 G&E.

MINER V. HAEPERSETT, 21 Wall. 162, 22
L.ed. 627, 4 G&E. Allegiance and pro-

tection are reciprocals.

MINES: 4 G&R. Wilson v. Freeman.
MINIME MUTANDA SUNT, QUJE CEE-

tam babuerunt interpretationem : Things
which have a certain interpretation are

to be altered as little as possible. 4 G&R.
Vbi jus incertum. Stare decisis.

MINNESOTA: Adopted a code in 1857.

A cause of action must he stated; pleadings
indispensable. Sache v. Wallace, 4 G
&R. See Munday.

Wisconsin cases much respected. Trilogy of

Procedure reafflrmed and generally vindi-

cated. Sache.
Pleadings essential for res adjudicata.

Augir'V. Ryan, 63 Minn. 373. See Draper.
Denials strictly construed. Verba fortius;

. Hannem ; Montour.
MINNESOTA, 194 U.S. 48-78. Cited, § 245.

Consent cannot confer jurisdiction of sub-

ject-matter. Campbell v. Porter ; Slacum ;

Sache.
MINTURN V. SEYMOUR, 4 Johns. Ch. 497,

4 G&R. Denials must be full and positive.

MISCEGENATION: 4 G&R.
MISDEMEANOR: 4 G&R.
MISERA EST SERVITUS, UBI JUS EST
vagum aut incertum : It is a miserable
slavery where the law is vague or uncer-
tain. 4 G&R. Ubi jus incertum.

MISJOINDER: 4 G&R. A ground of gen-

eral demurrer. Yates, 15 Mo. 87.

It must be alleged all promised and were
bound or the pleading is fatal. Hemp-
stead, 2 Mo. 65 ; and allegata et probata
must agree. Id.

Contracts made by different parties cannot
be joined. Moore, 8 Mo. 467. 472 (ar-

rest of judgment for) ; Niedenberger, 11
Mo. 359, 361 ; Doan, 25 Mo. 357 ; Jones,
38 Mo. 363.

MISNOMER: 4 G&R.
MISREPRESENTATION: 4 G&R. Bee De-

ceit ; False Pretences ; Caveat emptor;
Jenkins v. Long ; Chandelor, L.C. 374, et

seq., 3 G&R ; Equity.
MISSISSINEWA MIN. CO. V. PATTON, 129

Ind. 472, 28 Am. St. 203, 58 id., 179, 4
G&R. Statement of a pleading controls
Its formal parts in ease of repugnancy.
Prwsentia de corporis.

MISSISSIPPI: A recovery must be Secun-
dum aWegata et probata. So. R.R. v.

King. 217 U.S. 524 (conclusions of law
are insufBcient).

In other words, the trilogy of pro-
cedure is vindicated in Mississippi as
it Is in every government of protec-
tion. The rule in Rushton, Jackson
V. Pesked, Munday and its cognate
cases is respected in all American

Mississippi.

—

states, and uniformly in Mississippi,

as it should be in all constitutional

courts, and as our due process of

law requires. A pleading is not aided
by evidence aliunde as to the grade
of intellect it was designed to ap-

prise. Sto. Eq. PI., §10; U.S. v.

Cruikshank; §§83-123, 1 G&R.
Quod ab initio. Fletcher, L.C. 18, 3 G&R.
Allegans contraria. Roach, 57 Miss. 490-

(S.P., Horn v. Cole).

Conscientious pleadings and bona fide prac-

tice exacted. Brown, L.C. 105, 3 G&R.
"What ought to be of record must be proved

by record and by the right record."
Fletcher, L.C. 18, 3 G&R.

Trilogy of Procedure reaffirmed In many
cases. Pleadings essential for res adjudi-
cata as in Georgia. Green v. Bk., 73
Miss. 542. See Draper.

MISSOURI: See Observations on, 4 G&R;
Preface, 3 G&R., also to this volume, also

§§ 406-509.
Fundamental law disregarded ; Illus-

trations. §§ 320. 340.

Origin of chaos in Missouri is in the
attempt to su'bstitute the trilogy of
lilieral construction for the trilogy of
strict construction. P. xiv, Preface.
"Parliament is omnipotent" in Mis-
souri, as it was in England when
Mansfield went on the Bench, A.D.
1756. Ita lex scripta est is quoted
and applied as in Illinois. That writ-
ten constitutions and statutes were
the origins of laws (not the cases as
claimed by the advocates of the case
system) commenced dissensions in
the courts, that is indicated by Bid-
die, §§ 406-427 ; Cape G. R.R., §§ 445-

447, id.; Bulkley, §§453-457, id.;

Gramp, §§463-469, id.; Garsnn. §§
480-482, id.; and Rector, §509. id.,

on the one hand and Andreics, §§
483-496, id.; Davis, §458, id.; Bate-
son, §462, id.; Mallinckrodt (L.C.
12o, 3 G&R; Roden, L.C. 126, 3
G&R; §§497-504, id.; Hannibal R.R.
V. Mahoney, §§ 505-508, id., and Hope
V. Blair, §§448-452, id. (quoting and
following Munday, L.C. 79, 3 G&R)
on the other hand.
Some of the judges have recog-

nized a higher law than statutes, as
the latter cases above cited will show.
See also S. ea; rel. Henson v. Shep-
pard.

We present fourteen cases, §§ 406-

509, that illustrate the condition re-

ferred to in the Preface, 3 G&R,
also in Rushton, L.C. 5, 3 G&R ; Dov-
aston, L.C. 217, id. See Theory of
The Case, 4 id; Variance, 4 id.

The court has decided that the
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tlieory of the case must be pleaded,
and if, therefore, the copy of the in-
strumeut sued on is set out in htcc
rnha, this way of pleading is de-
niurrable. Also that if counsel
charge a fact in the supreme court.
not in the record, and a respondent
fails to contradict such trrelcmint
and contemptuous conduct, neverthe-
less the respondent is bound thereby.
If a court of errors dispenses with
Its record in this way. it is easy to
imagine the disorders in the inter-
mediate and the trial courts. It is

the same condition in Illinois. Here
one court says, "it is no considera-
tion for one to do what in law he is

already bound to do," while another
deuies the proposition. See Illinois.

Digests and Cycs. and notes on the
reports of this state ever present the
"jimgle," as the chaotic conditions
have come to be called. These
ephemeral outputs introduce a case
like Bishop r. Busse, §§ 360-361. Be-
low such cases may be found words
like the following : "Modified," "De-
nied," "Overruled," "Ignored," "Dis-
regarded," "Impugned," "Followed,"
''Cited," "Approved." Xow, who is

instructed by such cases as Bishop
V. Busse, §§360-361, and its attend-
ing groups of cases following the
above words? See Illinois, ante;
also §§360-361.

Xor has the trilogy of procedure been
uniformly understood nor applied in

Missouri. P. xiv. Preface; Hof, 213
Mo. 44."), 469: Cape G. R.R., §455
(Theory of The Case countenanced).
The origins, uses and functions of

the mandatory and of the statutory

records are not understood, and
judges declare they are unable to

teach this distinction between these
records to the bar. Pennowfesky,
205 Mo. 135. Of this we are at last

told that the ignorance of the young
bar is "appalling." § 101. New York
Citv is no exception to the rule. See
the Preface, ante; §320.

Cases indefensibly strict are taught

in the schools. Bowen v. Emerson ;

Johnson v. Mining Co., L.C. 16, 3

G&R ; Chitty v. R.R.

Origin of the trouble outlined.—We
demonstrate the philosophy of the

Statutory Record and its dependence

upon an assignment of errors. Intrr-

cst rcipuUifd. § 101, et seq.

In Missouri by an early statute it

was enacted that the motion in ar-

Missouri.

—

rest must be made and argued exact-
ly as must be the assignment of er-
rors, as an indispensable to present
a question for review. Many of the
judges attempted to comply with this
statute. The attempt proved destruc-
tive of the philosophy of the two
records and of recognition of the
state as a third party in Procedure.
Thus the general demurrer and its
correlatives became lost in a conflict
of cases. See Bateson and cases
cited therewith, also Davis v. Jack-
sonville Line. TTae discussions at-
tending these cases will disclose a
dreadful condition and one very un-
like that of Florida, California and
Wisconsin, where more respect was
shown the Trilogy of Procedure. §
101, et seq. These discussions show
that there are necessities for "due
process of law" that are above "our
code," "our statute" and "our con-
stitution."

General objections and exceptions are
often encouraged.—"We permit it

(motion for new trial) to be as un-
speciflc as the ingenuity of a de-
feated lawyer can find language in
which to couceal what he really,

means." Chapman v. Eneberg, 95 Mo.
Ap. 127, §320. But objections to
evidence must be specific. "A gen-
eral objection, because it is incompe-
tent or illegal is insufficient." Clark,
23 Mo. 438 ; Duvall, 13 Mo. 203. Ac-
cordingly the philosophy of the law
is denied and upheld in alternation.
Perhaps most cases in Missouri

are consistent with the philosophy of
the two records. This philosophy is

at most dimly seen. In no state are
there greater departures from true
principle. § 320, .et seq.

An unconstitutional statute is

above fundamental law. Rector v.

Price; §309.
Pleadings are necessary to sustain

a judgment. § 410. Munday : Cases

;

§390, ante; Hope v. Blair, §§448-
452; Davis, §458, Equity; Charles v.

White ; McQuitty ; Smith v. Burrus ;

Chitty V. R.R. ; Clem. L.C. 2c, 3 G&R.
<Sfee Misjoinder; Thomas v. P., §347,
et seq.

Neto trial grnntrd to amend defective
pleadings to correspond irith evi-

dence. Noble V. K.C., 222 Mo. 121;
S.P., Borkenhagen v. Paschen (Wis.),
L.C. 81, 3 G&R. Evidence must cor-

respond with allegations. Chitty

;

Adams v. Gill (111.). In other cases
no respect is shown pleadings.
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"What ought to he of record must he
proved hy record and hy the right

record." Mobley v. Nave, L.C. 46a, 3
G&R; Campbell v. Greer, L.C. 2o, 3
G&R ; Clark v. Sires, L.C. 2b, 3 G&R

;

§§328, et seq.; 372, et seq.

Verha fortius sometimes respected. §
377, et seq.

Many cases show that the orient peaks
of the law were not perceived hy the
constructionists.—Dominating princi-

ples have not been well comprehend-
ed. The trilogies of liberal and of
strict construction have not been
reckoned from. Preface, xviii, also

§ 101. See Codes. Most cases show
that all that was sought or seen or
reasoned from was type on paper.
These conclusions are justified in the
light of Pier, 52 Mo. 333 ; Hudson v.

Wahash R.B., 101 Mo. 30; Bullcley,

§§ 453-457. Herefrom it will appear
that great principles do not govern

;

that the juristic vision must be kept
within state lines, and ever be led

by the feudal maxim, "Parliament is

omnipotent" : Ita lex seripta est.

This is one maxim cited In both Mis-
souri and Illinois. But it was de-

nied in Taylor v. Sprinkle (111.) ;

also S. ex rel. Henson (Mo.), 4
G&R. §368, et seq.

Introductory views to Missouri. § 362,
et seq. T"rilogy of Procedure not uni-

formly respected. §§ 364, et seq.,

406, et seq. Procedure is viewed as
a local and provincial subject. §§
367, 408, 447 (pleadings can be
waived).

The general demurrer can he waived.
Long; Rodgers. See Mallinckrodt.

Code of, loosely drawn. § 408, et seq.

See Pleadings.

Constitutional procedure not clearly
comprehended, nor uniformly applied.
Demonstration, §§406-462. Cf. Hope
V. Blair with Cape Girardeau R.R.

Oases consistent with the Trilogy of
Procedure are Andrews v. Lynch,
Hope V. Blair, Lilly, Bateson, Davis
V. Jacksonville Line, Mallinckrodt, S.

V. Muench, Charles v. White, Hudson
v. Wahash R.R. and cases cited there-

with. But all of these cases are de-

nied, as is pointed out.

The Trilogy of Procedure is reflected

from Andrews, Hope and Davis. Con-
tra: Rodgers, 186 Mo. (ground of the
general demurrer can be waived).

Statutes are greatly emphasized in

S. ex rel. Pemiscot v. Scott. Still

fundamental law was respected.

Missouri.

—

Cujus est instituere ejus est ahrogare.
The truth of the ahove maxim is well

illustrated hy New York, Missouri,
Colorado and Illinois cases.— It ia

not conceded that the wrangles there-

in constitute distinct and sovereign
bodies of law. See p. xviii, Preface.
Marshes of contradiction are not law.
From these we have gathered and
cited so judgment can be passed.

SaSSOUBI, KANSAS AND TEXAS BY. CO.
V. Wood, 85 Tex. 233, 93 Am. St. 834-

855, ext.n., 4 G&R. Tort ; deflnition

;

omission of duty ; In jure; causation

;

Squib Case. Allowing one infected with
smallpox to escape from a hospital is a
ground of liability.

MISTAKE: 4 G&R. The maxims, Ignoran-
iia legis neminem esocusat and Ignorantia
facti excusat are in reality maxims of
equity. See Accident, also title Equity
and Story, Pomeroy and Bispham referred
to thereunder. Brown v. Lamphear ; But-
ler V. Barnes ; Rice v. Dwight.

Mutual mistake avoids contract. Smout

;

Hunt, Brown, L.C. 347, 3 G&R.
Equity was imported to give remedies

in cases of fraud, accident and mistalse,

therefore the maxims of these heads are
necessarily discussed in works on equity.
This fact will indicate that equity from
the start had a greater jurisdiction than
is suggested by the usual classification of
maxims of equity. See Equity, also Mis-
take, 4 G&R ; Hunt ; Lansdown ; Gordon

;

Triplett.
Money paid hy mistake is recoverable, when

there did not exist the basis for reality
of a claim ot lawful demand. Tucker, 32
Ky. L. Eep. 521. 15 L.R.A.(N.S.) 289, n.

See Scott v. Ford : Bilbie.

Payment of forged check by drawee may be
recovered. Lisbon Bank, 15 N.Dak. 299,
10 L.R.A.(N.S.) 33-79, ext.n., 125 Am.
St. 588. Contra: Cases, 71 Cent. L.J.
147. Or insurance. Columbus, 18 Mo.
229.

MITCHELL V. KINGMAN: 5 Pick. 451.
L.C. 415, 3 G&R. Contracts of lunatics
voidable. Tolson, 15 Mo. 497 ; Molton

;

Baxter.
MITCHELL V. EEED, 9 Cal. 204, 70 Am.

Rep. 647, 4 G&R. S.P., Horn v. Cole.
See Equitable Estoppel. Applied to wife.

MITCHELL V. BEYNOLDS, 1 P. Wms. 181,
1 Sm. L.C. 756-783, 8th ed., 1 id. 404-
436, 11th ed., 24 Bng. Reprint, 347, 2
WlUst. Conts. 349, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 964,
L.C. 372, 3 G&R. Contracts; In pari;
in restraint of trade. Mallan; Presbury,
18 Mo. 52 ; Billings. 32 Mo. 266.

MITIGATION: 4 G&R.
MOBLEY V. NAVE, 67 Mo. 546-550, L.C.

46o, 3 G&R. Cited, %% 82a, 218, 394,
417, 509. "What ought to be of record
must be proved by record and by the right
record." Clark v. Sires ; Wynne, 23 Mo.
30 ; Milan, 12 Mo. 598 ; S. v. Metzger,
26 Mo. 66; Walker, L.C. 117, 3 G&R; S.

v. Muench ; § 219, et seq.
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MODEEN LAW: Many works relating to the
six leading subjects of the law have em-
phasized that the substantive law of these
leading subjects has been changed. To
what extent this is true may be judged
from the trilogies of these six leading
subjects. §§ 1-26. Equity, and the mat-
ters there referred to.

James C. Carter and Kent are quoted
in opposition to the view that organic
law has been changed. See p. xvii, § 510.

Adjective law may be changed, but not
suhsiantive law. See Prescriptive Con-
titution ; American Law ; Legislative Lim-
itations.

3I0DICA CIECUMSTAUTLA FACTI JUS MU-
tat: A small circumstance attending an
act may change the law. 4 G&R.

aiODTTS ET CONVENTIO VINCUNT LE-
gem : The form of agreement and the
convention of the parties overrule the
law. 4 G&R. Cited, § 245. Consensus ;
10 Wall. 604. Relating to adjective law
it is exactly what the parties may con-
tract for. See Negotiable Instrument Act
for many illustrations. The pawnor may
waive demand and notice. 53 L.R.A. 857-

867; 121 Am. St. 201-205. Agreements
have the force of laws upon those who
entered into them. Consensus facit legem;
Quilihet potest renunciare.

Condition in a policy, that it can only be

changed in writing is valid. Sullivan, 20
Oltla. 460, 129 Am. St. 761-773, n. ; Gish,

16 Okla. 59, 13 L.R.A. (N.S.) 826-855.

The measure of damages. Irwin, 1 Mo.
210; McNalr, 2 Mo. 57.

PreHminary proof of loss. St. Louis Ins.

Co., 11 Mo. 278.

Commercial paper controlled by contract.

See Id.

DIOHB V. MANIEESE, 101 U.S. 417, 26
L.ed. 1052. L.C. 68, 3 G&R. Cited, § 350.

Audi; Due Process of Law. Sale of de-

cedent's lands does not depend on any
notice. Overton, 17 Mo. 442 ; Thomas v.

P. ; Astor v. Grignon's Heirs.

jurisdiction; upon what it depends; formal

error and nullities. Windsor ; Jurisdic-

tion.

It Is difficult to reconcile Mohr with

principles of Due Process of Law.
MOIiEE v. GATES LAND CO., 119 Wis.

548, 4 G&R. A contract may be gath-

ered from a course of dealing. Vt res

magis; also from several writings. Boy-

dell ; Sanders.
MOLTON V. CAMBOUX, 2 Exch. 487, 76 B.

R. 664, L.C. 413, 3 G&E. Contract; in-

sane persons cannot contract after in-

quisition found. Baxter ; Mitchell v.

Kingman.
MONDEL V. STEEL, 8 M. & W. 858, 2 Sm.

L.C. 934, 936, 937 : Cases, 8th ed., L.C.

77, 3 G&R. Cited, §8 232, 309. Bes ad-

judicata. Mandatory record is irrefrag-

able as to what was in issue. "What
ought to be of record must be proved by

record and by the right record"; 20 Mo.

440 ; Vallandingham ; Wright, L.C. 28,

3 G&R ; Brittain, L.C. 50, 3 G&R ; I 219,

€t seq. Issues must appear from the right

record. § 225, et aeq.

MONET: 4 G&E.
MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED: 4 G&R.
Bank v. U.S. ; Soderberg ; 2 Bouv. Die.
433 ; Wells, 52 Am. Dec. 750-760, n. ; 2
Whart. Conts. 722-771 ; 27 Cyc. 825-887 ;

Qui seniit; Nullus commodum.
MONITION: 4 G&R. Summons; Warning.
MONOPOLY: 4 G&R. Contract; Mitchel

L. C. 373, et seg., 3 G&R ; Lewson, Cases
on.

MONBOE DOCTRINE: 4 G&R.
MONTAGUE V. BENEDICT, 3 B & C. 631

(10 E.C.L.R.), 107 Eng. Reprint. 867, 2
Sm. L.C. 433-488, 8th ed., 11th ed., sub
Husband and Wife, 2 G&R. Contracts of
wife. See Husband and Wife.

MONTANA: Adopted the code in 1865. See
California. Collateral attack depends
upon the mandatory record. Haupt. Re-
turns may be impeached. Ex dolo mato;
Hauswirth ; Sanford y. Edwards. "What
ought to be of record must be proved by
record and by the right record." Oral
evidence inadmissibfe. Expressio unius.

MONTANA CATHOLIC MISSION v. MIS-
soula County, 200 U.S. 118, L.C. 106, 3
G&R. "Cause of action" must appear
from pleadings ; these are jurisdictional.

MONTGOMERY v. EDWABDS, 46 Vt. 151,
14 Am. Rep. 618, 619, L.C. 292, 3 G&R.
Consensus. Exceptions must be apt, cer-

tain and specific. Montgomery v. S.

Waiver attaching is irrevocable. Interest

reipuhlicw.
MONTGOMERY v. S., 53 Fla. 115, 66 Cent.

Law Jour.. 4 G&E. Revival of causes;
Strauder cited and followed.

MONTGOMERY BEEB BOTTLING WOBKS
V. Gaston, 126 Ala. 425, 51 L.R.A. 396,

85 Am. St. 42, L.C. 47, 3 G&R. Records
defined; "What ought to be of record

must be proved by record and by the right

record."
MONTH: 4 G&E.
MONTOUR V. PUBDY, 11 Minn. 394, 89 Am.

Dec. 88-95, n., 4 G&R. Denial of "each

and every allegation Insufficient" : Cases.

Generale; Dolus versatur.

MOODY V. BROWN, 34 Me. 107, 56 Am.
Dec. 640-647, n., sub Frauds and Per-

juries, 2 G&R. Sale of a thing to be

manufactured. Lee v. Griffin, L.C. 338,

3 G&R.
MOOBE T. C, 6 Met. (Mass.) 243, 39 Am.

Dec. 724, 2 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. & H.)

284, L.C. 21, 3 G&R. Cited, §§68, 187,

218. Verba fortius; Indictment must be

certain. Wife need not bear the name of

the husband. See Wing, 15 Mo.
MORALITY: 4 G&R. Nulla pactione; NuU

lus commodum; Nunguam res humanw;
In pari; Christianity; Omichund v.

Barker.
A around and rudiment of law. §§ 10, 15,

46-52, 71, 122-123, 152, 166, 177, 288;

1 G&R.
Cognate maxims are: Summa ratio; Nullus

commodum; Ex dolo; Nunguam res hu-

manm; Pacta conventa; Juris pracepta;

Idema agens.

Manner of the Romans. §§ 146-157.

MORAL OBLIGATION: 4 G&R. Lee v. Mug-
geridge ; Cumber.
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MORA EEPEOBATUR IN LEGE: Delay is

disapproved of in law. 4 G&E.
MORGAN V. COX, 22 Mo. 373, 66 Am. Dec.

625, 4 G&R. Negligence; Are arms; in-

juries by. Rudd, 156 Calif. 134, 26 L.

R.A.(N.S.) 134, n.

MOEIEE V-. ST. PAUL E. E., 31 Minn. 551,

47 Am. Rep. 793, sub M'Manus v. Crick-

ett, 4 G&R. Agent deviating from the

service of the master ; the latter Is . not

bound.
MOELEY V. ATTENBOEOUGH, 5 Bxch. 500

L.C. 377, 3 G&R. Sale ; warranty of

title ; Caveat emptor.
MORLEY V. EEYNOLDSON, 2 Hare, 570, 57

Eng. Reprint. 235, 4 G&R. Conditions
in restraint of marriage.

MORRIS V. GENTRY, 89 N.C. 248. Cited,

§ 450. Coram judiee; elements of. Hope
V. Blair.

MORTGAGE: 4 6&E. "Once a mortgage
always a mortgage." Howard v. Harris

:

Cases ; Equity.
MOSEE V. WHITE, 29 Mich. 59, L. C. 125,

3 G&R. Taxation ;
proceedings depend

upon a record. "What ought to be of

record must be proved by record and by
the right record."

MOSS, 216 Mo. 641, 657. Cited, § 299. Re-
pugnant pleadings void ; Fulkerson.

MOSS V. GALLIMOEE, 1 Doug. 279-283, 99
Eng. Reprint, 182, 1 Sm. L.C. 967-981,
ext.n., 1 id. 689;702 (side pp. 310-317),
5th ed., 1 id. 843-857, 6th ed., 1 id 843-

857, 7th ed., 2 id. 883-895. 9th ed., 514-

544, 11th ed., 4 G&R. Landlord and ten-

ant ; attornment. Tenant must attorn to

vendee of property after notice.

MOSTYN V. PABRIGAS, 1 Cowp. 161, 98
Eng. Reprint, 1021, 1 Sm. L.C. 1027-

1078, 11th ed., L.C. 274, 3 G&R. Jurisdic-

tion ; local and transitory actions.

MOTIONS: 4 G&R. In arrest, a correlation

of the general demurrer. § 101, et seq.

^on obstante, likewise Id.

To strilce out, and demurrer; distinctions.
Southern, 57 Fla. 199: Cases. Cottrill,

40 Wis. 555.
Relating to the last proposition it

should be observed that the interests of

the state as a party may arise at any
time and in any way. Therefore, a mo-
tion to strike out necessarily is a gen-
eral demurrer. This is a judicial ques-
tion and not a matter of legislative intent.

MOTIVE: 4 G&E. See Intent.

MOTOR VEHICLE: 4 G&R.
MOYNAHAN v. P., 3 Colo. 367, 4 G&R.

Cited, % 359. Pleading ; indictment ; Idem
sonans. "Pitzpatrick" Is not "Pitz Pat-
rick." See Names.

MUELLER V. NORTHWESTERN UNIVER-
sity, 195 111. 236, 88 Am. St. 194. 4 G&R.
Contract ; stipulation of non-assignahility
is valid.

MUGLBR V. ELANSAS, 123 U.S. 623-678, 31
L.ed. 208, 4 G&R. Police power of the
states.

MULLANPHY, 8 Mo. 676. Cited, § 470.
Ex nudo pacta. Rann ; Lampleigh.

MULLEN, 12 Mo. 307. Cited, §§ 133a, 163,

Mullen.—
377, 383, 390, 411, 415, 424. Veria for-

tius. Trilogy of Procedure.
MULLINS, 169 Mo. 521, 529, 93 Am STt. 651.

Cited, § 134. Judicial recitals are lim-
ited by the record. Cloud ; Becklenberg

;

Ferguson.
MULTIFARIOUSNESS: 4 G&R. Stalcnp 26.

Mo. 72 (defined) ; 1 Street, Fed. Eq. 396-

446.

MULTIPLICITY OF SUITS: 4 G&R. Bills

of Peace ; Jurisdiction of Equity to pre-
vent. Southern Steel, 157 Ala. 175, 131
Am. St. 20-51, ext.n., 20 L.R.A.(N.S.)
849, n. ; King v. Chicago R.R..

MULTITUDO IMPEEITOEUM PEEDIT
curiam : A multitude of ignorant prac-
titioners destroys a court. Cited, §§ 101,

139, 425.

MULTI UTILIUS EST PAUCA IDONEA
effundere quam multis inutilibus homines
gravari : It is much more useful to pour
forth a few useful things than to oppress
men with many useless things. 4 G&R.

MUNDAY V. VAIL, 34 N.J. Law, 418, L.C.

79, 3 G&E. Cited, §§1, 8, 33a, 47, 68,
103, 121, 121a, 1330, 141, 146, 153, 190,
225, 235, 245, 309, 318, 363, 391, 449.

An issue shown from- the right record is es-

sential to invest a court with jurisdiction^

to order a trial. See Admissions ; De-
nials

;
Quis, quid, coram quo: CsLSfiS.

An issue must appear from the pleadings
filed. Garland v. Gaines, 73 Conn. 662,
84 Am. St. 182. L.C. 40, 3 G&R. See
Connecticut ; Eiseman v. S., 40 Ind. 5,

2 G&R; Roach v. Glos (111.); Israel v.

Reynolds, L.C. 83, 3 G&R (111.).

Cases quoting Munday and following it t

Sache v. Wallace, 101 Minn. 169, 11 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 803, 118 Am. St. 612, 11 Am. &
Eng. Ann. Cases, 348, 4 G&R ; § 47, ante.

Reynolds v. Stockton, 140 U.S. 254, L.C.
79o, 3 G&R.

Hope V. Blair, 105 Mo. 85, 24 Am. St. 366;
§§ 448-452.

Charles o. White, 214 Mo. 187, 21 L.R.A,
(N.S.) 481; § 47.

McFadden, 108 Ind. 517.
The following cases discuss the prin-

ciple :

Campbell v. Qreer, 197 Mo. 463, L.C. 2a, S
G&R (pleadings are the foundation of a
judgment).

S. V. Muench, 218 Mo. 124, 129 Am. St-
536; §§ 1. 101.

McQuitty V. Wilhite, 218 Mo. 586, 131 Am.
St. 561, quoting and approving : Davis
V. Jacksonville Line, 126 Mo. 69 ; § 458.

Johnson v. Yiclcers, 139 Wis. 149, 131 Am.
St. 1046 ; Emerson v. Nash.

Keicaunee Co. v. Decker, 30 Wis. 624, L.C.
29, 3 G&R (Pleadings cannot be "flsh,.

flesh or fowl"). See Election; Clem, 2o,
3 G&R ; Kirton. 57 Fla. 79.

Borkenhagen v. Paschen, 72 Wis. 272, L.C.
81, 3 G&R. S.P. as Munday; Avon, 30
Conn. 476, 2 G&R; Field v. Mayor (de-
fences not pleaded are waived).

Thomas v. P., 107 111. 514, 24 Am. Rep. 366.
§§347-354; Fish v. Cleland ; Adams v.
Gill.
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Munday v. Vail.

—

Clark V. Dillon, 97 N.T. 370.
Mallinckrodt Co. v. Xemnich, 169 Mo. 388,

L.C. iL'u, 3 G&R; §§497-504.
Stevens. 1 Blackf. 56 ; Smalley, 19 111. 207 ;

Vallandingham, 17 111. 25 ; 3 Gr. Bv. 33,
36.

Mushton V. Aspinall, Smith's L.C, L.C. 5, 3
G&R

; § 101. Motion in arrest of judg-
ment will be sustained for the omission
of a material allegation. Substance can-
not be waived ; De non apparentihus;
General Demurrer.

Jackson v. Pesked. Stephen's Pleadings ap-
peared in 1824, and quoted Jackson, ante,
§ 116, and thus this ease came into prom-
inence. S.P. as Rushton.

Dol)Son V. Camphell, 1 Sum. 319, 7 Fed.
Cases. 7S3, L.C. 232a, 3 G&R. Quotes
and follows Jackson (Story, J.).

Bartlett v. Crosier, 17 Johns. 448, 8 Am.
Dec. 428. Rushton quoted and followed
by Kent.

Dovaston v. Payne, Smith's Lead. Cases, L.
C. 217, 3 G&R. Cited in Stephen's Plead-
ings. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra
proferentem. See U.S. v. Linn ; Buck v.

Colbath.
Stephen v. Beall, 22 Wall. (U.S.) 239. The

Trilogy of Procedure applies to federal
cases, also in equity. Sto. Eq. PI. § 10,

quoted § 47, et seq., infra. See also title

Story. 4 G&R.
Hose V. Himely, i Cranch, 269.
Crockett v. Lee, 7 Cranch, 522 ; §§ 349, 103.

Slacum V. Pomery, 6 Cranch, 221, 4 G&R ;

§§1, 103; Dows.
Bmoot's Case. McAllister v. Euhn, L.C. 3,

3 G&R; § 242. 1 G&R (Code case).

The foregoing cases present varying
phases of the Trilogy of Procedure, also

of liberal construction.

The first trilogy is De non apparentibus,
etc., Frustra probatur quod probatum non
relevat and Verba fortius accipiuntur con-

tra proferentem. Chaps. V, VI and VII,

§§ 101-189, ante.

The second trilogy is Consensus tollit er-

rorem. Omnia preesumuntur rite et sol-

emniter esse acta, and Ut res magis valeat

quam pereat. §§ 235-293, ante.

U.S. V. Cruikshank (U.S.), L.C. 232, 3

G&R ; Smoot's Case.

B. V Wheatley, L.C. 19, et seq., 3 G&R

:

R. V. Rowlands, L.C. 234, id.; R. v. Per-

rott.

Crain vs. U.S., 102 U.S. 625, 2 G&R. (A

plea of not guilty must appear from the

right record to authorize a trial.) Hos-

kins T. P., 84 111. 87, L.C. 80. 3 G&R;
Ubi eadem ratio ibi idem jus; Ayles-

worth ; Eiseman v. S.

The above cases and trilogies men-

tioned profoundly affect Procedure, Evi-

dence, Pleading and Practice. They in-

volve the allegation, the admission, the

denial, the issue in pleadings and from

all of these the jurisdiction of the court.

From the above matters this definition

of pleadings can be deduced :

"Pleadings are the juridical means of

investing a court with jurisdiction of a\

Munday v. Vail.

—

subject-matter to adjudicate it." %% 169,
273, 1 G&R. From the above matters
the conserving principles of procedure
should be considered. §§ 82-123, 1 G&R.

The cases that support the theory-of-the-
case views are opposed to Munday v.
Vail. Bailey v. Hornthal, 154 N.Y. 648.
61 Am. St. 645 (a cause of action arises
from probata) ; Reich v. Cochran, 151 N.
Y. 122, 56 Am. St. 607 (a question not
raised on the trial will not be considered
for the first time on appeal) ; Cape Girar-
deau R.R.

; §§444-447; Unger v. Mel-
linger, 37 Ind. Ap. 639, 117 Am, ,St. 348
(answer waived); "Wagner, 122 Ind. 57;
Carmel Co.. 150 Ind. 427-435 ; Dozier, 30
Mo. 220; Davis, 31 Mo. 530 (answer
waived) ; 2 Thomp. Tri. §§ 2310, 2311.
See Variance, 4 G&R for Ohio and other
cases.

A wronged party must be described. Mc-
Candless, 211 U.S. 437

; Quis, quid, etc.

Contra: Bulkley (Mo.), §§ 453-457.
Beardsley v. Dolge, L.C. 13, 3 G&R (Con-

sent will not confer jurisdiction). Au-
burn (General demurrer is never waived).

Chitty V. Iron Mt. R.R., 148 Mo. 64-82.
Allegata indispensable and limits proof.
Strict rules of construction.

Repleader; courts will sua sponte take no-
tice of departures and errors of substance
and make orders to advance substantial
justice. Garland v. Davis, L.C. 60, 3
G&R ; Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2, id.

Trilogy of Procedure vindicated in Garland
V. Davis (Story, J.), §10, Sto. Eq. PI.;
§§47, 352, 411. See Trilogy of proce-
dure.

MUNICIPAL BONDS: 4 G&R. Green Co.,

Kentucky, 211 U.S. 582 (Ut res magis).
Records of. Provident.

MTJNICIPAL COEPOEATIONS: 4 G&R.
Hill V. Boston.

Nuisance an offence against the laws of the
state; right of town to make it an of-

fence also. Seattle, 47 Wash. 298, 17
L.R.A.(N.S.) 49-76. ext.n.

Grant of streets for private purposes. S. V.

Morrison, 197 Mass. 199 ; Godd, Cases Car-
riers.

Negligence; liability for. Hill v. Boston;
Elam V. Mt. Sterling, — Ky. — , 20 L.B.
A.(N.S.) 513-679, ext.n.; Rochester;
Whitehouse.

MUNICIPAL COURT ACT OF CHICAGO:
Observations on. P. xii. Preface ; § 158,

266, 268, 269, 285-288, 314, 319, 341;
5 111. Law Rev. 178-182.

MUNN v. ILLINOIS, 94 U.S. 113, 24 L.ed.

77, 4 G&R. Private property devoted to

public use is subject to public control.

Weems, 214 U.S. 356.

MUNNS V. DUPONT, appendix to 2 Brown
(Pa.) 42, 3 Wash. C.C. 31, 1 Am. Lead.

Cas. 240-280, n., sub Malicious Prosecu-

tion, 4 G&R ; McCardle v. McGinley.
MUBDEB: 4 G&R.
MURRAY'S LESSEE (or MURRAY) v. HO-

boken Land and Improvement Co., 18

How. 272, Curt. Abr. 227-240 (15 L.ed.

372), L.C. 219, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 41, 158,

401. Due Process of Law; Definition.
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MTJSSETT V. BINGLE, Weekly Notes, 170,
Ames Cas. Trusts, 201, 4 G&R. Trusts;
Perpetuity.

MTJTUAIITY: 4 G&E. See Privity.

MUTUALITY IS EQUITY: 4 G&R. Con-
tract ; both sides must be bound or

neither. Cooke, L.C. 321, 3 G&R.
MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO. V. DINGLEY, 100

Fed. 408, 49 L.R.A. 132, 4 G&R. Plead-
ings ; Verha generalia. General denials
followed by particular statements are
limited by the latter and exclude all

others.

General denial is limited hy a particular
statement. Dickson, L.C. 34, 3 G&R.

MUTUAL PROMISES: 4 G&E. Cooke,
L.C. 321, 3 G&R.

MYERS V. EEWIN, 20 Ohio, 382, n., L.C.

150, 3 G&R. Abatement pleas ; technical
rules.

NAMES: 4 G&R. 29 Cyo. 261-278. Pro-
ceeding against person by his initials.

Proctor, 220 Mo. 104, 132 Am. St. 555-

580. ext.n. ; Wiebold, L.C. 98, 3 G&R

;

Nihil error facit nominis; Prmsentia de
corporis.

One may adopt any name he pleases. Brown
T. Bank; Smith v. U.S. Casualty Co.. 197
N.Y. 420, 22 Green Bag, 282 ; Breedlove,
7 Pet. 431.

Middle initial no part of. Keene, 3 Pet. 1

;

7 Mo. 464 ; S. T. Martin, 10 Mo. 391

;

Turner, 154 Mo. 104 ; Cases.
"George H." is not ''George W." in the pub-

lication of a summons. D'Autremont, 104
Minn. 165, 124, Am. St. 615. "Mike" is

not "Michael." Ohlman, 222 Mo. 62

;

Thornilly.
NASHVILLE TRUST 00. v. SMYTHE, 94

Tenn. 513, 45 Am. St. 748: Cases; 4 G&
R. Contract ; transfer of the debt carries
the security. Expressio eorum.

NATIONAL, 196 Mass. 458, 14 L.E.A.(N.S.)
561, n. Cited, § 293. Foreign corpora-
tion may file papers and then sue upon a
contract already made. Kirven

; §§13,
293.

NATIONAL BANK v. GRAND LODGE, 98
U.S. 123. 4 G&R. Contract ; Privity.
Hendrick ; Lawrence v. Fox.

NATUEA NON FAOIT VACUUM, NEC LEX
supervacuum : Nature makes no vacuum,
the law nothing purposeless. 4 G&R.
Lex non cogit.

NATURE PIDE JUSSIONIS SIT STEICTIS-
simi juris et non durat, vel extendatur de
re ad rem, de persona ad personam, de
tempore ad tempus : The nature of the
contract of suretyship is strictissimi juris,

and cannot endure nor be extended from
thing to thing, from person to person
or from time to time. 4 G&R. Rees, L.C.
334o, 3 G&R. See Equity.

NAVIGABLE WATERS: Relative rights of
the citizen and of government. Mobile,
103 Ala. 409, 127 Am. St. 34 61, ext.n.

NAVIGATION: Speed of. vessels; Duties.
Daniels, 148 Ala. 81, 121 Am. St. 34-59,
ext.n.

NEAGLE'S CASE (NEAGLE, IN RE), 135
U.S. 1 (34 L.ed. 35), L.C. 248, 3 G&R.
Expressio eorum; a .ludge must be pro-
tected. M'Culloch, L.C. 147, 3 G&R; S.

Neagle's Case.

—

Townley, L.C. 225o/ Logan v. U.S.
L.C. 249, 3 G&R.

NEBRASKA: Adopted the code in 1855.
Trilogy of Procedure often denied. See
Grimson, 11 Neb. 469.

NECESSARIES: 4- G&R. Contracts for.

Peters v. Fleming (infants) ; Molton (in-

sane). Non haic.

NECESSITAS INDUCIT PEIVILEGIUM
quod jura privata : With respect to pri-

vate rights, necessity privileges a person
acting under its influence, or, in the do-
main of Jus privatum necessity imports a.

privilege. 4 G&R. Cited, §§21. 25, 29,

509, 510. S. ex rel. Henson v. Sheppard

;

Rector v. Pri^e, § 509 ; Lex non exacte;
Expressio eorum.

Appellate court denied a record in the
regular way, may adopt another trans-

cript. Tarble's Case.
NECESSITY: 4 G&R. Is the basis for ad-

mitting hearsay evidence in exceptional

cases. 1 Gr. Ev. 99. Also of lost docu-
ments. Riggs, 9 Wheat. 483 (cited in

Ash's Fed. Citations) ; Armory, L.C. ISO,
3 G&R; Coggs, §§509, 510.

One may testify for himself from necessity,

Hickman, 6 Mo. 41. Sworn copies ad-
mitted upon. C. V. Kane, L.C. 183, 3
G&R ; 9 Mo. 416. Upon necessity a boat
may sue in its own name. Steamboat, 9
Mo. 645. See Bonum necessarium.

NEEDHAM V. THAYER, 147 Mass. 536, L.C.
261. 3 G&R. Judgments ; setting aside ;.

if coram non iudice, vulnerable to col-

lateral attack. Furman ; Bloom ; Borden ;

Thomas v. P., § 347, et seq.

"Due process of law" requires the coraTn^

judice proceeding. Needham.
NE EXEAT REGNO (EEPUBLICA) : That

he leave not the realm. 4 G&R ; 3 Street,

Fed. Eq. 2257-2282. Breach of Ne exeat
bond. 163 Fed. 1002, 20 L.R.A. (N.S.)

76, n.

NEGATIVE ALLEGATION: 4 G&R. Bonnell,
L.C. 185, 3 G&R.

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE PEOOPS: 4 G
&R.

NEGATIVE PREGNANT PLEADINGS
Faulty : 4 G&R. See Allegations ; De-
nials.

NEGLIGENCE: 4 G&R. Contributory negli-

gence must be pleaded. Bes ipsa loquitur.
See Contributory.

Imputed: Passenger for hire in motor is not
liable for the latter's negligence. Wilson
52, Wash. 522, 132 Am. St. 1044 ; Morris,— Vt. —, 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 33, n. Negli-
gence of driver bars a recovery for dam-
ages caused by defective highway. Lau-
son, 141 Wis. 57. 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 40.

In jure non remota, etc.. A., T. & S. P. R.R. v.
Cahoun, 213 U.S. (remoteness) ; Insur-
ance Co., 7 Wall. 44.

Railroad; negligence of. 33 Cyc. 635-1404.
Res ipsa loquitur ; presumption of from hap-

pening of accident. 33 Cyc. 742, et seq.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT: 4 G&R. See
Negotiable Instrument Act.

NEIDINBBRGBR, 11 Mn. 389. Citerl, §§ 163,
299, 375, 419. Repugnant pleadings ar&
void. Pain.
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NEILSON V. HAEFOED, 8 Mees. & W. 806,
823-826, 20 Rul. Cas. 56, 4 G&R. Con-
struction of contract is for tlie court; but
sometimes for the jury. Fagin, 25 Mo. 44.

NELSON, 197 Mass. 279, 125 Am. St. 364.
Cited, § 454. Faiiila; No administration
of a dead man's estate. Scott v. McNeal.

NELSON V. LIVERPOOL BEEWEKY CO.,
L.K., 2 C.P.Div. 311, 5 Cent. L.J. 312, 46
L.R.A. 83, 110, 4 G&R. Landlord and ten-
ant ; Ruinous premises ; Nuisances ; who
liable for repairing.

NELSON V. ROCKWELL, 14 111. 375, L C.
129, 3 G&R. Justice's court ; attorney
cannot enter appearance in for a party
not served with process. The right rec-

ord must show service of process. Statu-
tory tribunals are strictly judged. Crepps.

NEMO ALLEGANS SUAM TUEPITTJDINEM:
audiendus est ; No one alleging his own
turpitude is to be heard as a witness. 4
G&R. St. John, 19 Mo. 38 ; Hamilton, 25
Mo. 166.

NEMO COGITtTR EEM SUAM VENDEEE,
etiam justo pretio : No one is bound to
sell his property, even for a just price.

4 G&R.
NEMO DAT QUI (or QUOD) NON HABET:
No one can give who does not possess. 4
G&R. Cited, § 13.

NEMO DEBET BIS VEXAEI PEO UNA
et eadem causa : No one ought to be twice
vexed for the same cause. 4 G&R. Cited,

§§ 21, 105, 313, 333, Mariott (Civil case)
;

U.S. v. Perez, L.C. 69 (criminal case).

Interest reipublicw ; Brown, 10 Mo. 56;
S. V. Morton, 18 Mo. 66 ; Vallandingham,
7 HI. 25. See Res AdjuiUcata.
The principle depends upon a record,

and one that will indentify the subject-

matter. See Identification ; Certainty ; S.

V. Carroll, 7 Mo. 286: Cases.

NEMO DEBET ESSE JUDEX IN PROPRIA
sua causa : No one should be Judge in

his own cause. 4 G&R. Cited, p. xiv.

Preface; §§15, 27, 161, 218 232, 400,

509, 512. This maxim is a part of Idem
agena et patiens esse non potest. §§ 510-

522. Dimes, L.C. 176, 3 G&R; OfEut, 8
Mo. 124 ; Harrington, 81 Neb. 231, 129
Am. St. 680-684 (judgment by interested

judge is void).
Jurisdiction; no man can sit in his own

cause. The attempt to do so results In a
coratn non judice proceeding. Oaiiley v.

Aspinwall, L.C. 222, 3 G&R.
The prescriptive constitution requires a dis-

interested judge. Oaliley ; S. ex rel. Hen-
son V. Sheppard ; Rector, § 509. The prin-

ciple is above statutes. "The statute per-

emptorily forbade Judge Napton from sit-

ting." Hallowell, 24 Mo. 590.

The higher law forbirfs that a judge sit in

Ms own cause. Dimes ; Oaliley ; § 510,

Equity.

NEMO DEBET LOCUPLETAEI EX ALTEE-
ius Ineommodo : No one ought to be made
rich out of another's loss. 4 G&R. Bright

V. Boyd.
NEMO EST HiEEES VIVENTIS: No one is

an heir to the living. 4 G&R. Boone, 14

Mo. 423f.

NEMO PE.a:SUMITUE MALUS: No one is

presumed to be bad. 4 G&R. Cited, §§
21, 409. Bro. Max. 947.

NEMO TENETUE SEIPSUM ACCUSAEE:
No one is bound to accuse himself. 4 G&
R. Cited, § 21. Counselman ; Brown v.

Walker; Twining v. N.J., 211 U.S. 78;
Hector v. S., 2 Mo. 166 ; Biggers, — Okla.— , 25 L.R.A. (N.S.) 622, cites Counsel-
man and Brown.

States may disregard this principle.
Twining.

This venerable principle courts should
vindicate as a birthright. 2 Kent, 8, 12

;

§ 510 ; Harlan, J., in Twining (dissenting
opinion).

Nemo tenetur seipsum prodere. Benoist, 12
Mo. 196, 206.

The accused as a witness. S. v. Bartlett,
50 Or. 440, 19 L.R.A. (N.S.) 802-833,
ext.n.

Agreements to turn staters evidence are en-

forced. Lowe, — Md. — , 24 L.R.A. (N.
S.) 451 : Cases.

NEPEAN V. DOE d. KNIGHT, 2 M. & W.
394, 5 Barn. & Adol. 86 (26 B.C.L.R,), 2
Sm. L.C. 583-727, ext.n., 3 id. 1852-1090,
9th ed., sub Limitations of Actions, 4 G&
R. Cited, § 348.

Death presumed after absence of seven
years. Thomas v. P.

NEUTRALITY LAWS: 4 G&B.
NEVADA: Adopted the code in 1861. Cali-

fornia construction of it has led. Denials
must be certain. Banta, 12 Nev. 151, 2
G&R ; Munday ; California.

Trilogy of Procedure reaffirmed and re-

spected by many cases.

NEVIL V. SOPEE, 1 S'alk, 213, 91 Eng, Re-
print, 190. Cited, § 299. Repugnant
pleadings are void. Pain.

NEWCOMB, 182 Mo. 707. Cited, §§ 250,
2G5. Interest reipublicce; adjective law
is waived if passed without exception.
See Harkness v. Hyde ; Mechanics.

NEWCOMBE V. LIGHT, 58 Tex. 541. Cited,

§§ 509, 511. Nemo debet esse judex.
Dimes.

NEWELL V. DOTY, 33 N.Y. 83, 4 G&R. De-
nial of any one material allegation calls

for proof.

NEW ENGLAND DEESSED MEAT CO. v.

Standard, Etc., Co., 165 Mass. 328, 52
Am. St. 516, 4 G&R. Construction; Con-
temporanea.

NEW HAMPSHIEE: See Massachusetts.
Pleadings essential for res adjudicata.

Hearn, 67 N.H. 970. See Draper.
Trilogy of Procedure. Craft, § 499

;

Mallinckrodt.
NEW JEESEY: A record must present a

coram judice proceeding. Munday.
Issue must appear from pleadings as in

Connecticut. See Denials.
Statutory record must be concise. Bassett,

2 N.J. Eq. 154, 2 G&R; R.R. v. Stewart,
L.C. 290o, 3 G&B; Doddridge, 222 Mo.
146.

Trilogy of Procedure uniformly re-

spected. See Massachusetts.
NEW MATTER: 4 G&E. Must be pleaded.

McKyrIng, L.C. 33, 3 G&R.
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NEW MEXICO: Adopted the code in 1897.
Generally the decisions of southern states

are loUowed, consequently there are less

pronounced features of the theory of the
case than is found in New York and Mis-
souri.

UEWSPAPER: 4 G&E. See Contempts.
HEW TEIAL: 4 G&E. Important in appel-

late procedure. Watson, 11 Mo. 358

;

Charles, 11 Mo. 623; S. v. Harris, 21t)

Mo. 392. See Assignment of Errors. §

218.

Jlotion of should be specific and
certain, else it becomes an instrument
of chicane and covin ; e.g., suppose
the trial court erred in entering judg-
ment a few cents or trifling sum, and
upon this was assigned error thus

:

"The court entered a judgment con-

trary to the law and the evidence,"
without stating the exact fact. Had
this been stated a remittitur could
be entered or the court would of its

own motion correct the entry. Ac-
cordingly we see why the point should
be precisely stated and not masked in

general expressions or conclusions of

law or of fact. 'Where this is not
done the appellate court should re-

fuse to cpnsider such assignments.
One inviting his injury should not be
heard to complain of it. By such
pleadings one should not be allowed
to succeed in a court of errors. But
contrary cases are found, as in Chap-
man V. Eneherg, 95 Mo. Ap. 127 ("we
permit it—a motion for a new trial

—to be as unspecific as the ingenuity
of a defeated lawyer can find language
in which to conceal what he really

means"). §320.
pleadings can he made instruments of chi-

cane and covin. Robinson, L.C. 45, 3 G&R.
Overruling of must he excepted to to secure

a review of adjective law—the statutory
record. S. v. Harris, 216 Mo. 392 (fel-

ony). Bee Trilogy of Liberal Construc-
tion ; Consensus.

Misconduct of a hystander as a ground for.

S. ¥. Wlmby, 119 La. 139, 121 Am. St.
.'307-516.

Treating jurors. Scott, 43 Colo. 221, 19
L.R.A. (N.S.) 733.

Is the foundation of the assignment of er-

rors. §§218,320. See Assignment. Stat-

utory record is surplusage without. § 218.

S. T. Dunn ; S. v. McCray.
Of limited use in federal courts. Blitz.

NEW YORK: Adopted the code in 1848. Its

first code case is Eno, §§ 428-434. A con-
sideration of Clark v. Dillon (97 N.Y. 370)
and of Bailey v. Hornthal (154 N.Y. 648,
61 Am. St. 643) will indicate the unset-
tled condition of that state. See also
Theory of the Case, 4 G&R ; Sedgk. Con-
struction, 269-280, referred to In the Pref-
ace.

Clark is discussed in relation to

New York.

—

Mallinclcrodt, '
§§497-504, Equity.

These cases sustain the Trilogy of
Procedure, which is denied in B'ailey.

Cases like these cannot be reconciled,
and naturally such cases tend to tha*
confusion which is now characteriaed
as "appalling." § 101.

Ohservations on: P. xiii. Preface, et seq. See
Bailey v. Hornthal (Theory of The Case) ;

Cf. Bartlett ; Beardsley ; Borden ; Bloom.
Authentic cases of: Bartlett v. Crozier L.C.

6, 3 G&R; Clark v. Dillon (S.P. Mallinck-
rodt, — Mo. — ) ; Beardsley ; Field v.

Mayor (defences not pleaded are waived).
Is a 'Hheory-of-the-case" state. A cause of

action may arise from irrelevant evidence.
Bailey v. Hornthal ; Knapp v. Simon, 96
N.Y. 284, 292; Freer v. Sweet, 118 N.Y.
454, 458; Sterrett v. Third Nat'l Bank,
122 N.Y. 659, 662.

A cause of action may arise from irrelevant
evidence if adjnitted without objection.
Bailey.

A defence may likewise arise. Cape G. E.R.
(Mo.). Cf. Clark v. Dillno ; Field y.

Mayor.
The code provision that the com-

plaint shall contain the facts consti-
tuting a cause of action is construed
away in the "theory-of-the-case"
states. Thus the fundamental law
of procedure is violated. §§1, 103,
Equity. Constitutional procedure is

not understood in these states.

The juristic force called to construe
the code have failed in both New
York and Missouri. The third state
to adopt the code, California, has de-
fended the Trilogy of Procedure, for
it has excluded the conclusion of law
and the general denial, and conse-
quently made more of the code than
have the courts ignoring irindamental
law. From Alabama to Wyoming in-

clusive, the ignorance of the Ameri-
can lawyer of fundamental training
is conspicuous and may well be char-
acterized as "appalling."

Clarlc v. Dillon re-expressed the trilogy of
procedure. §§1,101; Sto. Eq. PI. §10.
Thus it re-affirms Rushton, Bristow and
Dovaston cases. But Cf. Bailey v. Horn-
thai,

Oakley v. Aspinwall sets aside a constitu-
tion out of respect for Nemo debet esse
judex in propria sua causa. Cf. The cases
found in Sedgwick's Construction, pp. 268-
280, See Preface.

New York affords cases that per-
mit code authors to argue that Verba
fortius is abolished on the one hand
and that it is the higher law on the
other. Cf. Pomeroy's Remedies ; Bliss
Pleading, 138, 141, 438, et seq. These
conclusions arise from the works on
construction referred to in the Pref-
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New York.

—

ace. These are as wabbly and er-
ratic as are the arguments over
Coke's three degrees of certainty (§§
100. 110), or the contradictions ot'

Stephen (§§113-123). or Chitty's
three liinds of aider, when considered
with the rule, "that the general de-
murrer searches the entire record and
attaclws to the first fault." We have
been unable to find books from New
York and the states that follow it,

that explain the bewilderment relat-
ing to the above matters. See Mis-
souri, also Eno, §§428-424.
With cases upholding the theory of the

ease (which is founded on irrelevant evi-
dence) are found cases holding that per-
jury cannot be assigned upon immaterial
issues. P. V. Teal, 196 N.Y. 372, 25 L.
R.A. (X.S. ) 120. [dissenting opinions.]
How can the condition be otherwise

than "appalling"? § 101, et seq.

NEW YOEK CENTRAL E. E. V. FEALOFF,
100 U.S. 24. 25 L.ed. 331, L.C. 355, 3
G&R- Bailments ; Baggage, what is ; lim-
itations.

NEW TOEK CENTEAl E. E. V. U. S., 212
U.S. 481. Cited, §§ 190, 200. The ground
of the general demurrer cannot be waived.
It is vulnerable to collateral attack. Sla-

cum. Quod a& initio.

NEXT FEIEND: 4 G&E.
NICHOLS, 123 Mo. 96, 45 Am. St. 514.

Cited, § 371. Fraud must be specifically

alleged. Edgell. Contra: Pemberton.
NICHOLS V. MAESLAND, 2 Ex. Div. 1, 14

lloak, Eng. Rep. 538, 2 Cent. L.J. 523, 4
id. 319, 4 G&R. Actus Dei; Negligence;
Fletcher.

NIGEUM NTJNQUAM EXCEDBEE DEEET
rubrum : The black should never go be-

yond the red (i. e., text of a statute

should never be read in a sense more com-
prehensive than the rubric, or title). 4
G&R. Bobel ; Faxton.

OTHIL DAT QUI NON HABET: He gives

nothing who has nothing. 4 G&E.
NIHIL FACIT EEEOE NOMINIS CUM DE

corpore constat : An error in the name is

nothing when there is certainty as to the

thing. 4 G&R. Prwsentia; Falsa.

NIHIL HABET FOEUM EX SCENA: The
court has nothing to do with what is not

before it. 4 G&R. See Cause of Action

;

De nan apparentibus ; Trilogy of Proce-

d-;re; Dictum; Uhfelder.

NIHIL IN LEGE INTOLBEABILIUS EST
eandem rem diverso jure censere :

Noth-

ing is more intolerable than that the same

case should be subjected in different

courts to different views of the law. Vhi

jus incertum. See Adjective Law;. Comity

of Courts. ,

NIHIL POSSUMUS CONTEA VEEITATEM:
We can do nothing against truth. 4 G&R.

Cited, §§ 294, 295. Falsus in una; Sham
Pleading ; P. v. McCumber ; Graver, L.C.

102, et seq., 3 G&R.

Nihil Posstonus.

—

liealilij of fact must emist. Fahula; Scott v.
Mc.N'eai ; Andrews v. Andrews.

Repugnant pleadings are void. Pain.
AUegans.

Attorney liable for deception of courts.
Brown, L.C. 105, 3 G&R. See Attorneys.

NIHIL QUOD EST INCONVENIENS EST
licitum : Nothing inconvenient is lawful.
4 G&R. Argumentum ab inconvenienti

;

Talis interpretatio.
NIHIL SIMUL INVENTUM EST ET PEE-

fectum : Nothing is invented and per-
fected at the same moment. 4 G&R.
Codes are not perfect ; they depend upon
proper construction. See Trilogy of Pro-
cedure.

NIHIL TAM CONVENIENS EST NATURALI
asquitati quam uuumquodque dissolvi eo
ligamine quo ligatum est : Nothing is so
consonant to natural equity as that each
thing should be dissolved by the same
means by which it was bound. 4 G&E.
Hibblewhite ; Deeds.

NILES, 98 Minn. 39, 13 L.R.A.(N.S.) 49-

150, ext.n. Cited, % 281. Possession of
property

;
presumptions from. Williamson

V. Brown ; Abandonment.
NIL FACIT EEEOE NOMINIS CUM DE

corpore constat : An error in the name is

immaterial it the body is certain. 4 G&R.
Prwsentia de corporis; Falsa dentonstra^
tio.

NIL SINE PRUDENTI FECIT RATIONE
vetustas : Antiquity did nothing without
a good reason. 4 G&R. See p. xvii. Pref-
ace.

NIMIA SUBTILITAS IN JURE REPROBA-
tur, et talis certitudo certitudinem con-
fundit : Too great subtlety is disapproved
of in law ; for such nice pretense of cer-

tainty confounds true and legal certainty.

4 G&R.
NITROGLYCERINE CASE, 15 Wall. 524, 4

G&R.
NIX V. GOODHILL, 95 la. 282, 58 Am. St.

424, n., 86 id. 394, 4 G&R. Process ; abuse
of actionable. Grainger.

NIXON V. RUPLE, 30 N.J. Law, 58-61, L.C.

127, 3 G&R. "What ought to be of rec-

ord."
NOBLE V. BLOUNT, 77 Mo. 235. Cited, % 440.

Equitable estoppel must be pleaded. Hall
V. Henderson; Bray v. Marshall; Sanders
V. Chartrand, 158 Mo. 361 : Cases. See
Estoppel. Cf. Cape G. R.R.

NOBLE V. DUEEELL, 3 Term Rep. (D.&E.)
271, 100 Eng. Reprint, 569, L.C. 251. 3

G&R. Construction : statutes override a
custom. Maher. Constitutions yield to

custom. Paddell, 211 U.S. 446. Statutes
prevail if constitutional. Rison, L.C. 253,

3 G&R; Henrico, 106 Va. 282, 117 Am.
St. 1001. See South Carolina v. U.S.

NOBLE V. KANSAS CITY, 222 Mo. 121.

Cited, § 245. Consensus: limitations. Re-

pleader when the court will order. Gar-

land ; Slacum.
NOLES V. S., 26 Ala. 31, 62 Am. Dec. 611-

714, n., 1 Crim. Del, 4 G&R. Self De-
fense ; resisting arrest ; S. v. Roane.

NOLLE PROSEQUI: 4 G&E.
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NOLO CONTENDERE: Plea of. 4 G&R.
KG MAN CAN HOLD THE SAME LAND

immediately of two several landlords : 4

G&R.
NO IJAN IS PEESUMED TO DO ANY-

thing against Nature. 4 G&R. Laidlaw
V. Sage, sub Scott v. Shepherd.

NOMBN NON SUFFICIT SI RES NON SIT
de jure aut de facto : A name does not
suffice if the thing does not exist by law
or by tact. 4 G&R.

NOMINO SI NESCIS PEEIT COGNITIO EE-
rum ; If you know not the names of

things, the linowledge of things them-
selves perishes. 4 G&R.

NON DAT QUI NON HABET: He gives
nothing who has nothing. 4 G&R.

One can not sell what he does not have.
Bentley ; See Sales.

NON DEBET ALTEEI PEE ALTEEUM INI-
quia conditio inferri ; A burdensome con-
dition ought not to be brought upon one
man by the act of another. 4 G&H.

NON DIFPEEUNT QUJE CONCOEDANT EE,
tametsi non in verbis iisdem : Those
things which agree in substance, though
not in the same words, do not differ. 4
G&R.

NON HiEC IN rCEDBEA VENI: I did not
come into this compact, or, I have not
come into this compact. See Contracts,
also 4 G&R. Cited, §§1, 11, 13, 346, 42,

50, 76. 88, 90, 123, 126, 145a, 190, 193,
197, 200, 205, 207, 214, 234, 267, 292,

293, 304, 314, 339, 340, 361, 362, 368,
469, 481, 494, 514.

See Trilogy of Contract ; Contract for
extended resume.

NON IN TABULIS EST JUS: The law is

not contained in writing. 4 G&R.
NON-JOINDEE: 4 G&R.
NON OBSTANTE VEEEDIOTO: Motions of.

4 G&R. A cognate of the general demur-
rer in discussion of the coram judice pro-
ceeding. § 101, et seq,

NO ONE CAN ACT WHEEE HIS INTEG-
rlty and his interest are in conflict.

Idem agens ; Keech ; Michoud; Dimes;
Davoue; §§ 510-522.

NON POTEST ADDUCI EXCEPTIO EJUS-
dem rel cujus petitur dlssolutlo ; A plea
of the same matter, the dissolution of
which is sought by the action, cannot be
brought forward. 4 G&R.

NON POTEST PBOEAEI QUOD PEOBATUM
non relevat : That cannot be proved
which proved is irrelevant. 4 G&R.

NON POTEST QUIS SINE BEEVI AGEKE:
No one can sue without a writ <a bill of
complaint). 4 G&R.

NON EEFEET AN QUIS ASSENSUiVE SUUM
prffifert verbis, an rebus ipsis et factis

:

It Is immaterial whether a man gives his
assent by words or by acts and deeds. 4
G&R.

NONSUIT: 4 G&E.
NOEDMANSEK V. HITCHCOCK, 40 Mo. 178.

Cited, I 460. Defects of substance a court
will sua sponte notice. Bateson ; Campbell
V. Porter.

NOERINGTON v. WEIGHT, 115 U.S. 188,
4 G&R. 21 Am. Law Reg. 395 ; 2 Willst.
Cas. Conts. 107, 2 Sm. L.C. 51, 8th ed.

Norrington v. Wright.

—

Cited, § 293. Cutter, L.C. 308, 3 G&R

;

Hoare v.Rennie.
Contracts; installments ; several deliveries;

breach as to one. Withers v. Reynolds,
2 B. & Adol. 882, Willst. Cases Conts. 43

;

Boon V. Eyre ; 1 H. Blackstone, 273, n,, 2
Willst Cas. Conts. 23, 96 Eng. Reprint,
767. See Contracts.

NOETH CAROLINA: Strict and certain de-

nials required. Bell, 2 Dev. & Bat. 19, 2
G&R. See Admissions ; Munday ; Connecti-
cut : New Jersey ; California.

NORTH DAKOTA: Adopted the code in 1865.
See South Dakota. Many maxims of the
civil law are reaffirmed by statute. The
decisions of Wisconsin and Minnesota are
much respected.

These states are more respectful of the
Trilogy of Procedure than are the states
more influenced by New York and Mis-
souri.

Omnia prwsumuntur rite—the presumption
of regularity will not supply an omitted
allegation. Trilogy of procedure respect-

ed. Hannah.
NOETHEEN BANK V. POETEE TOWNSHIP,

110 U.S. 608, 615, 4 G&R. Dicta; opin-
ions limited by the record. Martin v.

Evans.
NOETHRUP, 47 Mo. 444. Cited, §§ 300, 383.

Irrelevant evidence the basis of theory
of the case. Cape. G. R.E. Defences not
pleaded are waived.

NOSCITUR A SOCIIS: It is known from its

associates. 4 G&K. Cited, §§ 147, 359.
Childs, 19 Mo. 522; Duly, 30 Mo. 519;
Buchanan, 2 G&R.

A word is known, from those associated with
it.

Construction. Presence at a prize fight; all

spectators Viable. Noscitur (is the old
"dog tray" maxim) ; Vosburgh v. Moak;
R. V. Coney.

NOTARY: 4 G&R.
NOTICE: 4 G&B. Of judicial proceedings.

See Audi alteram partem; Pennoyer, L.C.
58, 3 G&R.

Attorneys must take notice of terms of the
court and calls of the docket. Rio Grande
Dam Co., 215 U.S. 266.

To corporations of injury. See Limitations.
Presumed from public record. Webb v. John

Hancock ; Manifesta probatione non indi-
gent; Ransom v. Williams ; Williamson v.
Berry. See Caveat emptor.

As an element in eqult^'. See Equity.
NOVA CONSTITUTIO FUTURIS FORMAM

Imponere, non prceteritis : A new en-
actment ought to impose form upon what
is to come, not upon what Is past. 4 G&E.
Bronson, L.C. 238, 3 G&R ; Calder ; Dash ;

Terry. Ex post facto and retrospective
laws. Bolton, 21 Mo. 400.

NOVATION: 4 G&R. Tatlock v. Harris.
NOWACK V. BERGER, 138 Mo. 24, 42, 54
Am. St. 603. Cited, §§ 30, 368, 511. Con-
struction ; Statutes yield to fundamental
law. Fanny v. S.

Courts are bound by morals, reason, conveni-
ence and the public welfare. S. v. Shep-
pard.
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NTOA PACTIO OBLIGATIONEM NON PA-
rit : A naked promise does not create an
obligation. 4 G&R. Ex ntido pacta; Con-
tract ; Consideration essential.

NTJDD V. THOMPSON, 34 Cal. 39, 191, 4 G
&R. Denials : sufficiency. Sec Denials.

NUDITY: 4 G&K. R. v. Crunden.
NTIISANCE: 4 G.&R. Public; abatement by

private person. B'elt, 104 Minn. 33, 124
Am. St. 588-007, ext.n.

Liability of owner for nuisance he did not
create. Nelson.

Successive suits for. American Co., 108 Va.
363, 128 Am. St. 953-971, ext.n.

Successive actions on. Whitehouse : Cases.
NTTLLA PACTIONE EFFICI POTEST DE

dolus prsestetur : By no agreement can it

be affected that there shall be no account-
ability for fraud. 4 G&R. Contract; In
pari. R.R. v. Lockwood, L.C. 352. 3 G&R ;

Inman ; Xullus eommodum; Nitnqitam res

humanw; §§ 510-522.

NUILI VENDEMUS, NTTLLI NEGAEIMTJS,
aut differemus rectum, aut justitiam : To
none will we sell, to none will we deny
or delay right or justice. 4 G&R.

NTTLIiUM TEMPUS OCCUEEIT EEGI: Lapse
of time does not bar the right of the
Crown. 4 G&R. Cited, § 19. See Sover-

eignty. Boy n'est lie per ascun; Barron,
L.C. 241, 3 G&R, quoted Parks v. S., 7

Mo. 194-196 ; Fleming, 19 Mo. 607 ; Calla-

way, 31 Mo. 397 (abolished).

Discussed: 132 Am. St 291.

NITLIiUM TEMPUS OCCUEEIT EEIPUB-
liciE : Lapse of time does not bar the

commonwealth. 4 G&R.
NUIiliUS COMMODUM CAPEEE POTES'l'

de injuria sua propria : No one shall take

advantage of his own wrong. 4 G&R.
Cited, §§ 12. 21, 22, 24, 294. Eai dolo;

nulla pactione; Juris prmcepta.

Creditors cannot accept a payment on a note

and then proceed and sell collateral se-

curing it liithout giving notice. Moses,

106 Tenn. 7, 53 L.R.A. 857, n.

Assured person dying from criminal opera-

tion cannot recover. Burt, 187 U.S. 362.

Contra: Collins, 232 111. 37, 14 L.R.A.(N.

S.) 356, n.

If an officer fails to return his process he

can make no defense under it. Six Car-

penters' Case : Cases.

If one allows his im-itten contract to ie

materially altered he cannot sue on, it.

Master v. Miller : Contra cases.

NULLUS VIDETUE DOLO FACEEE QUI
suo jure utitur : No man is to be es-

teemed a wrongdoer who avails himself of

his legal right. 4 G&R. Mahan v. Brown.

See Malicious Acts, 4 G&R.
NUL TIEL KECOED: 4 G&R.
NUNQUAM EES HUMAN.a: PEOSPEEB

succedunt ubi negliguntur divinije : Human
things never prosper when divine things

are neglected. 4G&E. §§510-522. Mo-

rality is a ground and rudiment of law.

§§ 10, 46, 47, 52. 71, 1 G&R. See Morality.

Manner of the Romans, | 146-157.

OAKLEY V. ASPINWALl, 3 N.Y. 547, L.C.

222 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 11, 24, 27, 30, 150,

283' 308, 509, 510, 511. Prescriptive Con-

OaMey v. Aspinwall.

—

stitution is the higher law. Idem Agcns,
§510, et seq. ; Nemo debet esse judex;
Dimes, L.C. 176. Written constitutions
and statutes yield to fundamental law.
Conoordare; Indianapolis R.R. v. Horst,
L.C. 223, 3 G&R.

OAKLEY v. ASPINWALL, 4 N.Y. 514, 525,
L.C. 66, 3 G&R. Audi alteram partem is

the higher law and is imported into consti-
tutions and statutes by construction.
Chase v. Hathaway. Windsor ; Borden

;

Starbuck ; Ferguson ; Paulsen v. Portland
{Audi); Lex non exacte; O'Connell.

OATH: 4G&R.
OBEDIENTIA EST LEGIS ESSENTIA: Obe-

dience is the essence of the law. 4 G&R.
OBLIGATION: 4 G&R.
O'BEIEN V. P. 216 111. 354, 108 Am. St. 219,

§355, Equity. Cited, p. xil. Preface; §§
146o, 309, 356, 358. 359. Pleadings are
not jurisdictional. Jurisdiction depends,
on jurisdiction of the subject-matter and
of the person. §§ 355-356. Observations.

OBSCENE MATTER: 4 G&R.
OBSTEUCTING JUCTICE: 4 G&B.
OCEANIC, 214 U.S. 339. Cited, % 401. Due

process of law includes trilogy of proce-

dure.
O'CONNELL V. EEED, 56 Fed. 531, 5 CCA.

586-608, n.. 12 U.S. Ap. 369 : Cases, L.C.
224, 3 G&R. Construction. Statutes
yield to fundamental law. S.P., Indian-

apolis R.R. V. Horst, L.C. 223, 3 G&R;
Oakley.

ODIOSA NON PE.ff;SUMUNTUE: Odious
things are not presumed. Evil is never
presumed. 4 G&R. See Malum.

ODLE v. CLAEK, 2 Mo. 12. Cited, §§ 190,

202a, 387. Quod ab initio. If the court

o quo had no jurisdiction the court ad
quern gets none. Horan.

OFFEE AND ACCEPTANCE: 4 G&R. Se&
Contract; Cooke, L.C. 321, 3 G&R; Jor-

dan, L.C. 324. id.; White, L.C. 303, id.

By letter. Adams, L.C. 326, 3 G&R;
Sanders.

Contract when complete cannot be va-

ried by ex parte conditions. Sanders ; Vt
res magis.

OFFICE: 4 G&R.
OFFICER. 4 G&R. Judicial have immunity.

Lange, L.C. 159, 3 G&R; Spaulding v.

Vilas.

OFFICIAL BOND: Sureties liability on. S.

V. Harper.
OFFUT, 8 Mo. 120, 128. Cited, §§ 371, 412,

415, 418, 512. Pleadings essential for res

adjudicata. § 371 ; S. v. Muench.

OGDEN V. SAUNDEES, 12 Wheat. 358. 4
G&R. Constitutional Law. Rights, reme-

dies and obligations defined.

OHIO: Adopted the code in 1853. 4 G&E.

Many of its decisions can be cited to sup-

port the theory of the case. See Bates'

Pleading, Practice and Forms, §§ 511 512 ;

Cases, quoted under Variance, 4 G&R.
This will indicate the situation : A plead-

ing bad on general demurrer may be good

on collateral attack. Buchanan (1853).

2 Ohio, 251. 2 G&R. This case shows that

the general demurrer and its cognates are
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Ohio.

—

not congruously viewed. See §§ 1,101, et

seq, also 4 G&E.
OHLMAN, 222 Mo. 62, 133 Am. St. 506.

Cited, % 129. Names. See Idem sonans.
OKIE V. SPENCER, 2 Whart. (Pa.) 253, 1

Miles (Pa.), 299, 2 Am. Lead. Cas. 253,
30 Am. Dec. 251, sub Abel v. Alexander,
L.C. 334, 3 G&R. Payments ; giving note
lor antecedent debt is not payment. See
Abel, L.C. 334, 3 G&E. Dayton.

OKLAHOMA: Adopted the code in 1890. See
Texas. Trilogy of procedure reaffirmed.

Arrests must be upon oath. Salter v. S.,— Okla. Cr. App. —. 25 L.E.A.(N.S.)
60. De non.

OLD NICK WILLIAMS CO., 215 U.S. 541,
545. Cited, § 252.

OLEOMAEGAEINE : 4 G&R.
OLIVE V. S., 8 Ala. 88, 4 L.E.A. 33-44, ext.

n., L.C. 182, 3 G&E. Judicial Notice;
Lanfear.

OMICHUND (or OMYCHUND) v. BAEKEK,
1 Atk. 21, 26 Eng. Eeprint, 15, 22 id. 339,
4 G&R. Witness ; competency as to re-

ligious belief.

OMNE MAJUS CONTINET IN SE MINUS:
The greater contains in itself the less. 4
G&E. § 6683, Code, N. Dak. See Aider ;

Dobson, L.C. 232a, 3 G&E.
Authority to give a lease is not good for a

longer term; it is void as to the excess.

Bro. Max. 177. The tender of a larger
amount will stand for a lesser.

Cases illustrating the principle : Moy-
er V. Peabody.

Charge of a greater crime will include a
lesser. Watson v. S., 116 Ga. 607, 21 L.

E.A.(N.S.) 1, ext.n.

OMNIA PEiESUMUNTUR CONTEA SPOLI-
atorem : All things are presumed against
a wrongdoer. 4 G&R.

OMNIA FR.S;S1TMUNTnR BITE ET SOL-
emniter esse acta : All things are pre-
sumed to have been rightly and regularly
done. Chap. XIII, §§ 270-282 (general re-

sume) ; 4 G&E. Cited, p. xv. Preface; §§
53, 54, 59, 67, 69, 101, 107, 127, 133, 155,
168, 190 195, 206, 218, 237, 245, 256, 283,
309, 314, 335, 346, 357.

Leading Cases: Crepps, L.C. 113, et seq., 3
G&E. Contra: Eice v. Travis, 216 111. 249,
reversing same case, 117 111. Ap. 644, 4
G&E; Harvey v. Tyler, L.C. 123, 3 G&E.

Contract; applies to. Swift v. Tyson; Quin-
lan, 205 U.S. 410 ; Green County, 211 U.S.
582. Commercial paper is a courier with-
out baggage. Overton

; Quinlan, 205 U.S.
410.

Procedure: See Trilogy of Liberal Construc-
tion ; Crepps ; Hahn ; McNair v. Hunt, 5
Mo. 300 ; Valle, 19 Mo. 461 ; Cooper v.
Eeynolds ; Harrow ; Balsewicz ; Eice v.
Travis. § 357.

Limitations of. See Consensus; C. & A. E.E.
V. Clausen ; Doddridge.

Test of applying this maxim. § 237.
The province of this maxim is that

of Consensus and Ut res magis. This
Trilogy of Liberal Construction should
be considered with the Trilogy of
Strict Construction. § 101, et seq.

Omnia Praesumuntur.

—

It was correctly applied in WiU
Hams V. Peyton, L.C. 116, 3 G&R;
Doddridge, §§131-133, Equity. Con-
tra; Harvey v. Tyler, L.C. 128, 3
G&R ; Cooper v. Reynolds.
A record offered to prove res ad-

judicata or title to property must in

all of its parts be sufficient to resist

objections upon collateral attack.
This includes motions in arrest and
the general demurrer. Tlie functions
of these matters never fluctuate, and
they never die. Nor are matters of
substance presumed to defeat their

operation. Campbell v. Porter, L.C.

2, et seq., 3 G&R ; U.S. v. Cruikshank,
L.C. 232, id.

This maxim is not given an opera-
tion destructive of De non apparentf-
hus and its corollaries. §§ 83-124, 1

G&R; Dehile.

What public policy demands to

appear afflrmatively cannot be sup-
plied by intendments or liberal con-

struction. The mandatory require-
ments of a constitutionalism must af-
flrmatively appear. De non apparen-
tibus.

This maxim should be considered
with Consensus, also Vt res magis.
The rules of the burden of proof

are related to Omnia prwsumuntur
rite.

Broom's discussion of this maxim men-
tions: Presumptions from possession
—occupancy—that it is presumed
lawful. See Lester, L.C. 141; Wil-
liamson V. Brown. A license is pre-
sumed from long user. Prohatis ex-
tremis prwsumuntur media (p. 944) ;

official action (p. 945) ; that officers
have acted bona fide if prima facie
authority for their action appears
(C. V. Kane, L.C. 183, 3 G&R) ; the
regularity of judgments ; that neces-
sary facts were proved to sustain a
judgment (Dobson, L.C. 232) ; an ap-
pellant must show that a judgment
is wrong (p. 946) ; Onus prohandi on
appellant (McArthur v. Howett, L.C.
99, 3 G&R) ; Prwsumatur pro justiiia
sententicB (Clem, L. C. 2c, 3 G&R) ;

honesty and good faith

—

Malum non
prwsumitur; crime is not presumed
(p. 947 ; Coffin v. U.S.) ; marriage and
legitimacy presumed ; long exercise
of a right; Prohatis extremis prwsu-
muntur media (p. 948) ; long contin-
ued enjoyment of a right presumes
validity (p. 949) ; from long continu-
ance of acts

; jurisdictional facts not
presumed (p. 950) ; Do non apparenti-
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Omnia Praesumuntur.

—

hun (Ci-epps, L.C. 113, 3 G&R) ; in-

ferior and superior courts, distinc-
tions (pp. 951-953). Jurisdictional
facts must atiirmatively appear upon
the face of tbe proceedings in an in-

ferior court, otlierwise in superior
tribunals. Gosset v. Howard, 10 Q.B.
457, 59 E.C.L.R. Cf. pp. 180-1S2, 601-

602, Bro. JIax.. Stli ed.

OMNIS INNOVATIO PLUS NOVITATE PEE-
turbat quam utilitate prodest : Every in-

novation disturbs more by its novelty
than it benefits by its utility. 4 G&R.
See Custom ; Usage : Convenience.

OMNIS BATIHABITIO EETEOTEAHITTJE
et mandate a'quiparatur : A subsequent
ratification has a retrospective etfect. and
is equivalent to a prior command. 4 G&
E. Cited, §§ 15, 204. Qui seiitit ; Periin,

11 Mo. 14.

ONCE A MOETGAGE ALWAYS A MOET-
gage : 4 G&K ; 2 Sto. Eq. lOlS, 1019 ; 4

Kent, 454. Froidevaux v. .Jordan, 64 W.
Va. 38S, 131 A.S. 911-92S. ext.n.

This maxim was created by the chan-

cery courts of England long before the

days of Lord Chancellor Eldon. New-
comb V. Bonham, 1 Vcrn. 7, 23 Bng. Re-

print, 266 ; Seton v. Slade, 7 Vesey, Jr.

265. 32 Eng. Reprint, 108, White & Tu-

dor's Lead. Eq. Cas., 131 Am. St. 916.

ONE IS PEEStTMED TO INTEND THE NAT-
ural, direct and probable consequences of

his act. Cited, §§21, 22, 37, 65. See

Presumptions : Squib Case ; Intent.

ONTAEIO LAND CO. V. YOEBY, 212 U.S.

152. Cited, §§ 200, 2S3. 301. Equitable

estoppel aids an assessment roll. See

Fletcher v. Trewalla, L.C. 18. 3 G&R.
ONUS PEOBANDI: Burden of proof. 4

G&R.
OPENING A JUDGMENT; 4 G&B.
OPENING AND CLOSING A CASE: 4 G&R.
OPERATION OF LAW: 4 G&R.
OPINION EVIDENCB: 4 G&E. See Experts.

OPINIONS; JUDGMENTS; DISTINCTIONS:
4 G&R.

OPPRESSION. 4 G&R.
OPTIMA ENIM EST LEGIS INTEEPEES

consuetudo : I'sage is the best interpreter

of law. 4 G&R. Contemporanea.

OPTIMUS INTEEPEES EEEUM USUS:

Usage is the best interpreter of things.

Wigglesworth. L.C. 399, et seq.. 3 G&R.

OBAL EVIDENCE: 4 G&R. Leading Cases:

Pym V. Campbell; Woollam v. Hearn, L.

C. .52, 53, 3 G&R. See Contra Bcriptum;

Fiunt rnim.

The greatest rule of evidence is, wnat

outjht to he of record must be proved iu

record and hy the rif/ht record." See Pro-

cedure The rules of Oral Evidence are

inseparably connected with the above rule.

1 Gr. Ev. 86, 87, 275 ; Wain, L.C. 33:j, 3

G&R; Gooch, 8 Mo. 391.

nelirrni of deed or writing may be eae-

plaTned ly. Main. 88 Ark. 383. 129 Am.

St 110-112: Contemporanea, etc.

An absolute deed may he shown to he a

mortgage. "Once a mortgage, always a

Oral Evidence.

—

mortgage." Cabrera, 214 U.S. 231 : Cases ;

Johnson, 17 Mo. 58 ; Howard v. Harris.
That the contract was an escrow. 18 L.R.

A.(X.S.) 288. See Jones, 17 Mo. 557.
Contracts that may he partly oral and partly

xrrittcn may he explained. Brown, 90 Mo.
184, 189; Malpas, 1 L.R., C.P.Div. 336,
suh Pym, L.C. 52, 3 G&E.

Custom and usage may he shown if no word
is contradicted. Barnard, 10 Wall. 388.

See Harper, L.C. 218, 3 G&R; Partridge;
Senior v. Armltage ; Smith v. Wilson

;

Soulier ; Blackett ; Malpas.
Deeds; while executory cannot he varied.

Lane, 5 Mo.' 101 ; 4 G&R. Nihil tarn con-

veniens.

All antecedent negotiations merge in the
contract. 205 U.S. 105 ; Eeigart, 217 Mo.
165 ; McFadden, 92 Mo. 343, 1 Am. St. 72
(bill of lading) ; Hogins, L.C. 379, 3 G&
R ; Barnard v. K;ellogg, 10 Wall. 388 (war-

rant" cannot be added).
When parties contract, and further con-

tract to let muniments of evidence stand

to manifest the contract, to this applies

Expresslo unius ; § 53, 1 G&E. The par-

ties have made their contracts, primary
and secondary, and these must be respect-

ed. Non hwc; § 53, 1 G&E ; Davis, 208

111. 375 ; Chip. Cas. Cents. ; 217 Mo. 165.

Contra Scriptum; Fiunt enim.

Commercial paper is strictly protected. 4
G&R ; Hughes, 188 N.C. 318, 128 Am. St.

606-631, ext.n.

Insurance policies; the parol evidence rule.

Xaapa, 150 Mich. 467, 16 L.R.A.(N.S.)

1165-1264.
Equity is the fountain of the most in-

teresting phases of the admission of oral

evidence. Lester, L.C. 341, 3 G&R ;
Wool-

lam, L.C. 5:!. id.; "Once a mortgage al-

ways a mortgage" ;
Construction ; Contem-

poranea, etc.

OEATION ON THE CEOWN; Demosthenes;

The Trilogy of Procedure. § 189.

OEDEE: 4 G&R.
OEDINANCES; BY-LAWS: 4 G&B.
OEDINE PLACITANDI SEEVATO, SEEVA-

tur et jus: The order of pleading being

preserved, the law is preserved. 4 G&R.

OEEGON: Strict rules of pleadings required.

Bowen v. Emerson.
Trilogy of Procedure respected as in

California.

Due process of law; Audi alteram par-

tem^Res adjudicata—respected. Ruck-

man, 4 G&R. „,, ^ . .

Records essential; Dehile; What ought

to be of record, must be proved by record

and by the right record. The tact, or is-

sue, supporting the judgment must appear.

Hoover.
ORE TENUS: 4 G&R.
OEIGO EEI INSPICI DEBET: The origin of

a thing ought to be inquired into. 4 G&E.

OEIGINAL ENTEY: 4 G&R.
OEIGINAL PACKAGE: 4 G&R. Bartemeyer;

Leisey v. May. 178 U.S. 496.

OSBOEN V. BANK OF U. S., 9 Wheat. (U.

S ) 738, 6 L.ed. 204, 4 G&R. Consensus;

formal defects are cured by the statute of
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Osbom V. Bank of U. S.—
jeofails. Act 1789, Ch. 20. Appearance of
attorney presumed regular.

OSBOEN V. MONCUEE, 3 Wend. 170, 4 G&E.
A cause of action must exist wben insti-

tuted. Becklenberg. Quod ab initio. See
Alabama.

OSCANYAN V. WINCHESTEE AEMS CO.,
103 U.S. 261 (26 L.ed. 539), L.C. 41, 3
G&R. Judicial admissions bind the client

of in pari delicto cause. Mahan. Opening
statement may be cause for dismissal. 214
U.S. 236.

OSGOOD V. E. E., 77 Vt. 334, 70 L.R.A. 930,
4 G&R. Contract ; Lew non exacte; reason
is the soul of the law.

OTHEB CEIMES: 4 G&R. See System;
Res inter alios.

OUTRAM V. MOBEWOOB, 3 East, 346, 102
Eng. Reprint, 630, 7 R.R. 473, 3 G&R.
Cited, §§ 80, 185, 232, 294, 295, 309, 313,
333. Bes Adjudioata. Estoppel by ver-
dict ; Cromwell ; 17 111. 25.

OVERTON V. TYIiEE, 3 Pa. 346, 45 Am. Dec.
645 647, n., 1 Am. Lead. Cas. 363-411, n.,

4 G&R. "Commercial paper is a courier
without baggage." Swift ; Miller v. Race ;

Union Trust Co.
OWEN V. WESTON, 63 N.H. 599, 56 Am.

Rep. 547-554 ; 67 L.R.A. 179-195, ext.n., 4

G&R. Records ; Amendment of. See
Amendments.

OXFORD'S (EARL OF) CASE, 1 Ch. Rep. 1,

2 Lead. Eq. Cas. (W.&T.) 1291 1416, ext.

n., 21 Eng. Reprint, 485, sub Needham v.

Thayer, L.C. 261. 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 49, 62,
328. Judgments ; Equitable jurisdiction
over. Needham, L.C. 261, et seg.

OXLEY STAVE CO. v. BUTLER CO, 3 G&R.
166 U.S. 648, 41 L.ed. 1149, 4 G&R. Fed-
eral question must appear, from the right
record. See Federal Question ; Furman,
L.C. 147o, 3 G&R ; Howard v. Fleming

;

Winona.
OYER: 4 G&E.
PABST BREWING CO. V. CEENSHAW, 198

U.S. 17, 4 G&R. Construction of state
statute by state court conclusive.

PACIFIC, 22 Mo. 303. Cited, § 469. Non
hwG.

PACIFIC, 23 Mo. 359. Cited, % 245. Quilibet
pote.'it renunciare.

PACI SUNT MAXIMB CONTBARIA, VIS ET
injuria : Force and wrong are especially
contrary to peace. 4 G&R. Inter arma
legis silent.

PACTA CONVENTA, QUJE NEQUE CON-
tra leges, negue dolo malo inita
sunt, omnl mode observanda sunt : Con-
tracts which are not illegal, and do not
originate in fraud must in all respects be
observed. In pari; Pacta privata; Pactis
privatorum. Conscntio privatorum non
potest publico juri derogare; Crimen
omnia.

PACTA DANT LEGEM CONTRACTUI:
Agreements give the law to the con-
tract. 4 G&R. Modus; Communis error
facit jus.

PACTA PRIVATA JTJRI PUBLICO DEEO-
gare non possnnt : Private contracts can-
not derogate from the public law. 4 G&R.
Cited, § 13. In pari; Pacta conventa.

PACTIS PRIVATORUM JUEI PUBLICO
non derogatur : Private compacts do not
derogate from public law. Cited, § 13. In
pari. Pacta conventa.

PAGE V. ENEBEEG, 95 Mo. Ap. 127. Cited,

§§ 371, 377. Motion for new trial need
not be specific. Philosophy of the law dis-

regarded.
PAGE V. HEINEBEBG, 40 Vt. 81, 94 Am.

Dec. 378-387, ext.n., 4 G&R. Corporations ;

Capacity to take and hold real estate.

PAIN, EX PARTE (R. v. PAIN), 5 Barn. &
Cress. 251 (11 E.C.L.R.), 15 Rul. Cas. 209,
L.C. 107, 3 G&R. Cited, |§ 65, 163, 188,
192, 294, 299. Pleadings ; repugnant are
void. Fulkerson ; Moss ; Needinberger ; Ne-
vile ; S. v. Hardwick ; Thornton ; Cald-
well ; Camden ; S. v. Shoemaker ; Steam-
boat ; S. v. Jones ; Thornton ; Tilden ; Mc-
Kee.

PALPREY V. PORTLAND E.E., 4 Allen
(Mass.) 55, sub Cumber v. Wane, L.C. 311,
3 G&R. Bx nudo.

PAEADINE V. JANE, Aleyn, 26, 82 Eng. Re-
print, 519, 2 Sm. Lead. Cas. 39, 8th ed.,

81 Am. St. 473-475. sub Robinson v. Da-
vidson, L.C. 309, 3 G&R. 81 Am. St. 473-
475 ; 1 Encyc. L. & Pr. 1101. Contract

;

one may contract against accident.
PABAISO V. U. S., 207 U.S. 368-372, 4 G&E.

Cited, p. xiii, Preface; §§ 264, 266. Plead-
ing ; indictment ; sufficient if accused un-
derstood it. Federal question can not first

arise by an assignment of errors in the
state court.

PARDONS: 4 G&R.
PARENT: 4 G&E.
PAEKER, 61 111. 369. Cited, § 163. Verba

fortius.

PARKINSON V. P., 130 III. 401, 10 L.R.A.
91, n., 4 G&R. Plea of not guilty essen-
tial ; S.P., Grain.

PARKS, 22 111. 522. Cited, § 310. Pleadings;
general allegations insufficient. Taylor v.
Sprinkle.

PARLIAMENT: 4 G&E.
PARLIAMENTAEY LAW: 4 G&E.
PAEOL (ORAL) EVIDENCE: 4 G&R.
PARTICIPATION IN CRIME : 4 G&E. Spies

V. People.
; R. v. Coney ; S. v. Sumner.

PAETICULAES: 4 G&R. See Bill of ; Cryps
V. Baynton, 2 G&R.

PARTIES: 4 G&R; 30 Cyc. 1-144; 1 Street,
Fed. Eq. 747-501 (capacity to sue) ; 502-
538 (parties to suit).

A wronged party must be described. Mc-
Candless, 211 U.S. 437. 402; Williams v.
Eggleston, L.C. 94, 3 G&E. See Bulkley,
§453.
Authority to sue means the wronged

party complaining. Fabula. An authority
must appear ; this is jurisdictional. Wil-
liams V. Eggleston

; § 402, ct seq.
Keic parties man be brought in. Dedrick, 15

N.D. 515, 125 Am. St. 608; Sherman v.
Parrish, 53 N.Y. 483.

But not by cross bill. What ought t»
be of record must appear from the record
and by the right record. Cross Bill

;

Shields; Sto. Eq. PI. 385; 2 Street, Fed.
Eq. 1030.

Codes are broader than the rule lu
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Parties.

—

Shields, as they should be. Interest rei-
publicce. New parties may be brought In
by a defendant, or by order of the court.
Sherman ; Winter. 27 Calif. 256, 22 Am.
St. 243, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 130: Cases.
A wrongdoer must be described. § 415.

Ahuence of party is waicabJc; therefore it

must be specially excepted to. Canon
City, 43 Colo. 144, 17 L.R.A.(N.S.) 272;
Seven Lakes. 40 Colo. 382, 17 L.R.A. 329 ;

Bulkley. See Williams v. Eggleston ; Quis,
Quidj coram quo.

Legal capacity to sue; defect of may he
traivcd. Bulkley.

PARTITION: 4 G&R; 30 Cyc. 145-333.
PARTITIONING OF THE LAW: 4 G&R.
PARTNERS: 4 G&R. /dem Ajrens applies to.

I'atrlck.

PARTNERSHIP: 4 G&R.; 30 Cyc. 334-769.
Creates a general agency. Partners are
agents for each other.

fVliat constitutes. Milling Co., 107 Va. 476,
18 L.R.A. (N.S.) 962-1106

Partner cannot charge the firm for his serv-
ices. Williams, 47 Wash. 472, 17 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 384-419. extn.

PART PERFORMANCE: 4 G&E.
PARTRIDGE v. INS. CO., 15 Wall. 573, 21

L.ed. 229, 4 G&R. Custom inadmissible
to affect written contract.

PARTY WALLS: 4 G&R; 30 Cyc. 870-882.
PASLET V. FREEMAN, 3 Term Rep. (D. &

B.) 51, 100 Eng. Reprint, 450, 2 Sm. L.

C. 75-106, 8th ed., 66-101, 11th ed., L.C.

375, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 13, 22, 296. Caveat
emptor; Misrepresentation ; Deceit.

PASSENGERS: 4 G&R. See Carriers.

PATENTS (LAND PATENTS) : 4 G&R.
PATENT RIGHT TO INVENTORS: 30 Cyc.

803 1057. Waiver of. Gill v. U.S.
PATERSON V. GANDASEQUI, 15 Bast, 62,

104 Eng. Reprint, 768. 13 R.R. 68, 2 Sm.
L.C. 386-397, 8th ed., 365 371, 11th ed.,

sub Thomson v. Davenport, L.C. 342, 3
G&R. Agency ; Disclosed and undisclosed

principals.

PATRICK V. BOWMAN, 149 U.S. 411, 37 L.

ed. 790, 4 G&R. Idem Ayens ; partner's

deceit. Keech. Agent failing to bind his

principal, binds himself. Sturdivant, L.C.

410, 3 G&R. Contracts by letter. Adams.
PATTERSON, 25 Mo. 13. Cited, § 26. S.P.,

Gorder.
PAUL: 2 G&R.
PAUL V. LUTTEELL, 1 Colo. 491: Cases; 4

G&R. Inconsistent defences permissible.

See Crater.
PAUL V. SMITH, 82 Ky. 451. Cited, % 450.

Coram judice proceedings ; elements.

PAULSEN v. PORTLAND, 149 U.S. 30, 4

G&R. Due process of law; notice essen-

tial; Oakley; Audi; Taxation.

PAXTPEB: 4 G&R. 30 Cyc. 1058-1062.

PAWNBROKERS: 30 Cyc. 1168-1170. See

Pledge.
PAXTON ETC. CO. v. FARMERS' ETC. CO.,

45 Neb. 884. 50 Am. St. 585, 29 L.R.A.

833, 4 G&R. Title to statute; Nigrum;

BoieL
PAXTON V. DANIELL, 1 Wash. 19. Cited, §

452. Coram judice; what Is. Paul.

PAYMENT: 4 G&R; 30 Cyc. 1173-1236.
Tobey. Volunteer paying a debt is not
subrogated. Dering ; Xon hwc.

With stolen funds. See Miller v. Race.
PAYNE V. CAVE, 3 Term Rep. (D.&.E.), 148,

100 Eng. Reprint, 502, Willst. Conts. 1,

L.C. 307, 3 G&R. Contracts ; Auction
Sales : Offer and acceptance. Anderson v.

Wisconsin Cent. R.R., 107 Minn. 296, 131
Am. St. 462-502, ext.n., stating Payne.

PAYNE V. DEEWB, 4 East, 523, 102 Eng.
Reprint, 931, sui Freeman v. Howe, L.C.
287, 3 G&R.

PEACE BONDS: 4 G&R.
PEACHY v. SOMERSET (DUKE OF), 1

Strange. 447, 93 Eng. Reprint, 626, 2
Lead. Bq. Cas. (W. &T.) 2014-2072, ext.n.,

L.C. 392, 3 G&R. Contract ; Penalties

;

Stipulated damages. Kemble ; Sloman.
PEARCE V. BROOKS, 1 Exch. 213, 4 H.
& C. 358, 6 Rul. Cas. 325-492, ext.n., L.

C. 368, 2 Willst. Conts. 499, 3 G&R.
Contracts ; In pari; In jure; Knowledge
of seller, when too remote.

FEARSALL v. SMITH, 149 U.S. 231: Cases;
37 L.ed. 717, n., 4 G&R. Statute of lim-

itations : Concealment of the cause of
action to remove the bar.

PECK V. U.S., 102 U.S. 64, 26 L.ed. 46, n.,

suh Lex non cogit ad impossibilia ; 4
G&R. Contract ; impossibility, when a
defence.

PEDIGREE: 4 G&R.
PEEPLES, 19 111. 269. Cited, § 163. Lib-

eral construction ; limitations. Trilogy
of Procedure.

PEMBERTON, 6 Mo. 59. Cited, § 371. De-
nies Nichols V. Stephens. Fraud may be

charged generally.

PENAL ACTION: 4 G&R.
PENAL STATUTES: 4 G&R. Construction;

must be reasonable. U.S. v. Corbett, 215
U.S. 333 ; Jennings v. C. 109 Va. 84,

132 Am. St. 446; U.S. v. Wiltberger.

Are strictly construed. Crepps, L.C. 113, 3
G&R.

PENALTY: 4 G&R; 30 Cyc. 1331-1364.

Stipulation for damages construed a pen-

alty, when. Kemble,. L.C. 391, 3 G&R.
PENDING OF ANOTHER ACTION: 4 G&R.
PENNOWFESKY V. COERVEE, 205 Mo. 135.

Cited, p. XV, Preface; §§110, 191, 245,

362, 380, 383, 397. 405, 486. Mandatory
and statutory records ; distinctions not

understood by the bar of Missouri.

PENNOYER V. NEFF, 95 U.S. 714 (24 L.

ed. 565), L.C. 58, 3 G&R. Cited, %% 146,

190, 350. Audi alteram partem; notice

of proceedings. Service by publication

strictly judged.
PENNSYLVANIA: Procedure in is an estab-

lishment peculiar to itself. Massachu-

setts, New York, Pennsylvania and Illi-

nois have been much sought. New York

was long supposed to be most valuable

because it was a code state. Pennsyl-

vania has had a procedure of its own,

which has not attracted other states.

PENNSYLVANIA CO. v. LOFTIS, 72 O. St.

288, 106 Am. St. 597-612, ext.n.. 4 G&R.
Carriers ; connecting lines are not part-

ners. 33 Cyc. 71fi, Assent to ticket not

presumed. Cherry.
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PENN V. BALTIMORE, 1 Ves. 444, 27 Eng.
Reprint, 1132, 2 Lead. Bq. Cas. 1808-
1832, ext.n., L.C. 275, 3 G&R. Equity acts
in personam. Fall, 215 U.S. 1-15.

PENNYWIT V. FOOTE, 27 O. St. 600, 4 G
&R. Conclusiveness of judgments. See
ISstoppel ; Brittain.

PENRUDDUCK'S CASE, 5 Colte (Part V),
100, 77 Eng. Reprint, 210, 4 G&R. Over-
lianging eaves a trespass.

PENSIONS: 4 G&E. 30 Cyc. 1366-1378.
P. STANDS FOR PEOPLE; C, Comraon-

wealtli ; S., State ; R., Rex or Regina
(King or Queen) ; U.S., United States.
For gatliering of cases on crime, see Rex
Cases.

P. EX EEL. ARMSTRONG V. WARDEN, N.Y.
City Prison, 183 N.Y. 223, 2 L.R.A.(N.
S.) 859-862, n., 4 G&R.

P. EX REL. ATT'Y GEN. V. BROWN, 23
Colo. 425, L.C. 131, 3 G&R. S.P., Dodd-
ridge ; Crepps. Jurisdictional facts must
afflrmatively appear. People's Bank ; P.
V. P.

PEONAGE: 30 Cyc. 1382-1388.
PEOPLE'S BANK v. CALHOUN, 102 US'.

260-261, L.C. 12d, 3 G&R. Cited, §§245,
333. Jurisdiction depends on substance
affirmatively appearing ; consent will not
confer it. De non apparentibus ; § 10,
Sto. Eq. PI. P. ex rel. Atty. Gen. t.

Brown.
P. V. ARTESIAN CO. (1910), 150 111. Ap.

188. Cited, p. xii. Preface
; § 346. Res

adjudicata; a mere judgment entry will
prove ; it will be presumed coram judice.
See Vail v. Iglehart ; Johnson v. Baker

;

Van Cleaf v. Burns, L.C. 17, 3 G&R

;

Matousek ; Rensberger v. Britton ; Con
solidated Coal Co. {Res adjudicata must
be pleaded). Clem v. Meserole, L.C. 2c,

3 G&R.
P. v. CAESAR, 1 Parker, C.C. 645, 4 G&R.

Punishment may be accumulative. Crimes
and their punishment is local. C. v. Mac-
loon.

P. V. CAMPBELL, 59 C'al. 243, 43 Am. Eep.
257-263, 4 G&R. Homicide ; Self defence ;

Threats as an element. See Campbell
V. P.

P. V. CORNING, 2 N.Y. (2 Comstock) 9, 1
Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. & H.) 599-612, n.,

49 Am. Dec. 364-369, 19 L.R.A. 342, sui
S. V. Croteau, L.C. 271, 3 G&R. Former
jeopardy is sustained by acquittal ; state
cannot appeal. S. v. Croteau, L.C. 271.
3 G&R. C. V. Cummings.

P. V. CUNNINGHAM, i Denio, 524, 43 Am.
Dee. 709-718, n., 4 G&R. Nuisance ; what
constitutes.

P. V. DAWELL, 25 Mich. 247, 12 Am. Eep.
260. Cited, § 350. S.P., Gettys ; Thomas
V. P. Elements of a coram judice pro-
ceeding.

P. V. GETTY, 49 Cal. 581-584, sub R.R. v.
Stewart, L.C. 290a, 3 G&R. Stenographic
reports improper matter for statutory
record. L.C. 290a, 3 G&R.

P. V. HASTINGS, 29 Cal. 449, L.C. 144, 3
G&R. Cited, § 216. Division of state
power : only the assessor can assess

P. V. JOHNSON, 12 Johns. 292, 40 Am. Eep.
76, n., 4 G&R. False pretences ; elements

P. V. Johnson.

—

of the crime. R. v. Naylor ; R. v. Wheat-
ly, L.C. 19, 3 G&R.

P. V. LAWRENCE, 143 Cal. 148, 68 L.R.A.
193-223. 4 G&R. Conspiracy; elements
of ; Spies.

P. V. MAYNARD, 14 111. 419, L.C. 143, 3
G&R. Jurisdiction vested by the consti-

tution is exclusive. Marbury ; JSxpressio
unius; S. v. Ryan, 182 Mo. 349.

P. V. McOUMBER, 18 N.Y. 315, 27 Barb.
632, 15 How. Prac. 186, 72 Am. Dee.

515 526, ext.n., L.C. 110, 3 G&R. False
and sham pleading. Nihil possumus;
Graver, L.C. 102, et seq., 3 G&R.

P. V. McDANIELS, 137 Cal. 192, 92 Am.
St. 81-159, ext.n., 4 G&R. Former jeop-

ardy ; conviction of lesser offense ; when
it is. C. V. Robey, L.C. 74, et seq., 3
G&R ; Brantley, 217 U.S. 284.

P. V. MOLINEUX, 168 N.Y. 264, 62 L.R.A.
193-357, ext.n., 4 G&R. Cited, § 21. Res
inter alios; System; Collateral facts to

prove intent ; P. v. Hagerow, 236 111. 514
(abortion).

P. V. MOORE, 1 Idaho, 660-670, 4 G&R.
Taxation ; assessments must be aptly
made. Drew. See Assessments.

P. V. P., 4 Johns. 292. Cited, § 132. S.P.,

Doddridge ; Crepps ; S. v. Metzger.
P. V. EEDINGER, 55 Cal. 290, 36 Am. Eep.

32, 11 Cent. L.J. 350, sub Fugitives from'
Justice, 2 G&R. Fugitives can claim no
consideration from courts.

P. V. ROBEY, 52 Mich. 577-581, 50 Am. Eep.
270-274, n., 4 G&E. Actus non facit
reum; intent no element in statutory
crime. C. v. Mash ; E. v. Prince.

P. v. ROGERS, 18 N.Y. 9, 72 Am. Dec. 484-
493, ext.n.. L.C. 198, 3 G&R. Homicide;
Insanity ; Drunkenness, when a defence

;

Burden of proof. U.S. v. Drew ; C. v.

Rogers, L.C. 199, 3 G&R.
P. V. SEYMOUR, 16 Cal. 382, 76 Am. Dec.

52J-540, ext.n., L.C. 256. 3 G&R. Taxa-
tion ; Curative statutes ; Limitations. C.
& A R.R. V. Clausen.

P. T. TOWN OF SALEM, 20 Mich. 452, 4
Am. Rep. 400, 4 G&R. Legislative power ;

limitations. Taylor v. Porter, L.C. 219,
3 G&R.

P. V. TURNER, 55 111. 280, 8 Am. Rep. 645,
L.C. 252, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 163, 314.
Statutes cannot override fundamental
law. P. v. Town of Salem.

P. V. VERNON, 35 Cal. 49, 95 Am. De(;.
49-76. ext.n., 4 G&R. Res gestw; what
facts are.

P. v. WILLIS, 14 Johns. 370. Cited, §§
132, 270. S.P., Crepps; Doddridge.

PERCY MIN. CO. V. HALLAM, 22 Colo. 233,
4 G&R. Exceptions must appear in the
statutory record. Gramp, § 463 ; "What
ought to be of record" ; Harris v. S

PEREZ V. FERNANDEZ, 202 U.S. 80-101, L.
C. 2e, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 182, 232. Res
adjudicata; all that could or might have
been heard is presumed to have been. In-
terest reipublicw. See Hume.

Splitting causes of action not permissible.
Error appearing in the mandatory record

saves itself. Windsor.
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PERFORMANCE OF CONDITIONS: 4 G&R.
PERJURY: 4 G&R; 30 C}«. 1895-1463.

Indictments for. Moore v. S., 91 Miss.
•2o0. lUM Am. St. 052-67S, ext.n. ; S. v.

Shupe.
Impofisihie if no issue is shown from the

right record. Munday : Cases. Faiula;
Frusfra.

PERPETUATING TESTIMONY: 4 G&E.
PERPETUITIES: 4 G&R; 30 Cyc. 1464-

1534.
PEERINE V. BLAKE, Hargrave's Law

Tracts, 4S9, 4 Burr. 2D79, 98 Eng. Re-
print, 355. 10 Rul. Cas. 689, sub Sliel-

ley's Case. 4 G&R.
PERRY V. PORTER, 124 Mass. 338-342, L.

C. 136a, 3 G&R. Friistra probaiur; Alle-

gata et probata must correspond. S.P.,

Bristow.
PERRY V. WORCESTER, 6 Gray, 544, 66
Am. Dec. 431-442. ext.n.. 4 G&R. Muni-
cipal corporations ; exercise of sovereign
power; Rex non potest peccare.

PERSONAL CONTRACT: 4 G&R.
PERSONAL INJURY: 4 G&R. See Squib

Case : M'Manus ; Farwell ; Lynch y. Nur-
din : Vicars ; May ; Kearney ; Stokes ; R.R.
V. Locljwood ; Negligence, 4 G&R.

PETER V. COMPTON, Sliinrer, 853, 90 Eng.
Reprint. 1080. 1 Sm. L.C. (all editions,

G14, 633), extn., in 8tli ed.. 1 in. 316-

322, llth ed., L.C. 340, 3 G&E. Cited, §§
13o, 293. Statute of Frauds ; Contracts

not to be performed in a year. Cited,

Fletcher, 5 Mo. 46.

Ut res magis, etc. If the contract could or

might hare been performed within a

year, then it is not within the statute.

Lawrence t. Cooke, 56 Me. 187. 96 Am.
St 443 ; 70 Cent. L.J. 420-427 ; Lewis v.

Tapman, 90 Md. 294, 47 L.R.A. 385
:.

Cases; White t. Fitts, 102 Me. 240, 15

L.R.A. (N.S.) 313-330. Stated, §293.
PETERS V. FLEMING, 6 Mees. & W. 42, 4

G&R. Contract of infants ; their powers ;

necessaries ; Craig ; Ryder.

PETITION: 4 G&R.
PETITION OF EIGHT: 4 G&R.
PETTIBONE V. NICHOLS, 203 U.S. 192-

222. Cited, §'510. Jurisdiction obtained

by fraud may nevertheless be exercised.

See Dunlap ; Ex dolo malo.

Necessity excuses government in its opera-

tions Moyer v. Peabody, 212 U.S. 78-86,

35 Colo. 157, 12 L.R.A.(M.S.) 979.

Extradition may rest on shams and false-

hood. Moyer, 12 Idaho, 250, 118 Am. St.

214. 12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 227.

PFISTER V. WADE, 69 Cal. 133, 4 G&R.

Counterclaim ; claimant of, gains a stand-

ing thereon without more. McLeod.

PHELPS V. RACET, 60 N.Y. 10, 19 Am.

Rep. 140, 9 L.R.A. 139, .L.C. 191, 3

G&R Limitations of legislative power

to establish rules of evidence. Selz v.

Hesterberg, 211 U.S. 31, 42 ; S. v. Beach,

L.C. 258, 3 G&R. ^.^ ,

PHILADELPHIA E.E., 13 How. 307. Cited,

g 298
PHILADELPHIA, ETC. E.E. v. DEEBY 14

How. 468, 14 L.ed. 502, 4 G&R. Carrier

;

liability to free passenger. R.R. v. Lock-

wood, L.C. 352, 3 G&R.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS: 4 G&R.
PHILOSOPHY: Of tlie two juridical rec-

ords. P. vii; Preface; §§43-47, 86, 101,
et sect.; Ii5a, 174, et seg.; 248, 275, 287,
309.

Ft is a Icey and a guide. P. ix. Preface; §§
S7, 101, et scq.

Entirety of the law involves. §§ 60-100,
283.

Codes provide for collateral attack; deduc-
tions herefrom. §§ 85, et seq.; 145a, 288.

Departures from; consequences. P. xiv,.

Preface; §§87. 112, ct seg.; 175.

Sec General Demurrer.
Of procedtire in federal courts; disregarded.-

§ 253, et seg.

Of procedure from an Illinois standpoints

§§ 309-361, 442, 446, 447.

From a Missouri viewpoint. §§ 362-509.

Attacks upon in Missouri. %% 364, et seg.^
440.

Is different in civil and in criminal cases.

§ 440. See Munday : Cases. Trilogy of

Procedure.
Mandatory record is surplusage tmthout mo-

tion in arrest. § 441. See Hope v. Blair ;

Davis, § 458, and cognate cases.

PHOTOGRAPH: 4 G&E.
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 4 G&R; Bes

ipsa loquitur.

PHYSICIAN: 4 G&R. See Surgeons; 30
Cyc. 1039 1600.

PICKARD V. SEAES, 6 Adol. & Bl. 469 (33

B.C.L.R.), 4 G&R. Cited, §§294, 308.

See Equitable Estoppel ; Bouv. Die. ; St.

Louis, 29 Mo. 601 ; Horn v. Cole ; Cape
G. R.R.

PIEECY V. SARIN, 10 Cal. 22, 70 Am. Dec.

692, 4 G&R. Pleadings under codes ; gen-

eral issue not permitted.

PIER V. HEINEICHOFFEN, 52 Mo. 333.

Cited, §§141. 371, 374, 383, 390, 418,

494, 499. Pleadings are constitutive,

quoted § 374. Pleadings defined, § 371.

Essential for res adjudicata; S. v.

Muench; McQuitty. Quoted §499 (em-

phasis on the code provisions as if they

were local).

PIGOT'S CASE, Coke (Vol. 6, pt. XI)

266, n., 77 Eng. Reprint, 1177, sub Mas-

ter V. Miller, 4 G&R. Alterations; con-

tract may be valid in part and void in

part.

PILOTS: 30 Cyc. 1607-1625.

PINNINGTON V. GALLAND, 9 Ex. 1-13, 10

Rul. Cas. 35, 20 Eng. Law & Eq. 561, 4

G&R. Cited, I 292. Ways of necessity.

Snyder, 11 Mo. 513.

PIPER V. PEARSON, 68 Mass. (2 Gray) 120,

61 Am. Dec. 438-443. n., 2 Lead. Crim.

Cas. (B. & H.) 304-308, n., L.C. 114, 3

G&R. S.P., Crepps ; Doddridge ; S. v.

Metzger.
PIRACY: 4 G&E; 30 Cyc. 1625-1632.

PIRTLE V. S., 6 Humph. (Tenn.) 663, 2

Crim. Def. 645, 4 G&R. Intent; Drunk-

enness, mitigates crime.

PISANO, 66 N.J. 1. Cited, § 354. Denies

Balsewicz. Ex dolo malo.

PITSNOGLB T. C, 91 Va. 808, 50 Am. St.

867, 4 G&R. Idem sonans; Moynahan v.

P.
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PLACITA (PLACITUM): 4 G&R. Stubb-
ings ; Skinner.

PLACITA NEGATIVA DUO EXITUM NON
faciunt : Two negative pleas do not
form an issue. 4 G&R.

PLANING MILL CO. T. CHICAGO, 56 III.

304: Cases, L.C. 2<J, 3 G&E. Cited, §g
123, 151, 191, 313. 352. "What ought to
be of record must be proved by record and
iy the right record" ; Wright v. GrUCey

;

Milling Co. v. St. Louis, 222 Mo. 30, 61,

citing Pennowfesky, 205 Mo. 135 ; Smal-
ley (Pleadings are Jurisdictional).

TLEA: 4 G&E; 1 S'treet, Eq. Proc. 825-860.
PLEADINGS: 4 G&R; 31 Cyc. 1-778. Plead-

ings are the juridical means Of Investing
a court with Jurisdiction of a subject-
matter to adjudicate it. §§53, 169, 373,
1 G&R. See Trilogy of Procedure ; Clark
T. Dillon (N.Y.) ; Mallinckrodt (Mo.) ;

Green v. Palmer (Cal.) ; Fish v. Cleland
(111.); Thomas v. P. (111.); Campbell v.

Porter (U.S.) ; Rushton v. Asplnall (Eng.) ;

Jackson v. Pesked (Eng.) ; Munday v.

Vail (N.J.) ; 71 Cent. L.J. 221-228; §§
47, 48-59, 142, 209, 309, 311, 479, 490.

2fot well defined in Illinois and Missouri.

§§ 311, 371, et seq.; 387, 441-474;
Fruatra.

A great section relating to pleading. § 10
Sto. Bq. PI. See Story, 4 G&R, § 47

;

paraphrased, Davis, 126 Mo. 69 ; Thomas
X P., 107 111. 524-525, 47 Am. Rep. 461,
:§ 352a. Quis, quid, coram quo; Mun-
day : Cases. §§476-479, 482, 484, 489.

Vertainty essential for. § 499 ; Frustra.
A cause of action may appear from irrele-

vant probata. See Theory of the Case

;

§§ 442, 446, 479, 489.

The cause of action involves a consid-
eration of the wromged. person, the,

wronsi done hirri and ihe wrongdoer.
Quis, quid, coram quo.—Relating to

these matters arises the "cause of ac-

tion," and herefrom that substance
which presents to a court s considera-
tion the "cause of action." For this

there must be allegations, and of
course these must be certain. See
Allegations, also Certainty, 2 G&R.
Following the allegation is the ad-
mission of the allegations or the de-
nial (2 G&R; Dickson, L.C. 34, 3
G&R) and the issue (2 G&R). An issue
is essential for a trial. Munday,
L.C. 79, 3 G&R. The philosophy of
this requirement is the same in all

cases alike. Munday : Cases. § 311.

Connected with all of the forego-
ing matters arises the general de-
murrer by whatever name it may be
known. § 101, et seq. The general
demurrer Is known by several names,
and arises at various stages, as it

does on motion in arrest, or non ob-
stante veredicto, or orders of re-
pleader, or tests of the record in ap-
pellate procedure, or its sufficiency

Pleadings.

—

for a plea of res adjudicata or upon
collateral attack. See §§ 170o-260, 1
G&R ; also Chaps. V-VI.

Relating to pleadings there must be
considered formal or adjective mat-
ter and matter of substance or sub-
stantive requirements; the latter is

tested by the general demurrer, while
formal matter involves motions and
special demurrers. Formal matter
can be waived. Consensus tollit er-

rorem. See this maxim and citations

to it. Matter of substance cannot be!

waived. Quod ab initio non valet in-

tractu temporis non convalescit. Mat-
ter of substance Introduces the man-
datory record; formal matter Intro-

duces the statutory record. The
origins, histories and purposes of
these records must be well compre-
hended by the practitioner. He must
well understand the Trilogy of Pro-
cedure. De non apparentibus et non
existentibus eadem est ratio (What
is not alleged does not exist, or in

other words what Is not juridically

presented cannot be judicially decid-

ed), and Its cognates. See Chapter V.
Defined. Pp. rvl, xx, Preface; §§8, 49, 50,

65, 138, 142, 295, 311, 333, 387, et seq.,

479.
Superficial definitions. § § 65, 100, 309, 408.
Functions. Pp. vi, vii, xvili. xlv, xix. Pref-

ace; §§ 43, et seq.; 140-162, 309 361, 412.

Res adjudicata depends on. See Res ad-
judicata. §§100, 370. 412, 418.

Codes provide for estoppel of record. §§ 65,

408, et seq.

The trilogy of procedure Is not compre-
hended in the following quotation

:

"Hence a further principle may be laid

down

:

V. The sole office of pleadings should
be to give notice to the respective par-
ties of the claims, defences and cross
demands asserted by their adversaries

;

the pleader should not be held to state
all the elements of claim, defence or
cross demand, but merely to apprise
his adversary fairly of what such claim,
defence or cross demand will be." Ros-
coe Pound, 22 Green Bag, 452; 71
Cent. L.J. 221-228. See 5 111. Law
Rev. 17-182.

The Missouri expression like the above. %

48 ; Consequences. § 406, et seq.
May be made instruments of chicane. §

295. Robinson v. Raley, L.C. 45. 3 G&R

;

Graver, L.C. 102, et seq., 3 G&R. Theory
of the Case ; § 297, et seq.

PLEDGE: 4 G&B. Pledgee may sell, when.
Moses, 53 L.R.A. 857-867, ext.n. ; 121 Am.
St, 201-205.

POISONS: 31 Cyc. 896-900.
POLACK v. PIOCHE, 35 Oal. 416, 4 G&R.

Landlord and tenant ; when tenant must
rebuild. Hallett, L.C. 308d, 3 G&E; 31
Cye. 779-890.
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TOLHILL V. WALTER, 3 Barn. & Adol. 114
(23 E.C.L.R.), L.C. 411. 3 G&R. An
agent warrants his authority.

POLICE POWER: 4 G&R. Limitations of
legislatures ; constitutions alone limit.
Rison, L.C. 253, 3 G&R ; Austin, 10 Mo.
391 (trade or vocation) ; Millett.

Height of iuildings. Welch, 214 U.S. 91

:

Cases; 193 Mass. 364, 23 L.R.A.(N.S.)
1160.

To declare a tort. Hanson v. Krehbiel.
POLITICAL QUESTIONS: 4 G&B. Luther

V. Borden.
POLLARD V. LYON, 91 U.S. 225, 23 L.ed.

308, 4 G&R. See Defamation ; Libel

;

Slander : Harrison v. Bush (fair com-
ment) ; Bromage (express malice must be
proved when).

Women; defamation of. Pollard; Battles,
77 Neb. 563, 24 L.R.A.(N.S.) 577-625,
ext.n.

POLLOCK V. FARMERS' LOANT AND TRUST
Co., 157 U.S. 429-464, 158 id. 601-715.
4 G&R. Injunction to prevent the di-

version of trust funds. Constitutions the
supreme law.

POLYGAMY: 4 G&R.
POND V. P., 8 Mich. 150, 2 Crim. Def. (H.
& S.) 814, «u6 U.S. V. Holmes, 4 G&K.
Self Defence.

POOL, Breese (111). Cited, I 310. Conclu-
sions of law insufficient. Taylor v.

Sprinkle.
POOR T. CARLETON, 3 Sum. (U.S.) 70, No.

11272, Federal Cases, Note, 2 Lead Eq.
Cas. 1413, 1414, L.C. 37, 3 G&R. Denial
of allegations for injunction must be cer-

tain, full, positive and conscientious. See
California ; Dickson. L.C. 34, 3 G&R.

PORTER V. GILE, 47 Vt. 620. Cited, § 450.
Coram judice ; elements of.

PORTER v. POWELL, 79 Iowa, 151, 18 Am.
St. 353, n., 30 Cent. L.J. 286, 7 L.R.A.
176, ext.n., sub Infants, 2 G&R. Con-
tract ; Parent and Child ; Infants entitled

to support by implication. Expreaaio
eorum; Necessaries ; Peters v. Fleming.

POSEY V. DENVER BANK, 7 Colo. Ap. 108,

4 G&R. Conclusions of law are surplus-

age and need not be denied. See Hume.
Posey supports the Trilogy of Procedure.

Clark V. Dillon ; Malllnckrodt,

POSITO UNO OPPOSITOEUM NEGATUE
alterum: One of two opposite positions

being affirmed, the other is denied. 4

G&R. Cited, § § 232, 294. Repugnant
pleadings are void. Pain ; Dickson, L.C.

34. 3 G&R; Falaua; Verba fortius; Alle-

gans.
POSSE COMITATUS: 4 G&R. 44 Am. St.

127-140 ; R. v. Sherlock ; Robinson v. S.

POSSESSION: 4 G&B; 31 Cyc. 928-951.

Eight and ownership presumed from.

Niles ; Williamson v. Brown, 4 G&R; 66

Cent. L..T. 263 264.

POST OFFICE: 31 Cyc. 970-1028.

POSTPONEMENT: 4 G&R.
POST V. KENDALL COUNTY COMMISSION-

ers 105 U.S. 677, 4 G&R. Records of

legislation ; conclusiveness, what are.

Montgomery.
POTIOR EST CONDITIO DEFENDENTIS:

Better Is the condition of the defendant '

Potior Est Conditio.

—

(than that of the plaintiff). 4 G&R.
Cited, § 241. In pari; Favorabiliorea

;

Adore.
POTIOR EST CONDITIO POSSIDENTIS:

Better is the condition of the possessor.
4 G&R. In pari; Actore.

POTTER, 203 111. 592, 96 Am. S't. 322.
Cited, §§ 127, 163. Res adjudicata; a
tact decided is conclusive.

POULTON V. LONDON R.R., L.E., 2 Q. B.
Dlv. 534, 8 B. & S. 616, 19 L.R.A. 825,
826, sub M'Manus v. Crickett, 4 G&R.
Respondeat superior; Malicious acts of
agent, principal not liable for ; i. e., a
conductor arresting a passenger for crime.
M'Manus.

POWER OF ATTORNEY: 4 G&E.
POWERS V. P., 4 Johns. 492. Cited, § 270.

S.P., Crepps ; Doddridge.
PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION. 4 G&R.

Gorder, 83 Neb. 629, 131 Am. St. 629, n.

Contemporanea.
PRACTICE: 4 G&R. See Procedure.
PR.a:SENTIA CORPORIS TOLLIT ERROR-
em nomlnis, et Veritas nomlnis tollit er-

rorem demonstrationis : The presence of
the body cures the error of the name. 4
G&R. Cited, § 359 ; Manifesta probatione
non indigent.

This maxim is a presumption, also a
rule of construction.—It is a rule
of common sense, for when the thing
is present it speaks for itself. Res
ipsa loquitur. When the body is

present, then calling it a wrong name
is of no consideration. As to a per-

son, the name can be changed at any
time and for any occasion. It is not
forgery to sign a note or contract by
anv name, unless deception was in-

tended. If a motion non obstante
veredicto was endorsed, as a motion
in arrest, or ap a general demurrer,
such an error is of no consequence.
De minimis non curat lew. If an in-

strument is pleaded in Time verba,

calling it a wrong name is De mini-
mis. But in Missouri it was held de-

murrable to plead the instrument
sued on In hcec verba. Estes, 155 Mo.
583.

Prwsentia corporis was rejected in Til-

den V. P., 242 III. 536 ; § 359, Equity.

Mississinetca.
PEJESUMATUR PEO JUSTITIA SENTEN-

tiae ; The justice of a sentence should be

presumed. 4 G&R. Cited, §§57, 281.

PE.iESUMPTIO VIOLENTA PLENA PEO-
batlo : Violent presumption is full proof.

4 G&R. See Trilogy of Liberal Construc-

tion.

PEATT, 5 Mo. 51, 53. Cited, §§ 392, 427.

S.P., Mallinckrodt.
PRAYER: 4 G&R. See Ad Damnum.

White. L.C. 140, 3 G&R ; 2 Suth. Dam.
415 : Winning, 18 la. 608. 18 L.R.A. 524.

PREAMBLES: 4 G&K.
PRECEDENTS: 4 G&E. Store decisis.
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PRELIMINAEY EXAMINATIONS: 4 G&B.
FBEMISES: 4 Gr&R.

PEEPONDEEANCE OF EVIDENCE: 4 G&R.
PEESCEIPTION: 4 G&E.
PEESCEIPTIVE CONSTITUTION: 4 G&E.
Tfte higher law or the unwritten con-

stitution is that body of immuta1)le
principles upon which all law de-

pends.—The grounds and rudiments
of law are its fundamental principles.

-See §§ 45, 71, 1 G&R ; §§ 1-26, 510.

The decisions of courts are but the
application of these principles to par-

ticular states of fact. Cases are not
the origin of the law, as will be seen
upon a careful reading of Keech v.

Sandford, 2 G&R ; also Davoue v. Fan-
ning, Michoud V. Girod, 4 G&R

;

Bright v. Boyd, 2 G&R; Coggs v.

Bernard, L.C. 350, 3 G&R, and Scott
V. Shepherd, 4 G&R ; also Lester v.

Foxcroft, L.C. 341, 8 G&R. In all of

these notable and.instructive cases it

will be perceived that the judges
spoke from the spirit of the law and
its maxims. In Coggs, Lord Holt
spoke from reason, necessity, conve-
nience, public policy and morals. How
these grounds and rudiments of law
influence great judges is well illus-

trated in that case. §§ 309, 510.

In Chapter I we have gathered
the trilogies of the six leading
subjects of the law. For these tril-

ogies are gathered the principles

of the prescriptive constitution. From
the lawyers' Golden Rule: Juris
prwcepta sunt hwc: Honeste vivere;
altcrum non loBdere; suum cuique tri-

iuere (These are the precepts of the
law : We should live honestly ; in-

jure no one; and render unto every
man his due), the six leading subjects
of the law are articulated. Particu-
lar attention was given in exploiting
the trilogy of strict construction in

procedure and the trilogy of liberal

construction of procedure. Also the
philosophy that emanates from these
trilogies and how this philosophy is

unfolded from the mandatory and the
statutory records. § 101, et seq.

Its importance indicated. See Preface ; § §

309, 364, et seq., 408, 471.
The old law is immutable; quotation from'
James C. Carter.. Preface, p. xvli

; §§
1 26. Law is a juridical establishment.

i§ 309, 332, et seq., 495.
Cannot fie changed. P. xiii, Preface. See

Legislative Limitations; §§259, 269, 397.
Dominates lesser rules and laws. §§ 13ft

293. 145, 309.
Limitations of legislative authority. Taylor

V. Sprinkle; §§ 309, et seq., and citations
thereto; 406-462, 471-509.

Prescriptive Constitution.

—

Elements of. Pettibone ; Twining v. N.J.,

211 U.S. 79-97.

Nemo tenetur is not. Harlan, J., dissents.

Twining.
Res inter alios acta is not. P. v. Hagerow,

336 111. 514 (dissents).

Legislature cannot destroy a cause of action.

Hanson v. Krehbiel ; Negligence ; Dam-
ages.

Audi alteram partem a principle of. 211
U.S. 110; Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 G&R.

Idem agens a principle of. §§ 510-522.

"Due process of law" includes fundamental
principles of. See Id.

Old laws not changed by statutes. Andrews
V. Lynch ; C. & A. E.E. v. Clausen ; 5 HI.

Law Rev. 178-182; §§220, 311, et seq.,

397.
Oral evidence rules arise from equity omit

its development. Woollam v. Hearn.
The contract cannot be changed by oral evi-

dence. Non hwo; § 53, 1 G&E ; Fiunt
enim.

To prevent fraud, .oral evidence is admis-
sible. Lester, L.C. 341, 3 G&E. "Once
a mortgage always a mortgage."

Equities of bona fide purchaser above stat-

utes. Union Trust Co. v. Preston.

Immutable elements; fundamental law. §i
60-100, 220, 311, et seq.

The Manner of the Romans. §§ 146-157,
220, 311, et seq., 397.

Estoppel pervades the entire law. §§ 161,
246, et seq.

Principles of are not outworn and obsolete.

§§ 220, 362, et seq., 471, et seq.

Consequences of denying principles of. See
Consensus; §§ 220, 221, 311, et seq., 408;
Frustra.

Demonstrations from Missouri. §§ 364, et
seq., 471, et seq.

FEESENCE OF FBISONEB: 4 G&E. Man-
datory record must show, Sperry v. C.i;

Howard v. Ky.
FEESENTMENT: 4 G&E.
PEESIDENT OF COEPOEATION: 4 G&B>
FBESIDENT OF U.S.: 4 G&E.
FEESIDENTIAL ELECTOBS: 4 G&E.
PEESUIMPTIONS: 4 G&R. From the

trilogy of procedure, also of liberal,

construction, arise many presump-
tions. De non apparentibus and Ver-
ba- fortius are dominating presump-
tions upon the operation of which de-
volve the vindication of the substan-
tive rights of the state. See Coram,
Judice.

The authority to enter a judgment is not
presumed; it must juridically appear.
Clem, L.C. 3o, 3 G&E; §§ 124-128, 1 G&R.

Effect of presumptions. Bounell, L.C. 183,
3 G&E.

Consensus tollit errorem is a presumption;
for one is presumed to consent to error
unless he objects. § 53, 1 G&E ; L.C.
290o, 299, 3 G&R; §§245-269. See Ap-
pellate Procedure.

Omnia prwsumuntur rite is the pre-
sumption of regularity extendedly
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Presumptions.

—

discussed in Crepps v. Burden, L.C.
113, 3 G&R, ct seq.; §§ 131-133, Equi-
ty. See Appellate Procedm-e.
In relation to the above maxims

are extended discussions which in-

volve many cognate maxims and
cases, such as Prohatis extremis prce-

sumtintur media; Res ipsa loquitur;
Allegans contraria non est audiendus.
These are instructive when consid-
ered in connection with Ferbo fortius
accipiuntur contra proferentem.

J\L.cta exteriora indicant interiora se-

creta; L.C. 165, 3 G&R.
"Every one is presumed to intend

the natural, direct and probable con-
sequences of his act" involves phases
of presumptions of extended discus-
sions, which often include In jure
non remota, of which the Squib Case,
4 G&R, is a fine illustration. This
case is widely cited in tort ; but the
principle it expresses is of very gen-
eral application in all branches.

In procedure the principle is ap-

plied to him who made the first fatal

defect in his pleading. One pleads at

his peril. Clark v. Dillon, 97 N.Y.
370; Mallinckrodt, §§497-504.

In equity the principle is, "where
one of two equally innocent persons
must suffer from a fraud of a third,

he who first trusted must first suf-

fer." Lickbarrow, L.C. 394, 3 G&R.
See Price v. Neal.

In contract, the last rule is ap-

plied in agency, also other relations.

It has a wide application in commer-
cial paper, wherein it is invoked by
the bona fide purchaser. Swift v.

Tyson, 4 G&R; Green County, 211

U.S. 582.

Assent to a contract is presumed when.

Boston Ice Co. v. Potter, L.C. 320, 3

G&R.
Execution and delivery of contracts. Wil-

> liams V. Stoll, 4 G&R; Hale, 62 W. Va.

609, 14 L.R.A.(N.S.) 221, n. (that they

were read) ;
McFadden v. R.R., 92 Mo.

343, 1 Am. St. 721 (bill of lading) ;

Cherry y R R-, 2 G&R (carrier's ticket) ;

Penna R.R. v. Loftis. 72 O. St. 288, 106

Am. St. 597, ext.n., 4 G&R (ticket).

Vnconsdous person presumed to assent to

necessary medical treatment. Cotnam,

83 Ark. 601, 119 Am. St. 157, 12 L.R.A.

(N S ) 1090, ext.n. See Non hac; Ne-

cessitas. Contra: Smart y. K.C^ 208

Mo 162 123 Am. St. ilS-US; Mohr, 95

Minn 261, 111 Am. St. 462 (consent to

operation on one ear is not consent to

operation on the other). Expressio umus.

In crime: Where one uses a deadly weapon

he is presumed to intend to kill. C. v.

York, L.C. 197, 3 G&R; S. ^. Hays, 23

Presumptions.

—

Mo. 326 ; Spies y. P. ; P. v. Lawrence,
68 Ij.R.A. 193-223.

Everyone is presumed to know the law.
Ignorantla legis.

Innocence is presumed until the contrary
appears. Coffin y. U.S., 156 U.S. 43;
Bonnell, L.C. 185, 3 G&R.

Burden of proof devolves upon him who
affirms, and not on him who denies. Af-
flrmanti, etc. ; Adore; Semper. McNalr,
5 Mo. 300.

Actore non prohante reus aisolvitur; Sem-
per malum non prwsumitur; Nemo prw-
sumitur malus; Nihil nequum est prce-
sumendum.

Sanity is presumed until the contrary ap-
pears. M'Naghten's Case, L.C. 195, 3
G&R; S. v. Marler, L.C. 188, 3 G&R;
Spies y. P., 4 G&R. See Intent ; Malice.

Wrongdoer; every presumption is against.
Omnia prwsuffiuntur contra spoliatorem.
Armory, L.C. 180, 3 G&R.

Every presumption is in favor of one speak-
ing in extremities. No one is presumed
to trifle at the point of death. Nemo
prwsumitur ludere in extremis. See Dy-
ing Declarations.

Continuity ; presumption of. 1 Gr. By. 41.
42; Carotti y. S., L.C. 179, 3 G&R;
Adams v. Lindsell.

Recent possession of the fruits of crime.
B. y. Partridge, L.C. 190, 3 G&R ; S. y.

Floyd, 15 Mo. 356; S. y. Brady, 121 la.

561, 12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 199-221 (burglary).
Reasonable doubt. C. y. Webster, 5 Cush.

295, 52 Am. Dec. 711, 739 ; Bonnell, L.

C. 185, 3 G&R.
Death; presumption of from absence. Ne-

pean v. Doe ; Scott v. McNeal, 4 G&R

;

Thomas v. P., 107 HI. 517, 47 Am. Rep.
458, § 348.

Possession of cash, or of bill or note, is

presumed rightful and regular. Bonnell,
L.C. 185, 3 G&R ; Miller y. Race, 4 G&R ;

Swift ; Bentley.
Possession of real estate; notice of occu-

pant's rights. Le Neve, L.C. 396, 3 G&R ;

Williamson y. Brown, 4 G&R ; Allen-

West Co., 92 Miss 837, 131 Am. St. 556,

n. ; Niles, 98 Minn. 39, 13 L.R.A. (N.S.)

49-140, ext.n.

Open, notorious, unequivocal, exclusive and
continuous possession of real estate; pre-

sumptions from. Lester y. Foxcroft. L.C.

341, 3 G&R. Manifesta.
Possession is indicia of right; sale of chat-

tel by one in possession; effect. Davis,

6 Ind. Terr. 124, 25 L.R.A. (N.S.) 760-

796, ext.n.

Consideration prima facie presumed for a
bill or note. Rann, L.C. 312, 3 G&R.

Deeds; sealed instruments conclusively im-

port a consideration. Jackson y. Cleve-

land, 2 G&R. See Deeds. Id.; Strong v.

Whybark, 204 Mo. 241, 12 L.R.A. (N.S.)

240.

Legislative acts presumed right and regu-

lar, and free of fraud. F''letcher v. Peck,

2 G&R. Its records conclusive. Post v.

Kendall Co.

Of negligence from happening of accident.
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Rea ipsa loquitur. 4 G&E ; Kearney, L.
C. 211, 3 G&E; Walter, 109 Md. 513, 2z
L.E.A.(N.S.) 1178; Joyce v. Black
(1910), 226 Pa. St. 408, 70 Cent. L.J.
:i98, n. (denies Kearney).

Badges of fraud. Twyne's Case, 4 G&E.
Fraud is not presumed. See Fraud, 2 G&
E ; Nemo prwsumitur malus.

Manifesta probatione non indigent. Mani-
fest things require no proof. 4 G&E.
Presence at a prize flght is proof of guilt.

Noscitur.
PrtBsentia corporis tollit errorem nominis.
When the body of the thing is present.
Its name Is Immaterial. Noscitur a sociis.

Com.m,on carrier has all presumptions
against it, where the freight is lost.

Coggs, L.C. 350, 3 G&E ; Inman.
Alteration of documents; presumptions re-

lating to. Master v. Miller, 4 G&E

;

Stromberg, 81 Neb. 517, 18 L.E.A.(N.S.)
G80, n. ; Kalteyer, 102 Tex. 390, 132 Am.
St. 189 (grantee must explain).

Commercial paper, conclusively presumed
genuine if drawee pays it. Price v.

Neal. See Mistake ; Tobey.
By accepting commercial paper it is pre-

sumed one agreed to give notice of its

dishonor. See Commercial Paper.
Holder of commercial paper has presumed

authority to fill blanks left therein. An-
gle T. Ins. Co.

Presumptions in favor of judgments. See
Clem, L.C. 2c, 3 G&E ; Coram judice.

PRICE V. HALLETT, 138 Mo. loc. cit. 574.
Cited, § 446. Theory of the Case up-
held ; pleadings may be waived.

PRICE V. NEAL, 3 Burr. 135, 97 Eng. Ee-
print, 871, 26 L.E.A.(N.S.) 850. Cited,

I 303. Check conclusively presumed gen-
uine If drawee pays it. See Mistake ; 71
Cent. L.J. 147 ; Jones v. Bank, — Mo.
Ap. —, 71 Cent. L.J. 137; Pennington
Bank, — Minn. —, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 849:
Cases ; Adjective Law ; Tobey ; Equitable
Estoppel ; Damages.

PRICE V. SEELEY, 8 Clark & Pin. 28, 8

Eng. Eeprint, 651, 1 Lead Crim. Cas. (B.

& H.) 177, sub Justification, 2 G&E.
Arrest; justification for; facts must be

pleaded. § 99, 1 G&E.
PRICE V. TORRINGTON (EARL OF), 1

Salk, 285. 91 Eng. Eeprint, 252, 1 Lord
Uaym. 873, 1 Sm. L.C. 563-614, n., L.C.

213f, 3 G&E. Shop books as evidence.
Eules stated.

PRIESTLY V. FOWLER, 3 M. & W. 1

;

Thomp. Cas. Neg. ; 71 Cent. L.J. 187, sub
Farwell v. Boston, etc., E.E., 2 G&E.
Agency ; assumption of risk by servant.
Volenti.

PRIMA FACIE: 4 G&B. See Presump-
tions.

PRINCEPS LEGIEUS SOLUTUS EST: The
emperor is free from laws. 4 G&E. In
prwaentia majoris; Rex non potest peccarc.

PRINCIPAL ANT) AGENT: See Agency.
PRINCIPAL AND SURETY: See S^ircties.

PRIORITY: 4 G&E. Qui prior tempore.
PRIOR TEMPORE, POTIOR JURE: He who

is first in time is preferred in right. 4
G&E. See Qui prior.

PRISON BREACH: 4 6&E.
PRISONER. 4 O&R. Bight to meet wit-

nesses ; depositions. S. v. McOblenis, 24
Mo. 402; S. v. Harman, 27 Mo. 120.
Failing to testify no prejudice. Powers-
V. S., 75 Neb. 226, 121 Am. St. 810-

813, n. Presence at the trial. See Pres-
ence ; 129 Am. St. 18-50, ext.n.

PRISONS: 32 Cyo. 812-362.
PRIVACY: 4 G&E.
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS: 4 G&E.
PEIVATIS PACTIONIBUS NON DUBIUM

est non laedi jus caeterorum : There is no
doubt that the rights of others cannot
be prejudiced by private agreements. 4
G&E.

PRIVIES: 4 G&E.
PRIVILEGE: 4 G&E.
PRIVILEGE OF WITNESSES: 4 G&E.
PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS: 4 G&B.
PRIVITY: 4 G&E. See /n yurey Contract

;

Hendrlck, L.C. 319, 3 G&E.
PRIZE FIGHT: 4 G&E; 32 Cyo. 375-400.

Presence at ; presumptions from. Ifosci-

tur a sociis ; E. v. Coney ; E. v. Orton ;.

Vosburg V. Moak ; S. v. Sumner.
PROBABLE CAUSE: 4 G&E.
PBOBANDI NECESSITAS INCUMBIT ILLL

qui agit : The necessity of proving ilea

with him who sues. 4 G&E. Actore.
PROBATA: 4 G&E.
PROBATE PROCEEDINGS: 4 G&E.
PEOBATIS EXTREMIS PR.a;SUMUNTUR
media : The extremes being proved, the
intermediate proceedings are presumed.
4 G&E. Cited, §§ 57, 69, 108, 123, 151,
281, 283, 335a. See Presumptions; Tril-

ogy of Liberal Construction ; Quinlan, 205
U.S. 504 ; McNair, 5 Mo. 300 ; Valle, 19
Mo. 463; Dobson, L.C. 232o, 3 G&E.

PROCKDiniE: 4 G&R. Is inseparabljr
Interwoven with government. It lies

at the base of the due administration
of the laws ; it has correlatives, re-
ciprocals and interactions with every
right ; it cannot be separated from
the leading subjects of the law. Equi-
ty, Contract, Crime, Tort an(i Con-
struction.

Procedure may be viewed as is a
grove having its great trees, also aa
impenetrable undergrowth or jungle.

,

Its great trees are the trilogies of
procedure or of strict construction,
and the trilogy of liberal construc-
tion. See pp. xviii, et seq., Preface;

• Chap. I ; § 101, et seq.

The great trees of the grove are
the venerable maxims of antiquity.

§ 241, et seq. These are discoverable
among the Roman maxims. It is of-
ten said that the law of American
states is derived from England. But
it is more accurate and sounder teach-
ing to say that the law is from the
prescriptive constitution. Thus it es-
caped the prejudiced wtitings of Cokfr
and Blaekstone, who were ready to
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believe that they were the creators of
law and not its expounders. Long, the
prejudiced Englishman, chanted Rex
non potest peccaic for his king, so
extremely for the Tudors, that the
Stuarts went too far and passed the
boundaries of forbearance, thereby
causing an uprising that created a
"Parliament that was omnipotent"

;

which could enact a statute of Jeo-
fails and Amendments that would
override the prescriptive constitution.
And so these statutes were con-
strued by Blackstone, Chitty, Stephen
and their followers. But the political

reasons that made Parliament omni-
potent passed away with the Nine-
teenth Century, leaving the blunders
of great authors to be borne by their
children, "yea, even to the fourth
generation."
The structure of procedure may be

viewed as that of a ship, the most im-
portant part of which is its hull, rest-

ing on its keel and supported by its

ribs. Procedure has its keel in its

mandatory record and its ribs in the
conserving principles of procedure.

§§83-123, 1 G&R; p. viii. Preface,

Equity.
The study of procedure may be of

its organic principles, chief among
which Is the trilogy of procedure

(§§1,103), or of its latest cases,

which is merely "nibbling at the

buds" of the undergrowth referred to.

And this it is where procedure is

taught from cases, statutes, digests

and abridgements. See §§ 118-123.

The prescriptive constitution con-

tains the fundamental principles of

procedure. Several of these are dis-

cussed in Chaps. V-XV. Among these

principles is the trilogy of procedure,

and:
1. De non apparentibus et non exlsten-

tibus eadem est ratio: What is

not Juridically presented cannot be

judicially considered.

2. Fruatra probatur quod probatutn non
relevat: It is vain to prove what
is not alleged.

3. Verba fortius accipiuntur contra

proferentem: Every presumption

Is against the pleader.

Also the Trilogy of Liberal Construc-

tion, §§245-308, which is:

1. Consensus tollit errorem: The ac-

quiescence of a party who might

take advantage of an error obviates

its effect.

2 Omnia prmsumuntur rite et solemn-

iter esse acta: All things are

presumed to have been rightly and

regularly done.

Procedure.

—

3. Vt res magis valeat quam pereat:
The law seelcs to conserve rather
than destroy.

The practitioner must perceive the
mandatory record as the keel of the
ship, and that upon this and its es-
sential parts depends the coram ju-
(lice proceeding, which is necessary to
resist objections upon collateral at-

tack, also to sustain a plea of res
adjudicata. These matters are high
and extreme tests of the validity of
the proceedings. At earlier stages
there are correlatives of the matters
last mentioned, for by some name and
in some way the general demurrer
is always available to call in ques-
tion matters of substance or essen-
tial matter for the coram judice pro-
ceeding; in a constitutionalism the
validity of the proceedings may al-

ways be questioned ; after the gen-
eral demurrer, the substance of the
proceedings may be questioned by
motion in arrest of judgment, or the
plaintiff may move for judgment non
obstante veredicto; or the court may
order a repleader ; or on writ of er-

ror or appeal the coram non judice
proceeding must appear evinced by
the right record. For all these pur-
poses the greatest rule of evidence is

constantly in mind and is applied at
every stage, which rule is, "What
ought to be of record must be proved
by record and by the right record."

This rule is discussed in Chap. VI.

If the mandatory record is insufficient

in any essential link then there ap-

plies the principle expressed In this

rule: DeWe fundamentum fallit

opus (Where the foundation falls all

goes to the ground). Chap. X, Equity.

The general demurrer referred to

and its correlatives are at all stages

the general demurrer, but by a dif-

ferent name; these correlatives, at

their respective stages, test the suf-

ficiency of the mandatory record for

the coram judice proceeding. In these

matters and the trilogy of procedure

lie the philosophy of the mandatory
record. This philosophy and these

matters lie embedded in the princi-

ples of the prescriptive constitution.

These principles have not and cannot

be changed by written constitutions,

statutes or judicial decisions.

"Parliament is omnipotent," was
a maxim of the Englishman for cen-

turies. But it was finally abandoned

in the middle of the nineteenth cen-
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tury ( Stockdale v. Hansard, Ij.C. 277,

3 G&R), while the Englishman in
America is still clinging to it, save
and except with this modification
only, that the statute must violate no
letter or word in his written consti-

tution. See Legislative Limitations.
From Stockdale it appears that the
prescriptive constitution is re-en-

throned in England, and as it is gen-

erally in Europe, wherein the organic
law of all ages, consisting of the
maxims of antiquity, is neveredenied.
This in all ages has been viewed as
the higher law.

In prcesentia majoris cessat potentia
minoris: In the presence of the ma-
jor the power of the minor ceases.

Regula pro lege si deficit lex: Where
the law is deficient the maxim rules.

(This maxim is of the Trilogy of
Equity. ) § 241, et seq.

Alterum non Icedere: We shall injure
no one (This is part of Juris prwcep-
ta. See Non fiwo in foedera veni).

In a constitutionalism there is no
more high and important principle

than the Division of State Power.
What belongs to one of these depart-
ments is not a subject of control by
any one of the others. What belongs
to the legislative department is no
affair of the judiciary and vice versa.

And so it is that judicial means
should not be interfered with by
legislatures. There are many necesr

sities of the judicial department that
are constitutional implications, that
are secondary matters to the primary
matters for which the judiciary is

created.

The matter of substance by which
a court acquires and determines its

jurisdiction cannot be interfered with
by statute. This is a judicial ques-

tion. To concede that legislatures can
control what relates to substance
where It Is a necessity is opposed to

principles involved in the Division of

State Power. Herefrom it appears
that the substance in Procedure is

safeguarded by constitutional law.

Salus populi.

As to formal matter the legislature

has the widest latitude. By statute

the bill of exceptions (statutory rec-

ord) was given, so by statute this rec-

ord may be taken away. And so it

is as to formal matters throughout.

For unification, simplification and ex-

pedition statutes are recognized and
respected in all matters. But as to

Procedure.

—

matter of substance this is controlled

by the prescriptive constitution ; this

is a necessity for the operation of the
judiciary. For this there must be a
cause of action, and this must appear
upon the right record. Causes of ac;-

tion cannot be created by legislative

fiat. Scott V. McNeal, 4 G&R. Nor
can courts proceed without knowing
what "cause of action" is before them
for consideration. Windsor v. Mc-
Veigh, L.C. 1, 3 G&E. "Causes of ac-

tion" arise from the principles of the
prescriptive constitution, and what
this cause is must in some way be
made to appear. De non apparenti-
ius et non existentibus eadem est

ratio.

A cause of action cannot arise from fa-
ble, fiction, myths, moots and shams.
Fabula non judicium. Bulkley, §§453-
457.

Formal matters in no wise affect

the state and its interests, and there-

fore the judgment will not be re-

versed or set aside for and on be-

half of the state—public policy—as is

done where the state can say the pro-
ceedings are coram, non judice, because
as to matters of substance the pro-
ceedings are not proper and there-
fore the state may say "Non hwc in
foedera veni." Alterum non Icedere.

Proceedings carried on in violation of
those matters which concern the state
are not coram judice, but are void.
Sto. Eq. PL, § 10 ; Debile fundamen-
tum falUt opus. But formal matter
concerns only the parties named on
the record and these matters may be
waived. Consensus tollit errorem,.

Trilogy of. §§1, 61, 101, et seq., 334, et
seq.

Sigher law of not understood. §§ 152, et
seq., 398-405.

The study of procedure is a study of gov-
ernment. §§ 160, 207. 217, et seq. See
Manner of the Romans.

Criminal Procedure is not more strict than
civil. § 182.

Outline considerations introducing the code
cases. §§ 398, 362.

FBOCESS: 4 G&R; 32 Cyc. 42-571.
May he waived. Quinn v. P. ; Consensus.

Cognovit rtote; effect of. French v. Miller.
Application to remove is no appearance.

Goldey, 156 U.S. 518, 526: Cases; Wa-
bash, 164 U.S. 271.

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS: 4 G&E.
PROFANITY: 82 Cyc. 578-583. When a

crime. See Nuisance.
PROFERT: 4 G&R.
PROFERT IN CURIA: 4 G&E.
PROHIBITION: 4 G&R; 32 Cyic. 596-633.
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PEOLIXITT: 4 O&R. Cryps v. Baynton,
2 G&R ; Rosen v. U.S. ; Sturges, L.C. Ill,
3 G&R (code provisions).

A geneial mode of pleading is often suf-
ficient, when the pleadings on the other
side must reduce the matter to certainty.
Stepli. PI. 359; Huglies, 20 Mo. 494. See
J'Anson v. Stuart, L.C. 91, 3 G&R ; C. v.
Kane, L.C. 183, 3 G&R; Prentice, 134
Wis. 456.

Statutory records; should not be prolix.
K.R. T. Stewart, L.C. 290a, 3 G&R

;

Doddridge.
Is to he avoided. § 187. Codes forbid un-

necessary repetition. Sturges.
PROMISSORY NOTES: 4 G&R. See Com-

p- ercial Paper.
PROMOTERS: 4 G&R.
PROOF: 4 G&R.
PROPERTY: 4 G&R; 33 Cyc. 639-681.
PROSECUTING AND DISTRICT ATTOS-

ney: 32 Cyc, 682-727.
PROSTITUTION: 32 Cyc. 731-739.
PROTECTION DUE FROM GOVERNMENT:

4 G&R.
PROTEST: 4 G&R.
PROTESTATION: 4 G&R.
PROUT PATET PER RECORDUM: It is

patent by the record.
PROVIDENT LIFE INS. CO. T. MERCER

County, 170 U.S. 593-606. 42 L.ed. 1156,
L.C. 89, 3 G&R. Municipal bonds de-
pend on records. Green County.

PEOVINCB OF COURT AND JURY: 4
G&R. Ad gucestionem; S. T. Croteau.

PROVISOS IN STATUTES: 4 G&R.
PROVOCATION: 4 G&R.
PEOVOLT T. R.R., 57 Mo. 256. Cited, i

447. S.P., Balder v. R.R. ; Rerick.
PROXIMATE CAUSE: 4 G&R. Railway ac-

cidents ; 32 Cyc. 852 ; 32 id. 745 ; Fletch-

er v. Rylands; 36 Am. St. 308-361.
PUBLICATION: 4 G&R. Service byL Pen-

noyer.
PUBLICATION OF SUMMONS: 4 G&R.

Pennoyer.
PUBLIC CONTRACTS: 4 G&R.
PUBLIC LANDS: 32 Cyc. 759-1248.

PUBLIC POLICY: 4 G&R. Salus popuU.
?.2 Cyc. 1251. Contracts ; Basye, 28 Mo.
41.

PUBLIC RECORDS AND DOCUMENTS: 4

G&E. See Inspection.

PUEBLO COUNTY v. GOULD, 6 Colo. Ap.

44, 4 G&E. S.P., Posey. Conclusions of law
call for no denial ; Denials of are sur-

plusage.
PUIS DARRIEN CONTINUANCE: 4 G&R.
PULLMAN CO. V. ADAMS, 120 Ala. 581,

74 Am. St. 53, n., 4 G&R. Sleeping car

must protect as an inn-keeper. Calye's.

PUNCTUATION: 4 G&R.
PUNISHMENT: 4 G&R;- 212 U.S. 86-112.

(Cruel and unusual) ; Weems t. U.S., 217

U S 35X (cruel and unusual) ; Wilker-

son, L.C. 221, 3 G&R.
PUPILLUS PATI POSSE NON INTELLI-

gitur : A pupil is not considered able

to do an act which would be prejudicial

to him. 4 G&R.
PURCHASER WITHOUT NOTICE NOT

obliged to discover to his own hurt. 4

G&R.

PURPRESTUEES! 4 G&R; 32 Cyc. 1271;
Bouv. Die.

PUSEY V. PUSEY, 1 Vern. 243, 2B Eng.
Reprint, 465, 1 Lead. Bq. Cas. 1109, L.C.
276, 3 G&R. Specifle delivery of chat-
tels ; Equitable jurisdiction. Somerset.

PYM V. CAMPBELL, 6 EI. & Bl. 370 (88
E.C.L.R.), L.C. 52, 3 G&R. Cited, §
i;83. Oral Evidence. 128 U.S. 590 ; 162
Fed. 129, 18 L.E.A.(N.S.) 288, n., quot-
ing Pym.

QUAE AB INITIO INUTILIS FUIT INSTI-
tutio, ex post facto convalescere non po-
test : An institution void in the begin-
ning cannot acquire validity from after
matter. Cited, § 190. Quod o6 initio.

QUAELIBET CONCESSIO FORTISSIMA
contra donatorem interpretanda est

:

Every grant is to be taken most strongly
against the grantor. Sub Verba fortius,
4 G&R. Cited, § 188.

'

QUANDO ALIQUID PROHIBETUR, PRO-
hibetur omne per quod devenitur ad il-

lud : When anything is prohibited, every-
thing by which it is reached is pro-
hibited. 4 G&R. Usley v. Nichols, L.C.
169, 3 G&R.

QUANDO ALIQUIS ALIQUID CONCEDIT,
concedere videtur et id sine quo res uti
non potest : When a person grants a
thing, he is supposed to grant that also
without which the thing cannot be used.
4 G&R. Cited, § 188. Expressio eorum;
Accessorium non ducit. Ways of neces-
sity.

QUANDO JUS DOMINI REGIS ET SUB-
diti concurrent jus regis praeferri debet

;

When the right of the sovereign and of
the subject concur, the right of the sov-
ereign ought to be preferred. 4 G&R.

QUANTUM MERUIT: 4 G&R.
QUARANTINE: 4 G&R.
QUARMAN v. BURNETT, 6 M. & W. 499,

10 Rul. Cas. 154, 156 N.Y. 109. 41 L.R.
A. 394, 33 id. 46, 37 id. 72-77, sub
M'Manus v. Crickett. 4 G&R. Respondeat
superior; Independent contractor ; Barry,
17 Mo. 125 ; Morgan, 22 Mo. 548.

QUASH: 4 G&R.
QUASI CONTRACTS: 4 G&R.
QUASI MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS: 4
G&E. Hill V. Boston, 2 G&R.

QUEEN, 10 Q.B. 563. Cited, § 298. S.P.,

Bailey v. Bailey. Forensic estoppel.
QUEEN'S CASE (THE), 2 Bred. & Bing.

284-315 (6 B.C.L.R.) 22, L.C. 53a, 3
G&R. Oral evidence ; writing must speak
for itself. Pym. Admissions may prove
contents of writing.

QUESTIONS OF LAW AND FACT: 4 G&R.
QUIA TIMET ACTIONS: 4 G&R. Pusey ;

Memphis R.R. v. Grier, L.C. 283, 3 G&R.
QUI CONCEDIT ALIQUID CONCEDERE

videtur et id sine quo concessio est ir-

rita, sine quo res ipsa esse non potuit

:

He who grants anything is considered as
granting that without which his grant
would be idle, without which the thing
Itself could not exist. 4 G&R. Qui dat
finem ; Quando aliquid.

qUICQUID PLANTATUR SOLO, SOLO
cedit : Whatever is afiBxed to the soil

belongs thereto. 4 G&R. Elwes v.
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Quicquid Plantatur.

—

Mawe ; Horn v. Baker. Cujus eat solum.
Fixtures.

QUICQUID SOLVITUE, SOLVITUR SEOUN-
dum modum solyentis : Whatever is

paid is to be applied according to tlie in-

tention of the payer. 4 G&R.
QUI DAT FINEM MEDIA AD FINEM

necessaria : He who gives an end gives
the means to that end. Cited, % 283.
The principal thing carries its incidents.

Expressio eorum; Quando aliguid; Qui
concedit ; Accessorium.

QUIETING TITLE: 32 Cye. 1296.

QUI HAEBET IK I.ITEBA HAEBET IS
cortice. He who sticlcs t6 the letter

sticks to the bark. Ita lew; Non in taiu-
lis. S. V. Lusk, 18 Mo. 353 ; Tilden v. P.

QUI JUSSU JUDICIS ALIQUOD FECEBIT
non vfdetur dolo malo fecisse, quia par-

ere necesse est : He who does anything
by command of a judge will not be sup-'

posed to have acted from an improper
motive, because it was necessary to

obey. 4 G&R. Savacool v. Boughten,
L.C. 16S, 3 G&R; 138 Mo. 536. Justifi-

cation; 32 Cyc. 1293.

QUILIBET POTEST BENUNCIAEE JUEI
pro se inducto : Anyone may renounce a
law introduced for his own benefit. 4 G&
R. Cited, % 245. Consensus tollit erro-

rem; Consensus fadt legem; Modus; Cho-
quette, 23 Mo. 337 ; Pacific, 23 Mo. 359.

See Abandonment ; Adjective Law.
QUIMBY V. BOYD, 8 Colo. 194, 4 G&R. A

reply can be waived. See Hume ; Theory
of the Case.

QUINLAN, 205 U.S. 504. Cited, §§108,
283, 335a. Omnia prwsumuntur rite. Vt
res; Green County.

QUINN v. P., 146 III. 275, 281, 4 G&R.
Cited, §§245, 246. Consensus tollit er-

rorem. Process may be waived. Ingersoll,
211 U.S. 325 ; Newcomb, 182 Mo. 707.

Contra in justices' court. Nelson v. Bock-
well.

An appearance waives summons. Ingersoll

;

County V. Corlew, 3 Mo. 12 ; Bonney, id.

49 ; Bartlett, id. 45 ; Barrett, 3 id. 369.
Lex non cogit ad vana.

QUINN V. P., 220 III. 28-31, 4 G&E. Con-
struction of statute ; fundamental law an-
nexes itself. Lex non exacte; Langabier,
L.C. 174a, 3 G&B ; C. V. Hess, L.C. 216,
et seg.

QUI NON IMPROBAT, APPBOBAT: He
who does not disapprove approves. 4
G&R. Allegdns; Qui ponit.

QUI NON NEBAT FATETUB: He who
does not deny admits. 4 G&R. See Ad-
missions ; Qui ponit.

QUI FEB ALIUM FAOIT PEE SEIPSUM
facere videtur : He who does anything
through another is considered as doing it

himself. 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 14. 93.
Agency; Qui sentit; Respondeat Superior;
Paul, 1 Mo. 25 ; 22 id. 548.

Notice to the agent is notice to the princi-
pal. Ross V. Houston.

Fraud of the agent is fraud of the principal.
Cornfoote ; Fitzsimmons ; Merchants' Bank.

QUI PONIT FATETUB: The points he al-

leges are admitted. 4 G&R. 0»» »"" "*"

gat fateiur. See Admissions.

QUI PBIMUM PEOCAT ILLE FACIT EIX-
am : He who fiirst offends causes the

strife. 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 20, 21, 94, 96.

Scott V. Shepherd ; "Where one of two
equally innocent persons must suffer from
the fraud of a third, he who first trusted

must first suffer." Whoever starts a thing
going is liable for the natural, direct and
probable consequences of his act.

QUI PBIOE EST TEMFOEE FOTIOE EST
jure : He who is first or before is

stronger in right. 4 G&R. Cited, § 346.

Prior tempore, etc. Bona fide purchaser.
Boone v. Childs, 10 Pet. 177, 210 ; § 6672,
Code, N. Dak. ; Murdock, 21 Mo. 138 ; 32
Cyc. 1396.

Possession of corporate stock gives the
possessor priority over other claimants.
See Stock.

QUI SEMEL MALUS, SEMFEB FE£-
sumitur esse malus in eodem genere : He
who is once bad is presumed to be always
so in the same degree. 4 G&R. See Con-
tinuity.

QUI SENTIT COMMODUM, SENTIBE DEB-
et et onus : He who derives a benefit from
a thing ought to bear the disadvantages
attending it ; or, he who derives the ben-
efit must stand the burden. 4 G&R. Cited,

§§ 14, 17, 18, 22, 29. 93. Qui per alium.
No one can take advantage of his own
wrong. "Where one of two equally In-

nocent persons must suffer from the fraud
of a third, he who first trusted must first

suffer." 32 Cyc. 1397.

QUIS, QUID, COEAM QUO, QUO JUBE
petatur, et a quo. Recte compositus quis-
que iibelius habet : Every complaint cor-

rectly drawn must show who seeks relief,

what it is that he seeks, in what court
he seeks it, by what right he claims it

and from whom he asks it. 4 G&R. Sto.
Eq. PI. § 25 ; §§ 453-457 ; McCandless 211
U.S. 437; Crockett v. Lee (U.S.) McAllis-
ter; Slacum V. Pomery (U.S.) ; Clark v.
Dillon (Code) ; Green v. Palmer (Code) ;

Mallinckrodt (Code) ; Sache (Code) ;

Thomas v. P. (111.), §§ 347-354; Davis v.

Jacksonville Line (Code), §458; Kirton,
57 Fla. 79. See Cause of Action ; coram
judice; § 10, Sto. Bq. PI. ; Munday : Cases

;

De non apparentibus ; Quod ab initio.

§§273, 274; 471, et aeq. ; 489, et seq.;
508.

The ground of the general demurrer is

never waived. Auburn ; Munday : Cases.
Only a wronged part}/ can sue or assign er-

ror. Williams v. Bggleston, L.C. 94, 3 G&
R. Contra: Bulkley, §§ 453-457. ("Our
Code" has changed this rule. See Fab-
ula.)

QUI TACET CONSENTIBE VIDETUE: He
who is silent appears to consent. 4 G&R.
Altegans contraria; Consensus tollit er-
rorem; Qtid non; Phillips, 23 Mo. 403;
Si citatus. Waiver of stipulations in pol-
icy by silence. See Allegans; Confes-
sions.
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QUI TACET NON tTTIQUE PATETTTE, SBD
tamen verum est eum non negare ; He
who is silent does not indeed confess, but
yet it is true that he does not deny, i
G&R ; Allegans; Qui non.

QUI TAM ACTIONS: 4 G&E.
QUOD AB INITIO NON VALENT EX POST

facto convaleseere non possunt: Things
inTalid from the Ireginning cannot be
made vaiid by a subsequent act. Cited,

§ 190. Quod ab initio non valet.

QUOD AB INITIO NON VALET INTRACTU
temporis non convalescit : That which
was void in the beginning cannot be made
valid by lapse of time. 4 G&R. Chap.
VIII, §§ 190-205a (general resume).
Cited, p. XV, Preface; §§1, 11, 21, 42, 50,

53, 68, 79, 101, 105, 111, 115, 117, 124,
145a, 155, 160, 162. 172, 175, 206, 207,
215, 218, 221, 224, 237, 254, 260, 276,
283, 301. 314, 333, 348, 351, 368, 387,
395, 494.

The statement must confer jurisdiction. An-
drews V. Lynch ; Mallinckrodt ; Rush v.

Brown ; Humphreys.
Irrelevant evidence if admitted without

objection may be supported by amended
pleadings. See Wisconsin.

Jurisdiction can not be retrospectively ac-

quired. Horan ; Quod ab initio.

QUOD CONSTAT CLABE, NON DEBET
verificari : What is clearly apparent need
not be proved. 4 G&R. Manifesta proba-
tione non indigent.

QUOD EST mOONVENIENS, AUT CONTEA
rationem non permissum est in lege : What
Is inconvenient or contrary to reason is

not allowed in law. 4 G&R. Convenience
a ground and rudiment of law. Argumen-
tum; Ab inconvenienti ; See Convenience.

No greater particularity is required than the

nature of the thing pleaded will admit.

Steph. PI. 367. See Prolixity. C. v. Kane ;

Nihil; Quod est,

QUOD INITIO VITIOSUM EST, NON Po-
test tractu temporis convaleseere : Time
cannot render valid an act void in its

origin. 4 G&R. Cited, § 190.

QUOD LEX NON VETAT PEEMITTIT:
What the law does not prohibit it per-

mits. 4 G&R. Cited, §§21, 215. Juris

prcecepta.

QUOD NECESSAEIA INTELLIGITUE ID
non deest : What is necessarily under-

stood is not wanting. 4 G&R. Expressio

eorum.

QUOD NULLUM EST, NULLUM PEODU-
cit eflfectum : That which is null produces

no effect. Cited, §§ 190, 206, 254. Hayes

V. U.S. 170, 652 ; Fauntleroy v. Lum

;

Fabula. White v. Bluett, L.C. 317, 3 G&
R; §217.

Bearing a matter not juridically presented

decides nothing.' Munday : Cases. Ste-

vens, 1 Blackf. 107; Smalley (111.).

QUOD PEE EECOEDUM PEOBATUM NCN
debet esse negatum : What is proved by

the right record ought not to be denied.

Cited §§218, 283. See Res Adjudicata;

Oral Evidence. Beach v. Nevin ;
Brittam,

LiC, 50, et seq.; 3 G&R. Mondel, 77 Id.

QUOD PURE DEBETUE PE.iESENTI DIE
debetur : That which is due uncondition-
ally is due now. Cited, § 283. Ut res.

QUOD BEMEDIO DESTITUITUE IPSA RE
valet si culpa absit : What is without a
remedy is by that very fact valid if there
be no fault. 4 G&R. Cited. § 241. See
Counterclaim ; Set-off ; Retainer.

QUOD VANUM ET INUTILE EST, LEX
non requirit : The law does not require,
what is vain and useless.

QUOTIES IN VERBIS NULLA EST AM-
biguitas ibi nulla exposito contra verba
henda est : When there is no ambiguity
in the words, then no exposition contrary
to the words is to be made. 4 G&R. See
Oral Evidence.

QUO WARRANTO: 4 G&R. By private
person. S. v. Noble, 16 N.D. 168 125 Am.
St. 628 650, ext.n. ; 32 Cyc. 1410-1468.

QUUM DE LUCEO DUORUM QU.aiRATUE.
melior est conditio possidentis : When the
gain of one of two is in question, the con-

dition of the possessor is the better. 4
G&R.

EAHMEL V. LEHNDOEPF, 142 Cal. 681, 65
L.R.A. 88 : Cases, 69 id. 659, 100 Am. St.

154, n., 4 G&R. Agency ; malicious acts of

agent ; principal is not liable for. M'Man-
us ; Quarman.

RAHEEE, IN BE, 140 U.S. 545: Cases; 35
L.ed. 572, 4 G&R. Commerce ;

power of

congress over ;
police power of the states.

RAILROADS: 4 G&R; 33 Cyc. 1-1411.

Rates of ; regulation of. Penna. R.R., 220
Pa. 100, 15 L.R.A. (N.S.) 108, ext.n

E.R. V. GREBE, 87 Tenn. 698, 711, 29 Cent.

L.J. 230, 4 L.R.A. 858, ext.n.. L.C. 283, 3
G&R. Qui timet bills; Vbi jus.

E.R. V. LEWEIGHT, 113 Mo. 660. Cited^

§ 460. Defect of substance saves itself

;

"it will keep." Bateson ; Courts will sua
sponte notice.

E.E. v. STEWAET, 95 U.S. 279, 284, 24;

L.ed. 431, L.C. 290a, 3 G&R. Cited, §§

227, 238, 258. 275, 294, 306. Statutory

Record ;
prolixity to be avoided : Cases.

General observations on. Consensus.

RAILWAY COMPANY; See Common Car-

riers.

EAILBOAD CO. V. LOCKWOOD, 17 Wall.

(U.S.) 337, 21 L.ed. 627, Goddard Cases.

Carriers, 390, L.C. 352. 3 G&R. Contract

against one's own wrong not permissible ;

carrier liable for negligence to free pas-

senger. St. Louis R.R. V. Piteock, 82 Ark.

441, 118 Am. St. 84; Inman ; Ball, 146

Ala. 309, 119 Am. St. 32 ; Houtz, 32 Utah,

175, 17 L.R.A.(N.S.) 688; The Caledonia,

157 U.S. 127.

Live stock; liability for. Siles, 129 Ky. 175,

130 Am. St. 429-464, ext.n., 18 L.R.A. (N.

S.) 86.

EANN V. HUGHES, 7 Term Rep. (D. & E.)

350 (reported in note), 101 Eng. Reprint,

1014, 6 Rul. Cas. 1-43, n., L.C. 312, 3 G
&R. Ctteil, §§ 13, 193, 215. 223, 470. Con-

tract ; Simple Contracts ; Consideration of

must be alleged and proved, except for

commercial paper. A seal imports a con-

sideration.
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EANSOM T. WILLIAMS, 2 Wall. 313, L.C.

122, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 141, 256, 333. Audi
alteram partem; Caveat emptor applies

to purchasers at judicial sales. Windsor,
L.C. 1. 3 G&R ; Doddridge. An execu-

tion must conform to Its record. "What
ought to be of record must be proved
by record and by the right record." Wil-
liams V. Peyton, L.C. 116, 3 G&R. Contra:
Harvey v. Tyler.

BATIFICATION: 4 G&R. Omnis ratihaUtio;
Qui aentit.

BATIO EST FOBMALIS CATTSA CONSTTE-
tudinis : Reason is the source and mould
of custom. 4 G&R. Reason is a ground
and rudiment of law. Whatever is con-

trary to reason and convenience is not
law. Quod est inconveniens.

EAYMOKD V. JOHNSON, 17 Wash. 232, 61
Am. St. 908, n., L.C. 39, 3 G&R. Denial
upon information and belief of what one
is presumed to know raises no issue.

BEADHEAD v. E.E. L.K., 5 Q.B.Div. 379,
2 Q.B. 412, 8 B.&S. 371, Thomp. Car-
riers, 124, sub Ingalls v. Bills, L.C. 353,
3 G&R. Carriers bound to the greatest
care ; but they are not usurers. The Cale-
donia, 157 U.S. 136, quoting Readhead.

SEAL ACTIONS: 4 G&B; 13 Cyc. 1541.

REAL ESTATE: 4 G&R. Contract for sale
of measure of damages for breach. George,
100 Tex. 44, 123 Am. St. 772-794, ext.n.

REAL PARTY IN INTEREST: 4 G&R.
REAL PROPEETT: 4 G&R.
REASON: 4 G&R. Coggs ; Cessanfe; § 6689,

Code, N.Dak. Common sense does not re-

quire the depth, length and breadth of
wounds causing death. Tomlinson, 6 C.&
P. 370, 25 B.C.L.R. 442; S. v. Jones. 20
Mo. 63.

Law is the perfection of. §§86; 247.
REASONABLE DOUBT: 4 G&R. In Self

Defence cases ; C. v. Palmer, 22 Pa. 299,
19 L.R.A.CN.S.) 483; Webster's Case; C.

V. McKee ; Wilson v. S. (venue need not
be proved beyond).

BEBTJTTAL EVIDENCE: 4 G&R.
RECAPTION: 4 G&R.
EEOEDITUE A PLACITIS JURIS, POTIUS

quam injuriae et delicta maneant impun-
ita : Positive rules of law will be receded
from rather than crimes and wrongs
should remain unpunished. 4 G&R.

RECEIPT: 4 G&R. Harden, 2 Mason, 561,
11 Fed. Cases, 480 ; Gibson, 12 Mo. 162.

RECEIVER: 4 G&R; 34 Cyc. 1-512; 3
Street, Fed. Bq. 2505-2573. Certificate of

;

assignments of. McCarthy. 238 111. 38, 128
Am. St. 95-116, ext.n.

RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS: 4 G&R.
RECENT POSSESSION OF THE FRUITS

of crime : 4 G&R. E. v. Partridge, L.C.
190, 3 G&R.

RECITAL: 4 G&R. Judicial Recitals; ef-

fect of. Ferguson, L.C. 264, 3 G&R. ; Beck-
lenberg.

BECOGNIZANCB: 4 G&R; 34 Cyc. 536-
576.

RECONVENTION: 4 G&R. McLeod v.
Bertschy.

BECORD: 4 G&R. Confers authority upon
a court. Munday : Cases. See Courts

;

§ 79, et seq., § 219, et seg.

Record.

—

Protection depends upon. § 331.

Is a constitutional implication. § § 309 ; 316

;

477 ; 83-124, 1 G&R.
A court is bound by its record. Windsor, L.

C. 1, et seq., 3 G&R. See Pleadings, I 101,

et seg.,' Dictum; Coram Judice; P. xiv.

Preface ; Issue ; § 478.

Authority to proceed and establish an
adjudication depends upon a record.

Cruikshank, L.C. 232, 3 G&R; Munday,
L.C. 79 : Cases, id., S. v. Muench ; p. xiv.

Preface. "What ought to be of record

must be proved by record and by the right

record." § 478. Thompson.
Mandatory Record: See id., also Trilogy of

Procedure, § 101, et seq., "What ought to

he of record must be proved by record and
by the right record."

Statutory Record. § 101, et seg.; "What
ought to be of record must be proved by
record and by the right record." iSfee Bill

of Exceptions ; Statutory Record ; Trilogy
of Liberal Construction ; § 101, et seg.;

§ 219, et seg.

Definition and nature of. 34 Cyc. 585-617.
Record books and index. 34 Cyc. 586.
Filing and recording writings. 34 Cyc. 587-

590.
Custody and care. 34 Cyc. 590.
Correction and cancellation. 34 Cyc. 590.
Inspection and use of. 34 Cyc. 592-595. See

Inspection.
Withdrawal of records and papers from of-

fice files. 34 Cyc. 596.
Registration of land titles. 34 Cyc. 597-605.

Le Neve, L.C. 396, 3 G&R.
Supplying of lost or destroyed.. 34 Cyc. 606-

610.
Establishment of title evidenced by lost or

destroyed record. 34*Cyc. 611-614.
Construction ; operation and effect of rec-

ords. 34 Cyc. 614.
Offences incidental to records. 34 Cyc. 615.
RECORDA SUNT VESTIGIA VETUSTA-

tis et veritatis : Records are vestiges of
antiquity and truth. Sub Record, 4 G&R.
Contra scriptum.

RECORD RULE: 4 G&R. "What ought to
be of record must be proved by record and
by the right record." § 478.

EECOEDS: 4 G&R. See Record.
A necessity for the operation of'the judicial

department. §§317, 342, et seg.; 477;
Thompson.

Conclusiveness of. Brittain ; Starbuck.
EECOUPMENT: 4 G&B; 34 Cyc. 623-769.
Right to. Shoemaker v. Jackson ; Smeed v.

Foord.
Defendant's claim of cannot be dismissed l/y

plaintiff. McLeod ; Pfister.
Reconvention: 34 Cyc. 632.
Recriminatory fraud as a defence. Whit-

worth.
Plea of admits the contract. Ansley.
RECOVERY AT LAW ENDS LITIGATION:

4 G&R. See Res Adjudicata; Nemo debet
bis vexari; Marlott.

RECTIFICATION: 4 G&R. See Equity.
RECTOR V. PRICE, 1 Mo. 198, §-509,

Equity. Cited, §§ 309, 362, 508. 510, 511,
512. In prtesentia majoris. Lesser laws
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Rector v. Price.

—

yield to greater. S. em ret. Henson v.
Sheppard. § 362.

KECUEEENDUM EST AD EXTEAOEDI-
narium quando nou valet ordlnarium : We
must have recourse to what is extraor-
dinary when what is ordinary fails. 4
G&R.

EEDDENDA SINGULA SINGULIS: Let
each be put in its proper place ; that is,

that the words should he taken distrib-
utively. 4 G&R.

EE-DIBECT EXAMINATION OF WITNESb-
es. 4 G&R.

EEDUNDANT MATTER: 4 G&R.
EEEDLE V. E.E., 4 Exch. 244, 6 Eng. Ry.

Cas. 184, sub M'Manus v. Crickett, 4 G&R.
Agency ; Independent Contractor ; Respon-
deat Superior; liberal rule. Barry, 17
Mo. 125 : Morgan, 22 Mo. 544.

BEES V. BEEEINGTON, 3 Yes. Jr. 540, 30
Eng. Reprint, 765, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. (W.&
T.) 1867-1921, ext.n., L.C. 334a, 3 G&R.
Cited, §§76, 90. Contract; Sureties;
Change of contract releases ; Non hac.

BEFEEENCE: 30 Cyc. 774-897; 2 Street,

Fed. Eq. 329-470.
EEFEEENCE FEOM ONE COUNT TO AN-

other. 4 G&R.
EEFOEMATION OF DOCUMENTS: 4 G&R.

See Equity ; 34 Cyc. 899-1001 ; Street,

Fed. Eq.
EEFBESHING MEMOET: 4 G&R. Green

V. S., 53 Tex. Crlm. Rep. 490, 22 L.R.A.
<N.S.) 706; S. v. Bacon, 98 Am. Dec. 616-

623, ext.n. : 1 Gr. Ev. 438.
EEGINA CASES: Post. See Rex: R. Cases.

R. Stands for Rex or Regina (King or

Queen) ; C. stands for Commonwealth ; P.,

for People ; S., for State ; o.S., for United
States.

EEGISTEE OF DEEDS: 34 Oyc. 1016-1026.

BEGNAL YEAES: 4 G&R.
BEGBATIKG, FORESTALLING AND EN-

grossing. 4 G&R.
EEGUL.2: GENEEALES: Rules formulated

hy courts to regulate procedure before

them. 4 G&R.
EEGULA PRO LEGE, SI DEFICIT LEX:

In default of the law, the maxim rules.

4 G&R. Cited, §§ 11, 25, 27, 60, 67. 82a,

99, 510. This maxim is one of the Trilogy

of Equity. §§11,25. See Maxims.

EE6ULAEITEE NON VALET PACTUM DE
re mea non alienanda: Regularly a con-

tract not to alienate my property is not

binding. 4 G&R.
EEGTTLAEITY: 4 G&R. Maxim :

Omnia
prwsumuntur rite; §§53-59. Presump-

tions of do not affect third parties. § 53,

et seq. „ ,

EEGULAB PROCESS: 4 G&R. Savacool,

L.C. 164, 3 G&R.
EEHBAEINGS: 4 G&R.

EBLATIO EST FICTIO JUBIS ET INTEN-

ta ad unum : Relation is a fiction of law,

and intended for one thing. 4 G&R.

RELEASE: 4 G&R; 34 Cyc. 1039-1108.

Action at law ; attack or release for fraud.

oSton, 53 Or. 343, 20 L.R.A.(N S.) 915.

Of one joint trespasser releases all. Bills,

L.C. 389, 3 G&E.

RELEVANCY OF EVIDENCE: 4 G&R.
Frustra proiatur quod probatum non rele-
vat. See Departures ; Variance ; Failure of
Proof.

RELIEF: 4 G&R.
RELIGION: 4 G&R.
RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES: 34 Cye. 1112-

1198. See Church.
REMAINDER: 4 G&R.
REMEDIAL STATUTES: 4 G&R. Service

of process on corporations. See Process.
REMEDIES FOR EIGHTS: 4 G&R.
REMEDIES: 4 G&R.
REMEDY: 4 G&R.
EEMITTITUR: 4 G&R.
REMOTENESS: 4 G&E. In jure: Gilson, 36
Am. St. 308-361.

REMOVAL OF CAUSE: 4 G&R; 34 Cyc.
124-1328 ; 2 Bouv. Die. 872-876 ; 2 Hughes'
Proc. Fraudulent

;
joining of a party to

prevent. 111. Cent. R.R., 215 U.S. 308;
Boatmen's, 75 Kans. 479, 22 L.R.A.(N.S.)
1235.

Demands the certainty of the Trilogy of
Procedure. § 182 ; Verba fortius. Little

V. Giles ; Doremus.
The highest certainty exacted. § 182

;

Smoot's Case.
RENAISSANCE OF THE CIVIL LAW: 4

G&R.
RENSBERGER V. BRITTON, 31 Colo. 77-79

(first case), 79-82, Id. (second case), 4
G&R. Cited, § 455. See a review of this

case in 2 Hughes' Proc. Singular and op-
pressive establishment of Res adjudicata
in Colorado. Cf. Matousek (Mo.) ; P. v.

Artesian Co. (111.).

RENUNCIATION: 4 G&E. Fiost v. Knight,
L.C. 308o, 3 G&R.

REOPENING A CASE: 4 G&E.
REPEAL: 4 G&R.
REPETITION: 4 G&R.
REPLEADER: 4 G&R. When court will

order. Garland v. Davis, L.C. 60, 3 G&R.
See Demurrer ; § 101 ; Steph. PI. 99, cit-

ing Kent V. Hall, Hobart, 113. 80 Bug.
Reprint, 262 ; Flower v. Ross, 5 Taunt.

386. (1 E.C.L.R.) ; Walker, 13 Mo. 593.

REPLEVIN: 4 G&R; 34 Cyc. 1342-1609.

Specific delivery of chattels. Pusey, L.C.

276, 3 G&R.
Detinue. Andrews, 47 Wash. 220, 18 L.R.A.

(N.S.) 1265, n.

REPLICATION: 4 G&R; 1 Street, Fed. Bq.

786-808.
Waiver of. See Theory of the Case ; Mun-

day; Cape Girardeau R.R. ;
§§445-447.

Labor, 7 Wall.
EEPHCATIONS DE INJURIA: 4 G&R.
REPLY: See Replication.

EEP0RT3; REPORTERS; COURT RE-
ports: 34 Cyc. 1610-1619.

REPUGNANCY IN A PLEADING: 4 G&E.
Allegans contratia; Pain, L.C. 107, 3 G&
R ; Niedneberger, 11 Mo. 359 361. Repug-
nant pleadings are void. § 299.

EEPUTATION: 4 G&R. Injury to. See
• Defamation.
RE(JUEST: 4 G&R.
RERICK V. KERN, 14 S. & E. 267. sub

Frauds and Perjuries, 2 G&R. Cited,

§ 445. Oral license to occupy land may
confer title. Cape G. R.E.
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BBS ACCESSOBIA SEQUITUB BEM FBIK-
cipalem : An accessory follows Its prin-

cipal. 4 G&R. Expreasio eorum; Impli-

cations ; Incidents.

BES ADJUDICATA: 4 G&R.. One of th^
conserving principles of procedure. § 91,

1 G&R. See Rules States, 4 id.

This important subject involves phases

of its leading maxim, which is In-

terest reipublicw ut sit finis litium.—
The subject is developed from con-

ceptions of the Roman Civil Law.
§§ 171-200, 1 G&R ; also 4 Id. Another
maxim is Nemo debet bis vexari pro
una et eadem causa (No one ought
to be twice vexed for one and the
same cause). From the maxims cited

arises the defense of former jeopardy,
which is so important in the criminal
case. See U.S. v. Perez, L.C. 69, 3
G&R, et seq.; R. v. Vaux, L.C. 72, 3
Id., et seq.

The maxims and principles above
mentioned are parts of the prescrip-

tive constitution. They are insep-

arably connected with the trilogy

of procedure. § 1, Equity ; Chaps. V.

VI, VII, Id; Vallandingham, 17 111.

25; Smalley, 19 111. 207; 8 Mo. 124;
Brown, 10 Mo. 57 ; 18 Mo. 66 ; 218 111.

46.

Codes provide for. § 65.

Its influence on evidence, pleading and prac-
tice. S 100.

Estoppel of record. Outram v. Morewood

;

Cromwell v. County of Sac. ; L.C. 25, 26, 3
G&R ; U.S. T. Perez, L.C. 69, et seq., 3
G&R. Id. Kingston's Case, L.C. 76. Con-
tumacio eorum.

Fraud will vitiate. Am. Co. v. Mullins, 212
U.S. 312-315. See Balsewicz, S 346. Ew
dolo male.

Pleadings essential for. Smalley, 19 111.

207 ; 3 Gr. Ev. 35, 36; S. v. Muench (Cit-

ing Munday) ; Hope v. Blair, §§ 448 452;
La.Ioye, 3 Mo. 529. Brlstow; Identifica-

tion.

Mandatory record supports. S. v. Muench ;

Hope V. piair ; Thompson, 11 Mo. 244,
where (statutory record was consulted).
Wright V. Griffey; §§181; 228, et seq.

Oral or other evidence may identify is-

sues. S. V. Morton, 18 Mo. 66 ; Mondel,
L.C. 77, 3 G&R.

Pleadings must present a "cause of action"
else there can be no merits. S. v. Muenclk;
Smalley ; Vallandingham ; Stevens, 1

Blackf. 66 ; 3 Gr. Bv. 35, 36 ; Kenealy.
241 111. 23 : Cases. Rushton, Munday

;

Quis, quid, coram quo.
Coram judice proceedings essential for. S.

v. Muench ; Hope v. Blair. Bee Munday

;

§§ 41, 65. Kenealy, § 342.
Estoppels are odious and must appear with

certainty. Outram ; Cromwell, L.C. 25, 26,
3 G&R; Will Gould's Pi., 29; Clem 2c,
3 G&R ; Torney v. S., 13 Mo. 456 ; La-
.iove, .S llo. 529 ; Brown, 10 Mo. 56, §

181 ; Riverside.

Res Adjudicata.

—

An authority must appear; it must te al-

leged. §§124, 133, 1 G&R; Rushton;
Clem, 2c, 3 G&R ; § 27, et seq.

Identity of issues essential for. Kenealy

;

§ 342 ; Torney v. S., 13 Mo. 456 ; IdenU-
fication.

See P. V. Artesian Co., § 346. (From a Judg-
ment entry a coram judice proceeding will

be presumed. Estoppels are not odiuos.)

Judgments, how proved. §§ 124-128, 1 G&R.
It includes the judgment roll. Vail, 69 HI.

332-335.
It must be averred trial was on the merits.

See Res Adjudicata, 4 G&R ; Bell, 15 Mo.
219 ; Taylor, 15 Mo. 103.

A verdict will be, where it is stipulated that
no Judgment shall be entered. Crosby, 124
Ga. 573, 121 Am. St. 234-237.

Demurrer; judgment on is final. Cain, 123
Ky. 59, 124 Am. St. 313, n.

Demurrer; judgment on conclusive. Cain,
supra; Dohs, 103 Minn. 283, 123 Am. St.

329.
A test of the record for res adjudicata. Val-

landingham ; Wright v. Griffey.

One suing for many; all are bound. Mont-
gomery, 154 Ala. 242, 129 Am. St. 54-56 n.

A change of the theory of the case will not
avoid the bar. Greenwood Drug Co., 81 S.

C. 516, 128 Am. St. 929-933.
Tribunals of corporations and associations;

conclusiveness of. See Church ; Scott v.

Avery.
Illinois cases respect requirements of. Bates,

L.C. 225. 3 G&R ; Kenealy, § 342, et seq.;
Thomas v. P. ; Wright v. Griffey, § 344

:

Cases.
Missou7-i cases require means of. Hope v.

Blair ; S. v. Muench.
Means of. Quis, quid; Munday : Cases.
RESCISSION OF CONTRACTS: 4 G&R.

For deception. Van Houten.
RESCUE: 34 Cyc. 1631-1637.
RESCUE OF DISTRAINED PEOPEBTY:

4 G&R.
BES EST MISEEA UBI JUS EST VAGUM

et incertum ; It is a miserable state of
things where the law is vague and uncer-
tain. 4 G&R. Ubi jus incertum; Stare
Decisis.

BES GEST.a:: 4 G&R; 34 Cyc. 1642.
Spies V. P.

RES INTER ALIOS ACTA AITEEI NOOEBE
non debet : Things done between strang-
ers ought not to injure those who are not
parties to them ; or, a transaction between
two ought not to operate to the disadvant-
age of a third. 4 G&R. Cited, §§1 12,13,
29, 42, 68, 76, 126, 145o, 190, 198, 202, 204,
214, 224. 225, 232, 267, 304, 314, 339, 340,
361, 368, 414, 493. 17 Cyc, 274-290 ; 34 id.
166 ; Judd, 215 Mo. 314 ; Offut 8 Mo.
120 ; P. V. Molineux ; Strong v. S. ; Sykes.
See System ; Funkhauser, 24 Mo. 48 ; S.
V. Phillips, 24 Mo. 482; S. v. Hagerow
(abortion) ; R. v. Carter.

Irrelevant evidence, i. e., that which
does not correspond with the allega-
tions, nor tend to prove the lssu§,
leads to variances and departures.
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Res Inter Alios Acta.—
The court has no right to admit It, for
courts are bound by their records.
Frustra prohatur.

,

Incompetent eyidence Is wider in
its embrace than irrelevant evidence.
Evidence may be incompetent because
it is irrelevant, or because it is Tiear-

say. From necessity and for conveni-
ence there are many exceptions to
hearsay evidence. Bouv. Die. (1897
ed. ) . To prove a fact the best evidence
must be produced. Generally, if the
best evidence Is hearsay, then in well
defined exceptions to the general rule
rejecting hearsay evidence, it Is ad-
missible. Generally, if a witness has
nothing but information derived from
what some stranger told him, who did
not derive his information directly
from the person to be charged, as by
an admission, such evidence is im-
material ; it is without juridical

weight and can have no effect. It

need not be excepted to. Shutte, L.C.
291, 3 G&R. However, cases are cited

to support a contrary view. Farber,
139 Mo. 284 : Cases ; Schlemmer, 205
U.S. 1.

But something cannot come from noth-
ing.—^The court is as much bound to

exclude hearsay as is either party to

the record. Quod est nullum.
Courts have decided almost anything.—
They have decided that pleadings can
be waived. See Theory of the Case;
Variance. The admission of incompe-

tent or Irrelevant evidence because

no objection Is made to it is the basis

of the "theory of the case"; where
this is upheld, the rule that "allegata

et probata must correspond" is vio-

lated. Bristow, L.C. 135, 3 G&R;
Hempstead v. Stone, 2 Mo. 65 (con-

sent will not cure departure, If in

anyway It Is made to appear) . Wash-
ington R.R. § 249.

Res inter alios acta is cited in 11 Mo. 258.

No one should suffer from the act of another.

§ 6667, Code, N.Dak.
Res inter alios judicatw nullum aliis prwju-

dicium faciunt: Matters adjudged in a

cause do not prejudice those who were not

parties to it. Dig. 44, 2, 1. See Id quod.

Confession iy person not accused is inad-

missible. Bloclser v. S., 55 Tex. Crim.

Rep. 30, 131 Am. St. 772-796, extn.

Agents: declarations of, when admissihle.

Johnson v. McLain Investment Co., 79

Kans. 423, 131 Am. St. 302-338, ext.n. ;
2

Wigm. Ev. 1078; 3 id. 1745. See Bes

Oestw Kirlsstall. „„.,tttii»
EES INTEE ALIOS JtTDICAT.ff: NULLUM

aliis prajjudieium faciunt : Matters ad-

judged In a cause do not prejudice those

who were not parties to it. 4 G&K. Cited,

Res Inter Alios Judicatae.

—

§§ 12, 50, 58, 90, 123, 133, 174. 34 Cyc,
See Res inter alios acta; Riverside. Audi
alteram partem.

RES IPSA LOQUITUR: The thing speaks
for itself. 4 G&R. Cited, §§21, 24, 359.
See Presumptions; Kearney, L.C. 211, 3
G&R : Cases ; C. v. Yorlt, L.C. 197, 3 G&R
(Intent)

; Lyttle, 222 Pa. 395, 128 Am.
St. 814, 817, ext.n. ; Eoclsweii, 202 Mass.
6, 23 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1022; Briscoe, 222 Mo.
114 (in relation to pleadings).

Personal examination of a party. Larson,
34 Utah, 318, 23 L.E.A.(N.S.) 463; West-
ern Glass Mfg Co., 42 Colo. 357, 15 L.R.
A.(N.S.) 663 (refusal of order is abuse
of discretion).

Possession of fruits of crime. R. v. Part-
ridge, L.C. 190, 3 G&R ; R. v. Carter. See
Presumptions.

RESISTING AN OFFICER: 4 G&R. See
Arrest.

EES JUDICATA FACIT EX ALSO NIG-
rum, ex nigro alhum, ex curvo rectum, ex
recto curvum : A thing adjudged malse
white black, black white ; the crooked
straight, straight crooked. 4 G&R. Cited,

§ 232. See Rensberger.
EES PERIT DOMINO SUO: The destruc-

tion of the thing is the loss of its owner.
Tarling, L.C. 404, 3 G&R. ; Dame, L.C.
308, id.

RESPONDEAT SUPEEIOE: Let the princi-

pal answer, or respond, or be responsible.
4 G&R. Cited, §§ 14, 18. 29, 93. M'Manus ;

Hiiliard, sub M'Manus ; Cornfoot, L.C.
385, 3 G&R; Fitzsimmons, L.C. 384, id.;
Quarman ; Barry, 14 Mo. 122.

He who can and does not forbid that which
is done on his behalf is deemed to have
bidden it. § 6666, Code, N.Dak. ; What-
man.

EESPONSIO UNIUS NON OMNINO AUDI-
tur : The answer of one witness shall not
be heard at all. 4 G&R.

EESTEAINT OF TRADE: 4 G&R. Con-
tracts ; Mitchel, L.C. 373, 3 G&R ; Mallan,
308, id.

RETAINER: See Quod remedio.
RETREATING TO THE WALL: 4 G&E.
EETEOACTIVE LAWS; 4 G&R. See
Ex Post Facto; Bronson, L.C. 238, 3 G&R

EETEOSPECTIVB DECISIONS: 4 G&R.
EETURN: 4 G&R. Sheriff's may be im

peached. Hauswirth, L.C. 51, 3 G&R.
EETURN OF PROCESS: 4 G&R. As evi

dence. Drlggles f. U.S., 1 Okla. Crlm,
Rep. 167. 129 Am. St. 827-836, ext.n.

Remedies of persons injured thereby. Reiger,

210 Mo. 563, 124 Am. St. 755-772, ext.n.

Conclusiveness of. Newcomb, 182 Mo. 704
(are conclusive).

REUS EXCIPIENDO FIT ACTOE: The de-

fendant by a plea becomes plaintiff. 4

G&R.
EEVEESAL OF JUDGMENT: 4 G&R.
REVERSION: 4 G&R.
REVIEW: 4 G&R; 34 C'y'o. 1695-1723;

Street, Fed. Eq. 1227.

REVISED STATUTES OF THE UNITED
States: 4 G&R.

EEVIVAl: 4 G&E.
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EEVIVOE: 4 G&R; 2- Street, Fed. Eq. 1202.

KEVOCATION: 4 G&E.
EEWARD: 4 G&B; 34 Cyc. 1228-1759.

Offers ol as a contract. William v. Car-

wai'dine.

BEX NON DEBET ESSE SUB HOMINE
sed sub deo et lege : The king should not

be under the authority of man, but ol God
and the law. 4 G&R.

EEX NON POTEST PECCAEE: The King

(the Crown — State — Sovereignty — Gov-

ernment) can do no wrong. 4 G&R. Cited,

§§ 10, 510. Moody v. N.C., 28 N.C. 12, 53

L.R.A. Sr,:, ; Elmore, 153 Ala. 345, 127

Am. St 31 : Cases.

Officers may he sued. General Oil Co., 117

Tenn. 82, 121 Am. St. 966-088, n.

Judicial officers; not liable. Lange, L.C.

159 3 G&R. Principeps.

EEX NUNQUAM MOEITUE: The king

never dies. 4 G&R.
EEX CASE: See Regina. R. stands for

Rex or Regina (King or Queen) ; S. for

State ; C. for Commonwealth ; I', for Peo-

ple ; U.S. for United States. See 4 G&R.
Leading English Criminal Cases.

E. V. ALLEN, L.R. 1 C.C.R. 367, 12 Cox, C.

C. 1^3, 4 G&R. Actus non facit; Bigamy ;

intent no element in. C. v. Mash ; R. v.

Bishop ; R. v. Brawn ; R. t. Hague : See

R. V. Micheal.
E V. ALMON, 5 Burr. 2686, 98 Eng. Re-

print, 411, 20 St. Trials, 803-850, 1 Lead.

Crim. Cas. (B. & H.) 145-157, n., 4 G&R.
Cited, § 17a. Agency : Respondeat Superior.

Criminal acts of agent; principal liable

for. when. Cited, Bish. C.L.

E. V. ASHWELL, 16 Q.B.D. 190, 16 Cox, C.C.

1, 8 Rul. Cas. 81, 4 G&R. Larceny ;
what

is a taking ; bailee. R. v. Thurborn (gen-

eral resume).
B. V. BAIDEY, 2 Den. C.C. 430, 5 Cox, C.C.

523, 12 Law & Bq. Rep. 590, 2 Lead. Crim.

Cas. (B. & H.) 484-630, sub Confessions 2

G&R. Confessions ; admissibility in evi-

dence.

E. V. BAENAED, 7 C. & P. 784 (32 B.C.l^.

R.), 4 G&R. False pretence; Uniform
donned to deceive is a false pretence.

AUegans contraria; Posito. Means of de-

ception immaterial. The law looks at sub-

stance, not form. R. v. Bryan.

B. V. BIRMINGHAM, ETC., E.E., 3 Q.B. 223,

3 Add. & El. (N.S.) 223 (43 E.C.L.R.), 1

Lead Crim. Cas. (B. &H.) 158-176, n., 4

G&R. Corporations ; capacity for crime.

N.y. R.R. V. U.S., 212 U.S. 481-499; R.

v. Great North., etc., R.R.

E. V. BISHOP, 5 Q.B.D. 259, 14 Cox, C.C.

404, 25 L.R.A. (N.S.) 664, 4 G&R. Intent

no element in statutory crime. P. v. Bo
bey ; R. v. Ashwell ; C. v. Mash ; Actus non
facit.

E. V. BOWEEMAN, 1 Q.B. 112, 17 Cox, C.

C. 151, 4 G&R. Participation in crime
sufficient; Res ipsa loquitur; Noscitur a
sociis.

E. V. BEAWN, 1 C. & K. 144 (47 E.C.L.R.),

4 G&R. Bigamy ; second marriage may be
void. See Shafer v. S.

B. v. BETAN, Dears. & B. C.C. 265, 7 Cox,

C.C. 312, 5 Crim. Del. 134, 40 Eng. Law

R. V. Bryan.

—

& Eq., 4 G&R. Caveat Emptor; Simplea
commendatio ; False Pretences.

E. V. BUCKMASTEE, 20 Q.B. 132, 16 Cox,

C.C. 339, 4 G&R. Larceny by trick. De-

Irese v. S. ; S. v. Ryan.
E.' V. BUEGESS, 16 Q.B.D. 141, 15 Cox,

C.C. 779, 3 Crim. Def. 779, 4 G&R. Com-
pounding offences; In pari; Keir ; Jones

V. Rice. Duty to inform on criminals.

Salus populi.

E. V. CAETEE, 12 Q.B.D. 522, 15 Cox, CO.
448, 4 G&R. Collateral facts to prove

guilt. B. V. Partridge, L.C. 190, 3 G&R.
Res inter alios; Res ipsa loquitur. See
Presumptions.

E. V. CLAEENCE, 22 Q.B.D. 23, 16 Cox,

C.C. 511, 4 G&R. Assault ; husband not

guilty of by communicating to wife a

venereal disease. Hegarty v. Shine.

E. v. COLLINS, Leigh & Cave, C.C. 471, 9

Cox, C.C. 497, 2 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. &
H.) 478, 3 Crim. Def. 701, 4 G&R. Im-

possibility ; no crime to attempt. Fabula.

The law' of attempts: Observations. R.

V. Goodhall.
E. v. CONDE, 10 Cox, C.C. 547, 4 G&R.

Crime defined ; omission to perform duty
is. Parent liable to starving child. R. v.

Morby ; R. v. Falkingham ; R. v. Smith

;

B. V. Sherlock (duty to join posse) ; R. v.

Smith (preventing one from taking care

of himself).
E. V. CONEY ET AL., L.R., 8 Q.B.Div. 534,

15 Cox, C.C. 46, 3 Crim. Def. 789-818, i

G&B. Prize fights ; principals and acces-

sories ; Aiders and Abettors. Noscitur o
sociis.

E. V. CKUNDEN, 2 Camp. 89, 11 R.R. 671,
4 G&R. Public morals protected ; Reyn-
olds V. U.S.

E V. CEUSE, 8 C. & P. 541 (34 E.C.L.R.).

2 Crim. Def. 765, 19 L.R.A. 359, 4 G&R.
Drunkenness is no defence. Suicide as a
crime ; observations.

E. V. CUMPTON, 5 Q.B.Div. 341, sub Ne-
cessity, 4 G&R. Right to resist unlawlul
arrest.

E. V. DeBANKS, 13 Q.B.D. 29, 15 Cox, C.C.

450, 4 G&R. Larceny by bailee : Cases.
E. T. DOHEETY, 16 Cox, C.C. 306, 4 G&R.

Statement ol prisoner ; right to make. See
Conlesslons ; Nemo tenetur.

E. V. DUDLEY AND STEPHENS (THE
Mignonette Case), 14 Q.B.D. 273, 15 Cox,
C.C. 624, 5 Am. Crim. Rep. 559, 106 Am.
St. 725, 4 G&R. Necessity and compulsion
as a defence ; one cannot contract away
his life. In pa/ri; S. v. Beck. See" Neces-
sitas.

E. V. EDWAEDS, 13 Cox, C.C. 384, 4 G&R.
Larceny ; abandonment by owner ; the
thing stolen must be of some value. De
minimis.

E. V. ELLIS, 9 Dowl. & Ry. 174, 6 Barn. &
Cress. 145 (13 E.C.L.R.), 2 Lead. Crim.
Cas. (B.&H) 18-25, L.C. 2136, 3 G&R.
Evidence ; collateral facts admissible to
prove system. Separate transactions parts
of a system. Res inter alios.

E. V. ESDAILE, 1 F. & F. 213, 4 G&R. Bill
of Particulars ; Cryps ; McDonald.
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S. V. ESOP, 7 C. & P. 456 (32 E.CX.R.),
4 G&R. Cited, § 20. Ignorantia legls; Jg-
norantia facti is an excuse. Illustrations;
Levett.

E. V. FALKXNGHAM, L.R. 1 C.C.E. 222, 4
G&R. Omission of duty to infant ; aban-
donment of. R. V. Conde ; R. v. Waters,
L,.C. 71. 3 G&R.

E. V. FEATHEKSTONE, Dears. C.C. 369, 6

Cox, C.C. 376, 26 Eng. Law & Eq. 470, 2
Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. & H.) 362, 4 G&R.
Larceny ; giving possession by an adulter-

ess ; this will not excuse.

B. T. FRANCIS, L.R., 2 C.C.E. 128, 12 Cox,

C.C. 612, sui) Res inter alios acta, etc., 4
G&R. Collateral facts to prove intent.

E. V. GARDNER, Dearsly & Bell C.C. 40, 36
Eng. Law & Eq. 640, 5 Crim. Def. 287, 2

Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.'& H.) 163-172, 4 G&
K. In jure non remota; R. v. Pym ; R. v.

Martin.
E. V. GIBSON, 18 Q.B.D. 537, 16 Cox, 0.0.

181, L.C. 272, 3 G&R. Judge and Jury

;

province of. Ad quwstionem facti; S. v.

Croteau. L.C. 271, 3 G&R. Incompetent
evidence, thougb cumulative, is material

error. Original documents are the best

evidence.

E. V. GOLDSMITH, L.K., 2 C.C.R. 74, 12

Cox, C.C. 479, L.C. 20, 3 G&R. Cited,

§§ 67, 123o, 127. 163, 190, 259, 503.

Pleadings ; aider by verdict. See Aider.

Limitations of liberal rules of construc-

tion. McKown. 77 Mo. 463 ; Steph. PI.

147-150, I 117, ante; Dobson, L.C. 232a,

3 G&E ; Jackson v. Pesked ; Munday

:

Cases ; R. v. Perrott.

E. V. GOODHALL, 1 Den. C.C. 187, 4 G&R.
Impossibility; In jure; attempt consti-

tutes the crime. Contra: E. v. Collins.

Fabula.
E. V. GRANT, 5 Bam. & Add. (27 E.C.L.R.),

4 G&R. Defamation ; truth no defence in

criminal libel. § 313, 1 G&R.
E. V. GEEAT NORTH OF ENGLAND E.E.,

9 Q.B. 315 (58 E.C.L.R.) 1 Lead. Crim.

Cas. (B. & H.) 166-176, n., 4 G&R. Corpo-

rations ; criminal liability of. Procedure ;

R. V. Birmingham.
E. V. GREY, 4 P. & F. 73, 4 G&R. Public

morals protected. E. v. Crunden ; Reyn

olds V. U.S.

E v. HAGUE, 9 Cox, 0.0. 412, 4 B. & S.

'715 (116 E.C.L.R.), 4 G&R. Personation

of voter ; Intent is immaterial. E. v. Al-

len.

E V. HANDS, 16 Cox. CO. 188, 4 G&R.

Larceny; stealing from an automaton.

The law looks at substance, not form.

E V HAZELTON, L.E., 2 C.O.E. 134, 13

Cox C C 4 G&R. False pretences ;
ob-

taining credit by worthless checks. See

False Pretences.

E V HILL, 5 Cox, O.C. 259, 2 Lead. Orim.

'cas. (B.&H.) 204216, 4 G&R, Compe-

tency of witnesses; child may testify.

E V HOPLEY, 2 P. & P. 202, 4 G&R.

Homicide from correction; immoderate

chastisement. Words are no assault.

Cooling time ; heat of passion.

E V. HUGHES, 1 B'os. & Fin. 726, 1 Dears^

& Bell, 248, 4 G&E. Omission of duty is

R. V. Hughes.

—

a crime. R. v. Conde ; E. v. Falkingham

;

R. V. Morby ; E. v. Smith.
E. V. HULL (R. V. RAMPTON), Kel. 40, 1

Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. & I-I.) 50-59, 4 G&E.
Homicide

; gross negligence supplies mal-
ice. R. V. Lowe ; E. v. Longbottom.

R. V. INHABITANTS OF ALL SAINTS OF
Worcester, 6 Maule & S. 194, 105 Eng.
Reprint, 1215, 2 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.&H.)
266-283, 4 G&R. Necessitas inducit priv-
ilegium. When a wife may testify for
husband.

E. V. JENNISON, 1 L. & 0. 157, 9 Cox, CO.
158, 4 G&R. False pretences ; when prom-
issory ; pretence must be of an existing
fact. False representations when action-
able. Pasley, L.C. 375, 3 G&R.

E.. V. JOHNSON, 7 East, 65, 103 Eng. Re-
print, 26, 2 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.&H.)
432-445, 4 G&E. Deceit and fraud ; when
indictable. R. v. Wheatley, L.C. 19, 3
G&E.

E. V. KEYN, 2 Ex. D. 63, 13 Cox, 0.0. 403,
L.C. 171, 3 G&R. Jurisdiction of crime;
it is not transitory, but is local. C. v.

Macloon, L.C. 172, 3 G&R ; R. v. Lewis.
E. V. KILHAM, L.R., 1 C.C.R. 261, 11 Cox,

C.C. 561, 4 G&R. False pretences ; hiring
by means of is no crime.

E. V. LATIMER, 17 Q.B.D. 359, 16 Cox,

C.C. 70, 4 G&R. Homicide ; aiming at one
and wounding another ; tacking and col-

lateral intent.

E. V. LEVETT (LEVETT' S CASE). See
Levett's Case, 4 G&R. S.P., R. v. Bsop.
Ignorantia facti excusat; Actus non facitt

etc.

R. V. LEWIS, Dearsly & Bell, CO. 182, 2
Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.&H.) 298-303, n., L.

C. 173, 3 G&R. Crime; venue; jurisdic-

tion ; E. V. Keyn ; C. v. Macloon.
E. V. LONGBOTTOM, 3 Cox, 0.0. 439, 1

Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.&H.) 66-71, 4 G&R.
Homicide ;

gross negligence supplies mal-
ice. R. V. Hull ; R. V. Lowe ; E. v. Pym ;

R. V. Salmon.
E. V. LOWE, 4 Cox, C.C. 449, 1 Lead. Crim.

Cas. (B.&H.) 60-65. ext.n., 4 G&R. S.P.,

E. V. Hull ; R. V. Longbottom ; R. v. Sal-

mon.
E. V. MANNING, Dears. C.C. 21, 6 Cox, CO..

86, 4 G&R. Accessories before and after

the fact. 1 Bish. C.L. 660-708.

E. V. MARTIN, L.R., 1 C.C.E. 56, 10 Oox,

C.C. 383, 4 G&R. In jure; False Pretence

;

misrepresentation, when too remote. E.

V. Gardner ; E. v. Pym.
R. V. McGRATH, L.R., 1 C.C.R. 205,11 Cox,

C.C. 347, 4 G&R. Larceny ; Robbery ; dis-

tinctions. Obtaining property by false

pretences is robbery ; if by fright it is

robbery.

E. V,' MICHAEL, 9 0. & P. 356 (38 E.C.L.

R.), 4 G&R. Agent, if innocent is not

liable for crime ; innocently administering

a poison is no crime. Actus non facit

reum. , An Innocent person is protected

by the prescriptive constitution. Statutes

cannot change this.

R. V. MIDDLETON. L.E., 2 OCR. 38, 4
G&R. Larceny ; obtaining money by trick
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R. V. Middleton.—
is. Money paid by mistake may consti-

tute. S. V. Ryan.
E. V. MILLIS, 10 Clark & Fin. 534, 8 Eng.

Reprint, 844-982, 4 G&R. Husband and
wife ; ceremony must be properly solem-

nized.

K. V. MILLS, 26 L.J.M.C. 79, Dears. & B.

205, 4 G&R. Cited, § 163. False pre
tence ;

prosecutrix must be really deceived.

E. V. MORBY, 8 Q.B.D. 571, 15 Cox, CO,
35, 4 G&R. Omission of duty is a crime
R. V. Conde ; R. v. Hughes. Neglect to

provide a doctor is no defense in case of

homicide. R. v. Pym.
E. V. NAYLOE, L.E., 1 C.O.R. 4, 10 Cok,

C.C. 149, 4 G&R. False pretence ; repre-

senting that another person wanted prop-
erty and getting possession of it is deceit.

P. V. Johnson.
E. V. NEGUS, L.R., 2 C.C.E. 34, 4 Grim.

Def. 892. 4 G&R. Embezzlement as a
crime ; elements.

E. V. O'BRIEN, 15 Cox, C.C. 29, L.C. 75,

3 G&R. Former Jeopardy ;
person acquit-

ted of receiving stolen goods may after-

wards be indicted for stealing the same
goods. C. V. Eoby : Cases.

E. V. ORTON, 4 G&R. Presence at a prize

fight ;
participation in presumed. Noscitur

a sociis.

E. T. OWEN, 4 C. & P. 286 (19 E.C.L.R.),

36 L.R.A. 210, 4 G&R. Infancy as a de-

fence to a crime. R. v. York ; Godfrey
V. S.

E. V. OXFORD, 9 C. & P. 525 (38 E.C.L.R.),

2 Crim. Def. 219, L.C. 200, 3 G&R. In-

tent : Actus non facit, etc. Insanity as a
defence to crime. C. v. Rogers, L.C. 199,

3 G&R ; S. V. Marler ; U.S. v. Drew

;

M'Naghten's Case, L.C. 195, 3 G&R.
E. V. PAETEIDGE, 7 C. & P. 551 (32 E.C.

L.R.) L.C. 190, 3 G&R. Possession of the
fruits of crime. Manifesta prohatione ;

H. V. Floyd, 15 Mo. 356 ; S. v. Brady, 121
Iowa, 561. 12 L.R.A. (N.S.) 199-221 (Bur-
glary.) S. V. Record, 151 (N.C.) 695, 25
L.R.A.(N.S.) 561-574, ext.n.

E. V. PEEROTT, 2 Maule & S. 379-392, 105
Bug. Reprint, 422, 8 Rul. Cas. 113-116, n.,

4 G&R. De non apparentibus ; Verba for-

tius. S. P., R. V. Wheatley, L.C. 19, 3
G&R ; R. V. Goldsmith, L.C. 20, id.; Moore
V. C, L.C. 21, id.; Rushton, t. C. 5, id.;

Jackson v. Pesked ; Munday : Cases ; R.
V. Rowlands.

E. V. POOLE, Hardw. Temp. 28, 95 Eng. Re-
print, 15, 4 G&R. Ad Quwstionem. Province
of court and jury. S. v. Croteau, L.C. 271,
3 G&R.

E. V. POYNTON, L. & C. 247, 9 Cox, C.C.
249, 4 G&R. Larceny ; what is a taking.

E. T. PEESTON, 2 Den. C.C. 353, 5 Cox,

C.C. 390, 2 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.&H.) 417-
432, 4 G&R. Larceny ; finding, lost prop-
erty. R. V. Thurborn.

E. V. PEINCE, L.R., 2 C.C.E. 154, 13 Cox,
C.C. 138, 4 G&R. Actus non facit; Intent
no element In statutory crime. Keller v.

U.S., 213 U.S. 138, 150 ; 1 Encyc. Law &
Prac. 1129 ; P. y. Robey. Brown v. S., —
Del. — , 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 661, cites R. v.

R. V. Prince.

—

Prince ; R. v. Tolson ; R. v. Booth, 12 Cox,
C.C. 231, stated, 25 L.R.A. (N.S.) 667.

E. V. PYM, 1 Cox, C.C. 339, 4 G&R. In
jure; Homicide; Limitations; death must
follow within one year and a day. Gross
ignorance or inattention of a medical man
supplies intent. Noble v. S., 54 Tex.
Crim. Rep. 436, 22 L.R.A.(N.S.) 841.

E. V. EEDMAN, L.E., 1 C.C.R. 12, 10 Cox,
C.C. 159, 4 G&R. Blackmail ; threat to ac-

cuse of infamous crime. Compounding
felony.

E. V. EICE, L.E., 1 C.C.E. 21, 10 Cox, C.C.
155, 4 6&R. Public morals ; disorderly
house. R. V. Crunden.

E. V. EILEY, 18 Q.B.D. 481, 16 Cox, C.C.

191, L.C. 213ft, 3 G&R. Evidence; an-
swers to questions of collateral facts are
conclusive. 1 Gr. Ev. 448-450 ; Bes inter
alios.

E. T. EOWLANDS, 17 Q.B., Adol. & El. (N.
S.) 671, 79 E.C.L.R., 5 Cox, C.C. 466, L.

C. 234, 3 G&R. Pleadings ; Indictment

;

De non apparentibus; R. v. Perrott; R. v.

Wheatley, L.C. 19, et aeq., 3 G&R ; Mun-
day : Cases.

E. V. SALMON AND OTHEES, 6 Q.B.D. 79,
14 Cox, C.C. 494, 4 G&R. Homicide;
criminal negligence supplies malice. R.
V. Hull ; R. V. Lowe ; E. v. Longbottom

;

R. V. Pym.
E. V. SCAIFE, 17 Adol. & El. (N.S.) 237

(79 E.C.L.R.), 4 G&R. Nullus commo-
dum; inadmissible deposition may be read
if party keeps witness away.

E. V. SEENE AND GOLDFINCH, 16 Cox,
C.C. 311, 4 G&R. Homicide ; tacking
and collateral intent. R. v. Salmon

;

Spies V. P. ; C. v. Moore.
Aiming at one and killing another; when
murder. The intent goes with the bullet.
Lacefleld v. S., 34 Ark. 275, 36 Am. Rep.
8. n.

E. V. SHBELOCK,L.R., 1 C.C.B. 20, 10 Cox,
C.C. 170, 4 G&R. Posse comitatus; duty
to join. Robinson v. S.

E. V. SMITH, 2 Car. & F. 449 (12 E.C.L.
E.), 3 Crim. Def. 751, 4 G&R. Omission
of duty is a crime. Brothers and sisters
owe no duty to each other, and there-
fore it is no crime if they abandon each
other. B. v. Conde ; R. v. Hughes ; R. y.
Falkingham ; R. y. Morby.

E. V. SMITH, 10 Cox, C.C. 82, 4 G&R.
Nullus commodum. Preventing one from
protecting himself is a crime.

E. V. SOLOMONS, 17 Cox, C.C, 93, 4 G&R.
Cited, § 36. Larceny ; False Pretences ;

distinctions ; former jeopardy depends
upon certainty of charge. C. v. Robey,
L.C. 74, et seq., 3 G&R ; Huntsman v.

S.. L.C. 231, et seq., id.; R. v. Perrott.
Fixed rules of procedure must be respected.
The Trilogy of Procedure is the higher
law. Austin E.R. ; Andrews v. Lynch

;

Clark v. Dillon.
E. v. STEDMAN, Poster's Crown Law, 292,

4 G&R. Homicide ; cooling time ; irre-
sistible impulse. R. v. Hopley, 4 G&R.

E. V. THXJEBOEN, 1 Den. C.C. 387, 2 Lead.
Crim. Cas. (B. & H.) 409-432, ext.n., 5
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H. V. Thurbom.

—

Crim. Det. 424. n., 4 G&R. Larceny;
finding of lost goods; animus furandl;
definitions. General observations, 4 G&R.

Animus furaitdi must exist. S. v. Conway,
18 Mo. 321 ; S. v. Homes.

-Finding money in drawer and converting it

is larceny. P. v, Hobson, 147 111. Ap. 27.

Money hidden in bttreau, still belongs to its

owner. See Merry v. Green, 7 M. & W.
623; 147 111. Ap. 2T.

liorccny ; generally. See Larceny. 4 G&R;
R. V. Ashwell ; S. v. Homes ; R. v. Part-
ridge (recent possession of the fruits of

crime) ; R. v. Featherstone ; R. v. Tolfree.

B. V. TOLFREE, 1 Moody, CO. 243, 2 Lead.
Crim. Cas. (B. & H.) 358-362, 4 G&R.
Larceny ; taking with consent of adultress

constitutes larceny. R. v. Featherstone.

S. V. TOLSON, 23 Q.B.D. 168, 16 Cox, O.C.

629, 4 G&R. Bigamy ; Actus non facit;

P. v. Robey ; R. v. Allen ; 1 Am. & Eng.
Eneyc. PI. & Prac. 1129. Cited. P. v.

Spoor, 235 111. 230; 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) 666.

B. V. TOBPEY, 12 Cox, C.C. 45, sub Neces-

»itas, 4 G&R. Coercion ; doctrines of.

See Necessity, 4 G&R ; C. v. Neal.

B. T. TOWNLEY, L.R.. 1 C.C.R. 315, 12

Cox, C.C. 59, 4 G&R. Larceny ; aban-

doned property ; wild animals. Fixtures ;

not a subject of larceny.

B. V. TWOSE, 14 Cox, C.C. 327, 4 G&B.
Actus non facit; bona fide belief excuses.

B. V. TYXEK AND PEICE, 8 C. & P. 616

(34 E.C.L.R.), 4 G&R. Actus non fadt;
compulsion ; duress. See Necessitas, 4

G&R.
E. V. VANDERCOMB, 2 Leach. 708, 2 East,

P.C. 247, 514, 517, 1 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B.

& H.) 519-542, ext.n.. L.C. 73. 3 G&R.
The Trilogy of Procedure vindicated.

Quis, quid, etc. : Monday. Former jeopar-

dy ; acquittal of a lesser crime raises the

bar. C. V. Robey, L.C. 74, 3 G&R. S.P.,

R. V. Vaux.
B V. VATJX (VAUX'S CASE), 4 Coke, 44,

76 Eng. Reprint, 892, 1 Lead. Crim. Cas.

(B. & H.) 513-516. n., L.C. 72, 3 G&R.

S.P., R. V. Vandercomb. Former jeopar-

dy ; record must be pleaded. 2 Bish. Cr.

Proc. 814-815 ; Torney, 13 Mo. 456. Is-

sue essential for trial. Crain v. U.S.

;

Munday.
E V WATERS, 1 Den. C.C. 356, 2 Lead.

Crim. Cas. (B. & H.) 152, n„ L.C. 71,

3 G&R. Cited, § 503. Pleading ;
Trilogy

of Procedure vindicated; Due process of

law; allegations essential for Jurisdic-

tion ; one count may incorporate another

to avoid prolixity; limits of liberal con-

struction. Quis, quid, coram quo, etc.

E v WAVEETON, 17 Adol. & El. (N.S.)

562 (79 E.C.L.R.), 2 Lead. Crim Cas (B.

& H.) 152-163, n., L.C. 70, 3 G&R. S.P.,

R v Waters. Aider by verdict. Rush-

ton, L.C. 5, 3 G&R; R. V. Wheatley, L.C.

ll: etseq., 3 G&R ; tJ.S. V. Cruikshank,

L.C. 232, id.; Sto. Eq. PI. i§ 10, 47,

E "v. ^WHEATLEY, 2 Burr. 1125, 97 Eng.

Reprint, 746, 3 Crim. Def 100, n 1 Lead^

Crim. Cas. (B & H.) 1-34, n., L.C. 19, 3

R. V. Wheatley.

—

G&R. Cited, S§ 1, 13, 48, 163. 184, 190,
200, 236. Quis, quid, coram quo. S.P.,

R. V. Waters ; R. v. Waverton. See L.C.'s
69-85, 3 G&R ; Munday ; 3 Gr. Ev. 35,
36. Caveat emptor; False Pretences

;

Deceit.
A crime must be charged or the judgment

will he arrested. U.S. v. Cruikshank;
Munday : Cases. Quis, quid, coram quo.
Rushton.

E. V. WHILEY, sub Bes inter alios acta,
4 G&R., Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. & H.).

E. V. WYNE, 16 Cox, C.C. 281, 4 G&E.
Larceny ; by bailee

;
pawning a bailed

thing is larceny.
E. V. YORK, Foster's Crown Law, 70, 1

Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. & H.) 71-80, 4
G&R. Infants ; liability for crime. R. v.

Owen ; Godfrey v. S.

REYNOLDS v. STOCKTON, 140 U.S. 254
(35 L. ed. 464), L.C. 79a, 3 G&R. Cited,

§ 121. S.P.. Munday, which is quoted
and followed.

REYNOLDS v. U.S., 98 U.S. 145, 4 G&R.
Public morals protected ; R. v. Crunden.

EEY, 24 Mo. 600. Cited, § 487. Bailments;
Agister not liable prima facie. Negli-

gence must be alleged and proved.
EHODE ISLAND: See Massachusetts.
RICE v. DWIGHT MFG. CO., 2 Cush.

(Mass.) 80, 85, 4 G&R. Mutual mistake
avoids a contract. Wheadon, L.C. 349,
3 G&R.

BICE V. SHUTE, 5 Burr. (Eng.) 2611, 98
Eng. Reprint, 374, 1 Sm. L.C. 1405-1417,
omitted in 9tb, 10th and 11th eds.. L.C.

95, 3 G&R. Ex contractu actions ; join-

der and non joinder of parties. Robert-
son, 18 Johns. 459, 9 Am. Dec. 227. See
Joinder : Non Joinder.

BICE V. TRAVIS, 117 111. Ap. 644, 4 G&R.
Cited, p. xii, Preface; §§103, 123, 132.

133a, 218, 222, 270, 278. 280, 320, 333,

335, 349, 355, 358. Superior and in-

ferior courts ; Omnia preesumuntur rite

applies to both alike. Contra: Crepps

;

Crogate's Case; Doddridge, §§131-133,
Equity.

BICHAEDSON V. ST. JOSEPH lEON CO., 5

Blackf. 146. 33 Am. Dec. 460, L.C. 230,

3 G&R. Pleading ; corporate existence

need not be averred. Harris, L.C. 229,

3 G&R.
Verba fortius. Statutory record must con-

tain a statement, that this was "all the

evidence." Bates, L.C. 225, 3 G&R.
BICHAEDSON v. SMITH, 29 Cal. 519, 4

G&R. Denials must be certain. See Cali-

fornia ; Admissions ; Robbins v. Lincoln.

EICKETSON V. BICHAEDSON, 26 Cal. 149,

L.C. 59, 3 G&R. Cited, § 254. Trilogy

of Procedure governs construction of serv-

ice by publication. "What ought to be of

record must be proved by record and by
the right record."

BIDEOITT V. WINNEBAGO TRACTION CO.,

12.1 Wis. 297, 69 L.R.A. 601 618, 4 G&R.
Pleading ; variance fatal ; allegations of

gross negligence must be proved as laid

and vice versa. Frustra probatur strictly

applied.
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BIGGS V. PAUaEE, 115 N.T. 506, 12 Am.
St. 819. n., 5 L.R.A. 340, 349, ext.n., 4

G&K. Nullus commodum capere. Stat-

utes construed by fundamental law. Mur-
derer of his deyisor cannot inherit his

estate. Contra: McAllister, 72 Kans.
533, 3 L.R.A. (N.S.) 726-733, n.

RIGHTS NEVER DIE: 4 G&R.
BIGHT TO BEGIN: 4 G&R. Bonnell, L.C.

185, 3 G&R ; Adore nan probante reus

absolvitur; Semper prwsumuntur pro ne-

gante.
EIOT: 4 G&R; 34 Cyc. 1770-1790.
EIPAEIAN: 4 G&R.
EISON V. FAEE, 24 Ark. 161, 87 Am. Dec.

52-65, L.C. 253, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 83,

150, 363. Statutory construction ; "Par-
liament is omnipotent." and is only lim-

ited by the words of the constitution.

Brown v. Tharpe ; Blair v. Ridgley ; South
Carolina v. U.S.

BIVEESIDE CO. V. TOWNSHEND, 120 111.

1-21, § 345, Equity. Cited, U 309, 342,
343. Estoppels are odious. Verba for-

tius. See P. V. Artesian Co.

BOACH V. GLOS, 181 III. 440, 4 G&R. Re-
ply essential. S.P., Munday ; Israel.

Contra: Devine v. E.E. (111.). See Illi-

nois.

EOBBEET: 4 G&R. R. v. McGrath; 17
Cyc. 1795-1813; 2 Bish. C.L. 1156-1182.

BOBBINS T. CHICAGO, 2 Black (U.S.) 418,
4 Wall. 657, sub M'Manus, 4 G&R. Mu-
nicipal Corporations ; Respondeat 8u^
perior.

BOBBINS V. LINCOLN, 12 Wis. 8, 4 G&R.
Denials must be certain. Richardson v.

Smith.
EOBEETS T. MOON, 5 Term Rep. (D. & E.)

488, 101 Bug. Reprint. 274, sub Kraner
V. Halsey, L.C. 299, 3 G&R. Interest
reipublicw ; Adjective Law ; waiver of is

favored. § 53, 1 G&R. See Abatement

;

Kraner.
EOBEETS V. SMITH, 2 H. & N. 213, 4

id. 15, 5 Am. Law Reg. (O.S.) 750, Bigl.

L.C. Torts, 684, sub M'Manus v. Crickett,
4 G&R.

Master and servant; duty of master to dis-

close dangers. Baxter v. Roberts. 44 Cal.

187, 13 Am. Rep. 160-164, n., 13 Am.
Law Reg. (N.S.) 4-50, n., 2 Gr. Ev. 2326.

EOBINSON V. DAVISON, L.R., 6 Exch. 269,
L.C. 309, 3 G&R. Contract; accident as
an excuse for non performance. Dele-
gatus.

EOBINSON, IN EE, 117 N.C. 533, 53 Am.
St. 596, n., 4 G&R. Contempt; inherent
power of courts to punish for contempt.

EOBINSON V. EALEY, 1 Burr. (Eng.) 316,
97 Eng. Reprint, 330. 1 Sm. L.C. 1378-
1383, n., omitted In 9th, 10th and 11th
eds., L.C. 45, 3 G&R. Cited, § 295. Plead-
ings ; may be servitors of justice on the
one hand and instruments of chicane on
the other hand.

EOBINSON V. E.E., 117 Ga. 168, 97 Am.
St. 156, 4 G&R. Bastardus, etc. A bas-
tard has no heirs except those born of
his body. Remedial statute strictly con-
strued.

EOBINSON V. S., 93 Ga. 77, 44 Am. St.

Robinson v. S.

—

127-140. ext.n., 4 G&B. Posse comitatut;-
R. V. Sherlock.

EOBINSON MINING CO. V. JOHNSON, IS
Colo. 358, 361, 362, L.C. 16, 3 G&R.
Trilogy of Procedure vindicated ; Verba
fortius; Bowen v. Emerson.

EOCHESTEB WHITE LEAD CO. V. CITY
of Rochester, 3 N.Y. 463, 53 Am. Dec.
316, n., sub Hill v. Boston, 2 G&R. Mu-
nicipal Corporations ; Negligence ; Liabil-
ity for negligently constructed works.
Whltehouse.

EODEN V. HELM, 192 Mo. 71, L.C. 126, 3
G&R. Cited, §§ 383, 390, 393. CA Davis
v. Jacksonville Line, § 458.

EODEEIGAS, 63 N.Y. 460, 20 Am. Rep. 555.
Cited, § 350. S.P., Thomas v. P. No ad-
ministration upon a living man's estate.
Fabula. Scott v. McNeal.

BODGEES, 186 Mo. 248. Cited, § 383. The
ground of the general demurrer can be
waived. See Mailinckrodt ; McAllister (U.
S.), Gt. N. a.R., 208 U.S. 452. S.P.,

Eodgers ; Livengood ; Long ; Theory of the
Case.

BODGEES V. MISSOUEI PACiriC E.B., 75
Kans. 222. 121 Am. St. 416, 10 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 658, 4 G&R. Actus Dei when a
defence for the carrier. Scott v. Shep-
herd ; 1 Am. & Eng. Law & Prac. 113.

EODKIGUEZ v. VINONI, 201 U.S. 371, 4
G&R. Construction ; Noscitur a socvis.
Federal question may be waived ; Verba
intentione.

EOE V. TEANMAEE, Willes, 682, 2 Sm. L.
C. 524-541, 506-520, 11th ed., 4 G&R.
Cited, §§ 188, 283. Vt res magis. Deeds;
will be upheld if possible

; Qui hwret in
litera.

EOEHM V. HOEST, 178 U.S. 1-22, 4 G&E.
Contract. S.P., Frost v. Knight; Hoch-
ster V. De La Tour, L.C. 308a, 3 G&R.
Renunciation of contract gives immediate^

"

right to sue. See Contract.
EOLLEE V. EOLLEE, 37 Wash. 242, 107
Am. St. 105, 68 L.R.A. 893-895, 4 G&R.
Parent and child ; cannot sue each other
for torts. Salus populi. »

EOPEE V. CLAY, 18 Mo. 383, 59 Am. Dec.
314: Cases. Cited, §§36, 123a, 127,
163, 190. 273, 376, 383, 486. Pleading;
Aider. S.P., Rushton, L.C. 5, 3 G&R

;

Jackson v. Pesked. Roper, stated, § 273,
limits of liberal construction.

EOPES V. JENEESON, 45 Ha. 556, 110
Am. St. 79, 4 G&R. Sworn answers are
evidence as in federal practice. Vigel v.
Hopp. 104 U.S. 441 ; Boileau, L.C. 43,
3 G&R.

ROSE V. HAET, 8 Taunt. 499 (4 E.C.L.R ),
2 Sm. L.C. 330-361, 8th ed., 298-319,
11th ed., 4 G&R. Setoff; mutuality es-
sential for. See Richardson. Contra:
Sloan V. McDowell, 71 N.C. 356.

ROSE V. HIMBLY, 4 Cranch, 269. Cited.
§§ 210, 309, 349; quoted In Thomas v. P.
S.P., Crockett v. Lee ; Slacum v. Pomery.
Trilogy of Procedure vindicated.

EOSE V. MILES, 4 Maule & S. 101, 105
Eng. Reprint, 773, 4 G&E. Nuisance ;^

remedies for.
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BOSENHEIM v. HAETSOCK, 90 Mo. 365.
fifed, § 450. S.P., Hope v. Blair. Cor-
avi judice; elements.

SOSEN V. U.S., 161 U.S. 29 (40 L.ed. 606),
10 Am. Crim. Rep. 251-272, L.C. 92, 3
G&R. Cited, § 103. Pleadings ; scandal-

ous and obscene matter may be pleaded

in generalities. Contra: R. v. Bradlaugh.
May he omitted to avoid prolixity. S. v.

Van Wve, 136 Mo. iliT, 58 Am. St. 627,

66 Cent. L.J. 368.

£OSS V. HAWKEYE INS. CO., 93 la. 222,

34 L.R.A. 466. 4 G&R. Allegans con-

traria; appellant cannot change his base

on appeal. Garland, L.C. 297, 3 G&R;
Consensus toUit errorem.

BOSS V. HOUSTON, 25 Miss. 591, 59 Am.
Dec. 231, n., 4 G&R. Cited, § 19. Agent

;

notice to principal. Le Neve, L.C. 396,

3 G&R.
BOSSITEB V. KOSSITEE, 8 Wend. (N.T.)

494, 24 Am. Dec. 62. 1 Am. Lead. Gas.

6.59-699, ext.n., 1 Sm. Lead. Cas. 768,

8th ed., 4 G&R. Agency ; instructions of

agent must be strictly pursued. Batty

;

Jordan, L.C. 324, 3 G&R ; Expressio unius.

Inferior courts viewed as a special agency.

Williams v. Peyton, L.C. 117, 3 G&R

;

Reeds, 9 Mo. 875 : Doddridge.

BOUSE V. DONOVAN, 104 Mich. 234, 53

Am. St. 457, n., 4 G&R. Audi alteram

partem; Windsor, L.C. 1, 3 G&R.
BOUSSIN, 15 Mo. 138. Cited, § 373. Ex-

pressio unius applies to the purposes of

the statutory record.

BOUT: 4 G&R. S. v. Sumner.

BOW V. DAWSON, 1 Ves. Jr. 331-332, 27

Eng. Reprint, 1064. 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. (W.

& T.) 1551, sub Brice T. Bannister, L.C.

398 3 G&R. Assignatus utitur jure

auctoris; assignments, law of. See Equi-

ty ; Brice v. Bannister, ante.

BOY V HOESLEY, 6 Ore. 382, 25 Am. Rep.

537 541, n., L.C. 288. 3 G&R. Terms of

court ;
provisions relating to strictly con-

strued. See Assessments.

BOYAll, EX PARTE, 117 U.S. 241, L.C.

284 3 G&R. One imprisoned in violation

of law relieved by habeas corpus writ

from federal courts. Conflict of cases.

Kelly V. Bemis, L.C. 285, 3 G&R.

BOYCE V. GUGGENHEIM, 100 Mass. 101

8 Am. Rep. 322-327, 4 G&R. Landlord

and tenant ; eviction of tenant stops rent

Jackson, 12 Mo. 209. An entire contract

cannot be apportioned. Expressio umus;

Xon hwc; Nullus commodum.

EOY N'EST LIE PEE ASCUN STATUTE,

si il ne soit expressment nosme :
The

king is not bound by any statute, if he is

not expressly named. 4 G&R. Barron,

L.C. 241, 3 G&R. .„ T T> 4

BUCKMAN V. E.E., 45 Ore. 578, 69 L.B.A.

480-483, 4 G&R. Audi alteram Partem

Res adjudicata. S.P., Perez, L.C. 2e, i

•RULES OF COUET: 4 G&R. Must accord

^i?h higher laws. Goodwin, 20 Okla^ 91-

Tl" Am. St. 729-737 — " •
—"'''-"

213 U.S. 10.

aenerallv: Street, Fed. Bq.

1695-1713 ;
Bacon's Ordinances.

4 G&R. See

See Keech v.

ext.n. ; Davidson.

1665-1694

;

RULE OF PEOPERTY:
Vested Rights.

EUMFOED MARKET CASE:
Sandford, 2 G&R.

BUNKIiE V. U.S., 122 U.S. 543 (30 L.ed.

543), L.C. 120, 3 G&R. Cited, §219. De
non apparentibus ; courts martial must re-

spect the Trilogy of Procedure ; a court
martial is a court of limited Jurisdiction
and is governed by the rules of a special

agency. Rossiter. Jurisdictional facts

must afflrrn.ativcl'y appear and not be left

to argument or inference. See Rushton.
EUSHTON V. ASPINALL, 2 Doug. 679, 99

Eng. Reprint, 430, 1 Sm. L.C. 1445-1454,
omitted in 9th, 10th and 11th eds., L.C.

5. 3 G&R., in connection with which is

cited Spieres v. Parker, 99 Eng. Reprint,
1019. Cited, p. xxi, Preface; §§1, 32,

36, 41, 48, 53, 65, 67. 68, 78, 103, 104,

109, 110, 117, 118, 119, 123, 124, 132,

146, 151, 157, 163, 171, 174. 190, 193,

206, 210, 218, 244, 245, 248, 309, 312.

332, 333, 341, 351, 366a, 379. 383, 385,

386, 388, 411, 415, 423, 426, 465, 479,

483, 486, 503, 504. De non apparentibus

;

§ 101, et seq. Jurisdictional facts must
affirmatively appear ; they will not be
presumed. The mandatory record is

judged by the Trilogy of Strict Construc-

tion and not by the Trilogy of Liberal

Construction. Monday : Cases ; Quis, quid,

coram quo; Slacum ; Sache.

Omission of a material allegation subjects a
pleading to a general demurrer, also mo-
tion in arrest, and of course to objections

upon collateral attack. S.P., Jackson v.

Pesked; Bartlett v. Crozier, L.C. 6, 3

G&R (Kent). De non appa/rentibus.

Chap. V. R. V. Wheatley.

Probata will not supply allegata where the

theory of the case is rejected. Kenealy

V. Glos, § 342, ante; Frustra probatur;

Fish V. Cleland (111.), L.C. 12c, 3 G&R;
C. R. I. & P. R.R., 217 111. 164. 17?;
McAndrews, 222 111. 232 ; MoCandless,

211 U.S. 437 ; Roper v. Clay, 18 Mo. 383,

59 Am. Dec. 314.

Pleadings are to limit issues and to narrow

proofs, and to limit jurisdiction as well.

Sto. Bq. PI. 10, 28 ; § 47, ante; Munday

;

Frustra probatur. Chap. VI.

Pleadings are the juridical means of invest-

ing a court with jurisdiction of a sub-

ject-matter to adjudicate it. §§ 53, 169,

273, 1 G&R ; § 8, Equity. See Preface,

Id. XVI, XX.

The trilogy of procedure is the state's

sut)stantive law in the administra-

tion of the laws.—A disregard of

the peremptory rules emanating from

them results in what is called in pro-

cedure a coram non judice proceeding

or a proceeding which will not stand

objections upon collateral attack. Sla-

cuin • DeUle fundamentum fallit opus.

These maxims are the safeguards of

the substantive rights of the state,

which cannot be waived by the parties

named upon the record. Quod, ab
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RusMon V. Aspinall.

—

initio non valet intractu temporis non
convalescit, Chap. VIII.

The substantive rights of the state are
tested by the general demurrer and its

cognates.—The rules of construction
relating to these are always the same
and are unchangeable. Coke's three
degrees of certainty and the three
kinds of waiver discussed by Coke,
Blackstone, Chitty, Stephen and
Gould are not only confusing and im-
practicable, but contrary to funda-
mental law as well. See Consensus
tollit errorem. Chap. XII ; §§ 113-123.

It is vain to prove what is not alleged.—
Proof without allegations will not re-

sist objections upon collateral attack,
nor the motion in arrest, nor non ob-

stante veredicto, or the general de-
murrer at any time or stage. See De-
murrer ; Collateral Attack ; Slacum

;

Crockett v. Lee, 7 Wheat. 522, 526-

527; Sto. Eq. PI. 10, 28; U.S. v.

Cruikshank; Thomas v. P. (111.) ; §§
347-354, ante; Sawyer, ex parte, 124
U.S. 20O (injunction cannot rest on
usurpation).

Allegations are essential to confer juris-
diction.—Munday. This proposition
arises from the trilogy of procedure,
which is : 1. De non apparentibus ; 2.

Frustra probatur; 3. Verba fortius.

From these are the test and opera-
tions of the general demurrer and its

cognates, to and including objections
upon collateral attack. Herein lies the
philosophy of the mandatory record.

§ 101, et seq.

Bushton, from varying points of
view, illustrates the above tnaxims
and their cognates, which are so Im-
portant throughout all of procedure
(evidence, pleading and practice).
See Chaps. V-XV, Equity.
The trilogy of procedure calls for

the mandatory record and this record
depends upon the first rule of evi-

dence, which is, "what ought to be of
record must be proved by record and
by the right record." Chap. X.

Every presumption is against a pleader
(Verba fortius). Dovaston v. Payne, L.C.
217, 3 G&R; Carson, 23 Mo. 265. |§
480-482. S.P., Rushton ; Halligan, 15
111. 558.

Aider by pleading over, by verdict and by
the statute of jeofails. Chap. X, 1 Chit.
PI.; Consensus. Bee §§111-121, ante;
Aider, 2 G&R. See Jeofails; Aider;
Brown v. City (general denial will not
aid).

Statute of jeofails does not apply to sub-
stance, but only to formal or adjective
law. C. & A B.R. V. Clausen, 173 111.

Rushton V. Aspinall.

—

100; quoting R. v. Goldsmith, L.C. 20, !f

G&R ; Steph. PI. 146 ; | 116, ante. Bbe
Alder ; Jeofails.

If one pleads to an indictment not indorsed
a true bill, by this act he admits the rec-

ord is genuine, Frisbie v. U.S., 157 U.S.
160 ; Consensus

A "cause of action" must be stated. See
Cause of Action, 2 G&R ; Allegations, id.

Quis, quid, coram quo. Munday.
An authority must be pleaded and affirma-

tively appear. See Authority, 2 G&R.
An assignee must allege assignment to shov?

his authority. Johnson, 139 Wis. 145,
131 Am. St. 1046. Cited, § 1, Equity.

There are limitations of the Trilogy of Lib-
eral Construction, which are: 1, Consen-
sus; 2. Omnia prtBsumuntur rite; 3. Ut
res magis valeat quam pereat. Chaps-
XII-XIV.

EUSH V. BROWN, 98 Mo. 486, 506, 592.
Cited, p. xi, Preface ; § § 48, 73, 82a, 103,
110, 163, 177, 190, 202a, 309, 320. 328,
340, 357, 374, 376, 379, 383, 387. 393,
418, 488, 494, 501o. Trilogy of Proce-
dure respected. Variance countenanced.

The points in Bush have always been
a whirlwind of discussion in Missouri-
S.P., Humphreys, 98 Mo.

BUSSELI. V. MANN, 22 Cal. 132, L.O. 87,
3 G&K. Statutory rights are pleaded ac-
cording to the Trilogy of Procedure. The
rule relating to them is over accentuated.
The principle is the same. Rushton,
Bartlett and Bingham (L.C.'s 5, 6, 7,
3 G&R) all rest on the same philosophy.
De non is the rule in all cases and In
all systems alike. Munday.

EtrSSELL V. PLACE, 94 U.S. 606 (24 L.
ed 214), 21 Fed. Cas. 57, 9 Blateh. 173,
L.C. 27, 3 G&R. Cited, § 80. The re-
quirements of the Trilogy of Procedure
and of the rules of Res adjudicata ar&
identical. From one the other is per-
ceivable. Many federal cases disclose the
above facts, but dimly.

EUSSELL V. SHUETLEFF, 28 Colo. 414,
89 Am. St. 216, 4 G&R. Ita lea; scripta
est is extremely applied In this case by a
changeful and erratic court. It made
the mistake in this case of viewing a
prayer as a matter of substance which it
Is not. The case may be cited to the point
that legislatures limit and bind courts as
to the necessities of procedure.

EUSSELL v. WINNE, 37 N. Y. 591-599. 4
G&R. Contract ; A chattel mortgage if
void in part is in toto. This opposes the
policy of Ut res magis. Pigot's Case.

EUSTIN T. MERCHANTS' ETC. CO., 23
Colo. 35, L.C. 134, 3 G&R. Taxation;
"What ought to be of record must be
proved by record and by the right rec-
ord" ; Iverslie, L.C. 46, 3 G&R. Facts
must affirmatively appear, as in all other
cases of a special agency. Rossiter

;

Batty ; De non apparentibus. Taxation
is governed by the Trilogy of Procedure.
Cases frqm all states will support this
view, but all are not uniform or consis-
tent.
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EYALIi V. EOWLES (OE EOIiE), 1 Ves.
;MS, L>6 Eng. Ueprint. 107 : Cases ; 27 Eng.
Reprint, 1074 : Cases ; 2 Le'ad. Eq. Cas.
(W. & T.) ir,S:M674, L.C. 307, 3 G&R.
Assignatus tititur In jure auctoris. As-
signment in equity.

ETDEK V. WOMBWELL, L.E., 4 Exch. 32,
sub Peters v. Fleming, 4 G&R. Con-
tracts ; Infants : Necessaries, what are.

Ad qumstioncm. Sub Bounell, L.C. 185,
3 G&R.

SACHE V. WALLACE, 101 Minn. 169, 118
Am. St 612, n., 11 L.R.A.(N.S.) 803; 11 A.
& E. Am. Cas. 34. 4 G&R. Cited. §§8, 47,
48, 71, 73, 121. 146, 190. 245. Quis, quiJ,
coram quo; Coram juilice ; Cause ol Ac-
tion ; Jurisdiction. The Trilogy of Pro-
cedure vindicated. 8ee Munday ; L.C. 79,

3 G&R : Cases ; Sanford v. Edwards

;

Saunderson ; Slacum ; Smitli v. Burrus

;

Smoot's Case.
Fold and voidable judgments; distinctions.

Comstock, 134 Wis. 613, 616.
SAINT HELEN'S SMELTING CO. v. Tip-

ping, 1 H.L. Cas. 642, 4 B. & S. 303
(116 E.C.L.R.), — Eng. Reprint. —, 4
G&R. Cited, § 22. Sic utere tuo; Salus
populi suprema lex. Nuisance gains no
prescriptive riglit.

ST. LOmS BEEF CO. V. CASUALTY CO.,
201 U.S. 173, 4 G&R. One ijrealiing a
contract cannot enforce it. See Contract

;

Nullus comniodum ; Ut res magis; Rod-
riguez; S. V. Bolden, L.C. 216, 3 G&R.

One liable over must defend a suit if called

upon. Lovejoy, L.C. 289, 3 G&R.
SALE: 4 G&R; 35 Cyc. 1-711. See Fraud;

Deceit ; Caveat emptor; Cliandelor, L.C.

374. 3 G&R.
Nemo dat qui non habet. A thief can give

no title. Bentley.
Remedies of seller. 35 Cyc. 486 601. Of

buyer. Id. 602-651.

Auction sales. Payne, L.C. 305, 3 G&R.
Essentials of. Tarling. L.C. 404, et seq.,

3 G&R. Barber, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1-72.

SALISBUET V. HEECHENEODEE, 106
Mass. 458, 8 Am. Rep. 3.54, 2 Thomp.
Cas. Negligence, 4 G&E. Accident is not

a perfect defence if party contrihuted

any negligence or unlawful act. Mc-

Crorly, 109 Va. 645, 24 L.R.A.(N.S.)

139 : Cases. See Sharp v. Powell ; Fletch-

er V. Reylands.
SALT LAKE v. HOLLISTEE, 118 U.S. 256,

30 L.ed. 176, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1055. 4

G&R. Municipal corporation ; Respondeat

superior; Ultra vires; Municipal Corpora-

tions. Lack of interest is a lack of

power.
SALUS POPULI SUPEEMA LEX: That re-

gard be had for the public welfare is the

highest law. 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 20, 21,

25 27, 29, 46. 50, 76, 156, 189. 192, 200,

207, 218, 219, 232, 233, 236, 400, 492,

519, 509,

Freedom consists in the right of the in-

dividual to conduct his affairs as he

pleases.—But of course bis individ-

ual right of conduct must find limi-

tations. §§ 246, 269. Some of these

restrictions are roughly suggested in

Salus populi.

—

the lawyers' Golden Rule : Juris
prwcepta sunt hwc: Honeste vivere;
alterum non Iwdcrc, suum cuique tri-

huere (These are the precepts of the
law : We should live honestly ; in-

jure no one and render unto every
one his due). Socrates, John the
Baptist or Lord Bacon could not
have got a verdict upholding their

characters in the communities where
they lived ; but Captain Kid, Jesse
James, Coke, and bad men conduct-
ing government are powerfully vin-

dicated. See Lange v. Benedict, L.C.

159, 3 G&R. Necessity compels the
destruction of life and the ravages
of war which brings forth both vin-

dication and vindictlveness, as will

he suggested. Tlie Englishman pre-

ferred Coke to Bacon for 30O years.

And so it is that courts are more
powerful agencies in protecting prop-
erty than in vindicating civil rights

or right to reputation. Moyer v.

Peabody, 212 U.S. 78; Pettibone.

Dominion over property finds many
limitations. 8io utere tuo ut alie-

num non Imdas (So use your own,
as not to injure another's property) ;

Alterum non Iwdere (We should in-

jure no one).
Primarily government was created to

protect property.—Indeed it is well

to say that but for property, its pos-

session, enjoyment, dominion over it

and the distinction of its possession,

government would not exist. Much
is said of protecting life, liberty and
reputation, but the fact is that the

law at best is a very clumsy device

in its operation to protect the last

mentioned rights. The victim of

murder is not protected ; men are

o^ten indefinitely imprisoned for noth-

ing. Look at Saint Paul and the im-

prisoned witness held for the trial

of some accused person ; and general-

ly it may be said that character must
take care of itself. Pollard v. Lyon.

Title to property is divested for the

puMic welfare.—See Eminent Do-

main. Property may be destroyed to

arrest a conflagration. American
Print Works v. Lawrence. 2 G&R;
Rex non potest peccare (The King

can do no wrong), 4 G&R. For the

public welfare property may be

seized and destroyed. Miller v. Hor-

ton, 4 G&R. Government seeks the

destruction of property used for un-

lawful purposes. Atlanta was burned
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Salus populi.

—

by the order of Sherman because It

was a workshop making 'arms and
munitions of war, and was a shelter,

a harbor and a castle for threaten-

ing forces : these forces he could not

pursue and destroy and supply and
govern Atlanta at the same time. Ac-

cordingly a city was destroyed as a
military necessity. Necessitas inAncit

privUegium quoad jura privata (Ne-

cessity privileges one acting under
its intluence). Necessity is the high-

est law. It is the basis Of self de-

fense. The latter maxim is a part

Of Salus populi suprema lex.

The state enters into the relations of

its citigens in all their dealings at

those points and upon that line

where the loelfare of the puhlic be-

gins.—Basye, 28 Mo. 47. In all mat-
ters beyond those points and with-

out that boundary of interest the cit-

izen is free to do as he pleases. So
it is that the state interdicts one
kind of contract but encourages an-

other ; that in procedure, matters in

which the state has no interest may
be waived, as adjective law ; but as

to those matters in which the state

has an interest, they cannot be
waived. To illustrate: Matter of

substance cannot be waived. §§ 47,

G8, 117, 119; Munday, ante; §246;
Clark V. Dillon; §505, et seq.

The substance above referred to is of
leading concern in tests of the gen-
eral demurrer and its cognates.—Re-
lating to these matters the views of

Chltty, Stephen and Gould were very
unfortunate, as will be seen from
their views of aider, also the adop-
tion of the views of Sergeant Wil-
liams as they quote him. § 117.

Stephen can be cited to the point
that matter of substance can be
waived ; by this the profession has
been misled. Story expressed the
rule correctly in his Section Ten,
Equity pleading ; § 47, ante. The true
rule is, that substance Cannot be
waived. This conclusion results

from a consideration of the- trilogy

of procedure. §§1, 103, et seq., 246-

269.

Parties may contract a procedure
for themselves but not as to matter
of substance; substance is required
by the state for the establishment of
the coram judice proceeding ; for the
establishment of this the state re-

quires substance, this essential sub-

Salus populi.

—

stance is the substantive law of the
state. The peremptory mandates of
the state are ever Involved, and these
will always be enforced.

The attempt to eliminate the state—
public policy—from procedure is dis-

coverable in the advocacy of the

"Theory of the Cas.e."—Excluding
the state—public policy—is claimed
to be advancing substantial justice

and excluding technicalities. These
"modern and enlightened views" de-

pend upon substituting the trilogy of
liberal construction for the trilogy of

procedure or of constitutional pro-

cedure. The philosophy of proced-
ure discoverable in Interest reipub-

licm ut sit finis litium and in Conr
sensus tollit crrorem opposes the new.
dispensation. 71 Cent. L. J. 221.

The philosophy of the maxims next
following presents phases of Salus
populi in procedure

:

Interest reipublicm ut sit finis litium,:

It is the welfare of the public that
there be an end to litigation. 2
G&R.

Quod ab initio nan valet intractu tem-
poris non convalescit: That which
is void at the beginning cannot from
lapse of time or waiver become
valid. 4 G&R; Sanborn.

In prwsentia majoris cessat potentia
minoris: In the presence of the
major the power of the minor ceases.

2 G&R.
Id quod nostrum est, sine facto nos-

tro, ad alium transferri potest: What
belongs to us cannot be transferred
to another without our consent, 2
G&R.

In pari delicto potior est conditio de-
fendentis: In equal fault the posi-
tion of the defendant is preferred.
2 G&R.

In equity phases of public policy
are perceivable from a discussion of
its maxims. §§ 11, 27, et seq.

In contract the elucidation of Its

trilogy present many views of pub-
lic policy. § 13, et seq. See In pari.

The general demurrer and its correla-
tives vindicate the state in proced-
Mre.—7-That these may operate, within
a fixed boundary, there is the manda-
tory record. This is the record for
all as it concerns all. But what re-
lates to two parties only, is another
question and for the two parties
only, there is the statutory record.
In a government of freedom all of
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Salus populi.

—

these things are necessities and here-
from we repeat that the study of
procedure is the study of govern-
ment. See Coram judice, §§246-269;
471, et seq.; 4S2 ; 508.

In crime the discussions of its

maxims and cases are inseparable
from public policy. See % 20, et seq.

In tort are many discussions that
illustrate the principal maxim. § 22.

In construction arises all of the
maxims above referred to. §§ 24, 26,

246-269.

In Goggs v. Bernard the liability

of a bailee was reasoned from pub-
lie policy. In Keccli v. Sandford is

an illustration of constructive fraud,
also in Chesterfield v. Janssen.

The prescriptive constitiition and
Its principles in the trilogies of the
six leading subjects reflect many
phases of Salus populi suprema lex.

§§ 1-26.

In relation to various subjects

matter Salus populi is cited. Ref-

erence to these matters will illus-

trate its application.

SALVAGE: 35 Cyc. 716-790.

SANBOEN V. SAHBOEN, 7 Gray (Mass.)

142, L.C. 61, 3 G&R. Cited, % 190. A
cause of action must exist when suit is

instituted. Quod at initio; Becklenberg ;

Horan, L.C. 85, 3 G&R ; B. & O. E.E., 215

U.S. 216 ; Odle, 2 Mo. 12 ; Harper, 158

Ala. 329, 132 Am. St. 32.

Jurisdiction can not 6e retrospectively ac-

quired. Quod at) initio.

SANDEBS V. POTTMTZEE FEUIT CO.,

144 N.Y. 209, 43 Am. St. 757, Willst.

Conts. 14, n.

Contract when consummated is ottligatory.—
Afterward conditions and modifications

cannot be tacked on by ex parte pro-

posals which are not agreed to. Letters

written for such purpose after the con-

tract is perfect are inoperative. Con-

tract, when complete. White v. Corlies.

SANFOED V EDWAEDS, 19 Mont. 56, 61

Am. St. 482-496, ext.n., 4 G&R. Service

of process ; Ita lex scripta est. Deliver-

ing a summons is not reading it. Ex-

pressio unius. Record recitals are con-

clusive. Mondel, L.C. 77, 3 G&R; Haus-

wlrth, L.C. 51, id. See Harrow.

SAN FEANCISCO GAS CO. v. SAN FEAN-

cisco, 9 Cal. 453, 475, 4 G&R. Denials

must be certain. Dickson V. Cole, L.C.

34, 3 G&R ; California.

SANITY: 4 G&R; C. v. York, L.C. 197, 3

G&E See Intent ; Presumptions.

SASPOETAS V. JENNINGS, 1 Bay (S.C.)

470 26 Am. Dec. 377, 4 G&R. Non

h(Bc; Assent ; Duress. Fraud and vio-

ipnce oive no advantage. Williams v.

Bailey L.E. 1 H.L. Cas. 200, 6 Eul. Cas.

455, Willst. Cas. Conts. 438; Astley v.

Sasportas v. Jennings.

—

Reynolds ; Collins v. Blantern ; Skeate

;

City Nat. Bank v. Kusworm ; Watklns.
SATISFACTION: 4 G&R. See Accord.
SATISFACTION SHOULD BE MADE TO

that fund which has sustained the loss.

4 G&R. Qui sentit.

SATIUS (MELIUS) EST PETEEE PONTES
quam sectari rivulos : It is better to
seek the fountains than to follow the
rivulets. 4 G&E. Melius.

SAUNDEESON v. HERMAN, 95 Wis. 51, 4
G&R. Trilogy of Procedure vindicated.
"What ought to be of record" ; Santord
V. Edwards.

An answer cannot arise from evidence. Bor-
kenhagen ; Munday ; Sache.

Defences not pleaded are waived. Field

;

McKyring ; Saunders.
SAUNDEES, 158 Mo. 361: Cases. Cited,

§§392, 488. Defences not pleaded are
waived. Hudson ; Saunderson. Contra:
Cape G. R.E.

SAVACOOL V. BOUGHTEN, 5 Wend. 170,
21 Am. Dec. 181-209, ext.n., L.C. 164, 3
G&R. Cited, §§ 169, 357. Qui jussu
judicis.

Regular process is the protection of the
officer. 3 G&R : Cases ; 138 Mo. 536. See
Telefsen.

Justification, how pleaded. .T'Ansou ; Price

V. Seeley. See Justification.

SAVAGE V. FOSTEB, 9 Mod. 35, 88 Eng.
Reprint, 299, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. (W. & T.)

679-693. Cited, §§ 294, 308. Equitable

estoppel. Pickard ; Swan ; Horn v. Cole.

See Equity.

SAWTEE, EX PAETB, 124 U.S'. 200. Cited,

§§ 190, 210. Trilogy of Procedure up-

held; De non; Munday: Cases.

SAXTON, 98 Mo. Ap. 494. Cited, §§383,
392, 427. Statute of jeofails applies to,

formal matters only. Sldway, § 127

;

Speer v. Skinner.

SCANDAL IN PLEADINGS: 4 G&R. Gen-

eral pleadings may be employed to avoid.

Rosen, L.C. 92, 3 G&R. Contra: In Eng-

lish courts, where the Trilogy of Proce-

dure is the higher law.

SCANDALOUS MATTER; 4 G&R.
SCHELE, 45 Mo. 389. Cited, § 132. S.P.,

S. V. Metzger. Jurisdictional facts must

affirmatively appear. Doddridge ; Crepps

;

Crogate.

SCHICK V. U.S. 195 U. ff. 65-100, 4 G&R.
Construction ; "all crimes" does not in-

clude misdemeanors. Lex non exaote.

Right to trial by jury. Work v. S., L.C.

242 3 G&R ; Turney v. Barr ; Jennings

V. C., 109 Va. 821, 132 Am. St. 946. Lex

non exacte.

SCHNEIDER v. NOEEIS, 2 M.&S. 286, 105

Eng. Reprint, 388, 4 G&R. Statute of

frauds ; what is a sufficient signature.

SCHOOL DISTRICT V. McCOMB, 18 Colo.

240, 4 G&R. Admissions on the record

conclusive. See Admissions ; Bradbury ;

Crater ; Cothran ; Shutte, L.C. 291, 3

G&R.
SCHOOL DISTRICT V. MEECEE COUNTY,

115 Pa. 559, 4 G&E. Ita lex scripta. est;
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School District v. Mercer Co.

—

corporations must contract as provided
for by statute. See Hitchcocls v. Gal-
veston.

SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTEICTS: 35
Cye. 801-1144.

SCHUCHABDT V. ALLENS, 1 Wall. 359-
371, 212 U.S. 449. 4 G&E. Cited, § 13.

Simplex commendatio ; Non hcEC. Vendor
cannot tack on additional terms to a
completed contract of sale. See Con-
tract. Dt res; Ad qumsttonem facti; Mc-
Afee V. Reynolds ; Bonnell, L.C. 185, 3
G&E.

SCHWAETZ, 25 Mo. 675. Cited, § 13.

Caveat emptor; Chandelor ; Barnard v.

Kellogg; Schuchardt.
SCIENTER: 4 G&R. See Malice; Motive;

Intent ; Privity. As to vicious animal.
Emmons, 77 N.J. 570, 24 L.R.A.(N.S.)
458, n.

SCIEE FACIAS: To revive judgment. 4
G&E. Bank v. Eeed, 232 111. 238, 122
Am. St. 66-113 ext.n.

SCIRE LEGES NON HOC EST VEEBA
earum tenere, sed vim et potestatem : To
know the laws is not to observe their

mere words, but their force and power.
4 G&E. Qui hwret.

SCIRE PEOPEIE EST EEM RATIONE ET
per causam cognoscere : To know prop-
erly is to know a thing by its cause and
in its reason. 4 G&E. Melius.

SCOTT V. AVERT, 8 Exch. 497, 5 H. L. Cas.
811, 10 Eng. Eeprint. 1121, Willst Conts. ;

14 Am. Dec. 296-297, sub Awards, 2 G
&E. Consensus facit legem. Conclusive-
ness of decisions of tribunals of associa-

tions and corporations. Contract methods
for ascertainment of damages. 8 Suth.
Uam. 808.

SCOTT V. FORD, 45 Ore. 531, 68 L.E.A.
469-477, n., 4 G&E. Ignorantia legis;

Ignorantia facti. Money paid under mis-
take of law cannot be recovered, in the
absence of fraud. Lansdown (Mistake) ;

a very instructive case, citing Bilbie v.

Lumlcy; it shows the value of maxims
and old cases, as does also Rodgers. See
Maxims.

SCOTT V. McNEAL, 154 U.S. 34, 38 L.ed.
896, 14 S.C. 1108. Cited, %% 58, 294, 348,
350, 400, 403, 454. Pabula non judicium.
A cause of action arises from principles
of fundamental law, which statutes can
neither create, change nor abolish, Weit-
mer, L.C. 268a, 3 G&E ; Springer, L.C. 24.

Id.; Thomas v. P., §§347-354, ante;
Nelson, 197 Mass. 279, 125 Am. St. 364,
n. ; Eoderigas ; Johnson, 65 Mo. 250, 27
Am. Eep. 276.

There can be no administration upon a
living man's estate; statutes cannot au-
thorise it. Fabula. Right to administer
depends upon the reality of the fact of
death. Allen v. Dundas, 3 Term. Eep.
125. 100 Eng. Eeprint, 490.

A cause of action can be inquired into.
Andrews v. Andrews ; Fabula; Beaumont
V. Eeeve ; Seabury ; White v. Bluett, L.C.
317, 3 G&E.

SCOTT V. SHEPHERD ( Squib Case), 2 Wm.
Bl. 892, 96 Eng. Eeprint, 525, Smith's

Scott V. Shepherd.

—

L.C, 4 G&E. Cited, §§17, 20, 21, 22,
37, 65, 96. Guille v. Swan (N.Y.) ;

Vanderburgh v. Truax, 36 Am. St. 841,
848 : Cases ; Laidlaw v. Sage, 158 N.Y.
73, 44 L.E.A. 216 (Necessitas inducit
privilegium) ; Conway, 66 Mo. 346, 27
Am. Eep. 354. See Negligence, 4 G&E.

One who sets a dangerous thing in mo-
tion is presumed to intend the nat-
ural, direct and probable consequen-
ces of his act.—As a rule of evidence
this is stated ttius : It is presumed
if one uses a deadly weapon that
he intended to kill. If one starts

a fight it is presumed that he in-

tended the natural, direct and prob-
able consequences that follows it.

Qui primum peccat ille facit rixam.
Conway, 66 Mo. 346, 27 Am. Rep.
354.

In equity the rule is: "Where one of
two equally innocent persons must
suffer from the fraud of a third, he
who first trusted must first suffer."

—Lickbarrow, L.C. 394 ; Hern v.

Nichols, 1 Salk. 289, 91 Eng. Reprint,

256, quoted in Merchants' Bank, 10
Wall. 604.

A master is liable for the torts of Ms serv-

ant. M'Manus, 4 G&E ; Eahmel (but not
if malicious).

In jure non remota. 36 Am. St. 308-361,
ext.n. See Eemoteness ; Proximate Cause

;

Skinner, 13 Mo. 441 ; Hadley v. Baxen-
dale, 2 G&E.

Setting out fires. 4 G&R, p. 1012 ; 33 Cyc.
1348-1404; Fent.

Children, contributory negligence of parent.
Lynch v. Nurdin, 4 G&R ; Skinner, 13
Mo. 443; Morgan v. Cox, 22 Mo. 378, 66
Am. Dec. 625, 4 G&E; Cahill, 153 Calif.

571, 19 L.E.A. (N.S.) 1094-1172, ext.n.;
Vinnette, 47 Wash. 320, 18 L.E.A.(N.S.)
328; 33 Cyc. 1111.

Robinson v. Cone, 54 Am. Dec. 67 ; 4 G&E.
p. 1013; approved, 213 Mo. 362 (negli-
gence of parent will not bar a recovery).

Negligence of parent bars a recovery. Hart-
field V. Eoper, 34 Am. Dec. 275. Contra:
213 Mo. 362. Cited, 18 Mo. 365.

Imputed negligence; identification. Thoro-
good V. Bryan. Doctrine of denied. NelC,
213 Mo. 350, 359.

SCOTT V. TYLER, 2 Brown, C. Rep. 432, 29
Eng. Eeprint, 241, 2 Lead. Bq. Cas. (W.
& T.) 429-572, ext.n., 4 G&E. Contract;
condition in restraint of marriage ; such
conditions void. In pari; Lowe v. Peers.

SEA: 4 G&E.
SEABUEY V. GEOSVENOE, 14 Blatch.

(U.S.) 262, L.C. 281, 3 G&R. Cited, §
455. Fabula; A real, bona fide cause of
action essential for a judgment and its
permanence. Scott v. McNeal.

One must come into court with clean hands.
In pari.

Motive and purpose considered in granting
equitable relief. Edwards v. AUouez.
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SEAL: Imports a consideration. Jackson
V. Cleveland. §§303, 304.

SEALED INSTRUMENTS: 4 G&E. Deeds
are a class of contracts, with singular
attributes. Cooch ; Hibblewhite. See
Contract. Instrument must express that
it is sealed. Grimsley, 5 Mo. 20 ; Walk-
er, 8 Mo. 301. Uiiauthorizetl addition to

an offlcial bond is a material alteration.
U.S. V. Linn.

SEARCH: 4 G&K.
SEARCH WARRANTS: 4 G&R; Fisher v.

McGirr. See Arrest ; Semayne's Case.
SEATON V. BENEDICT, 5 Bingham, 28,

Smith's Lead. Cas., sub Husband, 2 G&R.
Husband and wife ; his liability for her
debts. Manby ; Wanamaker.

SEATTLE NATIONAL BANK v. JONES, 13
Wash. 285, 48 L.R.A. 177-210, ext.n.,

L.C. 36, 3 G&R. Cited, § 185. Denials
must be certain. Dickson, L.C. 34, 3

G&R. See California School District f.

Macomb ; Admissions.
SEOOMBE V. CAMPBELL, 18 Blatch. 108,

109. Cited. § 172. Bona fide purchaser

;

facts constituting, must be pleaded. 2

Pom. Bq. 746-751.
SECUKDITM ALLEGATA ET PROBATA: As

alleged and proved. 4 G&R. Cited, p.

XV, Preface; |§ 1, 105, 140, 141, 144,

146. 162, 172, 309, 333, 353. See Trilogy

of Procedure ; Bristow, L.C. 135, et seq.,

3 G&R ; § 79, et seq., 3 G&R, § 249 ; Wash-
ington R.R., quoted % 249.

A recovery must lie alleged and tJien proved

as laid. Crockett ; Washington R.R. v.

Bradleys; Sto. Eq. PI. 28; Street, Fed.

Eq. 176.
SECURITY FOE COSTS: 4 G&R. Is ad-

jective law and may be waived. See

Abatement.
SEDUCTION: 4 G&R. Borden, L.C. 267,

3 G&R. Statutes are strictly construed

;

a widow is not a woman. Jennings v.

C, 109 Va. 821, 132 Am. St. 946. Schick.

SEELEY V. ENGBLL, 17 Barb. 530. Cited,

% 501. S.P., Clark v. Dillon ; Mallinc-

krodt. Facts must be pleaded with cer-

tainty.
SEIXAS v. WOODS, 2 Caines, 48, sub Cav-

eat emptor, 2 G&R. Simplex.

SELF-DEFENSE: 4 G&R. Leading Cases:

U.S. V. Holmes; U.S. v. Amisted ; Holes;

S V. Roane ; Stephens ; Aldrich v.

Wright; C. v. Selfridge ; Bird v. Hol-

brook (spring guns); Hooker v. Miller;

R. V. Dudley (necessity). See Necessity,

4 G&R. . ,, .

Excessive, must not be m,ade; the right of,

begins with necessity and it ends with

necessity. Necessitas; Newcome, 133 Ky.

29, 22 L.R.A.(N.S.) 724.

Character of deceased; when this is ad-

missible. S. V. Thompson, 49 Or. 46, 1^4

Am. St. 1015-1035. ext.n.

Excessive defence; no right to kill to pre-

vent a mere trespass. Shorter v. e. ,

Hooker: Bird: Aldrich.
„ „ .,

SELFEIDGE'S CASE: See C. v. Self"dge.

SEMAYNE'S CASE (SEMAYNE V. GEESH-

am), 5 Coke, 91 (Vol. 3), 7„ Eng- Re-

print, 194, 1 Sm. L.C. 238-249, 104-118,

lltb ed., 4 G&R. Every man's house is
1

Semayne's Case.

—

his castle. Right to break doors and
serve process. Hawkins v. C, 61 Am.
Dec. 147-164, ext.n. ; Kelley, 78 Am. St.

887; 1 Blsh. Crim. Proc. 195-205.
SEMPER NECESSITAS PEOBANDI IN-
cumbit et qui agit : See Actore non pro-
bante.

SEMPER PE-ffiSUMITUR PKO NEGANTB:
The presumption is always in favor of
the one who denies. 4 G&R. Cited, §§
100. 135, 156, 183, 410. See Trilogy of
l^rocedure ; Frustra.

Affirmant of a law must produce it. C. v.

Bank, 5 Allen, 431-432.
SEMPER PE^SUMITUK PRO SENTEN-

tla : Presumption is always in favor of
the sentence. . 4 G&E. See Trilogy of
Procedure, also of Liberal Construction.
Clem, L.C. 2c, 3 G&E ; Omnia prwsumun-
tur rite.

SENIOR v. AEMITAGE, Holt, N.P. 197 (3
E.C.L.R.), sub Wigglesworth v. Dallison,

L.C. 399, 3 G&R. Landlord and Tenant;
Lease ; Oral Evidence. Custom may be
shown if consistent with the words.

SENTENCE: 4 G&E.
SEPAEATE ESTATE: 4 G&E. See Married
Women.

SEPAEATION OF WITNESS: 4 G&E, 1
Gr. By. 432.

SEPULTURE: 4 G&E.
SEQUESTRATION; 4 G&E.
SEEVANT; 4 G&E. M'Manus; Harriman

(liable for his negligence). See Master.

SERVICE: 4 G&E.
SEEVICES: 4 G&E.
SEEVICE OF PROCESS: 4 G&E. General
appearance waives process and its serv-

ice. Quinn v. P. ; Newcomb, 182 Mo. 707

;

Ingersoll v. Coram. § 247.

Attorneys may enter appearance. Osborn v.

Bank ; Harshey v. Blackmarr.

But not «» inferior courts. Nelson, L.C.

129, 3 G&R.
Corporations; service on. Davis, 126 Mo.

69 ; Central E.R.. 107 Md. 263, 14 L.R.A.

(N.S.) 389; Abbeville Co., 61 S.C. 361,

85 Am. St. 890, n.

SETOFF: 4 G&E. Eose v. Hart; Nix,

118 Ga. 345, 98 Am. St. 111-117 (Mu-
tuality not essential). See Counterclaim;
Recoupment Retainer ; Remitter ; Quod
remedio; 34 Cyc. 625-648.

Equitable setoff. 34 Cyc. 633-641. Right

of surety to make, of his individual debt.

Billot, 192 N.Y. 221, 18 L.R.A. (N.S.)

600.

Insolvency; how viewed as an element.

Richardson, 109 Md. 641, 25 L.R.A. (N.

S.) 393, n.

Mutuality not essential. Kent, 24 Mo. 306

;

Finney, 10 Mo. 134. 4 G&R.
Factor's right to setoff. George v. Clag-

gett ;
Quod remedio.

SETON V SLADE, 7 Ves. Jun. 285, 32 Eng.

Reprint. 108, 2 Lead. Bq. Cas. (W. & T.),

541, 4 G&E. See Equity; Specific Per-

formance.
SBWALL, 122 Mass. 156, 23 Am. Rep. 299.

Cited, § 350. Due process of law ; juris-
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Sewall.

—

dictional essentials ; P. v. Dawell ; Get-
tys ; Borden.

SEXTON V. CHICAGO STOEAGE CO., 129
111. 318, 16 Am. St. 274-282, n., 4 G&R.
Landlord and tenant ; assignment of

lease ; status of assignee.

SEXTON V. SEXTON, 129 Iowa, 487, 2
L.R.A.(N.S.) 708-712, 4 G&R. Funda-
mental law annexes itself by implication.

Neceasitas ; Cessante ratione legis; Gra-
ham V. Tucker ; Lonstorf.

SEXTON V. WHEATON, 8 Wheat. 229, 1

Am. Lead. Cas. 36-61, ext.n. See Twyne's
Case, 4 G&R. Fraudulent conveyance.
Salmon v. Bennett. 1 Conn. 525, 1 Am.
L.C. 39-61, ext.n., 7 Am. Dec. 237 ; 6
Gray, Cas. Prop.

SHAFHEB T. S., 20 Ohio, 1, 4 Crim. Def.

31, 4 G&R. Bigamy ; second marriage
must be valid. R. v. Brawn.

SHAM PLEADINGS: 4 G&R. Are instru-
ments of chicane. Robinson v. Raley,
L.C. 45, 3 G&R. Graver, L.C. 102, 3
G&R.

Confer no jurisdiction. Fabula; Scott v.

McNeal. Contra: Balsewicz, § 346, ante.
Nihil possumus contra veritatevi ; Exceptio

falsi, est omnium ultima. See Bliss, PI.

138; Graver, L.C. 102, et seq., 3 G&R.
See Attorneys ; Brown, ex parte.

SHAKES: 4 G&R.
SHARP V. POWELL, L.R., 7C.F. 253, 2

Eng. Reprint, 567, 36 Am. St. 809, 821,
837, 4 G&R. In jure; Proximate cause.
See Salisbury.

SHARPLESS V. MAYOR OF PHILADEL-
phia, 21 Pa. 147, 59 Am. Dec. 759 790.
ext.n., 4 G&R. Legislative power ; limi-

tations of. Allen V. Jay ; Taylor v. Por-
ter, L.C. 219o, 3 G&R ; P. v. Town of Sa-
lem.

SHELLEY'S CASE, 1 Coke, 936, 76 Eng.
Reprint, 199, 206, 4 G&R. Cited, §§28,
49, 110, 328. Vt res magis denied. Rig-
gins. 28 Mo. 25 (rules stated). Takes life

estate. Charles v. White. Children as a
word of purchase or limitation. Wills, 61
W. Va. 262, 12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 310, extn.,
quoting Shelley.

Kent's adieu to. § 24, 1 G&R ; 4 Kent,
233, 12th ed.

SHHLTON V. PLATT, 139 U.S. 596. Cited,

§ § 48, 190, 386. Trilogy of Procedure vin-

dicated. De non. Munday.
SHERIFF: 4 G&R.
SHERIFFS AND CONSTABLES: 35 Cyc.

1455-2076.

SHERMAN T. EITSMILLER, 17 Serg. &E.
(Pa.) 45, L.C. 305, 3 G&R. Cited, § 217.
Contracts ; must be certain.

SHIELDS V. BAEEOW, 17 How. (U.S.) 130
Cited, §|401, 461. Necessary parties are
jurisdictional. Williams v. Eggleston.
iSee Bulkley, § 453. All parties must ap-
pear in the bill ; must be in the bill.

Cross bill cannot introduce new parties.

Patton, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 127; Sto. Bq. PL,
§ 385. See Cross Bill.

SHINDLEE V. HOUSTON, 1 Denio, 48 1
N.Y. 261, 49 Am. Dec. 316-340, ext.n..

L.C. 407, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 29, 3 G&R,

Shindler v. Houston.

—

Willst. Sales. Delivery and acceptance,

what is. See Sales ; Statute of Frauds

;

Kirby, 22 Mo. 360. Tarling.
SHIPLEY V. FIFTY ASSOCIATES, 106

Mass. 194, 8 Am. Rep. 318, 4 G&R. Land-
lord and tenant ; dangerous premises. Sic

utere tuo. Landlord liable for ice and
snow falling from roof on passengers.
Fletcher v. Rylands ; Todd v. Flight.

SHIPS; SHIPPING: 4 G&R; 36 Cyc. 1429.
SHOEMAKER v. JACKSON, 128 la. 488, 1

L.R.A.(N.S.) 137-141, n., 4 G&R. Recoup-
ment. In Jure; Smeed.

SHOP BOOKS: 4 G&R. Admissibility in

evidence. Price v. Torrington.
SHOETEE V. P., 2 N. Y. (2 Const.) 193,

51 Am. Dee. 286-294, n., 2 Crim. Def. 256,

4 G&R. Self-defence ; excessive resist-

ance ; no riglit to kill a mere trespasser.

Bird ; Hooker.
SHOUDY V. SCHOOL DIEECTOES, 32 111.

290. Cited, § 345. Cited in Riverside Co.

Res adjudicata essentials. Coram judice;
Smith V. Hoag.

SHEICKEE v. FIELD, 9 la. 366, 4 G&R.
Denials must be certain.

SHUEY V. U.S. 92 U.S. 73, 23 L.ed. 697,

1 Willst. Conts. 54, L.C. 323, 3 G&R. Con-
tract ; proposer can prescribe time, place
and manner of acceptance. Adams. L.C.

326, 3 G&R. Both sides must lie bound.
Cooke, L.C. 321, 3 G&R. Before accept-
ance proposer can retract. Cooke.

SHUTTE V. THOMPSON, 15 Wall (U.S.)
151, 21 L.ed. 123, L.C. 291. 3 G&R. Cited,

§§ 80, 122, 162, 195, 248, 264, 378. Frus-
tra proiatur. Incompetent evidence need
not be excepted to

;
juridical evidence is

required. Dickey, 6 Mo. 177, 186 ; San-
zenbasher, 220 Mo. 274, 119 S.W. 395.
Contra: B'arber, 139 Mo. 284. Must he
specifically objected to. Clark, 25 Mo.
438. See Trilogy of Procedure ; Mont-
gomery V. S. ; McKinnon, 57 Fla. 120.
§§475-476.
The true rule is deducible from the tril-

ogy of procedure ; its rules must not be
ignored. Incompetent, irrelevant and im-
material evidence is no evidence ; it car-
ries no weight. But an incompetent wit-
ness may testify by consent.

SI CITATUS ALIQUIS NON COMPAEEAT
habetui- pro consentiente : If, being sum-
moned, a person does not appear, he will
be regarded as having consented. 4 G&R.
See Defaults

; Qui tacit consentire vide-
tur; 1 Gr. Ev. 18, 205.

SIC UTERE TUO ET ALIENUM NON
Isedas : Enjoy your own property in such
a manner as not to injure that of an-
other person. 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 11, 22.
See Alterum non Imdere; § 6661, Code,
N.D. ; 36 Cyc. 436-439.

Leading Cases: Heaven v. Pender, 46 L.R.
A.(N.S.) 33-122; Indemaur ; Taylor v.
Porter, L.C. 219o, 3 G&R ; Fletcher v. Ry-
lands ; Loomis ; Saint Helen's ; Shipley ;

Todd ; Salisbury ; Guille ; Squib Case.
Cutting hose, and thereby preventing the

extinguishment of a burning building is
actionable. Metallic Compressor Co. ; L.
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Sic Utere.

—

&N. R,R., 158 Ala. 509. 23 L.R.A.(N.S.)
184 (cites maxim). Objects of fright neat-
highway. Davis v. Pa. R.E., 218 Pa. 403,
12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1152, n.; Morgan v. Cox,
22 Mo. 376 ; Charles, 22 Id. 569 ; 116 Mo.
250.

Adjoining owners; duties of. Weltzmann,
190 N.Y. 452, 123 Am. St. 560-585, ext.n.

Attractive nuisance. See Turntable Cases.
SIDENSPAEKEE, 52 Mo. 481. Cited, § 354.
jBj dolo malo applies to judgments and or-

ders of court procured by fraud. Official

acts obtained by deceit and fraud are void.
Debile. See Balsewlcz.

SIDWAY, 163 Mo. 342, 373-374. Cited,
§§65, 73, 84, 127. 132, 133a, 141, 163,
190, 264, 329, 374, 383, 386, 387, 390,
392, 417. 427, 494, 507. The Trilogy of
Procedure vindicated ; statutes apply to
formal matters only. S.P., Mallinckrodt

;

Clark V. Dillon : C. & A. R.R. v. Clausen ;

Minnesota ; Slacum.
"Waiier; its limitations. Sidway, §§ 373-

374 ; Consensus.
Statute of Jeofails and Amendments added

nothing to the law. Andrews v. Lynch;
Saxton : Welch, 28 Mo.

SIGNATUEE: 4 G&E. What is a suffi-

cient. Brown v. Bank, L.C. 346, 3 G&R.
One may adopt any name he pleases. See
Names. Deed; not necessary to. Cooch.

SILENCE SHOWS CONSENT: 4 G&E.
Qui tacit.

SILENT LEGES INTEE AEMA: Laws are

silent amidst arms. 4 G&R ; § 253.

SIMPLE CONTEACT—FABOL CONTRACT:
4 G&R. ; Consideration essential. Rann,
L.C. 312, 3 G&R.

SIMPLE COMMENDATIO NON OBLIGAT:
A simple commendation does not bind. 4

G&R. Cited, § 13. Caveat emptor; Chan-
delor, L.C. 374. 3 G&R, et seq. ; R. v.

Bryan ; Schuchardt ; Selxas ; Hodges, 28

Mo. 102.

SIMPSON V. HAETOPP, Willes, 512, 1 Sm
L.C. 783-796, 437-453, 11th ed., 4 G&E.
Exemptions ; goods privileged from.

SIMS, Breese (111.) Cited, § 310. Conclu

sions of law insufficient. Taylor v

Sprinkle.

SINE POSSESSION!! USUCAPIO PEOCED
ere non potest : There can be no prescrip

tion without possession. 4 G&R.
SINGEE MFG. CO. v. CONVEESE, 23 Colo,

247 251, 4 G&E. Verba generalia, etc.

S.P.. Dickson, L.C. 34, 3 G&R. Denials

must be certain. Siter.

SINGLENESS, CEETAINTY AND PEEFEC-
tion of each document—Pleading—Link

of the record, are demanded by the con-

serving principles of procedure; 4 G&R.

See Certainty ; Trilogy of Procedure.

SINGLETAET v. CAETBE, Bailey's Law,

467 21 Am. Dec. 480. Cited, § 512. Idem

agens. One cannot serve his own process.

§S 510-522.

SI NON APPAEEAT QUID ACTUM EST

erit consequens, ut id sequamur quod in

reglone in qua actum est, frequentatur

:

If It does not appear what was agreed

upon, the consequence will be that we

Si Non Appareat.

—

must follow that which is the usage of
the place where the agreement was made.
4 G&R. See Custom.

SISTEE STATE JUDGMENTS: 4 G&R.
Mills, L.C. 57, 3 G&R. McBlmoyle ; Had-
dock.

SITEE V. JEWETT, 33 Cal. 92, 98, 4 G&E.
Denials ; what are sufficient ; Dickson, L.
C. 34, 3 G&R ; Singer Mfg. Co.

SIX CAEPENTEES' CASE (VAUX V. NEW-
man), 8 Coke, 146, 77 Eng. Reprint, 695,
1 Sm. Lead. Cas. 257-267, 8th ed., also
11th ed., L.C. 165. 3 G&R. Acta exter-
iora ; Trespasser ab initio ; Dehm ; Cressy
V. Parks ; Malcolm ; Barrett ; Weber

;

Wood.
SKEATE V. BEALE, 11 Adol. & El. 983

(39 E.C.L.R.), — Eng. Reprint, —, L.C.
82, 3 G&R. Cited, § 245. Trilogy of pro-
cedure applies to all pleadings and to each
pleading ; it applies to answers. J'An-
son; Field; Garland, L.C. 60, 3 G&R.
Duress; of goods, not void. See Saspor-
tas.

SKINNEE V. BESHOAE, 2 Colo. 383, 4
G&R. Trilogy of procedure respected

;

"What ought to be of record," etc. A
placitum essential. Stubbings, L.C. 49, a
G&R. What ought to be of record.

SKINNEE V. GUNTON, 1 Wms. Saund. 228'-

230, 85 Bng. Reprint, 249-253. Cited, §
408. Spieres ; Stennell. De non; Sla-
cum.

SLACK, 9 Pick. (Mass.) 62. Cited, §§ 110,
496. Aider ; Express aider ; a subsequent
pleading may aid an antecedent. Garth.
See Aider ; Devine ; Houston.

SLACUM V. POMEEY, 6 Cranch, 221, 3
L.ed. 205, 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 42, 47, 48, 51^
55, 71, 85, 103, 104, 113, 145a, 146, 148,

171, 190, 210, 318, 329, 333, 352. 382,
462, 465. The trilogy of procedure is

strongly supported by Slacum. S.P., De-
vine; Crockett; Sawyer, Ex parte; Rose
V. Himely ; Jackson v. Pesked ; Rushton ;

Smoot's Case ; Munday : Cases ; Quis,

quid, coram quo; Cause of Action; Bate-
son, § 462 ; Haskell, 31 Mo. 437 ; Smal-
ley ; Clark v. Dillon ; Mallinckrodt ; Sid-

way ; U.S. V. Cruikshank ; Story, § 47.

Minnesota ; N.Y. Cent. R.R. v. U.S.

;

Spieres.

The ground of the general demurrer cannot
be waived. % 101 et seq.; Smalley ; Clark
V. Dillon.

Construction of is the same at all stages,

Goldman.
SLANDER: 3 G&R. Defamation; Libel;

§ 313, 1 G&R ; Pollard ; Malachy (slan-

der of title). I?air comment. Harrison v.

Bush.
SLAUGHTEE-HOUSE CASES (THE), 16

Wall. (U.S.) 36, 21 L.ed. 394, 4 G&R.
Salus popuU. Limitations of government;
stated, 211 U.S. 93, 94; Millett ; Police
power,

SLOMAN V. WALTER, 1 Brown, 0.0. 418, 28
Eng. Reprint, 1213, 2 Lead. Bq. Cas. (W.
& T.) 2022-2072, ext.n., L.C. 393, 3 G&E.
Consensus facit legem. Parties may stip-

ulate damages. Scott v. Avery. Penal-
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Sloman v. Walter.—
ties and stipulated damages. Kemble, L.

C. 391, 3 G&K, Equity looks to the in-

tent rather than to the form.
SMALLEY, 19 111. 207. Cited, §§ 51, 61, 72,

73, 78, 79, 100, 103, 104, 121, 123, 124,

146, 146a, 190, 200, 245, 310, 312, 313,

314, 318, 320, 333, 341, 352, 383, 404.

Trilogy of Procedure respected and vin-

dicated. S.P., Slacum; Vallandingham v.

Ryan ; Sidway ; Waugh ; Stevens, 1

Blackf. 56, cited and approved with Vir-

ginia Cases. Stevens followed Lepping,

1 Modern 207.

TVhere nothing is juridically presented noth-

ing is decided. Quod nullum est.

SMART MONEY: 4 G&R. See Exemplary.
SMEED V. rOORD, 1 El. & Bl. 602 (102 E.C.

L.R.), sub Hadley v. Baxendale, 2 G&R.
In jure; Breach of Contract ; Damages.
Duty to minimize damages.

SMELTING COMPANY T. REED, 23 Colo.

523, 4 G&E. Trilogy of Procedure re-

spected ; Bes adjudicata must be pleaded.

See Hume. Conclusions of law surplusage.

SMITH V. BURPUS, 106 Mo. 94-106, 4 G&R.
Cited, §§ 85, 460. Quod al> initio. Cause
of action must be stated. Civil suit is

malicious prosecution. McCardle. Pre-

sumptions stand for evidence. Harrison
V. Bush denied.

SMITH T. FLETCHER, L.R., 7 Exch. Div.

305, 4 G&E. In jure. Gilson, 36 Am. St.

108.
SMITH V. HOAG, 45 111. 250. Cited. § 345.

S.P., Shoudy.
SMITH v. HODSON, 4 Term Rep. (D. &B.)

211, 100 Eng. Reprint, 979, Terry v. Mun-
ger, 2 Sm. L.C. 124-139, ext.n., 11th ed.,

L.C. 156, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 267, 294. Al-

legans; Res adjudicata; Terry v. Munger
;

Election of Remedies ; Benoist, 12 Mo. 208.

The same statement may 6e ex delicto or

ex contractu. Cool. Torts, 90, 2nd ed..

Miles, 196 Mass. 431, 3 L.R.A.(N.S.) 378,

n. ; Doremus v. Root, 94 Fed. 760 ; R.R.

V. Laird, 164 U.S. 393; Allegans; Robb v.

Vos, 155 U.S. 13, 19 L.R.A.(N.S.) 220.

Objection to form of remedy comes too late

after trial. Reavis, 215 U.S. 16, 25

;

Lough, L.C. 293, 3 G&R.
Breach of contract; when a tort.- Miles, su-

pra; Russell, 43 Am. St. 381.

SMITH V. MARRABLE ("Bug Case"), 11

Mees. & Wells, 5, Car. & Marsh. 479 (41
B.C.L.R.), 9 Rul. Cas. 444, L.C. 382, 3

G&R. Caveat emptor; Landlord and Ten-
ant. There is an implied warranty that
furnished apartments are fit for occu-

pancy.
SMITH V. MAWHOOD, 14 M.&W. 452, 69

R.R. 724. 4 G&R. Contracts ; In pari;
rules stated. Sales in violation of stat-

ute ; when void. Verba intentione. See
§§ 13, 293, Kirven.

SMITH V. THACKEEAH, L.E., 1 C'.P. Div.
564, 4 G&R. Easements ; Eight to sup-
port. Sic utere; Humphries.

SMITH T. WILSON ("RABBIT CASE"), 8
Barn. & Adol. 728 (23 E.C.L.R.), L.C.
401, 3 G&R. Contract ; oral evidence

;

Custom may be explained by. Pym ; Con-
temporanea.

SMOOT'S CASE, 15 Wall. (U.S.) 36-51, 4G
&R. Trilogy of Procedure vindicated with

force and clearness. Slacum ;
Munday ;

Sache ; Smith v. Burrus, § 182. Spieres.

SMOUT V. ILBERRY, 10 M.&W. 1, 62 R.R.

510, 1 Am. Lead. Cas. 769, 5th ed., 2 Sm.
L.C. 393, 4 G&E. Cited, § 13. Agency

,

Caveat emptor.
Death of principal revokes the agency.

Hunt; Carregers, 26 Mo. 313.

Mutual mistake avoids a contract. Smout;
Brown v. Lamphear.

Necessaries furnished wife, husband must
pay for. See Husband and Wife. 4 G&E.

SNOW, 120 U.S. 274. Cited, % 270. Con-

struction of statute ; S.P., Crepps.
SNYDER T. FREE, 114 Mo. 360. Cited,

§ 500. Conclusions of law are surplusage

and are not aided. Mallinckrodt ; Clark

V. Dillon.
SNYDER V. WILLBY, 33 Mich. 483, sub

E.E. V. Stewart, L.C. 290o, 3 G&R. Sten-

ographic reports should not be inserted

for statutory record. Doddridge ; Valden.
SODERBERG V. E^NG CO., 15 Wash. 194,

56 Am. St. 878, n., sub Money Had and
Received, 4 G&E. Contract ; money had
and received. Soderberg v. King Co., 56
Am. St. 878.

SODOMY: 4 G&R.
SOLICITOR AND CLIENT: 4 G&E.
SOLO CEDIT QUOD SOLO IMPLANTATTTE

:

What is planted in the soil belongs to the
soil, 4 G&R. Cujus est solum; Quic-
quid plantatur.

SOLO CEDIT QUOD SOLO IN.ffiDIFICA-
tur : Whatever is built on the soil be-

longs to the soil. 4 G&R. Bright v.

Boyd ; Quicquid plantatur,
SOLUTIO PEETII EMPTORIS LOCO HA-

betur : The payment of the price stands
in the place of a sale. Miller v. Hyde

;

Third Nat. Bk. v. Rice, 161 Fed. 822, 23
L.R.A.(N.S.) 1167.

SON ASSAULT DEMESNE: 4 G&R.
SOUL: 4 G&E. Eeason is the soul of the

law. Cessante; Pari ratione.

SOUTH CAROLINA: Adopted the code in

1870. Many of its decisions respect the
Trilogy of Procedure.

SOUTH CAROLINA v. U. S., 199 U.S. 437-
432, 4 G&R. Cited, § 284.

That statutes are the law if only con-
stitutional denied. See Brown v. Tharpe.
3 G&E ; Blair ; 254 Id.

SOUTH DAKOTA: Adopted the code in

1862. Its interpretation in Wisconsin
and in Minnesota has been much re-

spected
The Trilogy of Procedure is uniformly

maintained. Many maxims are re-afiarmed.

Demurrer searches the substantive pleadings
and attaches to the first fault. Auburn.
Quod ab-initio. Baldwin, 26 L.E.A.(N.S.)
117-120.

SOUTHERN BUILDING AND LOAN ASS'N
y. Dawson, 97 Teun. 367, 56 Am. St. 804-
810, 4 G&E. Elevators ; operation of

;

same degree of care as required of car-
riers. Ingalls. Dangerous premises. In-
demaur.

SOUTIER V. KELLBRMAN, 18 Mo. 509,
L.C. 402, 3 G&E. Custom, usage ; may
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Soutier v. Kellerman.
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be shown to explain a contract. Wiggles-
worth, L.C. 399, 3 G&R; Blackett ; Pym.
Oral ETidence.

SOVEREIGNS: 4 G&E.
SOVEKEIGNTT: 4 G&R. Reos no» potest

peccare; Roy n'est. Cannot be sued
against its consent. Belknap, L.C. 260, 3
G&E.

Contract ; is liable like an individual. Cooke
T. U.S., 91 U.S. 389, 405 (Is bound by
paying forged currency).

Jurisdiction over states and their interests.
Mason, 197 Mass. 349, 125 Am. St. 371,
u. (Cannot' be sued).

SPAUJING V. VILAS, 161 U.S. 483-499,
40 L.ed. 780, 4 G&R. Rex non potest pec-
care. Public ofilcials have absolute im-
munity for their acts. Lange, L.C. 159,
3 G&R. Pnncips.

SPARF V. U.S., 156 U.S. 51-183, 39 L.ea.
343-389, 10 Am. Cr. Rep. 168-227, sul)

S. V. Croteau, L.C. 271, 3 G&R. Ad qums-
tionem facti; Province of Court and Jury,

SPECLALIA GENEBALIBUS DEBOGANT:
See Oeneralia specialibus.

SPECIALTT: 4 G&B. See Deeds; Formal
Contracts.

SPBCITIC DELIVEET CHATTELS: 4 G&
E. Equity may order. Pusey, L.C. 276,
3 G&E. Equity, Somerset ; Pusey.

SPECIFIC PEEFOEMANCE: 4 G&R. See
Equity ; Seton v. Slade ; Bonagban, 200
Mass. 46, 128 Am. St. 378-414, ext.n. ;

Lester, L.C. 341, 3 G&R; Pusey.
SPEEDY TEIAL: 4 G&E. 85 Am. St. 178-

204.
SPEEE V. SKISSEB,, 35 HI. 282. Cited,

§§ 127, 163, 190. Limits of liberal con-

struction. Jackson v. Pesked.
SFENCEB'S CASE (SPENCEE V. CLABK),

5 Rep. 61, 77 Eng. Eeprint, 72, 1 Sm. L.

C. 145-237, 4 G&R.
Covenants in deeds; law of.

SPENCEE v. DUPLAN SILK CO., 191 U.S.

526. Cited, I 190. Trilogy of Procedure
respected. De non. "What ought to be

of record," etc.

SPENDTHEIFT: 4 G&E. 24 Am. St. 682-

697.
SPENDTHEIFT TEUSTS: 4 G&E. 24 Am.

St. 267-897, n.

SPEEEY V. C, 9 Leigh. (Va.), 623 1 Lead.

Crim. Cas. (B. &H.) 433-482, ext.n., 36

Am. Dec. 261, 262, 4 G&R. Practice;

Presence of the prisoner ; Record must

show. "What ought to be of record," etc.

SPIEEES V. PAEKEE, 1 T.E. (D.&B.), 99

Eng. Eeprint, 1019, 1 R.R. 165. Cited,

§ 244. S.P., Rushton ; Williams v. Hing-

ham Turnpike Co. ; Bartlett, L.C. 5-7, 3

G&R; Munday; De non; Slacum.

SPIES v. P. ("ANAECHIST CASE"), 122

111. 1-267, 5 Am. Cr. Rep. 637 654, 6 id.

570-715, 3 Am. St. Rep. 320-492, ext.n.,

4 G&R. Cited, % 21. Conspiracy ; its ele-

ments ;
proofs of. U.S. V. Cassidy. In-

tent—tacking and collateral. R. v. Jor-

dan ; R. V. Orton ; R. v. Coney ;
R. v.

Serne; S. v. Smith; S. v. Darling, 216

Mo. 459 ; C. v. Moore.
Bomicide in the commission of an unlawful

act. R. T. Coney ; Orton ; Serne.

Spies V. P.

—

Principals and accessories, lam of.
Res gestm facts admissible. Donaldson, —

Utah, — , 30 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1164, n.
Declarations of conspirators. U.S. v. Good-

ing, L.C. 202, 3 G&R ; Johnson v. Mc-
Lain, 79 Kan. 423, 131 Am. St. 302-338,
ext.n.

SPLITTING CAUSES OF ACTION: 4 G&R
Comer, 134 la. 665, 13 L.R.A.(N.S.) 529,
n. ; Bendernagle ; Pakas, 184 N.Y. 211,
3 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1042, 112 Am. St. 601;
Perez, L.C. 2e, 3 G&R ; Res Adjudicata, 4
Id.

SPOLIATOE: 4 G&E. Omnia prcBsumuntur
contra spoliatorem.

SPONTE VIEUM FUGIENS MULIEE ET
adultera facta, doti sua careat, nisi sponte
retracta ; A woman leaving her husband
of her own accord, and committing adul-
tery, loses her dower, unless her husband
takes her back of his own accord. 4 G&E.

SPEAIGUE V. THOMPSON, 118 U.S 90, 30
L.ed. 115, L.C. 236, 3 G&E. Ut res. Stat-
ute may be void in part ; likewise consti-
tutions and contracts. "In the same sec-
tion it was provided that harboring ' a
slave was a crime, and further, that ob-
structing his recapture was also a crime.
Held, the former was void and the latter
valid." Willard v. P., 5 111. 470; James,
L.C. 233, 3 G&R.

SPRING CO. V. KNOWLTON, 103 U.S. 49,
26 L.ed. 347, L.C. 366, 3 G&R. Contract

;

In pari; Loco posnitentia ; Diggle v.

Higgs. Recovery may be had on an illegal

contract if the party renounced It before
it was complete. Diggle.

SPRINGER V. SHAVENDEE, 118 N.C. 33,
54 Am. St. 708. n., 33 L.R.A. 772, L.C. 24,

3 G&R. Cited, §§ 350, 403, 454. Faiula.
A cause of action must exist in reality.

Scott v'. McNeal. Jurisdiction ; its ele-

ments. Thomas v. P. Limitations of legis-

lative power. Taylor v. Porter, L.C. 219a,
3 G&R.

SQUIB CASE: See Scott v. Shepherd.
STABILITY OF LAW: 4 G&R. Ubi jus in-

cerium; Lex est misera. § 256. Stare de-

cisis.

STABIT PE.a:SUMPTIO DONEC PEOBE-
tur in eontrarium : A presumption will

stand good until the contrary is proved.
4 G&R. See Presumptions.

STACKPOLE V. ARNOLD, 11 Mass. 27-29,

6 Am. Dec. 150, sub Sturdivant v. Hull,

L.C. 410, 3 G&R. Agent ; Commercial pa-

per ; how sign. Sturdivant, L.C. 410, 3
G&R.

STAKBHOLDEE: 4 G&E. See Wagers.
STALE: 4 G&E.
STAMP: 4 G&E.
STANDAED OIL CO., U.S. v., q. v. 4 G&E.
STAPILTON V. STAPILTON, 1 Atk. 2, 26

Eng. Reprint, 1. 2 Lead. Bq. Cas. (W. &
T.), 1675-1738, ext.n., 4 G&E. Contract;
Equity ; Compromise ; the law of. 25 L.

E.A.(N.S,) 275-310, ext.n.

STAEBUCK V. MUERAY, 5 Wend. 148, 157,

21 Am. Dec. 172-181, n., L.C. 263, 3 G&R.
Fabula. Elements of a coram judice pro-

ceeding ;
jurisdiction depends on realities.
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and not on shams and myths. Pleadings
essential. S.P., Thomas v. P. Jurisdic-

tional inquiries are never foreclosed. An-
drews ; Scott V. McNeal.

STAKE DECISIS: 4 G&B. Permanent laws
essential. Ubi jus incertum; Payne, 8 Mo.
476, quoting M'Culloch ; Minime mutanda.

Blunders should not obligate courts. Rei-

gart, 217 Mo. 165 (Overrules earlier cases
and follows Wain v. Warlters, L.C. 335,
3 G&E).

Blunders hind courts. Jones v. Bank, quoted
sub Adjective law. Contra: Reigart ; De-
vine V. E.R. (111.). Ubi jus incertum.

Precedents must be adhered to though man-
ifestly wrong. Jones v. Bank. Contra:
Reigart. See Rice v. Travis ; also Dodd-
ridge.

STATE: 4 G&K. See Sovereignty.
A party in procedure. § 493. See Alterum
non Iwdere and citations thereto. Non
hwc.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE: 4 G&R. Quis,
quid, coram quo; Cause of Action.

STATE CASES: S. stands for State; C. for
Commonwealth ; R. for Res or Regina
(King or Queen) ; P. for People; U.S. for
United States.

S. EX BEL. BAKNAED, 19 Wash. 8, 67 Am.
St. 706-722, 43 L.R.A. 317, 4 G&E. Idem
agens; S.P., Dimes.

S. EX EEL. COLEMAN V. KELLY, 71 Kan.
811, 43 L.E.A. 450-563, 4 G&E. Con-
struction of statutes ; legislative intent.

Contemporanea. Courts not bound by
forms and pretences ; legislative journals
may be consulted. A statute, as well as
a judgment, or a tax, depends on its rec-

ord.

S. EX EEL. HENSON V. SHEPPAED, 192
Mo. 497-517, 64 Cent. Law Jour. 125, 4

G&E. Cited, §§11, 21, 27, 30, 108, 150,
283. 335a, 362, 368, 405, 509, 510, 511,
512. Idem agens,

"No man can act where Ms integrity
and his interests are in conflict" is

a principle of fundamental law that
overrides constitutions and statutes.
Dimes, L.C. 176, 3 G&R ; Michoud

;

Keeeh; §§510-522. Oakley, L.C. 222, d
G&R. Nowak ; Eector ; McNair ; James v.

S. (Convenience and reason.)
Courts have inherent power to protect the

due adminstration of the laws. S. v.

Townley, L.C. 225o, 3 G&E.
E. EX EEL. NEWELL V. PUEDY, 36 Wis.

213, 4 G&E. Nullus Commodum; Candi-
date corrupting voters forfeits his office.

S. EX EEL. PEMISCOT CO. v. SCOTT, 1.04

Mo. 28-32, §§435-444, Equity. Cited, §§
309, 362, 383, 458, 460. Trilogy of Pro-
cedure vindicated ; fundamental error can
not be waived ; jurisdictional error saves
itself ; it will keep. Bateson ; Mallinck-
rodt ; Hannibal ; Davis v. Jacksonville
Line ; Lilly. See next case.

S. TO USE V. MATSON, 38 Mo. 489. Cited,
§ 460. Quis, quid, coram quo. A cause of
action must be stated. The ground of the
general demurrer is never waived ; "It
will keep." Lilly, § 460.

S. V. BACON, 41 Vt. 526, 98 Am. Dec. 616-
623, ext.n., sub Eefreshing Memory, 4
G&E.

S. V. BAEEE, 65 N.C. 332, 4 G&E. Assault
and Battery ; what is. Stephens.

S. V. BAUGHMAN, 38 Ohio St. 455, 459,
L.C. 268, 3 G&E. Cited, §§ 206, 217, 350.
Fabula. Reality of cause of action re-

quired ; fictitious causes are coram non
judice; false and sham pleadings present
no cause. Graver, L.C. 102, 3 G&R, et

seq.; Weltmer v. Bishop, L.C. 268o, Id.;
Scott V. McNeal ; S. v. Conklin.

S. V. BEACH, 147 Ind. 74, 36 L.R.A. 179,

L.C. 258, 3 G&R. Evidence ; prima facie
presumptions may be declared by statute.

S. V. Thomas, L.C. 257, 3 G&R; Phelps,
L.C. 191, Id.

Curative statutes in taxation. P. v. Sey-
mour. L.C. 256, 3 G&R. In procedure.
See Aider ; C. & A. R.R. v. Clausen.

S. V. BECK, 1 Hill (S.C.) 363, 3 Crim, Def.
289, 26 Am. Dec. 190, 191, 4 G&R. Cited,

§ 21. Salus popuU; Volenti. Consent of
prosecutor to the crime is no defence. 1

Bish. C.L. 256-263 ; 3 Crim. Def. 287-407.
Voluntary combat, each may sue. Morris,

83 Neb. 218, 20 L.R.A. (N.S.) 907, Stout
V. Wren, 1 Hawks, 420, 9 Am. Dec. 653.

Suicide, agreements to commit, indictable.

R. V. Cruse ; Entrapment, 2 G&E.
S. V. BOARD, 19 Wash. 8,. 67 Am. St. 706-

722, 43 L.E.A. 317. Cited, § 511. Idem.
agens; S. P., Dimes.

S. V. BOLDEN, 107 La. 116, 90 Am. St. 280,
n., L.C. 216, 3 G&E. Cited, § 21. Leaf
non exacte; Expressio eorum; Ignorantia
facti; Concordare leges; In pari materia;
Verba intentione. Eeason controls statute.

§ 54, 1 G&E ; § 6668, Code, N.D. ; Riggs
V. Palmer ; S. v. Townley. Contra:
Brown v. Tharpe ; Rlson ; Blair.

S. V. BEOWH, 37 Wash. 97, 107 Am. St.
798-805, 4 G&E. Natural right; limita-
tions of legislative authority to regulate
business. Millett ; Phelps, L.C. 191, 3
G&E.

S. V. BUET, 17 S.D. 7, 106 Am. St. 75?-
770, ext.n., 4 G&E. Husband and wife

;

witness for and against each other ; only
as to crimes committed by one against
the other. Incompetent to testify where
third parties are involved. S. v. West.

S. V. BUTTE CITY WATEE CO., 18 Mont.
199, 56 Am. St. 574, 4 G&E. Denials on
information and belief. S.P., Hum-
phreys ; Sto. Bq. PI. 854-855.

S, V. CALL, 41 Fla. 442, 79 Am. St. 189.
Cited, § 512. Idem agens; Nemo debet
esse judex. What constitutes disqualify-
ing interests. Judge must be immediately
interested. Statute ; Construction.

S. V. CHITTY, 1 Bailey (S.C.) 379, 4 G.&R.
Champerty ; maintenance ; barratry, ele-
ments of. 1 Bish. C.L. 541 ; 2 id. 63-69.

S. T. CONKLING, 54 Kans. 109, 45 Am. St.
270-274, n. : Cases ; L.C. 108, 3 G&R.
Fabula. When issues are dead, the "cause
of action" ceases, and jurisdiction ends.
Dead issues will not be reviewed for
error. California v. San Pablo R.R. ; S.
V. Baughman, L.C. 268, 3 G&R.
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S. V. CONWELL, 96 Me. 172, 90 Am. St.
332, n., L.C. 174, 3 G&E. Dies non.
Search warrant may issue on Sunday

;

judicial and ministerial acts : distinctions.
Forbidding service of process in civil
case does not inciude criminal cases.
Service of process on Sunday. Langa
bier, L.C. 174a, 3 G&R.

S. V. CEOTEAU, 23 Vt. 14, 1 Lead. Grim.
Cas. (B. & II.) 363-433, 64 Am. Dec. 90-
119, n., L.C. 271, 3 G&R. Ad quwstionem.
Province of court and Jury. Sparf v.
U.S. : Konda v. U.S., 166 Fed. 91, 22 L.
E.A.(X.S.) 304, n. : Cases; R. v. Dun-
can. 7 Q.B.Div. 19S, 14 Cox, C.C. 571 :

Cases: 1 Bisli. C.L. 1001; 3 Or. Ev. 10.
S. V. DAVIS, 1 Ired. Law (N.C.), 125 35
Am. Dec. 735-737, n., 4 G&R. Assault,
what is. Stephens.

S. V. DTJNN, 73 Mo. 586. Cited, § 219. Mo-
tion for a new trial indispensable for a
review upon the statutory record. S. v.

McCray.
S. T. FASSE, 189 llo. 532, 537. Cited,

p. X, Preface; §§ 82a, 119. 320, 383. A
"court of errors" not bound by its rec-
ord ; this may be abandoned. See Mis-
souri. A court of errors may gather facts
for itself. See Horan.

S. V. GARDNER, 96 Minn. 318. 2 L.RA.(N.
S.) 49. ext.n.. 4 G&R. Self-Defence

;

retreat to the wall ; Xecessity.

S. T. G-AZELIi, 30 Mo. 92, 4 G&R. Larceny;
what is a falsing. R. v. Thourborn ; S. v.

Homes.
S. V. GIEKIN, 1 Ired. Law (F.C.) 121 4
G&R. Mayhem, defined ; Acts indicate

the intention. C. v. Yorli.

S. V. HAEDWICKE, 2 JIo. 226. Cited. §

299. Repugnant pleadings void ; § 299 :

Cases : Pain.
S. V. HARPER, 6 Ohio St. 607, 67 Am. Dec.

363-373, ext.n., 4 G&R. Idem agens ;

public officers can not speculate in public

funds. Keech. Official bonds ; liability

on.

S. V. HAWKINS, 81 Ind. 480, 4 G&R. A
judgment does not depend on the statu-

tory record ; it depends on the mandatory
record.

S. V. HHjDEETH, 9 Ired. Law (N.C.) 440,

51 Am. Dec. 369 373. n , 4 G&R. Acces-

sories : Accomplices, who are, confessions

of. U.S. V. Gooding. Contracts for

state's evidence enforceable.

S V. HOLDEN, 14 Utah, 96. 37 L.R.A. 108:

Cases; 169 US. 366, 4 G&R. S.P., Hol-

den V. Hardy. Limitations of legislative

power regulating hours of work. Millett

;

Police Power.

S T. HOMES, 17 Mo. 379, 57 Am. Dec. 269-

'286, ext.n., 3 Crim. Def. 467. 4 G&R.

Larceny; Actus non facit; Animus fur-

andi essential ; taking a horse merely to

ride is not larceny. R. v. Thurborn
;

2

Bish. C.L. 757-904.

S. V. JAMES, 81 S.C. 197. Cited, § 270,

Sunday laws. S.P., Crepps.

S. v. JONES, 20 Mo. 58. Cited, § 299. Re-

pugnant pleadings void. S.P., Pain.

S V LINKHAW, 69 X.C. 214, 12 Am. Rep.

'645, 4 Crim. Def. 445, 4 G&R. Actus non

tacit reum. No intent, no crime.

S. V. MAELER, 2 Ala. 43, 36 Am. Dec. 398-
411. ext.n., L.C. 188, 3 G&R. Insanity
as a defence ; must be proved by clear
and convincing testimony. R. v. Oxford.

S. V. MARSH, 134 N.C. 184, 67 L.R.A. 179-
195, ext.n., 4 G&R, Cited § 164. Verha
fortius is a stronger presumption than
that the prosecutrix is chaste.

S. V. McCEAY, 74 Mo. 303. Cited, %% 88,.
218. S.l'., S. V. Dunn, stated § 218. Mo-
tion for new trial : foundation of assign-
ment of error. See New Trial.

S. V. McKEE, 73 Conn. 18, 84 Am. St. 124,
n., 4 G&R. Liberty of speech ; restric-
tions of, for public morals. § 313, 1
G&R.

S. V. METZGER, 26 Mo. 66. Cited. §§ 66,
82a, 132, 133, 133a, 206, 218. 270, 394.
S.P., Crepps, L.C. 313, et seg., 3 G&R.
Doddridge. "What ought to be of record
must be proved by record and by the-
right record." Scheie.

Jurisdictional fads must affirmatively ap-
pear. Crepps, L.C. 113, et seg., 3 G&R.
Williams v, Peyton ; Walker v. Turner.

S. V. MIZNEE, 45 Iowa, 248, 24 Am. Rep.
769 773, 50 Iowa, 145, 32 Am. Rep. 128,
5 Crim. Def. 160, n,, 4 G&R. Teacher's
right to punish pupils, but not immod-
erately. Stephens v. Myers.

S. V, MOOEE, 26 N,H, 448, 59 Am, Dec-
354 359, n., L.C, 222a, 3 G&R. Borrowed
statute carries its construction with it.

Andrews v. Lynch ; Clark v. Dillon ; Cop-
per Co. V. Arizona, 206 U.S. 474 (Con-
struction follows as an incident).

S. V. MTJENCH, 217 Mo. 124, 129 Am St.
536-547. Cited, §§ 1, 9, 48, 103, 104. 141,
146, 146a, 148. 151, 190, 218, 228, 235,
245, 309, 320, 333, 371, 379. 380, 383,
389, 404, 428, 456, 457, 494, 501a. Qmss,
quid, coram quo; Munday : Cases. A
cause of action must be stated. Slacum ;

Smoot's. The Trilogy of Procedure up-
held in clear and forceful language.
Pleadings essential for res adjudicata.
§371.

S. V. NEBRASKA (State of) DISTILLINa
Co., 29 Neb. 700, 74 Am. St. 246, 4 G&R.
Trusts ; pools : combines ; monopoly. Fore-
stalling : regulating ; engrossing.

S. V. O'NEIL, 151 Mo. 67, 81. Cited, % 300.
Trilogy of Procedure discountenanced.
Theory of the Case upheld. "One is not
allowed to tread back and trip up the
heels of his adversary." Cape G. R.R. %.

Hof.
S. V, ROANE, 2 Dev. Law (N.C), 58, 4 G&r

K. Homicide ; Necessity ; Resisting ar-

rest. U.S, V, Holmes; Noles.

S. V. EYAN, 47 Greg. 338, 1 L.R.A. (N.S.)'

862 ; Def re.=ie v. S. ; S. v. Donaldson, —
Utah, — , 20 L.R.A. (N.S.) 1164, n. Lar-
ceny by trick,

S, V. SAUNDEES, 53 Mo. 234. Cited, %%
15;!. 417,

S. V. SHOEMAKER, 7 Mo. 177. Cited, § 299.
Recoupment : In jure. One is presumed
to intend the natural, direct and probable
consequences.

S. V. SHUPE, 16 Iowa, 36, 85 Am. Dec. 485-

501, ext.n., 4 G&R. Perjury; proceeding

coram non judice.
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S. V. SMITH, 2 Strobh. (S.C), 77, 4 G&E.
Homicide ; Actus non facit; intent goes
with the bullet.

S. V. SUMNER, 2 Speer's Law (S.C.) 599, 42
Am. Dec. 387, 388. 4 G&R. Prize fight-

ing ; Riot ; Rout ; Actus non facit. E. v.

Coney ; R. v. Orton.
S. V. THOMAS, 47 Conn. 546, 36 Am. Rep.

98-103, n., L.C. 257, 3 G&E. Legislative
limitations ; Evidence ; may declare prima
facie, but not conclusive.

S. V. THUKSTIN, 35 Me. 205, 58 Am. Dec.
694 697, n., L.C. 23, 3 G&E. Trilogy of

Procedure ; De non.
S. V. TOWNLEY, 67 Ohio, 21, 93 Am. St.

636, L.C. 225a, 3 G&E. died. § 284.
Judiciary ; inherent powers of ; Expreesio
eorum. Court room, provide for. Coun-
ty, 3 Mo. 140 ; S. esc rel. Henson ; S. v.

Bolden.
S. v. WEED, 21 N. H. 262, 1 Lead. Crlm.

Cas. (B. & H.) 202, 53 Am. Dec. 188, 4
G&E. Eegular process. Savacool, L.C.
164, 3 G&R ; S. v. Knopes, 10 Wash. 249,
21 L.R.A.(N.S.) 36. Void judgment is

no protection.

S. v. WEST, 118 Wis. 469, 99 Am. St. 1002,
4 G&R. Evidence ; Husband and Wife

;

Competency of. S. v. Burt.
S. y. WOOD, 155 Mo. 447. Cited, §§48,

190, 386, 387. Trilogy of Procedure vin-
dicated ; Verdin, 131 Mo. 105-109 ; 150-
151. Pleadings a necessity.

S. V. WOODKOW, 53 W. Va. 527, 2 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 862-872, ext.n., 112 Am. St. 1001,
4 G&R. Husband and Wife ; Evidence ;

Competency ; Statute construction. Sex-
ton V. Sexton ; S. v. Burt ; S. v. Weed :

S. V. Orth. 79 O. 130, 22 L.R.A. 240-243.
STATUS or PARTIES: 4 G&R.
STATUTA SUO CLUDUNTUR TERRITO-

rio, nee ultra territorium disponunt

:

Statutes are confined to their own terri-

tory, and have no extra-territorial effect.

4 G&R, C. V. Macloon, L.C. 172, et seg.,

3 G&R (Crime is local). Process cannot
be served beyond state lines. Statutes
and crime are local. P. v. Caesar ; Milli-

gan's Case.
STATUTES: 4 G&R. Construction of. See

observations in Preface. L.C. 215-260, 3
G&R ; Construction ; 36 Cyc. 928-1256.

Are limited by fundamental law. C. v.

Hess, L.C. 215, 3 G&R; C. & A. R.R. v.

Clausen ; Clark v. Dillon, § 55. See Jeo-
fails, §§83, 100.

Codes are limited hy fundamental law.
Preface, xiv ; §§ 67-73, 82a; Mallinckrodt

;

Sidway. See Aider.
Organic principles control. R.R. v. Clausen,

§ 83. See Trilogies of leading branches,
§§ 1 26, 101, et seq.

Fundamental law limits operation of. §§
72, 82-87, 269, 308, 309. In pratsentia.

In derogation of the common law are strict-

ly construed. Preface, v ; Heydon's Case ;

Peter v. Compton, L.C. 340, 3 G&R, §§
13, 293.

Application of the last rule depends upon
familiarity irith the trilogies of the six
leading subjects. §§ 1-26.

Benedicta est expositio. P. xxii Preface.
In prwsentia majoris. P. xxiil. Preface.

Statutes.

—

C. & A. R.E. v. Clausen; organic prin-

ciples control. Preface, xxi ; § 269

;

Schick.
Statutes of Jeofails a reductio ad absurdum.

P. xiv. Preface. See Jeofails, § 309.

Constitutional law of procedure controls.

P. xiv. Preface, et seq.,- §§ 101, et seq.,

246, 269.

Philosophy of the law Is a key and a guide.

P. xii. Preface, et seq., § 246.

Necessities for operating a court in a con-
stitutional government constitute high
and immutable law. P. x. Preface, et

seq., §§ 101, et seq., 269.

Statutes must accord with the prescriptive

constitution. See Legislative Limitations.

§§ 269, 308.
Also with written constitutions. Kelly v,

Bemis, L.C. 285, 3 G&R ; Rison, L.C,

253, id.

Parliament is not omnipotent. Stockdale v,

Hansard, L.C. 277, 3 G&E. See Pre-

scriptive Constitution.
Journals must show compliance with consti-

tutional requirements. "What ought to

be of record," Union Bank of Richmond
Philosophy of the law emasculated by. § 55.

Good faith of legislature inquired after.

Graham v. Folsom. See Pabst ; Fletcher

V. Peck.
Remedial statutes are liberally construed.

Twyne's Case. Penal statutes are strictly

construed. U.S. v. Corbett, 215 U.S. 233
Jennings v. C, 109 Va. 821, 132 Am. St
946 (a widow is not a woman).

Intention is sought; words yield to the in
tention. That oil shall not have a specific

gravity of not less than 46 degrees Baume
is read for sense, disregarding the first

negative. Waters P., :il2 U.S. 159, 172;
Reigart, 217 Mo. 165 ; Finley, 12 Mo.
120, 124 ; Nowack ; Verba accipienda.

Convenience and reason govern. Fanny v.

S., 6 Mo. 122 ; § 6689, Code N.D. ; Thom-
as V. R.R. (III.) ; Talis interpretatio.

State court construes state statutes. Pabst

;

Mariorano, 213 U.S. 268 ; Armour.
Statutes yield to fundamental law. Riggs ;

Oakley, L.C. 222, 3 G&R; Union Trust
Co. V. Preston ; S. v. Kirby ; Young v.

McLemore
; §§246-269. In prwsentia.

Title; preamble. Bobel, L.C. 250, 3 G&R.
Nigrum.

STATUTES OF ANU; SEVERAL FLEAS:
4 G&R. Codes permit several defences,
if consistent. Dickson, L.C. 34, et seq.,
3 G&R. Bliss PI. 138, 141.

STATUTE OF FRAUDS: 4 G&R. Frauds
and Perjuries.

STATUTE OF JEOFAILS; 4 G&R. Jeofails;
curative statutes in taxation quoted and
liberally applied. Ontario Co., 212 U.S.
152, 158 ; Construction of, § 83 ; Minne-
sota.

STATUTES AT LARGE: 4 G&E.
STATUTORY RECORD: 4 G&R. Bill of

Exceptions. Provided for by statute in
1286; §§ 227, 228.

It is the record of the Trilogy of Liberal
Construction. § 101, et seq.; Adjective
Law. See Mandatory Record

; § 246, et
seq.
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Statutory Record.

—

Its province enlarged by the "theory of the
case." See Id. ; Consensus.

Philosophy of adjective and of suhstantive
law discorcrnhle from the Trilogy of Pro-
cedure and the Trilogy of Liberal Con-
struction. § 101, et seq.

Interest reipublicw ini-oTred. §§234, 238.
Stenographic reports should 7iot be incor-

porated. Doddridge ; Snyder.
Facts proved may be stated instead of de-

tails. Vaiden.
Auxiliary matters. §§ 43, 486.
Depends upon the assignment of errors; is

surplusage irithout the latter. §§43,
237. 238, 486.

Is exclusive in its operation. § 43. "What
ought to be of record," etc. ; Planing, L.

C. 2d, 3 G&E.
Can be iraived. §44. See Consensus; §486.
Is not favored. §§ 86a, 237, 238; Mc-

Arthur ; Verba fortius.

STATUTORY EIGHTS: 4 G&E.
STATUTUM AFriKMATIVtrM NON DEBO-

gat communi legi : An afiarmatiye statute

does not take from the common law. 4

G&E. Andrews v. Lynch ; Clark v. Dillon.

STATUTUM SPECIAJ.E STATUTO SPE-
ciali non derogat ; One special statute

does not take away from another special

statute. 4 G&E. Ut res.

STAY OF PEOCEEDINGS: 4 G&E.
STEAM: 36 Cyc. 1260-1272. Blowing off;

freight. Weller ; 133 Am. St. 861-872.

STEAMBOAT, 9 Mo. 642. Cited, §§ 299, 486.

S.P., Pain ; S. v. Hardwick. Eepugnani
pleadings are void : Allegans.

STEGEB V. TEAVELING MEN'S BUIID-
ing Association, 208 111. 236, 100 Am. St.

225, n., 4 G&E. Curative statutes ; Ad-

jective law. See Ontario ;
Jeofails.

STEINMAN T. TOLIVAE, 13 Mo. 590. Cited,

§ 411. Trilogy of Procedure upheld. De
non; Frustra; Crane v. Taylor. Appel-

lants are not favored. McArthur ; Apache.

STENHELI. V. HOGG, 1 Wms. Saund. 226-

228, 85 Eng. Eeprint, 244-248, n. Cited,

§§ 376, 408. S.P., Jackson v. Pesked

(omission of material fact is fatal).

Spieres. § 408.

STENOGEAPHEE: Transcripts of, not rec-

ords : are too prolix. E.E. v. Stewart,

L.C. 290, 3 G&E. Statutory Eecord.

STEPHEN'S PLEADINGS QUOTED AND
discussed. §§ 113-123. Observations on.

P. viii. Preface; §§119-121.

Thought substance could be waived. § 117.

Sergeant Williams quoted. § 117.

Substance could not be waived. §§ 113, 117.

See Demurrer; Codes; Chitty ; Litera-

ture ; Aider.

STEPHENS V. MYEES, 4 Car. & F. 348 (19

E C L E. ) , 4 G&E. Assault and battery ;

law of. S. V. Beck; S. v. Eoane ; S. v.

Davis.
STEPHEN v. BEALL, 22 Wall. 239. Cited,

§§ 104, 110, 133o, 163, 215, 218, 359.

Terba fortius; Munday.
STET {Processus): Let It stand, or be

stayed. 4 G&E.
STETSON V. KBMPTON, 13 Mass. 272, 7

Am. Dec. 145, L.C. 163, 3 G&E. Taxa-

Stetson V. Kempton.

—

tion : liability of assessors for laying il-

legal tax.
STEVISON V. EAENEST, 80 111. 513, 4 G&E.
Evidence obtained by fraud and illegality
is competent. Adams v. N.Y. ; Stevison.

STEWAET v. CASE, 53 Minn. 62, 39 Am.
St. 575, n., 4 G&E. S.P., Lang. L.C. 159,
3 G&E. Judicial oSBcers liable, where.

STEWAET V. COOLEY, 23 Minn. 347, 23
Am. Eep. 690. 4 G&E. Judicial officers,

when liable. Stewart v. Case.
STIIK V. MYEICK, 2 Camp. 817, 11 B.E.

717, 49 Am. Dec. 572, L.C. 313, 3 G&E.
Cited, §§360, 361. Contract; Ex nudo.
It is no consideration for one to do what
in law he is already bound to do. ySee

Contract ; Bishop v. Busse ; Inman.
But one may contract with another to

do what he is already bound to do for a
third person, and this one is doubly
bound. Howell, 65 W. Va. 310, 22 L.E.
A.(N.S.) 1077.

STILLO, 140 111. Ap. 428. Cited, p. xxi.

Preface. S.P., Crepps; McAndrews.
STIPULATED DAMAGES: 4 G&E. Kem-

ble, L.C. 291, 3 G&E.
STIPULATIONS: 4 G&E. Consensus facit

legem. 36 Cyc. 1279-1299.
STOCK: 4 G&E. Voting trusts. Brown v.

Pacific Mail Co., 5 Blatch. 725. Cook,
Corp. ; 10 Harv. Law Eev. 428, 36 Am.
Law Eev. 22.

Pledges of; rights to. Andrews Co., 129
Ga. 53, 121 Am. St. 186-205, extn.

;

Mapleton, 18 Ida. 740, 67 L.E.A. 656.

STOCKDALE v. HANSAED, 9 Adol. & El.

1-243 (36 E.C.L.E.), 4 G&E. Cited, §30.
"Parliament is omnipotent." Limitations
of. Lex non exacte; Prescriptive Consti-

tution.

STOCKHOLDEES: 4 G&E, 36 Cyc. 1302-23.

STOKES V. SAIiTONSTALL, 13 Pet. (U.S.)

181 (10 L.ed. 115, n.), L.C. 207, 3 G&E,
Thomp. Carr. Pass. 183, 3 G&E. Res ipsa

loquitur; Kearney ; Byrne ; Losee.

Negligence presumed from happening of ac-

cident. McGinn, liS La. 811, 13 L.E.A.

(N.S.) 601-620, u.

STOLEN PEOPEETY: 4 G&E. A thief gives

no title. Bentley ; Swift.

STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU: 4 G&E. Lick-

barrow, L.C. 394, 3 G&E.
STOEEY V. ASHTON, L.E., 4 Q.B. Div. 476,

10 Best & S. 337, sub M'Manus v. Crick-

ett, 4 G&E. Deviation from master's

business. MeCarty, 178 Mass. 378, 86

Am. St. 490 (Depai ture from master's

business absolves him) ; 69 Cent. L.J. 360.

STOEY (JOSEPH) : 4 G&E. § 10, Story,

Bq. PI., § 147 ante. This is a great sec-

tion and is well stated in Davis, 126 Mo.

69 (Barclay, J.) ; Humphrey. 98 Mo. 540,

551 ; Fletcher, 240 111. 429 ; Oelrichs, 15

Wall. 211 (Courts will sua sponte notice

defects). Campbell v. Porter, L.C. 2,

3 G&E.
Judge Barcley has Improved upon both

Story and Campbell in Davis v. Jackson-

ville, 126 Mo. 69, in the most compre-

hensive language, which is next quoted :

'The question whether the court had
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Story.—
jurisdiction to render the judgment it as-

sumed to give, is one which may be raised
for the first time upon writ of error. If

the trial court was without the lawful
power to act upon the defendant's rights,

because defendant had not heen brought
hefore the court, in the mode required by
law, the want of power would infect the

proceedings with fatal weakness, which
might be pointed out. even in a 'collateral

action. For stronger reason, could a vital

blemish be used to get rid of the appar-
ent judgment under appropriate review-
ing process; for the Judgment itself would
be a mere form and simply null, wher-
ever and whenever called in question in

a court of law. Hannibal R.R. v. Ma-
honey, 4L' Mo. 467." flee §§47; 411.

STORY v. NEW YORK ELEVATED R.R., 3

Abb. X.r. 478, 90 N.Y. 122-198, 43 Am.
Rep. 146-171, 4 G&R. I.egislatures can-
not appropriate rights to streets without
regard of the rights of abutting owners.

STOUT v. MASTIN, 139 U.S. 151 (35 L.ed.

121), L.C. 124, 3 G&R. Cited, §200.
Taxation ; deed and the record upon
which it depends must conform. L.C.

124, et seq.. 3 G&R.
STRATHMORE v. BOWES, 1 Yes. Jr. 22,

30 Bng. Reprint. 211, sub Marriage Con-
tracts, 4 G&R. Contracts ; marital rights

;

fraud upon. See Equity.
STBAUDER v. WEST VIRGINIA, 100 U.S.

303, 25 L.ed. 664, 3 Am. Crim. Rep. 515-

523, 4 G&R. Equal and uniform laws

;

Civil rights are extended to negroes ; Fed-
eral question, must affirmatively appear.
Montgomery v. S.

STREATFIELD V. STREATFIELD, Gas.
Temp. Talb. 176, 1 Swanst. 447, 25 Bng.
Reprint, 724, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas. (W. & T.l
504-573, n., 4 G&R. Alleoans; Election ;

Ratification. See Equity.
STREET RAILWAYS; 4 G&R, 63 Cyc. 1338.
STREETS: 4 G&R.
STRIKE: 4 G&R.
STRIKING A JURY: 4 G&R.
STRIKING OUT PLEADINGS: 4 G&R. P.

V. McCumber, L.C. 110. 3 G&R ; Motion.
STRONG V. S., 86 Ind. 208, 44 Am. Rep.

292-308, n., L.C. 213o, 3 G&R. Evidence
;

system is admissible to prove intent, r.

V. Molineux, 02 L.R.A. 193-357 ; Sykes
V. S., 105 Am. St. 972-1006, ext.n.

STUBBINGS V. EVANSTON, 156 111. 338,
L.C. 49, 3 G&R. Mandatory record must
show authority ; plucitum must appear.
Skinner. "What ought to be of record."

STURDIVANT V. HULL, 59 Me. 172, 8 Am.
Rep. 409, L.C. 410, 3 G&R. Cited, §§
19. 188. 283, 293. Contracts ; commercial
paper ; how agent must sign. N.Y. Life
Ins. Co. V. Martindale, 75 ICs. 142, 21
L.R.A. (N.S.) 1045-1087, ext.n.

Public afjents; tvhcn bound. Tutt, 17 Mo.
486.

Deeds; grantor's name must appear. Jefts
V. York ; Lee, 16 Mo. 160 : Hubbard, 209
Mo. 495, 123 Am. St. 488-494.

Agent foiling to bind his principal binds
himself. Coffman, 24 Mo. 524 ; Dusen-
bury ; Patrick.

STURGES V, BURTON, 8 Ohio St. 215, 72
Am. Dec. 582-500, n.. L.C. Ill, 3 G&R^
Code ; important provision ; statement
must be in ordinary and concise lan-

guage, and without unnecessary repeti-

tion ; prolixity is to be avoided. See
Common Counts.

Jurisdiction of inferior courts may be plead-
ed generally. Pierstoff, 39 Am. St. 881 p

Bliss, PI. 303.
STURGES V. OROWNINSHIBLD, 4 Wheat,

122, 20 L.ed. 256, 4 G&R. Constitutional
Law ; States may enact bankrupt laws,
when.

SUA SPONTE: Spontaneously; of one's own
free will ; of one's own motion. 4 G&R.

SUBJECT-MATTBRl 4 G&R. See Substan-
tive Law. Essential for Jurisdiction.

Coram judice. Reality of, must exist.

Scott V. McNeal ; Fabula.
Description of, essential. See Certainty, %

406. Slacum ; Story. §§47,411.
Must affirmatively appear. Quis, quid, cor-

uvi quo. Munday ; § 406.
SUBMISSION: 4 G&B.
SUBORNATION OF PERJURY: 4 G&E.
SUBPCENA: 4 G&E. 1 Gr. Ev. 314.
SUBPCENA DUCES TECUM: 4 G&R. Am.

Car. 221 Pa. 529, 128 Am. St. 749-779,
ext.n.

SUBROGATION: 4 G&R. Dering v. Earl
of Winchelsea, 2 G&R. Equity.

SUBSCRIPTIONS: 4 G&R.
SUBSTANCE OF THE ISSUE: 4 G&E. It

is sufficient if the substance of the issue
be proved. 1 Gr. Ev. 56-72.

SUBSTANTIVE LAW: 4 G&R. See Adjec-
tive Law. Defined, §§39, 5157. Fun-
damental principles are, e. g.. Verba for-
tius. See § 100.

This term has come to he used in con-
tradistinction to adjective law.—

-

Looking from the legal dictionaries,
these terms cannot be said to have
been comprehensively defined. They
are jumbled and confused as are the
mandatory and the statutory records
In the theory-of-the-case states.

Substantive law is inseparably connect-
ed icith fundamental laic.—A funda-
mental principle Is one that founds
substantive right. Now, a contract
is a substantive right, and a judg-
ment Is a contract. The right to
the judgment depends upon a jurid-
ical statement that will pass the gen-
eral demurrer, i. e., it must be good
in substance; otherwise It Is forever
subject to collateral attack. Upon
the juridical statement, good in sub-
stance, the judgment is entered ; this
statement is judged by the tests of
the trilogy of procedure; and the
contract Is tested by the trilogy
of contract. Both of these tril-

ogies Involve the state as a silent
third party; so it Is that the state
has substantive rights in all matters.
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Substantive Law.

—

iiicludinK procedure and contract. If
the states interests are disregarded
in contract, tlien it is not enforce-
able, because it is In pari. If a
judgment is obtained on a statement
bad in substance, then the proceeding
is coram iion jiidice. This is the
term used in procedure.

A great universal, iiiiinutablc principle
of both contract and procedure is

Verba fartius a'ccipiuntur contra
proferentem (Every presumption is

against the pleader).—By its appli-
cation either the contract or the sup-
porting record of the judgment might
fail. Debile fundamcntum fallit

opus. Accordingly Verba fortius ap-
pears as a fundamental principle,
upon which depends either contract,
the simple contract, the deed, or
the judgment. Verba fortius applies
to all alike. Therefore it is funda-
mental, and it is inseparable from
substance, or the substantive right

;

this right depends upon the funda-
mental principle. Thus the substan-
tive law and the fundamental often

appear as correlatives.

Idem agens et patiens esse non potest

(Xo one can at tlie same time be

the actor and the one acted upon).—
This is the lawyer's way of express-
ing. "Ye cannot serve God and Mam-
mon." This is a fundamental prin-

ciple, and must be respected for the
substantive right. To illustrate: If

an interested judge sits and enters

the judgment, then it is void, because
a fundamental principle was violat-

ed. Thus we see a judgment con-

tract fail. This contract would be a

substantive right if it could not be

attacked; but it can be attacked be-

cause it is coram non judice. fScc

§ 14.00.

^Substantive right is one resting on

fundamental principles, ichich con-

stitute a "cause of action."

But there are many matters that

are formal which can be contracted

away or waived as suits the inclina-

tion and disposition of the parties.

This we call adjective law.

To illustrate: The trilogy of pro-

cedure involves substantive law—its

principles are immutable; while the

trilogy of liberal construction applies

to changeable law, or such as the

parties choose to contract for. See

5 111. Law Rev. 178-182.

The state as a party in procedure having

Substantive Law.

—

substantive rights. §§ 14."a, 13.") 156, 169,
172, 179, et seq; 208, 246, et seq. Stat-
utes vainly assail Verba fortius. § 471,
et seq.

The rights of the state are protected by its
peremptory mandates. §§ 208, 246, et
seq; Salus populi Suprcmu lex.

The rights of the state are protected by its
monitors, the ticnerul demurrer and its
correlatircs. § 234, et seq.

These are not outicorn and obsolete theories.
§ 220, et seq.

They are construed alike at all stages.
Verba fortius; Goldman y. Edwai-ds.

SUCCUREITUR MINOEI; TACILIS EST
lapsus jiiventutis : A minor is to be
aided ; youtli is lialjle to err. 4 G&R.

SUGGESTIO FALSI: Suggesting falseliood.
4 G&K.

SUICIDE: 4 G&R. R. v. Cruse. Counsel-
ing, is a crime. Sanders v. S., 54 Tex.
Cr. — , 22 L,E.A.(N.S.) 243. Also at-
tempt. S. V. Webb. 216 Mo. 375, 129
Am. St. .".78-385. Contra: May, 7 L.U.
A.(X.S.) 286.

Consent to he killed is no defence to slayer.
Turner v. S., 119 Tenn. 663, 123 Am. St.

758.
SULLIVAN V. DOLLINS, 13 111, 88, Cited.

§ 264. Theory of the case countenanced.
See Illinois.

SUMMA RATIO EST QU^ PRO RELI-
gione (acit : That rule is strongest whicn
determines in favor of religion. 4 G&R.
Cited, §§21, 23, 29, 150, 509. Chris-
tianity is a part of the law of the land.
See Morality : Church of the Holy Trin-
ity : Trist : Burton : Kirven : Idem agens.

SUMMONS: 4 G&R. .s'lr Process; Appear-
ance waives. Quinn v. I'.

SUNDAY: 4 G&R. Dies non. Contract, no
Sunday law for, without a statute. King,
136 Wis. 86, 20 L.R.A.(N.S.) 86; Bloom
V. Richards, 2 G&R.

Contracts may be made on. Bloom.
Ulutute mag forbid contracts on. Interna-

tional Book Co., 150 Mich. 131, 121 Am.
St. 612-614, n.

Delirery of note on, is raid. Gordon, 197
Mass. 263, 125 Am. St. :^61.

Necessity, u'orlcs of. S. v. James, 81 S.C.

197, 18 L.R.A.(N.S.) 617, n. ; S. v. Dolan,
13 Ida. 693, 14 L.R.A.( N.S.I 1239.

SUNDERLAND MACHINE INS. CO. T.

Kearney, 16 Q.B. 925. 4 G&R. Real party
in interest may sue' on a bond. See
C'ooch. Codes declare this rule.

SUPERFLUA NON NOCENT: Superfluities

do no iniury. 4 G&R. Sec Surplusage.
superior' and INFERIOR COURTS: 4
G&R. Crepps.

SUPERSEDEAS: 4 G&R.
SUPBRVACUUM ESSET LEGIS CONDEEE

nisi esset qui leges tueretur : It would
be superfluous to make laws unless the

laws when made were to be enforced. 4

G&R.
SUPPLEMENTARY BILL: 4 G&R. 2 Street

Fed. Eq. 1155-1201.
SUPPLEMENTARY PLEADINGS UNDER

the Code : 4 G&R.
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SUPPLEMENTARY PROCEEDINGS: 4 G&
R. See Creditors Bills.

SUPPLY DITCH CO. V. ELLIOTT, 10 Colo.

327, 3 Am. St. 586, 4 G&E. Admissions
of record are conclusive. A plea of ten-

der admits the amount due. A demurrer

admits the facts well pleaded. The above

are well established rules. But the court

erred by holding further that argumen-
tative pleadings are bad in substance.

This is error. See Hume.
SUPPORT: 4 G&E.
SUPPRESSIO VERI: Suppression of the

truth. 4 G&E.
SUPREME COURT: 4 G&E. See Appellate.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED
States: 4 G&R. Its appellate jurisdic-

tion over judgments from state courts.

Martin, L.C. 246, 3 G&E.
SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND: 4 G&E.
SURETIES: 4 G&R. 3a Cyc. 1-307.

SURETYSHIP: 4 G&E. Non Time; Contract;
Eees, L.C. 334a, 3 G&E.

SURPLUSAGE: 4 G&E. Superflua non
noeent. Need not be prov,ed. Wilkson,
13 Mo. 315. See Chandelor, L.C. 374, 3

G&E; 1 Gr. Ev. 61, 63.

SURPLUSAGIUM NON NOCET: Surplusage
does no harm. 4 G&E. Cited, § 359.

Utile.

SURVIVAL OF ACTION: 4 G&R.
SURVIVORSHIP: 4 G&R.
SUTTON v. CLARK, 1 Marsh, 429, 6 Taunt.

29. (1 E.C.L.E.), 4 G&R. A wrongful act
causing damage is actionable. Municipal
corporations are subject to this rule. Hill

V. Boston.
SUTTON V. COLE, 155 Mo. 155. Cited, %

132. S.P., S. V. Metzger; Scheie; Dodd-
ridge; Crepps. .lurisdictional facts must
affirmatively appear. §§ 132, 411.

SUTTON V. WAUWATOSA, 29 Wis. 21, 9
Am. Eep. 534, 4 G&R. In jure. Travel-
ing on Sunday no defence where passen-
ger is injured by defective highway. In
jure non remotaj Volenti. Hall v. Cor-
coran.

SWAN V. NORTH BRITISH AUSTRALA-
sian Co., 7 Hurl. & Nor. (Eng.), 633, 11
Rul. Cas. 100, 4 G&R. Nullus commodum

;

Equitable Estoppel. Only a wronged par-

ty can complain. Williams, L.C. 94, 3
G&E.

SWEARING; PUNISHMENT FOR: 4 G&E.
SWEENY V. OLD COLONY, ETC., E.R., 10

Allen, 368, 87 Am. Dec. 644, 46 L.E.A.
63. 4 G&E. Negligence ; crossing rail-

road track ; duty to stop, look and listen.

Davies v. Mann.
SWEET V. MAUPIN, 65 Mo. 65. Cited, §§

435, 460. S.P., Bateson. Error of sub-
stance will keep. Lilly. See Appellate
Procedure.

SWIFT V. TYSON, 16 Pet. (U.S.) 1, 14
Curt. 166, 10 L.ed. 865, 1 Am. Lead. Cas.
(B. & H.) 411, 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 13, 17,

29, 91, 172, 282, 291. 296, 305. Clark,
• 11 Mo. 101 ; Goodman, 19 Mo. 106 ; Good-

man V. Harvey, 4 Adol. & El. 870, —
Eng. Reprint, — , 2 Wall. 119.

Commercial paper; bona flde purchas-
er; equities involved.—One buying

Swift V. Tyson.

—

commercial paper, before it is over-
due, for a valuable consideration, In
the ordinary course of trade, without
notice of facts which would impeach
it in the hands of antecedent parties,

becomes a hona fide purchaser thereof,,

and' may recover on it. Circulation
gives vitality to the negotiable in-

strument, even where none before
existed.

Allegans contraria non est audiendu^;
equitable estoppel. Where one of
two equally innocent persons must
suffer from the fraud of a third, he-

who first trusted must first suffer.

Lickbarrow, L.C. 394, 3 G&R. Who
are bona fide purchasers? Bassett,
L.C. 395, 3 G&3.
By the operation of the above

rules, a transferee may get a higher
and a better title than his transferrer
had.

Commercial paper i)> a "courier without
baggage."—Overton. Caveat emptor
has the least province in sales of
commercial instruments. Miller v.

Race. Omnia prwsumunter rite and XJt

res magis are the maxims that apply.
Vt res magis has its widest applica-

tion in commercial paper. This is

illustrated by the case of Sturdivant
V. Hull, L.C. 410, 3 G&R; N.Y. Ins.

Co., 75 Kas. 142, 21 L.R.A.(N.S.)
1045-1087, ext.n. And further, if

blanks are left in the instrument,
then any holder has implied author-
ity to fill sucn blanks. This is an
implied agency. Friend v. Ward ; An-
gle V. Ins. Co. ; Expressio -eoruni;
Tacita quaidam. Commercial paper
is prima facie presumed for value.
Rann, L.C. 312, 3 G&R. In the
hands of the bona fide holder it is

conclusively presumed to be for
value. Bassett, L.C. 395, 3 G&R.

Municipal bonds are greatly fa-
vored in Green County v. Quinlan,
211 U.S. 582 ; Omnia prwsumuntur
rite most liberally applied. See Quin-
lan, 205 U.S. 410 (Contra, 116 Kv.
108-135), 157 Fed. 33, 19 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 849 (Lurton, J., dissents).
S.P., in 211 U.S. 582. Bonds like cash
pass on delivery, as many have come
to view them. Miller v. Race. In
Fauntleroy v. Lum, 210 U.S. 230, two
states stand opposed, and the highest
American court stands four to five.

Quite similarly appears the Quinlan
Case. In this case the Kentucky
court and Judge Lurton favored the
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Swift V. Tyson.—
trilogy of procedure, while for this
was substituted the trilogy of liberal

construction. The dissenting view was
that the record that supported the
issue of the bonds was a part there-
of, and that therefore notice must be
taken of it. Since this record showed
defects of substance the issue of
bonds fell. Dehile.

Estoppel in pals ivtll supplant a record, e.

y., an assessment roll. Ontario Land Co.
T. Yorby, 212 U.S. 152-159.

Bona fide purchaser of stolen instruments
may recover. Ehrlick, 78 S.C, 269, 125
Am. St. 795-818, ext.n. And ei-en against
government. Cooke y. U.S., 91 U.S. 389.
Title to stolen county warrants may be
given. 97 Am. St. .3S3. And so statutes
provide. Lickbarrow, L.C. 394, 3 G&R.

Creditor innocently receiving stolen funds
in payment has good title thereto. First
Nat. Bk., 123 La. Ann. S45, 131 Am. St.

382. n. ; Perry, 63 W.Va. 566, 129 Am.
St. 1020.

Pledge or pawn securing note may 6e as-

signed urith the note. See Pledge, Bouv.
Die. ; Jones, Pledges, § 421.

Detaching paper attached to instrument;
how viewed. Bothell, 84 Neb. 271, 22
L.E.A.(N.S.) 263, n.

SWING-, 178 Ark. 246, 114 Am. St. Cited,

§§1. 104. Trilogy of Procedure vindi-

cated.

SYSTEM: 4 G&E. P. v. Molineux, 62 L.

R. A. 193-357; Sykes, 105 Am. St. 972-

1006, ext.n. : Strong v. S., L.C. 213a, 3

G&R ; Rouzalin, 81 Neb. 133, 129 Am. St.

675-679.

To prove agency. Hawkins, 77 Kans. 674,

IT L.R.A.fN.S.) 219. See Res inter alios.

STSTSMS OF LAW: 4 G&R.
TACITA QU^SDAM HABENTTJE PRO EX-

pressis : Certain things, though unex-

pressed are considered as expressed. Ex-
prt sfflo eorum.

TACKING: 4 G&R. Marsh v. Lee, White
& Tudor's Lead. Eq. Cas. 337-380, 21 Eng.

Reprint, 1076.

TAINTOE V. PEENDBEGAST, 3 Hill, 72, 38

Am. Dec. 618, 1 Am. L.C. 75, L.C. 344, 3

Gc&R. Agency ; undisclosed principal. S.

P., Thomson, L.C. 342, 3 G&R.
TAKING AND CAEETING AWAY, IN EOB-

bery : 4 G&R. R. v. MeGrath.
TALIS INTEEPEETATIO SEMPEE PIENDA

est, ut exitetur absurdum, et inconveniens,

et ne judicium sit illusorium : Interpre-

tation is always to be made in such man-

ner that what Is absurd and Inconvenient

is to be avoided, and so that the judg-

ment be not nugatory. 4 G&R. Vt res

magis.
TANNEE V. SMAET, 6 Barn. & Cress. 603

(19 E.C.L.R.), 16 Rul. Cas, 160, n., 30 R.

R. 451, 39 Am. St, 740, sub Limitations

of Actions, 4 G&R. Statute of Limita-

tions ; New promise ; Part payment ;
pre-

sumptions from.

TAEBLE'S CASE, 13 Wall. (U.S.) 397 (20
L.ed. 597), L.C. 247, 3 G&R. Polity of
the federal government affects procedure.
Martin, L.C. 246, 3 G&R.

Record essential for a review. Campbell,
L.C. 2, 3 G&R. If a clerk refuses a copy
In the regular way, this record may be
supplied. Necessitas.

Justification defences depend upon a su)-
ficient record. J 'Anson; Savacool ; Price
V. Seeley.

An authority must be pleaded. Hopper,
L.C. 4, 3 G&R.

TABLING V. BAXTER, 6 Barn. & Cress. 360
(13 E.C.L.R.), 23 Rul. Cas. 257, 26 L.R.
A.(N.S.) 231, L.C. 404, 3 G&R. Sale ; when
title passes. Owner must bear the loss
where the thing is destroyed pending ne-
gotiations. Cuius est dominium.

Delivery and acceptance; what sufficient.

Barber, 29 R.L 51, 26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1-72,
ext.n. ; Shindler.

TAEEY V. ASHTON, 1 Q.B.Div. 314, suT>

Todd y. Flight, 4 G&R. Landlord and ten-
ant ; who must repair premises. Shipley.

TATE V. P., 6 Colo Ap. 202, 4 G&R. Plead-
ing ; negative, pregnant denials bad. Cer-
tainty required. Supply Ditch Co. Verba
fortius.

TATLOCK V. HARRIS, 3 Term Rep. (D.
&E.) 174-180, 100 Eng. Reprint, 517, 4
G&R. Contract ; Novation ; Doctrines of.

TAXATION: 4 G&R. The Trilogy of Pro-
cedure is perceivable in. See Assess-
ments; L.C. 124-134, et seq., 3 G&R;
Stout ; Moser ; Marx ; Nixon ; Hannah ;

Lawrence ; Tilton ; Rustin ; Drew ; Mc-
Lean ; Gage ; Thomas.

A udi alteram partem is involved. Londoner
V. Denver, 210 U.S. 373 ; Chase v. Hal!h-

away ; 60 L,R,A. 525, n.

Division of state power must be respected.

P. V. Hastings, L.C, 144, 3 G&R.
''What ought to be of record must be proved

by record and by the right record." Ivers-

lie, L.C. 46, 3 G&E; Moser, L.C. 125, id.;

Quod ab initio; Fletcher y. Trewalla, L.C.

18, 3 G&R ; § 216, Equity.
The power to tax is the power to destroy,

M'Cullocb, L.C. 147, 3 G&R. ; 195 U.S.
456 ; 201 U.S. 261.

.Assessment roll essential. % 216.
Lxcmption of public property from taxation.

Ilerrlck, 132 Am. St. 291 349, ext.n.

Occupation tax; equal and uniform. Hager,
128 Ky. 1, 129 Am. St. 238-294, ext.n.

Inheritance tax. See id.

Curative statutes in taxation are limited to
formal defects. P. v. Seymour, L.C. 256,
3 G&R; Quod ab initio; Jeofails, §§200,
216.

Contra: Ontario Land Co. v. Yorby (is

a local question ; statutes quoted and up-
held. See Quod ab initio.)

Assessments a personal liability, when,'
limitations of legislative power, dty of
Brookings, 22 S.D. 322, 133 A.S. 927-940,
ext.n.

Assessment for purchaser's benefit, whose
title is bad. Lincoln v. Barkley, 82 Neb.
181, 18 L,R.A.(N.S.) 392 (Caveat emptor.)

Instructive Cases: P. v. Seymour ; Stout

;

Tilton ; Iverslie ; Russell y. Mann ; Nixon ;
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Taxation.

—

Allen V. Inhabitants of Jay ; Loan Ass'n

V. Topeka ; Stetson ; Winona Land Co. v.

S. See Assessments.

TAX DEEDS: 4 G&R. Statute cannot make
conclusive evidence. S. v. Thomas, L.C.

237, 3 G&R. Must he certain. Keane.

Grantee must prove each step. Keane

;

Williams v. Peyton ; Batty.
TAXPAYEKS' REMEDIES: 4 G&R. See

Voluntary I'ayment. Injunction ; Wythe-
ville V. Huff, 108 Va. 589. IS L.R.A.(N.S.)

960; Board, 77 Ivans. 340, 16 L.R.A.(N.S.)

807, ext.n.

TAYLOE V. MERCHANTS' FIRE INS. CO.,

9 How. (U.S.) 390, 13 L.ed. 187, L.C.

329, 3 G&R. Contract ; by letter. Adams
V. Lindsell ; Burton v. U.S. Maclay

;

Eliason.

TAYLOR, 8 Mo. 701. Cited, § 382. Appel-

late I'rocedure : no reversal without a
motion in arrest ; all not specified in it is

waived. See Bateson, § 382.

TAYLOR, 12 Mo. 103. Cited, § 393. Tril-

ogy ol Procedure impugned. Taylor, 8

Mo. The general demurrer is not under-

.stood. A pleading bad on general demur-
rer may nevertheless be sufficient for res

adjudicata. See Davis v. Jacksonville

Line; Story; §§47, 411.

TAYLOR V. BROWN, 4 Cal. 188, 60 Am.
Dec. 604, 4 G&R. Constable may appoint
a deputy ; but the judicial function cannot
be delegated. Tan Slyke.

TAYLOR V. CALDWELL, 2 Best & Smith,

26 (113 B.C.L.R.). — Bug. Reprint, —

,

6 Rul. Cas. 597-64.-). n., 14 L.R.A. 216. L.

C. 310, 3 G&R. Contract ; impossibility

t* perform when a defence. See Lex
neminem cogit ad impossi'bilia.

TAYLOR V. CASTLE, 42 Cal. 367, 4 G&R.
Mining partnerships ; law of.

lies Adjudicata : identity of issues how
proved. Mondel, L.C. 77, 3 G&R. Wright
V. Griffey, 147 111. 496, post.

TAYLOR V. COLE, 3 Term Rep. (D. & E.)

292, 100 Eng, Reprint. 582, 1 Sm. L.C.
1347-1359, 8th od.. 4 G&R. Landlord and
tenant ; owner's right to enter on and
take possession of his land. Hickory v.

U.S.. 168 Fed. 536, 22 L.R.A. (N.S.) 728 n.

TAYLOR V. PORTER, 4 Hill, 140, 40 Am.
Dec. 274, L.C. 219o, et seq., 3 G&R. Limi-
tations of legislative power. Taylor v.

Sprinkle, post.

TAYLOR V. SPRINKLE, Breese (111.) 1. §

358, Equity. Cited, §§ 100, 126, 141, 14.-i«.

190, 309, 310. 314, 315, 341. Procedure

—

Pleading. Limitation of legislative power
to interfere with. Fluntsman v. S. (Tex. ),

L.C. 231, rt seq., 3 G&E. Trilogy of pro-
cedure upheld.

Conclusions of law insufflcient. Parks.
TAYLOR a. ATKYNS V. HORDE (TAYLOR

v. Horde), 1 Burr. 60, 97 Eng. Reprint,
190, 2 Smith Lead. Cas. 583-727, ext.n.,

8th ed., 577-723. 11th ed., 4 G&R. Real
Estate ; Limitation of actions ; adverse
possession ; color of title.

TEACHER: 4 G&R. Right to chastise
pupil. B. V. Hopley ; Stephens, 4 G&R.

TECHNICALITIES: 4 G&R, Necessarily
technicalities exist ; a study of the Trilogy
of Procedure and of Liberal Construction
will disclose this fact. The position of the

state in contract introduces the In pari

defences and these are necessarily techni-

cal. See Contract.

The position of the state in procedure in-

troduces the trilogy of procedure and its

record, the Mandatory Record, and all

that relates to the coram judice proceed-

ing. See Contract ; Non hwc; Quis, quid,

coram quo. § 101, et seq.

In the light of the above, the technical-

ities of the law will appear as the safe*

guards of the law. These cannot be abol-

ished for the "substantial Justice" that is

always strenuously contended for by those
who overlook the state in the affairs of
men. See Salus popull suprema lex,'

Austin R.R. v. Cluck.

Codes have not been abolished. §§ 176, 177,
Equitv.

TECHNICS: 4 G&E.
TELEFSEN V. FEE, 168 Mass. 188, 60 Am.

St. 379: Cases, 45 L.R.A. 481, n., sub
Savacool v. Boughton, L.C. 164, 3 G&E.
In prfBsentia majoris cessat potentia mi~
noris. Regular process no defence for
arresting ambassadors and consuls.

TELEGRAMS: 4 G&R. Non delivery; Dam-
ages. 117 Am. St. 278-323, ext.n.

TELEPHONE: 4 G&R.
TEMPEST V. FITZGERALD, 3 Barn. & Aldi

680 (5 E.C.L.R.), 106 Eng. Reprint, 809,
L.C. 408, 3 G&R. Sales ; statute of
frauds ; what is acceptance of goods,
wares and merchandise. Shindler ; El-

more.
TEMPUS ENIM MODUS TOLLENDI OBLI-

gationes et actiones, quia tempus currit
contra desides et sui juris contemptores :

For time is a means of destroying obliga-

tions and actions ; because time runs
against the slothful and contemners of
their own rights. 4 G&R. Tigilantibus ;
Limitations.

TENANT: 4 G&R. See Landlord and Ten-
ant.

TENDER: 4 G&R. Discharges lien. Kort-
right. Must be after maturity. Pyross,
82 S.C. 498, 129 Am. St. 802 (Hon hwc).

TENNESSEE: See Massachusetts; Pennsyl-
vania,

TENTERDEN'S ACT: 4 G&E.
TERMINOLOGY: 4 G&R.
TERMS OF COURT: 4 G&R. Blair, L.C.

170, 3 G&R ; Freem. Judgts. 121. Magna,
charta provided for. Judgments out of
time are coram non judice.

.1 jurisdictional element. See Placitum;
Stubbings.

.issessments for taxation must be apt.
Thames ; Drew.

TERRA MANENS VACUA OCCUPANTI
conceditur : Land lying unoccupied is
given to the first occupant. 4 G&R.

TERRA TRANSIT CUM ONEBE: Land
passes with the incumbrances. 4 G&E.

TERRE HAUTE (PENNA.) R.R. v. INDI-
ana, 194 U.S. 579, 4 G&E. Remedial
statute upheld by state was declared ua-
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Terre Haute.-
i-onstitiitional. §§ 151, 268. 1 G&R. See
I'abst ; Armour.

TERRY V. ANDERSON, 5 Otto (U.S.) 628
(:;4 L.ed. 365), li;i N.C. 206, 61 Am. St.

661, L.C. 240, 3 G&R. Contract ; impair-
ing the obligation of. Bronson ; Von Hoff-
man.

TERRY V. HUTCHINSON, 9 B. & S. 487,— Eng. Reprint, — . L.K., 3 Q.B.Div. 599,
4 G&R. Seduction : civil remedy for.

TERRY V. MUNGER, 24 N.E. 272, 121 N.
Y. 161, 18 Am. St. S03-S10. 8 L.R.A 217.

4 G&li. Election of remedies. . Smith v.

Hodson.
TESTIBUS DEPONENTIBUS IN PARI NU-

mero dignioribus est credendum ; When
the number of witnesses is equal on both
sides, the more worthy are to be believed.

4 G&R. Credibility of witnesses ; they
are weighed, not counted.

TESTIMONY OF WITNESSES, DEAD, AB-
sent, or subsequently disqualified. 4 G
&R ; Higham, L.C. 213c, 3 G&R ; County
of Mahaska ; Drayton : I'rice v. Torr-
ington, L.C. 21Zf. 3 G&R.

TESTIS DE VISU PILffiPONDERAT ALIIS:
An eye witness outweighs others. 4 G&
R. Witnesses are weighed, not counted.

TEXAS: 4 G&R. Practically has a code,

that has come in shreds and patches.

-Allegata et prohala must agree. See Bris-

tow V. Wright, L.C. 135, et seq.: Cases;
Rushton. L.C. 5, 3 G&R; Eddy Co., L.C.

136, Id.

"'Substantial justice between the parties"

cannot orerride fi.Tetl principles. Austin

R.R. V. Cluck. See Technicalities.

limitations of legislative poKCr to inter-

fere icitli the necessities of courts.

Huntsman v. S., L.C. 231, 3 G&R (there

must be allegations). See Trilogy of

Procedure.
.Jurisrliction depends on record facts. Horan,

L.C. 85, 3 G&R. Wilkerson; Williams v.

Haynes.
Jitrirt denials required. Burnley, 13 Tex.

586, 65 Am. St. 79, 2 G&R.
-Trilogy of Procedure denied. Weems.
TEXAS & PACIFIC R.R. v. HUMBLE, 181

I'.S. 57, 45 L.ed. 747, 21 Sup. Ct. Rep.

520, 4 G&R. Husband and wife ; con-

flict of laws ; substantive rights depend

on adjective law.

TEXIEA V. EVANS (1793), cited in Master

r Miller, 4 G&R. See HIbblewhite, 2

'G&R. Alterations ; implied authority.

Blanks may be filled in a deed upon im-

plied authority. Friend. Contra: HIb-

blewhite.

^Holder of commercial paper may fill Vlanks.

Angle V. Ins. Co. Ut res.

THALLHIMER v. BRINCKERHOFF, 3 Cow.

(N.Y.) 623. 20 Johns. 380. 15 Am. Dec.

.309-322, ext.n., sub Maintenance, 4 G&R.

THAMES MFG. CO. v. LATHROP, 7 Conn,

5.50 4 G&R. Taxation. See Assessments ;

Dre'w; McLean; Gage; Terms of Court.

THATCHER v. POWELL, 6 Wheat. (U.S.)

119 (5 L.ed. 221), 76 Am. St. 800, L.C.

117, 3 G&R. Trilogy of Procedure vin-

ailica'ted. De non apparentibus.

Thatcher v. Powell.

—

Sale of property iinticr statutory powers is

strictly judged. Doddridge; Bloom; Wil-
liams v. I'eyton ; Mohr, L.C. 68, 3 G&R
((/.!'.).

THEATER: 4 G&E.
THE FUND WHICH HAS RECEIVED THE

benefit should make the satisfaction. 4

G&R. Qui sentit.

THELLUSSON v, WOODFORD (WOOD-
ford V. Thellusson). Hou. L. (1805), 4

Vesey, 227, 11 id. 112, 31 Eng. Reprint,
117, 4 G&R ; Bisph. Eq.. Perpetuities

;

statutes against.

THEORY OF THE CASE: 4 G&R. See
New York ; Missouri ; Illinois ; Munday v.

Vail; Cases; Quis. quid, coram quo; Sla-

cum ; 31 Cyc. 722.

A euphemism that has emasculated the

law. §§ 328, 364, ct seq.

The "Theory of The Case" has come to be

quite well conceded in the usual discus-

sions of pleadings. See 31 Cyc. 1-778.

Great authors paved the way for this

incomprehensible fallacy. § 117, ante.

Irrelevant evidence is surplusage, except

before courts that can gather from it a

case and enter a judgment upon it.

Frustra proliatatur quod proliatum non
relcvat is denied wherever irrelevant

evidence is received. Sto. Eq. PI.

§§ 10, 28; Croclvett v. Lee, 7 Wheat.

522. 52G-527; Washington R.R., quot-

ed '§§ 103, 249; 220, et seq.; 297, et

seq. : 3G4, et seq. ; Tliomas v. S.

Courts that allow departures, vari-

ance and an enlargement of Consen-

sus toUit errorem uphold the the-

ory of the case; they disregard the

maxim, a recovery must be Seeundum
allegata et probata. §§47, ante; 220

et seq.; 328.

Then disregard the trilogy of procedure.

(§§ 1, 101, et seq.) for it they substi-

tute the trilogy of liberal construc-

tion ; they ignore the rights of the

state in
' procedure. Alterum non

Icedere; Salus populi.

Illustrative cases: Baily v. Hornthal,

154 N.Y. 648, 61 Am. St. 645 (cause

of action arises from irrelevant evi-

dence) ; 2 Thomp. Trials, 2310, 2311;

Cape G. R.R., §§ 445-447 (A defence

may arise from irrelevant evidence) ;

Dozier 30 Mo. 220; Hume (Colo.)

See Variance, 4 G&R; §§442, 446,

447 ; also 489.

The suhstance of "a cause of action"

can he iraired irhcre the theory of

the caseis upheld. §§ 117, 220, et seq.

Pleadings are not essential in such

courts. In these, .iurisdiction depends

on, (1) the ],arty in court, and, (2) a

judgment f>ntry which the court could

or might have entered under the law

of its organization, O'Brien v. P.
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Theory of the Case.

—

(111.), §§355'; 364, et seq. See Wis-
consin.

De non apparentibus, etc., is reaffirmed

iy the code, which provides what
shall be stated and affirmatively ap-

pear in pleadings. But this funda-
mental law is treated as directory by
the theory-of-the-case advocates. In
other relations the code is often con-

strued as mandatory. Ita lex scripta

est. The conserving principles of pro-

cedure (§§83-123, 1 G&R) are often
denied. See Munday: Cases.

The mandatory and the statutory rec-

ords are jumhled and confused where
the theory of the case is upheld, and
the consequence of this is next indi-

cated.

The vicious consequences of the
theory of the case are disclosed from
the view afforded of opening a record
for purposes of collateral attack, or of
res adjudicata; of determining what
is the record for those purposes ; and
if the statutory record is opened for
these purposes, and a mass of irrele-

vant evidence is received whether or
not the court passed upon it becomes
a serious question. Of course if a
judgment was entered in accordance
with this irrelevant evidence, then
Baily V. Hornthal (N.Y.), also Cape
G. R.R. (Mo.), §§445-447, ante, and
O'Brien v. P. (111.), §§ 355, could be
cited in point ; but if no judgment was
entered, then Kenealy v. Glos (111.),

§ 342 ; Adams v. Gill, and Fisher v.

Cleland, L.C. 12c, 3 G&R, could be
cited. If no judgment was entered on
the irrelevant evidence, then can it

be said that the court considered and
passed on the irrelevant evidence?
Perchance it was considered, but was
deemed insufficient to weigh. Vno o6-
surdo dato infinita sequuniur.
The Theory of the Case is opposed to

the maxim, Quis, quid, coram quo, and
cases cited therewith. Crockett v. Lee
(U.S.); Thomas v. P.: Cases; Munday:
Cases. See Allegations ; Jurisdiction

;

Pleadings ; Trilogy of Procedure ; Vari-
ance, 4 G&R.

Denied in Andrews v. Lynch ; Clark v. Dil-
lon ; Thomas v. P. ; Slacum ; Crockett

;

Munday. See Aider ; Trilogy of Proce-
dure.

THINGS ACCESSORY ARE OF THE NA-
ture of the principal : 4 G&R. Expres-
sio eorum; M'CuUoch.

THINGS ARE CONSTRUED ACCORDING
to that which was the cause thereof : 4
G&R. Heydon's Case ; Reason ; M'Cul-
loch

; Conserving Principles; Dominant
Initials

; Contemporanea; Vnlus cujusque.

Things Are Construed, Etc.—
Accordingly statutes are construed. S. v.

Bolden ; L.C. 216, et seq., 3 G&R. See
Statutes.

THINGS GROtTNDED UPON AN HI. AND
void beginning cannot have a good per-

fection. 4 G&R. Quod ab initio.

THINGS IMPLIED NEED NOT BE MEN-
tioned. See Expressio eorum, 2 G&R,
also 4 id; M'CuUoch, L.C. 147, 3 id; Lex
non exacte. See Incidents ; Implications.

THOMAS V. BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 195
U.S. 207, L.C. 10a, 3 G&R. Cited, §§
163, 182, 245, 333. De non apparenti-
bus; the fact of citizenship must affirma-

tively appear. Doremus; Walker v. Col-
lins.

THOMAS V. CITIZENS' R.E., 104 III. 462-

468, 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 245, 246, 303.
Statutes are construed by reason and
convenience. If stockholders are en-
titled to sixty days' notice, but they
all appear and act, this waives no-
tice. Quinn v. P. ; IngersoU v. Coram.
Cessante ratione leges.

THOMAS V. MACKEY, 3 Colo. 391, L.C. 15,
3 G&R. Trilogy of Procedure vindicated.
Allegata et probata must correspond. See
Thomas v. P.

THOMAS V. P., 107 111. 517, 47 Am. Rep.
458, §§347-354, Equity. Cited, §§8,
133o, 210. 218, 294, 309, 333, 341, 345,
349, 350, 355, 358, 362, 402, 411, 454.
Pleadings essential to invest a court with.
jurisdiction of a subject matter. The
Trilogy of Procedure is most ably vin-
dicated in this case, as is mentioned
at length. §§ 347-355

; § 10 Sto. Eq. PI.

;

§ 47, ante; 126 Mo. 69 ; 107 111. 524-525.
47 Am. Rep. 461, 462 ; Crockett ; Rose
V. Himely.

THOMAS V. ROBERTS, 24 How. 33. Cited,
§ 344. Res adjudicata. S.P.. Bauerman.
Identification of parties and issues es-
sential.

THOMAS V. S., 121 Tenn. 88, 130 Am. St.
756-770. Cited, % 245. Incompetent evi-
dence ; how objected to ; waiver.

THOMAS v. WINCHESTER, 6 N.Y. 397, 57
Am. Dec. 455, 4 G&R. In jure; Privity.
Druggist liable for putting harmless label
on noxious drug. Cited and followed in
Waters-Pieroe Oil Co. v. De Selms, 212
U.S. 159-182 (loss of family by explosive
oil). Fletcher v. Rylands.

One may contract for the benefit of ". third.
Langridge.

THOMPSON (SEYMOUR D.) : 4 G&E.
Advocated the "Theory of the Case." 2
Thomp. Tri. 2310, 2311, quoted sub Vari-
ance, 4 G&R. He cited many Wisconsin
cases, but under a misapprehension, as he
cited Bristow v. Wright.

His ablest work. Cases on Negligence,
he renounced in his preface to the work
on Negligence, the preface of which he
evidently wrote, and wherein he de-
nounced Smith's Leading Cases.
He did not recognize maxims ; he de-

nied the Trilogy of Procedure ; he did not
perceive the philosophy of the Mandatory
and Statutory Records. The condition in
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Thompson.

—

Missouri attests the influence of his
teachings. See Variance, 4 G&E.

THOMPSON, n Jlo. 243. Cited, § 412. A
record is a necessity lor the operation of
the judicial department. § 412. Torney
V. S. See Next Case.

THOMPSON, 218 111. 46. Cited, §§ 298,
342. S.r. as last above stated. Records
essential for identification of parties,
subject-matter and issues. § 342, et seg.

THOMPSON V. WHITMAN, 18 Wall. 457, 21
L.ed. S97. 4 G&R. Cited, § 349. Audi
alteram partem; jurisdiction essential.
Pennoyer, L.C. 5S, 3 G&R ; Needham, L.
C. 261, Id.

THOMSON V. DAVENPORT, 9 Barn. &
Cress. 78 (17 E.C.L.R.), 2 Sm. Lead. Cas.
398, 8th ed,, 11th ed., L.C. 342, 3 G&R.
Cited, § 241. Agents : disclosed and un-
disclosed. Addison ; Paterson.

THOKLEY V. KERRY, 4 Taunt. 355, sub
Pollard T. Lyon. 4 G&R. Defamation

;

written words more actionable than words
spoken.

THOKNBOROW V. WHITACKE, 3 Ld. Raym.
(Eng.) 1164, 92 Eng. Reprint, 270, L.C.
333, 3 G&R. Contract ; consideration

;

unconscionable agreements ; relief in

equity.
THOBNBOEOUGH v; BAKER, 3 Swanst.

638, 36 Eng. Reprint, 1000, 2 Freeman,
143, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. (W. & T.). Exe-
cutor of mortgagee entitled to money
secured by mortgage.

THOENILY V. PRENTICE, 121 la. 89, 100
Am. St. 317-354, ext.n., 4 G&R. Idem
sonana ; what is. See Names; Wiebold,

L C. 98. 3 G&R.
THORNTON, 43 Mo. 153. 168. Cited, §

299. Repugnant pleadings are void.

Pain ; Tildeu v. P.

THOEOGOOD V. BRYAN, 8 C.B. 114; Thomp.
Carr. & Pass. 273 282, 4 G&R. Negli-

gence : imputed. See Tuff ; Davies.

THORPE V. RUTLAND, ETC., E.E., 27 Vt.

140, 62 Am. Dec. 625-639, n., 4 G&R.
The power of parliament is omnipotent

;

limitations. Sharpless ; Taylor v. Porter,

L.C. 219o, 3 G&R ; Taylor v. Sprinkle.

THOU SHALT NOT BEAR FALSE WIT-
ness : See Nihil possumus, etc., 4 G&R.
Altegans : Posoto.

THREATENING LETTERS: 4 G&R. See

BlackmaiL
THREATS: 4 G&R. P. v. Campbell; Camp-

bell V. P. ; Homicide ; Admissibility.

THURSTON V. HANCOCK, 12 Mass. 220, 7

Am. Dec. 57, n., sub Smith v. Thackerah,

4 G&R. Easements.

TICKETS: 4 G&R. Contracts of carriers;

Construction of ; include time tables. Le

Blanche; Denton; Verba fortius; Cherry

V. E.E.

TLLDEN V. GREEN, 130 N.T. 29, 21 Am.

St. 427, 14 L.R.A. 33, sub Casus Omissus,

2 G&R.'
TILDEN T. P., 242 III. 336. S 359, Equity.

Cited, p. xii. Preface; §§280, 299, 300

359. Pleading ; construction of. Qui

hmret; denies maxims 359. Repug-

nant pleadings are void. Pain.

TILTON V. COFIELD, 93 U.S. 165, 23 L ed.
858, sub Lis Pendens, 4 G&R. See Lis
Pendens.

TILTON V. E.E., 3 Sawyer, 22, L.C. 133, 3
G&R. Cited, § 190. Taxation ; assess-
ment roll must be certain. Lawrence v.
Fast.

TIMBER: 4 G&R. Deeds to. Wilson, 80
S.C. 100, 128 Am. St. 465-476. ext.n.

TIME: 4 G&R. Computation of. Warren
V. Slade, L.C. 243, 3 G&E.

TIME AND PLACE: 4 G&R.
TITLE; 4 G&R. To statute. Bobel, L.C.

250, 3 G&R ; Nigrum nunquam; Expressio
unius.

TOBEY V. BARBER: 5 Johns. 68, 4 Am.
Dec. 326, 2 Am. L.C. 245-309, ext.n., 4
G&R. Commercial paper ; creditor re-

ceiving note of third person from the
debtor does not take it in payment unless
this was expressly agreed upon. Appleton.
19 Mo. 640; McMurray, 30 Mo. 267.
May surrender note and sue on the orig-
inal demand. Steamboat, 9 Mo. 53, 63.

Draicee hank paying forged check is

concluded thereby.—A bank is pre-
sumed to know the signature of its

customers. Ignorantia facti excusat
is no defence. And it matters not
that the holder was not injured. If

he presented duplicate checks, and the
money was delivered on one while ex-
tended on the other the forgery was
detected, the holder could keep the
money given him. Price v. Neal. Tliis

case is offensive to the law of Mis-
take, and also the fundamental idea
of procedure, that if the holder was
not injured then he had no right to

keep the money. Fahula; Honeste
t^ivere; Alterum non Iwdere. Price
has been properly denied in Bank of
Lisbon, 15 N.D. 299, 125 Am. St. 588,

10 L.R.A.(N.S.) 49-74 ext.n.
Allegans contraria not applicable unless

payee was injured. See Allegans con-
traria; Estoppel.

TODD V. FLIGHT, 9 CB.(N.S.) 378 (99
E.C.L.R.). 4 G&R. Landlord and tenant;
nuisance ; dangerous premises ; who liable

for. Nelson ; Shipley.

TOLL BRIDGES; 4 G&R
TOO BROAD; TOO NARROW: 4 G&R.
Abatement and dilatory matter must not
be too broad. I^raner, L.C. 299, 3 G&R;
§ 53, 1 G&R ; Interest reipuhlicce.

TOOGOOD V. SPYEIJStG, 1 Cromp, M. & R.

181, 4 Tyr. 582, 4 G&R. Defamation

;

privileged communication. Harrison

;

Eum qui; Bromage ; Pollard.

TOOL CO. V. NORRIS, 2 Wall. 45, 17 L.ed.

868, 33 L.R.A 167, L.C. 365, 3 G&R.
Contract ; Lobbying contracts ; In pari;
agreement to influence ofScials void.

Trist, L.C. 214, 3 G&E; Oscanyan, L.C.

41. id.; Hazleton.
TORNEY V. S., 13 Mo. 453. Cited, §§371,

413, 415, 416. Pleadings essential for

Res adjudicata. § 371. Pier. Thomp-
son.
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TOET: Maxims and tases of. 4 G&E.
See Damages ; Juris prwcepta ; Alterum
non Iwdere; In jure non remota.

TiUovv of. §§22, 97.

A tort may arise out of contract; e. g.,

when a landlord fails to repair as he

covenants and thus causes injury. Miles,

196 Mass. 431, 13 L.R.A.(N.S.) 378, n.

See also Thomas v. Winchester ; Waters-
Pierce Oil Co., 212 U.S. 159 ; Langridge.

Intent no element in. Mahan v. Brown.
See Malicious Acts Causing Damage ; Ex-
emplary Damage ; Actus Dei.

One is presumed to intend the natural, di-

rect and probable consequences of his act.

Scott V. Shepherd.
Of married icomen. See Husband.
Infants may commit. Gilson v. Spear.

Whe Trilogy of Tort:

1. Alterum non Iwdere: We should in-

jure no one. See Juris prwcepta.
2. Volenti non fit injuria: He who as-

sents to his own injury should not
complain of it. Davies v. Mann ;

Hegarty v. Shine.

3. In jut e non remota causa sed prox-
imo spectatur: In law the im-
mediate and not the remote cause
of any event is regarded. Gilson
V. Delaware ; Squib Case ; Fletcher

V. Rylands ; Vaughan (fire escap-
ing).

TEACY V. TALMAGE, 14 N.T, 162, 67 Am.
Dec. 132, 4 Gc&R. Contract ; In pari.

S.I'., Holman. L.C. 363, 3 G&E.
lEADE-MAEKS: 4 G&R. Equity will pro-

tect a trade name. Dyment, — la. —

,

26 L.R.A.(N.S.) 73-92, ext.n.

Trade secrets; injun-ction to protect; pro-

cedure In Camera. Taylor v. Iron Co., 73
N..I. Eq. 684, 133 Am. St. 769. ext.n.

TEANSITOEY: 4 G&R. Causes of action.

Mostyn. See Venue.
Crimes and penal statutes are local. Whit-

low : Contra cases.

TEANSIT TEERA CTJM ONEEE: The land
passes with its burden. 4 G&R.

TRAPNALL v. McAFEE, 3 Met. (Ky.) 34,

77 Am. Dec. 152-160, n., 4 G&R. At-
tachment bonds ; liability on.

Injunction bonds. Littleton, 49 Wyo. 58,

16 L.R.A.(N.S.) 49-77, ext.n.

Counsel fees not allowed. Oelrichs, 15
Wall. 211.

TEAVELEES: 4 G&R.
TEAVEIiEES' INS. CO. V. JONES, 80 Ga.

541, 12 Am. St. 270. n., 40 L.R.A. 270, n..

Id., 432-452, ext.n. Insurance: what is

expoK'ire to danger. In jure; 36 Am.
St. 852-861.

TEAVELINU ON SUNDAY: 4 G&E. In-

jury on highway ; when a defence. Sut-
ton.

TEAVEESE: 4 G&E. Denial.
TREASON: 4 G&E.
TEEATY: 4 G&E.
TEESPASS: 4 G&E.
TEESPASSEE: 4 G&E.
TEESPASSEE AB INITIO: 4 G&B. Six

Carpenters' : Acta exteriora.

TEBSPASSING ANIMAIiS: 4 G&E. Aid-
rich ('. Wright.

TEESPASS TO TEY TITLE: 4 G&R.
TEEVIVAN T. LAWRENCE, 1 Salk. 276, 1

Sid. 54, 91 Eng. Reprint, 241, 2 Sm. L.

C. 743 (430-479), ext.n., L.C. 78, 3 G&R.
Res adjudicata; the last estoppel binds.

TRIAL: 4 G&R. Works on should intro-

duce fundamental principles. Bristow.
TRILOGY: Of six leading subjects. §§

1-26.

Prescriptive Constitution includes these
trilogies. |§ 10, 61-100; 101, et seq.;

283. et seq.

Of Equity. §§ 11, 61, et seq., 75. Cognate
maxitns of Equity trilogy. §§ 12, 12o.

Trilogy of Equity and of Procedure are
cognates. §§61-64. Of contract. §§13,
88-92, 193. Immutable elements of con-

tract. § 13n. See Contract, ante.

Of Agency. §§ 14, 93.

Of Crime. §§ 20, 94.

Of Tort. §§ 22, 97.

Of Construction. §§24, 25. 26. 99, 100,
101, et seq., 283, et seq. Sec Construc-
tion.

TEILOGY OF LIBERAL CONSTRUCTION:
See Consensus ; Omnia prcesuviuntur rite;

Vt res magis.
The Statutory Record is governed by. §§

101, et seq., 168, 195, 271.
The Trilogy of Adjective or of Changeable
Law. 5 111. Law Rev. 181-182; §§155,
314, 335.

Statutory Record may be waived. §§ 180.

196. Trilogy of Liberal Construction ap-
plies to. §§ 196, 197. Interest reipub-

licw; its philosophy involves. §§ 233-

244.
Introductory observations on. § 244.
Philosophy of procedure involves. §§314.

364, et seq., 440.
Consequences of enlarging. % 364, et seq

See Consensus.
TRILOGY OF PROCEDURE: See De non

apparentibus ; Friistra probatur; Verba
fortius; 5 111. Law Rev. 178-182; 1 G&E,
83-123; p. xix, I'reface ; §§1-6, 36, 61,

101, et seq., 333-335 (111.); 381 (Mo.);
381, 398-405. 472, 509. See Demurrer.

Three leading principles. §§ 330, 472, 491.
Sto. Eq. PI. §§ 10, 25, 28; 1 Gr. Bv. 63;
2 Id., § 7 ; 3 Id., § 10 ; Rushton, Smith's
Lead. Cas., 8th ed. ; Bristow, Id.; Dovas-
ton. Id.

Federal: Crockett v. Lee ; Slacum v. Pom-
ery; U.S. v. Cruikshank.

New York: Bartlett v. Crozier ; Clark v.

Dillon ; Auburn v. Leith.
Massachusetts: Williams v. Hingham

;

I'erry v. Porter ; Wright v. Boston.
Illinois: Thomas v. P. ; Taylor v. Sprinkle ;

Wabash R.R. v. Friedman.
Missouri: Mallinckrodt v. Nemnicb ; Davies

V. Jacksonville Line ; S. v. Muench.
Indiana: See Munday : Cases.
Safeguards the Mandatory Record and Cor-
am judice proceeding. §§ 83-123, 1 G&R.
§§ 101. et seq., 167, 192, 220, et seq.,

233, et seq., 311. See Demurrer.
The Trilogy of Procedure and cognates. §S

332, 333. See Allegations; Quis, quid,
coram quo ; Munday : Cases ; Demurrer.

Mandatory Record construed by. §§ 106,
334, 411. 472, 491.
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Trilogy of Procedure.—
^''f.i.''"'^ ' '""!es are its safeguards. §5

1-2, 338, 493. See Demurrers ; Technicali-
ties : Austin R.R. T. Cluelr.

Kot understood. P. ix. Preface; §§101, et
seg.; 220, et seg.; 284, et seg.; 332, et
seg.; 442, 446, 447.

A'ot uniformly respected in Illinois. § 311,
et seg.; Balsewicz, § 346 ; P. v. Artesian
Co., § 346 ; O'Brien t. P., § 355. Nor in
Missouri. § 364, et seg.

Tests the Mandatory Record. J§ 101 et
seg.; 220, et seg.

"Manner of the Romans" includes. §§ 146-
157, 163-189, 220, et seg., 243, 332, 448
499. 509.

The provisions of "our code." § 499.
Diverse procedure; conseguences. §§ 156,

333-361. See Missouri ; Illinois.

Allegation, admission, denial and the issue
are all governed by. § 185 ; Verba fortius.

Code reaffirms. §§177, 499.' See Aider;
Bristow

; Lord Abinger quoted defending.
Fraser t. Welch ; Pier, § 499.

Quod ab initio auxiliary to. §§ 192, 190-
2(15 (general resume). Quis, guid, coram
guo.

Deiile fundamenium fallit opus auxiliary to.

§§ 206-217. Auburn v. Leith.
"What ought to be of record must be proved

by record and by the right record" auxil-
iary to. §§218-231,333,411.

TEIPLETT V. ALLEN, 26 Grat. (Va.) 721,
21 Am. Rep. 320, 4 G&R. Contract;
mistake ; recission for. Whitworth.

TEIST V. CHILD, 21 Wall. (U. S.) 441-
453, 2 L.ed. 623, L.C. 214, 3 G&R, 2
Willst Conts. 497. Cited, § § 13, 92. Con-
tracts : In pari; Lobbying contracts

;

Sfroemer, 74 Neb. 132, 121 Am. St. 713-

740, ext.n.

TBOVEE: 4 G&B.
TRUE: 4 G&R. Xiliil possumus contra

reritatem. Pleadings must be. Graver,
L.C. 102, 3 G&R ; Fabula. Repugnant
pleadings are void. § 163 ; Pain. Cald-
well, 60 Mo. 60, ante; Camden, 6 Mo.
.';S7, ante.

TEITEMAN V. FENTON, Cowp. 544, 98 Eng.

Reprint. 1232. 1 Willst. Cas. 320, 2 Sm.
L.C. 1455; 1 Id., 148. 149, 11th ed., 4

G&R. Contract ; promise to pay debt

barred by bankruptcy is valid.

TRUSTS AND TETJSTEES: 4 G&R. Boyd
V. Blankman. Idem agens, 9§ 510 522.

In favor of the spouse who pays but takes

title in the name of another. Stonecipher,

131 Ya, 688, 127 Am. St. 248-2G5, ext.n.

Investments by trustees; authority of. Rob-

ertson, 130 Ky. 293, 132 Am. St. 368-392,

ext.n.

Liability of one trustee for the acts of his

co-trustee. Townley v. Sherborne (or

Chalenor), Cro. Car. 312, 3 Atk. 584, 79

Eng. Reprint, 872, White & Tudor's Lead.

Eq. Cas. 960 ; Brice v. Stokes, id.

TEUXTON V. FAIT CO., 1 Pennewill (Del ),

483, 73 Am, St. 81-106, ext.n,, 4 G&R.
Stare decisis.

TUCKEE V, MOEBLAND, 10 Pet, 58. 1 Am,

L,C. 280-329. ext.n., sub Infants, 2 G&R.

Tucker v. Moreland.—
Infants

; capacity of, ex contractu and e»
delicto. Craig ; Zouch.

1VTT V. WAEMAN, 2 C,B,(N.S.) 740 (89
E,C,L.R.), 5 id., 573 (94 B.C.L.R,) 19
Rul. Cas. 194-207, 4 G&R. Negligence;
Comparative

; one must avoid injury if he
can. Alterum non Iwdere ; Davies ; But-
terfield

; Union Paciflc R.R. v. Cappier
TULLETT V. AEMSTEONG, 1 Beavan

'

1
48 Eng. Reprint, 838, 4 Beavan, 319 49
Eng. Reprint, 362, 4 G&R, Married
women

; rights to separate estate. White-
sides. 23 Mo. 466.

TUENEY V. BARE, 75 la. 758, 4 G&R.
Ad gucBstionem facti. Province of court
and jury. Court trying a cause instead
of the jury is not an error fatal upon
collateral attack. See S. v. Croteau, L.C.
271, 3 G&R. On principle the right to
trial by jury is a substantive right, and
the mandatory record must show that it
was respected, otherwise the trial is a
nullity, and from the mandatory record
the error would appear and be acted upon
by a court sua sponte. Windsor, L.C. 1,
3 G&R.

The right to trial by jury is adjective law
and may be waived. Turney. See Wind-
sor V. McVeigh.

TURNTABLE CASES: Biggs, 60 Kans. 217,
44 L.R.A. 655 : Cases ; sub Scott v. Shep-
herd, 4 G&R. Negligence ; attractive
premises and instruments ; children, pro-
tection of. McDermott. Attractive nui-
sance. Brown v. R.R., 135 Ky. 798, 25
L,R,A.(N.S.) 717: Cases.

TUEPIS EST PAES QUJE NON CONVENIT
cum suo toto : That part is bad which
accords not with its whole. 4 G&R. De-
nials ; affirmative pleas override denials.
Dickson, L.C. 34, 3 G&R ; Allegans con-
traria; Posito.

TURPITUDE: 4 G&E.
TWYNE'S CASE, 3 Coke,- 80, 76 Eng, Re-

print, 809, 1 Sm, L.C. 1-80, Willst. Cas.
Sales, 486, 4 G&R, Fraudulent convey-
ances ; badges of fraud as evidence

;
pre-

sumptive evidence ; rules.

TYLER V. POMEEOY, 8 Allen, 480-506, 4
G&R. Contract ; agreement to enlist in

the army ; when operative and in full

force. Contracts, when consummatea.
White V. Corlies; Sanders.

UBI DAMNA DANTUE, VICTUS VICTOEI
in expensis condemnari debet: Where
damages are given, the losing party should
be adjudged to pay the costs of the vic-

tor. 4 G&R.
UBI EADEM EATIO, IBI IDEM JUS: Like

reason makes like law ; or, where there

is the same reason there is the same law.

4 G&R. Cited, §§129, 222, 413; §6658.
Code, N.D. ; Rector, 17 Mo. 22.

The return of process and the appearance
of an 7ttorney rest upon an oath—the

oath of the officer and the oath of the at-

torney. Therefore, neither is of more ef-

fect than the other. If either may be set

aside, so may the other. See Returns

;

I-Iarshey.
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T7BI JUS, IBI EEMEDIUM: Where there
is a right there is a remedy. 4 G&R.
Cited, §§11, 22, 27, 60. 62, 63, 76, 82a,
95, 291, 509 ; § 6670, Code, N.D. ; Ste-

phenson, 7 Mo. 610, et seg. This maxim
is classified herein as one of the Trilogy
of Equity. Ashby v. White.

TJBI JUS mCEETUM, IBI JUS NULLUM:
Where the law is uncertain there is no
law. 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 37. 256, 358,

378. Lex est misera; Nihil in lege in-

tolerahilius ; Minime mutanda.
UHLFELDEK V. LEVY, 9 Cal. 607, 615, 4

G&R. See Dictum ; Cohens ; Northern
Bank. A court is bound by its record.

The record is the authority for the exer-

cise of a court's power.
ULTRA VIRES: 4 G&R.
UNA PERSONA VIX POTEST SUPPICBEE

vices duarum : One person can scarcely

supply the place of two. 4 G&R.
UNCERTAINTY: 4 G&R.
UNDUE INFLUENCE: 4 G&R. Contract;

Chesterfield ; Huguenin.
UNIFORM: 4 G&R. Laws should be.

UNILATERAL CONTRACT: 4 G&R.
Cooke V. Oxley.

UNION BANK OF RICHMOND V. COMMIS-
.sioners of Oxford, 119 N.C. 214, 34 L.R.

A. 487, 4 G&R. Statutes ; enactments of

must comply with constitutional require-

ments, and the journal must show this

compliance. "What ought to be of record
must be proved by record and by the right

record."

UNION PACIFIC R.E. V. CAPPIER, 66
lians. 649, 69 L.R.A. 513-556, ext.n., 4
G&R. Negligence ; no duty is due to tres-

passers : the law does not make every
man his brother's keeper. Tuff.

UNION PACIFIC R.R. V. DODGE COUNTY,
98 U.S. 541, 4 G&R. Contract ; voluntary
payment. Ignorantia facti excusat; Ig-

norantia legis neminem excuaat. Bilbie

;

Scott V. Ford.
UNION TRUST CO. v. PRESTON, 136

Mich. 460, 112 Am. St. 370-384 4 G&R.
Statutes; Construction; Lex non exacte;
the equities of a bona fide purchaser over-

ride a statute.

UNITED STATES: 4 G&R.
UNITED STATES CASES: U.S. stands for

United States ; C. for Commonwealth ; P.

for People; R. for Rex or Eegina (king
or queen).

U.S. BANK v. BANK, 5 Okla. 163. Cited,

1 511. Idem agens; Nemo debet esse

judex.
U.S. T. BIGGS, 211 U.S. 507, 522, 523.

Cited, § 163. Verba fortius; U.S. v. Linn.
U.S. V. BREWING CO., 203 111. 306.

Cited. § 302. One can not impeach his

own witness. Allegans; Becker.

UNITED STATES COURTS: 4 G&R.
Street, Fed. Eq. See Courts ; Federal.

U.S. REPORTS: 4 G&R.
U.S. V. AMISTAD, THE (CINQUE'S CASE),

15 Pet. 518, 10 L.ed. 820, 4 G&R. Self-
defence ; one may slay a malefactor to
regain his lawful freedom or to prevent
the commission of a violent felony. U.S.
v. Holmes.

U.S. V. ANTHONY, 11 Blatoh. (U.S.) 200,
4 G&R. Ad gucBstionem. Province of
court and jury. S. v. Croteau, L.C. 271,
3 G&R.

U.S. V. CASSIDY, 67 Fed. Rep. 698-783, 4
G&R. Conspiracy as a crime. See Con-
spiracy.

U.S. V. CRUIKSHANK, 92 U.S. 542 (23 L.
ed. 588), L.C. 232, 3 G&R. Cited, p. xv.
Preface; §§ 1, 41, 48, 65, 68, 78, 85, 103,
104, 110, 124, 127 132, 133a, 141, 146,
163, 171, 174, 184, 190, 193, 194, 210,
215, 218, 219. 220, 236, 244, 245, 248,
249, 310, 318, 329, 333, 352, 379. The
Trilogy of Procedure vindicated. De non.
See Story; §§47, 411; Slacum ; Crockett
V. Lee ; Quis, quid, coram quo.

U.S. V. DREW, 6 Mason (U.S.) 28, 1 Lead.
Crim. Cas. (B. & H.) 131-145, ext.n., 2
Crim. Def. 54, 4 G&R. Cited, § 20. Actus
non facit,- Intent ; Drunkenness ; Delirium
Tremens. P. v. Rodgers. L.C. 198, 3 G
&R ; 36 L.K.A. 465-485, ext.n. ; 87 Am.
Dec. 95-102, ext.n.

U.S. V. GOODING, 12 Wheat. (U.S.) 460 (6
L.ed. 693), L.C. 202, 3 G&R. Evidence;
admissions of conspirators ; admissibility
of. See Res Oestte; Agents.

U.S. V. HOLMES, 1 Wall. Jr. 1, 1 Crim. Def.
757, 4 G&R. Cited, § 21. Self defence

;

carrier's duties ; contract limits the right

of self-defence. Self-defence arises from
fundamental law ; the prescriptive consti-

tution. U.S. V. Outerbridge, 5 Sawyer,
620; 1 Bish. C.L. 200.

Right to resist felonies. U.S. v. Amistad

;

Dill V. S., 2 Crim. Def.
Defence of women; right to kill to prevent

adultery. S. v. Young, 132 Am. St. 689-

699, ext.n.

Defence of premises. Bird ; Hooker.
Excessive resistance. Noles ; C. v. Self-

ridge ; R. V. Stedman ; R. v. Dudley (prov-
ocation ; words no provocation) ; Ste-

phens V. Myers.
Necessitas inrlucit privilegium. R. v. Dud-

ley ; R. V. Tyler.

Defence of property. Aldrich v. Wright.
U.S. v. HOXIE, 1 Paine (U.S.) 264, 4 Crim.

Def. 243, ext.n., 4 G&R. Treason ; ele-

ments of.

U.S. V. HOXIE, 1 Paine (U.S.) 265, 4 Crim.
Def. 163, L.C. 192, 3 G&R. Counterfeit-
ing ; intent ; recent possession of the fruits

of crime. This fact alone insufficient to
sustain a conviction. S. v. Trosper, —
Mont. — , 71 Cent. L.J. 354. See R. v.

Partridge.
U.S. V. KIRBY, 7 Wall. 482, 143 U.S. 460,

4 G&R. Mail ; obstructing ; Actus non
facit; Statutes, construction of; funda-
mental law controls ; the letter yields to
the higher law. Lex non exacte.

U.S. V. LINN, 1 How, 104, Cited, §§5, 47,
51, 104. 110, 113, 115, 123, 163. 218, 333,
359, 377.

Action on official bond; alteration of; prac-
tice relating to: Linn was a U.S. re-

ceiver in Illinois. He and his nine sure-
ties were sued upon that bond for its

breach in that state. Several important
resolutions are deducible, as follows

:
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U. S. V. Linn.—
1. That a dismissal as to one of several

liable ex contractu, was a release of all.
Ellis V. Esson, L.C. 389, 3 G&E.

S. Verba fortius, etc. If in a plea it is al-
leged that tlie bond was materially al-
tered by aflaxing seals after its delivery,
it must also be alleged that the seals were
affixed Witt the knowledge of the obligee ;

otherwise it will be presumed that the
seals were affixed by strangers without
the knowledge or privity of the obligee,
in accordance with the rule, *'Every pre-
sumption is against the pleader." Dovas-
ton, L.C. 217, 3 G&E, Sto. Eq. PI. 665 ;

Stephen v. Beall, 122 Wall. 229, 239;
U.S. T. Biggs.

It is often held that alteration by a
stranger will vitiate, agreeably to 'where
one of tico equally innocent persons must
suffer from the fraud of a third, he who
first trusted must first suffer." Lickbar-
row, L,C. 394, 3 G&R.

Contra, if altered by a stranger. U.S.
T. Spaulding. 2 Mason, 478 ; Lubbering,
22 Mo. 596; 1 Gr. Ev. 564-568: Cases.
See Master.

3. Ambigua responsio, etc. "A plea which
has on the face of it two intendments
ought to be construed most strongly
against the party who pleads it." Sto. PI.

665 ; Dovaston, L.C. 217, 3 G&R ; rerba
fortius.

^.A patent alteration in a document must be
explained by the pleader of it. Other-

wise, where the document is regular on
Its face. See Master v. Miller, 4 G&E ;

Cases : Omnia prwsumuntur rite.

5. Seal is sometimes surplusage. Gibson, 2

G&E.
6. A general demurrer searches the entire

record and attaches to the first fault.

§ 10, Sto. PI.; Quod ab initio; Slacum, 4

G&R ; Smalley ; Collier, 1 Mo. 1 ; Camp-
bell V. Porter, L.C. 2, et seq., 3 G&E. This

rule vindicates the Trilogy of Procedure.

U.S. V. MTIiS, 1 Pet. (U.S.) 138 (8 L.ed.

138). L.C. 235, 3 G&E. Indictment; suf-

ficient to charge the crime in the language

of the statute. S. v. Mitchell, 6 Mo. 147.

Must be certain and sufficient. U.S. v. Carll,

105 U.S. 611 ; C. v. Bean, L.C 226, 3

G&R.
U.S. V. PSCK (PSCK V. U.S.), 102 U.S. 64,

26 L.ed. 46, n., sub Lex non cogit ad im-

possibilla, 4 G&R. Contract ; impossibil-

ity ; defendant causing, is liable.

U.S. T. PEEEZ, 9 Wheat. (U.S.) 579 (6 L.

ed 165 n.), 1 Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. & H.)

461-482, n., 48 Am. St. 206, L.C. 69, 3

G&E. Cited, § 21. Former jeopardy ; ele-

ments of ; indictment must be certain.

Trilogy of Procedure governs. 3 Gr. Ev.

35, 36.

Disagreement over jury no jeopardy. Perez ,

Kerl V. Montana, 213 U.S. 137.

Vew trial recommits prisoner upon all

counts. Brantley 217 U.S. 284.

U.S. V. SOUTH CAEOLINA: See South Car-

oliii3- v* TJ-S-

n S V STANDABD OIL CO. OF INDIANA

(1908), 155 Fed. Kep. 305, 4 G&E. Ap-

XS. S. V. Standard Oil Co.—
pellate procedure. Reversal of cause on
general principles. Washington R.R.. Ap-
pellants are sometimes favored by Appel-
late Courts.

U.S. V. WILTBEEGEE, 5 Wheat. (U.S'.) 76,
177 U.S. 310, 4 G&R. Construction;
penal statutes are strictly construed. S.
V. Prather, 791 Kans. 513, 131 Am. St.
339; Schick v. U.S. See Statutes.

UNIUS CUJUSQUE CONTRACTUS INITIUM
spectandum est, et causa : The beginning
and cause of every contract must be con-
sidered. 4 G&R. Contemporanea. Things
are construed from the beginning of the
cause thereof. See Construction.

irarius OMNiNo testis besfonsio non
audiatur ; Let not the evidence of one
witness be heard at all, 4 G&R. Credi-
bility of witnesses ; sufficiency. Bonueli,
L.C, 185, 3 G&E.

UNLAWFUL DETAINEE: 4 G&E. 120 Am.
St. 29-67, ext.n.

UNO ABSUBDO DATO, INFINITA SEQUUN-
tur : One absurdity being allowed, an
infinity follow. 4 G&R. Cited, § § 162,

202, 222, 283, 371, 457. Lex non exacte;
Verba ita sunt intelligenda; Verba nihil

nperari; Verba offendi possunt.
Waiving the record; consequences. § 220,

et seq.

UNUS TESTIS AFFIEMANS PLUS VALET
mille negantis : The testimony of one
who affirms is worth more than that of

ten who deny. 4 G&R. Affirmative evi-

dence outweighs negative. Bonnell, L.C.

185, 3 G&E.
UPTON V. TEIBILCOCK, 91 U.S. 45-46, 25

L.ed. 203, 4 G&E. Corporations ; stock ;

stockholders ; liability of stockholders for

stock.

USAGE: 4 G&E. Optimus interpretatio

;

Contemporanea. May be shown unless it

contradicts the contract. Wigglesworth,

L.C. 399, et seq., 3 G&R ; Barnard, 10

Wall. 388. See Oral Evidence ; Smith v.

Wilson ; Blackett ; Soutier ; Cooper, L.C.

399-403, 3 G&E.
USE AND OCCUPATION: 4 G&E. Monroo,

81 Am. St. 439.
USUBPATION: 4 G&E. Of jurisdiction.

Windsor ; L.C. 1, 3 G&E ; Coram judice.

USUBY: 4 G&E.
UTAH: Adopted the code in 1870. Its con-

struction In California has been much
sought, as in all states on the Pacific

coast and in the Eocky Mountain region.

The Trilogy of Procedure is generally re-

spected.
UTEBMEHLE v. NOEMENT, 197 U.S. 40,

4 G&E. Ignorantia legis neminem ex-

UTILE PEE INUTILE NON VITIATUB:
Surplusage does not vitiate that which in

other respects is good and valid. 4 G&E.
Cited. S§69, 359; §6684, Code, N.D. ;

Steph. PI. 378. This is true of the essen-

tial pleadings to support a judgment. See
Tilden v. P., § 359. But it is otherwise

as to dilatory pleadings; as to these ob-

jections can be too broad. Kraner, L.C.

299, 3 G&R.
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Utile Per Inutile.

—

li the Mandatory Record shows error the
Btatutory Record is surplusage so far as
that error is concerned. Frederick Co. v.

Laird, 212 U.S. 445.

Anticipating a defence is surplusage and
uHJl not avail. Louisville & N. R.R., 211
T'.S. 149; Holdswortli, 113 Mo. 508, 524,
525 ; Brown v. City. See Anticipating.

TJT RES MAGIS VALEAT QUAM PEREAT:
The law seeks to conserve rather than to

destroy : or, in other words, the thing
may have validitv rather than be lost, t

G&E. Chap, xiv, §§283-293 (general
resumed Cited, §§ 13a, 26, 65, 6T, 69,

101, 107, 117, 127. 155, 168, 188 195,

245, 270, 271, 275, 279, 282, 301, 314,
333 335, 359, 482, 503. Talis interpre-
tatio.

This maxim is classed as one of the Trilogy

of Liberal Construction. See Consensu.'?

;

Omnia prwsumuntur rite. These should
be connectedly read with Verha fortius.

Siihstontive rights are upheld if possible.

To illustrate : If parties to a sale pro-

vide no time for payment it is presumed
that payment is immediate. Quod pure
dehetur pra^scnti die debetur: That which
is due unconditionally is due now. Cf.

Bowen v. Emerson.
After verdict pleadinr/s are upheld if pos-

sible. 1 Chit. ri. 237 : And. Steph. PI.

230 : Cases ; McKown. 77 Mo. 467 ; Dob-
son, L.C. 232a, 3 G&R. See Aider ; Jeo-

fails.

Commercial paper is upheld if possible.

Swift v. Tyson ; Sturdivant v. Hull, L.C.
410, 3 G&R ; Merrill, 17 Mo. 406.

Charcfing one for services rendered a third
person irifl be aided by a presumption
that the third, person is defendant's child

or servant. Wing," 15 Mo. 174 ; § 163.

VACATION: 4 GfrR, Sec Terms of Court.

VADAKIN V. SOPER, 1 Aikens (Vt".) 287,
2 Am. Lead. Cas. 142-145, ext.n., L.C. 11,

3 G&R. JIandatory Record respectpd

;

Aider applies to formal defects, not sub-

stance.

An .indebtedness to three will not support
a promise to one. Ex nudo.

VAIDEN V. C, 12 Gratt 717, L C. 155, 3

G&R. riomicide : self-defence ; necessity
for. must not he brought about by slayer.

U.S. V. I-Tolmes. Facts proved may be

stated instead of setting out detailed evi-

dence.
VAIL V. IGLEHAET, 69 III. 332, 335, 4

G&R. .Judgments depend upon their rec-

ord. See P. V. Artesian Co. ; 1 G&R, 124-

128.

Ju'gment includes its record. § 126, 1

G&R.
VAIN AND PEUITLBSS THINGS ARE

never required : 4 G&R. Lex neminevi
coglt ad vana.

VALLANDINGHAM V. RYAN, 17 HI. 25.

Cited. §§ 100, 104. lO.-), 123, 146, ir,l,

190, 245, 309. 310, 313, 314, 315, 333,
341, 352, 404.

Pleadings essential to confer jurisdiction,

I u'l fur res adjudicata. Smalley ; Mun-
day.

VAILE'S HEIRS V. FLEMING, 29 Mo. 152--

166. Cited, §§294, 514. S.P., Bright T.
Boyd. Occupant's right to recover for
betterments in case he is evicted. Equit-
able estoppel.

VAUUE V. FLEMING, 19 Mo. 454, 461, 61
Am. Dec. 566. Cited, § 270. S.P., Walker
V. Turner ; Doddridge ; Crepps.

VAN CLEAF V. BtTENS, 118 N.Y. 549, L.C.

17, 3 G&R. Cited, § 103. Pleading ; Res
adjudicata must be pleaded. Verba for-

tius; P. V. Artesian Co. See Lea v. .

Lea (record must be certain).

VANDENBURGH V. TRUAX, 4 Den. 464,
47 Am. Dec. 268, 27;2, n., 36 Am. St.

846, 847, 4 G&R. Tort ; one is presumed
to intend the natural, direct and probable
consequences of his acts. S.P., Squib Case.

VANDEVBNTER v. GOSS, 190 Mo. 239-246,
4 G&R. Cited, % 179. Appellate proce-
dure ; abstracts of the record ; duty of ap-
pellants ; Verba fortius. S.P., McArthur ;

Flanagan, 222 Mo. 306.

VAN HOUTEN V. MORSE, 162 Mass. 414, 44
Am. St. 375, ext.n., 26 L.R.A. 430, n.,

4 G&R. Contract of marriage, breach of ;

justification ; disease an excuse for. Re-
scission of contract. Bish. Conts. 679-

690.

Incompetency of icoman ground for di-

vnrcr. Mutter, 123 Ky. 754, 124 Am, St-
381 383.

VAN LEUVEN V. LYKE, 1 NY. 515, 49
Am. Dec, 346, L.C. 14, 3 G&R. Cited, S
48. IMeading; omission of material alle-

gations fatal. Rushton, L.C. 5, 3 G&B.
VAN SLYKE V. TREMPEALEAU COUNTY"

Ins. Co., 39 Wis. 390, 20 Am. Rep. 50.

L.C. 177, 3 G&R. Cited, § 52. Judicial
function cannot be delegated. See Taylor
V. Brown.

VAN VOORHIS V. BRINTNALL, 86 N.Y. 18,
40 Am. Rep. 505 519, 13 Cent. L.J. 349,
4 G&R. See Contract ; Lex loci contrac-
tus. A contract if valid where made is

valid everywhere. Hilton, 15 Ida. 150,
128 Am. St. 48-58.

Scaled contract carries its incidents. Dor-
sey, 9 Mo, 157.

VARIANCE; FAILURE OF PROOF, 4 G&R.
To illustrate : In Bcc/c v. Ferrara

the allegation vs-as that the defendant
was indebted to the plaintiff: "For
stall No. 20, in the North JIarket,
which was purchased by the plaintiff

from a third party for defendant at
his special instance and request." The
proof showed no agency of plaintiff,

but it did show the sale to defendant.
Held; this was not a variance but a.

failure of proof. Beck v. Ferrara
(1853), 19 Mo. 30-31. If Becli was an.
agent and bought as a.gent, the sole
question was one of agency. The de-
nial of the agency is the vital issue.
If the agency did not exist, the plain-
tiff must fail, for reasons indicated in
1 Gr. Ev. 03. The Court thought that,
if some other gjautor of the lot, or
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"Variance.

—

some otbei- lot, or some other mar-
ket liiul been described, then these
matters of identity and of de-
seruitiou would not be fatal, but
would merely be a matter of niriancc,
and not (/ laiitirc of ijri,of according
to Section 3, Article II, Code.
(•'^^bere the allegation of the cause
of action or defense to which the
proof is directed, is unimproved not in
some particular or particulars only,
but in its entire scope and meaning,
it shall not be deemed a case of vari-
ance, within the last two sections, but
a failure of proof."')

It is well to observe that if a sec-
ond suit had been brought for a dif-
ferent lot from a different grantor, or
market, then the statement of the
cause of action (10 Mo. 31) could
not have been pleaded as res adiiidi-
cata, for reasons indicated in Bris-
tou- !. Wright, L.C. 13.j, 3 G&R ; 1

Gr. Ev. (J3. Mere is an example of
testing an opinion from the conserv-
ing principles of procedure, name-
ly, rrs adiiiilicata. src § 01, 1 G&R.
The certainty required for rex adiii-

dicata is the snine iiiuler all siixleiiis.

and tliU test ahnuld he expressed and
made prominent.—Pleadings should
be tested from the conserving prin-

ciples of procedure ; these dominate.
Interest reipiibliece. etc. : In prwseiitia

niaioris eessal potentia minoris.
This case well illustrates that a

code must be construed conformably
to fundamental law : also that wlien
the philosophy of the law is lost the
law is lost.

Definitions of words and |)hriises.

a.ssuniing there is a distinction which
does not e.xist in reason, make of

procedure a jargon of discussions and
of irreconcilable statutes and cases;
these soon become a bar to progress
and to usefulness. To these ends.

Heel- very plainly tends. It is such
discussions that have made the law
worse than tribal in America ; and
besides, there are warring chiefs in

each tribe. In Missouri, the cases

range from those of .^udge Sherwood,
MaUinckrofU. L.C. 12ff, 3 G&R, to

those of .Judge Seymour D. Thomp-
son, whose text is prnocrly <i*ed to

the point that pleadings can be
waived. Sec Variance. 4 G&R.
One court will hold that the means

of the negligence is immaterial.

lleeves, 19 Mo. 192. Contra, ('bitty

V. R.R., 2 G&R. See Missouri.

Variance.

—

Faitui-c of proof; variance; distinctions.
Beck, supra (quoting Code) ; Link, 17 SIo.
58o ; S 159, ante.

Ej-crptions to, must he specific, else it is
n-alrcil. Zellers ; Dorn v. Farr.

If material, it is jurisdictional error. § 249.
Washington K.R.

Anienilmciits of pleadings under codes. Wol-
flnger. 22 S.D. 314, 133 Am. St. 920, n.
Nrf' Wisconsin.

VASSE V. SMITH, 6 Cranch (U.S'.), 226, 1.

Am. Lead. Cas. 293-330, sub Infants, 2
G&R. Infant can make no contract not
beneficial to lilm.

Infants, contracts of. Craig; Zouch.
VAUGHN V. MENLOVE, 3 Bing. N.C. 46S

(32 E.C.L.R. ), sul) Fent v. T., P. & W.
R.R., 2 G&R. Negligence; fire; setting
out, or spi-eading. Fent ; Salisbury.

VAUGHN V. TAFF VALE E.E., 5 H. &; N.
6T9. See Fent. v. T., P. & W. R.R. 2 G
&R. Negligence; Fire; allowing it to es-
cape. Fletcher v. Rylands.

VENDOR AND VENDEE: 4 G&E. Market-
able title. See Id.; 4 L.R.A. (N.g.) 1170-
1180, ext.n.

Vendee may refuse to pay purchase price,,

ichcn. LaCferty. 17 Okla. 247, 21 L.R.A.
(X.S.) 363, n.

VENDEE'S LIEN: Etterman, 192 N.Y. 113,
127 Am. St 862-894, ext.n.

VENDOR'S LIEN: 4 G&R.
VENGEANCE: 4 G&R.
VENUE. 4 G&R. See Transitory; Mostyn;

Whitlow.
VERBA ACCIPIENDA SUNT SECUNDUM:

siibjectam materiam : Words are to he-

interpreted according to the subject-mat-
ter. 4'G&R. See Statutes ; Construction ;

Verba intentione; T^uion Trust Co.; Jen-
nings V. C. If)!) Va. 821. 132 Am. St.
946 (A widow is not a woman in a penai
statute punishin.g seduction): Carter v.

r.oehm : Coggs ; L C. .'l.-iO. 3 G&R.
VERBA FORTIUS ACCIPIUNTUR CONTRA

proferentem : The words of an instru-

ment are to be taken most strongly against
the composer ; or, every presumption is

against a pleader. Chap. VII, S§ 163-

189 (general resume) ; 4 G&R. Cited, p-

XX, Preface; S§ 1. 5, 36, 41 45. 46, 61,.

H.->, 67, 68, 100, 101, 103, 104, 117, 133o,
145, 146a, 102, 193, 206. 21.^, 218, 229^

232, 235, 245, 246, 263, 283, 291, 292,.

293! 309, 311. 333, 345, 359, 377, 378„
. 381 383, 385, 388, 389, 404, 408, 410,.

415, 422, 426, 472, 475. 491, 494, 502„
509.

Applied. Girton, 57 Fin. 79 ; Falk, Id. 70 ;:

Southern, Id. 199; Lott, Id. 472. These-

cases show that the above fundamental-

is well comprehended in Florida cases-

No court has applied the principle more
uniformly or consistently.

Amhipuum. plaritnm intcrpretari debet con-

tra preferentem ; An amliitjuons plea.

oTight to be interpreted against the party-

pleading it.

Ambigua responsio {or placitum) contra-

profrrrnfeni est accipienda ; .\n ambig-
uous answer Is to be taken against the
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Verba Fortius.

—

party who offers it. Sto. Eq. PI. 665.

See Admission ; Denial ; Issue ; Munday :

Cases. U.S. v. Linn.

This maxim is the third of the trio

we have classified as the trilogy of

procedure, or of strict construction.

This trio is:

1. De non apparentibws et non existen-

tibus eadem est ratio: Wliat is

not juridically presented cannot

te judicially considered.

2. Frustra probatur quod probatum non
relevat: It is vain to prove what
Is not alleged.

3. Verba fortius, etc., supra.

These maxims should he connect-

edly considered, also their case no-

menclature, which is:

1. Bushton V. Aspinall, L.C. 5, 3 G&R.
(Omission of a material allegation

is not supplied by waiver or by
verdict. S.P., Jackson.v. Pesked.)

2. Bristow v. Wright (A recovery must
be secundum allegata et probata),

L.C. 135, 3 G&R.
3. Dovaston v. Payne, L.C. 217, 3 G&R

(Every presumption is against a

pleader). S.P., U.S. V. Cruik-

shank, L.C. 232, 3 G&R; U. S. v.

Linn.

Bushton, Bristow and Dovaston are

all in Smith's Leading Cases, 8th ed.

Bushton and Jackson v. Pesked may
be cited to this point, namely, matter

of substance is not supplied by waiver
(by pleading over, by verdict or

the statute of Amendments and Jeo-

fails.) Jackson is quoted in Steph-

ens PI. See § 117, Equity.

Chitty, Stephen and Gould can be
cited in opposition to the last propo-

sition above cited. These authors and
their follovs^ers can be cited to the
point that matter of substance can be
waived or cured. By this error the
profession has been misled and there-

upon the "theory of the case" has
found a footing.

Prom one viewpoint Terda fortius

appears as a rule of evidence (it is a
presumption), from another as a rule
of pleading, and from another as a
rule of construction. It has protean
aspects. It is a universal rule of
construction applicable to all docu-
ments alike. See Chap. VIII, Equity.

Verba fortius is on the separating
line between a constitutionalism and
an absolutism. To reverse its opera-
tion would change the nature of a
government from accusatory to in-

quisitorial, or the system adopted by
barbarous and savage governments.
From this statement its Importance

Verba Fortius.

—

can be perceived. One of its cognates

is a rule of evidence, which is, name-
ly, "The burden of proof devolves
upon him who holds the affirmative."

(1 Gr. Ev. 51, et seg., § 133, ante.)
;

also this rule: "One is presumed in-

nocent until the contrary is shown."
Coffin V. U.S.; Bonnell, L.C. 185, 3
G&R ; § 10, Story's Eq. PI.

Verba fortius applies to all systems
of procedure (evidence, pleading and
practice). U.S. v. Linn: Cases. The
cases cited and the discussions of the
trilogy of procedure will disclose both
the fundamental and universal char-
acter of this maxim. See Chap. "VII,

§475.
Appellate procedure; applies to appel-

lant. Falk, 57 Fla. 70 ; McArthur.
Leading questions are enumerated, Pref-

ace, vi, vii. One of these related to

"due process of law." Its elements,

§ 41, et seq., include the trilogy of

procedure. 'The questions relating to

pleadings, jurisdiction, "Theory of

The Case," the prescriptive constitu-

tion and its universal, immutable
principles, may all be considered in

connection with Verba fortius and the
cases above mentioned that illustrate

its application.
Contracts are construed by. % 188 ; Crook-
-er ; Commercial Paper ; Sturdivant, L.C.

410, 3 G&R ; Deeds ; Wilkins.
Grants of the state; grantee is presumed

against. Concessio per regem.
The general demurrer is judged by the
same test at all stages, to and upon ob-

jections upon collateral attack. Goldman
V. Edwards ; Slacum ;

Quis, quid.

Removal of causes; pPeadings for governed
by. Doremus v. Root ; Walker v. Collins.

VERBA GENEBALIA EESTBINGUNTTJR AD
habilitatem rei vel personse : General
words must be confined or restrained to
the nature of the subject or aptitude of
the person ; or to the persons to whom
th^ey relate. 4 G&R. Cited. § 359

;

§ 6681, Code, N.D. See Ejusdem generis;
Noscitur a sociis; Verba accipienda; Bris-
tow, L.C. 135, 3 G&R: Cases; Dickson,
L.C. 34, Id. All of a pleading will be
considered. White v. Lyons ; Rossiter.

General allegations limited, by specific.

Chitty v. R.R. ; McCarty V. Hotel, 144
Mo. 39T, 402; Waldhier, 41 Mo. 514,
516. See 4 G&R.

Verba accipienda. Verba fortius. Verba gen-
eralia and Verba intentione are very
Instructive and useful maxims for the
constructionist.

VERBA INTENTIONE DEBENT INSEB-
vire : Words are to be governed by the
intention. 4 G&R. Cited, § § 25, 26, 105,
256, 283, 335o. Intent limits and ex-
pands words. Boardman v. Plores, 37
Mo. 559, 561 ; Riddeck, 1 Mo. 147.
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Verba Fortius.

—

Agreement to pay at a future dav with eight
per cent interest does not hear interest
hefore maturity. Ayres, 13 Mo. 252.
See "Once a mortgage always a mort-
gage."

Tftc statute of frauds is intended to prevent
frauds and not to sustain them,. 86 Mo.
595 : Cases.

J. plaintiff may make service ty publica-
tion in a besieged city. Cooper v. Reyn-
olds.

TEEBA ITA SUNT INTELLIGENDA ITT
res magis valeat quam pereat : Words
are to be so understood, that the subject-
matter may be preserved rather than de-
stroyed. 4 G&E.

VEEBA NIHIL OPEEARI MELIUS EST
quam absurde : It Is better that words
should have no operation than to operate
absurdly. 4 G&R. Vno absurdo,

VEEBA OFFENDI POSSUNT, IMO AB EIS
recedere licet, ut verba ad sanum Intel-

lectum reducantur : You may disagree
with words, nay, you may recede from
them, in order that they may be reduced
to a sensible meaning. 4 G&R.

VEEBA E. LATA HOC MAXIME OPEEAN-
tur per referentlam ut In els Inesse vi-

dentur : Words to which reference Is

made in an Instrument have the same
effect and operation as If they were in-

serted in the clause referring to them.

4 G&R. One count may incorporate an-

other one. R. V. Waverton, L.C. 70, 3

G&R.
Exhibits may be incorporated by reference,

also by copy. Bliss, Code PI. loS. Con-

tra: Estes, 155 Mo. 577, 583.

A ticket includes schedules and time tables.

Le Blanciie.

TEEDICT: 4 G&E. Special verdict, what It

must contain. S. v. Homer, 143 N.C.

632, 24 L.R.A. (N.S.) 1-79, ext.n.

VEEDIN, 131 Mo. 105. Cited, §§ 383,

501o. S.P., Sldway. Trilogy of Proce-

dure respected. S. v. Muench ; Munday.
TXEIFICATION : 4 G&R.
"VEEMONT: See Massachusetts; Yadakin,

L.C. 11, "^ G&E.
VESTED EIGHTS: 4 G&E.
"VETO: 4 G&R.
VEXATIOUS SUIT: 4 G&R. See Malicious

Prosecution.

"VIA TEITA, VIA TUTA: The old waji is the

safe way. 4 G&R.
VICAES V. WILCOCKS, 8 East. 1, 103 Bng.

Reprint, 244, 2 Sm. L.C. 549-581, 521-

557, 11th ed., 36 Am. St. 809, 4 G&R.
Cited, § 37. Tort ; In jure. Defamation

causing injury is actionable. Lumley v.

Gye : Lynch v. Knight.

-VICKSBUEG WATER WOEKS CO. V.

Vicksburg, 185 U.S. 65, 4 G&E. Injunc-

tions ; may issue to protect.

VICTOEIAN E.E. COMMISSIONEES V.

Coultas, 13 Ap. Cas. 222, 8 Rul. Cas.

405, 36 Am. St. 828, 4 G&R. Negligence ;

damages caused by fright non actionable

;

there must be an actual Impact. In jure.

Fright as an element of damages. Death of

animal caused by fright actionable. L.

Victorian R. R.

—

& N. R.R., 158 Ala. 509, 23 L.E.A.(N.S.)
183, n.

VIEW OF PREMISES: 4 G&R.
VIGILANTIBUS ET NON DOEMIBNTIBUS

jura subveplunt : The laws serve the
vigilant, not those who sIppd over their
rights. 4 G&R. Cite' . j, 346, 239.
Tempus enim. ? "374, Code, N.D. Mich-
oud, 4 How. 47 j. See Estoppel ; Bouv.
Die. 685 ; ^tna, 57 Fla. 338.

VILMONT V. BENTLEY: See Bentley v. Vll-

mont, 2 G&R. Sale ; a thief can give no
title.

VIPEEINA EoT EXPOSITIO QU.S; OOEEO-
dit viscera textus : That is a viperous
exposition tnat gnaws out the bowels of
the text. Sub Maledicta interpretatio, 4
G&R.

VIRGINIA: Procedure is a local establish-

ment. See Pennsylvania, also 4 G&E.
The early decisions of this state re-

spected the Trilogy of Procedure, but
later cases countenance the ''theory of

the case." Deatrlcks (1907), 107 Va.
102, 13 Va. Law Reg. 952, citing Keator,
144 U.S. 434, and other cases (reply can
be waived). See Munday; Aider; Quod
ab initio; Theory of the Case.

A cause of action may arise from irrelevant
evidence. Bailey v. Hornthal (N.Y.).

Also an answer. Cape G. R.E., Mo., §§
445-447. Also a reply. Devlne v. R.R.,

237 111. 278-284.
Common Counts sufficient. Portsmouth Co.,

109 Va. 513, 132 Am. St. 924.

VIRGINIA COUPON OASES, 114 U.S. 270-

340 : Cases ; L.C. 285a, 3 G&R. Ignor-

ontia legis. An unconstitutional law is

no law. Kelly. Justification defences

must be pleaded. Official acts, when up-

held. Lang V. Bayonne, 74 N..T. Law,
455, 122 Am. St. 540-559.

VOGT V. SCHIENEBECK, 122 Wis. 491,

106 Am. St. 989, L.C. 324o, 3 G&R.
Sale ; Expressio unius. Oral evidence in-

admissible to alter a contract ; custom
cannot contradict plain language. Hurst,

73 Kans. 422, 117 Am. St. 525 ;
Coving-

ton, 121 Ky. 686, 123 Am. St. 219, n.

VOID: 4 G&R.
VOID AND VOIDABLE: 4 G&R.
VOID IN PART, VOID IN TOTO: 4 G&R.

Pigot's ; Mallan ; U.S. v. Linn.

VOID THINGS CANNOT BE WAIVED OR
aided: 4 G&R. Quod ab initio; Quod
nullum est, nullum producit effectum.

VOIR DIRE EXAMINATIONS: 4 G&R.
VOLENTI NON FIT INJURIA: That to

which a person assents is not esteemed

in law an Injury. 4 G&R. Cited, §§ 12,

13, 21, 22, 97, 98, 155, 245, 294. One

causing his own injury cannot complain

of It in equity. Edwards, L.C. 282, 3

G&R; Sutton, 15 Mo. 124.

A principle of the prescriptive constitution.

§98.
Assumption of risk. Priestly v. Fowler, sub

Farwell (by servants and employees) ;

White on Mines, 174.

Visitors at games take chances. Blakely,

154 Mich. 635, 129 Am. St. 496 501.
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Volenti Non Fit—
niuairaUve cases: Ilegarty ; Davies ; S. v.

Beck ; Bird T. Ilolbrook.

VOLUIT SED NON DIXIT: He willed, but

did not say. 4 G&li.

VOLUNTARY CONVEYANCES; 4 G&R.
VOLUNTARY PAYMENTS: 4 G&E. Levy,

168 Fed. 524, 22 L.E.A.(N.S.) 862-877, n..

Union Pac. R.R. v. Dodge Co. ; Chese-

brough V. U.S., 192 U.S. 253: Cases;

Bilbie v. Lumley, 2 East. 469, 102 Eng.

Reprint, 448 ; Mews' Eng. C.L. ; Scott v.

Ford ; County, 10 Mo. 460.

Public service corporations ; same rules ap-

ply. 111. Co., 234 111. 535, 18 L.R.A.(N.

S.) 124, n.

VON HOFFMAN V. QUINCY, 4 Wall. (U.S.)

535-555 (18 L.ed. 403), L.C. 239, 3 G&R.
Contract ; impairing obligation. Bronson.

VOOEHEES V. BANK OF U.S., 10 Pet. (U.

S.) 473 (9 L.ed. 490), L.C. 119, 3 G&R.
Trilogy of procedure respected ; nullities

and mere irregularities discussed. S.r.,

Windsor, L.C. 1. 3 G&R.
VOSBURG V. MOAK, 1 Cush. (Mass.) 453,

48 Am. Dec. 613, n., sul> Kirkwood v.

Miller, 2 G&R. Cite<l, §§18, 22. Tort;

joint trespassers ; infants liable for tort

like adults ; Gilson v. Spear. All par-

ticipating in a performance that develops

a tort are liable therefor. One is pre-

sumed to Intend the natural, direct and
probable consequences of his act ; Squib

Case.
VOTING: 4 G&R.
VOX POPULI, VOX DEI: The voice of the

people is the voice of God. Cited, § 510.

WABASH R.R. v. FRIEDMAN, 146 111. 583,

L.C.137, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 136, 313. Evi-

dence ; Allegata et probata must corre-

spond ; the rule strictly applied in Illi-

nois. But see Dorn.
WABASH, 164 U.S. 271: Cases. Cited, §

245. The intention of congress may de-

stroy the philosophy of procedure. Ita lean,

WACO WATER & LIGHT CO. V. WACO, 86

Tex. 661, 31 L.R.A. 393-397. ext.n., L.C.

300, 3 G&R. Certificate of question for

review ; commendable practice.

WADHAM V. SWAN, 109 111. 46, 4 G&R.
The traverse (denial) must not be too

broad nor too narrow.
WADSWORTH V. WENDALL, 5 Johns. Ch.

(N.Y.) 224, sub Hibblewhite v. M'Morine,
2 G&R. Equity looks at substance, not

form : omission of a seal not fatal.

WAGER: 4 G&R. Contract; In pari;
Good v. Elliot, L.C. 358, 3 G&R.

WAGNER V. GIBBS, 80 Miss. 53, 92 Am. St.

598, n., L.C. 290, 3 G&R. Damages ; ex-

emplary ; when allowable.
WAIN V. WAELTERS, 5 East, 10, 102 Eng.

Reprint, 972, 2 Smith Lead. Cas. 271-292,
8th ed., 11th ed., 6 Rul. Cas. 280-325, L.

C. 335, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 208, 223, 293.
Contract ; Statute of Frauds. Memoran-
dum in writing ; essentials. 1 Gr. Bv. 86,

87, 268 ; Reigart, 217 Mo. 165 ; Mead. 53
Wash. 638, 23 L.R.A. (N.S.) 1197; Cunha,
29 R.l. 230, 18 L.R.A. (N.S.) 616.

WAITE V. E.R. El., Bl. & El. 728. Negli-

gence, when imputed. See Negligence ; sub
Scott V. Shepherd, 4 G&R.

WAIVER: 4 G&R. See Consensus; Adjec-
tive law. § 248, ct seq.

Substantive law cannot be waived. See Co-

ram judice ; Adjective Law ; Subject-mat-

ter; jurisdiction of, cannot be waived.

Reid V. U.S., 211 U.S. 529; Crockett;

T. ashington R.R. ; Windsor.
Adjective law can be waived; process anS

its service can be waived. Quinn v. P.

;

IngersoU ; Newcomb, 187 Mo. 707.

Pleadings; waiver of; consequences. § 157,.

Windsor, stated, § 261 ; Washington R.R.

§249.
Limitations of. §§475, 476, 484.

WALDEN V. BODLEY, 14 Pet. 156, 164 (10

L.ed. 398, 402), L.C." 139, 3 G&R. Amend-
ments of the right. FaUus; Pasito.

Wlmt is the same cause of action. Guedel v.

P., L.C. 74a, 3 G&R. See Amendments.
Amendments of records. See Owen v. Wes-

ton.

If disfavored defences not favored. These-

meet no judicial grace. See Amendments.
2 G&R ; Limitations, 4 G&R, § 178, 239.

Equity ; Interest reipubliccB. See 61 L.R.
A. 746-756.

WALDHEIEE V. R.E., 71 Mo. 514. Cited,.

§ 141. Pleadings ; general allegations

limited by particular. Verba generalia.

Frustra; Eddy ; Hempstead ; Washington
E.R.

WALKER, 28 111. 378, 81 Am. Deo. 28T.
Cited, § 13. Contract ; trilogy of upheld-
Receiving benefits creates no obligation in
the absence of a request and promise.
Bartholomew.

WAIKEE V. COLLINS, 167 U.S. 57, 60,
Cited, § 182. Removal of causes ; the cer-

tainty of the trilogy of procedure re-
quired. Little V. Giles ; Doremus v. Root.
Verba fortius.

WALKER V. TUENEE, 9 Wheat. (U.S.) 541,
L.C. 118, 3 G&R. Cited, §§ 132, 133, 163,
206, 218, 270. Inferior tribunals ; their
records must show their authority. S.P.,
Crepps, L.C. 113. et seq., 3 G&R ; Valles ;

Wall V. Trumbull ; Williams v. Peyton.
WALKEELY, IN EE, 108 Gal. 627, 49 Am.

St. 97-138. ext.n., 4 G&R. Perpetuities

;

rule against.

WALL V. TRUMBULL, 16 Mich. 245, 4 G&R.
Inferior courts ; statutory powers are-

strictly construed. Walker v. Turner

;

Blair, L.C. 170, 3 G&R ; Williams v. Pey-
ton.

WALTON V. SHELLEY, 1 Term Hep. (D. &
E.) 296, 99 Eng. Reprint, 1104, 4 G&E.
Nemo allegans suam; 1 Gr. Ev. 383; 19
Mo. 38.

WANAMAKER v. WEAVER, 176 N.Y. 75,
98 Am. St. 621-650, n., 65 L.R.A. 529-553,
ext.n., 4 G&R. Husband and wife ; his lia-
bility for necessaries furnished the wife.
Citing and discussing Seaton v. Benedict t
Montague v. Benedict ; De Benham v. Mel-
len; Manby v. Scott and Jolly v. Rees.

WAE: 4 G&R.
WAED V. TUENEE, 2 Vesey, 431, 21 Eng.

Reprint, 234, 28 id. 555, 1 Lead. Eq. Cas.
(W. &.T.) 1205-1251, sub Gift, 2 G&R.
See Irons.
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"WARS V. AUjEN, 128 U.S. 590. Cited.
§ -S3. See Tym, which is quoted anfl I'ol-

li*wocl : Oral evidence.
"VTAr.PIBLB V. LINDELL, 30 Mo. 2 73, 77

-Vm. Dee. 614, 4 G&Ii. Evidence
; plead-

iajs : admissions in ; Boileau ; Kcane.
WAKMAN V. FIRST iJAT'L BANK OF AK-

ron, 1,S5 III, 60, 49 L,R.A. 412, n,, 4 C&ll,
//(7 hx sciipta est; Bxprcssio iinitis. Only
a party can verify an alfidavit ; liis attor-
ney cannot.. Contra. Yonng v. McLomore.

"WARMSTEEY V, TANPIELD (LADY) 1
Chan. Itep. 29. 21 Eng. Reprint, 408, 2
Lead. Eq. Cas. (W. & T.I 1530, 33 L.R..\.

2S0, 4 G&R. Assignments; equity pro-
tects ; Ryall v. Rowles. vSfc Assignments.

"WARRANT: 4 G&R. See Process. J/»s/ be
certaiit. See Search Warrant; White v.

AYagar, L.C. 130, 3 G&R.
Mu^t he upon oath. See Olcia.

"WARRANTY: 4 G&R. See Caveat emptor;
L.C. 374-;!S4. 3 G&R ; 35 C.vc. 365-48.:.

;

Simplex eommendatio iion obUgat.
"WARREN, 13 Mo. 45. Cited, §§ 373, 383,

Motion in arrest limits the scope of re-

view in Missouri. Griiiin. See Consensus ;

R'eil.

"WARREN V. SLADE, 23 Mich. 1, 9 Am, Rep.
70-74, L.C. 243, 3 G&R. Construction;
computation of time. S. v. Elson, 77

Ohio. 4Sf>, l.j L.R.A.(X.S.) 686-692, ext.n.

Solar is not standard time. Texas Co., 100
Tex. 126, 123 Am. St. 794.

"WASHINGTON: Adopted a code in 1854.

Denials must be strict. Seattle, L.C. 30,

3 G&R : Raymond v. Johnson, L.C. 39 3

G&R. Denials on information and belief

must be certain. See California.

"WASHINGTON K.E. V. BEADLEYS, 10 Wall.

(U.S.) 299, 30.3. Cited. §§103, 132, 14:!,

248, 249. Trilogy of procedure vindi-

cated : Crockett. Frustra : Quoted, § 249.

"WASTE: 4 G&R. Equity jurisdiction. Garth

V. Cotton. See Equity.

WATER; WATER EIGHTS: 4 G&R. Aqua
eiirrit.

WATER COMPANIES: 4 G&R.
WATERS-PIERCE OIL CO., 212 U.S. 159,

182. Cited, § 2.52. Tort ; sale of explo-

sive oil. Tn jure. Privily. Thomas v.

Winchester : Langridge. A tort may arise

out of contract.

WATKINS V. BAIRD, 6 Mass. 506, 4 Am.
riec. 170. 4 G&R. Duress ; one cannot

employ criminal process for private pur-

l-oses." Holmes. 9 Mo. 160. National

Bank v. Kusworm.
WATKINS V, S., 69 Ind. 427, 34 Am. Rep.

2T.'5-276, L.C. 269, 3 G&R. Idem agens;

Ex dolo malo ; One cannot prosecute him-

self. 3 Or. Ev. 38; Bish. C.L. 1010.

WAUGH V. CARVER, 2 H.Bl. 235, 2 Sm.

Lead. Cas. 1316-1356, 4 G&R. Partner-

ship ; what constitutes. Participation in

profits ;
Qvl sentit.

WAUGH V. BOBBINS, 19 111. 182. Cited,

§ 312. Trilogy of procedure respected.

Smalley. Records indispensable.

WAY: 4 G&R. Of necessity. Pinnington.

WEAPON: 4 G&R.
WEAVER V. TONY, 107 Ky. 419, 21 Kyi L.

Rep. 1157, 50 L.R.A. 10.j, L.C. 67, 3 G&R.

Weaver v, Tony.

—

.{ntji alteram partem; Usurpation and
al)usi' of power divest a court of juris-

diction. Windsor.
WEBB v. JOHN HANCOCK MUT. INS. CO.,

1(12 Ind., 616, 4 G&R, Iijnorantia leyis.

I^ibiic records conclusively import notice.

Manifesta. Equitable estoppel must be
pleaded. Wright, L.C. 28, 3 G&R.

WEBB V, PLUMMER, 2 Barn, & Aid. 746,
106 Eng. Reprint, .""'37, sub Wigglesworth
V. Dallison. L.C. 399, 3 G&R. Oral evi-

dence inadmissible to contradict a written
contract. Pyra : Ware.

WEBEE V. HARTMAN, 7 Colo, 13, 4 G&R.
Aeta extniova. Aliuse of power by an offi-

cer makes him a trespasser ah initio. Six
Carpenters' Case ; Dehm ; Malcolm ; Bar-
rett.

WEBSTER'S CASE (C. /. WEBSTER), 5

Cush. (Mass.) 295, 818, 324, 52 Am, Dec.
711-7:19, suti Bounell v. Wilder, L.C. 185,
3 G&E. Reasonable doubt, what is.

WEEMS' (or REEMS') RECEIVER v. MAS-
terson, 80 Tex. 45-56, 4 G&R. Trilogy of

procedure denied.

WEET V. BROCKPORT, 16 N.T. 161, n.,

sub Hill V. Boston. 2 G&R. Municipal
corporations ; liability for defective streets.

WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE: 4 G&R. Bonneli,

L.C. 1S5, 3 G&R.
WEIL V. GREENE COUNTY, 69 Mo. 286.

Cited. § 435. S.P., S. ex rei. Pemiscot

;

Bateson ; Error of substance cannot be

waived ; it will keep. Courts will sua
sponte notice it. See Warren. Trilogy of

Procedure ; West v. Molloy.

WELBOEN V. WEAVER, 17 Ga. 267, 63 Am.
Dec. 2:!5. L.C. 388, 3 G&R. Deeds ; accept-

ance : delivery of. Seibei, 216 Mo. 121,

129 Am. St. 502-517, n,

Deiirery esientiaj. Napier, 146 Ala. 213,

1199 Am. St. 17, n.

WELCH, 28 Mo. 30. Cited, §§ 84, 127, 163,

190, :'.92, 486. Statute of amendments and
.leofails apply to formal matters only.

Sidway ; Saunders.
WELLS V, PIKE, 31 Mo. 590. Cited. § 376.

Admissions upon the record are conclu-

sive ; Dare. See Admissions. § 376.

WELTMER V. BISHOP, 171 Mo. 110, 65

L.R.A. 584, L.C, 268a, 3 G&R. Cited, §§

206, 350, 455. Fabula non, judicium. A
real cause of action must exist ; obviously

false and sham things are not to be coun-

tenanced. Jlissouri R.R., 157 Fed. 347

;

Waters-Pierce, 137 Fed. 557 ; Nugent, 131

Mo. 241 ; Rice, 41 Mo. Ap. 489 ;
Fauntle-

roy ; Thomas v. P. ; Wonderly.

WERNE, 23 Mo. 30. Cited, § 394. Trilogy

of procedure respected. "What ought to

be of record," etc.

WEST V, MOLLOY, 9 Mo, 167. Cited, § B82

S.P., Carr v. Edwards. Batesoo ;
Error

shown from the mandatory record saves

itself. P-ateson ; Weil. See Griffin.

WEST V. SMALLWOOD, 3 Mees. & W. 418,

Bigl. L.C. Torts. 237, 4 G&R. False im-

prfsonment ; liability of prosecutor for

;

bona flde acts a defence. Brown v. Chap-

man.
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WESTFAIL V. PRESTON, 49 N.Y. 349, 4
G&B. Taxation ; assessments must be
aptly made. Drew.

WEST VIRGINA: See Virginia. Many cases

are found inconsistent with tlie trilogy of
procedure.

WHAKFAGE: 4 G&R.
WHATMAN V. PEARSON, L.E., 3 O.P.Div.

422, sub M'Manus v. Crickett, 4 G&R.
Agent's malicious acts ; liability of prin-

cipal for. M'Manus ; Poulton ; Rabmel.
WHAT OUGHT TO BE OF RECORD MUST

be proved by record and by th« rigbt rec-

ord. Cbap. X, §§218-231 (general
resume). Cited, §§ 1, 25, 41, 46, 51, 53,

57, 64, 70, 78, 82a, 83, 85, 101, 104, 149,

169, 169a, 191, 201, 209, 245, 260, 272,
283, 309, 311, 312, 313, 328, 329, 333,
340, 352, 358, 381, 383, 394, 396, 417,
478, 486. See -Trilogy of Procedure

;

Quod ab initio.

A neglected rule. P. xxl. Preface. Cited, §§
1. 25. See Coram Judice; Coram non ju-

dice; Clem, D.C. 2c, 3 G&R ; Iverslie, L.C.

46, et seq.. Id.

The greatest rule of evidence. Bee Preface

;

Trilogy of Procedure ; Caption ; 1 Mo. 1

;

Gates, 13 Mo. 511 ; Mobley, L.C. 46a, 3
G&E ; § 272 ; Mandatory Record.

Distinctions between the mandatory and the
statutory records may be abolished, it is

held. S. v. James, 216 Mo. 399.
In federal matters the rule is strictly

enforced as to the respective matters of

the mandatory and of the statutory rec-

ords. Bee Federal Question, and how it

must be made to appear.
A plea of not guilty must be in the right

record. Crain v. U.S.; Munday: Cases.
An assessment roll may be aided by estop-

pel in pais. Ontario Land Co., 212 U.S.
152-154. See Quod ab initio.

Matter of the statutory record if put into
the mandatory record will not be noticed.
Gramp, 23 Mo. 254, § 463, ante; Percy

;

Harris v. S. ; Planing, L.C. 2d, 3 G&R

;

Wright V. Griffey, post.; Pennowfesky.
Inferior courts; jurisdictional facts must

appear from the judgment record. Crepps
V. Durden, L.C. 113, et seq. ; 3 G&R ; Dod-
dridge ; Bersch, 27 Mo. 101 ; Williams v.

Peyton.
Statutory record must be properly consti-

tuted and be sufficient. Mailers. 170 111.

434.

Court acting as jury must find and record
prescribed facts. Bates, 17 Mo. 550.

Matter of anticipating a defence is surplus-
age. Utile; See Anticipating.

A reply cannot aid a complaint. See Aider.
Devine.

Exhibits are no part of a pleading if merely
attached. See Exhibits.

Process and its return must be. Blair, L.C.
170, 3 G&R ; Savacool, L.C. 164, id. Officer

failing to return can make no defence un-
der it. Verba fortius; Six Carpenters'
Case, L.C. 165, 3 G&R ; Nullus commo-
dum.

WHEADON T. OLDS, 20 Wend. (N.T.) 174,
L.C. 349, 3 G&R. Mistake, if mutual, is

ground for rescission ; It may be corrected.

WHEELRIGHT V. DEPEYSTER, 1 Johns.
(N.Y.) 471, 3 Am. Dec. 345. Cited, § 349.
Fabula; S.P., Thomas v. P. There can be
no administration of a living man's estate.

Scott v. McNeal. Jurisdiction depends on
reality of fact. Rose.

WHERE ONE OF TWO EQUALLY INNO-
cent persons must sufEer from the fraud
of a third, he who first trusted must first

suffer. Cited, §§ 13, 291. Liekbariow, L.

C. 394, 3 G&R ; § 40, 1 G&R. Alterations.

Trigg, 27 Mo. 248 ; M'Manus
; § 6690,

Code, N.D. ; Reed, 8 S.D. 596 ; Carroll, »
S.D. 497. See Bona Fide Purchaser

;

Young V. Grote.
WHITCOMB V. WHITING, 2 Doug. 652, 9»

Eng. Reprint, 413. 1 Sm. L.C. 982-1026,
8th ed., 579-590, 11th ed., also in all

other editions, sub Limitations of Actions,
4 G&E. Payment by one Joint contractor
or partner is payment by all ; is a new
promise by all.

WHITE V. BLUETT, 23 L.J.Bxch. 36 (24,

E.C.L.R.), 434, 1 Willst. Conts. 1B9, L.C.

317, 3 G&R. Fabula non judicium. A
consideration must be real ; a mere nullity

or absurd thing will never constitute a
consideration.

WHITE V. OORLIES, 46 N.Y. 467, 1 Willst.

Conts. 134, L.C. 303, 3 G&R. Cited, § 90.

Contract ; consummation of ; when per-

fect is operative and binding. Tyler v.

Pomeroy ; Sanders, 144 N.Y. 209, 43 Am.
St. 757, Willst. Conts., 14, n., ante. (Ad-

ditional matters cannot be tacked on a
perfect contract.)

negotiations for a contract insufficient.

Cherokee, 143 N.C. 376, 118 Am. St. 806 ;

Davis, 208 111. 375.
Accep*o»ce of performance without objection

is conclusive. Taylor, 12 Mo. 313.

WHITE V. COUNTY OF BOND, 58 111. 297,

11 Am. Rep. 65. n., sub Hill v. Boston, 2
G&R. Quasi municipal corporations not
liable for negligence.

WHITE V. FITTS, 102 Me. 240, 15 L.R.A.

(N.S.) 313-330. Cited, §293. Contracts;
not to be performed in a year. S.l'., Peter,

WHITE V. FORT, .3 Hawks (N.C.) 251, 1

Lead. Crim. Cas. (B. &H.) 34. n., L.C.

175, 3 G&R. Merger of the civil injury
in crime.

WHITE V. LYONS, i2 Cal. 279, L.C. 140,

Hepburn's Code Cas. 55, 3 G&E. Plead-

ing; prayer is not a substantive, but an
adjective prescription. Northcraft, 28 Mo.
469 ; Hood. See Russell v. Shurtleff.

Prayer, Caption, Verification and Signatures
belong to adjective law.

WHITE V. WAGAR, 185 111. 195, 50 L.R.A.

60, affg. 83 111. Ap. 592, L.C. 130. 3 G&E.
Inferior tribunals ; strict construction of
statute. Ita lex; Expressio unius. Ap-
pearance will not cure defects of process.

See Quinn v. P. ; Rice v. Travis.

WHITEHOUSE v. FELLOWES, 10 C.B.(N.
S.) 765 (100 E.C.L.R.) 4 G&E. Municipal
corporations liable for works negligently

constructed ; also their ofilcers. Roches-
ter White Lead Works.

WHITLOW V. NASHVILLE R.R., 114 Tenn.
344, 68 L.R.A. 503, n., 4 G&R. Statutes
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Whitlow V. Nashville R. R.

—

are local and domestic ; comity of courts,
remedies extended ; Contra, Cases. Neg-
ligence causing death. Actio personalis.

WHITNEY V. CHICAGO E.R., 27 Wis. 327,
L.C. 112, 3 G&R. Code pleading; ficti-

tious statements obnoxious ; exception
from necessity ; carrier an insurer. Coggs,
L.C. 350, 3 G&R.

WHITNEY V. DICK, 202 U.S. 130-141, 4
ti&R. Jurisdiction of federal courts strict-

ly construed ; Exprcssio unius. Certiorari
an extraordinary remedy.

WHITNEY V. SHUFELT, 1 Denio, 593.

Cited. § 357. Regular process is the ofp,-

cer's defence; it is not for others. Barnes.
See Justification.

WHITWOETH V. THOMAS, 85 Ala. 308, 3

Am. St. 725-746. ext.n., 4 G&R. Deceit

;

Misrepresentation ; recriminatory fraud,

when a defence ; mutual fraud, when a
defence.

WIEBOLD V. HERMANN, 2 Mont. 609, L.

C. 98, 3 G&R. Names; Idem sonans;
Proctor, 220 Mo. 104, 132 Am. St. 555-

580, ext.n. Ohlman, 222 Mo. 62; 133

.\m. St. 506, n.

WIFE: 4 G&R. See Husband and wife.

.-Is a vitness. S. v. West ; S. v. Burt.

Husband liable for torts. Graham v. Tuck-

er. Equity trill protect estate of. Dority.

WIGGIiESWOETH V. DALLISON, 1 Doug.

201, 99 Eng. Reprint, 70, 1 Sm. Lead. Cas.

028-965, id. 545 578, 11th ed.. 15 Rul. Cas.

542, L.C. 399, 3 G&R. Contract ; evidence ;

custom and usage may be shown, unless it

contradicts the writing. See Oral Evi-

dence. Barnard v. Kellogg, 10 Wall. 388,

Senior.
WIGHTMAN V. COATES, 15 Mass. 1, 8 Am.

Dec. 77, 4 G&R. Contract of marriage

;

deception a ground for reseession ; Van
Ilouten. Mutual promises a consideration.

WIGHT V. WELIBATIM, 39 III. 563. Cited,

§§349, 350. Fabula; Dodge v. Cole;

Thomas v. P.

WHiKEESON V. SCHOONMAKEE, 77 Tex.

615, 19 Am. St. 803. Cited, § 452. S.P.,

I'ennoyer. Mandatory record must show

jurisdiction. Lyons v. Roach. Hope v.

Blair.

WrLKBESON V. UTAH, 99 U.S. 130. L.C.

221, 3 G&R. Cruel and unusual punish-

ment; what is. Weems v. U.S., 217 U.

S. 351 : Cases.

WILKINS V. NOEMAN, 139 N.C. 40, 111

Am. St 767-777. ext.n, 4 G&R. Cited,

§§188, 291. Deeds; Construction; Verba

fortius; Repugnant clause is void. Bea-

ton; Horner; Ut res; 118 Am. St. 60:

WILLIAMSON V. BEEEY, 8 How. 495, L.C.

65, 3 G&R. Judicial sales ; void unless

confirmed ; record must show what ought

to be of record. Clark v. Sires. An au-

thority must be shown ; a judgment de-

pends on its record.

WILLIAMSON V. BEOWN, 15 N.Y. 354-365:

Cases, 4 G&R. Cited, § 281. Notice from

possession of property. Niles, 98 Minn.

39 13 L.R.A.(N.S.) 49-140, ext.n. ;
Allen

Meat Co., 92 Miss. 837, 131 Am. St. 556.

Williamson v. Brown.

—

Possession of property nives notice of oc-

cupant's right. Williamson ; Le Neve.
WILLIAMS, 5 Mo. 248, 255. Cited, % 180.

Verba fortius applies to the statutory
record. Crane ; Magellan. Consensus.

WILLIAMS V. BANKHEAD, 19 Wall. (U.S.)

563 (23 L.ed. 1.34), L.C. 93. 3 G&R.
Cited, §§402, 461. Parties; necessary

parties are jurisdictional. Johnson, 170
Mo. 57, 58 ; Barney, 6 Wash. 285 ;

Quis,

quid, coram guo. William v. Eggleston.

Contra: Are adjective law ; statutes may
authorize proceedings without. Bulkley,

§ 453 ; Fabula.
WILLIAMS V. BAYLEY, L.E., 1 Hou. L.C-

200-222, 6 Rul. Cas. 455, sub Sasportas,

4 G&R. Duress ; elements of ; Ubi jus.

See Ashby. L.C. 273, 3 G&R.
WILLIAMS V. CAEWAEDINE, 4 Barn. &
AdoL 621 (24 E.C.L.R.), L.C. 322, 3

G&R. Contract ; Rewards as an offer of

contract.

WILLIAMS V. CHICAGO E.E., 135 111. 491,

25 Am. St. 397, 11 L.R.A. 352, 4 G&R.
Statute ; construction of ; Ad ea qum fre-

quentius ; Verba intentione.

WILLIAMS V. EGGLESTON, 170 U.S. 304
(42 L.ed. 1049), L.C. 94, 3 G&R. Juris-

diction ; a wronged party essential for

;

Actio non datur. Gibler ; Swan ; McCand-
less ; Smith, 191 U.S. 138 U.S. ; Barney

;

§402; Johnson, 170 Mo. (Statute re-

quires) ; Shields. Contra: Bulkley, § 453.

("Our code" can dispense with the

wronged party.") See Williams v. Bank-

head.
WILLIAMS T. ESSLING, 4 Barr (Pa.), 486,

45 Am. Dec. 710, 4 G&R. Entry on

land ; when excusable. Semayne's Case.

WILLIAMS V. FLIGHT, 5 Beavan, 54, 49

Eng. Reprint, 442. Cited, § 163. Verba
fortius applied to equity pleading.

WILLIAMS V. HAYNES, 77 Tex. 283, 19

Am. St. 752. Cited, § 452. Mandatory
record must show a coram judice pro-

ceeding. Hope V. Blair ; Wilkerson.

WILLIAMS V. HINGHAM TUENPIKE CO.,

4 Pick. 341, 344, L.C. 7, 3 G&R. Cited,

§ 132. Pleading ; Cause of action must be

stated ; omission of a material allegation

fatal. Be non. S.P., Rusbton.
WILLIAMS V. PEYTON, 4 Wheat. (U.S.)

77 (8 L.ed. 518), L.C. 116, 3 G&R. Cited,

§254.
Inferior tribunals; powers of, strictly con-

strued, and like a special agency. Batty

V. Carswell ; Walker v. Turner ; Dodd-

ridge ; S. v. Metzger. 26 Mo. 66 ; P. v.

Willis. 14 Johns. 370 ; Ranson v. Wil-

liams ; Thatcher ; Kempe's Lessee.

Superior and inferior courts; distinctions.

§§131-133; Doddridge: Cases; Crepps v.

Durden, L.C. 113, et seq., 3 G&R.
All courts respect the Trilogy of Procedure.

Cf. Munday v. Vail, ante, and cases cited

therewith, with Rushton, Jackson v. Pes-

ked, U.S. V. Cruikshank. See Coram
judice.

The distinction between superior and in-

ferior courts lies in the manner and form

of presetHing the jurisdictional facts.
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Williams v. Pejrton.

—

Thenv must appear as authority for aU
courts alike.—But the mannei.' of making
these facts juridically appear is difCerent

in superior courts from that of inferior

courts.
The .iiirisdictional facts in a superior

court proceeding according to the course
of the common law may appear from
various pleadings .and documents.
But in inferior courts these facts must

appear from one document only, and,
namely, the judgment record. For the
exercise of authority in the inferior

court, the tribunal must look after,

gather and state the tacts and these must
juridically appear from the face of the

right record. The idea is the same in

taxation.
Jurixdictional facts must affirmatively ap-

pear from, the record in all courts.—And
the Trilogy of Procedure governs the con-

struction of these facts.

The proceedings of a superior court are

as strictly judged in res adjudicata ques-

tions, and upon objection from collateral

attack as are the judgments of inferior

courts and tribunals. To illnstrate, see

cases discussing requirements for removal
of causes from state to federal courts.

The fact that when a domestic judg-
ment is sued upon in debt, there are some
prima facie presumptions in its favor is

not sufficient reason for so emphasizing
this exception as to make it an over-

shadowing rule and misleading the legal

profession as it has been, as appears from
the discussion of Crepps v. Burden. Cf.

Ilorrc!/ V. Tyler; Ransom v. William.'^.

Sci Hahn v. Kelly. Omnia pnesumuntur
rite.

Piprr I. Pearson, 2 Gray, 120 (68 Mass.)
120, 61 Am. Dec. 438-44,3, n.. 2 Lead.
Trim. Cas. (B.& II.) 304-308. n. ; 2 Smith
Torts, 635 ; Pattie Cas. Torts, 131, L.C.

114, et seq., 3 G&R. S.P., Crepps; Wil-

liams V. Peyton.
WMte V. M'ofjrr and Rire r. Travis will in-

dicate the conflict in Illinois.

Doddridge and >S. v. iletzyei- (Mo.). (Able
statement of rule in Crepps); the last

case cites and follows Wa.lher v. Turner,

L.C. 118, 3 G&R.
John V. 8., 104 Ind. ^<~>1. may be cited

against Williams v. Peyton and Crepps.

P. r.r rrl. .Alty. Gen. v. Broicn, 23 Colo. 425,

L.C. 131, 3 G&R pro.; Liss v. Wilcoxen,
2 Colo. Contra.

"WILLIAIVtS v. STOLL, 79 Ind. 80, 41 Am.
Rep. 604 Oil : Cases, 4 G&R. Cited, § 13.

Contract ; negligent signing of. Ignoran-
tiu legis; Swift.

WILLISON V. WATKINS, 3 Pet. (U.S.) 43,

7 L.ed. 596, n., 4 G&R. Landlord and
Tenant ; Allegans. Tenant cannot dis-

pute the landlord's title. Shephard, 31
Mo. 492,

WILLS: 4 G&K. Equitable jurisdiction to

construe. Frank, 88 Ark. 1, 129 Am. St.

73-93. ext.n.

TThn can contest. Selden, 289 111. 67, 130
Am. St. 180-219, ext.n.

Wills.—
Revocation; ichen implied from testator's

chauijed condition. Donaldson, 100 .UiiiU.

.

502, 130 Am. St. 621-654, ext.n.

Form of, iohat sufficient. Milam, 33 Ky.
783, 17 L.H.A.(N.S.) 1126 (A letter is

sufScient) ; Mader, 80 Ohio, 69, 181 Am.
St. 719, n.

WILSON V. BRETT, 11 Mees. & Wels. 113,
12 L.J. Exch. 264, L.C. 351, 3 G&R.
Bailments ; Common carriers. Bee Cogga,
L.C. 850, 8 G&R.

WILSON V. DAEKOW, 223 Mo. 520. Cited,

p. X, Preface; xi, id.; §§ 9, 82a, 103. 132,
218, 38.3. A "court is bound by its rec-

ord." See S. V. Fasse ; Missouri.
WILSON V. FREEMAN, 29 Mont. 470, 68

L.R.A. 833-848, extn., 4 G&R. Mines;
re location of mining claim as abandoned
or forfeited.

WILSON V. LOWENTHAL, 181 111. 170, 4
G&R. Judgments, how proved. § 126, 1

G&R. See P. v. Artesian.
WILSON y. S., 62 Ark. 497, 54 Am. S't. 303,

n., 4 G&K. Reasonable doubt ; venue need
not be proved beyond. Bonnell, L.C. 185.

3 G&R ; 1 Bish. Crim. Proc. 383.
WILSON V, U.S., 149 U.S. 60 (37 L.ed. 650),

L.C. 154, 3 G&R. Appellate Procedure

;

Statutory Record. All acts may be re-

viewed ; duty of courts to assist in mak-
ing the record. Appellate courts will en-

force this right.

WINDHAM V. CHETWYND, 1 Burr., 97 Eng.
Reprint, 377, 4 G&R. Statute of Frauds

;

history of.

WINDSOR V. McVeigh, 93 u. s. 274 123
L.ed. 914), 4 Cent. L.J. 68, L.C. 1, 8 G&R.
Cited, p. xii. Preface; §§1, 9, 14o, 40.
41, 42, 51, 55, 62, 105, 127. 133o, 141,
146, 146a, 148, 149, 151, 154, 159. 171,

182, 183, 190, 191, 193, 194, 106. 206,
211, 214, 224, 226, 230, 236, 237. 24,j,

247, 248, 253, 2.56, 261, 276, 279. 331,
329, 333, .349, 350, 351, 352a, SS.'S. 382,
477. Jurisdiction, its elements ; abuse of
power divests a court of jurisdiction to

proceed; appellate courts will sua sponte
notice such error without regard to ob-

jection or exception. A court must have
a record, and a court is bound by its

record.

Audi alteram partem; ablest discussion of
this maxim.

Nitllities and mere irregularities; distinc-

tions. Bateson, 37 Mo. 31-34 : Cases ; §

462; Comstock, 134 Wis. 613, 610,

Hovey v. Elliot, 167 U.S. 409, limited 212
U.S. 326, et seq.

Pleadings essential to confer jurisdiction;
necessities in the administration of jus-

tice. Crockett v. Lee ; ear parte Sawyer,
124 U.S. 200 ; Quis, quid, coram quo.

Al)use of poiver calls for no statutory rec-

ord; if it appears from the mandatory
record, then it saves itself. Campbell v.

P., L.C. 2. 3 G&R; Hannibal R.R., § 505:
Davis, 126 Mo. 69; Sto. Eq. PI. 10.

Contra: Haskell, 31 Mo. 435.

Courts must have a record, and they are
hound thereby. Windsor, et seq., L.C. 1,
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"Windsor v. McVeigh.

—

3 U&n
; Eush, 101 llo. oS6 : S. v. Muencli ;

Sachp
; Smalley. Sir Munday ; Cases ;

Qiii--^. (jiiid^ coiiini quo; Coram jiidicr.
-l iuilininht (lepeuiU upon its icconh uhich

imist tli.<icIose (Utthoritii for llir cnfrt/ of
the juilymcnt. Bell, 123 Mo. •210: Cases;
poddridge. tire Muuday : Cases ; .Author-
ity : Coram jiiiliec; H li-i-lUS. 1 G&R.

Juri.iiliftiiiii : H-hen it attaches: right to
procenl. and exercise it; Limitations.—
Windsor.

Courts that limit jurisdiction to two
elements only, namely. 1. Of The person :

and 2. Of the subject-matter, are opposed
to Windsor. See Illinois, Missouri, Wis-
consin.

Windsor well introduces this discussion.
See also Astor v. Grignon's Heirs ; Mohr.

In other states pleadings are uniformly
Jurisdictional. But this Is denied and at
firmed in theory-of-the-case states in al-

ternation.
A change of the elements of jurisdic-

tion changes a state's procedure. The
extent of this change can be reckoned
from Windsor and its citations.

WING, 15 Mo. 174. Cited. §§ 163, 377, 378.
rt res applies to a pleader ; very liberal

application of the rule. § 16.3. /Sc'

Eowen. Every presumption is in favor of
the pleader.

Allegation that benefits were conferred upon
a third person.—It will be presumed that
this third person was a child or servant
of the defendant, for which defendant
was hound to pay. .S'ec Moore v. C.

"WING V. MHiL, 1 B. &. Aid. 104, 106 Eng.
Reprint, 3:1, 4 G&R. Contract ; benefits

conferred upon a third person at the prom-
issor's request is enforceable. Bartholo-
mew : Mills V. Wyman.

"WINONA, ETC., LAND CO. v. S., 159 U.S.

.j40, 40 L.ed. 2.-,2 ; Cases ; 4 G&R. Fed-
eral question ; review of technical rules.

Howard v. Fleming.
Due process of lair is adjective laio and
may tie iraived. Consensus.

Motion for a rrhearinfj will not raise. Wat-
ers-Pierce, 212 U.S. 112.

WINSMOEE V. GREENBANK, Willes, 577.

Bigel, L.C. Torts, 328-340, et seq., suit

Ashby V. White, L.C. 273, 3 G&R. UM
jus.

WINSTON'S EXEC'R V. FRANCISCO, 2

Wash. 180. Cited. § 483. Statute of

Amendments and .Jeofails apply to formal

matters only. S.P., Andrews v. Lynch.

WINSTON, 28 Mo. 576. Cited. 58 225, 245,

390, 4^7, 4S8. Trilogy of Procedure re-

spected. A court is bound by its record.

WINTEEBOTTOM V. WEIGHT, 10 M. & W.
100: 62 R.R, •">34; r,C. Am. St. 813; 46

L.R.A. (.\'.S. ) 33122; 4 G&R. Tort; Con-

tract ; Privity : In jure. Relation of tort

and contract: omission of contract duty

a tort ;
privity as an element. Wood-

ward ; Thomas v. Winchester: Langridge.

WISCONSIN: 4 G&R. Adopted the code in

18.-.0.

The allefjation required. See Munday; Com
stock, cited below.

Wisconsin.

—

Issues must appear from the right record.
I'.orkenhagen ; Saunderson ; Wisconsin
I'arm Land.

Pleadings cannot 6e "fish, flesh or foirl."
Kewaunee ('ounty v. Decker, L.C. 20, 3
G&R ; Munday : Cases.

Trilogy of i^rocedvre generally respected.
4 G&R, Wisconsin Farm Land Co.

I-ate cases in Wisconsin greatly empha-
size the influence of statutes and Wiscon-
sin cases in discussions of the Trilogy of
Procedure and its cognate principles.
Emerson v. Nash. In other words the
law is impressed as a domestic creation
and establishment, as it has been in Mis-
souri. E.^presslons justifying this con-
clusion are found in Gratz, 137 W^is. 104,
quoted imder Construction.

A general rule was discussed as local.

Prentice. 134 \Yis. 456 (Prolixity is to
be avoided. S.P.. C. v. Kane, L.C. 183,

3 G&R). A judgment beyond the issues

is not void, but is merely irregular. It

is not subject to collateral attack. Corn-

stock. 137 Wis. 613, 010. (Sache v.

Wallace and Munday v. Vail, L.C. 79, 3
G&R, are denied.) Comstock can be cited

to support the Theory of the Case; also

that the statute and jurisdiction of the

person are the two facts that will support

a judgment. Pleadings are not indis-

pensable.

As to denials, the court has uniformly

held consistent views. Dickson v. Cole,

L.C. .34, 3 G&R: Herbert. 134 Wis. r,(vl.

Jurisdiction; upon irhat it depends: right

to exercise it. Comstock. Cf. Windsor

;

Quis, quid, coram quo.

Irrelevant evidence n-ill not support a judg-

ment, unless the pleadings are amended.

Bowers, 62 Wis. 480 ; Flanders, 36 Wis.

564.
WISCONSIN FARM LAND CO v. BULLARD,

11 Wis. .320. 4 G&R. Trilogy of I'roce-

dure vindicated. Defences not pleaded

are waived ; equitable estoppel must be

pleaded. Hall v. Henderson ; Noble v.

Blount.
WITHDRAWING A JUEOE: 4 G&R. 78 Am.

St. 778 ; 48 L.R.A. 432. Courts often re-

sort to a round-about way of administer-

ing the law.

WITHINGTON V. EVELETH, 7 Pick. 106, 4

G&R. State agencies should sit at the

time and place provided for. See Terms
of Court ; Blair.

WITNESSES: 4 G&R. Children; compe-

tency. R. V. Hill, 8x Am. St. 884 ; S. v.

Meyer, 135 la. 507, 124 Am. St. 291-

:iii9, ext.n.

WONDBELY V. LAFAYETTE COUNTY, 150

Mo. 035, 45 L.R.A. 386; Cases; 73 Am.

St. 474, L.C. 102, 3 G&R. Cited, §§206.

294, 348.

Fahiila non judicium. Sham and false al-

legations cannot constitute a cause of

action. Graver ; Weltmer v. Bishop, L.C.

268a, 3 G&R.
Leges non verbis sed rebus sunt Impositte.
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WOOD V. REAVES, 144 Mass. 365, 59 Am.
Rep. 95 : Cases ; 4 G&R. Acta exteriora;
Six Carpenters' Case.

WOOD V. UlADBITTEE, 13 M. & M. 838, 67
R.R., sub Ifrauds. 2 G&R. Oral license to

enter on real estate is irrevocable. Cape
G. R.R. T. R.R. ; Lester, L.C. 341, 3 G&R.
See Equitable Estoppel.

WOOD V. WATKINSON, 17 Conn. 500, 44
Am. Dec. 562-570, 4 G&R. Partners;
service of process on.

WOODS V. rEEEMAN, 1 Wall. (U.S.) 398,
4 G&R. Taxation ; assessment roll. S.P.,

Til ton.

WOODWAED V. MILLEE, 11 Ga. 618, 100
Am. St. 188-203, ext.n., 4 G&R. Torts;
privity ; negligence ; right to recover for
where there is no privity. Wright ; Thom-
as V. Winchester.

WOOLLAM V. HEAEN, 7 Ves. Jr., 211, 32
Eng. Reprint, 86, 2 Lead. Eq. Cas. (W.
& T.) 920-1040, n.. L.C. 53, 3 G&R. Oral
evidence ; its admissibility to affect writ-
ten evidence. In equity the oral evidence
rules are most ably discussed. Equity
molded these rules.

WOEDS: 4 G&R. Yerba accipienda sunt
secundum subjectum materiam: Words
are to be interpreted according to the
subject-matter. See Construction ; Verba
intentione.

WOEK v. S., 2 Ohio S't. 297, 1 Lead. Crim.
Cas. 482-496, extn., 59 Am. Dec. 671-
677, n., 43 L.R.A. 35, L.C. 242, 3 G&R.
•Tury ; constitutional requisites ; consists
of twelve men. Vaughn, 30 Mo. 604

;

Jennings v. S., 134 Wis. 308, 14 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 862, n.

Guaranty of jury trial is adjective law.
Turney v. Barr ; Ad quwstionem.

WOEEAIL V. MUNN, 5 N.Y. 229, 55 Am.
Dec. 330-345, ext.n., L.C. 390, 3 G&R.
Deeds ; escrow, can only be for third per-
son

; parol authority to agent sufficient to
bind principal. See Hyde v. Johnson.
Escrow Deeds ; Wilkins, 80 Vt. 48, 130
Am. St. 906-914, ext.n.

WEIGHT V. BOSTON E.E., 129 Mass. 440, 4
G&R. Trilogy of Procedure respected.
S.P., Rushton, L.C. 5, 3 G&R; Williams,
L.C. 7, Id.

WEIGHT V. GEIFFET, 146 111. 392-898, 4
G&R. Statutory record for its uses is

exclusive. Expressio unius; Planing Mill
Co., L.C. 2d, 3 G&R; Mailers. 170 111.

434 ; "What ought to be of record," etc.

WEIGHT V. GElrrET, 147 111. 496, 87 Am.
St. 228, L.C. 28, 3 G&R, § 344. Cited,
§§ 45, 80, 231, 309, 342, 343. 358. Bes
adjudicata depends on the mandatory rec-
ord. S.P., S. V. Muench ; Story, PI. 791

;

Chicago, 233 111. 634, 66 Cent. L.J. 489;
Potter, 203 111. 592, 96 Am. St. 232 (A
fact determined is conclusive) ; Kenealy,
241 111. 25.

The language should ie restrained by the
facts of the case. Martin v. Evans. Parol
evidence of what occured upon the former
trial and what was actually decided is al-

ways admissible in such cases. Mondel.
L.C. 77, 3 G&R; Vallandlngham, 17 111.

25.

Wright V. Griffey.

—

Consistently with the pleadings the
statutory record, also evidence aliunde,
may be referred to to identify and ex-
plain issues. Where general allegations
are permitted, the strict rule of the two
records is departed from. As oral evi-

dence may explain, but not contradict a
writing, so the allegations and issues may
be explained in res adjudicata. But the
pleadings cannot be varied. Cromwell,
L.C. 26, 3 G&R ; Riverside, § 345, ante.

Limits of liberal construction. Dobson, L.
C. 2320, 3 G&R ; Jackson v. Pesked ; Mun-
daj : Cases.

WEIGHT V. P., Breese (111.), 102, 4 G&R.
S.P., B. V. Wheatley, L.C. 19, 3 G&R,
which is quoted and followed.

WEIGHT V. TATHAM, 1 Adol. & El. 3-23
(28 E.C.L.R.), L.C. 201, 3 G&R. Cross-
examination ; right to, a principle of the
prescriptive constitution, and must be af-

forded. 1 Gr. Ev. 98, 445, n. Paul was
assured this right by Festus ; such rights
are profoundly constitutional. 2 Kent, 8,
12 ; § 510. ante.

WRIT: 4 G&E. Of error. Id.
WRIT OF EIGHT: 83 Cyc. 1542.
WRIT OF FOEEMEDON: 33 Cyc. 1548.
WEITING: 4 G&R. What is sufficient.

Brown, L.C. 346, 3 G&B.
WYNNE, 23 Mo. 80. Cited, %% 82o, 218, 478.
"What ought to be of record," etc. S. v.
Bersch ; Clark v. Sires ; Benton Co. v,
Morgan.

WYOMING: Adopted the code in 1869. See
California ; Utah.

YARMOUTH v. FEANCE, L.E., 19 Q.B.Div.
647, 17 Rul. Cas. 217, 4 G&R. Volenti
non fit injuria. Statutes cannot make
one man his brother's keeper. U. P. R.R.
V. Cappier. Julius commodum.

YATES V. JACK, L.E., 1 Oh. Div. 295, 3
Rul. Cas. 36, n., 4 G&R. Easement of
light and air.

YATES V. LANSING, 9 Johns, 395, 6 Am.
Dec. 290, 4 G&R. Judicial officers have
absolute immunity. Lange, L.C. 159, 3
G&E ; Stone, 8 Mo. 150.

Successive arrests by order of a judge in
violation of the judgment of a supreme
court is no cause of action.

YATES, IN EE, 4 Johns, 315-376 4 G&R.
Contempts ; Courts have inherent power
to punish. Hale v. S. ; Robinson.

YEAR: 4 G&E.
YOUNG V. GEOTE, 4 Bing. 253 (13 E.O.L.

E.), 4 G&R. Cited, % 17. Commercial
paper governed by equitable principles.
Equitable Estoppel ; "When one of two
equally innocent," etc. Lickbarrow, L.C.
394, 3 G&R. S.P., Swift. See Union
Trust Co.

YOUNG V. McLeMOEE, 3 Ala. 295, 4 G&E.
Audi alteram partem; the right to be
heard is a substantive right above stat-
utes. An agent may verify a pleading.
Statutes must accord with reason and con-
venience. Contra: Warman.

YOUNG V. EAINCOCK, 7 O.B. 310 337 7
M. G & S. (62 E.C.L.R.), 4 G&R.' Estop-
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Young V. Raincock.—
pel by deed ; recitals In a deed are con-
clusive. Deeds ; Christmas v. Oliver.

YOUNG V. SCHOFIELD, 132 Mo. 650. Cited,
§ 501. S.r., Cliirk V. Dillon ; Mallinc-
krodt. Statute of Jeofails apply to formal
matter only. See Jeofails.

YUNDT V. P., 65 111. 372, 4 G&R. Plea of
not guilty essential to confer jurisdiction.
Grain ; Munday : Cases. S.P.. Israel v.
Reynolds, L.C. 83, 3 G&R. Sec Eeply.

A court is l)ound 'by its record.—With-
out an issue there is nothing to try

;

the jury are sworn to try the issues.
And the right record must show the
issue. Grain v. U.S. ; Munday : Cases.
Nunc pro tunc amendments showing
the issue are not allowed. Grain

:

Cases. In criminal law this idea of
the record and of jurisdiction uni-
formly obtains. Grain ; Aylesworth

;

Hoskins ; Johnson v. P. ; Parkinson

;

S. V. Saunders, 153 Mo. 234 ; Eiseman
V. S. (Ind.).

An issue shown from the right rec-

ord is jurisdictional ; the discussions
of Munday v. Vail and of its cognate
cases and citations of Munday will

disclose that fact.

In the criminal case Grain is the
uniform law and all courts respect it.

In equity there are slight depar-
tures. It has been held that a reply
can be waived. Labor v. Cooper (U.

S.). Story's rule was to allow an
amendment nunc pro tunc. Sto. Eq.

PI. 881; Keator, 144 U.S. 434. It

seems well to observe here, that

amendments were favored before

codes were adopted. Steph. PI. 149.

But the record must be sufficient be-

fore judgment was entered. Adams
V. Gill, 158 111. 190. And such is the

prevailing view in code states. Courts

that lightly view the importance of

the record nevertheless require an

amendment. Zellers: Gases; Adams
V. Gill.

Now why should the issue be ju-

risdictional and of importance in one

kind of a casfe and not in another

kind. If the matter is jurisdictional,

then it concerns the state. Now why
should the state be more interested

in one kind of a case than in another?

Shall procedure have reason and con-

gruity, or be a mass of conflicting

statutes and cases, as it is in the

theory-of-the-case courts?

When its philosophy is lost then

the law itself is lost.

ZALESKI V. CLARK, 44 Conn. 218, 26 Am.
Rep. 446, L.C. 306, 3 G&R. Contract
must be certain

; parties must agree.
Iloare p. Rennie.

Agreement to satisfy vendee must he com-
plied with. Beissel, 102 Minn. 229, 12
L.R.A.(N.S.) 403, ext.n. Contra: Hol-
lingswortb, 78 Kans. 455, 130 Am. St.
382. Bee Contract.

Uncertain agreement is no agreement. Rei-
gart, 217 ilo. IGo ; Wain; Sherman v.
Kitmiller, L.C. 305, et seq., 3 G&R.

Koii hwc in foedera venl (I did not en-
ter into this contract) is the leading
maxim in the Trilogy of Contract.
See Contract ; Hoare v. Rennie

;

Moody, 14 Me. 307, Woodruff Quasi
Conts. 34; Sanders v. Pottlitzer;
White V. Corlies.

On principle Zaleski is correct ; for
it is perfectly lawful for one to stipu-
late that finally satisfaction must at-
tend the performance when it is pre-
sented for acceptance. This is a con-
cern of the contracting parties unal-
loyed with any interest of the state

;

courts have no right to disregard a
lawful stipulation. To do so is to
invade the province of the freedom
to contract. See Salus popuH su-
prema lex.

ZELLEES V. WHITE, 208 111. 518, 100 Am.
St. 243, 4 G&R. Variance is a question
of adjective law and may be waived.
Consensus; Dorn v. Farr. Frustra de-
nied. Contra: Fish v. Cleland. See
Illinois ; Missouri ; Theory of the Case.

The discussions of these concluding
cases present matters that are like

the "jungle" referred to at the be-

ginning, and likewise the suggestions
then made, that a new dictionary is

needed. True and settled defini-

tions are needed of Variance,
Failure of Proof and of Depar-
ture. For instance : If a variance
is adjective law and therefore waiv-
able, then it is waived if passed
without proper objection and excep-
tion. See Consensus tollit errorem.
If waived it is gone forever, and then
it follows that all the cases and dis-

cussions about retrospectively curing
or healing it is a reductio ad absur-

dum. Erratic and visionary notions

of the subjects referred to is the

origin of the most vicious and narrow
minded views that have demoralized
procedure. See Variance, 4 G&R, and
quotations there given from promi-
nent authors.

Amendments to obviate variances arc

discussed in a multitude of cases.—
But if variances can be waived then
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Zellers v. White.—
these /"discussions are entirely use-

less. One of these discussions is

found in Wolfinger, 22 S.D. "17-02,

133 Am. St. 900-905, n. Herein it is

assumed that the coiumon law was
not favorable to amendments, and
therefore that Jlr. Stephen was mis-

talcen. Steph. PI. 149; §119. ante.

Also that courts have no inherent

power to allow amendments. That it

was "Our Code" that smote the

shackles that bound judges from do-

ing justice. From the case last cited

one must infer that courts are at

the mercy of the legislatures for the

necessary powers of administering
justice. Like the cases in other code
states, "Our Code" is so emphasized
that it is misleading. And it ought
to be said that the court confounds
substance and form quite as much a?

did Sergeant Williams whom Stephen
followed into error. § 117, ante. This
opinion of pages could have been con-

densed into a few lines. It might
have been said that the principles of
the common law and of equity were
reaffirmed by all codes. That upon
these principles, from necessity, courts
must allow amendments to prevent a

failure of justice at any time during
the term. That the only limitation of

this power is found in considerations
of the conserving principles of pro-
cedure. Choteau v. Hewitt, 10 Mo. 131,

134 (able statement and resume).
The pMlosopliy of procedure arises

from the prescriptive constitution,

and this limits and restrains all otlifr

lairs. In prcescntia major is ccssat

potentia minoris.—Courts have inher-
ent powers to carry forward the due
administration of tlie laws. If a code
provided that no amendment should
he allowed, or that no summons
.should issue, or that a defendant
need not appear and defend until
years had elapsed, any court should
disregard such provisions and pro-
mulgate necessary rules of procedure.
When courts discuss amendments

that change a cause of action they
will talk one way in one case, and
the next in another way. They will
allow no amendment that will raise
the bar of the statute of limitations.
See Amendments. On the other hand
they will construe the code as indi-
cated in Wnlfingcr, supra. See also
Chitty V. E.R. (Mo.) ; Dickensheets v.

Kaufman (Ind.) ; Bristow, L.G. 135,

Zellers v. White.—
et sc<j., 3 G&K. In Bristoio the ques-
tion was before Manslield ; also in

Wabash R.R. v. Friedman (111.).

The statute of Jeofails has added noth-
ing to the laic.—See Jeofails. This
statute is re-enacted in codes. An-
drews V. Lynch ; Clark v. Dillon.

The Trilogy of Procedure governs the
statute of Jeofails. § 101, et seq.

Codes and Practice Acts have not ana
cannot enia.sinlate fundamental law
in a constitutionalism. Great judges
have not and never will treat their
records as mere form and meaning-
less, and with serenity admit and
condone irrelevant evidence, and al-

ways concede that if it is admitted it

must be given effect regardless of
barriers of protection.

However, it is conceded that courts
have control of their records during
the term, and in apt time may make
any necessary amendments as to

form. One objecting to this must ex-

cept and in the statutory record show
and define prejudicial error. Error
without prejudice passes as De mlni-
niis lion curat Ic.r. Such has always
been the law, and in the light of
these facts it may be asked, what
have the liberal provisions of "Our
Code" added to the law? See An-
dreics and Clark, .lupra : C. & A. R.R.
V. Clausen (III.). Sound views are
expressed in these cases, and here-
from the student can perceive the
"useless grists of profuse jargon."

Courts that construe from the let-

ter of the law and not from its spirit

have led the American jurisprudent
far astray. See Jeofails.

Noil in tahuUs est jus.

MuJtitutlo imperitorem penlit curiam.

Clark is an instructive case ; it involved
the construction of a record for what
was admitted and what was denied
therein. It discusses allegations, ad-

missions, denials, issues. However,
the court was narrow visioned as to

the application of Teriia fortius; the
court limited its application to sub-
stantial pleadings only.

ZOUCH V. PARSONS (D'ABBOTT v. P.), 3

Burr. 1704, 97 Eng. Reprint, 1103, 4
G&R. Infants ; deeds of, are void. Craig.

Contracts of infants. Craig, reviewing Eng-
lish and American cases ; Peters v. Flem-
ing

; Ryder ; Tucker v. Moreland ; Yasse
V. Smitli.

Is approved and widely cited in
America. Its rule is involved in Craig.



ADVERTISEMENT.

"Mr. Hughes has done an inestimable service, for he has forced the
members of the legal profession into two classes. These classes are : 1.

Those who see in his writings the life, blood and spirit of the law. and
2. Those who see naught in them except the emanations of a disordered
intellect."

A. S. LangilLj Chicago.

"After getting a copy of Hughes' Datum Posts and studying it for
several days, I took occasion to buy an extra copy of it and presented it

to a young lawyer, with the remark: 'If you will go to that book every
time you have a case and diligently study the leads which it gives you^
you can not fail within ten years to be one of the leading lawyers of the
Chicago bar.'

"

F. J. LoESCH, Chicago.

* * * "Their particularly classic and historical references become
an education."

Col. James Hamilton Lewis, Chicago.

Hughes' Grounds and Rudiments presents the great principles of
the law in their simplest form, also with finely chosen illustration. To
illustrate : Every presumption is against a pleader, which in the Roman
was expressed thus: Verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem. In
this expression appears one of the familiar rules of construction, also of
evidence. This canon is most ably presented in Dovaston v. Payne,
Smith's Leading Cases. This case is reprinted by prominent instructors

in relation to various titles. From these it is so discussed and impressed

as to lead the student mind to digest it as follows

:

"DOVASTON V. PAYNE. Action for taking pi's, cattle. Plea

—Cattle taken damage feasant. Replication—Cattle got into def's.

fence. Held—No action, for (1) PI. must show cattle were lawfully

on highway, before he can allege break in def's. fence, to excuse

trespass. (2) Words 'being on said highway' not enough."

Now, did this student fully comprehend Dovaston v. Payne? To
determine this question turn to Leading Case No. 217, 3 Grounds and
Rudiments (Datum Posts) and see the elucidation here found.

Cases illustrating the most instructive canons can be presented as-

trivialities, as will appear from the above citation. The wrangle of the

courts over Dovaston is properly indicated in the last citation.

Anyone who will follow Dovaston v. Payne through the Grounds and
Rudiments will be led to that instruction that widens the vision and up-

lifts the legal profession. For these ends this work is well designed and
therefore should be commended.

Seth F. Crews.
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From an Eminent Judge

"East St. Louis, 111.,

"April 25, 1910.

"I received each volume of GROUNDS

AND Rudiments as soon as it was pub-

lished. I have constantly used the work

and find it is truly an encyclopedic digest

for the desk. As a guide to the leading

cases and their history it is incomparable.

It is the best maxim book, and the best

maxim book is the first book of every li-

brary. It apparently contains all of Broom's

maxims, and is arranged with the greatest

convenience. It leads one directly to the

maxim and case on the subject under con-

sideration.

"The work is historical, philosophical,

original and unique. It is a veritable key

to the body of the law and should be at the

hand of every student and practitioner.

"I take great pleasure in commending

it to the profession.

"Very truly yours,

"GEORGE A. CROW."



ADVERTISEMENT.

From a Prominent Lawyer

Chicago, 111., October 1, 1910.

Editor, Central Law Journal,

Central Law Journal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Dear Sir:

—

It has been with the greatest pleasure that I have examined the

Mss. of Hughes' Equity. I am the happy possessor of all of Mr. Hughes'
works, and have placed his first volume of Procedure above all in the

library. All of his works are original, unique and filled with the finest

matter that can be laid before a lawyer. But now I find his Equity

surpasses all ; it is a ne plus ultra effort. It grapples with a mighty subr

ject, the Civil Law of Rome, and from cover to cover discloses strands

of the civil law in the six leading subjects. The trilogies of these subjects

are a new presentation, on a new alignment of matter, calling for new
definitions and a new terminology. The preface is a presentation of

fact, well drawn and forcibly presented and should be read by all juris-

prudents. The demonstration it promises is executed in a lofty and

masterly manner. "From a line drawn from the orient peaks, lesser and

subjective rules are left to take their places" in the light of the great and

immutable principles of jurisprudence.

An examination of §§ 1-26 of the work will justify the foregoing

conclusions. Besides these sections, section 101 and what follows shows

a grasp of the higher law that I have never seen equalled. The selection

of cases from Illinois and Missouri to illustrate the proposed argument

in the preface, should be considered with great care. The causes of dis-

orders in these states is clearly pointed out. These illustrations carry

with them a rich citation to the Civil, the English, the Federal and best

state decisions. Herefrom it is shown that codes of civil procedure have

brought nothing new; its vicious construction is most clearly presented.

The concluding chapter convincingly shows how the principles of

the Civil Law have been incorporated in American jurisdictions, both

state and federal. In short, the work will be accepted as a new apotheosis

and a revelation of much needed and long awaited instruction. The work

is attended with a wealth of citation and reference matter.

Truly yours.

Wells M. Cook,

934 1st Nat. Bank Bldg.



A KEY TO THE LIBRARY

Grounds and Rudiments
of Law
By W. T. Hughes

A PRACTICAL FINDER AT LAST!
Vol. 1 is the Text-matter, supported by the Text-Index in the following

three volumes, arranged in cyclopedic form for independent use as well.

Vol. 2—Prom A to L.

Vol. 3—Leading Cases 1 to 417 (Datiun Posts of Jurisprudence).

Vol. 4—From L to Z.

It leads directly to the maxims and cases upon the subject under con-
sideration. To illustrate:

Alterations, Vol. 2, p. 371, leads to the leading case, Master v. Miller,
Vol. 4, p. 879. Here are found other cases, also the maxims.

Caveat emptor, Vol. 2, p. 411, leads to B. v. Wlieatley: L.C. 19, Vol.
3, also L.C. 374, et seq.

Omnia praesumnntur contra spollatorem leads to Armory v. Dela-
mire: 180, Vol. 3, where cognate cases will be found, also the
bibliography, so that the principle can be traced through the
library.

Oral Evidence, Vol. 4, p. 928, will lead to rules, exceptions, leading
cases and the maxims of the subject.

Squib case (Scott v. Sbepberd), Vol. 4, p. 1024, will lead to the
maxims and cases, Federal and best state, and will, in connec-
tion with cases cited therewith, introduce much that relates to
torts.

Note how the American and the late cases are found under
the Squib Case; also in Swift v. Tyson, at p. 1041, Vel. 4; that
under the English are found the American, and vice versa, in
thousands of questions.

THUS IT IS A KEY.

Begin at p. 157, Vol. 3 (DATUM POSTS), and read the statements of ease*
301, 302, et seq., and see the elements of Contract presented so all can find and
learn them. See how a key to the library is found by means of cases cited ia
text-books, by indicating below each case where it is discussed. Accordingly-
the starter is found and traced.

THUS IT IS A GUIDE.

Within four inches can stand 5,000 familiar maxims, leading cases, and general
principles. Such a work is unique and distinctive; it is not long rows of "chaff
pads" and "space fillers." No desk can give space to illimitable, unwieldly bulks-

of over-toppling outputs, that are beyond human capacity.

A miniature thesaurus, containing the heart and vitals of great books, viz^
Broom's Maxims; Smith's, White and Tudor 's, Bennett and Heard's Leading
Cases; Bishop's, Story's, Greenleaf 's Evidence, and the great Annotated Series ot
Eeports, etc., etc., awaits your examination.

This work leads you directly to the maxim or case on the subject you ar*
considering, and informs you where these beacon lights are found. It is a
"starter" and finds for you with facility on every hurried and pressing occasion.
See testimonials at end of Volume IV.

The best maxim book is always the first.

Keep these books In their box on your desk.

4 volumes complete, Limp, Buckram, $15.00.

For Sale by

CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL CO.

420 Market St. St. Louis. Mo.










